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NONFLYING MAMMAL POLLINATION OF SOUTHERN
AFRICAN PROTEAS: A NON-COEVOLVED SYSTEM 1

Delbert Wiens,^ John P. Rourke,^ Brenda B. Casper,^ Eric A. Rickart,^

Timothy R. LaPine,^ C. Jeanne Peterson,^ and Alan Channing^

Abstract

Traits characterizing those proteas adapted for polhnation by nonflying mammals include: bowl-

shaped heads bearing fleshy bracts, these borne on short, flexible peduncles, often at or near ground
level (geoflorous) and hidden beneath dense overlying foliage (cryptic), and producing copious nectar

(ca. 1.8 ml/head, standing crop); individual florets with wir>', yet flexible styles and a nectar-stigma

distance of 10 mm; a distinctive yeastlike odor; nocturnal anthesis; sucrose-rich nectar with a high

total carbohydrate content (ca. 36%) and a relatively low proportion of amino acids. Evidence of

small-mammal visitation to protea flowering heads includes: the presence of pollen on the rostra

(carried in a position to effect pollination when foraging for nectar); the transport of fluorescing powders

to flowering heads both within and between plants; the accumulation of small-mammal feces in

flowering heads, and the destruction of exciosure bags containing nectar-rich heads. The period of

greatest small-mammal activity (1800 hr.) coincides with maximum flower opening. T maze experi-

ments showed that small mammals, when given a choice between typically bird-pollinated proteas

and those having characteristics of flowers pollinated by nonflying mammals, always foraged on the

latter. That small mammals can effect pollination is indicated by their foraging behavior on flowering

heads while in captivity, the morphological "fit" between individual florets and the rostra of small

mammals, and by selective exciosure experiments that reduced seed set (50% and 95%) when small

mammals were excluded and visitation was limited to insects (mostly honey bees). The nectar produced

' The study was supported in part by NSF grant (DEB 78-11624). We thank B. Albee, L. Arnow, H. G.
and I. Baker, P. Cox, V. Grant, S. D. Hopper, P. H. Raven, and V. Turner for helpful comments on the

manuscript.

People too numerous to mention individually assisted the research, in particular the staffs of the Karoo
Botanic Garden, and Kirstenbosch Botanic Garden and its director Prof. Brian Rycroft. The curator of the

Karoo Garden, Mr. Bruce Bayer, provided generous logistical and field assistance and engaged in stimulating

discussions of the problem from its inception. Peter and Connie Smits offered unsurpassed hospitality and Peter's

keen photographic sense was invaluable. Drs. Nick and Marie Strickland, Dr. Derek Mitchell, and Dr. J. U. M.
Jarvis, all of Cape Town University, as well as Dr. Fred Kruger, South African Forestry Research Institute,

Pretoria, assisted in various capacities. The late Fred du Plesis and his wife, Thelma, provided access to the

unparalleled study sites on Jonaskop. Dr. Walter Veith, Stellenbosch University, obtained the metabolic rates

of Aethomys and the caloric value of P. humijlora nectar; we are also indebted to Stellenbosch University for

the use oftheir scanning electron microscope facility. Prof. H. G. and I. Baker, University ofCalifornia, Berkeley,

determined the carbohydrate and amino acid compositions of protea nectar, showed a continuing interest in

the problem and offered various helpful suggestions. Finally, but not least importantly, we are indebted to field

assistance from Tori Bums, Heidi Fain, and Jenny Turner, who survived the southeasters!

^ Department of Biology, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah 841 12.

^ Kirstenbosch Botanic Garden, Claremont, South Africa 7735.
** Present address: Department of Biology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104.
^ Department of Biochemistry, University of the Western Cape, BeUville, South Africa 7530,

Ann. Missouri Hot. Gard. 70: 1-3L 1983.
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by these proteas meets the energy requirements of the small-mammal community for only several

days annually, thus coevolution is impossible. Proteas adapted for pollination by nonflying mammals

have evolved unilaterally, probably from bird-pollinated prototypes, possibly in response to progressive

decrease in population size. Recent discoveries in the Neotropics of flowers with some similar char-

acteristics and also pollinated by nonflying mammals support the existence of a worldwide class of

flowers adapted for such pollinators.

The pollination of flowers by nonflying mam- observed pollination of Blakea (Melastomata-

malswas first mentioned by Kemer (1895, v. 2, ceae) by rodents in Costa Rica, and Steiner( 1981)

p. 230) and was discussed nearly 50 years ago by discovered probable pollination by opossums in

Porsch (1934, 1935, 1936a, 1936b). The subject Mabea (Euphorbiaceae) in Panama. The sugges-

was not given further attention, however, until tion of rodent pollination in Hawaiian Freyci-

Morcombe (1968) suggested pollinatory rela- A^^//a(Degener, 1945) is apparently in error (Cox,

tionships between various proteaceous flowers

and nonflying mammals in the southwestern

1981)

We report the results of three seasons of field

Australian flora. Rourke and Wiens (1977) re- studies on several species of southern African

viewed the problem and noted that various floral species of Protea (Proteaceae) with characteris-

features convergent in Australian and South Af- tics indicating adaptations for nonflying mam-
rican Proteaceae suggested adaptations for pol- mal pollination (hereafter referred to as NMP
lination by nonflying mammals. The following proteas), as contrasted to proteas with features

year Wiens and Rourke (1978) offered substan- showing adaptations for bird pollination (BP

tive evidence for pollination by nonflying mam- proteas) (Wiens & Rourke, 1978). Whenever

mals (mostly rodents) in two species of South possible the two systems are compared. These

African proteas. Two previous studies of pre- observations cover the winter-early spring (Au-

sumably bat-pollinated African plants, viz., the gust-September) field seasons of 1978-79 and

baobab (Bombacaceae) (Coe & Isaac, 1965) and the summer (February) field season of 1980 in

Maranthes (Chrysobalanaceae) (Lack, 1977) the Cape region of South Africa. Wiens and

demonstrated visitation and nectar feeding by Rourke (1978) established that several muridro-

h\xshh2Ay\Qs{GalagocrassicaudatusGQoQroy)?ind dents and a few additional small mammals vis-

genets {Genetta tigrina Schreber), respectively, ited the flowering heads of Pw/e^a: a/rz;?/^x/caw//5

Recent interest in the subject has resulted in a (Salisb.) R. Br. and P. humiflora Andr., as evi-

number of publications: Sussman and Raven dencedby the presence of protea pollen loads on

(1978) reviewed the problem and reported pol- the rostra of captured animals. They further

lination by arboreal Madagascan mouselike le- demonstrated that the flowers and small mam-
murs; Sleumer (1955) and Carpenter (1978a) re- mals possessed the respective structural and be-

ported evidence for the pollination of eastern havioral features to eflfect pollen transfer, and

Australian banksias by sugar gliders {Petaurus that several rodents foraged readily and non-de-

brexiceps Waterhouse) and the indigenous pla- structively on the nectar from flowering heads of

cental bushrat {Rattus fuscipes Waterhouse), re- several proteas while in captivity.

spectively. Holm (1978) and Ford, Paton, and This study has two broad objectives: first, to

Forde (1979) commented on the problem and test further the proposition that these flowers are

Armstrong (1979) reviewed the subject for Aus- pollinated by nonflying mammals and to gain a

tralia generally. Wiens, Renfree, and WooUer general understanding ofhow the pollination sys-

(1979) and Hopper (1980) studied the poUina- tern functions as an integrated whole; and sec-

tion of Banksia and other flowers by the south- ondly, to consider why this unusual animal-flow-

western Australian marsupial honey possum er relationship may have evolved. Specific areas

{Tarsipes rostratus = T. spenserae Gray). In the of study included: (1) the general nature of the

New World, Prance (1980) observed probable plant association in which NMP proteas occur,

pollination by cebus monkeys; and Janson, Ter- (2) the composition and activity patterns of the

borgh, and Emmons (1981) reported extensive associated small-mammal community, (3) the

visitation and apparent pollination in Bomba- temporal patterns of anthesis, nectar secretion,

caceae and Combretaceae in the Amazon by and odor production, (4) nectar volume, total

monkeys [including the small (1 00 g) pigmy mar- sugar content, carbohydrate and amino acid

moset], opossums, and procyonids.Lumer (1980) composition, (5) stylar and general floral struc-
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Table 1. The number of small mammals examined for pollen loads and the proleas with which they were

associated.

Protea

P. amplexicaiilis^'^

P. cryophilcf

P. effusa

P. humiflorO'^^

P. recondita"

P. restionifoUa

P. scabra

P. sulphurea

Small Mammal

Rhab-
domys

spinosus quensis edwardii reaiixi piimilio

Acomys Aethomys Elephan- Praomys
sub- nama- tulus ver-

Study Site

15

1

31^-*'

2

2

5

3 16

1 3 2 4

13

3

3=*

2^^

3*'

3

2

14a.b

4b

Jonasplaats, see text

Sneeubergnek, Cedarberg Mts., E
of Citrusdale

East bench, Murray Farm, above

Gydo Pass N. of Ceres

Jonasnek

Same as P. effusa

Pocskraal, N. shore Slormsvlei res-

ervoir, S. of Worcester

W. of Villiersdorp

W. of Ouberg Pass, NE of Mon-
tague

^ Captive animals of this species foraged on flowering heads of the respective protea in a manner to assure

effective pollination.

''Animals with numerous protea pollen grains (>100 and often > 1,000) in fecal samples taken directly

from the colon.

^Some heads of these protea species contained fecal pellets.

^ In addition to the animals hsted, single specimens ofCrocidura sp. and Graphiuris ocularis were trapped

around P. amplexicauUs and one Dendromus melanotis and a Mus minutoides were captured in P. humijlora
stands.

2a.b
1

ture, (6) genetic compatibility and pollen viabil- community is not. The small-mammal com-
ity, (7) the energy resources protea nectar pro- munity, for example, is composed largely of

vides to the small-mammal community, and (8) species with ranges extending far beyond the dis-

the relative importance of insects as pollinators tribution of the Cape flora. Likewise, the bee

ofNMPproteas.

Research Areas and Species Studied

The NMP proteas utilized in this research are

endemic to the southwestern Cape flora (fynbos)

of South Africa. This vegetation is unique, with

(1) exceptionally rich species diversity (ca. 8,850
species) and high endemism (73.1%), (2) adap-

burning

fauna is not especially noteworthy (Michener,

1979), although bee-pollinated plants such as le-

gumes constitute an important element of the

flora (Goldblatt, 1978).

The NMP protea study sites are indicated in

Table 1. BP proteas used for comparative pur-

poses included P, arborea Houtt., P. laurifolia

Thunb. (both from Jonasnek), and P. repens (L.)

L. (from Jonasplaats, see section on P. amplex-

icauUs). These proteas are illustrated in Rourke

(1980).

Protea hlmiflora and P. amplexicaulis

of indigenous trees, (4) a low percentage of an-
nuals, and (5) restriction to the Table Mountain
Sandstone, which is highly depauperate nutri-

tionally especially for P and N. Uplift and ero-
sion of this formation have produced a highly Protea humijlora was studied during late win-

dissected landscape comprised of many small ter-carly spring (mid-August to mid-September)

"fountain ranges with diverse elevations, precip- 1978-79 on Jonaskop, a prominent mountain in

Jlation, and soils. Predictably, numerous species the Riviersonderendberge, approximately 50 km
exist only as small populations and in isolated south of Worcester and 100 km east of Cape
habitats (Goldblatt, 1978; Taylor, 1978; Kruger, Town. On Jonaskop, P. humijlora forms dense

1979). stands along a restricted access road to the sum-

Allhough the vegetation is unique, the animal mit. Two adjacent study sites (A and B), each
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Table 2. Density, species composition, and composite home range data from live trapping grids in stands

of Protea humijlora at Jonasnek.

1978 1979

Site A SiteB SiteB

Num-
ber Num-
of ber/ %

Num-
ber Num-
of ber/ %

Num-
ber Num-
of ber/ %

Species Ind. Hec. Comp. Ind. Hec. Comp. Ind. Hec. Comp

Acomys
subspinosus

Aethomys

namaquemis

Praomys

verreauxi

Rhabdoinys

pumilio

Elephantulus

edwardii

Totals

1 5 2.6

1 5 2.6

II 52 28.9

25 119 65.8

38 181

20

13

4

17

3

95

62

20

81

14

57 272

35.1

22.8

7.0

29.8

5.3

7

12

1

20

33 35.0

57 60.0

5 5.0

95

Adjusted Home
Range Length (m)

N

17

X Range

5 39.3 (35.0-47.5)

6 46.2 (27.5-58.0)

4 35.4 (27.5^5.5)

37.8 (25.0-58.0)

3 34.6 (27.5^4.2)

approximately 2, 1 00 m^, were selected along this checking while minimizing human disturbances

road at approximately 700 m (hereafter referred to the grid area. Traps were baited with rolled

to as Jonasnek). During the 1978 field season the oats and peanut butter and checked at sunrise,

species composition, frequency, and cover were sunset, and at variable intervals of 2 to 8 hours

determined for the perennial plants on sites A over a 24-hour period. Upon initial capture, an-

and B. Both sites were divided into 10 m^ quad- imals were identified, weighed, sexed, checked
rats, each plant was identified and its position for pollen load, marked with numbered ear tags

and cover plotted on graph paper and the loca- (or toe-clipped), and released at the point ofcap-
tion of each Sherman trap noted.

Various observations were also made on P.

ture. The times and positions of recaptures were

merely recorded, but animals were occasionally

burned

amplexicaulis at somewhat higher elevations on rechecked for pollen load. Rickart (1981) pro-

Jonaskop (ca. 1 ,000 m) in an area known locally vides further details. Small mammals associated

as Jonasplaats. This locality is relatively flat with with the other proteas listed in Table 1 were
many scattered individuals of P. amplexicaulis captured in Sherman live traps (occasionally snap
occurring along the east side of the access road traps) set in irregular transects around, under, or

on the branches of flowering proteas.

During the 1978 season, the grid system was

operated successively at two sites. The first (Jo-

nasnek A) consisted of a relatively level area and

the second (Jonasnek B) was on an adjacent,

rocky, north-facing, 25°-30° slope (the warm, dry

slope in the southern hemisphere) approximately

100 m from site A. Vegetation was qualitatively

Small-Mammal Trapping System

METHODS

//7,

square grid of 100 Sherman live traps [45 X 45
m (2,025 m^), approximately 5 m trap distances]

was used to establish the species composition, similar on both sites, each having the same 34
activity, and movement patterns of the small- species dominated by dense stands of P. htimi-
mammal community. Each trap was fitted with flora and scattered individuals of Leucodendron
a switch mechanism and wired to a portable Es- salignum R. Br., with generally similar densities
lerline-Angus 20 Channel event recorder that in- of herbaceous ground cover. Soil development
dicated exact capture times and trap positions was more extensive, however, on site A. The grid
within the grid. This system facilitated rapid trap was run continuously in 1 978 for 1 2 1 hours at
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Figure L Cumulative activity patterns of all five small mammals occurring on the Jonasnek study sites

(histograms) and the opening patterns of P. humiflora flowers (line).

site A and 193 hours at site B. In 1979 the grid

was operated only at site B for a total of 355
hours. By the end of each trapping period, fewer
than 5% of the animals captured during a 24-
hour period were unmarked.

RESULTS

The grid-trapping data are summarized in Ta-
ble 2. The 1978 data show considerable differ-

ences in species composition between the two
gnd sites, suggesting that microgeographic vari-

species
"lammal community within individual stands of
P' humiflora. The data from 1979 also show a
profound reduction in overall densities on site

Only densities of the Namaqua rock mouse
{Aethomys) appeared unchanged, while Ver-

(£/"2 T'f'^^"'•''^ ^^^ '^' '^'^^^'"'

"

activity levels occurring just after dusk.
y^i^pnaniulus) were absent. Praomys was not re-

<^orded anywhere in the study region the second

distance of 5 m) for individuals with five or more
captures (Table 2). These values are probably

underestimated because they approach the di-

mensions ofthe grid, which were relatively small

for this purpose, particularly with respect to the

Cape striped field mouse {Rhabdomys) and Ae-

thomys. Figure I shows the cumulative activity

pattern determined from capture times of indi-

viduals of all five species. Because some of the

captures were probably artifacts due to the quick

retrapping ofpreviously released animals, recap-

tures that occurred less than one hour after the

release were eliminated from the histogram. The
diumal activity shown is almost exclusively due

to Rhabdomys. The remaining species are pre-

dominantly nocturnal. Of the 376 total captures,

232 (61.7%) occurred during the nocturnal-cre-

puscular period from 1800 to 0700 with highest

year.

^ean home ranges for the various species were
fstimated from recapture data by calculating ad-
justed range length (distance between the farthest
^0 points of capture plus the average inter-trap

Floral Morphology of NMP Proteas

PrOTEA AMPLEXICAULIS—A typical NMP frotea

The inflorescence is a many-flowered, bowl-

shaped head surrounded by dark, fleshy invo-
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Figures 2-5. Floral and fruiting features of P. amplexicaulis and P. humifIora.~2. Flowering head (P-

a.)-3. Individual floret, arrows indicate pollen presenter and nectar reservoir {P. a.)-4. SEM photo of style

lip showing stigmatic slit and grooves of the pollen presenter region (P. a.) (X ca. 200).-5. Fruiting head with
pistils cut transversely to expose sterile ovaries and those containing endosperm (arrow) {P. h.).

peduncle

(3-4

sessile along the branches. The heads are often fl

borne near ground level (geoflorous) and are typ-

ically deeply hidden beneath dense, overlying fo-

liage (cryptic). The heads are similar to P, humi-

more cryptic.
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The individual flowers (florets) comprising 30-40 mm long, (4) cryptic, geoflorous, axillary

protea heads are unusual (Fig. 3). The uniovulate positioning of the heads, and (5) a distinctive

pistil is surrounded by four dull-white, non- "yeasty" odor. In contrast, BP proteas produce
showy perianth segments, each bearing a single, (1) cylindrical heads with brightly colored bracts,

sessile anther. The unique feature of the floret, (2) copious, hexose-rich nectar with a low (20-
however, is the extremely wiry, yet flexible style, 25%) total carbohydrate composition, (3) straight

which readily withstands rough treatment. It has styles ca. 60-90 mm long, (4) conspicuous,
the dual function of pollen dispersal and recep- brightly colored, terminally borne heads, and (5)

tion. Pollen is deposited prior to anthesis onto a no obvious odor.

specialized, longitudinally grooved, apical region The following proteas should be added to those

of the style known as the pollen presenter (Fig. previously suggested by Rourke and Wiens( 1977)
4). Although pollen covers most of the distal as exhibiting morphologies consistent with non-
portion ofthe style, it does not initially reach the flying mammal pollination: P. caespitosa Andr.,

stigma itself, this being a highly reduced micro- P. convexa Phill., P. cryophila Bolus, P. denticu-

scopic groove at the apex of the style (Fig. 4). lata Rourke, P. effusa E. Mey. ex Meisn., P. pen-

Physicaltransferofpollenis thus necessary even dula R. Br., P. piscina Rourke, P. pruinosa
for self-pollination (see section on Genetic Com- Rourke, P. recondita Buck ex Meisn., P. roupel-

patibility). Stylar presentation of pollen also oc- //a^ Meisn., P. tenax {Sdilish.) R. Br. The follow-

curs in Asteraceae and the Campanulales, but ing species should be deleted: P. lorea R. Br., P.

the details differ. scorzonerifolia (Salisb. ex Knight) Rourke.

In proteas the base of the style ruptures the Many NMP proteas do not have cryptic heads
lower perianth segments as it grows laterally from although they are geoflorous, (e.g., P. cryophila),

the perianth envelope during late bud develop- while one is cryptic but not geoflorous (P. re-

ment. Eventually only the base of the style and condita). Some proteas that are neither cryptic

the pollen presenter remain enclosed by the peri- nor geoflorous [e.g., P. nana (Berg.) Thunb., P.

anth segments and the surrounding anthers. The pityphylla PhilL, P. pudens Rourke, P. witzen-

rest ofthe style forms a bowlike structure outside bergiana PhilL] may also be pollinated by nonfly-

the perianth just prior to anthesis (Rourke, 1980). ing mammals, but verification is needed. Straight,

Nectar secretion occurs at this time (see section as well as inflexed, styles probably also occur in

on Nectar Production). Although anthesis, i.e., many presumably NMP proteas; but the rela-

the emergence of the pollen presenter from the tively short styles (ca. 30-50 mm) that maintain
enfolding anthers and perianth segments, is mildly an effective stigma-nectar distance of about 10

explosive, the pollen, because it is sticky, is not mm are probably most important for a func-

dislodged from the pollen presenter. In P. am- tional rostrum-stigma "fit" (Wiens & Rourke,
m m ^ _

NMP 1978).

the three united perianth segments form a nectar Protea cryophila is an impressive exception to

reservoir about 10 mm below the stigma (Fig. the short-style character, yet it appears to prove

3). Because the flowers are in close proximity, the rule. Although the styles are ca. 80-90 mm
however, the nectar often pools, particularly long, the nectar secreted in mature buds is not
around the bracts.

ADAPTATIONS OF PROTEA FLOWERS FOR
POLLINATION BY NONFLYING MAMMALS

retained at the point where the style arches out

of the perianth tube, as occurs in P. amplexi-

caulis or P. humiflora. Instead, the tube is filled

with nectar for about 70-80 mm up the tightly

stretched perianth tube and approximately 10

The basic floral structures of proteas inferring mm below the stigma. At this point the tube ends
pollination by nonflying mammals were summa- and the perianth flattens out into a strap-shaped

Wien structure across which the nectar does not mi-
^nd compared to Australian Proteaceae by grate, and where it subsequently forms a nectar

Wiens droplet. A captive spiny mouse {Acomys), when
"•lusirated for P. amp/^jc/Vaz///5 include: (1) bowl- presented with a head of P. cryophila, foraged

borne on short (3-4 for nectar among mature buds at this level and
Peduncles, often with the outside of the bracts contacted previously opened stigmas. Thus the

ark-colored,
(2) copious, sucrose-rich nectar critical stigma-nectar distance of ca. 10 mm is

P^'oduction with a high (36%) total carbohydrate maintained.
composition,

(3) often inflexed, wiry styles ca. The structure of the nectar reservoir in P. am-
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ifl' androus and we suspected there might be differ-

portant in pollination. In these species it forms ing periods of slit opening or receptivity. Seven

a shallow, "troughlike" structure (Fig. 3), which specimens were collected every 3 hours for a pe-

could facilitate nectar lapping by small mam- riod of 24 hours. Both individual flowers and

mals. In a BP protea (e.g., P, repens) the nectar entire flowering heads were collected at each

reservoir, by contrast, resembles a well at the sampling, and special care was taken not to dis-

base ofthe style into which a bird's beak or tongue turb the flowers prior to fixation.

could be readily inserted and the stigma-nectar Styles were fixed for 24 hours in one of the

distance ratio approximates the length of the en- following: (1) liquid nigrogen (N2), (2) super-

tire style (and also the length of the pollinating cooled 95% ETOH, (3) a mixture of 50% for-

bird^s beak and extensible tongue). malin and 95% ETOH, or (4) a solution of mag-

The cryptic positioning of the heads in a num- nesium phosphate (MgP04). Styles of individual

proteas needs further description, flowers were prepared by one of the followingNMP
Different strategies are involved: (1) />2to7or caw- methods: air dried directly after removal from

///?or)^—heads generally borne along older stems the fixative, washed in 95% ETOH prior to drying,

densely covered with overlying shoots {P. am- or processed with a critical point drier. These

iflora)\ (2) interior geofl< different methods of fixation and drying pro-

heads borne at or very near ground level and duced no detectable changes in stylar structure,

generally covered with overlying shoots, espe- Stigmatic morphology was compared among
cially in older plants [P. cordata Thunb., P. sub- flowers (1) fixed at different times of the day, (2)

HfoJia (Salisb. ex Kn
penduly borne

occurring at varying positions on the flowering

head, and (3) representing different age classes.

generally hidden by overlying shoots, with heads

often drooping to near ground level {P. sulphurea

Phill., P, witzenbergiana Phill.); (4) exterior ter-

RESULTS

foliosa

Why

Observation of approximately 300 stigmas of
m/naZ-heads enclosed by large surrounding p humiflora and 200 stigmas from the other

species (see above), plus P. m/>2(9r (PhilL) Comp-
ton, produced little or no evidence that the stig-

explanation is the reduction of occasional nectar ^^^^^ .^^ ^^^, ^p^^^d to any appreciable degree
robbing by flower birds that presumably cue vi- (pjg 4) Neither did we observe structural changes
sually. Dr. E. Granger (pers. comm.), however, suggesting diff^ering cycles of receptivity, nor evi-

dence indicating differential pollination success

esting.

suggests

small-mammal pollinators by nocturnal raptors ^y" a 'certaYn group 'of pomnators7 Noneth^^^^^^^^
(owls), of which there are a dozen species in f^^^er studies of this subject might prove inter-
southern Africa (Oatley, 1971). Small mammals
foraging on exposed flower heads should be more
vulnerable to aerial predation than animals for-

aging inside a foliage cover. These four forms of
crypsis also occur in the proteaceous genera

Banksia and Dryandra of Australia (George,

1981), which also has a large owl fauna (Mor- To learn whether anthesis and nectar produc
combe, 1974).

Temporal Patterns of Anthesis and
Nectar Production

METHODS

Stigma Morphology

tion are correlated with the activity patterns o

small mammals, we determined the time of flow-j

er opening for P, humiflora under field cond
^

tions by counting and marking the number of^

newly opened flowers at the Jonasnek site A
Because of its reduced nature, the stigma mor- Flowers on six heads were counted at three-hou

methods

NMP proteas P, humijl intervals over a period of nine days. The erec
P. amplexicaulis and the BP proteas P. cyna- styles that identify open flowers were marke
roidcs {L^^L. and R repens was studied with a with red fingernail polish at each time check

Field observations to determine time of flowemicroscope
termme whether its structure might provide evi- opening were also made for P amplexicaulis af

dence relating to more efficient pollination by JonasplaatsandforP. OT^p/z/V^attheSneeuber'
particular animals, Proteaccac are generally prot- site, but at different time intervals.
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Table 3. X No. flowers opening/head between prescribed time intervals for nonflying mammal and bird

pollinated proteas.

Species

P. amplexicaulis

P. cryophila

P. effusa

P. recondita

P. sulphurea

P. arborea

P. laurifoUa

P. repens

Pollination

System

NMP
NMP
NMP
NMP
NMP
BP
BP
BP

0800-0900

5.4 (N = 24)

47.4 (N = 50)

9.5 (N = 31)

8.0 (N = 4)

22.6 (N = 46)

19.3 (N = 26)

9.7 (N = 28)

0.36 (N = 22)

1700-1800

2.6 (N = 24)

4.9 (N = 40)

4.0 (N = 34)

3.5 (N = 4)

6.2 (N = 48)

5.2 (N = 48)

8.0 (N = 33)

12.8 (N = 23)

2100-2200

9.5 (N = 24)

15.7 (N = 26)

3.7 (N = 27)

1.1(N = 22)

?ffi midday flower-opening pattern, whereas in P.

condita, and P. sulphurea, were made under lab- laurifoUa Thunb. more florets open in the early

oratory conditions, at room temperature, and morning (0930) and also between 1800 and 2100.

The actual time at which anthesis occurred in

J .1^ — J

without special lighting regimes. Rowering heads,

which recover easily from wilting and maintain the newly opened flowers observed at 0930 is

flowering function for a number ofdays following unknown because data are lacking for the critical

removal from the plant, were stored in closed periods (Table 3).

24^8 Protea arborea appears to have a largely noc-

the peduncles in water and cut away the erect tural anthesis, for which we have no apparent

styles ofopen flowers with scissors. Observations explanation. Presumably the species is pollinated

were made at 12-hour intervals and the styles of by the Cape sugar bird, as are the other two BP
newly opened flowers cut away after each obser- species. No sugar birds were ever observed on

4 .

NMP
laurifoUa

the Jonasnek and Jonasplaats sites were studied folia.

P. arborea in the study areas, however, they were

common in nearby (ca. 1 km) stands of/*, lauri-

We
purposes

scope from freshly picked flowering heads using
Nectar Production

Magnifi
essary to ensure that the nectar droplets from the
tightly grouped florets had not pooled.

RESULTS

Time of Anthesis

humifli

No nectar production could be detected in the

heads of P. humiflora utilized for determining

periods of anthesis. Nor were there consistent

patterns of nectar production noted in any of the

heads on the study areas. A few scattered obser-

vations, however, provide some information.

Freshly secreted nectar was observed in P, humi-

flora flowers on three separate days (Aug. 16, 26,

rate of flower opening between 1800 and 2100, 30) between 1630 and 1800 hours. These days

^hich is also the period of maximum small- were relatively cold, windy, and generally stormy,

mammal activity (Fig. 1). Other species ofNMP but were without rain during the previous 12

proteas also exhibit a primarily nocturnal an- hours. These preliminary observations suggest

thesis, but the periods cannot be bracketed as that nectar secretion is initiated in P. humiflora

precisely because the observations were not reg- peri

ifl ofrelatively low daily temperature and just prior

(Table 3). Protea amplexicaulis, however, would to the period ofgreatest small-mammal activity,

appear to have a pattern of anthesis similar to What appeared to be freshly secreted nectar
P' humiflora, and judging by casual observations was also observed in P. cryophila at 2030 hours
ofNMP proteas made during the evening hours, on Feb. 13, but secretion was confined to rela-

it seems likely this is a general pattern. tively few flowers on a single head among the 10

Among BP proteas (Table 3), P, repens has a under observation. In this instance, however, the
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Table 4. Total sugar content ofnectar (g solute/ 1 00 g solution) from nonflying mammal and bird pollinated

proteas

Pollination

X Total

Sugar

Species System

NMP

Content

37.2

N S.D. Range

P. amplexicaulis 42 6.3 27.9-47.9

P. cryophila NMP 33.3 13 7.2 25.2-49.4

P. humiJJora NMP 37.8 59 6.9 28.2-65.4

P. arborea BP 18.8 5 —^ 16.8-20.4

P. lauhfolia BP 24.4 20 1.0 20.3-26.6

P. magnifica BP 20.6 16 2.9 16.2-24.8

P. repens BP 18.8 45 1.8 14.6-23.6

day was sunny and warm as is common during nectar was used for identifying the major corn-

midsummer, ponents of the carbohydrate fraction and the

In P. angiistaia R. Br., P. cryophila, and P. amino acid content. Nectar for these analyses

humiflora nectar was first secreted from mature was immediately spotted on Whatman #1 filter

buds, i.e., while the pollen presenter was still paper, quickly dried, and later chromatographed

enclosed by the perianth segments, although the by I. and H. G. Baker following methods they

style had generally already arched laterally away previously described (Baker, Opler & Baker 1978;

from the perianth over most of its length. This Baker & Baker, 1979). Considerable care was

should not impede pollination, however, because taken to reduce the possibility of pollen contam-

the incurved styles of open flowers easily contact ination in the samples used for determining ami-

the rostra of small mammals foraging for nectar no acid content. Because freshly secreted nectar

among the outer few whorls ofmature buds. Fol- was rarely available for analysis of total sugar

lowing warm days, however, the nectar reser- content, nectar that had accumulated in older

voirs of some previously opened flowers in P. heads was utilized. Since nectar remaining in old-

ifl^ er flowers is more variable than that freshly se-

peared to develop a moist film by 2000 hours, creted, the sample size was increased.

but no obvious nectar build-up was observed.

Laboratory studies such as those by Cowling
(1978) may be necessary to obtain an adequate
understanding of temporal patterns of nectar se-

cretion.

results

~>fnectar. NMP

Nectar Composition

METHODS

NMP

proteas analyzed all have nectar with total sugar

content in the mid-thirties (X - 36.1%) (Table

4). The four BP proteas have nectar with total

sugar content ranging from the high teens to mid-

twenties (X = 20,7%), which is typical for most

bird-pollinated flowers. There is virtually no

lyzed for (1) total sugar content (g solute/ 100 g overlap in the values between the two BP proteas

solution), (2) percentage of different sugars com- and the NMP proteas and the diflferences are

prising the carbohydrate fraction, and (3) amino statistically highly significant (P <^ .01). The dif-

acid content. The nectar was extracted from the ference in total sugar content of the nectar in the

heads with a capillary tube and the total sugar two groups should be an important distinguish-

ins feature between BP and NMP nroteas.

Carbohydrate composition. The nectar of

NMP

content was measured with an AO Goldberg re-

fractometer (Model 10923) corrected for tem-
perature. Because of the high total sugar content

ofNMP protea nectar, it was often diluted with the ratio of sucrose to glucose-fructose is >0.5
appropriate parts of distilled water in order to (Baker & Baker, 1979) (Table 5). Thus all the
retain the value on the refractomeler scale. The NMP proteas analyzed for carbohydrate corn-
values were then corrected by the appropriate

dilution factor. Only apparently freshly secreted

be

angustata
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Table 5. Carbohydrate composition (mean proportions) in nonflying mammal and bird pollinated protea

nectar.

Species and
Pollination Type

P. amplexicaulis (NMP)
P. humiflora (NMP)
P. cryophila (NMP)
P. repens (BP)

P. angustata (NMP?)

Melezitose

.036

.019

.0335

.017

.049

Maltose

.029

.021

.015

.042

.275

Sucrose

345

394

276

123

2215

Glucose

.330

.364

.343

.531

.419

.260

.203

.333

.286

.283

Ratio

(Sucrose/

Fructose Glu + Fru)

.593

.728

.410

.152

.326

a Analyses kindly provided by Prof. H. G. and I. Baker from samples supplied by the authors

is marginal in this respect. Protea repens, a BP subjective, they complement the data on both

protea, has a sucrose-poornectar C'hexose-rich") flower opening and nectar secretion,
F

(0.152), which is confirmed by other studies That the odor of P. am/?/^A:/caw//5 and P. /2W-

(Mostert et al., 1980; Cowling, 1978). Cowling m//7ora attracts small mammals first became ap-

(1978), however, reported that some presumably parent when flowering heads were placed in the

longifolia cages of captive animals while they were in their

sucrose concentrations. The importance of the sleeping tube. Although the flowering heads were

differences in the small amounts ofmelzitose and not visible from the tubes, the animals usually

maltose present in the samples is difficult to as- emerged within a few minutes, sniffed the air

sess, although P. angustata has considerably

higher values than the other snecies.

with upraised snouts, and then proceeded di-

rectly to the heads and began to forage.

>
Floral and Nectar Predation

Amino acid composition. The significance of
the amino acid composition of the nectar is dif-

ficult to evaluate (Table 6), but the relatively

small quantitites present suggest they have no The loss of reproductive potential in protea

important nutritional value for small mammals, through predation was not a major consideration

This should be expected in non-coevolved sys- in this study, but several observations warrant

terns, where the nectar is apparently not an es- mention. The fleshy bracts and styles offlowering

sential component of a pollinator's diet (see sec- heads in the species studied occasionally showed
tion on Reward). The amino acids may, however, clear evidence of being chewed by small mam-
impart taste to the nectar (Baker et al., 1978). mals, but in P. amplexicaulis this occurred on

Nectar odor. The heads of all NMP proteas only about 1-2% of the heads. Thus predation

emit a "yeasty" or fermented odor, as previously by chewing is probably of little importance, es-

mentioned, but two variations are apparent. Pro-

ijl

ght develop

if the styles were subsequently destroyed. Cowl-

Wo«G^/Ya, and P. ^w/p/zwA-efl superimpose a sweet- ing (1978) presented evidence that the bracts

ish scent to the basic yeasty theme, whereas P. might act as a carbohydrate sink, thus providing

angustata, P. restionifolia (Salisb. ex Knight) a possible reason for thier occasional exploita-

croft, and P. scabriuscula Phill. produce a pun- tion by small mammals,
gent odor reminiscent of rancid butter. Nectar A more unusual and significant form of pre-

freshly extracted from the heads of P. amplexi- dation in proteas is the removal of entire flow-

caulis and P. humiflora retains the odor, indi- ering heads. The extent of such predation is in-

t^ating that the volatile fraction occurs in the nee- dicated by the number of heads removed from

p. humiflora on study stie B in 1978. Quadrat

ffusa. P. recondita. and P. seven (10 m^) had 307 flowering heads removed

tar itself.

^^(Iphurea maintained in water under laboratory from the 45 individual plants occurring on the

conditions emitted perceptively stronger odors quadrat; quadrat ten (10 m^) had 164 heads re-

light, a similar situation appeared to exist in humifl

ifl
humi/li

"eW conditions. Although these observations are about 8, 1 48 potential seeds were lost. The num-
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Table 6. Amino acid composition of nonflying mammal and bird pollinated protea nectar, graded

scale of increasing concentration from 1-6.^

on a

Amino Acid

Alanine

Arginine

Asparagine

Aspartic

Cysteine, etc.

Glutamic

Glutamine

Glycine

Histidine

Isoleucine

Leucine

Lysine

Methionine

Phenylalanine

Proline

Serine

Threonine

Tryptophan

Tyrosine

Valine

P. amplexicaulis*' P. cryophild

(NMP)

1

2

tr

1

2

I

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

(NMP)

2

tro

1

1

tr

2

2

3

1

1

1

2

2

1-2

2-3

2

1

1

P. angustatcf

(NMP?)

1

1-2

2

1-2

1

1

2

1

2

P. humiflorcf

(NMP)

1

1

1

4

1

2

2

1(?)

2

1

I

1

P. repens'

(BP)

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

2-3

2

2

1

^ Analyses kindly provided by Prof H. G. and I. Baker from samples obtained by the authors
"5 = Mil fxg/ti\.

6 2424 Mg/^l.

«" tr = trace.

berofheads removed by predators in these quad- in the Neotropics (Mori et al., 1978; Janson et

rats was not obviously different than the number al., 1981).

removed from others in the immediate study Nectar and pollen robbing may be a form of

area, although the overall predation of entire serious predation in both NMP and BP proteas.

heads was patchy. When the standing crop of nectar averages sev-

The peduncles of heads removed through this eral milliliters, it offers an unusually rich energy

form of predation were not obviously chewed, resource and is heavily exploited by numerous
as might be expected from rodent activity, in- insects. Mostert et al. (1980) found a total of

stead the heads appeared torn from the plants. 2,21 5 insects in 20 heads of P. repens. The largest

Furthermore, the heads were often concentrated percentages consisted ofants ( 1 9%), beetles (67%),

in discrete piles of up to 15, and many showed and flies (12%). Whether these insects, which also

evidence ofsevere disturbance and damage. These occur in the NMP P. amplexicaulis and P. humi-
observations suggested removal by an organism flora, contribute significantly to pollination is un-

capable of pulling the heads from the plants. The known. Bees also extract considerable nectar and
chacma baboon (Papio ursinus Kerr), which oc- pollen from the heads (Table 1 5), but whether
curs in the study area (pers. obs.), is the most this should be considered predation is difficult

likely predator because it forages in this manner to assess because they probably also contribute
(Roberts, 1951). Similar predation was also ob- to pollination (see sections on Nectar Corn-
served on a BP protea, P. repens. Since the heads sumption by Bees and Selective Exclosure Ex-
are either severely disturbed or torn apart (but periments).

not eaten) it appears most likely that the pred- Predation by ants should be expected in such
alors are seeking either the sweet, copious nectar a rich nectar source, but few ants were noticed
and^or the large scarab beetles {Anisonyx ur.sus around flowering heads ofmost proteas observed
F.) that occasionally occur in the heads in large in this study. In P. cryophila, however, the heads
numbers. Floral predation by primates is known were often heavily infested, especially at night.
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Mostert et al. (1980), however, reported that Table 7. X No. pollen grains in samples (N
nearly 20% of the insects on flowering heads of 2) collected from various objects in a stand offlowering

P. repens were ants. P. humijJora.

Small Mammal and Abiotic Dispersal

OF Protea Pollen

Protea

Pollen

Non-prolea
Pollen

METHODS

Many of the small mammals captured in flow-

NMP

Non -protea

exposed leaf litter

Exposed rocks

P. humijlora bush"

P. humijlora heads'"

6

2

33

492

56

11

82

75

" Samples collected from leaves <2 dm from flow-

ering heads.
*" Samples taken from bracts of flowering heads;

pollen occurred primarily in dense clusters on the tri-

chomes of the bracts.

presence of pollen on their rostra, and in some
instances the feces were also examined for pollen.

The presence of pollen on the rostrum was
tested by rubbing the area with gelatin blocks

(several mm^) containing basic fuchsin stain

(Beattie, 1971), but neither the samphng proce-

dure nor the size of the gelatin blocks was stan-

dardized. The gelatin block was then melted on number ofpollen grains on the rostrum is a func-

a microscope slide and spread under a cover glass, tion of how recently the animal foraged in rela-

Pollen is readily captured and stained by this tion to the number ofgroomings and wet-preen-

method and the slides are essentially permanent, ings. Snap-trapped animals often carried higher

Fecal pellets were also analyzed for pollen using PO^en loads than live-trapped animals; presum-

the same general technique. To avoid possible ably the latter groom and preen while in the traps.

contamination, however, fecal samples were re- During wet-preening, pollen should be ingested

moved directly from the colon of sacrificed an- ^"d feces did contain protea pollen, often in large

imals and partially dissolved in water to soften numbers,

and spread the fecal material on the gelatin blocks. Even in dense stands of protea, non-protea

To ehminate the remote possibility that these PoUen usually predominated on the various ob-

pollen loads originated by the chance accumu- Jects examined, except on the bracts of flowering

lation of abiotically dispersed pollen, the follow- Protea heads (Table 7). If protea pollen accu-

^j-Q^g^ mulated on the rostra of small mammals by

P- humijlora (Jonasnek-site A), and a BP pro- chance, then the concentration should be pro-
NMP

laurifolia portional to that of non-protea background pol-

lyzed for the presence of (presumably) wind-dis- len which is not the case. Only visitation to flow-

Persed protea pollen: (1) rocks and leaf Utter ering heads ofprotea can adequately explain both

between protea plants, (2) living leaves not closer the size and composition of the small-mammal

than ca. 20 cm from flowering heads, and (3) the PoUen loads,

bracts of flowering heads.

RESULTS

Small mammals may also visit the flowering

heads of BP proteas, e.g., P. laurifolia. In this

species evidence of light chewing is occasionally

evident on the bracts of the heads, but no indi-

Some protea pollen was found on the rostrum cation of intensive rodent activity was observed
of all animals examined, but the amount varied on any BP protea. We sampled pollen on the

^idely, from only a few scattered grains to many rostra of five gerbils ( Tatera afra Gray) and a

thousands (Table 7). Of the 151 animals exam- single Rhabdomys trapped in a stand of P. lauri-

ined for protea pollen, only 1 5 samples contained folia with no NMP proteas within at least 500
ess than IQO grains ofprotea pollen and only 9 m. These animals afl possessed low counts of
had less than 50. The samples typically also con- protea and non-protea pollen on their rostra,

tained a few non-protea pollen grains, but they Three of the animals sampled showed approxi-

fjeraged only 3.1 per sample; the highest num- mately equal numbers ofprotea and non-protea
oer was 44. No average for the number ofprotea pollen grains, but had only a low total pollen
pollen grains was obtained because thousands of count (< 1 5 grains/sample). Two of the gerbils,

grains were present on many of the slides. The however, showed approximately three to four
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times more protea than non-protea pollen grains

and also relatively larger pollen loads, although

these were still small in absolute terms (13:55,

18:68). It is unlikely that the protea pollen in

these two samples could have originated from

sources other than direct visitation to the heads,

since the stickiness ofBP protea pollen is similar

to that of the NMP proteas. The entire pattern

of small-mammal visitation to various flowers

needs further study and can be initially ap-

proached by simply measuring pollen loads.

Pollination Energetics:

P. HUMJFLOIt4 AND AeTHOMYS

METHODS

One object of the study was to determine the

potential contribution ofNMP protea nectar to

the energy regime of the associated small-mam-

mal community. The nectar production of P.

humijlora, Jonasnek site B (for which the small-

mammal composition and density are known),

was analyzed in terms of the following param-

eters: (1) the potential volume and caloric con-

tent of P. humijlora nectar, (2) the metabolic rate

oT Aethomys as a representative small mammal, n
(3) the maximum amount of nectar that Aetho- ^
mys will consume during a given period when

maintained on a strict nectar diet, and (4) the

density of the small-mammal community.

The caloric content of P. humijlora nectar was

measured using an IKO Adiabatic Bomb Calo- ^
rimeter. The basal metabolism ofAethomys was

obtained by measuring O2 consumption in a

closed manometric system, corrected for tem-

perature and atmospheric pressure. The accu-

mulated standing crop of nectar per head (not

freshly secreted nectar) was determined by shak-

ing the droplets from the head and measuring

the accumulated nectar. This procedure obvious-

ly leaves considerable nectar on the head and is

thus highly conservative. Individual flowers with

apparently freshly secreted nectar were utilized

to determine nectar volume per flower.

The annual amount of protea nectar on the

study site was calculated by determining the mean
number of flowers per head, and the number of

heads occurring in several randomly determined

quadrats on grid B as a representative distribu-

tion for the entire grid (Table 8).

To approximate the amount of nectar Aetho-

mys might ingest, a single animal was fed a strict

diet of P, humijlora nectar (44% sucrose equiv-

alents) from a graduated pipette and the con-

#

^
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sumption recorded at 12-hour intervals (the Furthermore, viable and sterile achenes do not

quantities of nectar required for the experiment obviously differ morphologically. When the heads

precluded a larger sample of animals).

RESULTS

The amount of energy in the annual nectar

crop of P m
Multiply

amount of nectar produced per flower (8.8 ^\) by
the average number of flowers per head (303).

Multiply this result (2.7 ml) by the number of

heads per 10 m^ quadrat (58) and multiply that

sum (156.6 ml) by 25 (the total number ofquad-
rats). Thus, roughly 3,915 ml of nectar can be

expected from the P. humiflora plants on site B.

One milliliter of nectar yields 0.31 g of solids,

and one gram of solids produces 3.7 Calories.

Thus the 3,915 ml of nectar on the study site

yields 4,490 C. Aethomys requires approximate-
ly 1 4. 1 C. per 24 hours. The 20 animals occurring

on grid B in 1979 would require 282 C. per day
to satisfy their basic energy requirements. If50%

are cut transversely at mid-ovary level, however,

viable, endosperm-containing seeds are readily

identifiable by their soft, milky-white texture;

whereas seeds interpreted as sterile have a duH-

white, dry, fibrous content (Fig. 5). Seed set in

this study is thus defined as the number ofachenes

per head containing endosperm expressed as a

percentage of the total number of flowers.

RESULTS

Seed set is generally low in both BP and NMP
proteas, and in Proteaceae in general. Excluding

species with small sample sizes (<10), average

seed set ranges between 6 and 15%, with the

exception of P. recondita, which developed 18

and 29% seed set from two populations (Table

9). Although the sample sizes are not large for

most of the species (ca. N = 10), we found no
significant variation in the 1 978 seed crop for P,

humiflora when more than 10 heads were sam-
ofthe nectar is lost to predation, sufficient nectar p^g^j while the annual seed set in P. humiflora
would remain to supply the energy requirements differed significantly between 1977 and 1979 (P =

.01) and between 1978 and 1979 (P = .01), the

absolute change itself was not great. No signifi-

cant difference was observed between seed set in

1977 and that in 1978 (P = .18), but the annual

rainfall diflfered greatly. Although the percentage
however, indicate that only a small fraction of of seed set may not vary greatly from year to
the annual energy needs of the small-mammal year, the number of heads per plant may well

of the small-mammal community for 8.0 days
from an approximately 45 day flowering period.

Because of the many variables involved, how-
ever, this calculation provides only a crude es-

timate of the actual energy relationships. It does,

community can be met by protea nectan differ appreciably, but few data are available on
The single Aethomys maintained on P. humi- this point (Table 8).

flora nectar consumed an average of 6.55 ml/ Little evidence of insect predation was noted
day, which was approximately equal to the in fruiting heads. Larval insects were infrequent-
amount of nectar taken during the first feeding jy observed, and were only occasionally abun-
bout ofabout 10 minutes at the initiation of the ^j^nt in a particular head. Such predation seems
experiment (6.4 ml). Predictably, a strict diet of unlikely to affect the statistical data significantly.

ifl Finally, what factors produce the typically low
reduction (16.1% of body wt.) and death (in five seed set (1-30%) in these and other proteas (Ta-
^y^)-

ble 9)? Lack of pollination and resource avail-

ability are commonly accepted explanations for

Seed Set in Protea Wiens

METHODS
onstrated that in Cryptantha (Boraginaceae) a

significantly greater number of embryos are ini-

Seed set was determined by cutting transverse- tiated than develop into seeds. More recent stud-

fruiting ies of Cryptantha (Casper, 1982) showed that

^ith a sharp, thin blade. This is possible because embryo reduction cannot be attributed to inad-

Jhe fruits (achenes) are tightly packed and remain equate pollination nor to resource availability,— •^ v"«-iicnci; are xignxiy pacKea anu rcintiiii

"rmly attached to the receptacle of the head for -^ „ „
several years. Interestingly, the individual fruits The consistently low seed set in both BP and

suggestmg

NMP'emain attached to the head during this period i^.tx* i^.w.-^^, ^.--
^nether or not they develop into viable seed. similarly low seed set in Australian proteaceous
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Table 9. Seed set in nonflying mammal and bird pollinated proteas

Species

XNo.
Flowers/Head Range

XNo.
Seeds/

Head'' Range
% Seed

Set

Pollina-

tion

Type Study Site

P. amplexicauUs

P. arborea

P. cryophila

P. cffusa

P. hutniflora

P. laurifolia

P. magnifica

P. pendula

P. punctata

P. recondita (1)

P. recondita (2)

P. scolependrifolia

P. subuUfolia

P. sulphurea

157 (N= 15)

244 (N = 2)

1 ,024 (N = 1 2)

157 (N= 10)

303 (N= 12)

283 (N = 10)

374 (N = 2)

157 (N= 10)

138 (N= 11)

258 (N= 10)

393 (N= 11)

194 (N= 13)

105(N = 21)

500 (N = 8)

136-176

221-267

11.5

9.5

749-1,217 154

136-178

248-373

230-346

349-398

136-178

112-155

118-379

338-436

I 60-260

88-128

416-588

17.4

17.3

19.4

5

17.4

12.3

75.9

69.6

16.9

15.5

15.3

0^2
6-13

90-227

2-30

0-95

0-55

4-6

2-30

2-32

23-149

18-148

0-51

0-51

0-53

7.3

3.9

15.0

10.8

6.0

7.0

1.3

II. 1

9.0

29.3

18.1

9.0

14.3

3.0

NMP
BP
NMP
NMP
NMP
BP
BP

Jonasplaats

Jonasnek

Sneeubergnek

Murray Farm

Jonasnek

Murray Farm

Jonasplaats

NMP(?) Murray Farm

BP
NMP
NMP
NMP
NMP
NMP

Sneeubergnek

Sneeubergnek

Murray Farm

Jonasplaats

Jonasplaats

Ouberg Pass

" N same as column 1 unless otherwise indicated

Genetic Compatibility

genera (Rourke & Wiens, 1977; Carpenter & ed to cross-pollinate flowers by reciprocally ex-

Recher, 1978b) also suggest that genetic factors changing pollen-laden exclosure bags between

may play a role in controlling seed set in Pro- heads of diiferent plants. Immediately after .

teaceae, but experimental verification is needed. transfer the bags were manipulated to distribute

pollen over the stigmas. The remaining nylon

exclosures were undisturbed throughout the

flowering season. In 1979, however, some heads

were manipulated inside the pollen-laden exclo-

sure bags daily for four days in an attempt to

spread pollen over the stigmatic slits of newly

opened flowers. The remaining heads were not •

manipulated. The results were analyzed statis-

tically with the Mann-Whitney U test and x^-

METHODS

ijl'

palibility by enclosing individual flower heads

in bags of lightweight, small-mesh nylon with a

basal drawstring designed to exclude potential

pollinators. Exposure to wind and rain some-

times matted the nylon exclosure bag against the

wiry styles, which may have exposed the stigmas

to cross-pollination. In 1978 a large percentage

RESULTS

In 1978 no statistical differences were ob-^
of exclosure bags had holes chewed in them or served in seed set between selfed and crossed

were partially pulled from the heads (presumably plants (P = .19), but the sample size was small

by mice attempting to gain access to the highly (N = 6) (Table 10). Furthermore, in 1978 both

nectarous heads). Crossing experiments with these the selfed group and the outcrossed group pro-

species are difficult to implement under field con- duced significantly fewer seeds than the control

ditions.

Pollen must be physically moved to the stigma

group (P <c .01).

In 1979 the difference in seed set between the

toeffectpollination(Fig. 4). In 1978 we attempt- enclosed heads which were manipulated, and

Table 10. Seed sets of enclosed heads of P. humijlora tested for genetic incompatibility.

Year

Unmanipulatcd Heads Manipulated Heads

X % Conlrol X % Control

Artificially

Outcrossed

Heads X Control
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those which were not, was difficult to evaluate. pollen utilized in this study was collected from
In the non-manipulated group (N = 12) only two flowers that opened between 1800 and 2130 on
heads produced seed, one with 42 seeds and the the day the tests were initiated. A single flower
other with six. In the manipulated group (N of each species was removed from the original

9), however, six heads produced seed, but none group ofexperimental heads and the pollen plat-

more than 10. The single head with 42 seeds in ed on agar every 12 to 24 hours for four days,

the non-manipulated group affects the statistics and at 2130 on the sixth day following anthesis.

when using the Mann-Whitney U lest. Perhaps At least two replicates were plated from each
cross-pollinating insects or some other pertur- flower. Plates were maintained at ambient tem-
bation produced this exceptionally high seed set. perature and humidity. The percentage of pollen
To avoid this problem, we compared the per- germinated was determined at least 16 hours af-

centages of heads that produced any seed in the ter plating by counting the number ofgerminated
manipulated group (60%) and in the non-ma- and ungerminated grains visible in a single mi-

McNemar
ation of x^. This shows that the percentages are

significantly different (P <: .01), and suggests

that self-pollination (but not necessarily autog-
amy) is successful to a limited extent in P, hum-
iflora.

croscope field (XI 60) in each replicate.

RESULTS

A substantial proportion ofpollen retained the

ability to germinate on agar for two full days
The data are difficult to evaluate because all following anthesis in P. ^A77/?/ev/cflw//5 and at least

heads placed under nylon enclosures (including three days in P, humiflora (Table 1 1). Thus re-
those artificially crossed in 1978) typically pro- sidual pollen should be capable of fertilization
duced significantly fewer seeds than did the con- during this period. Some inconsistency both be-
trol group in 1978 and 1979 (P ^ ,01 in all tween replicates and for different times ofplating
cases). Thus either the enclosure treatment itself ig apparent in our results. The extremely low
may retard seed set, or manipulation by hand germination of P. amplexicaulis pollen on the
does not effectively transfer pollen to the minute morning of the second day, for example, is dif-

ifl ficult to explain. Perhaps the viability of pollen
Many Proteaceae are protandrous, but this from this single flower was anomalously low.

Should not have aflfected the results since in 1 979 poflen plated in the evening showed a tendency
ii^anipulations were carried out for four days. In ^^ yield a higher percentage of germination than
^ny case, many more of the 300 stigmas in a that plated in the morning, particularly in P.
^ead should have been receptive than produced humiflora. Perhaps pollen is physiologically
seed. Moreover, the pollen remains viable for adapted for maximum germination under con-
several days (Table 11), so this should likewise ditions to be expected at the time dispersal nor-
noi have been a problem.

o determine the breeding system in these pro-
^as, plants should be grown under greenhouse
ondiiions. Furthermore, a better understanding

IS needed as to how, when, and in what amounts
pollen must be deposited on the minute stigmatic
sht to effect pollination.

mally occurs.

Selective Exclosure Experiments

METHODS

Pollen Viability

To determine the effects of excluding small-

mammal visitation on seed set in P. amplexi-

caulis (Jonasplaats) and P. humiflora (Jonasnek),

flowering heads were enclosed in a cage of hard-

ware cloth (mesh size 13 mm), the base ofwhich

^^ determine whether residual pollen (i.e., was fitted with a nylon skirt that was tightened
P^l'en retained on the rostrum following groom- around the peduncle by a drawstring. The cage

^"gj ^vas functional, we tested P. amplexicaulis was supported over the inflorescence by wiring

METHODS

Poll
ifl

that

it securely to adjoining branches, thus preventing

movement of the cage and possible damage to

enriched sucrose agar medium similar to the flowers or peduncle. This cage effectively cx-

used by Taylor (1972), except that the su- eluded all known mammals in the area (including

bor
^^^ tested for percent germination on a

^concentration was lowered by 75%. All the Mus
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T\BLE 1 1 . Pollen longevity in Protea ainplexicaulis and P. humiflora.

Day No. and Observation Time

1 2 3 4

P. amplexicaulis 0930

X % germination/fl

P. humiflora 0930

X % germination/fl.

2130

(N = 3)

.66

2130

(N = 4)

.68

0930 2130 0930

(N = 2) (N = 3)

.01

0930

.60

2130

.49

0930

(N = 4) (N = 4)

.41 .74 .45

2130

(N = 2)

.36

2130

N-4
.57

0930

(N = 2)

2130

0930

N = 4

.05

2130

33

Table 12. Seed set in protea heads caged to preclude small mammal foraging, but open for visitation by insects.

1978

Control Mammal Excluded Control

X Range X Range Significance X Range

P. amplexicaulis

P. humiflora 18.43

(N = 51)

0-95 8.73

(N = 1 1)

0-19 P = .06

24.04

(N = 27)

21.23

(N = 35)

1-51

0-55

5

0930

(N = 2)

2130

0930

(N = 4)

2130

<.02

1979

Mammal Excluded

X

1.33

(N = 9)

11.56

(N = 16)

0-4

1-31

(N = 2)

(N = 4)

Range Significance

P «: .001

P = .01
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Table 13. Interplant distribution of fluorescing powder by (presumably) small mammals.

Protea Species

P. amptexicaulis^

P. humiflora^

P. subulifolia^

Approximate
Distance

from Source

(m)

1.0

0.1

7.0

4.0

3.5

8.0

0.5

2.5

2.0

0.5

1.5

7.0

0.5

0.5

15

* Jonasplaats study area.
^ Jonasnek study area (site B)

Points of Deposition

Fl. head of another P. a.

Runways to (but not on) fl. heads of another P. a.

Runways to (but not on) another P. a.

Runways to (but not on) another P. a.

Fl. head of another P. h.

Runways to and on fl. head of another P. h.

2 fl. heads of another P. h.

2 fl. heads of another P. h.

Runways to (but not on) another P. s.

Fl. head of another P. s.

Shoots (but not fl. heads) of another P. s.

Runway and shoots (but not fl. head) of another P, s.

Shoots and fl. heads of another P, s.

Runways and shoots (but not fl. heads) of another P. s.

Runways and fl. heads of another P. s.

rodent to occur in the study area), but allowed Fluorescing Experiments
easy access to insects, especially honey bees. Seed
set in the caged heads was compared with that

of control heads, i.e., heads on the same or ad- To determine the extent of intra- and intcr-

joming branches left open to natural pollination. plant movement of pollen and small mammals.
The data were analyzed for significance utilizing the flowering heads of three species of protea (P.

the Mann-Whitney U test. amplexicaulis, P. humijlora, P, subulifolia) were

dusted with fluorescing powders (Hercules Ra-

diant Pigment Type R 103 G) of various colors.

Excluding small mammals from the heads of Approximately a half teaspoon of powder (or

NMP proteas reduces seed set by approximately paste produced by adding 50% ETOH) was ap-

2). In 1978 thedif- plied over unopened florets at the center of a

RESULTS

/77,

//? pe
the rodeni-excluded heads approached signifi- open (and presumably nectar-containing) flow-

cancc (P = .06), but in 1979 the differences are ers. The heads of each plant were treated with a

considered significant (P We single color of fluorescing powder. Captive Ae-
vious explanation for the variable results ob- thomys foraged as readily on powdered heads as

tained from the experimental groups between on non-powdered heads. By using the paste, which
1978 and 1979, except for the reduced sample left a delicate, easily broken crust, we avoided
size in 1978 (N = 11) and general improvement possible contamination of adjoining plants by
'n the technique for placing exclosures over the
heads in 1979.

wind-blown powder.

Heads were normally treated at dusk to avoid

Experiments on P. amplexicaulis were con- possible distribution of the powder by diurnal

ducted only during 1979, and seed set in caged insects. Observations of other flowering heads,

heads was reduced more than 95% in comparison or animals trapped in the area, for traces of flu-

lo controls (P <^ .01). The sample size, however, oi _

^as small (N = 9) and the experiments were un- UV lamp late the same night or early the follow-

deiertaken comparatively late in the flowering ing morning before the initiation of insect move-

ment. Observations on mice, however, were con-

with

season.
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Table 14. Small mammals captured carrying Table 1 5. Number ofheads containing any fecal

fluorescing powders applied to P. hiimiflora flowering pellets in P. recondita as a function of age.

heads (Jonasnek, site B)/ ^^i^==^^^^=^=z=^=^==

Approxi-

Animal

Acomys
Acomys
Aethomys

Rhabdomys
Rhabdomys
Rhabdomys

male
Distance

from
Source to Portions of

Capture Animal Carrying

Point (m) Fluorescent Powder

5 Hind feet, tail

Age of Heads

Fecal

Pellets

Present Absent

Fecal

Pellets

Flowering heads fully open

Rowering heads ca. Vi open

Flowering heads <V2 open

6

2 4

6

12

9

3

13

20

Rostrum, rear feet

Rostrum, front feet

Rostrum, chest, front feet

Rostrum, front feet

Rostrum, front feet

^ While the data are highly suggestive, the sample

sizes are too small to permit a x^ analysis for signifi-

cance.

opened flowers could occur by agents other than

small mammals.

" A single Aethomys was captured at the P. res-

tionifolia study site (Pocskraal) that bore two colors of
fluorescing powders on the rostrum and front feet in-

dicating visits to both heads approximately 1 5 m apart.

RESULTS

Small-mammal feces in the flowering heads of

P. amplexicaulis, P. cryophila, P. humiflora, P-

effusa and P. recondita were the only obvious

artifacts discovered. Feces accumulation was

found to be age dependent, the older heads con-

taining significantly more fecal pellets than youn-

ger ones (Table 15). The presence of feces in the

heads demands the presence of animals on (or

above) the head at the time of defecation, and

fecal accumulation within the heads indicate:

frequent and/or relatively long visits. In P. re-

condita, however, defecation from above is vir-^

tually impossible because this protea produces

terminal (but cryptic) head (Rourke & Wiens

1977).

Moreover, protea pollen was present withir

of other protea plants for distances up to 1 5 m the fecal pellets indicating that the animals mad
(Tables 13, 14). The large proportion of trapped at least two visits to a flowering head: the firs

animals carrying fluorescing powder on their ros- when the pollen that later occurred in the feces

tra (5 or 6) provides further evidence that the was obtained, and the second at the time of def-

small mammals foraged on these heads. In many ecation.

instances the general movement patterns of the

tinued on P. humiJJora for three days. After the

first night, only animals bearing large concentra-

tions were recorded because many of the traps

became lightly contaminated from recaptured

animals carrying fluorescing powder. The high

concentrations of fluorescing powder seen on
some mice, however, could only have originated

directly from the powdered heads.

RESULTS

Small mammals visit not only different flow-

ering heads on the same plant, but also the heads

small mammals were clearly evident from the

scattered fluorescing particles around the dusted

heads and along the rodent runways that often

interconnect NMP protea bushes.

Nectar Consumption by Bees

METHODS

Small-Mammal Feces in Protea
Flowering Heads

A set of experiments was designed to deter-

mine the extent of nectar consumption in P-

ijl^

METHODS

Ufera adansoni Latreille). Two experiments com

pared weight losses between experimental heads

(accessible to bees) versus control (inaccessible
Ifsmall mammals regularly frequent the flow- heads. Both experiments were conducted ori

ering heads of proteas, it was reasoned that they warm, clear, sunny days with the temperature at

might leave behind artifacts as evidence of such or above 25°C when bee activity was relatively

visitations. The taking of nectar is difficult to high. Only flowering heads with at least one rov^

detect, and the removal of pollen from newly ofopen, undisturbed flowers and observable nec-
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tar were used. Heads were weighed at the begin-

ning and end of the experiments.

In the first experiment, 20 heads were collected

the afternoon of the day before the experiment

and kept overnight with their peduncles in water.

The next morning all heads were weighed and
individually placed in a small can of water with

the peduncles submerged. Ten of the containers

with their single heads were placed on the ground
near a flowering plant of P. humiflora and left

uncovered (experimental group). The other ten

were similarly positioned but were covered with

plastic window screen (control group) to prevent

insect visitation. The experiment was initiated

at 1345 and terminated at 1700. Although the

actual number of bee visitations to the experi-

mental heads was not recorded, bees only rarely

visited the experimental heads clustered in cans.

To correct this problem the second experiment

Table 16. Bee nectar consumption in P. humi-

flora.

Ex-

peri-

ment

X Nectar

Loss/Head

(g)

Resulting

from Bee
Foraging S.D

Control

(g) S.D
Signifi-

cance

1

2

2.04

3.54

0.63

0.36

1.75

2.42

0.86 n.s.

0.51 P<0.01

« W

was initiated.

and relatively close to the ground. Thus in the

second experiment we interpret possible reduc-

tion in evaporative loss produced by covering the

control group with window screen as inconse-

quential, and assume that the differences in weight

loss resulted primarily from the removal of nec-

tar by foraging bees.

Flower Preference Experiments

METHODS

This experiment was similar to the first except
that all heads were collected the morning of the

experiment and the experimental heads (after

weighing) were wired directly onto two P. humi-
y/ora bushes to simulate their natural distribution

on the plant. Since the experimental heads could
not be kept in water, the control heads were sim-
ply placed in trays under plastic screens near the

bushes with the attached experimental heads.
Bees appeared to visit these experimental heads
just as readily as the naturally occurring heads.
This experiment was initiated at 1030 and ter-

minated at 1700. Both experiments were ana-
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^j^p ^^^^^^ ^^^^^f^^_

lyzed by the Mann-Whitney U test.

Choice tests using a T maze were conducted

to determine if mice are preferentially attracted

to, or preferentially forage from P. humijlora

heads (an NMP species) rather than those of P.

repens or P. laurifolia (BP species). Several species

of rodents from two populations were tested: (1)

individuals from the P. humiflora study area

{Acomys, Aethomys, Dendromus, Elephantulus)

and (2) individuals from an area at least several

RESULTS

*

^ ^^
mys, Rhabdomys, Taterd). The first group rep-

resented animals that were live-trapped in P.

humijlora stands and were presumably familiar

The difference in weight loss between the two with the P. humijlora nectar resource ("experi-

groups in the first experiment was not significant enced" animals), while the second group repre-

statistically, whereas it was significant in the sec- sented animals that were unlikely to have en-

ond experiment (P < .01). The average weight countered P. humijlora or similar flowers

loss for both experimental and control heads was ("naive" animals). Animals were maintained in

predictably greater in the second experiment than wire cages with cardboard "sleeping tubes" prior

•n the first, since heads in neither the experi- to the experiment.

"dental nor the control groups were kept in water The sides and bottom of the T maze were con-

(Table 16). Decrease in mean weight in the ex- structed of masonite and covered above with

Perimental group is assumed to be the resuh of screen mesh to permit observation. The base and
nectar loss due to the foraging activities of bees, arms were 38 cm long and the individual run-

Interpretation of the second experiment is ways 10 cm wide and 15 cm high. Each end of

complicated because the window screen covering the maze could be opened to facilitate position-

Jhe control group possibly reduced evaporative ing of test animals and flowering heads. Tests

loss. There was little wind on the day of the were conducted between approximately 2000 and

e>^Periment, however, and the experimental pop- 2400 hours to coincide generally with the ani-

U'ation was also mostly shaded by the foliage mals' normal activity periods (Fig. 1).
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Table 17. Flower preference of small mammals mals (Table 17). In the experienced group, 17 of

in T maze experiments.

Experimental Group

Bird

Adapted
Flower-

ing

Head

Nonflying

Mammal
Adapted
Flowering

Head
Signifi-

cance

L "Experienced"^

Initial arm choice 17 17 n.s.

Foraging^ choice 1 26 P ^ .01

11. *'Naive"<^

Initial arm choice 17 17 n.s.

Foraging choice 21 P ^ .01

" Five Aethomys were utilized in the 34 trials.

^ Trials resulting in no foraging were generally at-

tributable to specific animals.
*= Naive animals utilized in the 34 trials included:

five Tatera (21 trials), two Aethomys (1 1), two Rhab-
domys (2).

The experimental procedure consisted of plac-

ing a freshly picked head of P. humiflora in one

arm of the maze and a head of either P. repens

or P, laurifolia in the other arm. The position of

the heads in the maze arms was determined by

a coin toss. A test animal enclosed in its sleeping

tube was then transferred into the base of the

maze. Initial response time (time before emer-

gence from the tube) and subsequent behavior

the 34 animals initially moved toward P. humi-

flora and the remaining 1 7 toward the alternative

(P = .13, n.s.). In the naive group, initial choices

were also split evenly, 17 to P. humiflora and 17

to the alternative (P = .13, n.s.).

Foraging choice, however, was not random

(Table 17). Of 27 foraging responses in the ex-

perienced group, 26 were on P. humiflora (P -^

.01). Of21 foraging responses in the naive group,

all were on P. humiflora (P « .01). These results

clearly indicate that the heads of P, humiflora

are the preferred of the two rewards offered for

both groups of animals.

The role ofexperience in feeding-responses was

evaluated by basing expected x^ values on the

assumption that all animals should forage and

no animals should fail to forage. Of the 36 trials

in which experienced animals initially respond-

ed, 25 foraged and 1 1 did not (x^ = 3,36, n.s.),

and during 38 such trials in the naive group, 21

animals foraged (x^ = 7.61, n.s.).

Discussion

SMALL MAMMAL VISITATION TO PROTEA

FLOWERING HEADS

Rourke and Wiens (1977) and Wiens and

Rourke (1978) presented preliminary evidence

that small mammals regularly visited and pol-

linated the flowers of various South African pro-
was monitored for up to five minutes. If animals . ^i, u- u*i. • . J -ru * ^oU
,. , ... . , ,

teas with which they were associated. That small
did not emerge withm two minutes, the tube was , ^ „ • • l r, i_ ^ ^r

- . ^^ r ,. • n mammals actually visit the flowering heads oi

tapped several times. The first direction ofmove-
ment in the arms was recorded as ''initial choice''

(+ if toward P. humiflora and — if toward the

particular proteas is supported by the following

new information: (1) the presence of pollen on

the rostra and in the gut of small mammals, (2)
alternative). The first head on which the animals ^, ^ i

• . o i ^ • i . ^ r^r
^ ^ ^_ _ ,^ _. ^^^ ^„ ,,^^_ the nocturnal mterfloral and mterplant transier

of fluorescing powder and its occurrence on cap-

tured small mammals, and, (3) the accumulation

of rodent feces in the flowering heads of various

proteas.

Pollen loads, Protea pollen was found on the

rostra and in the feces of all small mammals
captured in association with flowering species of

foraged for >:15 seconds was recorded as 'Tor-

aging choice." If animals did not enter the maze
arms, or did not forage, their responses were re-

corded as for either initial and/or foraging

choice. In both groups, initial and feeding choices

were analyzed utilizing the binomial lest, with

Hq that responses are random and thus should

be distributed evenly between the two arms of

the maze. Analysis of the experienced group ex-

cludes the single individuals of Acomys, Ele-

phantulus, and Dendromus tested. Analysis of

the naive group is broken into Tatera and all

others.

NMP

RESULTS

variable (Table 1). Because protea pollen is rath-

er sticky, it is not subject to widespread wind k

dispersal as demonstrated by its infrequent oc-

currence in background samples collected away

from the flowering heads (Table 7). Table 7 also ^
gives an approximation of the density of back-

ground pollen in the environment. The small

Initial choice of maze ends was evenly dis- percentage of non-protea pollen in the pollen

tributed in both the experienced and naive ani- carried
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background pollen does not accumulate in dense to rodent visitation of P. humijlora heads. Twen-
concentrations on the rostrum. The non-protea ty-four fine-mesh nylon exclosure bags were

pollen could also originate from animals foraging placed over heads with mature buds, but within

on these non-protea flowers, but the low con- six days 14 of the bags (58%) had holes chewed
centration argues against this, or at least suggests through them or were pulled partially away from
a considerable time lapse. If the occurrence of the heads, or both. Placing the heads under ex-

protea pollen on the animals were the result of closuresappeared to increase the amount of ncc-

chance accumulation from background pollen, tar in the heads, thus (presumably) making them
then the ratios of non-protea and protea pollen more desirable nectar sources. The only other

on the rostrum should be approximately equal animals in the area capable of such behavior

to the background samples. In fact, the ratios might be chacma baboons, but this seems im-

differ radically. Protea pollen is present in the probable since they were never observed near

samples taken from small mammals in concen- the study areas.

trations averaging at least 100 grains, whereas Although captive animals regularly foraged on

non-protea pollen averages three grains per sam- NMP protea heads, no wild animals were ever

pie. This result is greatly underestimated for pro- observed visiting the heads. Such observations

teas because no more than 500 grains were ever are technically difficult because the species we
counted per slide, although some slides obvious- studied most extensively {P. amplexicaulis, P.

ly contained many thousands of protea pollen humijlora) have both geoflorous and cryptic

grains. The pollen in feces is almost exclusively heads, and the small mammals, except Rhab-

that of protea, and is probably ingested during domys, are nocturnal. A single Aethomys was

grooming (little pollen is apt to be ingested during seen in a bush of P. ampIexicauUs at approxi-

nectar lapping). The data are most consistent with mately 2230 hours, but it did not visit a flowering

the explanation that the pollen on small mam- head during the several minutes of observation,

mals originated from frequenting the heads of Two rodents, {Aethomys and Rhabdomys) were

flowering proteas. caught in snap traps high in the branches of P.

DOES SMALL MAMMAL VISITATION

EFFECT POLLINATION?

Fluorescent powder experiments. The results humijlora near flowering heads, and many ani-

of placing fluorescent powder on the flowering mals were captured beneath protea bushes,

heads of several ground-flowering proteas dem-
onstrates that interplant and interhead nocturnal

distribution of fluorescing powder occurs up to

15 m from the source (Tables 1 3, 14). Numerous
particles of fluorescing powder were repeatedly Several lines of evidence support the conteh-

found scattered along rodent runways, strongly tionthatsmallmammals visit the flowering heads

suggesting transport by small mammals. Noc- of proteas. But what information indicates that

tumal terrestrial insects would be unlikely to these visits also result in pollination? The best

travel equivalent distances in the available time, evidence originates from observations of: (1) the

nor would they be likely to follow rodent run- foraging activities of captive small mammals on

^^ays. Furthermore, the capture of a number of the flowering heads of various proteas, (2) floral

animals with relatively large amounts of flu- morphology, and (3) selective exclosure experi-

orescing powder on their bodies, especially on ments.
the rostrum, supports their role as vectors ofmost Nectar Joraging and putative pollination by

of the fluorescing powder transported noctur- small mammals. Some individuals of each

nally, species listed in Table 1 (plus Dendromus) for-

^^all~mammalfeces in protea Jlowers. The aged on the heads ofNMP proteas when in cap-

accumulation of small-mammal feces in protea tivity. The responses of the various species and

heads strongly supports the hypothesis that they individuals, however, were not consistent. For

regularly and frequently visit the flowering heads example, Aethomys generally foraged readily,

ofNMP proteas. The presence of protea pollen whereas Rhabdomys rarely foraged and its activ-

in the feces provides further evidence ofmultiple ities were sometimes destructive. Elephantulus

Visitation. occasionally licked the surface of the heads with-

.
Exclosure experiments. Experiments de- out actually lapping nectar from the nectar rcs-

signed to test for genetic compatibility inadver- ervoirs. Nonetheless, every species in Table 1,

^^ntly provided additional information relating at some time, foraged on the heads ofNMP pro-
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teas in a manner that should have effected pol- contact the stigma and pollination is impossible,

lination (the process is convincingly recorded Bees are possibly the most likely of insects to

cinematographically on 16 mm film). accomplish cross-pollination since they visit

One aspect of rodent visitation to flowering many plants, but scarab beetles might also func-

heads mentioned by Rourke and Wiens (1977) tion in this capacity (Rourke, 1972). Honeybees

needs correction. They speculated that rodent appeared to collect pollen from all species flow-

visitation was largely destructive. This is clearly ering during the period in which these studies

not the case. Except for pollen loss, there is Uttle were conducted (late winter-early spring). As

evidence of rodent visitation following nectar- Faegri and van der Pijl (1979) pointed out, ''so-

foraging. The occasional chewing of florets and cial bees . . . will visit any blossom that yields

bracts that prompted the suggestion occurred on sufficient nectar." Bees and beetles may, how-

only about two percent of the heads in P. am- ever, regularly pollinate other proteas not closely

plexicaulis and is unlikely to have effected pol- related to the species in question, e.g., P. odorata

lination. Thunb. and P. laetans L. E. Davidson, respec-

The orientation of the styles and nectar res- lively. Insects probably add to pollination suc-

ervoirs restricts effective foraging only from the cess in some NMP proteas. Traits enhancing their

center of the head outward along the radii and visitation should therefore be selected for, or at

ensures contact with the stigmalic surface (Figs, least maintained at equihbrium, so long as those

3, 4). The critical stigma-nectar distance of ca. characteristics do not retard visitation by small

10 mm makes inevitable the deposition ofpollen mammals, which are presumably the more effi-

in the region of the stigmatic slit during nectar cient pollinators.

lapping and guarantees the maintenance of pol-

len loads.

Selective exclusion experiments. When small

Birds are rare and inconsequential visitors to

the NMP proteas we studied. During a period of

four years, involving over 2,000 hours of obser-

mammals were excluded from flowering heads, vation, one malachite sunbird was seen taking

seed set was reduced approximately 50% in P. nectar from the rim of a flowering head of P-

humijlora and 95% in P. amplexicaulis. Thus it /zwrnZ/Zora. but the styles were not contacted. Two
might be argued that insects and mammals are Cape buntings (granivores) were captured in

equally important in the pollination of P. //w/m- Sherman live traps arround P. humiflora, Al-

fl^ though they carried protea pollen on their fore-

ever, in the absence of data from the reciprocal heads, we did not observe them on the inflores-

experiment involving the exclusion of insects cences. On one occasion an automated camera

while permitting mammal visitation. Unfortu- photographed an orange-breasted sunbird at the

nately, experiments along these lines were tech- flowering head of P, cryophila. This is in sharp

nically unsuccessful. On the bases of floral mor- contrast to the visitation pattern in Australia

phology, physiology, and animal foraging where flower birds as well as nonflying mammals
behavior, small mammals should be more effi- are common visitors to proteas and other plants

cient than insects in pollinating P. amplexicaulis (Hopper, 1980, 1982; Turner, pers. comm.). The
humijlora. More often cryptic flowering habits ofmanyNMP pro-

however, to establish the relative pollination ef- teas, the absence of visual cues associated with

ficiency of insects and small mammals in this typical BP proteas, and the high sugar content of

system. the NMP protea nectar, do not suggest that NMP
protea flowers are important sources of nectaf

for flower birds (Pyke & Waser, 1981).

NMP
teas presumably evolved in response to visita-

tion by a variety of small mammals. However,
some of these features (e.g., easily accessible,

highly concentrated nectar and exposed pollen)

also promote visitation by numerous insects, es-

THE ATTRACTING SYSTEM

The most obvious attraction is odor, since the

)wers of many NMP nroteas are crvntic and
pecially honey bees, that doubtless eflfect occa- pollination by small mammals is largely noctur-
sional pollination. Based on floral morphology, nal. As previously mentioned, the yeastlike odor
however, pollination by insects can occur only with its various modifications attracted captive
haphazardly when they forage for pollen or oth- animals.
erwise land on the stiema. While foraging for The T maze experiments tested critically both
nectar (which they normally do), insects do not olfactory- response to protea heads and the ulti-
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mate foraging choice. Because the proffered heads in question. In areas no more than several

could not be seen by the captive animals, olfac- ifl'

tion is the only stimulus to which they could have small-mammal community is totally without this

responded. The experiment, however, did not resource and is presumably not adversely affect-

test whether the animals were initially respond- ed.

ing to the heads of the BP protea {P. repens or

P. laurifolia) or the NMP protea (P. humijlora).

The nectar resource from NMP proteas could,

however, be more important to the total energy

The results (Table 1 6) show that initial choice of budget than the previous comments indicate,

maze arm was random, i.e., the experimental Some local immigration from adjoining areas

animals did not initially discriminate between could increase the density of the small-mammal
the arm holding the NMP protea and that hold- population on the study areas. That this happens,
ing the BP protea, but did so only after receiving is suggested by the apparently high density of
additional cues. Since the heads were randomly small mammals on grid B (58 in 1978, 20 in

switched between the two maze arms, the run- 1979). While we have no comparable population
ways may have become saturated with the scents density data for areas without NMP proteas, the

of both heads, thus initially precluding selective small-mammal populations on our study sites

odor cues. The heads of BP proteas have little appear generally high,

scent discernable to humans and have no yeasty

odor. While the initial rpsnon<;p tn the hepids was

We consider the nectar resource ofNMP pro-

teas as primarily a supplement to the basic small-

olfactory, the ultimate foraging choice (virtually mammal diet (a sweet treat or junk-food trip?)

always the NMP protea) could also have in- rather than an important component of their an-
volved visual cues. nual energy budget. Such a "dessert'' hypothesis

The styles and inner surface of the bracts of is in clear contrast to coevolved systems, where
P' amplexicaulis, P. humijlora and some other nectar (and sometimes also pollen) forms the pri-

NMP proteas are whitish, whereas the outer sur- mary or exclusive component of the energy bud-

get.

NMP

Most

face ofthe bracts is often dark brown or purplish.
The contrast produces a "target effect" by em-
phasizing the white center of the head in poor teas correlates with the reproductive period of
light. This is apparent to the human eye, but we the small mammals and the extra energy resource

have no experimental evidence regarding its ap- could be important to females during gestation

parency to animals, although differences in shades and lactation, and also in juvenile survival,

are presumably evident to most mammals. Blooming at this time should certainly enhance

Hawkmoth-pollinated plants are typically white; the possibility offlower visitation by small mam-
even generally dark bat flowers often display some mals, and selection could have shifted flowering

white which might act as a nectar guide. Different
NMP proteas utilize different strategies to pro- proteas have peak flowering periods at other

duce the effect and the subject deserves further times. In unilaterally evolved flowers (see fol-

s^^dy. lowing section), the flowering periods appear to

coincide with environmental factors that should

maximize visitation. For example, pseudocopu-

Small mammals visit proteas to obtain nectar latory orchids flower before the female wasps
(as do myriads of insects and possibly also ba- appear; and Janson et al. (1981) indicated that

Doons). As indicated previously, the amount of Neotropical Bombacaceae and Combrctaceae
nectar available to the small mammals is difficult pollinated by nonflying mammals flower during
^o evaluate, although we estimated it would sup- the dry season when fruits or other flowers are

ply their energy needs for approximately eight at seasonal lows. The nectar in this latter case

could also be an important source of water for

THE REWARD

^ys of their annual requirement.
The flowering period of /> humijlora lasts per- these relatively large polhnators. As Porsch (1 934)

haps six weeks, and it is reasonable to assume pointed out, water is not always so readily avail-

^'^at the small-mammal energy budget would be able in the tropics as is generally assumed. Mor-

s«Pplemented during this period by protea nee- combe (1968) made the same argument for

^^r. The NMP proteas, however, occur over only southwestern Australia. He commented that the

^n
»nfinitesimally small portion of the overall majority of banksias flower dunng the height of

geographical distributions ofthe small mammals the dry season, although George (1981) mdi-
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cated flowering in Banksia may not correspond /'/cms and Yucca). Typically, guilds ofpollinators

so closely with the dry season as Morcombe sug- act upon a series of sequentially flowering, co-

gested. If water is an important resource provid- evolved plant species. The same principles that

ed by nectar, this should be reflected in a low apply to nectar-foraging animals also apply to

sugar concentration. In this connection, Schemske fruit- or seed-eating animals. Howe (1980)

(1980) reported that Com^r^/wmyarmosa Kunth strongly questioned whether coevolution is al-

(= C.fruticosuml), which flowers during the pro- ways involved in interactions between the plant

nounced dry season in Guanacaste, Costa Rica, and the animals that disperse its seeds, preferring

produces copious nectar and has among the low- to consider the situation an example of "co-oc-

est nectar-sugar concentrations (7.1%) of which currence." Howe does not discuss whether the

we are aware. The water-resource argument needs fruits he studied presumably evolved to entice

further analysis as an explanation for dilute nee- various animals to eat them, or were at least pre-

tar concentration in unilaterally evolved plants adapted to the extent that the animals readily

occurring in at least seasonally arid regions (Watt foraged on them,

et al., 1974; Pyke & Waser, 1981).

The Evolution of NMP Proteas

The NMP proteas are clear examples of uni-

lateral evolution, since virtually all the basic fea-

tures of the flowers appear adapted for the at-

traction and reward of nonflying mammals that

presumably effect pollination while foraging for

nectar. NMP proteas co-occur with honey bees,

3t CO- which also take nectar and pollen from the flow-

evolved (Rourke & Wiens, 1977; Wiens & ers and may occasionally effect pollination. The

Rourke, 1978). This statement often elicits ques- highly concentrated nectar, however, is the only

tions from ecologists and evolutionary biologists, trait held in common with bee-pollinated flow-

suggesting that coevolution is perhaps too deeply ers. Conversely, good evidence exists that other

established as the raison d'etre for the evolution proteas, e.g., P, repens, have coevolved with the

of pollination or dispersal systems as Janzen Cape sugar bird (/*rom^r<9/?5 ca/^rL.). The latter

coevolution, co-occurrence, or
unilateral evolution?

South African NMP nroteas are r

ggested commonly takes nectar (and insects) from the

lich& Raven, 1964) has provided a central para- flowering heads and its breeding season is syn-

digm for the study of plant-animal interactions chronized with the peak flowering activity of this

and is an immensely useful concept. Pollination protea. Even the young are partially fed on its

systems, however, are also commonly "unilat- nectar (Broekhuysen, 1959; Winterbottom, 1962;

erally" evolved, i.e., plants that have profoundly Mostert et al., 1980). In our view, all three of

altered floral function to attract a pollinator that these mutualistic situations, i.e., coevolution,

itself has not become specialized to the flower, unilateral evolution, and co-occurrence describe

In other words, the system does not elicit "re- common interactions between plant and animal

ciprocal selective responses" typical of co- species; the recognition of the latter two cate-

evolved systems, but rather ''unilateral selective gories, each of which must involve tens of thou-

responses" on the part of the plant. A number sands of plant species, is overdue. While coevo-

ggested lution is a general concept, it was never intended

tial evolutionary adjustments to animals, e.g., by its formulators to be as all-inclusive as the

Grant and Grant (1965), Baker and Hurd (1968), current literature suggests (Raven, pers. comm.). •?

Baker (1973) and Feinsinger (pers. comm.). Ofthe pollination systems described by Faegn

Clearly, many generalist animals take nectar (or and van der Pijl (1979), wind, water, ant, and at

fruit) during times of seasonal abundance (Snow least elements of bee, (social groups), bird, [var- ^

Carp ious passerine groups, cf. Stiles (1981)], most flies,

1978b). The concept of unilateral evolution is perhaps beetle systems, and all pollination in-^
not meant to replace coevolution, but to com- volving mimicry (Wiens, 1 978) are probably uni-

plement it in the sense that it represents one end laterally evolved. Many of the plants known or

of a spectrum of biological interactions and co- thought to be pollinated by nonflying mammals
evolution another. Transitional situations will are apparently unilaterally evolved (see Intro-

occur, but this is hardly uncommon in evolu- duction). Coevolved guild systems probably oc-

tionar>' classifications. Pollination systems in- cur in southwestern Australia, however, where
volving single, coevolved pollinators are rare (e.g., some Proteaceae may be regularly pollinated by
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the marsupial honey possum, Tarsipes (possibly residents, and generalist feeders (Roberts, 1951).

also the southwestern pygmy possum, Cercar- Such pollinators permit temporal partitioning of
tetus concinnus Gould), which shows clear ad- flowering times among sympatric NMP proteas,

(W and may be more readily attracted to an ephem-
al., 1 979; Hopper, 1980). The floral spectrum on eral and highly restricted resource than more spe-

which Tarsipes feeds and the degree to which it cialized feeders. They may also provide more
shares floral resources with birds is currently un- reliable pollination service than insects (e.g., bees

der study (Hopper, pers. comm.; Turner, pers. and beetles) whose activities are often restricted

comm.). by the long periods of low temperatures char-

acteristic of late winter and early spring when
most NMP proteas flower. The occasional fluc-

tuations in population size of small mammals,

Lt at however, might be a disadvantage. No other

rom flowers are known to be visited by nonflying

bird-pollinated prototypes in both Africa and mammals in these communities, and sympatric

Australia, as evidenced by branching patterns of NMP proteas flower sequentially, thus presum-

The Origin of Nonflying-Mammal
Pollination Systems

urke and Wiens (1977) suggested th

some of the NMP oroteas evolved

Many of the NMP ably no competition exists for mammal polli-

have an axillary inflorescence apparently derived nators among NMP species,

by reduction from the large terminal inflores- If the system were, indeed, derived from bird-

cences ofthe BP proteas. Fire was also a possible pollinated species, the prototypes were presum-

3roteas through ably pre-adapted for nonflying-mammal polli-ofNMP
the development of rhizomaty which may have nators in having (1) large heads with copious

promoted geoflory, nectar secretion, and (2) an inflorescence with

Dro- mechanically strengthened tissues (particularlyAnother hypothesis for the origin ofNMP pro-
teas is suggested by this study. Virtually all NMP those of the style), which could accommodate a

proteas are characterized by small, highly local- relatively large animal without undue destruc-

ized populations often associated with specific tion of floral parts. Physiological and structural

soil types. These species are typically low shrubs modifications involved in the change to the pres-

largely restricted to relatively high elevations in ent NMP type include: (1) the shift to nocturnal

the outlying Cape mountain systems bordering anthesis and (presumably) nectar production, (2)

the arid Karoo (Rourke, 1980). As previously the production of nectar with high concentra-

stated, the Cape flora occupies an elevated and tions of sucrose and other sugars, (3) reduction

greatly dissected landscape closely associated with of the stigma-nectar distance to about 10 mm,
the Table Mountain Sandstone. Consequently, and (4) the production of a volatile, olfactory

n^any species in this rich flora occur only as small attractant,

populations in scattered, isolated habitats, as do The hypothesis explains why pollination by
the NMP proteas- In contrast, many of the BP nonflying mammals probably had multiple

proteas are large shrubs or small trees often oc- origins, since species with cryptic, terminal heads
curring in dense populations covering many {P,recondita)\rh\zormXo\x^%\tms{P.angustata)\

hectares. Flowering stands of these proteas ap- cryptic, geoflorous heads {P, amplexicau/is); and
Parently attract large numbers of locally migrat- aerial, pendulous heads (P. sulphurea) all rep-
Ing flower birds with which they are commonly resent different lines of evolution in which non-

associated. flying-mammal pollination presumably evolved

Mountain

^e propose that differences in population independently. The common denominator
structure may be the single most important factor among these species is their occurrence in rela-

regulating the evolution ofpollination by nonfly- tively small, isolated populations. The shift to

^ng mammals in Protea, The continuing dissec- the NMP type in protea shows every evidence
* " Sandstone and the of being a strategy superimposed on many dif-

P^ogressive restriction of species having highly ferent life forms, each of which responded in

specialized ecological requirements (especially for differing ways depending on the phyletic con-

^^1' types), may have provided nonflying mam- straints within the system,

f^als with several advantages over birds as pol- Whether the "restricted population hypothe-

^^^ators. The small mammals involved are ubiq- sis" is also applicable to other examples of pol-

^^^^us, non-hibernating, and non-migratory Hnation by nonflying mammals remains to be
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determined. Certainly many of the cryptic and/ both the competitive exclusion and restricted i

or geoflorous species of Dryandra and Banksia population hypotheses.

in Australia occur in small, isolated populations. Two additional discoveries ofnonflying mam-

Southwestern Tarsipes (perhaps mal pollination are reported for the New World

Cercartetus) is highly adapted for a diet of nectar lowland tropical forests. Janson et al. (1 98 1) in-

and pollen and represents a distinct line within dicated that in the Peruvian Amazon 1 3 species

its family. This suggests an older and long-es- of nonflying mammals (monkeys, marsupials,

tablished, flower-animal interrelationship in procyonids) take nectar and presumably polli-

Australia, as Sussmanand Raven (1978) and Ford nate species of Combretum (Combretaceae),

et al. (1979) suggested, even though many of the Quararibea, and Ceiba (Bombacaceae). Steiner

cryptic, geoflorous banksias and dryandras are (1981) reported that the red woolly opossum

probably specialized within their genera. (Caluromys derbianus Waterhouse) visits and

Sussman and Raven (1978) proposed that presumably pollinates A/aZ>^a (Euphorbiaceae).

nonflying-mammal pollination is an old phe- This opossum also visits the typically bat-pol-

nomenon, possibly originating in the tropics, linated flowers of Ochroma (Bombacaceae) and

They postulated a grand scale competitive ex- Trichanthera (Acanthaceae). Steiner also sug-

clusion of nonflying mammals as pollinators by gested that the common opossum {Didelphis vir-

flower-feeding bats, which are presently un- giniana Kerr) may likewise be involved in pol-

southem lination.

southern Australia. Less distinctive climatic Janson et al. (1981) observed that species of

gradients, however, probably existed in the early Combretum, Quararibea, and Ceiba are unilat-

Tertiary (Sussman & Raven, 1978). Because of erally adapted for pollination by various nonfly-

the low frequency of individuals of a species in ing mammals, as is Blakea (Lumer, 1980) and

tropical forests, the "restricted population hy- probably also Mabea (Steiner, 1981). Whether

pothesis" might not be expected to apply unless other tropical flowers subject to nectar foraging

(1) plants are self-compatible [an uncommon by nonflying mammals are adapted for pollina-

condition according to Bawa and Opler (1975] tion by these animals or by bats is uncertain.

and produce sufficient flowers to induce regular Mori, Prance, and Bolten (1978) indicated that

visitation by nonflying mammals, or (2) the par- opossums, cebus, and squirrel monkeys ob-

ticular plant species do not occur as highly scat- served on Lecythis flowers are feeding opportun-

tered individuals in tropical forests. Bats and birds istically, as are (presumably) marsupials on the

solve the problem of scattered distributions by typically bat-pollinated flowers of Ochroma and

possessing flight and trap-lining capablilities, rnc/iaA^/Zz^ra (Steiner, 1981). Janson etal. (1981)

which should make them much more competi- stated that some primate visitation is clearly op-

tive in tropical forests than nonflying mammals, portunistic and destructive.

Since the publication of Sussman and Raven's With respect to population structure, Steiner
i

paper, three examples ofpollination by nonflying (1981) reported that Mabea may also have a

mammals have been discovered in the New clumped distribution, and suggested that such

World tropics. Lumer (1980) reported that ro- distributions may be more common in the trop-

denls (Oryzomys dexius Bangs and Peromyscus ics than was previously thought likely (Hubbell,

mexicamis Saussure) pollinate Blakea (Melas- 1979). Janson etal. (1981) mentioned that Com-
tomataceae) in a Costa Ricancloudforest. Lumer bretum and Quararibea are not uncommon in

(pers. comm.) indicates that this Blakea often the study area, but that Ceiba has a widely scat-

occurs as clusters of several individuals. But tered distribution.

Blakea also grows in a windy, cold environment The reports of pollination of the baobab by

along the continental divide. Baker (pers. comm.) the bush baby (Coe & Isaac, 1965) and of genets

suggests Maran
preclude effective bat visitation to such flowers. (Chrysobalanaceae) (Lack, 1977) in tropical Af-

Littlc is known about the occurrence of flower- rica need further study to determine the basic

feeding bats in this area, but even if flower-vis- pollinator adaptations of the flowers, although

iting bats were present, they might well avoid the Lack indicated thaiLack indicated that Maranthes is primarily bat-

environment where these plants occur, thus pro- pollinated. Baobabs are bat-pollinated in west

viding support for Sussman and Raven's argu- Africa (Baker, 1961 and pers. comm.; Jaeger,

ment. Blakea appears to offer some evidence for 1954— cited by Facgri & van der Pijl, 1979).
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A number of low or prostrate proteas occur in Janson et al, (1981) suitably amended the list

tropical Africa, e.g., P. enerxis Wild, P. heck- of structural features proposed by Rourke and
manniana Engl., P. pahidosa Welw., P, secun- Wiens (1977) to include characteristics of the

difolia Hauman (Beard, 1963), but the poUina- Combretaceae and Bombacaceae they studied,

tors are unknown. A study of these species may Most notably, the stigma-nectar distance is in-

well provide additional information on Sussman creased to accomodate the larger visitors, and
and Raven's competitive exclusion hypothesis as the flowers are short-lived. Some flowers lack an

applied in the Old World tropics. Data currently odor, but probably possess visual cues that may
emerging from the Neotropics indicate that non- serve to attract the diurnal primates and pro-

flying mammals are not necessarily out-compet- cyonids that possibly lack the well-developed ol-

ed by bats. factory senses of rodents. This dichotomy of

characters among nonflying mammal-pollinated

Is There a Class of Flowers Adapted for
Pollination by Nonflying Mammals?

Wiens

ggested

posed of subgroups. Interestingly, Porsch (1934)

The existence of a class of flowers adapted for originally suggested one class of flowers adapted

pollination by nonflying mammals was suggested for mammal pollination, including chiropter-

;nt ophily as a subgroup— a suggestion worth recon-Wiens
(Mel

Wien

formation accumulates, more additions and

was based primarily on the parallel floral evo- sidering

lution between South African species oT Protea ceae) (Turner, 1980) differ in a number ofrespects
and a number of Australian proteaceous, and from those of Bombacaceae, Combretaceae,
possibly some myrtaceous genera. The problem Myrtaceae, and Proteaceae, although Mabea
was discussed by Sussman and Raven (1978) and (Euphorbiaceae) (Steiner, 198 1) appears to have
by Armstrong (1979). The discovery of addi- no features departing radically from those men-
tional instances of nonflying-mammal pollina-
tion in the Neotropics by Lumer (1980), Janson et al. (1981). The floral features of B/akea need
et al. (198 1), and Steiner (198 1), and in Australia further analysis in this regard, particularly in re-

(Hopper, 1980, 1982; Turner, in prep.) provide lation to odor and nectar characteristics. As in-

additional information on the subject.

Janson etal, (1981) in their extensive studies modifications to the proposed syndrome will

of Amazonian nonflying-mammal pollinators probably be necessary,

provided the most important new data. They
generally supported the concept ofa class of flow-
ers adapted for pollination by nonflying mam-
mals, but stressed that sufficient attention has
not been given to the possible role of bats in the

pollination of the flowers on which they fre-

quently observed nonflying mammals foraging

Jornectar. In tropical regions, the differential ef-
. __. , ^ ....

fectiveness of bats and nonflying mammals in flowering plants and animals in American and Af-
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THE MAIZE AND TEOSINTE MALE INFLORESCENCE
A NUMERICAL TAXONOMIC STUDY'

John F. Doebley^

1

Abstract

The genus Zea consists of the world-wide cultigen, maize, and its wild and weedy relatives, the

teosintes, native to Mexico, Guatemala, and Honduras. This study investigates the comparative

morphology of the male inflorescence (tassel) from a large sample of teosinte populations and selected

maize races. The reason for focusing on the tassel is simply that as an inedible structure it escaped

the direct effects of those forces ofhuman selection specifically aimed at its edible female counterpart,

the maize ear. Thus, the tassel is the more appropriate morphological structure for comparing maize

and teosinte from a taxonomic standpoint. Thirty-six populations of teosinte and four of maize were

analyzed. Most of these were either collected from single localities in the field or grown from seed in

a common garden near Homestead, Florida. Seventeen morphological traits of the tassel and spikelet

were measured on all specimens. The measurements were subjected to canonical variate analysis, a

multivariate statistical technique. Consideration ofthe results obtained in conjunction with cytological,

biochemical, and genetic data in the literature led to the circumscription ofthe following taxa: I section

Luxunantes—{\) Zea diploperennis; (2) Zea perennis\ (3) Zea hixurians\ II section Z^^— (4a) Zea

mays ssp. mays\ (4b) Zea mays ssp. mexicana; (4c) Zea mays ssp. parviglumis. The latter taxon

contains vars. parviglumis and huehuetenangensis which, though morphologically similar, differ sub-

stantially by some genetic measures. Each taxon is described and illustrated with emphasis on the

tassel and spikelet. The morphological data demonstrate that the annual teosintes are not intermediate

between maize and Zea diploperennis, a fact which casts doubt on the recent hypothesis that these

annuals represent the hybrid offspring of Zea diploperennis and a "hypothetical wild maize." Fur-

thermore, the morphological-taxonomic evidence lends credence to the hypothesis that annual teosinte

is the direct ancestor ofmaize; either Zea mays ssp. parviglumis or ssp. mexicana gave rise to cultivated

maize.

The genus Zea consists of a small group of Wilkes), the above three all annuals; (2) Z. lux-

annual and perennial grasses including the eco- urians, an annual from southeastern Guatemala

nomically important cultigen, maize {Zea mays and Honduras; (3) Z. perennis, a tetraploid pe-i|

ssp. mays), and its wild relatives, the teosintes, rennial; and (4) Z. diploperennis, a diploid pe-

which are native to Mexico, Guatemala, and rennial teosinte, the latter tv^o both highly local

Honduras, There are four species included under species from southern Jalisco, Mexico (Fig. ')•

the popularname teosinte according to the latest These four species are separated into sect. Zea i

taxonomic treatment (litis & Doebley, 1980). containing Z. maj^^ with its three subspecies, and

Thus, Zea includes, in addition to the cultigen sect. Luxuriantes containing Z. luxurians, 2.

listed above, the following taxa: (la) Zea mays perennis, and Z. diploperennis (Doebley & litis,

ssp. mexicana from central and northern Mex- 1980).

ico, including races Chalco, Central Plateau, and The genus Zea, along with the closely related

from SouthWilkes genus Tripsacum, which ranges

Mexico Wilkes) to the tribe Andropogoneae of the Panicoid

ssp. parviglumis var. huehuetenangensis from subfamily of the family Gramineae. In addition

western Guatemala (= race Huehuetenango of to similarities in general aspect, these two genera

I

parviglumis var. parviglumis from southwestern America to temperate North America, belongs
|
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SECTION LUXURIANTBS

A Z. DIPLOPERENWrS

D Z. PERENNIS

O Z. LUXUHIANS

SECTION ZEA

• Z. MAYS SSP. MEXICANA

A Z. MAYS SSP. PARVIGLUMIS

Figure 1. Distribution of native populations of the genus Zea (Ex Doebley & litis, 1980, Fig. 29). In Zea
ays ssp. mexicana, the two northern stations represent the NOBOGAME and DURANGO populations

^espectively, the two southern clusters CENTRAL PLATEAU (western) and CHALCO (eastern). In Zea mays
p. parviglumis, the southern Mexican cluster represents var. parviglumis, and the western Guatemalan one

var. nuehuetenangensis.

are m common the highly specialized cupulate genera in another, the Coicinae, has been pro-
1 case, but differ from one another in that posed on the basis of numerical taxonomic evi-
npsacum bears its male and female spikelets dence by Clayton (1973).

e same inflorescence, while Zea has separate Although Zea has long held the interest ofbot-
eand female inflorescences. Additionally, the anists, agronomists, geneticists, cytologists, and
genera differ cytologically, Zea with a base ethnobotanists, taxonomists have until quite re-

cnromn<;orr.« ^,,*^i n . . . ^. * ^ . ., • J -^ J • 11 .t _ . . .cnromosome number of ten (x
^^^wm with eighteen (x= 18).

10) and Trip- cently ignored Zea and especially the teosintes.

Indeed, except for an aborted attempt by Gilly

^^

J^ome authors segregate Zea and Tripsacum in the 1940s (cf. litis & Doebley, 1980), it was

th
^5 ^'^^ ^^^^^^' "^o^^^cious Asiatic genera of

- --» ..^^-rx ....
. ..Wilkes

Maydeae botanist, undertook a study of racial diversity

' 090). However, this appears to be an un- among the teosintes that the problem was at all

^al group whose members as a result ofcon- Wilkes
gent evolution all have male and female of necessity, largely concerned himself with de-
picts in separate inflorescences or separate termining the distribution of the teosintes, re-
s of the same inflorescence (Celarier, 1957; lying heavily on geography for the delimitation

^^ayton, 1973; Smith & Lester, 1980). A system of his six races of annual teosinte. Although he

^^
more accurately reflects the phylogeny of employed genetics, physiology, and vegetative

sc genera by placing Zea and Tripsacum in morphology to a considerable extent, he paid

World only scant attention to floral morphology
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As a response to the need for further taxonom- es related to maize points to the male spikelets

ic study of Zea, and especially of its floral mor- as one of the most significant features for deter-

phology, litis (1971, 1974) initiated a study of mining relationships ofmaize to its possible wild

Zra systematics and maize evolution at the Uni- ancestors" (Alava, 1952, p. 90). Two decades

versity ofWisconsin in the late 1960s. As a result later, litis, who had formerly taken classes with

I

of this work, two papers (Doebley 8l litis, 1980; Missouri

litis & Doebley, 1980) proposed the taxonomic den, carried Alava's line of reasoning a step fur-

system for Zea outlined above. The intent of ther. litis (1974) was apparently the first to point

these two papers was to present the new system out that the inedible tassel was particularly well

of classification, discuss the evidence supporting reconstructing

it, and review its implications for Xea phylogeny

,

tionary bridge between maize and its wild ances-

but not to discuss in detail the numerical taxo- tor, because it was less drastically altered by the

nomic evidence, nor the methodologies in- effects of human selection than the edible ear.

volved. The present work concerns these aspects This realization, and sustained emphasis by An-

of the project. Building on this base, some new dersonhimselfon the maize tassel, led litis (1974)

taxonomic conclusions are drawn and sugges- to conclude that a contribution to the highly

tions for further work proposed. charged controversy surrounding maize evolu-

The work of litis and myself focuses on vari- tion could be made through a systematic study

ation in the tassel and its spikelets. This line of of the maize and teosinte male inflorescences,

investigation finds its historical roots in the work Thus, Anderson, who was above all else a pow-

of Edgar Anderson and his associates who in a erfully influential teacher, some thirty years ago

series ofpapers (Anderson, 1944a, 1944b, 1951, planted in the minds of his students ideas which

1969; Anderson & Cutler, 1942; Anderson & today are still bearing fruit.

Brown, 1948) called attention to the taxonomic Curiously, Anderson, who provided the idea

importance of the maize tassel and the need for to examine the maize tassel, also provided the

botanists to re-direct some of their effort away stimulus for the development of the statistical

from the maize ear to the tassel. Their reasons technique used to study this structure in the pres-

for arguing in favor of this approach seem quite ent report. This came about when, as a young |

reasonable, for the tassel and especially its spike- man, he received a scholarship to study in En-

lets, are much more easily measured than their gland under the direction of the renowned stat- I

highly condensed and morphologically confusing istician and evolutionist. Sir Ronald A. Fisher

female counterparts

son & Cutler, 1942).

(see Anderson, 1956). At this time Anderson had

an active interest in hybridization between species

In the early 1950s, Anderson's student Reino and developed a mathematical means to distin-

Alava implemented the first and only taxonomic guish the two parental types from their hybrids,

study of cultivated maize based solely on tassel He called this technique the hybrid index, a

and spikelet characteristics (Alava, 1952). As a method of great simplicity as well as practicality

resuh of his research, Alava identified several (Anderson, 1936). Exposed to the hybridization

regional trends in maize male spikelet morphol- problem by Anderson and using Anderson's data

ogy. His work, however, had little impact on on 7m, Fisher (1936) devised a much more so-

Ihose studying maize race classification, partly phisticated and at the same time far less biased

because his conclusions were rather limited. What method of solving this problem. This method is

prohibited Alava from generating more far- now known as Discriminant Analysis. Other

reachingconclusionswasthatthe only specimens statisticians used Fisher's idea to develop Ca-

available for his analyses were those preserved nonical Variate Analysis, the major statistical

ssouri Botanical Garden herbarium, technique used in this paper. Curiously enough.

Many of these were but single specimens from these techniques failed to impress Anderson

one locality, and thus they were unable to pro- (1944a, 1956) who completely ignored them, be-

vide any measure of within-population vari- lieving as he did that disciplined intuition v/^^

ability. In addition, these specimens were grown more important than high-powered mathematics

under widely different conditions, giving rise to for solving the puzzles of the natural world.

M

much environmental variability, which obscures

racial boundaries.
Midwestern botanist-

who saw with intuition and who looked to th^

Despite these restrictions, Alava drew one im- organ which "graces" the top of the corn pla^^

portant conclusion; "Experience with wild grass- as a key to the mystery of maize, left two lega'
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cies, one handed down through several genera- handled by growing seeds from the populations

tionsofstatisticians, the other through botanists, under similar conditions in a garden. For this

Now joined together, these legacies provide the reason the present research includes twelve sam-
foundation for the work presented here. pies grown in a common garden at the Pioneer

Hi-Bred International Research Station near

Homestead, Florida (Table 1, part C). Each of

these samples was derived from seeds collected

from a single local population. The morphology
The basic unit of analysis for this research is of these samples indicates how differences in lo-

the local population, here defined as a group of cal environmental conditions may have affected

plants growing and presumably breeding togeth- the morphology of the field-collected plants.

Materials and Methods

SAMPLING AND DATA ORGANIZATION

er m an area of 2,000 square meters or less. In Another category ofpopulation samples is that

thccaseofhyhridsv/eiTmsofZea mays ssp. mays composed of specimens cultivated at various

and the various taxa of teosinte, only those in- times and under various conditions. These spec-

dividuals whose male and female inflorescences imens were organized into six population sam-
showed no evidence of hybridization with maize pies based on their region oforigin (Table 1 ,

part

were used. Thus, the samples are intended to D). Although the environmental component of

represent the taxa of teosinte as they maintain differences among them is even more complex
themselves in the wild with little or no influence than for the field-collected population samples,

they are included in the analysis because theyfrom maize.

Non-random samples of eight to twenty in- cover some geographic areas (e.g. Honduras) not

dividuals from twelve such local populations of represented by the other samples,

teosinte were studied in detail (Table 1, part A). In order to have a sample of maize varieties

For the most part these plants were collected with which to compare the teosintes, three so-

within 100 meters of major or secondary high- called "primitive" maize races were grown at the

ways. This does not, however, indicate distur-
V^k ^^^ ^^^k ^^ ^1 V ^^ _ ^ -K

While
com

Purdue University Agricultural Alumni Experi-

mental Station in southern Florida. These in-

clude Nal-Tel, Chapalote, and Palomero Tolu-** >^V^^^^, V^l.XXWXJ »,XiiiTW^ *^i ^^M.*^ ^.»-w*« 3 -- —^ - ,

wild places such as dry open savannas or rocky queno, the seeds for which were obtained from
escarpments. the International Center for the Improvement of
To supplement the field-collected local pop- Maize and Wheat (CIMMYT) in Mexico. One

ulations, this study includes herbarium speci- other maize population sample collected in the

mens collected in the wild by various botanists field near Toluca, Mexico, belonging to the

at different times and in different places. These "Mexican Pyramidal" or "Conico" race, was
specimens were organized into six groups (Table studied as well (Table 1 , part E).

1. part B) each of which consists of individuals Local populations were chosen as the basic

from a single political state or from the vicinity unit ofanalysis because individuals within a sin-

of"a particular city; each such group was treated gle local population are probably phylogenet-
as a "local population" in the analysis. Together ically very closely related and therefore members
the field-collected local populations and field- ofthe same taxon in the narrowest sense. In most
collected herbarium specimens cover the entire situations, it is not necessary for the taxonomisl
known geographic range of the teosintes (Fig. 2). to attempt to distinguish between members of

All the preceding field-collected plants, having one local population, but only to distinguish var-

been grown in their native environments, and ious local populations from one another. Popu-
thus under conditions to which they are un- lations which are very similar may be placed

questionably adapted, undoubtedly represent together in the same taxon, while those which

"morphologically typical specimens of the taxa to are distinct, may, depending on the degree of
^•hich they belong. However, environmental dif- difference, be placed into separate taxa.

fences among the populations, some growing

g streams in the more-or-less mesic montane
est of Jalisco and others on dry rocky escarp-

"^ents in the seasonally arid Balsas river drain- To assess the differences and similarities among
age, modify the phenotypes to an unknown de- the 40 populations, 17 quantitative morpholog-
£^ee. This poses a problem to the interpretation ical traits (variates) of the tassel and spikclet were

°» variability among populations which is best measured. Many ofthese are based on characters

CHARACTERS ANALYZED
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Table I, List of populations.

A. Populations Collected in the Wild:

1. Zea diploperennis (DIPLOPERRENNIAL teosinte), Mexico: Jalisco: With tall grass and herbs along small

streams in a region of Pinus-Quercus-Carpinus forest, LA VENTANA, Cerro San Miguel, Sierra de

Mananllan, 7 km ENE of El Durazno, 19°31'45"N, 104n3'W, alt. ca. 2,300 m. Sept. 22, 1978. lids,

Guzman, Doebley & Lasseigne 450. Sample size = 20.

2. Zea perennis (PERENNIAL teosinte). Mexico: Jalisco: In and along a small arroyo with Heteropogon

contortus, Chaetium bromoides, and Leonotis nepetifolia, in an area offormer pine-oak sacatonal grassland,

9 km WSW of Ciudad Guzman. 1.5 km ESE of LOS DEPOSITOS, 19°40'N, 103"35'W, alt. ca. 1,650 m.

Sept. 24, 1978. litis, Puga, Guzman, Doebley & Lasseigne 550. Sample size = 20.

3. Zea perennis (PERENNIAL teosinte). Mexico: Jalisco: Along dirt roads, on edges of small maize fields, and

in orchards on former Pinus-Quercus savanna. Ca. 14 km WSW of Ciudad Guzman, 4 km WSW of Los

Depositos, 0.2 km due W of PIEDRA ANCHA, alt. 2,100-2,200 m. Oct. 1978. K Guzman s.n. Sample

size = 19.

4. Zea luxurians (GUATEMALA teosinte). Guatemala: Jutiapa: Weeds in maize field and hedgerow, 2 km N

of central park in EL PROGRESO, 14'^22'30"N, 89°5r30"W, alt. 1,025 m. Oct. 22, 1978. K. Lind 419.

Sample size = 20.

5. Zea luxurians (GUATEMALA teosinte). Guatemala: Jutiapa: On sides and top of hot dry lava cliff formed

by Pan-American Highway road cut. N-side of PAH, 1.6 km E of EL PROGRESO turn-off, 14°2rN.

89°50'W, alt. 925 m. Oct. 22, 1978. K. Lind 420. Sample size - 8.

6. Zea luxurians (GUATEMALA teosinte). Guatemala: Jutiapa: In rice and maize fields, and along hedgerows,

by an old road (Camino Viejo), ca. 2 km NW of EL TABLON, 3 km ENE of Jutiapa, 14^18'15"N,

89^52'45"W, alt. ca. 1,000 m. Oct. 22, 1978./:. Lind42L Sample size = 11.

7. Zea mays ssp. mexicana (CHALCO teosinte). Mexico: Mexico: Weeds in maize field, Valley of Mexico,

ca. 5 km SE of CHALCO at km 46.6 on road to Amecameca, 19^12'N, 98M9'W, alt. ca. 2,300 m. Sept.

11, 1977. litis & Doebley 4. Sample size = 18.

8. Zea mays ssp. mexicana (CHALCO teosinte). Mexico: Mexico: On unplowed mound in maize field, Valley

of Mexico at km 20.5 on road from LOS REYES to Texcoco. 0.8 km N of Los Reyes, 19'=21'N, 98°58'W,

alt. ca. 2,150 m. Sept. 12, 1977. litis & Doebley 8. Sample size = 10,

9. Zea mays ssp. mexicana (CENTRAL PLATEAU teosinte). Mexico: Guanajuato: Weeds in maize field, at

km 57 on road from Morelia to Salamanca, 3 km N ofURIANGATO, 20°10'N, lOTlO'W, alt. ca. 1,900

m. Sept. 17, 1977. litis & Doebley 96. Sample size = 18.

10. Zea mays ssp. mexicana (CENTRAL PLATEAU teosinte). Mexico: Michoacan: In maize fields, on mostly

treeless hillside, lower edge of xerophytic semi-deciduous shrubby savanna, near QUINCEO, 6 km (by

air) NW of Morelia, 19M3'N, 10ri4'W, ah. ca. 2,000 m. Sept. 18, 1977. litis & Doebley 16L Sample

size = 10.

1 1. Zea mays ssp. parviglumis var. parviglumis (BALSAS teosinte). Mexico: Guerrero: Weeds in maize field in

region of semi-deciduous savanna of Leguminosae, Bursera, Pseudomodingium, and tree Ipomoea, at km

103 on road from Iguala to Arcelia, II km (by road) W of ACAPETLAHUAYA turn-off, 18°23'N,

100^7'W, ah. ca. 1,050 m. Sept. 22, 1977. litis & Doebley 36L Sample size = 16.

12. Zea mays ssp. parviglumis var. parviglumis (BALSAS teosinte). Mexico: Michoacan: Very steep and ungrazed

south facing rocky slope with thorny shrubs, small deciduous trees and grasses, ca. 1 km S of TZITZlO
on road to Huetamo, 19"34'N, 100^55'W, alt. ca. 1,500 m. Sept. 15, 1977. litis & Doebley 87. Sample

size = 20.

B. Populations of Field Collected Herbarium Specimens:

13. Zea perennis (PERENNIAL teosinte). Mexico: Jalisco: Among sunflowers, Bidens and grasses, 1 mile S of

railway station of CIUDAD GUZMAN, 19°4r30"N, 103°28'40''W, ah. 1,520 m. Oct. 28, 1921. G. i^-

Collins, s.n. (US). Sample size = 3.

14. Zea luxurians (GUATEMALA teosinte). Guatemala: Jutiapa: Near El Progreso, litis G-5 (WIS), Wilkes

43118 (2 sheets MO, US), 43122 (F); near El Tablon, Standtey 75842, 75876 (F); near Jutiapa, Standky

76058, 76109, 76052 (F); Chiquimula: near Ipala, Steyermark 30287 (2 sheets F). Sample size - 1 1-

15. Zea luxurians (GUATEMALA teosinte). Mexico: Oaxaca: Near SAN AUGUSTIN, Oct. 1840. Liehman
548 (US). Sample size = 1.

16. Zea mays ssp. mexicana (CENTRAL PLATEAU teosinte). Mexico: Durango: Near DURANGO. E. Palmer

743 (4 sheets US, MO, WIS), G. Collins 15 (5 sheets US, WIS). Sample size = 9.

17. Zea mays ssp. mexicana (NOBOGAME teosinte). Mexico: Chihuahua: Near NOBOGAME, Wilkes s.n. (2

sheets F, US), //. S. Gentry 17973 (US). Sample size = 3.

18. Zea mays ssp. parviglumis var. huehuctenangcnsis (HUEHUETENAGO teosinte). Guatemala: Huehucte-

I

n

i
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Table 1. (Continued).

nango: Near SAN ANTONIO HUISTA, litis & Lind G-120 (7 sheets WIS), Wilkes s.n. (2 sheets WIS),
McBryde 12.

C Grown in a Common Garden at Pioneer Hi-Bred International Research Station near Homestead, Florida

from October 1978 to February 1979:

19. Zea luxurians (GUATEMALA teosinte). Seeds from Guatemala: Jutiapa: Along hedgerow, small stream
and in maize field ca. 5 km W ofAGUA BLANCA, 14°29'N, 89°42'W, alt. ca. 920 m. Jan. 1, 1976. litis

G-38. Cuh. Doebley 376, Sample size = 8.

20. Zea luxurians (GUATEMALA teosinte). Seeds from Guatemala: Jutiapa: Along hedgerow, small stream
and in maize fields 1.2 km N of EL PROGRESO on road to Jalapa, alt. 1,040-1,060 m. Dec. 1975. litis

G-5. Cult. Doebley 377. Sample size = 8.

21. Zea luxurians (GUATEMALA teosinte). Seeds from Guatemala: Jutiapa: Weeds in maize fields and hedge-
rows on slopes above laguna, I km E of south entrance pass, LAGUNA RETANA, 5-7-9 km N of El

Progreso, alt. 1,150 m. Dec. 29, 1975. litis G-20. Cult. Doebley 378. Sample size = 8.

22. Zea luxurians (GUATEMALA teosinte). Seeds from Guatemala: Chiquimula: Maize fields and hedgerows,

2 km N of IPALA on road to Chiquimula, 14°38'N, 89°38'W, alt. ca. 800 m. Jan. 2, 1976. litis G~42.
Cult. Doebley 379. Sample size = 10.

23. Zea mays ssp. mexicana (CHALCO teosinte). Seeds from Mexico: Mexico: Edges of maize fields 0.5 km
SE of LOS REYES on road to Amecameca, 19°20'N, 98°57'W, alt. ca. 2,225 m. Dec. I, 1971. litis &
Cochrane 175. Cult. Doebley 374. Sample size == 10.

24. Zea mays ssp. mexicana (CENTRAL PLATEAU teosinte). Seeds from Mexico: Michoacan: Weeds in maize
field, near QUINCEO, a pueblito on the slope of Pico de Quinceo, 6 km (by air) NW of Morelia, 19^43'N,

lOPM'W, alt. ca. 2,000 m. Dec. 4, 197L litis & Cochrane 276. Cult. Doebley 375. Sample size = 15.

25. Zea mays ssp. mexicana (NOBOGAME teosinte). Seeds from Mexico: Chihuahua: Near NOBOGAME,
obtained from G, Beadle s.n. Cult. Doebley 370. Sample size = 8.

26. Zea mays ssp. parviglumis var. parviglumis (BALSAS teosinte). Seeds from Mexico: Guerrero: 4.5 km E of

Mazatlan on road to EL SALADO. Nov. 1972. Wilkes s.n. (USDA Plant Inventory No. 181, p. 220,

Accession No. 384061). Cult. Doebley 372. Sample size = 15.

27. Zea mays spp. parviglumis var. parviglumis (BALSAS teosinte). Seeds from Mexico: Michoacan: Km 127
on road from HUETAMO to Morelia, International Center for the Improvement of Maize and Wheat
Accession No. 8761. Cult. Doebley 373. Sample size = 18.

28- Zea mays ssp. parviglumis var. parviglumis (BALSAS teosinte). Seeds from Mexico: Michoacan: Roadside
cliffs, 1 km S of TZITZIO toward Huetamo, 19*'34'N, 100^55'W, alt. ca. 1,500 m. Dec. 6, 1971, litis &
Cochrane 308. Cult. Doebley 380. Sample size = 8.

29. Zea mays ssp. parviglumis var. huehuetenangensis (HUEHUETENANGO teosinte). Seeds from Guatemala:

Huehuetenango: Along trail at TZISBAJ, alt. 1,510 m. Feb. 1964. Wilkes s.n. (USDA Plant Inventory

No. 177, p. 132, Accession No. 343233). Cult. Doebley 371. Sample size = 16.

Zea mays ssp. parviglumis var. huehuetenangensis (HUEHUETENANGO teosinte). Seeds from Guatemala:

Huehuetenango: Maize fields, ca. 1.5-2.5 km ENE ofSAN ANTONIO HUISTA on road to Jacaltenango,

15°40'N, 91M5'W, alt. ca. 1,300-1,400 m. Jan. 1976. litis & Lind G-120. Cult. Doebley 381. Sample
size = 8.

^- Populations ofHerbarium Specimens Cultivated under Dissimilar Conditions:

31. Zea perennis (PERENNIAL teosinte). Seeds or rhizomes from Mexico: Jalisco: 1 mile S of railway station

of CIUDAD GUZMAN, Oct. 28, 1921. Collins s.n. Cult. litis & Cochrane 26376 (3 sheets WIS), 26372

(2 sheets WIS); litis s.n. (WIS)- S. Calderon s.n. (F); Peebles d Harrison 3527 (US); Silveus 798 (US).

30

Sample size = 9.
^^- Zea luxurians (GUATEMALA teosinte). Origin of seeds uncertain (see Wilkes, 1967: 11): Cultivated at

different localities throughout the world. Brazil: Luederwaldt 22277 (US), Reits 4744 (US), Oliva 83 (US).

^. ^. ^ucA^ ujHu \\JJ). nawaii: niitriLu
Florida: (US sheet 727070). Sample size = 7.

Merrill

— 'VAa. y^^ :>neei /z/\j/v). sample size = /.

^3. Zea luxurians (GUATEMALA teosinte). Honduras: Choluteca: Near SAN ANTONIO DE PADUA (Stand-

Molina
Size 6-

NOBOGAME
Beadle s.n. grown at Purdue Univ. Agric. Alumni Exp. Stn., Florida

5.
3S

y^^^^' ^"**" ^^^^^ * Doebley s.n. Sample size

J' ^^a mays ssp. parviglumis var. parviglumis (JALISCO teosinte). Seeds from Mexico: Jalisco: LA HUER-
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Table 1. (Continued).

n

TITA, Cerro La Petaca, along trail to El Durazno, 8 km (by air) ESE of Casimiro Castillo, 19°33'30''N,

104°22'30"W, Dec. 14, 1977. Guzman s.n. Cult. Doebley 178. Sample size = 6.

36. Zea mays ssp. parviglumis var. huehuetenangensis (HUEHUETENANGO teosinie). Seeds from Guatemala:

Huehuetenango: Near SAN ANTONIO HUISTA. Anderson s.n. (MO sheet 1 168094), Weatherwax s.n.

(MO sheet 1213458). Sample size = 2.

E.
.
Maize Populations:

37. Zea mays ssp. mays (Race PALOMERO TOLUQUENO). Mexico: Mexico: International Center for the

Improvement of Maize and Wheat No. BA 70-539# (Mex 5). Grown at Purdue Univ. Agric. Alumni Exp.^

Stn., Florida City, Fla. Feb.-May 1978. Sample size = 16.

38. Zea mays ssp. mays (Race NAL-TEL). Mexico: Campeche: International Center for the Improvement of

Maize and Wheat No. lep 62A 906# (Campeche 42c). Grown at Purdue Univ. Agric. Alumni Exp. Stn.,

Florida City, Fla. Feb.-May 1978. Sample size = 19.

39. Zea mays ssp. mays (Race CHAPALOTE). Mexico: Sinaloa: International Center for the Improvement of

Maize and Wheat No. TL 7B 5# (Sin 2). Grown at Purdue Univ. Agric. Alumni Exp. Stn., Florida City,

Ha. Feb.-May 1978. Sample size - 19.

40. Zea mays ssp. mays (Race Conico). Mexico: Mexico: Depauperate plants 1-1.5 m tall. 2.5 km W ofVILLA

VICTORIA, 48.5 km W of Toluca on road to Morelia, 19^25'N, 100°02'W, alt. ca. 2,600 m. Sept. 28,

1978. litis, Doebley & Lasseigne 760. Sample size ^ 7.

studied by Alava (1952) and by Wellhausen and Wellhausen

Maize

his associates (1952). However, since differences and his associates (1952) and the successive au-

exist in how they were applied here and else- thors of the Races c

where, a discussion of each of the 17 traits is What the former authors refer to as the primary

necessary, branch or central spike, the latter authors term

The traits measured for this study may be di- simply the central spike (axis). Then, single

vided into three categories: ( 1 ) tassel, (2) spikelet, branches departing from the central axis are called

and (3) outer glume. In order to reduce error secondary branches by Anderson and Alava, and

variability when measuring these characters only primary branches bj

pedicellate spikelets from the middle portion of derson and Alava always designate branches one

the central spike (see Alava, 1952) and only tas- order higher than Wellhausen. The Wellhausen

Wellhausen

Wellhausen system is adopted here (Fig. 3) because most re

et al., 1952) were used. However, on some her- (Wellhausen
barium specimens, one cannot determine if the 1967; Wilkes, 1967; Goodman & Paterniani,

tassel came from the main culm or from a lateral 1969) working with maize and teosinte have used

one, so a few tassels from lateral branches may it, and because this system has the logical ad-

vantage of considering the central spike not as a

branch, but as an axis (in the same way that one

have been inadvertently included,

[With

branch number these characters were all mea- would not ordinarily refer to the main stem of

sured in millimeters (mm) and without magni- any plant as a branch).
fication.] 2. Central Spike Length, Distance from the tip

1. Branch Number, Total number of branches of the uppermost spikelet of the central spike to

excluding the central spike. Thus, for the tassel the point of departure of the uppermost primaO'

in Figure 3 the branch number is fourteen. No tassel branch (length A-D on Fig, 3). A few au-

attempt was made here to distinguish between
primary, secondary, and tertiary branches. Such

(Wilkes, 1967; Mangelsdorf, 1

reported that the southeastern
distinctions, however, are not unimportant tax- Ian teosinte (Z. luxurians) lacks a central spike

However, all teosintes possess a central spikeWilkes

noted differences in degree of tassel branching although it is generally less prominent in tassels

between his races of teosinte. But, as Wilkes also of sect. Luxuriantes, Photographs of southeast-

observed, the distinctions are often obscured by ern Guatemalan teosinte tassels often show the

environmental variability.

The iQxvciS primary, secondary, and tertiary avQ

central spike, which usually projects beyond the

(Wilkes
used differently by Anderson (1944a, 1951) and 16, this report). The confusion surrounding this t
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FIELD SPECIMENS

• POPULATIONS FROM ONE LOCALITY

* POPULATIONS OF HERBARIUM SPECIMENS

MAIZE POPULATIONS

GARDEN SPECIMENS

O POPULATIONS GROWN UNDER UNIFORM CONDITIONS

a PBPULATIONS GROWN UNDER NON-UNIFORM CONDITIONS

D MAIZE POPULATIONS

Figure 2. Distribution of the populations of Zea sampled for this research.

matter has been discussed fully elsewhere (Doe- branches, as opposed to the central spike, do not
bley & litis, 1 980).

(Wellha
tance along the central axis of the inflorescence
from the point of departure of the uppermost — ^...^^^^. ^ ^. ^ .^.^^
tassel branch to that of the lowermost (distance binocular dissecting microscope (15X).]

D-EonFig.
3).

- - . - .-- -

show the severe effects ofdomestication, this trait,

?/ in contrast to Central Spike Intemode Length,

should be useful for comparing maize and teo-

sinte.

B. SPIKELET characters: [Measured under a

6. Spikelet Width. Maximum width ofthe fully

4. Central Spike Intemode Length. Distance developed spikelet just prior to anthesis, (dis-
between eight spikelet pairs in the middle portion tance A-B in Fig. 4). Since many herbarium spec-
of the central spike (distance B-C on Fig. 3) di- imens were past anthesis with shriveled spike-
vided by seven. This average length ofthe central lets, there exists considerable error variability for
spike's intemodes is a measure of its condensa- this trait.

»on. A full description of the distribution of 7. Pedicel Length. Pedicel length from the ra-
spikelet pairs along the central spike in maize chis to the base of the spikelet (distance D-E on
requires a measure of how the spikelet pairs are Fig. 4).

grouped together, such as the Condensation In- 8. Anther Length. Length ofthe longest mature
ex applied by Anderson (1944a) to the lowest anther in the chosen spikelet. When the central
Pnmary branch. The teosintes, however, nearly spike of a herbarium specimen had long passed

J

^^ys have only one spikelet pair per node (as anthesis, an anther from a spikelet of a major
"branch N of Fig. 3) so Anderson's Conden- lower primary branch was used.
t'on Index offers little additional information.

^...^.^-r..c

bei
^^''^^ ^^^^^h Internode Length. Distance

J
ween six spikelet pairs in the middle portion

^^a major lower primary branch (distance M-L
^8- 3) divided by five. Because the tassel

C. OUTER GLUME CHARACTERS:

(Spikelet) Length. L

Mea

sured under a dissecting microscope (15X).

Maximum
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Figure 3. Diagramatic drawing of the Xea male

E

Figure 4. Drawing of a male pedicellate spikelet

inflorescence. F, G, and N are primary branches; H is
^nd its attached rachis intemode with the sessile spiKe-

a secondary branch; I and J are tertiary branches; and

K is a quaternary branch; A-D = length of the central

spike; D-E = length of the branching axis; B-C = length

of seven intemodes on the central spike; M-L length

of five intemodes on a major lower primary branch.

let removed. A-B = spikelet width; C-D ^ glume

(spikelet) length; and D-E = pedicel length.

also be referred to as the "back" of the glume.

Using the term "back" would be especially ap-^

propriate for the teosintes of sect. Luxuriantes

(distance A-E on Fig. 5). The glume was re- whose glumes are flattened on the "back," and

moved from the spikelet, flattened, and mounted thus lack shoulders as found in sect. Zea.

on a microscope slide in Permount, a histological

mounting medium.

1 1 . Wing Width, Width of wing measured

13. Shoulder Vein Number. Number of veins

between the two major lateral nerves excluding

the mid-vein (e.g., shoulder vein number is foii^

where widest, usually 1 or 2 mm below spikelet in Fig. 5). Counted under a compound micro-

Wings
nerves

scope (SOX) on glumes mounted on slides.

1 4, Total Vein Number. Total number of veins

nent along the upper one-third of the spikelet. including the mid-vein, shoulder veins, major t

Measured under a dissecting microscope (40X). lateral veins, and margin veins (e.g., total vein

Only spikelets of the perennial teosintes pos- number is ten in Fig. 5). Counted under a com-

sess well-developed, easily measured wings pound microscope (SOX) on glumes mounted on

(Hitchcock, 1922; litis et al., 1979; Doebley & slides.

litis, 1980). Zea hixurians has much less prom- 15. Lateral Vein Width, Width of one of the

inent wings, while all three subspecies of Z. mays two major lateral veins. Measured with a cot(^'

basically lack this structure or show only traces pound microscope (SOX) on glumes mounted on

of it. slides. This measurement probably contains con-

12. Width ofthe Shoulders, Distance between siderable error variability because (1) the mar-

the two major lateral nerves (distance B-D on gins of the veins are often irregular; (2) many

Fig. 5). Measured under a compound microscope older specimens had indistinct veins; and (3) even
^

(SOX) on the same glume that was used for char- at SOX magnification the units of measurement

acter 10. Although the terminology of Alava were too large to record this trait accurately-

(1952) was followed here, the ^'shoulders" might Nevertheless, as Alava (19S2) attributed som^
j
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importance to this character, and as there are

clear differences between the taxa of teosinte in

this regard, lateral vein width was measured.

16. Shoulder Vein Width, Width ofan average

vein on the shoulders (Fig. 5). Measured in the

same way as lateral vein width (character 15).

17. Mid- Vein Width. Width of the mid-vein

(Fig. 5). Measured in the same way as lateral vein

width (character 15). Some teosintes, and Zea
luxurians in particular, lack a distinct mid-vein.

In these cases, the vein closest to the center of
the glume was measured.

DATA ANALYSIS

The quantitative rphological data were

Figure 5. Semi-diagramatic drawing of a flat-

studied using canonical variate analysis, a multi-

vanate technique, which computes synthetic

vanates (canonical variates) by taking various tened outer glume of the Zea male spikelet. A and E
weighted sums of the original traits. The weights are the edges of the glume; B and D are the lateral

for the first canonical variate are calculated to ^^^^^^ ^ is the mid-vein; area A-B = left margin; area

oivp tVi^ io*-«^o* 1-1 .• ^.1 D-E = right margin; area B-C = left shoulder; area
g ve the largest possible ratio of the among-pop- ^-D = right shoulder [terminology following Alava
uiation to the within-population variance, an (1952)].
F-ratio. In this sense, the first canonical variate
best separates all populations. Additional ca-

nonical variates are computed that, although also cause it uses the best estimate of the error vari-
t *

maximizing the F-ratio, are not correlated with ation. (2) However, if the variances and covari-

previous ones, and thus contain different infor- ances are not similar, then including all

mation (Seal, 1964; Kowal et al., 1976). One can populations would give a biased estimate of the

obtain a picture of how the local populations error variation in the smaller group of popula-
relate to one another by graphing the first ca- tions that are being separated by the close-up

nonical variate against the second for all indi- analysis. Under these conditions one should ex-

viduals. Graphs incorporating the third or even elude populations outside the subgroup in ques-

further canonical variates may also be useful. tion from the close-up analysis. This will result

Under some circumstances one wants to look in some changes in the between population dis-

only at a graph of a particular subgroup of local tances. The new analysis should more accurately

populations included in the overall analysis. To discriminate among the populations as error due
do so one can perform additional canonical vari- to dissimilarity of the variances and covariances
ate analyses or close-ups including only the local has been reduced. For the present data set, dis-

Populations in the subgroup of particular inter- similarities in the variances and covariances ex-
est. In this way one can get a better picture of ist between the populations in different subgroups,
the relationships between the local populations so the second option was used.

*«hin the subgroup. Such close-up analyses can The canonical variate analysis program used
oe performed in two ways. (1) One may include (CANCOV, Kowal, unpublished) standardizes
all original populations in the close-up analysis the canonical variates so that the pooled within-
Dut discriminate among and graph only those in population variance of each canonical variate

_^ ^_ dis- equals one. When this is done each distance be-

tances between the populations in^^the full di- tween a pair of populations is measured in units

mensional space will be the same as for the of the pooled within-group standard deviation

o^er-all analysis. However a new set ofcanonical (Kowal et al., 1976). This distance is referred to

nates will be computed that maximally sepa-

ls only the graphed populations. This option „ .. M- J
'' ^est when the variances and covariances ofthe scores are approximately normally distributed,

populations in each subgroup are similar, be- one can use properties ofthe normal distribution

pairwise

as Mahalanobis's distance. This is a very useful

measure of distance, because if the canonical
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Results

to deduce roughly how well separated two pop- Doebley & litis, 1980; Bell & Lester, 1980; Bow-

ulations are. For example, for normally distrib- man, 1980; Reynolds & Crawford, 1980).

uted populations 99.7% of all individuals fall

within three standard deviations (equivalent to

a Mahalanobis's distance of three) of the mean.

Local populations separated by twice this amount

(a Mahalanobis's distance of six) will be clearly

distinct from one another.

FIELD DATA

A graph of the first and second variates from

an initial canonical variate analysis ofthe 1 8 field

Because the distances between groups are more and four maize populations (Fig. 6) reveals two

easily interpreted when individuals within the clusters: one corresponding to sect. Luxuriantes,

populations are multinormally distributed with which contains Zea diploperennis, Z. perennis,

equal variance-covariance matrices, all charac- and Z. luxurians\ and one corresponding to sect.

ters were log transformed except Shoulder Vein Zea, which contains all three subspecies of Z.

Number and Wing Width, which were square- mays. The coefficients of the eigenvectors mea-

root transformed. It should be realized that mul- sure the contribution of each trait to each ca-

tinormality and equality of the variance-covari- nonical variate, and each eigenvalue, expressed

ance matrices, while generally desirable, are as a percentage of the sum of all eigenvalues,

necessary only if one wishes to use the technique measures the relative amount ofthe total among-

to make statements about the probability of cor- population variance explained by a canonical

rectly classifying individuals. Ifcanonical variate variate (Table 2). Each eigenvector gives the

analysis is used solely as a method of projecting weights (in standardized form) used to calculate

points (observations) in a multidimensional space the weighted sum of the original traits, that is

onto a plane (a graph) as done in this paper, then the canonical score, for an individual. From the

normality and equality of the variance-covari- eigenvectors, one can see that individuals on Fig-

ure 6 with long lateral branch intemodes, narrov^'ance matrices are irrelevant.

Canonical analysis has three features of im- glumal wings, wide mid-veins, short glumes, and I

portance for taxonomists. First, since taxono- a small total vein number receive the largest val-
|

mists tend to look for characters which show ues for canonical variate one. These traits best

little variability within taxa and much variability separate the two sections of the genus. Doebley

between taxa, they in a sense perform implicitly and litis (1980) discuss additional characters use-

in their minds what canonical analysis does ex- ful in differentiating the two sections.

plicitly, i.e., maximize the ratio of among- to The second canonical variate on Figure 6 sep-

within-population variance. Principal compo- arates the three subspecies ofZ^amay5 and shows

nents analysis, which discriminates on the basis Z. mays ssp. mays to be closest morphologicall

of variability among individuals, does not gen- to Z. mays ssp. mexicana. For this canonica

erally work as well with taxonomic problems in variate, the eigenvector (Table 2) indicates that

which the major goal is seeing how well the taxa individuals, like those of the maize races in;

are separated (Kowal, pers. comm.; Steudel, volved, with short central branch intemodes, long

1978). Secondly, canonical analysis does not re- glumes, few tassel branches, and a long central

quire the systematist to assign local populations spike receive the largest scores. Zea mays ssp-

to any taxon, and thus allows all local popula- /7arv7^/wm/5, on the other hand, with small glumes,

tions to be judged independently of the research- long intemodes on the central spike, many tassel |

er*s bias as to where they belong in the taxonomic branches, and a short central spike, receives the

hierarchy. Finally, since canonical analysis pro- smallest values.

vides a graph on which each specimen is repre- The three species that compose the lower clus

sented by a separate point, it allows the taxon- ter of individuals (sect. Luxuriantes) do not sep-

omist to keep track ofindividual plants. For these arate from one another along either axis, al-

reasons, canonical analysis is well adapted to sys- though the Mahalanobis's distances between thes^j

deed species are large (Table 3). In fact, Zea luxurian^^

tensively applied by both plant and animal lax- is ver>' well separated from the perennial tax

onomists (Oxnard, 1969; Robinson & Steudel, (D == 6.1). The explanation for this distortion i^

Kallunki, 1976; Riggins simply that because Figure 6 is in reality a 1^^

ler, 1979; Kowal & Ruffin, 1979; Price, 1980; dimensional figure compressed into two dimen-
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Tabi , 2. Eigenvectors (standardized such that the largest element in absolute value equals one) and percent variance for the canonical variates from

Figures 6 to 1

3

Figure

Canonical

Variatc

Characters

1. BRAN-#
2. CNSP-L
^ BRAX-L
4. CSIN-L
5. LBIN-L

6. SPIK-W
7. PEDI-L

8. ANTH-L
9. GLUM-L

10. GLUM-W
11. WING-W
12. SHLD-W
13. SHD-V#
14. TOT-V»
15. LATV-W
16. SHVN-W
17. MIDV-W

Percent

variance

I

.015

.514

.246

-.089

1.000

-.262

-.062

.065

-.766

.094

-.964

-.341

-.238

-.705

-.422

.097

.801

6

2

-.500

.459

.120

1.000

.222

.233

-.335

.209

.673

.332

-.346

-.275

-.172

-.021

-.098

.025

.066

1

.068

.184

.266

.080

.404

-.178

.115

.027

-.400

-.365

1.000

.058

.865

.160

-.110

.099

.153

7

2

.115

.802

.134

.027

1.000

.134

-.038

.126

.215

.241

.282

-.827

.079

.962

.751

-.587

-.452

1

-.411

.375

-.020

1.000

-.145

.399

-.210

-.115

.952

.285

-.185

-.193

.041

.095

.109

.039

-.259

8

2

-.756

1.000

-.101

.727

-.286

-.116

.342

.341

.597

.197

.259

.396

-.219

.091

.004

-.086

.038

1

-.176

-.212

.145

-.272

-.372

.112

.105

-.119

1.000

.132

-.065

.144

.074

.200

.190

-.078

.240

9

2

-.751

-.378

.371

.054

-.218

-.064

.168

.013

.011

.894

-.210

-.956

.665

1.000

.404

-.292

.820

10

1

-.437

-.736

-.350

-.514

-.046

.259

.174

.068

1.000

.222

.540

.207

.736

.054

.236

-.331

-.252

2

.799

.487

.528

.468

-.135

-.251

.030

-.109

1.000

-.265

.092

-.051

.510

.600

.454

-.215

-.277

1

-.707

-.820

-.133

-.479

.056

.261

.188

-.094

1.000

.189

.251

.361

.050

-.024

.099

-.121

-.211

II

2

-.439

-.357

-.320

-.809

-.281

-.045

-.775

-.418

1.000

-.614

.016

.024
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-.878

-.007

-.115

-.127
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Table 3. Mahalanobis's distances among populations graphed on Figure 6. Data given below are the means
(and ranges) for pairwise interpopulation distances, grouped by taxa.

Species

Number of populations

Zea diploperennis

Zea
diploperennis perennis

1

luxurians

Zea mays
ssp. mays

Zea mays Zea mays
ssp. ssp.

mexicana parviglumis

3 5 4 6 3

Zea perennis

Zea luxurians

Zea mays ssp. mays

Zea mays ssp. mexicana

Zea mays ssp. parviglumis

3.9

(3. 1)

5.9

(4.6-7.9)

11.9

4.2

6.3

(5.1-8.6)

12.0

9.9

12.7

9.4

3.9

12.0

(11.5-12.2) (11.1-13.0) (9.4-13.9)

9.0

12.0 11.3

5.6

9.3

(8.7-10.7) (6.3-10.2) (7.0-12.3) (7.0-11.3)

12.4

4.1

6.1

(11.6-13.6) (9.4-14.4) (9.4-13.9) (9.6-14.4) (4.5-7.3)

4.1

sions, some pairwise distances between the pop- morphology, Z. diploperennis has on the average
ulations and especially between those popula- a greater number of tassel branches and wider
tions within the same cluster are not accurately spikelets with wider shoulders. However, these

represented. One may obtain a better view of differences are not large enough to allow its sep-

how the taxa within the two sections relate to aration from Z, perennis on Figure 7. The basic

one another by performing close-up analyses of inflorescence structure ofthe two taxa being nearly

each cluster as discussed in the Materials and identical,onemight treat them as two subspecies

of Z. perennis. However, the great dissimilaritiess.Method

Figure 7 is a plot of the first two variates from in their rhizomes and general aspectjustify main-
a close-up analysis of the subgroup correspond- taining them as separate species (litis et al, 1979).

ing to sect. Luxiiriantes. On this graph the five A canonical graph ofthe taxa ofsect. Z^^a shows

populations of Zea luxurians, all represented by the maize populations separating well from the

triangles, receive positive values for the first ca- two wild subspecies of Zea mays, but these two
nonical variate while both perennial species have wild taxa overlap somewhat with one another

negative scores for this variate. The eigenvector (Fig. 8). Of the two wild subspecies, Z. mays ssp.

corresponding to this variate (Table 2) shows it mexicana is closest to the cultigen maize, and
to be composed largely of wing width and shoul-
der vein number, the traits that best distinguish

closest to the Nal-Tel race of maize, in particular

(Table 4). The Nobogame specimens, which have
the narrow-winged, highly-veined Zea luxurians slightly smaller spikelets than the Chalco and
from the broad-winged, fewer-veined perennials. Central Plateau races, still appear closest to Z.

The second canonical variate discriminates mays ssp. mexicana rather than Z. mays ssp.

parviglumis (Fig. 8). Part of the reason for this

is that, like Z mays ssp. mexicana and unlike

Z. mays ssp. parviglumis, race Nobogame char-

acteristically has few tassel branches,

presumably being the autotetraploid derivative Maize separates from the teosintes along the

^/
2. diploperennis. The characters that best dis- first canonical variate primarily on the basis of

^'nguish these two taxa are their rhizomes (the its shorter central spike internodes and longer

^^Ploid having shorter rhizome internodes and glumes (Table 2; Fig. 8). These two traits, which

^^beMike short shoots) and general robustness are correlated with the number of kernels per ear

J^^

Jhe plants (the diploid having wider leaves and and kernel size, respectively, probably reflect the

^^'ler stems) (litis et al., 1979). In inflorescence indirect effects of domestication. As the pre-Co-

among the four perennial populations, but fails
to clearly separate Z. perennis from Z. diplope-

^f^is. This is not particularly surprising as these
^0 species are very closely related, Z. perennis
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Table 4. Mahalanobis's distances among populations graphed on Figure 8. Data given below are the means

(and ranges) for pairwise interpopulation distances, grouped by taxa.

Taxa

Number of populations

7.ea mays ssp. mays^

Race Nal-Tel

Zea mays ssp. mexicana

Zea mays ssp. parviglumis

' Excluding race Nal-Tel

Zea mays
ssp. mays^

3

3.88

6.7

(6.0-7.3)

9.3

(8.6-10.9)

12.8

(11.8-13.9)

Race
Nal-Tel

1

7.3

(6.4-8.5)

9.3

(8.9-9.8)

Zea mays
ssp.

mexicana

6

3.8

5.7

(4.4-7.0)

Zea mays
ssp.

parviglumis

/

3

4,0

^

lumbian Mexican Indians selected for larger 179). Yet, the great dissimilarities between these

two races in tassel and male spikelet characters
|

mandates that we consider the possibility that

t

grains and more grains per ear, they would have

inadvertently brought about an increase in male

spikelet size and a reduction in the length of their similarity in ear traits results, at least m

intemodes on the central spike (litis, 1971, 1981; part, from convergent evolution. The fact that ^

Galinat, 1971; Beadle, 1972; Doebley & litis, the two races are so widely separated geograph-

1980). Thus, maize differs from the annual teo- ically—Nal-Tel from the Yucatan and Chapalote

sintes of Mexico and west-central Guatemala from northwest Mexico— supports this hypoth-

mainly in characters that were transformed by esis.

human selective pressures, supporting the hy- Results from the study of this small sample of

pothesis that maize is domesticated teosinte. maize races points to the potential of tassel and

Pinpointing the particular taxon of teosinte spikelet traits in helping to understand the tax-

which was transformed into maize is more dif- onomy and evolution of maize races. Such an

ficult. To approach this problem, one may use approach certainly offers an effective and in some

morphological distance (here measured with Ma- ways more objective means of measuring the de

halanobis's distance) to measure evolutionary di- gree of similarity of maize races to teosinte thai

is possible with ear characters, given the tre-

mendous differences between the female inflo- t

vergence. This procedure is reasonable though

certainly not foolproof On this basis the teo-

sintesof sect. Luxuriantes, all ofwhich are mor- rescences of these two taxa (Anderson, 1944a,

phologically quite distant from maize (Fig. 6; 1951).

Table 3) cannot be considered likely candidates Figure 9 shows in greater detail the relation-
j

for the direct ancestor of maize (Doebley & litis, ship between Zea mays ssp. mexicana and ssp

1980). Of the two remaining taxa, Z. mays ssp.

•t
W

Wilkes

mexicana and ssp. parviglumis, the former is given a separate symbol. Again, the two subspe-

morphologically closest to the Mexican maize ciesseparatefairly well with a small area of over-

races studied here (Fig. 6; Table 3). This close- lap. Similar results are obtained by graphing these

ness reflects the facts that Z. mays ssp. mexi- populations using spikelet length versus spikelet

cana, like these Mexican races of maize, has larg- width as done by litis and Doebley (1980).

i

er spikelets, fewer tassel branches, and a longer

central spike than Z. mays ssp. parviglumis.

Figure 9 also reveals that within Z. mays ssp-

mexicana, races Chalco and Central Plateau do

In Figure 8, race Nal-Tel of maize separates not separate at all, demonstrating that there is
f

out from the other three maize races (Conico, no male inflorescence morphological basis fo''

Palomero Toluquei^o, and Chapalote). This is of Within
interest because races Nal-Tcl and Chapalote have ssp. parviglumis, vars. parviglumis and huehu^'

generally been regarded as closely related (Well- tenangensis do diverge to some degree along ca-

hausen et al., 1952, p. 58; cf Goodman 1972, p. nonical variate two, but with so few specimens
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of the latter the case for granting the two races, eigenvectors involved in Figure 1 1 (Table 2) in-

Balsas and Huehuetenango, even varietal status dicate that while races Chalco and Central Pla-

is weak. teau differ from Zea mays ssp. parviglumis by
their longer spikelets, shorter branching axes, and
fewer branches, race Nobogame is distinguishedGARDEN DATA

To supplement the field data and help eluci- ^'^^^^ rr^ays^^P-P^rviglu^^^^ a combination

date the degree to which environmental differ-

ences influence the morphology ofthe taxa, plants

grown in a common garden were studied. Un-
fortunately, the perennials grew very poorly in

of these characters, as well as fewer nerves on its

outer glume and shorter internodes on the central

spike.

The distinctiveness of race Nobogame for the

the garden and often failed to produce tassels. f.'^'L'!'!^.^?!! "^^^^'^I'^'lL"!'^^
For this reason only the annual teosintes are in-

cluded here.

An initial canonical variate analysis of all 12
garden populations (Fig. 1 0) shows the same ba-
sic pattern as the field data. Namely, Zea lux-

urians is very distinct from the other annuals,
which in turn separate into Z. mays subspecies
mexicana and parviglumis. The major characters
involved in separating Z. luxurians from Z. mays

data, which showed complete overlap ofthis race

with races Chalco and Central Plateau. The prob-

able reason for this is that race Nobogame, being

the northernmost teosinte and adapted to flower

with longer days, is forced to flower prematurely

in Florida before it attains much vegetative de-

velopment. Thus, the plants are much more de-

pauperate and distinct from specimens of races

Chalco and Central Plateau, which flower much

airinnK^.i, *i. c ,

"

. " later in the garden and obtain a normal amountdiong Doth the first and second canonical vanates ^ . .• j. ., . ^-^ ., • j

are glume length, shoulder vein number, total
vein number, wing width, central spike length.

of vegetative development. For this reason, and

because herbarium specimens of races Chalco,

branrhina •'
""^ "'""'' ^."""'^^ ^.^;"" '^"^^"'

Central Plateau, and Nobogame cannot for the
branching axis length, lateral vein width, branch , ^„ ,^,^ __, ., :__^ , _, ,^ • „i.,^^
number, and length of internodes on the central
spike (Table 2). This corresponds well with the
field data, which showed Z. luxurians to be dis-
tinct on the basis ofits higher vein number, wider
wings, shorter branching axis, and broader lateral
nerves.

most part be told apart, it seems best to include

these three races within a single subspecies.

MISCELLANEOUS POPULATIONS

Six populations ofplants cultivated under non-

uniform (uncontrolled) conditions are of interest

One difference between the garden and field as some of them are from areas not otherwise

populations is that the garden populations of the sampled, such as Honduras. Figure 12 includes
two wild subspecies of Zea mays separate much three such populations, as well as all other pop-
more effectively than the field populations, and ulations of sect. Luxuriantes. On this graph the

Without any overlap. The distance between these Honduras population clusters with the other
two subspecies is greater for the garden data (Ta- populations of Zea luxurians as does the strictly

artificial population composed of Guatemalasharp
between the subspecies probably reflects a less- teosinte plants (diamonds of Fig. 1 2) cultivated
cning of environmental variability among local at diflferent localities around the world. Clearly,

populations. The two subspecies are represented while the Honduras population does belong in
Dy nearly the same number of samples for the Zea luxurians (Guatemala teosinte), where it was
neld and garden data, so the sharpening of dif- placed by Wilkes (1967), more and better ma-
erences probably does not reflect dissimilar terial is necessary to determine if it deserves dis-

sampling.
tinction at the subspecific level.

Looking more closely at the two wild subspe- Another pattern of interest revealed in Figure

observes, - -.-^o V. ig. 1 ,;, one ODserves me same 12 is that the garden populations group together,

^^^ic pattern of variation as seen in the field data as do the field populations and the uncontrolled

suh
^ "^'^h more effective separation of the two cultivation populations. This demonstrates the

ospeaes. One other difference, as compared to extreme effects of the environment on the mor-

J/leld data, is that race Nobogame appears phology of the plants, emphasizing the impor-

' '' distinct from the other two races of Z. tance of comparing only plants grown under the

alio''

''^" '""''"''''^"^ and shows a closer associ- same conditions, especially when lookmg at dif-

" ^° ^ ff^ays ssp. parviglumis (Table 5). The ferences at the subspecific level.
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Table 5. Mahalanobis's distances among populations graphed on Figure 10. Data given below are the
means (and ranges) for pairwise interpopulation distances, grouped by taxa.

Taxa luxurians

Zea mays
ssp.

mexicana
Race

Nobogame

Zea mays
ssp.

parviglumis

Number of populations

Zea luxurians

4

3.1

2 1 5

Zea mays ssp. mexicana 1

Race Nobogame

Zea mays ssp. parviglumis

7.2

(6.5-7.9)

10.0

(9.7-10.4)

10.5

(8.9-12.0)

4.1

6.1

(5.4-6.9)

6.9

(5.5-8.1)

5.7

(5.3-6.3)

3.4

' Excluding race Nobogame

On the lower portion of Figure 12, the Zea luxurians and Z. mays are vein number and
perennis population composed of plants culti- spikelet width, the ratio ofvein number to spike-
vated from seeds and rhizomes collected by Col- let width being larger for garden grown plants.

nns in 1921 shows no closer relationship to Col- Finally, Figure 13 shows that the annual teo-

lins's field specimens from the same locality than sinte population from southwestern Jalisco re-

to the perennial teosinte populations from other cently discovered by Guzman (1978) at La Huer-
stations. In fact, this field collection of Zea pe- tita near Casimiro Castillo clusters with Z. mays
rennis from Ciudad Guzman is separated by a ssp. parviglumis. This suggests that this popu-
greater distance from its corresponding cultivat- lation belongs in Z. mays ssp. parviglumis, a
^d population (D = 6.0) than from the La Ven- conclusion supported by their similar vegetative
^ana population of Z. diploperennis (D = 5.2). morphologies and the fact that the La Huertita
Here then, two samples from the same local pop- population, like other ssp. parviglumis popula-
ulation fail to cluster closest to one another due tions, grows in seasonally moist habitats with
to differences in the environments in which they rainfall in excess of 1,200 mm annually (Doe-
grew

bley, 1984).

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The preceding analysis of tassel and spikelct

Figure 13, which includes the two wild sub-
species o^Zea mays, shows a pattern ofvariation
Similar to Figure 12, with the cultivated popu-
lations ofeach subspecies separating slightly from . _ _

'^s field populations. On Figure 13 some field morphology shows that the genus can be divided
populations of Z. maj^5 ssp. m^.v/ca^a are closer into sections Luxuriantes and Zea. The former
^o garden populations of Z. mays ssp. parviglu- section is characterized by few tassel branches,
^"s than they are to garden populations of their a short branching axis, short internodes on the
ovm subspecies. Again, this suggests that, at the tassel branches, and highly nerved outer glumes
subspecific level of evolutionary diflferentiation on which the prominent lateral nerves are de-
'" ^^^' genetic differences can be easily obscured veloped into wings near the apex of the spikelet.

y environmental modifications of the pheno- Section Zea, on the other hand, is characterized
^Pes, The characters which seem to vary most by a larger number of tassel branches, a longer
^ween field and garden populations of both Z. branching axis, longer internodes on the tassel

t?onM
P^P^'^^'ons (D) and uncontrolled garden population (0)-- 13. 9 field, 8 conlrolled garden and 3 uncon-

(^) a H T^^" populations of the wild taxa of Zea mays including Z mays ssp. mexicana, 5 field populations

nnn.."-.
garden populations (X); Z mays ssp. mexicana race Nobogame, field population (•) and 2 garden

'^^ 1 fA, Jalisco noniilatif

popula

isco population (0).
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branches, and fewer-nened outer glumes that rphology

lack wings. Within sect. Luxuriantes, Zea lux- male inflorescence morphology that are essential

urians is completely distinguished from the pe- to the circumscription of the taxa are also de-

rennials on the basis of its much more numer- scribed. However, the female inflorescence, and

ously nerved outer glumes with smaller apical especially its immensely complex branching pat-

wings and slightly greater number of tassel terns in the teosintes are slighted here, and are

branches. Zea diploperennis and Z. perennis in need of a separate detailed study. Similarly,

could not be distinguished on the basis of tassel hybrids of the various teosintes and maize, al-

morphology. Within sect. Zea, the wild popu- though common in the field, are not described

lations (teosintes) can be divided into two groups below,

corresponding to Z. may^ssp. mexicana and ssp.

parviglumis. On the canonical variate analysis Zea Linnaeus, Species Plantarum 971. 1753;

f

graphs, these two subspecies showed a small area

ofoverlap for field data but no overlap for plants

grown in a uniform garden. For both the field

and garden data, the two subspecies were distin-

Genera Plantarum, ed. 5, 419. 1754.

I. Section Luxuriantes Doebley and litis, Amer.

J. Bot. 67: 982. 1980.

guished in that Z. mays^s^. mexicana has fev^cr 1. Zea diploperennis litis, Doebley, and Guz

branches, a shorter branching axis, and larger

spikelets and anthers than Z. mays ssp. parviglu-

mis. Within Z. mays ssp. mexicana, races Cen-

tral Plateau, Chalco, and Nobogame were com-
pletely indistinguishable for field data; however,

for the garden data, race Nobogame separates

from the other two. Garden specimens of race

Nobogame tend to have fewer tassel branches

and smaller spikelets than typical Z. mays ssp.

mexicana. This seems to be an artifact of its

adaptation to the long days of northern Mexico,

which forces it to flower prematurely in Florida.

Within Z. mays ssp. parviglumis, no consistent

man, Science 203: 186. 1979.

Male inflorescences with (0-)3-l3 ± divergent

to nodding branches, these 6-1 5 cm long, 12^20

mm wide, the central spike barely exceeding the

tassel branches in length (Fig. 1 4); branching axis

1-4 cm long; spikelets 8.5-1 1.5 mm long, in ses-

sile-pedicellate pairs, these distichously arranged

on the branches; branch internodes scaberulous

with prominent abscission layers between them.

broad (1 mm wide), in cross-section triangular

with ciliate edges, and short (2-6 mm), the spike-

I4f»

ssile

differences were found between vars. parviglumis ^^'^^^^^ ^^''^ ^^ "^ ^"'>' ^^^^ ^^^ ^'^ °^ ^^V' .xt

and huehuetenangensis. Finally, Z. mays ssp.
spikeletofeach pair reaching the base ofthe ne^

mays was shown to differ from its two conspecific

wild subspecies only on the basis of characters

that could have been altered during the domes-
tication process. These characters include the

length of internodes on the central spike, which
are shorter in maize, and the length of the spike-

^^^"^ '''^' '"'^^^^ ^lume flat on

higher pair above on the same side (Figs. 22

23); pedicels scabrous, enlarged below the spiK^'

let, 1.5-3.5 mm long; glumes of the spikelet gl2>

brous (rarely scaberulous), sublustrous, ofte^*t

purple tinged, stiffand firm and somewhat britu^

hack and tightl)

lets, which are longer in maize. Internode length

would have decreased as man selected for a con-

densed ear with a large number of grains. Male
spikelet size would have increased as man se-

lected for larger female spikelets (kernels). In both

cases, the parallel variation in the tassel and ear

results because these structures are homologous
(Anderson, 1944a).

Illustration of Taxa

enclosing the inner, strongly green-nerved, ^^

nerves often clustered marginally near the api'

cally ciliate prominent lateral wings (Fig. 3/)-

inner glume keeled along the mid-nerve, seabed'

ulous where it contacts the rachis.

Female inflorescences consisting of sletid

distichous spikes, each with 5-10 cupulate fr^^^'

cases, these trapezoidal-cylindric, 6-9 mm ontn^

long side, 2.5-4.5 mm on the short side, 4-5 m^

in diameter, when mature light sepia to grayi^

brown, and speckled with dark brown or nean)

litis and Doebley (1980) provided a taxonomic black; weight of 100 mature fruitcases 6.8-7.5^

synopsis of Zea, while Doebley and litis (1980) Loosely clump-forming perennial, with bo^^

illustrated the male spikelets of Zea to some ex- cord-like and tuber-like rhizomes, both of th^^

tent, providing a dichoiomous key to the group, with short (2-6 mm) internodes. Rare, endem*'-'

The goal here is to describe and illustrate further to Sierra de Manantlan, Jalisco, Mexico, ^'^

the taxa, with special reference to male floral 1,400-2,400 m.
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^^Sne4S0('] Pressed male inflorescences.— 14.

'^- ^eanf
^ GG).-15. Zea perennis, Guzman s.n. (plant I).

'^^ys ssp. mays (Mexican Pyramidal), Illis and Doebley 405 (plant B). (Scale in cm.)

Zea dwloperennis. litis, uuzman, uocotey ana ix

16. Zea luxurians, K. Lind 421 (plant T).
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2. Zea perennis (Hitchcock) Reeves and Man- the wild. Honduras, southeastern Guatemala

gelsdorf, Amer. J. Bot. 29: 817. 1942.

Euchlaena perennis Hitchcock.

Male inflorescences similar to those of Zea
diploperennis, except with fewer, (0-)3-8, erect

or rarely somewhat nodding branches (Fig. 1 5),

these 6-12 cm long, 10-20 mm wide; branching

axis 1-2.5 cm long (see also Figs. 24, 25, 38).

Female inflorescences similar to those of Zea
diploperennis, except with the fruitcases com-
monly gray or sepia, speckled with dark brown;

weight of 100 mature fruitcases 8.3 g.

Densely sod-forming perennial, with cord-like

rhizomes, these with long (1-6 cm) intemodes.

Rare, endemic to the vicinity of Cuidad Guz-

man, Jalisco, Mexico, alt. 1,520-2,200 m.

(Provinces of Jutiapa, Chiquimula, and Jalapa),
'

and southeastern Mexico (Oaxaca, San Augustin

only), alt. 410-1,100 m.

3- Zea luxurians (Durieu and Ascherson) Bird,

Taxon 27: 363. 1978.

Euchlaena luxurians Durieu and Ascherson.

Male infl (0-)4-25 erect

branches, these 7-20 cm long, 8-15 mm wide,

the central spike often exceeding the branches in

length (Fig. 16); branching axis 1-9 cm long;

spikelets 8.5-1 2,5 mm long, in sessile-pedicellate

pairs, these distichously arranged on the branch-

es (Figs. 26-27); branch intemodes densely sca-

berulous or strigose with prominent abscission

layers between them, broad (1 mm wide), tri-

angular in cross-section with ciliate edges, ± short

II. Section Zea.

4, Zea mays Linnaeus, Species Plantarum 971. |

1753.

Male inflorescences with numerous branches

(in well grown plants many more than 1 2, except

in certain races of cultivated Z. mays), these lax

(stiff in some races of maize), the central spike

occasionally somewhat stiffer, stronger, and more

densely beset with spikelets than the tassel

branches (this highly exaggerated in cultivated

Z. mays) (Figs. 17-21); branching axis usually

(l-)3-18 cm long; spikelets 4.6-13.0 mm long,

usually in sessile-pedicellate pairs; branch inter-

nodes variously scabrous-pubescent, slender (less

than 1 mm wide), rounded on the back, no^

strongly flattened, elongated (3.5-8.2 mm or

more) (except in central spike of maize), spikelet

arrangement therefore loose and open and with

the tip of the sessile spikelet of each pair

reaching the base of the next higher pair above

on the same side (Figs. 28-35); abscission layers

between the intemodes strongly to weakly de-

veloped (totally absent in Z. mays ssp. maysh

the tassel branches therefore often tardily dis-

integrating (or not at all in maize); pedicels slen-

der, 1-7 mm long; glumes of the male spikelet

variously scabrous-pubescent, rounded on bacK,

the outer glume only loosely embracing the inner

not

t

(3-6 mm), spikelets therefore ± crowded and
overlapping (e.g. 10 pairs in 4 cm) with the tip

of the sessile spikelet of each pair reaching the ^^^' ^^^^ flexible and ± papery in texture; cute

base of the next higher pair above on the same ^'ume with few (6-1 5) veins, the two major lat-

side (Figs. 26-27); pedicels scaberulous or stri-

gose, enlarged below spikelet, 1.5-3.8 mm long;

eral veins only slightly stronger than the second-

aries between them and not winged; cilia along

Climes of the spikelet scaberulous, rough, stiff ^^^ ^^^^^ hair-like and soft, and not scaberulous

and somewhat brittle when old; outer glume flat ^^^ tooth-like (Figs. 40-45); inner glume 3

on back, tightly enclosing inner glume, and hav-

ing numerous (10-28) indistinct nerves between

its two prominent ciliate lateral nerves, the latter

produced into narrow wings apically (Fig. 39);

inner glume with 5-12 nerves, keeled along mid-
nerve.

^fl

nerved.

Female inflorescences either (in maize) a single

massive polystichous spike (with occasions

smaller subsidiary spikes), terminal on a lateral

branch, or (in teosinte) consisting of slender di5'

tichous spikes, these composed of 5-12 or mo^

triangular cupulate fruitcases,

4a. Zea mays L. ssp. mays,

mm on long side, 3.7-6.5 mm on short side and Male inflorescences highly variable, with (O'^

3-5 mm in diameter weight of 100 mature fruit- 3-30 or more branches, these 5-30 cm long, th^

cases 7.6-9.9 g. central spike almost always strongly distill

Robust annual, main culm usually highly guished from the tassel branches (Fig. 17); 5^*^

branched and without any or only few tillers in lets 6-13 mm or more long, in sessile-pedicella^^

distichous spikes, each with 5-9 light brownish

gra> 11.5

\
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Figures 18-21. Pressed male inflorescences. -l&.Zea mays ssp. mexicana race Chalco, Iliis and Doebley
(Plant U).-19. Zea mays ssp. mexicana race Central Plateau, Palmer 743.-20. Zea mays ssp^ paniglumts

geJT'^^"'^'' (^ace Balsas), litis and Doebley 362 (plant A).- 2 1 . Zea mays ssp. parviglumis var. huehuetcnan-

« (race Huehuetenango), Doebley 371 (cultivated in Homestead, Fla.). (Scale m cm.)
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pairs, these distichously arranged on the lateral sheaths less densely pilose and not as deep red

branches (Figs. 28-29) and polystichously ar- in color. Some populations are vegetatively

ranged on the central spike (here single spikelets somewhat depauperate and resemble race No-

or groups of three spikelets are not uncommon, bogame. Michoacan, Guanajuato, and eastern

the pedicellate spikelet sometimes essentially Jalisco (cf. Wilkes, 1967), alt. 1,750-2,100 m.

sessile), the spikelets on the latter extremely

crowded and overlapping (up to 26 or more
spikelet pairs in 4 cm); glumes of the spikelet

glabrous, scabrous, lanate, sericeous or villous

(Fig. 40).

Female inflorescences consisting ofa single ter-

minal spike ("ear"), this polystichous (8-20 or

more rows of grain), gigantic with 100-2,000 na-

ked caryopses ("grains"), these, attached to a

massive central axis ("cob"), laterally displaced

from their reduced, collapsed, empty, and hidden ^^- ^^^ "^^ys L. ssp. parviglumis litis and Doe-
^

4b-III. Race Nobogame of Wilkes.

Similar to race Chalco and especially race Cen-

tral Plateau except the plants vegetatively less

robust with fewer tassel branches, narrower and

shorter leaves, and slightly smaller male and fe-

male spikelets, the male spikelets having a fewer-

nerved outer glume. Nobogame, Chihuahua (cf.

Wilkes, 1967). alt. ca. 1.900 m.

cupules, the entire spike tightly enclosed in a

series of 8-1 2 or more leaf sheaths ("husks"), all

borne on a thick peduncle ("shank").

bley, Amer. J. Bot 67: 1001. 1980.

Male inflorescences similar to those of ssp.

mexicana except more delicately and often much
Monopodial or sparsely tillered annuals, more densely branched (up to 100 or more

World-wide cultigen. branches) with tertiary branching much more

frequent (Figs. 20-2 1); spikelets markedly small-

4b. Zea mays L. ssp, mexicana (Schrader) litis er than those of ssp. mexicana 4. 6-7,2('7, 9) mra

in Annual Rev. Genet. 4: 450. 1971; Phyto- long (Figs. 32-35, 44-45), 1.6-2.8 mm wide.

logia 23: 249. 1972; emended circumscrip-

tion Amer. J. Bot. 67: 1001.
Female inflorescences similar to those of ssp.

mexicana except with fewer (5-10) triangular cu-

Male inflorescences with 0-20(-35) nodding P^^^tefruitcases per spike; fruitcases smaller (5.0-

branches, these 5-25 cm long, the central spike
^'^ "^^ '^^S' 3.0-5.0 mm wide) and blunt on

identical with to slightly larger than the tassel
^^^ ^^^^' ^'^^'^ ^^^S^t of 100 fruitcases 3.1-5.^

branches (Figs. 18^19); spikelets (6.6-)7.5-10.5 ^"'^•^^ S"

mm long, in sessile-pedicellate pairs, these dis-

tichously arranged on all branches (Figs. 30-31);

glumes sparsely to densely scabrous (Figs. 41-

43).

4c-T. Zea mays L. ssp. parviglumis litis and Doe-

bley var. parviglumis. Race Balsas ofWilkes.

Leaves commonly at least sparsely pilose to

Female inflorescences consisting of slender
^^l^^^V Pubescent, plants up to 3.5 m tall. Plants

distichous spikes: each spike consisting of 9-12

or more triangular cupulatc fruitcases, the former

enclosed in a single sheath and borne on a short

to elongate slender peduncle: fruitcases 6-10 mm
long, 4-6 mm wide, often pointed or "pinched'*

on the axial side, variable in color, gray, tan, or

of thorn scrub and open summer-green tropica'

deciduous forest, as well as maize fields and iheif

edges, on well-drained slopes of mountains ano

hills in the Rio Balsas valley of Guerrero, N^'*

1,600 m alt. (-L950Mex
Wilkes

dark brown, and mottled or speckled with dark ^"^ ^^^^^^^ ^''^ ^^^"^^^ ^"^ ^^^^^^ *" .^^

brown; weight of 100 mature fruitcases 5.6-

10.4 g.

4b-L Race Chalco of Wilkes.

Plants vegetatively robust, niaize-like. gener- December.
allvwnth no or only few (1-6) tillers; leaf sheaths ^
densely pilose and often dark red in color; leaves ^^""^ ^^* ""^J^ ^^ ssp. parviglumis litis atw

uth-

western Jalisco at 400-1,200 m, this a distinct

population with a moister ecology and later flo^'

ering date (Guzman, 1978, 1982); flowering fro^^

September through October, with ripe fruit by

sparsely pilose; Valley of Mexico and its slopes.

Mexico (cf. Wilkes, 1967), alt. 2,150-2^500 m.

4b-n. Race Central Plateau of Wilkes.

Doebley var. huehuetenangensis litis aiHi

Doebley, Amer. J, Bot. 67: 1002. l980.Ra^^

Huchuelenango of Wilkes.

Leaves essentially glabrous, plants up to 3 «**

Essentially identical to race Chalco except leaf tall, the tallest ofall teosintes. Plants ofold mai^^

)

I

I
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Figures 22-23. Lateral branch segment of a male inflorescence of Zea diploperennis,
^oebley and Lasseigne 450 (plant GG).-22. Abaxial view.-23. Adaxial view. (Scale in mm.)

cids, edges of fields and oak forest. Province of or some hypothetical, primeval teosinte. The first

Huehuetenanago, Guatemala, from 900-1,650
Wilkes

fruiting

of these ideas, the theory of Mangelsdorf and

Reeves (1939), that teosinte is a m?i\zc-Tripsa'

cum hybrid, has now been dismissed as unlcn-
"ar>' through February, depending on the onset able even by its author (Mangelsdorf, 1974). The

the rainy season, which here, as in the habitat various other proposals that racial diversity in
the typical variety, is tremendously variable teosinte represents nothing more than the incor-

rom year to year. poration of varying amounts of maize germ-
^'nce the time of its original description, it has plasm into some primitive teosinte still have their

been
supporters. In this section I will examine the

.^^^^^<3A2^e/]5/5 can be distinguished from the morphological and other evidence in relation to

(iT^^l
^^^^^^y by its essentially glabrous leaves one of these theories, namely Wilkes (1979) and

Mangelsdorfs (Wilkes & Mangelsdorf, 1979;been
ough the habitat of Zea mays ssp. parviglumis Mangelsdorf et al., 1 98 1) most recent hypothesis

n the Balsas river valley is highly seasonal and that all the races ofannual teosinte arc the prod-
^tremely dry during the winter months, this re- ucts of the hybridization of Zea diplopercnnis
»on receives 120-160 cm of rainfall annually andmaize. Further,! will articulate my own view

that all the teosinte taxa represent the products

of adaptive radiation and geographic spcciation

with only minor if any maize introgression.

bie f
*^ ^^asonally, at least, quite moist (Doe-

y, 1984). In this sense then, Zea mays ssp.

^P\^s a habitat (seasonally mesic) similar to the If one believes with Wilkes and Mangelsdorf
^^ic habitat of var. huehuetenangensis. This is that the annual teosintes were conceived through

surprising, considering their similar mor- the miscegenation of maize and diploperennial

^*^8*es.
teosinte, then they should exhibit intermediacy

between these two taxa for at least some traits.

Intermediacy may result from proccii^ci oihcr

than hybridization, and therefore cannot on \x%

LOGENY

beenIhcnh
'"'^^ "<*=» oeen aevoiea loaiscussion man nyDiiui/uiiuu, aiiu liiwiv.w.v v«p...v.» w.- .*.

j^jf^^,'*^Seny ofthe teosintes, ostensibly because own establish the occurrence of hybridization.

^PorTd
^^^ ""cgarded them as anything more than Nevertheless, intermediacy for at least some trails

*c hybrids of maize and either Tripsacum is a common outcome of hybridization. Thus,
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H

Figures 24-27.

r, Doebley and Lasseign

Lind

Lateral branch segment of a male inflorescence.

-

24. Abaxial view.— 25. Adaxial view.

24-25

26. Abaxial view,— 27. Adaxial view. (Scale in mm.)

perennis, litis, Puga> ^^^

-26-27. Zea luxurians,
^

r
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Tel (iS^^^ ^^"^*' Lateral branch segment of a male inflorescence.-28-29. Zea mays ssp. mays race Nal-
^^icimivaied in Homestead, na.).-28. Abaxial view.-29. Adaxial view.-30-3I. Zea mays ssp. mexicana

central Plateau, litis and Doebley 96,-30. Abaxial view.-31. Adaxial view. (Scale in mm.)
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Figures 32-35, Lateral branch segment of a male inflorescence.— 32-33. Zea mays ssp. parviglumis'^^^

huehuetenangensis (race Huehuetenango), Doebley 417 (cultivated in Homestead, Fla.).— 32. Abaxial vie^.-jj

33. Adaxial view.— 34-35. Zea mays ssp. parviglumis var. parviglumis (race Balsas), litis and Doebley 362 (P^

A).— 34. Abaxial view.— 35. Adaxial view. (Scale in mm.)

\

\

one can check Wilkes and Mangelsdorf s hy- to give this hypothesis the best possible chanc*

pothesis by inspecting the mean values for some ofvalidation, I have listed on this table two rath-

important taxonomic traits of the taxa presum- er extreme forms of so-called "primitive" maiz^

ably involved in this event (Table 6). In order Mangelsdorf, himself, has used one ofthese mai^^

(
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36 37

38 39

races (Palomero Toluqueno) to test this hypoth-

esis (Camara H. & Mangelsdorf, 1981).

In Table 6, there is scarcely any evidence to

bolster the theory of Wilkes and Mangelsdorf.

For glume length, spikelet width, and vein num-
ber, all of the Mexican annual teosintes have
small values outside of the range between Zea
diploperennis and maize. For pedicel length and
length of intemodes on both the central spike

and the lateral branches, all of the Mexican an-

nuals have values larger than either maize or

diploperennial teosinte. For caryopsis weight and
central spike length, Z. mays ssp. parviglumis
has values smaller than either of the two hypo-
thetical "parental" species. For pedicel length,

t

vein number, and length of intemodes on the
central branch, Z luxurians has values outside
of the range between diploperennial teosinte and
maize. Clearly then these data in no way verify
the hypothesis that the annual teosintes sprang
forth from the hybridization of maize and Z.

diploperennis.

On the other hand, if one cares to hypothesize
that Zea luxurians and not Z. diploperennis ful-

filled the role of the primeval pure teosinte in-

volved in the hybridization with maize, the same
difficulties arise. As can be seen from Table 6, the
Mexican annual teosintes are no more inter-
mediate between Z. luxurians and maize than
they are between maize and Z diploperennis.
This conclusion is further supported by Figure 6
which demonstrates that the Mexican annual
teosintes are in no way morphologically inter-
mediate between maize and the teosintes of sect.

J-uxuriantes.

Other independent evidence also reflects dis-
paragingly on Wilkes's hypothesis. First, analysis

isoenzymatic variation in Zea shows a large
number of alleles restricted to sect. LRXMr/i2«/^5 , ^ „ ,, ,, ^^n,^ ,n.\
and absent frr^r« oil * c ^ n litis. Guzman. Doebley and Lasseigne 450 {p]anlO).-

a daJ ^^'^*- ^^' ^^ ^^
38. Zea perennis. litis. Puga. Guzman. Doebley and

"se association between maize and Mexican Lasseigne 550 (plant V).-39. Zea luxurians. Doebley
annual teosinte, and thus, no evidence for the 376 (cultivated in Homestead, Fla.). (Bar = 2 mm.)
^termediacy of the annual teosintes (Doebley et

•' 1984). Similariy, the seed proteins ofthe taxa
sect. Zea are electrophoretically identical to

one another and different from those of Z lux- hypothesis, because these DNAs have strict ma-
^''^ans (Smith & Lester, 1980). Further, the elec- temal inheritance, so their diversity can be ex-

jrophoresis of DNA from chloroplasts and mi- plained only by gradual evolution. Hybridization

^ochondria reveals substantial variation in could not have been involved.

•
" '^8 patterns with most species and subspe-

It

Figures 36-39. Outer glumes of Tripsacum and

teosinte.— 36. Tripsacum australe from Peru (culti-

vated at Fairchild Tropical Garden Redlands Nursery,

Row 44 Space 2, FG67-257).— 37. Zea diploperennis,

Much
pattern^.,,, v*x.t.ii^t.v^ H«-^-- V—- information on variability in Zea if we simply

^%et al, 1979- Timothy et al 1982) The tre- treat the various taxa of this genus as the prod-

^^ndous diversity of cytoplasm DNAs is ucts of allopatric, geographic speciation and

Wilkes and Mangelsdorfs adaptive radiation. First, rph
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k

\

40 41 42

f

(

t

I

44 45

FiGt: RES 40-45. Outer glumes of Zra maysscnsu lato.-40. Zea maysssp. ways race Chapaloie(culti^'^^
in Homestead, na.).-41. Zea mays ssp. mexicana race Chalco, Doeblev 374 (cultivated in Homestead, Pa^^
42. Zea mays ssp. mexicana race Central Plateau. Doebley 375 {cuUivaied in Homestead. Fla.).-43. Zea^
ssp. mexicana race Nobogamc, Doehley 370 (cultivated in Homestead, Fla.).-44. Zea mays ssp. pam'sl^^
var. paniglumis, I>oebley 372 {culiWaXcd in Homeslead. Fla.).-45. Zea mays ssp. parviglumis var. huehuete^
gensis. nochley 37 1 (cultivated in Homestead, Fla.). (Bar- 2 mm.)
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Table 6. A comparison of maize and teosinte for some important taxonomic traits (field specimens only)

neasurements are in mm unless otherwise noted. For a kev to character acronvms see Materials and Methods

Characters

9 GLUM-L
6 SPIK-W
7 PEDI-L

13SHD-V#
]4T0T-V#
Caryopsis wt. (mg)

1 BRAN-#
4 CSIN-L

5 LBIN-L

2 CNSP-L
3 BRAX-L

"Zea diplo-

perennis

9.3

2.7

2.2

7.2

16.3

27.0

6.5

3.2

3.1

114.6

23.8

Taxa

Zea
luxurians

Zea mays
ssp.

parviglumis

Zea mays
ssp.

mexicana

9.8

2.5

2.7

12.7

21.2

36.0

13.3

4.4

4.5

136.4

45.3

6.1

1.8

4.3

2.5

8.1

23.0

22.1

5.1

5.8

99.5

73.5

9.0

2.5

4.2

3.4

10.6

42.0

19.7

5.2

6.0

136.3

86.5

Zea mays

Nal-tel

9.0

2.6

1.9

3.2

11.1

70.0

42.2

1.9

5.2

221.6

166.5

Palomero
Toluqueno

11.9

3.5

1.8

3.3

10.9

145.0

2.8

1.6

4.8

261.7

15.2

dence presented in this paper demonstrates that vergence between Z. diploperennis and Z. peren-

Zea divides into two clearly defined groups, sec- nis apparently came somewhat later by means
tions Luxuriantes and Zea (Fig. 46). Data from ofautopolyploidy (Shaver, 1962; Galinat, 1971).

Withinisozymes (Doebley et al., 1984), cytoplasm ge-

nomes (Timothy et al., 1979), seed proteins var. huehuetenangensis is probably the most
(Mastenbroek et al, 1981), and cytology (Pasu- primitive taxon (Fig. 46). Evidence for this con-

Puleti & Galinat, 1 982) support this division of elusion comes in part from cytology. Kato (1976;
Ihe genus. Of these sections, sect. Luxuriantes. cf. Longley, 1941b) has shown that this teosinte

which rather closely resembles the related genus has many terminal heterochromatic regions

Tripsacum, is undoubtedly the more primitive. (knobs) like the teosintcs of sect. Luxuriantes.

The many morphological features held in com- Further, isoenzymatic data show this teosinte to

mon by Tripsacum and sect. Luxuriantes, but have substantially diverged from the other taxa

lacking in sect. Zea. bespeak the phyletic affin- of section Zea (Doebley et al., 1 984). On the

Hies between these two taxa. These features in- other hand, tassel morphology (this paper), cy-

clude typically many-nerved, flattened outer toplasm genomes studies (Timothy et al., 1979),

glumes ofthe male spikelets with two prominent and seed protein work (Smith & Lester, 1980;
lateral nerves developed into wings (Figs. 36- Mastenbroek et al., 1981), all show the clear re-

39), short, thick internodes in the male portion lationship of this teosinte to the other teosintes

0' the inflorescence, trapezoidal fruitcases, pe- of sect. Zea and to maize. Thus, it seems that

fennial rhizomatous root system, and weakly Z. mays ssp. parviglumis v^r. huehuetenangensis

^onopodial habit. Further, Tripsacum and sect. is to some degree intermediate between the two

^^xuriantes characteristically have many ter- sections though clearly belonging to section Zea
"imal heterochromatic regions on their chro- (Fig. 46). Given the extent of the genetic dis-

"losomes (Doebley & litis, 1980" Pasupuleti & tinctiveness of this variety, it might best be el-

«jalmat, 1982). ' ' evated to a subspecies.

After this initial and probably quite ancient Zea mays ssp. parviglumis var. huehuetenan-

^'^ergence of sections Luxuriantes and Zea. di- gensis shows its closest relationship to Z. mays
J-ersification continued within each of these two ssp. parvightmis var. parviglumis. although these

^xa- Within sect. Luxuriantes. Zea luxurians two teosintes are distinct both in terms of their

probably
separated quite early from the peren- genetics and their vegetative morphology. They

•3's- It might have abandoned the perennial habit are in part distinguished by the many internal

an adaptation to the dry and highly seasonal heterochromatic regions (knobs) found on the

"^ironment in southeastern Guatemala. The di- chromosomes of the typical variety but lackmg
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SECT. LUXURIANTES SECT. ZEA

ZEA MAYS

DIPLOPERENNIS PARVIGLUMIS
TRIPSACUM

PERENNIS LUXURIANS HUEHUE. PARVI. MAYS MEXICANA

I

TASSELS

SPIKELETS

GLUMES

FEW STIFF BRANCHES

FLAT ON BACK & WINGED

STIFF & BRITTLE

FRUITCASE

HABIT

CHROMOSOMES

TRAPEZOIDAL

MANY LAX BRANCHES

ROUNDED ON BACK-NO WINGS

FLEXIBLE & + PAPERY

BLUNT TRIANGULAR ACUTE TRIANGULAR

MUCH TILLERED

PERENNIALS

MONOPODIAL ANNUALS

KNOBS TERMINAL KNOBS TERMINAL & INTERJjAL

Figure 46. A phylogeny for Zea that is supported by much of the available data. Dashed lines indicate

possible alternative pathways. While the figure seems to indicate Z. mays ssp. mays has acutely trianguia

fruitcase, the fruitcase is essentially absent from maize, being represented only by the cupules which are hiao

within the ear.
)

on those of Huehuetenango teosinte (Fig. 46).

They are similar in tassel morphology (this pa-

per), seed proteins (Mastenbroek et al., 1981),

The next group to diverge in Fig. 46 is Z. mo)

ssp. mexicana. This subspecies shows a mu^:

different adaptation than Z. mays ssp. parvigl^'

and cytoplasm genomes (Timothy et al., 1979). m/^s. It has colonized the higher, colder, drier site

These two varieties also share an adaption to a with a shorter growing season, and is characte
,

somewhat similar environment and this may ized by large seeds, red hairy sheaths, large ma

partially account for their similar inflorescences. spikelets, and fewer tassel branches as an adar

Both grow in low altitude (400-1 ,600 m), warm, tation to this environment (Doebley, 1 984). TW

seasonally moist sites with a long growing season, subspecies includes three extant populations d^

As discussed by Doebley (1984), the small seeds, fined by Wilkes (1967): (1) race Chalco, the most

glabrous, green or dilute red sheaths, small male

spikelets, and many tassel branches characteris-

tic of these two varieties may be adaptions to

extreme form adapted to the highest, coldes«|

habitat of any teosinte, (2) race Central Pl^^^^' '

adapted to the slightly lower, dry Meseta Central

warm, moist environments. The typical variety and (3) race Nobogame, a highly local populati<>

is most common in the Balsas river valley; how- of the high, arid, short-seasoned Tarahuma

ever, subpopulations of it inhabit similar envi- Valley.

ronments in the lower, tropical deciduous forest Despite the diametrical ecologies of the l^

of southwestern Jalisco, Mexico. Zea mays ssp. subspecies, Z. mays ssp. mexicana and ssp. /^".

parviglumis vsLV, huehuetenangensis is disjuncled viglumis var. parviglumis show some geri^

I

from the Mexican population, occurring in the

moist, warm montane oak forest ofwestern Gua-
temala—the wettest of all teosinte stations.

similarities as compared to Huehuetenango l^

sinte. Both have internal chromosome kno

(Kato, 1976) and they are similar though disu"'-
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isoenzymatically (Doebley et al., 1984). Figure has never been documented, and more impor-
46 indicates this affinity in that ssp, mexicana tantly, the teosintes are quite clearly not hybrids
and ssp. parviglumis var. parviglumis are placed of maize and Tripsacum. Similarly, if we hy-
near one another. pothesize as Wilkes (1979, p. 12) has that prior

Although the evolutionary scheme just out- to man's meddling there were only two forms
lined best accommodates the morphological and within the genus Zea, (1) Z. diploperennis, the
other information, other possibilities cannot be primitive TripsacumAikQ perennial, and (2) Z.

entirely dismissed. For example, Zea luxurians, mays, the polystichous wild maize, and that these

while being related to the perennials, may also two forms hybridized to produce the annual teo-

be the ancestor of the other annual teosintes. As sintes, we will find ourselves equally besieged

indicated by the dashed line on Figure 46, Zea .with difficulties. First, it seems unlikely that po-
/iawr/i2/75 may have emerged from the mainstock lystichy, a trait of obvious utility to man, arose
of Zea after the perennials and then the other in the wild among this group of grasses, the An-
annuals may have evolved from it. Although this dropogoneae, in which distichy is the universal

scheme requires the annual habit to be derived rule, while the distichous wild relatives of maize,
only once, one would expect a closer relationship the annual teosintes, arose under domestication
between Z. luxurians and Z. mays sensu lato when maize crossed with Zea diploperennis. In

were this system correct. In fact, its annual habit this sense Wilkes's theory turns the most prob-

notwithstanding, Z. luxurians shows no closer able explanation inside-out by having the do-
relationship to Z. mays than does Z. diploperen- mesticated species emerge in the wild and the

w/ilndeed, the many-nerved outer glumes, high- highly successful wild taxa emerge under do-
ly elongate trapezoidal fruitcases, and large ter- mestication.
mmal chromosome knobs of Z. luxurians show A much more parsimonious interpretation of
It to have diverged further from sect. Zea than the facts is to view the distichous taxa, the teo-
the perennials.

Whence Came Maize?

sintes, as the products of natural selection within

the purely distichous Andropogoneae, and the

anomalous polystichy ofmaize that is found only
The origin of maize has puzzled botanists, ar- in the cultigen as the utilitarian artifact of do-

Jhaeologists, and others for over a hundred years. mestication (Doebley & litis, 1980). The present
During this time many authors have supported study supports this view by revealing teosinte

enher the view that maize evolved from a po- {Zed) to be a genus with a relatively complex
lystichous wild maize (Mangelsdorf, 1974; Ran-
JJolph, 1976; Wilkes, 1979; Bird, 1980) or that

l^n^^^
^^ ^^^ ancestor of maize (Beadle, 1939,

^/2, 1980; Langham, 1940; Longley, 1941a;
L>arhngton, 1956; Miranda CoHn, 1966; litis.

Wilkes

(1967), and one in which each population is ge-

netically and morphologically sculptured to meet

the demands of its particular environment.

In addition to implicating teosinte as the direct

DeWet ancestor of maize, the biosystematic data aid in

tivation of maize began. If one considers the

morphological evidence, the teosintes of sect.

Luxuriantes must be immediately dismissed as

« Harlan, 1972; Harian et al 1973- Kato 1976; pinpointing the exact locality in which the cul-

jj^nadhira, 1976; Doebley & litis, 1980). Al-
^^ugh in recent years the tide of opinion has
oved m favor of the latter theory, the oppo- ^^..^,.^
nts of the teosinte theory have not regarded potential progenitors of maize, because their

's trend with equanimity and the subject re- characteristic many-nerved, winged outer glumes

J^ains controversial In the following discussion and flattened male spikelets are unknown in this

Will revipt,. !,„:„ ,. . _ . . cultigen. The genetic evidence discussed in the

previous section also enables us to rule out Z.
In ,,

.^^^^^^' ^he implications ofthe present study
^<^ this debate. ^..._. _...
^

f^s mentioned above, any explanation of the mays ssp. parviglumis var. huehuetenangensis as

^m ofmaize must of necessity provide an un- a possible ancestor of maize. Of the remaining

./standing ofdiversity among the teosintes. So, taxa, Z. mays ssp. mexicana and ssp. parviglu-

h 'h^
1^^'^^^es are nothing more than fortuitous mis var. parviglumis, the former shows the clos-

and"/
^^^^"^^ ancient polystichous wild maize est morphological relationship to maize (sec Re-

con ,

y^^^^^'". it would be quite reasonable to suits). Certain populations of race Central Plateau

Include that maize evolved from maize and not in particular display the smallest Mahalanobis^s

^^'^le. Yet, the existence of such a wild maize distances from race Nal-Tel ofZ mays ssp. mays.
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Although this suggests that maize could be do- teosinte tassel, which normally terminates a lat-

mesticated Z. mays ssp. mexicana race Central eral branchy gave rise to the familiar maize ear.

Plateau, the nature of the resemblance cautions This new theory draws in part from older the-

us to look more closely. Zea mays ssp. mexicana ories on the origin of the maize ear (Kellerman,

displays greater affinity to maize than does Z. 1895; Montgomery, 1906; litis, 1911; Weath-

mays ssp. parviglumis primarily because of its erwax, 1918).

larger spikelets and fewer tassel branches. As these This theory has an initial appeal to the mor-

two traits have themselves undergone consid- phologist because the maize ear is terminal on a

erable transformation during the domestication lateral branch, a position which in teosinte is

process, they can provide only flaccid evidence usually occupied by a tassel. Thus, the early do-

on which to pinpoint either Z. mays ssp. mex- mestication of maize would have involved a sex

icana or ssp. parviglumis as the ancestor ofmaize, change of the central spike of the terminal tassel

Other available data augment the morpholog- on the lateral branches from male to female. Hw

ical evidence. First, the isoenzymatic work of believes this change and the subsequent (or con-^

Senadhira (1976, Fig. 12) showed that some pop- current) condensation of the central spike into

ulations of Balsas teosinte {Zea mays ssp. par- the maize ear happened rapidly; thus we have

viglumis) cluster closest to the maize races Cha- the Catastrophic Sexual Transmutation Theory-

palote and Arrocillo Amarillo. Another The aspect of this theory that most stirred my

isoenzymatic study involving a broader sample imagination was its implications for the archae-

of teosintes also suggested maize to be closest to ological specimens from Tehuacan. As described

Balsas teosinte (Doebley et al., 1984). Kato's above, they do not fall neatly into a sequence

(1976) cytological studies revealed that both B between the teosinte female spike and the maize

chromosomes and abnormal chromosome 10 ear. However, under Iltis's theory, they are ex-
*

(type I), which are relatively common in Mexican actly the intermediates one would predict. The

maize races, co-occur only in teosinte from the central spike of the teosinte tassel has a flexible

Balsas region and are unknown in the Chalco rachis, shallow non-indurate cupules, and spike

area. This again points to the Balsas river drain-

age as the cradle of maize domestication.

lets with long soft glumes [much like Mange's-

dorf s (1974) ancestral pod-corn!], all characters

Thus, most genetic data are consistent with the of the Tehuacan specimens. Further, the centra-
^

theory that maize arose from Balsas teosinte, tassel spike of teosinte has two functional spike-

while morphology would suggest that Z. mays lets per node (cupule) as does the maize ear but

Prudence unlike the teosinte ear, so that by applying I'tis^

advise that further information be gathered be- theory the reactivation of a suppressed spikel^^

fore rendering a final verdict.

While

systematic evidence points to teosinte as the

ancestor of maize, the archaelogical evidence

available apparently does not. The earliest ar-

chaeological maize specimens recovered from

is not necessary (cf. Beadle, 1972).

While the Catastrophic Sexual Transmutation

Theory has some attractive features, it needs ex-

perimental verification. The developmenta

morphology of the male and female inflores-

cences of Zea should be studied with this theo

.

Tehuacan possess long soft glumes, a narrow in mind. Such work might not only resolve th^

flexible rachis, and shallow non-indurate cupules origin of the maize ear, but may also provide

»

yardstick for the assessment of primitive vers i

ficult to derive from the female teosinte spike. It

is for this reason, among others, that Mangels- been sadly lacking in all studies of racial vana

dorf and his supporters have remained adamant tion in maize to date,

in their belief that maize evolved not from teo-

sinte, but from a "wild maize/' Recently, litis

(1981, 1983) has proposed a new theory , his Cat-

astrophic Sexual Transmutation Theory, which
attempts to explain both the biosystcmatic and
archaeological evidence. Quite simply, he sug-

gests that the teosinte female spike is not the

ancestor of the maize car, as has long been

- \
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Appendix A. Means (and standard deviations) for all characters and all populations. For key to population

and character numbers see Materials and Methods. All measurements are in millimeters except characters 15,

16 and 17 which are in microns.

Population

Character

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Chara

2

3

4

5

1

6.5

(2.7)

114.6

(15.5)

23.8

(11.7)

3.2

(.55)

3.1

(.44)

2.7

(.18)

2.2

(.57)

5.2

(.28)

9.3

(.90)

3.6

(.31)

.312

(.038)

2.3

(.34)

7.2

(1.01)

16.3

(1.33)

128.

(14.6)

55.

(11.6)

57.

(12.7)

141.1

(27.8)

106.4

(42.8)

4.8

(.99)

5.4

(.87)

2 3 4 5 6

3.8

(1.2)

98.8

(8.1)

12.2

(5.6)

3.1

(.43)

2.9

(.32)

2.5

(.17)

2.4

(.56)

4.9

(.21)

9.9

(.48)

3.4

(.16)

.390

(.056)

1.6

(.26)

5.8

(1.15)

15.0

(1.07)

128.

(16.6)

46.

(8.4)

50.

(12.3)

10

24.0

(6.7)

172.5

(28.2)

120.0

(21.6)

5.6

(1.26)

6.8

(.97)

4.5

(1.1)

84.7

(9.4)

13.6

(5.7)

3.8

(.51)

3.9

(.61)

2.4

(.23)

2.7

(.60)

4.8

(.28)

9.1

(.68)

3.3

(.29)

.299

(.046)

2.0

(.31)

5.6

(1.42)

13.5

(1.42)

109.

(12.2)

66.

(12.9)

72.

(11-1)

11

35.0

(21.5)

118.4

(29.2)

105.5

(36.4)

5.3

(1.18)

6.0

(.74)

11.8

(6.1)

113.3

(25.0)

45.6

(25.1)

4.7

(.67)

4.6

(.83)

2.6

(.17)

2.9

(.65)

5.2

(.42)

10.2

(1.00)

3.7

(.23)

.188

(.039)

2.3

(.22)

12.7

(1.56)

19.9

(1.59)

114.

(15.3)

61.

(8.2)

63.

(7.9)

13.6

(7.2)

138.5

(29.5)

43.6

(13.4)

4.0

(.80)

4.3

(.77)

2.5

(.09)

2.6

(.45)

5.2

(.60)

9.5

(1.14)

3.4

(.22)

.200

(.052)

2.0

(.28)

11.9

(2.30)

21.9

(1.89)

101.

(9.2)

71.

(6.9)

69.

(4.9)

Population

12 13

10.2

(5.5)

100.1

(23.1)

45.5

(26.7)

5.2

(1.22)

6.5

(.81)

3.3

(1.5)

105.7

(20.0)

9.3

(8.0)

4.3

(.44)

4.3

(.12)

14.5

(5.2)

137.5

(19.2)

46.8

(16.3)

4.5

(.49)

4.5

(.60)

2.4

(.27)

2.7

(.51)

4.8

(.29)

9.7

(.69)

3.4

(.22)

.196

(.028)

2.0

(.30)

13.5

(1.43)

21.8

(1.94)

91.

(16.2)

62.

(12.7)

63.

(12.3)

14

7.4

(3.7)

109.5

(26.5)

33.5

(23.0)

4.8

(.76)

4.4

(1.05)

7

10.6

(6.7)

120.0

(42.0)

47.5

(25.0)

5.5

(1.22)

5.8

(.92)

2.5

(.31)

4.1

(1.27)

5.0

(.65)

8.7

(.83)

3.9

(.30)

.024

(.028)

1.9

(.22)

2.7

(.84)

9.5

(1.58)

109.

(13.3)

85.

(18.0)

100.

(17.6)

15

22.0

97.0

49.0

4.9

4.6

8

15.9

(8.1)

112.3

(29.0)

71.8

(26.6)

4.8

(1.83)

5.9

(1.22)

2.4

(.27)

4.1

(.63)

4.8

(.49)

8.6

(.75)

3.2

(.27)

.024

(.034)

1.9

(.32)

3.2

(.92)

9.8

(1.13)

108.

(15.2)

92.

(27.7)

96.

(14.0)

16

10.7

(7.7)

119.1

(48.6)

48.9

(37.0)

4.4

(.63)

4.8

(.71)
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Character

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Character

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

9 10 11

2.4

(.34)

4.5

(.99)

5.3

(.72)

9.1

(.75)

3.7

(.34)

.024

(.028)

1.7

(.21)

2.9

(1.02)

9.0

(1.64)

112.

(14.9)

91.

(20.6)

112.

(17.1)

17

5.7

(1.5)

92.0

(22.5)

36.0

(7.0)

5.7

(.93)

5.3

(.42)

2.4

(.22)

3.2

(1.09)

4.7

(.59)

7.5

(.57)

3.0

(.26)

.013

(.023)

2.5

(.21)

4.2

(1.08)

5.5

(.60)

9.6

(1.29)

3.3

(.33)

.040

(.033)

1.8

(.26)

4.8

(1.32)

13.9

(2.08)

83.

(9.2)

73.

(9.6)

79.

(4.9)

1.8

(.21)

4.4

(.87)

3.7

(.44)

6.0

(.55)

2.9

(.34)

.020

(.020)

1.5

(.21)

2.1

(1.00)

8.3

(1.89)

87.

(16.6)

81.1

(18.2)

78.

(13.9)

18 19

16.6

(7.5)

79.8

(22.0)

69.4

(31.3)

4.9

(.82)

4.8

(1.00)

1.9

(.29)

4.1

(.96)

3.9

(.57)

6.5

(.83)

2.8

(.33)

.020

(.020)

16.6

(5.3)

105.6

(20.2)

62.6

(14.3)

5.6

(.82)

6.2

(.85)

2.9

(.30)

3.9

(.76)

5.1

(.45)

10.0

(.50)

4.3

(.38)

.175

(.020)

Population

12 13 14 15

1.8

(.12)

4.4

(.77)

3.9

(.29)

5.8

(.53)

2.6

(.34)

.026

(.027)

1.3

(.12)

2.2

(1.01)

7.8

(1.77)

90.

(8.7)

80.

(10.6)

91.

(11.1)

2.5

(.07)

3.0

(.88)

5.1

(-55)

9.5

(.29)

3.4

(.32)

.413

(.101)

2.1

(.25)

6.7

(2.08)

14.7

(1.53)

121.

(9.3)

68.

(10.7)

59.

(19.3)

Population

20 21

12.0

(4.3)

88.0

(15.7)

56.0

(15.2)

5.3

(.45)

5.7

(.99)

3.1

(.16)

4.3

(.82)

5.1

(.49)

10.9

(-54)

4.1

(.51)

.185

(.056)

16.0

(3.6)

106.4

(13.6)

59.5

(10.8)

4.9

(.82)

5.5

(-30)

2.9

(-18)

2.9

(.85)

5.2

(.17)

10.2

(.58)

4.1

(.29)

.160

(.043)

2.6

(.25)

2.9

(.74)

4.7

(.45)

9.5

(.62)

3.6

(.27)

.156

(.033)

2.0

(.28)

11.3

(2.83)

19.1

(2.88)

127.

(15.0)

61.

(7.6)

66.

(14.0)

2.4

22

15.5

(6.4)

94.3

(13.8)

66.5

(23.4)

5.6

(.39)

6.4

(.71)

2.8

(.24)

4.4

(-78)

5.3

(.29)

10.7

(1.08)

3.4

(.28)

.160

(.042)

2.8

4.8

9.8

3.4

12

1.7

14.0

22.0

110

40

40.

23

13.5

(9.0)

139.3

(75.8)

61.7

(27.4)

5.7

(1.48)

6.7

(1.08)

3.0

(.32)

4.1

(2.34)

5.9

(.89)

10.6

(1.43)

3.9

(.72)

.024

(.027)

16

24

8.3

(2.5)

173.9

(41.5)

57.5

(22.6)

7.9

(1.51)

7.8

(1.56)

3.1

(.39)

4.9

(.84)

5.8

(.71)

11.1

(1.69)

4.1

(.48)

.064

(.042)

(

2.3

(.22)

2.9

(.86)

4.7

(.98)

8.1

(1.00)

3.4

(.27)

.049

(.017) i

1.7

(.27)

2.9

(1.27)

10.6

(1.13)

88.

(12.4)

72.

(10.2)

84.

n

»

i
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Character

12

13

14

15

16

17

Character

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

17

1.5

(.23)

2.3

(1.15)

8.7

(1.15)

102.

(9.3)

96.

(19.4)

87.

(10.7)

25

9.8

(4.0)

83.8

(19.0)

39.3

(11.7)

4.6

(.80)

5.2

(.63)

2.2

(.20)

2.3

(.61)

4.1

(.65)

7.4

(.59)

2.7

(.42)

.025

(.030)

1.4

(.30)

2.6

(.74)

8.1

(.83)

82.

(6.9)

73.

(10.5)

8.4

(15.3)

18

1.4

(.25)

3.3

(.98)

8.3

(1.42)

101.

(19.0)

74.

(12.5)

98.

(22.9)

26

31.3

(12.2)

81.2

(18.5)

92.9

(22.8)

5.4

(.49)

6.2

(.92)

2.1

(.25)

4.4

(.82)

4.0

(.37)

6.9

(.60)

2.7

(.33)

.016

(.020)

1.3

(.24)

3.1

(1.09)

10.5

(1.88)

86.

(12.4)

79.

(11.0)

86.

(10.2)

Population

19 20 21 22

2.7

(.32)

15.6

(2.07)

25.1

(2.53)

114.

(11.9)

72.

(9.6)

72.

(13.8)

27

28.9

(9.9)

83.6

(19.1)

90.4

(22.7)

5.9

(.77)

6.8

(1.19)

2.3

(.22)

4.6

(.92)

4.0

(.43)

7.2

(.34)

2.9

(.28)

.024

(.024)

1.5

(.18)

3.4

(1.28)

11.3

(2.34)

85.

(9.0)

74.

(7.1)

82.

(11.3)

2.4

(.53)

14.3

(3.56)

24.9

(3.56)

102.

(9.9)

79.

(11.0)

78.

(8.5)

2.8

(.34)

15.8

(2.31)

26.5

(1.69)

113.

(9.2)

80.

(8.5)

8.3

(11.6)

Population

28

16.3

(7.5)

118.9

(44.6)

64.4

(25.2)

6.6

(1.29)

7.0

(1.36)

2.0

(.13)

5.3

(1.17)

4.3

(.49)

5.9

(.92)

3.0

(.53)

.020

(.021)

1.5

(.32)

3.6

(1.41)

11.1

(1.64)

93.

(11.1)

84.

(13.1)

93.

(7.0)

29

23.8

(7.2)

80.2

(18.8)

94.6

(15.4)

5.7

(.43)

6.0

(.67)

2.3

(.22)

5.4

(1.14)

4.7

(.42)

7.7

(.74)

3.2

(.29)

.022

(.021)

1.5

(.15)

4.0

(1.26)

12.7

(1.70)

87.

(lO.l)

80.

(9.5)

85.

(11.7)

2.2

(.20)

14.2

(1.40)

24.4

(2.07)

117.

(13.3)

74.

(8.8)

7.7

(7.7)

30

37.4

(12.1)

85.9

(40.6)

132.3

(16.4)

4.9

(.87)

5.7

(1.05)

2.2

(.33)

4.0

(1.11)

4.0

(.66)

6.8

(.94)

2.6

(.22)

.030

(.028)

1.5

(.19)

3.0

(.93)

9.0

(2.20)

95.

(12.9)

77.

(12.9)

89.

(18.6)

23

2.2

(.52)

3.7

(1.25)

11.0

(3.09)

98.

(9.0)

85.

(13.5)

8.6

(15.7)

31

5.3

(3.9)

97.4

(17.4)

24.0

(24.6)

3.5

(.68)

3.7

(.43)

2.1

(.34)

2.2

(.60)

4.0

(.60)

8.4

(.48)

2.8

(.30)

.340

(.021)

1.4

(.27)

8.6

(1.67)

15.4

(1.23)

133.

(25.0)

58.

(18.0)

56,

(15.4)

24

2.4

(.40)

5.9

(.80)

14.3

(1.45)

103.

(15.5)

93.

(15.7)

9.8

(14.8)

32

11.4

(5.5)

116.6

(37.5)

36.6

(15.1)

3.8

(.41)

4.0

(.55)

2.2

(.12)

2.4

(.31)

5.0

(-40)

8.2

(.68)

2.7

(.26)

.154

(.015)

1.7

(.20)

12.3

(1.98)

18.9

(2.67)

99.

(27.8)

41.

(10.5)

44.

(8.8)

I I J
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Character

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

33

17

10.3

(4.3)

121.7

(26.8)

48.3

(24.9)

5.6

(.81)

5.1

(.56)

2.6

(.42)

3.5

(1.09)

5.3

(.62)

10.9

(.97)

3.0

(.53)

.173

(.033)

1.8

(.27)

13.0

(2.83)

22.5

(3.56)

102.

(11.7)

42.

(15.2)

50.

(12.7)

34

11.0

(9.8)

97.4

(8.3)

37.6

(23.9)

4.2

(.71)

4.6

(.86)

2.5

(.33)

2.1

(1.21)

4.9

(.77)

8.4

(1.16)

3.3

(.37)

.008

(.017)

1.6

(-32)

2.8

(1.30)

9.0

(2.12)

106.

(24.3)

93.

(16.1)

106.

(22.4)

35

35.2

(11.1)

67.7

(17.7)

98.8

(13.9)

4.7

(.47)

6.3

(.61)

2.1

(.15)

3.3

(.31)

4.1

(.51)

7.5

(.39)

2.8

(-19)

.033

(.030)

1.5

(.15)

3.8

(1.60)

11.3

(1.75)

88.

(7.8)

84.

(19.5)

85.

(18.1)

Population

36 37 38 39

15.5

(3.5)

85.5

(10.6)

91.5

(23.3)

5.0

(.61)

5.2

(.28)

1.9

(0.0)

6.0

(-18)

3.4

(.18)

6.8

(.35)

2.7

(.09)

.020

(.028)

1.4

(.20)

3.5

(.70)

8.5

(2.12)

74.

(13.1)

70.

(6.6)

65.

(0.0)

2.8

(.86)

261.7

(23.1)

15.2

(13.6)

1.6

(.35)

4.8

(.82)

3.5

(.27)

1.8

(.87)

6.8

(.48)

11.9

(.72)

3.9

(.40)

.028

(.024)

2.0

(.32)

3.3

(1.13)

10.9

(1.88)

92.

(8.6)

84.

(10.2)

90.

(12.7)

42.2

(11.9)

221.6

(37.9)

166.5

(19.5)

1.9

(.51)

5.2

(.68)

2.6

(.23)

1.9

(1.04)

5.5

(.51)

9.0

(.71)

3.8

(.31)

1.07

(.020)

1.6

(.31)

3.2

(1.11)

11.1

(2.06)

97.

(11.3)

81.

(12.0)

95.

(13.6)

7.4

(4.0)

311.1

(50.8)

52.6

(26.0)

2.6

(.82)

5.0

(.49)

3.2

(.36)

2.8

(1.3)

7.1

(.49)

12.9

(1.30)

4.5

(.59)

.023

(.020)

1.8

(.32)

4.1

(1.55)

13.5

(2.25)

103.

(16.0)

91.

(9.6)

94.

(14.0)

40

4.9

(3.0)

258.4

(29.4)

26.4

(19.7)

2.1

(.25)

5.3

(.77)

3.0

(.17)

2.9

(1.7)

7.6

(.48)

12.8

(1.19)

4.0

(.61)

.023

(.021)

2.1

(.35)

3.7

(1.60)

10.6

(1.62)

81.

(12.8)

73.

(11.3)

82.
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AN EMBRYOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF MYRTALES: ITS
DEFINITION AND CHARACTERISTICS 1

HiROSHI TOBE^ AND PeTER H. RaVEN^

Abstract

A combination of embryological characteristics clearly defines Myrtales as comprising Combre-
taceae, Lythraceae (including Punicaceae and Sonneratiaceae), Melastomataceae, Myrtaceae, Onagra-

"core"ceae, Oliniaceae, Penaeaceae, and Trapaceae, a circumscription that agrees with that of the
Myrtales given by Dahlgren and Thome (1983). The ordinal characteristics are: 1) anther tapetum
glandular, 2) ovule crassinucellate, 3) inner integument 2-layered (except in Syzygium), 4) micropyle
formed by both integuments (except in Syzygium and Trapa\ 5) antipodal cells ephemeral or absent,
6) endosperm formation Nuclear type and 7) seed exalbuminous. Haloragaceae, Lecythidaceae, and
Thymelaeaceae definitely should be excluded from Myrtales on the basis of differences in three or
more of these primary defining characteristics. On the other hand, embryological evidence does not
contradict the possibility of a relatively close relationship between Elatinaceae and Myrtales, even
though an overall consideration of their features seems to make such a relationship seem less hkely.
Embryological evidence indicates a considerable degree of heterogeneity in Rhizophoraceae, a family
or group of families that is clearly not assignable to Myrtales.

Introduction

Lgh

source of evidence for the relationships of an-
giosperms for more than a century, both the te-
dious nature of the processes needed to prepare
materials for embryological study and the diffi-

tales and a few other families that have been

thought to be closely related to this order. Our
primary purpose has been to characterize Myr-

tales embryologically and to chart the main out-

lines of relationship v^ithin the order from an

embryological perspective. As defined by Dahl-

culty of oht^inina
' ^, %T^

^''^ "'^ ^"""
gren and Thorne (1983), the families of core"iL> oi oDtammg samples of key genera have f, ^ i r- \ / r- *

retarded nrnctvoo. *u' x^ • , Mvrtales are: Combretaceae, Crypteroniaceae,^wiuea progress m this area. Dunne the course ^ \ /-ij- t^- ^c
of the n;»^t ^n 1 !

^
, ^. Lythraceae (mcluding Punicaceae and Sonnera-

iiic past 50 years several authors including / ^ at i * * x^ m
Schnarf (IQ^n M.h^ u - ^tncn^ ^ r^ • tiaceae), Melastomataceae, Myrtaceae, Onagra-

«^i K^yji), Maneshwan (1950), and Davis ^,. . t^ , ^ t
(1966^ hnvA^^ M J 1 / . , ceae, Olmiaceae, Penaeaceae, and Trapaceae. In

»he emCoir^?
accumulated data on

^^ Chrysobalanaceae, Coridaceae, Elaeag-

have berl/'/'"''T'^ n^^eae, Elatinaceae, Haloragaceae, Lecythida-

numbe of othe amhf Th T^'T --^' Rhizophoraceae, Thymelaeaceae, which are

(1964), Dav^^ r^r^ ,.1;"' n 0^7f
"'^ -^^^^^^ ^-"^ ^^^ ^'^'^ ""^ ^^^^^^^^ and Thome

Philip onrmi^^' ^T ^^'l
^^^^^} ^"^

(1983)butare"invariousrespectsconspicuously^^^json (1974), have evaluated the sigmficance
^.^.^^^ ^^ Myrtales," are analyzed from an em-

acte"rs bt'^nlidt^'T
""".

^''^^^^^'^^'lff^'' bryological point ofview in the light ofthe avail-

onih
^"S^°^Perms. In 1967, a symposium

^as htld^nTf^^-^"'^^''^''^^
°^ angiosperms

^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ g^,^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^.^ appropriate

:)sition. "f
'
includmg discussions of the

^-^^^^^^^^ for future studies of the embryology

We
review to bring together all available literature

of Myrtales.

Methods

gpj^jj^^^^of several critical families. Taken to-

emb^^'
^^^^.'^^^^^^^^e has supported the view that

to
rP'°^°^^'^^l characteristics have a great deal

of h' ^h

^^ ^°"^^^^ ofevidence for the systematics
'gner-level groups among the flowering plants. In the course of this review we have analyzed

inf"
^^'^P^P^^' "^e have analyzed the available nearly all ofthe references cited by Davis (1 966),

onnation concerning the embryology ofMyr- as well as the subsequent publications that have

J J W.^'T'^^'^ ^y g'-ants to the junior author from the U.S. National Science Foundation. We are grateful to

Rudoinh??
*"!"' ^0"iments on the mode of anther dehiscence in Melastomataceae, and to Barbara Falser and

' Dpr?^^'^ ^'^'' '^J^tical reviews of the manuscript.
. ^ ^, .^ ^^^ ,epanment of Biology, Faculty of Science, Chiba University, 1-33 Yayoi-cho, Chiba 260, Japan,

'^issoun Botanical Garden, Post Office Box 299, St. Louis, Missouri 63166, U.S.A.

MissoURi BoT. Gard. 70: 71-94. 1983.
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k

been available to us. Not all ofthese publications articles involved as a basic guide to the number

included information that was valuable for eval- of taxa studied earlier. For the number of genera

uating the embryology of Myrtales, and many in a given family, we have used Cronquist( 1981)

had incomplete or inadequate information. For as a reference.

example, since the work of Geerts (1908) it has Despite these difficulties, we hope that our

been understood that Onagraceae have the dis- evaluation ofthe amount ofknowledge available

tinctive Oenothera-typ^ embryo sac develop- concerning the embryology ofparticular families

ment. Earlier references such as those of Hof- will be useful in arriving at a sound understand-

meister (1847, 1858), Vesque (1879a, 1879b), ing ofthe thoroughness ofthe earlier studiesof

Ward(1880), and Guignard (1882) were not able the group and thus help the usefulness ofthe

to explain this type of embryo sac development conclusions drawn for an evaluation of relation-

I

fully owing to the less precise techniques used in

the nineteenth century (Maheshwari, 1948).

Similarly, most other nineteenth-century embry-

ological studies have relatively little to offer for

current evaluations of the relationships of the

families of angiosperms.

In general, only representative genera from in-

dividual families have been examined. The pow-
er of our comparisons between families is de-

rived from the depth and scope of earlier

ships.

Embryological Characters Used

FOR Analysis

The characters that are treated as most im-

portant in making these evaluations are basically

those that Maheshwari ( 1 964), Davis (1 966), and

Falser (1975) have considered "embryological

characters of taxonomic significance." We have

elected to use the whole set of characteristics so

investigations. We have attempted to take this
, , .r

^_„.„- .- * •- ...M- : J _ 1 .• as to make what we believe to be the mosi ci-

factor into account in utilizing and evaluating

the published information about the embryology

of Myrtales and allied groups as follows:

Level of

knowledge

Total number of

embryological studies

of anthers, ovules,

and seeds of genera

of a given family

(%)
3 X (number of

genera ofthe family)

X 100

fective comparison between families. Conse-

quently, we have added several characters, sucn

as thickness of integuments and presence or ab-

sence of fatty globules in megaspores of embO'^

sacs, to those treated as fundamental by the ai3-

thorsjust mentioned. Specifically, we have dealt

with the following 35 characters:

Anthers:

1 . Number of sporangia per anther: four o

more.

We 2. Type of wall development: Basic, Dic^l

viewed into three parts: namely, that concerning

the anthers, ovules, and seed development. Most
ofthe references we consulted refer to only one

or two of these three major components of em-
bryology. Comprehensive studies of all three

classes of data provide the only sound basis for

evaluating the relationships of genera and fam-

ilies. Even if some information is available, it

may be strictly limited, and may therefore be of

relatively little use. It is very rare, for example,

for an earlier study to describe accurately the

thickness ofthe integuments.

A second problem in utilizing published data

concerning embryology concerns nomenclature.

Names have sometimes changed so often in the Ovules:

yledonous, Monocotyledonous, Reduce

3. Epidermis: persistent or not.

4. Endothecium develops fibrous thicken

ings or not.

5. Middle layers: persistent or not.

6. Tapetum: glandular or amoeboid.
one

8

7. Number of nuclei in a tapetal cell:

two, or more.

Cytokinesis in a microspore mother ce

simultaneous or successive.

9. Shape of microspore tetrads: tetrahedral-

decussate, isobilateral, or otherwise-

10. Number of cells in a mature poUcn: on?

or two.

past that it is difficult to be certain how many
taxa are involved among those studied earlier.

Except for Onagraceae and Pcnacaceae, we have

in general accepted the nomenclature used in the

11. Degree of ovule curvature: anatropoi*

campylotropous, or otherwise,

12. Tenuinuccllate or crassinucellaie.

13. Number of integuments: one or two.

>

*

(
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14. Thickness of integuments: two- or multi-

layered.

15. Presence or absence of vascular tissue in

integuments.

16. Micropyle: formed by inner, outer, or both

integuments.

1 7. Nucellar beak formed or not.

18. Chalaza with hypostase or not.

19. Endothelium formed or not.

20. Archesporium one- or multi-celled.

21. Cytokinesis in a megaspore mother cell:

occurs or not.

22. Shape of megaspore tetrads: linear,

T-shaped, or otherwise,
23. Position of functional megaspore: micro-

pylar or chalazal.

24. Type of megagametophyte development:
Polygonum, Oenothera, Penaea, or other.

25. Fatty globules in megaspores and embryo
sacs present or absent.

26. Characteristics of synergids: hooked, pyr-

27
otherwise

Characteristics of antipodal cells: persis-

tent or ephemeral. Definitions of the term
persistent" and "ephemeraP* were some-

limes vague, so in this work the antipodal
cells that degenerate and disappear before

fertilization are referred to as "ephemer-
al," whereas those that persist up to fer-

tilization and postfertilization are referred
to as "persistent.

28. Number of constituent nuclei or cells in a
n^ature embryo sac: eight (as is usual in
the Polygonum-typc embryo sac), five (due
to early disintegration of three antipodal

Results and Discussion

Our results have been tabulated in order to

facilitate comparisons among families (Tables 1 -

4). Of the families of interest, Crypteroniaceae

(Crypteronia, Axinandra, and Dactylocladus),

Chrysobalanaceae, and Coridaceae are unknown
embryologically. In addition, many unusual and

critical genera such as Alzatea and Rhynchocalyx

(Lythraceae), Strephonema (Combretaceae), and

Psiloxylon and Heteropyxis (Myrtaceae) are also

unknown embryologically. The investigation of

these taxa in relation to the characteristics pre-

sented in Tables 1-4 obviously is a matter of

high priority.

Our embryological analyses, even though they

were in most cases based on inadequate infor-

mation, indicate clearly that many characteris-

tics were consistent within given families (Table

1). Taken as a whole, they have made possible

the definition of Myrtales as including a certain

group of families linked together by their com-

mon possession of a set of shared embryological

characteristics. This set of families agrees with

that proposed as core Myrtales by Dahlgren and

Thome (1983): Combretaceae, Lythraceae (in-

cluding Punicaceae and Sonneratiaceae), Mela-

stomataceae, Myrtaceae, Onagraceae, Olini-

aceae, Penaeaceae, and Trapaceae. The

embryological characteristics common to this set

of families are:

(1) Tapetum glandular (Table 2; Penaeaceae

and Punicaceae are unknown in this respect).

(2) Ovule crassinucellate (Table 3).

(3) Inner integument two-layered (Table 3).

The only known exception among the core fam-
^iis in the Polygonum-type embryo sac), .j.^^ of Myrtales is Syzygium (Myrtaceae). Both

four (as in the Oenothera-type sac), 1 6 (as
in the Penaea-typG embryo sac), or oth-
erwise.

Seeds:

in its initiation and subsequent early growth, the

inner integument is consistently two-layered in

all members of Myrtales except Syzygium. It

forms a marked contrast with the outer inlegu-

29. Path of pollen tube: porogamous, chala- ment, the thickness ofwhich not only varies from
7nrt-..^ * ^»^.ic- Kilt \x;\t\nh nRn tf^riii^ to hpcomezogamous, or mesogamous
Type of endosoerm formati
<^ellular.

genus to genus but which also tends to become

thicker in the course of development. The anal-

yses of Davis (1966, p. 15) indicated to her that

^1- Presence or absence ofendosperm in ma- the number of integuments present should be

ture seed.

Type

otherwise
• Characteristics of suspensor: short mas-

otherwise

treated either as a generic or as a specific char-

acteristic, but for Myrtales it appears to be of

more fundamental significance. It seems clear

that the unitegmic condition of the ovule in Sy-

zygium must have originated secondarily within

^^- Embryo with two equally developed cot- Myrtaceae; the distribution of this feature in the

yJedons or not.

• Polyembryony common or not

family should be studied further

(4) Micropyle formed by both integuments
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Table I . General information and references of the embryology of Myrtalean and non-Myrtalean families

analyzed.

Families

Number
of Genera
Studied

So Far
Level of

Knowledge

Myrtales

1. Combretaceae

(20/400) 10 50%

2. Lythraceae

(23/500) 13 15%

3. Melastomataceae

(200/4,000) 19 3%

4. Myrtaceae

(140/3,000) 29 9%

5. Oliniaceae

(1/8)

6. Onagraceae

(17/675)

1 66%

12 37%

7. Penaeaceae

(7/20)

8. Punicaceae

(1/2)

9. Sonneratiaccae

(2/8)

4 38%

1 33%

2 83%

Selected References

Brewbaker (1967); Fagerlind (1941); Karsten

(1891); Nagaraj (1954a, 1954b, 1954c, 1955);

Pal (1951); Rao (1963); Venkateswarlu

(1952b); Venkateswarlu and Rao (1972).

Brewbaker (1967); Joshi and Venkateswarlu

(1935a, 1935b); Smith and Herr (1971);

Soueges (1925); Tischler (1917); Venkateswar-

lu (1937a); Warming (1878); Mauritzon (1934,

1939).

Brewbaker (1967); Crete (1956, 1957, 1960a,

1960b); Iconomides (1958); Ruys (1925); Sutn

ramanyam (1942, 1944, 1946, 1948, 1951);

Ziegler(1925).

Brewbaker (1967); Davis (1968, 1969); Greco

(1930); Mauritzon (1939); Narayanaswami

and Roy (1960a, 1960b); van der Piji (1934);

Polunina (1957a, 1957b, 1957c, 1958a,

1958b, 1959, 1964); Prakash (1969a, 1969b,

1969c, 1969d, 1973); Roy (1953, 1955, i960,

1961, 1962a, 1962b); Roy and Sahai (1962);

Soueges (1940a); Tiwary and Rao (1934).

Mauritzon (1939).

Beer (1905); Bonnet (1912); Brewbaker ('967);

Gates (1911); Geerls (1908, 1909); Haberland

(1927); Hakansson (1925); Hulbary and Rao

(1959); Ishikawa (1918); Johansen (1928a,

1928b, 1929, 1930a, 1930b, 1931a, 1931b,

1931c, 1933, 1934); Kahn (1942); Lebegue

(1948a, 1948b); Maheshwari and Gupta

(1934); Modilewski (1909); O'Neal (1923);

Pagni (1958); Renner (1914, 1921); Seshava-

taram (1967, 1970); Souses (1920, 1935,

1 946); Subramanyam and Govindu ( 1 948);

Tackholm(1914, 1915).

Stephens (1909).

I

)

Brewbaker ( 1 967); King ( 1 947); Mauritzon
(1939^

Joshi (1939); Karsten (1891); Mauritzon (1939)-

Venkateswarlu (1936a, 1936b, 1937b).

\
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Table 1. (Continued).

Families

10. Trapaceae

(1/15)

Non-Myrtales

1 1

.

Elaeagnaceae

(3/50)

12. Elatinaceae

(2/40)

13. Haloragaceae

(8/100)

14. Lecythidaceae

(20/400)

15. Rhizophoraceae

(14/100)

Number
of Genera
Studied

So Far

Level of

Knowledge Selected References

16. Thymelaeaceae

(50/500)

1 100%

1 33%

2 83%

3 38%

7 13%

6 12%

18 17%

Brewbaker (1967); Ghosh (1954); Gibelh and

Ferrero (1891); Ishikawa (1918); Ram (1956);

Trela-Sawicka(1978).

Rau and Sharma (1970); Sharma (1966).

Dathan and Singh (1971); Frisendahl (1927);

Kajale (1939); Lemesle (1929); Raghaven and

Srinivasan (1940).

Bala-Bawa (1969a, 1969b, 1970); Brewbaker

(1967); Kapil (1962); Kapil and Bala-Bawa

(1968); Nagaraj and Nijalingappa (1967a,

1967b, 1974); Nijalingappa (1967); Soueges

(1940b); Stolt (1928).

Brewbaker (1967); Mauritzon (1939); Treub

(1884); Venkateswarlu (1952a).

Brewbaker (1967); Carey (1934); Cook (1907);

Juncosa (1982); Karsten (1891); Mauritzon

(1939).

Brewbaker (1967); Fagerlind (1940); Fuchs

(1938); Guerin (1913, 1915); Kausik (1940);

Mauritzon (1939); Osawa (1913); Sou6ges

(1942); Strasburger (1884); Venkateswarlu

(1945, 1946, 1947a, 1947b); Vesque (1879a,

1879b); Winkler (1904).

linifoliu.(Table
3; except for the unitegmic Syzygium). taceae; Prakash, 1969c), Stenosiphon ^

Recording to Davis (1966, p. 16), in 88 of 1 89 (Onagraceae; Johansen, 1 930b), in which the mi-
amilies ofangiosperms the micropyle is formed cropyle is apparently formed by the inner integ-
oy the inner integument alone; in 74 families ument alone, should be regarded as isolated ex-
oth integuments are involved; and in only four ceptions. In some of these instances, the

.^"I'lies is the micropyle formed by the outer formation of the micropyle is probably a sec-

'"tegument. In the other families, the integu- ondary characteristic caused by the spatial con-

"^ental components of the micropyle are con- dition ofthe ovarian locule (see footnotes 1 5 and
Slant within individual genera but vary from ge- 1 8 in Table 1). In Trapa (Trapaceae) the micro-
""s 10 genus within the family. These results pyle is not formed by integuments owing to the

/^ggest that variation in the participation of the production of an elongated nucellar beak. The
nner and outer integuments in the formation of nucellar beak is evidently a secondary charac
«e micropyle is an important embryological teristic in angiosperms, and thereforcits presence

With systematic significance. With does not hinder the inclusion of Trapaceae in

yrtales, the cases of Guiera senegalensis Myrlales.
^v^ombretaceae; Venkateswarlu & Rao, 1972), (5) Antipodal cells absent or, if present,

""^'^^^fascicularis and D. micropetala (Myr- ephemeral (Table 3). Of the families of Myrtales



Table 2. Embryological data of anthers.

Families

Number
of Anther Wall

Sporangia Development
Anther

Epidermis Endothecium
Middle
Layers Tapeturn

Tapetal

Cell

Cytokinesis

in Meiosis

M} nales

I. Combrctaccac

(2a 400)

2. Lythraccae

(23/500)

3. Mclastomataccac

(200/4,000)

4. Myrtaceae

(140/3,000)

5. Oliniaceae

(1/8)

6. Onagraccae

(17/675)

7. Penacaceae

(7/20)

8. Punicaceae

(^^2)

*> Sonncratinccac

4

4

4

4

4

4 or

many**

Basic type ex-

cept in

Guicra sene-

ga!ensis

Dicotyledonous

type^

Basic type

persistent (?)

persistent

persistent or

ephemeral

persistent

I>CrH\Slt.M\l

fibrous

fibrous

fibrous except

in Melasto-

ma and

Oxyspora

fibrous

fibrous (?)

fibrous

fit)rovis

ephemeral glandular

ephemeral glandular

ephemeral ex- glandular

cept in

Melastoma

malabaih-

ricum^

ephemeral glandular

ephemeral glandular

ephemera! glandular

ephemeral felan<lutar

2-nucleate

2-6-nucIeate^

1 -nucleate

2-nucleate,

but 1 -nu-

cleate in

Eucalyptus

melliodora

2-nucIeate (?)

2-nucleate,

but multi-

nucleate in

some

species of

Oenothera

and Fuch-

sia

2-nucleale

simultaneous

simultaneous

simultaneous

simultaneous

simultaneous

Microspore Mature Pollen

Tetrad Grain

letrahedral or

isobiiatcral

letrahedral or

isobilateral^

tetrahedral

letrahedral or

decussate

tetrahedral,

isobilateral

or decussate

2-cc!led

2-ceIIed

3-ceIlcd

2-celled

2-ceUed

2-celled

2-ceUecl

as

>

>
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X
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2
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T Ktu I 2. (Continued).

Fajiiilies

!0. Trapaccae

(M5)

Non-\fyriales

1 1. Elaeagnaceae

(3/50)

12. Elatinaceae

(2/40)

13. Haloragaceae

(8/100)

14. Lecyihidaceac

(20. 400)

15. Rhi/ophoraceae

(14 100)

16. Th>mclaeacrtc

(50/500)

Number
of Anther Wall

Sporangia Development
Anther

Epidermis Endothccium
Middle
Layers

4

4

4

4

4

Basic type

Monocoty

ledonous

type

Monocoiy-

ledunous

or Basic type

persistent

persistent

persistent

persistent

fibrous

fibrous

fibrous

fibrous

fibrous

fibrous

ephemeral

ephemeral

ephemeral

ephemeral

ephemeral

ephemera!

Tapetum
Tapetal

Cell

glandular

glandular

glandular

glandular

amoeboid

glandular

multi-nu-

cleate

2-4-nucleate

2-nucleate in

Bergia but

2-4-nu-

clcate in

Elatine

1-5 -nucleate

2-nucleate

2-nucleate,

but 2-6-nu

cleate in

W'ikstroe-

niia

Cytokinesis

in Meiosis

Microspore Mature Pollen

Tetrad Grain

simultaneous

simultaneous

simultaneous

simultaneous

tetrahedral or

decussate

tetrahedral or

decussate

tetrahedral or

isobilateral

tetrahedral or

decussate

tetrahedral or

isobilateral

2-cellcd

3-celled

2-celled in

Bergia, but

3-celled in

Elatine

3-ccllcd

2-celled or

3-celled

2-celled

3-celled

* Pal (1951) reported the ihrfc-celled condition in Tcrniinalia catappa, the only report which described this condition in Combretaceae. Other papers on Tennlnalia catappa

(Nagaraj, 1954c-, Venkatcswarlu & Rao, 1972) and on other species of Tcrminalia (Nagaraj, 1954a; Venkatcswarlu & Rao, 1972; Brewbaker, 1967) reported only the two-celled
i - .

2 Based only on Ammannia baccifera (Joshi *L Venkatcswarlu, 1936).

* AccordinE to Subramanyani (1948), five to seven middle layers arc formed in Mclastoma melabathricum, the upper two or three persisting and the remainder ultimately

^^^^
fcalvlophus Clarkia, Gaura, liauva, Ilcterogaura. and \\\o species o^ Ludmgia have polysporangiate anthers in which microsporogenous tissue is dL\ ided by sterile septa

into many distinct packets (Raven, 1969; Eyde. 1978).
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Table 3, pan A. Embryological data of ovules. Abbreviations: i.i., inner integument; o.i., outer integument. See Table 3, part B, beginning on page 80,

for additional characters; see page 82 for footnotes. ex

Number of Thickness of Vasculature of In- Micropyle Nucellar
Families Curvature' Nature of Nucellus Integuments Integuments^ teguments Formation Beak Hypostase

Myrtales
\

I. Combretaceac

(20/400) anatropous crassinucellate 2 i.i. 2-layered; o.i.

2-layered in

most genera

but 3-layered

in lerminalia

and Bucida

absent i.i. and o.i. but

only i.i. in

Guiera sene-

gaIensis

not formed present in

some gen-

era

2. Lythraceae

(23/500) anatropous crassmucellate^ 2 i.i. 2-layered; o.i.

2-Iayered in most

genera but 5-lay-

ered in Cuphea

absent i.i. and o.i. not formed absent

except in

Ammannla

3. Melastomataccae

(200/4,000) anatropous, or

campylo-

crassinucellate 2 i.i. 2-Iayered; o.i.

2-3-Iayered

absent i.i. and o.i. not formed absent

tropous

(Memecylon)

4. Myrtaceae

(140/3,000) anatropous crassinucellate 2, but

only I

in

Syzygium**

i.i. 2-layered; o.i.

2-laycred in most

genera but 2-4-

layered in several

genera

present in the

single integu-

ment in Syzy-

gium

i.i. and o.i. with a not formed

few exceptions'^

5. Oliniaceae

campylotropous crassinucellate 2

6. Onagraceae

(17/675)

1.1. 2-layered; o.i.

4-layered

present in o.i i.i. and o.i not formed

anatropous crassinucellate 2 i.i. 2-layered; o.i.

2- or multi-lay-

ered

absent i.i. and o.i., but not formed
1.1. in

7. Pcnaeaceae

(7/20)

Stenosiphon^^

anatropous crassinucellate 2

8. Punicaccae

i.i. 2-layered; o.i.

2-layered

absent i.i. and o.i. not formed

anaiTopous crassmuccUate i.i. 2-layered; o.i

4-\aycrcti
absent i.i. and o.i. not formed

present in

some gen-

era

absent

present in

most genera

absent

>
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Taull 3, part A, continued from page 78. Embryological data of ovules. Abbreviations; i.i,, inner integument; o.i., outer integument. See Table 3, part

B, beginning on page 80, for additionai characters; see page 82 for footnotes.

K^

Families

9, Sonneratiaceae

(2 ^8)

W. Trapaceae

(1/15)

Non~Myriaies

11. Elaeagnaceae

(3/50)

12. Elatinaceae

(2/40)

13. Haloragaceae

(8/100)

14. Lecylhidaceae

(20/400)

15. Rhi/ophoraceac

(14/100)

16. Thymelaeaceac

(50/500)

Curvature I

anatropous

anatropous

anatropous

anatropous

anatropous

anatropous

anatropous

anatropous

Number of

Nature of NucelJus Integuments

Thickness of

Integuments^

crassinucellate

crassinucellate

crassinucellate

crassinucellate

crassinucellate

tenuinucellate

crassinucellate

crassinucellate

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

i.i. 2-layered; o.i

2-layered

i.i. 2-layered; o.i

5-14-layered

i.i. 2-layered; o.i.

2-layered

1.1. 2-layered; o.i.

2-layered

Vasculature of In-

teguments

Micropyle

Formation
Nucellar

Beak

absent i.i. and o.i.

absent not formed

absent i.i. and o.i.

absent 1.1. and o.i.

i.i. multi-layered;

o.i. multi-layered

present in o.i.
4 #

i.i

P

1.1. massive; o.i

massive

present in o.i. in i.i. and o.i. in

some genera Brugiiiera and

RhizQphora\

only i.i. in Gyno
troches; not

formed in Aniso

phyllea (?)

not formed

formed

not formed

not formed

not formed

not formed

Hypostase

formed in Aniso

phyllea

1,1. 3—4-layered; o.i. absent

3-4- layered

t.i not formed

absent

present

present

absent

present

absent

present in

many
species

O
m

<
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f

m
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Table 3, part B. Embrjological data of ovules. Abbreviations: i.i., inner integument; o.i., outer integument. Sec Table 3, part A, beginning on page 78.

for additional characters; see page 82 for footnotes.

(7/20) not formed 1 -celled does not decussate'^ all 4 nuclei Penaea

type

absent absent 16

occur

8. Punicaceae

(1/2) not formed 1 -celled occurs linear chalazal cell Polygonum absent

type

elongated ephemeral 5

9. Sonneratiaceae

(2/8) not formed multi-celled; occurs

only one
functions

linear chalazal cell Polygonum
type

^ -±^ ^L^^rj*- -« Li4 ri

present in

Sonneratia

but absent
in r>uaban

hooked ephemeral 5

00

Pattern of Fatty Globules

Embryo in Megaspores Number of Nuclei

Cytokinesis Megaspore Functional Sac and Embryo m Mature

Families Endothelium Archesporium^' in Meiosis Tetrad'* Megaspore' Formation Sacs Synergids Antipodal Cells Embryo Sac

Mvrtales
r

1. Conibrelaceae

(20/400) not formed 1 -celled^ occurs linear chalazal cell Polygonum

type^

absent hooked and

pyrifoim

ephemeral,

persistent

but

in

5,,
but 8 or more

in Guiera se-

Guiera Sene- negalensis

galensis >

2, Lythraceae
1

INAL!

(23/500) not formed multi-celled; occurs linear chalazal cell Polygonum absent hooked ephemeral 5

only one type o
functions

3. Melastomalaceae X
(200/4,000) not formed I -celled occurs linear chalazal cell Polygonum absent hooked ephemeral 5

EMIStype

4. Myrtaceae C/3n
(140/3,000) not

formed"

I -celled occurs linear chalazal cell Polygonum

type

absent, but

present in

Psidium

guaja va

diverse in form ephemeral 5
URI

EOT

A
5. Oliniaceae 2

(1/8) not formed 1 -celled occurs linear chalazal cell Polygonum absent — ephemeral 5 >
rtype

6. Onagraceae o
(17/675) not formed 1 -celled occurs linear micropylar Oenothera absent filiform absent 4

lRDEN

cell type

<
o



Table 3, pan B, continued from page 80. EmbryologicaJ data of ovules. Abbreviations: i.i., inner integument; o.i., outer integument. See Table 3, part

A, beginning on page 79, for additional characters; see page 82 for foolnoles.

Fani flies

Cytokinesis Megaspore
Endothelium Archcsporium^ in Meiosis Tetrad'*

Functional

Megaspore^

Pattern of

Embryo
Sac

Formation

Fatty Globules

in Megaspores
and Embryo

Sacs Synergids

Number of Nuclei

in Mature
Antipodal Cells Embryo Sac

10. Trapaceae

(1/15) not formed 1-2-ceIIed

Non-Myrtales

1 1. Elaeagnaceae

Carallia,

Gyno-
troches.

Bruguiera

and Cas~

sipourca

16. Thymclacaceac

(50/500) not formed 1 -celled

occurs

(3/50) ^*-' 1-3-ccIIed occurs

12. Elatinaceae

(2/40) not formed multi-celled;

only one

functions

occurs

13. Haloragaccae

(8/100) not formed 1 -celled occurs

14. Lecylhidaceae

(20/400) formed in

many
species'"

multi-celled;

only one

functions

occurs

15. Rhizophoraceae

(14/100) formed in 1 -celled occurs

occurs

linear

linear

linear or

T-shaped

linear

linear

linear

linear

chalazal cell Polygonum absent

type

chalazal cell Polygonum absent

type

chalazal cell Polygonum absent

type

chalazal cell Polygonum absent

type

chalazal cell Polygonum absent

type

chalazal cell Polygonum absent

type

chalazal cell Polygonum absent

type

pyriform

hooked and

pyriform in

Bergia am-
manioidcs

hooked and

pyriform

pyriform

pyriform

hooked, rarely

filiform

(Daphne can-

nabina)

ephemeral

ephemeral

ephemeral

persistent

ephemeral

ephemeral in

Ceriops but

persistent in

Gynotroches

persistent; cells

usually ampli-

fy (up to as

many as 30 in

Thymclaca

arvensis)

5

5

8

8

5

5 or 8

8 or more

UJ
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>
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Table 3, parts A & B, concluded. Footnotes.
00
1^

ovules have never

the subhypodermal cells

' Predominant or usual condition.

2 Based on the original thickness of integuments seen at the initiation and early growing stage.

^ Predominant or usual condition.
'* Predominant or usual condition.

^ Predominant or usual condition.

^ Venkateswarlu (1952) described that a multi-celled archesporium was common in Poivrca coccinca (= Comhrctum cnrdnra), and Nagaraj (1 954c. !955)

also reported the common occurrence of a multi-celled archesporium in Terminalia catappa and T. hclcrica. Therefore, Davis (1966, p. 87) dcscabcd thai

"commonly several archesporial cells differentiate" in Combretaceac. In contrast, other more recent papers by Rao (1963) and by Venkateswarlu and Rao

(1972), the latter of which dealt with 1 8 species in 9 genera (including Terminalia and Cotuhrctum\ made it clear that the (Hie-celled archesporium is common

and the multi-celled one (i.e., consisting of two or more cells) is rare.

^ Mauriizon (1939) reported the 16-nuclcate Pcnaca-Xy^c embryo sac in two species o^Combretum, C. paniculafum and C. pinrinnum. These re<;nlis need

to be reconfirmed because other authors have reported only Polygonuni-Xypc embryo sacs in Comhretum. Variation in female ^aiuctophytc formation h known

in some genera, however (see Hjelmquist, 1964), for review.

^ Smith and Herr (1971, p. 198), contrary to many other authors, stated that "the nucellus oi Ammannia coccinca was tcnuinuccllatc." But lcnuinucc!late

been reported in other species oTAmmania nor in other Lythraccae. The drawings of sections of ovules (Smith & lierr, 1971, p. 167, Figs.

4 and 5) which they intended to document the existence of tenuinuccllatc condition of this species indicate rather that ihcir maierial was clearly crassinucellaie;

that they identified with the archesporial cells are evidently megaspore mother cells cut off from the actual aivhespurial cells.

^ Besides the species of Syzygium, Eugenia paniculata (Mauriizon. 1939), EJumbos (Pijl 1934), E, malacccn\i\ (Pijl 1934; Roy, I960), E.frutico5a(Rn\\

1961) and E. myrtifotia (Roy, 1962b) are reported to have a unitcgmic ovule. But all of these Eugenia are assigned to Syzygium (scnsu Schmid, 1 972): avoiding

to Schmid (pers. comm.), Eugenia paniculata is assigned to Syzygium paniculatum Gncrtner, Eugenia jambos to Syzygium jambo^ (L.) ANton, Eugenia

malaccensis to Syzygium malaccense (L.) Merr. 8l Perry, Eugenia fruticosa to Syzygium fruticosum DC, and Eugenia myrtifolia Id Syzygium mynifulium

(Roxb.) DC. On the other hand, Eugenia bracteata, which should remain in Eugenia sens. str. sensu Schmid, has a bitcgmic ovule (Roy, 1955).

'0 Mauritzon (1939, p. 110) states that "it appears that it is not unusual in the Myrtaccae for the micropylc to be formed entirely or mainly by the inner

integument." In fact, Darwiniafascicu/aris and D. micropetala have the micropyle formed by the inner integument ah^ne (Prakash, 1969r). whereas Danunia
taxifolia has one formed by both integuments (Mauritzon, 1939). Thus there is variation even within the genus Darwinia in the paiiicipaliun orintcguuKiUs

in the formation of the micropyle. The secondary growth of the inner integument combined with the suppression of growth of the outer inlcgunicnl bcca

of the limited space available within the ovarian locule may result in the formation of the micropyle by the inner integument only. In both species of Darwinia

that have the micropyle formed by the inner integument only, the inner integument develops into "collar-like lips** (Prnkash, 1969c). a condition thni clearly

seems to be secondary.
** Endothelium has not been reported in references, but in Leptospermum, Kuntzea, Agonis, CaUistenwn. and Melaleuca, the upix?r part of the nuccMuf

tends to be destroyed by the growth of the embryo sac, a feature that would normally accompany the development of an endothelium. In Melaleuca particularly.

the mature embryo sac borders directly on the inner integument (Mauritzon, 1939).
'^ In Stenosiphon Unifolius the micropyle is formed by the extremely elongated ''beak-Iikc process** of the inner integument (Johansen, 1 930b) a characterislic

that seems to be secondary in the family.
*^ Cell walls are absent, but four megaspore nuclei are arranged in such a way that one lies at the top, one lies at the bottom, and the other two lie at the

sides. The decussate arrangement is acquired by oblique divisions of the micropylar nucleus and of the chaln/al nucleus that were formed by mcinsis I, and
not by a combination of vertical and transverse divisions.

^^ According to Mauritzon (1939), an endothelium (called a "mantle layer" by him) is formed in Couroupila guianensi:>, Careya atborea, and liarringionia

speciosa but not in other species of Barring!onia nor in Gustavia angusta. Venkateswarlu (1952) reported its occurrence botli in Nupolcona impenali:, and in

Barringtonia acutangula. The absence of an endothelium in some species of Barringtonia and Gustavia should be reconfu nicd, because the presence of
endothcAmm is otherwise a family characteristic of Lxcythidaceae (Davis, 1966, p. 16). Probably Mauritzon*s observations had uul extended lo old enough
stages of ovule development to olDScrve the endothelium and it is likely that it is present in all members of Lecylhidaceae. P
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mentioned above, all except Onagraceae and family (Dahlgren & Thorne, 1983). Sonneratia
Penaeaceae consistently have ephemeral anti- and Duabanga differ in that the former consis-
podal cells that degenerate and disappear before tently has fatty globules in its megaspores and
fertilization. In these families, therefore, the ma- embryo sacs whereas these are lacking in Dim-
ture embryo sac comprises only five nuclei or banga (Karsten, 1891; Venkateswarlu, 1937b;
cells: an egg; two synergids; and two polar nuclei, Mauritzon, 1 939). This accords with certain oth-
which may fuse into a secondary nucleus before er lines of evidence in suggesting that these gen-

suggests era may not be directly related to one another.
Myrtales the antipodal cells are unnecessary in Pw/i/c^ differs from other Lythraceae in having

embry a uni-celled archesporium, and a thick muhi-
the antipodal cells of Gw/era6'e/7^^a/6'A25/5 (Com- layered outer integument. Nonetheless, it is in-

bretaceae) persist into the postfertilization phase, eluded in Lythraceae by Dahlgren and Thorne
a feature that is regarded as unique for Combre- (1983). Further embryological studies on Punka
taceae (Venkateswarlu & Rao, 1972). In Ona- are clearly needed.
graceae and Penaeaceae, antipodal cells are ab- Although many of the embryological charac-

through teristics of Penaeaceae are unknown, those that
m the 16-nucleate Penaea-typc embryo sac, one have been investigated clearly warrant inclusion
might regard the three chalazal cells as corre- ofthisunusualSouth African family in Myrtales.
spending to the antipodal cells. Stephens (1909) The only distinctive feature among those that
mentioned, however, that these three chalazal have been reported is the characteristic 16-nu-

cleate Penaea-type embryo sac. This type ofem-egg
c osely. In fact, the three chalazal cells are pro- bryo sac development is characterized by the fact
uced in the same way as the three cells of a true that meiosis in the megaspore mother cell is not

nucropylar egg apparatus, but from a different accompanied by cytokinesis. Following meiosis,
megaspore nucleus. all four of the decussately arranged megaspore

4).

(6) Nuclear-type endosperm formation (Table nuclei function, each dividing twice to produce

four nuclei or cells. The quartet associated with

the true micropylar egg apparatus is always de-

rived from the micropylar megaspore nucleus

(Stephens, 1909). In both the frequency of di-

Taken together, these features characterize the vision of the megaspore nucleus and the origin
^ore Myrtales group defined by Dahlgren and of the egg apparatus, the Penaea-iypc embryo

sac development resembles the Oenothera-Xypc

(7) Exalbuminous seed (Table 4).

Core Myrtales

With
ceae are further characterized (except for Punka) ofembryo sac development that is characteristic

> having a multi-celled archesporium in the of Onagraceae, discussed below (see also Ma-
p^ule, a feature that is not common elsewhere heshwari, 1948).

!."_
^^^^^' Although this characteristic has in Melastomataceae exhibit a distinctive embry-

ological feature that is unknown elsewhere in the

order, uni-nucleate anther lapctum cells in place

of the bi- or multi-nucleate ones characteristic

of other families of Myrtales. In addition, Me-

lastomataceae are the only family of Myrtales in

which the endothecium sometimes develops fi-

brous thickenings. Another distinctive feature

that has been claimed for Melastomataceae is

three-celled mature pollen, in place of the two-

celled mature pollen characteristic of all other

families of Myrtales. A careful review of the few

g<^ncral received less attention than other em-

^

Oological features, it does appear to have some
a ue at least in particular cases. Thus, Vijayara-

gnavan (1970) adopted it as one of the bases for

^xclusion of Paeonia from Ranunculaceae.

Qo^'^'^^y^^
and Duabanga, usually taken as

nstituting a separate family Sonneratiaceae,

c^rd^'^^
^^her Lythraceae in having a multi-

oth
^^^^^^P^^^^^ni- Embryologists as well as

fral
^ ^^"^^"^^ of plant systematics have in gen-
argued for a close relationship among these

I936b^
^-^oshi, 1939; Venkateswarlu, 1936a, published reports, however, has indicated that

vajj
' '^-^^b). In agreement with these obser-

atur°"V"'^
analysis of the cmbr> ological liter- ..«.. ^ .

,1^

^"^'s no basis for distinguishing between in prep.)- In this connection, it seems to be worth-
*^"i- and supports their inclusion in a single while to note the fact that the pollen cell con-

Melastomataceae, like all other core Myrtales,

have two-celled mature pollen (Tobe & Haven,



Table 4. Embryological data of seeds.

Families

Myrialcs

1. Combrctaceae

(20/400)

Path of

Pollen Tube

porogamous

Endosperm
Formation

Nuclear type

Endosperm in

Mature Seed Embryogeny

absent Asterad type

Suspensor

short and small

Embryo

2 cotyledons with

same size

Polyembryony

rare

4^

2. Lythraceae

(23/500)

3. Mclastomataceae

(200/4,000)

4. Myrtaceae

(140/3,000)

5. Oliniaceae

(1/8)

6. Onagraceae

(17/675)

7. Pcnacaceae

(7/20)

8. Punicaceae

(2/8)

9. Sonneraliaceae

(2/8)

10. Trapaceae

(1/15)

porogamous

porogamous

porogamous

porogamous

porogamous

porogamous

porogamous

Nuclear type

Nuclear type

Nuclear type
y

Nuclear type

Nuclear type

Nuclear type

Nuclear type

Nuclear type

Nuclear type

absent I

absent

absent

absent

absent

absent

absent

Onagrad type

Onagrad type

Onagrad type

Onagrad type

Asterad type

Onagrad type

Solanad type

short and small I

short and mas-

sive

short and small,

or absent

short and small

absent

short and small

long, coiled,

haustorial; the

upper part

forming collar

2 cotyledons with

same size

2 cotyledons with

same size

2 cotyledons with

same size

2 cotyledons with

same size

2 cotyledons with

same size

2 cotyledons with

same size

2 cotyledons with

extremely differ-

ent size

absent

occasional

usual in Sy-

zygium

rare

absent

absent

>
Z
Z
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Table 4. (Continued).

Families

12. Elatinaceae

(2/40)

13. Haloragaceae

(8/100)

14. Lecythidaceae

(20/400)

15. Rhizophoraccae

(14/100)

16. Thymelaeaceae

(50/500)

Path of
Pollen Tube

Non-Myrtales

1 1 . Elaeagnaceae

(3/50)

porogamous

porogamous

Endosperm
Formation

Endosperm in

Mature Seed Embryogeny

Nuclear type

Nuclear type

Nuclear type in

Laurembergia

but Cellular

type in Halora-

gis and

Myriophyllum^

Nuclear type

Nuclear type

porogamous Nuclear type

absent

present

present

present

present^

Asterad type

Solanad type

Caryophyllad

type

Asterad type

Suspensor Embryo

short and mas-

sive

short and small

2-celled, en-

larged, hauslo-

rial

short and mas-

sive in Bar-

ringlonia vrie-

sei

short and mas-

sive, or long

short and small,

or absent

2 cotyledons with

same size

2 cotyledons with

same size

2 cotyledons with

same size

2 cotyledons with

same size

2 cotyledons with

same size

Polycmbryony

absent

absent

absent

rare

rare

' Based only on Dimbanga sonncratioides (Venkateswarlu, 1937b).

2 Even in the Nuclear type, cell wall formation commences as early as the 8-nucleate stage (Bala-Bawa, 1 969a; Nagaraj & Nijalingappa, 1 974), a phenomenon
that demonstrates a strong tendency towards the Cellular type.

^ According to Guerin (1915), in Thymelaeacea*- -leecls that completely lack endosperm are rather exceptional. Even in the species of P/^^^/r/Vi^ which nearly

lack endosperm, two- to five-layered endosperm tissue was present on the surface of the cotyledons in the mature seed.
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dition is highly consistent in the order (cf. Brew- be related to the aquatic habitat of the family

baker, 1967). The pollen cell condition of but this suggestion needs further evaluation.

Melastomataceae should be studied further. Other embryological characteristics of this

Although little is known about the embryology monogeneric family include the thick, nonvascu-

of Oliniaceae, what is known clearly supports larized outer integument and the multinucleate ^

their inclusion within Myrtales, as do their other anther tapetal cells. The embryological charac-

features (Rao & Dahlgren, 1969). The only known teristics of Trapaceae do not support a direct
^

distinctive feature is the thick, vascularized outer relationship either with Onagraceae (a family in

integument. Closer comparisons with Melasto- which Trapaceae were formerly included) or with
4

mataceae ought to be made when more infor- Lythraceae(contrary to the views ofMiki, 1959). >
till UV\-U\^ V,^^-'** *-* "-^ J *'^-' 1-1 1\^ ifAK^TT^v^i iT***---^ ^ . - , ^.

Myrtaceae, like Combretaceae, have fewdis-
|

erally (Bouman, 1977), and it probably will be

almost certainly be secondary. The persistence

of antipodal cells, which multiply after fertiliza-

tion,

represent an ancestral form of outer integum^

in Myrtaceae, as suggested by its thickness a

seems clearly to be secondary, and it ap- possession of a vascular supply. Regardless

pears logical to consider the lack of participation the exact method of derivation however it ^P

of the outer integument in the formation of the pears virtually certain that unitegmy in Sy:^}y

micropyle secondary also. um has been derived from bitegmy within M)

From an embryological point of view, Tra- taceae because the genus is not otherw^

remarkable within the family. The distribution

ofunitegmy in Myrtaceae should be investiga

un-

paceae are the most distinctive family included

in Myrtales. A long nucellar beak is formed in

Trapa as a result of an extension of the apex of further.

the nucellus. The formation of this beak evi- Onagraceae are characterized by their disti^^

dently precludes direct participation of the in-

teguments in the formation of the micropyle. A
second very distinctive feature of Trapa is the

long, coiled haustorial suspensor, the upper part

of which forms a collar supporting the embryo
proper. A third distinctive feature is the asym-

tive 4 -nucleate Oenothera-typc embr>'0 sac,

known elsewhere in angiosperms- This fa^ -

has been considered to have a close relations
^

to Lythraceae, and several embryologists sue

Tischler (1917), Mauritzon ( 1 934), and Joshi an

^

Venkateswarlu (1936) considered that the w.

metrical embryo, which has two very unequal thraceous embryo sac with ephemeral antip<^

cotyledons. Some or all of these features might cells forms phylogenetically an intermediate stag

I

mation is available, following the suggestions of

Rao and Dahlgren (1969); the comparisons with tinctive features that discriminate them from

Thymelaeaceae and Rubiaceae suggested by these other Myrtales. Syzygium is unique in the order

authors cannot be taken as indications ofgenuine in its unitegmic ovules. Doubtless this represents

relationship in view of the embryological and a derived feature as it does in angiosperms gen-

other features of Olinia.

Combretaceae have been studied as exten- found in other genera when the family is better

sively from an embryological point of view as known embryologically. Mauritzon (1939, P-

any family of Myrtales. Gi//>ra differs in several 102-103) stated that in "'Eugenia paniculate

respects from the other members of the family {=Syzygium paniculatum) "two two-layered in-

and indeed stands out within Myrtales, but in teguments have fused together to form a single

general, Combretaceae agree closely in their em- integument of four layers."" Unitegmy could also

bryological features with other Myrtales. Guiera be derived by the loss of one of the two integu-

differs from all other Myrtales in having persis- ments. A third way in which unitegmy could W

tent antipodal cells and a micropyle formed by derived has recently been suggested by Bouman

the inner integument only (Venkateswarlu & Rao, (1977) and Bouman and Schier (1979). These

1972). Based on these features, Venkateswarlu authors have concluded that both in Ranuncu-
j

and Rao (1972), taking into account also evi- laceae and in Gentianaceae unitegmy has ongi-

dence from floral morphology and anatomy, pro- nated following a complicated process involvi i

posed the establishment of a unigeneric tribe, the fusion of the primordia that has led to

Guiereae, for Guiera. In its overall features, how- shifting of the inner integument and an arrest

ever, Guiera clearly fits into the subtribe Com- development of it subsequently. If unitegmy n

bretinae together with Combretum and other originated in this way in ^yzy^/wm, a major pa

genera (Stace, 1965; Exell & Stace, 1966, 1972), of its single integument would be composed o \

so that its unusual embryological attributes must the outer integument. This integument might tne
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between the 4-nucleate embryo sac of Onagra- aptationofHaloragaceaetoamoreorlessaquat-
ceae and the normal 8-nucleate embryo sac. In ic habitat. In this connection it may be noted
fact, ephemeral antipodal cells are common to that Trapaceae, which are also strictly aquatic,

most members of the order Myrtales, and the also have a very distinctive type of haustorial

condition in Lythraceae cannot, therefore, be suspensor. Taken together, these embryological
taken as indicative of a direct relationship be- features virtually exclude the possibility of any
tween this family and Onagraceae. The Onagrad- direct relationship of Haloragaceae with Myr-
type embryogeny common to both families oc- tales.

curs in Myrtaceae and Melastomataceae as well. Insufficient information concerning Rhizo-
Thus none ofthe embryological attributes ofOn- phoraceae (including Anisophylleaceae) is avail-

agraceae suggests a particular relationship either able to characterize the family or its constituent
to Lythraceae or to any other family. Embryo- parts. Notwithstanding this, in their massive in-

logically, the relationship between the 4-nucleate ner integument and albuminous seeds, Rhizo-

WTO/Z^era-typeofembryo sac in Onagraceae and phoraceae differ sharply from Myrtales. The
the 16-nucleate Penaea-Xype embryo sac in Pen- available embryological information indicates a
aeaceae appears to be of more interest, and per- considerable heterogeneity within the family and
haps more suggestive of a direct relationship, might be taken to support the contention that it

These types of embryo sac development resem- should be divided into two or more families,

Lght
ble one another in that antipodal cells are not
formed at all during megagametogenesis and also
in that the micropylar megaspore nucleus in both micropyle is formed by both integuments (Cook,
families divides only twice to form an egg ap-

Brugu

1907; Carey, Mauritzon, 1939), and in

Maheshwari 1948). Although Gynotroches (Gynotrocheae) it is formed by the
these similarities may have originated as a result inner integument alone (Mauritzon, 1939). In
ofconvergent evolution, they do at least indicate Anisophyllea (Anisophylleeae) the extension of
Aat the loss of the antipodal cells by omission the nucellar apical tissue (? = nucellar beak) pre-
oflhe third nuclear division in megagametogene- vents the formation of the micropyle by integ-
sis has occurred twice in Myrtales, since Pen- uments (Karsten, 1891). Furthermore, an en-
aeaceae and Onagraceae are manifestly not re-
lated directly to one another. At present, we
suggest that ephemeral antipodal cells constitute
^ Pnmitive condition in

»rm

Mauritzon

(Macarisieae

1 Myrtales that
^nt m the common ancestor.

Evaluation of Other Families

Bruguiera (Rhizophoreae; Mauritzon, 1939) but

not in the other genera. The antipodal cells are

ephemeral in Ceriops and Bruguiera (Rhizopho-

reae) but persistent in Gynotroches (Gynotro-

?5, and Bruguiera (Rhizophoreae; Carey,

Mauritzon, 1939), but probably not in the

other tribes. The endothelium and the nature of

Among the families that have been thought to cheae; Karsten, 1891; Mauritzon, 1939). The

^ related to or possibly included within Myr- outer integument is vascularized in Rhizophora.
^'es, we shall discuss first Haloragaceae. Hal-
^^ragaceae share with the core Myrtales the

owmg features: glandular tapetum; crassinu-
^J^ate ovule; 2-layered inner integument; and the integuments that form the micropyle appear
"^^cropyie formed by both integuments. Halor- to be characteristic of Rhizophoraceae at the

^eaceae differ fundamentally from Myrtales, family level (Davis, 1966). Those members of

^^ever, in having (1) persistent antipodal cells; Rhizophoraceae with persistent antipodal cells

f^

^^^^^^ Cellular- or Nuclear-type endosperm differ from Myrtales in this respect^ Further de-

in H
7^*^" (Nuclear-type endosperm formation

the
p^,^^^^^^^^ ^hen present closely resembles

hnrJ ^^^^'^yP^ endosperm formation); (3) al-
^^^^nunous seeds. In

tailed study on the embryology of the various

genera of Rhizophoraceae should be valuable in

evaluating the apparent heterogeneity of this

addition, Haloragaceae differ family.

JJi
core Myrtales in exhibiting the Monocot- Thymelaeaceae differ from Myrtales in pos-

nous^type of anther wall formation; Gary- sessing (1) a thick, 3- to 4-layered inner iniegu-

ment; (2) micropyle formed by the inner mleg-OPhvllaH
—xi^i wan luiiiiaiiuii, ^«x^

'arged h
embryogeny; and a 2-celled, en-

w_- haustorial suspensor. This type of- »^u..unai suspensor. This type of ument alone; (3) persistent antipodal cells that

'"^^^nal suspensor may be related to the ad- often multiply; and (4) albuminous seeds. Em-
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bryologically, these differences are decisive in crassinucellate ovule; ephemeral antipodal cells;

ruling out any direct relationship between Nuclear-type endosperm formation; and exal-

Myrtales buminous seeds. The embryology of Elaeagna-

Lecythidaceae have many distinctive features ceae should be studied in more detail and the

embryologically. They are: (1) an amoeboid an- possibility of a relationship of this family with

ther tapetum; (2) tenuinucellate ovule; (3) a thick, Myrtales should be evaluated further in the light

multi-layered inner integument; and (4) micro- of this information.

pyle formed by the inner integument alone. In In summary, Myrtales are clearly circum

addition, the family is characterized by having scribed by embryological evidence to include

an endothelium (Mauritzon, 1939). This com- Combretaceae, Lythraceae (including Punica-

bination of features seems decisive in precluding ceae and Sonneratiaceae), Melastomataceae.

any direct relationship between Lecythidaceae Myrtaceae, Onagraceae, Oliniaceae, Penaeaceae.

and Myrtales. and Trapaceae. We further suggest that the pos

Although its two constituent genera differ in sibility of a direct relationship between Elatina

several respects, Elatinaceae agree with Myrtales ceae and Myrtales is supported by embryologica

in many embryological features. Among them data and should be investigated further from a

are the glandular anther tapetum; crassinucellate number of other points of view.

ovule; a 2-layered inner integument; a micropyle Within Myrtales, the large families Myrtacea

formed by both integuments; ephemeral anti- and Combretaceae seem not to be distinctive and

podal cells; and Nuclear-type endosperm for- to agree with the generalized characteristics of

malion. The only known embryological differ- the order in their embryological features L.a

Myrtales thraceae (including Punicaceae and Sonnerati-

the albuminous seeds of Elatinaceae compared aceae) seem to form another relatively general-

with the exalbuminous seeds of Myrtales. Fri- ized group within the order, standing apaft

sendahl (1927) observed a one-layered endo-
r%

sperm in ripe seeds of Elatine spp. Dathan and
Singh (1971) observed a three- to five-layered

somewhat from Myrtaceae and Combretaceaei^

their multi-celled archesporium. This multi-cell^

archesporium might be taken either as a secono-

cndosperm in mature seeds ofboth Bergia odor- ary or as a primary characteristic, and its nature

ata and B. ammanioides and a one- to two-lay- should be investigated further in the context o

ered one in those of B. aesti\osa\ in contrast,

Raghaven and Srinivasan (1940) did not observe

endosperm in the mature seeds of Bergia capen-

phylogenetic studies of the group. Melastomata-

ceae deviate from all other families of Myrtal^^

in the characteristics oftheir anthers. Penaeaceae

and Onagraceae, although the latter are muc

Despite the difference in persistence of endo- more generalized than the former in their^^'

sperm, on the basis of embryological features bryological characteristics, are both relative)

alone we would suggest that Elatinaceae might specialized in their loss of antipodal cells. Thre<^

SIS.

Myrtales small families of Myrtales that otherwise see

Olini^*sifications of Takhtajan (1980) and Cronquist not to be directly related to one another

(1981) regard Elatinaceae as having a close re- ceae, Punicaceae (included by Dahlgf^"

lalionship with Clusiaceae-Hypericoideae. Em- Thorne, 1983, in Lythraceae), and Trapaceae

bryologically, Hypericoideae differ markedly
from Elatinaceae in having tenuinucellate ovules
and an endothelium, and we suggest that this

relationship suggested by Takhtajan and Cron-
quist is probably incorrect.

Elaeagnaceae have been studied very inade-

quately from an embryological point of view.
Not enough information is available, particularly

concerning the integuments, to evaluate properly

the possibility of a relationship between the

Elaeagnaceae and Myrtales on that basis. Avail-

able information indicates that Elaeagnaceae

red
share with one another a thick, multi-laye

outer integument. Students who have recen )

considered the evolution of integuments, ^Pj^

cially Bouman and his colleagues, have genera

considered that the evolutionary trend in the

teguments of angiosperms proceeds from a tn

to a thin integument (see Boesewinkel, 198*

this relationship is accepted, then it wouW

assumed that Oliniaceae, Punicaceae, and

paccae may retain the primitive integum^^^

condition for Myrtales. In that case, ^^^^^^^^^

although they might still legitimately be f^g^
, .

share the following embryological features with as belonging in Lythraceae, might be \\c^'^*
Myrtales, however: glandular anther tapetum; a distinctive, archaic offshoot within that fa"^*-
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Trapaceae are more distinctive in their embryol- Myrtales
ogy than any other family of Myrtales and differ cause of their possession of many common fea-

more from the core Myrtales in their embryo- tures (Dahlgren & Thorne, 1983). Dahlgrcn and
logical features than do Elatinaceae.

Future Directions for Research

Thorne (1983) indicated a few gross embryolog-

ical features of these families including the fact

that in Chrysobalanaceae the ripe seeds are ex-

albuminous, and in Coridaceae, the ovules are
More embryological information about Myr- bitegmic and tenuinucellate. As regards Rhizo-

tales should prove useful in elucidating further phoraceae, embryological evidence suggests a
the relationships of the families of the order in considerable degree of heterogeneity, which ac-
the future, and in turn in evaluating the rela- cords with the conclusions of Dahlgren and
tionships of this order to other groups of angio- Thome (1983) and others about the basic het-
sperms. Even though the available embryologi- erogeneity of the family. Detailed information
cal evidence has allowed a clear circumscription about the embryology of the constituent parts of
ofMyrtales on embryological grounds alone, our Rhizophoraceae sens. lat. would no doubt con-
compansons of many taxa are based on incom- tribute in an important manner to the resolution
plete information. It is particularly critical that of the problem of relationships of Rhizophora-
no information at all has been available on a ceae and the proper constituency of this family.

Myrtales A few comments on the references we con-
such as: Alzatea, Axinandra, Crypteronia, Dae- suited during the course of preparation of this

^locladus, and Rhynchocalyx, one, several, or paper are now appropriate. Most of these refer-

01 which may constitute Crypteroniaceae (Van ences were incomplete, even though the respec-

Dcusekom-Osinga & Van Beusekom, 1975; van tive authors might have drawn a great deal more

1975; Cronquist,

Muller, from the materials that they had available at the

_ , _ , „ „ Thome, timethey conducted their studies. Traditionally,
^o3). It is likewise unfortunate that no infor- embryological studies have been directed much
ation has been available on Strephonema, a more closely to the development of the game-

^ery distinctive genus in Combretaceae (Dahl- tophyte than to other features ofgreat systematic
gr-en & Thome, 1983). Only a little information interest such as the development of the nuccllus
"s available on Hetewpyxis and Psiloxylon, gen- and that ofthe integuments. As mentioned above,

f!l^K^^^^^^^^^^^S^'**^^^^^^^"stituting distinct very few studies refer to the thickness of the in-

^j^^^^ teguments except in descriptions of the structure
Pending upon one's point ofview (Schmid, 1980). of seed coats. Despite this, a proper undcrstand-

Jik"
^^^^^'^ ^'^ ^f ^hese genera clearly belong ing of the thickness of the integuments seems

clearly to be of some value as an indicator of

Myrtaceae

Myrtales
^Oology has the potential of contributing much affinity and phylogenetic advancement of rc-

our overall understanding of the elements spective groups. The thickness of secondarily
^'thin this order. amplified integuments seems to be ofless interest

^

^n addition, Oliniaceae, Penaeaceae, and Puni- as a systematic characteristic than is the original

^ceae are poorly known embryolog'ically, and thickness as the integuments are initiated and
ore 'nformation is necessary for a proper eval- starting to grow. The thickness of mature integ-

Jt'on of their status and relationships. Even umcnts is directly related to the structure of the

mature seed coats, which may be highly diverse

even within a single genus or a group of related

genera; e.g., "Eucalyptus"' (Gauba &. Pryor, 1958,

1959, 1961). More information about the thick-

ness ofthe integuments and their structure before

le\ el

7'^^^^^^^ and Myrtaceae, for which the

of ^.-
'^"owledge from an embryological point

^Pect^rr^^
estimated as only 3% and 9% re-

^'nce h
^' ^^'^^^^ b^ studied more extensively,

order
^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^° \?iT%Qsx families of the

tribiit'

^" ^^^'"'"ation of their embryological at-
"^''s IS critical.

*ilhin°"^
^^^ groups that have been included

Uile^j
^^ ?'^ ^° ^ related to Myrtales, no de-

concej"^ '^^'^Sical information is available

rhr\ '"f
^^rysobalanaceae and Coridaceae.

aianaceae are sometimes considered to

seed

coat formation will probably prove to have con-

siderable significance for systematic compari-

sons. In this connection, Bouman (1971, p. 175)

stated that" gl>

teguments (such as those of Juglandaccac and

Liliiflorae) originate by means of different on-
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togenetic processes" and that "characters de-

rived from the structure ofmature seed coats are

Symposium on Comparative Embryology of An-

giosperms. Bull. Indian Natl. Sci. Acad. 41: 226-

229,
of doubtful taxonomic significance at and above

g^^^^^ r" 1905 q„ ^^e development of the pollen

the family level, unless they are amphfied by grain and anther of some Onagraceae. Beih. Bot.

developmental studies." We believe that integ- CentralbL 19: 286-313.

umentary studies combined with those of his- Beusekom-Osinga,R.J.Van&C.F.Beusekom. 1975.

,,,,. ^j *'i* Delimitation and subdivision of the Crypterom-

1

togenesis should be mcorporated routinely mto \x7\.i^^^ ->-* ->«« -^/c^
^,

t - t J- -It, - .
aceae (Myrtales). Blumea 22: 255-266.

embryological studies, particularly those mtend- Boesewinkel, F. D. 1 98 1 . Development ofovule and

seed coat in the Rutales-Geraniales assembly. Docl.

dissertation, Univ. Amsterdam.
Bonnet, J. 1912. Recherches sur revolution

des cellules-nourricieres du oollen, chez les Angio-

ed to have systematic application.

Many embryological studies are devoted to ab-

normal or exceptional cases, and there is less

attention generally given to those characteristic
spermes. Arch. Zellf 7: 604-722.

features for particular groups that may have much Bouman, F. 1971. The application of tegumentary

greater taxonomic importance. In many refer-

ences, it is difficult or impossible to determine

which was the characteristic state for the taxon

being investigated. Thus, the archesporium may
be described as one- to three-celled or as one-

celled but occasionally multi-celled, but without

any explanation as to which was the character- ment. Acta Bot. Net

istic state for that taxon. Exact statements about ^^^^Y^^^^^
^*- ^'..^^^ '^

studies to taxonomic and phylogenetic problems

Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Ges. 84: 169-177.

1977. Integumentary shifting-a third way

to unitegmy. Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Ges. 90: 15-28.

— ifeS. ScHiER. 1979. Ovule ontogeny and seed

coat development in Gentiana, with a discussion

on the evolutionary origin of the single integu-

ment. Acta Bot. Neerl. 28: 467-478.

The distribution and phy-

the proportions in which these different states

were represented will be important for a proper

evaluation of embryological reports and for pro-

moting their utility in the future. Similar obser-

vations could be applied to reports of the char-

acteristics of megaspore tetrads, functional

megaspores, the number of nuclei in tapetal cells,

and of microspore tetrads. Thus we would con-

clude that embryological studies should be more
extensive in respect of the features that they con-

sider and report, and more precise in terms of
the way in which they handle anomalous or ex-

ceptional situations encountered.

In conclusion, embryological features afford a
sound basis for the delineation of Myrtales. There
are, however, many gaps to be filled in our
knowledge of the taxa that clearly belong within

this order, and other taxa that may or may not
be directly related to it. A careful choice of the

characters to be examined and critical descrip-

tions of these characteristics will assist greatly in

our ongoing evaluation of relationships within
Myrtales and allied groups.
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REVISION OF THE ARBORESCENT BAUHINIAS
(FABACEAE: CAESALPINIOIDEAE: CERCIDEAE)

NATIVE TO MIDDLE AMERICA I

Richard P. Wunderlin^

Abstract

Twenty-seven arborescent species of Bauhinia native to Middle America, of which 20 species are
endemic, are recognized in a systematic treatment. It is postulated that the high endemism is the result
of introduction of a few ancestral species from South America, followed by rapid speciation in the
new habitat.^Bauhinia fryxellii sp. nov., endemic to San Luis Potosi, Mexico is described and illustrated
and Bauhinia chapulhuacania nom. nov. (= B. dipetala var. macrophylla Wunderiin) is proposed.
Keys, descriptions, distributional data, and taxonomic index are provided.

Ihe caesalpinioid tribe Cercideae is divided group consists ofapproximately 150 species that
into two subtribes, the Cercidinae and Bauhi- are characteristically trees or shrubs (rarely sub-
nunae (Wunderiin et al., 1981). The Cercidinae scandent), often with intrastipular spines, and
consist of three small distinctive genera; Cercis the calyx spathaceous or dividing to the lip of

iffc

northern the hypanthium into 2-5 lobes. Of this group,

Middle
Menolobus with two species in Africa. The Bau- is here defined as encompassing Mexico, Central

J"""^^
contain the large, diverse, pantropical America (including Panama), the Greater An-

'^""" "
' Madagascan tilles, and the northern Lesser Antilles (Leeward

Windward^"^^ ^'^"/^'^«- The approximately 300 species
oauhinia are important components of the and the southern Lesser Antilles are excluded,

oras of low and middle elevations throughout since the few Bauhinia species occurring there
e tropics. The species are about evenly divided are only northward extensions of those found in
e ween the two hemispheres; however, they are South America, which will be treated in subse-

somh
^^""^^"^ ^^ northern South America and quent papers.

so h
^^^^' ^^ ^^^ Neotropics they range from In Middle America the Bauhinia group occurs

^^uthem Texas in the United States southward in a variety of habitats ranging from tropical

the^A^^'^-^"^
Argentina. A few species extend into rainforest to deciduous forest to desert scrub.

Antilles and near offshore islands. Most are shrubs or small trees but a few of the

i

''.'^"'"ia has two main phyletic lines, one giv- rainforest species are moderate to large trees (e.g.

8 nse to the Bauhinia, Piliostigma, and Barklya B. picta ranges up to 40 meters in height).

dcrlin
^° ^^ Phanera group (Wun-

. ^'v
1981). 3 I confine further remarks

Pollination in the Bauhinia group in Middle

America is usually by chiroplerophily, psycho-
here •

^^oi;.- 1 coniine turther remarks /\menca i:> u^uan^y uy ^.li^^k'^'"*"-"/, k-^

to whT^"^^ ^°.^^^ Bauhinia group ofthe genus phily, and phanaenophily, with melittophily and

Middle omithophily
species belong. The pantropical Bauhinia confirmed. Some species are self-compatible

Ph.D del
^^y is based in part on a dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the

I thant D^^
^- ^""'^ University and conducted at the Missouri Botanical Garden.

„^,,„.c
coaceS X''''

"• ^^^e"' Richard S. Cowan, and two anonymous reviewers for providmg helpful suggestions

I th V '"^nuscript

BM, C CM 'Il5,?^^t«'-s of the following herbaria for allowing me to examine specimens under their care. A,

SIU TPv ' ^^L' DUKE F FLAS FSIJ GH II ILL K LE, LL, MEXU, MICH, MO, MSC, NY. P. SCZ,

^^

DeL'^'^'
UCWI, um6, UNAF US, USf"4^ WiS.' List of exsiccate is available on request.

' A reorl?^"^
°^ Biology, University of South Rorida, Tampa, Honda 33620.

,.,„., ^
•

..^^^rwav
'^''nderK";^^.^^^" ^^ ^^e Cercideae, an amphfication ofthe overview by Wunderiin et al.( 98\).«s underlay

«»>scuss^d
"

H f •/" P'-^P-) i" ^hich infrageneric taxa will be defined and ^<^'^^^^y^'^T i^,^t^^S\
^°Po5,s ;V?''-

^°'- ^h^t reason, I have elected not to use categories which might be n^'«-«";\^^^^^^^ ^^^«""^'

'^"lOreorV ''^"""^^ "^"^^ i" ^h^^ ^°'^- '^^^ ^^™^ "^roup," -'--"-" -nd "subalhance as used here

«s equivalent to subgenus, section, and subsection r

Ann

to subgenus, section, and subsection respectively.

Box. Gard. 70: 95-127. 1983.
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while others are self-incompatible (Heilhaus et America (including Mexico, Central America,

al., 1974; Heithaus, 1979). Plants with function- Panama, and the Antilles), departed from the

ally staminate and/or pistillate flowers, usually then current systematic trend by recognizing .4/-

along with normal hermaphroditic flowers, are vesia, Caspareopsis, Casparia, and Schnella as

found in many of the species. genera distinct from Bauhinia. Unfortunately,

The seeds of members of the Bauhinia group they erroneously adopted Kunth's concept of

America are autochorous in that the Casparia, placed in it the type species of Ban-Middle

Mam hinia and redefined Bauhinia in the sense oiPau-

maliochory may also be involved in further seed letia Cav. In their revision they recognized one

dispersal, e.g. removal by nut- and seed-storing species o^ Alvesia, ten of Bauhinia, one of Cfl5-

Omithochory pareopsis, thirty-four of Casparia, and nine of

for this group, may have played a role in dis- Schnella. The taxa treated in the revision pre-

persal, especially over water. sented here include those placed in Bauhinia^tii

Seed beetles (Bruchidae: Bruchinae) have ex- Casparia by Britton and Rose. Alvesia and Cas-

ploited Bauhinia seeds as a larval food, Gibbo- pareopsis constitute introduced Asiatic species

bruchus feeding almost exclusively on members and are excluded for that reason. Those placed

Most
(Whitehead & Kingsolver, in Schnella by Britton and Rose are members of

ichus species feed on sev- the Phanera group and will be treated in subse-

eral Bauhinia species; none are host specific. quent works. Three later treatments of ^^w/^^'^^^

Caryedes feeds mainly on papilionoid legumes in countries within the scope ofBritton and Rose's

but the stenocephalus group feeds on two wide- work are those ofStandley and Steyermark (1946),

spread species of the Phanera group of Bauhinia who treated the species of Guatemala and rec-

ognized 13 native species; Schery (1951), who

treated the Panamanian members of the genus,

also recognizing 1 3 native species; and Wundef-

hn (1976) who also treated the Panamanian

(Kingsolver & Whitehead, 1974).

Taxonomy

The last comprehensive revision of Bauhinia
was that of Dietrich (1840), who recognized 81
species. Three to four times that number of ad-

species, recognizing 1 1 native species.

A considerable amount of taxonomic confiJ-

ditional species have been described since that sion at the specific and infraspecific levels plagues

time. There has been no comprehensive treat- Bauhinia. This confusion can be in part attnb-

mem either of a major infrageneric group on a uted to the phenotypic plasticity of those vege-

worid-wide basis or in a major geographic area tative characters that have erroneously been em-

(i.e. Neotropics, Paleotropics, or continent) al- phasized by various workers. Taxonomists
though floras of numerous countries or small ^ "*

geographic regions have included treatments of
Bauhinia and sometimes segregate genera. Few

lacking a broad understanding of the genus have

placed undue emphasis on vesture, shape, ana

eralBauhinia and sometimes segregate genera. Few degree of lobing of leaves As a result, several

ofthese regional treatments agree taxonomically, wide-ranging, phenotypically polymorphic
thus complicating the situation. Specimens col- species have been described a number of tin^^^

lected recently have yielded data that make many
of these regional treatments out of date. For ex-

from specimens collected in widely separated lO"

calities. On the other hand, some species that

Wunderl

ample, Schery in 1 95
1 recognized 1 3 species of had been considered to be polymorphic by some

workers are actually composed of two or mo'

distinct taxa. The size of the genus and itsgr^a^

morphological diversity have therefore contnh-

uted to a variety ofdelimitations at all taxononii*^

1976 reduced five of them to synonymy and
added three others. Of the 1 3 names used by
Schery, only four are retained by Wunderlin, Thus
in a span of only 25 years the taxonomy of the iVv^ls^As pVeCio^usT^s^^^^^^^^

^'lgenus for Panama has been greatly modified. It

is readily apparent that this large and important
genus is long overdue for revision. This paper is

been done on a regional basis in conjunction^^*

floristic projects and few wide ranging species
of

species groups have been examined througho"

l^'J'l !r fufL'!!/."^!?!!!"^ ^ comprehensive their range by these workers. This has also con-

,,. t ^ ^^.-« .^^f
tributed to the proliferation ofsuperfluous names-revision of the Neotropical species.

Among the floristic treatments of the Neo-
tropical Cercideae during this century, that of
Britton and Rose (1930) is of special interest

Bntton and Rose, m revising the species ofNorth to Middle America can be divided into

Phytogeography and Phylogeny

The 27 species of the Bauhinia group nat>

Middle America ran hp Hivirfpd into thf^
I

1^
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t

species alliances herein referred to as the Divar- I consider an example of convergent evolution;

icata, Petiolata, and Aculeata alliances (Table 1). I do not wish to suggest that they are closely

The Divaricata aUiance consists of 1 7 species, related to the Neotropical monandrous species.

all endemic to Middle America except one re- Five of the Neotropical monandrous species (5.

cently discovered, undescribed species endemic chapulhuacania, B, deserti, B. dipetala, B.

to eastern Brazil. The Petiolata alliance consists fryxellii, and B. jucunda) are further distin-

of about 14 species in the Neotropics, four of guished by having the corolla reduced from the

which are endemic to Middle America and three five petals typical in the genus to four or less.

shared with South America. The Aculeata alii- This character is unique for Bauhinia as a whole.

ance consists of about 80 species in the Neo- Bauhinia coulteri, the single member of the

tropics and two in the Paleotropics. Of these, Coulteri suballiance of the Divaricata alliance,

only four occur in Middle America and all are has flowers with three fertile anthers. This char-

shared with South America. Each of these alii- acter is shared with only two other Neotropical

ances is further subdivided into suballiances of species, B. pansamalana, amemberofthePetio-
which by far the largest in Middle America, with lata alliance; and an undescribed species native

15 species, is the Divaricata suballiance of the to eastern Brazil that is a member of the Divar-

Divaricata alliance (Table 1). icata alliance. The functionally triandrous con-

The greatest species diversity within the Bau- dition reappears in a few Paleotropical species

hinia group in Middle America is in Mexico, ofthe Bauhinia group and is common in the very

where 22 of the 27 species treated in this work distantly related Paleotropical members of the

occur, 1 1 of which {B, andrieuxii. B. chapulhua- Phanera group of Bauhinia. again a case of con-

<^cinia, B. coulteri, B, deserti, B. fryxellii, B. ju- vergent evolution.
cunda, B, macranthera, B. pes-caprae, B. pring- I postulate that propagules of a few progenitor

/a B, ramosissima, and B. subrotundifolia) are species of the Bauhinia group were disseminated

endemic. No species of Bauhinia is endemic to into Central America and Mexico from South
any other country in Middle America. Of the 1

1

America, became isolated, and gave rise to the

nonendemic species found in Mexico, eight {B, 20 species endemic in Middle America (see Table

cookii, B. dipetala, B. divaricata, B. erythroca- 1). I further postulate that the remaining seven

h'x. B, jenningsii, B. pansamalana, B, rubele- species of the Bauhinia group found in Middle

2^iam, and B, seleriana) extend into Central
l^menca, some as far south as Costa Rica, two

• divaricata and B. jenningsii) range east into
^ Greater Antilles, one {B. divaricata) barely

America today have more recently migrated into

that area from South America.

A hypothetical explanation for the distribution

of the Middle American species of the Bauhinia

reaches the Lesser Antilles, one {B, lunarioides) group can be based on current theories of con-

extends north into southern Texas, and two (5. tinental drift. Assuming that the^anccstral Cae-

^ etia and B. ungulata) are wide ranging species
at extend into northern South America. The

salpinioideae evolved in the Late Cretaceous (be-

fore 65 m.y. BP), it reasonably follows Bauhinia

^f^maining five species in Middle America are evolved, began to diversify, and spread from its

northward extensions ofSouth American species. probable center of origin in Africa to South
^ne ofthese {B. begidnotii) extends north to Pan- America and Eurasia in the Paleogene. The fur-

"T
^""^ ^°^t3 Rica, two {B. picta and B. petiola- ther back in the Paleogene time that Bauhima

acuT^^^^
"OJ^h only to Panama, and one {B

^^'a) extends north to Panama and is ap-

and the various constituent lines within the genus

evolved, the shorter the water gaps that it would

betweenZlk^^
^'i^junct in El Salvador. The remaining have to traverse between Africa and South

South A
"^^^^if^^fvia) occurs in northeastern

n America and extends north only into the
^^^^er Antilles.

Worid

Th

let! ^
^""^^^^^^ androecium of Bauhinia has all

endcm"^^"^
fertile. The 15 Middle American

tahie '^K

'" ^^^ Divaricata suballiance are no-

acier
'•" "^^ ^ ^'"g^e fertile anther. This char-

^o,j^'^
°^herwise fo^^d only in the Asian B.

^iv Th
^"^ ^^^ ^^^ Madagascan B. porosa

conHi.-
occurrence of this unusual androccial
in the Asian and Madagascan species

Bauhinia reached South America, it probably

rapidly speciated there in relative isolation from

Africa and North America. Until the eariy Late

Eocene (ca. 50 m.y. BP) South America was

probably closer to Africa than to North America

(Raven & Axclrod, 1 974) which would have rpade

movement ofthe genus into North America more

difficult than from Africa to South America.

However, Bauhima seems to have been in North

\
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Table 1 . Arrangement of the alliances and suballiances o^ Bauhinia within the arborescent Bauhinia group

represented in the Neolropics with emphasis on those occurring in Middle America. Species endemic to Middle

America are indicated by an asterisk (*). Formal proposal of infrageneric laxa will be made and reasons discussed

in detail in the proposed reorganization of the Cercideae (Wunderlin et al., in prep.).

Divaricata Alliance—Unarmed; calyx spathaceous;

fertile stamens 1 or 3; pollen 3-colpor(oid)ate, sex-

ine reticulate or striato-recticulate, occasionally

with elongate supratectal processes.

Divaricata Suballiance— Petals long-clawed; fertile

stamen 1.

B, chapulhuacania Wunderlin*

B. deserti (Britt. & Rose) Lundell*

B, dipetala Hemsl.*

B. divaricata L.*

B. erythrocalyx Wunderlin*

B, fryxellii Wunderlin*

B. jenningsii P. Wils.*

B. jucunda Brandeg.*

B. lunarioides A. Gray ex S. Wats *

B. macranthera Benth. ex HemsL*
B. pes-caprae Cav.*

B. pringlei S. Wats.*

B. ramosissima Benth. ex HemsL*
B, rubeleruziana Donn. Sm.*

B. subrotundifolia Cav.*

Coulteri Suballiance— Petals sessile; fertile stamens

3, adjacent.

B. coulteri Macbr.*

Petiolata Alliance—Unarmed; calyx spathaceous; fer-

tile stamens 3 or 10 (also 5 in extra-Middle Amer-
ican species); pollen inaperturate, sexine reticulate

with blunt, spinelike infratectal processes.

Petiolata Suballiance— Fertile stamens 10.

B. andrieuxii HemsL*

B. beguinotii Cuf.

B. cookii Rose*

B. petiolata (Mutis ex DC.) Triana ex Hook, f

B. picta (H.B.K.) DC.
B, seleriana Harms*

(7 additional species in South America.)

Pansamalana Suballiance— Fertile stamens 3, sepa-

rated from each other by a staminode.

B. pansamalana Donn. Sm.*

Aculeata AlUance—Armed with intrastipular spines or

unarmed; calyx spathaceous or splitting to lip of

hypanthium; fertile stamens 5 or 1 0; pollen inaper-

turate, 3-6-colpate, or 3-4-colporoidate, sexine

reticulate with clavate supratectal processes or 3-

6-poroidate, sexine with blunt, spinelike infratec-

tal processes.

Aculeata Suballiance— Fertile stamens 5 or 10; pol-

len inaperturate, 3-6-colpate, or 3-4-colporoidaie.

sexine reticulate with clavate supratectal pro-

cesses.

B. aculeata L.

B. pauletia Pers.

B. ungulata L.

(Ca. 70 additional species in South America and

2 in Paleotropics.)

-Fertile stamens 10; pollen
Multinervia Suballiance

3-6-poroidate, sexine reticulate with blunt, spi^

like infratectal processes.

B, multinervia (H.B.K.) DC.

(5 additional species in northern South Amenca.)

America long enough to allow the differentiation is characterized by three fertile stamens, a feature

of the endemic species. This pattern is similar to shared in the Neotropical species only by B. cou''

teri and a recently discovered, undescribed sp^^*

in eastern Brazil, both ofthe Divaricata allian"^^'

Krameriaceae

Martyn
naceae, Onagraceae-Fwc/z^/a, Tecophilaeaceae, Similariy, other propagules of the Petiolata

and Zygophyllaceae (Raven & Axelrod, 1974; liance could have given rise to the three
'^

Berry

suggest

hers ofthe Divaricata alliance were disseminated Harms.

other

endemic species of the Petiolata alliance, B-^

drieuxii HemsL, B. cookii, and B. selen^^

to North America and subsequently diversified.

Members of this alliance possess the most ad-
vanced characters (e.g. reduction in fertile anther
and petal number) and are now restricted to North
America and the Antilles and a single species
disjunct to eastern Brazil.

Propagules of the Petiolata alliance were also

disseminated to Central America and gave rise

to the endemic B. pansamalana, the only known

in

It is probable that the wide distribution

Middle America today of species such ^^BP

letia and B. ungulata, the presence of 5. acuk(^^

in Panama and disjunct to Ei Salvador.^ ^'^
^^

begu and of ^•

picta and B. petiolata in Panama are the res

of more recent migration from centers in no

of onU.

ern South America.

The presence in the Greater Antilles
member ofthe Pansamalana suballiance, which b. divaricata. a widespread weedy species
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Mexico south to Nicaragua, and B. jenningsii,

also found in the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico,

Guatemala, and Belize, indicates Bauhinia is

probably a relatively recent member of the flora

of the Greater Antilles.

The occurrence of two northern South Amer-
ican species, B, aculeata and B. multinervia, in

the Windward and Leeward Islands suggests that

these species may also be recent migrants into

that area.

Furthermore, five species of Bauhinia that be-

Cansenia Raf, Sylva Tellur. 122. 1838. lectotype:

Cansenia ungulata (L.) Raf [= Bauhinia ungu-

lata L.].

Mandarus Raf, Sylva Tellur. 122. 1838. lectotype:

Mandarus divaricatus (L.) Raf [= Bauhinia di-

varicata L.].

Ariaria C. Marq., Estud. Arq. Etno. Amer. 1 : 141. 1 920.

type: Ariaria superba C. Marq. [= Bauhinia tara-

potenis Benth.].

Perlebia Schmitz, Bull. Jard. Bot. Nat. Belg. 43: 381.

1973, nom. inval.; non Mart., 1828; nee DC,
1829 [Apiaceae]. Type o{ Perlebia Mart, excluded

and type o^ Perlebia Schmitz not designated.

Other generic synonyms exist for Bauhinia,
long to the Phanera group, not treated in this 1,^ ^^jy t^ose that apply to the Neotropical

Middle
species of the Bauhinia group are listed here.

01 these [B. glabra Jacq., B. guianensis Aubl., B.
jypification ofgeneric names listed above is giv-

hymenaeifolia inana ex rtemsi., ana /J. micro-
^^ ^^ Wunderlin (1976a).

stachya (Raddi) Macbride) are wide-ranging
South American species, and one (B. rejlexa Trees or shrubs, with intrastipular spines or

Schery) is endemic to Panama but closely related unarmed; stems and branches terete or nearly so.

to South American species. These also appear to Leaves entire, bilobate or bifoliolate; stipules

represent relatively recent additions to the flora small, linear to lanceolate to ovate, caducous or

of Middle America. rarely persistent; intrastipular excrescences mi-

Rnally, about 20 species, ofwhich seven have nute or sometimes adpetiolar enlarged and subu-

l late or forming an intrastipular spine. Inflores-

America. These also are not treated in this re- cences racemose, paniculate, or flowers paired or

vision but will be dealt with in subsequent flo- solitary, terminal, or subterminal and axillary;

nstic works. They include four species native to bract solitary, small, linear to ovate; bracteoles

Asia {B. acuminata L., B. monandra Kurz, B. 2, similar to bracts but smaller; flower buds linear

mpurea L., and B variegata L.), two to Africa to lanceolate; sepals 5, valvate, united nearly to

(^- galpinii N. E. Br. and B tomentosa L.), and apex, usually with free tips, limb spathaceous or

Middle

", 10 Jsouth America {B. baiihinioides (Mart
Macbr.).

Systematic Treatment

splitting into 2-5 lobes to or nearly to hypan-

thium lip; nectaries usually present on interior

of calyx at base; hypanthium cyathiform to tu-

bular; petals 5, rarely fewer, free, imbricate, usu-

ally subequal, or less commonly unequal, clawed
g any SUDCquai, Ui itaa V.W.•""-"•.; 1 '

^^HINIA L., Sp. PI. 374. 1753; non Kunth, or sessile, spatulate to filiform, white, pink to

1^824; nee Raf, 1838. lectotype: Bauhinia red, green, or yellow, uppermost usually darker

or differing in pattern; stamens 10, basally con-divaricata L.

^«"/e//aCav w . c ,... n ,
nate,diplostemonous, the alternate shorter, 1,3,

.„ -™"a::°t It. r;,„^S,r,T
''"""'

5, »; an .0 femie, s.erne s.a.e„s (if prescn.)

"^w Mutis, Sem. Nuev. Rey. Gran. 2: 25. 1810.

Bn^^^^^'-
^ '"«''« Petiolata Mutis ex DC. [=

^^"niniapetiolata (Mutis ex DC.) Triana ex Hook.

""^no^
^^'^^^' '^""- ^^^- Nat. (Paris) 1: 85. 1824;

/.,. '
'^^^' "ec Raf., 1838. lectotype: Bau-

nPF*^^"^'''
^""- ^^i- Nat. (Paris) 1: 85. 1824.

hiJ' ^^P'^'^^^Pes-caprae (Cav.) H.B.K. [= Bau-

J^an. m Spix & Mart., Reise Bras. 2: 555

Variously reduced, filaments of fertile stamens

filiform or stout, anthers ovate to linear, apex

emarginate to apiculate, base sagittate, dorsi-

fixed versatile, theca opening longitudinally;

3-6

3-4

sexine striate, striato-reticulate, or reticulate,

sometimes with supratectal or infratectal pro-

cesses; gynoecium often equalling androecium.
I8-)fi. '^i''^ ^ Mart., Keise Bras, z: :>dd. '

=-'
„j„ot« .r. Qt^ivial wall828; non DC., 1829 [Apiaceae]; nee Schmitz, gynophore long, acenlnc, adnate to abax.al wall

hiniar^'u-
'^^'^''^'^ bauhinioides Mart. [= Ban- of hypanthium or free, ovary scveral-ovulale,

hinin A I

^*^^'^""^ oaufiimoiaes i>

hiniaUr'^''^^^ (Mart.) Macbr.].^"^hinia R~7"c^""""^* (Mart.) Macbr.].

nee K u
^' ''^ '^'^^ "f ^^l. 1838; non L., 1753;

a/aL
"" 1824. lectotype: Bauhinia acule-

style filiform or stout, stigma capitate or oblique.

Fruit woody, elastically dehiscent or indchiscenl

legume; seeds laterally compressed, surface ob-
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scurely marked, albumen present, radicle straight Because of the great morphological diversity

or nearly so, cotyledons flat, funicular aril-lobes of the genus worldwide, the above description is

short, each appressed to seed at maturity and applicable only to the Neotropical species of the

forming a narrow scar. Bauhinia group.

Key to Species

la. Plants armed with evident intrastipular spines.

2a Petals white elliptic to obovate; fertile stamens 10; buds linear-lanceolate, 3-4(-5.5) cm long

_ 1 . B. aculeala

2b. Petals gre^^^^^^^ fertile stamens 5; buds filiform, 8-10(-12) cm long 18. B. pauletm |

lb. Plants unarmed (if apetiolar intrastipular excrescence enlarged, then merely subulate and 2 mm long

or less).

3a. Fertile stamen 1

,

.

4a. Corolla of usually 1-3, rarely 4, usually unequal petals, sometimes with 1 or more vestigial.

5a. Leaves with lobes less than 3 cm wide and conspicuously divaricate,

6a. Corolla usually with only 1 petal well-developed, others vestigial or absent; style less

than 1 cm long at anthesis, stout; endemic to southeastern San Luis Potosi, Mexico

11. B.fryxem

6b. Corolla usually with 3-4 petals well-developed, others vestigial or absent; style over .

1 cm long at anthesis, filiform; endemic to central Veracruz, Mexico 13. B.jucundd ;

5b. Leaves with lobes over 3 cm wide and parallel or only slightly divaricate.

7a. Leaves (6-)10-15(-30) cm long; legume (15-)18-25(-30) cm long

4. B. chapulhuacanid
)

flowers buds reflexed when young, erect at anthesis .-^— ^
[ : 19.5. peS'C(^P^

1 5b. Petals glabrous or glabraie. u-x

17a. Calyx bright red, free tips obsolete 10. B. erylhr<^^'

17b. Calyx greenish or rarely with dull red tinge, free tips ca. ^

mm long 9. B. di^^^''^"^

3b. Fertile stamens 3 or 10,

18a. Fertile stamens 3. .^
19a. Petals pink (rarely white) sessile; leaves suborbicular (2-)3-5(-6) cm long .„ 6. B. cou

19b. Petals while, short-clawed; leaves ovate, 12-22 cm long 17. B pansani(i'^

i

7b. Leaves (3-)5-ll(-12) cm long; legume (8-)10-15(-18) cm long.

8a. Leaves chartaceous, usually lobed less than half their length (rarely lobed to one-

half), sinus between lobes usually acute at base 8. B. dip^t^

8b. Leaves subcoriaceous, usually lobed half or more their length (rarely lobed less

than half), sinus between lobes usually obtuse to rounded at base 7. B. Q^^

4b. Corolla always of 5, subequal petals.

9a. Petals distinctly pink, purple, or red.

10a. Leaves bifoliolate, 1-2 cm long, leaflets 2-(3)-nerved 23. 5. ramosissim
^

10b. Leaves bilobate or entire (rarely bifoliolate in some forms of B. macranthera), 4

cm long or longer, 7-9 -nerved.
j

1 la. Inflorescence less than lO-flowered; petals pink, blade subequalling the pilose

claw; lower surface of young leaves glabrous or pubescent, but not with yel-

lowish-brown hairs 15. 5. macranthera

1 lb. Inflorescence 20-flowered or more; petals brick red, blade about twice as long

as glabrate claw; lower surface of young leaves with yellowish-brown hairs

.„„ [ ^ _ ____

'

24, B, rubelenrJdf^^

9b. Petals white or cream (sometimes turning pinkish in age in B. divaricata. but then branches

and undersurface of young leaves never with yellowish-brown hairs), or white with a

conspicuous red median stripe. . . i-,

12a. Leaves bifoliolate „ 14. 5. hmarioK^^

1 2b. Leaves bilobate or entire. :.

1 3a. Leaves entire „ 12.5. jenninP^

13b. Leaves bilobate. . r-

14a. Petals white with conspicuous red median stripe 22. 5. P'''"^ s

1 4b. Petals white (sometimes turning pinkish in age in B. divaricata), without

a conspicuous red median stripe.

1 5a. Petals pilose.

16a. Leaves suborbicular, bilobate for about half their '^"^^'^l//;^

flowers buds always erect 26. B, subroturtdij

16b. Leaves ovate to oblong, bilobate for ^/a or more their length*

/

\

%

i
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18b. Fenile stamens 10.

20a. Leaves entire (sometimes bilobate on same plant).

21a. Shorter stamens connate for about half their length; leaves with inner pair of
nerves usually closer to midrib than to outer adjacent nerves 3. B. beguinoiii

21b. Shorter stamens free nearly to base; leaves with inner pair of nerves usually
equidistant or closer to outer adjacent nerves than to midrib 20. B, petiolata

20b. Leaves always bilobate.

22a. Inflorescence, lower surface of leaves, and fruits brown tomentose ... 25. B. seleriana
22b. Inflorescence, lower surface of leaves, and fruits other than brown tomentose.

23a. Leaves less than 2.5 cm long, apex of lobes rounded 2. B. andrieuxii
23b. Leaves 5 cm long or longer, apex of lobes obtuse to caudate.

24a. Petals light sulfur-yellow; fruits 5-7 cm long 5. B. cookii

24b. Petals white or pinkish with roseate center; fruits over 10 cm long.

25a. Calyx splitting to hypanthium into 2-5 lobes; petals with blades

linear to filiform.

26a. Flower buds 4-5 cm long; fruits ca. 1 cm wide

»„ »*^«»-ta*»^«4«-rH«V+^-^^K K«^*«HH^*4 27. B. ungulata

26b. Flower buds 7-10 cm long; fruits ca. 2 cm wide

16. B. multinervia

25b. Calyx spathaceous; petals with blades ovate-elliptic.

27a. Staminal sheath distinctly ligulate 21.5. picta

27b. Staminal sheath not ligulate 3. B. beguinotii

1. Bauhinia aculeata L., Sp. PI. 374. 1753; non
yell-, 1825. type: Colombia or Venezuela:
^ierb. Clifford(holoUue BM- nhotneranh of ^««*'«'^ schuhzei Harms, Repert. Spec. Nov. Regni

nolotype, IJ).

11726 (holotype, VEN, not seen; isotypes, NY,
US).

^^^^hinia emarginata Mill., Card. Diet. ed. 8. 1768;

nTustoms «7h^w '"""S. ^""u""^'- C\"Tu"^' Bauhinia albijlora Britt. & Rose, N. Amer. Fl. 23: 203.

lotvne TT
,;!;,^^'^l°tyPe> BM; photograph of ho- ^^^q ^ypj,. g, Salvador. Sonsonate: Vicinity of

Veg. 24: 210. 1928. type: Colombia. Magdalena

Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, upper Rio Frio,

Schultze 428 (holotype, B, not seen; fragment of

holotype, F; photograph of holotype, F, MO, NY,
US).

. 'oiype, IJ, US).
"^^tniarotundatamw.. Card. Diet. ed. 8. 1768. type:

Intv
"^

o
^^^^^a'"' Cartagena, Houstoun s. n. (ho-

Bauhi.! ,
' photograph of holotype, US).

e.T^j''^^'^- Frag. Bot. 22. 1 80 1 ; non Willd
^x Steud iSdn ^ ^r^ , I - _

1930. type: El Salvador. Sonsonate: Vicinity of

Sonsonate, Standley 22373 (holotype, US; iso-

type, NY).

Shrubs or small trees up to 8(-I0) m tall;

branches tomentose when young, soon glabrate,

fhoim t!^"^^*
^^^^'' 'Venezuela: Jacquin s.n. armed with 1-2 intrastipular spines up to 1 cm

Paul^!" 'P^'
W, not seen).

,
8^2?''"^"[^^^ H.B.K., Nov. Gen. Sp. PI. 6: 314

long. Leaves chartaceous, suborbicular to broad-

\^\\.Bauh.nia glanduZ^HBllfjy^:, Prodn Iy lanceolate, emarginate or bilobate for ./3, rarely

IIu h}^^^-
'^^^^- Venezuela. Sucre: Cuman5, to '/2 their length, lobes parallel or slightly di-

^q"-^ ^7 (holotype, P, not seen; microfiche, vergent, 3-6 cm long, 2.5-5.0 cm wide, base cor-

•ype' F^Mn' x/^^'
'^"^ ^^^"' photograph of iso- ^^^g ^^ rounded, apex of lobes rounded to acute,

"'^J^^fdemeyeri Yog., Linnaea 13: 302. 1839.
margins smooth, tomentose, strigosc or glabrate

K "^^"^^"^'^ Federal Di:;rrict: Near Ca/aca;: on both surfaces, 7-9-nerved; petiole 0.5-3.0 cm
recfemejw

s.n. (holotype, B, not seen; fragment long, slightly canaliculate, tomentose, stngose, or
of hnl

v'i^iuiypc, o, noi seen; iragmen

NY TTCi^^'
^' photograph of holotype, F, MO

it \Tt ^^"^- ^^ Steud., Nom. Bot. ed. 2. 1:

(l^^^^^olhceila Blake, Contr. Gray Herb, 53: 32.

glabrate 4 mm long, ca-

ducous; adpetiolar intrastipular excrescence

forming a frequently reflexed spine, others mi-

nute. Inflorescences short racemose, less com-

^urr /i^'
'^"t;zueia. vicinity oi i^s Cum ores, monly geminate or 1 -flowered, subtcrminal, ax-

'soty^s Kv T'^'^
^^^^ (holotype, GH, not seen; ju^ry, racemes 3-1 0-flowered, rachis tomentose.

^ isotypes NY V7qT
^noioiype, on, noi seen;

13 loiT"'^"
Pittier, Trab. Mus. Com. Venez. 1:

;4
1 ^27:TvVB:'7e'„;;ra.r,:anrLrMan- cm long, tomentose, strigosc, or glabrate. free ttps

(hoi
,**" "^"^ '''^^ ^° S^"ta Lucia, Pinier 11783 up to 1.5 mm long; bract hnear, 2-5 mm long;

Dholi^ '^V^^^' ^^^ seen; isotypes, NY, P, US; bracteoles similar to bract; pedicels 0.5-1.0 cm

1- 14 iqS
'"'^'' '^^^^- ^"s- ^^"^- ^^"^^•

San p r
^'^^^- Venezuela. Cojedes: Between

Katael de Onoto and Agua Blanca, Pittier petals 5, subequal

long, tomentose or strigosc; hypanthium tubular,

0.3-1.0 cm long; calyx spathaceous at anthesis;
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\
i

narrowly elliptic to obovate, 2-10 times as long fertile stamens. The only other spiny species in i

as claw, (0. 5-) 1.0-2. 5 cm wide, glabrous, claw Middle America, B, pauletia, has inconspicuous

sparsely pilose to glabrous; fertile stamens 10, green flowers with filiform petals and only five

ca. % the length of petals, 5 alternate ones short-

er, filaments slender, arcuate, sparsely pilose at

fertile stamens.

Bauhinia aculeata is believed to be bat-polli-

^

base, short-connate at base for 1-5 mm, anthers nated and possibly also moth-pollinated, as ap-

linear, 4-7 mm long; pollen spheroid, inaper- pear to be many of its allies in South America.

turate, sexine reticulate with clavate supratectal In Venezuela this species is known as 'Tata

processes; gynoecium nearly equalling stamens, de Vaca," "Dibrito," "Quimbrapoto," "Guara-

arcuate, ovary and gynophore densely pilose, style pa," or *'Urapa.
1?

glabrate, gynophore nearly equalling to V2 as long

as style, stigma capitate. Fruit linear to narrowly

elliptic, apiculate with persistent style, 7-15 cm
long, 1.5-2.5 cm wide, light brown, pubescent at

maturity, sometimes becoming glabrate in age,

gynophore 1-

long to suborbicular, 6-11 mm long, 5-8 mm

Representative specimens: El Salvador, san
;

MIGUEL: Vicinity of San Antonio N of Ciudad Barrios.

Allen & Armour 6867 (F). sonsonate: Vicinity of Aca-

jutla, Standley 21983 (NY, US). Panama, cocle: U

tv.xxxx^o ^www...xx.£, e,x«^x«.v XXX «B- Pintada, Ledn 12 (MO), panama: E of Pacora, Wood-

2 cm long, puberulent; seeds ob- -7'/ 'f'^^9^^;^\^^^^ ^.rxhomt'^ ^ Hill, Box 1193 (F, UC, US). Barbados. St. Thomas,

Hopewell Gully, Bovell 208 (UCWI). Grenada. Si.

\

wide surface dull, dark brown, funicular aril-lobe George's, Broadway s.n. (F, NY, US)

scars equal, 2.0-2.5 mm long.

t

Bauhinia aculeata consists of two subspecies,

the typical form, to which the Middle American

material is referred, and subsp. grandiflora (Juss.)

Wunderlin, which occurs in Bolivia, Ecuador,

and Peru. The latter is distinguished by larger

leaves, fruits, and by flowers with a conspicu-

ously elongated hypanthium. In Middle America

B, aculeata is native to El Salvador and Panama

2. Bauhinia andreiuxii Hemsl., Diag. R Nov.

48. 1880. type: Mexico. Oaxaca: NearOa-

xaca, Andrieux 411 (holotype, K; isotypes,

G, not seen, P; fragment of G isotype, F;

photograph of G isotype, F, MO, US).

Shrubs or small trees; branches tuberculate,

tomentose when young, soon glabrate. Lea^e
^

chartaceous, suborbicular or broader than long^

in Central America and Barbados and Grenada bilobate up to Vi their length, lobes slightly di-
\

in the Lesser Antilles. It is also known from Ami- vergent, 1 .0-2 2 cm long 1 .5-3.0 cm wide, base

Mid cordate to rounded, apex oflobes rounded, upp^^ ^
die America, this species is native to Colombia surface glabrous, lower surface tomentellous, 7-

^

and Venezuela where it is especially common.
The species is found at elevations ranging from

near sea level up to 1,700 m in open tropical

9-nerved; petiole 5-15 mm long, slightly canalic-

ulate, tomentellous; stipules ovate, ca. 1 nim long*

caducous; adpetiolar intrastipular excrescen

)

deciduous forest or in disturbed sites. It flowers fused and forming a subulate projection ca. 1

throughout the year but most abundantly from

March
mm long, others minute. Inflorescences

race ^
mose, congested, terminal, 3-8-flowered, racni

and outside its natural range as an ornamental. strigose or tomentellous, buds linear-lanceolate, n

The taxonomy of the B. aculeata complex is

still only partly understood; there are a number
of names applied to entities in South America

that may or may not be distinct. Bauhinia acu-

leata is closely related to about 30 additional

South American and two Old World species,

Brilton and Rose described Bauhinia albiflora as

having five fertile stamens, but an examination

of the type material revealed it to have ten.

Bauhinia aculeata is highly polymorphic as is

evidenced by the extensive synonymy. However,
it is easily distinguished from all other Middle
American species because it is the only spiny

12-18 mm long, strigose or tomentellous, >

tips ca. 1.5 mm long; bract lanceolate, ca.

mm long; bracteoles similar but slightly sma'^

1.5 »

*^

of

\

than bract; pedicels ca. 5 mm long, strigose

tomentellous; hypanthium cyathiform, 2-3 ^
\

long; calyx spathaceous at anthesis; petals 5, s

equal, white, broadly elliptic, ca. 1 cm long, b'^

4-6 mm wide, glabrous, claw ca. 1 nim '^
'

glabrous; fertile stamens 10, 5 nearly equaln^

petals, alternate 5 ca. Vi the length of petals

equally short-connate at base for 1-3 mm
ments slender, glabrous, anthers linear obloi^^

ca. 2 mm long on longer stamens, ca. l-^

long on shorter stamens; pollen spheroid, in^P^
w — m J * ^^ ^ m f^ X^ k Ji. ^J A A X^ m \ ^^ X ^M \-W AAA ^r m. A hJ U\J A A ^ 1 A iJ L f J ft ^^ m. ^^ ^ ^^ r

species with large, white, showy flowers and ten turate, sexine reticulate with blunt, spinelik^.
in-
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fratectal processes; gynoecium nearly equalling tile stamens 10, the 5 longer ¥4 the length to
petals, tomentose, gynophore nearly equalling nearly equalling the petals, alternate 5 stamens
style in length, stigma capitate. Fruit linear, apic- shorter, short-connate for ca. Vi the length of
ulate with persistent style, 8-10 cm long, ca. 1.5 shorter stamens, filaments sparsely pilose toward
cmwide, dark brown, tomentose; seeds not seen. base, anthers triangular at anthesis, ca. 3 mm
Bauhinia andrieuxii is a wide-ranging but in-

frequently collected species occurring in western
Mexico from Sinaloa to Oaxaca. It occurs in de-
ciduous thorn scrub at elevations from near sea
level up to around 1,800 m.
This species is distinguished from other species

o( Bauhinia with ten fertile stamens in the area
by Its small leaves, which are suborbicular or
broader than long. It is most closely related to
o. seleriana.

The pollinators of this species are probably
butterflies or possibly bees.

Lob^^*^'"^^"^
examined: Mexico, morelos: Caflon de ama, where it occurs in tropical evergreen forest

7rt4a!ii^T!1-?"^^^''"^'^^^^-'^^'^tepecroad, Fryjt^// at elevations from near sea level up to about
'o^MEXU); Canon de Lobes, Vdzquez 1776 (MEXU).
"axaca: Monte Alban, Rose & Hough 4590 (NY, US);
^«"^« et al. 6077 (MEXU, MO); Mitla, Smith 107

npr.
5?''^^°'^- Cerro Llano Redondo, W of Caima-

long on longer stamens, ca. 2 mm long on shorter

stamens, sparsely pilose to glabrate; pollen sphe-

roid, inaperturate, sexine reticulate with blunt,

spinelike processes; gynoecium nearly equalling

longer stamens, brown tomentose, gynophore

nearly equalling style, stigma capitate. Fruit lin-

ear, apiculate with persistent style, 1 2-1 5 cm long,

2 cm wide, brown, minutely strigose to glabrate,

gynophore 1.0-1.5 cm long, glabrate; seeds not

seen.

Bauhinia beguinotii is a rare species known in

Middle America only from Costa Rica and Pan-

400 m.

begu

W

lata alliance, which is essentially a South Amer-

ican group and includes B. petiolata and B. cook-

ii. It is less closely related to B. pansamalana,
^' ^^"hmia beguinotii Cuf., Arch. Bot. Sist. 9: also of this alliance, and differs in having ten

^92. 1933. type: Costa Rica. Limon: Be- rather than three fertile stamens. Bauhinia be-

tween Waldeck and Rio Barbilla, Cufondon- guinotii is distinguished from B. petiolata. its

most closely related species in Central America,

by shorter stamens connate for about half their

Shrubs or c 11
length rather than being free nearly to the base

brown to
^'^^^ up to 6 m tall; branches ^^^ ^^ j^^^^^ ^i^l, ^.g i^ner pair ofnerves closer

soon glab!^r\'''^
^"^ tomentellous when young,

^^ ^^^ ^^i^^b than to the outer adjacent nerves

entire tn
^^,,^^^''^s^^artaceous, oblong-ovate,

^^^j^^^. ^^^^ equidistant or closer to the outer

1^

'c to shallowly bilobate, 10-24 cm long, 5-

e^jjj.^^^^^'
base rounded to truncate, apex of

^i,r/^
^^^^^ ^'^^^^ acuminate to caudate, upper

MO

nerves.

Bauhinia beguinotii is known outside Middle

surface el h
acummate to caudate, upper

^j^gj-ica only from Gorgona Island, Nariiio

'ous to Blah
^°^^' ^°'^^'" ^"^^^'^^ ^^^^"^ tomentel-

province, Colombia. The Colombian material is

'ong SiZT'
^"^"^^^^'^^ petioles 1.5-3.5 cm recognized as var. gorgonae (Killip ex Cowan)

hr^Au. ^ canaliculate, glabrate; stipules w.mdprlin and is distinguished by leaves deeply
broadly

'''Stent ad^^^^'
^P^'^^'^^^' * -^-'-^ ^^ ^<^"g' P^^' bilobate or bifoliolate rather than entire or only

'^i^ed andT'^
mtrastipular excrescence en- ^\^^i^x\y bilobate. Since the degree of lobing in

' mm Ion
™^"^ ^ subulate projection up to

j^^^^^ of Bauhinia is often quite variable, further

"lose term- t

^^^ "minute. Inflorescences race-
^ojigctions may prove var. gorgonae not to be

^«"ies 5 1 n fl^

^^ subterminal and axillary, ra-
^j^jj^ct from the typical form found in Panama

»OmentPii
°'^^'"^^' ^^^'^^^ '"°'^" tomentose to _^ ^^,,^ r.V^

long h
^^^ elliptic-lanceolate, 1 .5-2.0 cm

ovate
^^'^ tomentose, free tips minute; bract

Pedicel ?' ^^ ^°"^' ^'"^cteoles similar to bract;

Panth;

^ ^^ ^'^"S. brown tomentose; hy-

ihaceo""^
"^^"^^^""^^t^' ^~^ ^^ '<^"S; calyx spa-

2.5^3
q'' ^^ anthesis; petals 5, subequal, white,

^ide ^u
'°"^' ^^^^^ oblanceolate, 8-13 mm

• glabrous, claw 3-5 mm long, glabrous; fer-

and Costa Rica.

Specimens examined: Costa Rica, limon: Drainage

of the RiO Estrilla Valley, Shank & Molina 4466 (F

US). Panama. Panama: El Llano-Cart-Tupile road 1

6

km N ofPan-American Highway at El Llano, Nee 9362

(MO)- 14 8 km N of the Pan-American Highway. Fol-

som & Maas 5202 (MO); ca. 1 km N ofPan-Amcncan

Highway, Neeet al <H.SSl (MO); 10-12 km N of Pan-

American Highway, Mori d. Kallunki 2847 (MO).
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4. Bauhinia chapulhuacania Wunderlin, nom. hinia chapulhuacania occurs over 100 miles to

nov, Bauhinia dipetala var. macrophylla the north of the range of these other two related

Wunderlin, Southwest. Nat. 13: 104. 1968. species and differs in larger leaves and fruits.

type: Mexico. Hidalgo: Near Chapulhuacan, Because of the close resemblance of its flower to

i

Moore 2883 (holotype, GH). that of 5. dipetala, B. chapulhuacania was ong-

inally described as a variety ofthat species. How-
i

Trees up to 6 m tall; branches strigose when
examination of additional collections in-

young, soon glabrate. Leaves subconaceous,
dicates that it is best treated as a distinct but \

broadly ovate bilobate about V4->A their length,
^^^^^^^ ^p^^.^^ ^^^ .^ ^^ ^^^^ ^l^^.^ed to

lobesshghtly divergent (6-)10-15(-30)cm long ^ ^^^^ ^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^ macrophylla'^^

(5-) 10-1 5(-25) cm wide, base cordate, apex of
j.^ (5, macrophylla Poir., Encyc. Suppl

newlobes rounded to obtuse, margins smooth or

nearly so, upper surface glabrous, lower surface

minutely brown strigose below when young, gla-

brate in age, 1 1 -nerved, petiole 2.5-4.0 cm long,

slightly canaliculate, brown strigose; stipules

ovate-lanceolate, 2.0-2.5 mm long, persistent;

adpetiolar intrastipular excrescence enlarged and

forming a subulate projection ca. 1.5 mm long,

others minute. Inflorescence racemose, terminal,

or subterminal and axillary, 20-30-flowered, (MEXU, UC, US);"? mi. S of Chapulhuacan along

rachis strigose, buds linear, 2-3 cm long, strigose,

free tips up to 2 mm long; bract lanceolate, ca.

1.5 mm long; bracteoles similar to bract but

smaller; pedicels 1.0-1.5 cm long, strigose; hy-

panthium elongate-campanulate, 6-10 mm long; Saito, King 3920 (F, NY, TEX, UC, US).

calyx spathaceous at anthesis; petals 2, subequal,

linear, tapering to base, 1.0-2.0 cm long, 0.5-1.5 5. Bauhinia cookii Rose in Britt. & Rose

1: 600. 1810 [= 5. guianensis Aubl.]), a

name must be chosen.

Bauhinia chapulhuacania is undoubtedly bat-

pollinated as are its close relatives B. deserti and

B. dipetala.

Specimens examined: Mexico, hidalgo: S ofTama*

zunchale, Barkley & Webster 7264 (F, MEXU, TEX):

near Hidalgo-San Luis Potosi border, Km 343-344 on

highway below Chapulhuacan, Moore & Wood io.-

(MEXU, UC, US); 7 mi. S of Chapulhuacan along

MEX 85, Wunderlin 5050 (MO, USE), san luis poto-

si: 3 1 mi. S of Ciudad Valles along Highway ^^^

McGregor et al. 857 (US); Puerto Verde, 64 km vj oj

Ciudad Valles on highway to Rio Verde, Fryxell^

Anderson 3605 (MO, USE); near the waterfall at t

)

I

t

t

N.

mm wide, brown pilose on inner surface; fertile

stamen 1, 2.5-4.0 cm long, filament slender, ar-

cuate, glabrate, short-connate at base with stami-

nodes, anther linear-oblong, green, 8-12 mm long,

glabrate; staminodes 9, subequal, 4.5-13.0 mm
long, connate for ca. Va their length, brown pilose

on inner surface, abortive anthers absent; pollen

spheroid, 3-colporoidate, sexine striato-reticu-

late with elongate supratectal processes;

gynoecium ca. equalling fertile stamen, arcuate,

tomenlose, style and gynophore sparsely tomen-
tellous, gynophore ca. equalHng style, stigma

subclavate, hardly differentiated from style. Fruit

linear, apiculate with persistent style, (15-)18-

25(-30) cm long, 1.5-2.0 cm wide, dark brown,

sparsely brown strigose, gynophore 2.5-4.0 cm
long; seeds broadly oblong, 10-12 mm long, 8-

10 mm wide, surface dull, dark brown, funicular

aril-lobe scars subequal, ca. 3 mm long.

Bauhinia chapulhuacania is a rare species en-

demic to southeastern San Luis Potosi and north-

ernmost Hidalgo, Mexico where it occurs in open,

mixed, mesic forest at 700 to 900 m elevation.

This species is most closely related to B, di-

petala and B. deserti, both of which are charac- mm long, caducous; adpetiolar intrastipular^^'

terized by two inconspicuous green petals. Bau- crescence enlarged and forming a subulate P^

Amen Fl. 23: 205. 1930. type: Costa Rica-
^

Alajuela: Cuesta de la Vieja, road to San

Carlos, Cook c6 Doyle 41 (holotype, U^-

fragment of holotype, NY; isotype, US).

Casparia calderonii Rose in Britt. & Rose, N. A
•

Fl. 23: 217. 1930. Bauhinia calderonii {^^^^

Lundell, Phytologia 1: 214. 1937. Bauhiniacaia

ronii (Rose) Standi. & Steyerm., Publ. Field, N^ *

Nat. Hist., Bot. Ser. 23: 161. 1944. Supertluou^

combination for Bauhinia calderonii (Rose)

dell, type: EI Salvador. Sonsonate: San m^_

Calderdn 2226 (holotype, US; isotype, US; \^^ ^\

ment of isotype, NY). ^
Bauhinia gigas Lundell, Phytologia 1:213. ^^^ Iwy '

Belize. El Cayo: Valentin, Lundell 6298 (no

type, MICH; isotypes, NY, US).

Trees up to 15(-40) m tall; branches

or puberulent when young, soon glabrate. ^^^
.

.

submembranaceous or chartaceous, bro -

ovate, bilobate for Vi or more their length, 1^

divaricate, 5-10(-15) cm long, 7-l0(-l2)

wide, base cordate to truncate, apex oflobes a

to obtuse, margins smooth, upper surface 6*

brous, lower surface strigose, at least on ne

7-9-nerved; petioles 2-3(-5) cm long, sHg^ij

canaliculate, strigose; stipules lanceolate, ca-

strigose

es

\

\

«*
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jection up to 1.5 mm long, others minute. Inflo- Mc
la Mano Negra, near Iguala, Rose et al 9344 (F, GH,

rescences paniculate, congested into fasciculate f.^^'^rc^ ^ '

"^-"^
'f

"^''' Tw ^.^{Za .nH t .^
.

, , ^ , , NY, US). JALISCO: Between Bahia Navidad and La
clusters, sometimes produced before the leaves

^anzanilla on Bahia Tenacatita, 3 mi. W of Autlan-

and appearing cauliflorus or ramiflorus, 15-60- McVaugh

minute; bract ovate-lanceolate, ca. 1 mm long;

flowered, rachis and rachilla strigose, buds lin- 8 mi. WofCompostelaalongroad to Mazatan, Gentry

ear-elliptic, 8-10 mm long, strigose, free tips c£ G///j 70545 (DUKE, MEXU, TEX), oaxaca: E^do
^ ' 5. & .

^
g^^.^^ Juarez, Sebastopol, Textepec, Dioscorea Bri-

gade 2741 (MEXU). sinaloa: Mazatlan, Reko 4520
bracteoles similar but slightly smaller than bract; (meXU, US), veracruz: Municipio Puenie Nacional,

pedicels 5-7 mm long, strigose; hypanthium cy- La Ceiba, Ventura 12760 (MEXU). Guatemala.

athiform, 2-3 mm long; calyx spathaceous at an- escuintla: Rio Guacalate, Standley 60187 (F US).

thesis; pejals 5, subequa,. Ugh, suTur yeHow e,- ^^Z^^^^:;^^:^:!^^
iiptic to oblanceolate, sessile or short clawed, 1

0-
y.^j^ ^j^^^^ Patulul, Standley 62207 (F). Honduras.

15 mm long, 5-7 mm wide, glabrate; fertile sta- comayagua: Pito Solo, Lake Yojoa, Edwards P-404

mens 1 0, 5 nearly equalling petals, alternate ones (F, US). Costa Rica, alajuela: Plains of the R'o San

ca. '/2 their length, glabrate, short-connate at base
for ca. 1 mm, lacinate rim projecting above point

Carlos, Pittier 16695 (US), san jose: Cerro Bijaqualito-

Tarcoles, POveda 1097 (MO).

ofadnation, filaments slender, anthers linear-ob-
long, those of longer stamens ca. 2 mm long, of 6. Bauhinia coulter! Macbr., Contr. Gray Herb.

59: 22. 1919. Based on Bauhinia platypetalashorter stamens ca. 1.5 mm long; pollen sphe-
roid, inaperturate, sexine reticulate with blunt,

spinelike infratectal processes; gynoecium ca. 'A

Benth. ex Hemsl.

, - , _- Shrubs to 0.8 m or small tree up to 6 m tall;

'ne length of petals and ca. equalling shorter sta-
^j^anches tomentose when young, soon glabrate.

mens, gynophore ca. equalling style, stigma small,
i^^^y^^ subcoriaceous, suborbicular, bilobate up

capitate. Fruit linear, apiculate with persistent
^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ (2-)3-5(-6) cm long, (2-)3-5

s yle, 5-7 cm long, ca. 1 .5 cm wide, light brown, , ^^ ^^ ^-^^^ ^^^^ cordate, apex of lobes round-
glabrous, gynophore 5-10 mm long; seeds ob-

^^^ margins smooth to strongly crisped, upper
ovate, 7-10mm long, 5-8 mm wide, surface dull,

g^^face glabrous, lower surface tomentose to gla-
ark brown, funicular aril-lobe scars equal, form-

^^^^^ 5-9-nerved; petiole 1-2 cm long, slightly
mg an arcuate white line for ca. % the length of

canaliculate, tomentose; stipules lanceolate, ca.

^ •

1 mm long, caducous; intrastipular excrescences

bauhinia cookii is widespread species from Si- minute. Inflorescences racemose, terminal, or

"aloa in western Mexico southeast to Costa Rica, subterminal and axillary, 2- 10-flowered, rachis

Collections have not been seen from Nicaragua, tomentose, buds narrowly lanceolate, 1.5-2.5 cm
but n is to be expected there. It occurs in tropical long, reddish tomentose, free tips ca_ 1mm ong,

^^ciduous or semideciduous forests at elevations bract narrowly lanceolate 2.0-2.5 mm long,

f
«"^ near sea level up to about 2,000 m but more bracteoles similar but smaller than bract^ ped^-

^^^n^only from 300 to 1,000 m. It apparently eels slender, 1-2 cm long, omentose hypan-

owers throughout the year but most commonly thium cyathiform, 1--2 mm long; *- spatha

J^^'n March to July. Flowers are sometimes pro- ceous at anthesis; petals 5, subequal pmk or rarely

'ri^^- the leaves appear or are much de- white with darker venation, -rowly cHip^

eloped.

Thi

3(-4)

in.s.n • glabrous or strigulose near base on inner surface;

"s species is part ofthePetiolata alliance but °^^^^^ stamens 3, short-connate with stami-

iheLr^
appear to be closely related to any of ^^^^^ ^.gntral stamen ca. 'A as long as petals,

tner species ofthis alliance in Central Amer- fli^^gnt stout anther oblong, ca. 2 mm long,

glabrous, lateral stamens 5-7 mm long, filaments

stout, glabrous, anthers as in central stamen;

staminodes 7, subequal, 4-6 mm long, connate

In r
-

for ca '/a their length, glabrous, abortive anthers

^^^uatemala and El Salvador the local name „,„,„nt. pollen spheroid, 3-colporoidaie, sexine

'' ^^"^^-" Sate; gynoecium -. equajling pcta.s, ^ar-

"y o?S?lf
*'^^ specimens: Mexico, chiap \s: Vicin-

14 ni, wnw °"^' ^'^««^^ ^485 (US), colima: Ca.

^ ofSantiago on road to Cihuatlan, Jalisco,

beca
^ '^^^^''y recognized in Middle America

iuifu"'*
^^ ^^ ^^^ °"^^ ^^^^ Bauhinia with light

ih^
/'^^"^w flowers in fasciculate clusters along

'^^ branches.

rexicuiaic, 6j'— .

I

cuate, strigose, gynophore subcquallmg st>lc

ti ma not much differentiated fro-^ty e. Fru,

,..Lrnniculatewithpersisientstylc.(5-)6-8(-15)
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cm long, 1.0-1.5 cm wide, light brown, tomen- This variety is easily distinguished from the

tellous to glabrale, gynophore ca. 1-2 cm long, typical by the characters in the above key.

tomentellous; seeds elliptic, 7-8 mm long, 4-5 The local name is "Manito de Cabra.

mm wide, dark brown, funicular aril-lobe scars

subequal, 2-3 mm long.

Two varieties are recognized.

Key to Varieties of Bavhinia coulteri

la. Shrubs up to 0.8 m tall; leaves subglabrous
or sparsely pubescent below, margins smooth

6a, var. coulteri

lb. Small trees 5-6 m tall; leaves densely to-

mentose below, margins crisped „

6b. var. arborescens

6a. Bauhinia coulteri Macbr. var. coulteri.

49. 1880;nonBurch. exBenth., 1870. type: Mex-
ico. Hidalgo: Zimapan, Coulter 531 (holotype, K;
isotype, NY).

Casparia coulteri (Macbr.) Britt. & Rose, N. Amer. Fl

23: 216. 1930.

8(-12) cm long, (3-)5-8(-12) cm wide, base cor
I

t

date, apex of lobes rounded or obtuse, margins

slightly crisped, upper surface glabrous, lower

surface puberulent, 7-1 1 -nerved; petiole 2-4 cm

Bauhinia coulteri forma albiflora Wunderlin, Rhodora ^^^S, slightly canaliculate, puberulent; stipules

70:286. 1968. type: Mexico. Tamaulipas: 19 km ovate, 1.2-2.0 mm long, persistent; adpetiolar

SE ofMiquihuana on road to Palmillas, Stanford intrastipular excrescence enlarged and forming a

^/a/.55i(holotype,MO;isotypes,GH,NY,UC),
subulate projection up to 1.5 mm long, others

Bauhinia coulteri is a central Mexican species niinute. Inflorescences racemose, terminal, or

of open oak-pine, juniper, or deciduous forests subterminal and axillary, 20-30-flowered,racms

and occurs at elevations of 600 to 2,400 m. It strigose, buds linear, 2-3 cm long, strigose, fre^

flowers from April to September. ^ips up to 2 mm long; bract lanceolate, ca. I-

^, . . . ., mm long; bracteoles similar to bract, but smallen

This species is easily recognized by its subor- pedicels 0.6-1 5 mm long, strigose; hypanthium
bicular leaves and pink (rarely white), sessile pet- dongate-campanulate, 6-8 mm long; calyx spa-

als and three fertile stamens. No other species thaceous at anthesis; petals 2, subequal, linear-

of Bauhimam Mexico has three fertile anthers, tapering to base, 1-2 cm long, brown pilose on

It IS readily distinguished from var. arborescens inner surface; fertile stamen 1 , 2.5-4.0 cm long-

by the characters given in the above key. filament slender, arcuate, glabrous, short-co

Representative specimens: Mexico, hidalgo: 16 km ^^^^ "^^^^ staminodes at base, anther lio^^'*'^

S ofJacala, Frye & Frye 2251 (GH, MO, NY, UC, US), long, green, 8-12 mm long, glabrous; starni

QUERETARo: 12 mi. E ofLanda de Matamoros, Crutch-
field & Johnston 6136a (TEX), san luis potosi: Minas
de San Rafael, Purpus 5187 (F, GH, MO, NY, P, UC,
US), tamaulipas: 18 mi. by road SE of Bustamante

La
(TEX).

6b. Wunder
: Mexico

fQueretaro

inode?

9, subequal, 8-12 mm long, connate for ca.

their length, brown pilose externally, aborii

anthers absent; pollen spheroid, 3-colporoiaatf^

sexine striato-reticulate with elongate supratec
. of'

processes; gynoecium ca. equalling stamen,

cuate, ovary tomentose, style and gynophore

mentellous, gynophore ca. equalling style, stJg

subclavate, hardly differentiated from style.
Fru

linear, apiculate with persistent style, lO-l^^.

MO; isotypes, DUKE
McVaugh long, ca. 1 cm wide, dark brown, sparsely stn

MICH, TEX, US).
gose, gynophore 2.5-3.5 cm long; seeds oblo"?;

dull dar^
8-10 cm long, 5-8 cm wide, surface

Bauhinia coulteri var. arborescens is known ^""^"^^^ funicular aril-lobe scars subequal ca.

only from the type collection. It occurs in the

3

mm long.

oflower limits of the pinyon pine-juniper belt at Bauhinia deserti is restricted to the states

about 2,700 meters elevation. It was collected in Oaxaca and Puebla in Mexico in dry deciduou*

flower in April. forest at elevations of about 1,000 to 1,900 i"-

7. Bauhinia deserti (Britt. & Rose) Lundell, Publ. S

Carnegie Inst. Wash. no. 478. 211. 1937.

Casparia deserti Britt. & Rose, N. Amer. R
23:216.1 930. Bauhinia dipetala var. deserii

(Britt. & Rose) Wunderlin, Phytologia 15:

53. 1967. type: Mexico. Puebla: NearTe-

huacan, Rose & Rose 11375 (holotype, US;

isotype, NY).

Shrubs to 5 m tall; branches strigose or pu

berulent when young, soon glabrate. Leaves sub-
j

coriaceous, broadly ovate, bilobate Vi to % their

Bauhinia platypetala Benth. ex Hemsl., Diag. PI. Nov. ^^"S^^' ^°^^^ parallel or slightly divergent, (3-)5- I

)

/

I

I

/

I

\

s

t

s
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It apparently flowers throughout much of the ca. 5 mm long, strigose; hypanthium elongate-

year but most abundantly from August to No- campanulate, 4-6 mm long; calyx spathaceous

vember.

Bauhinia deserti is most closely related to B,

chapulhuacania and B. dipetala; all three are

characterized by green flowers with two petals.

It is distinguished from B. chapulhuacania by its

smaller leaves and fruits and from B. dipetala by

at anthesis; petals 2, subequal, linear, 6-8 mm
long, ca. 2 mm wide, brown pilose on inner sur-

face; fertile stamen 1, 2.0-2.5 cm long, filament

slender, arcuate, glabrate, short-connate at base

with staminodes, anther linear-oblong, green, 8-

10 mm long, sparsely brown pilose, staminodes

3-4
Its coriaceous leaves with the apex of the lobes / • , /

.

•. c u^^
„„ 11 J , , , ,

their length, brown pilose on mner surface, abor-
usually rounded to obtuse. Bauhinia deserti is

tive anthers absent; pollen spheroid, 3-colporoi-
geographically separated from B. chapulhuaca-

^^^^^ striato-reticulate with 'elongate su-
ma and occurs m a dryer habitat than 5. ^.>.r^/a.

p^^^^^^^, processes; gynoecium ca. equalling

stamen, arcuate, ovary tomentose, style and gy-
Bauhinia deserta was reduced to a variety of 5.

SV^
Wunderhn (1967) but examination

^^ tomentellous to glabrate, gynophore ca.

that hT" u
'°"^^^^°^^l^^d^ t« ^he conclusion

^^^j^^ ^^.^^^ subclavate, hardly differ-
mat It should be retained at the specific level. ^^^.^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^1^ ^^^-^ li„,^,^ apic^l.te with

asare'trTV!
.''?''*

!f
^' bat-pollinated,

persistent style, (8-) 10-1 5 (-18) cm long, 1.0-1.5

nL!/!
'^^^''^ ^- ^^^^P^lhuacania and B. di- ^^ ^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ puberulent to glabrate,

gynophore 2.0-2.5 cm long; seeds oblong, 7-8

mm long, 6-7 mm wide, surface dull, dark brown,

funicular aril-lobe scars subequal, ca. 3 mm long.

Bauhinia dipetala occurs in southern Mexico

and Belize along the edges of moist deciduous

petala.

Representative specimens: Mexico, oaxaca: Monte
^Iban, near Oaxaca, Pringle 6065 (A, F, MO, MSC,
^Y

,

P, UC, US, VT). puebla: Tehuacan, Purpus 1 1 90
(F. GH, MO, NY, UC).

8. Bauhinia dipetala Hemsl., Diag. PI. Nov. forest at elevations of 200 to 1,100 m. It has not

1880. Casparia dipetala (Hemsl.) Britt. & been collected in Peten, Guatemala, but is to be

Rose, N. Amer. Fl. 23: 216. 1930. type: expected there. It is sometimes cultivated as an

Mexico. Veracruz: Valle de Cordoba, Bour- ornamental and has become naturalized in Cuba.

geau 1713 (holotype, K; isotypes, F, GH, P, It flowers from December to May.

Bauhinia dipetala is most closely related to B.
„ Bauhinia dipetala is most closely reiatea to u.

^'^J^'ji^'^teralis Britten & Baker, J. Bot. 35: 233. ^^^^^^/ and B. chapulhuacania, which also have

& RoseT? ""tor^fo (Britten & Baker) Britt.
^ ^i^^ two petals.«Kose,N. Amer. R 23:214. 1930. type: Mex-

green uu c k_
_ _

BM^
^^"^^^ ^^^^^^'^' Houstoun s.n. (holotype.

Shrubs or small trees up to 5 m tall; branches

The species has green flowers with a musky

odor, which are bat-pollinated.

Representative specimens: Mexico, chiapas: Along

a small river in the barrio of Tib Ha'. Pffaje
of Mah-S se or puberulent when young, soon gla- a smau nv-.! m. »xv

-...cn/rr K^^n
^-e. Leaves chartaceous, broadly ovate, bilo- ^-^0',^T^^^^^^^^^^

oaxaca: Near Oaxaca, ^«^n>«x 2772 (P). puebla: Te-

huacan, Diguet s.n. (P). Veracruz: Ca
J

mi. E of

Cordoba, Highway 150, Longd ^"^f^^^^^^^y^f).

Belize cayo: Banks of river above El Cayo, Lundetl

6136 (F, MICH, NY, TEX, US). Cuba. Havana: Near

Havana, Le6n 6241 (NY).

all i
^ ^"^ ''^'' '^'^ly ^o '/2 their length, lobes par-

(3^J° ^^'ghtly divergent, (3-)5-8(-12) cm long,

a f

~'^^ ^"^ ^^'^^' '^^^^ rounded to cordate,

or sf h
^°*^" ^^"^^ ^° obtuse, margins smooth

surf
'^•^'^'^^^^' "PP^*" surface glabrous, lower

'ole7V^"^°^^
or puberulent, 7-1 1 -nerved; pet-

goj^
~^-^ ^"^ long, slightly canaliculate, stri-

ni^
l^''

^"^^'"ulent; stipules lanceolate, ca. 1.5

crp
"^ persistent; adpetiolar intrastipular ex-

JectioT^
^"^^'ged and forming a subulate pro-

''esce
"^ ^° *'^ "^"^ ^°"^' ^^^^'s minute. Inflo-

^Aiila

'^^ "^^^^"^^se, terminal, or subterminal and

linear"^,'
^^"^'^^owered, '"^^his strigose, buds

ca. 1

'
^

^-5 mm long, strigose, free tips up to

bracie r
'^"^' '""^^^ lanceolate, ca. 1 .5 mm long;

°'es similar to bract but smaller; pedicels

9. Bauhinia divancataL.,Sp. PI. 374. 1753;non

Lam 1785; nee Hort. ex Steud., 1840.

Mandarus divaricatus (L.) Raf ,
Sylva Tel-

lur 122. 1838. Casparia divaricata (L.)

H B K. ex Jackson in Index Kcw. 1: 449.

1895 nom. inval. Casparia divaricata (L.)

H B.k. ex Britt. & Rose, N. Amer. H. 23:

215. 1930. type: ?Jamaica: Iferh. Clifford

(holotype, BM).
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Bauhinia divaricata [van] beta L., Sp. PI. ed. 2. 535.

1 762. type: ?Jamaica: Herb. A//7/er (holotype, BM).

\

here designated; selected from syntypes: Seler 16S9
\

and 1890, B, destroyed in World War II.

Bauhinia aurita Ait., Hort. Kew. 2: 48. 1789. Caspaha Bauhinia confusa Rose, Contr. U.S. Nat. Herb. 10:97

1906. Casparia confusa (Rose) Britt. & Rose,N.

Amer. Fl. 23: 215. 1930. type: Mexico. San Luis

Potosi: Tomasopo Canyon, Pringle 3104 (holo-

aurita (Ait.) Griseb., Fl. Brit. W. Ind. 213. 1860.

Based on Bauhinia divaricata [var.] beta L.

Bauhinia divaricata Lam., Encyc. 1: 389. 1785; non

L., 1753; nee Hort. ex Steud., 1840. type: ?Ja-

maica: Herb. Desfontaines (holotype, Fl, not seen).

Bauhinia porrecta Sw., Prodr. 66. 1788. Casparia por-

recta (Sw.) Kunth ex Griseb., Fl. Brit. W. Ind.

213. 1860. Casparia porrecta (Sw.) H.B.K. ex

Jackson in Index Kew. 1: 449. 1895, nom. inval.

type: ?Jamaica: Swartzs.n. (holotype, ?S, not seen).

Bauhinia latifolia Cav., Icon. 5: 4. 1799. Casparia la-

tifolia (Cav.) H.B.K. ex Jackson in Index Kew. 1:

449. 1895, nom. inval. type: Mexico: Nee s.n.

(holotype, MA, not seen).

Bauhinia retusaVoir., Encyc. S\x^^\. 1:599. 1811;non

Ham. ex Roxb., 1832. type: Herb. Jussieu (ho-

lotype, P-JU, not seen).

Bauhinia racemifera Desv., J. Bot. 3: 74. 1814. type:

America. Herb. Desvaux (holotype, P).

Bauhinia americanal^un.. Herb. Amat. 5: t. 315. 1821.

type: Tropical America. Herb. Launay {holotype,

P-JU, not seen).

Bauhinia lamarkiana DC, Prodr. 2; 512. 1825. Based
on Bauhinia divaricata Lam.

\

type, US; isotypes, CM, F, GH, MO, MSCNY,
^

UC, US, VT).

Bauhinia goldmanii Rose, Contr. U.S. Nat, Herb. 10:

97. 1906. type: Mexico. Chiapas: Tuxtla Gutier-

rez, Goldman 742 (holotype, US; fragment of ho-

lotype, NY).
Bauhinia caribaea Jennings, Ann. Carnegie Mus ii.

127. 1917. type: Cuba. Havana: N of Caleia

Grande, Jennings 630 (holotype, CM).

Bauhinia peninsularis Brandeg., Univ. Calif. Publ. Bot

10: 183. 1922. Casparia peninsularis iBnr\m

Britt. & Rose, N. Amer. Fl. 23: 21 1. 1930. type:

Mexico. Baja California Sun W side of Cape re-

gion, Brandegee s.n. (holotype, UC).

Bauhinia divaricata var. angustiloba Ekman ex Urban,

Ark. Bot. 24A: 8. 1931. type: Haiti. Sud: Mass

de la Hotte, western group, Tiburon, in hUis

Cap-a-faux, Ekman 10535 (holotype, B ae-

stroyed in World War II; isotypes, F, LL, in »

US).

I

Bauhinia spathacea DC, Prodr. 2: 512. 1825. Cas- Shrubs or small trees up to 8 m tall; branches

paria spathacea (DC.) Britt. & Rose, N. Amer. Fl.

23: 21 1. 1930. type: Based on a Sesse and Mocino
plate (copy, G, not seen; photograph of copy at

stngose or tomentellous when young, soong^^
I

brate. Leaves chartaceous to subcoriaceous, su
^

G, F, MO, us! blueprint of tracing of copy at G, orbicular to narrowly ovate to lanceolate emar

MO, US). ginate to bilobate about %, rarely nearly their
|

Bauhinia furcata Desv., Ann. Sci. Nat. (Paris) 9: 429. entire length lobes parallel or divaricate,
2-!-

1 826.
f^^^^f^^/^'y^^^

(Desv.) Jackson in Index ^^ ,^^g^ 2-10 cm wide, base rounded to cordate I

Kew. 1: 449. 1895, nom. inval. type: Tropical

America. Herb. Desvaux (holotype, P).

Bauhinia adansoniana Guill. & Perr. Fl. Seneg. Tent.

1: 265. 1832. type: The Adanson specimen is

synonymous with B. rufescens Lam. of Africa but

the description is of B. divaricata (fide Pellegrin,

1927).

Bauhinia versicolor Berlol., Hort. Bonon. PI. Nov. 1:

7. 1838. Casparia versicolor (fiexXoX.) Britt. & Rose,

N. Amer. Fl. 23: 215. 1930. type: Mexico. Ta-
maulipas: Cultivated from seeds collected by Bos-
chio, Bertoloni s.n. (holotype, BOLO, not seen).

Bauhinia mexicana Vog., Linnaea 13: 299. 1839. Cas-
paria mexicana (Vog.) Britt. & Rose, N. Amer.
Fl. 23: 214. 1930. type: Mexico. Veracruz: Near

margitis
apex of lobes acuminate to rounded,

smooth to slightly crisped, upper surface tomej^

tellous, puberulent, or glabrous, lower sum
^ ^

strigose or tomentellous, 5-9-nerved, petiole • ^
4.0 cm long, slightly canaliculate, strigose,

^^ ^

mentellous, or glabrate; stipules ovate to Im^^^^ ^\

1-3 mm long, deciduous; adpetiolar inirastipu^^^

excrescence enlarged and forming a subulate P

jection up to 2 mm long, others minute, in

^^
^

rescence racemose, terminal, or subtermina

axillary, (10-)20-50-flowered, rachis strigo^e^
|

tomentellous, buds linear, 1 2-20 mm long-

^

Papantla, Schiedes.n. (holotype, B, not seen, pre- g^^^ ^^ tomentellous, free tips up to 2 mm
sumed destroyed)

Bauhinia latifolia [var.] beta Hook. & Am., Bot. Cap.
Beech. Voy. 421. 1840. type: Mexico. Nayarit:
San Bias and Tepic, Lay & Collie s.n. (holotype,
?GL, not seen).

Bauhinia schlcchtendaliana Mart. & Gal., Bull. Brux.
10:308. 1843. Casparia schlcchtendaliana {^diXX,

& Gal.) Britt. & Rose, N. Amer. Fl. 23: 215.1 930.
type; Mexico. Oaxaca: Rio de las Vueltas, Gal-
eotti 3239 (holotype, BR, not seen; isotype, P).

Bauhinia amblyophylla Harms in Loess., Bull. Herb.
Boissier 7: 548. 1899. Casparia amhlvophvlla
(Harms) Brilt. & Rose, N. Amer. H. 23: 211.
1930. lectotype: Mexico. Oaxaca: Between Te-

brac-

bract lanceolate to linear, 1,5-4.0 mm long; ^^
^

teoles similar to bract but smaller; pedicels
^^

2.0 cm long, strigose or tomentellous; hyP
'

thium cyathiform, 2-3 mm long; calyx spa
^^ ^

ceous at anthesis; petals 5, subequal, white,
^
^^

ing pink in age, 1.5-2.5 cm long, blade ovate
|

narrowly elliptic, 1-3 times the length of c
'

1 .5-6.0 mm wide, glabrous, claw glabrous: ie

^^

stamen 1, subequalling to twice the Icng

petals, filament slender, slightly arcuate. V^^^

brous, connate at base with staminodes, a
i:fjv/. Lt*. luiirt. ivicxico. waxaca: ueiween le- t^i-^wc*, vvf.mw^v «i iy«ov inr.m .,..«*-*

hroU^'-
quisisllanandJalapa..SV/f'r 7659 (NY). LECTOTYPE linear-oblong, ca. 2 mm long, black, gl^P
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staminodes 9, subequal, 1.0-1.5 cm long, con- "Pie de Vaca," "Ts'ulubtok'," and "Sakts'ulu-
nate for % or more their length, white, petaloid, btok'," in Belize "Pata de Vaca," "Pie de Vaca,"
abortive anthers present or absent; pollen sub- "Bull Hoof," "Ts'ulubtok'," and in the Cayman
spheroid, 3-colporoidate, sexine striate; gynoe- Islands "Bull Hoof," in Jamaica "Bull Hoof"
cium ca. equalling or slightly exceeding stamens, and "Mocco John," and in the Dominican Re-
arcuate, short pilose to tomentose, ovary more public "Pata de Chivo" and "Huella de Chivo."
pubescent than gynophore and style, gynophore
ca. equalling style, stigma capitate, green. Fruit „ ,, , „ ^ ,.v,. , ^ ,,.,
linpar or.;^ 1 -.1 , .,

NiA suR." buena vista, Brandegee l// (A, OH, US),-near apiculate with persistent style, 2.0-2.5 cm campeche: Tuxpena, Lundell 962 (A, F, GH, MICH,
long, brown, puberulcnt to glabrate, gynophore MO, NY, UC, US, VT). chiapas: 6 mi. SE of Chiapa
2.0-2.5 cm long; seeds oblong to suborbicular, de Corzo on Mexican Highway 190, ^arew^fc^z-f^fl'/oir

8-10 mm long, 6-8 mm wide surface dull dark
^^^"^^ ^^' ^^' MICH, NY, US), colima: Ca. 1

1
mi.

brown funiriilar ar-;i i^u^ ' u i
'

i SSWofColimaonManzanilloroad, McFawgAcfi A'oc/rn, lunicular anl-lobe scars subequal, ca. 3 r^go .micH. US). dl;rango: La Baiada. Tamazula.

Representative specimens: Mexico, baja Califor-

nia sur: Buena Vista, Brandegee 177 (A, GH, US).

mm long.
1598 (MICH, US), dlirango: La Bajada, Tamazula,

Ortega 4397 (US), guerrero: Atoyoc, Hinton et al.

10959 (F, GH, MICH, NY, P, UC, US), hidalgo:

Mexico

^auiiinia divaricata ranges from Baja Califor- Santa Ana, on Pan-American Highway, Frye & Frye
ma Sur east to Tamaulipas and south to Costa 2652 (GH, MO, NY, UC). jalisco: 18-20 mi. SW of
Rica in Middle America. It ranges throughout Autlan G^«^r^ /0952 (MEXU TEX)^

TTx^Tr,^^
the Greater Ant,H^o ^ * r n n t. Bu^na Vista, Hmton et al. 12085 (F, IJ, LL, MICH,

also or
^'""' ^^^^P^ ^°^ Puerto ^^^0- ^t NY, P, UC, US), morelos: Cafton de Lobes, km 14

occurs in St. Christopher and St. Thomas on Cuemavaca-Yautepec road, Fryxell 764 (MO).
'". ^"^ Lesser Antilles; its absence from Puerto nayarit: Vicinity of San Bias, Ferris 5484 (A, US).
Kico suggests that it is introduced there. It is the oaxaca: Yaveo, N bank of Rio Yaveo Mexia 9228
---'

(F, GH, MO, NY, UC, US), puebla: Near Matlalta-

Belize nnrth. "^ "' '"" ^"""" "' ^"""^""'
yuca, Goldman 52 (GH, US), queretaro: 74 mi. NE

till

\^^ °^^^^"^ala, and the Greater An- of Zimapan, Waterfall & Watlis 14273 {TEX).
es. Bauhinia divaricata occurs in a variety of quintana roo: Cozumel Island, vicinity ofSan Miguel

nabitats ranging from moist open deciduous de Cozumel, Lt-wu 65J6 (DUKE, MO); san luis potosi:

West to drv cactnQ «:nr,,K o„^ '•. ' •„ a\. 2 mi. W of Xilitla on road to Jalpan, King 14308 (F,

^^rbed sites thrl u MICH, NY, TEX, UC, US), sinaloa: El Monte, near

elevatin 7 ^^^^^^^^^ its range. It ranges in ^os Labrodos, Afexia 939 (A, GH, MICH, MO, NY,
lion irom near sea level up to 1,500 m but uC, US), tabasco: Tenosique, Matuda 3397 (A, F,

js most commonly found from sea level to lL, MICH, MO, NY), tamaulipas: Vicinity ofCiudad
ahn,„0Ao - ^

Victoria, Fa/mcr ^ (CM, F, GH, MO, NY, UC). Vera-

cruz: Near San Andres Tuxlla, along river draining

Laguna de Calemaca, Dressier & Jones 232 (GH,

MEXU, MICH, MO, NY, VC, US), vucatan: Izamal,

ahn OA
"^'ij ivjuiivj nuiii sea icvti nj

is aff
"^" ^^ ^°^^^s throughout the year but

erin

^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ availability of moisture, flow-
g most abundantly in the wet season.

^ahinia divnrimtn . , , ^ . A . Gaumer 336 (F, MO, NY, US, WIS). Guatemala.

fi. njh.,^... .
^^.^ ^^ ^^^^ closely related to ^^.^.^ verapaz: Along Rio Sebol between Sebol and

Carrizal, N of Sebol, Steyermark 45765 (F, LL). CHi-
temal

Mexico
.

'^' and Belize from which it may be distin- maltenango: Chimaltenango, Johnston 1735 (F). el

finished by white flowers lack ofdense vellowish- pROGreso: Between Tululmajillo and Finca Montanita,

^o^n pubescence .nH n , ^f''^ Steyermark 43343 (A, F). in rEMUETENANGo: Paso dci

'^''uricala nrlu;
^^"^' ^^^^^^- ^^"^'"'^

Boqueron, along Rio Trapichillo, below La Libertad,

Mexirn
^'^"^^'^'y originated in the southern steyermark51l30(F).PETE>i:Ya\aQt\in,Bartlett 12511

(MICH, NY, \JC, US), ratalhuleu: Between Nucva

Linda and Champerico, Standley 87623 {¥). zacapa:

Mexi
^'""^"i^'y ongmatea in tne soutnern

snr..?
^"^ Guatemala area and from there

Mexico
^^"tral Am i^ca anH

'' ? J° a
'
n "f

"
KeZZn 7^75 (F NY,' UC, US .

Belize. Belize: Near

^^ St. ChrktonH r f'' '"" '^^ ^"''"^' ^' ^'
Grade Rock, WunderUn 5022 (MO), cavo: 41 mi.

Bauhi A
*^^ ^^^^"^ Antilles. section, Belize-Cayo Road, Gentle 9692 (F, IJ, MICH,

leaf
.

"'^ divaricata is highly polymorphic in tEX, VC, US), corozal: Adventura. Gentle 4745

5ome ^h
^^^^^' ^"'^ vesture. The flowers are also (MICH, NY,_UC). orange walk; Honey Carnp^LM/j-

leaves"^ j!
""^"able but much less so than the

have be
^^^ ^^^ several geographic races that

'Cr iK
" "^scribed as segregate species. How-

dell 640 (A, F, GH, MO, NY, UC, US), stann creek:

Stann Creek Railway, Scfiipp 221 (A, F, GH, MICH,

MO UC) TOLEDO: Forest Home, Schipp 8502 (F).

fLa
fver tK

--— --^"^u di, icgregaie species, now- Honduras, atlaniida: vicinu> ui i-ii-^viua, i«»l-m.

^Ikrl
'^^^' intergrade considerably and no et al. 8801 (F, GH, MICH. MO, NY, UC US)^copAn:

•stactory method of distineuishine them tax- Along Rio Copan near Copan rums, \lowa 6624 (F

^"oniicaliv ha^ K» r
*^'^""g"^^"'"e tnem lax & ^ Williams & Molina 12454

10 treL v!
^°""'^- ^^ '^^"'^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^'^

(F GH MICH), el paraSso: Along the Rio Quay-

h Mc • ^^ belonging to a single taxon. l^^^^ Valle Jamastrdn, Molma 7367 (F). i kancis. <.

Paiad r^°
^^^ ^^^^^ names for this species are

Cabra," "Pie de Cabra," "Pata de Vaca,

time

%^

^*

morazan: Quebrada Contarranas, NE of Contarranas,

Molina 7808 (F, US), santa bArbara: San Pedro Sula,
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bract; pedicels 1-2 cm long, strigose, reddish;

S' ?^?^JVf SUn^ MTTiS^'r
'"'^ ^'°

f
''''^^"' hypanthium cyathiform, 2-3 mm long; calyx

Snajer 11168 {¥, MO, NY, US). Cayman Islands.
, , . , ^ , i -uwa

Little Cayman, near Snipe Point, Proctor 28040 (IJ
spathaceousat anthesis; petals 5, subequal, wlnie

CLARENDON

derlin 5097 (MO, USE). Manchester: Vicinity ofMan-
(NY

gla'

(DUKE
of Kingston

0-1

US, USF). ST. ann: 1 mi. S of Boscobel, Proctor 6624 3-4
(IJ, LL, US). ST. CATHERINE: Rodney's Lookout near
Port Henderson, Wunderlin 5073 (MO, USF). st. ^ w ^, : ,

.'
-i inner

ELIZABETH: Near Ipswich, Maxon & Killip 1501 (F,
connate for ca. Vi their length, pilose on innci

ILL, US). ST. jAMEs: Orange River, near Montego Bay, surface at connate portion, abortive anthers pres-

Maxon <&. Killip 1668 (F, ILL, US), st. thomas: Along ent or absent; pollen peroblate, 3-colporoidate,

'yjLTm^^^^
^'''^'''

^T'' f'xf'^'.
reticulate; gynoecium subequalling fertile sta-

27843 (IJ, LL, MICH, US), trelawny: Road N of _ t u*i ^ t ctriaose
Spring Garden toward Burnt Hill, Anderson & Stern-

^^"^^ slightly arcuate, ovary densely stngo^;

gynophore and style sparsely and loosely stn-

gose, gynophore subequalling style, stigma slight')

berg 1239 (DUKE
island: Vicinity of Etroite, Leonard 3283 (NY, US).
l'artibonite: Vicinity of Ennei7,Lpo«a differentiated from style. Fruit linear, apiculate

US), nord: Vicinity of St. Michel de L'Atalaye, Leon- %u • . i
"^ ^ /x i « i S cm

a.rf7ii7(F, NY, UC, US), oeste: Near Turgeu Springs,
^'^^ Persistent style, 7-10 cm long, ca. 1.5

^^

Port-au-Prince, Holdridge 985 (F, MICH, NY, TEX, wide, light brov^n, strigose to glabrate,gynopnu^

US), sud: Miragonne and vicinity, Eyerdam 479 (F,

MO, US). Dominican Republic, azua: Roseetal 3955
(F, NY, US), barahona: Monliada Nueva SE of Polo,
Howard iSi Howard {MICH, NY, P, US), pedernales:
Banano, Marcano 5248 (NY). St. Christopher. Mas-
son s.n. (photograph of specimen at BM, IJ). St.
Thomas. Reidle s.n, (P).

ca. 2 cm long, glabrate; seeds oblong, 4-6 mm

wide, dark brown, funicular aril-lobe scars sub-

equal, ca. 1.5 mm long.

Bauhinia erythrocalyx is a rare species occur-

ring in Campeche, Quintana Roo, and Yucatan.

Mexico

10 Wunderlin
353. 1974. type: Mexico. Campeche: "Cen-
tral BuenfiP' (?Puerto Buen Fiel), Lundell
1152 (holotype, F; isotypes, F, MICH).

Bauhinia petensis Lundell, Wrightia 5: 344. 1977. type:
Guatemala. Peten: Dos Lagunas, 1 km N of vil-

lage, Lundell & Contreras 20475 (holotype, LL,
not seen; isotype. LL).

meters.

Bauhinia erythrocalyx is most closely related

read

It is

to B.jenningsii, a more common and widesp

species occurring in the same general area.

readily distinguished from B. jenningsH by ^^

bilobate leaves.

Neaf

crisped, upper surface glabrous, lower surface

slrigose, 7-nervcd; pet 1.5-3.0 cm long. Contreras 1660 (LL).

Lagunas, bordering the North L^

V

Thieme 5183 (GH, NY, US), olancho: Vicinity of slightly canaliculate, strigose; stipules lanceolate,
"^

Catacamas Sr^^J/^y 7S¥;o (F)^ voro. Agua Blanca^ ^^ 1.5 mm long, caducous; adpetiolar mtrastipu-
10 mi. S of Progreso, Record & Kuylen H,35 (GH, NY, ,

'

, . T . ,. i\

US). El Salvador, sonsonate: Near Yuayua, Pittier
^^^ excrescence enlarged and forming a subulate

7955 (NY, US). Nicaragua, matagalpa: El Tuma, projection ca. 1.5 mm long, others minute. In-

30 km E of Matagalpa, Neill 2351 (MO, USF). rivas: florescences racemose, terminal, or subterminal

Along road SE of San Juan del Sur at Rio La Flor, and axillary, 10-20-flowered, rachisstrigose,buds
^/^'vt'w^ i522 (MO, USF). CosTA Rica, guanacaste: ,• i c -> a i .• a a.^^ »mc

Ca. 11 km N of La Cruz, 0.5 mi. W of main road,
^'"^^'' ^-^"^'^ ^^ ^^^8' ^^"^ose, red, free tips

Liesner 4851 (MO, USF). Cuba. Havana: Isla de Pi- minute; bract ovate-lanceolate, ca. 1 mm long;

nos, Caleta Crocodrilos, Britton et al 15316 (NY), bracteoles similar to and slightly smaller than

matanzas: Peninsola de Zapata, Ekman 18346 (R

/

.
orcream,ca. 1.5 cm long, blade linear-lanceolate i

Z?wr« 267 (IJ).hanover: 2.2 mi. W ofSandy Bay, Wun- to oblanceolate, ca. V3 the length of claw, 2-3

UCVIUC, K^ruwjuru /JJ U^ I , U^j. PORTLAND: Fort 1^ * r ^•^ . i i- i i J" ^^Uar^pU i

Antonio, Hitchcock s.n. (MO, US), st. Andrew: North- '''^^^' ^^^'^^ '^^^^" ^
'
^^'^^^^^ exceeding the pet

|

als, filament slender, slightly arcuate, glabrous,

connate with staminodes at base, anther oblong,

I

i

t

}

I

in dry, often rocky, semideciduous forests at e;

evations from near sea level up to about 4W
^

\

Shrubs or small trees up to 1 5 m tall; branches ^ ^P^f™f"^ examined: Mexico, campeche:

strigose when young^ soon g.abra.e. Leaves char- t^,"^t^S^^^i^^:^ (l»'
,

taceous, ovate, bilobate for V2 their length, lobes quintana roo: 44 km S of Escarcega-Chetumalh^J"^

divergent, 3.5-7.0 cm long, 4-6 cm wide, base ^^V on road to Icaiche, Guero & Grether 909 {^^^;^^

cordate, apex of lobes obtuse, margins sliehtlv
*^^ ^^^"^ ^be Chetumal-San Carillo Puerto highv^>

^ -^ road to Fl Pta^^r T-^n^-^ j> /"^^„^„^ ; -^77 (\An\. Cii-
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Pigcr E I.
^^uhiniafryxellii. A. Flowering branch. B. Flower (Xl. 3)
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11. Bauhinia fryxellii Wunderlin, sp. nov., fig. 7 cm long, dark brown, sparsely strigose, gyno-

1. type: Mexico. San Luis Potosi: Municipio phore ca. 1 cm long; seeds subquadrangular. 7-

Ciudad Valles, Rancho Pago Pago, 3.5 mi. 8mm long, 4-6 mm wide, surface shiny, reddish-

by road W of Chantol, near juncture of Rio brown, funicular aril-lobe scars subequal, ca. 1.5

Mesillas and Rio Mico, Fryxell & Anderson mm long.

3427 (holotype, USF; isotypes, to be de-

posited in CHAPA, ENCB, K, MO, MEXU,
MICH, pf, TEX, US). C'pf" is the personal

herbarium of Paul Fryxell.)

Bauhinia jucunda Brandeg. affinis, a qua imprimis
differl foliis majoribus magis profunda lobatus, stylo

breviori, el filamento staminis fertilis piloso ad basim.

Bauhiniafryxellii is a rare species known only

from the type collection. It was collected at 110

meters elevation in a cut-over field. Collected in

Paul

berulent-strigose; stipules ovate, aristate tipped,

ca. 2 mm long, caducous; adpetiolar intrastipular

excrescence elongated and forming a flattened,

slightly antrorsely arcuate spine ca. 2 mm long,

others minute. Inflorescences short-racemose,

axillary, 6-flowered, rachis sparsely strigose; buds

linear, ca. 1.7 cm long, sparsely strigose, free tips

obsolete; bract lanceolate, ca. 1.5 mm long, stri-

gose; bracteolcs similar to bract but slightly

3-4

12. Bauhinia jenningsii P. Wilson in Britt., Bull

Torrey Bot. Club 43; 463. 1916. Caspan^

jenningsii (P. Wilson) Britt. & Rose, l^-

Amer. Fl. 23: 216. 1930. type: Cuba. Ha-

vana: Isle de Pinos, Coe's Camp, Ensenada

de Siguanea, Britton tSc Wilson 14851 (ho-

lotype, NY; isotypes, CM, F, MO, NV, P^

US).

thium short tubular-campanulate, ca. 6 mm long; Bauhinia castilloi Standi., Publ. Field Mus. ^^^-
'^i|!

Bot. Ser. 22: 78. 1940. type: Belize. Stann

Freshwater Creek Reserve, Castillo 48 (holot>F

F).

late, 7-14 cm long, 2.5-5.0 cm wide, apex a<»'

minate to obtuse, base truncate to rounded, W

calyx spathaceous at anthesis, green; petals 2,

only 1 well developed, linear, greenish-white, up
to 1 cm long, pilose on inner surface, the smaller

one up to 5 mm long or reduced to a short fil- Slender shrub or small tree to 6 m tall; branch^

ament, rarely with a third vestigial petal; fertile glabrate. Leaves subcoriaceous, ovate to lanceO"

stamen 1, 2.0-2.3 cm long, short-connate at base

with staminodes, filament ca. 1.8 cm long, pilose

on lower '/3, anther linear-oblong, 7-8 mm long, per surface bright green, glabrous, lower surfac*

sparsely pilose on ventral surface; staminodes 9, lighter in color, strigulose to glabrate,
5-nerve'J

united by their flattened filaments 'A to Va their petioles 1.5-2.0 cm long, terete or slightly
can-

length, longest adjacent to fertile stamen ca. 8 ahculate, glabrate; stipules lanceolate, ca. 1-5
^^

mm long, shortest ca. 5 mm long, all without long, caducous, adpetiolar intrastipular
excre^"

vestigial anthers, outer surface of staminal tube cence enlarged and forming a subulate projedio"

and free filaments pilose nearly to base, inner up to 1.5 mm long, others minute. Inflorescence*

surface pilose only on upper part; pollen sphe- racemose, terminal or subterminal and axillaj^

10-30-flowered, rachis loosely strigose, redd'
^

buds linear, 1.5-2.0 cm long, loosely strig^^J^

red, free tips minute; bract lanceolate, ca. 0.5 f"

long; bracteoles similar to bracts but slig" •

\

V

\

colporoidate

elongate supratcctal processes; gynoecium ca. 1 .8

cm long, linear; ovary short slipiiate, appressed
pubescent, slipeca. 5 mm long, strigose; style ca. _ ^ ^^ ^^ ^
5 mm long, sparsely pilose, stigma capitate. Fruit shoner; pedicels sknde7, 1 .0-7.5 cm long. 1^^^^

linear-oblong, apiculale with persistent style, 6 ly strigose, reddish; hypanthium cyathiform-
-

4

I

I

f

May, it was in flowering and fruiting condition.

Bauhinia fryxellii belongs to an alliance of five

species that includes B, chapulhuacania, B. de-

serti, B. dipetala, and B, jucunda. This group

Shrub to 1 m tall; branches sparsely puberu- differs from all other monandrous Neotropical

lent-strigose when young, soon glabrate. Leaves species of Bauhinia in that they have a reduced

chartaceous, bilobate % or more their length, number of petals, usually 2, rarely 1, 3, or 4.

lobes narrowly elliptic-lanceolate, divergent, 5aw/z/>z/a/ry;c^//// is most closely allied to 5. jw-

slightly arcuate, 8-1 1 cm long, 2.2-2.8 cm wide, cunda but differs in its larger, more deeply lobeo

base rounded, apex of lobes rounded, margins leaves, shorter style, and the filament ofthefer-
|

smooth or slightly crisped, upper surface bright tile stamen pilose near base,

green, glabrous, lower surface paler, minutely The species is named in honor of one of its I

strigose, lobes 1-3-nerved; petiole 2.5-3.0 cm collectors, the noted student of Malvaceae/^
'

long, slender, slightly canaliculate, sparsely pu- A. Fryxell.

)

4

I

(

}

fc

i

)

I
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3 mm long; calyx spathaceous at anthesis; petals bate for Vj or more their length, lobes lanceolate

5, subequal, white or cream, L2-2.0 cm long, or triangular, divaricate, 5-8 cm long, 3-5 cm
blade linear-lanceolate to oblanceolate, sub- wide at base, 5-8 cm wide between lobes at

equalling claw, 2-3 mm wide, sparsely pilose ex- tips, base cordate to truncate, apex of lobes ob-
ternally, claw glabrate; fertile stamen 1, slightly tuse, margins moderately crisped, upper surface
exceeding the petals, filament 1.5-2.0 cm long, glabrous, lower surface strigulose to glabrate,
slender, slightly arcuate, glabrous, short-connate 5 -nerved; petiole 1-2 cm long, slightly canalicu-
with staminodes at base, anther linear-oblong, late, strigose; stipules lanceolate, ca. 1.5 mm long,

4^5 mm long, glabrous, staminodes 9, 1.0-1.5 caducous; adpetiolar intrastipular excrescence
cm long, alternate slightly shorter, connate for enlarged and forming a subulate projection up
ca.

/3 their length, sparsely pilose on inner surface to ca. 1.5 mm long, other minute. Inflorescences
3t connate portion, aborted anthers present; pol- racemose, terminal, or subterminal and axillary,
ien peroblate, 3-coIporoidate, sexine reticulate; 10-30-flowered, rachis strigulose, buds linear,

gynoecium subequalling fertile stamen, slightly 1.5-2.0 cm long, strigose, free tips minute; bract
arcuate, ovary densely pilose, gynophore and style lanceolate, ca. 1.5 mm long; bracteoles similar,

sparsely pilose, gynophore subequalling style, but smaller than bract; pedicels 0.5-1.2 cm long,
stigma not much differentiated from style. Fruit strigose; hypanthium cyathiform, 3-5 mm long;
incar, apiculate with persistent style, 5-10 cm calyx spathaceous at anthesis; petals usually 3,
ong, 1-2 cm wide, light brown, strigulose, gyno- rarely 2 or 4, sometimes third and/or fourth rep-
P ore ca. 2 cm long, glabrous; seeds oblong, 7- resented only by a filament or obsolete, rarely a
mm long, 5-7 mm wide, dark brown, funicular fifth vestigial petal present, white, linear, LO-1.5

aril-lobe scars equal, ca. 2.5 mm long!

An uncommon species occurring in Cuba, the

em C^"^

^^"'"^"^^ ofMexico, Belize, and north-
uatemala. It occurs in rocky, calcareous

^long the edge ofdry to mesic or sometimes

temb^
'^^'''^^' ^^ ^^"^^""^ ^^""^ February to Sep-

cm long when fully developed, blade linear, 2-4

times longer than claw, densely pilose, ca. 1.5

mm wide, claw densely pilose; fertile stamen 1,

ca, 1 cm longer than petals, filament slender,

slightly arcuate, glabrous, slightly connate at base

with staminodes, anther oblong, ca. 1 cm long,

sparsely pilose; staminodes 9, 5-8 mm long, con-

nate for Vi or more their length, pilose, abortive

^j
!^^^^.^'*^>^^/^S^^// is a unique species, readi anthers absent; pollen spheroid, 3-colporoidate,

_^*stmguished from other Bauhinia species with- sexine striato-reticulate with elongate supratcctal

i^

'^^ range by its entire, SmilaxAW^e leaves. It processes; gynoecium subequalling fertile sta-

^J^ost closely related to B, erythroca/yx of the men, slightly arcuate, ovary tomentose, gyno-
catan Peninsula. The flowers ofthe two species phore and style tomentellous, gynophore sub-

cniireT
^^"^'^^''' ^"^ ^- Jenningsii differs in its equalling style, stigma capitate, slightly oblique.

Fruit linear, apiculate with persistent style, 8-10

.

"e local name for this species in Belize is cm long, ca. 1 cm wide, brown-strigose, gyno-

is
.?* ^,°"g"e and the Mayan name in Mex
<-hakis'ulubtok'."

Mexico

phore ca. 1 cm long, glabrate; seeds oblong, 6-8

mm long, 4-6 mm wide, surface dull, brown,

funicular aril-lobe scars equal, ca. 1 mm long.

Z ^f'
~ ^^^^^^ BauMniaJucunda is a rare sp-^esen^^^^^^

'^/^5 fS-.rS''^'^^^^^^- '^^ten: Vaxactun, Bartleti a small area m eastern Veracruz, Mexico, and

Geniie 227 ;^n
^^' ^^' ^S). Belize, cayo: Vaca, known from only a few collections. It occurs in

San Juan n
.^^^^H)- Cuba. Havana: Isla de Pinos, jq^ deciduous forests at 200-500 m. Il appar-

•
^ntton et al. 15544 (CM, F, MO, NY, US).

^^^{^ ^^^^^5 jVoni July to November, rarely as

Puh!*'"'*
jucunda Brandeg., Univ. Calif.

01. Boi. 7: 326. 1920. Casparia jucunda

early as April.

species
(Brand \n

^y^yj. y-u:>ijurici juLun^^ Thjsspeciesbelongsloanainanceoiuvc>i".vic3

213 IqIo
^ ^°^^' ^" ^^^^' ^' ^^'

that includes B. chapulhuacania, B, dcscrti. B.

r.
^' J^- "^^pe: Mexico. Veracruz: Barran- r.,^,^ ^^a o frvxcUii This species differ frompr* 1 •^-'JiAV^Vy, T V^lt^V-A \AA^^ .Bp^k^A *»>•

UO ^"^^^'a. Brandegee 8535 (holotype.
aipftuiu.a"'^ '^J'^ •

other monandrous Neotropical species of Bau-

/,/„/a in having a reduced number of petals, usu-

.un^'
'" ^ "^ ^^"' b^^n^hes strigose when ally 2, rarely 1, 3, or 4. Bau/uniaJucunda is most

""8- soon glabrate. Leaves chartaceous, bilo- closely related to B.fryxel/n. but differs m havingyoung.
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smaller, less deeply lobed leaves, a longer style, short-connate with staminodes, anther oblong.

and a glabrous filament of the fertile stamen.

Specimens examined: Mexico, veracruz: Road from

Xalapa on detour to Los Banos de Carrizal Emiliano

Zapata, Calzada 2043 (F, MEXU, USF); Plan del Rio,

5-7 mm long, glabrous; staminodes 9, subequal,

5-7 mm long, connate for ca. V2 their length,

pilose below, rarely glabrous, abortive anthers

usually present; pollen spheroid, 3-colporoidate,

Municipio Dos Rios, Ventura 5787 (MEXU, NY); 8994 sexine striato-reticulate; gynoecium subequalling

(MEXU); La Ceiba, Municipio Puente Nacional, Ven- petals, slightly arcuate, gynophore ca. ^2 the length

tura 12061 (MEXU); Remudadera, Purpus 8833 (GH,
NY); 8986 (F, GH, MO, NY, UC, US); without precise

locality, Purpus 8940 (UC).

of style, gynophore and ovary pilose, stigma cap-

itate, bilobate, dark in contrast with style. Fruit

linear, apiculate with persistent style, 5-8 cm

long, 1-2 cm wide, light brown, glabrate, gyno-

14. Bauhinia lunarioides A. Gray ex S. Wats., phore ca. 5 mm long, strigose; seeds 7-10 mm

Bibl. Ind. N. Amer. Hot. 205. 1878. type:

Mexico. Coahuila: Rocky hills near Santa

Rosa, Perry 2901A (holotype, GH).

long, 6-8 mm wide, surface dull, dark b^o^^^^:

funicular aril-lobe scars unequal, one ca. 1.5 mm

long, other ca. 0.5 mm long.
T

Casparia congesta Britt. & Rose, N. Amer. Fl. 23: 2 1 1

.

Bauhinia lunarioides is restricted to Coahuila

1930. Bauhinia congesta (Britt. & Rose) Lundell,

Phytologia 1:214. 1937. type: Mexico. Coahuila:

Mountains 24 mi. NE by N from Monclova,

Palmer 285 (holotype, US; isotypes, LE, NY, P,

VT).

Casparia jermyana Britt. in Britt. & Rose, N. Amer.
Fl. 23: 211. 1930. Bauhinia jermyana (Britt.)

Mexico
It occurs in desert scrub, primarily on calcareous

soils at elevations of 500 to 2,00 m. It flo^^ers

primarily from March to June.

....... ,_ ,
There is considerable debate concerning the

Lundell, Phytologia 1: 214. 1937. type: United distribution of this species in Texas. In addition

States. Texas: Gillespie Co^: Enchanted Rock, Jer- ^^ ^^e several collections from the Anacacho HilH.

my SM. (holotype, NY). [See discussion below.]
Kinney

Shrub up to 4 m tall; branches loosely strigose lections have been seen that, according to the

when young, soon glabrate. Leaves subcoria-

ceous, broadly ovate to suborbicular, bilobate for

% or more their length, usually bifoliolate, lobes

suborbicular, slightly divergent, inner margins

straight to slightly convex, (1 .0-)1.5-2.5(-3.0) cm
long, (1.5-)2.0-2.5(-3.0) cm wide, base cordate

or rarely truncate, apex of lobes rounded, mar-

gins slightly to moderately crisped, upper surface

glabrous, lower surface strigose to glabrate, (5-)

1 1 -nerved; petiole 0.5-1 .0(-l .5) cm long, slightly

label data, are from Gillespie (type of Caspa^ii^

jermyana), Maverick, Presidio, Val Verde, an

Webb counties. However, B. L. Turner and M^

C. Johnston (pers. comm.) suspect that the la^^

information for these collections is incorrect an

that all Texas material is actually from ^h^

Anacacho Hills. The occurrence ofthe species i^

Texas in these counties, with the exception o

Gillespie (see below), is logical and these n

barium records cannot be completely disrega--'- -It -^ --' Of O-'*^' J >^t*AxujH 1\^\^»J1U:3 V.aiillUl UC VUlll^lVtv^iJ '^ -

canaliculate, loosely strigose; stipules broadly ed. However, not having personally verified tn^

lanceolate, ca. 1 mm long, caducous; intrastipu-

lar excrescences minute. Inflorescences short

racemose, terminal, or subterminal, 2-6(-I0)-

flowered, rachis strigose, buds narrowly lanceo-

late, 1-2 cm long, loosely strigose with white

hairs, occasionally purplish-tinged, free tips ca.

occurrence ofthe species at the reported '^^^
.

.

southern Texas. I reserve iudeement on

point.
Britt

ibis I

The type collection o^ Caspariajermyana p
^

is stated in the protolog and on the label of

holotype specimen to have come from Encna

2 mm long; bract lanceolate, ca. 1 mm long; brae- ed Rock, Gillespie County, Texas. However. l

tcoles similar but smaller than bract; pedicels ^^ —-i--i-i • * «.«^v hasfai'^

slender, 0.5-1.0 cm long, strigose; hypanthium
cyathiform, 1-2 mm long; calyx spathaceous at

anihesis; petals 5, subequal, while or occasion-

ally pinkish-tinged, 1.5-2.5 cm long, blade ellip-

is probably an error since recent work has tai

to oroduce anv <;nprip^ nf Rnuhifiia at Enchan
^to produce any species o^ Bauhinia at

Rock. Furthermore, B, lunarioides grows P

^

marily on calcareous soils and Enchanted H

is a granite outcrop. It is possible that th^
.

tat^i-tic-lanccolatc to ovate, ca. 3 times the length of lection is actually from the Anacacho Moun
claw, 0.7-1.2 cm wide, glabrous to sparsely pi-

lose on inner surface, claw pilose to glabrate;

fertile stamen 1, subequalling petals, filament

slender, slightly arcuate, sparsely pilose at base.

in Kinney County where it is well known.

Bauhinia lunarioides is readily distingui*"^^

from the other white-flowered nionandfO
^

species of Bauhinia by its usually bifoliol^

\

I

\

\

i

t

I

)

\

I

I
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leaves. Other species within the range of 5. /w- tomentose; hypanthium cyathiform, 1-2 mm
narioides that may occasionally have bifoliolate long; calyx spathaceous at anthesis; petals 5, sub-

leaves have purple to pink flowers. It is probably equal, pink to purple darker-veined, (2.5-)3.0-

most closely related to B. divaricata but is more
northern and xerophilous than that species.

Representive specimens: United States, texas:

Kinney Co.: Anacacho Ranch, SW slopes ofAnacacho
Mountains, Correll & Rollins 32537 (FSU, TEX, UC,

3.5("4.0) cm long, blade obovate to elliptic, sub-

equalling length of the pilose claw, 0.5-1.0 cm

wide, glabrous or sparsely pilose at base; fertile

stamen 1, ca. % the length of petals, filament

stout, arcuate, pilose at base, short-connate with

US). Maverick Co.: Near Eagle Pass, Tharp 44159 staminodes, anther oblong, 7-9 mm long, sparse-

(TEX). Presidio Co.: Jermys.n. (MO). Val Verde Co.: ly pilose; staminodes 9, subequal, 6-8 mm long,
SW side of the Devil's River, 0.25-0.5 mi. NW of

connate ca. V2 their length, pilose below, abortive
confluence ofthe Devil's River and Dolan Creek, 5m/^/2 \^ ^ .Uc^^t ^.^ii^n cnliPrniH 1
4 fl«/r.mc^ 766 (LL). Webb Co.: Near Laredo, War- anthers present or absent, pollen spheroid, 3-

nocks.n. (TEX). Mexico, coahuila: San Lazaro, near colporoidate, sexine striato-reticulate; gynoeci-

ihe northern entrance ofEl Puerto de San Lazaro, Wynd um subequalling petals, arcuate, densely pilose,

& Mueller 109 (A, ILL, MICH, MO, MSC, NY, US). gynophore subequalling style, stigma oblique,

'?/^;^.''
'-^^''J slightly differentiated from style. Fruit linear,

Hitchcock & Stanford 6835 (NY, UC, US).
sugxiuy umc

15. Bauhinia macranthera Benth. ex Hemsl.,

apiculate with persistent style, (6-)8-12(-15) cm

long, 1-2 cm wide, light brown, tomentose to

rv- TM T.r elabrate evnophore 1.0-1.5 cm long, giaoraie,
D.ag. PI. Nov. 49. 1880. Caspana macran- jf,™bi 8-12 mm long, 6-8 mm wide, sur-

face shiny, brown, funicular aril-lobe scars equal,

ca. 4 mm long.

Bauhinia macranthera occurs in central and

thera (Benth. ex Hemsl.) Britt. & Rose, N.
Amer. Fl. 23: 212. 1930. type: Mexico. Hi-
dalgo: Zimapan, Coulter s.n. (holotype, K).

n„„/, . ^ Rnuhinia macrantnera occurs in (.cuuai anu
Bauhinia retifolia Standi., Contr. U.S. Nat. Herb. 23:

l^aminia mac a
deciduous forests

416. 1922. Cn^nnrin r.f^f.Un r«=t.nHi ^ Rritt & northeastem Mexico m open, deciduous lorests
416. 1922. Casparia retifolia (Standi.) Britt. &
Rose, N. Amer. Fl. 23: 213. 1930. type: Mexico.
San Luis Potosi: Rascon, Purpus 5268 (holotype,
US; isotypes, F, MEXU, MO, NY, UC).

'-aspana lunarioides A. Gray ex Britt. & Rose, N. Amer.

f]- 23: 212. 1930. type: Mexico. Nuevo Leon:
Sierra de la Silk, Monterrey, Pringle 2529 (ho-
'otype, US; isotypes, A, CM, F, GH, MO, MSC,
NY,P,UC,VT).

"""'WW rnacranthera var. grayana Wunderlin, Phy-
tologia 15: 53. 1967. Based on Casparia luna-
noides A. Gray ex Britt. & Rose.

at elevations ranging from 600 to 2,500 m. It

March

The closest relative to B. macranthera and that

with which it has been confused is B. ramosis-

sima. It is distinguished from that species by

usually pink rather than purple flowers, larger,

usually bilobate rather than bifoliolate leaves,

and setaceous calyx tips.

Jl-bor small tree up to 4(-7) m .all; branches ^.XrouTcell^^r^^r^nhrsicrd^^^^^^
tngose or tomentose when young, soon glabrate. ^f ^f ^j.^„^ & Mueller 316 (A, ILL, MICH, MO,
^aves subcoriaceous, ovate, bilobate for Vi to mSC, NY, US), hidalgo: Puentc de la Zorra near Km

'
; e- IS'\r'

^'^^^^^^"^ °^ ^°'^' ''-' ^'^"
US)Z:!^:^^1^^^^^^^ wat-

S

(3-)5 7 n '

'''^"' P"'""""^ °^ '^^^'^^ ^'^''^'"'' SwXmar, ca 15 mi. SW of Galeana, Mueller &

Lh
^~ ^) ^m long, (3.5-)5-8(-9) cm wide, base

Jj^^^^^^ ,^ (X, F, MICH, NY, P, TEX, US), san lu.s

2^ate, apex of lobes rounded to obtuse, mar- Xsi: Ca. 10 mi. NE of Ciudad del M^iz (17 mu by

^"^^''ghtly to strongly crisped, upper surface road), M.Kau^/. i^^i^ (DUKE, GHLL, MICH, MO

^;
reus lower surface strigose, pilose, or gla- TEX, ^S)-

---'-^l/j.^.l ^Mick NY, TEx'

L^„''V-f-n)-nerved; petiole 1.5-2.5(-4.0) cm
^^^^'^^^sfJ^^uz^^^

glabrat! !*^ canaliculate, tomentose, strigose, or j^y).

Bauhinia multinervia (H.B.K.) DC, Prodr.

2-515 1825 Pauletia mulimervia H.H.K.,

Nov. Gen. Sp. PI. 6: 316. 1825. type: Ven-

gl
. - -.f ^""aii>-umie, lomeniose, j>uigu:>t,>ji

cad
^^^' ^^!^"'^^ linear-lanceolate, ca. 2 mm long

flor

°"^' '"^'^^^t'PuIar excrescences minute; in-

larv
1^"^^^ short-racemose, subterminal, axil-

bud'

~
' ^"*^°^^red, rachis strigose or tomentose,

siri^"^'"''°^'y
lanceolate, 2.0-2.5(-3.0)cm long,

'2-13^
^^ tomentellous, free tips setaceous,

'•5-2 n^~^^^
"im long; bract linear-lanceolate,

^ ." "^rn long; bracteoles similar but smaller
"^ct; pedicels 3-6 mm lone, strieose or

16.

Propeezueia. ri«JK^-^-

de Capaya." HuMdt * """/'fl^JfB(W)

;ro;aphs;nso.PC..WW,F.MO.US,.
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Pauletia glaucescens H.B.K., Nov. Gen. Sp. PL 6: 3 1 7. within its natural range and in tropical areas out-

1823. Bauhinia glaucescens (H.B.K.) DC, Prodr. side it. Bauhinia multinervia flowers throughout

2: 515. 1825. type: Venezuela. Sucre: Humboldt ^he year, but most abundantly from October to

& Bonpland 221 (holotype, P; microfiche, MO).
Bauhinia megalandra Griseb., Fl. Brit. W, Ind. 213.

1860. lectotype: St. Vincent: Guilding s.n. (lec-

totype, K; photographs of lectotype, F, IJ, US).

Lectotype here designated.

March. This species is pollinated by bats.

Bauhinia multinervia is distinguished from

other Bauhinias in our range by its large flowers.

It is a pan of the B. ungulata complex, which

Large shrub or small tree up to 10 m tall; consistsof about 50 species centered in the Plan-

branches ferruginous puberulent when young,

soon glabrate. Leaves chartaceous, suborbicular
alto region of Brazil.

None of the collections of 5. multinervia sttw

to oblong, bilobate for ca. Vi their length, 7-15 from the Lesser Antilles have been made since

cm long, 6-14 cm wide, base cordate to rounded. the late 1930's
apex of lobes rounded, upper surface glabrous, In Venezuela the species is known by the local

lower surface glabrate or occasionally glaucous,

ferruginous puberulent on nerves, (5-)7-9
names ''Guarapo" and ''Uripe

Specimens examined: Antigua. Northwest (volca-

(-1 l)-nerved; petioles 2-4 cm long, canaliculate, nic district), Fig Tree Hill, 5o-vi259(UC, US); without

ferruginous pubescent or glabrate; stipules ovate,

ca. 2 mm long, caducous; adpetiolarintrastipular

excrescence enlarged and forming a subulate pro-

jection up to 1.5 mm long, others minute. Inflo-

rescences racemose or paniculate through reduc-

tion ofsubterminal leaves opposite single flowers,

up to 20-flowered, rachis ferruginous puberulent

to velutinous, buds linear, 6-8 cm long, ca. 1 cm
thick, ferruginous velutinous, apex rounded; bract

triangular, ca. 1 mm long; bractioles similar to

bract; peduncle 1-3 cm long, ferruginous puber-

ulent or velutinous; hypanthium tubular, 2-3 cm
long; calyx splitting into 5 lobes or lobes partly

connate, curled and reflexed at anthesis, pale green

on inner surface; petals 5, subequal, white, fili-

form, 8-12 cm long, 3-5 mm wide; fertile sta-

mens 10, equalling or exceeding petals, alternate

ones slightly shorter, slightly spreading, filaments

slender, white, short-connate at base for ca. 1

cm, puberulent toward base and on inner surface,

anthers 1.5-2.0 cm long, glabrous; pollen sphe-

roid, 3-6-poroidate, sexinc reticulate with blunt,

spinelike infratectal processes; gynoecium sub-

equalling stamens, ovary and gynophore purple,

puberulent, style glabrate in upper V2, greenish-

white, gynophore subequalling style, stigma

oblique. Fruit linear, apiculate with persistent

style, 15-20 cm long, 2.0-2.5 cm wide, dark
brown, gynophore 4-6 cm long, glabrate; seeds

suborbicular, ca. 1.5 cm long. 1.0-1,5 cm wide,

surface dull, dark brown, funicular aril-lobe scars

extending V2 way around edge of seed.

Bauhinia multinervia occurs in our range only

in the Lesser Antilles where it is found in mesic

forests at elevations up to about 900 m. This

species also occurs in Venezuela, Suriname, and
Brazil. It is sometimes cultivated as a novelty

precise locality, Rose et ai 3401 (US). Guadeloupe.

Without precise locality, Beaupertuis s.n. (P); G''^^|^'

690 (US); Richard s.n. (P). Martinique. St. Lucie,

Stehle & StehlS 3550 (US); without precise locality.

Belanger 490 (P); Duss 1124 (NY); Terrasson 44 (P)-

St. Vincent. Without precise locality. Smith & Stnm

273 (NY).

17. Bauhinia pansamalana Donn. Sm., Bot. Gaz

13: 27. 1888. Casparia pansamalana (Donn-

Sm.) Britt. & Rose, N. Amen Fl. 23: 2l6

1930. type: Guatemala. Alta Verapaz: Pan-

samala, Tuerckheim 681 (holotype, US; iso-

types, NY, P).

Shrubs or small trees up to 5 m tall;
branches

glabrous. Leaves chartaceous, ovate, entire

bilobed up to 'h their length, lobes slightly diver-

gent, 1 2-22 cm long, 9-1 5 cm wide, base cordate

to rounded, apex of entire leafacuminate toca

date, apex of lobes acuminate, margins smoo

or nearly so, glabrous on both surfaces, 7-nen'^ -

petiole 3-6 cm long, slightly canaliculate, g

brous; stipules not seen, caducous; intrastipti

excrescences minute. Inflorescences P^nicttl^
'

terminal, or subterminal and illary,
20-tO

flowered, rachis and rachilla strigose to glabra »

buds linear, ca. 2 cm long, strigose, free tips m

nute; bract ovate, ca. 1 mm long; bracteoles si

^

ilar to bract; pedicels ca. 1.5 cm long, stngo

hypanthium cyathiform, 4-6 mm long; c^-

spathaceousatanthesis; petals 5, subequal,
^^^*

^

2.0-2.5 cm long, blade narrowly ellipli^' «^^^-

^

times the length of the sparsely pilose clav^\
-'-

mm wide, glabrate; fertile stamens 3, suhe^^.

adnate with staminodes, subequalling P^^

adaxillary and each separated by siaminode.

aments slender, arcuate, pilose at base, ^^ .^

4-5 mm long, glabrous, stamens and stamiii*^

Snar«iplv niln«;p on innf»r cjirfnnp* QtnminOO^^

I

I

S

\

I

I

I

I

/

I

1
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subequal, 7-9 mm long, connate for Vi or more
their length, abortive anthers present or absent;
pollen spheroid, inaperturate, sexine reticulate

with blunt, spinelike infratectal processes; gy-
noecium subequalling petals, arcuate, ovary stri-

gose, gynophore and style glabrate, gynophore
subequalling style, stigma oblique, slightly dif-

ferentiated from style. Fruit linear, apiculate with
persistent style, 20-30 cm long, 2.0-2.5 cm wide,
glabrous, gynophore 4-6 cm long, glabrate; seeds
not seen.

97. 1 906; non (Bong.) Steud., 1840. type: Mexico.
Sinaloa: Ymala, Palmer 1426 (holotype, US; iso-

types, F, NY, UC, US).

Shrub or small tree up to 5(-8) m tall; branches

often subscandent, strigose or sparsely pilose

when young, soon glabrate, armed with 1-2 in-

trastipular spines up to 6 mm long. Leaves char-

taceous, broadly ovate to suborbicular, bilobate

for '/4, rarely V2 their length, lobes divergent, (3-)

4-6(-7) cm long, (3-)4-6(-7) cm wide, base cor-

date to rounded, apex oflobes rounded to obtuse,

to July,

Bauhinia pansamalana is a rare species native margins smooth or nearly so, upper surface gla-

to southern Mexico and Guatemala. It occurs in brous, lower surface strigose and often sparsely

moist deciduous or tropical rainforests up to pilose, pilose on nerves below, (7-)9-nerved;pet-

1,200 meters in elevation. It flowers from April ^^'^ ^"^ cm long, slightly canaliculate, pilose or

strigose, rarely glabrate; stipules filiform, ca. 5

P mm long, caducous; adpetiolar intrastipular ex-

^
auhinia pansamalana is the only Middle crescence enlarged and forming a broad-based,

^i^encan species of Bauhinia. other than B. occasionally reflexed spine, others minute. Inflo-
^^w /w, that has three fertile stamens. It occurs rescence 1-2-flowered, axillary, subterminal, ap-

^

to the south of the range of B. coulteri and pearing racemose through suppression of sub-
an be further distinguished from that species by terminal leaves, buds filiform, bases inflated, 8-
«s large leaves.

l;^n^H^f d""^"^
examined: Mexico, chiapas: Finca Ir-

CRlt P""T ^^^^ ^^^ ^»' MO, NY, UC, US). VERA-

Hr. '.r.
^^^oxoxhil between Cedillo and La Escua-

ALTA

10{"12) cm long, strigose, free tips setaceous, 5

10 mm long; bract broadly to narrowly lanceo-

late, 2-4 mm long; bracteoles similar to bract;

peduncle up to 3 mm long, pedicels 0.5-1.5 cm
long, strigose or pilose; hypanthium suburceo-

late, 1-2 cm long, pilose on inner surface; calyx

dra i^/;
^--^v^Aiiii ucLween L^eauio ana La t

VERAP p
^ ^^ ^/- ^'338 (MEXU). Guatemala. ^^ i a

(x: w^^^ ^^^^^^ Sepacuite and Secovocte Pittier333

IZ^' "JT'
^^>' -' ^ Ch:macte rPeten hSw^^^^^ l^te, 1 -2 cm long, pilose on inner sunace; ca^x

mala n
^^^ ^^' US); Standley 91858 (F); Pansa- spathaceous or splitting into 2-5 lobes at anthe-

Cfl^i:
j"''^''^'^^'"''^ ^^^^ (US); near Finca Sepacuiter,

• ^»"WniapauletiaPers.,Syn.Pl. 1:455. 1805.
«ased on Pauletia aculeata Cav.

sis, limb(s) twisting; petals 5, subequal, filiform,

greenish-white, 4-6 cm long, 0.5-1.0 mm wide,

glabrous, coiling and reflexed at anthesis; fertile

stamens 5, 10-12 cm long, filaments filiform,

spreading, glabrous, basally adnate with stami-

nodes, anthers linear, 2.5-3.0 cm long, apex apic-

''""^ct'aacu/eaiaC^v Wr. w ,-7oo o ulate, base sagittate; staminodes 5, subequal, fili-^^^i^ Ci,';'L7/^rr. fo™, 3-5 cm long, g.abrous, abortive an.hers

absent; pollen spheroid, 4-6-colpate, sexinc re-

ticulate with clavate supratectal processes; gy-

noecium subequalling stamens, slightly arcuate,

ovary tomentosc, gynophore and style glabrate,

gynophore subequalling style, stigma lanceolate

with lateral receptive surface. Fruit linear, apicu-

Sauhi
Ztf''''i'' ^""^ Encyc, Suppl. 1: 599. 1811.
Based on Pauletia aculeata Cav
^'lP/"^^ensts Sprang., Syst. Veg. 2: 334. 1825.

^^lihiJ^/f? P^^letia aculeata Cav.

hZr P""^"'^ DC, Prodr. 2: 513. 1825. type:

seen- nk"
^ ^^^^^ ^""^ Mocino Plate (copy, G, not

of ^J;

P"°^«graph ofcopy at G, F, MO, US; tracing

r \tf^ ^' US; photograph of tracing of copy
persistent

Bauh
Mo'mV' ^^' '^'"^Print of tracing of copy at G,

JJ^'*^//o//aSeem.,Bol.Voy. Herald 113. 1854;

long, ca. 1.5 cm wide, light brown or tan, veluti-

nous to glabrate at maturity, gynophore 4-6 cm
I „i^K^^f/*- c^^H^ nhlon2 to suborbicular, 6-

&. Bin^ , o
^"^ ^'^''*- * Gard., 1 844; non Teijsm. g ^m long, 5-7 mm wide, surface dull, chestnut-

... . ^' 1867. TVPP- X>ctnctmi P-inom5- Pnniima ... -l 1_U« ^r,n^e n/iiiaf "i—A mm
Vjei c

'^^^' ^^^^- Panama. PanamS: Panama

hoiowS'T'l? ^^^ (holotype, K; photograph of

^'"*f"niac^' ' ^^' US)-

Mexic c^"'^''
Brandeg., Zoe 5: 200. 1905. type:

sn (h,
^'"^loa: Vicinity of Culiacan, Brandegce

^^Wt^'^'r- ^^' '^^^yp^' US).
'ongi/lora Rose, Contr. U.S. Nat. Herb. 10:

lobe scars equal, 3-4

long.

Bauhiniapau/ctia ranges from western Mexico

south to Colombia and Venezuela. In has been

introduced into Puerto Rico where it has become
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naturalized. It occurs in dry deciduous thorn for- 390 (MO). Panama, canal zone: Between Miraflores

ests and disturbed areas at elevations up to 400 and Corozal, Pittier 2202 (F, NY, US), cocle: Road

m. It flowers throughout the year but most abun- ^° Contractor's Hill, Dwyer 7224 (MO), herrera: Vi-

cinity of Chitre, Allen 1086 (MO, US), los santos:6

mi. S of Las Tablas, Croat 9719 (DUKE, MO, SCZ).

PANAMA: Las Sabanas, Standley 25841 (MO, US).

dantly from May to January. It is known to be
pollinated by at least two species of bats and has
a high degree of andromonoecism (Heithaus et Puerto Rico, mayaguez: Between La Plata and Sa-

al., 1974).

Bauhinia pauletia is one of only two spiny
species of Bauhinia within the range of this study.

It is readily distinguished from the other species,

B, aculeata, by its fiHform buds 8-12 cm long,

greenish-white, filiform petals, and five fertile

stamens. It is closely related to a group of about
six species in South America.

In Colombia the species is known by the local

bana Grande, Urban 3852 (MO, MSC, NY, US).

19. Bauhinia pes-caprae Cav., Icon. 5: 3. 1799.

Casparia pes-caprae (Cav.) H.B.K., Nov.

Gen. Sp. PL 6: 318. 1824. Mandarus pes-

caprae (Cav.) Raf., Sylva Tellur. 122. 1838.

type: Mexico. Guerrero: Nees.n. (holotype,

MA, not seen; fragment ofholotype, F; pho-

tograph of holotype, F, MO, US).

names "Pata de Vaca" and "Guajaro," in El Sal- Bauhinia aegopoda St.-Lag., Ann. Soc. Hot. Lyon 7;

vador as 'Tie de Cabra," *Tie de Venado," and
''Garrabatillo," in Guatemala as "Una de Gato,"

69. 1880, nom. illeg. (New name for Bauhimd

pes-caprae Cav.)

Shrub or small tree up to 4(-6) m tall; branches

"Una de Gato'' and "Pie de Cabra," and in Pan- strigose when young, soon glabrate. Leaves co-

ama as "Cuchillito." riaceous, ovate to oblong, bilobate for % or more

Mexico

Representative specimens: Mexico. Chiapas: Above
Finca Carmen, along road from Acala to Pugiltik, Ton
3057 (DUKE, NY), colima: Ca. 15 mi. SE of Man-
zanillo, McVaugh & Koelz 1618 (MICH), guerrero:

their length, lobes parallel or rarely slightly di

vergent, (2-)4-6(-9) cm long, (2.5-)4-6(-8.0)cin

wide, base deeply cordate, apex oflobes rounded

to obtuse, margins slightly to moderately crisped

Balsas Station, Pringle 10112 (CM, MO, MSC, NY, upper surface glabrous, lower surface strigose to

UC, US, VT). JALISCO: Ca. 2 km N of Puerto Vallarta
W of airport, Feddema et ai 2559 (DUKE, MICH,
TEX, US, WIS). MEXICO: Naranjo, Hinton 1990 (NY,
US), michoacan; 4 mi. NW of Apatzingan, McVaugh
17893 (DUKE, LL, MICH, US), morelos: Sine loc,

Lemmon & Lemmon 266 (UC). nayarit: 14 mi. SE
of Saylita, Johnson 297-73 (UNAF). oaxaca: Tapana-
tepec, along Mexican Highway 1 90, Breedlove& Raven

glabrate, (5-)7-nerved; petiole 1-2 cm long,

slightly canaliculate, strigose or glabrous; stipules

ovate, apiculate, ca. 1 mm long, caducous; ad-

petiolar intrastipular excrescence enlarged and

forming a subulate projection up to 1.5 mm long-

others minute. Inflorescences racemose, termi-

13678 (F, LL, MICH, US), sinalo'a: CuHacan, Gentry ^^^^ frequently with additional subterminal ax-

illary racemes, 30-60-flowered, rachis strigose.

buds narrowly elliptic, 1.3-1.8 cm long, reflexed

5027 (F, MICH, MO, NY, UC, US), veracruz: Juan
Covarrubias, Calderdn 2008 (F, MEXU). Guatemala,
jutiapa: Laguna de Guija, Heyde & Lux 6324 (NY,
US). SANTA rosa: Llano Entero, SE of Chiquimulilla,
Standley 78837 (F). Honduras: choluteca: Near

Molina

when young, erect at anthesis, densely strigose

with white or tan hairs, free tips minute; brad

ovate to lanceolate, 1.0-1.5 mm long; bracteoles

Molina
Rio Copan, 3 km^from Santa Rita on way to La En- similar to bract but smaller; pedicel slender, L^-

2.0 cm long, strigose; hypanthium cyathifonn-

1-2 mm long; calyx spathaceous at anthesis; P^

'

als 5, subequal, white, (1.5-)2.0-2,5(-3-0)
'^"^

long, blade narrowly elHptic, V4 or less than ih^

r- 1^1, vTf7 fc K^- , ^ ,

length ofclaw, 1-2 mm wide, pilose, claw dense!)
Miguel: Ca. 15 km NE of San Miguel. TwcArer ¥69 fP i n ., .,. .nU
MICH. UC. USY SANTA ana: v^Hn tv r^rZlAj pilose; fertile stamen 1, subequalhng petals

que: Along Rio Lempa, road to Esquipulas, Molina
22404 (F). valle: Near Amapala, Isla Tigre, Standley
20711 (US). El Salvador, la paz: Km 37 toward
Zacatecoluca, Fassett 29176 (MICH), la union: Vi-
cinity of La Uni6n. Standlev 20694 TNV tt<;\ cak,

fil

MICH, UC, US). SANTA ana: Vicinity of Metapdn
Standley & Padilla 3281 (F, UC). san vicente: 3 mi! - ^ - -. , .W of Rio Lempa near San Nicolas Lempa, Wunderlin connate with staminodes. anther linear, 4-5 ^^

ament slender, slightly arcuate, pilose at b^^'

5031 {MO), usulutan: Hacienda Concordia, Calderdn
2093 (US). Nicaragua, granada; Near Granada,
Maxon et ai 7623 (US). le6n: Quesalguaque Baker
59 (MICH, MO, NY, UC). Managua: S of Managua,
Gamier 219 (US), masava: Parque Nacional Volcan
Masaya. Neill 2803 (MO, USE). Costa Rica, guan-

long, strigose; staminodes 9, subequal, 7-10 ^j"

long, connate for >/3 or less their length, densely

pilose except for short tips, abortive anthers ab-

sent or rarely present; pollen spheroid, 3-^0
*

poroidate, sexine reticulate; gynophore equaH'^-
acaste: Bebcbero Road. 1 .3 km W of Canas, Heithaus or slightly exceeding petals,' slightly arcuate, siH'
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gose, gynophore subequalling style, stigma small, tellous to glabrate; bract broadly ovate, ca. 1 mm
capitate. Fruit linear, apiculate with persistent long, ciliolate; bracteoles similar to bract; pedi-

style, (5-)8-10(-12) cm long, 1.5-2.0 cm wide, eels 4-7 mm long; hypanthium campanulate, 5-

light brown, glabrate, gynophore ca. 2 cm long, 10 mm long; calyx spathaceous at anthesis; petals

strigose; seeds oblong, 7-9 mm long, 4-7 mm 5, subequal, 3-5 cm long, white, blade oblan-

wide, surface dull, dark brown, funicular aril- ceolate, 1.0-1.5 cm wide, glabrous, claw 2-5 mm
lobe scars subequal, ca. 2 mm long. long, glabrous; fertile stamens 10, slightly shorter

than petals, the alternate ones slightly shorter.
Bauhmapes-capme is known only from along

^^.^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ gj^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ji^^^^^

Mexico
of Guererro and Oaxaca. Most

7- 1 mm long, sparsely pilose or glabrate; pollen

spheroid, inaperturate, sexine reticulate with
trom within a few miles of Acapulco. It occurs

^j^^^^ spinelike infratectal processes; gynoecium
m dry, rocky, calcareous soils in open deciduous

^_^ ^^ j^^^ subequalling androecium, glabrous,
woods at elevations from near sea level up to

^^^^ 2-3 cm long, style ca. 1 .5 cm long, arcuate,
lUU m. It flowers from January to April.

^^.^^^ ^^^-^^^^ bilobate, gynophore subequal-

This species is most closely related to B. pring- ling the style or slightly shorter, stigma bilobate.

lei and B. subrotundifolia, from which it is dis- Fruits linear, apiculate with persistent style, 20-

tinguished by reflexed buds and deeply bilobate 30 cm long, 2-3 cm wide, glabrous, the gyno-

conaceous leaves with nearly parallel lobes.
The local name is "Pie de Cabra."

phore ca. 2 cm long; mature seeds not seen.

Bauhinia petiolata is an uncommon species

Renrp^pnt^f;,,^ »^ known from a few scattered localities in Colom-
i^cpresentative specimens: Mexico, guererro: kuuvvu ii^m a i^ ^

Acapulco and vicinity, Palmer 441 (A, F, GH, MICH, bia and Venezuela, and from a single collection

^ ^"
in Panama. It occurs in tropical wet forests from

near sea level up to 600 m. It has been collected

in flower from February to July.

Bauhinia petiolata resembles Bauhinia be-

guinotiihwX differs in smaller leaves, stamens free

Km
Mason

20. (M
Mag-, ^wi,. lYxag. u. uz./ /. loi I. ^rriwii^

p-j^/rtOm bUt dlllerS in SmaUCr icavcb, blctmciis iiti.

petiolata Mutis ex DC, Prodr. 2: 5 19. 1 825. ^^ ^Yie base, and the main leaf nerves equidistant
type: Colombia. Mutis
not seen; isotype, US).

^'naria sessilifolia Mutis ex DC, Prodr. 2: 5 1 9. 1 825. men number.

or closer to adjacent nerves than to the midrib.

It also resembles B.jenningsii, but differs in sta-

Mutis _, _ . ^ ^^-, ,

Cflcn^^^"'
^""^Sment of holotype, US).

"^Paria speciosa Linden ex Hook, f., Bot. Mag. t.

B,J2^^-
1877. pro syn.

"»"'rua caudigera Blake, Contr. U.S. Nat. Herb. 20:

^.53. 1924. Schnelta caudigera (Blake) Pittier,

^mi PI. Usual. Venez. 37. 1939. type: Vene-
zuela Carabobo; Guaremales, road from Puerto
^abello to San Felipe, Pittier 8851 (holotype, US;
'sotype, P; photograph of holotype, NY, US).

slen'T'^^
°'" s"iall trees to 8 m tall; branches

^^
sr, glabrous. Leaves chartaceous, ovate to

^j^^^"[^"^eolate, entire, 7-14 cm long, 3-7 cm

uppe'
^^ ''O'Jnded to truncate, apex caudate,

striE-n

^^^^^^ glabrous, lower surface obscurely
Si'lose along, the veins or glabrate, 5 -nerved;

Specimen examined: Panama, colon: Ca. 2-3 mi.

up the Rio Guanche, Kennedy & Foster 2127 (MO,

USF).

21. Bauhinia picta (H.B.K.) DC, Prodr. 2: 515.

1825. Pauletia picta H.B.K., Nov. Gen. Sp.

PI. 6: 316. 1824. type: Colombia. Santan-

der: Along the Rio Magdalcna near the con-

fluence with Rio Opon, between Bohorquez

and Isla de Brujas, Humboldt 1604 (holo-

type, P; isotype, B(W), not seen; photograph

of B isotype, F, MO, NY, US).

Bauhinia ligulata Pittier, Contr. U.S. Nat. Herb. 20:

112 1918 type: Panama. San Bias: Near Puerto

Obaldia, Pittier 4334 (holotype, US; fragment of
le 1-3 cm long, slightly canaliculate; stipules holotype, NY; isotypes, F, NY, US).

obscure I ^f""""^^^^
intrastipular excrescences Veg^

^ Kalbreyer 1802 (holotype. B. destroyed m
«= inflorescences short-racemose, termi- ^ ' ^^^ „. fragment of holoiypc, F; photo-

graph of holotype, F. MO, NY US isotypes. K

US photograph of K isotype, F N\ .
US).

Bauhinia Tonceptionis Bntt. & Killip, Ann. New York
8-fl'ow

^"^^^'""^^"al and axillary, the racemes 3-

buHc
"^^' ^^^ rachis tomentellous or glabrate,
"arrowly ellipsoid, ca. 4 cm long, tomen-
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Acad. Sci. 35: 160. 1936. type: Colombia. Choco:
La Concepcion, 15 km E of Qyibdo, Archer 2086
(holotype, NY; isotype, US),

22. Bauhinia pringlei S. Wats., Proc. Amer.

Acad. Arts 25; 147. 1890. Casparia pringlei

(S. Wats.) Britt. & Rose, N. Amer. Fl. 23:

212. 1930. type: Mexico. Jalisco: Near

Guadalajara, Pringle 1722 (holotype, US;

isotypes. A, F, GH, NY, P, UC, US, VT),

Large trees up to 40 m tall; branches ferrugi-

nous tomentose when young, soon glabrate.

Leaves chartaceous, ovate, bilobate for ca. 'A or
less their length, lobes slightly divergent, 4-10
cm long, 4.0-7.5 cm wide, base cordate to round-
ed, apex oflobes caudate to obtuse, upper surface

^^ ^tngulose when young, soon glabrate. Leaves

glabrous, lower surface ferruginous tomentel-
^^artaceous, broadly ovate to suborbicular, bi-

5(-40)

nerves 13 -nerved,
lobate for Vi to % their length, lobes slightly di

petioles 2-3 cmiong? slightly' clnalicJlale! fer-
""^"S^"^' (5-)8-16(-18) cm long, (5-)7-15(-l7)

cm wide, base cordate to rarely truncate, apexolrugmous
ca. 1 mm long, scarious, caducous; adpetiolar

^^^^ rounded to obtuse, margins slightly to

intrastipular excrescence enlarged and forming a
"^o^erately crisped, upper surface glabrous, low-

subulate projection up to 2 mm long others mi-
^'" ^^^^ace strigose to glabrate, 7-9(-l l)-nerved;

nute. Inflorescences short-racemose axillary
^^^^^'^ 3-5(-7) cm long, slightly canaliculate,

subterminal, 1 0-20-flowered, flowers solitary or
^^"6°^^ ^^ glabrate; stipules ovate, apiculate, ca,

geminate, rachis ferruginous tomentose buds
^ ^^ ^°"^' caducous; adpetiolar intrastipular

elongate-clavate, 2.0-2.5 cm long, ferruginous
^^^crescence enlarged and forming a subulate pro-

tomentose, free tips minute; bract lanceolate ca
J^^^^^o^ up to 1 .5 mm long, others minute. InHo-

1 mm long; bracteoles similar to bracf pedicels
^^^^^^^^ racemose, terminal, frequently with

2-6 mm long, ferruginous tomentose'- hypan-
^^^i^'onal subterminal axillary racemes, 20-4U-

thium campanulate, 6-8 mm long; calyx spatha-
^^^ei^ed, rachis strigose, buds linear-lanceolate

ceous, lobes sometimes becoming partly free;
1 .5-2.0 cm long, densely strigose with white hairs,

petals 5, subequal, white or pinkish with roseate
^^^ ^^^^ minute; bract ovate to lanceolate, i^^

center, 2-3 cm long, blade ovate-elliptic 6-13
^'^ ^^ '^^^' bracteoles similar to bract bu

mm wide, glabrous, claw 2-4 cm long, glabrous
^"^^"^^^ pedicels slender, 1.5-2.2 cm long, stn-

or with a few short trichomes; fertile stamens 10
^^^^' hypanthium cyathiform, 1-2 mm long; ca-

5 subequalling petals, alternate ones slightly
^^"^ spathaceous at anthesis; petals 5, subequa^

shorter, free to base or shortly connate, staminal
sheath ligulate, tomentose on inner surface; pol-

white with a red median stripe, (1.5-)2-3(-3-5)

cm long, blade narrowly elliptic, ca. twice the

len spheroid, inaperturate, sexine reticulate with
^^^^^ of claw, 4-5 mm wide, glabrous or pi o^

blunt, spinelike infratectal processes; gynoecium ^^ ^^^®' ^'^^ Pilose; fertile stamen 1, '/2 to A a

subequalling stamens, ovary tomentose, style to-
^°"^ ^^ petals, filament slender, pilose at base.

mentellous, subequalling gynophore, stigma cap-
connate with staminodes, anther linear, 4-6 mm

itate, gynophore tomentellous. Fruit linear, apic-
'°"^' 8'^^'"^^^; staminodes 9, subequal, 5-7 m"'

ulate with persistent style, 15-25 cm long, ca.

2.0 cm wide, gynophore 1-2 cm long, glabrate;
seeds not seen.

long, connate for '/s or less their length, pilose ca-

/2 their length, tips purplish, abortive antliei|'

usually present, rarely absent; pollen spheroid-

3-colporoidate, sexine striato-reticulate; %)^^'

Bauhinia picta is native to Colombia, Vene-
^^^^ subequalling petals, slightly arcuate, ovaO

zuela, and Panama. It occurs in light to heavy
^^^igose, style strigose, stigma small, capua^^'

forests at elevations from near sea level up to
ey"ophore subequalling the style, pilose to»af

about 1,500 m. In our range it is known only
^'^s^ o^ glabrous. Fruit linear, apiculate with P^f"

from the type collection of5az//i/ma%v/i?/a Pit-
^^^*^"^ style, (8-)10-12(-15) cm long, 1-- '^

wide, light brown, glabrous, gynophore ca. 2 c

long, glabrous; seeds suborbicular, 8-10 mm long-

6-9 mm wide, surface more or less shimi?-

chestnut-brown, funicular aril-lobe scars
""'

tier in Panama.

It is distinguished from other members of the
Petiolata alliance by its usually pinkish flowers
and ligulate staminal sheath.

In Colombia the local names are "Paia de ^^"^'' °"^ 2 mm, other 3.5 mm long.

Vaca." "Pate-bucy de Monte." "Algodoncillo." Bauhinia pringlei occurs only in western M^^"
Casco de Vaca, and 'Tate Buey." ico on dry calcareous soils in open deaduou^

I

4
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forests at elevations from near sea level up to slightly crisped, upper surface glabrous, lower
800 meters. It flowers from November to Jan- surface strigose to glabrate, 2(-3)-nerved; petiole

^^T- 3-10 mm long, slightly canaliculate, strigose;

Tt ic Hicfi««,.^ou ^r 11 .1. J stipules ovate to lanceolate, ca. 1.5 mm long.
It IS distmguished from all other monandrous ^ • . .- , • r

.«^„' ^ ^r D / - u •. 1
-

. 1
caducous; mtrastipular excrescences minute. In-

species of Bauhinia by its white petals with a ^ ,

di<:tm.-t rry^AXr,^ .+ T* • .11 1 J florescences short-racemose or flowers solitary,
aistinct median stripe. It is most closely related . , ^ -

i ^ i, , x- o
subrotundifoUa

The local name is "Pata de Venado."

terminal, or subterminal and axillary, 1-6-flow-

ered, rachis strigose, buds narrowly lanceolate,

1,5-2.0 cm long, usually purple, lip often pro-

Representative specimens: Mexico. Guerrero; N of longed up to 5 mm, free tips up to 1.5 mm long;
Balsas, Achotla, Barranca de la Juntas, ATev/a 5599 hr^r-t l^nrf-nl^tp 1 0-1 S mm lono- hrartpnlp*:bract lanceolate, 1.0-1.5 mm long; bracteoles

I
,

un LL, MO, NY, UC, US), jalisco: Barranca de similar to hrart but smaller nedicels 3-6 mm
Guadalajara, Pringle 9723 (CM, F, GH, MO, NY, US, f

"''^^' ^^ ^'^?^^' ^"^^ ^^^''^^' peaiceis J b mm
VT). MEXICO: Guayabal, Hinton 5384 (A, MO, US). ^^^8' strigose; hypanthium cyathiform, 1-2 mm
sinaloa: Cuesta de Tatamoza, road to Com'edero! Gen- long; calyx spathaceous at anthesis; petals 5, sub-
^ry5378 (GH, MEXU, MICH, MO, NY), zacatecas: equal, purple, (1.5-)2.0-2.5(-3.0) cm long, blades
imiN of Santa Rosa on Highway 41, ca. 42 mi. SW
01 Jalpa, Mahler cfe Thieret 5842 (NY).

23. Bauhinia ramosissima Benth. ex Hemsl.,
Diag. PI. Nov. 49. 1880. Casparia ramosis-
sima (Benth. ex Hemsl.) Britt. & Rose, N.
Amer. Fl. 23: 210. 1930. type: Mexico. Hi-
dalgo: Zimapan, Coulter 473 (holotype, K;
photograph of holotype, NY, US).

elliptic, ca. V3 the length of claw, 3-8 mm wide,

glabrous or sparsely pilose at base, claw lomen-

tose; fertile stamen 1, shorter than or equalling

petals, filament slender, arcuate, glabrous or

sparsely pilose near base, short-connate with

staminodes, anther oblong, 7-9 mm long, gla-

brate; staminodes 9, subequal, 2-5(-7) mm long,

connate for ca. V2 their length, tomentose on in-

ner surface, usually tomentose on outer surface

^(iuhinia ungiiicularis Benth. ex Hemsl., Diag. PI. Nov. near base, tip glabrous, purplish-tinged, abortive
49. 1880. Casparia unguicularis (Benth. ex Hemsl.)
onii. & Rose, N. Amer. Fl. 23: 210. 1930. type:

anthers present or absent; pollen spheroid,

3-colporoidate, sexine striato-reticulate; gynoe-

type K nhfl^- ?!".r"l ^"""^rJlL^Kt^: cium subequalling petals, arcuate, pilose, gyno-
BnJ^^' ^' photograph of holotype, A, F, NY, US).

4sT
?/'''^ ^- '^^''' ^'^- Amer. Acad. Arts 2 1

:

(K n} '
"°" Hassler, 1911. Casparia uniflora

IQ-in
?^'* ^'''"- ^ ^°s^' N. Amer. Fl. 23: 209.

77;,
(^^pe: Mexico. Coahuila: Jimulco, Pringle

y^j
(holotype, US; isotypes, CM, F, NY, P, US,

^^^'^209
7o"'"''^^

Britt. & Rose, N. Amer. ¥\. 23:

,
' ;^0- Bauhinia monantha (Britt. & Rose)

Co h I

^*^y^°^og'a 1:214. 1937. type: Mexico,
oanuila: General Cepeda, Pa/meriiO (holotype,

Casnann
!?1'^P'''5^' F' ^O, NY, UC).

phore subequalling style, stigma small, capitate,

slightly differentiated from style. Fruit linear,

apiculate with persistent style, (5-)6-8(-9) cm

long, 0.5-1.5 cm wide, light brown, strgose or

glabrate, gynophoreca. 1 cm long, glabrate; seeds

oblong to suborbicular, 5-8 mm long. 4-8 mm
wide, chestnut-brown, surface dull, funicular aril-

lobe scars equal, ca. 2.5 mm long.

Bauhinia ramosissima occurs in northeastern
P'iria Durnt n •

-•--> ''». ^^,. DUUniniu /u/Mi^otJji"'" ^

23: 210 loin «" f ^""- ^ ^°'^' ^-
w"""'. ^- and central Mexico on rocky, calcareous soil in

Phyiolog a 1 2h" 1 'q'.'t

^"'^"^" (^""-^
J;"^^^'^^"' desert shrub communities at elevations of 800

._. g.a 1. 214. 1937. tvpe: Mex.o. H.dalgo:

^l'^^^^^^ j^ ^^^^^^ throughout the year de-

pending on sufficient moisture.

This species is distinguished from all other

Bauhinia species within its range in that it is the

only one that is both purple-flowered and bifo-

tySrp^x?^
^"''^"^ ^-^^^ (holotype, NY; ...-

lypes, F, Mo, UC).

^SnT'""' ^""- * ^^s^' N- Amer. Fl. 23: 210.

Trnn t;'?"^""« runyonii (Britt. & Rose) Standi.,

mau^'
'^^ ^'^'^^- '^3^- ^^''^- Mexico. Ta-

canv'^^^'
^°""tains near Ciudad Victoria, in

totv °"n"
^^^^ ^° Jaumave, Runyon 748 (lec-

ienat^^^
' '^^'^'^^otype, NY). Lectotype here des- ,.v..^.. — -.

^^^^-
its range B. lunarioides, has white flowers. Bau-

<;nsely branched shrub up to 3 m tall; branch- hinia ramosissima is most closely related to B.

^tngose When young, soon glabrate. Leaves macranthera with which it .s sometimes con-

"COnacerMie UC 1 . . « . ^ /•...„ .„^^^^M//i/'i-/7 nnrmaliv nas Dl-

orbicy]
Diioholale, leaflets oblong to sub-

(0.5^)1 ^J'J""^'^ '"^''S'^s more or less parallel,

cm Ij,^-^-^) cm long, (G.5-)1.0-l.5(-2.0)

species

D
es

fused Bauhinia macranthera normally has bi-

lobate but may rarely have bifoliolatc leaves

^., , ..u xung .u .-M U-...V—w However, B. ramosissima may be distinguished

"'^^' base cuneate, apex rounded, margins from B. macranthera by smaller, fewer-nerved
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leaves and smaller flowers without conspicuous
setaceous tips on the calyx,

Britton and Rose (1930) recognized six species
that are here reduced to one. They were distin-

guished by leaf shape, number of flowers in the
inflorescence, and petiole length; characters all

too variable to be ofvalue. There is a large amount
of variation within both B. ramosissima and B.

in age. Leaves chartaceous, ovate to oblong ovate,

bilobate for Vs or less their length, emarginateor

entire, 8-1 5 cm long, 5-1 2 cm wide, base cordate

to rounded, apex of lobes acute to rounded, apex

of entire leaves rounded to apiculate, margins

smooth to slightly crisped, upper surface occa-

sionally tomentellous on midvein, otherwise gla-

brous, lower surface tomentose to tomentellous

macranthera. Additional field study may show with yellowish-brown hairs, 7-9-nerved; petiole

that some populations represent distinct taxa. On 1 .5-3.0 cm long, slightly canahculate, tomentose

the basis of the data at hand at this time it seems with yellowish-brown hairs; stipules linear, ca.

best to recognize only two, distinct but variable 1.5 mm long, caducous; adpetiolar intrastipular

species. excrescence enlarged and forming a subulate pro-

Britton and Rose's Casparia runyonii posed a jection ca. 1.5 mm long, others minute. Inflo

problem because the paratypes belong to two dif- rescences racemose, subterminal, axillarj, ra-

cemes usually 20-30-flowered, rachis tomentose

with yellowish-brown hairs, buds linear-lanceo

ferent species. The specimens collected April 8,

1926, are B. ramosissima while those collected
March 27. 1925. are R mnrmrtfh^j'^ ^u^ ^^^

late, 1 .5-2.0mm long, frequently reddish-tinged.

tolog of the species is inadequate to determine reflexed when young, ascending at anthesis, to-

with certainty which species Britton and Rose mentose to tomentellous, free tips ca. 1 mm long:

intended. It is perhaps a composite of the two
species. The specimens also give no clue to re-

solve the matter. In their key, the species is placed
close to B. unguicularis (which is now nlaced in

bract linear, ca. 4 mm long; bracteoles linear, ca.

2 mm long; pedicels l-2(-2.5) cm long, tomen-

tose with yellowish-brown hairs; hypanthiumcj-

athiform, 2-3 mm long; calyx spathaceousatan-
synonymy with B. ramosissima) and I have thesis, reddish on inner surface; petals 5, subequal

elected to lectotypify the name in the sense of 5.
ramosissima.

Representative specimens: Mexico, chihuahua:
Near Canon del Rayo, NE side ofN end of Sierra del
Diablo, Stewart 936 (GH, TEX), coahuila: Sierra de
la Paila, Purpus 4742 (F, MO, UC, US), durango:
Sierra de Banderas, 54 km N of Bermejillo, Chiang et
al 8302. hidalgo: Near Ixmiquilpan, Rose et al. 9037
(US). NUEvo leon: 14 km N of Matehuala, Ripley &
Barneby 13293 (NY), san luis potosi: Minas de San
Rafael, Sierra de Guascama, Purpus 5186 (F, MEXU,
MO, NY, UC, US), tamaulipas: Near Miquihuana
Stanford et al. 783 (GH, MO, NY, UC). zacatecas: 2
km E of El Farolito, off Caopas-Tecolotes highway
Johnston et al. 10464 (TEX).

24.

brick-red, 1.5-2.5 cm long, blade narrowly ellip-

tic, ca. 2 times as long as claw, 1.5-4.0 mm wide.

sparsely pilose near tip on inner surface, cla^

glabrate; fertile stamen 1, subequalling peta'j^^

filament slender, arcuate, glabrous, connate wit

staminodes, anther linear-oblong, 3-4 mm long-

glabrous; staminodes 9, subequal, 10-15 nim

long, connate for */3 or less their length, glabrous

on outer surface, pilose on inner surface near an

below connate part, abortive anthers present o

absent; pollen spheroid, 3-colporoidate, sexin

striate; gynoecium equalling or exceeding sta-

men, arcuate, ovary short pilose to tomento

gynophore and style with fewer hairs, gynoph^

rubeleruziana subequalling style, stigma small not much dif-

13: 27. 1888. Casparia rubeleruziana {Tyonn. ferentiated from style. Legume linear, apic^l^

Sm.) Britt. & Rose, N. Amer. Fl. 23: 214. ^^^^ persistent style, 10-16 cm long, ca. 2
^^

1930. type: Guatemala. Alta Verapaz: Ru- "^'^dt, brown, glabrate, gynophore ca. 1.5 cm 1^"^

beleruz, Tuerckheim 896 (holotype, US; iso- glabrate; seeds oblong to suborbicular, 9-1 2
^^

types, NY, P, US).

Bauhinia emarginella Standi., Publ. Carnegie Inst
Wash. no. 461. 60. 1935. type: Belize. Toledo!
Camp 32, British-Guatemala boundary, Schipp
S630 (holotype, F; isoiypes, MO, NY).

Bauhinia palenquensis Lundell, Contr. Univ. Mich
Herb. 6: 24. 1941. type: Mexico. Chiapas: Palcn-
que, Matuda 3666 (holotype, MICH; isotypcs, F,

long, 7-9 mm wide, surface dull, brown funic-

ular aril-lobe scars subequal, ca. 3 mm \oni

Bauhinia rubeleruziana is an uncom tnoo

species occurring in moist deciduous forests <u

rainforests of southern Mexico, Guatemala, a

Belize at elevations of 100 to 800 m. It A*^^^

from March to July.

^ . ,c/ -.ex ., ,
Bauhinia rubeleruziana \^d\sXin%\x\shc(^^^'^

Tree up to 1 5(-25) m tall; branches tomentose all other species o^ Bauhinia within its range b)

with yellowish-brown ha.rs when young, glabrate its brick-red flowers in dense clusters. It .s m«** I

I

S
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closely related to B. divaricata but distinguished ticulate with blunt, spinelike infratectal process-
from that species by yellowish-brown hairs on es; gynoecium subequalling petals, tomentose,
thelower surface of young leaves and branches, gynophore subequalling style, stigma capitate.

Fruit linear, apiculate with persistent style, 8-10
Representative specimens: Mexico, chiapas: Be- -

, ^ •. , , i

tween the Rio Chocoljanto and the Rio Chancala, E ^^ ^^^8' ^^- ^'^ ^^ ^i^^' ^^^'^ brown, tomen-
of Santa Margarita, Gdmez-Pompa 343 (US). Guate- tose, gynophore 0.5-1.0 cm long; seeds not seen.

MALA. ALTA VERAPAZ: Cubilquitz, Tuerckhcim 7841
(MO, NY, US, VT). peten: 3 km S of Poptun, Harmon
2508 (LL, MO, UMO). Belize, cayo: Retiro Spring in southern Mexico, Guatemala, and Honduras
Camp Road, Lamb 79 {¥).

- .
-.

25. Bauhinia seieriana Harms in Loess., Bull.

Bauhinia seieriana occurs in deciduous forests

Herb. Boissier 7: 549. 1899. type: Guate-

Q

at elevations from 700 to 1,500 m. It flowers

from April to October.

This species is distinguished from other Mid-

dle American species ofthe genus with ten fertile

Seler & Seler 2797 (holotype, B, destroyed ^^^"^^"^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^'"^^ ^^^"2 branches, inflores-

War

MO
cences, and undersurface of the leaves. It is most

closely related to B. andrieuxii from which it is

isotypes, K, NY, US; photograph of K iso-
distinguished by larger leaves and conspicuously

type, F, NY, US).

bauhinia pamdisi Standi. & L. O. Williams, Ceiba 1 : uous scrub

hirsute parts. Also, Bauhinia seieriana is found

in forests while B. andrieuxii is in open decid-

80. 1950. type: Honduras. El Paraiso: Rio Lizapa
noresta de robles area, between Galeras and Li-
zapa Grande, Molina 860 (holotype, US; photo-
graph of holotype, NY; isotype, F).

Local names for this species in Guatemala are

"Pata de Javalin" and "Nam-nam-te" and in

Honduras "Pata de Buey."

Shrub Representative specimens: Mexico, chiapas: Along

short w
^^ ^"^^" ^^^^ up to 1 2 m tall; branches Mexican Highway 1 90, 3 mi.' S of La Trinitaria, Breed-

^^
n-nirsute when young, soon glabrate. Leaves love 14485 (NY), oaxaca: Ca. 3 km to the NE of

LaoUaga, T^ez & Magallanes 233 (MEXU, MO).

Guatemala, huehuetenango: Between Nenlon and

Las Palmas, Steyermark 51582 (F, US), zacapa: Loma

El Picacho, above Santa Rosalia, Steyermark 42730

(F, NY, US). Honduras, choluteca: 6 km SW of

Panamerican Highway, Harmon & Fuentes 5962

(UMO). EL PARAiso: Along Ri'o California, Sierra de la

vni^ tj^intn Wil/iVjms & Molina 10479 (F, MO, UC,

chartaceous, broadly ovate, bilobate for ca. 'A

jheir length, lobes slightly divergent, 6-10 cm
<^ng, 6-10 cm wide, base cordate to rounded,
apex of lobes obtuse to rounded, upper surface
glabrous, lower surface short hirsute or tomen-

,^

°"S, 9- 11 -nerved; petioles (l-)2-4(-5) cm
^ong, shghtly canaliculate, hirsute or tomentel-

,^"^' ^^'Pules ca. 4 mm long, caducous; adpetio-
.^r 'nirastipular excrescence enlarged and form-

other

^"^"^^^^ projection up to 1.5 mm long,

nal

^^ ^^^^^^- Inflorescences racemose, termi-

rach°^
^"^^^'minal and axillary, 5-30-flowered,

lie
g^.^!^°'^"^^^sute or tomentellous, buds ellip-

fre'e

~ ^^ ^^^^' ^^o^-^irsute or tomentellous.

MORAZAN
Moli

26. Bauhinia subrotundifolia Cav., Icon. 5: 4.

1799. difi

H.B.K. ex Jackson in Index Kcw. I: 449.

1895, nom. inval. Casparia subrotundifolia

(Cav.) H.B.K. ex Britt. & Rose, N. Amcr.Tce tins nn t
-) t<-av.; n.o.iv. tA i^im. ^ .^^^^, — •

linear I T "^^ ^^"S; bract lanceolate to
Fl 23- 213 1930. type: Mexico. Guerrero:

^'' 1-4 mm l/-.r^». 1 * 1 _j ;i— u,,+ ^ . ... yi^^i

slighil

mm long; bracteoles similar but

hirsut^

^"^^"^'" ^han bract; pedicels 4-5 mm long,

form ^1 ^^ ^on^entellous; hypanthium cyathi-

sij.
' ~ ^^ long; calyx spathaceous at anthe-

b'ad7en
^' ^"^^^^^^' ^^^t^' 11-18 mm long,

tip
]

^^^'^' '^-S mm wide, apiculate, pilose on

10 5
~.^^' ^ ^^ '°"S; glabrous; fertile stamens

l^tgih

3 fUm

^"bequalling petals, alternate ones Vi the

? Palais, unequally connate at base for 1-

jtcti

' '"j"^*^ ^^'"lace tomentose, lacinate rim pro-

dcr, a
^^^^^ P^^^^ of adnation, filaments slen-

longer'Z^'^^
''"ear-oblong, ca. 2 mm long on

mens-
i'^^'^^'

^a. 1.5 mm long on shorter sta-

' Pollen spheroid, inaperturate, sexine re-

Vicinity of Acapulco, Nee s.n. (holotype,

MA, not seen; fragment ofholotype, F; pho-

tograph of holotype, F, MO, US).

Bauhinia lunaria Cav., Icon. 5: 4. 1799 Casparia lu-

naria (Cav.) H.B.K. ex Jackson in Index Kew. I:

449 1895, nom. inval. Casparia lunaria (Cav.)

H B K ex Britt. & Rose, N. Amer. Fl. 23; 213.

1930 type: Mexico. Guerrero: Vicmity of Cala-

van and Acapulco, Nee s.n. (holotype, MA not

seen; fragment of holotype, F; photograph of ho-

lotvoe F, MO, US).

Bauhinia rotundifolia Pcrs., Syn. PI. 1 . 455. 1 805. nom.

illcR ^cv^ name for Bauhinia subrotundifolia Cav.

Mandarus rotundifoUus (Pers.) Raf., Sylva Tcllur.

122. 1838.
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Casparia oaxacana Britt. in Britt. & Rose, N. Amer.
Fl. 23: 212. 1930. Bauhinia oaxacana (Britt.)

Standi., Publ. Field Mus. Nat. Hist., Bot. Ser. 1 1:

159. 1956. type: Mexico. Oaxaca: Between Te-
quisistlan and Jalapa, Seler 1687 (holotype, NY;
isotype, GH).

Bauhinia subrotundifolia var. salina-cruzana Wun-

southwestern coast of Mexico from Jalisco

southeast to Oaxaca in dry woods at elevations

from near sea level up to 60 m. It flowers from

October to March.

This species is most closely related to B. pring-

deriin. Southwest. Natur. 13: 104. 1968. type: l^i and B. pes-caprae from which it is distin-

Mexico. Oaxaca: Salina Cruz, Beam sm. (holo- guished by smaller, suborbicular leaves bilobate

^^^^' ^-
to about their middle. It is further distinguished

Shrub or small tree up to 4(-7) m tall; branches from B. pringlei by pilose petals and from 5.

densely short-pilose v^hen young, soon glabrate. pes-caprae by always erect rather than reflexed

Leaves chartaceous, suborbicular, usually broad- flower buds.

er than long, bilobate for ca. V2 their length, lobes

slightly divergent, 2-4 cm long, 3-6 cm wide,
Representative specimens: Mexico, collma; Be

tween Colima and Armenia, Delgradillo 31 (MEXU)

base cordate to rarely rounded, apex of lobes Guerrero: Acapulco and vicinity, /^a/in^r i9« (A. F.

rounded, margins smooth or slightly crisped, up- GH, MICH, MO, NY, UC, US), jalisco: Coastal plain

per surface glabrous, lower surface pilose or stri-

gose, (5-)7-nerved; petiole 1.5-2.5 cm long.

near highway to Autlan, 5 mi. N of Bahia Navidad.

McVaugh 20901 (MICH), michoacan: Aquila-Cofra-

dia del Mar, Hinton et ai 16217 (IJ, LL, MICH, N^

1753.

Cansenia ungidata (L.) Raf , Sylva Tellur.

122, 1838. Pauletia ungulata (L.) Schmiu.

Bull. Jard. Bot. Nat. Belg. 43: 393. 1973-

type: Herb. Miller (holotype, BM, not seen).

Pauletia inermis Cav., Icon. 5: 6. 1799. Bauhinia iner-

w/5(Cav.)Pers.,Syn.Pl. 1:455. 1805;nonForst

1775; nee Pern, 1824; nee Billb. ex Walp-, 1^4^
|

type: Mexico. Guerrero: Herb. Cavanilles (holo-

type, MA, not seen).

slightly canaliculate, pilose to glabrate; stipules \JC,US). oaxaca: Near Tchu^ntcpcc. Alexanderim
broadly lanceolate, ca. 1.5 mm long, caducous; (2387) {MICH, NY, US),

adpetiolar intrastipular excrescence enlarged and
forming a subulate projection ca. 1.5 mm long, 27. Bauhinia ungulata L., Sp Fl. 374.

others minute. Inflorescences racemose, termi-

nal, or frequently subterminal and axillary, 10-
30-flowered, rachis densely pilose or strigose,

buds linear-oblong, 1.0-1.5 cm long, densely pi-

lose with tan or whitish hairs, occasionally dense-

ly strigose, free tips minute; bract linear-lanceo-

late, ca. 1 mm long; bracteoles similar, but smaller

than bract; pedicel slender, 0.5-1.0 cm long, pi-

lose with tan or whitish hairs, occasionally stri-

gose; hypanthium cyathiform, ca. I mm long;

calyx spathaceous at anthesis; petals 5, subequal,
white, 1.0-1.5 cm long, blade elliptic, equalling

or shorter than claw, 1-2 mm wide, sparsely pi-

lose, claw pilose; fertile stamen 1, slightly ex-

ceeding petals, filament slender, slightly arcuate,

sparsely pilose at base, connate with staminodes,
anther oblong, ca. 1.5 mm long, glabrate; stam-
inodes 9, subequal, 5-7 mm long, connate for V2

^'^tire complex has been made.

or more their length, pilose below, abortive an-
thers present or more commonly absent; pollen
spheroid, 3-colporoidate, sexine striato-reticu-

late; gynoccium subequalling fertile stamen,

Field ColombiaflBauhinia cavanillei Millsp., Publ.

Mus., Bot. Ser. 1: 364. 1898. Based on Pau^^^

inermis Cav.

Only names applying only to Middle Am^'^

can material are listed here. Additional names

based on South American material will undou
'

edly be placed in synonymy of this highly van-

able species when comprehensive study 01

Shrubs or small trees up to 7 m tall;
branches

densely brown strigose when young, soon g^

brate. Leaves chartaceous, ovate to elHpt^*^

slightly arcuate, ovary and gynophore denser °^f
'° '', """'"'=• ^-'^f-'^' '"] 1°*

,rf

pilose, style sparsely pilose to glabrate, gyno- "^^^ '"^ ^^^"' base cordate to mounded ap^^^

phore subequalling style, stigma small, capitate
""^^^ ^'"'/ '^ '^^^^^^' "PP^'

'^'f^'' ^^nspic
sliehtlv difTcrentiated from .tvl. Fr.it u^' lower surface strigose or tomentellous, con

^slightly difTcrentiated from style. Fruit linear,

apiculate with persistent style, 6-10 cm long, 1-

2 cm wide, light brown, short-pilose; seeds sub-
orbicular, 7-10 mm long, 6-8 mm wide, brown,
funicular aril-lobe scars subequal, ca. 3 mm long.

Bauhinia subrotundifolia occurs along the

u^juai^ ^laiiuuicii wun iiicuiiiiiy aiia*^"^-- ,

shaped glandular hairs, 7-9-nerved; petiole
'

cm long, slightly canaliculate, tomentellous: sW

ules ovate, ca. 1 .5 mm long, caducous: adpel»*^
^

intrastipular excrescence enlarged and f^^^^'^V*

subulate projection up to 1.5 mm long, o^"

*

3

/

I

i
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minute. Inflorescences appearing racemose in southern Brazil. This complex is currently un-

through reduction of terminal leaves, consisting der investigation by the author.

of 10-30 pairs of flowers produced at ends of The local names for this species in Belize are

branches, rachis tomentose to tomentellous, buds 'Tie de Vaca," in Costa Rica, Guatemala, and

linear-oblong, subclavate, 4-5 cm long, tomen- El Salvador "Pie deVenando," and in Venezuela

lose to tomentellous, apex apiculate with short 'Tata de Vaca"; and in Mexico it is known by

connate tips or rounded; bract ovate to lanceo- the Spanish names 'Tata de Vaca" and "Pata de

late, 2-4 mm long; bracteoles similar to bract; Venado" as well as the Mayan name "Chakts*u-

peduncles up to 2 mm long; pedicels 0.5-1.5 cm lubtok\"

Representative specimens: Mexico, campeche: Ca.

1 6 km SE ofChampoton, Taylor & Taylor 12668 (MO,
Matuda

long, tomentose to tomentellous; hypanthium
short tubular, 8-15 mm long; calyx splitting to

hypanthium into 5 lobes or lobes partly connate,

curled, and reflexed at anthesis inner surface US), guerrero: Santo Tomas, Cerrito de Valle, Mexia

white or cream- petals 5 subeoual white blade ^^^^ ^F, MO, NY, UC, US), jalisco: S of Puerto Val-

n.rr. 1 1 Jv/
subequai white, Diaae

^^^^^ ^^^.^ ^^^^ ^P^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^Y^ ^^ ^^^
narrowly linear to filiform, 2-3 cm long; stamens ^^^1^0: Ixtapan, Hinton 5297 (NY, US), michoacan:
10, equalling or exceeding the petals, alternate Ca. 45-48 km S of Arteaga, 12-15 km Sof Playa A/uI,

McVaugh 22572 (DUKE, MICH, UC, US), nayarit;

21 mi. E of San Bias, between Navarrcte and Tepic,

Ruddet al. 3030 (MO, US, WIS), oaxaca: Ca. 15 km
SW ofSanta Maria Zacatepec, Mc Vaugh 22225 (DUKE,

Km
Mar

ones slightly shorter, slightly spreading, filaments
slender, reddish, connate at base for 3-4 mm,
sparsely pilose especially on connate portion with
reddish hairs, anthers 9-12 mm long, glabrous;
pollen spheroid, 3-colpate, sexine reticulate with
clavate supratectal processes; gynoecium sub- Rosario, Rose et ^lJ4512(m). tabasco: Villaher-

eauallino cto^ u mosa, Juzepczuk 1919 (F, K). veracruz: La Purga,
equalling stamens, ovary tomentose, gynophore ™,„^^ ^277 (F, GH, UC, US), vucatan: Chichan-
giaorate, subequalhng style, style tomentellous,

j^^^^^^, Gaumer 2262 (F, MO, NY, US). Guatemala.
stigma oblique, differentiated from style. Fruit esquintla: Near Esquintla, Hayes s.n. (US), huehue-
'inear, apiculate with persistent style 7-20 cm tenango: Canyon tributary to Rio Trapichillo between

By lupnore 2-3 cm long, glabrate; seeds oblong (j^j^h MO NY) RETALHULBv:RioSama]a, Shannon
to suborbicular, 5-7 mm long, 4-5 mm wide, '

'

"' ~

surface dull, dark brown, funicular aril-lobe scars
subequai, 2-5 mm long.

In Middle America B. ungulata ranges from

La

Chiquemulilla, Standley 79312 (F, MO). sololA: Pa-

talul Holway 194 (US). Belize, cayo: Pine Ridge, Duck

Run! Bartlctt 11554 (MICH, NY, US). El Salvador:

ahl'achapan: Atiquiozoya, Caldcrdn 2442 (F, NY).

southern Mexico south to Panama Tn western chalatenango: Along Tujutla Creek highway to La

Mexico it T^ u
^''/^"^'"^-

,

'^^'^^'"
Palma, Molina & Montaho 21572 (F, NY), la liber-

">co It occurs north as far as Smaloa and in ^^^. g'^. ^^ ^j-^a Libertad, Wundcrlin 5043 (MO).

LA union: Vicinity of La Uni6n, Standley 206H8 (NY,

US), morazan: NW of San Miguel, Tucker 480 (F,

MICH UC, US). SANTA ana: Vicinity of Santa Ana,

Standley 19687 (F, MO, NY, US), san Salvador: Ton-

acetepeque, Standley 19470 (NY, US), san vicente: 3

mi W of Rio Lempa near San Nicolas Lcmpa, Wun-

derlin 5032 (MO), sonsonate: Ca. 3-5 mi. NW of

Sonsonate, Wunderlin 5045 (MO). Nicaragua.

eastern Mexico it reaches Veracruz. The species
's unreported from Honduras but is to be cx-
I^cted there. Outside Middle America this species
^^native to Colombia, Venezuela, Guyana, Peru,
""a^il, Bolivia, and Paraguay. The species occurs

"lopen deciduous forests, frequently in disturbed
^i«, at elevations from near sea level up to 1 ,300
m but i. n.. T, • rAPAzo W bank of the Rio Escalanle at the Carazo-

occurs hV'"'"'^"
^'^^" ^°^ '"^ ^^"'""'

Rhas bo^erlkm from the Pacific coast, AW// 1295

J.

^ inroughout the year, but most commonly , ... r^^
^rom October to March. The species is bat-pol-

Bauhi

<leca

die A
' ""armcQ aaunmia species m ivnu-

jjj

"lerica by linear or subclavate flower buds

^ Pscudoraccmose inflorescences, and by nar-

mu T^^^^'
^^ '^ 3"'^d to B. midtinervia but has

smaller buds and fruits. Bauhinia ungidata

(MO). GRANDE: Grande, Lesy 366 (P). le6n: W ofQue-

brada Las Ruedas and along stream, NW of El Tran-

sito Stevens 5441 (MO, USF). Managua: Along Route

10 between Managua and Masachapa, 10 mi. S ofjunc-

ion^^th Route 12, Croat 43701 (MO, USF). Costa

R?CA ALAji lla: Orotina, Hohw 315 (US), guana-

caste- Ca 20-30 km W of Liberia, IVdhams cf al.

26487 (F NY), puntarenas: Between Quebrada

Grande and Quebrada Guajiniquil near Buenos Aires.

^nnaetal. 18145 ^,^l^^r.^.l^^^n^^

'' °"e of about 50 species in a complex centered Quebrada Las Canas. 9 km N of Da^ .d. Pur,J, 69
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(MO), darien: Patino, Duke 10545 (MO, NY).
herrera: 4 mi. S of Los Pozos, Tyson 2648 (MO, SCZ,
US).
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Index to Names in Systematic
Treatment

Names in italics are synonyms; numbers in bold are
the primary entries; numbers followed by a dagger (f)
are extra-Middle American or nonarborescent species.
Aniaria Mutis 99

petiolata Mutis ex DC. 99, 119
scssilifolia Mutis ex DC. 1 19

Ariaria C. Marq. 99

supcrba C. Marq. 99
Bauhinia Kunth 99

Bauhinia L. 99-100
aculeala L. 99-100, 101-102. 117

subsp. grandiflora (Juss.) Wunderlin ;02t
aculcata Veil. 101

adansoniana Guill. & Perr, 108

aegopoda Si.-Lag. 118

albiflora Britt. & Rose 101-102
amblyophylla Harms 108
americana Laun. 705
andrieuxii Hemsl. 101, 102-103, 123

aurita Ait. 108
bauhinioides (Mart.) Macbr. 99t
beguinotii Cuf. 101, 103, 119

var. gorgonae (Killip ex Cowan) Wunderlin iOit

bredemeyeri Yog. 101

calderonii (Rose) Lundell 104
calderonii (Rose) Standi. & Steyerm. 104

caribaea Jennings 108
castilloi Standi 112
caudigera Blake 119
cavanillei Millsp. 124
chapulhuacania Wunderiin 100, 104, 107, Ul-Ui

chlorantha Brandeg. 117
conceptionis Britt. & Killip 779
confusa Rose 705
congesta (Britt. & Rose) Lundell 77-^

cookii Rose 707, 103. 104-105
coulteri Macbr. 700. 105-106, 777

var, arborescens Wunderlin 106

var. coulteri 106
f. albiflora Wunderlin 706 .

deserti (Britt. 8l Rose) Lundell 700, 70-^. 106-lOA

7 72-7 7

i

dipetala Hemsl. 700, 104, 107, 112-113

var, deserti (Britt. & Rose) Wunderlin 106

var. macrophylla Wunderlin 104

divaricata Hort. ex Steud. 107-108
divaricata L. 99-100, 107-110, 123

[var.] beta L. 705
var. angustiloba Ekman ex Urban 705

divaricata LsLxn, 107-108
emarginata Jack. 101

emarginata Mill. 707
emarginata Roxb. ex G. Don 707

emarginata Wall. 707
emarginella Standi. 722
erythrocalyx Wunderlin 700, 110, 113

fiyxellii Wunderlin 700, 777, 112, 77i

furcata Desv. 705
gigas Lundell 70^
glandulosa (H.B.K.) DC. 707
glaucescens (H.B.K.) DC. 776
goldmanii Rose 705
guianensis Aubl. 104'\

inermis Billb. ex Walp. 72^
inermis (Cav.) Pcrs. 72^
inermis Forsk. 72-^

inermis Perr. 72-^

jenningsii P. Wilson 700, 770, 112-113, H^
jermyana (Britt.) Lundell 114
jucunda Brandeg. 700, 772, 113-114
kalbreyeri Harms 779
lamarkiana DC. 705
latifotia Cav. 705

[var.l beta Hook. & Am. 705
IcptopetalaUC. 117
ligulata Pittier 119-120
fo«^///ora (Bong.) Steud, 777
longiflora Rose 7 77
lunaria Cav. 72i ,i;

lunarioides A. Gray ex S. Wats. 700, lU-H^-

f
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macranthera Benth. ex Hemsl. 100, 115, 121-122 Casparia Kunth 99

var. grayana Wunderlin 115
macrophyUa Poir. 104
megalandra Griseh. 116
mexicana Vog. 108
miranda Pittier 101

molUcella Blake 101

mollifolia Pittier 101
monantha (Britt. & Rose) Lundell 121
multinervia (H.B.K.) DC. 101, 115-116, 125
oaxacana (Britt.) Standi. 124
palenquensis Lundell 122
panamensis Spreng. 117
pansamalana Donn. Sm. 100, 103, 116-117
paradisi Standi. & L. O. Williams 123
parvifolia Hochst. ex Field. & Gard. 117
parvifolia Seem. 117
parvifolia Teijsm. & Binn. 117
pauletia Pers. 100. 102. 117-118
peninsularis Brandeg. 108
pes-caprae Cav. 99-100, 118-119, 121, 124
petemis UxndeW HO

amblyophylla (Harms) Britt. & Rose 108

aurita (Ait.) Griseb. 108

calderonii Rose 104

confusa (Rose) Britt. & Rose 108

congesta Britt. & Rose 114

coulteri (Macbr.) Britt. & Rose 106

deserti Britt. & Rose 106

dipetala (Hemsl.) Britt. & Rose 107

divaricata (L.) H.B.K. ex Jackson 107

divaricata (L.) H.B.K. ex Britt. & Rose 707

furcata (Desv.) Jackson 108

jenningsii (P. Wilson) Britt. & Rose 112

jermyana Britt. 1 14

jucunda (Brandeg.) Britt. & Rose 113

latifolia (Cav.) H.B.K. ex Jackson 108

lunaria (Cav.) H.B.K. ex Jackson 123

lunaria (Cav.) H.B.K. ex Britt. & Rose 123

lunarioides A. Gray ex Britt. & Rose 115

macranthera (Benth. ex Hemsl.) Britt. & Rose 115

mexicana (Vog.) Britt. & Rose 108

monantha Britt. & Rose 121

Petiolata (Mutis ex DC.) Triana ex Hook. f. 99, 101, oaxacana Britt. 124

103, 119
Picta (H.B.K.) DC. 101, 119-120
Platypetala Benth. ex Hemsl. 105-106
Platypetala Burch. ex Benth. 106
porrecta Sw. 108
Pringlei S. Wats. 700, 120-121, 124
Purpusii (Britt.) Lundell 121
racemifera Desv. 70S
ramosissima Benth. ex Hemsl. 707, 775, 121-122
''etifolia Siandl 115
retusa Ham. ex Roxb. 108
retusa Poir. 708
rotundata Mill. 707
rotundifolia Pers. 123
rubeleruziana Donn. Sm. 700, 709, 122-123
rufescens Lam. 705t
'T^nyonii (Britt. & Rose) Standi. 727
^<^fnechtendaliana Mart. & Gal. 70S
ic^!^/rr« Harms 707
s«lenana Harms 707, 103, 123
spathacea DC. 70S
spinosa Poir. 7 7 7
subrotundifolia Cav. 700, 119. 121. 123-124

var. sahna-cruzana Wunderlin 124
«rapotensis Benth. 99t
^yicularis Benth. ex Hemsl. 121-122
"'^St4la Jacq. IQ]
y^la WiUd. ex Steud. 707
«n8ulataL.99,

707. 776,124-126
uniflora Hassler 727

1

""'f
ora S. Wats. 727

""^l^terau, Batten & Baker 707
'^5/co/orBertol.70S

""^hinia Raf. 99
^ansenia Raf. 99
""Sulata (L.) Raf. 99, 124

pansamalana (Donn. Sm.) Britt. & Rose 776

peninsularis (Brandeg.) Britt. & Rose 70S

pes-caprae (Cav.) H.B.K. 99, 118

porrecta (Sw.) Kunth ex Griseb. 70S

porrecta (Sw.) H.B.K. ex Jackson 70S

pringlei (S. Wats.) Britt. & Rose 720

purpusii 'QriXt. 121

ramosissima (Benth. ex Hemsl.) Britt. & Rose 727

retifolia (Standi.) Britt. & Rose 775

rubeleruziana (Donn. Sm.) Britt. & Rose 722

rMwyort// Britt. & Rose 727-722 . ^^
schlechtendaliana (Mart. & Gal.) Bntt. & Rose 70S

spathacea (DC.) Britt. & Rose 70S

speciosa Linden ex Hook. f. 7 7 9

subrotundifolia (Cav.) H.B.K. ex Jackson 72J

subrotundifolia (Cav.) H.B.K. ex Bntt. & Rose 72i

unguicularis (Benth. ex Hemsl.) Bntt. &. Rose 727

uniflora (S. Wats.) Britt. & Rose 727

unilateralis (Britten & Baker) Bntt. & Rose 707

versicolor (Bertol.) Britt. & Rose 70S

Mandarus Raf. 99

divaricatus (L.) Raf. 99, 107

pes-caprae (Cav.) Raf 77S

rotundifolius (Pers.) Raf 72i

Pauletia Cav. 99

aculeata Cav. 777

glandulosa H.B.K. 707

glaucescens H.B.K. 776

inermis Cav. 99. 124

multinervia H.B.K. 779

p/cm H.B.K. 779

ungulata (L.) Schmitz 124

Perlebia Mart. 99

bauhinioides Mart. 99

Perlebia Schmhz 99

Schnella caudigera (Blake) Pittier 779
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A GUIDE TO COLLECTING BAMBOOS I

Thomas R. Soderstrom^ and Stephen M. Young^

Abstract

Because of their specialized nature and infrequency of flowering, bamboos are seldom collected.

An illustrated guide is presented, showing which parts— especially vegetative— should be collected for

a proper herbarium specimen. Instructions are also given on the preparation of preserved material in

liquid and on the composition of the notes and label to accompany the collection.
L

I

Plant collectors are so accustomed to limiting corded, starting with overall or general charac-

their activities to plants in flower that sterile teristics and continuing with more specific ones.

specimens are generally avoided. In the case of giving examples where appropriate. For instance,

bamboos, which often flower only at intervals of the interior of the culm may be solid or hollow
^

many years, the collector rarely encounters them with a thick or thin wall; if the latter it may

in the reproductive state. Both this fact and the contain a fine powder on the inner walls or be

complexity of the plant itself account for the rel- filled with liquid. The characters listed are ex-
j

atively poor representation of bamboo speci- amples of the most common kinds. Thus, under

mens in herbaria. However, because of this very

propensity of bamboos to flower seldom, taxo-

Internode Color," additional variations maybe

found, such as *'green mottled with purple "^^

nomic studies on the group have relied heavily have illustrated the most important features and

on sterile characters. In fact, a complete vege- at the end ofeach section we have suggested what

tative collection is often sufficient to allow iden- parts to collect. For all measurements we rec-

tification to the generic, if not specific, level.

We encourase collectors to mnke s;nerimen"

ommend the metric system.

The final result ofa complete collection should

any bamboo they encounter, vegetative as well be adequate samples of all parts of the pl^i^ •

including those that can be processed in the plar^We
ing how to look at the living plant, what struc- press, such as the branch leaves, and those tna

tures are most significant taxonomically, and what tagged

With sections or branch complements. In addition to

this in mind we have prepared a checklist of the

observations to be made and representative parts

to collect.

In the following checklist we have given, under

the plant collection, a full set of notes will sup-

plement the actual material gathered. The la

that accompanies the mounted specimens m^

be concise and contain the most complete m

General Data, the facts that should be recorded mation possible, not including anything that can

for any collection. Once these data have been be seen on the herbarium specimen itself FiS^^^

recorded, the collector should survey the bam- 6 is an example of such a label.

boo clump and analyze its major components,
each of which is treated separately in the chcck-

nfinf
The general collector will naturally co

most of his work to data collecting and the ga

list: culms, culm leaves, branches, branch leaves, ering of only those parts that can be accornm^

inflorescences, and rhizomes. Only rarely will all

parts be present at the same time, for the strictly

vegetative plant will lack flowers and the plant

in flower may already have shed its leaves and
lack new culms.

dated in a plant press and later mounted i"

herbarium. The more serious student vviU

^
to collect bulky parts as well, although

maKi

such a collection often requires up to se>

hours. The researcher who will undertake a

Under each heading we have listed, in a logical lomical, morphological, and cytological stud^^

sequence, the observations that should be re- in the laboratory^ wifl need to collect further n^3-

i

\

' We are grateful to Alice R. Tangcrini whose skillful renditions of the bamboo figures will be more
to the collector than any amount of text.

2 Department of Botany, Smithsonian Institution, Washington D C 20560
^ Department of Botany. University of Florida, r.ninp^vin^ in* ;^o i->ai i

'

hdl^

Ann. Missouri Bot. Gard, 70: 128-136, 1983.
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terial in liquid preservative and can follow the

methods and use the formulas presented at the

end of this paper.

We recommend that the collector of bamboo
include in his equipment a pair of heavy gloves

to protect against spines and irritating hairs and
a machete or similar cutting tool for severing the

culms, along with a cross-cut saw for trimming
ihem neatly. A good pair of pruning shears is

indispensable.

Photographs, especially of the habit and hab-
I

itat, greatly enhance any collection. A wide-angle
lens is especially useful for photographing the

habitat or an entire clump from close range and
a macro lens for recording carriage of the foliage

and details of structures such as buds and de-
veloping branches, inflorescences and spikelets.

Bamboo Collecting Checklist

A. General Data.
1. Date.

2. Locality: use of latitude and longitude is

recommended.
3. Elevation.

4. Habitat: characterize the vegetation and 2. Culm Leaves (Fig. 2).

siih<=trct..^ a. General Character

B

with root primordia or root thorns

(Fig. 3j).

c. Internode (Fig. 1 a).

1) Color: green; bluish-green; green

with white stripes; yellow with green

stripes.

2) Surface: glabrous; pubescent; gla-

brous on the lower part, becoming

scabrous above; glaucous,

3) Shape in Cross Section: round (Fig.

le); sulcate (Fig. Id); plano-convex

(Fig. 3d),

4) State: hollow (indicate wall thick-

ness) (Figs, la, b); solid (indicate

amount of pith) (Figs. Ic, e).

5) Contents (when hollow): empty;

powder on inside walls; filled with

liquid.

To Collect: Two nodes and included inter-

node (Fig. la). The culm may be split length-

wise. Ifculm is too long cut a shorter section

and include only one node, but measure and

record length of the internode.

substratum

5. Common Names and Uses: inquire local-

Components of the Bamboo Plant.
1< Culms.

a- General Characteristics.

1) Spacing: close together and form-
ing clumps (if so, state diameter of

clump and estimate number of

culms included); widely separated

and not forming discrete clumps.
2) Habit: strictly erect; erect and arch-

ing over; decumbent; clambering;

vinelike (climbing or hanging).

3) Size: height or length; diameter.
^' Node.

1) Occurrence: solitary (Fig. la) or in

close succession (Fig. Ig).

2) Shape (in longitudinal section):

sides parallel (Fig. la); narrower be-

low and widening above (Fig. 3d).

3) Architecture: single nodal line pres-

ent, this horizontal (Fig. 30 or dip-

ping (Fig. 3i); nodal line plus nodal

ridge present (Fig. 3d); girdle pres-

ent (Fig. 3a).

"*) Surface: smooth; pubescent; beset

General Characteristics,

1) Duration on Culm: persistent; ca-

ducous; tardily deciduous.

2) Variability: same shape throughout

culm; thin and long at top of culm

and wide and short at base ofculm;

becoming smaller toward lop of

culm.

3) Color and Pattern (when fresh):

mottled; striped.

4) Surface: glaucous; densely covered

with hairs; glabrous.

5) Texture: hard; soft.

b. Blade.

flexed (Fig. 2d); horizontal (Fig.

2c).

2) Duration on Sheath: remammg at-

tached; falling.

To Collect: When possible, coUect at least

two culm leaves from that part of the culm

where they are most representative in size

and shape. If the leaves have already fallen,

select from these. When the sheath is persis-

tent cut it from the culm and press it flat,

even though this may result in cracking and

splitting.
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Thin-walled hollow culm

' - ;/-y.,-f.'

0)o
o
c

Thick-walled

hollow culm

^

Branches breaking

through base of sheath

Solid culm Extravaginal branching Intravaginal branching

Figure I. Culms, branching and branch leaves.
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I

I

«

Lateral

appendag

'''c^'RE2. Culm leaves.

!l.
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Girdle

a

Single bud
covered at

base by girdle

Multiple buds
at node

Single branch at node

Nodal ridge

Nodal line

Promontory

Double branches
at biannular node

Three subequal branches

from promontory

e'

Level
nodal line

Subequal branches
in row above nodal line

Subequal branches
at nodal line

g

Complement of

dominant primary branch
with secondary and tertiary orders

Root thorns

Biannular node
with spinose branches Complement with root thorns

J

Apsidate branching

Figure 3. Nodes, buds, and branching.

I
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Pseudospikelets in heads

FiGU^^4. Inflorescences.
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Monopodial rhizome

I

Amphipodial rhizome system

Figure 5. Rhizomes

I

1

i
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MEXICO
Olmeca recta Soderstrom

Veracruz: Mun. Catamaco, 1 KmN ofCatamaco on road to Sontecomapan,
18°30' N / 95°0r W. Growing under tall trees in disturbed evergreen rain

forest; common throughout the Tuxtla Range. Culms well separated from
each other, 11-12 m tall, 4.5-5 cm diam., thin-walled, often filled with
water, rotting easily. Rhizomes to 3 m long, running near surface of the soil.

Culm leaf: sheath bluish-green, becoming pinkish-brown then stramineous;
blade erect, deciduous, bright green. Branching: only from upper nodes, the

branches intravaginal, arching out and becoming vinelike. Common name
"Jimba."

Thomas R. Soderstrom 2235

Elev. 435 m
2 Oct. 1977

ifth

Mexico

Figure 6. Herbarium label for bamboo collection.

3. Branches,

a. General Characteristics.

1) Occurrence: upper nodes only; all

nodes.

2) Habit and Length: main branches

elongated and vinelike; upper

e. Modifications: developing as spines

(Fig. 3i).

To Collect: Take a representative branch

complement from mature or old culm, even

from dead culms that show the features ac-

curately. Cut culm ca. 5 cm above and below

c.

*0** ^-^KJ. U.11V1 V X 11 V^liJVV^
J l^J^^W A *

branches angled upward, lower re- the node and trim branches to ca. 5 cm, at

flr*v„^ i^act I'nr-liiHino thp fir<;t node. Laree culm sec-flexed.

3) Development: intravaginal (Fig. 1 i);

extravaginal (Fig. Ih); both intra-

and extravaginal.

D. Number and Arrangement: single

branches (Fig, 3c); 2 subequal branches
(Fig. 3d); 3 or more subequal branches
(Figs. 3e, f, g); 1 dominant with fur-

ther branches from the node (Figs. 3h,

0; 1 dominant branch (sometimes re-

maining as a bud) with smaller subsid-
iary branches below or around it (Fig.

3b, shown in bud stage); or in apsidate

arrangement without a central branch
(Fig. 3k).

Origin: produced at nodal line (Figs.

least including the first node. Large culm sec-

tions may be split in half to save space. As

with culm sections, allow to air-dry and re-

move all sheaths.

4.

a.

anch Leaves (Fig. 11)-

General Characteristics.

1) Condition After Cutting: wilting or

curling immediately; remaining

fresh.

2) Habit: stiff, flexuous; erect; pen-

dent.

b. Color: green on both surfaces; lighter

on one surface than the other; varie-

gated.

Leafy

to show both surfaces. Include leaves from

3c, g, h); produced above the nodal line young and old branches .f there .s a s.gnifi-

(Fig. 3f); produced from a specialized

process (Figs. 3e,j, k).

cant size difference. Press immediately to

avoid curling. If this is not possible the ma-

d- Posture at Node: appressed (Figs. 3f, terial can be
.^^"^^'^/^^''^l^il'^.^Jl^';,^';;!^

^), horizontal (Fig. 3g); angled upward Large

(Figs. 3c-f, h-k); angled downward (Fig.

3i).

trimming and folding or dividing and press-

ing in more than one sheet.
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5, Inflorescences (Fig. 4).

a. General Characteristics.

1) Habit: erect; lax; drooping.

2) Occurrence: terminating leafy

branches; occurring throughout a
leafless plant.

b. Size: length and width iflarger than an
herbarium sheet.

c. Color: green; stramineous; purple.

To Collect: Flowering branches at all stages
of development. When a flowering bamboo
is found in the leafless state and leafy non-
flowering clumps are encountered nearby, do
not assume that the two are the same species.

If uncertain, collect each plant under a sep-
arate number and cross-reference.

6. Rhizomes (Fig. 5).

a. General Characteristics.

1) Length Between Culms and Di-
ameter: short and thick; long and
slender.

2) Habit: specialized as props for culm;
running overground; running un-
derground.

Occurrence ofBuds on Rhizome Neck:
present (Figs. 5c, d); or absent (Figs.

b

5a, b).

c. ^fR

(Figs. 5c, d); at random (Fig. 5b).

To Collect: For running types collect a sec-
tion of the rhizome ca. halfa meter long. For
clump-forming types collect 2-several rhi-
zomes and sever culms ca. 15 cm above the
ground. Air-dry the sample and remove all

scales (sheaths).

C, Collections

1. Morpholo,

parts ofthe plant can be preserved in FAA
in the field and either stored this way or
transferred to 70 percent ethyl alcohol,
EtOH, FAA is prepared by mixing 90 parts
of 50 percent EtOH, 5 parts ofglacial ace-
tic acid, H(Ac), and 5 parts of formalin.
To make 1 liter, use 900 ml of 50 percent
EtOH, 50 ml of H(Ac), and 50 ml of for-
malin. First add the H(Ac) to the EtOH

and then mix in the formalin. After sev-

eral days the solution undergoes esterifi-

cation and emits a sweet smell, which in-

dicates the solution is too old for fixing

material.

2. Plant Parts for Preservation.

a. Branch Leaves: the blades and portion

containing the petiole and ligulearethe

important parts to collect. On small

leaves cut the blade just above the base;

on larger ones cut a section 3-5 cm

long from the mid-portion of the blade,

including the midvein. On exception-

ally large blades cut a strip (3-5 cm

wide) that includes the midvein and

one side of the blade. For the petiole

and ligule portion, cut the leaf just

above the base of the blade and just

below the apex of the sheath.

b. Buds at Different Stages of Develop'

ment: these are important in following

the stages of development of the ma-

ture branches. Usually only one bud is

present (Fig. 3a) but sometimes more

than one occurs at a node (Fig. 3b).

The base of the sheath is often thick-

ened and remains as a ring, or gi™^'

around the bud (Fig. 3a). Any excess

culm tissue from around the bud can

be trimmed away.

Fleshy Fruits: these may be collected

in a separate bottle and sliced into sec-

tions if unusually large,

d. Roots: sections ca. 2 cm long should

3.

be cut for preservation.

e. Seedlings: only young ones, with the

seed still attached, should be collected.

f Culm Sections: some may he P^^'

served ifthey exhibit unusual colors or

patterns, such as mottling or stnpes

that would be lost in air-drying-

Cytological Studies: young spikelets can

be fixed in a 3: 1 solution for 24 hours an^

then transferred to 70 percent EtOH an

kept under refrigeration when possib^-

The 3: 1 solution is made by mixing 3 pa^

of absolute EtOH and 1 part of H(A*^''

Spikelets should be collected from in^^'

rescences that are still covered by the sut>-

tending sheath orjust beginning to emerge

(Fig. 4h).



A GUIDE TO COLLECTING PANDANACEAE
{PANDANUS, FREYCINETIA, AND SARARANGA)

Benjamin C. Stone 1

The family Pandanaceae is paleotropical and developed into epiphytic shrubs, some with a

consists of three genera, PandanusL. ex Stickm. pseudo-lianous type of growth, others cespilose

with the most species (over 600) and the widest and "stemless'* and most of these are small

distribution, from W. Africa eastward through- shrubs, although one species (P, epiphyticus) is,

out the tropical areas to the Pacific Islands; Frey- apart from its reduced stem, quite massive,

a/^e/za, with about 180 species and the next larg- The family is important in several regions

est distribution, from Ceylon (but not India, wherein it has developed a high degree of ende-
except the Andaman and Nicobar Islands) east- mism and contributes to the fundamental struc-

ward through the Malesian area into the Pacific tureand physiognomy of the vegetation. In other

and New Zealand; and Sararanga, a restricted regions its presence is limited to coastal areas,

small genus oftwo species, one in the Philippines Only in the Philippines, New Guinea, and the

and the other in New Guinea and the Solomon Solomon Islands can all three genera be found

'^'^"ds. occurring together. Outlying posts of the family

All species of Freycinetia are woody lianas; include New Zealand, which has only Freyci-

among these there occur some relatively large netia. and only one species; and Sao Thome Is-

a width of perhaps 1 cm; but most species are
•ather smaller and some are really quite small

plants, with stems reaching perhaps 6-7 cm di- land (off Angola, W. Africa), where one species

ameter and leaves of perhaps 1 50 cm length and of Pandamis occurs. Central areas of endemism
"^ ""''^ "

are Madagascar, which has only the genus Pan-

^^ ^_ „„ danus hut about 100 endemic species; Thailand,

plants, the extreme perhaps being ^Freycinetia which has both Freycinetia (but only two or three

^'cgantula with leaves only 2-3 cm long. Both species) and Pandanus, the latter with perhaps

species of Sararanga are arboreous, branched, over two dozen species; Malaya, with eight species

*'th rather massive leaves 200 cm long or more, of Freycinetia and about fifty of Pandanus; Bor-

^nd erect trunks. They have, unlike all other pan- neo, with two dozen species of Freycinetia and

^"^' compound paniculate inflorescences that more than fifty of Pandanus; the Phihppine ar-

!? P'^ndulous and may be well over 1 00 cm long. chipelago, with about the same numbers of both

.'
lie genus is readily recognized by its quadrifar- genera as Borneo; New Guinea, with probably

"' 'P"-al Phyllotaxy, and concomitant square- about 60 species of Freycinetia and 70 or more

J^cuon inflorescence rachises. The flowers and of Pandanus; the Solomon Isbnds, with about

^".'^s are also unique in the family, the latter

"8 Tregularly globular many-seeded berries.

^ ^rue pandans, Pandanus species, have a

species

species

o^ Freycinetia and 2 1 species ofPandanus. Some

l^'her wide range of form"and si^eTwiTh mlTar" important secondary centers include Australia

J^^^ous plants such as Pandanus antaresensis of especially Queensland, with only four species of

'T' Guinea, which may reach 33 m height and Freycinetia but a somewhat richer Pandanus-

tl
"'"''''^'

P^^P^oots 10 m long and 20 cm flora (possibly 15-20 spec.es); F.j.; Mauritius;

7^ ^^r^ ^^^^^n^e, and diminutive shrubs such the Seychelles; Burma and the H.Malayan foot-

laiii^^^^.u"^^
''^'*^^^"^' ^ '^^'' °'" ^ unguicu-

at mL. ^^*^ ^^^^ ^^^^"^ slender stems reaching

ght

hills; Sumatra; and East Africa. Besides these,

several small regions have one or a few local

endemic species, usually of Pandanus to the cx-

Juo?'
^'"' '" ^^^"^'Ples such as P toei, are ces- elusion of the other genera;

'-^^/;'J'}f'^
eMrc

""'^ ""'^ '"'"^ development) at the other Howe Island. Christmas Island (Indian Ocean),

^"le. Besides these examples, pandans have Hainan, etc.

A-N.N

Apartment of Botany, University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

' Missouri Bot. Card. 70: 137-145. 1983.
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Morphology danus and Frcycinetia may have such lateral in-

florescences (examples include P. danckelmm-

Basic habit has been described above. In all nianus and P. halleorum, and F. fmiculam).

species, the leaf is simple, usually more or less Therefore it is very important for the collector

elongated, often long linear-attenuate, but (most- to represent, preferably by means of the collec-

ly in Freycinetia) sometimes subelliptic to ovate, tion itself, the inflorescence position. If this is

The margins of the leaf are usually denticulate, impossible, drawings or photographs should

as is the midrib on the undersurface. In Pan- document it. The inflorescences of ^araraw^aare

danus (only) many species also have teeth (spi- always terminal.
nules, aculeations, denliculi, prickles) on the up- The construction of the inflorescence varies

per (ventral) leafapex, along the two pleats; their with the species. However, all may be described

presence is a major taxonomic character and is as a branched or, rarely, an unbranched, spadix.

a principal reason why good, intact material of The most important consideration is the strict

leaf apices must be present in aU pandan collec- unisexuality of the plants; a given individual is

tions. The size, spacing, form, color, and other male or female and can therefore bear only one

details of the leaf teeth are also of taxonomic sexual kind of inflorescence. One of the most

importance. In Freycinetia, the leaf-sheath is important tasks of the collector, therefore, is to

elaborated by the presence of a pair of auricles, attempt to obtain both male andfemale inflores-

which are membranous flanges of the leaf-base; cences of any particular species. Unfortunately

these are more or less distinct and taxonomically
significant, and careful attention to obtaininp pnnd

this is by no means easy. Staminate matenal is

poorly represented in herbaria; but correlate

specimens is required. In Pandanus, such auri- staminate and pistillate materials judged or

cles are almost always lacking but a few species proven by the collector to represent the sexes of

possess them and in any case good complete leaf- a single species are even rarer. Isolated staminate

bases are a requisite for adequate representation collections in themselves are useful, but may be

in the herbarium. As the leaves are often very unidentifiable. On occasion, they may (and have)

large (in a few cases, up to 9 m long and 2 1 cm represented unknown species, and some have

wide), it is often impossible to collect more than been described and designated as type sped-

mens. However, since the whole taxonomic^)

tern is based upon characters of the pist" ^

plants, such species are often fascinating but iru

trating and may remain *'incertae sedis" or eve

"nomina dubia" until the females are discov-

a few. In fact, most herbarium material consists
of a single leaf, or less, except in the case of very
small plants such as Pandanus herbaceus. The
collector must attempt to represent leafvariation

(Methods

furnish

pattern

some ered. The role of the staminate material is ho^^^

taxonomically useful data, but are often either ever becoming increasingly important as nio^

not collected, or may be difficult and bulky. Slabs is learned ofthe micromorphology and anatomy

of wood, with bark, from the main trunk, can be and in some cases can already be of critical sig'

obtained, and segments of proproots. Certainly nificance in taxonomy; but good collections
arc

^elop- still rare. One reason is the difficulty of locating

ment, if any, of proproots should be noted in the staminate inflorescences. As flowering is
season-

form of sketches or photographs. In Freycinetia. al in most pandans, while fruit developirien^^

aerial roots are either clasping or feeding (axil- a lengthy process, there is a much higher pro^-

lary); proproots (ngid ones) are not produced.
Nor arc there proproots in the Sararanga species.
Epiphytes commonly produce feeding axillary
roots.

The inflorescences are invariably terminal.
However, they may terminate a normal leafy
shoot, or a specialized lateral or axillary shoot.
The latter differ from normal leafy shoots in pos-
sessing a reduced number of ordinary leaves, or
in lacking such leaves, while bearing the usual
scale leaves and bracts, and show the normal
2-ribbcd prophyll at the base. Species of Pan-

ability of finding pistillate trees with part'V
^^

veloped fruits, than there is of finding stani''^^

specimens with fresh flowers at anthesis.

duration of a staminate inflorescence is usu

^^
only one to three days; while the flowering

seas

may only be a week or two. In contrast,

development may take several months. P>^^

ogy of flowering in the pandans is still
po^^'^

known. However, there are certainly sevefSl r

terns already in evidence. In some cases (

danusfragrans) flowering may be approxi^^ ^•

every other month. In other cases, flowering ^ -
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be at intervals longer than one year. Many species is rapid and unless the collection is made early

are probably gregarious with synchrony in flow- in anthesis and is quickly and adequately pre-

ering, but the period may be very short. Robert served, most of the pollen will be turned into

Tucker in Queensland has reported that annual frass and larvae. Numerous herbarium speci-

flowering in Pandanus conicus and P. tectorius mens of staminate collections now serve only to

IS highly concentrated in a two-week period, with show floral form (if that), and lack pollen. Pollen
in fact most anthesis taking place in the same characters are proving to be taxonomically use-

week. Much of the rest of the year, the plants ful, so care should be taken to preserve pollen in

appear to be sterile, except those that are ges- the specimens. If the collector has the facilities,

tating fruits. Such patterns offlowering mean that liquid (FAA or just formalin) collections of sta-

collectors often encounter flowering pandans at minate spikes should be obtained as supplemen-
random and by chance, and find ripe flowering tary to the dried material. The same is true of
materials very much less commonly than unripe, early stages of anthesis of female inflorescences.

or even ripe, fruits. However, it should be re- The female inflorescences may also be simple

membered that if staminate individuals are seen or compound. If one applies this terminology to

to be in flower (they are usually the more ob- the gynoecial pattern of the flower, the same dif-

vious, as the inflorescences are more lax and pen- ference obtains. Consequently one may recog-

dulous, and the white or colored spathes are no- nize four types ofpistillate inflorescences; (a) with

ticeable), then it is highly likely that searching a single spike (head, or cephalium) formed of
will reveal pistillate plants in the same locality
also in flower. Such searches are of the greatest

1-carpellate flowers; (b) with several spikes

formed of 1 -carpellate flowers; (c) with a single

importance in linking staminate with pistillate spike formed of polycarpellate flowers; (d) with

collections to establish full knowledge ofa species
ut a caution must be noted: there are many

several spikes formed of polycarpellate flowers.

In cases (a) and (c), the inflorescence is described

localities in which several species of the same as "solitary." This is the normal state in many,
genus are sympatric and intermixed, and ex- but not the majority, of Pandanus species, but

treme care must be taken to establish vegetative is quite rare in Freycinetia. In cases (b) and (d),

similarities of the sexes. The danger of attrib- the inflorescence is "spicate" and this is the usual

"ting flowering male and female plants to the case in Freycinetia, and quite common in Pan-
^ame species, but in fact having material from danus. In Sararanga, as already mentioned, the

"^ales of one species and females of another, is massive inflorescence is always a richly-branched

<iuite serious. panicle.
The staminate inflorescences are spikelike. In Freycinetia, the spikes (both male and fc-

^suaily, there are several spikes, each with an male) tend to be closely adjacent and often ter-

ax'llant bract, from the main rachis In a few nate, so that the open ripe inflorescence seems

angustifoliaases, the inflorescence is reduced to a single,
apparently terminal spike, though there are al- R jagorii) the inflorescence is raccmiform, as it

*^ys several bracts. (The bracts are sometimes is in nearly all species of Pandanus m the males,

"^ spathes, though they are quite different and in many species also in the females.

anything in the Araceae.) Each spike bears The bracts provide some useful characters.from

^"^inate floVers^"Therare 'MkerdeToidTf particularly as to color. On an inflorescence there

P^^^nth, almost always without bracteoles. Each is a spectrum of bracts, those at the base vmuafly

^^ni'nate flower consists of a small or large ag- leaflike, those subsequent each more altered by

f;8at,on of stamens, and there is a considerable the reduction of the length and the spread of the

J^ation of form; the stamens may seem to be lower, colored part, until even the extreme apex

^P^^ately and individually attached to the spike is colored rather than green. The base is usually

broadly expanded and boat-shaped, and the tex-

ture thinner or, especially in Freycinetia. actually

thicker but much softer. In Freycinetia, the up-

short

'

^^^T^c in small or large clusters on

"^ono^h^^"^
axes (usually called columns or ste-

Pcrsecf
^'^^^^" Pollen is often copious, but is dis-

ubi„
•

^"'^^^y and also quickly ingested by the

Hich
""^^'^^ ^^""^ ^^ ^^^ inflorescences,

NitiH..,^,^"^^
always and everywhere to include

permost bracts are quite modified, becoming

nectar
ff

i.e. soft, sugary, and entirely palatable. This docs

not occur in Pandanus, in which all bracts still
'd beetles and thrips, supplemented by ..^i -.^>-. — -

. , -a- /Tt,« Uran ipx
^'"e> predatory earwigs. Pollen consumption retain a certain (if thin) stiff-ness. (The bract tex
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ture in Sararanga is unknown.) As the inflores- y/'

cence ages, the bracts wither and many drop off desirable. However, when dried, this is some

or remain as tattered brown shreds and wisps. times so ahered in aspect, lacking in useful marks,
^^ ^ _ _ _ ^p-- —

-

-—J -.w^ .- ^ J _ _ _

In Freycinetia, only a few basal bracts are re- and in interior features, that it may be uniden-

tained and in ripening fruit these finally fall; most tifiable. Just as it is important to correlate male

of the upper (visually, inner) bracts by this time and female specimens, it is important to correlate

have long since been eaten (around anthesis) or fruiting with flowering pistillate collections.

rotted away (later). But in Pandanus, the inter- In the drupes or phalanges, the style and stigma

mediate bracts usually wither and dry (turning is of crucial importance taxonomically. In some

brown) but remain in place on the ripening fruits; species, these structures are either fragile (in many,

or, m the staminate inflorescence, dry up. The they can be easily abraded or broken off), or they

stammate rachis becomes fleshy and rots quickly, are severely altered by the drying process. In such

so that the inflorescence tends to break up as, or cases close observation and sketches or sharp

before, it falls. As already stated, this process is close-up photographs may preserve information

very rapid, taking only a few days, hastened by later lost.
rapid chewing up of the softer parts by the local The leaves, apart from gross morphological

fauna of the inflorescence. In short, the collector data, provide a wealth of useful taxonomic in-

usually only sees the full array of bracts in ma- formation in their micromorphology. Data from

tenal at or before anthesis; and the colors are anatomical and scanning electron microscope

best, or only, visible then. The color, size, and studies have shown that highly significant ad-

details of the bracts afford a rather important ditional and correlative information can be ex-

means ofcorrelating male and female ofthe same tracted from a small sample of a leaf However,

species; not that bracts of the two sexes are ex- this has to be based on a standardization. For

actly alike, but they will be substantially similar.
Naturally, collectors' observations on fauna in-

such studies the sample must be: a segment of

the leaf, about 1-3 cm long (i.e. along the leaf

eluding possible pollen or seed vectors, will be long axis), and including both margins, i.e. a

^^^K^^^""^- complete median segment; or in large leaves or

The fruits provide the most depended upon, with minimal materials, a segment including one

readily observable, and preservable characters margin and the entire midrib, but omitting the

for identification. The components of the in- other margin, will ordinarily suffice. This sample

fructescence, besides the bracts and the rachises, must be taken from a fully adult leaf, midway i^

are the heads (cephalia), or syncarps as they are the prophyll-leaf spectrum (i.e. representing
the

soniet.mes called; this term however is rather series of longest leaves). It must also be from an

be
drupes

adult shoot (not a "sucker-shoot" or a flowenng

langes, which are the main component units of
the cephalium in those species which have them.
In other species, with simple (1 -celled) drupes,
the term is not ambiguous but as it has been used
for both cases, I prefer to abandon it and use the
clearer term cephalium (or head). In any case,
the cephalium, the drupe or phalange; and the
details of each, provide numerous important ...._,,.,...,.„.,., ....^. , ..- ..
taxonomic characters. It is almost essential, how- using herbarium material would appreciate ih'^-^

ever, that the fruit be fullv rin. A or... h.., .r
^^^^^^^^ j,^^ collections (preserved or thof

shoot with reduced leaves). And it must be froj"

an adult plant, not a seedling or "sapling-

most cases, sufficient micromorphological
d^t^

can be obtained from such segments remote

from herbarium specimens, but it is more a'

cult in such cases to be sure that the standar
'

ization criteria have been met; hence, ^"''^
.

leaves taken in the field might well be ma^k

confusion has been caused by unwary laxono-
mists unaware of relative states of maturity in

oughly dried and disinfected) are highly
^^^^

. . . -T-u- , ,
- - able, as a great deal of pollen is lost through/

dned specimens^This has led to "paper species" usual drying techniques when making herbanuf"

specimens.
created on the basis of "false" characters e g
phalange dimensions. Unripe fruits also lac'k the ^Corre^^ labelled liquid-preserved

specimen^

critical mature CO oration which can prove valu- of heads or partial heads at anthesis are high'J

able taxonomically. On the other hand, well-pre-
served (particularly liquid-preserved) collections

useful in the interpretation of stigmatic structu^^

and this supplementary collecting is strong
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urged upon collectors who have the means avail-

' able. (If FAA is lacking, strong alcohol or just

formalin may suffice.)

Field Collecting Methods
AND Sampling

Small pandans of either Pandanus or Freyci-

netia can often be treated as any other plants, as

whole branches with attached leaves, inflores-

cences or infructescences, and sometimes part of
the root system, may be small enough to fit in

standard size drying papers. Where inflores-

cences and infructescences are concerned, how-
ever, the advisability of providing supplemen-
tary liquid-preserved collections must be
emphasized.

For bigger plants of any of the three genera,

Where

Figure 1. Types of leaf apices in Pandanaceae.

leafy stems are more than 2-3 cm in diameter,
they can be split longitudinally. Such a method
js helpful in reducing the thickness of specimens
hut has the disadvantage of cutting through the
spiralled leaves in such a way that useful char-

^^^^^^ , ^^^^^ ol leaf apices in Fandanaceae.
ers 01 the leaf-bases may be damaged or lost. a. Upper (ventral) surface of a species of Pandanus

nerefore, what is always required in such cases with denticulate apical-ventral pleats (avp). B. Upper
'S the separate preservation ofcarefully detached (ventral) surface of a species of Pandanus (or Freyci-

'^aves dried separately. They should be removed
"""-^ '^- "^—^ '-'^'- '^--um^^^ran. on the am-

so that the whole sheath is intact (especially with
aunculate Freycinetias); they can be folded back
and fonh, accordion-style, to fit into the drying
papers. The tips of these leaves should be intact
a so; ifthey are naturally broken or abraded, each numbered or lettered sequentially so they can be
Such leaf cKi,-...U U„ _ . , . • ^ 14 -„U1„J" 1n«^^ r-..- c•+l/^^/ TUc^ r-nMr^ntnr hoc

netia or Sararanga) lacking denticulations on the api-

cal-ventral pleats. C. Lower (dorsal) surface of a leaf

apex showing the armed midrib. All the denticulations

are antrorse.

uch leaf should be supplemented by a tip from
nother leaf so that the form, dentation, etc.. of

"reassembled" later for study. The collector has

to make a pragmatic decision about how many
he complete apex is present. Unripe leaves from leaves to collect; since each herbarium specimen
c center of leaf-crowns may provide such tips, may consist of one leaf, or less, and still be so
"t (because ofbasal growth) cannot provide ad- bulky as to spill over onto two or more sheets,

jquate leaf-base and sheath or auricle characters. it is especially important that the collector pro-

Ji Freycinctia. the auricles can best be sampled vide careful and logical sampling techniques in

jearefully stripping away a series of leaves (old- the field. A choice oforgans [prophyll, some scale

p^

°"'^s first) until the leaf-bases of leaves with leaves, some transitional bracts, fully-formed
5^^h (I.e. not dried or withered) auricles are in bracts, etc., as well as fully adult leaves, imma-
* these leaves should then be removed by ture leaves, "sucker-shoot" leaves, and (when

/cumferential shallow slicing, and preserved possible) seedlings] must be made so that a fuller

'^''^"^""
knowledge of both leaf structural and dimen-'"<l>vidually.

ba'"
^^"danus and Sararanga the adult leaf- sional variation, and age and developmental

hT T **^*^" ^^'^ "Sid and inconveniently variation, is preserved inherently in the speci-

dri d
^ ^^ ^^" ^^ flattened readily if they are mens. It cannot be overemphasized that such

j^

ed as separate halves (longitudinally divided), careful sampling techniques can be disrupted

surJ^*^'^^
^'th very long leaves, leaf-length mea- when duplicate specimens arc sorted out and dis-

'"^cntscan be supplemented by standard leaf tribuied; if at all possible, the bulk of the collcc-

"*='' m such cases the segments have to be tion, or the most representative, should be re-
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P s F

Figure 2. Types of leaf-bases in Pandanaceae.
D. Pandanus and Sarqranga. Leaf-base with no (or

usually no) auricles; midrib near the base often (not
always) armed with (often) recurved (retrorse) prickles.

Leaf
armed

4

I

i

\

hmm
Figure 3. Habit in Pandanaceae. P - Pandaniis.

erect trunk, proproots (pr). S = Sararanga; erect trun^

palmoid roots at base (par). F = Freycinem clii"^*"^
|

stem with clasping roots (cr). **

tained until taxonomic study is completed.

Duplicate specimens often appear which contain

(for example) one prophyll, three phalanges, and
a single leaf apex; needless to say, the form and
the important diagnostic features of the plant

cannot possibly be represented by such an ag-

gregate of parts.

The goal of sampling should be to represent

all possible organs and structures in such a way
that a part, supplemented by notes, drawings,

and photographs, can provide an accurate notion

within a pragmatically determined population

a specific kind of collecting activity which is

coming urgent, particularly in such critical sp^

as the Pandanus tectorius complex, the spec

of Pandanus sect. Austrokeura, the Pandan

odoratissimus complex, the P.furcatus comp

and certain groups of Freycinetia.

Collecting Tools and Equipment

sharp
bush-

of the entirety. But this goal is more difficult knife; for very large specimens, a hatchet m .

when it comes to the whole habit of the plant, also be useful.

more so when variation in a population is found. (2) Pruning shears or sequiteurs
However, thoughtful consideration of this prob- (3) Thick gloves (pandans are always spin)

lem usually results in some functional ad hoc

n^^

ready to attack),

(4) Field notebook.

are

technique that works fairly well. The question of
intra-population variability is, at least in some
species or complexes, a serious matter, which
needs intensive study, in view of the sometimes
drastic differences in taxonomic points of view
expressed by different botanists concerned with (6) Pencils and (preferably) India-ink V^

rcalb

necessary especially when leaves etc.

ful.

the same species or species-groups. Thus, col-

lection of a scries of individuals (all, of course,

carefully correlated and separately numbered)

O'ewellers' tags). These ai^

mented sequentially. A small stapler is also

I red

latter are extremely useful for labels to DC P

in liquid-preserved material.

(7) Plant presses— the usual materials.

I

I

I

\

i
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I

J

K

Figure 4. Ex-
,

Leaf spectrum in Pandanaceae
mp e drawn from a species of Pandanus. pp = pro-

leaf r
twin costae). s = scale leaf ts = transitional

^intermediate between scales and normal foliage).
^ne or Zr;;^!;;^^^:^^:izzzL r-

s-p-e ^-^^ -f
^'s"*"!", °..i*i,™r

=
n a __ _

er
„^/^^*^^"^^) bract; apex green and leaflike, base soft-

"Itimmh
' ^ " "o™al bract, entirely colored, u =

^lem
^

u^^'
^'^fl*^'"^scence terminates shoot meri-

the iif?
branching occurs from next lower axil,

repeals
^^^^" ^^ appear being the prophyll. Sequence

Figure 5. Types of inflorescence and fruit for-

mation in Pandanaceae. A. Solitary cephalium. B. Spike

ofcephalia. C Pseudumbel of(temate)cephalia {Frey-

cinetia). D. Raceme ofcephalia (Freycinetia). E. Poly-

spermous berry of Sararanga (black dots are stigmas).

= pha-

lange of Pandanus. H. Berry (bicarpellate, multi-

ovulate) of Freycinetia, L Pyrene of Pandanus. J. Seed

of Freycinetia. K. Seed of Sararanga.

f)
Liquid preservative supply.

WBottlp^^...^ ,,:„!„ ^_ ,- . /
preserved

inie
uquia-preserveu spec

'en coif
^^^^^"^^^"^ fungicide (especially for pel

12^J"'e'-a and film supply,

booi^)

Sketchbook (if additional to field note

j;3)
Plastic bags.

^
^ordage (string or nylon).

*'^) Final labels.

Collections

these may be mentioned first those tropical gar-

dens that have outdoor collections, e.g. Bogor,

Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Lae, Peradeniya, Cal-

cutta, Lucknow, Amani (? present status un-

known), Fairchild, Tsimbazaza (Madagascar),

Foster Garden and Pacific Tropical Botanic Gar-

den, Hawaii, Sydney, Townsville, and Cairns;

and those which have above average indoor col-

lections, examples being Kew, Munich, and per-

haps some others]. Even old established gardens

tend to have very few species and frequently only

one individual of a species (which, as they are

unisexual, tends to be lost in due course). Pan-

danus seeds tend to be fairly long-lasting and,

wrapped in moist sphagnum, can be airmailed

almost anywhere and survive; germination tends

to be a long affair. Freycinetia seeds tend to ger-
p

-- -
to De a long aimu. i fcv^tiMc.i* ^v-v.^-., .^ .^ o—

r r!!n
' ""^ ^'"^ost any species are desirable minate more rapidly; little is known of their hor-

*-oilection a^ ^;r^^ o .4 n «• • .-— • ;.-.rr,f>nfc Pxrt-nt for the Lac Bo-
lline ' ^"^all germmatmg

tanic Gardens, the genus Sararanga is (I think)
dens J::

cuttings. There are few botanic gar- tanic Gardens, me genus ^u,uruns<- - y
".--y

^^h good collections of the family [among quite unknown in cultivation; further d.stnbu-

f
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5

FA
po UDDER

Figure 6.

segments nu
leaf folded back

-. Some suggestions for collecting specimens of Pandanaceae. Above: large leaf, segmenled- 1

^mbercd sequentially with both the collector's number and the leaf-segment number. Below «h'S-^

ack and forth d la accordion pleats to fit on the herbarium sheet. Below: fruit longitudinally di^'Jj^^

and some of the phalanges or drupes preserved; staminate spike similarly divided, parts also preser\'ed:
po'i

preserved in envelope with insecticide and fungicide powders. All treatments sequential to photography a

I

\

note-taking.

ted
lion, specifically of: S, philippmcnsis, and of both both of these (especially the striped, "^^^^^^.^

leaf forms); P. iitilis; P. pygmaeus; and
^-f^^^

highly

pandans in general lend to be horlicullurally in-

teresting and often curious or unusually elegant,

and lend to cause considerable public interest.

The species that arc already comparatively well

ijicus
The

muhijl*

be

known in cultivation arc few and can be con- ed to tropical gardens; nearly any Freycind^'^
15

vcniently listed here so collectors can (if they
wish) avoid the slightly more elaborate task of

worth introducing to a botanic garden
.pecies

collecting and distributing living material for can only be deduced from natural habitat
covr

propagation: Pumhwus tcctohus, P odoratissi- ditions, so the seed distribution should al^-J)

/MM5. and most of the "honicultural" varieties of include useful notes on these. Many pa"*"
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species are rather indifferent to a number of pa- of whom (I beheve) I can append the following
rameters, but others tend to be very finicky. Crit- virtually complete list; the author (B. C. Stone,
ical factors tend to be soil pH and soil moisture Herbarium, Botany Dept., University ofMalaya,
retention (swamp pandans tend, as might be ex- Kuala Lumpur 22-11, Malaysia); Dr. H. St. John,
pected, to be ecologically very narrow-minded, B. P. Bishop Museum, Honolulu, Hawaii; Mr.
while savanna species are pretty tolerant). At- Robert Tucker, Anderson Botanic Gardens,
mospheric humidity and nocturnal temperature Townsville, Queensland, Australia (especially for
regimes may also be very important. So little is Australian species); Dr. K.-L. Huynh, Institute
known in detail, however, that most attempts Botanique,UniversitedeNeuchatel, Switzerland
Will have to be regarded as experimental, partic- (particularly for determinations based on sterile

ularly in habitats fairly unlike the origin. Palm or staminate collections ofunknown correlation,
species tend to be fairly good comparisons; if a through microtechnical methods),
pandan from the same region and basic habitat Personally I am always ready to receive and
as an existing palm species in cultivation is grown identify specimens ofPandanaceae from any part
under the same conditions as the palm, there is of the world.
probably a good chance of succeeding with the
pandan as well.

Identification of Pandanaceae

Guide to the Illustrated Section

A number of sketches are attached with the

idea of familiarizing the reader with the basic
Apart from a few major herbaria, advice and parts of pandans, some of their gross variability,

1 cntifications can usually be obtained from the and some special collecting techniques,
'airly small number of specialists on the family.



STUDIES ON THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM OF
NIVENIA CORYMBOSA (IRIDACEAE), AN

APPARENTLY ANDRODIOECIOUS SPECIES I

Robert Ornduff^

;

Abstract

Nivenia corymbosa has flowers with a stamen- and style-length dimorphism but pollen mono-

morphism. Results of an intra- and intermorph crossing program suggest that this species is andro-

dioecious rather than conventionally distylous. A single progeny grown from a selfed long-styled plant

contained 1 : 1 longs : shorts, suggesting that the longs of the ancestral distylous condition are the

heterozygous morph rather than the homozygous one.

The small South African genus Nivenia is of others were emasculated. One long-styled plant

interest because it is one of two genera of Iri- was selfed and the style length of the progeny

daceae in which heterostyly has been reported scored. As capsules matured, they were piacea

(Ornduff, 1974).^ Three species of this small

woody genus are reportedly distylous with one

in seed packets and the number of seeds was

counted at the end of the program. Pollen via-

morph having an exserted style and short sta- bility, size, and wall sculpturing were determined

mens, and the other having exserted stamens and using pollen grains from two plants ofeach morp

a short style. In A^. binata Klatt, distyly is as- mounted in aniline blue-lactophenol or lacto-

sociated with pollen dimorphism as well (Mul- phenol,

cahy, 1965). At least three species of Nivenia are

monomorphic with a floral morphology resem- Results

results of an artificial pollination program using

the dimorphic A^. corymbosa (Ker) Baker that

ture of incompatibility in this species.

Materials and Methods

The crossing program utilized four field-col-

lected short-styled plants of A^. corymbosa and

one short- and four long-styled plants derived by
selfing a long-styled plant. The terms "long'' and

two shorts X 37.7 jim (a

2.1). Wall sculpturing was also monomorphic^

None ofthe emasculated or intact control
flow-^

ers produced seeds (Table 1). Self-pollinations
o^

shorts produced no seeds and of longs produc

an average of 0.04 seeds per poUination. In

morph pollinations of shorts and longs produc

''short" will be used in this paper to refer to these an average of 0.2 seeds per pollination, in

two morphs, but in view of the apparent andro- morph pollinations of shorts as seed parents p

dioecism of this species, they are not equivalent duced an average of0.3 seeds per pollination

to the usage of "pin" and "thrum" of distylous oflongs as seed parents 3.4 seeds per poUinaiioo

species. The material orginated from Bains Kloof, The single progeny grown from a selfed long

Cape Province, South Africa {Ornduff7666, UC). tained 6 longs and 6 shorts.

Plants were grown in an insect-free greenhouse

in Berkeley and pollinations were made using
Discussion

fine-tipped forceps. Self-, intramorph, and inter- The presence of an incompatibility sy^^^'Vj

morph pollinations were carried out, and as con- Nivenia corymbosa is evidenced by the lower see^

trols some flowers were left unpollinated and set following intramorph pollinations comp^

\

bling that ofthe long-styled form ofthe distylous The pollen viabilities of the field-collected

species (Omduff, 1974). This paper presents the plants ranged from 92 to 100 percent and ofthe

progeny grown from seed from 56 to 95 percen^

Pollen size was monomorphic: for two longs

was designed to determine the presence and na- 37,7 ^m (a = 1 .8) and 37.3 ^m {a = 2.2) and for
(

1.8) and 41.4 Mni(.^"

;

*

in
s

> Supported in part by grants from the National Science Foundation and the Committee on
University of California, Berkeley.

Research.

The other genus^ The other genus lor which heterostyly has been reported is Geissorhiza, in which plants ofsome pop"'

of G. heteroslyh L. Bolus have dimorphic flowers that are not conventionally distylous (Omduff, 1974).

itiofl5

Ann. Missouri Box. Gard. 70: 146-148. 1983.
I
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Table 1. Results of intramorph and intermorph

pollinations of Nivenia corymbosa.

Num- Num- Number
Number ber ber Seeds
Flowers Cap- Seeds per

Uti- sules Pro- Polli-

Cross ^

lized Produced duced nation

Controls:

SPl (intact,

unpoll.)

LP2 (intact,

unpoll.)

LP2 (emasc,

unpoll.)

LP3 (intact,

unpoll.)

Self-pollinations:

SFl

SF2

SF3

SF4

LP2

LP4

11

21

18

16

49

69

92

56

52

15

1 3 0.06

Intramorph
cross-pollinations:

SFl X SF2

XSF3
SF2 X SF3
SF4 X SPl
SPl X SF4

LP3 X LP2

14

23

26

55

28

53

Intermorph
pollinations:

5

5

5

3

26

5

2

9

1.9

0.09

0.07

0.2

SF4 X LP2
SPl XLP2

LP
1 X SF4

LP2 X SFl

XSF4
I-P3 X SF4

59

29

56

1

41

31

8

4

21

I

20

12

22

3

230

4

115

87

0.37

0.1

4.1

4.0

2.8

2.8

tors. It is also possible that this difference in seed

set between the two morphs is attributable to

mechanical problems in depositing sufficient pol-

len grains on short stigmas. This does not seem
to be a likely explanation for these differences,

since observations of pollen loads on naturally-

pollinated stigmas of A^. binata (a species with a

floral morphology very similar to that of A^. cor-

ymbosa) collected at Swartberg Pass, Cape Prov-

ince, indicated an average number of 33.3 pollen

grains on long stigmas and 27.8 pollen grains on

short stigmas (with no attempt to discriminate

visually between intra- and intermorph pollen

grains; Ornduff, pers. obs.). If such figures are a

measure ofnormal stigmatic pollen loads carried

by fecund individuals of the distylous TV. binata

in the field, the number of compatible pollen

grains per stigma required for modal seed set of

both longs and shorts is very low and would

likely be deposited on stigmas via artificial pol-

linations. A third possible explanation of the ob-

served seed set in A^. corymbosa is that the species

is essentially androdioecious, that is, some in-

dividuals produce perfect flowers and others pro-

duce staminate flowers. The data at hand, in-

cluding the occurrence ofpollen monomorphism

in this species, are compatible with this sugges-

tion. That some shorts occasionally produce small

numbers of seeds suggests that androdioecism is

not fully developed in this species.

Various types of reproductive systems involv-

ing a sexual separation have evolved from het-

erostyly in other groups. These include full dioe-

cism in some members of the Rubiaceae and

Menyanthaceae and androdioecism in Oxa/is

suksdorfii (see Ganders, 1979). That various

modifications of the distylous breeding system

have evolved elsewhere in Nivenia is evidenced

*
field-c n

""'"'^^'"^ ^^ individual plants are used: F by the occurrence of long-styled monomorphism

'•^ted plant^Tl^'^"^'
^ Z P'"^^^"^ of selfed field-col-

-^^ ^^ j^^g^ ^^ree species with apparent associated
'

long, S - short.
self-compatibility in N. stokoei (Guthrie) N. E.

Brown (Ornduff, 1974). The 2:1 rather than 1:1

long : short morph ratio of a field population of

Db^ u^^
following intermorph pollinations of the distylous N. binata also suggests that the

sho^'
'^^^^'' the average seed production of breeding system ofthis species may deviate from

pr^
' following intermorph pollinations is ap- that expected for a conventional distylous species

^^^^'mately equal to that following intramorph (Ornduff, 1974).
PqIj-

•' ~M""i i^ uiai lonowing iniiauiuijjii

avera^^'°"^
^"*^ '^^^^ "°* exceed 5 percent ofthe

vjabii^
."^^^""^""^ seed set of longs. The pollen

'nterm
^ ^^°^^ ^I'ort used as a seed parent in an

It is of interest to note that the progeny of a

selfed long-styled plant of Nivenia corymbosa

produced a 1 : 1 ratio of longs to shorts. Assuming
interm ^' ^ "'*^'^ ^s a seea pareni m an piuuut^tu a i .

'
»""- o— • . j

in
..""^'Ph cross was reduced (69 percent) but that the androdioecism of this species is derived

so r ""^^^ individual it was high (97 percent), from a more conventional distylous ancestral

shouiH
fecundity of these crosses probably condition, this suggests the possibility that in

"^ "ot be attributed to gametic sterility fac- Nivenia longs are the heterozygous genotype, a
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I

Otherwise

stylous Hypericum aegy^pticiim (Ornduff, 1979)

terns. I. The Plumbaginaceae. Evolution 20: 349-

368.

and also possibly in the dimorphic /i/vw/7fl/?7ar-
Ganders, F. R. 1979. The biology of heterostyly.

New Zealand J. Boi. 17: 607-635.
MuLCAHV, D. 1965. Heterostyly within Mvm£j(Iri-

daceae). Brittonia 17: 349-351.
Ornduff, R. 1974, Heterostyly in South African

flowering plants: a conspectus. J. S. African Bol.

40: 169-187.

. 1979. The genetics of distyly in Hypeticw^

itima (Baker, 1966). For those interested in the
comparative evolution of breeding systems and
in the selective forces that lead to the breakdown
of heterostyly, Nivenia clearly merits further at-
tention and field studies are particularly needed.
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A TAXONOMIC REVISION OF CONDYLOCARPON
(APOCYNACEAE) 1

Mary E. Fallen^

Abstract

Condylocarpon, which has a center ofdistribution in Brazil and the Guianas, has been infrequently
collected and thus is not well known. Here the number of species is reduced from 17 to 7, and the
newcombmation Condylocarpon intermedium Muell.-Arg. subsp. laxum (Mucll.-Arg.) Fallen is made.
Peculiar petal appendages, fruit type, and the shape of the style-head are shown to be important
taxonomic characters that can be used to define two basic groups within the genus.

Condylocarpon is a small neotropical genus of
Taxonomic History

Apocynaceae occurring in disjunct habitats from Condylocarpon was validly published by Des-
Nicaragua to Brazil. Five of the species are en- fontaines (1822), who described the species C.
emic to Amazonian Brazil, the Guianas, and guyanense based on a fruiting specimen sent to

adjacent regions, suggesting an Amazonian ori- him by Joseph Martin, director of the Jardin de

Botanique de Cayenne, French Guiana. The de-

scription is quite accurate with the exception of

B>n for the genus. Although some of the species
are geographically wide-ranging, all tend to be
CO ogically restricted to special Ufe zones. Most his interpretation of the areolate tertiary vena-
members of the lowland wet or moist forest tion on the lower leaf surface as groups of scales.

<^ornmunity. One occurs in the more xeric cer- In the Prodromus. DeCandolle (1844) recog-
community; another, the only species of niz^dXv/o sptQ\Qso^ Condylocarpon. IndiddiXion

o/2£/;Vocarpo/2 to occur outside continental South to C guyanense, he correctly assigned Echites
merica, has fruits that show adaptations for salt isthmica (Vellozo, 1829) to Condylocarpon and
er dispersal, and therefore occurs also in made the new combination. He also described
ai habitats. AH species are woody forest Maycockia, honoring Dr. James Maycock, a

i H
^^^^^"^^^^'^^^^^"spi^^'^ous flowers and dry, physician and naturalist, who in the early part

e iscent fruits. Condylocarpon is found most- of the 19th century compiled a catalogue of the
y in lowland forest. According to label infor- plants in Barbados. The type of the new genus,

th
^^" ^^^ specimens that I have seen, more M rauwolfiae, is synonymous with Condylocar-

Ahh
^^'^^^"^^^^^ Showing along river banks, pon isthmicum. Because Vellozo's type spcci-

ougn this may be an artifact of the intensive mens were lost, the type for Condylocarpon islh-
ctmg along rivers that are important trans- micum is the plate of Echites isthmica, which

cc tV^"
^^^^^^, it suggests that these indehis- appeared in Vellozo's(1829) Flora Flumincnsis,

by wat^*^^
"^^y be broken apart and dispersed

by ^u
^'^^"^^ ofdiversification are illustrated

catio
^'^^^'^'^ ^^ ^*^^ *^^^^"^ ^^b^s ^^^ modifi-

row
^^ ^^^^^ articulated fruit. Due to their nar-

the poor quality of which was noted by De-

Candolle (1 844) in the new combination, as well

as by Mueller-Argoviensis in his later treatment

ofthe group in Martius' Flora Brasiliensis {IS60).
ecological habitats, most species have been Although the plate of Echites isthmica includes

treat^^^^
^^'^ rarely. The last comprehensive flowers as well as fruits, the flowers are so am-

^^ni was by Mueller-Argoviensis (I860), biguously depicted that little more can be dis-

»re
/^^^^"'^^^ 1 1 species. Six of these species cerned than that the corolla is 5-partcd. The type,

jp^.
^'"^arned here and one is treated as a sub- therefore, must be considered functionally as a

ttriul'
^^ ^^^ si^ species that have been de- fruiting specimen. Thus at the time DeCandolle

who

•^bedsi
niy

^^^ I860, five are reduced to synony- described the genus Maycockia, the only two

species known to belong to the genus Condylo-

Botanjk"?^^?*^ '^y 3 Fulbright/Swiss Universities Grant. I thank the staff of ihc Insiilul fur S>slcmali

fer
their pa'^'^

'^^ ^^^^^ assistance, and in particular, I thank Professors Fricdrich Markgraf and Peter End
schc

n luejr en
^^^'^^ assistance, and in particular, I thank Professors Fricdrich Markgraf and Peter Endrcss,

Mnstiim r"^
support and guidance.

-''^^nt add
Sy^emalische Botanik der Universitat Zurich, Zollikerstrassc 107, 8008 Zurich, Switzerland.

Gemi^^ ^"i. Institut fijr Allgemeine Botanik, Ohnhorstrasse 18, D-2000 Hamburg 52, Federal Republic of

Avv

p

•^'ssouRi BoT. Card. 70: 149-169. 1983.
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carpon-C. giiyanense and C. isthmicum—^Qrt the most recent comprehensive studies of tlie

known only from fruiting specimens. Since the family.
ofMaycockia Condylocarpon is a member of the large, het-

imen, it is understandable that DeCandoUe failed erogeneous subfamily Plumerioideae by virtue

to recognize the two genera as synonymous.
M

of its completely fertile, basally unappendaged

of anthers, which are not adherent to the style-head,

an apocynaceous liana collected in Suriname as Following Schumann, the apocarpous, bifid fniit

the type of a new genus. He noted that it was a of Condylocarpon put it in the tribe Plumerieae.

peculiar genus showing affinities to Tabemae- He splits the Plumerieae into four subtribes: Al-

montana and Ochrosia and he named it after stoniinae, Tabemaemontaninae, Rauwolfiinae,

Nicolas Hortsman, an early explorer in the and Cerberinae, based, in part, on number of

Guianas and Para, Brazil. Hortsmania is svn- seeds ner c: rpel
onymous with Condylocarpon. It is possible that Segregation based on 2, 4, or 6 seeds per carpel

Miquel failed to recognize this specimen as be- (Rauwolfiinae and Cerberinae) versus many seeds

longmg to the genus Condylocarpon due to the per carpel (Alstoniinae and Tabemaemontani-
unusual fruit development of this species, in nae) is problematic. Markgraf ( 1 9 3 0) criticized

develops, Schumann's placement of the "typically few-

with only the lowermost seed in that carpel ma- seeded" Condylocarpon in the Alstoniinae. He

tunng, so that instead of the usual paired, multi- feh that Rhipidia (= C. amazonicum) showed

articulate fruits, which are characteristic for most affinity to A nechites by the ovarian disc and the

carpels

tary, single-seeded fruit

Mueller-Areovien si s'

myrtifolium structure of the fruit

(1860) appeared in his treatment of the Apocy- dylocarpon shows a fourfold variation in

together with Condylocarpon, formed a natural

group within the Rauwolfiinae. However, Con-

the

Martius

Maycock
number of ovules per carpel. Therefore, 5cnu-

mann's system is not useful for the classification

of Condylocarpon beyond tribal rank.

In his classification of the Plumerioideae, Pi'

Condylocarpon and make the reassignments. In
addition he described seven new species from
specimens collected in Brazil by such well-known chon (1948b) split" the subfamily into seven

collectors as Schott, Riedel, Spruce, and Sellow. tribes, based, for the most part, on whether the

Rhipidia is also synonymous with Condylo- fruits were dehiscent or indehiscent, and dry or

fleshy. He maintained Rhipidia and Condylo-

carpon as separate genera within his tribe Ra"'

volfiae, due to diflferences of the "disc" of Z^^''

Markgraf
fruiting specimen collected in Para, as A nechites

(?) amazonica, it was raised by him to generic
rank when he received flowering material in 1 930.
Markgraf realized that there was a close affinity having seen Ducke's (1943) pubhcation). To-

between Rhipidia and Condylocarpon. but he gether these two genera comprise his subtribe

fruit structure

ocarpinae, which he notes as havingrecognized the former as distinct on the basis of
its short corolla lobes, high placement of the sta- problematicTffinities
mens on the corolla tube, ovarian disc, and hair>-, I agree with Pichon that Condylocarpon is a

filiform fruit. Rhipidia was reduced to synonymy member of the Rauvolfieae. However, I do not

under Condylocarpon by Ducke (1943), who at
that time described two new Amazonian species
of Condylocarpon, C. hirtellum (= C. pubijlo-
rum) and C. reticulatum (= C. amazonicum).

support his system beyond tribal rank. His sud-

tribes are often too narrowly circumscribed an

I feel that it is P^^'suggest

withm

Generic Relationships

There is, unfortunately, no standard intrafa-
milial classification system for the Apocynaccae.
Schumann's treatment of the family in Engler
and Prantfs "Die natiiriichcn Pflanzenfamilien"

Rauvolfieae. A more in-depth study of the tax

involved is necessary in order to recognize an

wi the

tribe. I disagree with Markgraf (1930) that C^"^"

dylocarpon and A nechites are closely related. W>

studies of Condylocarpon have failed to re\'^

the disc that he describes. In Anechites, on t"

(1897), and the studies put forward in a number other hand, the disc is well-developed and dis'

of papers by Pichon (1948a, 1948b, 1951) are tinct from the ovary. The resemblance of th^

I

J

r

I
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fruits of Condylocarpon amazonicum to those of a congested growth that makes them appear
Anechites is probably best explained by conver- or even umbellike (Fig. 1).

gence. Both genera are forest lianas with inde-

hiscent fruits, and it is logical that a light, one-

seeded mericarp covered with hairs has evolved
independently in both genera as an aid to dis-

persal.

Flowers

The calyx of Condylocarpon is regular, pen-

tamerous, and without squamellae on the adaxial

The structure and differentiation of the style- surface of the sepals.

head is an extremely valuable taxonomic char- Aestivation is sinistrorse and the corolla is glo-

acterin the Apocynaceae (Schick, 1980; Fallen, bose in bud in most species. The latter aspect

1983).ThestyIe-headhas, for the most part, been may be partly due to the bulk of the inwardly
relatively little affected by habitat conditions, and, rolled appendages of the corolla lobes. Although
together with the structure of the anthers, it pro- the corollas of all species are less than 1 cm in

vides one of the most reliable means of recog- diameter, they exhibit variety in form as well as
nizing natural groupings of taxa. The style-head in relative size. A very useful character for spc-
of Condylocarpon is unusually simple and un- cific delimitations within the genus is the struc-

differentiated. This type of style-head, the in- ture ofthe corolla lobes. In some species (i.e., C
dehiscent fruits, and the longitudinally folded glabrum, C guyanense, C, intermedium, and C
seeds suggests a close relationship with Alyxia, isthmicum) the corolla lobes are equipped with
a paleotropical genus of about 1 20 species, and lorate appendages that are speckled or streaked
to a somewhat lesser extent, with the pantropical with reddish brown to red-violet markings on

the abaxial surface. The corollas of these species

may be up to 7 mm across, but greater than half

of this distance is accounted for by the append-

ages themselves; the diameter without the ap-

pendages is no more than 2.0-2.5 mm (Fig. 2A).

The corolla lobes of the other species lack lorate

appendages. In C. myrtifolium they are shortly

m.

Morphology

Leaves

the seven species of Condylocarpon rec-

guyanense
C. isthmicum) have three leaves per node; the

auriculate and ascending. This is the smallest-

exception of C
With

ifolium

flowered species, with corollas about 3.5 mm in

diameter, including their short, acuminate petal

^emely consistent leafcharacteristics, the leaves
^ips (Fig. 2B). The corolla lobes of C amazon-

y to show considerable variability within a '^"^ ^'^'^ ^- P^biJJoru^
%l

«b!,que and spread-

^Penes in both their size and shape. The leaves ^"8 '^ ^"8^^!^ ascending. The corollas o^Cpubi-

Jf
all species are entire and glabrous to subgla-

>'•"'"• ^ ^^ '^ diameter, are the largest in the

"'^ous adaxially. The abaxial surface is glabrous S^""^ ^^'^- 2*^^"

liu

"
'' ^' Suyanense, and C. myrtifu-

ini7'
^"/^ ^^'°^^ °"'^ ^^°"S ^^^ midvein in C.

The stamens of Condylocarpon have filaments

about 0.2 mm long and are inserted midway or

'"/ermfiZ/wm Th« „o» r.i. J -1 _r sliehtlv above in the corolla tube. The anthers
in*u

'"^ ^ "6 nature of the adaxial surface
»"5"i'^ '»^

a i . r» «;he other three species shows a wide range of ^'^ ^^^'^ ^^
^,^".£t I'

'
'"^"f

^^"^ 0-3 « 5

terspecfic
variability. Therefore, leaf charac- ^^^ - '^^^'^-^ ^^' ''''''' '''.?''''' completely

lensiics seem tr^ u r 1 • , ,. , • tothph^<:p The anthers are Without Sterile basal
v:ii.

^ ^^ ^^ of relatively little taxonomic
although

to the base. The anthers are without sterile basal

appendages and are not adherent to the style-

head.Plov H
•
— ^ nave irequeniiy oeen eiii-

"'limiwio^ll*' ?" P''"'^"'='^'>' supraspecilic ---
^^^^ of Condylocarpon is one ofthe

'^'^^'^ZZTZ'^'T'''''-
""'^T leal, s^ iaiized .ha, occur, wi.hin ,he Apocy-

''"« ^ belter rr" r7 t
"

naceae I. is orbicular in mos. species (Fig. 2D),

"«"y '^iZZZT' ""*' ™"' bu, .urb,na.e in C. ama.onicun, and C. publflo-
»it genus. ^^^ , , ^ r :— 1 ^„„„„^j

Inflorescence

rum (Fig. 2E), and has two free apical append-

ages. It is covered with secretory^ papillae and

shows no regional diflfcrentiation of the epider-M1UW> uu H.&1V""' v...-^

fJo

"' '"florescence in Condylocarpon is a many- mal cells (Fig. 3). The style elongates very little

oniv?
^^^''^^- These thyrses may be terminal during development, so that at anlhcsis the style-

•*> Or termir»oi j _ -.. — ^ , -i -. i j : u^«c-c-;io r^r ivith c\ uvIp no more than
head is subsessile or with a style no more than
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Figure 1, Condylocarpon guyanense.

I

0.4 mm long^Thc gynoecium is apocarpous, being Condylocarpon has usually been described
3*

composed of two carpels that are united at their lacking nectaries or a disc (Miquel. 1851: M^^f*
ap.ces by the common style-head. The ovary is ler-Argoviensis, 1860; Miers, 1878).

Hov^eve^'

conical glabrous, and ranges from 0.3 to 0.8 mm Markgraf (1930) described Rhipidia (= Condy

in height. . _ _^ ^„,^ .„_u_. -^^^^.e^ nndusf*'

I

I
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Figure 3. Scanning electron micrograph of the
mdylocarpon guyanense.

this as one of the criteria to distinguish Rhipidia
from Condylocarpon. Ducke's ( 1 943) description
of C reticulatum included a disc. He stated at

the end of the description that the study of the
ovary of dried material was very difficult, and
that the data used in the diagnosis were provided
by Dr. Kuhlmann. I have studied the gynoecia
of all species in serial sections and have found
no distinct disc. Nectar seems to be secreted from
the ovary wall. Markgrafs and Ducke's mistake
may be due to the lobed appearance of the ovary
base in desiccated material.

rpel

seeds in each mature carpel. The ovules of C

pubiJJorum are arranged in four or five rows rath-

er than biserially, and have a greater number of

ovules per row than in the other species, so that

the usual number of ovules per carpel is ca. six-

teen. Only three of the fifteen fruiting specimens

pubijii

fruits

15, and 16 developed seeds per carpel, respec-

tively; I surmise that most of the ovules in this

species usually reach maturity.

Fruit

The fruit of Condylocarpon is usually com- |

posed of two pendulous, woody, indehiscent

mericarps. In those species that have lorate co- '

rolla appendages, the mericarps are glabrous and

articulated into several one-seeded, somewhat

flattened or angled segments (Fig. 2F). In C. guy-

anense and C isthmicum the carpels are flat-

tened. The seed-containing segments are broader

than the sterile regions between them. The tissue
^

of the ovary wall at maturity contains many air

fruits

Fruits
I

the lab for 1 6 days. The segments of C int^^'

medium are 3 -angled in transverse section, and

at maturity the seed-containing segments are in-

flated, the inner ovary wall being composed of a
.

light, corky tissue about 3-4 mm thick. In the

regions linking the seed-containing segments the

carpel is only a few millimeters in diameter an J

lacks a corky layer. The breaking up of the caO^^

at the constrictions would result in four or n^

individual corky diaspores per carpel. It is P|^ »

posed that the corky layer has been selected
or

^

as a protection to the embryo in conjunction
wi|

the shift to salt water dispersal (cf Stebbins, 1 9
7 ^

,

Those species that lack appendages on thec

rolla lobes have mericarps that are terete an
^

covered by an indument. The paired mericafp

of C pubiJJorum may have as many as 16 ^
ments each, and have a short, tomentose m

^

mentum (Fig. 9C), The mericarps of C ^'^
_ .

-
•' "-*^»...v*»ij V* i&- ^^^y, i lit llltlH-Clii^'^ "- ..

four, with the ovules arranged biserially (C. ama- zonicum are single-seeded, fusiform, tapering^

.onicum. C. ^lahn^n, C ..,-.„..c. ... ^ „...„
g^-f^^^ extensions at both ends, and are cove^zonicum, C. glabrutn, C. guyanense, and C myr-

tifolium)

tifolium

degenerate during development, resulting in a

, ferruginous-brown -— - .^

An exception is C myrtifolium. In this sp^.^

the corolla lobes lack appendages, but the

\

single-seeded carpel at maturity. In C mynifo- is glabrous and flattened, and degeneration
dur*

f

carpel te, SJ"

C. intermedium and C. isthmicum usually have
five or six ovules per carpel, and the specimens
that I have examined usually had four or five

rpella

gle-seeded fruit at maturity (Fig. 2H). ^
The seeds are fusiform, longitudinally

''''

and measure from 8.0 to 10.0 mm in length-
I
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testa is verrucose (Fig, 21, J). The embryo is sections was first boiled for 3-4 minutes, to re-

straight; the cotyledons are narrowly elliptic and store pliability and form, and then put into a
constitute slightly more than half of the entire dilute KOH solution and kept at 62^C for 1 hour.
length of the embryo.

Pollen

To remove the KOH the material was then placed

in water and kept at 62°C at least 4 hours; this

step was repeated. Specimens were then dehy-

rnn^^yJr^^r..^^^. •. ^ *u ' u* r drated in an alcohol-xylol series, embedded in
Lonaylocarpon is one of the eight genera of , . , !

AnnrvTiQ^^o^ fi.o* «*.^ i . u n • paraplast, cut with a rotatory microtome at 10apocynaceae that are known to have pollen in . ^ . j ; ,• -

micrometers, and stained with safranm and astra

blue.

Specimens for study were provided on loan by

the following herbaria: A, BM, BR, CAY, F, FI,

G, GH, GOET, K, M, MO, NY, P, RB, S, U,

UC, US, W, and Z. Unless otherwise stated, all

tetrads (Erdtman, 1952). The tetrads are sur-

rounded by a substance that stains deep blue in

safranin and astra blue.

Infrageneric Relationships

The species of Cond/>'toc^rpon can be separated type specimens were seen,
into two basic groups. The first group is char-
acterized by having the left margin of the corolla
lobe elaborated into a lorate appendage with red-
dish brown markings on its abaxial surface. All
of the species in this group have a simple orbic-

Taxonomic Treatment

Condylocarpon Desf Mem. Mus. Hist. Nat. 8:

119. 1822. type: C guyanense Desf

^lar style-head and glabrous, distinctly flattened Maycockia A. DC, Prod. 8: 380. 1844. type: M. rau-

are au-

1

or angled, articulated fruits. This is the larger
g^oup and includes C glabrum, C. guyanense.
<-• intermedium, and C isthmicum.
The second group is comprised ofthe two Am-

azonian endemics, C amazonicum and C. pub-
Ulorum, In this group the corolla lobes
nculate or oblique and lack lorate appendages,
jnd the style-head is turbinate. The fruits are
^overed by an indumentum and the segments

^ terete. It may seem that the single-seeded
ncarps of C. amazonicum show little resem-

ance to the many-seeded mericarps of C. pubi-

.

oru/w, but the similarity of their floral structure

j^
^^^^es a very close relationship between these

^hemT^^^^'
a^d at the same time distinguishes

^ rom all other species in the genus.

isticrf
'^^^^^'^ wj^m/o//wm shows character-

^PPe^nda^r^^ ally ciliate. Flowers 2.5-5.0 mm long; calyx 5-

^^s^mble thkl: r!^^
aunculate and most closely

j^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ triangular, ciliate, often

^^yle is rela^iv i P
''^^^onicum. Although the

^ j^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^i^^out glands; corolla

anH ....
^''"^^'y ^^^g' the style-head is simple

^^^^^ y^,j^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ funnelform or salver-

form, often globose in bud, aestivation sinis-

trorse, lobes oblique or with red-brown streaked,

lorate appendages on the left margin; stamens 5,

lanceolate to ovate, without sterile basal ap-

pendages and not adherent to the style-head, in-

serted near mid-tube or above, filaments short;

wolfiae A. DC. = Condylocarpon rauwolfiae (A.

DC.) Muell.-Arg. = Echites isthmicaYcW = Con-

dylocarpon isthmicum (Veil.) A. DC.
Hortsmania Miq., Natuurk. Verb. Holl. Maatsch. We-

tensch. Haarlem ser. 2, 7: 167. type: H. myrtifolia

Miq. = Condylocarpon myrtifolium (Miq.) Muell.-

Arg.

Rhipidia Mgf , Notizbl. Bot. Gart. Dahlem 10: 1033.

type: Anechites (?) amazonica Mgf = Condylo-

carpon amazonicum (Mgf) Ducke.

Woody lianas with slender, lenticellate twigs

with copious, milky latex. Leaves entire, mem-
branous to subcoriaceous, decussate or verticil-

late, glabrous to subglabrous on the upper sur-

face, glabrous to tomentose on the lower surface;

petioles glabrous or with an indumentum. Inflo-

rescence a many-flowered thyrse, becoming con-

gested in the terminal branchlets; bracteoles small,

ovate to triangular, glabrous to tomentose, usu-

^elon^
^^"'^^' ^"^ mericarp aborts during de-

ed mT^^^'
^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^"Sle, one-seed-

^^encarp composed of one glabrous, flattened
nt.

Methods
. serted near mia-tuoe or aoovc, uiiimciua auun,

of a
?l[?[^^^^g>cal studies were done with the aid ovary apocarpous, bicarpellate; style short; slyle-

stereoscope and a Wild head orbicular, or turbinate, shortly bilobed at

iraii-
^""^^ing-mirror attachments for illus- the apex. Fruit bifid, glabrous or with an mdu-

'le fn
^ herbarium specimens were avail-

•»>le for

be

mentum, articulated into several one-seeded. In-

dehiscent segments (in C myrtifolium. reduced

by degeneration during development to a soli-
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tary, onc-sceded segment), or filiform and not

conspicuously articulated, and with only a single

seed developing per carpel; seed 8.0-10.0 mm
long, fusiform, longitudinally folded, testa ver-

rucose; embryo straight, cotyledons narrowly el-

liptic. Pollen in tetrads.

Distribution: Condylocarpon comprises 7

species that occur principally in Brazil and the

Guianas, with one species reaching Central

America.

seeded, glabrous carpel; leaves entirely

glabrous; branches glabrous or puberu-

lous in younger parts 6. C myrtifolm

Key to the Species of Cosdylocarpon

la. Corolla lobes with red-brown markings and
lorate appendages; fruiting carpels distinctly

articulated, flattened or angled in transverse

section, glabrous; leaves opposite or verticil-

late.

2a. Leaves 3 (occasionally 4) per node.

3a. Markings not on petal appendages,
but pale markings on petals; leaves

glabrous on both surfaces; second-
ary veins 9-1 1 pairs 3. C. guyanense

3b. Markings mostly restricted to petal

appendages; lower surface of leaves

with patches of pubescence in axils

of secondary veins, or tomentose;
secondary veins 6-9 pairs— 5. C. isthmicum

2b. Leaves opposite.

4a. Corolla tube darker from base to

level of stamen insertion; lower sur-

face of leaves sparsely pilose along
the midvein; secondary veins often

difficult to distinguish from inter-

I

)

1. Condylocarpon amazonicum (Mgf.) Ducke,

Trop. Woods 76: 28. 1943. Anechites (!)

amazonica Mgf., Notizbl. Bot. Gart. Dah-

lem 9: 960. 1926. Rhipidia amazonica {Mgf.)

Mgf., Notizbl. Bot. Gart. Dahlem 10: 1033.

1930. type: Brazil, Para, Villa Braza, Ta-

pajoz, Ducke RB 17480 (fruiting) (RB, lee-

totype; MO, isolectotype). The holotype was

destroyed at Berlin in 1943; the isotypeis

here designated as the lectotype.-Fig.

4A-E.

Condylocarpon reticulatum Ducke, Trop. Woods 70.

28. 1943. type: Brazil, Amazonas, Esperan?a.

mouth of Rio Javari, Igarape, Ducke 1172 (flow-

ering) (MG, holotype; MO, NY, isotypes).

Condylocarpon Occidentale Mgf, Bradea 3: 80. 195U-

type: Brazil, Amazonas, Porto Velho-Guijara

, frontier Brazil-Bolivia, Cordeiro ^l^

(flowering) (Z, holotype; INPA, isotype, not seen).

High climbing, woody lianas\ branches terete.

reddish brown infused with black, glistening.

golden verrucose or lenticellate, subglabrous to

golden-brown tomentose. L^av^5 opposite, elnp'

1 0-12 0*1
tic to broadly lanceolate, subcoriaceous, /.^*

J
cm long, 2.5-5.0 cm broad, acute to shortly acu-

minate at the apex, obtuse to truncate at the base
^

the upper surface glabrous to subglabrous, t

minm

^^fl'^f.^P^u^.^L'll T::,
^' C- I'^^^J'^^dium lower surface subglabrous to densely tomentose:

-^

secondary veins 12-15 pairs, prominent ont
j

4b. Corolla tube not darker at the base;
leaves glabrous on both surfaces,leaves giaorous on Doth surfaces, . % -^ - , . eH^nowlY can-

without inter-secondary veins ^^^^^ surface; midvem plane to shaliowi>

lb
2. C glabrum

Corolla lobes with neither red-brown mark-
ings nor lorate appendages; fruiting carpels
terete and with an indumentum or, if gla-

brous, then fruit consisting of a single one-
seeded mericarp; leaves opposite.

5a. Fruit comprised of two carpels, with an
indumentum; leaves sparsely to densely
tomentose beneath; branches with a slight

to dense golden-brown indumentum,
6a. Petioles 2.0-6.0 mm long; flowers

4,0-5.0 mm long, corolla lobes 2.0-
5.0 mm long, ovules arranged in four
or five rows; fruit articulated into
several one-seeded, indehiscent, pu-
bescent segments 7. C pubijlorum

6b. Petioles 0,5-1.0 mm long; flowers
3.5-4.0 mm long, corolla lobes 1 .0-

1.8 mm long, ovules arranged bi-
serially; fruit with only one seed de-
veloping per carpel, covered by long,
spreading ferruginous-brown hairs

1. C amazonicum

t

0,5-2.0 mm long, subglabrous; calyx su

»^4 «^^m^^^^m^mwmmU **»»^

5b. Fruit consisting of one flattened, one-

aliculate above, prominent below; petioles f

1 ,0 cm long, shallowly canaliculate, often blac
^ ^

ened and glistening, glabrous or with an tf»

mentum. Inflorescence terminal and a^^

thyrses, puberulous to densely reddish brow

mentose or velutinous; bracteoles ^^^^^?
,q

acute, puberulous to tomentose. flowers 3.5
_ ^

mm long, 2.5-3.0 mm broad; pedicels slen
-

brous to tomentose, lobes ovate to ^"^^^,.
^^

ciliate; corolla greenish white to creamy Y^ '

salverform, tube 2.0 mm long, 0.5-1-0 ^^^^^^
constricted at the base, with an annular cons

^ ^

tion at the throat, lobes 1.0-1.8 m^^^^^\^^\i

mm broad, ascending to spreading, obliQ^^'

neither lorate appendages nor red-bro\^^^

ings; stamens ovate, inserted above mio-
f

ovary conical, ca. 0.6 mm long; styl^"*^*^^
-^p.

sessile, turbinate; ovules four per carpel
^^^

ally arranged. Fruit bifid, woody, densel)
^

t
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I

1 mm

Ik

A

B

0-5 mm

1 cm

c

1 mm

G

0-5 mm

"PperT^rf
^ "*• A-E, Condylocarpon amazonicum: A, corolla; B, flower in bud; C, fruit; D, gynoecium; E, leaf,

unace. F-H, Condylocarpon glabrum: F, flower; G, gynoecium; H, leaf, lower surface.

tinou

per

3 r, , ^^^^ spreading ferruginous-brown hairs Brazil, amazonas: Chagas 416 (MO); Cid et al. 825

J-^0
mm long, each carpel 10 5-15 cm long (WAG); 925 (WAG); Ducke 353 (A, F, K, MO, NY,

filiform
terete with n.i

i^-^^cmiong, ^^ ^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^Y, VC,
,

eie, with only one seed developing ^^j; ^^^^\nY, Z); i?5 2/697 (K, P. RB. S, U, US; F,

photo of sheet at P); RB 23876 (K, U, US); Krukoff

8007 (A, BR, F, K, MO, NY, U, US); Prance et al.

14230 (F, K, M, NY, S, U, US); 14708 (F, GH, K, U,

NY, S, US); Rodrigues & Coelho INPA 7632 (F, MO).

acre: Forero 6317 (NY, Z). para: Frdes 30423 (MO,

US); Oliveira 3610 (NY); Silva 936 (F, NY, Z); /-//9

(WAG), rondonia: Cordeiro 136 (MO); 594 (Z); 525

(Z); FraMff- et al 5627 (F, K, NY, U. US, Z). Bolivia.

3 n ^^' ^^^^ region enlarged, ca. 1.5 cm long,
-^ "im broad

B

riverine non-in-

razii A^^^
'" central and western Amazonian

lamp ^"^ ^«*Jacent regions in Venezuela, Suri-
^'' ^»d Bolivia (Fig. 5).

'^'^^4753 (F A^'"'"^^- Venezuela, amazonas: Bre- pando: .RiwZjj 2599 (NY, US).

'^n 65 fi j\ ,Q '
'^^' ^^- Suriname: //fv^f (S Linde-

h 190 (U); /rn7/2 £/ al. 55022 (K, NY, U). This species is distinct from all other species
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m

I

i

I

Figures. Geographical distribution of C<.^2^;/ocarp^^^
triangle - C. myrnfofnmi- circle - C isthmicum

C, aniazonicum\ star - C Slabru^

i
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of Condylocarpon by the fruit, which is bicar- Distribution: , „„ _ .^^^, ^^..
pellate, but with only one seed developing per lected from the Atlantic coastal forest of Brazil

Known

carpels

covered with long, stiff, ferruginous-brown hairs.

2. Muell.-Are. in Mar

between Campos and Vitoria (Fig. 5).

Condylocarpon glabrum shows affinities to C
intermedium, but differs by the pallid, broadly

tius, Fl. Bras. 6(1): 66. 1860 type- Brazil
0^^^^^"^^^ ^^^y^ ^obes, in not having the lower

Rio de Janeiro/Espirito Santo between P^'^'^" °^ ^^^ '^'^''^"^ ^"^^^ darkened, and with

Campos and Vitoria, Sellow 304 (flowering)
'^^^^^ ^^^""^ "^^""^ inter-secondary veins.

(K, lectotype; F, photo of isotype at B that
was destroyed in 1943). A lectotype is cho- 3. Condylocarpon guyanense Desf, Mem. Mus.

Hist. Nat. 8: 1 19. 1822. type: French Guiana,

Cayenne, Martin s.n. (fruiting) (FI, holo-

type; P, isotype; F, NY, photo of isotype at

B (destroyed in 1943), P, photo of holo-

Muell

type).— Fig. 6A-D.

aholotype.-Fig. 4F-H.

Woody lianas (?); the young branches puber-
u ous, deep reddish brown infused with black,
Sl'stening, striate, lenticellate, becoming gla-
rous, densely lenticellate and streaked with Climbing, woody lianas; branches terete, red-

en-brown. Leaves opposite, becoming dish brown, lenticellate, at least the younger por-
owded at branch apex, elliptic to oblong-ellip- tions puberulous. Leaves three per node, elliptic

jc.membranous, 9.0-ll.OcmIong, 3.0-5.0cm to oblong-elliptic, membranous to subcoria-
road, apex abruptly acuminate with acumen 5.0 ceous, 9.0-1 3.0 cm long, 3.0-4.5 cm broad, sub-

ong, acute to obtuse at base, glabrous on caudate to narrowly acuminate at apex, with acu-
oth surfaces, opaque on the upper surface,
'gmiy paler on the lower surface, margins rev-

jg" '
secondary veins 9 or 10 pairs, without in- .»..-, ..-^ ^ ^ ^^ ,

econdary veins, impressed and distinct plane on the lower surface; midvein canaliculate

^^

axially, arching and becoming less distinct at

Pres^d'^^"'
^'"^"^^"^"^ abaxially; midvein im — ,

^^- .

on the upper surface, prominent on the verge from the midvein but anastomose with

upir ^""t^^^'
tertiary venation indistinct on the

on ^j[ ,

*^^' ""^ticulate and polygonally areolate ...x.„.^.. ^^^.^^^j^ ...

can r^

^^^^ surface; petioles 1.0-1.7 cm long, with branched veinlets; petioles 1.2-1.8 cm long,
'culate, blackened, glabrous. Inflorescence canaliculate, puberulous. Inflorescence lax ter-

men 1.0 cm long, 1.5-2.5 mm broad, acute at

the base, glabrous on both surfaces; secondary

veins 9-1 1 pairs, impressed on the upper surface.

on the upper surface, prominent on the lower

surface, often with inter-secondary veins that di-

tertiary venation; lower surface conspicuously

reticulate with well developed, polygonal areoles

0-4 minal and axillary thyrses, with primary branch-

nutel
"^ ^^^ reddish brown, lenticellate, mi- lets 4.0-9.0 cm long, spreading, puberulous to

ed- braf
"''?'^'°"^' ^^'^"^^"^' ^^^'^'^^^et^ "^o^S^^t" pubescent; bracteoles ca. 1.0 mm long, acute,

^ ^ ...
puberulous, ciliate. Flowers ca, 3.0 mm long,

subsessile or with a slender pedicel up to 3.0 mm

^dbra
^"•'' '^'-^"'^nai orancniets congesi-

ciliatP ?^o°
subglabrous, ovate, acute, densely

aggre
83led at v>

""" "-"'6—' 't/M'tTi uenseiy aggre- suuataam. *->i wim ci j.*,..^,.,. i^*^,^.^.*,! ^^^ ^v^ ...v^ ......

"im lo
^"^^ °^^^^ terminal branchlets, 2.5 long; calyx pubescent, lobes ovate, densely cil-

ong, globose in bud, subsessile or with ped-
'* Up to 1 ^ 1

^^selv
^^ ^^^'' ^^^^^ glabrous, tube - .^ .

m\x^\^^^^^^^'^'^^^^^^'^^^'^^ broad, lobes ca. 1.0 mm long, 0.5 mm broad,

iaie- en if
''^^' broadly orbicular, margins cil-

iate; corolla creamy yellow to orange, salver-

form, glabrous, tube 1.5 mm long, 0.6-0.8 mm

1.5 funnelform

with lorate appendages, brown markings restrict-

ed to bases oflobes; stamens lanceolate, inserted

'"& I

^^^' ^'^ "^"^ broad, lobes with spread- at mid-tube; ovar>' conical, bicarpellate, 0.5 mm
0.6 ,n°^^'^

P^^^' appendages, ca. 1.0 mm long,

*'^P red
^^^^' ^^^^ ^'^^ densely speckled with

*baxiai
^*^'^* ^° red-brown markings on the

^^^n
/^^ ^^^> stamens lanceolate, deep red-

^niellat T^^ ^* mid-tube; ovary conical, bi-

round-
0^'

I

^^ ^°"^' style-head subsessile, segment 1.5-2.5 cm long, 7.0 mm broad, some-

^'m u V
^°"'" P^"" carpel, biserially arranged. what flattened, striate, with a longitudinal streak

"""^^n- over the seed area.

high; style-head orbicular, subsessile, ovules four

or five per carpel, biserially arranged. Fruit apo-

carpous, reddish brown, glabrous, composed of

two woody carpels, each articulated into as many

as five one-seeded, indehiscent segments, each
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H /l^!)'T
^' ^~^' ^'^'^jy'ocarpon gityancnse: A, flower B gynoecium- C fruit- D leaf lower surftf^ j'

H. ConJylocarpon ^ntennedium subsp. .....,.^„.„; e, fruh; F^er! ^'gy^oSm H leaf upper surfa^
I

\
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Figure 7.

"^^dium subsp. /V/r^rme^/ww; whTtrsVuare

Geographical distribution of Condylocarpon. Star = C. guyanense, black square = C intcr-

= C. intermedium subsp. laxum; triangle = C pubiflorum.

Minas Gerais ?, St, Hilaire s.n. (flowering) (P,

lectotyp>e; F, isolectotype). A lectotype is chosen

here, because Muell.-Arg. did not designate a ho-

_ lotype.

22890 (MO, NY) French^Guiana'lJ^- Condylocarpon obtusiusculum Muell.-Arg. in Martius

Fl. Bras. 6(1): 65. 1860. type: Brazil, Bahia, Blan-

^^
Distribution: Lowland forest in the Guianas
^err. Amapa in Brazil (Fig, 7).

(K)-^!"^^"^
^^^"- Guyana. Forest Dept. Br. Gui. 83

^rfsff'lr^^^^
(MO, NY). French Guiana. Les-

(CAY^- o ' ^^' Oldeman 1125 (CAY); Prevost 514

5906 (CAv^^
"^^^^ ^^^y^ ^^^^^^ ^^70 (CAY); Sastre

^ IJ 7. V>
^^^^^L' '^^^^- amapa: Irwin 48275 (F,

• "^^ ^)\ Pires 50683 (NY).

Condviocarr.^« • * ^. ,, ,. . . Condylocarpon breviarticulatum MueW.'Arg. in Mar-

M^i J? ^^t^rmedium MuelL-Arg. in ,;„^P1 Rras. fifH: 65. I860, type: Brazil. between
^artius Fl. Bras. 6(1): 65. 1860. type: Guy-

4

chet 1576 (flowering) (G, lectotype here designat-

ed). Brazil, without locality, Sellow s.n. (fruiting)

(BM, paralectotype). Pro parte quoad plantam

syntypicam, non Silva da Manso s.n.

7R^
^fl^"'^^^^Po"^aroon River, Schomburgk

,^ ;^

(flowering) (BM, lectotype; G, K, iso-

yJ^^^-'P^S' here designated); Schomburgk

^ (flowering) (F, NY, photo of syntype

6eV^^^
was destroyed in 1943).-

ai

Fig.

Co/wy/

\n}TfS'^
''^'mwe^/wm var. brevifolia Muell.-Arg.

^anius Fl. Bras. 6(1): 65. I860, type: Brazil,

tiusFl- Bras. 6(1): 65. 1860. type: Brazil, between

Bahia and Vittoria, Sellow 571 (fruiting) (K, lec-

totype; BM, F, isolectotypes, here designated).

Condylocarpon longii Standi. & Wms., Ceiba 3: 34.

1952. type: Nicaragua, Dept. Zelaya, Bluefields,

Long 132 (flowering) (ENAG, holoiype not seen;

F, NY, US, isotypes; F, NY, photo of isotype at

US). Nicaragua, Dept. Zelaya, Bluefields, Rio Es-

condido, Molina 1806, 1814 (ENAG paratypes

not seen); Nicaragua, along Rio Tantcn, Molina

2081 (flowering & fruiting) (BM, ENAG not seen,

F, paratypes).
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I

subverrucose
or lenticellate, greyish, glabrous or puberulent in
younger portions. Leaves opposite, ovate-elliptic

to oblong-elliptic, membranous to subcoria-
ceous, 6.5 8^

14568 (K); Crueger s.n. (K); Finlay 2767 (NY).

Guyana. Beckett s.n. (K); De La Cruz 4117 (F, MO,

NY); For. Dept. Br. Gui. 315 (K); 5066 (K, MO, NY,

U); 5193 (F, K, MO, NY, U); Hitchcock 17519m,
Jenman 6173 (K, NY); Ward & Kortright 5729 (K).

Brazil, bahia: Pinheiro 2147 (P, Z). espirito santo:

Kiihlmann 6411 (Z). rio de Janeiro: Brade 77055 (RB);

Martinelli 4184 (Z); Mello RB 49349 (MO, Z);

I

(Muell Condyle

Muell

to obtuse at apex, obtuse to rounded at base,
glabrous on the upper surface, glabrous on the
lower surface except along the midvein, which ^^^wache 3100 (GOET).

is sparsely pilose; midvein impressed to subcan-
aliculate on upper surface, prominent on lower "*• Condylocarpon intermedium subsp. laxum

surface; secondary veins 9-13 pairs, plane and
somewhat indistinct on upper surface, promi-
nent on lower surface, often difficult to distin-
guish from inter-secondary veins; petioles 0.5-
1.5 cm long, puberulous to glabrous, shallowly
canaliculate to terete. Inflorescence rather lax ter-
minal and axillary thyrses, branchlets puberu-
lous to glabrous; bracteoles ovate to acute, hya-
line, ciliate. Flowers 2.5-3.0 mm long, 3.5-4.0
mm broad, globose in bud, subsessile or with
slender pedicels up to 2.0 mm long; calyx pu-
berulous to glabrous, brown-speckled, lobes ovate
to acute, hyaline, ciliate; corolla white, yellow or
orange, with a darker region from the base ex-
tending to ca. the level of stamen attachment;
tube 1.0-1.5 mm long, funnelform, base con-

I

I

I

f

Bras. 6(1): 66. 1860. type: Brazil, Rio de

Janeiro, Serra Tingua, Schott 5478 (flow-

ering) (W, lectotype; F fragment, M, NY,

isolectotypes). Brazil, Porto da Estrella, Rie-

del s.n. (flowering) (G, P, paralectotypes; F,

NY, photo of syntype at B, which was de-

stroyed in 1943). A lectotype is chosen here

from among the syntypes, since Muell-Arg.

did not designate a holotype.

Condylocarpon gracile Miers, Apocyn. S. Amer. 28.

1878. type: Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, Miers 4019/

8086 (flowering, fruiting) (BM, holotype; NY.

photo ofisotype at B that was destroyed in 1943).

<ir\f>^^r\ ti..^o^ 1 c I- . , ,

" Inflorescence two to three times as long as the

t:^T^Tlt r?™!!'""" ^°: ' ?
""" -ves

,
lax and spreading; branchle.s glossy bla*

I

t

I

long, 0.6-0.8 mm broad, with spreading lorate
4 ^ ._

I

Distribution: known only from Rio de Janeiro

appendages with reddish brown markings on their (pig 7)
abaxial surface; stamens lanceolate, inserted at
mid-tube; ovary apocarpous, conical; style-head Specimens seen. Brazil. Rio de Janeiro:

orbicular, subsessile, or with a very short style.

carpel

chaud s.n. (F, NY, photo of specimen at B, since de-

stroyed); Kuhlmann 3788 (RB); RB 39290 (Z).
^^'"'

Frr^l u .c ui.c,iauy arranged, out exact locality: Raddi s.n. (G).
rruit glabrous, composed of two woody carpels,
each articulated into up to five one-seeded, in-
dehiscent segments, each segment ovoid, 1.0 cm
long, 0.7 cm broad, with a corky inner layer ca.
3-4 mm thick.

5,

Key to the Subspecies
TYPE

la. Inflorescence about the same length as the

lb.
1^^^^^ a. subsp. intermedium
Inflorescence 2-3 limes longer than the leaves

b. subsp. laxum

a. Condylocarpon intermedium subsp. interme-
dium.

Condylocarpon isthmicum (Veil) A. ^^

*

Prod. 8: 381. 1 844.-^^^/7^5 /5//z/mr^Yi

Fl. Flum. 3: 112. 1829 (1825), Icones 3:
t.

39.1831(1 827); reprinted in Arq. Mus. N^J

Santa Crucis and Pharmacopolitanis, i'
"^'

tration in Fl. Flum. Icon. 3: t.
39.^P?

8A-D.

Condylocarpon rauwolfiae (A. DC.) Muell.-Arg-
.

.

Martius H. Bras. 6(1): 64. 1860.-A^^>f^
rauwolfiae A, DC, Prod. 8: 324. type: Brazil-^
Rio de Janeiro ?, Lhotsky s.n. (flowering)

(^^'

holotype; P, isotype; F, NY, photo o^
^*^'?/' JJ^

m

Inflorescence about the same length as the Condylocarpon rau^^vlMe^3ir. acuminata i^^^^^^-;2^^

leaves; branchlets brownish grey.

Distribution: Coastal forests in Nicaragua.
Trinidad, Venezuela, Gu>ana, and in Brazil, from
Bahia to Rio de Janeiro (Fig. 7).

Specimens seen. Venezuela, delta amacurq- Siev-
ermark el al. 1 14448 (MO. Z). Trinidad. Baker TR/N

in Martius F\. Bras. 6(1): 64. I860, tvpe:

Prov. Minas Gerais, Widgren 64 (fr"'*'"*;--*.

lectotype; M, P, S, U, isolectotypes), /^/ J^
ering) (GOET, P, S, paraleclolypcs), l^^^ 'rj!

ering) (BR, paralcctotspc): Riedel 85 (G, >'•
^;^

paralectolypes); Langsdorffs.n. (B. para'^'?'5/

destroyed in 1 943). Brazil, Prov. SSo P^u o-^.

Hilaire 1227 (flowering) (P, paraiectotype;-
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^
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B
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F
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J

1mm

G
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H

1 cm I

^^^yiocal
^'^' Condylocarpon isthmicum: A, gynoccium; B, fruit; C, leaf, lower surface; D, I

Pon myrtifolium: E, flower, opened; G, gynoecium; H, fruit, top view; I, fruit, side view

E-I
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low s. n. (flowering) (BR, K, paralectotypes); Gau-
dichaud 366 (flowering) (P, paralectotype), all here
designated.

Condylocarpon rauwolfiae var. tomentosa Muell.-Arg.
in Martius Fl. Bras. 6(1): 64. 1860. type: Brazil,

Ma
Martius

s.n. (fruiting) (M, paralectotype). One of the two
syntypes is here chosen as a lectotype, because a
holotype was not designated by Muell.-Arg.

Condylocarpon obtusiusculum Muell.-Arg. in Martius

Representative collections. Brazil, ceara: Eugenio

980 (RB); 981 (RB). goiAs: Anderson 7822 (NY, Z);

8265 (F, K, MO, NY, RB); Glaziou 21730 (BR, G, K,

P); Heringer 9915 (Z); Irwin et al. 18542 (F, NY, US);

31786 (F, NY, Z). dist. federal: Belem & Mendes24

(NY, U); Duarte 10185 (Z); Heringer 9189 (Z); Imin

et al. 8339 (NY, P); 9539 (F, K, MO, NY, RB, Z);

11141 (F, NY, P); 11420 (F, K, MO, NY, RB); 75557

(F, MO, NY, P); 15657 (F, K, MO, NY, RB); 15911

(F, NY); Pires 58060 (NY, Z). bahia: Harley et d
Mori

design

H. Bras. 6(1): 65. 1860. Pro parte quoad plantam 914 (F); 5177 (MO, RB)- Davidse & Ramamoorth}'
syntypicam tantum Brazil, Mato Grosso, Cuiaba, 10814 (MO); Duarte 3538 (Z); 9900 (RB); Gardner

Manso da Silva s.n. rflnwerinp^ mp i.,^t»t,,„» 507^ (K); Irwin et al. 20764 (K, MO, RB); 27417 (Y,

NY); Kriegeret al. 10846 (RB); 11373 (RB); Lindheri

192 (RB); Magalhaes 1226 (MO); Mexia 4680 (?,G.

Large, woody lianas; branches terete, lenticel- K, MO, NY, U, Z); Regnell 11-136 (BR, F, GOET, M,

late, glabrous or pubescent in younger portions ^^' ^' U, Z); Roth 1736 (RB); St. Hilaire 172 (P);

Teodoro 750 (RB); Warming s.n. (K, NY). espIrito

SANTo: Kuhlmann 460 (Z). rig de Janeiro: Capell RB
Leaves verticillate (mostly three per node), ellip-

tic to ovate-elliptic, membranous to subcoria-
ceous, 7.0-1 1 .5 cm long, 2.5-4.0 cm broad, acute
to acuminate at apex, acute to obtuse at base,
upper surface glabrous to subglabrous, lower sur-
face glabrous with patches of pubescence in the
axils of the secondary veins or tomentose; sec-

ondary veins 6-9 pairs, impressed on the upper
surface, prominent on the lower surface; midvein
impressed or canaliculate on the upper surface,

82113 (Z); Cunningham s.n. (K); Duarte & Pereira

1 749 (MO, Z); Ginzberger 53 (F); Glaziou 4081 (G, K.

P); 7758 (G, K, P); 13470 (F, K, P); 15223 (BR, G.K,

NY, P); Goes 262 (RB); Goes & Constantino 435 (BM,

MO, RB); 541 (RB); Goes & Dionisio 992 (RB); 1052

(Z); Kuhlmann RB 19123 (G, K, P, RB, U); Lma&

Brade 13242 (RB); Marquete et al 123 (Z); Mar^
10050 (RB); Martinelli 1327 (Z); 3006 (Z); Tavares

111 (M); Vitorio RB 39291 (MO, Z). sAo paulo: M
s.n. (K); Barreto 1727 (F, MO); Burchell 4246 (BR. ft--

iiiii^icsscu ui v^aiiaiicuiaie on me UDoer surface — y^^,, ^^,,^,^ ^, ^, v^ , ^^^z, ^"'-"—
",^o^/prv

pro,.i„e„, on .he ,owe. surface; .en.^^ velTn' ZS!Z^JI^^1^J^^S'^^S
well developed on lower surface, reticulate, po-
lygonally areolate with branched veinlets; peti-
oles 0.9-1 .5 cm long, glabrous to tomentose. In-
florescence di terminal thyrse, branches puberulous
to tomentose; bracteoles ovate to triangular, hya-
line, ciliate. Flowers 3.5 mm long, 6.0-7.0 mm
broad, pedicels 1.0^.0 mm Inna oiaKrrv..c t^

s.n. (Z); Wacket s.n. (Z). paranA: Dusen 3410 i^J)-

7063 (F, G, MO, NY); 7798 (G, MO); 9094 (MU-

10701 (BR, K, P, Z); 14851 (MO); 14873 (BR, F, W
15716 (BM, F, K. MO, P, Z); 15911 (^'%
(MO); Hatschbach 2842 (Z); 12138 (Z); J^''^^^.

12543 (Z); 13155 (K, Z); 14181 (Z); 17604 (F. MW
17869 (NY, P, Z); 24222 (NY, Z); 25308 (NY, Kd.

Z); 26460 (Z); 26591 (Z); 39849 (MO, NY); 4175nfJ-^

RBtomentose; flower buds globose; calyx glabrous ^^f^ef^2342J{KB);Joensson461am^')^^
Z).

to tomentose. tube with rpH.hr^w« ^..i,.-.„. ^9)\ .^'"""'y^'^^ "^091 {Zy, Lindemann06 {¥.J^
'

to tomentose, tube with red-brown markings,
lobes ovate, hyaline, ciliate; corolla cream, yel-
low, or pale orange, funnelform, tube 1.5-1.8
mm long, throat 1.0-1.5 mm broad, lobes with

catarina

430 (^
Mueller

spreading lorate appendages on the left marein- ^ ' ^' ^' ^^' /^^^^ ^^^' ^^- ^^° gRANde ^
^ -, n -, ri , « , "V "^^J^g'".

sengurtt et al. 9433 (K). Paraguay. Fiebrig

Ro-

ippendages 2.0-3.0 mm long, 0.5-0

with reddish brown markings on the abaxial sur-
face; stamens ovate to lanceolate, inserted at mid-

K, P); Hassler 10926 (G). Argentina, misiones-^^.

man 1587 (NY); Meyer 5573 (U); Pedersen ^'^^'.0

Z); Schwarz 4215 (MO), entre rigs: Troncoso

apocarpous

per

(F, MO)

The type specimen of Echites isthtnica
which

arranged Fri.// glabrous, pendent, composed of was published in Vellozo's Flora Fluminenst^

rpels

(usually four or five) one-seeded, indehiscent seg-
ments, each segment ellipsoid, L5-2.5 cm long,
1.0-1 ,5 cm broad.

Distribution: Secondary, gallery, and period-
ically inundated forest and campos in the Bra-
zilian Planalto and margins, from Ceara to Ar-
gentina (Fig. 5).

becomes the plate in the Flora Fluminensis-
^

the case of Echites isthtnica the plate is, a^ ^^
inadequate, and it is not without some apP|\

fhf

is conspecific with C isthmicum. However,

plant depicted in plate 39 of the Flora f'^""^

nensis (1831) clearly has three leaves per "0°

t

I

I

I

I

hension that I say that Condylocarpon ¥

I

V
4l
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This, together with the fact that the specimen surface; petioles 2.0-4.0 mm long, glabrous, can-
was collected in Rio de Janeiro, near Santa Cruz, aliculate for about half this length. Inflorescence

almost certainly make it the same species as the a short, very congested thyrse, glabrous or pu-
type specimen of C. rauwolfiae. berulous in younger branches; bracteoles ovate-
The two varieties ofC rawwo^a^, (2cwmma/a triangular, puberulous, golden-brown, ciliate.

and tomentosa, are not recognized in C isth- /'/awer5 3.0-3.5 mm long, subsessile or with ped-
micum. These varieties were circumscribed by icels ca. 1.0 mm long; calyx puberulous to pu-
Mueller-Argoviensis ( 1860) by leafshape and the bescent, lower portion darkened by reddish brown
indumentum of the lower leaf surface, both of markings, lobes pale gold, ovate, apex acute, cil-

which show considerable variability, not only iate; corolla salverform, greenish white to creamy
among individuals, but also from the same in- yellow, darker near the base; tube 2.0 mm long,

dividual. There may be a two- or three-fold dif- 6.0 mm broad, minutely puberulous, constricted
lerence in leaf size, depending upon which part at the base, ca. 1.5 mm broad at the throat; lobes
of the liana was used for the specimen, as well 1.0 mm long, 0.6 mm broad, shortly auriculate,
as upon the maturity of the leaves. In addition,
there is a negative correlation between leaf size

ascending and slightly spreading, without lorate

appendages or red-brown markings; stamens lan-
and latitude, from Ceara at about 5*^8, to Rio ceolate, inserted at mid-tube; ovary conical, 0.3
Grande do Sul at about 27°S. mm long, darker than style; style 0.3 mm long,

Condylocarpon isthmicum is similar to C in- topped by an orbicular style-head; ovules four
termeaium and C. glabrum in having the lorate, or five per carpel, biserially arranged. Fruit con-
red-brown streaked petal appendages and gla- sisting of only one carpel (the second degener-

ating during development), a pendulous one-

seeded, flattened, ellipsoidal disc with an apical

notch, 4.0-5,0 cm long, 1 .5-2.0 cm broad, green-

ish brown, leathery, with lateral veins diverging

from the canaliculate central suture; seed area

longitudinally striate, raised on the abaxial sur-

face.

Distribution: Non-inundated forest in Suri-

brous, articulated fruit.

6.
(Miq.) Muell

in Martius Fl. Bras. 6(1): 65. \^60.-Horts-
mania myrtifolia Miq., Natuurk. Verh. Holl.
Maatsch. Wetensch. Haarlem, ser. 2, 7: 167.
'o51. TYPE: Surinam^ \x/ithr\iit lavQ^t Inrnl-

l.^TZ.LL^^ (flowering) (U,
_

lecto- ^^^^^ Venezuela, and Amazonia (Fig. 5).

,MO, NY. ,

lotypes; F, photos of isolectotypes at G and Specimens examined. Venezuela, delta amacuro:
P. NY, photo of isolectotype at G); 462 ^^'^^i^'^^r'^^,?,^^ ktv'm?*^''"?-^^^^^^t^m
(flowerinaUP TT 1 . / ^ /A f.u ^^pt. Br. Gui. 4146 (K, NY, U); im Thurn s.n. (K, P);

Lr •
' '

P^^alectotypes). One ofthe ^^„^^„ ^5 (P). 243 (NY, P); Tutin 162 (BM, RB, U).
ynxypes is here designated as a lectotype, Suriname. Focke 958 (U); Gonggrijp 120 (U); Kegel
because a holotype was not designated by 1009 (COETy,Stahel& Gonggrijp 3000 {V); Went 551

Miquel.-Fig. 8E-I.

blender, woody lianas; branches reddish brown, 21592 (RB); RB 21618 (RB); RB 21620 (RB). terr.

2^^^y lenticellate, puberulous to glabrous, be- ^ri?,'!'^v5"5^^"f ^JJJ,^}!?^^^!^!/ '
ming silvery grey and glabrous with age. Leaves

PPosite,
oblong-elliptic, membranous, 6.0-10.0^ long, 2.0-3.5

apex

(U); Wullschlaegel 1654 (BR). Brazil, para: Black 48-

3006 (RB); Ducke 7382 (RB, U); RB 15816 (RB); RB

PANDO
NY)

cm broad, shortly caudate at

base' ^i^"'"^"
^ -^ ^"^ lo"8' obtuse to rounded at

glabrous on the lower surface, margins plane; one-carpellate, inarticulated fruit.

This species is easily recognized by the oblong,

caudate-tipped leaves with numerous inter-sec-

upper

"PDe
^^ ^^^"^ 11-13 pairs, prominent on the

inte
^^ ^^^' ^^th numerous equally prominent

vein
^'^'^^"^^'^ veins diverging from the mid-

•nent^"!?
-^"^ and anastomosing with sub-prom-

Cftn-'
"^"^ tertiary venation or occasionally

7. Condylocarpon pubiflorum Muell. -Arg. in

Martius Fl. Bras. 6(1): 67. 1860. type: Bra-

zil, Amazonas, mouth of Rio Negro, Spruce

J564 (flowering) (BR, lectotype; F, G, GOET,

vein
'^^'"^ ^ith marginal collective vein. Mid- K, M, NY, P, isolectotypes; F, NY, photo

j^^
^canaliculate on the upper surface, canal pu- of isolectotype at B that was destroyed in

ous to glabrous, prominent on the lower 1943). -Fig. 9.
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Morillo

Condylocarpon ciliatum Muell.-Arg. in MartiusR Bras. amazonas: Liesner 3603 (MO); Maguire
6(1): 66. 1860. type: Amazonas, near Panure[Ipa- (F, MO, NY);
nore], Rio Uaupes, Spruce 2475 (flowering) (BR, loreto: Gentry 21821 (F, MO, Z); Revilla 321 (F, MO,
lectotype; BM, G, K, NY, P, isolectotypes; F, pho- Z); 1820 (MO); Williams 2011 (F); 3770 (F). Brazil.
to ofisolectotype at B that was destroyed in 1 943). amazonas: Ducke RB 22434 (G, P, RB, U); KB 23938

Condylocarpon hirtellum Ducke, Trop. Woods 76: 28. (RB, U); Frdes 21195 (NY); Krukoff6760 (NY); 8265
(NY); Martius (M); Spruce 3417 (K).

The nearest relative of C puhiflorum is C.

amazonicum. The two species most closely re-

semble each other in the westernmost part of

their ranges in Amazonian Peru, Colombia, and

Venezuela. Without mature flowers or fruit,

specimens of these two species from this region

can be very difficult to distinguish from each

other.

1943. type: Brazil, Amazonas, Esperan?a, mouth
of Rio Javari, Ducke 1171 (fruiting) (MG, holo-
type, not seen; NY, isotype).

Large, high-climbing, woody lianas; branches
terete, reddish brown, somewhat blackened at

nodes, golden verrucose or lenticellate, with a
sparse indumentum ofgolden-brown hirsute hairs

that is denser at the nodes. Leaves opposite, el-

liptic to oblong-elliptic, membranous, 6.5-15.0
cm long, 2.5-5.0 cm broad, narrowly acuminate
10 shortly caudate at apex, acumen 5.0-10.0 mm Numerical List of Taxa

long, acute to rounded at the base, upper surface 1 . Condylocarpon amazonicum (Mgf) Ducke
glossy, glabrous or with a very sparse scattermg
ofgolden-brown hirsute hairs, lower surface pal-

2. Condylocarpon glabrum Muell.-Arg.

3. Condylocarpon guyanense Desf.
er, glabrous or sparsely golden-brown tomentose, 4. Condylocarpon intermedium Muell.-Arg.
n^argins revolute; secondary veins 9-15 pairs,
slightly impressed on upper surface, prominent

a. subsp. intermedium

b. subsp. laxum (Muell.-Arg.) Fallen
and sparsely tomentose on the lower surface; 5. Condylocarpon isthmicum (Veil.) A. DC.
niidvein canaliculate on the upper surface, prom- 6. Condylocarpon myrtifolium (Miq.) Muell.-
inent on the lower surface, tomentose to velu- Arg.
tinous on both surfaces; petioles 2.0-6.0 mm long, 7. Condylocarpon pubijlorum Muell.-Arg.

canaliculate, darkened, golden-brown tomentose
hirsute. Inflorescence a terminal thyrse, gold-

en-brown puberulous to velutinous; bracteoles

List of Exsiccatae

The figures in parentheses refer to the species number
"^angular, golden to ochre, puberulous to to- as given above in the numerical list of taxa. Collection

pentose, persistent, congested and imbricate.
^/OHm 4.0-5.0 mm long, 6.0-9.0 mm broad,

year follows s.n., when available.

Anderson, W. R., 7822 (5); 8265 (5)

subsessile or with glabrous pedicels up to 2.0 mm Baker, R. E. D., TRIN 1 4568 (4a)

°'^g; calyx glabrous, lobes ovate, membranous, Ball. J., s^n., 1882 (5)

'•ate; corolla white to creamy yellow, salver-

th-"^-'/^^^
1-5-2.0 mm long, base constricted,

Barreto, M., 914 (5); 1727 (5); 5177 (5)

Beckett, J. E., s.n., 1906 (4a)

Belem, R. P. et al., 24 (5)
roat ca. 1.0 mm broad, with an annular con- Black, G. A., 48-3006 (6)

«nct,on, lobes spreading, 2.0-5.0 mm long, 1 .0-
B'^^'^het, J. S., 1 576 (4a)

^Q
"im broad, with neither lorate appendages

^red-brown markings. Stamens lanceolate, in-
^Q near top of tube; ovary conical, ca. 0.8

Bond, F. E. etal., 218(6)

Brade, A. C, 11055 (4a)

Breteler, F. J., 4753 (1)

Burchell, W. J., 3513 (5); 4246 (5); 5975 (5)

^"^^
long, style 0.3 mm long; style-head turbi- CapeH, P. Rf/^l 13 (5)

or r\°^"'^^ ^^- 16 per carpel, arranged in four
Chagas
Chauso, S. et al., 78 (5)

Cordeiro, M. R. et al., 136 (1); 594 (1); 828 (I)

Crueger, H., s.n., 1860 (4a)

Cuatrecasas, J., 10823 (7)

•onienin
apocarpous, densely golden ^id, C. et al., 825 (1); 925 (1)

ind"
' '^^"^P^^^d oftwo woody carpels, each - • -'---' ->':'«

•stinctly aniculated into several (up to 16), -_-.-. .

;":-^^^ded, indehiscent cylindrical segments, ^^^''^T''' "'l '?f ?67 .5."^Ch segment ) r^-) c ,-.„-, ^ ,. a Cunningham, A., s.n., 1867 (5)

Distrih »
^ ^^ cm long, 2.0-3.5 mm broad. ^ ^ ^ruz, J. S.. 2850 (6); 4)1/ ,/.a;

inund
Non-inundated or periodically ouarte, A. P. etal., 1749(5); 3538 (5); 9900(5); 10185

ioni,!!-^^
forests in central and western Ama-

"nia (Fig. 7)

10923 (F)

(5)

Ducke, A., 353 (1); 699 (1); 974 (1); 1 1 7
1 (7); 1 1 72 (I);

2344 (!)• 7382 (6); RB 1 58 1 6 (6); RB 1 7480 (1), RB
'"jensseen. Colombia. PUTUMAYo:C«ar/-ecma. 21592 (6); RB 21618 (6); RB .^^1620 (6), RB 21697

• amazonas: Schultes 6677 (US)'. Venezuela. (1); RB 22434 (7); RB 23876 (1); RB 23938 (7)
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Dusen, P. K. H., 3410 (5); 7063 (5); 7798 (5); 9094 (5)-
10701 (5); 14851 (5); 14873 (5); 15716 (5); 15911
(5); 16455 (5)

Edwall, G., RB 119753(5)
Ekman, E. L., 1587(5)
Engler, 65 (5); s.n., 1864 (5)
Eugenio, J., 980(5); 981 (5)
Fiebrig, K., 5838 (5)
Finlay, Mrs. G. R., 2767 (4a)
Focke, H. C, 958 (6)

Fontella et al., 1 1 1 8 (5)
Forero, E. et al., 6317 (1)

^""^^J^^h^l-
P""'- ^<^"y^"a). 83 (3); 315 (4a); 4146

(6); 5066 (4a); 5193 (4a)
Frasao, A., RB 86684 (5)
Froes, R. L., 2 11 95 (7); 30423 (1)
Gardner, G., 5074 (5)

Gaudichaud, C, 366 (5); s.n. (4b)
Gentry, A. H. et al., 21821 (7)
Ginzberger, A. et al., 53 (5)
Glaziou, A. F. M., 4081 (5); 7758 (5); 7886 (5); 13470

Martius, K. F. P. von, s.n., 1819 (5); s.n. (7)

Mello, M., s.n. (4a)

Mexia, Y., 4680 (5)

Meyer, T., 5573 (5)

Miers, J., 40 1 9 (4b); 8086 (4b)
Molina, R. A., 2081 (4a)

Mori, S. etal., 12327(5)
Morillo, G., 5165 (7)

Mosen, C. W. H., 621 (5); 3653 (5)
Mueller, F., 130(5)
Oldeman, R. A. A., Bl 125 (3)
Oliveira, E., 3610 (1)

Pabst, G., 9065 (5)

Peckott, T., 350 (5)

Pedersen, T. M., 10994 (5); 11931 (5)

Pereira, E., 5385 (5)

Pinheiro, R. S., 2147 (4a)
Pires, J. M. et al., 50683 (3); 58060 (5)

Pohl, J. E., 65 1 (5)

Prance, G. T. et al., 5627 (1); 8654 (6); 14230(1); 14708

(1)

I

I

-*

I

1032 (5)

Gonggrijp, J. W, _. ^_^
Graham, Bro. Wm., s.n. (5)

Raddi, G., s.n. (4b)

Regnell, A. G., 11-136 (5)
Reitz, P. R. et al., 17430 (5)

Hanbur;, G.,' 2 (5)"'4
(5) s n (SY s n 1 866 r^^ o^!i"f '

^^ ^^
^

<^^' ' ^^° ('^)' ^ ^^^ ^^^

1868 (5)
^ ^'

'
^^^ ^^^' *•"' ^>^del' L., 85 (5); s.n. (4b)

I

1868 (5)

Harley, R. M., 1 9907 (5)
Hassler, E., 10926 (5)

W
Rosengurtt et al., 9433 (5)
Roth, L., 1736(5)

"iiliaiSlSiii ssK^Ssiss ,-»....«^
(5)

Heringer, E. P., 9189 (5); 9915 (5)
Heydeeial., 65 (1); 190(1)
Hitchcock, A. S., 17519 (4a)
Hoehne, F. C, RB 23421 (5); RB 28439 (5)
Hoshimoto, A., 52 (5)
Hostmann, W. R. et al., 264 (6); 1 1 96 (6)Im Thum, E., s.n., 1879 (6)
Irwin, H. S. et al., 8339 (5); 9539 (5); 11141 (5); 1 1420

5); 15357 (5); 1 5657 (5); 15913 (5); 1 8542 (5); 20764
(5); 27417 (5); 31786 (5); 48275 (3); 66022 (1)

Jenman, G. S., 88 (6); 243 (6); 6173 (4a)
Joensson, G., 461a (5); 1168a (5)
Kegel, H., 1009 (6)
Krieger, P. L. el al., 10846 (5); 1 1373 (5)
Krukoff, B. A., 6760 (7); 8007 (1); 8265 (7) t .; ^ -

'

Kuhlmann, J. G., 460 (5); RB 3788 (4b 641 1 r4aV tT'T'^^" ?"' ^^^^ ^^>

RB 19123 (5); RB 21866 (6); RB 39290 (4b ^ ^' ^''''"' ^^ ^^ '''' ""'

1821 (4a)

Sastre, C, 4701 (3); 5470 (3); 5906 (3)

Schomburgk, R., 785 (4a); 1426 (4a)

Schott, H. W., 5478 (4b); 5479 (5)
Schwacke, C. A., 3100(4a)
Schwarz, G. J., 42 1 5 (5) ,5,,
Sellow, F., 45 (5); 304 (2); 571 (4a); s.n.,

1815-1»"

(4a); s.n. (5)

Silva, N. T., 936 (1) _

Smith, L. B. et aL, 11685 (5); 13126 (5); 13162 P^

14514(5)
Spruce, R., 1564 (7); 2475 (7); 3417 (7)

Stahel, G. et al., 3000 (6)
Steyermark, J. et al., 1 14448 (4a)
Tavares, J., Ill (5)

Teodoro, T., 750 (5)

\

Kuniyoshi. Y. S., 409 1 (5)
Lescure, 531 (3)

Lhotsky, J., s.n. (5)

Liesner, R., 3603 (7)
Lima, S. et al., 13242(5)
Lindberg, G. A., 192 (5)

Lindeman, J. C, 3306 (5); 5288 (5); 5350 (5)
Long, L. E., 132(4a)

^'
Magalhaes, M., 1 226 (5)

Maguire, B. et al., 22890 (3); 36752 (7); 56763 (6)
Manso, A. L. P. da Silva. 335 (5); s.n., 1834 (5)
Markgraf, F., 10050(5)
Marqucte, N. el al., 1 23 (5)

Martin, J., s.n. (3)

Maninelli.G.elal., 1327 (5); 3006 (5); 4184 (4a)- 8450
(4a)

Tulin, T. G., 162(6)
Tweedie, J., s.n. (5)
Vitorio, RB 39291 (5)
Wachsmund, A., s.n., 1902 (5)
Wacket, M., s.n., 1902 (5)
Ward, R. el al., 8729 (4a)
Warming, J. E. B., s.n., 1864 (5)
Went, F. A. F. C, 551 (6)
Widgren, J. F., 64 (5); 192 (5); 1236 (5)
Williams, LI., 2011 (7); 3770 (7)
Wullschlaegel, H. R., 1654 (6)

I

i

»
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
SYNANTHROPIC (ADVENTIVE) FLORA OF THE

RAILROADS IN ST. LOUIS,
MISSOURL U.S.A.'

I

Viktor Muhlenbach^

Abstract

Based on 93 excursions from 1972-1980, 22 additional synanthropic species were discovered on

the railroad network in St. Louis. Included were 1 3 new species and 3 new varieties for the flora of

Missouri. In addition 37 taxa, native to Missouri .but probably introduced into the St. Louis region,

are discussed.

*

(

My
(Muhlenbach

through
From 1972 through 1980 93 additional excur-

Missouri
Mississipp

can be expected after the initial 17 years of con-

centrated fieldwork, an additional factor also

plays a part. This was the much greater use of

herbicides. Traditionally many synanthropes

have been discovered in the classification or

switching tracks, areas where freight trams are

through 1980 railroad premises and freight yards rearranged for further movement. Most such areas

are now devoid ofvegetation throughout the year

because of herbicide spraying. During the early

years ofmy fieldwork the vegetation in the clas-

sification tracks was frequently not sprayed un i

the plants were knee-high. Then one would m-

on the Ilhnois side of the Mississippi River were
visited 38 times and the results were published
by Shildneck, Jones, and Muhlenbach (1981).
The synanthropic floras were very similar on both

Mississippi

were found in Illinois that were not encountered deed find marvellous plants in abundance in those

inalis places. Such abundant plant growth is now see

burth only in exceptional cases. One case is revle^^

^ffi^

Burm
species

—

Mirabilis later in detail

found only in Illinois.

Missouri—was
Results

For this supplement only 22 new additional Novelties for the state of Missouri are noted

synanthropic species were discovered, compared first. They include 1 3 species and 3 new vanetie?

ofthe cited railroa<3to the 393 ofthe first report (Muhlenbach
Included among these new discoveries are plants

ofknown species. The names
companies are^ .„„.^ . „_ substituted by their o^^^'^'

collected during the eariier years but not fully ronyms: BN (Burlington Northern); C&E)
(^^^

identified until recently. Although the low per- cago & Eastern Illinois); MKT (Missouri

centage of new discoveries for the latter period sas-Texas); MP (Missouri Pacific);

\

f

*\

i-Kan-

• In addition to many persons to whom I expressed my thanks in 1979 it is a very pleasant dut>
^^

acknowledge my thanks for help received from the following persons in the second period of my *o''y,Jf
1980): G.W Argus, D. E. Boufford, W. D. Clayton, A. F. Clewell, T. Crovello, G. Davidse, J. V. A- CJ^Jj;
G. Eiten F W. Gould (deceased), T. D. Jacobsen, A. G. Jones, R. Krai, J. McNeil, A. Melderis, P.

M>chae^,

L. Reveal, C. M. Rogers, J. M. Rominger, N. H. Russell, R. M. Tryon, R. E. Weaver, L. C. Wheeler (deceas«^

and H. D. Wilson.

Finally, during this second period I enjoyed the company ofmany persons, mostly members of the Miss^J

Botanical Garden or students of Washington University, who brought me to the freight yards in their car^J
also helped to collect. Important discoveries were also made by some ofthem. These persons are David

Bouno

Jim Conrad Rose Conrad, Dorothy England, Mary Fallen, Peter Hoch, Jack Humbles, Randy HymanJ^^
Lewis Ilze Muehlenbachs, Karhs Muehlenbachs, Duncan Porter, Janice Saunders, Maburl Schober, h^^mon, Warren Wagner, Peter White, Emily Wood, and Vincent Zcnger. Mr. A. P. Rennie and Mr. C G-^
of the Canadian National Railways helped with my work in Edmonton. I express my gratitude to all oi^^

2 Missouri Botanical Garden, P.O. Box 299. St. Louis, Missouri 63166, U.S.A.

Ann. Missouri Bot. Gard. 70: 170-178. 1983.

\

«

\
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(Manufacturers Railway); RI (Rock Island, now area of its distribution, Gleason (1968) charac-
in the possession of St. Louis Southwestern Rail- terizes the habitats as wet soil, meadows, swamps,

and shores, places that very seldom produce syn-
way (SSW))

& San Francisco Railway, now in the possession anthropes. Northern introductions are excep-
of BN); TRRA (Terminal Railroad Association tional events, in Europe as well as in the U.S.A.
of St. Louis). The assumption that we are dealing with a native

plant cannot be completely neglected, but the

probability seems low. I (Miihlenbach, 1979)

previously cited several synanthropes for which
native status could not be completely ruled out.

Nevertheless, I classified them as synanthropes

because they grew in association with other rare

synanthropes. I treat C crawfordii likewise. It

grew on the track along one of the loading plat-

forms of the former REA, again in company of

interesting and rare synanthropes. See Hermann
(1970) for further details.

Salix alba L. X S. fragilis L. (5. X rubens

Schrann).

. ._^ ...-_. M 2068 (flowers) and M 2 J83 (leaves), from
(MP), 25 July 1970, one colony. Both collections a unicate shrub, 7 April 1963 and 28 Aug. 1963,
were previously identified as E. crusgalli (L.) Harlem Fr. Yd. fTRRAL Determined bv G. W.

Bromus japonicus Thunb. var. grandis Vel.

M 3830A. Carrie Ave. Fr. Yd. (RI), 28 June
1973, one specimen amidst a colony of the typ-
ical specimen of this species. Determined by H.
Scholz. Bulgaria (Velenovsky, 1898).

Bromus arvensis L.

M4]69, Carrie Ave. Fr. Yd. (RI), 4 July 1978,
one colony. M4172. Bulwer Yd. (TRRA), 4 July
1978, two specimens. Both collections deter-
mined by H. Scholz. Eurasia.

Echinochloa utilis Ohwi «fe Yabuno.
(TRRA)

M

Beauv. The new identification follows the an-
notations of P. Michael (University of Sydney,
N-S.W.). This species was first discovered in 1 96

1

in Sakai, Province Izumi, Japan, and described
as a new species by Ohwi and Yabuno in 1962
lUhwi, 1962). A fuller morphological and geo-
graphical description is given by Yabuno (1966)

II
"P^.^^^"y by Vickery ( 1 9 7 5 : 1 9 7), who noted
pnor to 1962 this species appears to have

j»een widely confused with E. frumentacea of
^"Oia ... the two are totally distinct E. utilis
^oubtless originated in eastern Asia, including
pan, and is considered by Yabuno ... and by

gaU-^
^° ^^^^ originated from Echinochloa crus-

ma ' h^
'

"

^"'^^'^^t^*^ for fo^ge and grain and
y be an occasional weed of cultivated

» •

areas

Fern
^'^' minor Boott).

(REA
^^^I'lTier ivanway txcnange Agency ^ug. lyio, aiwua m*^ x.«^^v..x. v,^****^^..*^.* ww-

Jun 1

^^^^^ "^^^'^ leased from TRRA, 24 tween the Madison Fr. Yd. of TRRA and that

F 7 l!^^'
^^^ *^^8^' dense tuft. Determined by of the Chicago and North Western Railway of

Argus. Eurasia.

Rumex cristatus DC. {R. graecus Boiss. &
Heldr.).

M 725, SL-SF, west of Knox Ave., 14 Aug,

1955, one specimen. M 3967, SL-SF, west of

Macklind Ave., near the Des Peres sewer, 5 July

1976, one specimen. M 4028, MP, at the branch-

ing of the siding from the trunk line to the RF
Macaroni and Spaghetti Works, 30 May 1977,

one small colony. M 4060, Lindenwood Fr. Yd.

(SL-SF), 17 Sept. 1977, three small colonies. M
4188. Baden Fr. Yd. (MKT), 15 July 1978, one

specimen. All collections determined by K. H.

Rechinger. To the best of Rechinger*s knowledge

R. cristatus has not been found in the U.S.A. as

an adventive plant. This species was treated by

him in Hegi (1953) and in Jalas & Suominen

(1979). Eastern Mediterranean. I succeeded also

in discovering this plant in Illinois {M 4224, 4

Aug. 1978, along the Eastern Connection be-

Herm

vfordii

the same name). Rumex orbiculatus Gray, cited

in Steyermark (1963: 580), turned out to be

a-.
"^ species, frequent in Canada (Nfld.-B.C.) the first specimen of R. cristatus found in St.

U S A
^^ ^^^ ' 3 northern border states of the

bar,".._l
^^'^o^dJng to the literature and the her-

Louis (M 725).

cited""
'"^^^"^^ ^^ MO. Only a few states are Polygonum cuspidatum Sicb. & Zucc. var.

3ccord°"^^^^'^^^"
^^^ nearest state to Missouri compactum (Hook, f) Bailey,

itocc
'"^ ^° f'e'Tiald (1950) is Tennessee where M 3356. MP, south of Zepp St., 30 July 1970,

""s in the high mountains. In the principal two specimens. M 3476. TRRA, west of Union
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Blvd., 7 Nov, 1970, one colony. In both cases 1976, one specimen. Determined by H. Scholz.

(

Wahl
Japan.

Brassica napus L, var. napus {B. napus L. var,

arvensis (Lam.) Thellung).

M 100, between the right-of-wavs of MP and
Kingshighway overpass

Eurasia.

Lonicera maackii Maxim.
M 3985 (flowers) andM 4001 (fruits) from the

same plant (?), MP between Shaw Blvd. and

Kingshighway Blvd., 14 Aug. 1976 and 18 Sept.

1976, one or several shrubs. M 3997 (flowers)

*

»

May 1954, one specimen. Determined by H. and M 4004 (fruits), from the same shrub, 28

Scholz. Known only a

and forage plant).

Brassica oleracea L.

M 1565, North St, Louis Fr. Yd. (BN), 23 Aug

Aug. 1976and40ct. 1 976, Inbound Fr. Yd. (Rl,

SL-SF, C&EI), one shrub. Determined by R- E.

Weaver. Asia.

Symphoricarpos albus (L.) Blake.

I

1959, one specimen (B). M 2088, Carrie Ave. M 3485, MP, between Tower Grove Ave. and

Fr. Yd. (RI) or Bulwer Yd. (TRRA), 30 May Chouteau Ave., 8 Nov. 1970, one shrub. Deter-

1963, one or two? specimens. Both determined mined by R. E. Weaver. North America, missing

by H. Scholz. Widely cultivated vegetable, orig- in Missouri.

inating in the Mediterranean.

Reseda lutea L.

M 3931 Carrie Ave. Fr.
^

1976, one specimen. Determined by H. Scholz.

«4

Lactuca sativa L, m

I

?/ Missouri, while Femald
I

Missouri

M4002, Lesperance St. Fr. Yd. (MP), 18 Sept.

1976, one specimen. It lay uprooted on the

__, ground, but it was seen in living condition on 2

Eurasia. This species is missing in Steyermark*s Aug. when it was too juvenile for collecting.
.

termined by R. P. Wunderlin. Widely cultivated

vegetable. Origin uncertain.

The following eight synanthropes
^^^^J^'

ported by Steyermark (1963) to occur in Mis-

souri, but were not previously observed by

in the railroad network from 1954 through 19/

or were not surely recognized at that time.

Festuca ovina L. *.

M 2963, South 7th St. Fr. Station (MP).

July 1968, three specimens. Determined b>
^

W. Pohl. Eurasia.

(Miihlenbach

ofMissouri w
as the starting point for the decision as to what

Missouri

Missouri
the list of states where this species has been found.

Murray
M

1974, one small colony. Determined by N. H.
Russell and H. Scholz. Eurasia. Viola arvensis
belongs to the group of plants which Steyermark Rorippa sylvestris (L.) Bess. .

(1963) excluded from his Flora as erroneously ^ ^^^^' ^^ad end of the MP's ^hnsty l^^^

determined. along Landsdowne Ave., 1 5 May 1973; M
30 June 1973, the same small colony- ^^

Oenothera heterophylla Spach subsp. hetero- mined by R. L. Stuckey. Eurasia. I

phylla.

M 942, OTallon Fr. Yd. (TRRA, now dis-

mantled), 16 June 1956, two large specimens,
from which only parts were taken; M 1018, 14
July 1 9 5 6 , the same two plants. This species was Eui'ope-

Syringa vulgaris L.

M3856, Pickrel Fr. Yd. (TRRA), 4 June 1974.

one sterile shrub. Determined by R- E-
•er-

*t

Physalis ixocarpa Brotero.

M 2358 and M 2388
seldorf). It was previously determined as the na- m 2358 and M 2388 South Ranken »_ f

live O. rhombipetala Nutt. According to Correll (TRRA), 1 4 June and 1 9 July 1 964, in t>oth ^a

& Johnston (1970) a plant of eastern and north- one specimen (UMO). Determined by D. B. l^^^

central Texas and western Louisiana and W. G. D'Arcy. Southwestern U.S.A.
i

Plantago indica L. (P. raniosa (Gilib.) Asch-
^^^'^^o.

ers).

M Physalis angulata L.

1 7 July M 2493A. River Fr. Yd. (MRS), 10 Jub
1965
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b.

Figure I
. Aristida oligantha Michx.—

a

>

^W

y

f

f-Bt_v

V

/
F" -^

b

(MUhlenbach

Muhlenbach

W
Asia.

West

Tagetes erecta L.

J^'
<^^^raj & Conrad 3899, Baden Fr. Yd.

(MKT), 6 Sept. 1975, one specimen. Determined

Mexi
Wunderl

CO.

braska, Missouri and Oklahoma; in other words,

it must be considered to be native. The same

judgement on native status in Missouri and the

general range of this species is given by Femald

(1950). ButG. B. Ownbey, who annotated all my
Cirsium collections, wrote to me on 9 December

1971: "You also have three additional American

species: C discolor, C altissimum are native in

your area, C. undulatum is adventive from the

(BN)

---tweu/m maritima 1
Wilmott {M. inodora L.).

em reserve tracks of the grain elevator, 24 June
/5, one colony. Determined by R. P. Wun-

'^eriin. Europe.

(Willd

(Knaf) West

-".lutMw laevigatum
'^'ospermum Andrz.).

J^ & Conrad 3916, Lesperance St Fr. Yd. to avoid publication of uncertainly determined
(l^P),

1 Nnv 1Q7<

The total number ofspecies recorded from the

railroads was 901, 414 being synanthropes and

487 native. About 20 additional species have

withstood all efforts at determination. Some are

too juvenile, some overripe, some damaged.

Many of them are Amaranthus hybrids in dif-

ferent combinations. As previously, I have tried

(Muh
lenb

^""'^^'"lin. As mentioned by me i^iviun-

" 3ch, 1979) a constant lookout for this species , ,

« earned out from 1956, but in vain. The first collected in St. Louis County for the first time

material.

Ofthe native species, one group merits a closer

nV namelv native Missouri plants thai were

^^caie was finally located in 1975. It was also
asi one. It is odd indeed for on the streets

"' ^t. Louis T /^.,,wVv^ J . *« u^
'" extreme rarity.

The foiim.,- ported from this area.

*e list nf ,

"^ 'P^^^'^' "'^y ^^'° ^^ ^^^^'^ ^° Most of them were
^' 01 railroad synanthropes in St. Louis.

Af?f;!"
^"^"^^latum (Nutt.) Spreng.

(Steyermark (1 963) combined the city ofSt. Louis

with St. Louis County for this purpose, as do L)

Altogether there were 37 taxa (23 species, 14

intraspecific taxa) that were not previously re-

M
(TRRA)

they were usually not numerous. Likewise, the

majority tend to be rare in Missouri. According

to Steyermark (1963) eighteen of them were re-

ported in five or fewer counties, six even being

8 10 Steyermark (1963) it is rare in Missouri found only in one county. Twelve were known
j^e counties) and ranges from British Columbia from six to twenty counties, and only seven were

^^ona, east to Manitoba. North Dakota. Ne- found in twenty-one and more counties. Stey-
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ermark mentions further that among these thir- companies freight, is more important in the in-

ty-seven taxa, eight grow along railroads. At least troduction of synanthropes than the role of the

half of the thirty-seven were originally restricted freight itself This conclusion has apparently nev-

to the western half of the state. Quite a few (sev- er been explicitly stated in the hterature, but its

en) were known only from the southeastern low- importance is underscored by comparing the way

lands (Missouri's Bootheel). It is of course of refuse is handled in St. Louis and Riga compared

interest to learn the status of these plants. Are with Edmonton. In the huge Calder Yardofthe

they autochthonic elements ofSt. Louis County's Canadian National Railways in Edmonton,

flora or have they been introduced by one means freight cars are cleaned in an elaborate waste

or another? It seems likely that the majority, even disposal system in which all solids are removed

the great majority, have in fact been introduced. by washing or a vacuum system and taken away

As mentioned, a majority of these plants were by truck to garbage dumps or an incinerator. In

until recently only known from the western half

of the state or from the Bootheel with no known
intermediate stations. Onlv eieht taxa were found

both St. Louis and Riga the cleaning system is

much less elaborate, and solid refuse ends up on

the car cleanout tracks and nearby areas. As a

in one or two of three counties (St. Charles, consequence, the car washing areas of the rail

Franklin, Jefferson) bordering St. Louis County. road yards in St. Louis and Riga were the richest

Surely many ofthese native plants that appeared sites for synanthropes, whereas very few s\n-

itself anthropes have ever been found in the vicinity
Missouri

but came from far away. It is easy to prove such of the Edmonton facilities.

assertions when varieties and forms are found
that are missing in the native flora. Such obser-

vations have been made in Europe, but not in

Missouri. From 1954 through 1971 the richest

freight yards with rare synanthropes were Carrie , _

Ave. (RI) and Baden (MKT). Of interest is the secondary or even triple introduction, as for m^

fact thathalf of the introduced natives were also stance, when European plants naturahz^

found in both these yards. This is an additional South Africa or Australia are reintroduced
into

in Mis-

quently encountered plants of this group

souri, Chenopodium desiccatum van ^^^^^^^^

wm. has until now only been reported from o

indication that they are indeed introductions. Europe together with their native South ^'"

Five taxa were found along the so-called car or Australian associates. One of the i^^^_.

cleanout tracks, where heavily polluted freight

cars are swept and tidied up before loading. These
tracks are now and then accompanied by piles

of rubbish which, as they contain much com-
bustible material, are occasionally set on fire.

Finally the remainder is hauled away. It is as-

tonishing to see that in spite of such harsh con-

ditions many plants manage to survive. Such sites

are the most promising places in the freight yards

for discovering synanthropes. These tracks are

quite confined in size and length and were visited

and meticulously inspected at least three times

in a season. In such places almost every plant,

be it synanthrope or native, must be introduced

(

9

The remainder of these thirty-seven native

plants are most probably also introduced. Nu-

merous observations in European yards na^

often demonstrated the introduction of native

plants into them. One may even speak abou

f

I

\

county, Jackson,

One other phenomenon should not be o\

looked. As experience in Europe has taught^ q

a few plants are able to spread spontaneou^^
^

along trunk lines by ferroviatic migration

one station or yard to a neighboring one.

^^^
evidence is missing in St. Louis. Eight ^^^^"^

,

indeed found on the right-of-way of aiHj^^

trunk lines or along some sidings, but on
^

of them was also found in a yard. They

rarities. The participants of a ferroviatic m|&>^^

by the railroad operations. It is almost incon- tion usually show a distinct expansion along
^^

ceivable that these native plants had been over- lines, something which was totally missing i^

looked for years before they were noticed.

Recently I became aware of a paper by Schultz

(1976) on the synanthropic flora of the railroad

Louis.

The native introduced plants are the foU^
w'iftf

;a, Latvia. Fr
observations Louis and Ed-

Equisetum hyemale L. var. pseu

(Farw.) Morton.

dohy^^^ I

monton, Canada, it is quite evident that the role M 121. 5 June 1954, one colony that has s

of refuse, dirt, and debris, which normally ac- intention to persist. This species was located
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in several other places. Determined by R. M. until now only from Jackson County. All deter-

Tryon.

Typha angustifolia L.

mined by H. A. Wahl.

Chenopodium strictum Roth var. gJaucophyl-

M2472, 31 May 1965, one large colony, per- lum (Aellen) Wahl.

sisting for many years. Another colony was later

discovered, but not collected.

Muhlenbergia frondosa (Poir.) Fern. f. com-
mutata (Scribn.) Fern.

M 1860C, 16 Sept. 1961, four specimens. M
1884A, 6 Oct. 1961. Determined by H. A. Wahl.

Mirabilis hirsuta (Pursh) MacM.
M2373, 2 1 June 1964, one small colony (about

M2228, 21 Sept. 1963, one small colony. De- eight specimens) (UMO). The plant grew on the

termined by R. W. Pohl. (M2458, 22May

Brachiaria platyphylla (Griseb.) Nash.
M 2245, 29 Sept. 1963, two specimens. M

rm

S069, 30 Oct. 1968, one large tuft. Determined sperma (T. & G.) litis.

by J. B. Van Schaack and R. W. Pohl. M J 807, 29 July 19(

Polanisia dodecandra (L.) DC. var. trachy-

Michx
M 3614, 12 July 1971, one colony. Deter-

W
Cyperus odoratus L. (C. ferax L. C. Richard).
M1862, 16 Sept. 1961, one specimen.M i'/^Z,

mined by H. H. litis

Draba reptans (Lam.) Fern. var. micrantha

(Nutt.) Fern.

M 3498, 20 April 1971, one large colony. De-

termined by R. L. Stuckey.

1 3 Sept. 1 970, scattered. Determined by R. Krai Fragaria virginiana Duchesne var. virginiana.

and T. M. Koyama.

Scirpus atrovirens Willd. var. georgianus (Har-
Per) Fern.

M 3225, 25 April 1970, few specimens. De-

termined by F. G. Meyer.

Rubus frondosus Bigel. {R. penmilvanicus

^ ^290, 9 June 1970, one dense colony or a Poir.).

I^uge tuft. Determined by T. M. Koyama.

Mackenz
lenbergii Schkuhr var. austmlis Olney).

M
16 May 1964, one huge tuft. Determined by F.
° Hermann.

Tradescantia ohiensis Raf. X T. virginiana L. .„ . .v.^, .

^1763, 30 May 1961, several specimens. De- mined by D. Isely.

termined by E. Anderson.

M 3965, 5 July 1976, a small colony. Deter-

mined by R. E. Weaver.

Rosa arkansana Porter.

M&K. Kramer 556. 7 May 1955. Determined

by W. H. Lewis.

Schrankia uncinata Willd. {S. nuttallii (DC.)

Standi.).

M

Lotus americanus (Nult.) Bisch. (L. purshi-

(G

Polygonum coccineum Muhl. var. pratincola ^^^i S!?^.'^*^^^^!'^'^^!'^;
'eene) Stanford. M 2984, 15 Sept. 1968, one

colony. Determined by H. A. Wahl.

^^ysonumpennsyhanicum L. var. laevigatum

M
three specimens at the same place. Determined

Dwyer

Farw
M

(flora Pursh var. fl^

June 1967, one colony. Determined by H. A.
"ahl.

(Nutt.) Rydb.

M 1945, 20 May 1 962, one specimen.M
_ * -

May

,.^
Chenopodium desiccatum A. Nelson var. des- ed by many small sterile

.°"f

^- ^^^l^col^^ea^^^^^^^^

gathered in the same freight yard. Delcrmmed

coll
^^' ' '"'^ ^^^^' ^^'^ specimens. Eleven

^^
actions followed. Eight of them came from

jj
^"^^ y^rd. The impression is that this plant

'Juite widespread in St. Louis. It was known

by D. Isely.

uim
M

by L. H. Shinners.
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Parthenocissus inserta (Kemer) K. Fritsch. M 2745, 9 Oct. 1966, one colony. Determined

M 2930. 19 May 1968, one colony. Deter- by C. B. Heiser, Jr.

mined by K. R. Robertson.

Chaerophyllum tainturieri Hook
Aster pilosus Willd. var. pringlei (Gray) Blake.

M 2769, 30 Oct. 1966, few specimens. Deter-

M 1 1 June 1960, two specimens. Six mined by R. P. Wunderlin. This taxon can even

further collections followed. This species is not be considered as a novelty for Missouri, because

thias.

M. E. Ma- it was excluded in Steyermark (1963) as erro

Spermolepis echinata (Nutt.) Heller.

Determined by M. E. Mathias.

(Michx
M iSi Wh

M. E. Mathias

Monarda punctata L.

M 1785. 25 June 1961, few specimens.M 3938,

12 June 1976, one specimen. Determined by J.

A. Steyermark and A. G. Jones.

tubaefl<

M 209
termined

Solarium caroUnense L. f. albiflorum Benke.

M3086. 4 June 1969, five specimens. Afi059,
4 June 1969. In two different places.

tegrifolium (Michx
M

W
Aster parviceps (Burgess) Mackenz. & Bush.

M 2262, 6 Oct. 1963, one small colony or a

large tuft, also M 2305, 26 Oct. 1963. Deter-

mined by R. P. Wunderhn.

Aster dumosus L.

M 2568, 30 Oct. 1965, one huge specimen. them as introductions from the railroads to
.

More flowers than leaves, a "white cloud" in- backyard. The seeds were picked up ^^^^dentl)

deed. Determined by R. P. Wunderlin.

Rudbeckia amplexicauUs Vahl {Dracopsis am-
plexicaulis (Vahl) Cass.).

M2111, 22 June 1 963, one specimen. Mi9i<S,
12 June 1976, one specimen. Determined by R.

P. Wunderlin.

Echinacea angustifolia L.

M 2119, 25 June 1963, one specimen. Deter-

mined by R. P. Wunderhn.

Uelianthus rigidus (Cass.) Desf ssp. subrhom-

Lidviv^an-i. lilt: atcua vv\^i^ i^aw^^v-*- "^
\n\rt

during my excursions by my clothing a"

stripped off. Especially the cuffs of my trou

^
were frequently full of seeds of different P

^^^

Unfortunately, I have never seen ^^^^^^^.^^
i^

ymus on the railroads. However, this P
^^^

very inconspicuous and might have bee

looked. One more new introduction, ^/ ^^

rium rugosum Houtt., was discovered » ^
backyard in 1979. It is common along tW^

j^

roads. The last arrival was Carduus ^^^^^ ^
this case I do not blame the railroads.

Most
... . . * J r^nrn SO"**

boides Heiser (//. laetijlorus Pers. var. rigidus vacant lot in the city where this plant has sprt*»

(Cass.) Fern.). considerably in the last few decades.

\.

t

t

«'

neously determined.

Finally three species will be mentioned that

M 1729, 13 May 1961, one colony, observed were not found along the railroads, but that are

on the same spot several times later, also in 1 962. all very rare synanthropes, previously observed

in Missouri

souri outside St. Louis.

Stellaria graminea L.

M 3929, 6 June 1976, lawn along the house,

5201 Landsdowne Ave., one very dense colony

persisting in the following years. The residents

of this house were unable to explain how this
^

plant could have arrived here. Determined by J.

McNeil. Eurasia.

I

Papaver somniferum L.

M 1667. 16 July 1960, between the sidewalK

and the house, 6422 N. Broadway, one specimen-

Unknown in the wild, probably originating m

the Mediterranean region.

Coronopus didymus (L.) Sm.

M 3851. 1 June 1974, in the backyard ot m

house, 4984 Neosho St., one colony, P"^^^^^!^

there up to now. Determined by R. L-
.g,

Europe. I suspect that this synanthropic
plan

^^^

been "introduced" by me, like a number oi pia^^^

mentioned earlier (Muhlenbach, 1979: 101 )•

^^^^^

suddenly appeared on my property one

another. They are all frequent plants on the

^^^
roads in St. Louis. For this reason I cons
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It is also worthwhile to mention a weed that course, herbicide spraying was discontinued. A
Botanical nice vegetation reappeared, demonstrating at the

was dis- same time the phenomenon oftriviahzation, the

Missouri

ficifolium

M
Missouri Botanical Garden, on the lot behind

covered by the Director of the Kew Royal Bo- process whereby native species take over syn-

anthropes.

But events ofanother kind took place in another

W. G, yard, namely, Carrie Ave. freight yard (RI). This

um fi- yard had the highest yield of rare synanthropes

(Miihlenbach, 1979: 92). Here, as everywhere,ifolium

Garden in the later years. It was last observed in the effects of weed killing increased each year.
1976. But in 1974 weed kilHng was suddenly stopped
Finally, a most unusual collection of Aristida for two years, while the railroad company con-

{M4074, former RI, SL-SF and C&EI, Inbound tinned normal operations, contrary to the situ-
fr. Yd., 22 Oct. 1977) may be mentioned. It was ation in the Ranken yards. When I visited Carrie
onginally collected as a unicate in a normal pop- Ave. again in 1976, a luxurious vegetation had
ulaiion of ^. oligantha Michx. As illustrated in reappeared with a splendid display of synan-
rigure la, which represents only one-third of thropic plants, reminiscent of bygone times 20
the plant, it was extremely densely tufted and years ago. Even two Missouri novelties were dis-
n>gnly branched. The size of the spikelet parts covered {Reseda lutea and Plantago I'ndica, as
were as follows: lower glume 0.9-1.2 cm long unicates). One frequently hears about vanishing
including the awn 0. 1-0.2 mm long, 5-7-nerved, prairie, rain forests, and so on, but the same thing
upper glume 1.4-1.6 cm long including the awn
0-4^.5 mm long; lemma 1.1-1.6 cm long, the

is now happening to the railroad flora in St. Louis

and, ofcourse, everywhere else as well. Only very
central awns 1.6-1.8 cm long, the lateral awns few have realized that.

•3-1.8 cm long. This specimen seems not to Later in 1976 the freight yard was thoroughly
have an exact parallel with any described species sprayed with herbicides and the whole splendor
in this large genus. A number of prominent was annihilated. In the autumn this yard looked
agrostologists studied it but were unable to name like all other freight yards in St. Louis, a desolate,

'

Y^ ^as, however, generally thought to be closely
related to A, oligantha Michx., a species with

sterile landscape. I revisited it again in 1980, and

to my surprise the vegetation was flourishing

8umes(1.5-)2-3cmlong, thelower3-5-nerved, again, but no rarities could be detected. As it

jne lemma (1.5-) 1.8-2. 2 cm long and the awns turned out, this freight yard was taken over by
v*--)4-7 cm long. Subsequently seeds ofM 4074 another railroad company (St. Louis and South-

J^ere grown (by Dr. P. Hoch) in the greenhouse, western Railway or Cotton Belt Route), which
•ogeny fell within the normal range of ^. oli- stopped all regular activities in the yard. Only

|a«//)a. The branching was much less dense (Fig.

>' and spikelet parts range as follows: lower

2ft J^
^-8-2.0 cm long, 5-nerved, upper glume

37,4"'* ^"^ '°"^' '^"^"^a 1.4-1.5 cm long, awns

^^
-3 cm long. The unusual plant may well

^present an extreme recombinant or a mutant,
ough unusual growth effects due to chemicals

»0 Its Pn\iV^

lard
,

^""^^"^ cannot be completely disre-

killi

^^^^^^^ beyond any doubt that modem weed
*"g exerts a disastrous effect on the railroad

one track was kept m operation for through-trams

of other companies. As a consequence, the vege-

tation was thoroughly trivial.

On the basis of these observations, it is pos-

sible to enumerate a rule concerning the weed

killing process. If herbicide spraying in a yard is

discontinued, vegetation will promptly reappear.

In case the usual operations of a yard are not

continued, triviahzation will follow, but when

normal operations of a yard are continued, syn-

anthropes appear. How many and which kind

will depend on the volume and character of the

cargo. But natives may also appear for the first

time. My conviction that native plants are also

spread by railroads was strengthened by finding

Rudbeckia amplexicaulis Vahl in 1976. It is a

very conspicuous plant and it is inconceivable

y^..
- ",M^ cuu^iaiii.y uwiiiuicu, ui^ that I had overlooked it for 22 years.

^^ ^ere abandoned and later dismantled. Of As in other botanical endeavors, railroad

that
^ ^^^- ^^ ^^^ of special interest to observe

^pidP
^^^^^ ^^ ^^*^ ^^^ vegetation may quite

^^dd
'/^^.'^P^^'" when the herbicide spraying is

Hank
^'^^^"^^""^d. This was observed in both

H ^
jjj.y^^ds (TRRA). These yards were used

«umbl
^"^ ya^ds for passenger trains. As thew of these trains constantly dwindled, the
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botany published determinations of synan- Correll, D. S. & M. C. Johnston. 1970. Manualof

Miih
lenbach (1979) Kochia iranica (Hausskn. &
Bomm.) Litw. turned out to be K. sieversiana

(Poll.) C. A. Mey. according to W. A. Weber.
Kochia sieversiana has been found repeatedly in

Missouri, but in only one place. Stockyard Switch,

Joplin, Jasper County. Centaurea stoebe L. subsp.

stoebe and C. maculosa Lam. in Miihlenbach
(1979) turned out to be the same species. Ac-
cording to G. Wagenitz (Gottingen), who has de-
termined my Centaurea material, plants of the
C. stoebe group are not rare in North America,
but have mostly been determined as C. macu-
losa.

A mistake in the citation for Sauer (1967) was
also made in Miihlenbach (1979) and is here
corrected.

R. L. Stuckey has kindly pointed out to me
that there is an older American paper (Stair, 1 900)
on railroad weeds, that was overlooked by me
earlier. Besides this he mentioned two other more
recent papers (Catling & McKay, 1974; Thomp-
son & Heineke, 1977) not cited by me. An ad-
ditional paper that has recently been published
is Arnold (1981).

Mrs. Jean Warholic (Freeville, N. Y.) brought
to my attention Ross (1943). This paper treats

the weeds at the Knapp farm of George Peabody
College for Teachers in 1 923. Among other things,

the plants on the right-of-way of the Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis Railroad that trans-
verses the farm were enumerated and evaluat-
ed—altogether 82 species. The great majority were
also found in St. Louis.

It also seems worthwhile to mention here a
corrected determination for Arctium tomento-

Mill

MO
are not .4. tomentosum but A. minus (Hill.) Bemh.
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REVISION OF THE GENUS STERIGMAPETALUM
(RHIZOPHORACEAE)

Julian A. Steyermark' and Ronald Liesner^

Abstract

The genus Sterigmapetalum consists of 7 species, with 4 newly described species (5. exappen-
diculatum, S, heterodoxum, S. resinosum, and S. tachirense), and 1 new subspecies {S. guianense
^^hsp. ichunense). On the basis of the presence or absence of a resinous exudate, development or
reduction of lateral flanges of the petals, and opposite or verticillate leaves, two subgenera are rec-
ognized: Sterigmapetalum and Balsamocaulon. On the basis of their hypogynous flowers and superior
ovaries, Cassipourea and Sterigmapetalum are placed in a new tribe, Hypogyneae, within the Rhi-
zophoraceae. A key to the species is provided, followed by a description of the species and their
geographical distribution. Newly discovered anatomical evidence, which reveals the presence of a
P-type sieve element in the Rhizophoraceae, indicates that the family should be excluded from the
Myrtales and is additional evidence supporting the view provided by the gross morphological floral
details that the family is atypical in the Myrtales, and should be removed from that order.

Wall

^tengmapetalum was established in 1925 by eral flanges of the petals, and opposite leaves,
uhlmann with a single species, S, obovatum, form the basis for the establishment of a subge-

collected from Amazonian Brazil. It was diflfer- neric category within the genus.

!".*^^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^* ^^^ considered a related ge- Stipules. The stipules are uniformly interpet-

ex Benth., by the iolar throughout the taxa. They are glabrous in
session of dioecious flowers, of calyx seg- S. colombianum, S. tachirense, S. heterodoxum,
ri s and stamens, absence of a disc, and a and S. exappendiculatum. In S. obovatum and
er number of cells of the ovary. Since that S. guianense a more or less persistent, densely

e, two additional species, S. colombianum sericeous indument covers the external surface.
onachmo (1944) from Colombia, and S, gui- Leaves. The leaves are usually 3-4-verticillate,
^^e oteyermark (1952) from the Venezuelan but in S. heterodoxum and S. exappendiculatum
yana, have been published. of subgenus Balsamocaulon they are always op-

may be opposite. The leaf blades are mainly cu-

neate at the base and broadest above the middle,

,
^^^% recent explorations in Venezuela near posite. Occasional terminal leaves of 5. tachi-

olombian border, a fourth species has been reuse, a taxon with ordinarily 3-verticillate leaves,

kno^r^^^"
^" ^" attempt to bring our present

'

^owledge of the genus up-to-date, material has n^-aL^ <xv lhv l.«^v c...vx u.,w«v.v^.«,^v.vv ...v ..,.w^.^,
en borrowed from the herbaria of F, NY, and resulting usually in an obovate shape. In S. tach-

nfortunately, the dioecious character ofthe irense they are rounded or broadened at the base.
^s, together with the paucity of specimens In S. exappendiculatum they are elliptic-oblong

aiable m herbaria, have added to the diffi- and broadest toward the middle. The leaf mar-

si H^^
^^vision. However, as a result of this gins are mainly entire, but show varying degrees

arA J'
^^^^^^^"^^ ta^^ have become manifest and of crenulation, rather markedly so in S. exap-

We
rsof the aforementioned herbaria for the loan

°' ^heir material.

Gross Morphology

ino'i!!'"°^^
exudate covers the young buds, pe- present in several species, but in S. helerodoxum

and S. exappendiculatum of subgenus Balsa-

mocaulon the peduncles arise lower on the stem

Kptwf>pn thp «:prnnd and sixth intemodes below

pendiculatum.

Inflorescence. The inflorescence is usually sub-

terminal and arises in the axils of the uppermost

leaves. Two or more peduncles near the apex of

the stem in the axils of the uppermost leaves are

ncles, and upper internodes of the Item in S.
"^'^odoxum and S
no, r exappendiculatum, but is

Thic T^ ^"^°"e other members of the
'I's

character
genus.

, associated with the reduced lat- the apex, and are solitary' in the leaf axils. The

' Mk^"° Nacional dc Venezuela, Caracas, Venezuela.
isoun Botanical Garden, P.O. Box 299, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.

'''
^'^ouRi BoT. Card. 70: 179-193 1983.
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solete. The very short stylar branches are covered

bv a crowded mass ofincurved stiematic threads,

flowers are arranged in unbranched or 1^- obovate, and 5-6-locular with two pendulous

branched dichotomous cymes, and are sessile to ovules in each cell. In the few species in which

shortly pedicellate. In subgenus Bahamocaulon pistillate flowers are known, it is covered by a

the peduncles are covered with a resinous exu- dense tomentum. The style is very short orob-

date, especially near the apex.

Calyx. The calyx is valvately 4-7-toothed.

Sterigmapetalum tachirense is the only species which form a radiate structure depressed cen-

thus far known in the genus with four calyx lobes, trally. At the base of the ovary but not adherent

The calyx tube encloses the floral parts, but is to it is the disc. In the pistillate flowers, minute

hypogynous and not coherent either with the projecting staminodia, usually 10-12 in number,

ovary or other parts of the flower. The outer are attached to the border of the disc (Fig. IB).

surface varies from glabrous to densely sericeous. Anatomicalfeatures. As a resuh of his recent

In subgenus Bahamocaulon a resinous exudate studies of sieve-element plastids in various fam-

covers the young calyx and margins of the lobes, ilies usually included within the Myrtales, Behnke

which are manifestly elevated into thickened, (1983) found the so-called (S-type)plastid, those

linear ridges. The inner surface of the calyx lobes containing several spherical starch grains, to be

is usually densely strigose or sericeous. characteristic and constant within the order. Oi

Petals, The petals are free and hypogynous, great significance is his discovery that the sieve-

inserted at the base of the flower between the element plastids ofthe Rhizophoraceae are com-

pletely unlike those of any of the other families

^f *u~
IS/Ivrtal '~ ' '" ""•-^v. fiiit instead

base ofthe calyx tube and the discHke membrane
to which the stamens are attached (Fig. 1 A). They
vary in number from four to six and differ greatly contain numerous protein crystals, for which rea-

son these plastids are placed in the P-type group-ornamentation

from linear, oblanceolate, to panduriform, with Although the genera Sterigmapetalum and Cas

a usually 3-lobed or 3-parted apex and two lateral sipourea were not studied by him, four other

flanges or lobes bearing 2-18 short to elongated, genera {Rhizophora, Bruguiera. CaralUa, ^^^

fimbriate, often curling appendages (Fig. 1 A). Be- Crossostylis) were investigated,

tween the lateral flanges is a central, hooded.
incurved

Generic Affinities
W - — 7

involute appendages. This central apical part is

often surmounted by a penicillate tuft of hairs. The genus Sterigmapetalum is closely reiailated

to Cassipourea Aubl. Both genera have supeno^^

ovaries, in which respect they are at va

which are also inflexed. Hairs may also be pres-
ent on the dorsal part of the petal, and occa- ^,^..^., ... w...v.. .^^h-- ^ —

ly
sionally elsewhere. Sometimes, as in S. exap- with the other genera placed within the fam")

pendiculatum, the apical tuft of hairs, as well as Rhizophoraceae. In a revision of the ^^^^'^^L

species of the family, Prance et al. i^^'-'' •

entiated these two genera on the basis °
_

cillate {Sterigmapetalum) vs. opposite (

^^^^

poured) leaves, laciniate petals (Sterigrnapetaiu^^^^

vs. spatulate petals with appendages {CassW^^^^

. ed), and pedunculate inflorescences (^^^'^'^'^^

petalum) as opposed to sessile, axillaO

the fimbrillate lateral flanges, are lacking (Fig 2-

2A. 2B).

Androecium. The stamens vary in number from
8 to 1 2 in the staminate flowers, and are usually
unequal in an alternating arrangement (Fig. 1 C).
The anthers are versatile, dorsifixed, broadly ob-
long, and rounded at both ends. The filaments
are attached to the border of an annular mem-
branous structure, which has been referred to as it should be modifi'ed to state that the pe

^
a disc (Fig. IC). This structure could be equally Sterigmapetalum usually have two lateral flang^^^

each with 2-18, short to elongated, fimb"

IS inserted at the base of the flowers between the appendages, borne on either side of an mcui^^

base of the petals and the ovary or ovary nidi- or inflexed, central lobe furnished either
•

'

dense tuft of hairs or with three appendage •

{Cassipourea). In light ofour present knowi t •

terpreted
ed

^.

ment.

Gynoecium. The ovar> is completely superior When Kuhlmann described Sterigmapet(^'

m the pistillate flower (Fig. 1 A), as is the ovary (1925), he stated thai the genus, as then kno
^^^

rudiment m the staminate flower (Fig. IB). Both
are inserted on the receptacle at the base of the
flower. The ovar> is depressed-globose to sub-

only from Brazil, comprised very tall t ^
habiting high land, whereas Cassipour<^^^^^^

considered to be a genus ofsmall trees. HO
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I

Stigma

style.

ovule.

stamino

Pistillate flower.

calyx "tube

Stominate flower.

segments of petal.

calyx lobe.

ovary.

calyx tube.

basal part of petal

calyx lobe.

petal.

anther,

filament

C

-ovary rudiment

y^^^^^"**^-

FiGU
^'^rip .?' !• A- S^erigmaperalum obovatum, pistillate flower, semi-diagrammatic. B. Sterigmapetalum gui^

•^Ser and'^H^
flower, semi-diagrammatic. C Portion of androccium with annular disk, showmg ahematmg

shorter filaments, Sterigmapetalum guianense.
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Figure 2. Sfengmapetahwi guianense subsp. ichunense, I A. Petal. lateral view; IB. Petal, dorsa
iC. Petal, ventral view. Slengmapetalum exappendiculatum. 2A. Petal, ventral view; 2B. Petal, dorsal

Stensniapetalum resinosum 3A Petal, dorsal view; 3B. Petal, ventral view; 3C. Petal, lateral view. Ster^
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this latter observation does not stand the test of Table L Comparison of Sterigmapetalum and

observations made on Cassipourea in other Cassipourea,

countries. In Panama, for example, Croat (1978) =

reported Cassipourea elliptica as a tree "13-17 Sterigmapetalum

m tall," and refers to a report by Allen to a tree Flowers dioecious.

Cassipourea

Flowers perfect.

as much as "30 m" tall. In Venezuela Cassipou- style absent with sessile Style elongated and
rea may vary from a shrub only 1.8-4 m tall to large stigma.

trees 8-15 m in height.

As a result of a study of these two genera, we
find that the chief differences existing between
them may be summarized in Table 1

.

?,

Stamens included.

Taxonomic Position

Since both Sterigmapetalum and Cassipourea

instructive

Stamens 8-12.

Inflorescence peduncu-

late.

Appendages of lateral

flanges glabrous.

Lateral flanges of petals

with 2-18 appendages.

exserted.

Stamens at least equal-

ing calyx and slightly

exserted.

Stamens 20-25.

Inflorescence sessile.

how previous workers have characterized the
family Rhizophoraceae in their respective treat-

ments. At the time Kuhlmann (1925) published
Sterigmapetalum, he considered it closest to the ^ ^

genus Blepharistemma, as a member of the central incurved lobe
tribe Macariseae, which, according to Schimper Ovary 5-6-celled.

(1893), consisted ofgenera with perigynous flow-
ers. Melchior (1964) placed the Rhizophoraceae Leaves S^-verticillate,

Petals with 2 lateral

flanges (lobes) and a

Appendages of petals pi-

losulous.

Lateral flanges of petals

with numerous ap-

pendages.

Petals simple, not lobed.

Ovary 2-4-(usually 3)-

celled.

Leaves opposite.

(Myrtiflorae) more rarely opposite.

simple crystals together with pairs of calcium

epigynous, rarely perigynous famiHes. The Rhi-
zophoraceae were described as having the ovary
"lore or less united with the floral axis. . - -

Bentham and Hooker (1862) divided the Rhi- oxalate in the leaf blades, and the placenta dis-

zophoraceae (by them designated Rhizophoreae) continuous with the style.

into three tribes. The genera Cassipourea. Ble- This treatment was modified by Melchior
" ""'""

' (1964) by treating the above categories as fourWest
MacariseaeMalum of Africa and Madagascar, were placed

^" the tribe Legnotideae and separated from oth- (3) Anisophylleae, and (4) Rhizophoreae, the first

P
genera of that tribe by their superior ovary, two characterized by the possession of stipulate

"gler(l876) characterized the Rhizophoraceae opposite leaves, one style, and endosperm, the
""' ^"*

Anisophylleae by its exstipulate leaves, three to

five styles, and no endosperm, and the Rhi-

zophoreae by being mangrove plants with seeds

*»yng an ovary "'saepissime infero, raro su-
Pffo, ' and Cassipourea is described as having
nc ovary ^Uiberum.*' Schimper (1893) recog-
«2ed iwo subfamilies of the Rhizophoraceae: (1) elongated protruding hypoco

P^izophoroideae and (2) Anisophylloideae, the germinates within the fruit; the other tribes con-

Perigynous

fruit

sist of inland plants whose seeds germinate in

the soil outside the fruit.

Many
"'le the latter was differentiated on the basis of zophoraceae as having perigynous or epigynous

"Stipulate, alternate leaves, epigynous flowers, «—« -'^ ^^^ "varv slated to be mostly infe-

ihe^r
°'! ^^^^ styles, absence of endosperm, and

drupe, or drv and indehiscent. More

described

lobed perigynous

^er, within the subfamily Rhizophoroideae two or epigynous disk," but further characterized the

'^^ were elaborated: (1) Gynotrocheae with family as having the "ovary variable m Po^sUion

51^^"°"^ flowers, seed without appendages, leaf
" " '^'^ r^^^.o^.i,/,

«

es With calcium oxalate crystals, and placen-

fpc

supenor

Macariseae

appendages,

Will

the ovary as "usually inferior," but also slated
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that the "calyx-tube is more or less adnate to the unjustified, but also in the order Resales. The

ovary, rarely free, the limb produced beyond the latter order he considered as having characters

ovary," but, in their description of the genus too primitive to encompass the Rhizophoraceae,

Cassipourea indicated the ovary as free. Hey- although he suggested that affinities with the

wood (1978) stated that the flow^ers are "hypog- Grossulariaceae and Hydrangeaceae might k
ynous to epigynous," and the ovary "inferior or concei\able. Since the Rhizophoraceae are not

Aristeg compatible with any ofthese three orders, Cron

as varying from superior to semi-inferior, and quist's alternative was to treat the family as a

correctly characterized Sterigmapetalum and distinct, monotypic order.
Cassipourea as genera having superior ovaries. Recent anatomical investigations on the plas-

Croat (1978), likewise, correctly stated that the tids of sieve elements support the view that the

ovary is superior in Cassipourea, as did Jonker Rhizophoraceae should be excluded from the

(1942). In his description of the family Rhi- Myrtales. The previous work on nearly 400 fara-

zophoraceae Hutchinson (1959) stated that the ilies of flowering plants by different workers

calyx tube is "adnate to the ovary or free." (Behnke, 1974, 1976, 1981a, 1981b, 1982a,

Cronquist (1968) placed the Rhizophoraceae 1982b; Behnke & Pop, 1981; Dahlgren, 1980:

Dahlgren & Thome, 1983; Mabry, 1977) haveComales
ly as having epigynous flowers and indehiscent shown that the plastids of the sieve element may

fleshy fruits. He also considered that its posses- be referred to either the S-type with starch grains

sion ofwell-developed endosperm and unitegmic or the P-type with protein crystals. Based on P-

ovules was consistent with its inclusion as a fam- type plastids in the Rhizophoraceae, as contrasi-

ily within the Comales. At that time he believed ed with S-type in other families of the Myrtales

it to be "most useful to include the Rhizopho- (Melastomataceae, Crypteroniaceae, Penae-

raceae in the Comales as a near-basal side-branch aceae, Oliniaceae, Combretaceae, Lythraceae.

not far distant from the Myrtales. If one prefers Sonneratiaceae, Punicaceae, Myrtaceae, Trapa-

small orders and does not object to monotypes, ceae, and Onagraceae), Behnke (1982b) suggest-

the establishment of a separate order might per- ed that the Rhizophoraceae be excluded from the

haps be defended." Myrtales.
This concept of a distinct order for the Rhi- These new anatomical data provide further

evidence to support the previously noted tren

in the family from hypogyny to epigyny. 3"

especially the atypical condition of Steng'

petalum and Cassipourea, as being inconsisten^

with other members of the Rhizophoraceae an

families of the Myrtales. The combination oia^

atomical evidence with that of the divergent
^^^

ral stmctures of the Rhizophoraceae may *

zophoraceae was subsequently defended by
Cronquist (1981: 655-659). In this latest work
(Cronquist, 1981), he recognized the family as a
monotypic, separate order, Rhizophorales, which

Myrtales

internal
phloem, he separated the Rhizophorales from
the Myrtales, while from the Comales the sen-
aration is based mainly on the possession of bi- justify the exclusion of the family from theM^^

tales, and claim for it a new position within a^

alliance of families having P-type plastids a

although
previously (Cronquist, 1968) stated that uni-

Taxonomy

tegmic ovules were common to both Rhizo- compatible floral features,
phoraceae and Cornales, as well as by additional
characters of stipulate leaves and absence of ir-

idoid compounds.
The flowers of the Rhizophoraceae are stated

by Cronquist (1981) to be perigynous or epigy-
nous, but he mentioned the genera Cassipourea
and Macarisia as having perigynous flowers with
a superior ovary. Actually, Cronquist (1981) ex-
pressed uncertainty in the proper disposition of

"^^^cribed as follows:

Since both Sterigmapetalum and Cassip

have hypogynous flowers with ^o"^P'^^^
Lral

perior ovaries that are not united to the

axis (Fig. 1 A, B), they may be considered
.^^

as constituting a new tribe within the w

the Khizophoraceae, and suggested various pos-
sibilities for its placement, not only in the Cor-
nales and Myrtales, both of which he hHipvpri

BE HYPOGYNEAE Steyermark & Lies^

Type: Cassipourea Aubl., Fl. Guiane

»

/. 211. Ill

5
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Flores hypogyni. Folia opposita vel verticillata. oblong, rounded at the base and apex. Filaments
Ovanum superum.

attached to the border of or fused with a basal

annular membrane which is hypogynously in-

serted at the base of the flower. Ovary rudiment
Sterigmapetalum Kuhlmann, Arch. Jard. Bot. Rio

de Janeiro 4: 359. /. i2. 1 925. type: Sterig- p,^^^^^ -^ ^^e staminate flowers. Ovary superior,
mapetalum obovatum Kuhlmann; Ariste- depressed-globose to subobovate, 5-6-locular,
guieta, Fam. Gen. Arb. Van. 605. 1973; Al- ^^^^ ^^n 2-ovulate; ovules pendulous. Style very
buquerque in Prance et al.. Acta Amaz. 5:

13. 1975.
short or obsolete, the very short stylar branches

covered by a crowded mass ofincurved stigmatic

Trees with interpetiolar stipules. Leaves op- threads. Fruit a septicidal, 5-6-celled capsule;

)site or 3-4-verticillate nptinlatp e^r^^\re^ nr sccds Collateral, pcndulous, oblong, winged; wings

crenulate-serrulate. Inflorescence axillary, sub- oblong-falciform, appendiculate or elongated,

terminal or in the upper axils, pedunculate, cy- caducous. Endosperm oleaginous, slightly thick;

mose, the cymes congested, unbranched or di- radicle cylindrical; cotyledons foliaceous, flat,

tinomorph

about equaling the length of the radicle.

Geographical distribution: Seven species are

known, distributed in Amazonian Brazil north

to the Guianas, Venezuela, and eastern Colom-

bia (Fig, 3).

J^erous, sessile or pedicellate. Calyx campanu-
late, 4-7.dentate or -lobed, the teeth or lobes
valvate. Petals usually of the same number as

Jhe calyx lobes, 4-6, free, hypogynous, inserted
between the base of the calyx tube and the base The genus Sterigmapetalum may be divided
of the staminal membrane, linear, oblanceolate i^^to two subgenera:
or panduriform, 3-lobed or 3-parted at the apex
with 2 lateral flanges bearing 2-1 8, short to elon-
gated, fimbrillate appendages on either side of a
central, hooded, inflexed portion bearing 3 to
j^any crowded, incurved appendages, this cen-

tal portion often surmounted by an inflexed uuu.xc., m,^ ^hh- -«»». «..., ...... ^h-
Penicillate pubescent tuft. Stamens 8-1 2, usually posite; lateral flanges of the petals reduced to
^Jiequal. Anthers versatile, dorsifixed, broadly

la. No resinous exudate present; leaves usually

3-4-verticillate, rarely opposite; lateral flanges

of the petals well developed with several to

many fimbrillate appendages .

Subgenus Sterigmapetalum

1 b. Resinous exudate present on young buds, pe-

duncles, and upper cauline axis; leaves op-

nearly obsolete Subgenus Balsamocaulon

la.

lb.

KeySS±.\ lU IHt 3UJ3CjbNtKA AINU ^fttwlt:* wr ^ i i:,i\i^i*i.ii ^ i .^m^^^va

Leaves always opposite; resinous exudate present on apical portion of stem, peduncle, and buds;
peduncle solitary, axiUary between the 2nd and 6th nodes below the apex of the stem
-:;— „ Subgenus Balsamocaulon
^- Leaves acute or subacute and narrowed at the apex, broadest at the middle; stipules acute to

acuminate; petals lacking lateral flanges, glabrous 6. S. resinosum
"• Leaves truncate to rounded at the summit, broadest above the middle; stipules obtuse; petals with

2 lateral flanges, ciliate, apically densely pilose 7. S. heterodoxum
^aves mamly 3-4-verticillate, rarely opposite; resinous exudate absent; peduncles at or just below
apex of stem _ _ Subgenus Sterigmapetalum
a. Leaves rounded at the base; staminate flowers 4-merous 5. 5". tachircnse

"• Leaves mainly cuneate acute or subobtuse al the base; staminate or pistillate flowers 5-6-merous,
rarely 7-merous.
4a. Peduncles 3-7 cm long; inflorescence manifestly 2-4-dichotomously branched; lateral flanges

of the petals 14-21 mm long including the appendages greatly exceedmg the calyx tube, 14

2
1 mm long _ _ „ ' • ^ ^'^^

4b. Peduncles 0.3-3"cm long- 'inflorescence either 1 -dichotomous or with fascicuiately crowded
1. S. obovatum

•^cuuncies U.3-3 cm long- inflorescence either i -aicnoiomoub or wum la^^i^u.ai^.jr v.«.r^v«

flowers terminating the axes; lateral flanges of the petals, including the appendages, at most

6 mm long, scarcely equaling or only slightly exceeding the calyx tube.

5a. Leaves broadest at the middle, narrowed above the middle to the apex; leaf margins more

or less denticulate-crenulate; petals lacking fimbrillate lateral flanges --tf«M-

5b. Leaves

3. 5". exappendiculatum

margins entire; petals with fimbrillate lateral flanges.

6a. Upper leaf surface with conspicuously elevated tertiary venation.
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Figure 3. Geographical distribution of the genus Sterigmapetalum.

7a. Stipules glabrous without; calyx exterior glabrous or at most sparsely appressed- .

pubescent 4 5 colombianu^ I

7 b. Stipules densely pubescent without; calyx exterior densely sericeous

2a. 5. guianense subsp. ^w«^"*
[

bb. Upper leaf surface lacking elevated tertiary venation -r ^

Sterigmapetalum subgenus Sterigmapetalum. base, 7-17 cm long, 3.5-11 cm wide, glabro"J
1

t

type: Sterigmapetalum obovatum Kuhl- nerved
belo

mann.
nerves

3-4- — vuigu j-^-ver- faces, entire, slightly revolute, the lateral ner>

Ucillata. raro opposita. Extensiones laterales petalorum 11-19 on each side, ascending, straight,
ana

bene evolutae cum appendicibus fimbriatis. ' -

1. Sterigmapetalum obovatum Kuhlmann, Arch.
Jard. Bot. Rio de Janeiro 4: 360. /. 32. 1925.
type: Brasil, Amazonas, Porto Velho, no
Madeira, 7 Sept. 1923, Kuhlmann 17933
(RB, holotype; US, isotype); Albuquerque
in Prance et al.. Acta Amaz. 5:15. 1975
Fig. lA, Fig. 3.

Trees 10-30 m tall; branches 3-5-verticillate,
quadrangulate; upper intemodes densely buff-to-
mentellose, the lower intemodes glabrescent.
Leaves 3-5-verticillate, petiolate

tomosing near the margins, subsulcate abov ,

evated below, the tertiary veinlets ''^^''^"^

^
prominent on both sides. Inflorescence so i

^
in the upper axils, but several present ^i^^^^^j,.

crowded leaves; peduncles 3-6 cm long,
"C •

buff-tomentose. Staminate inflorescence
^

chotomously 3-forked. Flowers sessile. ^*^
each axis. Calyx deeply campanulate. ^

.^^
long, 3-4 mm wide, densely buff-appre*^^^

meniellose without. Petals 1 5 mm long, ^^ ^
inate portion linear-oblanceolate to lis"'^'''^^,,

lanceolate, 5 mm long, 1 mm wide, s'^^^j.
Leaves .-^-verticinate, pet.olate, the petioles 5- apically 3-lobed. the apical central portion u|

15(-20) mm long, densely bufftomentellose; leaf 0.8 mm long, bordered by 2 lateral flanges
^^;.

blades coriaceous, obovate, rounded to sub-
apex

—*** .w..g, wa*.i« laicim iiaii^c bcafing

mentous appendages basally attached to ^

\

1
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of cerro along no Karuai, Ptari-tepui, 1,220

m, 27 Nov. 1 944, Steyermark 60658 (F, ho-

lotype).-Fig. IB, C

3-4

inar portion 2 mm long; apical margin of the

central portion bearing 3 short appendages 0.5-

0.8 mm long on one side and 1 elongated ap-

pendage 9-10 mm long on other side. Stamens
10 in one equal series; filaments free in the upper

0.5 mm, united into a membrane at the base 1.5 terete; upper internodes sericeous, the lower in-

mm long; anthers narrowly oblong, subemargin- temodes glabrous. Stipules ovate-triangular, ob-
ate, 1.2 mm long. Ovary rudiment conic, 1.7 mm tuse, 6-8 mm long, 2-2.5 mm wide, densely se-

long, 0.8 mm wide, densely buff tomentose or riceous both sides. Leaves 3-4-verticillate, shortly
4

sericeous. Pistillate inflorescence: forked cyme petiolate, the petioles 5-9 mm long, glabrous to

with 2-3 flowers borne on each axis. Flowers densely sericeous, leafblades coriaceous, broadly

subpedicellate; pedicels 0.5-1.5 mm long, dense- cuneately obovate to obovate- or oval-oblong,
ly buff-tomentellose. Calyx deeply campanulate, subtruncate to slightly emarginate or rounded at

narrowed basally, 7-8 mm long, 4-5 mm wide the apex, subobtuse to acute at the base, 3.5-8

above the base, 1,5 mm wide at the base; calyx cm long, 2-7 cm wide, the margins remotely and
lobes 5-7, triangular, acute, 1.5-2.7 mm long, inconspicuously minutely glandular-denticulate

'5-1,7 mm wide, sericeous within. Petals 5, 20- to entire, mainly glabrous except the midnerve
21 mm long, the laminar portion ligulate, 5 mm beneath sparsely to more densely appressed-pu-
'ong, 1.5 mm wide, the fimbriate apical portion bescent, the lateral nerves 9-12 on each side,

15-16 mm long with 3 short middle appendages arcuate-ascending, anastomosing before the

1 mm long, and 2 lateral flanges bearing 4-5 margins, prominently impressed above in subsp.

elongate appendages, the united portion at the guianense, elevated below, the tertiary veinlets

^se 2.5-3 mm long, 0.7-1 mm wide. Ovary gui

subtruncate^ , anense, absent or obsolete in subsp. ichunense,
base, obtusely 5-angled, 2 mm long, 3 mm wide, conspicuously reticulate below. Inflorescence 1

<Jensely tomentose. Staminodes 10, 0.8 mm long, to 3, terminal or in the axils of the uppermost
[he aborted anthers globose, 0.1 mm long and leaves, compactly dicholomously cymose. Sta-

6-0 iflorescence.
united more than half-way down, the united por- with two main axes 1.5-2 mm long, moderately

Fruit
jWong-obovate, 4 cm long, 2-2.5 cm wide,
^nsely sericeous. Seed oblong, plano-convex, 8

pubescent

pedicels

5-4

Spec

sinJ "'"^y*^' "ear Livramento, no Livramento, ba-

Mans
^ ^^^""^' ^'^koff^jss (NY), 7021 (NY, US);

-naos, circa Cachoeira do Mindii, Ducke 23473 (US);

Borh i'

*^°'°"'^ <io Taruma, Ducke 23472 (NY, US);

no M i^*^*"
"^^ Madeira, Ducke 23471 (US); Borba,

Madeira, Ducke 75 (NY, US); Manaos, Ducke 10

Mana. ' '^'^P^ Sangana, Froes 25448 (NY);

Rodr
^ "^^''Sem direita de Reserva Horestal Ducke,

m kiw^^;
^^^^^^ * Coelho 8468 (NY); ManSos, 25

^^"''P<^ Smith 30197 (NY, US), para: Rio Tapajoz,

I9l9ff ^ ^r^^^
Mangabal, 31 Aug. 1916 (fl.), 15 Dec

highw
^' "^^^ '^^03. TERR, rondonia: Brasilia-Acn

\.
^'^.W of Vilhena, Maguire. Pires. Ma

highw
Maguire,

p-^a^/r6. Pires, Magu

2 mm long or subsessile, 6-8 mm long, 5 mm
wide, 5-merous. Bracteoles narrowly lanceolate,

subobtuse, 1.5-2 mm long, 0.5 mm wide, pilo-

sulous both sides, involucrate. Calyx 5-dentate,

urceolate, 4-5.5 mm long, 3-3.5 mm wide, gla-

brous to sparsely pilosulous without, densely se-

riceous within, the teeth triangular-ovate, sub-

acute, 1.5 mm long. Petals 5, spatulate, dorsally

densely pilose, ventrally sparsely pilose, subun-

guiculate toward the base, 6 mm long at matu-

rity, 1.8 mm wide apically, the central cucullale

portion shorter than the lateral flanges, provided

with an incurved penicillate tuft; lateral flanges

exceeding the central portion, 1.5-2.5 mm long,

3-4-fimbrillate, the appendages glabrous. Sta-

mens 10; filaments unequal, 3-4 mm long, united

in the basal 1 mm, glabrous; anthers broadly

oblong, 1 mm long. Staminodes squamelliform.^^ ,-«™rSsr:yrcZn%r^u „r.S m/peb.': oblong, 1 mm long. S,arn,„cK)« «.-™c, orm,

^- '930. Klug 897 (NY, US). 1mm long, bordering the basal sides of the fil-

2- Stt
aments united with the base of the filaments.

»t*;rigmapetalum guianense Steyermark, Ovary rudiment densely hirsute. Pistillate injlo-

Fieldiana Bot. 28(2)- 422 1 9 S2 type: Ven- rescence. Fruit obovate, 1 6 mm long, 8 mm broad,
Bot. 28(2): 422. 1952. type: Ven-

^zuela, Esiado Bolivar, dense forest at base pubescent
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Key to the Subspecies of
Sterigmapetalvm guianense

la. Upper leaf surface with prominent and sub-
reliculate tertiary venation

guianense subsp. guianense
lb. Upper leaf surface lacking pronounced or

subreticulate tertiary venation

guianense

3. Sterigmapetalum exappendiculatum Steyer-

1

mark & Liesner, sp. nov. type: Venezuela,,]

Bolivar, montane forest, cumbre of LaEs-

calera, Alto no Cuyuni, rio Uiri-Yuk, 1,

m, Aug. 20-21 1962, Maguire. Steyern

& Maguire 46876 (VEN, holotype; NY,

type).-Fig. 2: 2.

2a. Sterigmapetalum guianense Steyerm. subsp.
guianense

Arbor 12-20-metralis, ramulis juvenilibus intemo-

diis superioribusque dense pallido-tomentellis; stipulis

ovato-lanceolatis subobtusis 7-10 mm longis, 3.5-5

Geographical distribution: Talus slopes and n^mlatisdensesericeis;foliis 3-vertici^atis,peliolls5-

dwarf forest on sandstone table mountains at

1,585-1,615 m altitude in southeastern Estado
Bolivar, Venezuela, and dwarf forest bordering
savanna at 550-565 m altitude at base of Ta-
felberg Mountain. Surinam rPio X\

1 1 mm longis sericeis; laminis subcoriaceis oblongis

vel elliptico-oblongis apice rotundatis vel late obtusis

raro acutis, basi obtusis vel subacutis 7-14 cm longis

3.7-8 cm latis supra praeter costam sparsim pilosaffl

glabris, subtus modice vel dense adpreso-pilosis cosia

dense sericea, marginibus utroque latere 1^"^^^^^?^,

ulato-denticulatis, nervis lateralibus utroque latere ll>-

Specimens examined: Venezuela, bolivar: Ptari- ^^ adscendentibus ante marginem 4-10 mm anas^

tepui, Steyermark 60658 (pistillate plant, type of 5'. mosantibus supra conspicue impressis subtus eleva

guianense subsp. guianense, F, holotype); Ptari-tepui, venulis tertiariis utrinque manifeste reticulatis eie^^^

SE slopes bordering quebradas at base of slopes, Stey- i^que; inflorescentiis solitariis pedunculatis in ax

ermark 60042 (F, US, VEN); vicinity of "Misia Kathy foliorum supremorum insidentibus, peduncuUs >J^.

Camp", on mesa between Ptari-tepui and Sororopan- ^<^^&^ dense breviter puberuhs; inflorescentus oe^^

tepui, \MS m, Steyermark 60288(F) Surinam- South neisjuvenilibuscongestismultiflons,bracteis J-
.

" - '

longis 1-1.5 mm latis; calyce 5-dentato utnnqucsc

iceo; petalis juvenilibus obovato-subdolabnformiw^
^^avanna ino. l, lalelberg, 565 m, Maguire 24737 (F,
NY); 200 m, south Savanna No. IV, Tafelberg 550 m'
Maguire 24780 (NY).

cain

2b. Sterigmapetalum guianense subsp. ichu-
nense Steyermark & Liesner, subsp. nov.

pilosulis, apice breviter pilosulis, parte media api

incurvata tribus appendicibus brevibus i"^\^f ' ^
talorum appendicibus lateralibus nullis; o^ano

juv^

ovoideo apice obtuse dense hirsutulo 5-lobato t

type: Venezuela, Bolivar, Sierra Ichun, la- squamellis circumcincto.

Maria
Espuma (Salto Ichun), a lo largo del rio Ichiin,

4 -^ & -

Trees 1 2-20 m tall; young branches and uppf^

W
500-625 m, 29 Dec. 1961, Julian A. Stey-
ermark 90428 (VEN, holotype; NY, US,
isotype).— Fig. 2: 1.

A subsp. guianense Aifitn nervulis tertiariis foliorum
supra haut manifestis vel obsoletis.

intemodes densely tomentellous. Stipuies u

lanceolate, subobtuse, 7-10 mm long, ^-^"-^

wide, densely sericeous. Leaves 3-verticillate<

petioles 5-11 mm long, sericeous; leaf ba^

subcoriaceous, oblong or elliptic-oblong,
ro

^

ed or broadly obtuse, rarely acute, at the af^^-

obtuse or subacute at the base, 7-14 cm

Geographical distribution. Sandstone forested ^-^-^ cm wide, glabrous above except spa
-

o'lc ;« o^i.*t,^r« AT^ i_ _. *t^ ^^^ «:i— -.L _ ,_- • J i^^^foiv or denst

^

midnerve

AMAZONAS

areas in southern Venezuela at 1 10-500 m (Fig. ^—- -" "-v ....^.i^. w, t.xv. .
, ^,

3). appressed-pilose below, the midrib dense >

AHHitionai cr^.n ' ^ .r
riceous, cach margin with 11-15 crenulate

,

Additional specimens exammed: Venezuela boli- • i *• , , , .^«/^ine K^'"
var: Sierra Ichun, Steyermark 90428 (US, VEN) terr

t^^^lations, the lateral nerves ascending. ^^
on each side, anastomosing 4-10 mm h"

^^^

margin, conspicuously impressed above, e

ed below, the tertiary veins manifestly ^^^^^.^

and elevated both sides. Inflorescence ^^.^
pedunculate, from the uppermost 1^^^

|'^jys.J

alrcdedores del aeropuerto, 125 m, 17-18 Aug. 1970
Steyermark & Bimting 102747 (US, VEN); road from
San Fernando de Atabapo to Santa Barbara, 12^0 km
from San Fernando, ilO m, 24 Mar. 1974, Gentry &
Tillett 10868 (MO, VEN).

^^ . .
duncles 2-3 cm long, densely short puD*-'"

The specimens cited from Terr. Fed. Ama- Ynvn^ ni.tillnt. i„n^r....„.^ rnneested.
^^

zonas tend to have longer petioles and shorter
^_,,. . .

flowered, the bracts 3-5 mm long, I-'; ^
pubescence. Additional collections with flowers wide. Calyx 5-dentate, sericeous with'n'JI'

1

from that region may eventually show thai an
additional subspecies or species is represented.

bdolabn

dorsally and above papillate, venirall
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pilosulous, the apex shortly pilosulous, the me- fimbrillae, the apex of the middle portion be-

dian portion incurved at the apex bearing 3 short tween the lateral flanges bearing a tuft of short

appendages, the appendages none. Young ovary hairs. Staminodia 10, scalelike and united at the

ovoid, obtuse at the apex, densely hirsutulous, base into an annulus (according to Monachino).
5-lobed, surrounded at the base by squamellae. Ovary spheroid, pubescent, 5-angulate.

PARATYPEs: Venezuela, bolivar: Chimanta Massif, Geographical distribution: Forests of north-
vicinityofBluffCamp, at base ofwest-facing sandstone eastern Colombia, in Department ofMagdalena,
bluffs of Chimanta-tepui (Torono-tepui), 1,700 m, 2-
4 June 1954, Steyermark 75634 (NY, VEN); vicinity
of km 143, south of El Dorado, NE of Luepa, 1,200
m, 6- 1

1 Mar. 1 962, Steyermark & Aristeguieta 47 (US,

M

at 1,000-1,200 m (Fig. 3).

Two collections, in addition to the type, from

the Department of Magdalena, Colombia, both

sterile, were identified by Standley as S. colom-

bianum and cited by Monachino (1944). The
overlying the Roraima sandstone formation, data for these collections are: Cincinnati region,

southeastern Estado Bolivar, Venezuela, at 1,000- 1,300-1,500 m, Dec. 1931-Feb. 1932, Espina &
1,700 meters (Fig. 3). GiacomettoA142, and Rio Toribio region, slope
This species is well-marked by the absence of of San Lorenzo, 1,000-1,200 m, Espina iSc Gia-

laieral appendages ofthe petals, sparse indument cometto A90.
of the petals, crenulate-denticulate leaves, and The description of this species is incomplete
rather densely tomentose stems, peduncles, and and unsatisfactory, due to the 1) immature de-
lower surface of leaf blades. velopment and fragmentary nature of the inflo-

rescence, and 2) uncertainty of presence or ab-

sence of indument on the type collections.

Monachino described the species from the NY
holotype as having peduncles only "ca. 3 mm
long," but an examination ofthe F isotype shows

peduncles 8-10 mm long. The peduncles and

4. Monachino
Woods

Magdalena: Rio Jabali region (La Victoria),

1,000-1,200 m, Dec. 1931-Feb. 1932, Es-
Pina &Giacometto A31 (NY, holotype; F,

l^^^^^^^, p^rt of the stems in the NY holotype
•sotype).

appear to be covered by a microscopically dense
Tree 10-25 m tall; uppermost internodes ap- appressed indument, but the F isotype is covered

Parently glabrous but covered by a minute, by minute hyphal threads that complicate the

densely appressed indument. Stipules ovate, sub- interpretation of the presence or absence of in-

^cute, 1.5-2 mm long, 1.2 mm wide, appearing dument. Similarly, the calyx tube on the F iso-

fungal

bears

• shortly petiolate, the petioles 2-6 mm long, that uncertainty remains as to whether the cx-

^Parently glabrous but basally with minute hairs; teriorsurface is completely gla"

' blades subcoriaceous, obovate, rounded at minute appressed indument.

^ apex, cuneately acute at the base, 4.5-6.7 cm ' '

lone. l-A r.^ .. . , . ...... Monachmo
ing an inflorescence composed only of the bud

ped

arising just below the apical portion of the twigs,

peduncle

""^^^'^^^tered, pale, appressed hairs may be pres- of female flowers, "single on end of peduncle"
^t beneath), entire, the lateral nerves 8-12 on ' ^ .

. ,

, j.._„,„

the
^'^^'.^^^^"^'"8' anastomosing 3-5 mm from

clev'^^'^^"'
^^^^^^ ^^^"s finely reticulate and

cen^^^^
°" ^°^^ surfaces. Pistillate injlores-

of uT
^^''^^'^'' shortly pedunculate in the axils

long
I

"^^^"""^^51 leaves; peduncles 8-10 mm
Pult

~"^''^°^^i"ed, densely minutely appressed-

onlv^!^^'
^^^^'s umbellate, sessile (in bud

species

zophoraceae (Albuquerque in Prance et al.,

pedicels

be
peduncles of the NY holotype

»Parii
^'^^ ^'" ^"^) apparently 5-dentate, described by Monachino, since the flower buds

themselves arc strictly sessile.
broi

"*'*"^=»'>ea-puDescent or practically gla- tnemseives aic Mii«.i.:r ^^^a..-.

w,u.
""^^o^t. densely appressed-pubescent The two specimens cited by Albuquerque un-

^m. Petals (immature) subobovate, glabrous der 5. cohmbianum for Venezuela and Sunnam

half*
;""«»"> sugntly sericeous in t

'
'^'0 lateral flanges each bearing 4-6

Magiurc

present
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guianense subsp. ichunense and S, guianense 12-13 each side, divaricately spreading, anas-

subsp. guianense. Additionally, a specimen col- tomosing 2-7 mm from margin. Staminateln-

lected by de la Cruz 2170 from Guyana (NY) florescence: solitary in axils of the uppermost

and identified as 5". colombianum, proves to be- leaves; cymosely branched, the secondary axes

long to the Malpighiaceae, 4-5 mm long, minutely appressed-puberulent;

peduncles 1.2-1.7 cm long, sparsely or moder-

5. Sterigmapetalum tachirense Steyermark & ately appressed-puberulent, the hairs papillate;

Liesner, sp. nov. type: Venezuela. Tachira: flowers in close succession. Rowers with pedicels

cloud forested ridge top, along steep slopes 0.5 mm long. Calyx deeply campanulale, 3.5-4

leading to Cerro Azul, at Cerro Las Minas, mm long, 2-2.8 mm wide, the tube 2.5 mm long.

18 km southeast of Santa Ana, 7°36'N, sparsely appressed-puberulent, glabrescent wilh-

72^13'W, 1,200-1,380 m, 11 Nov. 1979, tree out, sparsely appressed-pilose within. Calyx lobes

20 m tall, leaves coriaceous, spreading, rich 4, deltoid-ovate, obtuse, 1.2-1.5 mm long, 1.3

green above, pale green below, petals white, mm wide, glabrous without except for the ciliate

calyx pale green, Julian A. Steyermark, apex, within densely appressed-pubescent. Petals

Ronald Liesner <&. Angel Gonzalez 120032 4, narrowly oblanceolate-ligulate, 5 mm long, 0.5

4

I

(VEN, holotype; MO, isotype).— Fig. 4.

Arbor 20-metralis, ramulis juvenilibus dense mi-

mm wide at the base, upwards 1.5 mm wide.

unguiculate toward the base, the claw 1.5 mm

nuteque papillato-pubescentibus indumento adpreso ^i^^' P^^^^ ^P^^^^ 3-lobed, the central pan

munitis; stipulis non visis; foliis 3-verticillatis raro op- cuUate, provided with incurved, clustered s g

positis brevipetiolatis, petiolis 2-2.5 mm longis minute ments, on each side with two lateral flanges part-

papillato-puberulentibus vel glabrescentibus; laminis
g^j i^to 15-18 elongate, glabrous fimbria, the

lateral segments below and the margins densel)

hispid-pubescent. Stamens 8; filaments 3.5 mm

^ „.^.....„ . , .„.„ „.,„..^- long, 0.2 mm wide at the base, connate m the

mosantibus; inflorescentiis masculinis solitariis in axillis basal 5 mm- anthers narrowly oblong, 1-2-1'

foliorum supremorum pedunculatis; pedunculis 1.2- ^^ ^^ 04 ^^ ^j^e; staminodes subulate.

i .7 cm longis sparsim vel modice minuteque adpresso-
puberulentibus piUs papillatis instructis, cymoso-ra-
mosis, axibus secundariis 4-5 mm longis minute ad-

)

suborbiculari-ovalibus apice rolundatis basi rotundatis
6-8.5 cm longis 5.3-7 cm latis utrinque glabris inte-

gerrimis; nervis lateralibus utroque latere 12-13 di-

varicate patentibus ante marginem 2-7 mm anasto-

\

\

somewhat narrowed at the apex, 1 mm long

rudiment
preso-puberulentibusflorescrebrosgerentibus;floribus wide at the base, appressed-pilose.
niasculinis breviter pedicellatis, pedicellis 0.5 mm lon-
gis; calyce profunde campanulato 3.5-4 mm longo 2-
2.8 mm lato, tube 2.5 mm longo extus sparsim ad-
preso-puberulenti glabrescenti intus sparsim adpreso-
piloso; calycis lobis 4 dehoideo-ovatis obtusis 1.2-1.5
mm longis 1.3 mm latis extus praeter apicem ciliola-

tum glabris intus dense adpresso-pubescentibus; pe-
talis 4 anguste oblanceolato-ligulatis 5 mm longis basi
0.5 mm latis, supeme 1.5 mm latis basim versus un-
guiculatis, ungue 1.5 mm lato; petalis apice 3-Iobatis,

parte centrali cucuUata segmentis aggregatis incurvatis
munita, utroque latere extensionibus duobus laterali-

of

Geographical distribution: Montane ^^''^^^L^

Estado Tachira, western Venezuela, at 1,

1,380 m elevation (Fig. 3).
^^

This species differs from the other kno^^

members of the genus in its tetramerous flow^^

with 4 calyx lobes, 4 petals, and 8 stamens,^^^

in the suborbicular-oval leaves rounded at

ends.

1

bus in 15-18 fimbrias elongatas glabras fissis, infra Sterigmapetalum subgenus BalsamocaulonStej

I

s

segmentos laterales marginesque dense hispidulis;

staminibus 8, filamentis 3.5 mm longis 0.2 mm latis

basi 0.5 mm longis connatis; antheris anguste oblongis
1.2-1.5 mm longis 0.4 mm latis; staminodiis subulatis
apice paullo angustatis 1 mm longis; ovarii rudimento
conico 1 mm longo basi 0.7 mm lato adpresso-piloso.

Trees 20 m tall; juvenile branches covered with

ermark & Liesner, subgenus novum.
^ ^

Sterigmapetalum resinosum Steyerm

Liesner.

Exsudatum resinosum adest. Folia
"^PP^^/^^^'i^tac.

siones laterales petalorum deminutae vel obso

\

Liesner, sp. nov. type: Venezuela. -

dense, minute, appressed papillate indumentum. 6. Sterigmapetalum resinosum Steyer

Stipules not seen. Leaves 3-verticillate, rarely op-
posite, short-pctioled, the petioles 2-2.5 mm long,

minutely papillate-puberulent or glabrescent; leaf

blades suborbicular-oval, rounded at the apex,

rounded at the base, 6-8.5 cm long, 5.3-7 cm
wide, entire, both sides glabrous, the lateral nerv es

mar'^

Uci

selva humeda en las laderas del ^^^^
^^ ^

entre los brazos del rio Uei (afluentc ^

Venamo y Cuyuni), km 121.5 ^o^^"
iO

Dorado, 1,050 m, 27-28 Dec. 1970, tr^'

m, leaves coriaceous, deep green aDo

f

Af
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c D E F

flow o
"' "*• Sterigmapetalum tachirense. A. Habit, flowering branch, Xl. B. Ovary rudiment, stamina c

£ • ^- S^^minate flower, lateral view. D. Petal, ventral view, staminate flower. E. Petal, dorsal view, staminate

fibm'-
^- ^"d'-oe^ium, staminate flower, showing one complete stamen, the other stamens with portions of

"lenis attached to basal membrane. G. Inner upper surface of calyx lobe.

green below, Julian A. Stevermark. G.C.K. velgiabrescentibus,laminiscoriaceisoblongo-eiiipticis

& P r»..„-._ ... -.--., .. . ^/Pi nhlanceolato-oblongis apice abrupte angustatis
* ^- Dunsterville 104569 (US, holotype
sheet No. 2581558-A; US, isotype, sheet

258l559-A)._Fig.2:3.

^niibu^ .
^^'"^ctralis, ramulis glabris vel glabres-

prc^-
^' J"*^';"odiis supremis resinosis; stipulis su-

^'JUiiis
4,^^'"^^'^ lanccolaio-ovatis acutis vel acu-

^Posif
^^ longis glabris demum caducis; foliis

"^ Peliolalis. petiolis 10-15 mm longis glabris

vel oblanceolato-oblongis apice abrupte angustatis

acutis vel obtuse acutis basi acutis 5-10.5 cm longis

2-5 cm latis utrinque glabris subtus obsolete minu-

tequc glanduloso-punctatis, marginibus utroque latere

15-16-subcrenulatisinsinubusglandulifcris;nervisla-

teralibus utroque latere 1 1-14 ad angulum 20-25* pa-

tentibus supra imprcssis subtus paullo elevaiis ante

marginem 2-4 mm anaslomosantibus, vcnulis tcrtia-

riis subtus aliquantum manifcstis subrcticulatisquc su-

«ra xrW m^inifpsiis: inflorcscenliis masculmis (imma-
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tuns) resinosis solitariis in axillis nodomm supremorum dades del km 134 y campamento 134 al sur de El

secundorum usque ad sextos breviter pedunculatis in- Dorado, 1,300-1,350 m, 25 Dec. 1970, J. Steyermark
sidentibus,pedunculis(immaturis) l-1.7cmlongismi- G.C.K. & E. DunsteniUe 104463 (US, VEN).
nute parceque puberulis ca. 6-floris; floribus breviter

pedicellis
alabastro 0.5 mm longis; calyce in alabastro 2 mm
longo subcoriaceo 5-angulato, lobis 5 deltoideo-ovatis
subacutis marginibus elevatis apice pilosis extus aliter
glabris intus supeme minute pilosulis aliter glabris; pe-

panduriformibus

Geographic distribution: Montane forests over

Roraima sandstone formation ofEstado Bolivar,

southeastern Venezuela, at 1,050-1,300 m ele-

vations.

This species is distinguished by the resinifer-

cucullaiis appendices tres subulatas incurvatas ge- ous exudate on the apical portion of the stem,

u'tri^ue .SSot^^ nht
"'^ '"'^?- '-^ "^^ '^"^^ buds, and peduncles, the opposite leaves with

uinnque glabns dorsum obtuse cannatis, extensioni- u .1 ^ , , .1
bus lateral ibus nuUis; staminibus 10 (immaturis), fi-

^''^uPt^y acute apex, and glabrous petals

lamentis brevissimis basi dilatatis connatis; ovarii ru- ^^^^ lateral flanges,
dimento ovoideo-conico apice rotundato glabro
5-angulato; stigmate sessili.

which

7. Sterigmapetalum heterodoxum Steyermark &

Liesner, sp. nov. type: Venezuela. Falcon:

Sierra de San Luis, Montaria de Paraguariba,

forested area bordering savanna, entre el

Hotel Parador y Curimagua, 1,300 m, 21

July 1967, tree 3 m, leaves coriaceous, deep

green above, paler green below, flower buds

green with 5 valvate sepals, Julian A. Stey-

ermark 99409 (VEN, holotype; US, iso-

type).— Fig. 2: 4.

obsoletely minutely glandular punctate" 7Zh ^^^^ 3-metralis, ramulis glabris, internodiis supe-

Trees 20-25 m tall; branches glabrous or gla-
brescent; uppermost internodes resinous. Up-
permost stipules subresinous, lanceolate-ovate,
acute or acuminate, glabrous, 4-5 mm long, ca-
ducous. Leaves opposite, petiolate, the petioles
10-15 mm long, glabrous or glabrescent; leaf
blades coriaceous, oblong-elliptic or oblanceo-
late-oblong, the apex abruptly narrowly acute or
obtusely acute, the base acute, 5-10.5 cm long,
2-5 cm wide, both surfaces glabrous, abaxially

margin with 15-16 subcrenulate teeth, the si-
nuses glandular, the lateral nerves on both sides
1 1-14, spreading at a 20-25" angle, adaxially im-
pressed, abaxially slightly elevated, anastomos-

2-4

rioribus resinosis; stipulis suborbiculari-ovatisobtusis

glabris resiniferis; foUis oppositis petiolatis, petiohs 5-

1 1 mm longis glabris, laminis coriaceis obovatis apice

truncato-rotundatis basi cunealis 5.5-9 cm longis 3.j-

5 cm latis utrinque glabris, marginibus inconspicue
'

12-crenulatis in sinubus minute glandulifens,
nervi

...5 ^-^ ,i,ui ii^j„i ine margin, the tertiary veins
^^-^'^""'^ua m bumuub huhulc giaix^u..----. ^^

abaxially more or less manifestly subreticulate ;f.'^^".^^^"^
^^^"'l"^ ^^'^'^ '0-1 \ ^^ Ts mm anas-

_j_...- ,t . ^ ^"Liicucuidie, divancatp natpntihii« nntp mnrpinem 2-5 mm o"

Male infli

divaricate patentibus ante marginem 2-5 mm ana

tomosantibus, supra subimpressis inconspicuis suP

^

subelevatis, venulis tertiariis subtus minute reti^uia

^

supra obsoletis; inflorescentiis masculinis (immatu^^

resinosis solitariis in axillis nodorum supremorum
.

-

flowers short-pedicellate in branched cymes the
pedicels m bud 0.5 mm long. Calyces in bud 2mm long, subcoriaceous, 5-angled, 5-lobed the
lobes deltoid-ovate, subacute, margins elevated,
abaxially pilose at the apex, otherwise elabron.

otherwi

in-

als 5, (immature), panduriform, rounded, cu-
cullate at the apex, the appendages three, subu-
late, incurved, the base rounded 8 mm lonp
3 mm wide both cJh^c i u ^' ^''"'^ "*' "^"^ 'o"Sis basi connatis;

^;tlTw' T H .K f
^'^^'^"'' ^^'^^"y Ob- columnari-subconko 0.6 mm longo.

lusely keeled, the lateral appendages absent. Sta- ^ nncrmens 10 (immature); filaments very short di
^^^^ ^ ^ ^^"' branches glabrous; upF

^^^

lated and connate at the base. Ovary rudiment
^^^^^^^ resinous. Stipules suborbicular-o

^^
ovoid-conical, the apex rounded, glabrous 5 an

^^^^^^' glabrous, resinous. Leaves opposite-

^"'"""'' '

' " " petioles 8-11 mm long, glabrous; leaf blades^

riaceous, obovate, the apex truncate-rounded-

base cuneate, 5.5-9 cm long, 3.5-5 cm v^id^-

^
j^

sides glabrous, the margins inconspicuously

(immature) resinous, solitary, in axils of the sec-
ond to the sixth uppermost nodes shortly pe- ,„,^-
dunculate; peduncles (immature) 1-1 7 cm Inno

^^^inosis solitariis in axillis nodorum supremorun

Minute,, spa.e,y pube™,ous la. ^-flTwe^S; ^S^.^^ZZ^ZrS''^^
glabris ca. 5-floris; floribus (immaturis) ut ^^^^^^[^ -^

'

sessilibus resinosis; calyce in alabastro 3.5 mm lO s^

extus glabro intus sericeo 5-dentato, dentibus ap

pilosulis marginibus elevatis induratis; petahs 5 1^.

maturis) dorso supeme pilosis, marginibus cihau

ter glabris, apice parte centrali cucuUata hispio^'

pendices tres subulatas incurvatas gerentibus, utr

latere extensionibus duobus lateralibus i"^^^"^^,.

erectis appendices duas subulatas gerentibus; s

nibus 10 inaequalibus in alabastro, Ala^^^'^^^VLnto
simis 0.6 mm longis basi connatis; ovarii ruai^i

gled

paratvpe: Venezuela. BolIvar: En el drenaje delno Cuyun,, a lo largo del rio Anawaray-paru, vecin

i
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12 crenulate-toothed, the sinuses minutely glan-

dular, the lateral nerves on both sides 10-11,

divaricately spreading at a 15-20° angle, anas-

tomosing 2-5 mm from the margin, above in-

conspicuously subimpressed, below subelevated,

the tertiary veins below minutely reticulate, above
obsolete. Male inflorescence: (immature) resin-

ous, solitary, in the axils of the second to sixth

uppermost nodes; peduncles (immature) 1.2-1.5

cm long, glabrous, about 5-flowered. Flowers
(immature) apparently subsessile, resinous. Ca-
lyces in bud 3.5 mm long, glabrous without, se-

riceous within, 5-dentate, the teeth pilose at the

—
. 1 982b. Sieve-element plastids of Cyrillaceae,

Erythroxylaceae and Rhizophoraceae. Presenta-

tion and Significance of Subtype-PV Plastids. PI.

Syst, Evol. (in press).

1983. Ultrastructure of sieve-element plas-

tids of Myrlales and allied groups. Ann, Missouri

Bot. Gard. (in press).

— & L. Pop. 1981. Sieve-element plastids and
crystalline P(hloem)-protein in Leguminosae: Mi-
cromorphological characters as an aid to the cir-

cumscription of the family and subfamilies. Pp.

707-715 in R. M. Polhill and P. H. Raven (edi-

tors). Advance in Legume Systematics. Academic
Press, London.

Bentham, G. & W. D. Hooker. 1862. Genera Plan-

677-678
apex, the margins elevated, indurated. Petals 5 Croat, T. 1978. Flora of Barro Colorado Island

(immature); dorsally pilose above, the margins
ciliate, otherwise glabrous; central part of the
apex cucullate, hispid, bearing 3 subulate, in-
curved appendages, each side bearing 2 lateral,

linequal, erect, subulate appendages. Stamens 10,
unequal in bud; filaments short, 0.6 mm long,
basally connate. Ovary rudiment conical-sub-
conical, 0.6 mm long.

This species, like the foregoing S, resinosum.
IS well-marked by the resiniferous exudate on the
^Pper intemodes, buds, and peduncles, charac-
lenstic of subgenus Balsamocaulon, and by the
opposite leaves. It differs from S. resinosum in
having the leaves truncate-rounded at the apex,
stipules obtuse, and petals densely pilose at the
apex with lateral flanges bearing two unequal
^mbnllate appendages.
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NEW SPECIES AND COMBINATIONS IN THE GENUS
OENOTHERA (ONAGRACEAE) I

Warren L. Wagner-

Abstract

Four new combinations in Oenothera sect. Megapterium and one each in sects. Pachylophus mA
Oenothera are made here to make them available for use in regional floras. Oenothera harringtonii

(sect. Pachylophus) from southeastern Colorado, O. clelandii (sect. Oenothera subsect. Raimannla)
principally from the Great Lakes region south to Iowa and Illinois, and O. heterophyUa subsp. orientalis

from two disjunct areas in Alabama and Arkansas are newly described here in order to also make
them available.

A series of revisionary papers on Oenothera
(Wag

(Wagner

insubsects. Oenothera (Dietrich & Wag
prep.) and Raimannia (Dietrich et al., in prep.)

that contain new taxa and combinations are cur-
rently in press or in the late stages ofpreparation.

County, Oklahoma, 1893, F. .4. Waugh ISh^^^'

2529631, lectotype here designated; KSC US,

isolectotypes). Munz (Amer. J. Bot. 17: 365. 1930)

selected the US specimen as the lectotype, how-

ever, Norton apparently only examined the KSC

and MO sheets.

rently in press or in the late stages ofpreparation. .. .r

The publication of one or more regional floras
Oenothera macrocarpaNutt. subsp. fremontuP

»u„x ^_!„ . f . . _ _ MT^r.*,. \ \\T T \\J^.— ^^ ^^n-i\\ of ctnt nOV.
that contain information resulting from these de-
tailed studies on Oenothera, however, will likely

precede that of the revisions. Therefore, in order
to make these new names and combinations
available for the Great Plains Flora, the Vascular
Flora of the Southeastern United States, vol. 3,
and the Michigan Flora, vol. 2, they are pub-
lished here in advance of the revisions. Detailed
discussion of these changes and new taxa will be
included in the revisions.

Wats.) W. L. Wagne

Oenotherafremontii S. Wats., Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts

8: 587. 1873. type: "White rock on Smoky Hi"

River," Ellsworth, Russell, Ellis, Trego, Cove, or

Logan county, Kansas, 7-23 June 1^^^'^;^,

Parry 79 (GH, lectotype here designated; MO

sheets, US, isolectotypes). Munz (Amer. J. W-

17: 367. 1930) indirectly selected the Fremon

collection (second expedition), also mentionej d,

Watson, as the lectotype. Since GH has no hre-

mont collection that could be the one Watson&a^

I have selected the other collection cited by

Oenothera sect. Megapterium (Spach) Endl.
son. Parry 79, as the lectotype.

that
Oenothera macrocarpa Nutt. subsp. incana (A Oenothera macrocarpa is 3. variable species

n^r..r\\xr T ^i; _ ,
'

has differentiated extensively in the Great Pl^i"

region. Each of the four subspecies occupies
W, L. Wagner

Oenothera missouriensis Sims var. incana A Gray
Boston J. Nat. Hist. 6: 189. 1850. type: "Cana-
dian River" probably in the Texas Panhandle in
one of the following counties-Oldham, Potter
Hutchinson, Roberts or Hempshill-Texas April
1848, A. Gordon 21 (GH, lectotype, photo MO-
MO, isolectotype; Munz, Amer. J. Bot 17- 366*
1930).

^°-

different geographical and ecological situation an

in general they are sharply distinct. ^^^^ ^^
treated as subspecies primarily because oft

complete interfertility and extensive iniergr^

dation in any area of marginal contact, in

mediates are known between C macrocarp

- - fremontii
^^'^

Oenothera macrocarpa Nutt. subsp. oklahomen-
''^'''^^'''^''''^ ^"d between subspp.

<'^^''!'^"l,.

sJs (Nort.) W. L. Wagner, comb, et stat. nov. "'" ^"^ '"'^"^. '^.^''^ '' ^''°
^''''^'T Tincat^

sis and incana. There is also evidence

gests past hybridization between subspp-

'

Megapteritun oklahonunse Nort., Annual Rep. Mis- and fremontii. although there is at present

soun Bot. Card. 9: 1 53. 1 898. type: Marena, Payne contact between them

no

FounIndolLr'""' " "'"'' '"'°" """''" ^'""''™'' "V " Sran. ,„ Pe,er H. Raven from .he Nauonal Sc"""

' Dcpanmon. ofBounv. Bem,„ P. Bishop Museum, P.O. Box 19000-A, Honolulu. Hawaii 96819

Ann
196. 1983.
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Oenothera howardii (A. Nels.) W. L. Wagner, rand. Slightly curved capsules (1.7-)2.5-5.6 cm
comb. nov.

Lavauxia howardii A, Nels., Bot. Gaz. (Crawfordsville)

34: 368. 1902, non M. E. Jones, Zoe 3: 30 1. 1893.
type: "In clay, Vermilion," Sevier Co., Utah, 1 ,600
m, 16 My 1894, M. E. Jones 563lc(RM-l3996,
lectotype here designated; BM, G, MO 2 sheets,

MSC, NY, POM, UC, US, isolectotypes). Jones's
publication of the name Oenothera howardii is

invalid since he proposed the name in anticipa-
tion of its future acceptance (Art. 34.1b, Interna-
tional Code of Botanical Nomenclature, 1978).
He placed his discussion oV^Oenothera howardir
under the name Oenothera johnsonii Parry (= O.
primivehs A. Gray) and stated that should the
entity prove distinct he named it O. howardii.
Thus the first valid publication of the epithet was
by Aven Nelson as Lavauxia howardii. I am grate-
ful to Dan Nicolson for his helpful comments on
this situation.

Oenothera brachycarpa sensu Munz, Amer. J. Bot. 17:
367. 1930, pro parte.

Plant

long with an undulate ridge along the valves,

coarsely dentate spatulate to broadly oblanceo-

late leaves and cool montane habitat clearly dis-

tinguish this entity from the other subspecies of

O, caespitosa. It ranges from southern Wyoming,
Colorado to southeastern Utah and northern New
Mexico.

W. L. Wagner
Klei

Colorado, El Paso Co., Colorado Springs,

2,000 m, 29 May 1939, 7. H. Ehlers 7461

(MICH photos MO, COLO;
MICH 2 sheets, NA, isotypes).

Oenothera caespitosa var. eximia sensu Munz, Amer.

J. Bot. 18:731. 1931, pro parte (as to plants from

Colorado).

Herba annua caulescens. Folia tenuia, hirtella pilis

minutis glandulosis. Tubus floralis 3.1-6 cm longus.

Petala alba demum pallido-subrosea, 2-2.6 cm longa.

Capsula lanceoloidea, recta, (2.1-)2.5-3(-3.5) cm lon-

ga, valvularum marginibus 6-8 tuberculis prominen-

tibus 2-3 mm altis interdur coalescentibus porcam si-

gitudinis trientes deshiscens. Numerus chromosoma-

ticus gameticus, n = 1,

s from Hamilton Co., Kansas, eastern
Colorado, Utah, and Nevada formerly included
in Oenothera brachycarpa are segregated here as
0. howardii. This species is quite distinct from ^ ,^ ,. .,.

-

.

0. brachvcarnn in itc K^ir * n * i *u * nuatam formantibusque, per dimidium velduos lon-

drvreHH K K 1 "'^""^ ^^^^""^^ P^^^^' ^^^^ -tndinis trientes deshiscens. Numerus chromosoma-
,

^ reddish brown, floral tubes 4.3-1 1(-1 2.5) cm
ong and in that it consists of entirely tetraploid,
he'^aploid, and octoploid plants whereas O bra-

This attractive species named m honor of the

<^hcarpa from west Texas to southeastern Ari- late Harold D. Harrington (1903-1 981) is known
zona and northern Mexico has pale yellow petals only from grasslands in the southeastern Colo-

inat dry lavender, floral tubes (10 5-)12-22 cm ^^^^ counties of El Paso, Fremont, Otero, and

'ongand is entirely diploid, n = l\
' "~ a^:^.. ^....r,... u^^.i^rrf^^a ;. H,ct;.._

Oenothera L. sect. Pachylophus (Spach) Endl.

enothera caespitosa Nutt. subsp. macroglottis
(Rydb.) W. L. Wagner, Stockhouse & Klein,
<^omb. et Stat, nov.^

^^c/^^/oMw^^
Rydb., Bull. Torrey Bot. Club

i.^-
,,:

^^03. type: "Turkey Creek and tribu-

fan r
^" P^^^ent vicinity of La Veta Pass, Heur-

1900 p' ^^'^^^*^0' 2,800-2,900 m, 8 & 9 June

iKixr\ :
-^- Rydberg and F. K. Vreeland 5857

Las Animas. Oenothera harringtonii is distinc-

tive in the O. caespitosa complex in being a coarse

annual with densely leafy, erect stems; capsules

ovoid with 5-8 conspicuous tubercles 2-3 mm
high and five or more flowers opening at one

time.

Oenothera L. sect. Oenothera subsect. Oenothera

Oenothera elata H.B.K. subsp. hirsutissima (A.

Wats

nov.

^econstruS w'l^h ?.^°^^^'J'T'''^ K^°.'^ Oenothera biennis L. var. hirsutissima A. Gray, Mem.

comm
)

^^^ ^'^ ""^ ^- Bameby (pers. ^^^^ ^^^j ^^s II. 4: 43. 1849; ex S. Wats.,

Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts 8: 579. 1 873. type: Valley

^he plants treated here as Opnnthpra rapsni- of Santa Fe Creek, Santa Fe Co., New Mexico,

sa snKc„ ...
° ^^'^^ ^^ Oenothera caespi

^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^IS (GH, lectotype; MIN,

MO, isolectotypes; Munz, Aliso 2: 18. 1949).

tosQfL u
"'-"I'-vj ucie as uenotnera caespi-

(193,"
J

P- ^'^^''^Slottiswere included by Munz

^'ficiai O
*"^^" ^'^ broadly defined and ar-

tifiriai /-.
"^iii"i nis Droadly dehned and ar-

'ai O. caespitosa var. montana (Nutt.) Du- Recent careful study ofa large number ofspec-

Grol?noT'""^**°" ^"d O. harringtonii are contributed jointly with R. Stockhouse Pacific Univereity, Forest

V!'
OR 97166 and W. M. Klein, Morris Arboretum, 9414 Meadowbrook, Philadelphia, PA 19188.

'-ontnbuied by W. Dietrich, Botanisches Institut of the University of Dusseldorf Germany.
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imens of plants assigned to Oenothera hookeri tions from South Dakota south to Texas and

Torr. & A. Gray and O. data suggested that the central Arkansas. Oenothera clelandii is named

two entities are extremely similar and should be in honor of Ralph E. Cleland (1892-1970), life-

recognized as one species (Raven et al., 1979; long student o^ Oenothera cytogenetics.

Dietrich & Wagner, unpubl.) Populations in the

United States and northern Mexico can be sep- Oenothera heterophylla Spach subsp. orientalis

arated from those from coastal California and

those from central Mexico south to Panama and
are here recognized as O. elata subsp. hirsutis-

sima.

Oenothera L. sect. Oenothera

subsect. Raimannia (Rose) Dietrich

Oenothera clelandii Dietrich, Raven & W. L.

Dietrich, Raven & W, L, Wagner, subsp.

nov. type: United States: Alabama, Sumter

Co., sandy clay field, 5.2 mi S of Dancy, 3

May 1972, R. Krai 46366 (MO-2379457,

holotype; DUKE, GA, GH, NCU, NY, USF,

VDB, isotypes).

Tubus floralis 3-4.7 cm longus, immaculatus, sine

pilis pustulatis. Sepala immaculata, sine pilis pustu

Wagner, sp. nov^ type: United Smes: -^ -^
^rparoTm 1-3 mm loS, =r..,. 0.-an-

Michigan. Mason Co., Amber Township, E g^ capsula saepe omninoglabrum. Humerus chromo-

half of sec. 23 NE Va, 30 September 1974, somaticus gameticus, « = 7.

C J. Barkleys.n. (MO-2383779, holotype;

MO, isotype).

Oenothera rhombipetala sensu Munz, N. Amer. Fl. II.

5: 108. 1965, pro parte.

Herba biennis. Inflorescentia compacta, non inter-

rupta ramis lateralibus; efflorescent flares complures

Oenothera heterophylla subsp. orientalis is

clearly distinguished from subsp. heterophyik

which occurs from central and eastern Texas to

eastern Louisiana, in its lack of red pustulate

hairs on any flower parts, sepal-tips erect mbud,

1-3 mm long and the ovary glabrous. It is knov\Ti

per diem. Petala late elliptica vel ovata, acuta (rare ^ ,
^ ^. . . r^.^^np Pickens

rotundata), 0.5-1.6 cm longa, flava vel pallide flava.
^^"^ ^^^^ ^^^ disjunct areas: ^^^^'^^'

,

Antherae spargunt pollen ipse in stigmate per anthesin. and Sumter counties in Alabama ana c.a

Semina ambito elliptica, brunnea, 1-1.9 mm longa. Nevada, and Ouachita counties in Arkansas.

Numerus chromosomaticus gameticus, « = 7; planta
chromosomatice structuraliter heterozygotica.

This distinctive new species is a complex struc-

tural heterozygote. A ring of 14 chromosomes is

thus formed at meiotic metaphase I and the pol-

len is only about 50% fertile. Populations for-

merly included in Oenothera rhombipetala from
southeastern Minnesota and Michigan south to

Iowa, Illinois and scattered localities in Arkan-

LlTERATURE CiTED

Munz, p. 1931. Studies in Onagraceae VII. The su

genus Pachylophus of the genus Oenothera. An

J. Bot. 18: 728-738. .

231

, 1965. Onagraceae. N. Amer.R l.^' -]
Raven, P. H., W. Dietrich & W. Stubbe. 1 ^ /^

y'^^^^

An outline of the systematics of Oenothera
^^^^

sect. Euoenothera (Onagraceae). Syst. Bot.

252.

sas, Missouri, Kentucky, New Jersey, and New Wagner, W. L., R. E. Stockhouse & W. M-
^^

(In press). The systematics and ^""^^
iOm^-

Oenothera caespitosa species complex (
York are all autogamous complex heterozygotes

and are here separated from the larger-flowered,

outcrossing, fully fertile, pair-forming popula-
ceae). Ann. Missouri Bot. Gard

* This species and the next subspecies contributed in collaboration with W. Dietrich and Peter H. R^ven-

Missouri Botanical Garden, P.O. Box 299, St. Louis, MO 63166.



NOTES

CONFIRMATION OF THE CHROMOSOME NUMBER IN
CEPHALOTACEAE AND RORIDULACEAE

Cephalotaceae (monolypic) and Roridulaceae (1980), in which the base number of x = 10 was
(dilypic) are two Southern Hemisphere famiUes established for Cephalotus has now come to our
of restricted distribution. Cephalotus is ^nd^mic attention. In addition, Kress (1970), pubHshed

Western chromosome numbers for both Cephalotus and
to the Cape region ofSouth Africa. The two fam- Roridula. Kress found 2n= 1 2 in Roridula gor-
ilies share little in common apart from their being gonias and also recorded In = 20 in Cephalotus.
insectivorous in that they derive supplementary These numbers are here confirmed, meiotic ma-
nitrogen from insects and other small organisms terial having been studied in the case of Ceph-
trapped by their leaves. C^p/?(3/o/w^ is herbaceous alotus. Since no illustration of the chromosomes
and has relatively large leaves that produce pitch- of Roridula has previously been published, a
crs, while the two species of/?or/iiw/a are shrubby photograph (Fig. 1) of a metaphase spread is in-
and have small leaves covered with sticky but eluded here. Chromosome number and voucher
evidently not glandular hairs.
Because of the intrinsic interest of these fam-

ilies as well as the taxonomic difficulties sur-
rounding them, and because living material was
available, we embarked on a cytological study
and have determined the chromosome number
'" ^^P^^lotus and one species of Roridula. Ini-

I'
'^ we bdieved that both famiHes were un-

•^nown cytologically (Raven, 1975) but the work —-, -.--.. ,

Kondo (1969), Keighery (1979), and Johnson South Africa for the seed of Roridula; and R.

information are as follows:

Cephalotusfol/icularis Labill. n = 10. Western

Australia, Flinders Park, Albany, Ornduff8823

(UC).

Roridula gorgonias Planch, n = 6. South Af-

rica, Cape, Vogelgat, Hermanus, Williams 2790

(MO).

We thank Ion Williams

•^^ 1. Mitotic metaphase in Roridula gorgonias.

^'''*- MissoiJRi Box. Card. 70: 197-208. 1983.
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Omduff, University of California, Berkeley for

providing the fixed buds of Cephalotus,
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A NEW HESPEROMANNIA (COMPOSITAE) FROM
MAUI ISLAND: HAWAIIAN

PLANT STUDIES 116

Maui

Hesperomannia (Compositae) consists of three dulate, above dark green, glabrous, below green,

species and four subspecific entities, mostly en- glabrous, secondary veins 7-9 in each half, as-

demic to the single islands, Kauai, Oahu, Mo- cending, the lower ones straight, the upper ar-

lokai, and Maui. They are attractive trees, with cuate; inflorescence terminal, racemose, with 4-

r^?! ! ..^'^^ ^^!^^ P''''' ^^!'^^^'- ^°^' ^"°*^r 5 heads, densely ascending puberulous; peduncle

2-5 mm long, 2.5-3 mm in diameter; pedicels

7-12 mm long; involucre 30-32 mm high, nar-

rowly campanulate, with numerous imbricated

phyllaries, these pinkish, but densely pale as-

cending puberulous, the lowest ones 2-3 mm

long, ovate, acute, the median ones lanceolate,

3.5 mm wide, the upper ones linear lanceolate,

florets 30-40, canary yellow; ovary 5.5 mm long.

Hesperomannia mauiensis sp. nov. holotypus
Ma

Makalaloa
slope, July 22, 1980, Robert Hobdy 859
(BISH).-Fig. 1.

Diagnosis Holotypi: Arbor 2.3-3.3 m aha est pe-
Prismatic, puberulous; corolla tube 15-1? ^^

tiohs 1 7-30 mm longis in basi puberulis, laminis'9.5- long, glabrous, the 5 lobes 1 2 mm long, 0.3 mm

\!L:^J^:-^:^.:':^^.f:^^^J^^^ --^- -de, almost linear, but tapenng to an acute tip.

vane subacuminatis cuneatis subintegribus glabris in-
florescentia terminali ascendente puberula cum 4-5
capitibus, involucro 30-32 mm alto dense ascendente
puberulo, phyllariis superis lineari-Ianceolatis flosculis
30-40 luteis, corolUs cum tubo 15-17 mm longo lobis
12 mm longis 0.3 mm latis extra pilosulis, antheris 7-
8 mm longis, aculeis pappi 27 mm longis.

Tree 2.3-3.3 m tall; leafy branchlets 2.5-5 mm
in diameter, terete, brown, densely pale ascend-

V ^ 4 m

sparsely pilosulous without, with a midrib; fila-

ments 7-8 mm long; anthers 7-8 mm long- a''

most linear, finally splitting apart; style exserted.

dark; pappus bristles 38, and 27 mm long, stra-

mineous, mostly upwardly barbellate
(maturt

achenes not seen).

The closest relative of this novelty is ^ '^^'

plant

.:„c. :„.„ A^. ^ o _. .. 7 ^ ^ ^^ ^^^ branchlet with the blades oblanceolate Tor narrowly soiw
tips; intemodes 2-8 mm long; nodes scarcely en-
larged; leaf scars 6-7 mm wide, lunate; bundle
scars 7; petioles 1 7-30 mm long, puberulous only
at base; blades 9.5-16 cm long, 4-7.5 cm wide

with the blades oblanceolate (or narrowij -->

obovate, obtuse or subobtuse; all or at least t f

inner phyllaries glabrous; corolla tube 20 m

long, the lobes 18 mm long, 1.5 mm wide; an-

thers 9 mm long; and the pappus bristles

I

slifTchartaceous, elliptic, acute to subnrnm 7' /)
"""" '°"^' ^""^ ^^^ P^^P"'

. .ilio-

the base cuneate, the margins subentrer'
"''^'^'^^^--^^ '^--^^nsis has the blades H^

)argins subentire but un- tic, acute to subacuminate; phyllaries all ap-
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Figure
1. Jlesperomannia mauicnsis St. John, from holotype. a, habil, x'/2; b, floret, X2.
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pressed puberulous; corolla tube 16-17 mm long, the type locality, Maui, and -ensis, the Latin ad-

the lobes 12 mm long, 0.3 mm wide; anthers 8 jectival place ending.

mm long; and the pappus bristles 38.

The new epithet is formed from the name of
Harold St. John, Bishop Museum, Box

19000A, Honolulu. Hawaii 96819, USA.

TORTULA CHISOSA SP. NOV., A
BISTRATOSE-LEAVED SPECIES FROM THE

UNITED STATES, MEXICO, AND
SOUTHERN AFRICA

Tortula chisosa Magill, Delgadillo et Stark, sp. 1 3 mhi in diameter, with several hollow c-shaped

nov. is described here from material collected in papillae per lumen; basal leafcells hyaline, quad-

North America and southern Africa. It is closely rate to rectangular, smaller toward margin, form-

related to T. ammonsiana and T. bartramii. ing distinct fenestrations on lower third or fourth

In 1976, one of us reported the occurrence of of the leaf Costa reddish, excurrent as a short

an unusual specimen of Tortula from the moun- mucro, dorsally papillose on the upper third to

tains ofwest Texas (Magill, 1976). The specimen halfway down, 58-103(-l 1 3) Mm wide at mid-

{Magill 1341) was of interest because of a unique leaf, in section with a strong dorsal stereid band

combination of characters that separated it from of 4-7 layers of cells, 2-4 guide cells and 2-4

all North American species of Tortula. In con- adaxial papillose cells; the hydroid group is m-

nection with a study of mosses of Zacatecas, conspicuous. Propagulae in groups on stalks in

Mexico (Delgadillo & Cardenas, 1979), four axils of upper leaves, stalked, costate, leaflike.

specimens that are nearly identical with the Tex- with upper cells papillose, ending in a single hya-

as plants were obtained; L. Stark and R. C. Cas- line smooth-walled apical cell, that may be sub-

tetter collected five others in New Mexico, and tended by 2 or 3 smooth-walled cells. Perichae-

R. Magill secured two additional collections in

southern Africa. Comparison of these specimens
against specimens and descriptions of other taxa
suggests that the first represent an undescribed
species of Tortula.

tial leaves not differentiated. Male inflorescence

and sporophyte unknown.
type: U.S.A. Texas: Big Bend National Park-

Mountains
belo*

W

Tortula chisosa Magill, Delgadillo et Stark, sp.

lotype).

Magill
I ho

nov. Additional specimens examined: U.S.A. new m

Dona Ana Co., ca. .25 mi E of Dripping Spn"6^ g^i

W side Organ Mountains, 32°19'N, 106°34'W, ^"

-

m, 1 July 1 980, Stark & Castetter 1 154 (MEXU, ^-

Habitu ct forma foliorum et propagulorum T. am-
monsiana Crum et Anderson simile, sed foliis bistra-
tosis et apicibus sine denticulatis et costa dorsali supra
papillosa differt.

Plants with the habit of T. ammonsiana. Stem
up to 6 mm tall, loosely tufted, dark brown to
nearly black when dr>', with a small central strand
and an inconspicuous hyalodermis. Leaves
loosely appressed when dry, erect spreading when
moist, 0.5-0.7(-0.8) mm wide, 1 .2-2.3 mm long,
smaller toward the base of the stem, crowded
near the tip, oblong to spatulate. Leaf blade bi-

Theresa, canyon along Orang

Filmore Canyon, Organ Mountains, 32

106">35'W, 1,813 m, July 1981, Stark & tasij

3W2A, 3W5A. 3106A, 3107A (PAC). Mexico, ij^

TECAS: Cerro de la Bufa, 22°47'N, 102°34'W, 2^""^^^

Junio 1979, Cdrdenas 332b (MEXU); 2 km EO"
^

no, Mpio. Chalchihuites, 23°35'N, 103°'*^"^'„:;lj|la.
Marzo 1981, Cdrdenas /077c (MEXU); La B'^^

7 km S Sombrerete, 23°34'N, 103''38'W,
2,380rn-^^

zo 1981, Cdrdenas 1113 (MEXU); 8 km N /.

22°22'N, I01°35'W. 2,590 m, Marzo 1981. Cir^'^

stratose, entire; margins plane; upper and median
leaf cells quadrate or hexagonal, firm-walled, 8-

95 (MEXU). Lesotho: 233 km E ofMaseru. ^-^^^

eresa, canyon along Orange River, Dec. i^ •'

gill 4242 (MEXU, PRE). South West Africa: \i

berg summit, S Namib, Sept. 1977, Williamson^

(MEXU, PRE).

9

I
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^r

^^lionaF^
' ~^' ^^'''"^'^ chisosa. - 1 . Leaves.- 2. Leaf apex.- 3. Leaves and propagulae.- 4. Median cross-

^UDDerl '^^*^^^°'^^'^S^°'"^^^P3Pi"ae.- ^

'

ifiowine
"^' '^^"s, costa at upper right comer.-8. Basal leaf cells and right basal leafmargin. -9. Propagulae

f^gureA*^"/^' development. (All Magill 1341). Bars equal 0.1 mm in Figures 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9 and 20 /im in

5. Median cross-section of leaf margin. -6. Propagulae and stalk.

This

specie "f^
^P^cies is distinguished from other tcred, costale, leaf-like propagulae; and a

sof ror/M/abytheplane, mucronate-spat- lerricolous or saxicolous habitat. This combi-

straTo
^^^^^^'^h reddish, papillose costae, bi- nation ofcharacter states is remarkably constant
se laminae; the production of stalked, clus- but not exempt from variation in the collections

ulat
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thus far analyzed. For example, the leaf laminae, combination of character states by which we de-

while consistently bistratose in all specimens, in fine our new species is maintained and allows

several cases show unistratose patches in mid- easy separation ofmixed samples. The nature of

leaf cross sections. Stalked propagulae have not factors promoting appearance of leaf-like pro-

been observed in three specimens: Cardenas pagulae and bistratosity are beyond the scope of

Magill 4242, and Williamson this paper, but, undoubtedly, they should be ex-

though other diagnostic features are present. The plored before a final evaluation of the relation-

last specimen has additional variations that are ships of T, chisosa and T. bartramiL

of interest in the evaluation of the species; its The present known distribution of T. chisosa

leafcells are consistently smaller (7-10 ^m) than may at first appear unusual. However, it appar-

those of the American collections and the angle ently parallels that of several better-known

ofleafbladeinsertionissteeper. Also, the leaves species, e.g., Aloina bifrons, Anacolia laevi-

are keeled, a fact that is not evident on other sphaera, Tortula pagorum, and Trichostomopsis

specimens. australasiae. Thus, we would expect to find T.

Tortula chisosa is similar in many respects to chisosa in South America or Australia to com-

(M (syn. T, bistratosa plement its occurrence in Africa.

We
* Mr. Brent Mishler

Mr. R. C. Castetter

Flowers); however, in the latter species the plants

are larger, the leaf margins are recurved, and the
leaves awned. Through the production of leaf-

like propagulae, T. chisosa is also related to the .
i

T. pagorum-laevipila complex. The similarities
^^"^^^ '"'"^'^ provided her collections tor anai-

in habit and habitat, leaf form and method of
^^^^' Contribution No. 220 from the Department

propagule production clearly indicate relation-
^^ Biology, The Pennsylvania State University.

ship to r, ammonsiana. This last species was
described from the eastern United States (Crum
& Anderson, 1979) and would appear to be one
of the closest relatives of T, chisosa. However,
the differences between them are clear; the leaves
of T. chisosa are bistratose, they lack minute
apical teeth (also absent in African specimens of

Literature Cited

Crum, H. & L. E. Anderson. 1979. Tortula am-

monsiana, a new species from West Virginia.

Bryologist 82: 469-472.
DelgadilloM.,C.&M.A.CardenasS. 1979. Mus-

gos de Zacatecas, Mexico. I. Boletin de la Sociedaa

Botanica de Mexico 38: 1-6.
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r. ammonsiana), and the costa is papillose dor- Magill, R. E. 1976. Mosses of Big Bend Naiiona

sally toward the apex.

In New Mexico Tortula chisosa has been found
intermixed with plants of T. bartramii Steere;
study ofboth plants from the same sites has showri
that they are similar in cell size, stem, and costal
structure. Leaves of T. bartramii h^iH r.f-r^oc^;^^«i

Park, Texas. Bryologist 79: 269-295.

Magill, Missouri

Missouri

M.

Mexico

)/ Biology
bistratose patches and, in one instance, one plant The Pennsylvania State University.

University

showed a few small apical leaves that resembled Park, Pennsylvania 16802.
the propagulae of T. chisosa. Despite this, the

*

I
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POLYGALA DUKEI (POLYGALACEAE), A NEW
SPECIES FROM PANAMA

Polygala dukei K. Barringer, sp. nov. type: Pan- Calyx deciduous. Capsule green, glabrous, loc-

ama. Darien: the Bolimina, small hill, Duke ulicidal, 2-loculate, 1.5 cm long, 2.2 cm wide,
&Brista385iUS\).-Fi$. I. conspicuously 2-lobed, the lobes ovoid, not

Ab P. sderoxylon Ducke ramulis inermis foliis al-
winged; locules 1 -seeded; seed smooth, glabrous,

globose, pendulous, with an umbraculiform aril.temis bracteis glabris setas paucis subtentis differt.

Small tree with hard wood, white bark. Stems Additional Collection: Panama, darien: near Estero

glabrous, without spines, with persistent leaf ^'"^"^^ ^^^ ^^° ^^'^^' '^ ^^^ '^^^' ^"^^ ^^^^^

alternate
(MO!).

petioles to 6 mm long, rugulose, drying darker Duke reports that the fruits are tasteless and
than the blade; blade ovate-lanceolate, entire, odorless and are eaten by currasow, parrots, and

4-7 parakeets.
tne base cuneate, the apex acuminate, the margin The type is without flowers, but the fruits, hab-
sHghtly revolute when dry, the midvein im- it, and leaf venation place it in Polygala section

pressed above, prominent below, the secondary Acanthocladus. Chodat (1891, 1896) defined the

veins prominent on both surfaces, irregularly re- section by its usually thorny stems, flowers in

ticulate. Inflorescences axillary, racemose; axis 5 axillary fascicles, and stiff^ bracts. He keyed the

mm long; bracts glabrous, rigid, 1 mm long, sub- section on the basis of its deciduous calyx, keeled
tendedby a few stiff' bristles. Rowers unknown, petals, undivided stigma, and glabrous, un-

Polygala dukei

fruit wftK^^
'^ ^""'ysala dukei K. Barringer. a. portion of branch with remnants of axillary; ^""^'^^"5^

i. u^Y"
of valve removed to show aril and seed. Upper portion of scale indicales fruit size, lower portion

3les habit size, units equal 1 cm.
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winged fruit. He described two species, P. klotz- habit, its fasciculate, axillary flowers, and its

schii Chod. and P, bennettii Chod. [= P. albicans 2-lobed fruits (Lewis & Herrera-MacBr>'de 1969).

(Bennett) Grondona], both from Brazil. Later,

two more Brazilian species were described, P I would like to thank Robin Foster for pointing

pulcherrima Kuhlm. and P. scleroxylon Ducke ''''^ ^^^ problem. Wilham Burger, Michael Nee,

All four species are trees or shrubs with opposite
^""^ ^^^^^^' "^^^ ^^'P^^ ^^ critiquing the manu-

leaves and persistent leaf bases. Short lateral "^Z'^^l ;^r.^^o'"f^'r!! '"'^.^'''l^.^, ?w^'l 1
branches often become spines after the leaves

fall. The inflorescences are very short racemes,

so that the flowers are fasciculate in leaf axils.

The calyx is deciduous and the fruit is conspic- Chodat, R. 1891. Monographia Polygalaceae. Au-

uously 2-lobed, each lobe being ovoid and con-
taining a single, pendulous, arillate seed. The

Grant DEB 8103184 to the Field Museum.
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Ivl'usctiTyi Of
Polygala dukei can be easily distinguished from 60605-2496

all other Panamanian species by its arborescent

yfBotany,

A NEW variety OF DECLIEUXIA CACUMINIS
(rubiaceae) from BAHIA

Among Raymond M. Harley's Rubiaceae from k n- , • r u cinri^ura 0-0*
Uoi,;o n^^ -1 .,

"'-"""^ bus, corolhs caeruleis, fructibus apicis incisura u-v

Bahia, Brazil, are numerous collections of De- mm, mericarpiis 2.2-2.4 X 2-2.2 mm, ca. 0.6 mm

c//>wx/<2 H.B.K., of which there are two gather- crassis.

ings of D. cacuminis. This species has been pre- iddle

1976).

Minas Gerais (Kirkbride
TYPus: Brazil, Bahia, Serra das Almas, middle

and upper N.E. slopes of Pico das Almas, ca.

W.N.WOne of these collections, Harley et al 21216 ^ u^w/^in
from ,h. Serra Geral de Cai.i.e. is referrab e o T^Z', IIT^' ^'Wf""I

'''
CEPK W

whi h
19691 (holotypus, UB; isotypus, CtKt^.

known only from the type collection and two The overall appearance of this variety is e"'

paratype collections, all from the vicinity ofGrao coid, and therefore similar to that of var. cacv-

Mogol '^' ^ -"-
'

'-'•^"

Kirkb

—^^.y.^..^^..^^^ ^^ '^;, approximately 35U air- minis. It is easily separated from the other tv^

kilometers south-southwest of the new station, varieties by its totally glabrous condition ano

In my discussion of the pubescence of var. de- other details that are set forth in the foUo^v^ii?

(Kirkbride

densely puberulous and with longer hairs on the
mericarps than var. cacuminis. The pubescence
of Harley et al. 21216 is denser with shorter hairs
on the mericarps than the type collections. So lb
the variation of pubescence in var. decurrens en-
compasses that found in var. cacuminis.
The other collection represents a new variety,

which is presented here:

Declieuxia cacuminis MuUer Argoviensis var.
glabra Kirkbride, var. nov.

Frulex omnino glabcr, stipulis trilobis, decurrenti-

key to the varieties of D. cacuminis:

la. Shrubs completely glabrous; mericarps with

the emargination 0-0.4 mm deep — , l^

D. cacuminis van ^'

Shrubs or subshrubs puberulous except the

calyx and sometimes the corolla glabrous,

mericarps with the emargination 0.5-1 mm
deep.

2a. Stipules unidentate or tridentate, not de-

current; corolla blue, externally sparse!)

puberulous; mericarps 2.2-2.6 X 1.6-^-

mm, 0.7-0.9 mm thick -——^,,70
D. cacuminis var. cacu

2b. Stipules unidentate, decurrcnt; corona

white, externally glabrous; mericarps 1-^'

I

h

\
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2.1 X 0.8-1.1 mm, 0.2-0.4 mm thick ....

D, cacuminis var. decurrens
In my opinion, the latter is more important in

this case and in the genus DecUeuxia.

The varieties of D. cacuminis are an example
of taxa whose distribution at the highest eleva- Literature Cited

lions in the Serra do Espinhago and further north Kirkbride, J. H., Jr. 1976. A revision of the genus
Declieuxia (Rubiaceae). Mem. New York Bot.

Gard. 28(4): 1-87.

Joseph H. Kirkbride. Jr., Departamento de
types or Pleistocene dimatic changes with drastic Biologia Vegetal Caixa Postal J53081 Funda-
aherations in the distribution of the vegetation qao Universidade de Brasilia, 70.910 Brasilia,

in Bahia is correlated with their differentiation.

These may have resulted from either long dis-

tance dispersal and random selection of geno-

(Kirkbride DF, Brasil.

A NEW COMBINATION FOR A PROBLEMATIC
CENTRAL AMERICAN APOCYNACEAE

Prestonia woodsoniana (Monachino) A. Gentry,
comb. nov. Echites woodsoniana Monachi-

alized that E. parviflora Sesse and Mo^ino is a

later homonym of E. parviflora Roxb. as well as
no, Bull. Torrey Bot. Club 86: 245. 1959. of £. parviflora Afz. ex Ettingshausen. From the
type: Mexico: Michoacan: Hinton 15325 description Monachino recognized the Sesse and

Mogiiio plant as being conspecific with a plant

collected by Hinton in Michoacan and Guerrero,

Mexico, and proposed the nomen novum E.

woodsoniana for it, substituting one of the Hin-

ton collections as type. Meanwhile, Woodson re-

ceived a Costa Rican collection of the same

West

Woods

(holotype, NY, isotype, MO)
Echites parviflora Sesse and M09., H. Mex. 44. 1893.

non Roxb. (1 832) nee Afz. ex Ettingshausen (1861).
f-restoma caudata Woods. Ann. Missouri Bot. Gard.

47: 79. I960, type: Costa Rica: Puntarenas: Holm
and litis 243 (MO).

nis curious plant has an equally curious taxo- species and described it as an unusual species of
ornic history. Its generic affinities are not at all Prestonia, noting that its only close relative in

ent, m fact, it is so unusual in Apocynaceae
at I tried to refer unidentified specimens to ..^j^^.., ^......^^^^ j ^......^ j ^.v...

^•epiadaceae before I was familiar with the gate corolla lobes and exappendiculate corolla
Pecies. The salient characteristics are the cau- tube. Unfortunately, Woodson's description of
ajely elongated corolla lobes, which are densely the Costa Rican plant appeared one year later

Pu erulous above; these unusual lobes and the than Monachino's of the Mexican one, necessi-
ort corolla tube give the plant a distinctly As- tating the new combination Prestonia woodson-

g
^P'adaceous appearance. Since its best generic iana (Monachino) A. Gentry, if Woodson's dc-

^ssignment is to Prestonia, one of the Apocy- cision to include the species in Prestonia is

cic
^^^^"^'^^ ^^^^ ^ost closely approaches As- accepted.

g
P'adaceae, it may well be a survivor of the This species turns out to be widespread in the

arn!!^'^^'
plexus from which Asclepiadaceae dry forest area along the Central American Pa-

cific coast, ranging from Guanacaste and adja-

P .
—, w wuu:,ou never saw maxenai ui cent Puntarenas Province in Costa Rica to Guer-

^nites
parviflora Sesse and Mo?iiio. In his rero and Michoacan in Mexico. There are recent

Olograph of Echites and related genera (Ann. collections from both Honduras and Nicaragua,

ij

'^souri Bot. Gard. 23: 169-438. 1936) he listed as well as Costa Rica at MO. Unfortunately, the

^^l
an unassigned rejected species "impossible recent collections of P. woodsoniana have all been

^ 'nterpret." However, two years later (North misidentificd as Echites tuxtlensis Standi., a
"lencan Flora 29: 103-1 Q7 IQ^S^ he re«;ur- somewhat similar-looking (except for the much

arose.

Wood

103-192. 1938) he resur
' " '^' reproducing the Sesse and Mo^ino de- longer corolla tube and non-caudate corolla lobes)

(Bur^"'
^""^ accepting it in Echites. Monachino species from the Caribbean side ofnorthern Ccn-

" Torrey Bot. Club 86: 245-247. 1959) re- tral America and southern Mexico. Echites
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woodsoniana was apparently included in E. tux- ofPrestonia, the faucal annulus around the mouth
tlensis in the Flora ofGuatemala (Fieldiana, Bot.

334-407

Pacific coast collections of E. ''tuxtlensis" are

actually Prestonia woodsoniana.

It should be noted that my transfer of Mon-
achino's epithet to Prestonia reflects no firm
opinion that this species really belongs in that

Woodson

of the corolla tube, is so weakly defined in ?.

woodsoniana as to be virtually non-existent.

Nevertheless, the specialist in Echitoideae con-

sidered this plant best referred to Prestonia and

I assume that that remains the best placement

pending another revision of the genus.

Alwyn H. Gentry, Missouri Botanical Garden,

judgement to that effect. The definitive character
^'^ ^^^ ^^^' ^^- ^°^^^' ^^^^ouri 63166.

ALSTONIA (APOCYNACEAE): ANOTHER
PALAEOTROPICAL GENUS IN

CENTRAL AMERICA

Representatives of several palaeotropical gen- stonia should have rendered the merger defini-

era have been discovered in Central America in tive. However, Pichon's proposal appears to have

recent years. So many examples of this pattern been overlooked by all subsequent workers (e.g..

have now turned up (see Gentry, 1982:124-125) Standley & Williams, 1969; Nowicke, 1970;

Woodson, in herb.) and Tonduzia is still recog-

nized in Willis' Dictionary (Airy Shaw, 1973)

and in all North American herbaria.

Pichon (1947) was aware that several species

of Tonduzia had been described but had seen

that this disjunction is no longer surprising, ifno
less interesting. Presumably many of these gen-
era with Central American range disjunctions,
usually with relationships to Asian rather thari
to African taxa, reflect remnants of a widespread ^. . ^,.^„^.i* i,au i_-..tii u«.:>viiL,w^
tropical Laurasian Tertiary flora (cf Raven & material o7on\Tthrtype"speJirr^^^^^
Axelrod, 1974; Gentry, 1982). gif^u^ (DC.) Mgf. {T. parvifolia Donn. Sm. is

a synonym of T. longifolia) and refrained from

,,__.. proposing new combinations for the other species.

weekly nonstic Taxonomy Seminar, I was star- Thus the only specific epithet available for a Neo-

tled to realize that the endemic Central American tropical species o^Alstonia is A. longifolia (DO
genus Tonduzia looks suspiciously similar to Pichon. Three species of Tonduzia are novv ac-

many spec.es of the widespread palaeotropical cepted (Standley & WiUiams, 1969) necessitating

While

M

genus Alstonia. Further study revealed that the
striking resemblance is a real one and Tonduzia
should be reduced to the synonymy of Alstonia.
Indeed such a reduction was proposed long ago
by Pichon ( 1 947), who noted that there is nothing
to distinguish Tonduzia from Alstonia and re-
duced it to a section of that genus. Although
Pichon treated Tonduzia as a distinct section of

the following new combinations in Alstonia:

Alstonia macrantha (Woods.) A. Gentry, comb

nov. Tonduzia macrantha Woods., A"

Missouri Bot. Gard. 24: 12. 1937. typ^

Guatemala. Quezaltenango: Sktitch S

(MO).
i-icnon treated Tonduzia as a distinct section of m
Alstonia, it constitutes a poorly demarcated one-

^ 'ongipedunculata Woods., Publ. Field ^"*-
ij.

every one ofthe distinguishing features ofsection
Tonduzia are shared with one of the other two
sections ofAlstonia that he recognized. That even
such an inveterate generic splitter as Pichon (cf
comments in Gentry & Tomb, 1979- 756-757-
Gentry, 1980: 8), who proposed two new seg-^

Hist., Bot. Ser. 23: 78. 1944. type: Gua

Solola: Steyermark 47313 (MO).

; combAlstonia pittieri (Donn. Sm.) A. Gentry,
- _ _

- Bot.Caz

49: 456. 1910. type: Guatemala

nov. Tonduzia pittieri Donn. Sm.,Bot.

mala: Deam 6098 (MO).

others in the same paper in which he sank Ton-
duzia. considered Tonduzia congeneric with Al-

Kecognition of A. pittieri as specificanj

linct is on rather tenuous grounds as the broa

leaves and relatively high stamen insertion
ci

i

I

I

Guate-
I

Iregate genera from Alstonia and resurrected two d n -fi^allv dis- i

others in ,hc same paper in which he Tnf7^1° .-^f"«"'"™ "^ '' "'"'"' ='^^P'=^:??'^L«
'

)
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in the Flora of Guatemala as distinguishing it

from A. longifoUa are not always associated.

While additional collections are needed to re-

solve the status of A. pittierU A, macrantha is

easily recognized by its larger flowers.
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THE GENUS BOTRYARRHENA IN VENEZUELA

Since the publication of the author's Rubi- different taxa, the Venezuelan plant having short,

aceae of Venezuela (Steyermark, 1 974), a num- erect infructescences with shorter, more crowded
ber of new taxa of the family have been added pedicels, larger leaves, and more prominently re-

the flora of Venezuela. In addition to various ticulate tertiary venation,
species new to the republic, two genera of Ru- The Venezuelan collection, the second species
laceae, /oo5/a and 5c>/ryarr/z6'A7a, previously un- known for the genus, may be described as fol-

reported for Venezuela, are newly recorded. The lows:
Andean genus, Joosia, was collected by the au-
Jnor, accompanied by Ronald Liesner and Angel Botryarrhena venezuelensis Steyermark, sp. nov,

arZt\
'"^ ^^^ '^^-^^ of Tachira, while Botry-

^^^^, lO-metralis; stipulis late deltoideis obtusis 4

only f
' "^^"°^yp*^ genus, previously known ^^ i^ngis 6 mm latis; foliis oppositis petiolatis, lami-

> rom Amazonian Brazil, was discovered by nis late oblongo-oblanceolatis vel oblongo-ellipticis
emi Davidse, accompanied by Otto Huber and apice late obtusis basi cuneatim angustatis 22-30 cm

Stephen S. Tillett A second Venezuelan snecies ^""^^^ ^"'^-^ ^"^ ^^^'^ utrinque glabris, nervis latera-

^f Botryarrhena islscribeirer^^^
"'"^

"^^T^
'^^"^ '^''

^
"^" *"^""'? "'

m
''"

Duck (\ci

ucjjcrioea nere.
vatis, venulis tertiarws utnnque prominulis valde re-

^(1933) described ^o/ryarr/z^'/ii^ as a new ticulatis; petiolis 2-3 cm longis; calyce hypanthioque

P
""s of the subtribe Eugardenieae of the tribe 3 mm longo (hypanthio 2 mm longo 2.5 mm lalo gla-

^ardenieae, and believed it to be related to the bro; calyce 1.5 mm longo 3 mm laio apice iruncato

erall
'"'P^y^^^^- although the latter is gen-

lea -ru^'^^^^^^
^° ^ separate tribe, Retiniphyl-

^- 1 he species. B. npn^luln w^c ctot^H Viv DnrVf

dulijlSch
'~''<^<-'iyurrnena penautijiura jv.

"^^eJn'havil^"'- "^T^^'
^^ '^' '"^' ^^'^^'"

caipio 0.5 mm crasso, endocarpio glabro; semmiDus

but oth
s™ply racemose mflorescences, subgloboso-ovalibusextremitatibusrotundatis 10 mm

paullo repando glabro); bracteola sub Acre lanceolate

acuto 2 mm; pedicellis fructiferis 1.5-2 mm longis;

infructescentia 3-5 cm longa simplice vel prope basin

semel ramosa; ovario 2-loculare, orulis in quoque lo-

culo 2; fructibus congestis subglobosis apicem versus

angustatis, apice paullo elevato iruncato munitis, exo-

carpio 0.5 mm crasso, endocarpio glabro; seminibus

fhermaphroditi

two
^'°^^'ous flowers, bilocular ovary with

ovar!^"'^^
^^ ^^^^ ^^•^ instead of a 4-5 -celled

elo„
^'^'^ numerous ovules in each cell, and an

''°^"gated. bilobed stigma.
comparison of the Venezuelan collection,

longis 6-8 mm latis glabris.

Tree 10 meters tall with all parts glabrous.

Stipules broadly deltoid, obtuse, 4 cm long, 6

mm wide. Leaves opposite, petiolate, broadly

oblong-oblanceolate to oblong-elliptic, some-

apex
, -*'"' 13UU oi xne Venezuelan collection, wnaxaoiupuy uaiiuwvv. iv.c .^.^"-.j r—

,

j|],
" °"'y from fruiting material, with the Bra- cuneately narrowed at the base, 22-30 cm long.

^" species, indicates that the two represent 9-13.5 cm wide; lateral nerves 12-13 on each
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side, strongly impressed above, elevated below; type: Venezuela: Terr. Fed. Amazonas: Dep-

tertiary venation prominently strongly reticulate, to. Atabapo: southeastern bank of the middle

Petioles 2-3 cm long. Infructescence simple or part ofCano Yagua at Cucurbital de Yagua, Lat.

once branched near the base, 3-5 cm long; fruit- 3°36'N, Long. 66°34'W, alt. ca. 120 m, 8 May
mg pedicels 1.5-2 mm long, crowded on the 1979, G. Davidse, O. Huber & S. Tillett 17421

rachis. Fruiting calyx and hypanthium 3 mm long; (VEN, holotype; MO, isotype).
hypanthium 2 mm long, 2.5 mm wide; calyx
truncate with a slightly repand border, 1.5 mm
high, 3 mm wide. Bracteole lanceolate, acute, 2
mm long. Fruit depressed-subglobose, apically
narrowed to a slightly truncate summit, 17-20
mm long, 15-17 mm wide, the base articulate

with the pedicel; exocarp thin, 0.5 mm thick;

endocarp thin, glabrous. Seed subglobose-ova{
rounded at the ends, 1 mm long, 6-8 mm wide, —Julian A. Steyennark, Herbaiio Nacional. Ca

glabrous. Ovary 2-celled; ovules 2 in each cell, racas, Venezuela.
axile.
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Corrigenda

The following corrections should be made in the paper titled "Vicariance biogeography
in Mesoamerica," by C. J. Humphries (1982. 69: 444-463). The second sentence on page
456 should read: *'Under assumption one (Fig. 13 iii-v), combining the two cladograms
would give two components and 3, and an informative cladogram." The last sentence
in the same paragraph should read: "Combining the three cladograms together under
assumption one is partially informative."

Figures 13v and 14vii shown below should replace the incorrect figures on pages 457
and 458, respectively.

A B D C A B C D

13v 14vii

t

^

1

The previous issue of the Annals of the Mfssouri Botanical Garden, Vol. 69, No.

' PP- 735^998, was published on August 8, 1983.
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ecosystems
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biology which is much neglected" (Tomlinson & Raven). "In the American tropics

alone, the richest in terms of species of plants and animals of the world's three

major tropical areas, there are probably over a million unnamed and mostly

uncollected species of organisms. A majority of these will become extinct during

the next 25 years, and most will never have been collected even once by the time

they disappear from the face of the Earth" (Raven).

This Symposium gives an overview of many important aspects of tropical

botany. The urgent need for basic biological information is stressed in each of the

papers.
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Information for Authors

The Annals publishes original manuscripts in systematic botany and related fields. Authors
are asked to follow the suggestions below in order to expedite editing and publication. If an
author feels that his manuscript presents special problems, he should write the editor conceming
the best way to handle these before submitting the manuscript. Page costs are $55.00 per page;
charges may be reduced under special circumstances, and the editor will help authors to seek
additional funding if necessary.

Manuscripts must be typewritten on one side of good quality (not erasable) 8V2" X 1
1" paper.

The manuscript should have at least one inch margin all around and be double-spaced throughout,
including the abstract, notes, legends, tables, lists ofspecimens, and literature cited. Figure legends
and tables should be typed separately and placed at the end of the text. Legends for each group
of figures should be typed as one paragraph, using the style found in the current issue of the
Annals. Authors should indicate in the margins the approximate places for illustrations and
tables. Include author's name and page number in upper right hand corner of each page. Sub-
mission of the original and two carbon or xerographic copies of the manuscript is required, and
the author should retain a copy of the final, typed draft.

Acknowledgements to granting agencies, herbaria, illustrators, and technical assistants may
be conveniently placed as a footnote on page 1. The author's full mailing address should appear
as the second footnote.

An abstract must accompany each paper other than "Notes." The abstract should succinctly
ummanze the findings and conclusions of the paper and should be completely comprehensible

brief Latin diagnosis for each new taxon is preferred to a complete Latin description. A
complete description should be given in English.

Use one paragraph per basionym as follows: taxon, author, literature citation, type citation,

M^'lf^^^i?^^
^/>^^a/^ Hemsl., Diag. PI. Nov. 1880. Casparia dipetala (Hemsl.) Britt. & Rose,

t de Cordoba, Bourgeau 1713 (holotype,

39-40, 1968 for examples of synonym
Wunderl

Mexico

oj (70: 95-127). Keys should be dichotomous, indented, with numbered couplets. Cite rep-
resentative specimens as follows: Mexico. Oaxaca: Sierra San Pedro Nolesco, Talea, Jurgensen

(BM, G, K, US). Use herbarium acronyms as listed in Index Herbariorum (Regnum Veg.
IU6).

p
^^^breviations should be checked for consistency and to make sure they are unambiguous,

^enods are used after all abbreviations except measures, compass directions, and herbarium
^"ignations. Send copies of illustrations; originals will be requested after the manuscript is

<^cepted. All illustrative materials should be mounted on stiff cardboard. A maximum size of a
P"nted illustration is S'/z" X g'A". Proportion illustrations to fit either column width {2W or

/ ^.
'"f^) or full page width (5'/2" or ca. 140 mm). Figures are numbered consecutively with

•labic numbers, in the order they are referred to in the text. Photographs should be sharp, glossy

toT^n^^"^
edges of photographs in composite plates. Do not mix line copy and continuous

I

^/""straiions on one plate. Maps should include a metric scale and reference to latitude and
f^gitude; where appropriate, size and scale should be included in photographs or drawings, not

^.2T '^Sends. Authors wishing to have original illustrations returned must notify editor when
proofs are returned.--•"IIICU.

The bibliography should be compiled with care. The author should check to make sure each

"y m the bibliography is referred to in the text, and each reference to a paper m the text is

^jred m the bibliography. Citations of periodical literature should appear as follows: author's

2 "ame, initial(s). Year. Full title of article. Name of Journal. Vol: inclusive pagmation. For
ore than one author, follow the style: author's last name, initial(s). second author's miiial(s),

^ name & third author's initial(s), last name. Names ofjournals are abbreviated accordmg to

"^WPcriodicum-Huntianum. Citations of books should appear as follows: Author s last

'"L^. initiaUs). Year. Full title. Edition, if applicable. Publisher. Place of publication.

For other aspects of style, consult a recent issue of the Annals: A Manual ol Style. 1 2th or

^•^eduion. University ofChicago Press. Chicago; or write to the editor.
• ,^ ,

Po'^^^^^nuscripts should be addressed to the Editor, Annals of the Missouri Botanical Garden,

^^ 299, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.
J
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A REVISION OF THE GENUS ANTHURIUM (ARACEAE)
OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA. PART I:

MEXICO AND MIDDLE AMERICA 1

Thomas B. Croat^

Abstract

Anthurium (Araceae), a distinct neotropical genus with more than 700 species, is a member of
the subfamily Pothoideae. The genus ranges from Northern Mexico and the Greater Antilles to

Southern Brazil and Northern Argentina and Paraguay. Species diversity is greatest at lower to middle
elevations of northern South America, Panama, and Costa Rica, while the upper Amazonian forests
and lower Amazonian forests are relatively poor in species. In this paper, 122 species from Mexico
and Middle America are revised. The 152 Panamanian species will be treated in a subsequent paper.
In Mexico and Middle America, Costa Rica is richest in species, with 65. The remainder of Middle
America is relatively poor in species, with Nicaragua having only 25 known species, Honduras having
only 13 known species, Guatemala having 25 known species, and Belize fewer than 10 species. Mexico
has 41 known taxa with 26 species endemic. In all, six new taxa from Mexico and Middle America
were described in this revision: A. armeniense, A. chamulense Matuda ssp. oaxacanum, A. halmoorei,
A. lancetillense, A. nelsonii, and A. rzedowskii. In addition, five new combinations have been proposed,
including A. chiapasense ssp. tlaxiacense (Matuda) Croat, A. cuneatissimum (Engler) Croat, A. pe-

datoradiatum ssp. helleborifolium (Schott) Croat, A. schlechtendalii ssp. jimenezii (Matuda) Croat,
and A. subcordatum ssp. chlorocardium (Standi. & L. O. Wms.) Croat.

with demic Gymnoslachys. The tribes Culcasieae and

Zamioculcaseae

•yiy. ^
' — "*-v^i.* w^i^^o.! ^viiua Willi Illicit- tiiaii

J
species, is a member of subfamily Polhoi- ^....v.^^..^..... ^ --, -

^ae. Pothoideae contains ten genera, with only rican. Four Asian genera, Pothoidium. Anaden-
^murium and Heteropsis occurring in the ght

^ _ „„^ ,
percent oflhe species ofthe subfamily. Only Po-

^cepi for the tribe Acoreae, which contains the thos. with about 50 species, is very large.

^spread genus Acorns and the Australian en- Araceae contains 1 10 genera and more than

Th IS study was completed with support from National Science Foundation grant DEB 77-14414. The

Mudio? *n ^^'^^ °" field observations in Mexico and Central America during 1976, 1977, and 1979 and on

Boian '"i*^"3f"a since 1967. In addition, all but 12 of the 122 species are in cultivation at the Missoun

lhea«''
harden, and extensive observations on these living collections have been carried out. I acknowledge

«sistance of D. Nicolson, who reviewed the manuscript, and of B. McAlpin. B. Virden, and H. Kamcmoto,
^P ovided critical living material. Descriptions are largely based on living collections, but dcscnplive data

H ^ "PP'<^f"ented by the extensive collections at MO and borrowed collections from A. BR, C AS CK, ^. U.

FinaiK ,
^^^^U, MICH, NY, P, UC, and US. I thank the curators of these herbaria for the loan of malcrials.

^"Ilc
li'

'*'^''"o*ledge the technical assistance of Frances Mazancc. Patricia Croat, Ann Rugcr, and Emily

'M '^souri Botanical Garden, P.O. Box 299, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.

^- Missouri 1-420
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2,500 species. It is worldwide in distribution but of pollinators to remove it. Nevertheless, these

has most species in tropical areas. Its centers of observations show that important taxonomic

distribution include both Asia and America characters are exhibited by the timing and amount

(Croat, 1979). There are 14 genera restricted to of stigmatic fluid and particularly by the devel-

Africa, and a few genera restricted to temperate opmental sequence of the stamens. They are
^

therefore recorded here as part of the description

of the species where they have been observed.

northern

Mediterranean

diversity include subtropical and warm temper- All

ate South America, with eleven endemic genera, paper are based on either Holdridge Life Zone

and the Indomalayan region, with thirteen en- maps for most Central American countries and

demic genera. At least 1,350 species, roughly 55

World
"Mapa de

Mexicana
tropics and subtropics. Roughly half of these are 1 97 1 ). As yet no study has been made to correlate

Anthurium. the vegetation types represented on the Mexican

map with those of the Holdridge Life Zone sys-

tem. For an understanding of this system see

Holdridge, et al. (1971).
Materials and Acknowledgments

The terminology and usage in the descriptions
in this paper are defined in "Standardization of
Anthurium Descriptions" (Croat & Bunting,

Distribution of Anthurium

1979). Colors referenced in the descriptions that Anthurium ranges from Mexico (Tamaulipas

follow are taken from the color chart by Berlin on the Caribbean slope and Nayarit on the Pacific

andKay(1969). This color chart, available from slope) to northern Argentina and Paraguay

the University of California Press, is a repro- Species diversity is greatest in the low and middle

elevations of northern South America, Panama.

at maximum saturation, with nine degrees of ^^^ Costa Rica, with less important centers m
Munsell

brightness. The B & K (Berlin & Kay) color chart,
as it is referred to here, represents 40 hues in the
vertical columns and 9 degrees of brightness in
^ 1 4 _

the mountains of southern Mexico and south-

eastern Brazil. While the upper Amazon forests

of Bolivia and especially Peru, Ecuador, and Co-

Distribution OF Central American

Anthurium

the horizontal rows. Colors are arranged in 10 lombia are rich in species, the lower Amazon

basic clusters with 4 different hues per cluster relatively poor in species,

ranging from red through yellow, green, blue]
purple, and finally red-purple. The four columns
for each color cluster are numbered 2.5, 5, 7.5,
and 10. These numbers are repeated for each
basic color type. The colors from the B & K color Because of the large size of the genus and its

chart are read by first reporting the color, then taxonomic difficulty, revisionary work on An-

the row followed by the column. For example, thurium must progress in stages. There are ap-

the third color in the fifth row in the red area proximately 219 species of^n//2«n«w in
'^''Swould be called Red 5/7.5. The second color in and Central America (including Panama). Th'

the eighth row would be called Red 8/5. I have paper, the first of a series, will deal with 122

preceded the color references by B & K to in-
dicate which color chart is being used.
Although a more complete discussion of flow-

Mexican and Middle but will

exclude a revision of the Panamanian speci

^will

behav
which number 152 species alone. The l^^^^J^^

^^Owing

be
be presented in Part II of this paper. ^^^"^^^

the great moroholnsical variability in most p

here of the descriptions of flowering behavior,
especially with regard to the development of stig-
matic droplets and the progressive develonment
rtfct^™««-~ \« I-

^•'Jijuicui •">.. 1 aimiimiiiaii species arc iiui ;^>-' —
.

bLed on th!^7 H r'?"^"' "T""^^
^"'^ ^^^ ^^" ^^^^ ^° ^on^Plete a key to the spec.es

based on the study of cultivated material, and
y j

. „.

references to the degree of accumulation of stig-
matic fluid might be inaccurate in th*. ok.«.—

morphological »«x^c....w.-^ - ^
of^ nthurium, it has been very difficult to preP^^

a key to large numbers of species. In ^'^ .'"

|y

the Panamanian species are not yet sufficie
-^

curring in Panama. This is due to the fact t^

Panama has almost as many species as the

of Central America and Mexico put toge

»
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Most of these species have been discovered only cloud forest regions between Jinotega and Ma-
in recent years and many are still poorly known. tagalpa produced relatively few species. In a
The Costa Rican Anthurium flora is more comparable cloud forest of Costa Rica or Pan-

area.

closely related to that of Panama than to that of ama, many species can be encountered in a small

the remainder of Central America, but it is rel-

atively well known (Croat & Baker, 1979), and
thus will be included here.

The remainder of Middle America is, like Nic-

aragua, relatively poor in species. Honduras has

Although Nicaragua is beginning to receive se- only 1 3 known species with an additional four

nous botanical attention as the result ofthe Flora species, namely A, friedrichsthalii Schott, A. mi-

ofNicaragua Project conducted by W. D. Stevens crospadix Schott, A. schlechtendalii Kunth, and
(Missouri Botanical Garden), its aroid flora is ^. m'w^rveMiq., expected there. Like Nicaragua,

proving to be relatively poor. Most Anthurium Honduras is expected to have only a single en-

species collected in Nicaragua represent species demic species, namely A. lancetillense Croat.

ofCosta Rica and Panama that reach their limit Belize has no more than eight to ten species

m Nicaragua. These are found principally in the (none of them endemic) but Guatemala, with
very wet southeastern comer in the Department about 25 species, is richer.

ofZelaya. Examples ofthese are A. acutangulum Although the greater number of species in

Engl, A. hacumense Engl., A. ochranthum C. Guatemala can perhaps be attributed in part to

Koch, ^. ramonense Engl, ex K. Krause, A. spa- the fact that it has been much better explored
thiphyllum N. E. Brown, and A. upalaense Croat than the remainder ofMiddle America, the chief

& Baker. Other species are basically Mexican reason for its greater number of known species

species that just reach Nicaragua from the north. is that it shares with Mexico a number of typi-

Examples of these are A, huixtlense Matuda and
A- schlechtendalii Kunth.
Additional Nicaraguan Anthurium species in-

clude wide ranging species that range from Mex-

cally Mexican species. These include A. chia-

pasense Standi., A. huixtlense Matuda, A. mon-

tanum Hemsl., A. seleri Engl., and A. titanium

Standi. & Steyerm. A number of other species
ICO or Middle America to South America, such from Chiapas are to be expected in Guatemala,
as^. cM^fme Engl, (also in West Indies), ^. c/a- These include A, berriozabalense Matuda, A.
^^gerum Poepp., A, friedrichsthalii Schott, A. chamulense Matuda, A, cordatotriangulum Ma-
^'^d/^ (Rudge) Lindl., A. interruptum Sodiro, A. tuda, A. nakamurae Matuda, A. ovandense Ma-
^^crospadix Schott, A. obtusilobum Schott, A. tuda, and A. pedatoradiatum Schott.

^^veAj/VCroat&Baker,^. 5ca^2<^^AZ5(Aubl.)Engl., Still, Guatemala is much richer in species in

and A, trinerve Miq. Still others are species that its own right than the remainder of Middle
^nge throughout Central America, such as A, America, with three endemic species. These are

^^eri Hook. f. and A, pentaphyllum (Aubl.) G, A. armeniense Croat, A. parvispathum Hemsl.,
^on var. iowZ>aa/o//wm (Schott) Madison. These and A. retiferum Standi. & Steyerm. However,
are also expected to be found in Colombia. The all of these might possibly also be discovered in

^nly endemic species ofAnthurium known from Chiapas with further collecting there,

'^aragua is A. beltianum Standi. & L. O. Wms. Mexico, with 4 1 known taxa and an additional

date, only 25 species are known for Nica-
6ua and, although it is certain that more species

four or five species to be expected, has a relatively

rich Anthurium flora with 26 endemic taxa. Some
J^ill be added to the flora with the ongoing col- of the endemic taxa are relatively widespread
^yng by Stevens and his associates, there is within Mexico, such as A. andicola Liebm., A,

^ doubt that species diversity of Anthurium
^greater south ofthe San Juan depression, which

^uu^^^^^
*^osta Rica and Nicaragua. Costa Rica,

although

65

chiapasense Standi., A. schlechtendalii ssp. ji-

menezii (Matuda) Croat, A. nizandense Matuda,

A. ovandense Matuda, A. pedatoradiatum Schott,

h appreciably smaller, has approximately and A. podophyllum (Cham. & Schlecht.) Kunth.

p"* ^P^^ies of Anthurium (Croat & Baker, 1979). The majority, however, are relatively narrow en-

^^"ama is even richer with 152 species. Nica- demies, mostly known only from northern Oa-
guan forests that I have investigated were poor xaca (seven taxa, A. cerropclonense Matuda, A.

species. For example, the cloud forest on Vol- chamulense ssp. oaxacanum Croat, A. longipel-

" ^ombacho east of Lake Nicaragua had only latum Matuda, A. machctioides Matuda. A. ncl-

'ew species of aroids. Even the much wetter 5c?«// Croat, A. subomtum Matuda, A. umhrosum
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,
A, yetlense Matuda); northern

xa, A. berriozabalense Matuda,

? Matuda, A, leuconeurum Len
Matuda): or southeastern Chia

3as tion in their own right, but final judgment on this

iri- will be deferred until further work can be done

le- with the South American species of the genus.

Matuda
urae Matuda),

Many of the Mexican

History of Work with Central

American Anthurium

The last revision of Anthurium was that ofrelated, and their current isolation is perhaps due
to changes in the environment brought about by Engler (1 905), who reported 58 species for Cen-

increasingly arid conditions and the formation tral America. The work was completed at a time

of broad expanses of intervening desert or ex- before serious botanical activity had begun in

tremely arid areas. Thus, for example, A. hal- many parts of Central America, and the number

moorei Croat, A, schlechtendalii ssp. jimenezii ofspeciesisnowestimatedat 219, almost a four-

(Matuda) Croat, and A. nizandense Matuda all

appear to have been derived from A, schlechten-

fold increase.

Engl
dalii Kunth, a common species from the Carib- Anthurium in Central America has been the

bean slope (or from a common ancestor). Spe- piecemeal description of new species and the

ciation here would appear to have resulted from compilation of floras for Guatemala, Costa Rica,

the onset of arid conditions with the resulting and Panama. Most of the treatments were pre-

isolationofthese species in specific parts ofwest- pared by P. C. Standley, who also made a sub-

em Mexico. Similar isolation of species has oc- stantial number ofcollections. The Flora ofGua-

curred in Chiapas, where relatively close species temala treatment was completed by P. C. Stan-

are now endemic to northern Chiapas or to dley and J. A. Steyermark (1958). Steyermark

southeastern and southwestern Chiapas. also made many collections, especially in Gua-

That Mexico and Middle America were iso- temala, and must be mentioned as one ofthe few

lated from Costa Rica and Panama during the collectors who paid any attention to descriptive

evolution of many Mexican Anthurium species detail of the plants in his notes.

The most serious student of Anthurium wasMex
flexile Matuda

crospadix Schott, A, pentaphyllum var. bomba- mately 30 years (beginning about 1949), worked

ifolium (Schott) Madison Mexico
A. scandens (Aubl.) Engl., and A. trinerve Miq., scribed 36 species (many of these now in syn-

reach Costa Rica. The same six species extend onymy) of Anthurium from Mexico. Matuda

through- played an important role in botanizing m Mex-

out much ofSouth America as well. The situation ico, especially in Chiapas. Several of the species

better he collected and described have not been s

since. Matuda's most important work (1^^

summarized the Araceae flora of Mexico as

reaching Costa Rica. These include (in addition
to the Mexican species already mentioned) A. „__^^ ,,,^ .„.*^^^w
bakeri Hook, f, A. cubense Engl., A. gracile w^as'knownVe7, buTlir^^^
(Rudge) Lmdl., and .4. interruptum Sodiro. The of species after the publication of that revision-

three latter species are also present in South Also important in the study of Mexican
Ara-

Amenca. ^ "'

Further evidence of this isolation can be seen
in the distinctive nature ofmany Mexican species
and the predominance of D-shaped or broadly
sulcate petioles that are uncommon elsewhere in
Anthurium, This feature is exhibited in several
leaf forms, including species with oblong leaf
blades and ovate-cordate blades, as well as in

ceae was G. S. Bunting, whose "Commentary
^

Mexican Araceae," published in 1965, suni^^^^

rized his knowledge gained from four
^^^f^L-)

field trips to Mexico during 1959, 1961, andl^^-

Some of his commentary was useful ^^ P^^^^.
[^^

my own field trips to Mexico. A revision o

^
palmately-lobed species of Anthurium by

^^^

Madison (1978) has also been useful during

pedatisect species such as A, podophyllum preparation of this revision.
(Cham, & Schlecht.) Kunth and A. pedatoradia-
tum Schott. The Mexican species in this group
will be referred to as the Anthurin*^ ^«^;^^/_

Only 35 of the 122 species inhabiting
Mex^^

and Middle America were described before

gler's time. Of these, the largest numbed
^ti: ^\^ t.' i

^ * * tunc. v_/i uicsc, Liic laigwj'- —- , .pt
alliance. They may ultimately prove to be a sec- species) were described by Schott with

\^^'
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numbers by Hemsley (three species), Poeppig and play a wide variety of qualitative characters.

Endlicher (two species). Masters (two species), Typically, roots develop one or more at each

and Liebmann (two species). The remaining sev- node. In section Polyphyllium Engl., the roots

en species were each published by a different are numerous, short, and slender and are borne

author: Hooker, Rudge, Lemaire, Chamisso & along the intemodes. In most species of section

Schlechtendal, Aublet, Kunth, and Miquel. Pachyneurium Schott, and in other short-

Engler pubUshed an additional thirteen species stemmed species as well, the roots per node are

near the turn of the century and Luis Sodiro, much more numerous. Since the intemodes are

working in Ecuador, described two Central very short, the root mass can be large and dense,

American species that range there during the same with the roots contiguous or neariy so. In many

period.

Matuda, leading the list ofAnthurium workers

cases, there has been a divergence in the function

of roots so that some are utilized exclusively for

subsequent to Engler's time, pubUshed 1 9 species. support while others are negatively geotropic and

Standley and his co-workers, L. O. Williams and are directed upward where they collect debris, or

J. A. Steyermark, published five species as a re- they extend into the rosette of leaves and collect

suit of their work with the floristics of Central debris. In other cases, the support roots of the

America. A single species each was described by plant are negatively geotropic, such as in the case

J. F. Macbride, T. G. Yuncker, and L. H. Bailey ofpendent species (Madison, 1978). Commonly,

during the same general period. Recently de- roots appear smooth when fresh; when they are

scribed material includes 20 species by Croat and dry it can be seen that they actually consist of a

Baker (1 979) and a single taxon each by R. Shef- dense mass ofwoolly trichomes that are so closely

rer and G. M. Barroso. This paper will describe matted they look contiguous before shrinkage of

SIX additional new species.

Several people, although not describers of^n-
thurium, nevertheless made significant contri-

the root. Anthurium gracile (Rudge) Lindl. has

roots with a thick white layer of velamen useful

in absorption of moisture from the air. Other

buiions by means oftheir collecting efforts. These species that have been investigated lack this ve-

include D. Breedlove (Chiapas), R. Baker and lamen layer.

W- C. Burger (Costa Rica), H. Kennedy (Mexico
and Central America), T. MacDougall (Mexico Stems and cataphylls. Although stem anat-

While

shape

especially Oaxaca), and D NeiU and W. D. Ste- omy has not been adequately studied, the out-

vens (Nicaragua). Special mention should be ward appearance of the stem provides few good

made regarding collections of Thomas Mac- taxonomic characters except for a considerable

Dougall because he had the unusual practice of range in length and width ofthe intemodes. Stems

recollecting a species in the same area. When he a
'^•d, he frequently (if not always) assigned the is

. .
.

,

recollected plant the same number he had as- and degree of indentation of the petiole scars,

signed it originally, using only a different date to these characters have not been used systemati-

distmguish different specimens. This practice has cally.
^ „ ^

jvluch more important are the cataphylls that

frequently persist on the stem. The color, texture,

and the degree of weathering they undergo are

useful taxonomic characters. Growth in Anthu-

rium is sympodial with each shoot bearing a bi-

carinate prophyll and a larger, single-keeled cata-

phyll, a foliage leaf, and terminating in an

inflorescence. The inflorescence, although always

ed in several cases to mixed collections when
nis later collections were in fact a different species
that occurred in the same area.

Taxonomic Characters

Morphological characters used in the taxon-
omy of Anthurium depend to some extent upon
the «^ ,•

—^ C.X....W w, _^-
innorescein.;c. xm. .....-— > <= j-

j.
^^"^tion being dealt with, but the characters

pQ^gntJal, may abort (Engler, 1877). The cata-
at have been used most frequently have been

^^^^Xs, which are usually green, promptly turn

J

^^ 3"d venation of the leaves, intemode
^,j.ownish, reddish, or yellowish and may be de-

ength, and the color and shape of the spathe and
^.j^j^^^s More frequently they persist, either re-

^Padix. Many of these characters are already dis-
^^{^\^g intact, such as in section Cahmystrium

"ssed elsewhere (Croat & Bunting, 1979). Schott and some other species, or they are mar-

.
"^oots. Although roots have not been used cescent. variously weathering into a network of

^^luionally as taxonomic characters, they dis- persistent fibers that may accumulate dcbns. The
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color, degree of weathering, and degree of per- size over the course of the life of the plant. More

sistence of the cataphylls frequently provide use- useful is the relative length ofthe petiole incom-

ful taxonomic characters.

Leaves, Among the more useful taxonomic

parison to the length of the inflorescence.

The most widely used taxonomic characters

characters that have been overlooked previously ''' ^nthurium are the shape and venation of the

is the cross-sectional shape of petioles (Fig. 1).

Most
terete or subterete in cross-section and frequently

also narrowly and obtusely channelled. How-

leaves, since these are perhaps more diverse than

in any other genus of plants (Croat & Bunting,

1979). In addition, glandular punctations on the

leaf blades provide useful characters and are val-

ever, considerable variation exists, and at least
^^' ^* ^^^'^ sometimes, at the sectional level For

sometimes this is believed to be taxonomically ^^^^P^^' ^^^^^^^^ Porphyrochitonium ^cMX^^

significant. Many Mexican species have petioles

that are D-shaped or broadly sulcate in cross-

section. Petiole cross-sectional shape, within

Tetraspermium Schott, and Digitinerxhm So-

diro consistently have glandular punctations on

one or both surfaces. Still, some species in oth-

limits, has proven useful in the separation of
^^^^^ epunctate sections, such as section C./-

species of Anthurium in the section Pachyneu-
rium Schott, where leaf blades of many of the
bird's-nest species are otherwise almost identi-

cal. However, petiole shape cannot be relied on
entirely. Some of the more variable, wide-rang-
ing species, such as A. schlechtendalii Kunth, have
considerable variation in petiole cross-sectional
shape even within a single population (see that

omystrium Schott, have evolved glandular punc

tations independently. While many members of

section Calomystrium Schott have brownish spots

resembling the glandular punctations of section

Porphyrochitonium Schott and others, at least

one unknown isolated Brazilian species [Rosa &

Lira 2325) has definite glandular punctations on

the lower blade surface. A group of coriaceous,

species for a discussion of this). Some species of
^.^^^^^^e species from Mexico {A. verapazemt

Anthurium have sharply

ers trapezoidal, square, or terete with several to

liance) has also developed glandular punctations.

Other useful features in the leaf include the

many sharp ridges. The degree of channelling of
P^'^^^^^e of papillate epidermal cells such a

the petiole also provides useful taxonomic char-
^^^^^^"^ Cardiolonchium Schott, and the prese

acters. The length of petioles, like overall size of
°^ ^^^'^^ ^^^'^^^ raphide cells so prevalent in

any morphological part o^ Anthurium. is highly
^^°" Calomystrium Schott.

unreliable because plants often flower when quite Inflorescences. The inflorescence, although

ofyoung and thus the overall size of leaves, inflo- generally critical for identification of species

rescences, and other parts vary remarkably in Anthurium. has been under utilized, perhaps be-

FlOURE I.

.h-^llnwlv .nH n *^;7'-*f
^'onal petiole shapes in Anthurium.- \. Basically terete: ranging from esulcate (O-

1"

shallowly and acutely sulcate (2 & 3), to obtusely and broadly sulcate (4) to narrowly and obtusely sulcate (

o narrowly and acutely sulcate (6), broadly and acutely sulcate (7), shallowly andTroad^ sulcate (8), flat
adax-alb

broaderltrihicr''' "'"'"'V"''
"? ^^'^- ^^ ""^ ^^^^-"^ -"^ marginal and medial ribs (1 1).-B. D-Shaped

m hro.HK .. ,;'^
''"^'"^ ^'^"^ ^^' ^^^''i^">' ^i^h obtuse margins (1), to broadly sulcate with obtuse ma^

S i^^tl^lu ^f "'"'" '"^'^'"^ ^^>' "^^^ ^''^''•^"y ^"h acute ma gins (4), flat adaxially with erect ma^

broad ranrinoJomh ''51^'
""'l^T

'",'' "'^^^
' °^ "^^^^^ ^^^^^^ "bs'(6 & 7 .-C. U-shaped or thicker

^;Si1c with acite^
""

I'A'!'^ tT'^J
'"'"'^^ ^'^ ^° "^•'"-•y ^"d obtusely sulcate (2), narrowly and acuj^

h^irp mTrls a?dT 'hm ^^.^if.f
''^'^ '"'^ "'^"'^'^ ^"1"^^* H), sulcate with acute margins (5),

sulcate

^

quXTeulLr whh nh, "T ^^^7^- '^'''^"^'^ ""^"'^"-^ '^"8'"8 f-'O"^ quadrangular with acute angles (

quadrangular wuh obtuse angles (2), trapezoidal (3), obtusely triangular M^ acutely triangular (5),
acut^;

rangular.''sh'arp,y and broadTy s„ c fc adSaTly' ^"nS'abaSv HM^'^h,"f"^''T TS. a*'*,
l-rihhod ihTvliiiv (^\ u^ ii a u ^

*'"t>ea aoaxially (1), to obtusely and broadly suicaica

ihe sulcus (5).
^ remaining circumference (4), or with one or more xw

Not yet observed but to be expected.
#
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\

CROSS -SECTIONAL PETIOLE SHAPES IN ANTHURIUM

\

A, Basically terete

C9 O
) 1 2 3 4 5 6

O
7 8 9 10 11

B. D-shaped or broader than thick

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

C. U-shaped or thicker than broad

i

»

1 2 3 4 5 6

D- Markedly angular

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

E- Markedly ribbed abaxially

D
1 2 3 4 5

1
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cause of too much reliance on herbarium ma- purple or drab colored spadices generally have

terial, which greatly diminished the value of the yeasty or rotting fruit aromas (the scent of one

inflorescence. Peduncle length has frequently been species is like that of fresh cucumbers) and are

used as a taxonomic character, yet length alone probably fly-pollinated. Scents are usually not

is extremely variable on plants of different ages evident at night, and some species are pheno-

and even in populations of plants of the same logically active, presenting their aromas only

age. However, the ratio of the peduncle length during midday. Aromas of some species are

to the petiole length is usually relatively constant sometimes so intense as to be smelled easily from

and often provides a useful character. Like most a distance of several meters, but most species

vegetative parts, the overaU dimensions of the give only faint but distinct aromas,
spathe and spadix are not very useful, but again Flowers are closely aggregated in spirals and

the ratio of the length of the spathe to the length are quite variable in size and shape. Their overall

of the spadix is relatively reliable. The shape of shape at the apex may be square, rhombic, or

both the spathe and spadix and the texture of the 4-lobed. The tepals themselves may be 3, 4, or

spathe are usually much more reUable than size. 5 -sided. The texture of the surface, presence of

The spadix and the many characters it em- droplets, raphide cells, and other features, all may

bodies is perhaps one of the least used taxonom- be taxonomically important,
ically. This is no doubt due to the fact that too Stigmas may be slitlike or brushlike and

few species have been critically compared in live exserted. The production of stigmatic droplets

condition. The dried spadix is difficult to study varies considerably from species to species, with

and loses many of the characters that are appar- both timing and duration being important. The

ent before drying. One of the most useful char- sequence and duration ofstamens as well as their

acters exhibited by the spadix is color. Spadix method of presentation is similarly important.

color when seen at anthesis is usually stable, and While most anthers are merely exsertedjust above

species vary considerably in the colors exhibited. the tepals, the stamens in some species are exsert-

In some species, however, the spadix varies from ed and later the filament shrinks and retracts the

. . anther to the surface of the tepals. Stamens in

green before the spathe opens, most quickly as- other species do not retract and the filament and

sume the color they will have at anthesis. Some anthers remain exposed. Stamens in still others

species may be green when stamens begin to retract completely below the surface ofthe tepals

and thus out of sight. The sequence of stamin

emergence is also quite variable (Croat, 1 '

with the rate of emergence being an addiuo"

variable. Most species with typically long-"

purple. While

turn

species change colors after anthesis, so it is im-
portant to make note of the color at anthesis.
Anthurium huixtlense Matuda. and A. formosum ._^^. „ ^ ^ ,.
Schott, for example, have spadices that become pered spadices have emergence beginning at the

noticeably darker after anthesis. base of the spadix and progressing toward

Other characters exhibited by the spadix in- apex. Species with cylindroid or clavate spadicc

elude scent, size, shape, and texture of the flow- have staminal emergence generally scattered o

ers; the number of flower spirals and the number even beginning at the apex or middle. In all types

of flowers per spiral; the disposition of the stig-

mas and timing ofthe stigmatic droplets; the rate
of emergence and disposition of the stamens, as
well as the shape of anthers and pollen color.
Many of these characters are discussed in detail
in Croat (1 980), but a summary ofthe important

will be

been
determining

of spadices the rate of emergence may be
Q"'^^^

different. For example some species ^^^^
"j'^gj.

of their lateral stamens before the third (a

^^^

nate) stamen and finally the fourth
(^'^^J"^.

stamen emerge. Still other species have a

mens of the flowers in any spiral fully ^^^
^^^

before many flowers in succeeding spira'*

their lateral stamens exserted. In other v'

the leading spirals in the staminal developn'
IS httle doubt that a large percentage of them progression are few. In contrast, other spe^^

havedmmctive aromas. Those with attractive may have, for example, ten or more ofthe ead «

mfn n.r r '"''i
'
KT- '"'' '' ^^ ^P-^'^ -^h only lateral stamens exposed. -^

mmt or lilac, and are no doubt bee-pollinated. another ten or more of the preceding sp'^'''

Eugloss.ne bees have been seen in several cases bearing three stamens (i e the laterals ?\^\^ ,

vsumg AnOn.n.n (Croat. 1980). Species with third, usu^ antX, ^mfn) and finally ^

the
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the lower (basal) spirals with a full complement persal. Many of the Mexican species of Anthu-

of four stamens exposed.

All of the characters mentioned here have

proven to be useful taxonomic characters, yet

most have never been mentioned previously by

other workers.

rium lack a sticky appendage on the seeds.

Sectional Classihcation of Central
American Anthurium

In many cases the existing sectional classifi-

Fruits. ^A2?/zwnwm fruits consist of 2-loculed cation systems of Schott and of Engler are in-

berries. The berries provide a number of useful adequate. While some species assigned to var-

characters including size, shape, and color, the ious sections by Engler (1905) may be related,

nature of the pericarp and mesocarp, the pres- most sectional descriptions have many overlap-

ence or absence of raphide cells, as well as the ping characteristics, and I believe that many
number, size, and shape of seeds. Engler (1905) species assigned to a particular section by Engler

appeared to realize the significance of the berries bear httle relationship to each other, e.g., A. gra-

in classification, but unfortunately he had not friedrichsthaHi

seen berries on the majority of the species he in Schott's section Leptanthurium, and A, pro-

studied. Because Anthurium has markedly pro- tensum Schott and A. durandii Engl, in Engler's

togynous flowers (Croat, 1980), they do not section Urospadix. Anthurium friedrichsthalii

readily set fruit on greenhouse collections with- Schott is a typical member of section Porphy-

out manipulation. Often this is not possible with- rochitonium Schott, as is ^. durandii Engl., while

out a second individual of the species. A great A. protensum Schott is a member of section Pa-

deal of attention has been given to those species chymurium Schott.

m the hving collections for which fruits were not A review of the sectional classification of^n-

^own, in order to encourage them to set fruit. thurium will be published elsewhere and, al-

The number of seeds per locule has long been though an attempt will eventually be made to

considered an important character, with such revise the sectional classification of ^^//zwr/wm,

groups as sections Tetraspermium Schott, Gym- it is premature to arrange Central American

nopodium Engl., and Porphyrochitonium Schott species in any subgeneric classification system in

having more than one seed per locule, while the this treatment. An attempt will be made here,

remaining sections usually have one per locule.

Seeds themselves are as individually different
from species to species as are the berries. Most

however, tentatively to assign all Central Amer-

ican species to a section. In some cases species

will be placed within an alliance of species that

have sticky, mucilaginous appendages firmly as- may later be ranked at the sectional level.

sociated with them (Croat, 1980) often attached It is hoped that ongoing studies with live ma-
^0 one or both ends. In some cases the seed is terial including cytological, anatomical, and

completely enclosed in a mucilaginous envelope, chemical studies will prove adequate to provide

These extremely sticky structures seem ideally a thorough analysis ofthe sectional classification

suited to being attached to bird beaks, and An- ofthe genus.

thurium berries seem ideally suited for bird dis-

la.

Provisional Sectional Placement of Asthvrilm Species of

Mexico and Middle America*

Leaf blades prominently 3-lobed or palmatifid to palmatisect.

^a. Leaf blades with the lobes united at the base.
rpntr^,! \r<^\

3a. Uafblades wiU, three lobes (.he lateral or posterior lobes often

>-J^-
*-^ -^1^S>,,„,,

A. subsignatum Schott

A. tilaranense Standi.

• Three section, do no, occur in Central America: section Gy,„.«e«dm„ Engl is ^P'-'™^^
^L." il"t

tSS± ^""«'"s G"-b. rrom Cuba; section C„an,acrcrm,,Sc<^. -P--",|.l^y„» ,rs?!u.hTmcrica

ZT' ^- ^""'^ & A. Haage, is restricted to Bra/.I; section Urospadix Engl, may be "
"^^^^^^^^d '^conccnirated in eastern and southeastern Bra/il. Some Panamanian speciesare tentatively places section
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Leaf Section Schizoplacium Scholi

A. pedatoradiatum Schott

A, pedatoradiatum ssp. helleborifoUum (Schott) Croat

A. podophyllum (Cham. & Schlecht.) Kunth
2b. Leaf blades with the lobes free to the base. Section Dactylophyllium Schott

A. clavigerum Poepp.

A. kunthii Poepp.
A. pentaphyllum (Aubl.) G. Don var. bombacifolium

(Schott) Madison
A. trisectum Sodiro

lb. Leaf blades entire or nearly so, sometimes with the anterior lobe markedly constricted at the base but

never distinctly 3-lobed.

4a. Leaf blades conspicuously dark glandular-punctate at least on the lower surface.
5a. Leaf blades cordate, hastate, or otherwise with usually definite posterior lobes; most basal

veins usually merging with the margin of the blade proximal to the middle of the blade. .„
Section Belolonchium Schott {Anthurium verapazense ^\\\^^^^)

A. chiapasense Standi.

A. chiapasense ssp. tlaxiacense (Matuda) Croat

A. longipeltatum Matuda
A. lucens Standi, ex Yuncker
A. riograndicolum Matuda
A. verapazense Engl.

5b. Leaf blades acute to obtuse or subcordale at base with usually only a single collective vein

extending along the margin to the apex (Sections Tetraspermium and Porphyrochitonium) or

with several basal veins prominently arcuate-ascending to the apex with many close, parallel

pnmary lateral veins extending between all the basal veins giving the blade the appearance
of a melastomataceous leaf blade (Section Digitinervium).
6a. Leaf blades with several pairs of basal veins sharply arcuate-ascending, extending to or

almost to the apex; primary lateral veins numerous, distinct, parallel, and extending more

or less straight between all the basal veins, giving the leaf blade the appearance of a

melastomataceous blade; pistils often prominently exserted and quadrangular; number
of ovules and seeds per locule unknown Section Digitinenium Sodiro

A. lentii Croat & Baker
6 b. Leafblades with usually no more than one pair ofbasal veins (usually merely the collective

vem) extending along the margin to the apex; primary lateral veins usually not numerous
or closely parallel; pistils not quadrangular; ovules and seeds usually two or more per

locule.

7a. Plants mostly scandent; stems slender, mostly less than 6 mm diam.; internodes

somewhat elongate; acute at apex. Section Tetraspermium Schoi

A, scandens (Aubl.) Engl.

A. scandens ssp. pusillum Sheffer

A. tonduzii Engl.

A. trinerve IVfio

^^"
r!?"iL"!y^"^*ir^'^^i

^^
^^^l

caespitose, at least lacking slender scandent stems; stems
^. t^^^^ 4U«„ 1 1.

berries often more or less truncate and indented a

Section Porphyrochitonium
5>cnuthe apex.

A. acutangul
A. alatipedunculatum Croat & Baker
A. austinsmithii Croat & Baker
A. bakeri Hook. f.

A, durandii Engl.

A, friedrichsthalii Schott
A. hacumense Engl.
A. lancifolium Schott
A. louisii Croat & Baker
A, paludosum Engl.

A. ramonense Engl.
A. scherzerianum Schott
A. utleyi Croat & Baker
A. wendlingeri G. M. Barroso4b Leaf blade*; mimrt^t*. ^.. ^* i
^- ^^^^^^mgeri O. M. Barroso

8^ PeUoks^r^^^^^
not conspicuously dark glandular-punctate.

,
.

ma Sns ^ cross-section or broadly channelled with more or less acute lateral

argins.
^^ ^^^^.^^ Belolonchium

Sen

(Anthurium andicola alliance)
A. andicola Liebm.
A. berriozabalense Matuda
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1

I

A, cerrobaulense Matuda
A. chamulense Matuda
A. chamulense ssp. oaxacanum Croat

A. cordatotriangulum Matuda
A. cotobrusii Croat & Baker

A. montanum Hemsl.

A. nakamurae Matuda
A, nelsonii Croat

A. parvispathum Hemsl.

A. retiferum Standi. & Steyerm.

A. rionegrense Matuda
A. rzedowskii Croat

A, seleri Engl.

A, subcordatum Schott

A. subcordatum ssp. chlorocardium (Standi. & L. O.

Wms.) Croat

A. subovatum Matuda
A. titanium Standi. & Steyerm.

I 8b. Petioles usually terete or subterete in cross-section often narrowly channelled but with the

margins rounded; sometimes square, triangular, trapezoidal, or otherwise, but not usually

f D-shaped.

9a. Vernation of leaf blades involute (i.e., with both margins rolled inward toward the midrib

in bud); plants frequently with a "bird's-nest" habit, i.e., short stems and rosulate leaves;

blades often thick, frequently more or less oblanceolate or obovate to elliptic; the primary

lateral veins (at least the lower ones) joining the margins Section Pachyneurium Schott

A. acutifolium Engl.

A. brenesii Croat & Baker

A. consobrinum Schott

A. cubense Engl.

A. cuneatissimum (Engl.) Croat

A. cuspidatum Mast.

A. eximium Engl.

A. fatoense K. Krause

A. halmoorei Croat

A. machetioides Matuda

A. michelii Guillaumin

A, nizandense Matuda
A. oerstediamim Schott

A. prolatum Croat & Baker

A, protensum Schott

A, purpureospathum Croat

A, ranchoanum Engl.

A, sahadorense Croat

A, salviniae Hemsl.

A. schlechtendalii Kunlh

A, schlechtendalii ssp. jimenezii (Matuda) Croat

A. schottianum Croat & Baker

A. seibertii Croat & Baker

A, spathiphyllum N. E. Brown

A, spectabile Schott

A, standleyi Croat & Baker

A. upalaense Croat & Baker

A. validifolium K. Krause

A watermaliense Hort. ex L. H. Bailey

9b. Vernation of leaf blades supervolute (i.e., with one margin rolled inward toward the

midrib but with the alternate margin rolled around the midrib and then rolled up opposite

margin, giving the "cul-awa/^ view a cochleate appearance); plants usually lackmg a

bird's-nest habit; leaves various; the primary lateral veins frequently jommg mto a col-

lective vein before reaching the margin. „ , .u i ^^ ,k;^i. ^x:\^h

10a. Stems scandent and wiry; intemodes elongate, usually less than 3 mm th.ck,^^^

numerous, short adventitious roots scattered along ihcir length: flowermg
^^^^^^^

bearing one to six leaves; 1 -ribbed cataphylls lacking. Section Polyphylhum Engl.

A, clidemioides Standi.

A, flexile SchoXi ^ ^ ^ ^

A flexile ssp. muelleri (Macbr.) Croat & Baker

10b. Stems short or scandent but not slender and wiry; intcrnodcs short or long but not

(
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slender and wiry, usually more than 8 mm diam.; the adventitious roots restricted

to the nodes; flowering branches bearing a single leaf (branches are short and do

not appear like branches); 1 -ribbed cataphylls present and usually conspicuous.

1 1 a. Roots white, bearing velamen; blades thin, narrowly oblanceolate, the primary

lateral veins numerous and scarcely more prominent than the interprimary

veins,* stems rarely more than 1 cm diam. with persistent reddish-brown,

intact cataphylls; spadix with no more than three flowers visible per spiral

(from any angle); chromosome numbers 2n= 10 or 20 -

- Section Leptanthurium SchoW

A. gracile (Rudge) Lindl.
lib. Roots usually greenish, lacking velamen; blades various, usually with the

primary lateral veins conspicuously more prominent than the interprimary

veins; stems various; cataphylls usually weathering (except section Calomys-

trium with cordate blades); number of flowers per spiral various but usually

more than three per spiral.

12a. Leaf blades velvety, usually metallic green or blackish-green in color;

the epidermal cells papillate or otherwise elevated; petioles frequently

ribbed; B-chromosomes present. ...„ Section Cardiolonchium Schott

A. clarinervium Matuda
A. leuconeurum Lem.
A. lezamae Matuda

12b. Leaf blades not velvety, usually smooth and semiglossy to glossy; the

epidermal cells flat, not papillate or raised; petioles various but not

commonly ribbed; B-chromosomes lacking.
1 3 a. Stems bearing conspicuous, thick, intact, persistent, reddish-brown

cataphylls; leaf blades usually thick; the minor veins usually not

prominently raised; the upper blade surface usually with linear

raphide cells visible; spadix often colored, often sweetly scented;

spathe usually thick, often broad Section Calomystrium Schott

A. armeniense Croat
A. beltianum Standi. & L. O. Wms.
A. clavatum Croat & Baker
A. formosum Schott

A. hoffmannii Schott

A. huixtlense Matuda
A. monteverdense Croat & Baker
A, obtusilobum Croat & Baker
A, ravenii Croat & Baker

1 3b. Stems usually with cataphylls deciduous or weathering into a mass

of fibers (sometimes persisting intact, as in A. eximium); leaf

blades thick or thin; the minor veins conspicuous or not; the upper

surface usually lacking raphide cells; spadix various, less fre-

quently scented; spathe various, often lanceolate.
14a. Leafblades much longer than broad, oblong to linear (rarely

ovate but then thin, veiny, and weakly bullate as in A. da-

vidsoniae),

15a. Stems elongate, erect to scandent 7-20 mm diam.

16a. Leaf blades thin, veiny, and weakly bullate; the

reticulate veins often conspicuous; spathe and

spadix usually green or greenish-yellow;
spadices

commonly cylindrical; berries commonly P^*!,,
^j

green Section Xialophyllhim
^cn

{A, microspadix alliance)

A, davidsoniae Standi.
A. microspadix Schott
A. pallens Schott

16b. Leaf blades usually coriaceous or thickly char-

taceous, smooth; the reticulate veins usually no

conspicuous; spathe and spadix various or "^
.

^^j

knowji Section Xialophylhum^
{A, caucamim alliance)

Section

that also have this characteristic.

ibia**
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A. angustispadix Croat & Baker
A. burgeri Croat & Baker
A. carnosum Croat & Baker
A. interruptum Sodiro

A. tenerum Engl.

A. testaceum Croat & Baker
15b. Stems short; the internodes short; stems mostly less

than 10 mm diam.

1 7a. Pistils prominently exserted long before anthesis

and many times longer than the stamens when
they appear Section Oxycarpium Schott

A, pittieri Engl.

A. pittieri var. fogdenii Croat

1 7b. Pistils not prominently exserted long before an-

thesis, about as long or no more than a few times
longer than stamens Section Xialophyllium Schott

A. burgeri Croat & Baker (usually with longer stems)

14b, Leaf blades not much longer than broad (or at least not

oblong or linear), mostly more or less ovate with posterior

lobes.

18a. Blades moderately thin, often conspicuously veiny or

even bullate; anterior lobe usually with numerous,
close, more or less parallel veins; berries frequently

green. „ Section Polyneurium Schott

A. caperatum Croat & Baker

A. panduriforme Schott

A. Williamsa K. Krause

18b. Blades coriaceous or nearly so, usually smooth and
not noticeably veiny or bullate; anterior lobe lacking

numerous close parallel veins „

Section Belolonchium Schott

A. brownii Mast.

A. cerropelonense Matuda
A. concinnatum Schott

A. lancetillense Croat

A. ochranthum C. Koch
A. ovandense Matuda
A, pluricostatum Croat & Baker

A. silvigaudens Standi. & Steyerm.

A. umbrosum Licbm.

A. yetlense Matuda

Key to Anthurivm of Mexico and Middle America

^' ^^^es palmately lobed or divided; leaf segments more than three or if three, then divided to the base.

^^mm m^^ *^m-ww mw*4^^*^* * a rr T - jj gT tf ^+*+*^#^«^*^4PA*«^-«* #*fr4»**»fl a *«* wm^w A^^^^^*^^^ « ^-r fr#* #****#**#*.4 ^^^ ^^t KEY A
IJ^aves simple, sometimes lobed.
-a. Leaf blades 3-lobed, the margins constricted near the base of the antenor lobe. key
^o. Leafblades not 3-lobed.

3a. Leaf blades cordate or subcordate at base.

Leafblades with nrominenl oosterior lobes KEYC-ra. j^ai uiaaes wun prommeni posienui iuuc», \^^ii3^i^^^km^»j .^.«w«. ^v-.^.-.w ^^.^,,. ^^, ^

4b. Leafblades with posterior lobes, not punctate below or not conspicuously so key d
3b. Leafblades not cordate or subcordate at base.

5a. Leaves punctate on one or both surfaces

5b. Leaves not ounctate on either surface

KEY e

key f

KEY A

^^^^^ palmately lobed or divided; leafsegments more than three or if three, then divided to the base.

lb I
^'^^ 3-foliolate with the segments free to the base; plants terrestrial

^ J-eaves 5^13.folioIate or lobed (if 3-foliolate, then the peduncle less than 5 cm long).

A. trisectum Sodiro

segments all free to the base.

lants huge, scandcnt, epiphytic; leaflets lobed: ped

spathe dark violet-purple,^ spathe dark violet-purple --TT,'^- ''^'^^'f
"'" ^"^^PP-

3b. Plants relatively small, scandcnt, with long internodes; leaflets not lobed (exccp the basal

leaflet); peduncle long or short; spadix less than 25 cm long; spathe green to purplish.
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4a. Leaf segments all more or less equal, petiolules 4-6 cm long; peduncles slender and long,

usually more than 20 cm long, longer than spadix; spadix whitish to greenish at anthesis.

„„ A. kunthii ?QC^^.

4b. Leaf segments unequal, the lowermost more or less auriculate and usually markedly

inequilateral; petiolules usually short, less than 2 cm long with the leaf tissue decurrent,

often almost to the base; peduncles short and stout, usually less than 6 cm long, usually

shorter than the spadix; spadix lavender at anthesis.

„ A. pentaphyllum var. bombacifolium (Schott) Madison

2b. Blade segments united at the base; plants terrestrial or on rocks on steep slopes.

5a. Blade segments generally pinnatifid with 5-12 narrow divisions, the segments rarely entire

but then subcoriaceous; the peduncle longer than the petioles

A. podophyllum (Cham. & Schlecht.) Kunth

5 b. Blade segments entire, the peduncle shorter than the petioles.

6a. Blades evenly segmented A. pedatoradiatum Schott ssp. pedatoradialum

6b. Blades unevenly divided, at least the median segment free or nearly so. -

. A. pedatoradiatum ssp. helleborifolium (Schott) Croat

KEY B

Leaves simple, 3-lobed, the margins constricted near the base of the anterior lobe.

la. Posterior lobes usually more or less orbicular; lower blade surface glossy, yellow-green when dry;

primary lateral veins numerous, prominent, more or less straight and parallel; tepals yellow

-; A panduriforme Schoi\

lb. Posterior lobes not as above; lower blade surface not glossy; primar> lateral veins either not numerous
or not prominent or neither; tepals purple or yellow to green.
2a. Basal lobes at more or less right angles to the anterior lobe.

3a. Plants scandent with long intemodes; spadix yellow-green to yellow; berries violet-purple.

- A. subsignatum Schott

3b. Plants more or less acaulescent with short intemodes; spadix neither yellow-green nor yellow;

berries red or violet-purple.

4a. Posterior lobes curved toward anterior lobe; spadix creamy-white or greenish to reddish-

brown; berries red, at least at apex. A, tilaranenseSmol

4b. Posterior lobes extended away from anterior lobe; spadix green tinged with violet-purple;

berries violet-purple A. seleri Engl.

2b. Basal lobes not at more or less right angles to anterior lobe"
5 a. Posterior lobes broadly rounded, the sinus usually spathulate; spadix violet-purple; blade

margm often undulate; Costa Rica to Ecuador A. brownn Mast.

5b. Posterior lobes narrow, the sinus not spathulate; spaSx'usually greenish; blade margins not

markedly undulate; Mexico and Guatemala.
6a. Blades with the posterior lobes usually longer than the anterior lobe; the margin between

the antenor and posterior lobes straight to convex; the collective vein arising usually

from the uppermost basal vein in the anterior lobe. A. berriozabalense
Matuaa

6b. Blades with the posterior lobes usually shorter or no longer than the anterior lobe; the

margm between the anterior and posterior lobes usually markedly concave; the collective

vein arising from one of the lowermost basal veins and extending along the margin oi

both the posterior and the anterior lobes. A. selen tngi-

KEY C

Leaves simple, cordate, or subcordate at base; with prominent posterior lobes, black punctate below.

^^'
r^nnlhW^l^Lryf^^'"^'^^i'^f''

'''^^ <^oriaceous with two or more basal veins strongly ascending,

Zc^^l ^Zf K
""

u"^
to beyond the middle of the blade; pistils eariy emergent, quadrangular

ruf

;

'.^"'" ^^'^^'^ ^°'*^ '^i^^' P^'^an^a, Colombia. A. lentil Croat &
Baker

I .of KioH». .usually conspicuously lobed at the ha^<> «nho^^o..^..:TuTr:::, :;:.-::i" * „. .^nvp usuallylb. Leaf blades

at maturity.
berries

^^'
E!^''.?

"""'"^
^r^ 'T" u''^"'

^^^" ''™^^' the anterior lobe usually more or less oblong and
sometimes constncted at the base or narrowly triangular

y
n o c

^^'
oSn crn.l°J'" T.'"^

'^'' '^^""-^ -^^ ''™'' longer than broad, the sinus parabolic to spathulate,
often closed northern Oaxaca in the Sierra Madre Oriental A. longlpeltatum m^"*

outwa"rS' l^:ZT''
""'','^'" '' ''""'' '°"S^^ than broadrusually directed prominently

Be!::fG:atera\riZdur
^^"'"^"^' "°^ ^'^^^^^ -^^^^ ^^^^ ^^' '''''''

^^'
!otanl'e "rSTf\ 'o~^ 'T' '°"^^'- ^^^^ ^he petioles; berries subglobose, red-orange
to orange-red, seeds 6-9 per berry, less than 3 mm long. A. verapazense

Er*
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4b. Inflorescences usually less than 1.5 times longer than petioles.

5a. Spadix olive green at anthesis; primary lateral veins prominently raised below (fresh

and dry); restricted to southwestern Oaxaca „

_... A. chiapasense ssp. tlaxiacense (Matuda) Croat

5b. Spadix dark violet-purple at anthesis; primary lateral veins flat or prominulous below;

southeastern Chiapas and western Guatemala A, chiapasense Standi, ssp. chiapasense

^
2b. Blades mostly 1.25-1.5 times longer than broad, rarely more than 2 times longer than broad, the

anterior lobe usually more or less ovate (rarely with the anterior lobe somewhat oblong or narrowly

triangular),

6a. Blades conspicuously coriaceous, acute at the apex with a short apiculum; southeastern Oa-

xaca _ A. riograndicolum Matuda

6b. Blades usually only subcoriaceous (at least when dry), acuminate at apex; widespread from

Chiapas to Honduras.
7a. Inflorescences usually 1.5-3 times longer than petioles; spathe usually less than half as

long as the spadix; berries subglobose, red-orange to orange-red; seeds 3-5 per locule (7-

9 per berry), less than 3 mm long A. verapazense Engl.

7b. Inflorescence usually less than 1.5 times as long as the petioles; spathe usually more than

half as long as spadix; berries obovoid, bright red; seeds 1 per locule (2 per berry), more

than 4.5 mm long A. lucens Standi, ex Yuncker

» KEY D

Leaves simple, cordate or subcordate at base, with posterior lobes, epunctate below.

la. Plants scandent and twining or at least with long slender stems with elongate intemodes, held erect

usually by rooting onto or being supported by trees; blades mostly less than 27 cm long.

2a. Leaves bullate; peduncle nearly non-existent, obscured by the base of spathe, rarely to 5 cm
.„ ^ A. clidemioides Standi.

2b. Leaves not bullate (except A. davidsoniae)\ peduncles conspicuous.

\ 3a, Stems mostly more than 2 cm diam.; blades 16-48 cm long, 1 1-44 cm wide -.

_
A. subsignatum Schott

" 3b. Stems mostly less than 1 cm diam.; blades mostly less than 27 cm long, 16 cm wide.

4a. Stems 2-4 mm diam., usually several meters long, twining, flexible; intemodes with many

short roots; sea level to 1,700 m.
5a. Leaves usually palminerved, lanceolate, cordate at base and broadest below the

middle of the blade; spadix usually with a conspicuous stipe 1-2 cm long; Mexico

to northern Guatemala, 1,000-1,700 m — -

A. flexile ssp. muelleri (Macbr.) Croat & Baker

5b. Leaves plinerved, elliptic to narrowly elliptic, narrowly subcordate at base, broadest

' at or near the middle of the blade; spadix sessile or with the stipe to 2 mm long;

(

>

\

\

Mexico to Panama, sea level to 1,000 m A. flexile Schott ssp. flexile

4b. Stems usually 5-10 mm diam., usually 1 m or less long, usually stiffly erect, usually

supported by a tree, not twining, the intemodes lacking roots; roots long, few, restricted

to the nodes; usually 1,200-2,300 m.
, - ^ . o j,

6a. Leaf blades all cordate or, rarely, subcordate A. daxidsoniae Standi.

6b. Leaf blades subcordate intermixed with blades that are rounded or truncate, rarely

,. cordate - A. microspadix SchoXi

Plants not scandent; intemodes short. . - • xt-
7a. Species ofCosta Rica and Panama, often extending into South America, sometimes into Nicaragua

{A. ravenii as far north as Honduras).
, ^ ^ ^ ^ .

,

8a. Geniculum situated at least 10 cm below the base of the blade; blades subcordate; terrestrial.

A. oerstedianum Schott

8b. Geniculum immediately subtending the leaf blade. ...
9a. Spadix more or less clavate, broader in circumference at apex than at base, spathe ovate-

elliptic with a long-cuspidate apex, long-decurrent at base; blades drying dark brown or

gray-brown; middle elevations, Cordillera de Talamanca A. clamtumCro^ & Baker

%. Spadix cylindroid or tapering from base to apex, never clavate; spathe mostly oblong.
^- .^^^vixw V j'liii^ji una \j

' lanceolate, or ovate.

lOa. Spathe purpleto dark maroon or mottled green and P^H'le.throughout (excluded

are species with spathe predominantly green with purple tmged margms and/or

uL"!' Spathe twisted and contorted; peduncle short (less

^^^
V° .^2; neT/Bribri'

the elongate petioles (to 1 m long); smus narrow; Atlantic lowla^.d^^^^^

100 m.
A. schottianum Croat & Baker

J

lib. Spat^eslairpedunc^^^^
^'^"^'^"''"^^^^^^^^ I'n

"''''' "''* '^"^'^''^ ^'

400-2

naTelVtirersSoJycordare or subcordate a, base; spa,hc solid n,.roo„
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to more commonly green and purple mottled; leaves basically lanceolate

in outline.

1 3a. Leafblades thin; spadix sessile, berries purple-violet becoming red;

major veins of leaf reddish beneath on drying. ._. ^. cuspidatum Mast.

1 3b. Leafblades subcoriaceous; spadix on a stipe 3-25 mm long; berries

orange; major veins of leaf not reddish beneath
A. ranchoanum En^,

12a. Leaf blades deeply cordate at base or shallowly cordate and triangular

in outline.

14a. Spathe usually dark purple-violet; stipe 0.5-2.5 cm long; stamens

long-exserted A. watermaliense Hort. ex L. H. Bailey

14b. Spathe usually green tinged with purple; stipe 2-6 mm long; sta-

mens weakly exserted A. cotobrusii Croat & Baker

10b. Spathe white, yellow, green, or green with purple-tinged veins and/or margins.

1 5a. Leaf blades generally lanceolate or broadly lanceolate in outline, cordate or

subcordate basally, the lobes never overlapping each other; spathe green or

green tinged with purple, never white.

16a. Petiole 4-sided; blades pendent; peduncle less than 25 cm long, much

shorter than the petioles A, spectabile Schott

1 6b. Petioles terete or subterete; blades not pendent; peduncles usually more

than 25 cm long, slightly shorter to longer than petioles.

1 7a. Spathe oblong-lanceolate; berries purple-violet to reddish-violet;

major veins of leaf maroon below; blades almost always drying

with a purplish tint or with purplish blotches; 400-1,700 m
A. cuspidatum msl

1 7b. Spathe lanceolate to ovate; berries orange; major veins of leaf not

maroon below; blades not drying purplish or with purphsh blotch-

es; (500)1,000-2,300 m A. ranchoanumtn&-

1 5b. Leaf blades generally heart-shaped in outline, with conspicuous and deep

basal sinus, the lobes often overlapping each other; spathe white, green or

green tinged with purple.

18a. Blades hastate, the posterior lobes usually orbicular; spadix golden yel-

low. A. panduriforme Schott

1 8b. Blades not hastate, the posterior lobes not orbicular; spadix white, green,

purple, or occasionally yellow.

19a. Plants growing at elevations above 2,000 m; flowering spadix 5-

26 cm long, on a stipe 1-2.5 cm long A. concinnatum bcn

19b. Plants usually growing at elevations below 2,000 m; spadix var-

ious lengths, usually sessile {A. standleyi with a stipe 0.6-6 cm

long.

20a. Largest leaf blades less than 55 cm long.

21a. Spadix dark purple; spathe dark green, sometimes

tinged purple. .

22a. Blades subcoriaceous, the basal veins coalescea

4-6 cm, the sinus much broader than deep when

flattened; spathe ovate to narrow; berries pa e

^^^^

orange A. cotobrusii Croat &

22b. Blades thin, the basal veins scarcely or not at ai

coalesced, the sinus much deeper than broaa,

sometimes closed with the lobes overlapping'

spathe lanceolate; berries deep red-violet. -^ ^
„. „„.. A. mlliamsii K.^

2 1 b. Spadix white to yellow or pale green, sometimes ting

purplish. r

23a. Collective vein continuous from near base
^^^^

basal lobe to apex of blade. ... A, obtusilobunt

23b. Collective vein formed only in upper hall o^

blade, arising from upper basal veins, the lo

basal veins running to margin. .

24a. Blades ovate-triangular, the sides ot ij^

anterior lobe nearly straight; ca^P ^^^

weathering into tan fibers; spathe usua -

purple, at least tinged purplish; plants

restrial „ TliB^''^'
A. watermaliense Hort. ex L.

•

24b. Blades ovate, the sides convex; catapn>
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»

I

\

persisting more or less intact, reddish-

brown; spathe pale, not tinged purplish

plants epiphytic or terrestrial.

25a. Spathe 5-6(8.5) cm wide, broadly
ovate. _„ A. monteverdense Croat 8l Baker

25b. Spathe less than 3 cm wide, lanceo-

late to oblong-ovate

A, hoffmannii Schott

i

\

i

\

\
r

\

)

20b. Largest leaf blades more than 55 cm long.

26a. Leaf blades with tertiary veins sunken above, giving

the blade a bullate appearance, drying pale yellow-

green with a wrinkled, chartaceous character; sub-

marginal collective vein usually continuous from near

the base; spathe pale green, brittle; spadix pale green;

berries pale green or white. _ A. caperatum Croat & Baker
26b. Leaf blades not appearing bullate; submarginal col-

lective vein often beginning well above base; spathe

color various, often tinged purplish; spadix white, yel-

low, purple, or green tinged with purple; berries or-

ange, reddish, or purplish.

27a. Plants epiphytic.

28a. Spadix violet-purple, long tapered, to 28
cm long; blade prominently undulate.

-- A, brownii Mast.

28b. Spadix white, pale green, greenish-yellow,

or violet, short and only slightly tapered,

to 18 cm long.

29a. Spathe soon reflexed; spadix cream,

white or pale yellow-green; berries

red, round at apex.

A. ravenii Croat & Baker
29b. Spathe remaining close to spadix

even in fruit; spadix white to violet;

berries dark purple-violet with red-

orange base, sharp pointed at apex.

A, formosum Schott

27b. Plants terrestrial.

30a. Collective vein arising well above the

middle; spathe green; spadix green when
immature, soon heavily tinged violet-pur-

ple, turning yellow-brown; berries orange.

A. standleyi Croat & Baker

r

I

30b. Collective vein usually arising from one

ofthe basal veins; spathe white, pale green

or pale violet or tinged with pale violet;

spadix while, yellow, lavender, or pale

green tinged with lavender; berries not or-

ange.

31a. Blades usually drying with large,

conspicuous, purplish blotches;

spathe pale green becoming pale vi-

olet; spadix white to violet; berries

dark purple-violet with red-orange

base; common plants ofthe Atlantic

slopes at middle elevations, some-

times seen as the dominant plant on

disturbed steep banks.

\

A. formosum Schott

3 1 b. Blades lacking dark splotches; spathe

and spadix various colors; berries

not colored as above.

32a. Spadix bright yellow at anthe-

sis, the anthers not visible

(pollen oozing out in slender

ribbons); leaf blades with the

posterior lobes elongated, the
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anterior lobe usually some-

what straight along its mar-

gins; petiole rounded and

smooth abaxially

A. ochranthum C. Koch

32b. Spadix pale lavender or green

tinged with lavender; anthers

clearly visible, held just above

the tepals; leaf blades with

posterior lobes scarcely long-

er than broad; anterior lobe

usually broadly convex along

its margins; petiole subterete

with seven or eight low ridges

around its circumference

.„_ A. pluricostatum Croat & Baker

7b. Species of Mexico and northwestern middle America, northwest of Rio San Juan depression

(Nicaragua), sometimes in El Salvador and Honduras, rarely in Nicaragua.
33a. Petioles broadly sulcate or D-shaped in cross-section, the adaxial margins often acute, some-

times merely obtuse.

34a. Leaf blades merely subcordate, lacking well developed posterior lobes.

35a. Leaf blades with the basal veins and primary lateral veins usually reddish; Sierra

de Oaxaca in northern Oaxaca A. subovatum Matuda

35b. Leaf blades with all veins greenish; Guerrero and southern Oaxaca to Chiapas,

Guatemala, El Salvador, or Honduras.
36a. Blades less than 1 2 cm long; southwestern Chiapas near border with Oaxaca.

„„ „... __ _ A. cerrobauleme Mmo^

36b. Blades usually more than 1 5 cm long; Oaxaca, Chiapas, Guerrero in Mexico,

Guatemala, Honduras, or El Salvador.
37a. Collective vein arising from one of the lower basal veins; posterior

lobes usually longer than broad and directed prominently outward;

northern Chiapas to Guatemala ^ ^ selerim-

37b. Collective vein arising from the first (or second) basal vein or one ol

the primary lateral veins, the posterior lobes usually not longer than

broad and not directed prominently outward.
38a. Blades more or less oblong, three to four times longer than

broad, often broader near the base A. nakamurae Matu

38b. Blades triangular to ovate, less than three times longer than

broad, broadest at base.

39a. Leafblades with margins of the anterior lobe usually con-

cave ^ A. cerrobaulense
Matuo^

39b. Leaf blade with margins of the anterior lobe broadly con-

vex.

40a. Spadix pale green; blades with the collective vein

often arising from the first basal vein, frequently

with a secondary collective vein extending ^^^^?^

larly along the margin to the apex or nearly to t^

apex; second basal vein merging with the margin

the upper half of the blade; Mexico, in Guerrer

and southern Oaxaca and Chiapas "^i^rmat
A rzedowskii

^^"^

40b. Spadix dark violet-purple or green tinged with vi-

olet-purple; blades with the collective vein ansi fe

from the first or second basal vein, lacking a se

ondary collective vein; the second basal vein ot

merging with the margin below the middle ot

blade; Oaxaca and Chiapas, Guatemala, El ^a'va

dor, and Honduras.
4 1 a. Leaf blades with tertiary veins obscure aj^^^^

(fresh); western Guatemala to northern El

vador and western Honduras. •

^jiot^-

-A, chamulense Matuda, A. subcordatum
^^

A. subcordatum ssp. chlorocardiion (^^^"
'

& L. O. Wms.) Croat, A. subovatum Max

4 1 b. Leafblades with tertiarv veins minutely sunk-

I
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\

en and visible above when fresh; Oaxaca and

Chiapas.

42a. Leaf blades with tertiary veins below

scarcely visible; blades subcoriaceous;

occurring in "bosque pin-encino" (see

Flores, et al., 1971)

A. chamulense Matuda ssp. chamulense

42b. Leafblades with the tertiary veins clear-

ly visible below; blades of medium
thickness; occurring in "selva alta per-

rennifolia."

... A. chamulense ssp. oaxacanum Croatk*^*-*^^^-i

43a. Spathe ovate to narrowly ovate;

berries orange (?); Honduras on
Cerro Santa Barbara (Dept. Santa

Barbara)

.„... A. subcordatum ssp. chlorocardium

(Standi. & L. O. Wms.) Croat

43b. Spathe lanceolate (rarely narrow-

ly ovate); berries bright red; west-

em Guatemala to El Salvador and

Honduras along the Continental

Divide. „„

34b. Leaf blades with conspicuous, well developed posterior lobes.

44a. Blades about as broad as long.

45a. Leaf blades whitish-matte beneath; north central C

A. subcordatum Schott ssp.

subcordatum

45b. Leaf blades not whitish beneath.

46a. Tertiary veins prominently raised even on fresh leaves; leaf blades

usually less than 40 cm long; Veracruz and Oaxaca A, andicola Liebm.

46b. Tertiary veins not prominently raised on fresh material, weakly prom-
'

inulous on drying; leaf blades variable in size; southeastern Chiapas

and Guatemala.

47a. Blades less than 25 cm long, thin A. rionegrcnse Matuda

47b. Blades more than 40 cm long, subcoriaceous

A, titanium Standi. & Steyerm.

44b. Blades substantially longer than broad.

^ 48a. Lower blade surface matte, drying whitish; north central Oaxaca
A. nelsonii Croat

^

48b. Lower blade surface not conspicuously matte and whitish.

49a Blade with the anterior lobe conspicuously concave along the margm;
'

southwestern Chiapas. ..._
A. cerrobaulense Matuda

49b. Blade with the anterior lobe usually convex along the margm.

50a. Blades with the tertiary veins prominently raised even on fresh

leaves; Veracruz and Oaxaca. . A. andicola Liebm.

50b. Blades with the tertiary veins not prominently raised on fresh

leaves, weakly prominulous on drying.

51a. Blades ovate-triangular (ovale in A. subcordatum), the

posterior lobes poorly developed, usually rounded, the

collective vein always arising from the first basal vein,

the second basal vein only rarely loop-connected to the

collective vein, usually merging with the margin well be-

low the middle of the blade, the sinus usually broad,

usually parabolic or arcuate; northern and southeastern

Chiapas and northern Oaxaca.

52a. Blades ovate-triangular.

53a Major veins of the blade and apex of the pet-

iole reddish; Sierra de Juarez in northern Oa-

^„^a A. subovatum Matuda

53b Major veins of the blade and the apex ot the

petiole green; northern and southeastern

\

\

A. chamulense Matuda ssp. chamulense

52b. Blades ovate. .

54a. Spathe ovate to narrowly ovate; berries or-
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ange (?); Honduras on Cerro Santa Barbara

(Dept. Santa Barbara).

^. subcordatum ssp. chlorocardium (Standi. &

L. O. Wms.) Croat

54b. Spathe lanceolate (rarely narrowly ovate);

berries bright red; western Guatemala to El

Salvador and Honduras along the Continen-

tal Divide. _

A, subcordatum Schott ssp. subcordatum

51b. Blades ovate to narrowly ovate or ovate-triangular; pos-

terior lobes usually well developed, often longer than

broad (except in A, rzedowskii), often curved inward;

collective vein sometimes arising from one ofthe primary

lateral veins, the second basal vein often loop-connected

to the collective vein, usually merging with the margin

well above the middle of the blade, the sinus hippocrep-

iform to spathulate, sometimes parabolic, rarely arcuate;

Guerrero, Oaxaca or southeastern Chiapas to Guatemala.

55a. Blades coriaceous, the margins not markedly un-

dulate; petioles not glaucous; frequently with a sec-

ondary collective vein extending irregularly along

the margin to the apex or nearly to the apex; Guer-

rero, Oaxaca, and Chiapas A. rzedowskii Cmi

55b. Blades subcoriaceous to medium thick, usually

markedly undulate (except A, titanium); petioles

usually glaucous.

56a. Blades broadly ovate to rounded in outline,

the margin ofthe anterior lobe convex; spadix

usually more than 17 cm long

A. titanium Standi. & Steyerm.

56b. Blades ovate-triangular to narrowly ovate, the

margins of the anterior lobe more or less

straight; spadix usually less than 20 cm long^

57a. Blades ovate-triangular; major veins ot

the lower surface prominently elevated

when dry; spathe lanceolate, usually

about as long as the spadix; southeast-

em Chiapas.
T^rdat^riaj^urn Matuda

33b. Petioles terete or subterete

57b. Blades broadly to narrowly ovate; ma-

jor veins ofthe lower surface not prom-

inently elevated on drying; spathe ovate,

usually much shorter than the spadix,

southeastern Chiapas to Guatemala.

A. montanum Hemsi.

58a. Peduncles usually less than one-third as long as longest petioles.
5ya. Spadix dark purple.

60a. Leaves coriaceous, glossy; endemic to Sierra de Juarez, 2,400-2,800 ni- - ,

A, cerropelonensem^'
ouD. Leaves subconarf^mic c^rr^;«i^oo,,. t *iii_ Tr_ii ^^ 300 m ———

"

A. lancetillense
^'"^^^

59b. Spadix green, white or lavender; leaves subcoriaceous.
01 a. Spadix green; cataphylls dilacerating; peduncle less than 10 cm long'

^J]demic to Central Guatemala, 1,500-2,000 m or to northern Oaxaca, 60U-

1,5U0 m.
62a. Spathe broadly lanceolate, more than 2.5 times longer than broad>

rounded to acute at the base; spadix more than 5 times longer tnai

broad, markedly tapered toward the apex; endemic to northern ^^^
xaca ^ yettense

Mai"""

62b. Spathe broadly ovateTTess'thanirsTi^mes longer^^^^ broad, usually

cordate at the hasip- «r>ari;v i»o^*u„_ a .-. i i.^^Kmarl scarce-

61b.

ly tapered toward the apex; endemic to central Guatemala..----^ ^n,.

«:n',Hir"u-: ;• A. silvigaudens Standi. ii^^'J
Spadix white to lavender; cataphylls remaining intact; peduncles 2 1-39 cj
long, Chiapas to Nicaragua

__ ..A. huixtlense
Mai"
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58 b. Peduncles more than half as long as longest petioles.

63a. Upper blade surface papillate (with the epidermal cells cone-like) or alveolate;

fresh leaves usually conspicuously velvety; Mexico.

64a. Leafblades with veins conspicuously paler than the surface; primary lateral

veins not conspicuously more prominent when dry than the interprimary

and tertiary veins; epidermal cells of leaf blade drying minutely alveolate

(honey-combed) „.. ^ A. lezamae Matuda
64b. Leaf blades with veins conspicuously paler than the blade surface; primary

lateral veins conspicuously more prominent when dry than the interprimary

and tertiary veins; epidermal cells obviously papillate with individual cells

obviously raised, cone-like.

65a. Leaf blades almost as broad as long, the sinus closed or very narrow;

basal veins free or, if united into a posterior rib, the rib not marginal

to the sinus. A. clarinervium Matuda

65b. Leaf blades conspicuously longer than broad, the sinus obovate or

hippocrepiform; basal veins united into a conspicuous, naked (i.e.,

marginal to the sinus) posterior rib A. leuconeurum Lem.

63b. Upper blade surface smooth, not minutely papillate (the epidermal cells not

raised and cone-like) or alveolate (with a raised, net-like reticulum); fresh leaves

glossy or matte but not velvety; Mexico and Middle America.

66a. Posterior lobes longer than the anterior lobe A. berriozabalense Matuda

66b. Posterior lobes not longer than the anterior lobe.

67a. Cataphylls remaining intact, usually reddish-brown, conspicuous; leaf

blades with raphide cells usually visible on upper surface.

68a. Spadix at anthesis with the tepals turned upward on the inner

margin to give the spadix a distinctly bumpy surface, the color

pale reddish-violet, the stipe usually conspicuous, often curved,

the spathe ovate-oblong, white; southwestern Guatemala
A. armeniense Croat

68b. Spadix at anthesis with tepals not conspicuously upturned, the

spadix relatively smooth, rose-violet to lavender or cream, the

stipe absent or short, not both elongate and curved; widespread

from Chiapas to western Nicaragua _.„.. A, huixtlense Matuda

67b. Cataphylls usually weathering into fibers or deciduous; leaf blades

usually lacking raphide cells.

69a. Inflorescences nodding with spathe hooding spadix; endemic

to Nicaragua on limestone outcrops

A. beltianum Standi. & L. O. Wms.

69b. Inflorescences not typically nodding with spathe hooding spa-

dix.

70a. Plants occurring above 2,000 m elevation.

71a. Second pair of basal veins (counting from the mid-

rib) joining leaf margins below the middle of the

blade.

72a. Sinus of leaf broad, shallow, arcuate; petioles

not glaucous; leafmargins not undulate; blade

coriaceous; principally northern Chiapas

A, chamulense MatudaLA*»mHKHHHA****H*^4 « *4-**»*^^

orm

f

f

lib. Sinus usually narrow, aeep, nippocrcpi

to parabolic; petioles glaucous; blades sub-

coriaceous with undulate margins; south-

eastern Chiapas to Guatemala
„ A. montanum Hemsl.

71b. Secondpair of basal veins joining leaf margin well

above middle of leaf blade.

73a. Leaf blades broadly ovate, nearly as broad as

long; spadix dark purple at anthesis; endemic

to Sierra de Juarez in northern Oaxaca, 2,400-

2,800 m ^- cerropelonense M^XuAd.

73b Leafblades narrowly ovate to ovate or ovate-

triangular, longer than broad; spadix green or

green tinged with purple.

74a. Petioles glaucous; sinus usually spalhu-

late to hippocrepiform, rarely parabol-

ic* southeastern Oaxaca to Guatemala,

I 200-2 900 m A. montanum HcmsL
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74b. Petioles not glaucous; sinus usually ar-

cuate to parabolic, rarely spathulate;

Guerrero, northern Oaxaca and Chia-

pas, 1,400-2,900 m A. rzedowskii Cro2i\

70b. Plants occurring below 2,000 m.
75a. Leaf blades not coriaceous.

76a. Leaf blades ovate-triangular, nearly as broad

as long; rare, known only from an area near

the border of Oaxaca and Chiapas

A. rionegrense M^Xnda

76b. Leaf blades ovate, longer than broad.

77a. Spadix green at anthesis, sometimes

tinged with purple; petioles weakly

glaucous (except A. rzedowskii).

78a. Blades frequently with a second-

ary collective vein extending ir-

regularly along the margin to the

apex or nearly to the apex; Guer-

rero, Oaxaca, and Chiapas —
_ A. rzedowskii Croat

78b. Blades lacking a secondary col-

lective vein extending irregularly

along the margin to the apex or

nearly to the apex; Guerrero, Oa-

xaca, and Chiapas.

79a. Leaf blades with margins

flat to broadly undulate;

southeastern Chiapas and

southwestern Guatemala,

1,200-2,900 m
A. montanum Hemsi.

79b, Leaf blades with margins

minutely undulate to sub-

crispate; endemic to south-

ern Oaxaca and Chiapas.

800-1,600 m 7^ ,

A. ovandenseU^^^^^

77b. Spadix dark purple at anthesis; petioles

usually not glaucous.

80a. Inflorescences noticeably shorter

than the leaves; Honduras, ^^^r

sea level A. lancetillense
Cro^i

80b. Inflorescences nearly as long as

or longer than leaves; Mexico ana

Guatemala, 800-2,900 m.

81a. Leafmargins flat to slight^

undulate, the antenor lot>e

with its margins straight to

slightly convex; northern

Oaxaca, 1,200-1,800 m.^.

A umbrosum l^^^^-

8 1 b. Leaf margins usually mark

edly undulate; antenor looc

with at least one margin

often concave; southwest

em Chiapas to Guatemala,

75b. Leaf blades coriaceous.

1,200-2,900 m —r^emsl
A, montanum Hen

82a. Collective vein arising from one of the lov^

basal veins, extending along margin ^^"^ "f^.

apex ofposterior lobe to apex ofantenor lo^j

eastern Mexico lo central Chiapas to ^
^^^

central Guatemala, 700-1,900 m.-^- ^^'V,

82b. Collective vein arising from one of the upF

basal veins, usually extending along only P^
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ofthe margin ofthe anterior lobe, sometimes

loop-connected to lower basal veins.

83a. Sinus relatively shallow, usually ar-

cuate with posterior lobes relatively

short, never narrow; southeastern

Chiapas to Oaxaca, 1,500-3,000 m
A, chamulense Matuda

83b. Sinus deep, spathulate to hippocrepi-

form or parabolic, the posterior lobes

often elongate, sometimes longer than

broad.

84a. Posterior lobes (at least on well

developed leaves) elongate, two

or more times longer than broad;

anterior lobe usually markedly

concave; petioles not glaucous;

southwestern Chiapas

A. cerrobaulense MsiXuda

84b. Posterior lobes broadly rounded

to elongate but less than 1.5 times

longer than broad; anterior lobe

convex to sometimes weakly

concave; petioles weakly glau-

cous; southeastern Chiapas to

south central Guatemala
A. montanum Hemsl.

KEY E

leaves simple, not lobed; blades neither cordate nor subcordate, punctate on one or both surfaces.

la. Spadix coiled or spiralled
2a. Spathe showy, red to
2b. Spathe not showy, rec

or ovate.

3a. Leaf blades oblo:

3b. Leaf
.

,

~^' ^-^«A uia\jv.-a uvaic, lu z,w \^ii.i iv-»ii^

'
D. Spadix not coiled or spiralled.

,
_ ,

4a. Stipe 3-20 cm long; leaf blades oblanceolate; spadix pale violet-purple _... A. hacumense Engl

4b. Stipe less than 1 cm long (usually the spadix sessile).

5a. Submarginal collective vein markedly impressed above, raised below and significantly more

prominent than the primary lateral veins; berries bright red; leaves narrowly elliptic to nar-

... A. bakeri Hook. f.rowly oblanceolate, the apex acuminate. — - - '
^'^

.
^^ °'

5b. Submarginal collective vein equally as prominent as the primary lateral veins; berries pale

violet, white, yellow-orange or rarely red; leaves of various shapes.
. , .

6a. Plants slender, scandent. with persisting, dilacerating cataphylls enclosing the internodes

(except A. tonduzii with cataphylls entire, not dilacerating, deciduous
;
plants with long

slender stems, often hanging from trees; berries translucent white or pale violet or purple;

blades usually much less than 14 cm long.
, „ , r ui j n

7a. Internodes 2-21 cm long, not clothed in persistent cataphylls; leaf blades usually

'

rounded at base; primary lateral veins usually three to six per side _ A tonduzu Engl

7b. Internodes usually less than 2 cm long, rarely more than ^/"^ 1°"^'
^^\ f^^^,

^^^e

younger stems clothed in persistent, dilacerated cataphylls; leaf blades usually obtuse

to acute at base; primary lateral veins usually numerous^
^„^,„in„

8a. Flowering spadix purplish, the pistil whitish, noticeably ^^^^^^^S"!^'^'
^"^^Xf

prominently before stamens emerge; spathe persistently erect a"d more or e s

parallel to the spadix; berries broadly ovate to obovate, usually acute to apicu'ate

at apex- plants growing at elevations from to 800 m ^. trmer^e Miq.

8b. now ring spadL greenish, the pistil greeni^^h, round to -^kly
q^^^^^^^^^^

emerging only after the stamens have opened; spathe f°"Slyreflexed soon after

opening; berries depressed-globose to globose, rounded to flat at apex, plants

I

growing at elevations from to 2,700 m.
„..„r,at^ or not
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6b. Plants acaulescent or with short caudex and short intemodes; plants never hanging (except

A. friedrichsthalif); berries various colors; leaf blades usually much longer than 15 cm,

occasionally slightly smaller.

10a. Leaf blades oblong, strap-like; berries pale yellow-orange, broader in direction of

axis than perpendicular to axis, sunken at apex.

1 la. Spathe to 5 mm wide, early deciduous; leafblades mostly 1-4 cm wide; spadix

sessile „. A. friedrichsthalii Schoii

1 lb. Spathe 1-1.5 cm wide, usually persisting; leaf blades mostly 4-7.5 cm wide;

spadix short-stipitate A. utleyi Croat & Baker

10b. Leaf blades not oblong; berries various
12a. Peduncle filiform, long and very fragile, the spadix often pendent; spathe

tinged reddish-violet; berries peach-orange; all vegetative parts brittle; 0-

800(1,400) m A. acutangulumEn^.

12b. Peduncle erect, elongate or short; spathe of various colors, usually green or

purple; berries of various colors; vegetative parts not brittle; 0-1,700 m.

1 3a. Peduncle 3-sided and alate; petiole triangular in cross-section; Osa Pen-

insula A. alatipedunculatum Croat & Baker

13b. Peduncle terete or nearly so (except A. austinsmithii sharply angulate);

petiole not triangular in cross-section; primarily Atlantic watershed.

14a. Leaf blades narrowly elliptic, the apex acuminate; spadix short

(to 15 cm), on a stipe 1-6 mm long A. udeyi Croat & Baker

14b. Leaf blades lanceolate, oblanceolate, elliptic, or obovate; spadix

very long or short {A. lancifolium, A. paludosum); spadix sessile

or nearly so.

15a. Leaf blades lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate or oblong-lan-

ceolate, the apex long-acuminate; spadix grayish-white to

violet-purple.

1 6a. Peduncle terete; spadix grayish- or greenish-white, with

four or five flowers visible in each spiral from any

angle; berries violet-purple at maturity. ^ ^^

._ A. lancifolium Scbon

16b. Peduncle 2- or 3-sided, sharply angular; spadix be-

coming violet-purple (may be green prior to anthesis),

with no more than three flowers visible in each spiral

from any angle; berries white, tinged with violet-pur-

pie at apex A. austinsmithii Croat & l^aKe

1 5b. Leafblades lanceolate to obovate but never long-acummate

at apex; spadix color various.

1 7a. Cataphylls thick, persistent, not dilacerating; petioles

one sixth to one third as long as blades; blades almost

oblong, coriaceous drying equally light green or ye -

low-green on both surfaces; fresh material with a con-

spicuous whitish midrib; berries orange; near sea leve

.

A. paludosum Engi-

1 7b. Cataphylls thin, soon weathering and deciduous; pet-

ioles various; blades mostly elliptic to oblanceolai

or narrowly obovate, chartaceous or rarely coriaceous,

drying usually brownish or grayish to blackened, usu-

ally paler on lower surface when fresh, the midnb no

noticeably paler; berries orange to red; elevation var-

ious.

18a. Leaves usually with moderately short
P^J^^^^^

(one sixth to one third the length of the Waa /

and oblanceolate to narrowly obovate platie .

peduncle and spadix usually stout; spadix usu-

ally very long, 4-10 mm diam. near ^^^^'^^^^
ually tapered to apex; berries pale red, flat

apex; 0-1,400 m Klcra"^
A, ramonense Engl, ex n-

18b. Leaves usually with longer petioles (one in»

to fully as long as blade) and elliptic or narro^.y

elliptic blades; peduncle slender or stout; spa

slender or stout, tapered or not, usually '^^^ "

5 mm diam. in A. acutangulum but so^etini

to 10 mm diam. at base in A. durandii; bern

orange to peach-orange.
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19a. Blades short-acuminate, the acumen al-

most rounded or even emarginate at apex;

cataphylls usually either deciduous or with

few persisting as thin fibers, not forming

a dense fibrous network A. durandii Engl

1 9b. Blades noticeably acuminate, the acumen
obtuse at apex; cataphylls usually persist-

ing as a dense fibrous network.

A. acutangulum Engl

KEY F

Leaves simple, not lobed; blades neither cordate nor subcordate at base, epunctate.

la. Geniculum situated at least 7 cm below the base of the blade; plants terrestrial A. oerstedianum Schott

lb. Geniculum immediately subtending the leaf blade.

2a. Plants scandent, the stem elongate, with long intemodes, the leaves dispersed throughout much

) of the length of the stem.

3a. Spathe decurrent on the peduncle (0.5)1-1.5 cm; berries yellow to orange or white

A. pittieri Engl.

3b. Spathe essentially not decurrent; berries green, yellow, orange or bright red to red-violet.

4a. Stem with two or more successive, abbreviated intemodes alternating with greatly elon-

gated intemodes, 8-33 cm long; leaves drying brownish-green or olive-green; berries

bright red or purple-red; below 1,000 m A, interruptum Sodiro

4b. Stem with intemodes nearly uniform length, decreasing slightly toward the apex of the

> stem; leaves drying dark brown to blackish or pale green; berries green, red or orange;

usually above 1,200 m elevation, rarely below 1,000 m.

5a. Petioles less than 3 cm long; peduncles less than 4 cm long, enclosed at base m an

elongate leaf sheath ^- i^nerum Engl.

5 b. Petioles more than 3 cm long, peduncles more than 5 cm long.

6a. Blades drying black or blue-black, dark brown on the upper surface, medmm
brown on the lower surface; leaves fleshy when fresh; veins obscure; 1 ,500-2,600

m A, carnosum Croat & Baker
111

^^"
. --

6b. Blades drying dark green to pale green above, pale yellow-green or occasionally

brownish beneath; leaves thickly chartaceous; veins prominent below; 700-2,300

6'a Spadix more than 7 cm long at anthesis, slender and narrowly tapered to

apex- berries red, early emergent, oblong A. testaceum Croat & Baker

6'b. Spadix less than 5 cm long at anthesis, blunt and scarcely tapered to apex;

berries yellow-green, not early emergent, more or less globose.

7a Petioles mostly more than 1 5 cm long; leaf base acute to rounded;

stipe 1-5 mm long; leaves usually clustered at the ends of branches

(intemodes short) with the more elongate lower nodes usually leafless.

A. pallcns SchottI #**»***«-#^+ J

^

7b P^tioies mostly Tes^^ than 1 5 cm long; leaf base often truncate or sub-
'

cordate- stipe 2-10mm long; leaves evenly distributed along the branches

and persistent, the apical intemodes not usually shortened.

__ A. microspaaix Schott

2b. Plants not scandent, either appearing m^e ' 0^
k^^^^^^^ with the stem short or the stem

elongate but with the intemodes short, the existing leaves clustered near the end of the stem

8a. Petioles terete or subterete, never quadrangular, rectangular, or triangular, often narrowly or

broadly sulcate on upper side with the margins sharp or blunt but merely rounded on lower

side, never prominently ribbed on lower side.
_ „„„^,„j ;„

9a. Major lateral veins mostly free to the margins, sometimes weak y 'ooP-"^°""f^J^^
J"

apical halfof blade, never with a conspicuous, almost straight collective vein arising from

near the base.

1 Oa. Peduncl'e usually shorter than petiole, never more than two times longer than Petiole;

spadix usually more or less oblong, usually short and thick never 'o"g.

Jj"^^-
tapered- peduncle less than twice as long as spadix; bernes red A. cubense Engl.

1 Ob. Peduncle mostly two or more times longer than P^^'^^^' ^P.^^^^'

"Xn'no^S*
cylindroid-tapered, never oblong (except A 'onso^'^^^umlr^^on^^n^ not h ck.

peduncle more than twice as long as spadix; bemes red, white, cream, greenish.

'

urPiStcuTd^^
whUe t^p^d with orange, yellow or reddish at apex only; spec.es ofthe Atlantic

f
I2T Mature spadix cylindroid, not tapered, to ca. 9 cm long and 1.5 cm
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(including pistils) diam. at anthesis, the pistils exserted well above the

stamens and emerging weeks ahead of the stamens; berries white at base,

reddish at apex; midrib rounded on lower leaf surface near the base of

the blade A. consobrinum Schott

12b. Mature spadix cylindroid-tapered, 12-15 cm long and ca. 8 mm diam.

at base at anthesis, the pistils not apparent before anthesis, obscured by

the stamens when stamens are exserted; berries white, cream, yellowish,

or orange, usually a solid color throughout; midrib usually more or less

trapezoidal with two sharp ribs on the lower leaf surface near the base

of the blade A. fatoense K. Krause

lib. Pistils not emerging early, rounded at apex; berries greenish-white or red,

usually blunt at apex; roots 3 mm or more thick, free-ending or not but not

all uniformly turned upward, not conspicuously acute at apex.

13a. Spathe ovate, pale green, erect, and enshrining the spadix; spadix pale

green, moderately stubby, usually less than 6.5 cm long; plants usually

terrestrial or on soil deposits on rocks; blades usually elliptic; roots

mostly 1 cm diam. when fresh; eastern Guatemala and western El Sal-

vador on the Pacific slope A, salvadorense Croat

13b. Spathe lanceolate (except A. halmoorei), usually green to violet-purple,

reflexed or spreading; spadix green to pale lavender or purplish, usually

rather slender and long-tapered, usually more than 6.5 cm long; plants

usually epiphytic or epipetric (except A. nizandense)\ blades usually

oblanceolate-elliptic to oblanceolate (except sometimes eUiptic on A.

nizandense)\ roots mostly less than 6 mm diam. when fresh; Mexico to

Colombia.
14a. Leaf blades obovate-elliptic, 1.3-2.5 times longer than petioles,

less than 3 times longer than broad; Mexico in southern Oaxaca

and Guerrero. A. nizandense Matuaa

14b. Leaf blades generally oblanceolate or oblanceolate-elliptic, 3 or

more times longer than petioles; usually 3 or more times longer

than broad.

1 5a. Spathe ovate to broadly ovate; berries pale greenish-yellow;

western Mexico in Nayarit, Jalisco, Colima, and Michoacan^

' A, halmoorei cm
15b. Spathe lanceolate to linear-lanceolate; berries bright red,

Mexico from Guerrero to Chiapas and Veracruz and to

Colombia.
16a. Cataphylls cucullate (hooded), fist-shaped before

opening; inflorescence frequently pendent at anthesis,

spadix usually long-tapered, pale lavender, weakly

glaucous; spathe long and narrowly tapered to ape »

spreading, thin, almost as long as the spadix; Paci

slope except from Nicaragua to Panama. r^T'^emsl-

1 6b. Cataphylls lanceolate; inflorescence usually erect; spa-

dix short-tapered, green to violet-purple, not gla^*

cous; spathe moderately short, reflexed, conaccou .

usually much shorter than spadix. ..^

17a. Plants occurring on rocky, dry slopes; Paci

slope of Mexico in Guerrero and southern u

xaca H^Croat
A. schlechtendalii ssp. jimenezii (Matuaa;

occumng ^- —^-^^.t^c r»r i»ii rocks

usually moist areas; Atlantic slope, pn

from Veracruz to Honduras —"Tfl^ndiJii
Q. . , . ,

, .
A. schlechtendalii Kunth ssp. schlecM

9b. Major lateral vems mostly joining into a straight or conspicuously loop-connected
col-

lective vem this ansmg usually in the lower half of the blade; plants with or without tnc

18a. Spadix with no more than two to five flowers exposed across its diameter in any

spiral from any angle of view.
19a, Leaf blades broadest above the middle, tapered to a long cuneate base;

spathe

red-violel; spadix purple-brown; berries red; roots usually white rXLindl
A sracil^i^^^^ !.

Leaf blades broadest at or below thp miHHi^ ^n„t. to r^nnHpH at base; spat"«=1 9b. Leaf
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I

>

green; spadix green, yellow or orange, sometimes tinged purple; berry color

various.

20a. Spathe decurrent onto peduncle (0.5)1-1.5 cm; pistils early emergent

many times longer than stamens at anthesis; berries yellow or orange.

A. pittieri Engl. ssp. pitiieri

20b. Spathe not long-decurrent onto peduncle; pistils scarcely longer than

stamens at anthesis; berries green or red (not known in A. pittieri var.

fogdenii but probably orange).

21a. Spathe to 7 cm long; spadix 4-12 cm long; berries red

A. testaceum Croat & Baker

21b. Spathe less than 3.5 cm long; spadix less than 4.5 cm long; berries

greenish {A. pallens) or probably orange {A. pittieri var. fogdenii),

22a. Leaf blades less than 10 cm long, thick, veins shallowly

etched above, obscure below; primary lateral veins three to

four per side A. pittieri var. fogdenii Croat

22b. Leafblades more than 1 5 cm long, moderately thin, tertiary

veins prominulous below (dry), primary lateral veins five

to nine per side A. pallens Schott

1 8b. Spadix with more than five flowers exposed across its diameter in each spiral from

any angle of view.

23a. Petioles mostly less than 10 cm long; blades usually six or more times longer

than petioles.

24a. Collective vein arising from one of the primary lateral veins, well above

the base; berries white at base, reddish or purplish at apex; pistils early

long-exserted, much longer than the stamens A. consobrinum Schott

24b. Collective vein arising from the base of the blade; berries red (not seen

for A, machetioides)\ pistils not long-exserted, held at about the same

level as stamens.

25a. Spadix stubby, creamy-white; spathe lanceolate-ovate, clasping at

the base; cataphylls thick, persisting intact; Costa Rica on the

Pacific slope .— A. eximium Engl.

25b. Spadix slender and long-tapered, greenish; spathe lanceolate, acute

or obtuse at the base; cataphylls thin, weathering into fibers; Mex-

ico in Oaxaca ™ --. A, machetioides Matuda

23b. Petioles usually 1 1 cm or longer; blades no more than four times longer than

petioles.

26a. Species ofMexico and Middle America, ranging as far south as northern

Honduras; petioles broadly sulcate adaxially, the margins obtuse or

oplltp

27a. Leaf blades lacking any obvious basal veins, the lowermost pri-

mary lateral veins more or less equal or less prominent than those

higher up on the blade.

28a. Tertiary and higher order veins conspicuously elevated (at

least when dry) A, retiferum Standi. & Sleyerm.

28b. Tertiary and higher order veins obscure, much less promi-

nent than the primary lateral veins A. parvispathum Hemsl.

27b Leaf blades with usually well developed basal veins which are

more prominent than the primary lateral veins or at least unite

form

29a.
lowermost

f

primary lateral veins numerous or apparently so, scarcely

more prominent than the interprimary or tertiary veins;

blade often conspicuously broadened at the base

„ A. seleri Engl.

29b Collective vein arising from the uppermost basal vein or

even from one of the primary lateral veins; primary lateral

veins usually conspicuously more promment than the m-

terprimary or tertiary veins; blade usually not conspicuously

broadened at the base (sometimes so in A, nakamurae).

Blades broadest near or even above the middle, six or

more times longer than broad; souihweslcm Chiapas.

A. nakamurae Matuda

30a.

30b. Blades broadest near the base, usually ca. three times

longer than broad.

f
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31a. Major veins of lower blade surface reddish (at

least on younger leaves); northern Oaxaca

A, subovatum Matuda

3 lb. Major veins of lower blade surface green; Gua-

temala to Honduras „... A. subcordatum Schott

26b. Species ofCosta Rica and Panama or possibly as far north as Nicaragua;

petioles sulcate or not.

32a. Major lateral veins obscure (prominulous when dry but scarcely

more prominent than the tertiary venation); the midrib reddish

in lower half of blade (less noticeable after drying); cataphylls not

dilacerating, soon deciduous „.. A, burgeri Croat & Baker

32b. Major lateral veins prominent, much more conspicuous than the

tertiary veins; midrib not reddish; cataphylls usually dilacerating

at least at base, usually persisting for a considerable time.

33a. Cataphylls less than 15 cm long and less than 1 cm wide at

the middle, weathering into mostly longitudinal fibers; stem

mostly ca. 1 cm diam., elongate, with many white to tan

roots among the existing leaves; inflorescences usually erect

at anthesis, arching in fruit; spadix usually less than 6 mm
berries

...„ „ A, angustispadix Croat & i5aKci

33b. Cataphylls more than 15 cm long or more than 1.5 cm wide

at the middle, often weathering into a net-like structure

(with coarse longitudinal fibers underlain by finer, diago-

nally directed fibers), or remaining intact near apex; stem

mostly 2 cm diam. or more, usually lacking white to tan

roots among the existing leaves; inflorescences usually

spreading to pendent at anthesis, pendent in fruit (except

A. cuspidatum)\ spadix mostly more than 7 mm diam. at

base (except A, protensum and A. cuspidatum)\ berries not

pale green.

34a. Leaf blades ovate to oblong-ovate, mostly more than

20 cm wide, truncate to subcordate at base, the basal

veins united into a short trunk vein "^^.^t
A. cuspidaiumm^^'

34b. Leafblades oblong to oblong-elliptic, mostly less than

20 cm wide, acute to attenuate or subrounded at base,

lacking a posterior rib.

35a. Spathe and spadix less than 8.5 cm long; spathe

ovate, cordate at base, ca. half as wide as 'o"8-

A. brenesii Croat & BaKcr

35b. Spathe and spadix more than 10 cm long; spathe

lanceolate to linear, not cordate, much more

than twice as long as wide. ,

.

36a. Leaves much paler and whitish beneatn,

spadix yellow-green; rosulate pl^^J/^^|^

erect-spreading leaves; blades ^^,,^^t.^^^^

long. _ A, micheln GuiHaum

36b. Leaves more or less concolorous; ^P^

purplish or purplish tinged; plant and/o

leaves usually pendent; blades often mo

than 60 cm long. . „
37a. Spadix 30-75 times longer tnan

wide, to ca. 60 cm long, the fruiunB

spadix more than 30 cm long, "o

ers more than 1 . 8 mm wide (do
'^

apex; plants occurring below 6W -^
A. prolatum Croat ^"^

3 7b. Spad"ix iess than 20 times longer tnan

wide at anthesis, to 20 cm long, in

fruiting spadix usually less than x

cm long; apex of flowers less

1.5 mm wide; plants occurrne
,

above 900 m A. protensum
''•

r.t:'?.r'[f"f."^'
^*^^^^"^"'-' <*-><^^^ly triangular or prominentry ^r more nbbed o.
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38a. Major lateral veins mostly free to the margin, sometimes loop-connected in apical half

of blade, never with a continuous, almost straight collective vein arising from near the

base; plants rosulate epiphytes with usually short stems and massive root clusters among
the petioles; berries pale orange, yellow or red.

39a. Stem usually 1-1.5 cm diam., comparatively elongate, at least the lower internodes

not completely obscured by the roots; inflorescences usually arched-spreading;

infructescence pendent, the spadix greenish to white or pale reddish to pale purple.

40a. Leafblades thickly chartaceous; berries cream to pale orange or yellow; roots

many, compact, more or less contiguous, tapering, slender, ascending; pet-

ioles mostly less than 10 cm long A.fatoense K. Krause

40b. Leaf blades subcoriaceous; berries red; roots moderately dense, thick, blunt,

not ascending; petioles mostly more than 10 cm long

A. upalaense Croat & Baker

39b. Stem usually more than 2.5 cm diam. (at least on mature individuals), the inter-

nodes mostly completely obscured by the roots, the roots moderately stout, usually

more than 3 mm diam., not all elongate tapered and regularly directed upwards;

inflorescence erect or spreading; infructescence erect or pendent; spadix dark violet-

purple or green or green tinged purplish.

41a. Species occurring from Mexico to El Salvador, frequently on rocks; berries

red or pale greenish-yellow or greenish-white.

42a. Leaf blades obovate-elliptic, less than three times longer than broad,

1.3-2.5 times longer than petioles; southern Oaxaca and Guerrero

_ :..„. A. nizandense Matuda

42b. Leafblades generally oblanceolate or oblanceolate-elliptic usually three

or more times longer than broad; blades three or more times longer

than petioles.

43a. Spathe green, ovate.

44a. Spathe erect and enshrining the spadix; berries orange-red;

eastern Guatemala and western El Salvador on the Pacific

slope ^- sahadorense Croat

44b. Spathe reflexed; berries pale greenish-yellow; petiole ob-

tusely 3-sided; western Mexico in Nayarit, JaHsco, Colima,

and Michoacan A. halmoorei Croat

43b. Spathe green or usually violet-purple, lanceolate.

45a. Plants from the Pacific slope in Guerrero and Oaxaca; dry

rocky slopes. ___ A, schlechtendalii ssp. jimenezH (Matuda) Croat

45b. Plants principally from the Atlantic slope; epiphytes or on

wm «#*- m^^m^*^ m ^^w^m^^M-^^^ *^*»^>> P*>»*#" ^ ^^m^m^^^^^^wm^mw^^i

i

rocks in generally moist areas

A. schlechtendalii Kunth ssp. schlechtendalii

41b. Species of Costa Rica and Panama to as far north as Nicaragua.

46a. Peduncles usually shorter than petioles, rarely to 1 .5 limes longer than

petioles; petioles usually sharply quadrangular, flat or 3-ribbcd on lower

side (abaxial), the sides unribbcd; spathe purplish; spadix often short,

5-22 cm long; pistils emerging early; berries red, acute at apex ..„

A. purpurcospathum Croat
**«^**^-« ^*'

I

46b Peduncles usually 1 .5-3 times longer than petioles; petioles subquad-

rangular, lacking abaxial ribs; spathe 1 6-1 7 cm long, green; spadix 1
5-

23 cm long- pistils not emerging early; bcrnes orange, flattened at apex.

A. vatidifolium K. Krause

38b. Major lateral veinsToTtVjoinTng into a straight or conspicuously loop-connected

collective vein, this usually ansing in the lower half of the blade; plants w.th or without

the rosulate habit; berries green, red, violet-purple or orange.

47a. Spadix cylindroid to clavate, as broad as or broader toward apex as at middle;

spathe broadly ovate or narrowly ovate; berries greenish to white or red.

48a Spadix usually clavate or subclavate; cataphylls soon weathcnng to longi-

tudinal, persistent, pale fibers; spathe cucullate, ovate; hemes greenish; plants

of the Atlantic slope from 0-650 m.
^

.

59a Blades with 20-30 pairs of primary lateral veins, these prominently

ftlnken; spathe lanceolate to broadly lanceolate, about twice as long

as the spadix; pet.ole <^on^n^n.^

49b. iad«";;;i^]r^i)^ ofprimary lateral ^emMhesc w^^^^

en; spathe ovate, about as long as the ^P^^^^
^^^^-^/J^^^^^^ cront

quadrangular.——

—

-——

—

— — ,4^
48b. Spadix usually cylindroid; spathe more or less planar, lanceolate-ovate; cata-
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phylls persistent, turning brown but not dilacerating; berries red; plants of

the Pacific slope in tropical wet forest from 0-50 m. A. eximium Engl.

47b. Spadix usually conspicuously tapered toward the apex; spathe narrowly ovate to

lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate; berries greenish, violet-purple, orange or red.

50a. Petioles triangular, acutely 1 -ribbed on lower (abaxial) side; blades markedly

bicolorous, the lower surface creamy-green, drying black to olive-brown,

lower surface with the major veins conspicuously darker than the surface,

scarcely or not at all raised, the tertiary veins obscure; berries bright violet-

purple, acute at apex. :. A. m/c/ie/// Guillaumin

50b. Petioles quadrangular, usually 3-ribbed on lower (abaxial) side; blades not

markedly bicolorous but usually somewhat paler beneath, usually drying

green, lower surface with the major lateral veins usually somewhat lighter

than the lower surface, usually conspicuously raised (scarcely raised in A.

upalaense but with the tertiary veins prominently visible); berries greenish,

orange or red.

51a, Plants terrestrial; blades attenuate at base (broadly concave between

lower third of blade and geniculum); berries greenish-yellow

A, acutifoliumln^-

51b. Plants epiphytic; blades acute to truncate or rounded at base; berries

orange or red.

52a, Major lateral veins scarcely raised; blades acute at base, the

tertiary veins clearly visible but not at all raised (except after

drying), about as prominent as the collective vein and the distal

parts of the major lateral veins; cataphylls turning brown, re-

maining intact, not dilacerating; berries bright red —
A. upalaense Croat & Baker

52b. Major lateral veins prominently raised; blades acute to truncate

or subcordate at base, tertiary veins weakly raised (even on fresh

material), much less conspicuous than the collective vein and

distal parts of the major lateral veins; cataphylls usually tan,

dilacerating at least at base; berries orange (presumed orange for

A. spectabile).

53a. Peduncles usually greatly exceeding petioles when fully

mature; blades usually less than 1 6 cm wide; spadix usually

less than 20 cm long at anlhesis; stamens held just above

tepals, the filaments usually not visible; anthers ca. 0.5

mm long A, seibertii Croat & l^aKei

53b. Peduncles usually shorter than petioles; blades usually more

than 20 cm wide; spadix usually more than 20 cm long at

anthesis; stamens prominently exserted above the tepals,

the filaments exposed; anthers ca. 0.9 mm long rrrZrhc.M
^__^A.spectabileScho\i

Wiene the
*

sheathed near the base, geniculate at apex.

^^
cross-sectional shape variable, ^"^^^^^^^ ^

. c^^.

terete and narrowly sulcate, sometimes wi

to several ribs, the sulcus various, with the

Herbs, usually epiphytic, rarely terrestrial
(more commonly so in cloud forests where they
grow on deposits of debris), the growth habit .. .cvcim nos, me suicu. .a..^^^, •-
monophyllous or polyphyllous sympodial; stems gins sharp or blunt; blades usually coriaceous

to

nontuberous, the internodes short to elongate subcoriaceous, very variable in form, simple an

(plants then often scandent), the leaf scars often usually ovate, elliptic or lanceolate or d.g'tat^^

very conspicuous; cataphylls usually ± lanceo- lobed, net-veined, the primary lateral veins and/

late (rarely cucullate), usually green, soon drying or basal veins often forming a collective ^^ "^

and then variously colored, with a medial rib
beginning somewhere above the middle, usually

apex

. ,u • . ' — " "^ '—"'^'j'"^ or basal veins often forming a collectiv

ullt-l !!"^."''^ '°\^''^' "^''^ ^ ^^di^» rib the basal veins often united at base form'^g^^

posterior rib on leaves with posterior '°''^^
^

FLORESCENCE one per node (often ^^^
'

held below or above the leaves; peduncle
^^^

or angular, usually elongate; spathe usua
y^^^^^

usually not convolute at base, persistent. ^
.^^

free well before anthesis of the flowers, u

F)ersist
ing, often weathering into coarse or fine fibers
LEAVES commonly clustered at or near the apex
of the stem; petioles usually firm, stiff or flexible.
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spreading or strongly reflexed from the spadix, ovoid, oblong, or obovoid, less frequently de-

sometimes erect, sometimes hooding spadix, pressed-globose, usually acute to rounded or

often colored, usually ± lanceolate, often el- truncate at apex, sometimes with a depression at

seeded

liptic or ovate, usually inserted on the peduncle apex, exserted and dangling on 4 threads at ma-

at an oblique angle and often also decurrent; spa- turity, succulent and juicy, variously colored, 2-

dix uniform, usually cylindroid-tapered, some- celled, usually 2-seeded, sometimes 4- or more

times cylindroid, clavate, or subglobose, sessile

or stipilate, many flowered, variously colored,

elongated in fruit, usually flowering from the base

upward in a slow or rapid progression, some-

times beginning from the middle and developing

rapidly throughout the spadix; flowers perfect,

usually protogynous, closely aggregated in spi-

DISCUSSION OF MORPHOLOGICAL

CHARACTERS PRESENTED OR OMITTED

FROM SPECIES DESCRIPTIONS

In order to provide detailed descriptions ofthe

species presented here and at the same time to
rals, truncate and usually rhombic m outlme at ^^^^.^^ relatively short descriptions, a number
apex, sometimes the outline sub-4-lobed (i.e.,

margins ofapex) straight or gradually orjaggedly

sigmoid; principal spirals with flowers aligned,

their lateral margins forming a straight row; al-

ternate spirals (opposite direction) with flowers

of assumed character states will be listed for the

genus. While these might be apparent upon re-

reading the generic description, this list should

more readily elucidate assumed characters.

aligned, their lateral margins not forming a Stems: Usually assumed short unless a specific

straight row; tepals flattened throughout most of

truncate

fruit)

inner margin usually rounded, held above the
ovary, sometimes turned up against the emerging
ovary, sometimes overlapping before anthesis,
the surface glossy to matte, sometimes with nec-

length is given.

Internodes: As above.

Cataphylls: Assumed 1 -ribbed.

Petiole: Color mentioned only if other than

green.

tar droplets, especially while anthers are emerg- Geniculum: Shape and color given only if dif-

*ng; the space between the tepals (exposed part ferent from petiole.

of pistil) usually square or rectangular, some-
times elliptic; pistil simple, 2-celled, included or
exserted at anthesis, green or variously colored,
usually rounded at apex, rarely acute to truncate;
style usually absent; stigma usually a slitlike

depression lined with papillae, usually linear to
elliptic, sometimes inverted and brushlike with
rather elongate papillae, usually forming stig-

n^atic droplets at anthesis; ovules usually 1 or 2
P^r cell, rarely 3 or more; stamens 4, usually
^eakly exserted, sometimes well exserted, less

. , .. ^ ,

frequently included with only the pollen emerg- assumed to be cyhndroid-tapered unless

"^g from beneath the tepals, usually the lateral

LeafColor: Mentioned only ifother than green

or iflower surface is substantially paler than

upper surface.

Leaf Texture: Usually mentioned only if other

than semiglossy.

Venation: Basal veins and midrib assumed

raised unless otherwise indicated.

Inflorescence: All colors given are assumed to

hp at anthesis unless otherwise stated; spadix

otherwise

pair
Length

Owed by the anterior and posterior ones, the

^ments flattened, somewhat rounded abaxially
**en exserted, usually narrowed to the connec-
^^e, usually included and not visible, sometimes
e^&erted, then frequently withdrawing after an-

esis to position the anther at the level of the
^P^I, sometimes withdrawing the anther below
e tepals; anthers usually broader than long, the
ecae broadly ovate to oblong-ovate, opening m^5»o.rP

^l
^ longitudinal slit. INFRUCTESCENCE usu- Filaments: Length and width is the measure-

the apical, thickened part of the flower in

the direction ofthe axis; "width" is the width

of the apical part of the flower, perpendic-

ular to the axis (only the visible portion is

measured); "sides ofthe flower" refers to the

line formed by the 4 outer margins of the

apex of the flower (see Croat & Bunting,

1979).

berries ment of the area exposed-
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SeeCroatandBunting(1979)andCroat(1980) alternate spiral; tepals glossy, weakly punctate,

for details of flowering behavior to understand papillate;lateral tepals 3-3.3 mm wide, the inner

the necessarily abbreviated discussion of stam- margins straight and flat; pistils emergent, green;

inal behavior in Anthurium. The discussion of stigma brushlike with droplets, dry and brown

flowering behavior under the section of this pa- as stamens emerge; stamens emerging rapidly

per entitled "Taxonomic Characters" (Inflores- from base or middle, the first lateral stamens

cences) gives information essential to under- emerging at apex as third and fourth emerge at

standing the descriptions of this behavior in the base, exserted on transparent filaments, 0.3-0.5

following treatment of species. mm long, 0.7-1 mm wide, retracting and holding

anthers at sides of pistil, not contiguous; anthers

Anthurium acutangulum Engl,, Bot. Jahrb. Syst. creamy white, 0.5 mm long, 0.7-0.8 mm wide;

25: 371. 1898. Type: Costa Rica. San Jose: thecae ellipsoid, divaricate; pollen white, abun-

near San Jose, 1,200 m., Tonduz 10360 (B, dant, INFRUCTESCENCE pendent; berries

Croat & Baker, 1979).

designated pale orange, ± obovoid, ca. 5 mm long. Figs. 2

and 3.

Krause
The species is known from Honduras (la Mos-

quitia) to Panama from sea level to 1,400 m. It

is found only on the Atlantic slope in Honduras

the mouth of the Rio Reventazon, 20 m, Cufon- and Nicaragua, but on both slopes in Costa Rica

Mas. Wien 46: 231. 1932. Type: Costa Rica. Li-
m6n Prov.: La Castilla-rn<; Nepritnt 1 7 Vm rt-rxtry

dontis 611 {W, holotype; B, isotype).

Epiphyte or rarely terrestrial; roots numerous;

and Panama. In Panama it occurs on the Pacific

slope near the Continental Divide. Anthurium

cataphylls subcoriaceous, 2.5-5(11) cm long| acM/fln^/um is known from wetter parts oftrop-

acuminate (the acumen apiculate), drying tan to ^^^^ moist, premontane wet, and tropical wet lor-

light brown, persisting as linear fibers. LEAVES ^s^-

erect to spreading; petioles narrowly sulcate, . . u
j,j

rounded to sometimes 1 -ribbed abaxially, 3-22 Anthurium acutangulum is recognizea oy

^^

cm long, 4-7 mm diam.; geniculum 1-1.5 cm long-petiolate, more or less elliptic, glandua-

long; blades elliptic to narrowly obovate, sub- Punctate leaves, which are abruptly acumm
_^^

coriaceous, short-acuminate at apex, acute to ob- ^^ ^P^'^' ^^^ slender, pendulous inflorescence,

tuse at base, 15-34 cm long, 5-14 cm wide, Peduncle and spathe that are usually tinged r

broadest at middle or slightly above, both sur-
'violet, and its pale orange berries.

^^.^^

faces semiglossy, the lower surface punctate; ^^^^ species is a typical member of sec^^^^

midrib convexly raised above and below; pri-
Porphyrochitonium despite its ^""^^^^^^^

fQQ5)
mary lateral veins 8-10 per side denartino'miH ment in section Leptanthurium by Engler ( •mary lateral veins 8-10 per side, departing mid-
rib at 55°-60° angle, ± straight to collective vein,
loop-connected from base; collective vein rising

The species is most easily confused with smaller

specimens of ^4. ramonense but that speci

stiffly downward and outward, not hang'^^

loosely as in the case of .4. acutangulum- m^
^

^ "-'"' ^"j"-, '-<jin.,v.uvc vein nsing " ^ "
. _ prrence'^

from base, sunken on upper surface, 3-8 mm a much stouter peduncle and the mtiorest.

from margin. INFLORESCENCE spreading to ^^^^^^ ^^^'^ semierect or, if it is pendent,
^J^^^^^.^^

pendent, equal to or longer than leaves; peduncle "" '

12-61 cm long. 4-4.5 mm diam., terete or - ^..^-^
strongly ribbed abaxially, sometimes 3-ribbed ^ition, the pistils oi A. ramonense ^rt ^"^

.,y

adaxially, rarely 4-6 ribbed, the ribs irregularly raised, the exposed portion being ^^^
,^j„

spaced, tinged with red-violet near base, much squared and violet-purple. In A. ^^"^^"^^^^

longer than petioles; spathe green, tinged with *^^ pistils are green, appear somewhat
^°^J^

,^

red-violet (B & K Yellow-green 8/ 1 0), oblanceo- ^^^ ^^^ promptly raised well above the tepa^

late, 7-1 1 .5 cm long, 1 .2-1 .5 cm wide, broadest giving the spadix a weakly knobby appears

at base, inserted at 40° angle on peduncle, some-
times slightly twisted; stipe 6-7 mm longik front,
2-3 mm long in back; spadix yellow-green (B &K Yellow-green 6/7.5), 8.5-21 cm long, 4-6 mm
diam. at base, 3-4 mm diam. at apex; flowers
rhombic, 4.2-6 mm long, 2.5-3.5 mm wide, the
sides ± straight; ca. 5 flowers visible in the prin-

Costa Rica, alajuela: between Canas ^""^^^31

N ofBijagua, Croat 36481 (MO); Santa Mana r-

^^^gj
ofZarcero

ca

guanacaste: Le Tejonia, Standley & ^ '^'^I^qv sa>

(US), limon: S of Siguirres, Croat 43340 (^ .'pR),

Jose: between Division and Palmital, Pittier i<50
^^^^

Honduras, gracias a dios: near Rio Platan •

ell& Cruz 4121 (MO).
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)

6?4n T"^ 2-5. 2. Anlhurnon acuta,m^!um Engl., Croat 43i40.-l.Anthurmm
/^'^"^^^fu" w^CroH

il^r^ ^^^hurium acutifolmm Engl., Pittier 6539 (Lcctot>pe).-5. Anlhunum alanpedunculalum Croat &
^fcer, Utley 1030 (Type).

^
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Nicaragua, rio san juan: near Cano Chontaleno, lateral tepals 0.5 mm wide, the inner margins

NE of El Castillo, Neill 3422 (MO), zelaya: Cano Za-

mora, Stevens 8834 (MO); Stevens et ai 8862 (MO);
Cano Majagua, Stevens 6976 (MO); S slope of Cerro

El Inocenle, Stevens 6804 (MO); SE of Cerro San Isi-

dro, Rio Kama, Proctor et ai 26993 (LL, NY); Cerro

Saslaya, W of Siuna, Neill 1875 (MO); road to Colonia

turned up. INFRUCTESCENCE with greenish-

yellow, obovoid berries often not developing in

apical one quarter to one half of spadix. Fig. 4.

The species is known from Costa Rica and

Agricola Yolaina & Colonia La Esperanza, Stevens Panama in tropical moist, premontane wet, and

6309A; VincelU 167 (MO); near El Recreo, Neill & tropical wet forest life zones at elevations of sea

^/ivoorf^iV 226 (MO); beyond Kururia, on road to San j^y^j ^q 900 m. The species has been collected

Jeronimo, Stevens 7557 (MO); 8 km N of La Cruz,

Neill 4347 (MO); new road to Mina Nueva America,
once on the Atlantic slope and lowlands in San

N of El Empalme, Stevens 8335, 8412 (MO); between Jose and Puntarenas Provmces ot Costa Kica^

Rosita and Puerto, SW ofRio Kukalaya, Stevens 8506, including the Osa Peninsula. It has been collected

8645 (MO); W of Rosita Empalme, Neill 4111 (MO); in Panama only on the Burica Peninsula in Chi-

Cano at Salto La Oropendola, Stevens 8947 (MO); along ^ j Province
road from Siuna to Matagalpa, Stevens 7523 (MO);
near Tala Has and Puente Mango, Stevens 7608 (MO); ifolium
N of Limbaika, near Rio Prinzapolka, Stevens 8253 pachyneurium and is distinguished by being a

terrestrial plant (rarely epiphytic) with thin, ob-

Anthurium acutifolium Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. ^^^^^^^^ '^ ^^^^^'^ fl"''"' xl^ltLkis
-)<. ^/:c lono -T^,,„„. ^_-._ T,- ^ : that are attenuate at the base. The petioie li

25: 365. 1898. Type: Costa Rica. Puntar-

enas: along the Rio Hakum, Buenos Aires

(SE of San Isidro del General), elev. 250 m,
Pittier 6539 (B, hololectotype; BR, CR, iso-

broadly sulcate to flattened on the upper side and

sharply

MO
lectotypes; designated Croat & Baker, 1979)" ^P^"" ^^^ appears to differ in ^oothcrm^

ifolium

Anthurium scopulicola Standi. & L. O. Wms., Ceiba 3: to A. consobrinum but that species is an epiphl't:e

105. 1952. Type: Costa Rica. Puntarenas: vicinity (apparently restricted to the Atlantic slope) v^^th

of Palmar Norte, elev. near sea level, P, H. Allen f ^ i,, ^^„t^ m\tils an oblong

5788 (EAP, holotype; F, isotype).
^^'^^ emergent, narrowly acute pistils,

Terrestrial or rarely epiphytic; roots numer-
spadix, and a petiole that is rounded on the lower

side. Pistils ofA. acutifolium are n

ous, thick, velutinous; cataphylls persisting as gent and are rounded at the apex.

fibrous network, subcoriaceous, 6-10 cm long,

acuminate at apex (the acumen apiculate), drying
dark tan (B & K Yellow 5/5). LEAVES erect to

spreading; petioles (2)6-22 cm long, (3)6-9 mm

Costa Rica, alajuela: El Rodeo, ^"^'i^^*'^^^^

(GH). guanacaste: Cabecera, Pittier ^^^^^^y.,.,

puntarenas: Boruca, Pittier 4656 (BR); ^p rw\^r'

Pittier 6539 (BR); Burica Peninsula, S of Fue
__r oj *- \*-/- -- -»- 'v^"6, y-'j^-y mill rimer ojjy l^UKj; Kunca rcmiiaui«, - —

^^^^
diam., flattened to broadly sulcate adaxially, muelles, Croa/ 22/27 (MO); Quebrada Paino,^^^^^

sharply 3-ribbed abaxially; blades epunctate, ob- ^J^^^
(MO); p^^ Peninsula, ^t Sjrena^^I/^JJ^

lanceolate to broadly oblanceolate, gradually

apex
Puriscal 5S6

62 cm long, (3.5)5.5-27 cm wide, broadest at (BR); S of bridge over
middle; midrib raised above and below, paler Fuentes6210{\JMO)

between Rio Canas and Buenos Aires, P^}1[{[^^^^ 1

.er Rio del General^^T/^,
luiuvaic, imuiiu liiibcu auove ana oeiow, paler rueniesoziu^usynjy, basin of E\ General, o^g-

than surface, sometimes yellow; primary lateral ^^^^^ P^^^'^^' ^'"'^^ "^^^^ ^^^)' "fJ ^f^A^a, Tay'o'

veins 8-12 per side, departing the midrib at 40
45° angle; collective vein arising from the third

17387 (NY, US).

to fifth primary lateral vein, 3-5 mm from the r nat & Baker-

margin. INFLORESCENCE erect, usually short-
A"*^""""* alatipedunculatum ^^^'' cosW

er than leaves; peduncle 24-53 cm long, 3-5 mm Brenesia 16(Supl. 1): 19. 197y. jW
Rica. Puntarenas: Rincon de Osa, rcg

^^^^

ofair strip, 20-60 m elevation, 20 Ju V
diam., much longer than petioles; spathe green,
linear-lanceolate, 5-1 2 cm long. 0.7-1 . 1 cm wide;
spadix sessile, green to white, sometimes tinged
with red-violet, 7-16 cm long, 6-8 mm diam. at

base, 3-4 mm diam. at apex; flowers square to

ofair strip, 20-60

Utley

type).

Epiphyte; stems

holotype

1.5 cm diam.;
roots fr*;

^«.., -, -. ...... ^.a.... ai ap^^A, uuwers square to Epiphyte; stems 1-1.5 cm aiam., -- .^.

rhombic, ca. 2 mm m both directions, the sides descending, 2-3 mm diam.; cataphylls
rno^^

± straight; 5-6 flowers visible in the principal ately thin, 2-3 cm long, acuminate at apex, an

spiral, 5-7 flowers visible in the alternate spiral; brown, weathering into fibers,
subpersis
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cullatum (C. Koch) Engl., Monogr. Phan. 2: 169,

N, 97. 1879. Type: Origin unknown (cultivated).

Anthurium macdougallii Matuda, Anales Inst. Biol.

Univ. Nac. Mexico 25: 216, fig. 55, 1954. Type:

Mexico. Oaxaca: Tenango, 1,300-1,700 m,
MacDougall s.n. (MEXU, holotype).

lOcmwide, broadest below the middle, obscure- Anthurium oaxacamonticolum Matuda, Anales Inst.

Biol. Univ. Nac. Mexico 27: 344. 1957. Type;

Mexico. Oaxaca: vie. La Gloria, near the Oaxaca-
Chiapas border, MacDougall s.n. March 5, 1953

LEAVES erect; petioles 4-26 cm long, 5-6 mm
wide, triangular, sulcata, drying with a narrow,

almost membranous wing; geniculum 0.5-1.2 cm
long; blades lanceolate-elliptic, acuminate at apex,

obtuse to rounded at base, 15-23.5 cm long, 6-

(MEXU, holotype).

ly and sparsely punctate above, densely punctate
below, the punctations reddish-brown, the mar-
gin drying conspicuously undulate; lower surface

paler than upper; primary lateral veins 1 0-20 per Anthurium campii A. D.' Hawkes (not published). Type:
side, departing midrib at 55° angle, almost straight Mexico. Oaxaca: near Ayutla, Camp 2362 (NY),

to collective vein; interprimary veins numerous; Anthurium chochotlensis Matuda, Cact. Sue. Mex. 20:

collective vein arising from the base, 3-8 mm ]^- J??"
/''''''=

i^^^^'°,,°,^''f^- ^^^0^]"?}}^
(probably Santa Mana Chilchotla at IS'U'N;
96°49'W), Huatia de Jimenez, Matuda 38620

from margin. INFLORESCENCE shorter than
leaves; peduncle 12-19 cm long, ca. 3 mm wide,
winged, 0.5 to 5 times longer than petioles; spathe
green suffused with purple-red at margin, lan-

(MEXU, holotype).

Epiphytic or on rocks, sometimes in soil on

ceolate-linear, 3-4.5 cm long, 6-8 mm wide, rocky cliffs; stems less than 20 cm long; leaf scars

broadest at base, short-acuminate at apex (the ca- l-'7 cm wide; roots thick, descending; cata-

acumen apiculate), inserted at ca. 30° angle on phylls subcoriaceous, 2-4.5 cm long, tinged red

peduncle; spadix sessile, green, 10-12 cm long, at margins and apex, the apex round, minutely

3-5 mm diam. at base, 2-3 mm diam. at apex;
flowers rhombic, 2.3-2.8 mm long (dry), 1 .8-2.3
mm wide (dry), the sides straight to weakly

apiculate, drying medium brown (B & K Yellow

5/5), weathering to fibrous network at base.

LEAVES with petioles erect to spreading, 1 8-47

sigmoid; 4-5 flowers visible in the principal spi- cm long, 4-8 mm diam., sharply sulcate, weakly

ral, 3-5 flowers visible in the alternate spiral; glaucous; geniculum 1.5-2 cm long, faintly tinged

tepals drying matte, the lateral tepals ca. 2 mm red; blades broadly ovate-deltoid, thick, narrow-

wide (dry), the inner margins broadly rounded; ly acuminate at apex (rarely rounded), usually

stamens emerging just above the tepals, the an- prominently lobed at base (rarely merely obtuse),

thers ca. 0.4 mm long, 0.9 mm wide (dry); thecae 20-37.5 cm long, 1 3-27 cm wide, broadest at

strongly divaricate. INFRUCTESCENCE not point of petiole attachment; anterior lobe 19-29

cm long, the margins broadly rounded; posterior

J..
lobes 7.5-13 cm long; sinus arcuate with de-

in.-.i!
.^^^^^^^^^ ''""^^ °"^y ^™"^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^'^^ current petiole to parabolic to sometimes

hippocrepiform; both surfaces matte to semi-

glossy, the lower surface weakly glaucous; mid-

seen. Fig. 5.

insula in tropical wet forest at less than 1 00 m
elevation

fmhurium alatipedunculatum is most closely rib convexly raised above, diminished and flat at

*»>ed to A. acutangulum but differs in having a apex, more acutely raised below; basal veins 3-

l^'need, angulate peduncle and a triangular pet- 6 pairs, the first free to base, those remam.ng
•ole which is sharply sulcate adaxially. The species coalesced 1-3 cm, posterior nb naked, weakly

a member of section Porphyrochitonium.

Costa Rica.
S^ of air strip,
iSOtype).

curved, the outer margin scarcely turned up; pri-

mary lateral veins 3-5 per side, departing midrib

PUNTARENAs; Rincon de Osa, region at 55° angle, ± straight to collective vein, sunken
Vtley & Utley 1030 (F, holotype; MO, ^^^^^^ ^.^j^^^ ^,^,0^^ interprimary veins sunken

above, raised below, tertiary vein prominulous

. above, obscure below (drying prominent on both
nurium andicola Liebm., Vidensk. Meddel. surfaces); collective vein arising from the first

Dansk Naturhist. Foren. Kjobenhavn 1 : 22. ^^sal vein or from one of the lowermost primary

Mexico below

Alpatlahua(NEofCoscomatepec) on slopes ^^^^ from margin, sometimes the second basal
of Volcan Orizaba, 2,500 m. L/VtmflA2« (K, vein running almost to apex. INFLORES-
hololectotype here designated). CENCE erect, shorter than or equal to leaves;

""^uriu ,„^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ „^^ 3^. peduncle 1 6-40 cm long, 4-6

•ol- App. 6 andicola
igrd
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spathe thin, medium green (B & K Yellow-green this is the type because the type description de-

5/5), narrowly ovate to ovate-lanceolate, 5.5-7.5 scribes a plant with larger leaves and inflores-

cm long, 2-2.8 cm wide, narrowly acuminate at

apex, rounded to subcordate at base, inserted at

45° angle on peduncle; spadix green heavily tinged

cences.

purple or dark purple (B & K Blue-purple 2/10),

4-10.5 cm long, 5-9 mm diam. at base, 2-5 mm
diam. at apex; flowers square 3-3.6 mm in both

directions, the sides straight parallel to spirals,

weakly to jaggedly sigmoid perpendicular to spi-

rals; 5-6 flowers visible in the principal spiral,

6-7 flowers visible in the alternate spiral; tepals

matte, weakly punctate, very minutely papillate,

the lateral tepals 2.1-2.2 mm wide, the inner

margin broadly rounded; pistils weakly emer-
gent, green to purplish (paler than tepals); stigma
linear, ca. 7 mm long, with large, clear droplets

ca. 1 month before stamens emerge; lateral sta-

mens emerging from the base, followed by al-

ternates in rapid progression, leading stamens
preceding the next in the series by 2 or 3 spirals;

anthers white to pale yellow, ca. 0.7 mm long,

0.8 mm wide, held over pistil then retracting and
held at sides ofpistil; thecae ellipsoid, somewhat
divaricate; pollen yellow, fading to white. IN-
FRUCTESCENCE pendent, spathe deciduous;
berries orange, obovoid, rounded at apex, 1 .5 cm
long, 8 mm diam., 6 mm thick; mesocarp fleshy,

orange; seeds 2, greenish orange, flattened, ca. 9
mm long, 5 mm wide. Figs. 6, 7 and 10.

Anthurium andicola is endemic to Mexico, at chium.

Anthurium andicola is recognized by its usu-

ally ovate, reniform or ovate-triangular leaves

with prominently raised tertiary venation (es-

pecially on drying), and D-shaped or broadly sul-

cate petiole with sharp margins and green to dark

violet-purple spadix. Both the petiole and the

lower leaf blade surface are often covered with

a thin waxy bloom. The species is among the

most variable in Mexico and even within a single

population variation in leaf shape can be great.

varying from conspicuously lobed at the base to

not at all lobed. Plants from central Veracruz in

the type locality are uniformly ovate to broadly

ovate with rounded lobes and an arcuate to par-

abolic or horse-shoe shaped sinus. Further south

at the type locality of A, macdougallii the pos-

terior lobes are often directed inward with the

sinus almost reniform. The same variation oc-

curs in the Sierra Madre del Sur but leaves theij

are often more diminutive with less pronounced

posterior lobes and more frequently an arcua e

sinus. Sometimes the anterior lobe is conside^

ably reduced and almost rounded at the ape

such as in the case of Reko 6064 from Pochuu^

(Oaxaca) and MacDougall s.n. from La ^

(Chiapas), which is the type of ^. ^^"^^^^'^^^^^

ticolum. It has been placed in section Beio

Madre
occurring The* species is not easily confused with

J^
„ ^_ ,, x«.t^^a XI Will Other although some specimens, especia y

central Veracruz to northern Oaxaca and in the with pooriy developed posterior lobes trom

Madre southern
collection by MacDougall supposedly from La chamulense.

I

^... .^..»nen collected at an unknown

in the Sierra de Oaxaca (September, IV

locality

Matuda

Gloria on the Chiapas-Oaxaca border is worthy
ofmention regarding its range and elevation. The
only La Gloria near the border of the states of assignea a Matuaa coneciuiH ^^"^

. ^1-

Oaxaca and Chiapas is near the Pacific Coast at sterile but probably is also A. andicola.
T»ns

an elevation ofnear sea level. This locality is out lection bears the herbarium name A. gl^^'

ofplace for A, andicola both geographically (being tanioides Matuda. The blade is thinner
than m

^^
ca. 270 km east of the nearest other collecting and does not have the pronounced

venation

locahty) and altitudinally (all other collections
from above 1,000 m). Yet the specimen differs
little from collections made in the Sierra Madre
del Sur (especially those from Pochutla). A col-

I

typical A. andicola.

The herbarium name A. campn

La

designated the type

A MacDougall s. n, c

March

based on Camp 2762 represents a fori"

^^^
andicola not much unlike the t^P*'^^'

. giativdy

Veracruz, even though it was collected r

near the type of A. macdougallii-
cted Off

53" (MEXU 1 10308) but it is uncertain whether

Matuda 38721, presumably <^^^^^^\^^ii\

Mitla, SW ofOaxaca, has blades
^^^^^^J^^^i,,

'i

less conspicuous venation than most A-
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^
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t

F,cuREs6-9. e-l.ArUhuriumandicolaUebru., Croa,
48215.-S.Anfhurn.n^an,usnsraJ..xCro.x&Ba^<:r.

^'oai 26600 (Type). -9. Anthurium armenicmc Croat, Croat 40905 (Type).
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collections. The region was visited recently and ward apex, convexly raised below; primary lat-

tumed up no obvious habitat for Anthurium so eral veins 1 1-16 per side, departing midrib at

the live plants could not be investigated further. 55°-65^ angle, sunken above, raised below,

They are presumably only unusually thin-leaved straight to arcuate-ascending, loop-connecting;

collections of ^. andicola, since that species oc- collective vein arising from the base or the first

curs on both the Atlantic and Pacific slopes, but or second pair of lateral veins, 3-4 mm from

no other collections have been made in the vi- margin, sunken above, raised below. INFLO-

cinity of Mitla.

Mexico. No other location, Galeotti 6096 (BR);

RESCENCE erect-spreading; shorter to longer

than leaves; peduncles 20-40 cm long, 1.5-3 mm
r A

''^'''

..^.^T/o'^ot ?^^ Tf T I .; diam., terete, equalling or longer than petioles;
Liebmann 22348 (MO, Photo). Mexico: S of Toluca '^'^^ ''

.. ,^ o t/a^ n c/
de Lerdo, Matuda 28025 (MEXU). oaxaca: no other spathe medmm green (B & K Yellow-green 5/

location, Galeotti 6056 (P); Canon of Rio Tlahuitol- 10), linear-lanceolate, 4.5-8.5 cm long, 4-9 mm
tepee, near Ayutla, Camp 2762 (NY); Huatla de Ji- ^j^je broadest near the base, long-acuminate at

menez, Croat 48215 (MO); Matuda 38620 (MEXU);
ESE of Ixtlan de Juarez, Graham & Frolich 1046
(MICH); La Gloria, MacDougall s.n. (MEXU); near

Matuda

apex, acute at base inserted at a 50**-70° angle on

peduncle; stipe 3 mm long in front, 1 mm long

in back, 4-5 mm diam., or spadix sessile; spadix

District Pochutla,Cerro del Machete, /?^^o 606^ (GH); greenish-yellow at base, paler at apex (B & K
Lachivia, Matuda 38421 (MEXU); Sierra de Oaxaca, Yellow-green 8/5 to 6/7.5), 4.5-10 cm long, 3-

^t^l^S^^,^t^^l^^S, 6 mn. d.^. at base 2 4 .. dia.^ at apex;

US, MICH); Tenango, MacDougall 26027 (MEXU). Aowers rhombic, 1.7-2.8 mm wide in both d -

VERACRUZ: Calcahualco, Hernandez & Cedilla 1129 rections, the sides sigmoid; 5-6 flowers visible

(MEXU, F); near Cordoba, Valdivia 2137 (MEXU); in the principal spiral, 5-10 flowers visible in the
NE ofCosocomatepec, Croat 43933 (MO); SW ofHua-

alternate spiral; tepals glossy to matte, papillate,
tusco, Rzedowski 19049 (ENCB, MICH); Ixhuapan,
QiSraro S/i (MEXU); NW of Jalapa, F£'«mra 4665 -

^ .^ , • • .u-
(CAS, ENCB); Munc. Juchique de Ferrer, Hernandez eral tepals 0.8-1 mm wide, the inner margin thin,

fruit

tuda 1540 (MICH).
Ma turned up against pistil; pistils slightly emergent,

green, at first covered by tepals and flat, rapidly

«mf.rof»nt into a nointed mound: stiema 0.3-0.5

Anthurium angustispadix Croat & Baker, Bre- ^^ lo^g, ellipsoid, brushlike, white, exsertcd,

nesia 16 (Supl. 1): 23. 1979. Type: Costa ^^^11 droplet persisting for 1-2 days before sta-

Rica. Puntarenas: primary forest along Rio mens emerge, dry and gray when stamens emerge,

Coto Bnis in the vicinity of Alturas, 23 km usually not emerging in the apical half to third

N of La Union (on Panamanian border), ^f spadix; stamens emerging rapidly from the

elev. ca. 1,500 m, Croat 26600 (MO- t,ase in a regular sequence, laterals first followed

225 1852, holotype; CR, F, K, PMA, SEL, ^y alternates, held at the side ofpistil, sometimes
US, isotypes; Live at MO). contiguous; anthers pale yellow, 0.2-0.3 mm long,

Epiphyte, sometimes secondarily terrestrial; ca. 0.4 mm wide; Ihccac ellipsoid, prominently

stems 18-30 cm long 1-1 5 cm diam., branch- divaricate, opening bowl-shaped; pollen orange-

''«. creeping, elongate; internodes 0.8-2 cm long; yellow, fading creamy white; strong sweet aroma

roots numerous, dense, 3-4 mm thick, directed present when stigma '^.'«P]'^^\^PPfJ^^"^,^^"-

downward; cataphylls thin, 6-1 1 cm long, grad- tinuing while pollen is fresh. INFRUCTES-

"«"y long-acuminate at apex (the acumen 2-4 CENCE spread.ng-penden t;
thc^^P^th^^g;^^"; in-

cm long and inrolled) drying tan, persisting, di-

acerating. LEAVES spreading; petioles 5-22 cm --»-
, . ,

^^^^ 4-7.5 mm diam., narrowly, deeply, and low-green, to 5 mm long; mesocarp watery, clear,

^cutely sulcate, rounded abaxially; geniculum sweet; seeds 2, pale green, flattened, to 2.8 mm
'•5-2cm long; blades lanceolate to oblong-lan- long and 2.5 mm wide, each enveloped in a clear,

^^olate, thin to medium thick, gradually long- gelatinous substance to 4 mm long. Fig. 8.

acuminate at apex (the acumen acute or very

"Jinuicly inrolled), acute to attenuate at base, 1
3-

^ cm long, 4-7.5 cm wide, broadest slightly ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ,^^^ ^.

°^ the middle; the upper surface glossy, dull- . :j,„| ^^-d forest life zones.

berries

apex

Anthurium angustispadix is known from east-

em Cosla Rica and western Panama at elevations

from 100 lo 1,500 m in prcmoniane wet and

I

*"8 with age, lower surface glossy or semiglossy;
^idnb raised, triangular above, diminishing to- The species is perhaps best placed in section
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Xialophyllium and is recognized by its slender above and below, diminishing and flat at collec-
^

elongate stems with weathered, tan to pale brown tive vein; primary lateral veins 2-4 per side, flat

cataphylls; its lanceolate leaves with a narrowly above, sunken below, departing midrib at 55"-

cuneate or attenuate leaf base; and its greenish- 60'' angle, curved to margin, loop-connected; col-

yellow, relatively long and slender, tapering spa- lective vein arising from the first basal vein, 4-

dix with pale yellow-green berries. It is not easily 1 5 mm from margin. INFLORESCENCE erect

confused with any other species. or spreading; peduncle 1 1.5-23 cm long, 2-3 mm

The species often branches from near the base diam., terete, as long as or longer than petioles;

in pots in the greenhouse. Plants sometimes set spathe white, narrowly ovate-elliptic or lanceo-

seed in the greenhouse without apparent manip- late-oblong, 4.5-9(12) cm long, 1.9-3 cm wide,

broadest near base, long acuminate, green at apex,

obtuse to acute at base, decurrent ca. 2 mm,

gle

ulation.

Costa Rica, puntarenas: 10-15 km ENE of La
Union, Utiey 4802 (DUKE); cloud forest above Wil- -

u v ci.;illv

son's Finca, 6 km SofSanVitode Java, i?av^«20S77 long m front, 3-5 mm long m bacK, usuaiy

(F); Finca Alturas, NE of Sabilito, Croat 44381 (MO); curved; spadix pale lavender (B & K Purple 6/

along Rio Goto Brus, 23 km N of La Union, Croat 5) fading to pink (B & K Red-purple 6/2.5) at

26600 (CR, F, K, MO, PMA, SEL, US), 26650, 26690 „
'

hesis 3-5 7 cm lonR 7-9 mm diam. at base,

(MO); between Rio Coton and Rio Negro (ca. 15 km ^'^^^^Sis, J ^. 1 cm long, / :^
la

,

.

from Sabalito) near Las Alturas lumber camp, Burger 6-7 mm diam. at apex, the flowers rnomuit

& Matta 4553 (CR, F, NY); E of Las Cruces, 5-6 km weakly 4-lobed, 2.1-2.9 mm long, 2.8-3.6 mm

S of San Vito on and around the property of Robert wide the sides straight to weakly and irregularly

^l"?"; ^-.'fr
*

^.f.^.i^^^'
"^^^^ ^^' ''^^' ^^^^' sigmoid, ca. 6 flowers visible in the principal

spiral, 9 flowers visible in the alternate spiral;

the tepals matte; lateral tepals 1 .6-1 .9 mm wide,

Gordas, Pittier 11127 (US).

Anthurium armeniense Croat, sp. nov. Type: straight

Guatemala. San Marcos: ca. 2 km from Fin- emergent ca. 0.5 mm, the stigma broadly elliptic

ca Armenia above San Rafael, 1,100-1,250 brushlike
m, Croat 40905 (MO-2599479, holotype; above pistil; first lateral stamens emerging irreg-

Live at MO).

Planta epiphytica; cataphyllum persistens intactum,
brunneum; petiolus 19-28 cm longus; lamina ovata,

throughout

alternates

sion
, ^ . ..-.„ ,,,, ,^„gus, miiiiiici uvaia, -— ; anthers white, broadly ovate, 0.5 .

20-40 cm longa, n.5-21 cm lata, basi cordata pro- long, 0.8-1.4 mm wide; thecae broadly o

^
funde; inflorescentia erecta aut effusa; spatha alba; spa- shallowly cupular; pollen white, abundant, siro 8

dix caesius aut roseus, 3-5.7 cm longus, fragrans; tepala
marginibus elevatis; baccae aurantiacae.

Epiphyte; stems 1.5 cm diam.; leaf scars ca.

1.5 cm wide; roots 4-5 mm diam., descending;
cataphylls subcoriaceous, 7 cm long, rounded to

sweet lilac scented. INFRUCTESCENCE pe

dent; spathe greenish-white, spadix 1 8
cm o

^
3.5 cm diam., with berries exserted ^a- l

^^
(early stages); berries obovoid, style dark, bea

at apex, pale orange (B & K Yellow-red
»/'J-

ded by

emarginate and cuspidate at apex, drying red- 1.2-1.5 cm long, 6-8 mm wide;
"^^^^^^^'^^gf,-

dish-brown and persisting intact. LEAVES erect- ange, juicy, gelatinous with nuI"^^°"^j^
gie

spreading; petiole 19-28 cm long, 4-6 mm diam., raphide cells; seeds (1)2, ovoid-ellipsoid- P^

terete; geniculum 2-3 cm long; blades narrowly whitish-green,darkergreenatbase,reddish-bro^
^

ovate, gradually acuminate and downtumed at at apex, weakly flattened, 4.5 mm 1°"^^ '

apex, deeply lobed at base, 20-40 cm long, 11.5- mm wide, 1.4-2.2 mm thick, surroun
''

21 cm wide, broadest at middle; anterior lobe 5- _ .

1 5 cm long, the margins broadly rounded; pos- prominent at lateral margins,
terior lobes 5-12 cm long, directed downward to ends. Figs. 9 and 14.
inward; sinus usually spathulate sometimes hip-
pocrepiform, acute to rounded at apex; both sur-

faces semiglossy, the upper surface with ± con-
spicuous, minute, linear, raphide cells; midrib - -

obtusely raised above, weakly sunken at apex ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Department of San Marco •

liiin wiuc, i.H—Z..Z, 111111 iiiA^^^j --
rnorC

Sticky, gelatinous, translucent substance,
^^

nrominent at latfTpl mareins. extending

The species is known only from the tvp^^^^

cality from 1,100 to 1,600 m in "^^^^^
^^^^c

forests on steep slopes in southwestern

raised on lower surface; basal veins 4-6 pairs

the second to third pairs coalesced ca. 1.5 cm
the fourth to sixth coalesced ca. 2.8 cm, raised

The species is a member of section ^^^^

trium and is recognized by its ^^^^^.^^^ cells

moderately coriaceous leaves with rapn'

I
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evident on upper surface and by its thick, per- 7.5 cm long, 3-4 mm diam. at base, 2-2.5 mm
sistent cataphylls that dry reddish-brown, but es- diam. at apex, green at anthesis, becoming violet-

pecially by its pale lavender to pink fragrant spa- purple; flowers rhombic, 3.3-3.5 mm long, ca. 2

dix that has a distinctly bumpy surface owing to mm wide, the sides ± straight; ca. 3 flowers vis-

slightly ible in the principal spiral, ca. 5 flowers visible

species also is characterized by its white spathe. in the alternate spiral; tepals semiglossy, the lat-

It is confused with A. huixtlense, which has eral tepals 2-2.5 mm long, the inner margin
similar leaves and cataphylls (both are in the broadly rounded to straight; pistil green soon
section Calomystrium), but that species generally turning purple, emergent to 0.5-0.6 mm; stigma
has a greenish spathe and a spadix that varies elliptic; stamens emerging from the base in a slow
from white to lavender, and has tepals more complete progression, the laterals preceding the

nearly level with the surface of the spadix so that alternates by no more than 2 spirals, held above
It does not have the bumpy appearance. In ad- tepals and against pistil then retracting to edge
dition, A. huixtlense lacks the strong lilac scent of tepals, scarcely visible after anthesis; anthers
of /I. armeniense.

Rafael, Croat 40905, 40923 (MO).
Armenia

0.3 mm long, 0,7 mm wide; thecae ovate-elliptic,

divaricate. INFRUCTESCENCE often devel-

oping berries only in the basal halfofthe spadix,

berries subglobose to depressed-globose, ca. 7

Anthiirinm oiic*:« ^-^u" -- * D n 1 n "^^1 diam., white tinged with violet-purple atAmnurium austinsmithii Croat & Baker, Bre- . , . , . . T , i

np^In 1^ (^..^^ ^\ tc i n-rr. -r i- * apcx, With a circular dcprcssion around thc Stylenesia 16 (SupL 1): 25. 1979. Type: Costa ^ ' ^. , .^.,^ ^ i,
Rica. Alajuela: San Luis de Zarcero, elev.

^^-
J
"^^

^^^'f-
^°^"1^^ ^ with 3 seeds per locule;

1,450 m, Austin Smith 637 (NY, holotype;
seeds narrowly ovoid, 2 5-2.6 mni long, 1.3-5

F, isotype).
mm wide, 1.1-1.3 mm thick, pale brown, weakly

flattened to subterete in cross-section, smooth.
Epiphyte; roots numerous, slender, green drying Figs. 1 1 and 1 2.

&rayish; stem moderately elongate, ca. 1 cm diam.,
16-20 cm long, scurfy; cataphylls 2-2.5 cm long,
drying dark reddish-brown, persisting as hnear
nbers. LEAVES spreading; petioles subterete,
narrowly sulcate, 4-22 cm long, 2-4 mm diam.;
geniculum 7-20 mm long; blades subcoriaceous,
oblong-lanceolate,

1 1-21 cm long, 3-6.5 cm wide, ^- - .-.
'ong-acuminate at apex (the acumen flat), obtuse rochitonium and can be distinguished by its acu-
|o acute (rarely attenuate) at base, broadest at or minate leaf blades, conspicuously punctate on
pelow the middle, the margin revolute on drying; the lower surface which dry a dirty gray, slender
Doth surfaces semiglossy, lower surface dark spadix with ca. 3 flowers visible in the principal

glandular-punctate; midrib acutely raised above, spiral and by its whitish berries tinged with pur-

Anthurium austinsmithii is known only from

Costa Rica in lower montane rain, lower mon-
tane wet, lower montane moist, and premontane

wet forest, primarily on the Atlantic slope at el-

evations of 1,200 to 1,560 m.

The species is a member of section Porphy-

pie-violet bearing a circular depression at the

apex.Raised below; primary lateral veins 7-1 5 per side, «^^^-.

^^Parting midrib at 45** angle, ± straight to the Anthurium austinsmithii is similar to A. acu-
collective vein, slightly sunken above, promi- tangulum, A. durandii, and the species allied to
TiiiT-^1,., u_,_

. them. It is also similar to A. alatipedunculatum

because of its angulate peduncle, but the latter

below

below- '^'-^vvv, ^^uin_^ Live vein anain^ 11 vjiii ^^^-^^^^ ^- — —C7- - - *r

^ base, 4-8 mm from the margin, about equally species also has a triangular petiole and is known
^jP^'^^^inent as the primary lateral veins, sunken currently only from the Osa Peninsula ai much
«*ove, prominulous and darker below INFLO- lower elevations than A. austinsmithii.

RESCENCE
CosTA Rica, alajuela: San Luis de Zarcero

Smith 637 (F, NY); 1332 (NY); one mile S of La Balsa

2^pote
^

ing the leaves; peduncle terete to sharply an-

21
^^^' 2-3-ribbed, sometimes with only one rib,

I

^^ '^ng, 2-3 mm diam.; spathe pale green,

"t'hsi'lbnvr^r 1?"^' ^'^ """" ''''^'' ^'°^'*'
in vicinity of Laguna, 5.Z nn.es in o, ^po.c, ^roa^

round r4

^^^' acuminate at apex, ^69/5^6P2/(MO). HLKLUJAMmilcsNofVaraBlan-
naed at base, inserted at ca. 30° angle on the ca Croat 35570 (MO); 7.5 km N of Vara Blanca, Croat

PCaunnl^. 1- .. -. . - .'

to Santa Elena, ca. 1 km S of Zapote. t

(DUKE); along Hwy. 1 5 between Naranjo an
" Zap

36046 (MO).
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»

Anthurium bakeri Hook, f., Bot. Mag. pi. 626 L mm thick, enveloped by a gelatinous substance

1876. Type: Costa Rica. Bull s.n. (K)

Anthurium turrialbenseEn^., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25: 406.

extending below the base. Figs. 13 and 15.

The species is known from Guatemala to Co-

1898. Type: Costa Rica. Cartago: Turrialba, 500 lombia in wetter parts of tropical moist, pre

m, Donnell Smith 4978 (B). montane wet, and tropical wet forest at eleva-

Epiphyte, stems less than 10 cm long, 1.5 cm tio^s from sea level to 660 m. In Panama, the

species ranges to 1 ,000 m elevation. In Colombia

known
diam.; roots moderately slender; leaf scars ca.

1.7 cm wide; cataphylls coriaceous, 3-6 cm long, -
^-nr, \ u

acuminate at apex (the acumen apiculate to 2 de Santander (Camp 84 on Pipehne, 600 m), M.

mm), drying brown, persisting as fibers. LEAVES ^ <S R. Foster 1716 (A).

erect to spreading; petioles (3)1 1-1 7 cm long, to Anthurium bakeri can be distinguished by its

5 mm diam., subterete to sharply sulcate; ge- moderately thin, elliptic-lanceolate blades that

niculum 1-1.5 cm long; blades narrowly elliptic- ^^g reddish-brown punctate on the lower surface

lanceolate to narrowly oblanceolate, 19-55 cm ^^^ ^^^^ j^any weak primary lateral veins and

long, 2.8-9 cm wide, broadest at middle, acu- conspicuously sunken collective veins. The lower

minate at apex, narrowly rounded at base; upper jg^f surface usually dries much paler than upper

surface matte, lower surface paler and matte with surface, sometimes yellowish, contrasting sharp-

reddish-brown glandular punctations; midrib
jy ^-^^^ ^he green upper surface. Other distin-

convexly raised below; primary lateral veins guishing features include the creamy white, al-

nearly obscure, flat, departing midrib at 45° an- ^^^^ cylindrical spadix and bright red berries.

gle, straight to collective vein; collective vein j^e species is a member of section Porphyro-

arising from base, sunken, significantly more chitonium.
prominent than the primary lateral veins, con-
tinuous to apex of leaf, 2-4 mm from margin.

INFLORESCENCE erect-spreading, much
shorter than leaves; peduncle 5.5-30 cm long, 3- 2898 (MICH); Silk Grass Creek, wc-.... --- -

^y north

5 mm diam., half as long or as long as petioles; NY); South Stann Creek, Schipp S-16 ^^}^>'^^^.

Belize. Belize district: near Quamma Creek,

3426 (MICH). STANN creek district: ^^^^^^^^'y.^ru

7R OR CMirHV Silk r,ras«; Creek. Gentle 2626 (K, Mi"- '

spathe coriaceous, pale yellow-green (B & K Yel-

low-green 9/10), the edges sometimes tinged with
purple, 2-5.5 cm long, 7-28 mm wide, oblong-
lanceolate, inserted at ca. 60° angle on peduncle,

of victoria Peak, Gentry 8037 (MO), toledo: Colum

bia Forest Station, Croat 24225 (MO); P'-^'^^'
%i4

(MO); Maya Mountains, Boutin & SchlosseriU i

x

(MO); San Jose, Croat 24453, 24359 (MO)^

CosTA Rica, alajuela: N of Angeles Norte lu

Croat 36283, io:^^'

obtuse at apex and base; stipe 3 mm long, 2 mm ^^^^ (DUKE); NNE of Bijagua Cwa •'^^°-'; ^ of

dia.. spadix crea™, „hUe (B * K Yellowred ^IHt^f^ l^P^/f.S&J *
9/5), 2-1 1 cm long, 5-1 5 mm diam. at base, 4.5

1 2 mm diam. at apex; flowers square to 4-lobed
cienda Santa Maria, Liesner 5131 (MO); ^rL,^^^„ja.

Volcan Arenal, Taylor 11588 (NY); NE of Que
^^^

1.6-3.5 mm long, 1.7-3.2 mm wide, the sides Croat 46944 (MO), cartago: Tumaltja, i- ^
ggedly (MO); LePooles.n. (U); near Tuis, Luteyn /jy\

q^

guanacaste: NW of Lake Arenal, Croat ^^
^^^^^^

'.
, \ \ ,

": "'~ - "..v,..x«iv. heredia: near Puerto Viejo, Croat
-^^f

^;
' ,

,

/k\-);
spiral; tepals glossy, mmutely papillate, lateral (MO); Jimenez 105 (MO); Taylor 4549, ^^^^

alternate

tepals 1.5 mm wide, the inner margin convex;
pistils not emergent; stigma minute, slitlike, ca'

Hacienda
Vara Blanca, Skutch 3651 (MICH), limon. n«

^^^_^

^......, ..V.V ^w..x£,v,..., ..Lxgiiia iiiiiiLiic, suiiiKe ca Tapezco-Hacienda La Suerte, ^'^^'^ft.^.ger 92^2

0.
1
mm long, droplets apparent before stamens 'I''

(^^>' ^'^^^
?f''"i'^i^f DoZ &Goef

^-«^-^^. „* ..... . (MO). PUNTARENAs: Osa Peninsula, ^^"* ,^-^v om-
e,nerge; stamens en,ergi„g in an irregular pa.- ^;Zr™T"«Ti»7M5rS«^^^
tern v,^ i^j al-

ternates, anthers scarcely exposed, pushing pol-
len out around pistil, while, ca. 0.2 mm long, 0.3
mm wide; pollen white. INFRUCTESCENCE
erect, spathe reflexed against peduncle; spadix
7.5-8.5 cm long, 1.2-1.4 cm diam.; berries red,
pointed at apex, obovoid ca. 6 mm long; me-
socarp juicy, pulpy, transparent with numerous
oblong raphide cells; seeds 2, ovoid, cream-col-
ored, flattened, 3.2 mm long, 2 mm wide, 1.2

concon de Osa, Utley & Utley 1032 (DUKE)- saN^^^
^

from San Isidro del General to Dominical,

Baker 10106 (MO).
. . rn\>m'^-

Guatemala, alta verapaz: vicinuy
ggpalao-

Steyermark 44382 (NY); vicinity ^^^ . 416O6.

Steyermark 44917 (MO); Oxec Rd., y'^^ >^facey

41653 (MO), izabal: vicinity Exmibal, •^^"^' ,.^j^i

3280A (NY), peten: NW of Chinaja, Steyerrtm

(MICH). v.nckerei'^
Honduras, atlantida: La Ceiba, -ri'"

^^ jt,)

8739 {MO, NY); Lancetilla, Chickeringio. '^.^

(MICH); Lancetilla Valley, Croat 42638 (iw ''

\

I

I

I
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FiouREs 14-17. 14. Anlhurium annenicnse Croat. Croat 40923^-15. Anthurium hakenU^^^^^^^

'll-^^- ^'^thurium bcniozabalcnsc Matuda, UonoMu Boiank Garden 77-l275.-\l. Anihunum berrw

-^Mcme Maiuda, Croat 47715.
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steretal. 12704 {GAY); Yuncker 4960 (MICH, MO), ing; peduncle 20-67 cm long, 3-6 mm diam.,

NW ofSiguatepeque, Molina 26062 (NY) slightly curved near base of spadix, shorter to

'^nf^'^X^r^'"'^'- '''""'i^
R5o Platano Clewell & Cruz

j^^^^^ ^^^^ j^^^^^. ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^g & ^ Green
4061 (MO). YORo: Coyolito, Carleton 552 (US); , .

Yuncker et al. 8187 (NY, S). 6/2.5), subconaceous, narrowly ovate or boat-

Mexico. CHIAPAS: Mun. ofLas Margaritas, 5r^^fi?/ove shaped, 8-15 cm long, 2-5 cm wide, broadest

& McClintock 34076 (CAS). just above middle, long-acuminate at apex, de-

Nicaragua, chontales: no other location. Levy 1420
current and clasping at base, inserted at 65°-80'

(P); N of Cuapa, A^^e/// Z^/Zi (MO), matagalpa: Cerro , , i iTui-i.- ^ AU^^Ait^c.cnn
Musun, Neill 1808 (MO); E of Matagalpa, Neill 2353 ^ngle on peduncle, held behmd and hood ng pa-

(MO). RivAs: Volcan Maderas, Neill & Vincelli 3247 dix; spadix pale green (B & K Green 7/2.5), glau-

(MO); 5/eve«5 6507 (MO). Zelaya: Caiio Zamora, ^/e- cous, 6.5-12 cm long, 5-8 mm diam. at base,

vens 8824. 8826 (MO); Cerro El Inocente, Neill 1906 4.5 j^m diam. at apex, slightly curved just be-

(MO); Stevens 6714 (MO); Cerro Waylawas, Stevens , • , ,, '., . .^^ + t,,_r.c Hnwn- flowers

8756 (MO); SW of Colonia Naciones Unida, Stevens ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^° ^^^^ *^
^If^^/

'^°'^'''TZ
5023 (MO); trail from Colonia San Jose, NNE to Par- 4-lobed, 2-3 mm long, 2.5-3.5 mm wiae, uic

cela, Stevens 9008 (MO); Colonia Agricola Yolaina, ggedly
Stevens 4827 (MO); Stevens et al. 6437 (MO); Rio principal spiral, 5-10 flowers visible in the al-

Rama, Proctor et al. 27414 (LL, NY); Stevens 8909 temate
(MO); west of Rio Uli, Neill 1927 (MO); vicinity of " .„

-i^--^' -^"-"^"'^-' ^

^
Siuna. Neill 4499 fMOV Nfill 477^ rMOV n..r T.i. papillate, with droplets, lateral tepals 1.3 mn

wide, the inner margin convex; pistils emergent.
Siuna, Neill 4499 (MO); Neill 4225 (MO); near Tala
Has and Puente Mango, Stevens 7620 (MO).

Wms
ba 3: 103. 1952. Type: Nicaragua. Dept. of

bright green; stigma slitlike with blunt papuw^

and a large droplet for 3 or 4 days before first

stamens emerge; stamens emerging very slow)

Jinotega: mountains east of Jinotega, along ^" \
^""'^^"^^ =^."^."""^;

V,""l .ZZ^^x,. anthers
trail t^ r.rrr. .. r^r... .,o,, 1 n<n , ,^n „ circlc around pistil just abovc thc tcpals, ani

pale yellow, slanting over pistil before openmB-

ca. 0.6 mm long, 1.1 mm wide; thecae ellipso'd

050-1

Standley 10255 (F, holotype; EAP, isotype).

fadingTerrestrial; stems thick, to 4 cm diam., leaf somewhat divaricate; pollen pale yellow

scars 4 cm wide; roots sparse, descending, tan; white. INFRUCTESCENCE pendent, spat e

cataphylls coriaceous, 4-1 2 cm long, caudate and
apiculate at apex, drying yellow (B & K Yellow
5/10), persisting as moderately coarse longitu- y^,,y,ci,y imc.^, ^aiiv^. vwxv.. .

dinal fibers. LEAVES erect-spreading; petioles ide cells near apex, numerous granular raphi e

persisting; berries obovoid-elhpsoid, X^"""

yellow-orange, 13-15 mm long, 9-1 1
mm wi

^•

pericarp thick, darker colored and lackmg rap^'

13-73 cm long, 5-8 mm diam., subterete, shal- cells in the lower half; mesocarp juicy, ^'^^'^^."_

lowly and bluntly sulcate, sometimes merely flat- sweet; seeds 1-2, semicircular to broadly elup-

lened adaxially; geniculum 1.5-2.5 cm long; soid, brown with numerous minute granular pro-

blades subcoriaceous, triangular-ovate to ovate, jections on surface, flattened, 8-9 mm long- ^'

acuminate at apex, deeply lobed at base, 14-51 9 mm wide, 3 mm thick, encased in a thin e
-

cm long, 8-36 cm wide, broadest at point of velope. Figs. 18 and 19.

petiole attachment, the margin undulate; pos-
terior lobes 5-18 cm long from sinus to tip, the

tral

and
Anthurium beltianum is endemic to cen

^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^
Nicaragua in the departments of YvaoX^^

^^^

at apex;^both surfaces matte to"semi"glorsr some"
Matagalpa at elevations of 1 ,000 to 1 ,5 »-^

times with punctiform or linear raphide cells
P^'^montane wet forest life zones, on

(more conspicuous on dry specimens); midrib
^^^^^'OPS.

^

raised above and below; basal veins 5-6 pairs, The species was named in honor of the farnoj^

the first and second free, the remaining coalesced English naturalist Thomas Belt, author oi

2.7-4 cm, raised above and below; posterior rib
turned up along the outer margin; primary lateral

"The Naturalist in Nicaragua." It is a memt^'

recogni

veins 4-8 per side, departing midrib at 40°-55o
moderately thick, ovate-cordate leaves ^'^

angle, flat to weakly raised above, raised below; obovate or hippocrepiform sinus, but especia •

mterpnmary veins flat above, raised below; less- by its semi-erect inflorescence with the moO

er veins scarcely visible; collective vein arising ately short, tapered, pale green spadix
d.rect

from the first basal vein or one of the primary downward and by its lanceolate-ellipfC
joj

lateral vems, 1-2^5 cm ^om margin, flat above, rowly ovate spathe, which curves outward for"-

raised below. INFLORESCENCE erect-spread- ing a protective covering above the spad.x-
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Froi-RPs 18-21. 18-19, Anihunum bcltianum Standi. & L. O. Wms., Croat 43003. -20-11. Anthuriiim brencsii Croat & Baker, Croat 46923
(Type).
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Anthurium beltianum is similar to A, cotobni- Yellow-green 5/7.5), 5-lOcmlong, 7-9 mmdiam.

5/7, which has generally similar leaves and inflo- at base, 2-3 mm diam. at apex; flowers square

rescences but does not have the hooded inflo- or rhombic, 3-5 mm long, 3-4 mm wide, the

rescences of ^. beltianum.

Nicaragua, jinotega: vicinity of Jinotega, Croat

43003 (MO); Standley^ 10255, 10359, 10883 (F); Wil-

liams et al. 24733 (F); matagalpa: vicinity of Aran-

I

sides ggedly

visible in either spiral; tepals matte, green,

inconspicuously punctate, minutely papillate,

tinged with violet at margins, sparse droplets ap-

juez, Neill 3020, 3452 (MO); Finca Santa Maria de pearing when anthers are open, lateral tepals 1.
5-

Ostnm^, Williams et aL 27887 {MOy 2.5 mm wide, inner margins straight; pisti!

I

Anthurium berriozabalense Matuda, Anales Inst.

Biol. Univ. Nac. Mexico 25: 214. 1954. Type:

Mexico. Chiapas: Las Vistas north of Ber-

riozabal, 1,250 m elev., Miranda 6707
(MEXU, holotype).

the stigma oblong, shallow, green, 0.8-1 mm long.

opening with minutely exserted papillae, small

droplets apparent for 7-10 days, dry and black

for 2 or 3 days before first stamens emerge; sta-

mens emerging ± rapidly from the base, the sec-

Terrestrial on rocky, steep slopes to 0.6 m tall; ond, third, and fourth stamens emerging soon

stems 10 cm long, 1.5-3 cm diam.; leaf scars ca. after leading stamen; anthers brown, held on snort

1.5 cm wide; roots ca. 5 mm thick, directed filaments that quickly retract, anthers held at edge

downward; cataphylls subcoriaceous, 3-5 cm of pistil but not contiguous; thecae ellipsoid, di-

long, acute at apex, the acumen minutely apic- varicate; pollen yellow, fading to white. IN-

ulate, drying light brown (B «& K Yellow 4/5), FRUCTESCENCE pendent; spathe withered;

persisting intact at apex, splitting into linear fi- spadix to 10 cm long, 20 mm diam.; berries or-

bers at base. LEAVES erect to spreading; petioles ^. ^

13-56 cm long, 3-7 mm diam., subterete, weakly round at apex with a conspicuous indentation.

r

I

'\

I

ange 1

flattened adaxially; geniculum 1.5-2 cm long

broadly and shallowly sulcate; blades triangular,

acuminate at apex, broadly lobed at base, 12-33
cm long, 1 1-23 cm wide, broadest at base; an-

terior lobe 9-16 cm long; posterior lobes 12-18
cm long, directed outward; sinus triangular to

8-1 1 mm long, 7-10 mm wide; pericarp trans-

parent, somewhat thickened, lackmg raphio ^
cells; mesocarp fleshy, juicy, with numero

raphide cells; seeds 1 or 2, flattened on one si^^^

if 2, ellipsoid in cross-section if only one, P

green, 6-8 mm long, 4.5-5(9) mm wide, i-

parabolic to sometimes hippocrepiform; upper 3.5(6.5) mm thick. Figs. 16, 17, and 26.

surface semiglossy to glossy, lower surface semi-
glossy, the midrib convexly raised above and
below, diminishing at apex above; basal veins
4-5 pairs, the first and sometimes the second

Anthurium berriozabalense is ^^^^^^^^.^^

Mexico and is known for certain only
^

northeastern Chiapas at 1,000 to ^'^^^
„;,,^

eastern Oaxaca {MacDouga
i

free, second to fourth coalesced ca. 1 .5 cm third
^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^s^^™ '-'^^^^^

ul near Matias

to fifth coalesced 2.3-4 cm, raised in weak valleys ^''^'^ ^^^ ^'^""^^ ^P'^'^"'^"
The forest

^ Romero) is probably also this species, n^

^ ^^^

type near El Bosque where I have collec ecurved
ked, the outer margin upturned; primary lateral

veins 4-5 per side, departing midrib at 45°-50°

angle, raised or flat above, raised below; collec-

tive vein arising from uppermost basal vein

species is *'bosque caducifolia" and t^
^ ^^

type where it has been collected north o

riozabal is "selva baja caducifoha.

(sometimes with lower basal veins loop-con- The species is tentatively placed in sect'O"^^^^

lolonchium and is recognized by its se
^^^^^

sagittate leaf blades with long, slender, po

necting to the collective vein), sunken above,
raised below, 6-10 mm from margin. INFLO-

bemes

RESCENCE spreading to erect, shorter than the lobes that are usually as long or longer than

leaves; peduncle 1 6-40 cm long, 2-4 mm diam., anterior lobes, and also by its green spathe

terete, sometimes tinged with violet-purple,
longer than the petioles; spathe medium thick,
green tinged with purple at margins, lanceolate
to oblong-lanceolate, 4.5-9 cm long, 0.9-2.7 cm

the

and

relates*

who**
to A. seleri, a more wide ranging species

^^^^

.J ^ _, ^ .
range overlaps that of^. ^^rnozaW^'J^^ c

wide, broadest at base, acuminate at apex, clasp- of^. seleri with long, slender posterior lobe n

'J2
'°

J"^"?'"
°'

'r^i"^
'' ^'''' ^"'""^"^ ^' b^^" confused with A. berriozabalense

buH
^•

45 -60 angle on peduncle; spadix green (B & K can be distinguished from A.
berriozabalense
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Figures 22-25. 12. Anihurhmi hnwnii Mast., Cro(3r 37840.— 23. Anlhurium hrownii Mast., Cwa/ 10389. — 2A, Anthurium caperatum Croat &
Baker. Croat 43358.— 25. Anlhurium caperatum Croat & Baker, Croat 4S664.
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FioiiRES 26-29 26. Anihurium berriozabalense Matuda, Croat 47715.-21. Anthurium brenesii^^\„.

Baker. Croat 46923 ijy^)n. Anthurium burgeri Croat & Baker, Burger & Baker 10096 (Type)-'^
thurium caniosum Croat & Baker, Croat 48619.
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the much longer (or at least equally as long) an- thesis, ovate to ovate-elliptic, 5.5-8.5 cm long,

terior lobes and by the anterior lobe and poste- 3.5-5.5 cm wide, broadest from 1 cm above the

nor lobes forming a broad concave edge. In A. base to about the middle, acute to rounded and

berriozabalense, the margin is either straight or apiculate at apex, cordate and somewhat clasping

convex and the posterior lobes are usually as long at base, inserted at 25°-40° angle on peduncle,

or longer than the anterior lobes. In addition, the erect and held close to spadix or at ca. 45

leaves of/i.Z)^mozaZ>a/eA25e are thin whereas the angle to peduncle; spadix sessile or subsessile,

leaves of/I. seleri are subcoriaceous. Still another green, reddish-brown to red-violet, 7-8 cm long,

difference is that the collective vein of A. ber- to 8 mm diam., at base, to 6 mm diam. at apex;

riozabalense usually arises from the uppermost flowers square to weakly 4-lobed, 1.7-2.5 mm
basal veins or has the lower basal veins con- long in both directions; 6-10 flowers visible in

spicuously loop-connected with the collective the principal spiral, 6-9 flowers visible in the

vein. In A. seleri the collective vein arises from alternate spiral; the lateral tcpals to 1 .2 mm wide,

one of the lowermost basal veins and extends the inner margin concave, pistil green scarcely

raiher uniformly along the margin of both the emergent, the stigma oblong, 0.5-0.6 mm long;

posterior lobes and the anterior lobe to the apex, stamens emerging rapidly throughout, lateral sta-

in the type description Matuda discussed the mens first, quickly followed by alternate sta-

similarity of y4. berriozabalense to A. umbrosum mens, exserted on short, translucent filaments,

but these two species are not at all similar except retracting to hold anthers just above the margins

that both have orange berries.

MExtco. CHIAPAS: vicinity Berriozabal, MacDougall
445 (MEXU); Miranda 6707 (MEXU); vicinity Si-

of the tepals; anthers orange, ca. 0.6 mm long,

0.8 mm wide; thecae ovate-ellipsoid, slightly di-

varicate; pollen orange, faintly spicy scented at

moiovcrde Ahinde cL;.77V5 (£ CA^ M, an.hesis. INFRUCTESCENCE spreading .0

MEXU, MO, NY, RSA, SEL, US, VEN). oaxaca: Rio pendent, the spathe usually withered, the spadix

Grande, MacDougall 311 (MEXU). to 9 cm long, 2 cm diam.; berries exserted ca. 1

mm, before maturity, obovoid, flattened, orange

Anthurium brenesii Croat & Baker, Brenesia 16 (B & K Yellow-red 7/5), 9-1
1
mm long, 5-7.5

(Supl. 1): 28. 1979. Type: Costa Rica. Ala- mm diam., rounded at apex; mesocarpjuicy with

Quesada
Hwy

(MO
CR, DUKE, F, GH, K, NY, PMA, RSA,
SEL, US, VEN, isotypes; Live at MO).

Epiphyte; stems short, 1.5-2.5 cm diam.; roots

moderately few, to ca. 5 mm diam.; cataphylls

moderately thick, 10-25 cm long, acuminate at

^x, tinged red at margins, weathering into fi-

''^'"s, drying light brown. LEAVES pendent; pet- u^^ species is iviaicu lu ^. /^rcy.rr,.,^^,,, v^.v..

loles 14-45 cm long, ca. 6 mm diam., terete; ^j^ich it shares similar leaf texture and cata-

Rcniculum to 1.5 cm long; blades oblong, mod-
pi^yHs^ and similar altitudinal range. It diflTcrs

irately coriaceous, abruptly to gradually short- ^^^^ ^y^^^ species, however, by its abruptly acu-

jcuminate at apex, acute to weakly attenuate at
^^jnate leaf blades, its short, broad spathe, which

"ase, 32-68 cm long, 6-10.3 cm wide, broadest
j^ar the middle, the midrib raised above and

spg^ix. It is also similar, especially vegetatively,

^'o\^; the primary lateral veins 13-15 per side,
^^ ^ prolatum. but differs in having much short-

sparse, thick raphide cells; seeds 2 (rarely 1), tan,

3-4.5 mm long, 2.2-3 mm wide, i.8-2.2 mm
thick, enveloped in almost translucent (tinged

orange) casing, ca. 10 mm long and as wide as

the seed. Figs. 20, 21, and 27.

Anthurium brenesii is presently known only

from the Cordillera Central in the Province of

Alajuela between San Ramon and Quesada at

1,000 to 1,560 m elevation.

The species is related to A. protensum with

subcordate at the base

-•-, i.ic primary lateral veins iJ-i3 pci siuc,

^epaning midrib at 55° angle, sunken above,
Prominulous below; collective vein arising from
^hf base, 2-5 mm from the margin, sunken above,
raised below. INFLORESCENCE erect or pen-
^^"t, shorter than the leaves; peduncle (10)28-

j

cm long, 4-5 mm diam., terete, shorter or

°"gcr than petioles; spathe moderately thick,

"^dium green sometimes tinged reddish at an-

er, broader leaves. It is placed in section Pachy-

neurium.

Costa Rica, alajuela: La Palma de San Ram6n,

Brenes 5738 (F); Cordillera Central ca. 15 km N of

Zarccro. Williams ct al 29034 (F); along Hwy. 15 be-

tween Naranjo and Quesada. 3.2 miles N of Zapotc,

Cr7at 46923 iCOL, CR. DUKE. F. GH. MO, NY.

DMA r<:a SEL. US. VEN).
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Anthurium brownii Mast., Gard. Chron. 6: 744, varicate, pollen purple fading to white some-

Figs. 139, 140. 1876. Type: Colombia times yellow, with a pungent fruity aroma at an-

(Nueva Granada). Watlis s.n. (K, exact sta- thesis. INFRUCTESCENCE pendent-spreading,

I

t

tus unknown) 38 cm long, 3 cm diam.; berries ellipsoid to obo-

void, 5-8 mm long, ca. 5 mm wide, orange to

Epiphyte; stems short, 2.5-3 cm diam.; roots red-orange (B & K Yellow-red 7/2.5); pericarp
|

puberule thick; mesocarp juicy; seeds 2, oblong, greenish-

cataphylls coriaceous, 9-15 cm long, caudate- white, flattened with transparent sticky append-

acuminate at apex, drying reddish-brown (B & ages at both ends, elongated at apex, rounded at

K Yellow 4/2.5), persisting ± intact, ultimately base. Figs. 22 and 23.

i

I

weathering to a network offibers at base. LEAVES
erect to spreading; petioles 13-100 cm long, 3-

10 mm diam., subterete, shallowly and bluntly

sulcate; geniculum 2-2.5 cm long, sometimes
tinged red-violet (B & K Red-purple 4/ 1 0); blades

narrowly ovate-triangular, moderately thick, 1 5-

66 cm long, 11-48 cm wide, broadest at base,

The species is known from Costa Rica to Co-

lombia at elevations from near sea level to 1,200

m. In Costa Rica the species occurs in premon-

tane wet and tropical wet forest. In Panama it

also occurs rarely in premontane moist and trop-

ical moist forest.

^

I

>

gradually acuminate at apex (the acumen flat. The species was confused with A. denudatur^

apiculate), prominently lobed at base; anterior Engl, from Colombia by Standley (1944) mine

lobe 1 1-40 cm long, the margins straight to con-
'

•

- 1--« - «^ imr

vex; posterior lobes 4-13 cm long, directed

sharply upward; the upper surface matte to semi-
glossy, lower surface paler; midrib convexly raised

above, sometimes tinged reddish, sunken at apex, ^

acutely raised below; basal veins 5-6 pairs, the with usually undulate margins and reticulate \ em

first to fourth coalesced 2-6 cm, the posterior rib that dry very prominent. The leaf tends to

much shorter than the petioles, as well as a short- \

er spadix. „

Anthurium brownii is a member of section be-

lolonchium and is distinguished by its thick
blades

/

iptumed

eral veins 4-8 per side, departing midrib at 25

silver or grayish on both surfaces. Also distinc

live are the long, slender, violet-purple spa

35° angle, raised in valleys at base above, sunken and the red-orange berries.
*

at apex, raised below; lesser veins visible but less

prominent; collective vein arising from first basal
vein or lowest primary lateral vein, 2-7 mm from
margin. INFLORESCENCE erect, longer than
leaves; peduncle 5 1-65.6 cm long, 4-6 mm diam.,
terete, green mottled with red-violet, longer than
petioles; spathe lanceolate, green (B & K Yellow-
green 6/10), 8-23 cm long, 1.5-4.5 cm wide,
acuminate at apex, round to cordate at base; spa-
dix stipitate to ca. 1 1 cm, violet-purple, 7-28 cm
long, 4-15 mm diam.; flowers rhombic, 2.5-3.2
mm long, 2-3 mm wide, the sides straight to
sigmoid; 7-10 flowers visible in the principal
spiral, 5-1 2 flowers visible in the alternate spiral;

tepals matte, punctate, minutely papillate, some-

({

Costa Rica, alajuela: NNE of Bijagua, 5«^ ^^
Baker 9855 (F, MO), heredia: vicinity ^'°

^j^^^n

Grande, Croat 35859 (MO), puntarenas: near
^^^^^

de Osa, Koch 5065 (MO), san jose: SW oi sa

del General, Utley & Utley 4926 (DUKE)-

-t

Anthurium burgeri Croat & Baker, Bren«ia^^

(Supl. 1): 30. 1979. Type: Costa Ric^-^^^.

Jose: ridges and steep slopes ^"0
^General

bra along road from San Isidro ^e'
,^t

to Dominical (on Pacific ^oast) ^
^

83°46'W),ca. i,uuum, ^^Y'^ .4 holc^

Burger & Baker 10096 (F 1^^^/^ '

^,0)-

tvoe: CR. K. MO. US, isotypes;
Live

, ,—•"""'^, "iiwu-ij' papiiiaic, some- . T , , , -
j^

with droplets, lateral tepals 1 .8-2 mm wide. Epiphyte or terrestrial on steep l'^'^^''
ted

the inner margin broadly rounded; pistils emer- short or long, 1 - 1.3 cm diam.; roots few, ai^^^

gent; stigmas linear, ca. 0.5 mm long, large drop- downward; cataphylls moderately thm, t-

let apparent ca. 1 week before first stamens ap- '
—" '^'^^"^

pear, turning glossy then gray and drying when
anthers open; stamens emerging rapidly in a ±
systematic progression from base, lateral sta-

long, blunt to acuminate at apex, *^T
^^ sub-

(B & K Red-yellow 4/10), remaining in

^^^^ ^

sequently deciduous. LEAVES usually ^
erect to spreadmg; petioles o-^^ ^' ^ ^^r o " "-W. L^a^t, laicrdi sia- erect to spreading; petioles u-^^ ^

/nS)!.^mens emergmg m basal one third before alter- mm diam. midway, terete; geniculum 0^^^^^^

nates emerge, held in circle around pistil; anthers 2 cm long, weakly flattened adaxially;
bja^

^^^

yellow or tinged purple, thecae moderately di- long-oblanceolate, moderately thick
(<ir)
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somewhat reddish-brown or gray with purplish acute to narrowly rounded at apex, red-orange

splotches), gradually acuminate at apex, narrow- (B & K Yellow-red 5/2.5); pericarp red-orange;

ly cuneate at base, 36-48 cm long, 6.8-8 cm mesocarp gelatinous, pale orange, with numer-

wide, broadest at or just above the middle; upper ous raphide cells; seeds 1 or 2, elliptic, pale yel-

surface glossy to semiglossy or matte, lower sur- low, sometimes weakly flattened, 3.2-3.5 mm
face semiglossy; midrib prominently raised above long, 2-2.1 mm wide, 1 ,2-2 mm thick, surround-

and below, broad at the base, becoming acute ed by a sticky amber envelope. Fig. 28.

and narrow, then diminished and sunken at apex
The species is known only from the type lo-

+

above, obtusely angled, sometimes tinged red-
.^ ^^^^^ ^.^^ .^ premontane rain forest,

dish near the base below; primary lateral vems
10-20 per side, departing midrib at ca. 60° angle, Anthurium burgeri can be distinguished by its

straight to the collective vein, flat and some- oblong-oblanceolate leafblades with obscure pri-

w hat obscure above, raised below; collective vein mary lateral veins, and more or less straight,

arising from near the base, more conspicuous weakly depressed collective veins arising from

than the primary lateral veins, 2-9 mm from near the base. The midrib on the lower surface

margin, weakly sunken above, prominulous be- is sometimes tinged reddish and the cataphylls

low. INFLORESCENCE spreading, as long as or turn brown and remain intact. The inflorescence

longer than the leaves; peduncle 40-53 cm long, is equal to or longer than the leaves and the

to 4 mm diam., terete, longer than petioles; spathe spadix is greenish to purplish-brown with dark

moderately thin, light green sometimes tinged violet-purple stigmas. It does not seem to be

purple at margins (B & K Yellow-green 7/10) closely related to any other species in Central

oblong-lanceolate to lanceolate, 6.5-9 cm long, America. The sectional placement of ^. burgeri

••3-2.3 cm diam., broadest near the base, acu- is as yet uncertain but is probably best placed in

minate-cuspidate at apex, rounded to weakly section A'/"iz/op/z;^///Mm despite the fact that it may
cordate and slightly clasping at base, the margins sometimes have short stems.

Costa Rica, san jose: above Alfombra along road

from San Isidro del General to Dominical, Burger &
Baker 10096 (CR, F, K, MO, US).

sometimes joining petiole at slightly different

levels; spadix sessile, greenish-brown to pur-

Plish-brown (B & K Yellow 6/7.5), 9-12.2 cm
•ong, 5-7 mm diam. at base, to 3 mm diam. at

apex; flowers rhombic to weakly 4-lobed, 2-3
^njijuriuin caperatum Croat & Baker, Brenesia

mm wide m both directions, the sides straight to ^^ .^^pj ,). 32 1979. Type: Costa Rica.
weakly sigmoid; 5-9 flowers visible in either spi-

ral; tepals weakly glossy to matte, pale yellow-
6reen with purplish inner edges, pale punctate,
^'ith a few scattered droplets, lateral tepals 1-1.3
mm wide, the inner margin broadly convex to

almost straight; pistils weakly emergent, green

-

'sh; stigma ellipsoid-circular, ca. 5 mm long,

Heredia: vicinity of Bajo la Hondura, along

road between Paracito and the Rio Claro,

1^00-1,400 m elev.; Croat 44518 (MO-

2598657-58, holotype; CR, F, US, isotypes;

Live at MO).

Epiphytic near the ground or terrestrial; roots

bnishlike and eIs7r7ed7*d7rk'vioret-pu7pIe, with (1)3-5 mm diam., directed outward and down-

aconspicuous droplet appearing briefly, well be- ward; stem_60-120 cm^ ^^"g' 2^5-5 ^n^^ dmm.;

ore first anthers emerge, dry and dark when an-
^ ers emerge; stamens emerging promptly from
jjear the middle of the spadix or from the base,

J'd ca. 1 mm above the tepals at anthesis, the
ament ca. 3 times longer than the anthers, soon

retracting the anther to the level of the tepals;

"nthers yellow-brown, 0.4-0.5 mm long, 0.7-0.8

.

"^ ^ide, not contiguous; thecae weakly divar-
^3|e, oblong-elliptic; pollen orange (B & K
ellow

8/2.5), drying tan to whitish, quickly dis-

PPearing. INFRUCTESCENCE pendent-
jPreading; spadix ca. 1 2 cm long, ca. 1 .9 cm diam.,

^

3ring berries in the basal halfonly; berries nar-
°^'y ovate, 6-6.7 mm long, 3-3.4 mm wide.

leafscars 2.5-4.5 cm wide, cataphylls coriaceous,

green tinged with purple, 14-40 cm long, nar-

rowly rounded at apex with a subapical apiculum

ca. 3 mm long, drying pale brown, weathering

into fine fibers. LEAVES erect-spreading; peti-

oles 24-109 cm long, 6-15 mm diam., subterele,

shallowly and bluntly sulcate; geniculum 1.5-5

cm long; blades ovate to narrowly ovate, sub-

coriaceous, usually weakly bullate, abruptly to

gradually acuminate at apex, promincntly^lobed

at base, 46-1 20 cm long,
"
30-69

lobe

26-90 cm long, the margins ± straight: posterior

lobes 1 2-30 cm long, flat or directed inward.

\
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often overlapping, the sinus spathulate, obovate the southwestern slopes of the Serrania de Pirre.

hippocrepiform

glossy

It occurs on both the Atlantic and Pacific slopes.

In Costa Rica, it ranges between 850 and 2,000

I

r

most matte; lower surface matte; midrib sharply m but in Panama it has been collected as low as

raised in a weak valley above, diminished and 400 m. The species inhabits premontane wet for-

sunken near apex, convexly raised below, some- est, premontane rain forest and lower montane

times weakly ribbed or striate; basal veins 4-9 rain forest.

pairs, (second) fourth to seventh coalesced (2)4.5
agnized by

L

)

curved or nearly straight

along the outer margin; primary lateral veins 9

18 per side, departing midrib at 55 ^gl

9 cm, raised above and below, the posterior rib
, . . u * r*u^ ,.<.inc nf ihe

__ / J , ___.,! _, J „^ ovate leaves that have most ot the veins oime

upper surface sunken, giving the leaf a slightly

bullate appearance, and a collective vein which

*•!,.. r u.i ^' .
1 ,1 • arises from one ofthe lower pairs of basal veins.

'I!^tJ!^^^^^^^ Other characteristic features include the gree.

,
I „ ,. . „ • r r u brittle spathe, the pale green spadix, prominently

below; collective vem usually ansmg from fourth f ' Z^^a «;ctiic arpenish ber-
nr.i u 1

•
1 1. ^ - _. 1. exserted stamens, exserted pistils, greenisn l^

or fifth basal vein, sunken above and raised be- . ^ . ^ • ^r ^ai^ orP*>n and ve

1^ 1 ^M m _ f ^u -1 nes, and the dominance of pale green anu >t

low, 1-4(10) mm from the margin, loop-con- , . -
* ^ ^n «ot^c nf the dried plant.

n^rt^r^a th. K...1 ..H ^^«..^. 1....0I ,..^«. TXT ^^wish pigmcnts on all parts of the dnea p

f-

sharply
)

\

necting the basal and primary lateral veins. IN- - -
.^ ^.^.j^^ ^^ Anthurium pana

,

FLORESCENCE erect, much shorter than the J^ ^ .. . . .. ,. ^. cnecies has more i

1 A \ c CA 1 o.o ,• /rren^e Croat (med.), but that Species IW3

leaves; peduncle 6-54 cm long, 8-1 3 mm diam.,
, , , ,

^
.

:
' _ „^^^.\er nn the upper

,
L« ^ ^ . , . . . elongate blades which are glossier on uic ^w

jsubterete or terete, as long as petioles; spathe ^ nrotruded styles weakly ribbed pet-

thin, pale green (B & K Yellow-green 7/10), Ian-
^''''^^^^^ ^^^^ protruded styles, y_ _^^,

ceolate-oblong, 10-28 cm long, 3.3-4.8 cm wide.
ioles, and red berries. The sectional placement

broadest in lower third, sometimes erect, usually
^^ ^ ^«f

^''^^"'^ ^^ ^^ ^f "J'^^tecksS
spreading to reflexed, often twisted and rolled \° ^^ '^'^'^^ ^«

l^^f ^"^''"^^^
'These were

up, inserted at 10°-30° angle on peduncle; spadix
^- <=^^'-}^Satum Sodiro complex. The

sessile, pale green (B & K Green 8/2.5), (3)7-
P^^^^^ ^" ^^^^^°^ Polyneunum by Engler.

18(28) cm long, 10-20 mm diam. at base, 6-12
mm diam. at apex; flowers 4-lobed, to 1.8 mm

»

I

Costa Rica. Border of puntarenas &
^^^^J^

around Monteverde Nature Reserve,
^^''f^\,,Q(f)

9676 (F); Dryer 423 (CR, F); Utley & '^''^J'.f/.Jp;

alajuela: Catarata de San Ramon, Bren'sU^i^
A f. r-„„wanrr. to Lake Hule atw"

t

Hwy

long, to 1.5 mm wide, the sides jaggedly sigmoid;
12-15 flowers visible in the principal spiral, 17-
19 flowers visible in the alternate spiral; tepals

semiglossy, the lateral tepals to 1 mm wide, the Rio"Aquilaron'road"to'" Lake Hule, Lent.^

inner margin ± straight; pistils slightly emergent, above Zapote, A. Smith 928 (F). caRtago
_Le

^^^

very glossy, whitish green with darker green stie- Pin^ra, Standley 35575. 35663 (^S); near
; ^^^

matic area; ,he stigma elliptic, 0.2 mm long, SitJl^!'„";^!?;„";!fS
"

' ' "

"

glossy, exserted with glistening papillae; stamens

\

Turrialba

Turrialba,

throughout

ipo Wl
(DUKE) near

times with the alternate stamens preceding the Rio Tapemechin, Lent 3734 (F); '^^^^li'St abo^-?

lateral ones; filaments ca. 1 mm long, anthers l''}'^]^^^^^''!'^^^^''^^^'^!^^^^^
pale yellow, ca. 4 mm long and 5-6 mm wide;
thecae oblong; pollen yellow, fading white. IN-
FRUCTESCENCE usually pendent, spathe often

32 to Limon, NE of Turrialba, <^''^^i,
-^

^^ i Orosi- •

of Tapanti on E slope above the Rio Grano
^^,;

absent; spadix 1 5-40 cm long, to 2.5 cm diam (F); ^^'Ser & Burger 7584 (MO),
'^f^\^\-, Reseof-

berries ovate to ovate-elliptic, acute to ronnd.H 4 ^'^^/y ^^^3 (F); Tapanti Hydroelec ^^^^^berries ovate to ovate-elliptic, acute to rounded
and green at apex, greenish-white to yellowish-
green at base (white fide label o( Allen 2419) to
9 mm long, ca. 5 mm wide; seeds 2, oblong and

flattened, dark brown, 3.5-5 mm long, 2.2

Croat 36069, 36211. 36216 (MO);
'^^fJJT^^^O)^»

to Quebrada Platanillo, Croat 36616, ^y^^f.^^i470*i

panti Watershed Preserve, SW ofP^^^^^°^^
^
j55.'-

(MO). heredia: 3 miles S of Cariblanco,
tr ^.

35835 (MO); above San Miguel, valley ox ^^
2.4 mm wide, 1.5-1.8 mm thick. Figs 24 and P''^"'

^^"""^ ^^^^ ^^"^' f^^ Nuevo, BurSf"'

25
^ ^^°^ between Rio Las Vueltas and Rio ^"^'^"'

,
bei^effl

Baker 9475 (F, MO); vicinity Rio
^[^n^QH):

ne»f

Vara Blanca and Cariblanco, Moore ^'^

'

^26^7 (C^^

Rio Las Vueltas, NE of Volcan Barba, Lem ^^^^
p,

F); vicinitv of Baio La Hondura, Croat 4^

The
Panama and is to be expected in Colombia on
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MO,US).HEREDiA&SANjosE:CerrodeZurqui, 5wr^^r rhombic to 4-lobed, to 4 mm long, to 1.5 mm
(JSflA:er9J2i(F). SAN jose: Valley of Rio La Hondura, wide, the sides sigmoid; 1-2 flowers visible in

^}?T}±^^}^^^\^^^^^'^^^^^^^ the principal spiral, ca. 2 flowers visible in the

alternate spiral; tepals dark green, the lateral te-

pals (1.5)2.5-3.5 mm wide, the inner margin

convex; pistil emergent, green; stigma ellipsoid,

ca. 0.3 mm long; stamens held just above tepals,

Anthurium carnosum Croat & Baker, Brenesia the anthers yellowish-white, 0.3-0.5 mm long,

4921 (CR, F); Bajo La Hondura, Utiey & Utley 4994

(DUKE); forest above Rio La Hondura, Lent 3784 (F);

between San Isidro del General and Dominical, Croat

35243, 35322 (MO).

16 (Supl. 1): 36. 1979. Type: Costa Rica 7-0

San Jose and Cartago Provinces: along Inter- orbicular, weakly divaricate; pollen yellowish-

American Highway near Trinidad and Km white, drying white. INFRUCTESCENCE pen-

72 (about 20 km SE of El Empalme), cut dent, the spathe persisting; the spadix 6-10 cm
over area, 2,600-2,800 m elevation; 5wr^^r long, 8-10 mm diam.; berries ovoid, acute at

& Baker 9545 (F-1831851, holotype; MO- apex, yellow becoming bright orange, 9-1 1 mm
2385461, isotype). long, 6-8 mm diam.; mesocarp thick, gelatinous,

pale orange; seeds usually 2, sometimes 3 or 4,

broadly ovate, rounded on both ends, flattened,

ca. 3 mm long, 2 mm wide, 0.8 mm thick. Figs,

29 and 30.

Epiphytic vine, rarely terrestrial; stems slen-

der, canelike, erect or trailing, to 1 m or more
long, 5-7 mm diam., with thin, grayish, smooth
periderm; intemodes 2-9 cm long, shorter near

apex; roots slender, elongate, frequently branch- Anthurium carnosum ranges from Costa Rica

ing;cataphyllsmoderately thick, 2-6.5 cm long, to Panama at elevations from (700)1,500 to

with a subapical apiculum 2-3 mm long, encir- 2,600(3,000) m. It inhabits premontane rain for-

ding stem, persistent at upper nodes, drying thin, est, lower montane wet forest, lower montane,

dark brown, deciduous except for a few pale, and montane rain forest life zone formations. In

threadlike fibers. LEAVES with petioles 3-1 2 cm Costa Rica it is known from the Cordillera Cen-

long, 2-3 mm diam., weakly sulcate; geniculum tral, Volcan Turrialba, as well as on the western

1-2 cm long; blades coriaceous, succulent, Ian- end of the Cordillera de Talamanca in the vicin-

ceolate-elliptic, narrowly elUptic or sometimes ity of Tapanti and Cerro de la Muerte, but it is

oblanceolate-elliptic, gradually long-acuminate to be expected throughout the Talamanca range

at apex, acute to attenuate at base, (7)9-15(17) to Panama. The species is common at 2,400 to

^^ long, (1.7)2.5-5(7) cm wide, broadest at or 2,600 m elevation on Cerro de la Muerte and

about the middle; both surfaces semiglossy, the shares this habitat with only one other aroid, the

'ower surface slightly paler; midrib convexly cordate-leaved Anthurium concinnatum Scholt.

raised above, diminished and sunken before the In Panama, the species has been found more

distal two thirds, raised throughout its length be- widely, being known from a number of locahlies

'ow; primary lateral veins 9-13(20) per side, de-
parting midrib at 25^-50° angle, weakly sunken
above, prominulous below, lesser veins incon-
^Picuous above, prominulous below; collective

in Chiriqui Province.

Anthurium carnosum is recognized by its scan-

with

^ein arising from near the base, 2-7(12) mm
from the margin, obscure 1

sl'ghtly raised below.

ly discolorous surfaces, and its usual montane

JJavescens Poepp
weakly sunKen aoove, ucn^it«i.. *. ^ -

• r ^^

INFLORESCENCE of Peru, but differs from that species m fewer

lateral veins, a shorter peduncle, dark green te-

flavescens)

jPreading, ± equalling leaves; peduncle 7-13 cm
^^g^ ca. 2 mm diam., 2/3 to 2 times longer than paia vvvi... -"'"^'^

, V .„^^;^e j
P^^ioles; spathe thin, pale green, broadly lanceo- ner spadix. Among Central Amencan spec.es,^

'="" - • • '
i' 6 carnosum is most closely related to A. pittieri^le to oblong, 2.5-4.3 cm long, 8-14 mm wide,

^i"Oadesi in the loix/^r \u\r-A or-nmi'natp at anex.
obiu

Fro

in the lower third, acuminate at apex,

^

se to weakly lobed at base, inserted at ca.

^ngle on peduncle; stipe 5-8 mm long in

^^ 2-5 mm long in back, ca. 2 mm diam..

Engler and A. interruptum Sodiro. Anthurium

carnosum differs from A. pittieri by its longer

intemodes, viney habit, non-decurrcnt spathe,

and its thick, succulent leaves. No intermediates

been found and they do not appear to be
- ^ Willi luug 111 uauR., t;ci. .t iiim vii"«»».,

„ ,f"'
spadix green, becoming yellowish and fi- nav^ i^v- .

'

A„,h„riuni rarnasum
^"yorange in fruit. (2.5)3-5.5 cm long, 3-4 mm variants of one another f/^"[ "7 ^^^^^^^^

^'^^- at base, 1.5-3 mm diam. at apex; flowers differs from A. mterruptum m Us higher altitu
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dinal range, short-stipitate spadix, orange (vs. semiglossy; midrib convexly raised to midway,
red) berry color, shorter intemode length, and then sunken to apex, sharply raised nearly to

thicker leaves. The sectional placement of^. car- apex below, then sunken; basal veins 3-5 pairs,

nosum is uncertain but it has been tentatively the first free to base, the third to fifth coalesced

placed in section Xialophyllium,

Costa Rica. No other location, O. Jiminez 29 (US).

4-5 cm, raised and darker than surface above

and below, the posterior rib naked, the outer

Probably cARTAGo or SAN jose: El Paramo, Pz7//>r705i^'
margm rolled up; primary lateral vems 5-9 per

(CR). cARTAGo: S ofCartago, Cordillera de Talamanca, side, departing the midrib at 45° angle, sunken
Williams et al 28115 (EAP, F); 28247 (F); slopes of above, prominulous and darker than surface be-
Volcan Turrialba, Utley 151 (DUKE); Cerro del Roble low; interprimary veins sunken, lesser veins
(Copey), Tonduz 11829 (CR); Trinidad, SE of El Em- ^^celv vWihle^ collective vein ;ir .inp from the
palme, M. Jimenez 2199 (CR, F); NW slope of Cerro

^^^^^^^y visible, collective vem arismg trom the

de la Muerta along Interamerican Hwy. Croat 35416 ^^^^ h^^^X vem, sometimes loop-connected with

(MO); S ofTapanti above Rio Grande de Orosi, ^wrg^-r the third or fourth basal vein, 0.5-1.5 cm from
^i/m^/-672-/Z?(F);SEofElEmpalme on the Inter- margin, sunken above, raised below. INFLO-

""^r^T.^^^ RESCENCE erect-spreading; peduncle 22-40
TAGo & SAN JOSE: SE of El Empalme along the Inter-
american Hwy. Burger 7978 (CR, F); near Trinidad,
along the Interamerican Hwy. Burger & Stolze 5227
(CR, F); Burger & Baker 9545 (F, MO), san jose: N

cm long, 4-5 mm diam., terete, pale green; spathe

relatively thin, green sometimes tinged with vi-

olet, lanceolate, 2.3-5 cm long, 1.2-1,7 cm wide.
ofSanta Maria de Dota, Standley 43087. 43096. 43100 broadestjust above the base, abruptly acuminate

^^^^ni^Man2ideUoxa,Siandley4216l 42307, 42313, ^tipe 6 mm long m front, 2 mm long in back,

42364 (US); near Lake La Escuadra, NE of Copey, pale green sometimes tinged with red at base of
Standley 41956, 41990, 42060, 42061 (US); near Rio
Pamta Chiquita, N ofSanta Maria de Dota, Lent 3911
(CR, F).

Anthurium cerrobaulense Matuda, Anales Inst.

Biol. Univ. Nac. Mexico 30: 112-113. 1960.

spadix; spadix green, heavily tinged red-violet

along inner edges of tepals, 4-4.4 cm long, 7-8

mm diam. at base, 4-5 mm diam. at apex; the

flowers 4-lobed, ca. 3 mm long, 3.5 mm wide,

the sides sigmoid; 5-8 flowers visible per prin-

Tx,t.r.. A>r
'• ^ '

. / -

' cipal spiral, 3-6 flowers visible in the alternate

bord. TX'""- ^""^T
^""'' ^^"^

^T spiral; tepals matte, with copious droplets when
border of Oaxaca and Chiapas NW of Rizo ^^

^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^,^^. ,^^^^^, ^^^^,^ , ^_,, ^^
wide, the inner margin turned up; pistil slightly

emergent, purple; stigma a shallow depression;

stamens developing from the base, the laterals

de Oro located on Hwy. 190), November
15, 1957, MacDougall 276 (MEXU, holo-
type).

Epiphyte or on rocks, rarely terrestrial 1 7-40 followed by the alternates in rapid succession,

"^ tall; stems 2.5-4 cm diam.; leaf scars 1-2 cm with the leading spirals preceding the alternates

^ide; roots 4-5 mm diam., tan, descending; cata- by 1 or 2 spirals; stamens held above pistil on
Phylls 2-5 cm long, green tinged with red-violet, transparent filaments 0.4-0.6 mm long, 0.6-0.9

rounded at apex with a subapical apiculum ex- mm wide, then retracting to edge oftepals before

landing beyond the apex ca. 3 mm, drying me- next one appears; anthers pale yellow; thecac ±
"•um brown and weathering into fibers. LEAVES oblong, somewhat divaricate; pollen cream ,

soon

erect-spreading; petiole 1 5-45 cm long, 3-6 mm dispersing. iNFRUCTESCENCEspreading-pen-
d»am., broadly and sharply sulcate adaxially, dent; spathe persisting; spadix 9.5-12 cm long,

rounded abaxially (sometimes tinged with red- 2.3 cm diam.; immature berries emergent ca. 4

Violet); geniculum 1-1.7 cm long; blades ovate
tnangular (when flattened), often with midrib

mm, dull violet-purple; mature berries red, to

red-orange, obovoid, mammilliform at apex, 1 .5-

1.6 cm long, 1-1.7 cm wide, mesocarp thickly

gelatinuous to mealy with numerous short raph-
1

2'"^ "Pward, thick, acute at apex, broadly
°oed at base, (10)23-37 cm long, 13-18.5 cm _
^ae, broadest at point of attachment or just ide cells; seeds 1-2, obovoid, green to yellow-

tJelow (often broader at base when flattened); an- green, 9-1 mm long, 7.6-8 mm wide, flattened,

^enor lobe 14-25.5 cm long, the margins convex with a flattened truncate gelatinous appendage

« base becoming straight or markedly concave; at the base. Figs. 31, 32, and 34.

^sterior lobes 7-13 cm long, directed upward
a most 90" angle or directed outward when

flati

Anthurium cerrobaulense is restricted to Mex-

ened, the upper surface glossy, lower surface ico in the SW corner of Chiapas in the Munici-
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pios of Cintalapa and Arriaga at elevations of permost primary lateral veins, 10-18 mm from

830 to 1,600 m in "bosque pino-Encino.
»^

margin, sunken above, raised below. INFLO-
RESCENCE spreading, shorter than leaves; pe-

The species is tentatively placed in section Be-
^^^^j^ 22-45 cm long, 8 mm diam., terete, '/^

loonchium and is distinguished by its thick leaf
^^ ^^ j^^^ ^^ p^^j^j^^. ^^^^^^ subcoriaceous, me-

blades with usually prominent, elongate, narrow ^.^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ Yellow-green 6/7.5), tinged
postenor lobes that are directed usually upward

^^ ^^ j^^ ^.^^ p^^p,^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^j,y ^.^^^^
at an angle of 45° to 90° to the midrib, and also

purple
by Its relatively much paler lower blade surface 2.3-4 cm wide, broadest near base, caudate-
with only obscurely visible tertiary veins

acuminate at apex (the acumen ca. 1 cm long),
Anthunum^ cerwbaulense is most easily con- ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^.^^ .^^^^^^

at 30*^ angle on peduncle; spadix violet-purple,
fused with A. chamulense, which has leaves of

similar coloration and texture, but that species
;;^;ti;;e" gr^een^'tumrngVTo^^^^^^

IS distinguished by having the blades merely sub-
R^d-purple 2/5), 5-1 1 cm long, 0.8-1 .5 cm diam.

cordate^or by having the posterior lobes merely
^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^-^^ ^^ ^p^^. ^^^^^^ ^^^^.^^

2.7-3 mm in both directions, the sides weakly

sigmoid; 10-14 flowers visible in the principal

rounded.

Arriag

San Pedro Tapanatepec, Breedlove 9975 (DS)

Thome 30579 (DS); vicinity Cerro Baul, Breedlove spiral, 8-12 flowers visible in the alternate spiral;

iit^ul^fli^:
^^^^^

^^^l' ^^^^^ ''^HZ^^?}'
^^^^ ^^ tepals matte, with dense, pale punctalions, mi-

nutely papillate; lateral tepals 1.8-2.2 mm wide,

the inner margin convex; pistil not visible before

anthesis; stamens developing from the base in a

complete sequence, the leading lateral stamens

1-2 spirals ahead of the fourth stamen; anthers

ca. 1.2 mm long, 0.5 mm wide; thecae ovate-

cerropelonense Matuda
Mexico

xaca: road between Cerro Pelon and Yetla,

2,600 m, MacDougall 405 (MEXU).

Epiphyte or on rocks; to ca. 1 m tall; stems 4- oblong, scarcely divaricate. INFRUCTES-
8 cm diam.; leaf scars 4-6 cm wide; roots thick, CENCE pendent; spadix to 15 cm long, 4 cm

berriestan, descending; cataphylls coriaceous 9-13 cm
long, acuminate at apex, subapical apiculum 1 orange (?), 9-10 mm long, 7-9 mm diam.; me-
cm long, drying dark brown, persisting intact at socarp fleshy, thick; seeds usually 2, 7 mm long,

apex, splitting at base into coarse fibers. LEAVES 4.5-5.5 mm wide. Figs. 35, 36, and 37.

erect to spreading; petioles 27-78 cm long, 5-17
nense

"m aiam., subterete, weakly sulcate; geniculum ^.^^^^ ^^ j^^^.^^ -^^ ^^^ Sierra Madre Oriental in
-3 cm long; blades subcoriaceous, ovate, acute

q^^^^^ ^^ 2,400 to 2,800 m in cloud forests near

b}!^"
^^^^ acumen minutely apiculate), deeply

^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ rtuanuc ^upc. i ii^- .u.w:.^ ..^^
Dcd at base, 30-65 cm long, 20-50 cm wide, .^ ,,^,^^ ^j^^ perennifolia." All collections have

slope

broadest near point of petiole attachment, the
margins somewhat irregular and undulate; an-

lobe

been made along Highway 175.

The species is characterized by its large, thick,

posterior lobes 7-20 cm long directed upward or ovate-cordate blades, narrow or closed sinus,

flat; the sinus spathulate, acute at apex; both sur- posterior rib rather distant from the leaf margin,

faces matte to semiglossy; midrib convexly raised and by conspicuous tertiary veins, and also by

above and below, diminishing and sunken at apex its thick, dark violet-purple spadix.

above; basal veins 8 pairs, the first and second
(sometimes third) free, up to 5 coalesced 1-2 cm,
"aised above and below; posterior ribs not mar-
^nal; leaf tissue turned up at margins; primar>'
ateral veins 5-7 per side, departing midrib at

angle, sunken above, raised below, arcuate-
ascending, loop-connected near the apex; lesser
^'ns conspicuous and flat on upper surface,

prominulous on lower surface; collective vein

Unlike most Mexican species, which appear

to be related to several other species, A. cerro-

pelonense seems to be unrelated to or confused

with any other species. It is tentatively placed in

section Belolonchium.

Mexico oaxaca: between Cerro Pel6n &. Yetla,

Almeda & Lutcyn 1666 (DUKE); Graham & Frohlich

Croat

arising from first basal vein or one of the up- 48180 (MO).
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zhamulense Matuda, Anales Tnst. duncle, the area around stipe thickened, donut-

liv. Nac. Mexico 27: 339. Fig. 2. shaped; stipe 3 mm long in front, 1.5 mm long

in back, green; spadix green becoming slightly to

heavily tinged with violet-purple (B & K Red-

a. Anthurium chamulense ssp. chamulense. Type:
purple 2/5), 3-1 3 cm long, 5.5-10 mm diam. at

Mexico. Chiapas: San Juan Chamula (just ^^^^^ ^-6 mm at apex; the flowers rhombic, 2.2-

NW of San Cristobal de Las Casas) 2.3 rnm long, 2.4-2.5 mm wide, the sides straight

MacDougall 348 (MEXU, holotype-not ^^ broadly sigmoid; 5-6 flowers visible in the

>

S

found).
principal spiral, ca. 5 flowers visible in the al-

\

Anthurium motozintlense Matuda, Anales Inst. Biol. temate

Univ. Nac. Mexico 43, Ser. Bot. (1): 55. Fig. 4. minutely papillate, lateral tepals 1.6 mm wide,

1972 (Publ. 1974). Type: Mexico. Chiapas: Sierra ^^e inner margins broadly rounded; pistil emer-

Madre, El Rosario, Motozintla, 1,800 m elev.
hriehx green- Stigma a nearly obscure slit;

f

MacDougall 393A (MEXU, holotype).

Anthurium monserratense Matuda, Anales Inst. Biol.u..u,n ,nun...,u..n.. .vxa.uua, ^ua.c. ..... ..... stamens emerging in a prompt and complete se-

Univ. Nac. Mexico 27: 342. Fig. 3. 1957. Type: quence beginning at base, sometimes wiin a

Mexico. Chiapas: Municipio of Cintalapa, near many as 3 emerging simultaneously, the leading

Finca Monserrate, ah. 1,000 m. MacDougall 285 ^t^mens no more than 3 spirals ahead of com

I

(MEXU, not seen).
pleted sequence; anthers cream-colored, held m

Epiphyte or on rocks; roots tan (dry), ca. 2 mm a tight cluster obscuring pistil, 0.8 mm long, I

diam.; cataphylls subcoriaceous, 3.5-10 cm long,

rounded at apex (subapical apiculum ca. 2 mm
mm wide, shrinking to 0.4 mm wide; thecae

ovate, slightly divaricate; pollen white, ii^-
4

berries

long), drying medium to dark brown (B & K FRUCTESCENCE
Yellow-red 4/10), persisting as reticulate fibers, cm diam.; spathe p<

LEAVES usuaUy erect; petioles D-shaped, 14- to round; seeds not seen. Fig. 38.

32(47) cm long, 2-6 mm diam., sharply and
jhe soecies is known only from southern Mex-

broadly sulcate; geniculum 1 .5-2 cm long; blades
.^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ,„d consist^ of two

conaceous, narrowly to broadly tnangular, 13

37 cm long, 5-26.5 cm wide, broadest 1-2 cm subspecies. Subspecies oaxacanum Cro
)

knownabove base, acme .o narrowly rounded and apic '^^^^^^V^Z^^oik' whUe s^
ulate at apex (the apiculum 1-2 mm long), ,run- ^^^^'.^^".^'^"wWespread in Chiapasand

ca« ,o obtuse or broadly lobed at base; anterior f
™™

; ^ Guatem'ala. I. ranges fro»

lobe 13.5-30cmlong;postenorlobes3.2-12cm
^^^^^^^^ .-..t^H to

long; sinus arcuate to arcuate with decurrent pet-

iole, rounded at apex; upper surface semiglossy,

the lower surface matte to semiglossy; midrib
bluntly raised at base, diminished and sunken at

apex above, raised at base, flat at apex below;

1,500 to 3,000 m and is perhaps restnc.
«

- ^ Most colle<^

regions of "bosque pmo-encino. m"^
^^^

tions have been made from northern Chiap^^^

the species has also been collected in the

^^^

icipio of Motozintla in southeast
^^'^^^^^^^\

Municipio
'^ '"

m

basal veins 3-5, the uppermost free (sometimes
^''^ ^^ me mumcip.o >-—^ ^^e latter

all frPP^ thirH ^r r^,.wT. .^oi....^ .^ ^ < Chiapas. One of the collections iroi

all free), third or fourth coalesced to 3.5 cm;
turned

(Mcollecting area {.JviacLJuu^uii ^'^'
thniof^

veins 7-1 9 per side, departing midnb at 45» an- ^^^""^^^ ^^ ^^^ '^ ^^^
f u '"^^ThkLedmen

per-

gle, sunken but scarcely more conspicuous than
conspicuous posterior lobes, ims v^^

.^ .^ ^^

lesser veins above, prominulous and darker than ^^P' represents a distmct specie

surface below; submarginal collective vein aris-
incomplete to be certain.

^^^^^^
ing from first or second basal veins; third basal Anthurium chamulense is tentatively P

a

^^
.^^

vein loop-connected to collective vein, 2- 1 5 mm section Belolonchium and is distinguishe

from margin. INFLORESCENCES erect to coriaceous, ovate-triangular leaf ^^^^^ p-
spreading, shorter than or as long as the leaves; with short lobes and broad sinus (v^'

^ ,^,

peduncle 27-48 cm long, 3 mm diam.; spathe tened). Live plants (especially those P
^^

moderatelv thin n^lp ort^f^n \\r\of^A r^ir^l- o* u^

—

-.- . t^ -it. t^t.,«,.^ Qolistahua^*!^ ^

\

moderately thin, pale green tinged pink at base tions seen at Pueblo Nuevo Solistahua

and apex, ovate to ovate-lanceolate, 3.5-14 cm with

3-6

abruptly to gradually acuminate at apex, rounded clearly visible and minutely etched on

to truncate at base, inserted at 10° angle on pe- surface

» but
I
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^canu
^OUHHS 38-4 1 . 38. Ana^uriu,. cha,nulense Matuda. Croat .6.26.-39. -5«'^^-;-^^^^^^^

"'' ^'
'n Croat. Craa/ 48389 (Type).- 40-4

i
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The species is probably closest to A. andicola. ly raised at base, sunken to flat at apex above,

but that species can be distinguished by having raised below; basal veins 3-4 pairs, the second

usually conspicuous tertiary veins on the surface to fourth coalesced 1-1 .5 cm, prominulous above

that are weakly elevated and darker than the sur- and below; posterior ribs naked, the outer mar-

face. Anthurium chamidense is also very similar gins rolled up; primary lateral veins 3-6 per side,

to A. cerrobaulense from southwest Chiapas be- departing midrib at 30°-45° angle, sunken above,

cause they both have leaves with similar color- raised below, straight to collective vein; lesser
j

veins scarcely visible; collective vein arising from

the first or second basal vein , running to the apex,
.»

3-5 mm from margin, sunken above, raised be-
^

INFLORESCENCE

ation and texture, but that species has blades with

usually conspicuous narrow, rather elongate,

posterior lobes.

The type ofAnthurium monserratense Matuda
was not seen but the description, illustration, and as long as leaves; peduncle terete, green, tinge

the location of the collection make it rather con- with red-violet, 30-32 cm long, 3-4 mm diam.;

clusively synonymous with A. chamulense. ^nathp ereen. subcoriaceous, ± triangular, ca.

Mexico, chiapas: NE of Bochil, Breedlove 34643
(DS); Cerro Tres Picos, Breedlove 24972, 30125 (DS);

MacDougall 376 (MEXU); El Rosario, MacDougall

spathe green, subcoriaceous, ±

cm long, 1 cm wide; spadix violet-purple, tan ai

anthesis, 4.5-5 cm long, 5-6 mm diam. at base,

3-4 mm diam. at apex; flowers rhombic, 3m

i

mucuuugau j/o i^mtA^u;; ti Kosano, Macuougaii -•—' *""^ viii^^x.. .^^ ^^—
,

--
• . » «;paklv

393A (MEXU); Matuda 37603 (DS, MEXU); near in both directions, the sides straight to weaiu.

Ocosingo, Breedlove 16021, 16033, 16034 (DS); Pueb- sigmoid" 3-6 flowers visible in the principal spi-

lo Nuevo Solistahuacan, Croat 46426, 47765 (MO); , . o' flowers visible in the alternate spiral:
^

Luteyn & Almeda 3443 (DUKE); Mdl 220, 595, 673
^^^'

,
°
nowerb vimu

rn\nuXe\s pap'l'

(DS); Raven & Breedlove 20034 (DS, ENCB); Roe et
Sepals matte, weakly punctate, minutely ph

Laughlin 536 (DS, DUKE, ENCB).
I

b. Anthurium chamulense ssp. oaxacanum Croat,
)

Mexico

Maria
t

\,u:^), leaven & oreeaiove zuu:f4 (Ui>, trscuj; Koe et •^»-f"— —
? j ^

j^^^j. j

ai 1239 (US); Thome & Lathrop 40392 (DS); Tene- late, lateral tepals ca. 1.5 mm wiae,

japa, Breedlove & Raven 12916 (DS); vicinity Tuxtla margin convex; pistils weakly emergent; stig
|

Guitierrez, Clarke 175 (DS); Munc. Zinacantan, linear stamens emerging from base, laterals tirs •

r...„.,.„ .,.,T.c r^TTt.^ ..x.^„.

preceding alternates by 3-4 spirals, held over

pistil in tight cluster; anthers white; thecae ei^^

soid, not divaricate; pollen white to cream-

FRUCTESCENCE pendent; berries pale orang

-

truncate at apex, trapezoidal in side view, c
.^^

mm long, 8-1 1 mm diam.; mesocarpjmcy, n

^ ^

with numerous, whitish raphide cells, se^^^^

greenish white, obovate, depressed at apex,
^_^^

at base, flattened, ca. 7 mm long, 6 mm
^^^^^^

3.1-3.4 mm thick, enveloped in a *^"'
j^^j

substance, slightly longer on ends than a

of seeds. Figs. 33 and 39.

tumoff'

de Jimenez, elev. 1 ,980 m, steep slopes with

huge boulders, Croat 48389 (MO-2682519,
holotype; F, K, MEXU, SEL, US, isotypes;

Live at MO).

I

Anthurium chamulense ssp. oaxacanum a ssp. cha-
mulense laminis lenuioribus, nervis tertiaribus supra
vix impressis subtus manifestis difFert.

Epiphyte; stems narrow, 1.5 cm diam.; leaf known only from the type locality in

scars 1.2 cm wide; roots thick, brown; cataphylls Oaxaca in "selva alta perennifoha"

Anthurium chamulense ssp. oaxacanuin
IS

northern

at
nearly

ely

leaves, sulcate petiole, green spathe an
^^

_^ ^

usually stipitate, violet-purple spadix.

subcoriaceous, 4-7 cm long, drying medium 2,000 m. The taxon is recognized by
itsr'^

brown (B&K Yellow 4/10), persisting as retic- thinner, usually truncate, narrowly
^^^ ^^^^

ulate fibers. LEAVES erect-spreading; petioles

22-30 cm long, 4-6 mm diam., D-shaped, blunt-
ly sulcate, the margins sharper near base ofblade; member of section Belolonchium
geniculum 1-1.3 cm long, sometimes tinged red- fy^ed

violet; blades subcoriaceous, triangular, 24-48 The subspecies oaxacanum is ^^^
^^^^^j^ico-

with any other taxon from that part o
^^

base, gradually acuminate at apex, obtuse to It is separated from A. chamulense ssp^

^^
truncate at base; anterior lobe 23.5-27 cm long, mulense by having thinner leaf blades wi

^^

the margins straight; posterior lobes 4-5.5 cm ^ .^-^^-^ veins ^

long, directed upward; sinus arcuate to arcuate
with petiole decurrent, rounded at apex; upper
surface glossy, lower surface matte; midrib blunt-

cm long, 8-13 cm wide, broadest 1-2 cm from

rnuiense vy naving iiiiiiiiti **-"* -
•

^ on
'"^

conspicuously impressed tertiary ve
^^

upper surface but with the tertiary vei

^^^^
^^^,

lower surface cleariy visible. In subspe
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are scarcely visible. In addition the subspecies Red-purple 2/2.5), 7.4-10.5 cm long, 5.5-8 mm
oaxacanum occurs in much wetter forest ("selva diam. at base, 3-4 mm diam. at apex, the flowers

alta perennifolia") than ssp. chamulense ("bos- square to sub-4-Iobed, 2.3-2.5 mm in both di-

que pino-encino").

Mexico, oaxaca: between Teotitlan and Santa Ma-
ria Chilchotla, beyond tumoff to Huatla de Jimenez,

Croat 48389 (F, K, MEXU, MO, SEL, US).

Anthurium chiapasense Standi., Publ. Field Mus.

Nat. Hist, Bot. Ser. 22: 67. 1940.

rections, the sides straight to jaggedly sigmoid;

4-7 flowers visible in the principal spiral, 7-8

flowers visible in the alternate spiral; tepals matte

to weakly glossy, obscurely punctate, minutely

papillate; lateral tepals 1.2-1.5 mm wide, the

inner margins broadly rounded; pistils raised,

not emergent until just before stamens emerge,

green tinged with purple, weakly papillate; stig-

a, Anthurium chiapasense ssp. chiapasense. Type: ^^ linear, ca. 0.3 mm long, scarcely distinguish-

Monte Ovando Oust NW
of Escuintia) Matuda 1562 (MO, holotype)

Anthurium cuspidatum Matuda, Madroiio 10: 169

1950, non Mast., 1875. Anthurium cruxiphyllum

able; stamens emerging from base, lateral sta-

mens emerging to midway, before alternates

emerge at base; anthers yellow, 0.5 mm long, 0.6

mm wide, held just above tepals; thecae oblong-

Matuda,RevistaSoc.Mex. Hist. Nat. 11:93. 1950. elliptic, slightly divaricate; pollen yellow, fading

Type; Mexico. Chiapas: near Colonia Jalapa, 32 cream. INFRUCTESCENCE not known. Figs.

40 and 41.

The species consists of two subspecies. An-

thurium chiapasense ssp. chiapasense occurs in

Mexico in southeastern Chiapas and southwest-

km E of Escuintia, elev. 700 m, Matuda 18316
(MEXU, holotype; F, isotype).

Epiphyte; stems 2-4 cm long, 2.5 cm diam.;

intemodes and leaf scars obscured by cataphylls;
^^^ ^^^,..

roots moderately thick, green, descending; cata- ^m o^at^^^^ at elevations of 800 to 1,900 m.

The type locality is probably tropical wet forest

and is mapped as "bosque de oyamel" (Flores

et al., 1971) on the Mexican vegetation map, but

the species also occurs in "bosque cauducifolio"

and "bosque pino-encino." Subspecies tlaxi-

acense (Matuda) Croat is endemic to southern

Oaxaca and differs from the typical subspecies

in having an ohve green spadix at anthesis and

phylls subcoriaceous, 3-6 cm long, acute at apex

(apiculate to 2 mm), drying brown (B & K Yellow

3/10), weathering to reticulate fibers and per-

sisting. LEAVES erect-spreading; petioles 10-51

cm long, 3-6 mm diam., terete; geniculum 1.7-

2 cm long, sometimes shallowly sulcate; blades

moderately thick, narrowly triangular, long acu-

rninate at apex, broadly lobed at base, 1 3-42 cm

J^J^6'5-5^25cm wide, broadest at base; anterior
^jades with the primary lateral veins promi-

nently raised on the lower surface.

Anthurium chiapasense is in section Belolon-

densely gllnd^;]"^^^^^^^ chium and is characterized by its thick blades

lobe 11.5-36 cm long, the margins ± straight

posterior lobes 2.5-10.5 cm long; sinus arcuate,

round at apex; both surfaces matte, lower surface

at base above, flat at middle, sunken at apex
acutely raised throughout below; basal veins 3-

4 pairs, the third and fourth coalesced 1.5-2 cm,
flat to weakly sunken above, raised below; the

posterior

that are much paler and conspicuously punctate

on the lower surface with an oblong or narrowly

triangular anterior lobe, 3-9 cm wide midway.

The species is closely related to A. lucens and

mav Drove to be only subspecifically distinct from

hemes

lucens in having slender anterior lobes with con-

Primary lateral veins 2-3 per side, departing that species. Although both species share a rel-

midrib at 30O
angle, weakly sunken, nearly ob- alively short, dark v,olet-purp e spad.x, subco-

scure above, prominulous below, ± straight to naceous, glandular-punctate leaf blades, and

^^ollective vein, lesser veins obscure; collective

Vein arising from the uppermost basal vein, 0.7-
. r.u .

•

i u
»-5 mm from margin, sunken above, raised be- cave margins. The margms of the anterior lobe

'ow. INFLORESCENCE erect-spreading; as long oTA. lucens are generally conspicuously convex,

as or longer than leaves; petiole 30-57 cm long, Anthurium chiapasense has a leaf shape more

2:5-4 cm diam., terete; spathe green, tinged with similar to that of ^. verapazense. which also has

Violet-purple, lanceolate; 4.5-7 cm long, 1-1-8 subcoriaceous

apex
*lbase, broadest just above base, inserted at 50

peduncle

fers from A. verapazense in having a porpor-

tionally much shorter spadix with the spathe more

than half as long as the spadix at anthesis. In
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addition, A, verapazense occurs from sea level prominulous below; submarginal collective vein

to less than 1,000 meters, whereas^. c/2/a/?a5^/75^ usually arising from the uppermost basal vein,

occurs from 800 to 1,800 m. Typical A. vera- 7-9 mm from the margin, sunken above, raised

pazense has a long, slender spadix well over twice below. INFLORESCENCE spreading-pendenl,

as long as the spathe at anthesis. equalling leaves; peduncle 53-57 cm long, 5-7

Anthurium chiapasense differs from both A, mm diam., terete; spathe subcoriaceous, yeliow-

lucens and A. verapazense in usually drying green (B & K Yellow-green 7/5), lanceolate, 6-

blackened while the other two species usually dry 7 cm long, 1.5-1 .7 cm wide, margins thin, trans- )

greenish to greenish-brovm. It is tentatively placed parent, soon withering, inserted at 40° angle on

in section Belolonchium,

Guatemala, san marcos: Finca Armenia above San
Rafael, Croat 40900 (MO).

peduncle; spadix dark yellow-green to gray-green,

heavily tinged red-violet at outer margins of te-

pals, 5.5-8.5 cm long, 6-9 mm diam. at base, 3-

Mexico. Chiapas: Escuintla, Matuda 18315 (DS, 5 mm diam. at apex; the flowers 4-lobed, 2.3-3

mm long, 2.4-2.8 mm wide, the sides sigmoid;Matuda
Matuda
.x..:^Tn [V^^/\I^{^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^' ^^^^^ 6-8 flowers visible in the principal spiral, 6-7

(MEXU); Matuda 18573 (CAS, DS, MEXU); Matuda « • -ui • *u i* T • oi- f^^aic rrtatte

18629 (MEXU, NY); Montebello; SE of Comitan
Aowers visiblem the alternate spiral, tepals matt ,

/ S67 weakly punctate, densely papillate, lateral tepais
Matuda

Matuda

, Matuda
la Cerda 81 (MEXU).

1 .3-1.6mm wide, the inner margin convex; pistil

Xozin\\z,^Breedlove& Thorne 31026 (CAS, DS); Per- raised, green, glossy; stigma elliptic, 0.4^0.5 mm

long, deep purple with large globose droplet ca.

1 week before stamens emerge; stamens emerg-

, . ^, . ^. ing from base, lateral stamens emerging through-
b. Anthunum chiapasense ssp. tlaxiacense (Ma-

^ut, alternates following within a few days,

tuda) Croat comb nov. Anthurium tlaxi- ^^.^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ i.^il ^^ Aeshy, red-violet

acense Matuda Anales Inst Biol. Univ. Nac. ^j^^ filaments, retracting when anthers open;

Mexico 32: 149, Fig. 6. 1961. Type: Mexico
filaments ca. 5 mm long, ca. 6 mm wide, anthers

^.^^f'.':?r, "^.^
l^ X^?^"' Ji'^'i^'^ ^!!'* E pale yellow, ca. 0.6 mm long, 1 .9 mm wide; the-

'" cae oblong, scarcely divaricate; pollen yellow

(MEXU
MacDougall

Epiphytic or epipetric; stems to 6 cm long, 2

fading cream. INFRUCTESCENCE arching-

pendent; spathe usually absent; spadix 10-12(20)

cm diam.; internodes and leaf scars obscured by cm long, 1.5-3.5 cm diam. (5-6 cm diam. with

cataphylls; roots moderately thick, green- cata- berries fullv pmpirppHV berries ± obovoid to oo-

phylls subcoriaceous, 6.7-8 cm long, acute at
apex (apiculate to 1 mm), drying brown (B & K
Yellow 4/5), weathering into coarse fibers, per-

berries fully emerged); berries

long-elliptic, rounded at apex, bright red (B &

Red 4/5); mesocarp translucent, juicy, with nu-

merous raphide cells; seeds 1-2, green, streaked

sisting around stem. LEAVES erect-spreading; with purple, weakly flattened, 4.5-5 mm long-

petioles 37-64 cm long, 6-8 mm diam., ± terete; ca. 3 mm wide, 1 mm thick, enveloped in a tranS-

geniculum 2.5-4 cm long, sometimes weakly sul- parent, amber, gelatinous sack. Figs. 42, 43, an

cate; blades subcoriaceous, narrowly triangular, 46.

35-56 cm long, 13-30 cm wide, acuminate at
apex (apiculate 5 mm), deeply lobed al base.

Anthurium chiapasense ssp. tlaxiacense \^

demic to southern Oaxaca and has been coHecte

broadest at base; anterior lobe 28-45 cm long, at 1,400 to 1,500 m in seasonally dry forest.

the margms round to convex; posterior lobes 9-
12 cm long, directed upward; sinus hippocrepi-
form, acute at apex; upper surface matte to semi-

dis-
Anthurium chiapasense ssp. tlaxiacense i^

tinguished from ssp. chiapasense by its olive gr

spadix at anthesis and blades with the primaO
glossy, lower surface matte, glandular-punctate- ;Zr^

'
i VnTth ow^

midrib flat to convexlv raised .h.v. ^..t.i,
lateral vemsprommently raised on the lo

midrib flat to convexly raised above, weakly
sunken at apex, prominently raised below; basal
veins 4-5 pairs, the third to fifth coalesced 1.5
cm, flat to weakly sunken above, raised below;
posterior rib naked, turned up; primary lateral

veins 5-6 per side, departing midrib at 20''-25*'

angle, sunken above, raised below, straight to
collective vein; lesser veins obscure above

face. It is recognized by its coriaceous, narro^^^^

triangular-hastate leaf blade, dark green abov^

and much paler and conspicuously glandu

punctate beneath.

Mexico, oaxaca: between Pinotepa Naciona

Tlaxiaco, Croat 45927 (MO); S of Miahuatlan
on

^^
between Oaxaca and Pochutla, Croat 46Ko ^

Tlaxiaco, MacDougall sm. (MEXU).

I

\

I

I
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ihurh'^^^^
42-45. 42-43. Anthurium chiapascnsc ssp. tlaxiaceme (Matuda) Croat, Croat 46126.-44. An

"'" clanncnium Matuda, Selhy 9-75-59.-45. Anthurium clarinervium Matuda, Croat 40646.
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Anthurium clarinervium Matuda, Anales Inst, gent usually as soon as spathe opens, green; stig-

Biol. Univ. Nac, Mexico 25: 203. 1954. Type: ma elliptic, 0.6-1 mm long, brushlike, exserted

Mexico. Chiapas: NE of Ocozocoautla (col- with large droplets 2-3 days before stamens

lectedby Ing. Ramirez August 5, 195 1) Ma- emerge; stamens emerging rapidly from base on

tuda 25894 (MEXU, holotype).

Terrestrial, deeply rooted among rocks, less

frequently epipetric in thin soil on rocks; stems
1-2 cm diam.; leaf scars 1.7 cm wide; cataphylls

subcoriaceous, 3-4 cm long, obtuse at apex with

subapical apiculum, pale red-violet with pale

green speckles, drying brown (B & K Yellow
5/2.5), splitting and persisting. LEAVES erect to

spreading; petioles 7-16 cm long, 4-6 mm diam,,
terete, green or pale red-violet with green speck-
les; geniculum 1 - 1 . 5 cm long; blades ovate, mod-
erately coriaceous, abruptly to gradually acu-
minate at apex, deeply lobed at base, 11-25.5
cm long, 6.5-17 cm wide, broadest at middle or
jusi below, the margin flat, drying conspicuously
undulate; anterior lobe 6.5-1 8 cm long, the mar-
gins convex; posterior lobes 2.5-9 cm long; sinus
spaihulate to obovate, the lobes sometimes over-
lapping, acute at apex; upper surface matte, vel-
vety, dark green, lower surface paler, matte; mid-
nb convexly raised, diminishing at apex above,
raised below; primary lateral veins 3-5 per side,
raised above, flat below; interprimary veins con-
spicuous; basal veins 4-5 pairs, free to base or
sometimes the third to fourth veins coalesced,

first curving to apex, the second to fourth
rcuate-ascending to margin, loop-connecting;

collective vein arising from first basal vein; all
eins clearly outlined by white or greenish white

^rea. INFLORESCENCE erect-spreading, longer
f)an leaves; peduncles 16-38 cm long, 2-4 mm
iha"^"

^^^^^^' ^^^^ *^"^^^ ^^^^ red-violet, longer
petioles; spathe chartaceous, pale green

nged with violet-purple near margins (B <& K
^

eiiow-green
6/7,5), lanceolate, 3,7-6.5 cm long,

J".
' ^^ ^ide, broadest at base, narrowly acu-

flattened, translucent filaments 1 mm long, 1.5

mm wide, lateral stamens emergent to midway
before alternates appear, retracting and held just

above tepals; anthers yellow, 0.4-0.8 mm long,

0.7-1.5 mm wide, thecae elliptic, not divaricate,

pollen cream fading to white. INFRUCTES-
CENCE with bright orange, subglobose berries,

ca. 1.5 mm long; mesocarp mealy, seeds not seen.

Figs. 44 and 45.

Anthurium clarinervium is probably endemic

to Mexico, known only from areas with lime-

stone outcrops between the Rio Grijalva and Rio

de la Venta, north of Ocozocoautla de Espinosa,

Chiapas, at 800 to 1,200 m elevation. Mr. Larry

Bussle, a Tampa based horticulturist, claims to

have seen Anthurium clarinervium along the In-

teramerican highway in Guatemala, near the

Mexican border, but no collections were made

to substantiate this report.

The species is a member of section Cardiolon-

chium and is recognized by its broadly ovate,

velvety leaf blades with all principal veins much
paler than the surface and with a very narrow or

closed sinus. The blades have basal veins usually

free to the base or coalesced into a short posterior

rib that is never marginal.

The species has been confused with A. leuco-

neurum, which also purportedly originates from
4 m

70»
apex

fro t

^^ peduncle; stipe to 5 mm long in

with '

^^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^' spadix green, tinged

(B & y!^ ^^"P^Tle sometimes appearing brown

7 5
^ Yellow-green 5/5 to Yellow 4/10), 4,7-

5 m T
^^^' fl^^ers sub-4-lobed to square, 3.8-

**gm H^"^'
3,2-5 mm wide, the sides jaggedly

y^ .^' ^"""^ flowers visible in the principal spi-

^epals

'^^^^'"^ '^^^^^''^ in the alternate spiral;

ouslv
"^^^^^' papillate, densely and conspicu-

«mer
^^"^^*^' '^^ee droplets visible as stamens

rnar^^^''^^^^^' tepals 2.8-3.1 mm wide, the inner MtxiLo. c«...r/^3. ^^ v.. ^...v.. , .

8»n weakly concave; the pistils weakl> emer- 24822 (DS); Breedlove & Dressier 29713 (CAS, DS);

southern Mexico but whose exact o

known. The latter species is distinguished by

having a generally larger, more narrowly ovate

blade with an obovate or hippocrepiform sinus

and a conspicuously well developed, naked, pos-

terior rib (i.e., it is marginal to the sinus).

Anthurium clarinervium often occurs in mixed

stands with A. pedatoradiatum, a species that

flourishes in the same limestone outcrop habitats

in southern Mexico. The two species readily hy-

bridize to form a somewhat intermediate plant,

having the velvety texture of ^. clarinervium but

displaying a somewhat shallowly lobed margin

representative of ^. pedatoradiatum (see Croat

40647).

In Chiapas the species is known as *'Hoja de

corazon/' It is now widespread in cultivation, at

least in the United States.

Mexico, chiapas: N of Berrioz^bal, Breedlove 20274.
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vicinity Ocozocoautla de Espinosa, 5re>fi^/OTe 9990 (DS, 7.5 cm long, 1.2-1.5 cm diam. at base, 1.5-2.2

f^?^l^}^^F^''''£^'^J..^^^^^^^^^^
^^''^" cm diam. at apex; flowers 4-lobed, (1.4)2.3-2.7

mm (dry) in both directions, the sides sigmoid;

20 or more flowers visible in the principal spiral,

13-16 flowers visible in the alternate spiral; te-

13582 (CAS, DS); Breedlove 38172 (CAS, DS); Croat
Matuda

Anthurium clavatum Croat & Baker, Brenesia 1

6

(Supl. 1): 39. 1979. Type: Costa Rica. Car- P^*' semiglossy, the lateral tepals 1.2-1.3 mm

tago: Tapanti Hydroelectric Reserve along ^'^^ ^^^)' *^ ^""^^ "'^'"S^^ ^^^^^^ '°™'^"^'

Rio Grande Orosi, 4.5 km beyond small P'^^'^ emergent but not raised, green; stigma ob-

bridge which crosses the river inside the pre-
lo^g-eUiptic, slitlike, ca. 0.5 mm long; stamens

. along road to diversion dam, elev
emerging, scattered, beginning near the middle,

1 ,500-1 ,700 m, Croat 36079 (MO-238 1175 ^^^ '^^^^^* stamens exserted throughout the spa-

holotype; CR, F, NY, US, isotypes; Live at
^^'^ ^^^°^^ ^^^ alternates emerge; anthers white,

MO). "

serve

held in a moderately close circle, contiguous or

nearly so at upper edge oftepals, ca. 0.4 mm long

Epiphytic or terrestrial; stems to 1 m long, 2- and 0.5 mm wide; thecae ovate, moderately di-

3 cm diam.; intemodes 1 .5-2.5 cm long; roots 1 varicate; pollen white. Immature INFRUCTES-
or 2 per node, ca. 5 mm thick, woolly-pubescent CENCE to 10 cm long and 3.3 cm wide; berries

on drying; cataphylls moderately thick, 13-28 not seen. Figs. 47 and 48.
cm long, narrowly rounded at apex with a sub-
apical apiculum, drying reddish-brown (B & K ^^^ species is known only from central Costa

Yellow-red 4/10), subpersistent. LEAVES erect-
^^^^ °" ^^^ Atlantic slope of the Cordillera de

spreading; petioles 90-140 cm long, 1-1.5 cm Talamanca in the region of the type l^"^^^^^^-

^

diam., subterete, narrowly and obtusely sulcate;
inhabits lower montane rain forest from 1,30

geniculum 3-3.5 cm long; blades ovate, mod- ^° 1,800 m elevation.

erately thick, short-acuminate at apex (the acu- Anthurium clavatum belongs in section Cal-

men minutely apiculate), deeply lobed at base, omystrium and is perhaps most closely related

35-70 cm long, 26-50 cm wide, broadest near to ^ fi hoffmanii

ifolium
point ofpetiole attachment; anterior lobe 25-48 ,, ,„ ,„. ^„„,„^ x-..wvx.^^v.
cni long the margins broadly convex; posterior iwc^per^sriem cataph^irinr^^wrm clavatum

lobes 12-22 cm long, directed downward; the differs from all of these by its clavate spadix.

sinus hippocrepiform, rounded to obtuse at apex; Another distinguishing feature is the broad spathe

both surfaces semiglossy; midrib convexly raised with a long cusp
above, diminished and sunken toward apex,
acutely raised below; basal veins 5-7 pairs, up
to 5 of them coalesced 2.5-6 cm, raised above
and below, the posterior rib broadly curved, na-
ked; primary lateral veins 4-7 per side, departing
midrib at ca. 55'' angle, then spreading at 35°-
45° angle, loop-connected, sunken above, raised
below; lesser veins less conspicuous; collective
vein arising from uppermost basal vein, 5-15

INFLORESCENCE

Costa Rica, cartago: no other location, ^f'^^' .

Utley 1624 (F); above the Rio Grande de Orosi, ?>

Tapanti, Cochrane et al. 6334 (F); Lent 940 {CV.,n

998 (F); SE of Orosi, above Finca La Concordia, t?

linger <£ White 1508 (CR, F, US); road from Tapan

to Taus-Tausito, beyond bridge over Rio Grande

Orosi at Tapanti, Utley& Utley 5616 (DVKE)\J^P^
Hydroelectric Reserve, Croat 3607 9 (CR, F, MU, i

US), 47050 (MO); road between Trinidad and"

cienda F.I Vnlmn Tnrrialha T.ijtevn 3259 (DuKt;-

(W

ally slightly shorter than or about as long as the Anthurium clavigerum Poepp. in Poepp. & E"'!'-

leaves; peduncle 43-1 10 cm long, to ca. 8 mm Nov. Gen. & Sp. 3: 84. 1845. Type: Pe.^

diam. midway, half as long as or equalUng the
petioles; spathe moderately coriaceous, pale green
(B & K YeUow-green 8/7.5), ovate-elliptic, 7-12
cm long, 3.5-5 cm wide, broadest 1-2 cm above
point ofattachment, cuspidate-acuminate at apex
(the acumen inrolled, 6-10 mm long), acute to

peduncle
stipe

Rot-

Anthurium panduratum Mart, ex Schott, C>esterr-
.

Wochenbl. 5: 273. 1 855. Type: Brazil. Rjo ^'^^

Martius 3115 (M, not seen; US, photo)^
^,^

'urium holtonianum Schott, Oesterr. ^^'-^^^
chenbl. 7: 317. 1857. Type: Colombia. La r

Holton s. n. (K, not seen; SEL, photo).
j^,

1-6 cm long in front, 2-8 mm long ^''''«« '" (^' "ot seen; SEL, Ptio^°^-^„„henbl-

in back, ca. 6 mm diam.; spadix clavate orpf-n
^"'^«""'" repandum Schott, Oesterr. Bot. vv"

„

(B & K Yellow-green 8/10) to orange tan, 4 5- I'l!.- l!""
^^"^= ^Sl^^^.l^'"

"^

diesM. (K, not seen; SEL, photo).
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Anthurium wendlandii Schoit, Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 182. ical wet forest life zones at sea level to 700 m.

l^.^^;J.^^^-
^^^^^ ^^^^- ^^^ Miguel, Wendland i^ Panama, the species also occurs in premon-

tane moist forest and tropical moist forest. It has

also been collected at a reportedly 1,000 m ele-

vation in what is apparently lower montane wet

forest or lower montane rain forest.

This species is not confused with any other in

957 (GOET).

Anthurium kalbreyeri N. E. Brown, Gard. Chron. pt.

2: 117. 1881. Type: Colombia. Antioquia, Kat-

breyer s.n. (K, not seen).

Anthurium burchellianum (Engl.) Macbr., Field Mus.
Nat. Hist, Bot. Ser. 11: 7. 1931.

Anthurium panduratum van burchellianum Engl.,

Pflanzenr.IV23B:279. 1905. Type: Brazil. Par^,' Central America and can be recognized by its

Burchell 9632 (K, not seen). pedatisect leaves with sinuate to lobed margins
Anthurium obovatum Gleason, Bull. Torrey Bot. Club and by its huge pendent inflorescence. The species

56: 9. 1929. Type: Br. Guiana. Kopinang River, ^^ j^ave leaf blades to about 2 m broad making

, r;^!^^^^^^^^ "^^.''f^I.^'.P^.^'.'^^^ it the largest species of Anthurium in Central

America, It is a member of section Dactylo-

phylUum and is most closely related to A. sinu-

alum Benth. ex Schott of South America.

Anthurium monsteroides Sleyerm., Fieldiana, Bot. 28:

93.1951. Type: Venezuela. Merida: Rio Onia near
Bolero, N. of Mesa Bolivar, Steyermark 56727
in

Epiphyte; scandent; stems 2 m long, 3-4 cm Costa Rica, alajuela: vicinity Artezalea, NE of

diam.; roots dense, 3-10 mm diam., brownish-
'

green; cataphylls coriaceous, to 12 cm long,

weathering to medium brown fibers, ultimately
deciduous. LEAVES erect-spreading; petiole 65-
150 cm long, terete or weakly sulcate; geniculum
1-5-2 cm long; blades digitately discoid to re-

niform in outline, to 2 m wide, the leaflets 25-
100 cm or more long, 4-12 cm wide, sinuate or
lobate, acuminate at apex, acute at base, the up-
per surface matte, the lower surface semiglossy;
the midrib of the leaflets convexly raised above
andhf^ln A' • • INICARACiUA. KlU iAIN juain. iicai v^ainj ^liv^iiiaiw.iw,

uciow, dimmished and sunken at apex above; ^^ ^f El Castillo, Neill 3378 (MO), zelava: along Rio
the primary lateral veins 3-4 per side, raised in Escondido, N of Bluefields, Harmon & Fuentes 5083
^alleys above, raised below, departing midrib at (MO); ^^i^i^^ty Siuna^^at Ca^^^

r^^i^^^.^l^L/f!f
5' angle, arcuate-ascending to form collective " ^ ^

^no^.w^..

.

Vem in or^- 1 • ^ ^ ^^^^ 5>an JOSe aei noniliguciu, ^itrvtrn^i /uu/ yiy^^j, ^ wj

CENrp
potion of leaflet. INFLORES- ^^^^^ ^^ Colonia Agricola Yolaina on road to Colonia

^"^Lbarchmg-pendent; peduncle to 90 cm long, Manantiales, Stevens 4856 (MO); road to Colonia
"^te, shorter than petioles; spathe coriaceous,

violet-purple,
lanceolate, 30-65 cm long, 3-11

^^
wide; spadix lavender-purple (B & K Purple

^
-5), 20-75 cm long, to 2 cm diam. at base, to

"J"^
diam. at apex; flowers rhombic, ca. 3 mm

Moli

Cafias and Upala, NNE of Bijagua, Croat 36291 (MO);

S of Canalete near Rio Zapote, Burger & Baker 9963

(F, MO); vicinity Colonia Blanca, Almeda & Nakai

4002 (MO); vicinity Volcan Arenal, Lent 2672 (F, MO).

limon: NE of Bribri, Croat 43244 (MO); Hacienda

Tapezco & Hacienda La Suerte, W of Tortuguero, Da-

vidson et al 7135 (LAM); Donahue 8500 (MO); be-

tween Lim6n and Puerto Viejo, Baker & Burger 176

(DUKE, F, MO, NY), puntarenas: above Golfito,

Burger & Matta 4770 (F, NY); Playa Blanca Road near

Rincon de Osa, Liesner 2153 (MO); SW of Rincon de

Osa, Raven 20864 (CAS, NY).

Nicaragua, rig san juan: near Cano Chontaleno,

(MO); Stevens 6882 (MO); trail from Cerro Saslaya to

rm'
*" -^^-^ /»*^v^

sigmoid
straight

Agricola Yolaina& Colonia La Esperanza, Stevens 6365

(MO); along Rio Sucio, Stevens 8028 (MO); SW of Rio

Wawa ferry on road from Puerto Cabezas to Rosita,

Stevens 7904 (MO); near Rio Okanwis, E of Rosita,

Neill 4433 (MO); between Rosita and Puerto Cabezas,

Stevens 8501 (MO); NE of Siuna, along Caiio-

Madriguera, Neill 3727 (MO).

^^"al, ca. 8 flowers visible in the alternate spiral;

end^
^."^^^^^' ^^^^*^ emergent but not raised, lav-

^'^' ^*'S"^a linear, darker purple than pistil;

the

^"^ ^"^^'ging from base, covering pistil; an-

^^

rs Purphsh-brown; thecae irregular, not di-

CENr^'
pollen white to pinkish. INFRUCTES-

dev 1

P^^dent; berries obovate, purple,
eiopmg in basal portion only, seeds 1-2, white,

oblong.
Figs. 49 and 50.

Anthurium clidemioides Standi., Publ. Field Mus.

Nat. Hist., Bot. Ser. 22: 3. 1 940. Type: Costa

Rica. Alajuela: Villa Quesada, San Carlos,

altitude 800 m, Valerio 1726 (F-933729, ho-

lotype).

Epiphyte; stem scandent; internodes elongate,

2-1 5 cm long, 2-3 mm thick, covered with corky,

lenticeMike tubercles; cataphylls absent. LEAVES

petioles

^^thurium clavigerum is found from Nicara- their length or less, the base enc.rclmg the stem,

^^ ^0 the Guianas, Brazil, and Bolivia. In Costa narrowly flattened with a medial ndge adax.ally,

^'^^ 't occurs in premontane wet forest and trop- faintly multi-ridged abaxially; gemculum less than
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I

FtGURES 50-53. SO. Anthurium clavieemm Pru^r^r. n - ^^r> ^. , / j ...,vi;//^i Stand'-

Daniels s.n.-52. A.ahunum conchmatunXZx S^^Sof ^?f TI'-
^"'^"'''"'"

"'''^S rMatu<^-
Matilda 38276 (Type).

^cnou, Lroat 26493. -5i. Anthimiim cordatotnatigulum i>«
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5 mm long, weakly tuberculate; blades ovate- brown, splitting at base, remaining intact at apex,

cordate, bullate, chartaceous, acuminate at apex, LEAVES erect to spreading; petioles subterete,

lobed at base, 7-14 cm long, 4-9.5 cm wide, weakly and bluntly sulcate, 35-75 cm long, 0.6-

broadest 1-2 cm above point of petiole attach- 1.2 cm diam.; geniculum 1.5-3 cm long; blades

ment; the anterior lobe 6-1 1 cm long; the pos- subcoriaceous, narrowly ovate, 37-58 cm long,

terior lobes rounded, 1-2 cm long; the upper 21-34 cm wide, abruptly acuminate at apex,

surface matte; basal veins 4-5 pairs, sunken deeply lobed at base; the sinus spathulate, the

above; the lower surface paler; collective vein lobes often overlapping; both surfaces glossy; the

arising from the first basal vein. INFLORES- midrib and primary lateral veins raised above
CENCE spreading; peduncle obscured by base of and below, lesser veins prominulous; basal veins

spathe or rarely to 5 cm long; spathe green, Ian- to 7 pairs, all basal veins coalesced to 1.5 cm;
ceolate, ca. 5 cm long, ca. 1 cm wide; spadix the collective vein arising from the first basal

purplish, 4.2-6 cm long, 5-7 mm diam. at base, vein, loop-connecting the primary lateral veins
3-4 mm diam. at apex: the flowers rhombic to and running to apex. INFLORESCENCE
4-lobed, 5.3 mm long, 3.5 mm wide; 3-5 flowers spreading-pendent; peduncle 35-65 cm long,

visible in the principal spiral, 4-5 flowers visible shorter than petioles; spathe oblong-lanceolate,
*n the alternate spiral; tepals semiglossy; pistil palegreen turning purplish, 8.5-27 cm long, 1.5-

weakly raised; stigma punctiform, ca. 0.6 mm 5 cm wide, abruptly cuspidate at apex; stipe to

diam. INFRUCTESCENCE spreading-pendent; 2.5 cm long, sometimes arching; spadix green
berries orange, obovoid-oblong-ellipsoid, (5)8-9 turning purplish, 5-26 cm long, sometimes arched
mni long, 4-6 mm wide, drying dark maroon; at base, 8-16 mm diam. at base, 3-8 mm diam.
seeds (1)2-6, obovate-elliptic, flattened, brown at apex; flowers rhombic; 8-9 flowers visible in

the principal spiral, 12 or more flowers visible

in the alternate spiral; pistils raised; stamens well

± above

0^ black, 7 mm long, 3.5 mm wide. Fig. 51.

^
ms species is known from the Atlantic and exserted, held at the edge of tepals and

acihc lowlands of Costa Rica in tropical wet pistil; anthers white; thecae brown, persistent,
orest from sea level to 800 m elevation. giving spadix spiny appearance. INFRUCTES-

Anthurhjyyi ^fi^ - -^ • 1 J • • CENCE pendent; spadix to 30 cm long; berries^ninurium clidemioides is placed m section
^

, .,,

Poyphvllium (Crr^^f ^ u I 1 0TO. A '

1
oraugc; mesocarp pulpy, orange with numerous,

/^'(////wm (Croat & Baker, 1978) and is easily ,. .-. n ^ i o ^u^,.^vi a i
one of the mn^t Hict^^^f • r , .l • linear raphide cells; seeds 1-2 obovoid, 4.3 mm

V.1 me most distinctive species ofAnthurium , ^ _ . , , .. :^a^..*^a o* k^.^
^^e to its hiillpt^ i^o ^ u r long, 3.5 mm wide, pale yellow, indented at base,

'" 'i^ Duiiate leaves and near absence of a ^ f ^ ^. ^ ^^ ^„ ^ ..
peduncle Tn .-fc c+ -1 * • 1 , , -1 darker area at apex. Figs. 52 and 54.

^
"iiLie. in Its sterile state, it could be mistaken

or species of Piper, Dioscorea, Pilea, or even The species is found in Costa Rica and possibly
^<^rne Melastomataceae, also in Colombia and Ecuador at elevations of

Q^^ 2,000 to 3,000 m in lower montane rain forest.

^<^krh^l7?^f!)^^^^^^^''
^^" <^arlos, Villa Quesada, jj^g species grows at higher elevations than any

Jo^ ^iartsholv{o^:iT^^^^^^ P^^r^'!;!f

;

other Anthurium in Costa Rica or Panama.
%UM'^'''^

^^^ ^'^^^' ^^^^'•^ ^^^^ (BH); Opler 2091

W nf T ' ^^^'^nda Tapezco and Hacienda La Suerte,
of

(MO).^

p^^'^^guero, Davidson & Donahue 8735. 8824 Anthurium concinnatum is a member of sec-

^^22 (l^\^^^^^^'
Corcovado National Park, Liesner tjon Belolonchium and is recognized by its large,

subcoriaceous, cordate blade and its curved stipe,

j^^jjj . its persistent, exserted stamens and high altitu-

"num concinnatum Schott, Prod. Aroid. dinal range. The species usually has long stems

• .^^^0- Anthurium bogotense SchoXi var. that, although sometimes rooted in the soil, are

Monogr
f_-

184. 1879. Type: Costa Rica. Cartago:
usually leaning on trees for support.

Turri
Oersted s.n. (Photo of Schott Costa Rica, alajuela: Volcan Poas, 2>/m 5.rt. (NY)

^roid Drawing #709- NYBG Nee #N S cartago: CerroCarpintera,5?a«J/e>'J'/'^76 (US); Cer-

3905^
^ ' ^ ^- ro de La Muerte, Croat 35378, 35407 (MO); near El3905).

Hem"^
^P'Phytic or sometimes terrestrial;

'"^er^cJdV 1 °' '"'"' ^°"^' ^-^-^ ""^ ^'^"'•'

'^taoh 11

^^^"'"^^ ^y weathering cataphylls;
PnyUs coriaceous, 7-15 cm long, drying

Caiion, S of Carlago, Williams el al. 28244 (NY. US),

vicinity EI Empaime, Almeda & Nakai 3807 (MO);

Almeda3823{C\Sy, Wilburetai 16151 16175 {Duke);

Lems s.n. (NY, US); NE of El Rctiro, Almeda & Nakai

3788 (MO); La Estrella, Standley 39515 (US); IrazCi

National Park, Davidson S23I (MO); Pittier440l (BR);
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vicinity Poas, Tonduz 10681 (BR), cartago & san long, becoming brushlike; stamens emerging
JOSE border: along Inleram Highway, Burger & Lies-

ner6479 (F, MO); 7018 (F, NY); Burger & Baker 9537
(F, DUKE); Luieyn 2975 (DUKE); Raven 20945 (MO);

slowly from base of spadix, exserted on fleshy,

colorless filaments ca. 1 mm long, then retracting

Tablazo, ^^^^2557 (BR). HEREDiA:CerroCaricias,N to surface of tepals; anthers ovate-triangular,

ofSanlsidro, 5/artrf/^y(6 Fa/eno 52i07 (US); between white, 0.8-1 mm long, 0.8-1 mm wide; thecae
Ceno Chompipe & SE slope of Volcan Barba, Baker narrowly ovate; pollen white. INFRUCTES-
et al 238 (F, MO); Volcan Barba, Pittier & Durand
U45 (BR); Utley 4571 4572, 4573 (DUKE), punta-
RENAs: vicinity Boruca, Pittier 10483 (BR), san jose:

no other location, Jimenez 937 (US); vicinity Aserri,

Almeda 3672 (CAS); western ascent to Cerro de la

Muerie, Croat 32854, 32892 (MO); near Finca La Cima,
N of Copey, Standley 42059, 42636 (US); La Lagun-
illa, Pittier 10447 (BR, US); NE of Santa Maria de

CENCE pendent; spadix to 13 cm long; berries

translucent, greenish-white with apex reddish to

purplish, narrowly acute to prominently beaked,

ca. 1 cm long, 5 mm wide; mesocarp juicy; seeds

2, greenish-white, oblong-elliptic, 3-3.4 mm long,

ca. 2 mm wide, L5 mm thick, enveloped in a

Doia, Standley 42241 (US); near Vaca & ChinoTi^^^ge gelatinous, transparent envelope that extends ca.

<S Thomas 5422 (MO).

Anthurium consobrinum Schott, Oesterr. Bot.

Wochenbl. 5: 66. 1855. Type: Nicaragua,
Dept. ofRio San Juan, Rio San Juan, Fried-

1 mm beyond seed on both ends, broader at apex.

Figs. 55 and 56.

The species ranges from Nicaragua to Costa

Rica from sea level to 700 m elevation. It is a

richsthals.n. (Photo o'f Schott Aroid Draw- ^^^^^^ species from tropical wet forest and

NYBG premontane wet basal belt transition life zones

on the Caribbean slope. It is to be expected in

Rosulate epiphyte; stems short, 1.5-2 cm Panama in Bocas del Toro Province.

The species is distinguished by its rosulate

Anthurium consobrinum is probably most

fatoense of Costa Rica and

diam.; roots very dense, short, ascending, nar-
rowly tapered, white to greenish white; cataphylls

, ^. ^, 1 t.t ^ u -^ 1 * *• 1 .
subconnp^/^nc << ic 1 J . ' habit, oblanceolate blades, short sulcate petioles,
=»uaconaceous, 5.5-15 cm long, caudate-acumi- :

i
. • i. . / ^- • a ^.

nate at an^v ^ • * t. /t^ o x^ ^.r n massive whitish root system, spreading intlores-
"die ai apex, drying rusty brown (B & K Yellow .

, _,

-^ .J- i

6/2 5) nprcict.'r,^ •
* / !*• * 1 ^ A cence with upturned, nontapered spadix, mark-

"^^:>;, persisting intact, ultimately deciduous. ,, ,^ ' ^ i. .u *

LEAVF<;^.^^* *• 1 / J, , J J edlyprotrudantstyles, and hemes that are green

-

LCAVbJj erect; petioles broadly sulcate, rounded .^^\,. , ,, J . AAi^^ftu^.r.^.
abaxian^. « n , r^ / ^ J- ish-white at the base and reddish at the apex,
oaxially, 2.5-9 cm long, 0.6-1 cm diam.; ge- ,...^.,„,„^ .../,.;.,_ :. _.KoKu, rr.r

niculum 0.5-2 cm long; blades oblanceolate, sub-
conaceous, 19-64 cm long, 3.5-20 cm wide, „ ^^a- r .u . • k fcnu..
abruntlv a.., ^- * 1 Panama and differs from that species by its abax-

rounded at h K ^l
'^'?' ^'"'' '° "'""''

iaHy rounded petioles, by its nearly oblong spa-

^^ilr'u^ r'T "'''' ? ''"!; dix'and by berry coloration. ^.//..n.m/..o..5.

tow d a!"t"''T ^^^^^^T' ^^^!^'^Tf has a quadrangular petiole, a cylindroid-tapered

eral veiriY^r '•T''^-^'*r^^""'''ll ^P^^ix, and pale yellow or orange berries. An-

W denart t h^'J .'^''^no 7 t thurium consobrinum was placed in section Ep-

to
,' '^^^^'^'"8 "^'dnb at 40° - 60° angle, straight ,^„,_,_,,_ ^v ^.hntt hnt k nmhnhlv . member
near margin then arching and joining margin;

collective vein lacking or arising from one of the
Pnmary lateral veins near middle of blade, 5-12 Costa Rica, no other location, Proctor 32168 (LL);

"^m from margin. INFLORESCENCE erect to
^chmg, shorter than leaves; the peduncle 20-43

,
"8, 5-6 mm diam., several times longer

vl!

P^^^o^es, terete; spathe linear-lanceolate,
ubcoriaceous, green, 4.5-7.5 cm long, 0.8-2.5

iseiostenium by Schott but is probably a member

of section Pachyneurium.

"*" ^'de, abruptly acuminate at apex, round to (DUKE); west ofU

Taylor 11593 (NY). al.\juela: vicinity of Bijagua, Al-

meda & Nakai 4043 (MO); Burger & Baker 9857

(DUKE, F, MO, NY); Croat 36264, 36423 (MO); Utley

& Utley 3907 (DUKE, MO); road between Canas &
Upala near Rio Zapote, Croat 36383 (MO); NE of

Interamerican Highway toward Upala, Wilbur 20094

ncate at base; spadix greenish-white, turning

curved

^ diam,; the flowers 4-lobed, 2.7-3.4 mm in

ggedly

ral 1
^
'"^^ flowers visible in the principal spi-

- 5-16 flowers visible in the alternate spiral;

iT? T
'"^"^' ^^^ P****^ pyramidal and exserted

^•2 mm; the stiema elliosoid. 0.5-0.7 mm

^^^, ^, . .^0 & Aguas Zarcas, NE ol Quesada,

Croat 46949 (MO); Santa Maria National Park, Lies-

ner 5072 (MO); Zapote, Taylor 18163 (NY); Finca Los

Ensayos NW of Zarcero, Croat 43615 (MO), heredia:

near Puerto Viejo, Croat 35671, 35695 (MO); Taylor

4571 (NY)- Burger & Stolze 5934 (PMA); near Tir-

imbina, E of Rio Sarapiqui, Burger & Burger 8090 (F,

MO) lim6n: road between Cahuila & Limon, Baker

& Burger 151 (F, MO); Finca Castilla, Dodge & Gocr-

gers n (MO); Hacienda Tapezco & Hacienda La .Suerie,
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W of Tortuguero, Davidson & Donahue 6723, 6768,
8413, 8461, 8733 (MO).
Nicaragua, rio san juan: near Cano Chontaleno,

NE of El Castillo, Neill 3332, 3376, 3420, 3421 (MO);

Anthuhum cordatotriangidum is known for

certain only from the southeastern comer of

Chiapas near the Guatemalan border in Moto-

Neill & Vincelli 3622 (MO), zelaya: Bluefields, N of zintla and Union Juarez in the Sierra Madre de

Base C^mpyroctor et al 26913, 27010 (LL, MICH, Chiapas at 1,800 to 1,900 m in oak-pine forest.

NY, US); Caiio Costa Riquita, SW ofColonia Naciones
Unida, Stevens 4966, 5058, 6411, 6412 (MO); Cano
Zamora on Rio Rama, Stevens 8861 (MO); S ofbridge
at Colonia Agricola Yolaina, Stevens 4819, 4826, 6308
(MO); road to Colonia Agricola Yolaina & Colonia La tion from San Carlos Yautepec in the Sierra de

Two other closely related species, A. montamm

and A, chamulense, have been collected at the

type locality of ^. cordatotriangulum. A collec-

Esperanza, Vincelli 166, 168 (MO); Salto La Oropen-
dola, Stevens 8954 (MO).

lurium cordatotriangulum Matuda, Anales
Inst. Biol. Univ. Nac. Mexico 36: 109. 1966.
Type: Mexico. Chiapas: Motozintla; Sierra

Madre de Chiapas, El Rosario (ca. 8 mi S
of Motozintla), 1,800 m elev., MacDougall
393 (MEXU, holotype).

Lacheguia in South Central Oaxaca matches the

type of ^. cordatotriangulum very well but it is

difficult to explain the otherwise apparent endc-

mism of this species. (This specimen bears the

unpublished herbarium name of A. oaxacaru-

picolum Matuda but since the collection differs

in no appreciable way from A. cordatotriangu-

lum it will not be recognized here.) The region

around San Carlos Yautepec is very arid and

Stems short; cataphylls broadly triangular, 5- nearly devoid of habits for Anthurium. I suspect

that the label data referring to San Carlos Yau-

tepec was intended to refer to the municipio of

7 cm long, dr>ing and weathering into persistent
fibers. LEAVES with petiole 50-55 cm long, 5-
8 mm diam., broadly sulcate, stiff; geniculum 2- the same name which is very large and no doubt

3 cm long; blades broadly ovate-triangular, sub- includes good Anthurium habitats in the south-

coriaceous, gradually acuminate at apex, broadly em part,

lobed at base, 37-64 cm long, 26-46 cm diam.,
broadest at point of petiole attachment or just
below; the anterior lobe 30-44 cm long; the pos-

The species is placed in section Belolonchium

and is distinguished by its almost deltoid blades.

»^:^. 1 u II -^-, , ..
- ' its coarsely elevated basal and primar> latera

tenor obes 1 1-23 cm long, directed outward at ^eins (on drying), broad ovate-lanceolate spathe

ca. 4^ anolp from T^Atirvlo. fU^ o:« i. i- ^ ^ *='^'
.. **.i rMca. 45° angle from petiole; the sinus parabolic to .;h l^na'-tT.^;:'.!^' ;;;i;t.;n;nle snadix. Although

hippocrepiform, round at apex; the midrib raised
above and below; basal vems 5 or 6 oairs the i-- , a j ? ^ • t, . «,^ct Msilvcon
third to sixth rn.i..n.H ^. .^ .„:.„! ? '' ^^! Sahi (A. andicold), it is perhaps most easily c

Matuda

third to sixth coalesced 3-6 cm, raised above and
below; primar>' lateral veins 5 or 6 per side de-
parting midrib at 60° angle,

fused with A. montanum, which occurs in

same area in southeastern Chiapas, but

straight, usually species differs in having narrowly ovate blades,
T^T•r^rr.;,^o^^l,, 1^^ ,• "' spccics uincrs lu naviHg Hui I <jw j^ «-" "

—

prominently loop-connected into collective vein i ^ , a \ ^ a^nprallv much
tT, ;,»iJn^i hcifr^fKio^ *i, 1,

.""^^"^cvem scarcely raised veins (on drying), a generally "
m apical hall ol blade; the collective vein arising n .u j \^- th.>t k less con-

from the first hp«l v.,-n .. ..^.,. l ^ ^"^aller spathe, and a spadix that is less

pered.

: El Rosario, MacDougall ^^^

from the first basal vein or sometimes from one
of the lower primary lateral veins. INFLORES-
CENCE usually longer than leaves; peduncle
subterete, to 57 cm long, ca. 5 mm diam.; spathe
moderately thick, green, lanceolate, 14-18 cm
long, 2.5-4.5 cm wide, long-acuminate at apex,
rounded and ± clasping at base; stipe to 1 5 mm
long in front, 6 mm long in back; spadix purplish
(dried), 10-13 cm long, 8-10 mm diam. at base,
4-5 mm diam. at apex; the flowers rhombic, 2.7-
3.1 mm long, 1.5-2.2 mm wide; 7-9 flowers vis-

spicuously long-tapered.

Mexico, chiapas
(MEXU); Matuda .

Matuda 38626 (MEXU). oaxaca: San Carlos i

«

pec, Matuda 38276 (MEXU).
*

Anthurium cotobrusii Croat & Baker, Brencsia

16 (Supl. 1): 43. 1979. Type: Panama. CW-

riqui: above San Felix, along mining roa
;

18-27 miles off Pp- A^^^Hran High^'

(above Chame on tumoff- to EscopetaJ-

NY
ible in the principal spiral; tepals weakly punc- elev. 1,200-1,500 m, Croat ^{058 {^^^

tate; pistils not emergent; stigma 3-3.5 mm long,
' ' "^ '""

broadly elliptic; stamens emerging from base and
held just above tepals in a light cluster; thecae
oblong-elliptic, scarcely divaricate. INFRUC-
TESCENCE not seen. Figs. 53 and 58.

MO)

Terrestrial or sometimes epipetric or cpip

ic; stem 1-3 cm diam. usually less than 15

^^
long; roots greenish or grayish-brown, thic

I
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cn^r^^^^ 58-6 1 . 58. Anlhurium cordatotriangulufn Maluda, MacDougall {^J (Type).

^oorusi Croat & Baker, Croat 33058 (Typc).-6I. Anlhurium cubensc Engl., Sail 2730.

59-60. Anlhurium
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smooth, to ca. 6 mm diam.; cataphylls 9-1 1 cm stigma drying and covered by thecae when third

long, green, sometimes tinged purplish, turning and fourth stamens are emerged; stamens weakly

tan, ultimately weathering to fine persisting fi- exserted in a close circular cluster; anthers orange

bers. LEAVES erect-spreading; petioles 15-65 to yellowish, held just above the tepals, 0.6-0.9

cm long, 5-7 mm diam,, ± terete, weakly sulcate mm long, 1 mm wide; filament short, retracting;

or flattened; geniculum 1-3 cm long; blades nar- pollen pale orange, fading white. INFRUCTES-

rowly ovate to triangular, subcoriaceous, nar- CENCE erect-spreading; berries pale orange (B

rowly long-acuminate at apex, the acumen often & K Yellow-red 8/7.5), obovoid, 12-15 mm long,

turned down sharply, shallowly and broadly lobed 8-1 1 mm diam., rounded at apex, the apex dark-

at base, 16-56 cm long, 9.5-25 cm wide, widest er, depressed with 4 short, slightly elevated ridges;

at the base; the anterior lobe (13)18-30(37) cm mesocarp juicy, orange; seeds usually 2, oblong-

long, the margin ± straight to convex; the pos- elliptic, 6.5-7.5 mm long, 2.5-4 mm wide, en-

terior lobes (5)8-1 1(15) cm long, turning up; the cased in a flattened, translucent envelope that

sinus much broader than deep when flattened, projects up to 3 mm beyond the apex of the seed

obtuse to acute at apex; both surfaces semiglossy; and up to 1 mm beyond the lateral margins. Figs.

midrib obtusely raised on both surfaces at base, 57, 59, and 60.

more sharply raised toward apex on upper sur-
Anthurium cotobrusii is found in Costa Rica

face, finally diminishing at apex; primary lateral ^ ^ . * ^* f^r^ct ^\ ele-

.r^'.^. ^ Q ^^^c^A^ ,„^^i.i,,*jr .u„!li,.„„;„„j /__ and Panama m premontane wet forest at eie

rations of 1,000 to 1,500 m.

This species is most easily distinguished by its

sharply

pecially toward base) above, weakly raised be-

low, arcuate-ascending; basal veins 3-5 pairs, 3

or 4 of them coalesced 4-6 cm; posterior rib subcoriaceous leaves which have more or less

naked throughout its length, gradually curved to obscure reticulate veins when fresh but have con

almost straight, turning under; lesser veins less

conspicuous; the collective vein arising from the

spicuous reticulate veins when dry, and by its

prominently tapered, violet-purple spadix with

lowermost primary lateral vein, from a primary a tight cluster of stamens. In a dried state the

lateral vein above the middle or from the first flowers have their tepals turned somewhat up-

INFLORESCENCE wards, which, in conjunction with the clustered

shorter to longer than the leaves; peduncles ter- stamens, gives the spadix a rough appearance^

ete, (4.5)20-46 cm long; spathe green, pale green, Other diagnostic features are the primary latera

or green with purplish veins or heavily suffused veins often free to the margin in the basal half

with purple on inner surface, sometimes tinged of the blade, the thick, grayish roots that are

purple only at base medially, ovate to narrowly densely long-pubescent on drying and the ear>

emergent berries that are quadrangular wi

prominent ridges radiating from the center to

ovate, (2.5)5-9.5(12) cm long, (1.7)2.7-4.5 cm
wide, weakly boat-shaped to flat, acuminate at

apex, acute to rounded or shallowly cordate at ^ ^.^.

the base, inserted at 60°-70° angle on peduncle; The species is now placed in section Belolon-

stipe green or green tinged with purple, 10-20 chium. It was erroneously placed previously m

comers.

mm long in front, 2-6 mm long in back; spadix
green to dark purple-violet at anthesis, (2.5)5-

25 cm long, 7-15 mm diam. at base, 3-7 mm
diam. at apex, with a pungent, sweet scent when
droplets are fresh; flowers sub-4-lobed, 3.5-5 mm
long, 3.5-4 mm wide, sometimes ca. 3.5 mm in
both directions; 3-6 flowers visible in the prin-

cipal spiral, 7-10 flowers visible in the alternate

spiral; tepals dark violet-purple or yellow-green

%

the section Cardiolonchium by Croat and Bake^.

1980. It is most easily confused with A-
^'^^^^^

choanum, which has similar leaves, but the la^j^

has a short cylindroid, scarcely tapered spa
_

that is usually nodding and hooded by the spa
_^

when in flower (the spathe remaining erec

^^

fruit). In contrast, A. cotobrusii has an e^^^-

prominently tapered spadix and a proniin
^-

reflexed spathe. In addition, the berries o

with purple margins, sparsely punctate, more ranchoanum are smoothly rounded at apex.

densely so near margins, semiglossy to matte, the ^ ffw^ fincas a.^-r

inner margms broadLy convex; pistil green; s.ig- ^S^^.^^^^ n^rC^tTN 0'°^ U"iS (o"
>>"'"'

along

ma linear, purple-violet or green, ca. 0.6 mm border), Croat 26674 {UO),
form

before 25:

when the first and second stamens are opening;
Anthurium cubense EngL, Bot. Jahrb. Syst

^^^

364. 1 898. Type: Cuba. Ad Monte Tore
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300 m, Eggers 5402 (K, holotype; B, iso- the peduncle as short as or only slightly longer

type). than the spadix), its cylindroid, pale violet-pur-

Epiphytic or terrestrial; to 40 cm tall; stem

short, to 3 cm diam.; roots green, pubescent at

base, to 8 mm diam., ascending at upper nodes;

cataphylls subcoriaceous, to 6 cm long, drying

brown, remaining ± intact and persisting be-

tween leaves. LEAVES rosulate, erect; petioles

5-10 cm long, 5-1 1 mm diam., subterete or ob-

scurely quadrangular, broadly sulcate; geniculum
0.5-1 cm long, sometimes tinged purplish; blades

oblanceolate-elliptic, subcoriaceous, gradually

acuminate at apex, obtuse to narrowly rounded
at base, 26-83 cm long, 9-25 cm wide; the upper

pie spadix usually weakly tapered toward both

ends, and its bright red berries.

Engler (1905) also recognized material of this

species under the name A, recussatum Schott from

Cuba. That name, however, has been misapplied

and actually refers to A. hookeri Kunth from the

Lesser Antilles and northeastern South America.

Anthurium hookeri is not related to A. cubense,

although it has a similar rosulate habit. It differs

chiefly in having punctate leaves with unusual

scaliform secondary veins and by having super-

volute vernation.

surface semiglossy; the midrib bluntly raised Costa Rica, guanacaste: S of Penas Blancas, Lies-

above and below; primary lateral veins 6-7 per ner 4652 (MO), puntarenas: vicinity of Cabo Blanco

Nature Reserve, Burger & Liesner 6627 (F, MO).
Guatemala, alta verapaz: Cubilhuitz, Tuerck-

heim 8606 (US).

Nicaragua, chontales: S ofAcoyapa, Nichols 1725

side, raised above and below; lesser veins less

conspicuous. INFLORESCENCE erect; pedun-
cle 8-16 cm long, 5-6 mm diam., terete, green

suffused with violet; spathe subcoriaceous, sub- (MO); N of Cuapa, Stevens 3662, 6107 (MO); Vincelli

ovatf* ni.'w^ ^^^ *• J '^i. • 1 * ,.«i^ ^+ 56. 57 (MO). GRANADA: NE side ofVolcanMombacho,"vaie, olive green, tmged with violet-purple at ''7''' ^' ^ -'.
... ..^^ ., .^. ., ... .^^^ ,,.„. ^^

'

m:xrn\^. T c ,r 1 ^ . . •/ ^- Atwood & NeiU AN82 (MO); Neill 2730 (MO), ma-
margins, 2.5-16 cm long, 0.6-5 cm wide; spadix ^^^^^. vicinity of Managua, Maxon et ai 7538 (US).
weakly ellipsoidal, 5.5-10 cm long, 0.8-1 cm masaya: Volcan Masaya National Park, S/^-v^/i^ -^-/^-^

diam. midway, white or lavender (B & K Purple (MO), rivas: Isla de Ometepe on Volcan Mascaras near

6/7.5); flowers rhombic or weakly 4-lobed, 2.1- Santa Cruz
^'^^^'^^^^^^J

(^O). zelaya: along Cano

2 s mm i^»^« T /I -» ^ -J A. -J 11 Majagua, Stevens 6894 (MO).
^•J mm long, 2.4-2.6 mm wide, the sides weakly j & >

sigmoid; 9-12 flowers visible in the principal

spiral, 14-16 flowers visible in the alternate spi- Anthurium cuneatissimum (Engl.) Croat, comb.

nov. Anthurium consobrinum var. cuneatis-

simum Engl., Pflanzenr. IV 23B: 176. 1905.

Type: Costa Rica. Limon: Llanuras de Santa

Clara, 250 m, Donnell Smith 6811 (B, ho-

lotype; US, isotype).

Epiphyte; stems very short; roots dense, de-

ral; lepals matte, lateral tepals 1.2-1.4 mm wide;
pistil weakly raised, greenish; stigma linear to 0.4
n^m long; stamens emerging in scattered pattern

^nroughout, the lateral stamens emerging almost
to the apex before third or alternates emerge, held
just above tepals against pistil, obscuring pistil

^^,^,,^,^^ ,,,..3 ..., .-.w.., ..... .., ^^-
ncn all stamens develop; anthers white tinged

^^^n^j^g fy^zy (dried), ca. 3 mm thick; cata-
rea-violet; thecae oblong; pollen white. IN-
FRUCTESCENCE spreading; berries red, ob-
'ong-elliptic, 9-12 mm long, 4.5-6 mm wide;
^eds

1 or 2, 5-5,5 mm long, 3 mm wide. Figs.
^1 and 62.

phylls coriaceous, 6-9 cm long, acuminate at apex,

drying tan (B & K Red 9/10), weathering into

longitudinal fibers. LEAVES erect-spreading;

petioles usually quadrangular with sharp edges,

sometimes bluntly angular abaxially, often with

^'^?/^wr/wmcw^eA25^ is found in Cuba, Yucatan, a sharp medial rib abaxially, 6-32(40) cm long,

"" ' 5_7 mm wide; geniculum 0.8-2.5 cm long; blades

obovate-elliptic, subcoriaceous; (20)25-60 cm

long, 8.5-21 cm wide, long-acuminate at apex,

acute to cuneate at base; upper surface semi-

glossy to glossy, lower surface semiglossy; the

'^ uiier parts of eastern Guatemala on the At-
^ntic slope; also Nicaragua to Panama along the
^cific slope. The species is also known from
^nhem Colombia and Venezuela. It is known
""om tropical dry forest and drier parts oftropical
'"oist forest at low elevations. The species is ap- midrib broad, scarcely raised above, sometimes

Parently rare except in Nicaragua where it is lo-
*^3''y common.

^
^nihurium cubense is placed in section Pachy-

^'''^'n and is recognized by its short petioles,

°^ '"florescences (much shorter than the leaves;

with a weak medial rib, narrowing and sunken

bel

with 1-2 sharp ribs; primary lateral veins (5)10-

15 per side, departing midrib at 30°-40° angle,

± straight to collective vein or weakly arcualc-

ascending, raised in shallow valleys above, raised
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below; lesser veins flat above, flat and conspic- lanceolate to broadly lanceolate and about twice

uous below; collective vein arising from one of as long as the spadix (versus ovate and about as

the primary lateral veins, 1-3 mm from the mar- long as the spadix for A. cuneatissimum).

gin. INFLORESCENCE erect-spreading, usually This species was not distinguished in the treat-

shorter than leaves; peduncle 21-58 cm long, ment of the genus Anthurium for Costa Rica

sharply 1 -ribbed abaxially, 2-4-ribbed from base (Croat & Baker, 1979) even though we initially

to just above middle; spathe ovate, cucuUate, had material separated along these lines before

dark green, coriaceous, 2.5-6(9) cm long, 2.1-4 finding that the 3-sided versus 4-sided petiole

cm wide, abruptly to gradually acuminate at apex, character breaks down. Special thanks go to Mi-
rounded to truncate at base, inserted at 50''-70'' chael H. Grayum (University of Massachusetts)
angle on peduncle; spadix sessile, clavate, pale for pointing out additional characters that made
yellow-green or lemon-yellow, 1 .9-5 cm long, ca. their separation possible.

8 mm diam. midway, weakly tapered at base,

round at apex; flowers 4-lobed, 1 .6-2.2 mm long,

2-2.5 mm wide, the sides jaggedly sigmoid; 16

20 flowers visible in the principal spiral, 13-16 Sucio, Croat 35751 (MO).

CosTA Rica, alajuela: NNE of Bijagua, Burger &
Baker 9820 (MO); Croat 36275\ 36296\ 36454; 36480A
(MO), heredia: near Puerto Viejo along road near Rio

alternate

6-0
wide, the inner margin straight to convex and
turned up against pistil; the pistil emergent to

0.5 mm, white to pale greenish-white; stigma
brushhke, ca. 0.2 mm long, with small droplets
ca. 2 weeks before drying, 2-3 days before first

stamens emerge; lateral stamens emerging si-

multaneously on all flowers, soon followed by
third and fourth stamens, exserted on long, whit-
ish filaments, 0.3-1 mm long, 0.2-0.3 mm wide,
which slowly retract holding anthers in a tight
circle around and above pistil; anthers pale yel-
low, 0.3-0.4 mm long, 0.5-0.6 mm wide; thecae
ellipsoid; pollen pale yellow fading to white. IN-
FRUCTESCENCE with spadix 5-11 cm long;
^rries obovoid, greenish-yellow to white, 4-4.3
mm long, 2.5 mm thick, sharply pointed at apex;
s^eds 2. Fig. 63.

^nthurium cuneatissimum is known from the
Atlantic slopes in Costa Rica and Panama in
tropical wet forest life zones from 20 to 450 m
Elevation in Costa Rica and at much higher el-

<^vations of 800 to 1,000 m in Panama.

The species is in section P^c/zyw^wr/wm and is apex, truncate to subcordate to rarely promi-

^istmguished by its long, usually quadrangular, nently lobed at base, 25-62 cm long, 1 1-40 cm
sharply margined petiole, broad leaf blade, cu- wide; the sinus (when blade is lobed) hippocrep-
P^late, coriaceous, ovate spathe, short clavate, iform to spathulate; midrib convexly raised above

^^on-yellow spadix, and white obovoid berries. and below; primary lateral veins 11-15 per side,

«isconfusedonlywith^.5/7ar/?/p//y/wm, which sunken above, raised below, often reddish be-

^^ares a similar short clavate, sometimes yellow- neath; lesser veins sunken above, raised below;

!* spadix. That species differs, however, in hav- collective vein arising from one ofthe lowermost
""8 much narrower leaves with 20-30 promi- basal veins, sunken above, raised below, 1-2 mm
J^nUysunkenprimarylateralveins(versus(5)10- from margin. INFLORESCENCE erect-spread-

scarcely sunken veins for A, cuneatissimum), ing, shorter than or equal to the leaves; peduncle

^mmonly 3-sided petioles, and a spathe that is 28-46 cm long, terete; spathe membranaceous,

Anthurium cuspidatum Mast., Gard. Chron. 3:

428. 1875. Type: Colombia? Hort. Vietch.,

January 1875 (K).

Anthurium talamancaeEngl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25: 386.

1898. Type: Costa Rica. Limon: Talamanca, near

Shirores, 100 m, Tonduz 9233 (B, hololectotype,

designated Croat & Baker, 1979).

Anthurium donnellsmithii Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25:

389. 1898. Type: Costa Rica. Limon: Rio Jime-

nez, Llanos de Santa Clara, 280 m, April 1894,

J Donnell Smith 4979 (B, holotype; US, isotype).

Anthurium orteganum Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25: 387.

1898. Type: Colombia. Cauca: near PopoySn,

1,500-1,700 m, Lehmann 5989 (B, holotype; F,

K, isotypes).

Anthurium johnii En^., Pflanzenr. IV 23B: 119. 1905.

Type: Costa Rica. Limon: Suerre, Llanos de

Santa Clara, 300 m, J Donnell Smith 6812 (B),

Epiphyte or terrestrial; stems often to 50 cm
long, ca. 3 cm diam.; internodes short; cataphylls

7-15 cm long, subcoriaceous, drying pale red-

dish-brown, weathering into fibers. LEAVES
erect-spreading; petioles terete, 30-1 18 cm long,

4-12 mm diam.; geniculum 2-3 cm long; blades

usually ovate-oblong, sometimes narrowly ovate,

moderately chartaceous, abruptly acuminate at
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oblong-lanceolate, pale green, sometimes tinged A. cuspidatum can be distinquished by having a

purple, 7.5-18 cm long, 1.8-2.5 cm wide, grad- definite posterior rib (coalesced basal veins).

ually acuminate at apex, round at base; spadix Anthurium cuspidatumhdisurmmhtr oHMvcig

green to usually dark violet-purple, 6.5-18 cm species in the coastal and sub-Andean portions

long, ca. 5.5 mm diam. at base, 4.5 mm diam. ofColombia and Ecuador. Many of these species

at apex; flowers rhombic, 3.5-3.8 mm long, 2.8- may prove to be synonymous but others have

3 mm wide, the sides straight to weakly sigmoid; radically different inflorescences while sharing

4-5 flowers visible in the principal spiral, 5-6 similar leaf blades with numerous primary lat-

flowers visible in the alternate spiral; tepals glossy; eral veins. Included in the complex are A. mon-

pistils weakly emergent, violet-purple; stigma ticolum Engl., A. longicaudatum Engl., A. oreo-

linear, ca. 0.5 mm long; stamens emerging in philum Sodiro, and others,

scattered manner from base, the basal one quar-
with Costa Rica, alajuela: NNE ofBijagua, Croat 36251

o^,v^i u ^t t ,.• .. i6i72 (MO); road from Cariblanco to Lake Hule,Ba/c-
apical one half emerge, held m tight contiguous er et al. 224 (F, MO); Finca Los Ensayos, NW of Zar-

cluster obscuring pistil; anthers violet-purple; cero, Croat 43590 (MO); E rim of Lake Hule, Luteyn

thecae oblong, scarcely divaricate; pollen pale ii5i (MO); between Naranjo and Aguas Zarcas, Croa/

INFRUCTESCENCE
L long; berries ourole-

46958 (MO); N of Rio Naranjo along road to Upala,

Utley & Utley 5343 (DUKE); San Carlos, Smith 165S

(MO); between Volcan Poas and Volcan Barba, Croat

violet to reddish-violet, ovoid-ellipsoid, 6-8 mm 35466 (MO), cartago: road between Juan Vinas and

long, ca. 5.3 mm wide. Figs. 64 and 65. Turrialba, Croat 36830 (MO); road between Moravia

to Quebrada Platanillo, Croat 36653, 36673 (MO);

The species is found from Nicaragua tn Fr along Rio Grande de Orosi between bridge and Ta

uador at elevations from 400 to 1 ,700 m or rarely
lower in very wet areas, in premontane wet, trop-
ical wet, premontane rain, and lower montane
rain forest life zones. It is one of the more com-
mon species of Anthurium.

pantai, Gentry 976 (MO); between Trinidad and Col-

iblanco, Utley & Utley 2724 (MO), heredia: vicinity

Bajo La Hondura, Croat 44511 (MO); S of Cariblanco,

Croat 35776 (MO); near Puerto Viejo, along road near

Rio Sucio, Croat 35694. 35763 (MO); near Rio Para

Blanco, Lent 2856 (MO); N of Vara Blanca, Croat

35607 (MO), limon: Hacienda Tapezco-Hacienda U

Anthurium cuspidatum is distinguished by its ^f'^"' W of Tortuguero Davidson 6746 6m (MO);

thin iici.'.n^/r^Ki^r,^ ^ 1-1 J • ,
between Siguerres and Limon, Baker laJ tr, x" /

hin, usually oblong-ovate blades with many veins Burger et al. 10522 (F, MO); SW of Siguerres, Vtky

(these often drying reddish-brown or with pur- & Utley 5445 (DUKE); Talamanca, Pittier & Tondu:

phsh splotches on the blade) and by its lone ^^^^ (BR. US); between Turrialba and Limon, Croai

slender, weakly tapered, violet-purple spadix and ''''I ^'^O)"
f^, '^f'

'}?^'' tlZom^ZTBZer
earlv exserted nhlnna u^r-f^^o tu * .

road from San Isidro del General to Dominicdi, ^ -^

Innl Z^H f Iv.^ ,

^^ ^'^ ^''^^''^^ ^ & ^«^^'- ^0094 (F, MO); Burger & Visconti 706 (F,

long tirne before they ultimately ripen red. An MO); Bajo La Hondura, Utley & Utley 4997 (DUKE

unusual feature not previously seen on any other MO); between Rio Cascajal and Rio Hondura. t^"

Anthurium is exhibited by Croat 25605. In that
^"^^^ (^^^' between San Isidro del General and u

specimen the uppermost roots were subtenHpH
"^i^i^al, Croat 35321 (MO),

by and enveloped in cataphylls.

iiiis^ai, s^ruuL jjjzi ^iviv.^;. ... .niC

Nicaragua, matagalpa: Cerro Musun, ^^^ .a
(MO). RIO SAN juan: near Caiio Chontalefio, Nb o

Anthurium cuspidatum was placed in section Castillo, Neill 3426 (MO).
Polyneurium by Engler but has since been shown
to be an atypical member of section Pachyneu- Anthurium davidsoniae Standi., Publ. Field Mus.

num because of its involute vernation. It is su-
perficially close to A. wiUiamsii of Costa Rica
Panama, and northwestern South America with
which It shares a nearly identical inflorescence
and similar thin, veiny leaves. Anthurium wil-
liamsii, in section Polyneurium. differs in having
supervolute vernation and a more ovate blade
with more basal veins that are free or neariy free
to the base. Anthurium cuspidatum is quite vari-
able in leaf shape with blades sometimes ovate,
similar to A. williamsii, but when this is the case'

Nat. Hist., Bot. Ser. 22: 4. 1940. Type: Pan-

ama. Chiriqui: Bajo Chorro, Boquete i^

trict, 1,800 m, 17 January 1938, M.E^ ^

vidson 134 (F 915728, holotype; MO, o .

isotype).

m

Usually terrestrial, rarely epiphytic;
stents

vjsuaiiy icrresmai, laiciy v-^iF"^ , -j

elongate, less than 1 cm diam.; internodes s

^^

at apex, longer in lower portion of stem,
_^^

phylls moderately thick, to 1 2 cm long, "0

± erect; petioles
shal^

lowly sulcate with sharp marginal ribs adaxia
reddish-brown. LEAVES
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13-27 cm long, 2.5-3.5 mm wide; blades ovate to be considered a separate section. All species

to narrowly ovate, ± chartaceous, usually con- in the group share thin, prominently veined, often

spicuously bullate, 15-23 cm long, 9.5-15.5 cm bullate leaves, elongate slender stems, and com-
wide, long-acuminate at apex, shallowly and monly green inflorescences and fruits.

broadly lobed at base; the upper surface pale

green, the lower surface slightly paler; the midrib

narrowly raised; primary lateral veins 10-12 per

Costa Rica, alajuela: no other location, Smith 1123
(NY); Zarcero, Smith 431 (MO), cartago: vicinity

Orosi, Standley 39928 (US); S of Tapanti, Burger &
side, sunken, straight or weakly arched to col- Burger 8434 (F, MO, U). guanacaste: no other lo-

lective vein; collective vein arising from the first cation, Primack et al 433 (DUKE), heredia; N of

Vara Blanca, Croat 36023 (MO); Skutch 3644 (MICH,
MO, NY). PUNTARENAS & ALAJUELA: Montcverdc re-

serve, Burger & Baker 9734 (F, MO), san jose & here-

or second basal vein, 6-8 mm from margin. IN-

FLORESCENCE erect, shorter than leaves; pe-

duncle 9-19 cm long; spathe lanceolate, pale dia: Cerro Zurqui, .4/m^(/a J657 (CAS), san jose: NW
green, 3-5 cm long, 5-10 mm wide; spadix pale of Cascajal, Taylor 11303 (NY).

yellow-green, 2-4 cm long, 5-7 mm diam. at

base, 2-3 mm diam. at apex; flowers rhombic to Anthurium durandii Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25:

401. 1898. Type: Costa Rica. Inter la Di-

vision et TAlto del Palmital, January 1891,

Pittier 3868 (B, hololectotype; BR, CR, iso-

lectotypes, designated Croat & Baker, 1 979).

4-lobed, 2.3-2.7 mm long, 2.7-3 mm wide; 3-5
flowers visible in the principal spiral, 4-7 flowers

visible in the alternate spiral; tepals matte, lateral

tepals 1-1.2 mm wide; pistil emergent, green;

stigmas exserted, brushlike; stamens emerging
but may retract (not evident on dry specimens) Anthurium littorale Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25: 405.

INFRUCTESCENCE with spadix 3.5-6 cm long; \ll\ V^J,^' ^^TS m'«
" ^7f" ^'^f^t^Z^^ ^ 1892, Pittier 6837 (BR, holotype; CR, isotype).

berries greenish-yellow; mesocarp syrupy; seeds
obovoid, yellow-green, darker at apex with nu-
merous raphide cells visible on the surface. Fig.
70.

Anthurium davidsoniae is known from Costa
Rica and western Panama, from 1,300 to 2,000
m elevation in premontane rain and lower mon-
tane rain forest.

The species is related to both A. pallens and
-^^ ^mcrospadix. although more closely to the lat-
^er. All ofthese species share a similar habit with
elongate stems and a similar inflorescence. An-
thurium davidsoniae differs from both others by
^^ing a much broader, more ovate, more con-

spicuously bullate leaf blade

Epiphytic or rarely terrestrial; stems short; in-

temodes sometimes to 3 cm long; roots short,

sometimes purplish; cataphylls moderately thin,

5.4-6 cm long acuminate at apex, drying pale

brown, weathering to reticulate fibers, ultimately

deciduous. LEAVES erect-spreading; petioles 9-

25 cm long, 4-5 mm diam., broadly and sharply

sulcate adaxially, rounded abaxially, sparsely,

dark glandular-punctate; geniculum 1.5-3 cm
long; blades elliptic, coriaceous, short-acuminate

at apex, obtuse at base, 10-3 1 cm long, 4-1 5 cm
wide, broadest near middle; both surfaces matte,

dark glandular-punctate, the lower surface paler,

the upper surface drying with an alveolate pat-

tern; midrib convexly raised at base above, acute

uriiim.

All three of the above species occur in similar at middle, weakly sunken toward apex, convexly

l^loud forest habitats and evaluation of herbar- raised below, narrowing toward apex; primary
um material alone is unsatisfactory in separa-

P ^
considering the variability of Anth

j|

observations have convinced me, however,
3t they are all good species. Anthurium david-

^^i^e and A. microspadix are both semi-erect
^"ts and are usually terrestrial but require

lateral veins 8-15 per side, departing midrib at

45*' angle, straight to collective vein, flat to weak-

ly sunken above, raised below, lesser veins ob-

scure; collective vein arising from the base, 9-

15 mm from the margin, a secondary collective

vein sometimes extending to about the middle«.iw usually iciiCJitiiai uuL iti-iuin- Tw*A* ^^-^^^ - w
something to lean on for support. Anthurium of the blade. INFLORESCENCE spreading,

Pfi^m is usually a pendent epiphyte. Anthurium shorter than or equalling leaves; peduncle 1 2-40

'^^^idsoniae is placed in section Xialophyllium cm long, ca. 3 mm diam.; spathe moderately

"I

an alliance I refer to as the A. microspadix thin, pale green to pinkish green (B & K Yeilow-

J'liance. This group, which differs substantially green 7/7.5), oblong-lanceolate, 4-7 cm long, 1-

^0"! other members of section Xialophyllium 1.5 cm wide, broadest near the base, abruptly

'"^h as A. caucanum Engl., may ultimately have acuminate at apex, acute at base, msertcd at ca.
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Fig
f„.'"'^'''«Es 70-73. 70. AnthurmmdavidsoniaeStandl,Croat48592.-7\-72.AnthuriumfatoancK.Krause,

" ^^-^9.-73. Anthurium flexile Schott, Croat 36467.
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65"* angle on peduncle; spadix pale green turning narrowly oblanceolate, subcoriaceous, 40-80 cm

reddish brown, narrowly tapered toward apex, long, 5-1 1.5 cm wide, narrowly attenuate at base,

10-16.5 cm long, 4-9 mm diam. at base, 2-4 long-acuminate at apex; primary lateral veins 10-

mm diam. at apex; flowers 4-lobed, 3-4 mm 12 per side, raised above and below (dry), de-

long, 2.5-3 mm wide, the sides straight in the parting midrib at 40°-45° angle, weakly arched

direction of the principal spiral, sigmoid perpen- to collective vein; the collective vein arising from

dicular to the spiral; ca. 3 flowers visible in the the base or one of the lowermost primary lateral

principal spiral, ca. 5 flowers visible in the al- veins, 1-4 mm from margin. INFLORES-
temate spiral; tepals semiglossy, lateral tepals 1 .8- CENCE shorter than leaves; peduncle 29-32 cm

2.2 mm wide, the inner margin convex; pistils long; spathe lanceolate-ovate, green, 5-7.7 cm

emergent but not raised, square, green; stigmas long, 2-2.6 cm wide, clasping at base; spadix

scarcely visible, ca. 0.2 mm long, drying black; creamy white, oblong to clavate, 4.5-6 cm long,

stamens emerging from the base, laterals first, 0.8-1 cm diam. at base, 9 mm diam. at apex;

scarcely exposed, quickly retracting before alter- 10-12 flowers visible in the principal spiral; te-

nates emerge; pollen white. INFRUCTES- pals matte, longer than wide; stamens exserted,

CENCE with spadix to 22 cm long; berries ovoid, emerging in a somewhat irregular fashion in a

probably orange. Fig. 66

Anthunumdurandii is known only from Costa ^^-^^^ ^^^^^^-^ ^^ ^^^hesis. INFRUCTES-
Rica on the Pacific slope in San Jose and Pun- cENCE with spadix to 13 cm long; 1.5-1.7 cm
arenas Province at elevations from near sea level ^. ^^^^^ ^^ght red, obovoid, ca. 4.6-7 mm
to 1,600 m in tropical wet and premontane rain

^ ^_^ ^^ ^-^ 3^^^, 2, 2.7-2.9 mm long,

forest.
1.5-1.7 mm wide. Figs. 67 and 68.

It was initially confused with A. paludosum by jhe species is found in Costa Rica in tropica!

Standley which was reported from the Atlantic wet forest formations from sea level to 800 m
slope of Costa Rica. Anthurium durandii resem- elevation. Until recently it was known only from

bles A. paludosum superficially but differs in the Osa Peninsula and the adjacent Golfo Dulce

having the cataphyll weathering into a dense fi- region, but now it has been collected in San Jose

brous network and in having longer petioles, one
third to equally as long as the blade and in having
a more or less elliptic leaf blade. It is a member
of section Porphyrochitonium.

Province on the road to Purrita.

Anthurium eximium can be distinguished b>

the oblanceolate, epunctate leaves, the persisting

cataphylls, the clasping, lanceolate spathe, t e
Engler cited two specimens in his original de- cataphylls, the clasping, lanceolate spamc,

^

scription of A. durandii. The second of these cylindrical to clavate spadix, and the bright re

Tonduz 8422 (BR) is A. gracile (Rudge) Lindl. berries

which ic. ,.31. i^n^vx Lw 111^/ »..."• ' .

Costa Rica. No other location, Pittier 3868. 6837 and leaf characters, but can be distinguished oy

slope

(BR). PUNTARENAs: Finca Loma Linda, SW of Caiias
Gordas, Liesner 645 (NY, US); 231 (MO NY US)-
along Fila Las Cruces, Luleyn 3855 (DUKE)- Osa Pen-
insula, W of Rincon de Osa, Burger & Liesner 7322
(MOy Liesner 1845 (MO); Raven 21510 (DS); S of San
V.to de i^^^. Raven 21758. 21841 (DS). san jose:
below Santa Maria de Doto, Croat 55203 (MO).

Anthurium eximium Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst 25"
412. 1898. Type: Costa Rica. Puntarenas: in
forest near Punta Mala, Tonduz 6768 (BR, ^...^.. ^

hololectotype (two sheets); CR, isolectotype; A. consobrinum sltq white with pu
designated Croat & Baker, 1979).

Epiphyte; stem elongate, ca. 1 cm diam.- roots
thick; cataphylls persisting intact, overlapping at
base, drying yellow-brown. LEAVES spreading-
petioles broadly sulcate, rounded to 3-ribbed
abaxially, 7-12 cm long, 6-7 mm diam.- blades

the persisting cataphylls.

In his monograph, Engler (1905) cited A.e^^^

imium as a synonym of^. consobrinum. The
^

shapes in both species are very similar. Hovve
^^

Schott's illustration of A. consobrinum clear^.^

shows a long, slightly tapering spadix with pis^^

and berries greatly exceeding the tepals. An

ium consobrinum is a common species

Atlantic lowlands and numerous collections^
^^

consistent with Schott's drawing. The berrie

^^

red
rple, pi"''

orange apices as opposed to the soHd ^'^p
.. ^f

rted and are

nthesis-

berries of ^. eximium. In addition,

A. consobrinum are early long-exse

held at about the level ofthe stamens at a
^^,^^

Anthurium eximium is a member oi s

^^
Pachyneurium despite certain features i

^^^

with section Calomystrium, including the

I

I

(

-t

complete sequence, the leading stamens 1-2 spi- *?

rals ahead of the third and fourth; pollen yellow,

w

rj

"1

iff1

1

I

*1

I
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persistent, intact cataphylls and the presence of wide; thecae broadly ovate; pollen white. IN-

linear raphide cells on both blade surfaces.

Costa Rica. No other location, Piitier 6768 (BR).

PUNTARENAS: Osa Peoinsula, Corcovado National Park,

Liesner2846, 2996 (MO); above Palmar Norte, Croat
35121 (MO); Punta Mala, Tonduz 6768 (BR); Rincon

NY)

FRUCTESCENCE with spadix to 26 cm long;

berries cream to greenish-yellow or orange, ob-

long-ovoid, 4-7 mm long, acute at apex. Figs.

71 and 72.

The species is known from southern Costa Rica

19i4 (MO); Santo Domingo of Golfo Dulce, Tonduz and Panama, occurring principally on the Carib-

7J60
(BR, CR, US), san jose: below Santa Maria de bean slope from sea level to 1 ,000 m in wetter

parts of tropical moist forest as well as in tropical

wet, premontane wet and lower montane wet

Dolo, Croat 55204 (MO).

Anthurium fatoense K. Krause, Notizbl. Bot. forest. It also occurs on the Pacific slope in the

Gart. Berlin-Dahlem 11: 61 L 1932. Type:
Panama. Colon: Dos Bocas, Rio Fato Val-
ley, 40-80 m elev., Pittier 4227 (US).

Rosulate epiphyte; stems to 60 cm long, usu-
ally much shorter, ca. 1 cm diam.; dense mass
of greenish roots, acute and ascending at tips;

cataphylls subcoriaceous, sometimes tinged with
red, 5-10 cm long, drying medium brown, per-
sisting ± intact. LEAVES erect-spreading; peti-
oles quadrangular, sulcate, 2.5-5(9.5) cm long,
5-7 mm wide; geniculum 7-10(20) mm long;

Fortuna area of Chiriqui Province.

Anthurium fatoense is a member of section

Pachyneurium and is considerably variable in

the size of the leaves and inflorescences as well

as in berry color. It is most easily confused with

A. consobrinum in Costa Rica and is distin-

guished by its tapered, greenish spadix, which

has the stamens emerged in a close cluster with

the pistil not at all apparent. In the flowers of ^.

consobrinum, the pistil emerges well ahead ofthe

stamens and dwarfs the stamens in size, extend-
ades oblong-oblanceolate, gradually acuminate i^g several millimeters above the stamens. De-

a^ apex, acute at base, 24-83 cm long, 6-26 cm ^pite the close vegetative resemblance of the two
lae, broadest at middle or above; both surfaces species, they are probably not closely related,

semiglossy; midrib acutely raised above, square
and prominently raised below; primary lateral Costa Rica, alajuela: between Naranjo & Aguas
veins 8-16 per side departing midrib at 45° an- Zarcas, NE ofVilla Quesada, Croat 46976 (MO), limon:

e'c, arcuate-ascending, acutely raised above,
raised and sometimes reddish below; submar-
g'nal collective vein arising in the apical quarter
of blade, 2-9 mm from margin. INFLORES- Anthurium flexile Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 180.

CENCE erect-spreading to arching-pendent,
^^^^•

J

orter than or equalling leaves; peduncle 1 4-48 ^ Anthurium flexile ssp. flexile. Type: Costa Rica.
'" long, subterete, faintly ribbed; spathe pale

S of Punta Cahuita, Croat 43197 (MO); between Rio

Bananito & Cahuita, Burger et al. 10485 (MO).

Wendland
purpl holotype)

97671) (BR, CR, US).

folate, 5.5-9 cm long, 0.7-1.3 cm wide, nar-
rowly

long-acuminate to abruptly acuminate at Anthurium myosuroides (H.B.K.) Endl. var. angusti-

^Pex, obtuse to subcordate at base- snadix Dale ^'^''^ ^"^' ^°^- ^^^'^- ^^^'- ^^- ^^^- ^ ^^^- '^''''^•

reddish n.
suDcordate at base, spadix pale

j^.^^ ^.^^^. j^^^^ p^^^^^ gygy (/,„,,^^^^uisn or green tmged reddish, 5-15 cm long,

^
» mm diam. at base, 2.5-4 mm diam. at apex;

,

°^"^ rhombic to weakly 4-lobed, 1.8-2.8 mm Scandent epiphyte; the stem elongate; inter-

°% 2-3 mm wide, the sides straight parallel to nodes 2-6 cm long, ca. 3 mm thick; roots slender,

Principal
spiral, gradually sigmoid on alternate 1-2 cm long, scattered along the internodes; cata-

g'

J'''

^-9 flowers visible in the principal spiral phylls to 4 cm long. LEAVES spreading; petioles

ten
]~^'^ '^^^wers visible in the alternate spiral;

, 5
"^^"e to weakly glossy, lateral tepals 1 .2-

bro Hi'"
^*^^' *^^ '""^'' "^^'g'"^ straight to

2aly rounded; pistils emergent 1-6 mm, pale

4-1

elliptic or narrowly elliptic, ( 1 0) 1 3-26.5 cm long,

(2.5)3-9(10.5) cm wide, acuminate to long-acu-

-—
, ^..w.. ..x.^.6^..t .-.. »...., K-- minate at apex, narrowly subcordate, pliveined

^<^en or white; stigma brushlike, ca. 0.5 mm at base, the upper surface semiglossy; midrib

^g; stamens emerging in a slow progression sunken; collective vein arising from the base or
''"^ the base in a ± complete sequence, well fused with the midrib for 0.2-2.5 cm from base.

lo

fro

Jfrted and held against sides ofexserted pistils; INFLORESCENCE usually arching-pendent;

'"^rs white, 0.5-0.6 mm long, 0.5-0.8 mm penduncle 4-23 cm long, terete; spathe green.
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lanceolate, 3.5-9.5 cm long, 0.7-1.8 cm wide; Zunu, vicinity Tapijulapa, MagaM 3127 (MO), ver-

stipe absent or to 2 mm long; spadix violet-pur- acruz: no other location, Rosas 1055 (XAL); Biolog-

ical Station at Tuxtla, Calderon 2186 (F, XAL); Go-

m^z-Pompa 4565 (F); Rosas & Villalpando IM
Lake

pie at anthesis, 4.5-13 cm long, 0.3-0.5 cm diam.

at base, usually less than 1 cm diam. at apex.

INFRUCTESCENCE M^ith spadix to 2 cm diam.;

berries oblong-ellipsoid to narrowly ellipsoid or zada 577 (F, XAL); vicinity Hidalgotitlan, Dorantes

narrowly ovoid (with four longitudinal ridges on i^^^^
S^AL, MEXU); Gom^z-F.m^a t^fJ'Xl

Moore

drying), orange to red, 0.5-1.2 cm long, with

numerous round to slightly elongated raphide

(XAL); Vazquez 854 (XAL); NW of La Palma, Toledo

4 (MEXU); Rio Solosuchil, Vazquez 1625 (XAL).

Nicaragua. No other location, Tate 405 (B). ma-

cells visible on drying; mesocarp orange, pulpy; tagalpa: Cerro Musun, Neill 1726 (MO), rivas: Isla

seeds (1)2(3), black, suborbicular, flattened, ca. ^e Ometepe, NW slope of Volcan Maderas, Stems

6674 (MO), zelaya: along Cano Majagua, 5/am697^

(MO); S slopes ofCerro El Inocente, Stevens 6790 (MO),

Anthuriumflexile is a member of section Poly- ^^^^^ ^^"^ ^^^"^ Saslaya to San Jose del Hormiguero

6-9 mm long. Figs. 69, 73, and 75.

phyllium and consists oftwo subspecies. The ssp.

flexile ranges from Mexico to Panama at to

1,000 m elevation in tropical wet forest life zones.

Stevens 7089 (MO); S of bridge at Colonia Agncola

Yolaina, Stevens 6466 (MO); Vincelli 212 (MO); W ot

Rio Wawa ferry on road from Puerto Cabezas, Stems

8650 (MO); near Rio Okanwas, E of Rosita, Neill44f

It is distinquished from ssp. muelleri by the char- (MO); vicinity Wani including Rio Uli, Stevens li^

acters listed in the Key. For a discussion of these (MO),

differences see the discussion of ssp. muelleri.

Belize, cayo district: Maya Mountains Cocks- ">. Anthurium flexile ssp. muelleri (Macbr.) roa

~
'

& Baker, Selbyana 2: 236. 1978. Anthurnm

muelleri Macbr., CandoUea 5: 348. 1934.

Anthurium mexicanum Engl., Monogr.

Phan.2: 105. 1879,nonLiebm., 1849. Type

Mexico. Veracruz: Orizaba, Mueller i^W

(NY, hololectotype; BR, LE, isolectotypes.

here designated).

flexile

comb, Schipp S-192 (MICH, MO), stann creek
district: Sittee River, Kendal, Schipp 192 (F, NY).
TOLEDO district: Colombia Forest Station, Proctor
36087 (MO); Maya Mountains, Gabriel Camp, Boutin
& Schlosser 5153 (MO); near Monkey River, Gentle
3852 (MO, NY); Rio Blanco branch, Stevenson 110
(F).

CosTA Rica, alajuela: vicinity of Bijagua, Burger
& Baker 9871 (F); Croat 36467 (MO); Llanura de San
Carlos, Molina et al. 17658 (EAP, F). guanacaste:
vicinity of Tilaran, Gentry 2025 (MO); Standley & Va- . -^^i .:„h.:npr,>«; in that the leaves are lanceo-

lerio 44253, 44290, 45020, 45997, 46112 (US), here- ^"^^ subspecies m that ^^e ja

dia: Pedregal, Wendland 932 (GOET). limon: Los '^^e, broadest below the middle ^^^^^^ ^^^

Diamantes, Schubert 1133 (US); Matina, Pittier 9767 at the base and the first pair of basal \e

(CR, US), puntarenas: SE of the Rio Claro, Burger & not fused with the midrib or very rarely so. i

Malta 4803 (F). san jose: Tucurrique, Tonduz 12750
(US).

Guatemala, izabal: Rio Chacon Machaca, Johnson
1257 (UCLA): Cerro San Gil, along Rio Bonito, Stey-

spadix may be stipitate 1-1.5 cm. Fig-
-^^^

occurs in Mexico and Guatemala at eleva i_^^^

of 1 ,000 to 1 ,700 m and is replaced by
the typ

7 y m

ermark 41693 (F); 41886 (F, NY), san marcos: vicin- subspecies in southern Central Amenca.
ity Finca Armenia, above Africa, Croat 40954 (MO). ,„p^ .uiv
suchitepequez: no other location, Lind 73 (WIS). Mexico. No other location, Linden i^^fj;Ly yj.

HONDURAS, atlantida: near Point Triunfo, Wilson pas: Pueblo Nuevo Solistahuacan, Clark 28^ j^
^

^
9 (NY): vicnitv T^ r.JK. v.„.^., .. ., c,.. .^

^^^-^^ of Rayon, Selva Negra, Breedlove 26
UJ^y^^'̂ ^.

DS). VERACRUZ: Cerro de San Martin, C^J'-^^"
^pj,,^

Orizaba, Mueller & Schlumberger ^^-^ (^ iUV<y^'
to)); Santa Marta, Los Tuxtla, Sousa 3580 i

^^

San Andres Tuxtla, Beaman & Alvarez

MEXU); Sousa 3445 (CAS, MEXU) Standi^''

La
MICH, MO, NY, US); Lancetil'la \sW^yTchlcTerTng
206 (MICH); Croat 42654 (MO); Molina 10454 (EAP

2 f^^^'^lfL^^^^^'
^^^^^ (^' US>; ^6^-^^ (F); y^^ncker

4615 (F, MO). GRAciAS A digs: Mosquiiia Region Rio
Platano, Gentry et al. 7518 (MO).
Mexico, chiapas: vicinity Nuevo Amatenango Ma-

tuda 30187 (MEXU); vicinity of Munic. Palekque
Breedlove 24248, 26513, 28889, 35342 (CAS DS)
34994 (DS); vicinity of Palenque, Croat 40285 (MO)
Hoover 135 (MO); Matuda 3644 (MEXU)- N of Pi-
chucalco, Miranda 6628 (MEXU); between Rancheria

nandc. 169 (MEXU). tabasco: vicinity Cerro de (MO); above Finca El Porvenir, Standley
374J

Azufre, Gdly & Hernandez 277, 289 (MEXU); E of Stey^rmark 37212 37240 (F). solalA:
VolcanAt.

Teapa. Conrad et al 2881 (MO); Croat 40129 MO); above Finca MoctW^^^ 47925 (F MO).

Guatemala, chimaltenango: P^najaDai,
^^^

62121 (F); near Sibaja, Standley ^-^^^^^u
quezaltenango: between Finca Pirineos a

j^^da

Standley 86955, 86977, 86990 (F); %«"^Ajariade
San Jeronimo, Finca Pirineos, vicinityj>ani ^^^ ,^

Jesus, Steyermark 33336. 33450 (F);
J'«"^'^, 408^^

I
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P'f'LRE 74. Amhurium Jlcxile ssp. mucllen (Macbr.) Croat & Baker, Molina et at. 17658.
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AnthurJum formosum Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: The species is found in Costa Rica, Panama,
181. 1858. Type: Costa Rica. Cartago?: near Colombia, and perhaps also Ecuador [see Gentry

583 (GOET). 9621 (MO)] at elevations of 500 to 1,500 m. InNaranjo, Wendland 583 (GOET).

Anthurium lactiflorum Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 6: 277.

1885. Type: Colombia, Lehmann 2582 (B).

Epiphytic or often terrestrial; stems often to 1

m long; roots thick, directed downward; cata-

phylls coriaceous, narrowly rounded at apex, with

subapical apiculum, drying tan, persisting intact.

LEAVES erect-spreading; petioles 40-150 cm
long, 0.6-1 cm diam., subterete, weakly flattened

or weakly sulcate adaxially; geniculum 2-2.2 cm

Costa Rica and Panama the species occurs in

premontane wet forest and more commonly in

premontane rain forest and lower montane rain

forest. It is often one ofthe most common species

at middle elevations, where it is generally found

along shady road banks and sometimes forms

large stands.

Anthurium formosum is variable both in size

of leaves and inflorescences and in the color of

long, tinged pinkish; blades ovate, 30-80 cm long, ^^^ ^P^^^^ ^^^ spadix, both of which vary from

20-52 cm wide, acuminate and turning down at ^^^^^ ^^ purplish-violet at anthesis. The spathe

and spadix, if white at anthesis, tend to become

more colored with age. The collective vein is also

apex, deeply lobed at base; anterior lobe 31-54
cm long; the posterior lobes 1 3-20 cm long; sinus
broadly hippocrepiform to spathulate; both sur- ^"^^e variable, sometimes arising from one of

faces glossy; midrib acutely raised above and be- ^^^ lowermost basal veins or sometimes from

the second or third basal vein.

The species is a member of section Calomys-

trium and is distinguished by its usually large

low; primary lateral veins 7-9 per side, sunken
m valleys above, raised below; interprimary veins
sunken above, raised below; basal veins 7-8 pairs,
the fourth to sixth coalesced 2 5-3 cm- the pos- cordate blade with a prominent posterior rib, by

terior rib naked, turned up; collective vein usu- ^^^ large ovate or oblong-elliptic, subcoriaceous

ally arising from one ofthe lowermost basal veins, spathe, glossy tepals, sharp, early-emergent pis-

frequently from the second or third basal vein, ^^^^ and reddish-violet to violet-purple berries.

Leaf blades usually dry olive green with char-

erect-spreading; peduncle 2 1-47 cm long, stout;
acteristic reddish-brown veins and with purplish

spathe subcoriaceous, ovate or oblong-elliptic,
pale greenish white to pale violet, 12.5-24 cm
ong, 3-8.5 cm wide, cuspidate at apex, round at

INFLORESCENCE

and/or brownish blotches.

Maxon
(NY)

°ase, held close to spadix even in fruit inserted Turrialba to Moravia, Burger et al. 10031 (DUKE,
31 45° angle on peduncle- snadix stmitate 1 2-1

5

^^)= ^°^^ ^""^"^ Turrialba to Moravia, Croat 36552,

mm in front ^
%^'''''''^'

^^^f
^ stipitate 12 15

^^^^^ ^^^^. ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^j^ ^^ Quebrada Plata-

purnl
" ;'/~-^ "^™ ^" ^^^^' ^^^^^ ^^ violet-

jji„Q <-^o^^ j^^go (MO); SW of Paraiso, Croat 47051
oblong to tapered to both ends, 5.5- (MO); SE of Platanillo, Croat 36716, 36745 (MO);

^ cm long, 1.2-1.5 cm diam. at middle, 7-9 vicinity Platanillo, Donriell Smith
25J,

252 (US); val-

S ^^ ^^^^ ^"^ ^^^^' ^^^^'^ rhombic to 4-

^
'
2.3-3 mm long, 3-3.8 mm wide, the sides

ley of Rio Tuis, Tonduz 8216 (BR); near Narajo,

Jaggedly sigmoid; 9-15 flowers visible in the
P'Ticipal spiral, 10-20 flowers visible in the al-
^eniate spiral; tepals glossy, the lateral tepals 1-

• mm wide, the inner margins rounded to an-
3 e, pistils early emergent; stigmas deep pur-

jj

^' ^'limately brushlike; stamens emerging from
of spadix, the lateral stamens emerging

.^roughout before alternate stamens emerge, held

end
^'^^^ ^'"ster over pistil; filaments pale lav-

er; anthers pale lavender to deep red-violet,
'"^^imes white tinged with red-violet at mar-

spad''^"^"
white. INFRUCTESCENCE with

olet

"^ !^~-^2 cm long; berries dark reddish-vi-

nar
^^ ^^'^'^^'P'J'P^e. often reddish-orange at base,

^•owly acute at apex, 10-12 mm long, 4-5 mm
Fio -f^^^^

2, 7-8.4 mm long, 3-3.5 mm wide.
'8s. 76 and 79

Wendland 583 (GOET)
35775. 35834 (MO); Tirimbina, Proctor 32286 (LL);

N of Vara Blanca, Croat 35567. 35634 (MO); S of

Siguirres, Croat 43308 (MO), puntarenas: Las Cruces

Botanical Garden, Croat 32967 (MO), san jose: vicin-

ity Bajo La Hondura, Croat 44498, 44519 (MO); Lu-

J

(DUKE
(DUKE)

Anthurium friedrichsthalii Schott, Oesterr. Bot.

Wochenbl
friedrichsthalii

Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25: 370. 1898. Type

Guatemala. Insula Cativo, Friedrichsthal s. n

(W, Type destroyed; Photo of Schott Aroic

Drawing #332, NYBG Neg. #N.S. 3819).

Anthurium linearifolium Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst.

370. 1898. Type: Panama. Canal Zone:

Chagres, Lehmann 4538 (B, K).

25:

Rio
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I

ff.

1

1

»

»

rrnLT4'!T7 ''V\\ ]l'
^"'''"/'"''' ff'^^^osum Scholt, Croat 35775.-S0. Anthurium ,..-- ^ .

3T903
^"'f^^'rnmt fncdnchsthalii Schott, Croat 16557.-S2. Anthurium hacumense Engl-

fiiedric^st^^ \

I
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Epiphyte, usually pendent, often loosely at- Costarica. alajuela.N ofSan Miguel, Craa/i5(55(9

tached by only a few roots; stem usually less than (MO), cartago: vicinity Santa Teresa, Luteyn 3249

15 cm long, 1-L5 cm diam.; roots thin; cata- PUKE); E of Cachi, Croat 47085 (MO), heredia: vi-

^K iin *u • * 1- iii_ T T-A^ri~o cimty La Virgin, Lent 1510 (NY), limon: Hacienda
phyllsweathenng to coarse linear-fibers. LEAVES Xapezco-Hacienda La Suerte, Davidson 7102, 7104
pendent; petioles 1.5-14 cm long, mostly less (LAM), puntarenas: vicinity Monteverde, Luteyn

(DUKE)
(DUKE)

than 10 cm long, ca. 2-3 mm diam., terete or

flattened adaxially; geniculum 5-8 mm long;

blades linear, 12-56 cm long, 0.8-4 cm wide,

acuminate at apex, subacute at base; upper sur-

face matte to semiglossy, the lower surface con- Anthurium gracile (Rudge) Lindl., Edward's Bot.

(DUKE)

spicuously glandular-punctate; the midrib acute-
ly raised, becoming sunken at apex above,
convexly raised at base, flattened at apex below;
primary lateral veins 8 or more per side, flat

above, obscure below; coUective vein arising from
the base, 3-5 mm from margin. INFLORES-

Reg. 19: t. 1635. \^2>Z. Pothos gracilisKnage,

PI. Guian. Ran 23, T. 32. 1805. Type: French

Guiana, Martin sm. (Herb. Rudge, BM).

Anthurium scolopendrinum (W. Ham.) Kunth, Enum.
PL 3: 68. 1841. Pothos scolopendrinus W. Ham.
Type: French Guiana, Desvaux s.n. (P).

CENCE pendent; peduncles 19-30 cm long, ca. Anthurium longipesMatnda, Bol. Soc. Bot. Mexico 14:

2.5 mm diam., terete; spathe linear, pale green, 23-
^^";."J'^w™^''''^"'

^^^^' '^'^^^' ^^''^^'

I-S r^m ^^.^« -1 c -J , . ,
Gentle 2624A (MICH).

1 :> cm long, 3-5 mm wide, rounded at base,
gradually acuminate at apex, withering and soon Epiphyte, usually erect; roots white; stems 1.5-
tleciduous; spadix pale green, sometimes tinged 30 cm long, 7-10 mm diam.; intemodes short;

purplish, turning brownish, 3-15 cm long, 4-5 cataphylls membranaceous, 2-9.5 cm long, drying
rnm diam.; the flowers 4-lobed, 2.8-3.8 mm in reddish or brown, persisting intact, ultimately
both directions, the sides straight to weakly sig- deciduous. LEAVES ± erect; petioles 1-20 cm
^oid; 3-4 flowers visible in the principal spiral, long, ca. 3 mm diam., subterete flattened adax-
"3 flowers visible in the alternate spiral; tepals ially; the geniculum ca. 5 mm long; blades mod-

"^atte, minutely papillate, lateral tepals 1.6-2 mm erately thin, oblanceolate, 1 1-32 cm long, 3-8.5
Wide; pistil not exserted; the stigma linear, 3 mm cm wide, acuminate at apex, gradually tapered

to long-cuneate at base; the upper surface matte

to semiglossy; the midrib prominently raised al-

most to apex above, raised below; primary lateral

ong; stamens emerging ± slowly from base, held
at edge of pistil, soon completely retracting; an-
thers cream, ca. 0.3 mm long, 0.9 mm wide; ^ . ...
thecae ellipsoid; pollen white. INFRUCTES- veins numerous, nearly obscure; collective vein
CENCE pendent; spathe absent; spadix to 25 cm arising from base, 4-7 mm from margin. IN-

berries FLORESCENCE erect; peduncles 13-40 cm
regularly shaped broader than long, ca. 5 mm long, 1-3 mm diam., longer than petioles; spathe

,^"l'
^^^ ^^ wide, narrowing to apex, truncate membranaceous, red-violet, lanceolate to ob-

long-elHptic or ovate-elliptic, 1.3-2.5 cm long,

3-7 mm wide, abruptly acuminate at apex,

rounded at base; spadix sessile, purplish-brown,

0.6-6 cm long, 2-4 mm diam. midway; flowers

4-lobed, 5-5.6 mm long, 3.8-4.3 mm wide, the

sides jaggedly sigmoid; 2-3 flowers visible in the

principal spiral, 3-4 flowers visible in alternate

spiral; tepals matte to semiglossy, punctate and

minutely papillate; pistils weakly emergent, the

^ith a central depression; seeds 3-4, ± ovate,
greenish or yellowish, ca. 2.7 mm long. Figs. 80
and 81. ^ ^

I

^^ species is found from Guatemala to Co-

800
^^ elevations from sea level to usually

^. In Costa Rica and Panama it is common
" ^^<>Pical moist forest and is also known from
Premontane wet and tropical wet forest.

^^^hurium friedrichsthalii is recognized by its

P^naent habit and the thick, linear, bicolored,

apex -x flat; stigma exserted, buttonlike, 0.8-0.9

mm wide; stamens emerging in scattered man-
P^nciate leaves. Juvenile plants have short, el- ner; anthers cream, ca. 0.7 mm long, inclined

Wic leave-? ^*^i- iU^ ^,v— ^: i„- a — ^//^ i^.^.^^a r^^r^r rtt'ctii- thecae ovoid, sliehtlv divar-
f

^^^' ^^^ ^^^ discussion under A. gracile

Qf.

^'"erences with that species. It is a member
^^^^on Porphyrochitonium difkr'mg from the .. ^ ^- -

^^^ typical members of that section only in its long, 1.5 cm diam.; berries bright red, ± globose.

inward over pistil; thecae ovoid, slightly divar-

icate; pollen white. INFRUCTESCENCE pen-

dent; peduncle to 60 cm long; spadix to 10 cm

lin^ar leaves and pendent habit. slightly longer than broad. 6-8 mm long; me-
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socarp gelatinous, ± translucent, lacking raphide bridge, Stevens 6020 (MO), rio san juan: no other

cells; seeds 2, cylindroid, rounded on both ends,

ca. 4 mm long, 1.6-1.8 mm diam., with an oblique

depression at one end and the other end greenish,

location, Atwood 5169 (MO), zelaya: no other loca-

tion, Nichols 584 (MO); Svenson 5100 (MO); NWof
Alamikamba, Stevens 8172 (MO); S of Cerro Bakan,

Vincelli 319A (MO); N of El Empalme, Stevens 8411,

sticky gelatinous appendages at both ends. Fig. S413 (MO); N of Limbaika, Stevens 8254 (MO); road

77. from Puerto Cabezas to Rosita, Stevens 7925 (MO);

vicinity Quebrada El Toro, along Rio lyas, Vincelli

The species is found from Guatemala and Be- 375 (MO); SW of Rio Kukalaya, Stevens 8505 (MO);

lize to the Guianas, southern Brazil and Peru. It E of Rosita, Neill 4444 (MO); Road from Siuna to

is also known in the West Indies from Trinidad

and Hispaiiola. In Costa Rica and Panama, the

species is known only from topical moist forest.

Anthurium gracile has a large root system that

may sometimes become infested with black,

stinging ants. It is distinguished by its thin, ob-
lanceolate, epunctate leaves, persistent, intact

cataphylls, the relatively few-flowered spadix, the

whitish roots, and the bright red, globose berries.

Anthurium gracile has been confused with A.

friedrichsthalii

Matagalpa, Stevens 7522 (MO); vicinity Siuna, Neill

3807. 4151 (MO); W of Siuna, Stevens 6599 (MO).

Anthurium hacumense Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst.

25: 363. 1898. Type: Costa Rica. Puntare-

nas: along banks of Rio Hacum (Platanar)

near Buenos-Aires, 250 m elev., Tondu:

6536 (B, holotype; BR, CR, isotypes).

Rosulate, epiphyte; stem short; roots few, di-

rected upward; cataphylls coriaceous, ca. 9 cm

long, drying dark brown, weathering to coarse

Unear fibers. LEAVES + erect; petioles sulcate

ceous, broadly Imear leaves, conspicuously ^^^^ ^f
-" LEAVES ± erect; P^^^^^

T.nn.t.t. ..n th. 1^,,,.. ...^o.. ...„Jt.,.„„ .t,„. Toundcd to wcakly angular abaxially, 2-12 cm
punctate on the lower surface, cataphylls that , ,,, ,.- ~

• ^ ^ -> i <;, cm long'

soon weather to persistent fibers, flowers more ^°"S' ^"^ "^ '^"^ ^^^"^' ^^"f^T ^Scll
blades narrowly to broadly oblanceolate, cona

ceous, 25-81 cm long, 7.5-29 cm wide, acumi-

nate at apex, attenuate at base; upper surface

berries

yellow-orange, broader than long, and truncate

at the apex, Anthurium gracile is also confused ^f^^
^\^P^^'

^^V i ronsoicuously
with A hnk^riv^c^c^v f whi.K Koc .... i

glossy, lower surface semiglossy, conspicuy
;with . . ^ -..t,-..^.„.w.wc.y^O

with a collective vein that is sunken and more
conspicuous than the primary lateral veins.

Anthurium gracile is the only described species
of section Leptanthurium and is either an ex-
tremely variable species or comprised of some
additional undescribed sibling species in the An-
des of South America (Croat, 1976).

Belize. Belize district: Gracy Rock, Gentle 1694
(MICH). STANN CREEK DISTRICT! Middlesex, Gentle 2803

punctate; midrib broad and flat at base above^

soon becoming convexly raised, narrowing an

sunken toward apex, acutely raised below; pn

mary lateral veins 7-1 5 per side, departing mi -

rib at 45° angle, sunken above, raised below,

straight to collective vein; collective vein ansmg

from base, sunken above, raised below, 1
•5"

cm from margin. INFLORESCENCE erec-

spreading; peduncle 10-27 cm lo"S> subtere^^

spathe subcoriaceous, yellow-green tinged wi

(MICH); Silk Grass Creek Reserve, G^^^tie^^ '^^'^^ suDConaceous, ye/--S--y'
^^ „,g,

(MICH); Stann Creek Railroad, Gentle 2108A (MICH)-
^^o^et-purple, oblong-elliptic, 5.5 1

'

XT „f ^.:„.„_:„ T,__,. ^ . ...^ h
2.2-3.5 cm wide, withering and early deciauL.^.^_

_ ^^, ^v«viui., runuLTveen stipe becoming elongate to 29 cm at a

fidrrm
^^^ ^^^^' ^°"^'^ ^'"'^'^ ^'"''' -^^^^ spadix purple-violet (B & K Red-purple 4/2.0h

N of Victoria Peak, Gentry 7954 (MO). Toledo
district: S of Columbia Forest Station, Vanderveen

(MICH).
Costa Rica, alajuela: vicinity of Las Chiles, Holm

& litis 653 (P). CARTAGo: vicinity ofTurrialba Godfrey
66241 (MO); Tonduz 8422 (BR), limon: vicinity of
Siguerres, Burger & Liesner 6921 (MO)- N of Puerto
Viejo, Baker & Burger 91 (DUKE): Shirores, Tonduz
92i/ (BR).

Guatemala, izabal: vicinity Lechuga, Steyermark

ilVA !^^;.r^^'''-
"'^''''^^ ^^ ^^'^^^' Steyermark

46166 (MICH).
Honduras, atlantida: vicinity La Ceiba, Yuncker

et ai 8666 (MICH, NY, RS). yoro: village of Las
Flores, Yuncker et al. 8187 (MO).
Nicaragua, boaco: N of Rio Las Canas, Stevens &

Krukoff 5846 (MO), chontales: E of Santo Tomas
NeiU 549. 7396 (MO), matagalpa: SW of Rio Tuma

10-20 cm long, 1-2.5 cm diam. at
4-

ral

mm diam. at apex; flowers sub-rhombic
^^^

lobed, 2.4-3.6 mm long, 2-3.5 mm
^'J^'^,^^

sides ± straight tojaggedly sigmoid; 9-20 o

visible in the principal spiral, the alternate sp^^^^

irregular with 9-12 flowers visible; ^^P^'^^^gyy

with numerous tiny droplets; pistils flat to w
^^^^

emergent, pinkish to dark violet-purple,
^ ^^

fly-shaped; the stigma oblong-elliptic ca. •

^^^^

long, having minute droplets for
^^^^'^^^ng

before first stamens emerge; stamens e
^^^j^

in a moderately prompt sequence from

of spadix to both ends, the lateral stamen
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ceding alternates by several spirals, the stamens 2851 (MO); N of Palmar Norte, Croat 35194 (MO);

complete at apex before basal flowers complete, Rincon de Osa, Liesner 1698 (MO); Utiey 1190
(DUKE); Santo Domingo, Engler 10094 (BR); Playaemitting a strong, sweet scent at anthesis; anthers

dark violet-purple; exserted on fleshy, pale vi-
Blanca, Valeria 323 (BR); vicinity San Vito de Java,

Croat 32903 (MO), san jose: between San Isidro del
olet-purple filaments, soon retracting to level of General & Dominical, Croat 35340 (MO).
tepals, held in a cluster covering pistils; thecae

oblong, slightly divaricate; pollen white or cream Anthurium halmoorei Croat, sp. nov. Type:
turning lavender. INFRUCTESCENCE with
spadix to 23 cm long; berries bright red (B & K
Red 6/5), narrowly obovoid, acute to mammil-
liform at apex, ca. 1 cm long, 4-5 mm wide; seeds

2, white, weakly flattened, 2.5-2.7 mm long, 1.7-

2 mm wide, 1-1.5 mm thick. Figs. 78 and 82.

Mexico. Nayarit: along Hwy. 28 between

Tepic and Jalcocotan at Km 15.5, elev. ca.

1,000 m, Croat 45337 (MO-2690192-193,

holotype; CAS, K, MEXU, MICH, SEL, iso-

types; Live at MO).

Planta epiphytica aut rupestris; caudex brevis, cras-

The species is found from Costa Rica, Panama, sus, radicibus densis crassisque; petiolus 1 5-1 9 cm lon-

and probably in Colombia in the Department of 8^^, 1 2-1 8 cm latus, lateribus complanatis, adaxile late

Chnrn rar,r>;r,« r 1 1 . 1 c^r. J sulcatus, abaxiale obtuse angulatus aut costatus; la-
^tioco, rangmg from sea level to 1,560 m and ^-^^ oblanceolata aut oblanceolata-elliptica, subcori-
occumng pnncipally in tropical wet forest, but
also in premontane wet forest. In Costa Rica the
species occurs in San Jose Province (El General
Valley) and Puntarenas Province (Osa Peninsula
and the adjacent valley of the Rio Diguis). Al-
though the species is restricted to the Pacific slope
»n Costa Rica, it is known in Panama only from Rosulate, epiphyte or on rocks on very steep

the Atlantic slope and along the Continental Di- slopes; stems thick; intemodes and leaf scars ob-

acea, 52-108 cm longa, 15-43 cm lata, marginibus

late undulatis, nervis primariis lateraHbus ad margi-

nem liberibus; inflorescentia effusa, foliis breviora; pe-

dunculus 32-38 cm longus; spatha ovata aut ovata-

elliptica, viridis, 13-16 cm longa; spadix viridis aut

purpurata, 9-21 cm longa; baccae flavovirentes.

vide on the Pacific slope.

3m .11 T ^""^"^^^^^ i^ strikingly different
,^^g^ apiculate at apex, drying tan to brown, per-

scured by root mass; roots dense, descending, ca.

1 cm diam.; cataphylls subcoriaceous, 20-23 cm

from all other species and can easily be distin-
guished in flower or fruit by its exceptionally long
stipe, the dark purplish-violet tepals, and bright
red berries. Vegetatively the species can be rec-

sisting intact at apex, dilacerating at base.

LEAVES erect-spreading; petioles 15-19 cm
long, 12-18 mm wide, flattened laterally, broadly

sulcate adaxially, obtusely angular or 1 -ribbed

Dunrt.t-
oblanceolate leaves with black

adaxially; geniculum 1-1.5 cm long; blades ob-
Punctations on the lower leaf surface and the
conspicuous collective vein, (0.8)1-2.4 cm re-
inoie from the margin.

p J^
species was placed by Engler in section

]

^^^yn^urium apparently owing to its large ob-
^nceolate leaves and rosulate habit, but it should

placed instead in section Porphyrochitonium
cause of its glandular dotted lower surface and^ ofinvolute leaf vernation.

lanceolate to oblanceolate-elliptic, subcoria-

ceous, short-acuminate at apex, attenuate at base,

52-108 cm long, 15-43 cm wide, broadest at

middle or just above, the margins broadly un-

dulate; the upper surface semiglossy, the lower

surface matte and much paler; midrib broad and

flat at base, convexly raised at middle, narrowed

and flat at apex above, acutely raised below, the

abaxial rib of the petiole extending onto midrib;

relatedtT ^"^^"""^"^^ '^ perhaps most closely
primary lateral veins 12-14 per side, departing

also h u
^"'^''^^^"'""^ Croat (ined.), which

^^^ midrib at a 40°-55° angle, prominently raised

rjj^

"as short petioles, smaller but similarly co-

rp]

^.°"^ blades with a prominent collective vein

Qf
.^ remote from the margin, and a spadix

aromT Th
^^^ ^^""^ '''''°'"' '^^'''^ ^^^ ^ pleasant ^^^^^^^ vems proiniuu.^uo a.w.., ..« ,

spadix th
^^^^^^ however in havmg a

collective vein arising from a primary lateral vein

cuffj^ u^
'^ essentially sessile whereas A. ha-

^^^^ ^^le apex, 6-1 1 mm from margin, flat above,

or ofr^ ^ ^^^"^^^ ^^^'^^ ^^^ ^ ^*^P^ equalling prom inulous below. INFLORESCENCE spread-
len exceeding the length of the spadix.

above, raised below; straight then curving toward

apex near margin; interprimary veins less con-

spicuously raised above, visible and flat below;

secondary veins prominulous above, flat below;

'^tab'^'^'^"
'^^'^tago: near Selva, Taylor 11463 (NY).

^ENAs; Corcovado National Park, Liesner 2849,

peduncle

9-10 mm diam., subtcrcte, obscurely angled, 2-

2.5 times longer than petioles; spathc subcoria-
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ceous, green (B & K Yellow-green 6/ 1 0), some- tween El Tuito & Puerto Vallarta, Delgado 359 (MICH);

times tinged purple, ovate to broadly ovate, 1 3-

1 6 cm long, 6.2-9.7 cm wide, broadest near base,

acuminate at apex, acute at base, the margins

undulate, inserted at a 70° angle on peduncle;

Herndndez 2608 (MEXU); Anderson 6113 (ENCB,

MICH); S of San Pedro, Koeppen & litis 593 (BH);

Talpa de Allende, McVaugh 23408 (MICH).

michoacan: vicinity Aguililla, McVaugh 24741

(MICH); Coalcoman de Matamoros, Rzedowski 16701

spadix green, purple, or green heavily tinged pur- (ENCB, MICH), nayarit vicinity Jalcocotan, Gentry

pie (B & K Red-purple 2/5), 9-21 cm long, 1 1-

27 mm diam. at base, 5-7 mm diam. at apex; ^T^r^t^mh"[CAS^MOr^^i^^^^

& Gilly 10734 (MEXU, US); McVaugh 12140 (MICH);

Moore & Bunting 8692 (BH); vicinity Jalisco, Norris

flowers 4-lobed, 2.4-2.8 mm long, 2.7-3.2 mm
wide, the sides sigmoid; 8-14 flowers visible in

Aguila, McVaugh 15281 (MICH); NE of Santa Maria

del Oro, Feddema 703 (MICH); Tepic, Bates el d

the principal spiral, 1 2-20 flowers visible in the ^^^^ (BH); N of Tepic, Dressier 339 (UC); NW of

alternate spiral; tepals matte, weakly punctate, 15^-' i^f f.^vi^/^^^Jl^^^^^^^^
minutely papillate, lateral tepals 1.5-1,8 mm long,

the inner margin convex; pistil slightly raised,

pic, Dressier 1 024 (UC); between Tepic and Jalcocotan,

Croat 45337 (CAS, K, MEXU, MICH, MO, SEL).

green tinged with purple in area ofstigma; stigma Anthurium hoffmannii Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Z.

8: 181. 1858, Type: Costa Rica. San Jose:4-0

pearing 4-5 days before first stamens emerge, dry
with white exserted papillae when anthers open;

Hoffi
NYBG

stamens emerging rapidly from the base
exserted on filament ca. 0.3 mm long, 0.8 mm

Neg. #N.S. 3897).

wide, retmcting ,o hold anthers held a. edge of ''"''tsTL^^iZ^l^n.^i.l^nlo^^^^^^^^
Cisco de Guadalupe, 1 , 100 m, Tonduz 7176 (US,

hololectotype; F, M, NY, isolectotype; designateo

Croat & Baker, 1979).

Epiphyte or terrestrial; stems to 60 cm or Ion-

pistil, mounded with pollen; anthers orange; the-

cae ellipsoid, scarcely divaricate; pollen orange
(B & K Yellow 7/2.5), drying white. INFRUC-
TESCENCE pendent; spathe usually persisting;

mesocarp

bernes irregularly obovoid, pale yellow green,
internodes 1-2 cm long; leaf scars obscured

broadly rounded to almost flat wnh a scurfy,
^ ,^ ^^^^^ ^ 3_8 n.m diam.;

brown square around style, 12-1 5 mm long, 7-
cataphylls coriaceous, 7-1 5 cm long, drying red-

r.nhiH. 1, H . ,

^^^ ^f numerous ^-^^ ^ persisting intact. LEAVES with pet-

raphide cells; seeds 2, pale tan, subglobose, weak- •, . ^- on on ^m Inns 4-8 mffl

u, fiotf»«^^ <: < c 1 -, r A ,
' ""- loie erect-spreadmg, 20-90 cm long, ^ "

ly flattened, 5-6.5 mm long, 3.5-4.1 mm wide j- ,, i „. rr^nirnlum 2-3.5

nc -> 'irr.r^tur.\. -u ."i . ,
diaffl., tcrcte Or wcalcly sulcatc; genicuiuni ^

ca. 2.5 mm thick, with a sticky appendage at base , .. , j +^k, ttiirk 14-55

^nH ^r.^v Fioc 8^ o«^ c-7

udgc di Ddsc ^^ j bladcs ovatc, moderately thicK, i-*

and apex. higs. o3 and 87. ,
"' ^„ .^ . ^^^tanex deep-

cm long, 9-38 cm wide, acuminate at apex, u F

Anthurium halmoorei is restricted to western ly lobed at base; anterior lobes 1 1-44 cm ong,

Mexico in the states of Nayarit, Jalisco, Colima posterior lobes 4-1 2 cm long; sinus parabolic

Michoacan miglossy

from 450 to 1 ,450 m elevation. It occurs usually surface glossy; the midrib convexly raised ao

^^
on rocks on very steep slopes in forested areas. acutely raised below; primary lateral ^^'"^

The species is in section Pachyneurium and is ^f '•"*''

Tf'- '"^tT l^.IL'f
1
'-^'cm (Jarel)'

characterized by its generally oblanceolate or ob- f
^'^^! ^"^^ P^^'^' ^."^T '

H weakly turned

lanceolate-elliptic blades with usually free-end-
^''' '° ^"'^

j

P^.'''"^': "^ "
-^Aim first

basal

ing primary lateral veins, and by its petiole which
"P"^^'^'

'^'''T"
""

tHv raised below,
3-10

is acute abaxially but especially by its ovate to
^^^^'/^^^^^^

'"'^'^'iMP^ oR^sSnC^ erect to

ovate-elliptic spathe, green to purplish spadix and 7-"? ,f^
7'^^"- f"^"jfff50 cm long,

1^^

greenish-yellow mature berries
'^'^^^^^ arching; peduncle 16-50 cm

^^^

The species is probably most closely related to
"""" ^'^"^^ *^'^*^' 'P^*^^'

^^^f
^ Zc 6-13 cm

A. schlechtendalii ssp. jimenezii. which Hiff.rc :.
^^naceous, oblong-ovate to lanceolate,

^^

wide, inserted at 70" angl
having the petiole subquadrangular, usually flat

'°"/' V '''^-

r ''. ? / 1 mm in front-
1'

abaxially and in having a lanceolate spathe and f^"^'^.'' ^f '^ ^T k .^^ng white or

red berries at maturity. That species occurs only ^ '""^ ^"
^^f '

P/^,^
r'^'^T.Zlr^^ diam-

in Guerrero and southern Oaxaca
'^""^^"^ colored, 4.5-8.5 cm long, ca. »

at middle, ca. 7 mm diam. at base ana
j^^

^J'^'T \ ^^^'J":.'"'-
vicinity Aulldn de Navarro, flowers 4-lobed, 2.3-2.8 mm long,

2.6--^

rvn.., 10224 (MICH); Wiltur 2289 (MICH); be-' wide, the sides itraight to sigmoid, 5-8 flowe-^McVaugh
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Figures 83
fiainniel 3471
^S- 1 975-3

2

-86.

-85
83. Anlhuriwn hahuoorci Croat, Croat 45337 (JypO.-SA.Anlhurnon hoffmunnii SchoU,

Anthunum huixtlense Matuda, Croat 40583.-S6. Anthunum intcrruptum Sod.ro. Sclby
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visible in the principal spiral; 8-13 flowers vis-

ible per alternate spiral; tepals glossy, obscurely

punctate, lateral tepals 1.4 mm wide, the inner

20 km NE of Huixtla, 900 m elev. Matuda

18615 (MEXU, holotype).

margin ± straight; pistils weakly and acutely

raised, white, minutely papillate; stigma linear,

0.3 mm long, a minute inconspicuous slit with

minute droplets briefly apparent ca, 1 week be-

fore stamens emerge; stamens emerging rapidly,

scattered throughout spadix, the lateral stamens
first; anthers white, held in ±

Anthurium bochilense Matuda, Bol. See. Bot. Mexico
19: 21. 1956. Type. Mexico. Chiapas: Bochil, near

San Cristobal de Las Casas, MacDougall 363

(MEXU, holotype).

contiguous square

at edge of pistil, 0.4-0.7 mm long; thecae ovoid,

weakly divaricate; pollen white, INFRUCTES-
CENCE arching-pendent; spadix to 15 cm long,

to 2 cm diam,; berries red, ovoid, ca. 8 mm long,

ca. 5 mm wide; pericarp with elongate raphide
cells; mesocarp clear, gelatinous; seeds 2, brown,
ca. 4 mm long, ca. 2 mm wide. Figs. 84 and 88.

Terrestrial or epiphytic; stems to 14 cm long,

3 cm diam.; leaf scars 2-3 cm wide, obscured by

cataphylls at upper nodes; roots few, ca. 5 mm
diam., descending; cataphylls coriaceous, 5-23

cm long, long-acuminate at apex (the acumen

apiculate ca. 1-2 mm), drying dark tan (B & K
Yellow 5/2.5), persisting intact. LEAVES erect-

spreading; petioles 1 5-70 cm long, 6-9 mm diam.,

terete; geniculum 1-5 cm long; blades subco-

riaceous, ovate to broadly ovate, 1 7-70 cm long,

10.5-36 cm wide, broadest just below point of

and Panama at elevations mostly between 700 petiole attachment, short-acuminate at apex,

and 1,700 m, principally in tropical wet, pre- deeply lobed at base; anterior lobe 14-50 cm
montane rain and lower montane rain forest but long, the margins rounded; posterior lobes 5-20

also in premontane wet forest.

This species is in section Calomystrium and
IS closely related to (and perhaps not separate
from) A, huixtlense, which ranges from Mexico

cm long, flat to downturned, sometimes over-

lapping; the sinus triangular to hippocrepiform,

sometimes ± rhombic in larger leaves when flat-

tened; the upper surface matte to semiglossy with

sparse, obscure raphide cells, the lower surface(ru;^_^ \ * t . ,
sparse, UU^CUic lapmuv W113, tiiu iwwvi ouiicivv.

Am ? i^orthern Nicaragua, and to
^j^^^^. ^j^^ ^^j^^^ ^j^^^ply raised above, dimin-

A- monteverdense from Costa Rica. It is also re-
lated to a number of unnamed taxa from Pan-
ama. All these species share a similar thick, ovate,

prominently basally lobed blade, and thick, per-
sistent cataphylls that dry reddish-brown and re-

main intact in age. Leaves generally have nu-
"^erous short, Unear, raphide cells on the upper
surface which can be seen both before and after
drying.

Costa Rica. No other location, Pittier 3867 (BR)
Jl^iuela: no other location, Austin Smith H991 (NY)

punt'^^^'
^^ °^ Platanillo, Croat 36725 (MO)

Pitr^^^^' ^°™ca, Pittier 4655 (BR); Buenos Aires

CrT . • ^^^^ (BR); Las Cruces Botanical Garden.

ky W^^ (MO); Pan Am Highway, El General Val-

^'>^ villains et al. 28810 (F, GH, WIS); W of Rincon

ished and sunken at apex, convexly raised below;

basal veins 5-6 pairs, the third to fifth coalesced

2-2.5 cm, raised; the posterior rib naked, turned

up on the outer margin; primary lateral veins 3-

5 per side, prominulous above and below, de-

parting midrib at 30°-40° angle, straight or arch-

ing near collective vein; lesser veins less con-

spicuous; collective vein arising from one of the

lowermost primary lateral veins or from the first

basal vein, flat to weakly raised, 4-10 mm from

margin. INFLORESCENCE erect-spreading,

shorter than leaves; peduncle 2 1-39 cm long, 4-

7 mm diam., terete; spathe coriaceous, pale whit-

ish-green (B & K Yellow-green 9/10), oblong-

lanceolate, 4.5-15 cm long, 2.7-4.5 cm wide,

Isidr^ i^T'^''''
"^ ^"^""y ^^^^ (^' MO, US); E of San broadest at middle, abruptly long-acummate at

^/76ifFf"'^-
^^'^Oi(US);SofSanVito,/?^v^« obtuse to rounded at base; the Stipe 12mm

fniii'p\ ^^'^ ^°^^- i^o other location, Luteyn 3282
, r * -i < mm Inno in hark nale ereen-

K^^ ^'"'^'- ^^^ (BR> UC, US); Standley 42015, long m front, 2.5 mm long m back, pale green

rS/^S); Alajuelita, Pittier 8839 (BR); vicinity spadix reddish-violet to lavender (B & K Red 8/

5^ red-purple 5/2.5 to purple 6/5), rarely white,

4J-20 cm long, 6-10 mm diam. at base, 5-6

mm diam. at apex; the flowers 4-lobed, 2.3-3.1

mm long, 2.5-3.5 mm wide, the sides jaggedly

sigmoid; 5-8 flowers visible in the principal spi-

ral, 5-9 flowers visible in the alternate spiral;

tepals semiglossy, with white inconspicuous

7/76 nljT'
''''''"'' ^'^"^^' "^^^^^ ^^^^ (^^^' ^^"^"^

&. Rni
^^^' vicinity San Isidro del General, Burger

CroaTiJ?^^^ (MO); Burger & Visconti 10679 (MO);

17927 (n
^^^^' -^'m^nez 3836 {¥); Molina et al.

(^AS); Skutch 3076 (GH, MO, NY).

"jnum huixtlense Matuda, Revista Soc. Mex.
"'St. Nat. 11: 91, Fig. 1. 1950. Type: Mex- -.— - - . ,, _.,,,,^
'^o. Chiapas: near Cerro Piedra de Huixtla, punctations, smooth to very minutely papillate,
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lateral tepals 1 .5-2,2 mm wide, the inner margin hoffi

A Straight; pistil emergent, white, glossy; Stigma 0.3- and A. huixtlense is A. erythrostachyum Croat

0.6 mm long, linear; stamens emerging moder- (ined.) from Panama. The latter species differs

ately rapidly from the base, lateral stamens from both of the former species by its caudate-

emerging to apex before alternates emerge at base, acuminate spathe with the acumen up to 3 cm

held in tight cluster obscuring pistil; anthers white hoffj

to pale yellow, 0.6-0.7 mm long, 0.6-0.8 mm the spadix colored somewhat lavender.

wide; thecae oblong, scarcely or not at all

divaricate; pollen white. INFRUCTESCENCE
Anthurium huixtlense has been confused with

fraternum Schott since the time of Engler.

spreading to pendent in large plants; spathe de- That species occurs in the Sierra Nevada de Santa

ciduous; spadix ca. 2 1 cm long, 2 cm wide; ber- Maria of northeastern Colombia. Anthurium

ries orange, globose; seeds green, up to 3 per

berry. Figs. 85 and 89.

huixtlense and A. fraternum share a similar leaf

shape (as do most members of the section Cah

omystrium) and a similar spathe and spadix

shape, but A, fraternum differs in having a dense

array of discrete, punctiform, glandlike dots on

the upper surface of the blade on drying and has

The species is a typical member ofsection Cal- a dense array ofminute, reddish-brown blotches

omystrium and can be recognized by its thick, on the lower surface. ^/i//zwr/w?^

Anthurium huixtlense ranges from southern

Mexico (Chiapas) to Nicaragua.

fraternum

persistent cataphylls that turn reddish-brown and known from Central America.

remain intact, and by its relatively long, usually

reddish-violet to lavender spadix with early

emergent pistils and orange berries. In Flora of Bel:

Guatemala (Standley & Steyermark, 1958) this (MO).

species was called A. concinnatum, an unrelated

species from high elevations in Costa Rica and
Panama.

DISTRICT

SALVADOR: La

The species is closely related to and is perhaps
only subspecifically distinct from A. hoffmannii,
which ranges from Costa Rica to Panama. An-
thurium hoffmannii has a moderately thick green
spathe and a white spadix. In addition, the tepals

of A. hoffmannii are generally matte. In A. huix-
tlense the tepals are glossy and the pistil is rather
prominently exserted (although usually soon hid-
den by the tight cluster of stamens) giving the
spadix a coarse, almost "prickly" look. The spa-
dix of A. hoffmannii has the pistils scarcely
exserted at or near anthesis so that the spadix
does not have a "prickly" look.

Spathe and spadix color are quite variable for
A. huixtlense. Spathe color may be green to white
and spadix color ranges from creamy white to
lavender or reddish-violet. For some popula-
tions the color remains consistent but since con-
siderable color variation may be found within a
population the spadix color is not a useful taxo-
nomic character in A. huixtlense.

The plants of A. huixtlense with lavender
spadices are similar to those of A. armeniense
which has somewhat pinkish spadices and a white raie, jv^acvougaii jou^o (mc^^,, -

^.^ je i*
spathe. However, that species is distinguished by ^o"

^^^i (DS, F, MICH); N off^'f^^l;"^"^" Pu^^'"

having the tepals matte rather than glossy and
" '^' '^'"'

s.n. (MO). ^ ^1

Guatemala, alta verapaz: vicinity Coban, t

41470. 41479 (MO); Tuerckheim 3795 (G"^' *?"

Cubilhuitz, Tuerckheim 8611 (GH); Rio Cobban-

Johnson 723 (UC); N of church ^ ^ ^^"f'
")

Luteyn & Almeda 3524 (MO); W of Teleman uv

41572 (MO), escuintla: Volcan de Fuego^W"" /

64529 (F). izabal: N of Highway CA9, Harmon &_

Fuentes 1 926 (MO), quezaltenango: vicinity r

lin, Standley 86887 (F). san marcos: Finca ^"^

Dwyer 14459 (MO), solala: Volcan A^^"^"' J wa
mark 47997 (F, GH). suchitepequez: Santam.
Lind 12 (WIS), zacapa: Volcan de Monos, ^leyt

42387 (F). .. Yuncker
Honduras, atlantida: vicinity La ^^'"^.

,,.;•/;;;

et al. 8741 (F, GH, MO); Lancetilla Valley, C«(c

204 (MICH); Croat 42673 (MO): Standley ^^^'^y
Yuncker 4955 (MICH, MO);

^f
^^ .In/^ (F).

comayagua: W of Siguatepeque, ^^''"'i^^. /p)- %-\-

cortes: vicinity El Jaral, Standley et al. '^°^,^. ^0
cinity Peiias Blancas, Hernandez & ^f^^^jfiQ^).
(MO); Santa Cruz de Yojoa, Edwards ^-'j,}-^ i

ocotepeque: vicinity Nueva Ocotopeque,^
^^^^^

Molina 30950 (MO), santa Barbara: NW sia
^^^^

Yojoa, Croat 42751 (MO);
>'"«^^'''^^^f/ , ,1, /7?<^^

Mexico, chiapas: Acacoyagua, ^Jy"j f^jt^^V).

(MEXU); vicinity Berriozabal, Miranda 64/^V
^^^j^j,

NE of Bochil, Breedlove 10219 ('-77^./75«/

MacDougall 363 (MEXU); Comaltitlan, Ai^jw^^^^,
j,-

Matuda

MacDougall

in having an early emergent pistil that is as long
or longer than the stamens when they emerge.

pinosa, Croat 40583, 40633 (MO); ^^""'JLo): ^i"

Nuevo Solistahuacan, Croat 46428. '^^'J.f,\y Munf-

cinity San Fernando, Miranda 6162 (^^*;^ f^yti^t
Tenejapa, Breedlove 7560 (CAS); Tuxtia ^
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I

MacDougall 375 (MEXU), veracruz: Hidalgotitlan, slope from northwestern Alajuela to southeast-
Valdivia 375. 686 (XAL); Vazquez 51 (XAL).
Nicaragua. No other location, Williams et al 24733

(F). NUEVA SEGOVIA: S of Jalapa, Neill 1666 (MO).

em
from both the Atlantic and Pacific slopes*

Anthurium interruptum is in section Xialo-

Anthurium interruptum Sodiro, Anales Univ. phyllium and can be recognized by its scandent

Centr. Ecuador 15: 301. 1902. Type: Ec- stem with greatly, elongated intemodes alter-

nating with two or more successive abbreviatedWestern

Angamarca, Nov, 1899. Sodiro s.n. (B, ho- intemodes giving the appearance ofseveral leaves

lotype).

Anthurium radicosum Standi. & Sieyerm., Publ. Field
Mus. Nat. Hist., Bot. Sen 23: 210. 1947. Type:
Guatemala. Alta Verapaz: along Rio Icbolay, 300-
350 m, 6 March 1942, Steyermark 44776 (F, ho-
lotype).

being clustered at a node. In addition, no other

scandent, entire-leaved species is known to have

bright red berries.

Anthurium interruptum most resembles A. pit-

tieri and A, carnosum. Steyermark, in Flora of

Guatemala (Standley & Steyermark, 1 958), com-

bined A, radicosum and A. pittieri, apparently
Scandent epiphyte; stems elongate with 1 or ^^^ ^^ ^J^^ij. vegetative resemblance. However,

alternating
inleraode, 8-33 cm long, appearing to have sev-

A. pittieri can be differentiated by the long-de-

current spathe and shorter intemodes. They also
eral leaves at each node, often with a short, leafy,

^jfj^^ ^^ altitudinal and geographical distribu-
Dranch with several short intemodes at these tion.^«?/zwr/wmp/m>r/isknownonly from Cos-
nodes; rootmg profusely at each node; cataphylls

^^ r^^^ ^^^ Panama while A. interruptum ranges
4.5 cm long, drying brown, dilacerating and from Guatemala to Ecuador. The former species

uiUmately deciduous. LEAVES spreading; peti- also has a range of 50 to 2,100 m altitude but
terete, 1.8-13 cm long; blades lanceolate mostly above 1,000 m. In Ecuador the species

elliptic, oblong-elliptic or oblanceolate, sub- ^^y ^.^^ge to about 1,300 m. Anthurium inter-
conaceous, 5-2

1 cm long, 2.2-9.5 cm wide, acu- ruptum is most common in the lowlands between
n^inate at apex, acute to rounded at base, 5-21 jqq ^^^ 1 000 m. Anthurium carnosum differs
^"^ long; the midrib raised above, flat to prom- ^^^^ ^ interruptum in its nearly uniform inter-
inuious below; primary lateral veins 9-12 per node length, thicker leaves and ahitudinal range
side, departing midrib at 45°-55° angle.
scure above, usually obscure below; collective
^^in arising from the base, prominulous above,
flat below, 4-6 mm from the margin. INFLO-
RESCENCE erect-spreading; peduncle 4.5-1 4 cm
^ng, longer than petioles; spathe green, oblong-

ob- of 1,500 to 2,600 m.

TOLEDO

•anceolate, 3.7-5 cm long, 1-1.5 cm wide, acu-

(MICH, MO, S).

Costa Rica, alajuela: vicinity Bijagua, along road

to Upala, Burger & Baker 9861 (MO); Croat 36432

(MO). CARTAGo: road between Moravia & Quebrada

Platanillo, Croat 3663L 36655 (MO); SE of Platanillo,

^'nate at apex, acute at base; spadix green, be- Croat 36715 (MO), between RJo Taus & Quebrada

"mmg brownish-purple, 2.5-4 cm long; flowers
Azul

4-lohpr1 r- -5
. -." .""o. - Burger etal. IUUJi

sism A
^^ '" ^^^^ directions, the sides

rj^, Reveniazon, ^.... ... v-^^.-
gmoid; ca. 3 flowers visible in either spiral; Puerto Viejo de SarapiquI, Jimenez 101 (MO), limon:

(DUKE, MO, NY); Turria

La

mammiUiform

,

° ^^ove lepals; anthers about as long as broad,
^s than

1 mm long; pollen pale yellow. IN-
^ TESCENCE spreading-pendent; spadix to

^
cm long; berries red, broadly obovoid, ca. 7

ni long, flattened at apex with central depres- Anthurium kunthii Poepp. in Poepp. & Endl.,

S of Siguirres, Croat 43323 (MO).

Nicaragua, zelaya: road to Colonia Agricola Yo-

laina & Colonia La Esperanza, Stevens 6311 (MO);

Vincelli 182 (MO); road from Siuna to Matagalpa, Ste-

vens 7521 (MO).

''«"• Figs. 86 and 95.

am ''V^^^^^^
^^ known from Guatemala to Pan-

th P
"^'^°^' and surely will be found also on

Pan
'^^

f
lope ofColombia. In Costa Rica and

ical^"^^
'^ '^ known from premontane wet, trop-

^
wet, premontane rain, and lower montane

^^"
forest at elevations from 1 50 to 1 ,000 m. In

Rica the species is known on the Atlantic

Nov. Gen. et Spec. 3: 84. 1845. Type: Peru.

Loreto: Maynas, Poeppigs.n. (W, destroyed;

isotypes ?).

Epiphyte, scandent; stems usually to 1 m or

longer, 1
intemodes 4-20

leafscars 8-14 mm wide; roots numerous at each

node, descending; cataphylls subcoriaccous, 2.5-

8.5 cm long, drying yellow to tan (B & K Yellow-
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red 9/10), persisting as linear fibers at each node, ling the petioles in length, and by having a slen-

LEAVES spreading; petioles 20-60 cm long, 2- der, elongate, usually greenish spadix. Italsodif-

3 mmdiam.,terete, shallowly sulcate;geniculum fers from A, pentaphyllum var.fers from A. pentaphyllum var. bombacifolium

in having leaflets distinctly petiolulate and more

iole; blades ovate, 22-60 cm long, 20-40 cm or less equilateral at the base. Anthurium pen-

3-0

wide, 5-, 7-, or 9-pedatisect, the leaflets moder- bombacifoli

ately thin, elliptic to ovate-elliptic, 7-27 cm long, the outer leaflets inequilateral at the base, a short

3-8 mm wide, long-acuminate at apex, acute to peduncle, and a pale violet-purple spadix. The

attenuate at base; petiolules to 5.5 cm long, 1-2 species is a member of section Dactylophyllium,

Costarica, limon: Talamanca, Ocampo ]904{UO).

Nicaragua. Zelaya: Cerro Baka, Copema; Pipoly

mm diam., broadly and sharply sulcate; upper
surface semiglossy, lower surface semiglossy to

matte; midrib prominulous above, prominently 4920 (MO).
raised below; primary lateral veins 5-1 8 per side,

sunken above, raised below, departing midrib at Anthurium lancetiUense Croat, sp. nov. Type:

45°-55'' angle, loop-connecting, weakly sunken
above, raised below; collective vein arising from
one of the lowermost primary lateral veins, 3-8
mm from margin. INFLORESCENCE spreading

to arching, longer or shorter than the leaves; pe-
duncle 20-55 cm long, terete; spathe green or
sometimes slightly tinged purple, oblong-lanceo-
late, 5.5-15.5 cm long, 0.8-2.5 cm wide, acu-

Honduras. Atlantida: Lancetilla Valley, ca.

10 mi SE of Tela; in forest preserve along

Rio Lancetilla, on trail to water reservoir;

10-150 m elev., Croat -^2672 (MO-25 83478-

79, holotype; EAP, K, MEXU, SEL, TEFH,

US, isotypes; Live at MO).

Planta terrestris; caudex ad 1 5 cm longus; petiolLis

17-82 cm longus, teres; lamina anguste ovata, io-o^

in front, 0.5-3.5 mm long in back; spadix pale
green fading to tan at anthesis, 7-21 cm long, 5

minate at apex, acute to obtuse at base, inserted '

^"f
^
'"^Tfi"' I'fTVnSa S-o^^^^^^

ot ^ao 7no 1^ J , • ^ „ ,
cmlonga, 20-35 cmlata, basicordataproiunuc.u

at 50 -70^angle^on peduncle; stipe 5-9 mm long rescentia effusa-erecta, foliis breviora; pedunculu5 3.5-

36 cm longus; spatha viridis, interdum intra PUH^u^*

^ „ ..., , ^, ,,„ ,^,,^^ _,_ lanceolata, 8.5-16 cm longa, 2-3.2 cm lata; spaou

10 mm diam. at base, 1-4 mm diam at apex- atropurpureus, 11-20.5 cm longus; pollen aura

the flowers rhombic to 4-lobed, 3.5-4 mm long^
^"'"' ^^''''^^ aurantiacae, ovoideae.

2.5-3 mm wide, the sides straight to sigmoid; 5- Terrestrial; stems to 15 cm long, 2.5-3 cm

9 flowers visible in the principal spiral, 5-7 flow- diam.; leaf scars conspicuous, 2.3-3 cm wide,

ers visible in the alternate spiral; tepals matte, roots tan, 6-8 mm diam., descending; cataphylls

minutely papillate, lateral tepals 1 - 1 . 5 mm long, subcoriaceous, 9- 1 3 cm long, acute at apex, mi-

thc inner margin convex and upturned; pistils

not emergent, pale green, matte, minutely pa-

nutely subapiculate, drying tan, dilacerating
at

base, remaining intact at apex, persisting arou

6-0
3-0

widely divaricate; pollen white. INFRUCTES-

pillaie; stigma linear, ca. 0.5 mm long; stamens base of leaves. LEAVES with petioles erect. '

emerging slowly from base, the alternate pair 82 cm long, 5-10 mm diam., terete;
geniculu

emergmg at base when the lateral stamens have 1.5-3 cm long; blades narrowly ovate, mode

emerged^ca^ one-third the length, held close ately thick, gradually long-acuminate at ape^

wide, broadest midway between base a^y^^^^.

of petiole attachment, margins weakly undu
j^

anterior lobe 24-37 cm long, the margms rou

J • 1 u ^ 1 -7 1 Q cm long-

ed to concave; postenor lobes iz-i^
^^

Anthurium kunthii ranges from Costa Rica to
^^^ ^^"""^ spathulate to hippocrepiform, ac"

^^^

Peru. In Costa Rica it is known only from trop-
°^*"'^ ^^ ^P^''' ^^^^ '"'^^''^' ^^t acute!)

ical moist forest in Limon Province. In Panama '^^^"^ convexly raised above, mo
^^^ ^^

it occurs in tropical moist and premontane wet
^^^^^^ ^^\ow^; basal veins 6-7 pairs, nr

^^ ^^
forest on both slopes at elevations below 500 m °^^ ^''^^' ^^^ remaining coalesced 3.3

" ^^„.

purple to violet-purple. Figs. 90 and 9l'.

berries

Because of its palmately compound leaves A
kunthii is confused only with A. pentaphyllum

terior vein naked, weakly curved, ""^"^

jj^
spicuously upward; primary lateral vems

^^

side, departing midrib at 45''-50'' angle. ^^^ "

var^ bombacifolium Anthurium kunthii differs midrib, sunken near collective vein
above, ra.s^

by havmg long, slender peduncles, nearly equal- below; lesser veins less conspicuous, flat
abo
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and below; collective vein arising from the first ovoid berries while A. umbrosum has smaller,

basal vein, sunken above, raised below, 2-10 globose berries with 4-radial ridges at apex. ^4^7-

mm from the margin. INFLORESCENCE erect- thnrium umbrosum is also found at much higher

spreading, shorter than leaves; peduncle 3.5-36 elevations ranging from 1,200 to 1,800 m.
cm long, 4-7 mm diam.; spathe subcoriaceous,

green, sometimes heavily tinged with violet-pur-

ple on inner surface, lanceolate, 8.5-16 cm long.

Honduras, atlantida: Lancetilla Valley, Croat
42672 (EAP, K, MEXU, MO, SEL, TEFH, US); Stand-
ley 53556 (F, US); Webster et al. 12706 (DAV, US);

2-3.2 cm wide, gradually long-acuminate at apex vicinity of San Alejo, Standley 7594 (F).

(the acumen inrolled ca. 3.5 cm) rounded at base,

inserted at 45° angle on peduncle; spadix dark

violet-purple (B & K Blue-purple 2/10), 1 1-20.5

cm long, 7-12 mm diam. at base, 3-5 mm diam.
ai apex; flowers rhombic to weakly 4-lobed, 3.3-

5 mm long, 2.8-4.5 mm wide, the sides straight

to weakly sigmoid; 5-7 flowers visible in the

principal spiral, 4-12 visible in the alternate spi-

ral; tepals matte, obscurely punctate, minutely
papillate, lateral tepals 2.3-4 mm wide, the inner
__ 4

niargin concave; pistils violet-purple around
stigma, green below, weakly emergent; stigma

Anthurium lancifolium Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Z.

8: 180. 1858. Type: Costa Rica. Cartago:

Volcan Turrialba, Wendland 518 (GOET).

Anthurium allenii Standi., Publ. Field Mus. Nat. Hist.,

Bot. Ser. 22: 66. 1 940. Type: Panama. Code: north

rim of El Valle, elev. 800-1,000 m, Allen 1854
(MO).

Anthurium firmum Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25: 460.

1898. Type: Costa Rica. Puntarenas: Cafias Gor-
das, 1,100 m, Pittier 11130 (B, holotype; BR, CR,
isotypes).

ellipsoid, 1 mm lone onenineca 2 weeks before
^^^hurium densinervium Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25:

H ,1 nun long, openmg ca. z weeKS oeiore
^^^ j g^g ^^^^, ^^^^^ j^^^^ ^j^^^ ^^^ Hondo

iirsi stamens emerge, large milky droplets ap- ^ear Madre de Dios, elev. 200 m, Pittier 10346
(CR, holotype; B, isotype).

Epiphyte or terrestrial, 30-90 cm tall; stems

parent for several days, drying before first sta-

niens emerge; stamens emerging in a relatively
rapid sequence from the base, the lateral stamens
emerging in basal one-quarter before alternates 1-1.5 cm diam.; the internodes very short; roots

emerge, exserted on translucent filaments, 0.7 short, 3.5 mm diam.; leaf scars obscured by per-

mm long, 0.5 mm wide; anthers pale orange, 0.6- sisting cataphylls; cataphylls 4-7 cm long, drying

0-7mmlong,ca. 0.8mmwide,heldinacontigu- reddish-brown weathering into coarse fibers,

ous cluster around pistil; thecae ovoid-ellipsoid, LEAVES spreading; petioles 1 5-45 cm long, 3-
somewhat divaricate; pollen orange. INFRUC- 5 mm diam., obscurely and narrowly flattened

TESCENCE pendent; spathe persistent; spadix adaxially sometimes with a faint medial rib; ge-

•0-23 cm long, developing berries in basal one- niculum ca. 1.5 cm long, tinged purplish; blades
third to one-half; berries, orange, ovoid, 10-13 subcoriaceous, lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate or
mm long, 8-1 1 mm diam., acute at apex; me- oblong-elliptic, 20-30(50) cm long, 4-1 2 cm wide,

^arpjuicy with numerous, minute raphide cells; long-acuminate at apex, cuncatc at base; both
jeeds 1-2, pale green, ca. 6.8-8.0 mm long, 4.5- surfaces semiglossy with black glandular punc-

tations, more conspicuously so on lower surface;

midrib narrowly and convexly raised above, be-

^•2 mm wide. Figs. 92 and 96.
1 , . miariD IiaiIUWi> auu i.uijvt/ki;r laiji-u auwv, i,^-

Hond
•'"

/^A2c^////^«5^ is known only from
^^j^j^g more acute al apex, prominently raised

from IT
'" ^^^ Lancetilla Valley at elevation

^^j^^. ^^^ primary lateral veins 15-25 per side,
iU to 600 m. It occurs in wet forest.

departing the midrib at 35° angle, sunken in val-

The species is a member of section Belolon- leys above, raised below; lesser veins obscure;

^'""m and is characterized by its narrowly ovate, collective vein arising from near the base, rela-

"loderately thick leaf blade its green, subcoria- tively straight, extending to the apex, 5-15 mm
•^^ous spathe that is sometim'es tinged violet-pur- from the margin. INFLORESCENCE ± erect,

P'e on inner surface, its deep violet-purple spa- shorter than leaves; peduncle 26-60 cm long;

''"'• orange pollen, and ovoid orange berries. spathe green, oblong-lanceolate, 4.3-8.5 cm long,

^'^fhurium lancetillense is most clearly related 0.8-1 .9 cm wide, broadest at base, abruptly cus-

'^^ umbrosum, which occurs only in Mexico pidate at apex; spadix gray- or greenish-white,

"; Oaxaca. It can be distinguished by its longer, 4.5-9.5 cm long, 5-7 mm diam. at base, 4-5 mm
y^ erect petioles and shorter more erect inflo- diam. at apex; flowers rhombic to 4-lobcd, 3-3.3

'^^nces. Anthurium lancetillense has larger, mm long, 3.3-3.6 mm wide, the s.dcs straight to
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;

broadly sigmoid; ca. 5 flowers visible in the prin- A noteworthy collection {D'Arcy 11259) from

cipal spiral, ca. 8 flowers visible in the alternate Panama, in Colon Province at Rio Iquanita(390

spiral; tepals glossy, smooth, the lateral tepals ca. m elevation) may ultimately prove distinct.lt

2 mm long, the inner margin convex; the pistil has unusually small leaves, measuring only 21

emergent; stigma green, elliptic, ca. 3 mm long; x 4cmbutalsohascataphyllsthatarenotweath-

stamens emerging 1 or 2 at a time, exserted on
fleshy, flattened filaments; anthers white, held

just above tepals, 0.5-0.8 mm in both directions;

ered to fibers as is the usual case in A. lancifo-

lium.

Costa Rica, alajuela: near Cariblanco, Burger &

f

thecae not divaricate; pollen white. INFRUC- Antonio 11104{UO). cartago: between Moravia and

TESCENCE pendent; spadix to 1 5 cm long; ber- Quebrada Platanillo, Croat 36629, 36693 (MO); Vol

ries violet-purple, ovoid to globose, ca. 3-5 mm
wide; mesocarp pulpy; seeds white, broadly el-

lipsoid, to 4 mm long, 3 mm wide, 2 mm thick,

flattened. Fig. 93.

can Turrialba, Wendland 518 (GOET). heredia: S o

Cariblanco, Croat 35793 (MO), limon: vicinity of

Guapiles, Standley 37512 (US), puntarenas: Canas

Gordas, Pittier & Tonduz 11130 (BR), san jose: Fmca

Navarro, Maxon 669 (NY).

NICARAGUA. ZELAYAi vicinity Qucbrada El Toro, along

Rio lyas, Vincelli 375A (MO).

;

{

I

(Supl. 1): 56. 1 9 79.Type: Panama. Chiriqui:
|

vicinity of Cerro Colorado Mine Develop-

ment, 28 miles above San Felix, 1,200-1,500

m. (MO
MO)

I

i

)

I

Anthurium lancifolium ranges from Costa Rica

to Colombia (Antioquia and Choco) at eleva-

tions of 100 to 1,600 m (especially 800 to 1,200 Anthurium lentii Croat & Baker, Brenesia 16

m) in regions of premontane wet, tropical wet,

premontane rain, and lower montane rain forest

life zones. It is the most common and widespread
species in section Porphyrochitonium and is also

one of the most variable. Blades vary in shape
from linear-lanceolate to oblong-lanceolate to

narrowly ovate with their dried coloration vary- Epiphyte or terrestrial, 56-120 cm tall; stems

ing from green to olive-green to brown. usually short, stout, 2-3 cm diam.; roots mod-

erately dense, several at most nodes, ca. o m

The species is recognized by its short stems thick, green or brownish, descending; catapny

with persistent, weathered cataphylls, frequently coriaceous, (5)8-1 9 cm long, turning brown,
mu-

terrestrial habit, generally elongate, gradually cronate at apex, remaining intact, eventually i-

acuminate, glandular-punctate blades that more lacerating. LEAVES with petioles erect to erec
-

or less equal the petiole in length, by the green, spreading, 10-70 cm long, (5)8-9 mm diam-.

lanceolate spathe, and especially by the grayish- broadly sulcate above sheath, more deeply s

^
white, moderately short, weakly tapered spadix cate near apex with acute margins, rounded aba

^
f

that has stamens persisting after anthesis, unlike ially, sometimes tinged purplish; ^^^^^^^^^
^^

most species in the section, that promptly retract 4.5 cm long, sulcate, usually purplish; bia^^^

their stamens. The species is known to have two ovate to narrowly ovate, coriaceous, semi-ef^^'^

varieties and more varieties or perhaps even dis- or spreading from petioles, rounded to retuse a

tinct species are expected to be segregated from '
'"*"*'^ "'^ '^

this variable, wide ranging species as living ma-
terial ofthe group is studied in detail. The typical
variety has dark violet-purple berries from the

I

I

apiculate at apex, truncate to suDcuiua.v
^_^^

date at base, 15-50 cm long, 12.5-37 cm
^^^

broadest at point ofpetiole attachment, the

^^^

gin pale green, often slightly turned unde
,

^

)

I

, . . _^ " r
-o ..V.X11 ii.c gin paic gi ceil, micii Mieiiwj -.^nnveXbegmnmg of berry maturation, whereas the va- anterior lobe to 46 cm long with margms

co
,

nety albifructum has berries that are white before and often irregular where basal veins meei

matunty becoming faintly purple-violet at the margin; the posterior lobes to H cm long-

m
also differ fi-om those ofthe typical variety found

rected conspicuously upward; the sinu -
^^

row to broad (when present), obtuse to

I

t

-"- '****wt;. Awuiiia row lo oroau ^wnen pic^cin^' ^^^—
, ^..cuf

on Cerro Colorado where they occur together. apex; the upper surface semiglossy, the ov^er

Thn.. ofv.n.tv nJHifr,..,... ...
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ scmiglossy, conspicuously^bT^^^

ish glandular-punctate; the midrib ^°^^,^^

raised above, diminished toward ^P^"' '^^

j vein^

raised below and usually tinged purple; ''^
,s

usually 3 or 4 pairs, sometimes with ^^ V

rather than lanceolate, and dry yellowish-green
on the lower surface. Most blades of the typical

I

t

lancifolium

lancifoli i

Engl, of South America, which has leaves drying 6 pairs on cordate blades, up to 4 of theni
^

golden green beneath.
alesced 0.5-3 cm, sunken or raised in va ey

»
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the midrib on upper surface, sharply raised and The species ranges from Costa Rica to Colom-

often tinged purple on lower surface; posterior bia (mountains of northwest Choco adjacent to

rib naked, curved; primary lateral veins 10-20 Panama) at elevations of 350 to 1,800 m. It oc-

or more per side, departing midrib at 45° angle, curs only along the central cordillera. In Costa

slightly sunken or flat above, raised below; in- Rica the species is known only from premontane

terprimary veins numerous, nearly as prominent rain and lower montane rain forest in the region

as the primary lateral veins, usually flat above, around Tapanti but it possibly extends through-

slightly raised below; secondary veins numerous, out the Talamanca mountain range. In Panama,

± straight and connecting pairs of basal veins, the species has been collected in premontane wet,

± flat and nearly as prominent as the primary tropical wet, and lower montane wet forest from

lateral veins above, slightly raised below; collec- Cerro Colorado in Chiriqui Province to the Cerro

tive vein arising from uppermost basal vein, 2- Jefe region in Panama Province, then appears

5 cm from the margin midway on blade, raised again only near the Colombian border in Darien.

at base above, sunken at apex, tinged purple be-

low. INFLORESCENCE erect to spreading,
usually much longer than leaves; peduncle 30

Anthurium lentil is in section Dlgitlnervlum

and is perhaps most closely related to A. ovati-

88 cm long, 5-10 mm diam., terete, frequently foUum Engl., a species from Ecuador and Peru,

mottled with purple, 0.66 to 3 times as long as which differs in having red berries. Anthurium

petioles; spathe coriaceous, green tinged with Z^/?/// can be recognized by its thick, distinctively

purple (B & K Yellow-green 6/7.5), narrowly bicolorous, heavily punctate, truncate to cordate

ovate-oblong to oblong-lanceolate, 8-14 cm long, leaf blades with several, heavy, prominently as-

(2)2.8-3.9 cm wide, broadestjust above point of cending basal veins. Other distinctive features

attachment, abruptly acuminate at apex, obtuse include the prominently exserted pistils and the

to acute at base, the margins often tinged purple,

inserted at 45°-80° angle on peduncle; stipe 5-

25 mm long in front, 2-6 mm long in back, ca.

white, oblong, more or less tetragonal mature

berries.

o . ^ CosTA Rica, cartago: road between Moravia &mm wide, green, often mottled with purple; Quebrada Platanillo, Croat 36591 (MO); beside Rio
spadix violet-purple (B & K Red-purple 3/10), jaus, SW of Taus, Lent 2989 (F); N of Tapanti, Lent

12-25cmlong, 8-13mmdiam.atbase, 5-8mm 2219 (F, US); near Tapanti, N by ENE of Tapanti,

diam. at apex, sometimes weakly arched in basal Baker et al 217 (CR, F, K, MO, US); Rio Grande de

fourth; flowers rhombic, 2.8-4.5 mm long, 2.3-
3-5 mm wide, the sides straight to weakly sig-

moid; 7-13(15) flowers visible in the principal Anthurium leuconeurum Lem., 111. Hort. 9, PL

Orosi, W of Tapanti, Lent 907, 908 (CR, F).

spiral, 5^8(10) flowers visible in the alternate
spiral; tepals glossy, green-punctate, with small
droplets at anthesis, lateral tepals 2-2.3 mm wide.
the inner margins straight, not overlapping;
Pisiils green, exposed at base as soon as the spathe
^Pens; stigma ca. 1 mm long, green, usually square
^r fiour-glass-shaped, brushlike with a small

314, 1862. Type: The description is based

on a plant from southern Mexico collected

by Ghiesbrecht and cultivated in Ghent,

Belgium, by Ambr. VershchaflTelt; the illus-

tration in 111. Hort. (9: 5.314. 1862) serves

as the type.

Jroplei appearing briefly 1 or 2 days before the Terrestrial; stems and internodes very short;

fi^st stamens emerge, the papillae exserted above cataphylls moderately coriaceous, acute at apex,

^he tepals; stamens emerging moderately rapidly persistent. LEAVES erect-spreading; petioles 30-

from the base, held in a close circle at edge of 70 cm long, 4-7 mm diam., terete or weakly

Pistil; anthers white, held over pistil, opening as sulcate adaxially, the blades held parallel to pet-

^on as they emerge, ca. 0.5 mm long, 1.5 mm
Jde; thecae ellipsoid, not divaricate; pollen

/i<te. INFRUCTESCENCE spreading; spathe

iole; geniculum 1 .5-3.5 cm long; blades narrowly

ovate to ovate; abruptly acuminate at apex, deep-

Iv lobed at base, (12)20-38 cm long, (8)12-29

persisting, the spadix 29-38 cm long, 1.5-2.5 cm cm wide, broadest at point ofpetiole attachment;

lobe (8) 1 4-28 cm long; posterior lobes

(2.5)6-13 cm long, directed toward base; the si-

nus obovate to hippocrepiform, rounded at apex;

berrie

^^on, tapered to ± square at apex, ca. 10 mm
^g. pale green, white at maturity, exserted from

;^P.a's 2-5 mm before maturity, often not ma- the upper surface velvety dark green the lower

'^"ng in apical one-half to one-fifth of the spa- surface much paler; midnb and basal vxms flat

^i*- Seeds not seen. Figs. 94 and 97. to weakly sunken above, much paler than sur-
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I

face; the area on either side of the veins paler /^wco^ez/rz/m represents a plant of hybrid origin,

than rest of blade; basal veins 5-6(7) pairs, at probably offspring of^. berriozabalense md A.

least the third and fourth coalesced 1-4.5 cm, c/arm^rv/wm. This cross has been made by Banta

arcuate-ascending, the second and sometimes the [see Aroideana 6(1): 26-27. 1983] and the re-

third joining the margin well above the middle suiting hybrid looks much like the type drawing

of the blade; the posterior ribs straight to grad- of .4. leuconeurum.

ually curved, naked (at least on the larger blades);

primary lateral veins 3-4 per side, departing the

midrib at an acute angle, then gradually curved
toward the margin, loop-connecting with collec-

tive vein; collective vein arising from the first

basal vein or sometimes one of the lowermost
primary lateral veins, 0.7-1.4 cm from margin,

INFLORESCENCE erect, at least as long as
leaves; peduncle 40-68 cm long, 4-6 mm diam.,
terete; spathe narrowly ovate to ovate-lanceo-

late, green, 4.5-10 cm long, 1-2.5(3.5) cm wide,
broadest just above base, narrowly acuminate at

apex, weakly cordate and clasping at base, in-

serted at ca. 20° angle on peduncle; spadix sessile

or nearly so, green, (4)6-13 cm long, 6-8 mm

The species is a member of section Cardiolon-

chium and is characterized by having a velvety

leaf blade with usually paler major veins similar

to A. clarinervium, to which it is apparently re-

lated. It is distinguished from the latter species

by its generally larger and more narrowly ovale

leaves that have the basal veins coalesced into a

naked posterior rib, 1-4.5 cm long. Anthuriwn

clarinervium generally has the basal veins free or

if they are coalesced the posterior rib is never

naked.

Engler (1905) cites Ghiesbreght (1877) (note

difference in spelling). It is not certain whether

this is his collecting number or not but it implies
KJL a.vttiij 3w, e^ttn, v^nyu-ij cm long, 0-5 mm , , ,

• Tr +ir.inlikplv

diam. at base, 4-5 mm diam. at apex; the flowers
^^^^ ^^ '^^ ^^ ^^^"^^ specimen. Ifso, it is unliKe

.

rhombic, 3.8-4 mm long, 3-3.5 mm wide, the
sides straight parallel to spirals, smoothly sig-

moid perpendicular to spirals; 6-7 flowers visible

in the principal spiral, 4-5 flowers visible in the
alternate spiral; tepals sparsely punctate, lateral

tepals 2. 1 mm wide, the margin broadly rounded,
thin and turned up against pistil; pistils elevated
but not emergent until after anthesis of stamens;
the stigma 0.5 mm long, elliptic, slitlike; stamens
emerging in a prompt sequence from the base,
the stamens in the basal one-third complete be-
fore the alternates emerge in the apical one-third;
anthers held above tepals and over pistil but not
obscuring stigma, 0.9 mm long, 0.8 mm wide,
evenly spaced; thecae oblong-elliptic, scarcely di-
varicate. INFRUCTESCENSE pendent; berries
broadly obovoid, rounded at apex, bright orange,
9-10 mm long, 8-10 mm diam.; pericarp mod-

rrlowl^it; ".•H^'''^
"^"^^ '""'' ^^^^^ '' ^*— cultivated at California Botanical Gard^a

narrowly obovoid to obovoid, brown(?), slightly 54. ;i^9(UC); cultivated at FairchildTrop.cal
Garden.

flattened, 6-7 mm long, 5-6.5 mm wide, 3.6-4 Frantz 3288 (FTG).
mm thick. Fig. 98.

Me
Anthurium leuconeurum was collected in

Anthurium lezamae Matuda, Bol. See. Bo
•

^

southern Mexico in about 1860 and apparently
has not been recollected in the wild. All known
herbarium collections are from living collections
presumably derived from the original living col-
lection in Belgium. If the species still exists in

xico 19: 19. 1956. Type: Mexico. ChiaP

Mun
MacDougall

W
lotype).

the wild it is surely a narrow endemic similar to Terrestrial; the stems short, 1 -5 cm diam- i"^

A. clannery,um. I have strong suspicions that A. ternodes ver^ close; cataphylls thin, 5-7 cm
lo"?-

I

t

I

^

>

L

I

t

that the specimen still exists.

Anthurium leuconeurum was the subject o

much hybridization after its introduction into

Europe in the early 1 860s. Perhaps the most well

known of these hybrids is A. macrolobum Hort.

{A. dentatum Andre is a synonym), which is a

cross between A. leuconeurum and A. pedato-

radiatum. ,

Ahhough the species was originally described

by Lemaire as acaulescent and epiphytic, it

^ ,

no doubt a terrestrial plant with a definite (a
-

though short) stem. ,

Since all known collections have been ma<i

from living collections in cultivation, no specij

mens are complete with the stem. In additio

have seen no bonafide living collection of t

species. Because of these shortcomings the

scription is less complete than most.

I

i

»

\

i
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drying reddish-brown, soon weathering at least lateral tepals 1.8-2 mm wide, the inner margin

at base into thin, mostly longitudinally oriented very broadly rounded, the alternate pair with

fibers. LEAVES with petioles 1 7-4 1 cm long, 2 inner margins straight to concave; pistil greenish,

4 mm diam., terete; geniculum 1-1.5 cm long; not emergent; stigma ca. 1 mm long, linear; sta-

blades ovate to ovate-triangular, gradually acu- mens emerging promptly, from the base, the lat-

minate at apex, deeply lobed at base, 13-28 cm eral stamens preceding the third and fourth sta-

long, 9-18.5 cm wide, broadest at the middle or mens by only a few spirals, held just above the

at the base, the margin slightly hyaline (on drying), tepals in a close circle around the stigma; anthers

weakly revolute; anterior lobe 12.5-20.5 cm long, 0.5 mm long, 0.7 mm wide; thecae semicircular,

the margin almost straight to broadly rounded, flat, not at all divaricate. INFRUCTESCENCE
(sometimes somewhat bulged at base of lobe), not seen. Figs. 99 and 100.

the margins sometimes somewhat variable with
Anthurium lezamae is endemic to Mexico, in

one margin slightly convex, the other shghtly
^^^^^^ ^^.^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ j^5qq ^ elevation.

concave; the posterior lobes directed downward
or slightly outward, 6-11.5 cm long, 3.5-6.5 cm
wide; the sinus usually obovate, rarely parabolic,

It is known from the municipios of Bochil, El

Bosque, and Ocosingo. The plants grow on usu-

ally steep, rocky slopes in pine-oak forest in sea-
rounded or obtuse at apex; the upper surface with

^ ^^^^^ ^ ^p^^j^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^^^^ 0^_
the epidermis drying with a characteristically ^^^^ ^Schultes & Reko 867. ECON) is possibly
raised, alveolate reticulation (papillate when

^^^^ ^^.^ ^^^^.^^ ^^^ -^ j^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^
fresh), the lower surface drying more or less

smooth; the midrib raised on both surfaces; basal

veins 4-5(6) pairs raised on both surfaces, the

lacks the typically alveolate epidermal pattern

on the upper blade surface.

third and fourth (fifth) coalesced 4.5-6 cm, all The species is a member of section Cardiolon-

;>^ but the uppermost arcuate-ascending, joining the chium and is recognized by its narrowly ovate-

margin, the second basal vein joining the margin cordate leaf blades with the poorly developed

well above the sinus and sometimes well above primary lateral veins scarcely more prominent

the middle ofthe blade; the primary lateral veins than the interprimary veins and the tertiary veins.

2-3 per side, usually scarcely apparent, departing Also characteristic is the unusual reticulation

the midrib at 70°-80° angle, sometimes curving created by the epidermal cells on drying,

laterally at almost a 90° angle to the midrib. The species is perhaps most closely related to

Prominulous above and below, scarcely or not (and possibly inseparable from) A. leuconeurum,

at all more prominent than the interprimary veins which differs in having the midrib and basal veins

or tertiary veins; the tertiary veins weakly raised (and the area immediately adjacent to them) much
above and below; the collective vein arising from
the uppermost basal vein, 5-13 mm from the

paler than the rest of the blade surface. In ad-

dition, the blade surface o^A. leuconeurum dries

"margin, weakly raised on both surfaces. INFLO- obviously papillate with the individual papillae

distinguishable, whereas A. lezamae dries with

the epidermal cells drying minutely alveolate

RESCENCE usually held erect, well above the
'eaves; peduncles 37-78 cm long, 3-4 mm diam.,
'onger than the petioles- spathe weakly coria- (honey-combed). Unfortunately, A. lezamae has

ceous, green, lanceolate to'oblong-lanceolate, 3.7- not been studied alive so I do not understand the

6-5 cm long, 7-1 4 mm wide, broadest just above significance of these differences.

Ihe base or at the middle, acuminate at apex, MacDougall 302 and two unnumbered
weakly cordate and somewhat clasping at base, MacDougall collections from an area believed to

'nserted at a 45° angle on the peduncle; stipe 2- be southwestern Oaxaca (between La Gloria and

^ mm long in front, 1-3 mm long in back; spadix Rio Grande and between Buena Vista and La

greenish, 4-6.5 cm long, 5-6 mm diam. at base,^ mm diam. at apex, held at 180° angle from
peduncle; flowers rhombic, 3-4 mm long, (dry)

•5-2.8 mm wide, (dry) the sides straight, parallel

slightly

dermal

tern on the leaves typical of that species. It is

possible that these represent a distinct species

^^=^Piral, gradua;iy7igmoid''p7ipendicuiar'to the but too little is known about them to be certain.

^Piral; 4-6 flowers visible in the principal spiral,

3-4 flowers visible in the alternate spiral; tepals Mexico, chiapas: vicinity of Jiiotol ^/^^ffveA
^•^^kly glossy, minutely and densely punctate, Dressier 29832 (DS); Breedlove & Smuh 32558 (DS);
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Figures 95-98. 95. Anthiirium intenuplum Sodiro, Selhy 58-1975-3.

^T^oat 42672.-^91. Anihurium lentil Croat & Baker, Las Cruces Bot. Card.

i'-ultivaied at McUin's. Avr. Australia).

-96. Anthurium lancetillenseCiosX,

98. Anihurium leuconeurum Lcm.,
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vicinity Ocosingo, Breedlove 27925 (DS); San Cristo- nutely papillate, sometimes with droplets as sta-

bal de Las Casas, MacDougall 362 (MEXU). oaxaca: mens emerge, lateral tepals 0.8-1 mm wide, the
between La Gloria & Rio Grande, MacDougall s. n. j^ner margin broadly rounded; pistils weakly

^ ''
emergent, green tinged with red-violet; stigma

oblong-linear, 0.5-0.6 mm long, purplish with

droplets apparent a few days before stamens

emerge; stamens emerging from the base, the lat-

eral stamens preceding alternates by 1 -2 spirals,

exserted briefly on pinkish flattened filaments.

Anthurium longipeltatum Matuda, Anales Inst.

Biol. Univ. Nac. Mexico 37: 75, Fig. 1. 1967.

Type: Mexico. Oaxaca: between Vista Her-

mosa and Puerto Eligio, Comaltepec Ixtlan ... ^ .uu- * a r* i

. - , , , ^5^ . , ., ^ which retract, holdmg stamens at edge of tepals
ae Juarez, elev. 1,200 m m humid forest, • ^ .-i *u i n u i^ -u'

against pistil; anthers pale yellow, held ± con-

tiguous, 0.3-0.4 mm long, 0.5-0.6 mm wide; the-

cae ellipsoid; pollen yellow to white, fading to
holotype).

MacDougall 563 (MEXU

Epiphyte or terrestrial; stems green, ca. 1 8 cm cream. INFRUCTESCENCE pendent, spathe

long, 2.5-3 cm diam.; roots few, dark greenish- withered; berries subglobose to obovoid, round-

brown, descending; leaf scars 2-3 cm wide; cata- ed at apex, red to red-orange (B & K Red 6/7.5),

phylls coriaceous, 6.5-15 cm long, long-acumi- 8-8.5 mm long, 5.5-6.5 mm wide; mesocarp

nate at apex, drying dark brown, splitting at base, fleshy, ± transparent with raphide cells; seeds 1-

subpersistent. LEAVES with petioles erect to 2, ovoid, cream or greenish-white, 4 mm long,

spreading, 29-56 cm long, 5-7 mm diam., terete; 2.5 mm wide, 2 mm thick with sticky appendages

geniculum 1-4.5 cm long; blades oblanceolate to at both ends. Figs. 101, 102, and 104.

oblong-ovate, moderately thick, long-acuminate ^^ ^ ^^^^^^ .^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^.^^^^
a^^apex lobed at base, 33-56 cm long, 14-28 cm

^^ j^.^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^-^^^^^ ^^^ -^ ^^_
wide broadest just below middle; anterior lobe

^^^^^^ .^ ^^^^^^ p^^j,,^ -^ j^^^i^^ -^ ^^^pj^^j

ll . . ?n
^"^' ^^^ "'^'^'''' ''°''''^''' P°'^^"^' wet forest from 600 to 1 ,500 m elevation,

iooes 4.!)- 10 cm long; the sinus parabolic to tn-

angular, sometimes the lobes overlapping, acute The species is a member of section Belolon-

at apex; upper surface semiglossy to glossy, lower chium and is distinguished by its moderately

surface semiglossy, obscurely to conspicuously thick, deeply lobed, oblong-ovate blades, which

punctate; the midrib prominulous, convex above, are dark green above and paler below, by its long

i"ore prominently raised below; basal veins 3- slender spadix, by having basal veins frequently

5 pairs, usually free, sunken or prominulous in free with little or no posterior rib, and red to red-

galleys above, raised below; primary lateral veins orange, subglobose berries.

8-12 per side, departing midrib at 3 5''-50° angle. The collections of A. longipeltatum from

sunken above, raised below, arcuate-ascending northern Oaxaca are somewhat obscurely punc-

to collective vein; lesser veins flat to weakly tate whereas those collected near Valle Nacional

sunken above, flat below; collective vein arising are more conspicuously punctate. The spadix

from the first basal vein' sunken above, raised color varies from olive-green to violet-purple.

below 5-10 mm from margin. INFLORES- be

CENCE erect-spreading, longer than leaves; pe- A. verapazense, a species ranging from Belize to

tJiuicle 30-80 cm long, '3-8 mm diam., terete; Honduras, but that species has a consistently vi-

spathe subcoriaceous, green sometimes faintly olet-purple spadix and usually has a well devel-

|inged purplish (B & K Yellow-green 8/10), ob- oped posterior rib.

~ ' Matuda considered A. longipeltatum to bewide
xanthosomifolium)narrowly acuminate at apex, obtuse at base, in- si

'^rted on peduncle at 30°-50° angle; spadix olive- it is in no way similar or related except that the

green (B & k Yellow-green 6/5) to dark purple two species have posterior lobes. Anthurium ti-

(^ <& K Blue-purple 2/10) 9-35 cm long, 7-9 /amum differs principally in lacking punctate dots

"im diam. at base, 2-4 mm diam. at apex; flow- on the lower blade surface.

^^ rhombic to 4-lobed, 2.5-4 mm long, 2.3-3
"^"1 wide, the sides straight

perpend
Jjowers visible in the principal spiral, 7-9 flowers .

^'sible in the alternate spiral; tepals glossy, mi- turn.

The etymology of the name is curious. Al-

though Matuda named the plant "longipeltata"

there is no part peltate. Perhaps this is a typo-

«.-oT,h;rai prror from the intended "longipetiola-

T»
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Figure 103. Anthurium louisii Cvoai & Baker, Field Museum Drawing 82395
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Figures 104-107. 104. Anthuhum longipcltatum Matuda, Croat 48326. -\Q5, Anthurium lucens Standi, ex Yuncker, Croat 41541. — \06. An-
thurium michclii G\\\\\,\\\m\n. Croat 33142—107, Anthurium microspadix SchoW, Croat 40906.
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Mexico, oaxaca: Comaltepec, MacDougall 563 at least sometimes deciduous; spadix 8-15 cm

(MEXU); road from Teotillan del Camino to Santa long, 3-4 mm diam., usually coiled in age; berries

Maria Chilchotla, Croat 48326. 48366 (MO); vicinity
^^ ^ subglobose, green becoming orange-red,

Walle Nacional, Croat 39755, 39795. 43906, 43914, " ,^ l^^ -^ *
• d

47973, 48064 (MO); King 2143 (MICH); Moore & ^3- ^ mm long and 5 mm wide, matunng si-

Bunting 8917 (BH); summit of Cerro de Cuhuatepete, mullaneously throughout the spadix, drying with

vicinity Tehuacan, Vera Santos 3340 (MICH). a buttonlike beak. Fig. 103.

Anthurium louisii is known only from Costa

Anthurium louisii Croat & Baker, Brenesia 1

6

Rica in premontane or lower montane rain for-

(Supl. 1): 59. 1979. Type: Costa Rica. Car- est, apparently restricted to middle elevations on

tago: about 2.5 km north by east northeast the Atlantic slopes of the Cordillera Central and

of Tapanti, 9°45'N, 83°47'W, 1,500-1,600 the Cordillera de Talamanca, 1,300 to 1,800 m.

m elevation; forest remnants on steep slopes,

Baker, Utley & Utley 220 (F-1758200, ho-

lotype; MO-2385464, isotype.

The species is in section Porphyrochitonium

and can be recognized by its broadly ovate leaves

with glandular punctations on both surfaces and

Epiphyte or terrestrial, to 30 cm tall; stems by its usually coiled spadix (in fruit). The type

erect, to 1 cm diam.; intemodes 1-4 cm long; collection was found on a steep bank and formed

leaf scars obscured by cataphyll fibers; cataphylls the dominant ground cover.

Anthurium louisii is related to A. angustiirense

Engl, from Colombia. The latter species differs

fibers. LEAVES dispersed along stem at each chiefly by its lanceolate leaf blades. Anthurium

louisii also resembles A. circinatum Croat from

4-7 cm long, gradually acuminate at apex, drying

brown, quickly weathering into coarse persistent

petioles (15)20-30

terete, narrowly sulcate; geniculum ca. 1.5 cm Panama in Chiriqui Province.

long; blades ovate to broadly ovate, subcoria-

ceous, gradually to abruptly long-acuminate at

apex, obtuse or truncate to rounded at base, 14-

17 cm long, 8-13.5 cm wide, broadest slightly

below the middle; both surfaces conspicuously

glandular-punctate; midrib raised above, dimin-
ished toward apex, prominently raised below;
primary lateral veins 1 5-20 per side, departing

midrib at 45° angle, ± straight, loop-connected

by the collective vein, raised above and below;
lesser veins inconspicuous; collective vein aris-

ing from the base, 4-12 mm from the margin.
INFLORESCENCE, erect-spreading; peduncle
(1 5)25-38(45) cm long, considerably longer than
the leaves; spathe somewhat thin, green becom-
ing reddish, lanceolate-linear, 4-6.5 cm long, ca.

1 cm wide, broadest at base, gradually acuminate
at apex, slightly clasping at base, inserted at ca.
20° angle on peduncle; stipe very short or absent-

Costa Rica, cartago: NNE ofTapanti, Baker. Vll^

& Utley 220 (CR, DUKE, EAP, F, MO, NY, SEL, u^J

S of Tapanti, Lent 1384 (F); on road between lapan

and Tausito-Selva area, Utley & Utley 2995 (h), ^

.

panti Hydroelectric Project, along trail to meteoroiog

cal station, Utley & Utley 4532 (DUKE); roa'^

jfj"
Tapanti to Taus and Tausito, NE of Rio Grange

Orosi at Tapanti, Utley & Utley 5035 (DUKt). nc

Copey, Cordillera de Talamanca, Williams & ^'

76506 (EAP, F); region beyond Muiieco 3 km

village church, SW of Orosi, Utley & Vtley 7wv ^

'

SAN jose: La Palma, Coronado, Werkle s.n. (LKi-

Anthurium lucens Standi, ex Yuncker, Fi^^'^ ^"^

Nat. Hist., Bot. Sen 17: 317, PI- 5-
193»-

Type: Honduras. Comayagua: near bi

ote, hills above the plains of Siguatepeq
^

elev. 1,350 m, Yuncker, Dawson
&J^(^

5844 (F, holotype; GH, MICH,

isotypes)

MO, US

spadix green to yellow-green, usually coiled at . ,, . c* A^ p..bl Field Mus.

maturity, (4)6-18 cm long, 3-4 mm diam. at
^"'^"-'"'^ ^^«'"«>'^«^^ Standi., Publ.h.,^^^,.

base, 2-3 mm diam. at apex (dry); flowers rhom-
bic, 2-3.5 mm long, 2-2.5 mm wide; the sides

Guate-

vir-Hist., Bot. Ser. 22: 4, PI. 5. 1940. Type_^^
^^^

mala. Alta Verapaz: Seraxcaj, Finca Sea .^
gin forest, elev. 960 m, C L. Wilson (E ^o

straight; 2-3 flowers visible in either spiral-
holotype). p^U mus-

sral tepals 1 .6-2. 1 mm wide, the inner marein
^"'^"""'^ y^nckeri Standi ex Yuncke

,

^^^^^ ^^
j.

lateral tepals 1 .6-2. 1 mm wide, the inner margin
broadly rounded; pistil green; stigma ca. 0.5 mm
long, ellipsoid; stamens probably weakly exsert-

ed above the tepals, well spaced; filaments ca.

4-0

5-0

varicate. INFRUCTESCENCE with the spathe

Nat. Hist., Bot. Ser. 17: 317, PI- 6.
' '-; hi"^

Honduras. Comayagua: near ti ^li
^^^ ^

above the plains of Siguatepeque, ^^^^'^^i, ho-

Yuncker, Dawson & Vouse 5935 (F »3

lotype). .
j^,5t,

Bio'-

Anthurium mapastepecenseyi^X\i^^^ '^"^^^
MeJ^'*^"'

Univ. Nac. Mexico 27: 339. 1957- T^^^.
, qoO

Chiapas: Mapastepec, Finca Prusia, e
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m, MacDougall 337 (MEXU 109434, holotype; 1 .6 mm wide, the inner margin broadly rounded;
CAS, isotype). pistils weakly raised, green, sometimes purplish;

stigma linear, ca. 0.6 mm long, opening as sta-

Epiphyte or terrestrial; stems to 20 cm long, mens emerge; stamens emerging from the base

ca. 4.5 cm diam.; intemodes and leaf scars ob- in a moderately rapid sequence, the laterals first,

scuredby roots and cataphylls; roots dark brown, soon followed by alternates, the leading stamens
medium thick, descending; cataphylls subcoria- several spirals ahead of third or fourth stamens;

ceous, 6.5-7.5 cm long, heavily tinged red-violet, anthers bright yellow, held at the edge of tepals,

the apex acuminate with subapical apiculum 2- ca. 0.6 mm long, ca. 0.3 mm wide; thecae ovate,

3 mm long, drying brown (B & K Yellow 4/7.5), widely divaricate; pollen pale yellow. INFRUC-
weathering to persistent reticulate fibers, the apex TESCENCE pendent; the spathe usually decid-

remaining ± intact. LEAVES with petioles erect uous; berries bright red, obovoid to oblong-el-

tospreading, (12)26-72 cm long, 0.6-1 cm diam., lipsoid, usually developing only in basal one
subterete; geniculum 2.5-3.5 cm long, some- quarter to one third, round to truncate at apex,

times faintly tinged red-violet; blades narrowly 8-18 mm long, 6.5-18.5 mm diam.; mesocarp
ovate to oblong-ovate or ovate-triangular, mod- juicy, clear, with raphide cells; seeds 1-2, green-

erately thick, gradually acuminate at apex, deep- ish white, oblong-elliptic, slightly flattened, 4-5
ly lobed at base, 30-46 cm long, 18-24 cm wide, mm long, 2.5-4 mm wide, 1.8-2.1 mm thick,

broadest at the base orjust below point ofpetiole obliquely concave at apex. Figs. 105 and 108.

attachment; the anterior lobe 22-32 cm long, the
margins usually convex, sometimes ± straight;

posterior lobes 10-16 cm long, the sinus spathu-
late to hippocrepiform, obtuse to rounded, or
sometimes acute at apex; both surfaces semi-
^ossy, the lower surface punctate; the midrib
acutely to convexly raised above, convexly raised
^low; basal veins 5-6 pairs, the first and second

Anthurium lucens ranges from Mexico (State

of Chiapas) to Honduras usually from 350 to

1,500 m (rarely to as low as 1 50 m in Guatemala

to as high as 2,000 m in Chiapas). In Mexico the

species occurs only in "bosque pino-encino" and

"selva alta perennifolia" in northern Chiapas. In

Guatemala it has been collected only in the de-

Izabal.

freP ti^
^ '' '^ ""^^^ ^""^

partments of Huehuetenango, Alta Verapaz and
*^ce, me remammg coalesced 2-2.5 cm; posterior y^^^^t
nb naked one half to one third its length, usually
^th inner margin turned up; primary lateral veins Leaf shape is extremely variable in A, lucens

2-7 per side, departing midrib at 55°-60° angle, but all populations share in common coriaceous,

^iraight or weakly curving to collective vein, punctate leafblades, an inflorescence shorter than

sunken above, raised below; lesser veins scarcely or equal in length to the petiole, a relatively short

^'sible above, visible and ±'flat below; collective violet-purple spadix with a spathe usually more
^^in arising from the first basal vein, in larger than half as long as the spadix at anthesis, and
Wades from fourth or sometimes fifth basal veins, red, obovoid, 1-2-secded berries. Generally the

sunken above, raised below 6-15 mm from the anterior lobe of the blade is convex along the

"margin. INFLORESCENCE usually held erect,
arching or pendent in larger plants, shorter than

margins, although rarely the margins arc concave

and are similar to A. chiapasense excepl that they
^r equalling petioles; peduncle 33-75 cm long, dry greenish to greenish brown and not black-

:^ mm diam., terete, sometimes tinged red- ened as is the case with A. chiapasense.

^'olet; spathe moderately thin, green heavily Honduran collections of A. lucens are some-
^'nged with red-violet lanceolate 4-8 5 cm long, what unusual in that they are geographically iso-

^•4-1.7 cm wide, na^owly acuminate at apex, lated, the species not usually collected in south-

ounded at base, inserted at 45° angle on pedun- em Guatemala.
^e; spadix deep violet-purple, 10.5-13 cm long,

j,~ ^^ diam. at base, 3-3.5 mm diam. at apex;
^^owers rhombic to weakly 4-lobed, 3-3.2 mm
& 2.6-3 mm wide, the sides straight to grad-

orjaggedly

Other collections worthy of mention are those

o{ MacDougall 337 (type of A. mapastepecense)

and Matuda 19647. While both of these collec-

tions are unusual in being south of the range of

_ ^ J .,.e,"'«^i.aaiiu3v^iiitvyi.t.iw...-v-.-, most A. lucens and in having anterior lobes

^7 flowers visibie"^^Thrprincipr/TpirX8-^^ somewhat broader than normal, they arc be-

"°*ers visible m the alternate spiral; tepals matte lieved to be within the range of variability for A.

lucens considering that the species is so widc-
DiilT^^

•
^°^^y' weakly punctate, minutely pa-

^e, with scattered droplets, lateral tepals 1.5- spread and variable.
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Figures 108-1 1 1. 108. Anlhurium lucens Standi ex Yuncker Croat 41541 -109 Anthurium 'f^^
i

tioides Maluda. Ramirez 144 (Type) - no Anth^rnL J-' e u V- \ xnon^ 111 .4/i//j"^'"' ^
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Anthurium lucens is in section Belolonchium matte on both surfaces (dry); the midrib prom-

and is easily confused with A, verapazense, but inently and narrowly raised above and below

that species is distinguished by having the inflo- (dry); primary lateral veins 10-15 per side, de-

rescence 1.5 to 3 times longer than the petioles, parting midrib at 20''-30'' angle, curving down
and by having the spathe generally less than half and joining collective vein; reticulate venation

as long as the spadix at anthesis. prominulous in dry specimens; collective vein

Berry and seed size are quite variable in A. arising from one ofthe primary lateral veins near

lucens.Fov QxamplQ while Croat 41541 hasher- the base, 3-4 mm from margin. INFLORES-
ries ca. 7 mm long and seeds ca. 4 mm long, CENCE equalling or longer than leaves; pe-

Breedlove 9709 and 4308 have berries 11 to 14 duncle 40-48 cm long, to 5 mm diam., terete;

mm long and seeds 7 to 8.5 mm long respec- spathe narrowly lanceolate, inserted at 45** angle

lively. ^r^^i/Zove 9709 is particularly noteworthy on peduncle; spadix green, 20-24 cm long, 1.3

in having a very large fruiting spadix, drying ca. cm diam. at base, 6 mm diam. at apex; the flow-

3 cm in diameter. Nevertheless the berries and ers rhombic, 2-2.4 mm long, 2.4-2.6 mm wide;

seeds appear to be qualitatively similar and are 13-14 flowers visible in the principal spiral, 9-

10 flowers visible in the alternate spiral; pistils

not emergent; stigma elliptic, slitlike, 0.5 mm
long; stamens held level with tepals; anthers ovate.

all believed to represent the same species.

VERAPAZ
41541 (MO); Cerro Chinaja, Steyermark 45570 (F,

MO); 45624 (F, LL); 45649 (F); vicinity Finca Cubil-
huitz, Steyermark 44740 (F); Finca Sipacate, Cook &" "(US)

INFRUCTESCENCE not seen. Fig. 109.

Anthurium machetioides is endemic to central

(F); vicinity of'panzos. Croat 41612. 41697 (MO). Mexico on the Atlantic slope. The type was from

HLEHUETENANGo: near Barillas, Steyermark 49736 (F, the region of Chinantla in northeastern Oaxaca
US), izabal: El Ester, Harmon & Dwyer 4340 (MEXU, (^ region comprising part of 4 districts south of
MO); NW of Lake Izabal, Jones & Facey 3389 (NY);

y^jj^ Nacional), at 1,200 m and a second col-
along Rio Bonito, Steyermark 41723 (F, US).
Honduras, comayagua: between San Antonio & El lection was made relatively near at 200 m in the

Moli

Cedral, Molina 22588 (F, NY); vicinity Siguatepeque, District of Tuxtepec (probably San Jose Tuxte-

pec between Valle Nacional and Tuxtepec).

The species is characterized by its oblong-lin-

ear leaves with a collective vein from near the

Siguatepeque, Yuncker et al. 5844 (F, GH, MICH, MO,
U, US); 5935 {¥).

Mexico, chiapas: SE ofComitan, Carlson 1913, 2334

EVL^^^^ (MICH); Munc. Tenejapa, Breedlove ^ ^^^ primary lateral veins that are scarcely

ifn
^^' ^E^U); Breedlove & Raven 11308 (DS, CAS);

'i027 (DS); Breedlove c& Thome 21226, 27581A (DS);

the very elongate gradually tapered spadix.

Matuda

Matuda

Breedlove & Smith 32104 (DS); Montebello National relationship as section Leptanthimum; however,
ark^ree^/^^^

desoite the fact that it has a collective vein from

B^^SZ£:£^:^^;Z^^i 'he'ba.e, Us affiniUes are .os, H.e.y wUh A„-
fr>cv ^-. . _..

*-
. thurium schlechtendaln in section Pachyneu-

rium, which often has a collective vein from near

the base in juvenile leaves. It differs from A.

schlechtendaln in its proportionally narrower

leaves, the collective vein and by its proportion-

ately much longer spadix.

Mexico, oaxaca: near Chinantla, Ramirez 144

J*een Palenque & Bonampak, Croat 40222 (MO); E
^an Quintin, Breedlove 33385 (CAS, DS).

Anthunum machetioides Matuda, Anales Inst.

Biol. Univ. Nac. Mexico 22: 379, Fig. 7.

1952. Type: Mexico. Oaxaca? (see discus-

sion): Chinantla, 1,200 m, Ramirez 144
Martinez

(MEXU, holotype).

Stems short, intemodes short; cataphylls thin, Anthurium michelii Guillaumin, Bull. Mus. Hist.

^° 6-5 cm long, drying brown, weathering to lin- Nat. (Paris) 3 1
:
263. 1 925 Type: Panama.

^\ fibers, probably deciduous. LEAVES with Bocas del Toro. hills^beyond Fish Creek La-

Peuoles 6-7 cm long, 4-5 mm diam., broadly
"' '" '""'

"'Wedel
^'cate adaxially, rounded abaxially; geniculum

^^^^^^-^^ amethystinum Croat & Baker, Brenesia 16
~^ mm long; blades oblanceolate, narrowly acu- - •--" ^..„. ^„.*. d:.o r-o^oo^.

"^•naie at apex, narrowly cuneate at base, 45-48 aiong i«jau i^.-^v. — -- -_ -

^•n long, 6-8 cm wide, broadest above middle, Turrialba) and Quebrada Plalan.llo. 3-5 km from

UriUffl t*/*tV*r.^- -^

(Supl. 1): 20, 1979. Type: Costa Rica. Cartage:

along road between Moravia (east of Tuis, SE of
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)

I
Finca Racine in Moravia; elev. 1,200-1,300 m; 1 week before first stamens emerge, dry and

disturbed primary forest, Croat 36601 (MO exserted when stamens emerge; the lateral sta-

2395446, holotype; CR, F, K, NY, SEL, US, iso- j^^^s emerging rapidly from the base, open in
(

types; Live plant at MO).
^^^^, three-quarters before the first alternates be-

^

Epiphytic or terrestrial; stem usually very short, gin to emerge at the base, sometimes emerging

6-25 cm long, 1.5-3 cm diam.; roots dense, 1 .5- in a more scattered fashion, held in a close circle

5 mm thick, descending; cataphylls subcoria- around pistil; anthers white, 0.5-0.6(0.8) mm

ceous, 8-23 cm long, cordate-acuminate at apex, long, 0.4-1 mm wide; thecae elliptical, opening

drying brown (B & K Red 9/2.5), persisting, flat, moderately divaricate; pollen white. IN-

fibers FRUCTESCENCE

berries

petioles 9-25 (40) cm long, 5-9 mm diam., flat- light

tened laterally, sulcate with sharp margins, acute diarr

to rounded abaxially; geniculum 1-1.6 cm long; pointed at apex, glossy, dark purple to violet-

blades elliptic to oblong-elliptic or oblong, grad- purple, 7-12 mm long when dry, paler violet-

ually acuminate at apex (the acumen down- purple in lower third; mesocarp gelatinous; seeds

turned), acute to obtuse at base, 8-54 cm long, 2, flattened, ca. 5 mm long, 4 mm wide, 3 mm

5 .5-22 cm wide, broadest at the middle or slight- thick. Fig. 106.

ly below the middle, the margin ± flat, contin- „. •
i a.^^ /^r.ctn Rica and

.. .
'

,
. , , ^ The species is known from Costa Kicd an

uous with margins of the petiole; both surfaces _ u *i, i ^^ oifit„HP5 from 400 to

_ .^ ^
. , . . .f^

'

. , , Panama on both slopes at altitudes irom tui;

matte to semiglossy; midrib convexly raised and ^—"'>'

diminished toward apex above, acutely raised

below; basal veins consisting only of the lowest

1 ,400 m, mostly in premontane wet and tropical

wet forest.

pair ofprimary lateral veins; primary lateral veins Anthurium michelii is distinctive for its creamy

6-15 per side, sunken above, prominulous be- green or whitish underleaf surface and bngn

low; interprimary veins weakly sunken above, purple berries. Also characteristic are the oblong-

prominulous below; collective vein moderately elliptic leaves, broadly and sharply sulcate pet-

straight, prominent, continuous, arising from the iole, and the frequently conspicuously stipitate

second pair of primary lateral veins, sunken
above, prominently raised below, 5-9 mm from

spadix. f

The species is a somewhat atypical member

the margin. INFLORESCENCE pendent or section Pachyneurium, and appears to be unre-

arching-pendent, usually shorter than the leaves;

peduncle 30-58 cm long, 3-5 mm diam., much
longer than petioles, prominently 4- or 5 -ribbed

lated to any other species in the section.
^^

The type specimen of ^. michelii. not studi^^^

. . - .^ until recently, is aberrant and unusually sm

especially near the base, irregularly striate toward for the species and, despite the fact that it W
^^

apex with one prominent sharp rib arising from little resemblance to the type of A. ^^^^"^^^^^

beneath the spathe; spathe coriaceous, medium num, the two are now known to represent

green (B & K Yellow-green 7/10), oblong-Ian- same species.
ceolate to oblong, 3-15 cm long, 1-2.5 cm wide,
broadest in lower third, inserted at 45° angle on
peduncle; stipe 0.8-3.5 cm long; spadix yellow-
green (B & K Yellow-green 6/7.5), (4.5) 8.5-20
cm long, 6-10 mm diam. at base, 4-6 mm diam.
at apex; flowers rhombic, 3-4.2 mm long, 2.8-
4.3 mm wide, the sides straight to jaggedly sig-

moid; (4)7-11 flowers visible in the principal
spiral, 5-7 flowers visible in the alternate spiral;

lepals green, semiglossy, sometimes with scat-
tered nectar droplets; lateral tepals 2-2.7 mm
wide, the inner margin ± straight, somewhat

Costa Rica, alajuela: La Balsa de San R
^

Utley & Utley 1850 (F); Hacienda la Manna,k,
Rafael, canton de Aguas Zarcas, Wilhains el a'_

^ ^f

(F); E of Rio San Rafael & S of the hot spnjS
j^^ jj

La Marina, Burger & Stolze 5002 (F); La r^

San Ramon, Brenes 5599 (CR, F); ^^^^""V^ butS^
Center Quebrada Marin, E of Ciudad Q"^*^ T^fceio-

& Stolze 4994 (CR, F, MO, NY); San Luis ^^ .^^^^^

Austin Smith NY1258 (F, NY); road ^^^^^t.j^y JjS

to Lake Hule, W of Hwy. 9, Baker, f^'"^ * ry mNE
(F); NW of Cariblanco, Luteyn 3348 (DU^^'^^j^^

ofBijagua along the new road to Upala, Burg
^^^^,

9862 (F, MO); 9862A {¥). cartago:
Moravia

^^

, »•.•,•, rip6,Ocam/Jo//66(CR); along CaminoKaiz
turned up against pistil; pistils exserted 0.5 mm, SE of Platanillo, Croat 36743 (MO); along

^^^^(J/

pointed before maturity, the exserted portion tween Moravia and Quebrada Platanillo, ^''^j^^. of

broadly ovoid; stigma linear, 0.4-0.6 mm long (^^' F' ^^ ^O, NY, SEL, US),
^^""^^'^^^o on't»*

exserted, brushlike, with conspicuous droplets J'''""'^
^''^^" ^^^ Socorro, E of Cano ,p).

for abouu days, b=con,i„s ,ryL brownXt L""o!Lt Sr^L^Si^^'^i"^ "' ""^

I

s
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Leon 1148 (CR); along road from San Isidro del Gene- rounded at base, sometimes acute or subcordate,

ral to Dominical, Burger & Baker 10106 (F); Croat 9_25 cm long, 2.5-1 1 cm wide, moderately thin;

35259 (MO); 1 mile beyond divide between^San Isidro
^^it upper surface semiglossy; midrib raised in a

valley above, diminished and sunken toward the

apex, prominently raised below; primary lateral

veins 4-1 1 per side, departing midrib at ca. 45°

angle, sunken above, raised below, straight or

del General and Dominical, Croat 35323 (MO).

Anthurium microspadix Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Z.

8: 180. 1858. Type: Costa Rica, nearNaran-

jo, Oersted s.n. (Type not found; Photo of
gjightly curving to collective vein; interprimary

Schott Aroid Drawing #322, NYBG Neg
#N.S. 3812).

Anthurium porrectum Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 180.

1858. Type: Costa Rica, near Desengafio, Wend-
land 841 (GOET).

veins usually present; tertiary veins usually

prominent on lower surface; basal veins 1-3 pairs,

usually free at base, all but the uppermost soon

joining the margin; collective vein arising from

the first basal vein, 2-5 mm from the margin.
Anthurium tapinostachyum SchoU, Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: INFLORESCENCE erect, shorter than the leaves;

180. 1858. Type: Costa Rica, near Candelaria,

Alio de La Cruz, Hoffmann s.n, (Photo of Schott

Aroid Drawing #331, NYBG Neg. #N.S. 3818).

peduncle terete, 5-1 5 cm long; spathe lanceolate-

elliptic, olive-green or pale green, sometimes

Anthurium colombianum Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25: tinged purplish, 3-4(5) cm long, to 1.7 cm wide,

abruptly acuminate at apex, weakly cordate at379. 1898. Type: Colombia. Putomayo: valley of
Sibundoy near Santiago, E of Pasto, elev. 2,000-
2,500 m.

Anthurium tuerckheimii Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25:
380. 1898. Type: Guatemala. Alta Verapaz: Pan-

base, inserted at 45*^-50" angle on peduncle; stipe

usually 2-5 mm long, sometimes absent, or to

10 mm long; spadix pale yellow to yellow-green

samala, 1,200 m, Tuerckheim 864 (B, holotype; or green, sometimes tinged with purple, L5-4
K, US, isotypes)

Anthurium gracilescens Sodiro, Anales Univ. Centr.
Ecuador 15: 393. 1902. Type: Ecuador. Pichin-
cha: Nanegal, Sodiro sm. (B).

Anthurium lepturum Sodiro, Anales Univ. Centr. Ec-

cm long at anthesis, usually 4-5 mm diam. near

base, 3-3.5 mm diam. near the apex; flowers

square to weakly 4-lobed, 2.5-3 mm wide in both

directions, the sides straight to jaggedly sigmoid;

uador 15: 458. 1902. Type: Ecuador. Pichincha: 4-6 flowers visible in the principal spiral, 6-7
western slopes of Volcan Pichincha, Sodiro s,n.

(B).

Anthurium nanegalense Sodiro, Anales Univ. Centr.
Ecuador 15: 460. 1902. Type: Ecuador. Pichin-
cha: Gualea, Sodiro s.n. (B).

Anthurium sHvaticum Sodiro, Anales Univ. Centr. Ec-
^dor 22: 25. 1907, Type: Ecuador. Tungurahua,
Sodiro s.n.

Anthurium barbanum K. Krause, Notizbl. Bot. Gart.
Berlin-Dahlem 9: 270, 1925. Type: Costa Rica.
Near Barba, A. C. Brade 2510 (B).

^murium gracilens Standi., Publ. Field Mas. Nat.
Hist., Bot. Ser. 22: 68. 1940. Type: Panama. Chi-
nqui: Rio Chiriqui Viejo Valley, 1,300-2,000 m,
^hite 160 (F, holotype; MO, isotypes).

flowers visible in the alternate spiral; tepals semi-

glossy, minutely papillate, large nectar droplets

scattered over the surface when anthers are

emerging, lateral tepals 1.5-2 mm wide, the inner

margin broadly convex; pistil weakly emergent,

medium green, slightly darker than tepals, semi-

glossy; stigma colorless, raised, brushlike, ca. 0.5

mm long, with stigmatic droplets 1-3 days before

anthers emerge; stamens emerging slowly from

the base, the laterals preceding the third and

fourth stamens by only a few spirals; anthers

cream, inclined over pistil, ca. 0.5 mm long, ca.

0.8 mm wide; thecae ovate-elliptic, slightly di-
yj.o mill v¥i\av^, i..*w*.^-w w.«-- X , —^ J —

Scandent epiphyte or semierect, terrestrial herb; varicate; pollen creamy white. INFRUCTES-
^nis elongate, frequently to 1 m or more long,

'^" "" '—'"' *- ^ - ^^^" ^ -> < ^r«

' "^ni diam., sparselv lone-rooted at the nodes;

CENCE with spadix to 8 cm long, to 2.5 cm

diam.; berries yellowish-green, subglobose, ca. 5

2^ intemodes (0.6)1-8(1 1) cm long; cataphylls mm diam. Figs. 107 and 1 10.

^^' ^-5-7.5(1 1) cm long, acute and apiculate at

f^^. promptly weathering, soon deciduous,
^jnetimes with a few pale fibers persisting.
LEAVES

The species ranges from Mexico to Ecuador at

elevations from 800 to 2,300 m in prcmontane

rain, lower montane wet, and lower montane rain

forest. It is one of the most variable species of
_ — M

-o pciMbungat me upper 0-lU or so noae;,,
^j.^^^ It is one of the most variable species ot

shall
^ ^'^^^^^^^^^'^*"^' ^"'^^^^^^^' "^"""^'^ ^"^ Anthurium in North America. In Panama it is

y sulcate, 5-16(24) cm long, 2-2.3 mm
J^ni.; geniculum 5-10 mm long; blades usually

r °°'ong, sometimes lanceolate, narrowly ob-

most easily confused with A. pallcns (see that

species for a discussion of the difTcrences).

°"f-clliptic or oblong-ovate, abruptly or grad- In South America ,t is apparently closely re-

"% acuminate at apex, usually truncate to lated to ^. ^m.x'««m Kunth in Peru and Bolivia,
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A. tenuicaule Engl., ^nd A. brachypodum Sodivo 10268A (MO), san jose: NW of Canaan, Burgeni

from Ecuador. Liesner 7086 (MO); NW of Cascajal, Taylor & Taylor

Sodiro described several species based on the

presence or absence of a stipe, the comparative

lengths ofthe peduncle and petioles, and the shape

and relative size of the spathe in relation to the

length of the spadix. These characters have been
';;Pcroar35265y57oO (MOy, N of'sln "je"r6nimo,

observed to be too vanable even within a single Ufj^y ^ iTfj^y 2894 (MO); Santa Maria de Dota, Phim

11341 (NY); Cordillera Central above La Palma, Lu-

teyn 3307 (DUKE, MO); Copey, Stork 7550 (MICH);

La Palma, Brenes 15055 (NY); Tonduz 9698 (BR);

between La Palma and La Hondura, Luteyn 42ii

(DUKE); Rio Candelaria, Tonduz 7893 (BR); Rio Na-

ranjo, Tonduz 7524 (BR); SW of San Isidro del Gen

I

»

population to warrant their use in the separation

of species.

2339 (BR).

Hi ATFMAIA. ALTA VERAPAZ Coban, Tuerckhem

8605 (NY,

VERAPAZ

Anthurium microspadix has been placed in it::
^^'^^'^\\''''^^^

^. , , ;,.
^

US); Finca Moca, Johnson 143 (US); Pansamaia.

section Xialophyllium,
Tuerckheim864{n^EoiT^cXic. William et al. 40601

Mention should be made of an error in the

translation of Lehmann's handwritten label by
Engler. The type locality should read "Sibun-

doy" rather than "Dibundog."

Belize. Camp 32, Guatemala Survey, Schipp S-679
(NY).

Costa Rica. No other location, Bogner sm. (MO);
Pittier 66, 3863 (BR); Tonduz 1888 (BR), alajuela,
GUANACASTE, PUNTARENAs: at juncture of provinces.
Burger et al. 10835 (MO) . alajuela: no other location,
Brenes 13611a (NY); Perias Blancas, Kennedy & Guin-
don 3707 (MO); N of Los Angeles de San Ramon,
Almeda & Nakai 3848 (MO); N of San Ramon, Utley

r

I

\

(DUKE
S of Zapote, Utley 4655 (DUKE); vicinity Zarceroi
Croat 43564 (MO); Smith 115, 404, 485 (MO); 638,
826, 1124 (NY), cartago: trail to Meterological Sta-
tion, Utley 4536 (DUKE); between Moravia & Que-
brada Platanillo, Croat 36617. 36677 (MO); SW of
Muneco, Luteyn 3873 (DUKE); S of Muneco, Utley &
Utley 771 (MO); vicinity Palo Verde, Luteyn 3329
(DUKE); Luteyn & Wilbur 4381 (DUKE); vicinity Pla-
tanillo, Croat 36819 (MO); between Quebrada Honda
and the Rio Sombrero, Luteyn 3237 (DUKE); near
forest above Rio Taus, Taylor & Taylor 11459\'MY);

41177. 41284 (MO); Tuerckheim 1768 (US), huehue-

TENANGo: N of Barillas, Steyermark 48724 (F). san

MARCOS: vicinitv Africa, Croat 40955 (MO); above

Finca El Porvenir, Steyermark 37975 (MO); La Tnn-

idad, Croat 40906 (MO); vicinity San Rafael, Williami

et al. 26202 (NY), zacapa: Mt. Virgen, Steyermark

42870 (F).
,

,,,.

Honduras, comayagua: El Achiote, Yunckerb^'"

(MO); vicinity Siguatepeque, Molina 25472 (NY, usi-

la paz: near Cordillera Guajiquiro, Molina & Mom

13885 (NY), morazan: Volcan de Guaimaca, Mom

3184 (US). SANTA BARBARA: .E of Lake Yojoa, Ue^

& Hazlett 3882 (MO). ^^
Mexico, chiapas: between Ixtapa & ^^^^^'^^f°\.nis

47798 (MO); vicinity Jitotol, Breedlove 15432 20u

(DS); vicinity Lake Montebello, Croat 4667/ Iw ;.

Miranda 2689 (MEXU); Munc. La Tnmtana^

tebello National Park, Breedlove 35120, ff/i^^jry

Munc. Ocosingo, Dressier 1517 (MEXU, MI^^'^ '

near Pueblo Nuevo Solistahuacan, ^^''^'^fjZrop
20025 (DS); Thorne & Lathrop 6505 (^^S'\'\^x)
6509 (RSA); Thorne & Lathrop ^^2S0 (DS L^-^

^^^^

E ofRio Napac, MacDougall 6894 (MfcAUJ, -^

^^^^^

ofVolcan Tacana, Breedlove 42509 (DS);
^'J^ ,^^^

(MO), oaxaca: vicinity Ixtlan de Juarez,^^c^^'^^^^^,^„

(DUKE)
"

I

k

I

>

>

I

Moore

. -r rTi \., ----.>""' jj-r-^^u>M, ^uuj<a:); Merraae Juarez, L^wat -''"'")--'
Ufr

^tT. .LTf^o''' ^""^r
^^^ ^^°^' ^"'^^'' ^ ^'^^"^'- Tuxtepec & Oaxaca, Croat 48067 (MO); Vista

6722 (MO); Burger & Burger 7547 (MO); Lent 1035
(NY); Utley & Utley 5190 (DUKE); Tapanti Hydro- .mcaragua. j.NortGA. x. .. .. ^ ---^^ .

electnc Reserve, Croat 36175, 36217 (MO), guana- 9173 (MOV near Cerro Chimborazo, Atwood^

caste: near Monte Verde, Weston 5063 (MO, NY);
--u.-.ov

between Santa Elena & Monteverde, Croat 47119
(MO), heredia: vicinity Bajo La Hondura, Croat 44503
(MO); S of Cariblanco, Croat 35847 (MO)- Rio Las
Vueltas, Taylor 17705 (NY); Tarrazu, Tonduz 7865
(BR); N of Vara Blanca, Croat 35622, 36048 (MO);
Vara Blanca de Sarapiqui, Skutch 3507 (MO NY)
3593 (MICH, MO, NY); Volcan Barba near Sacral
mento. Burger & Burger 7697, 9481 (MO); between
Volcan Irazu & Volcan Barba, Davidse & Pohl 1702

& Moli'^

1

9173 (MO); near Cerro cnimuuiu^'^, ;-
v 3 fr<"''*\

(MO); NeillN163 (MO); Matagalpa: HiSf*^;wo);N '

Jinotega to Matagalpa, Croat 43069, f^^^\)

of Matagalpa, Croat 43114 (MO); above Sanw

de Ostuma, Molina 20382 (NY); Molina

30538 (MO); Neill 1575 (MO); Williams e^^

27724 (MO); El Porvenir, Molina 20545 (M

vicinity Cerro Saslaya, Neill 3812, Stevens i

voican irazu & volcan Barba, Davidse & Pohl 1702 v\ No*'
(MO). PUNTARENAS & ALAJUELA: Montcverdc Nature Anthurium montanum Hemsl., Diagn. • *

Rp<iprv£* Rjjra^r Ar Tinl'£>v QAA3 ix/trw _ ^ y-.-_»*^rt-i^la. VU*^Reserve, Burger & Baker 9643 (MO), puntarenas-
Caiias Gordas, Pittier 11128 (BR); near Coton along
Rio Colo Brus, Croat 26643, 26650A (MO)- W of Fin-- Las Cruces, Luteyn 3847 (DUKE); vicinity ofMont

Mexic 5fl/'%

(K).

de, Burger & Gentry 8567. 8672 (MO); Luteyn 3400 t t i,
• u .• *o^c S 1 5 cm long- 2>

(DUKE^ MO); Wilbur et al. 15810 (DUKE) Wilbur
Usually epiphytic, stems 5-1

5
cm

^^^^.
cm diam.; leaf scars 2.5 cm wide; rooi>

^^^^^
ous, thick, descending; cataphylls conace

^j^,^

1 2 cm long, rounded at apex with subapi

(DUKE)
J4^0U (DUKE); SE of Santa Elena, Almeda et al 2035
(DUKE), san josfe & heredia: slopes of Cerro Zurqui
A Imeda 3688 (CAS); Rio Para Blanca, Burger et al

i

^J
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ulum, ca. 3 mm long, drying reddish-brown (B ed on short, transparent filaments, quickly re-

ft K Yellow-red 5/7.5) usually persisting as fibers tracting; thecae oblong-ellipsoid, slightly divar-

around stem. LEAVES with petioles spreading icate; pollen yellow to cream, fading to white,

to erect, (6.5)22-75(99) cm long, 5-1 5 mm diam., INFRUCTESCENCE pendent; spadix to 20 cm

usually D-shaped, sometimes subterete, broadly long, to 2 cm diam.; berries oblong to obtusely

sulcate, the margins acute; geniculum 1.5-3 cm triangular, truncate and usually broadest at apex,

long (sometimes tinged with red in larger plants); medium orange (B & K Yellow-red 7/2.5), 10-

blades triangular to ovate, subcoriaceous, grad- 1 3 mm in both directions; mesocarp firm, thick

ually to abruptly acuminate at apex, broadly to with few raphide cells; seeds 1-2, pale greenish-

deeply lobed at base, 12-55 cm long, 7-30 cm white, weakly flattened, ± reniform, 5-7.5 mm
wide, broadest at base; the anterior lobe 11-40 long, 4-6 mm wide, 3-4 mm thick, minutely

cm long; posterior lobes 5.5-18.5 cm long, usu- appendaged at both ends. Figs. Ill, 112, and

ally directed upward; the sinus rarely arcuate, 113.

usually hippocrepiform or spathulate, rounded
Anthurium montanum is known only from

at apex; the upper surface semiglossy to glossy,
g^^j^heast Chiapas and southwest Guatemala at

the lower surface semiglossy; the midrib broadly
gig^^^jons of 1 ,200 to 2,900 m in wet mountain

raised at base above, acutely raised to middle,
^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^j^^^ ^^^^^^^ („ot designated as part

sunken at apex, convexly raised below; basal veins
^^ ^j^^ Holdridge Life Zone system). In Chiapas

3-7 pairs, the fourth to seventh coalesced 1-5.5
^^^ species is known principally from "bosque

cm, raised above and below; the posterior ribs
^^ oyamel" but probably also "bosque pino-

naked, the outer margin rolled up; primary lat-
^^^£,^^0

" jhe type locality of A. montanum,
eral veins 6-1 1 per side, departing the midrib at

^^^^^[^ Volcan de Fuego, is located in southwest
45°-60° angle; weakly sunken above, raised be- Guatemala along the frontiers ofthe departments
low, straight to the collective vein; lesser veins

^f gjcuintla, Chimaltenengo, and Sacatepequez.
sunken above, raised below; collective vein aris-

^^.^ording to annotations by N. E. Brown on the

type collection, it consists of a mixed collection

- of two species, namely A. andicola and A. mon-
^ENCE spreading, shorter than or equalling

^^^^yw. Despite my reluctance to question the
leaves; peduncle 17-49(65) cm long, 3-8 mm

ggj^g^^iiy excellent observations of Brown, I can
diam., terete to weakly ribbed, shorter than pet-

^^^ ^^ differences in the two parts of the collec-
loles; spathe subcoriaceous, yellow-green to me-

^^^^ ^^^ certainly one part does not appear to
dium green, tinged with red-violet (B & K Yel-

^^ ^ andicola.

mg from the first basal vein, sunken above, raised

below. 5-14 mm from margin. INFLORES-

low-green 6/7.5 to 5/10), narrowly ovate to ,,,,,•
lanceolate, 6-8.5 cm long 1 5-2 7 cm wide, The species is in section Belolonchium and is

broadest just above point of attachment, cau- recognized by its narrowly ovate blades, its usu-

date-acuminate at apex, round to cordate at base, ally D-shaped, weakly glaucous petioles, long-

inserted at 90° angle on peduncle; stipe 2.5 cm pedunculate inflorescences with a niatte, green

'ong, 4 mm diam., yellow to medium green; spa- to violet-purple spadix, and thin d.lacerating

dix green tinged with purple, deep purple or cataphylls.

brown, 4-20 cm long, 5-1 1 mm diam. at base, Anthurium montanum is confused with A.

'^ mm diam. at apex; flowers rhombic to sub-

4-lobed, 2.5-4.2 mm long, 2.6-4 mm wide, the

straight

species

occurring

7/ Guatemala). The latter species— -^.utgiii lu siEmoia; j—y iioweiu visiun- m »«• •—-
- — ^ 1 u •

he Princpal spiral, 5^ flowers visible in ,he is distinguished from A m««m«._m by hav.ng

^^emate spiral; tepals matte with pale puncta-
tum

^'ons, minutely and densely papillate, droplets persist intact, and by having a ':edd sh-v:olet to

sparse; lateral tepals 1 .5-2.5 mm wide, the inner lavender, rarely white spadix with glossy tepals.

Margins convex to straight and turned up against
pistil; pistils weakly emergent, green; stigma lin-

soon

fibers

^^^ 0.5-0.7 mm long; stamens developing and either green or violet-purp e.

promptly from the base, the full complement Anthurium montanum is also similar to A.
- -—Kiij uom me Dase, tne mn compiciucni ^'""

. „^K„rr. n^vam with
^^veloped promptly, the leading stamens pre- umbrosum, a species from northern Oa-ca with

^^ding alternates only by 2 or 3 spirals; anthers similar narrowly ovate leaf
^^^^"^^^^^^^^

^^^am to tan, 0.2 mm long, 0.5 mm wide, exsert- ating cataphylls, but that species diff-ers m having
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a terete petiole and a leaf blade that is relatively

straight along the margin.

Anthurium montanum is perhaps most closely

related to A. titanium, a species from southeast
Chiapas and adjacent parts of Guatemala and

Rica. Puntarenas: Monte Verde Biological

Preserve (operated by the Tropical Science

Center), Kennedy 582 (F, holotype).

Epiphyte, to 1.5 m tall; stems thick, moder-

sympatric with A. montanum in the lower parts
^^^^^ '^°'^' ^^^ ^"temodes very short; cataphylls

of its elevational range (i.e., below 1 800 m) The
^^'^•'' Pei-sistent, drying reddish-brown. LEAVES

two species share a D-shaped, weakly glaucous
"^'^^ P^^^°^^' ^^'^^^' ^^"^^ """^ ^°"S' ^'^ "'"^

petiole and leaf blades of similar color and tex-
'^'^'^- geniculum moderately obscure, to 4 cm

ture, but those of A. titanium attain generally ^°"S' ^^^^" coriaceous, ovate, broadest just be-

much larger size and are almost round to broadly
^°^ ^^^ "^^^^^^' acuminate and downtumed at

ovate in outline, while those of A. montanum T^^!'''^}^''''^!^^
^^^'^^}^^^^

are generally narrowly ovate
Another species with which A. montanum can J^^^-

the margins broadly convex; the posterior

be confused is A. chamulense, with which it is
lo^es 7-12 cm long; sinus spathulate to hippo-

sympatric in eastern Chiapas. They share a sim- ^^^P^^^^^; ^^"g^'- ^^an broad, rounded at apex;

ilar blade shape but the latter species is distin-
upper surface semiglossy with sparse, ± obscure,

guisned by having blades more coriaceous.
i ^ i ^ . ^ .u a x.

- a x. ^ u
Anthun'uryi ^^^*^ 1 , 1

ly dark dotted; the midnb raised above and be-^ninurium montanum is apparently closely / . / t
• ^ c a ^

18-5-34 cm wide; the anterior lobe 22-36 cm

raphide cells, lower surface sparsely and obscure-

cordatotriangul
low; primary lateral veins 3-5 per side, departing

havme a mnr^ a^u^^-a ^^^.^ a -1- • midnb at 40''-50'' angle, ± straight until near thelii^d more deltoid leaf blade with conspic- . , • ', T j- .

uouslv elevat^^ .r^;^^ .11 a margin, then prominently arcuate-ascending and»i> elevated veins, a generally longer and ...\ . u / - ^ ^ - ^ a r
broader sn:ith*- c^^a ^1 \ ^ joining the margin; basal veins 5-6 pairs, 2-4 of

^'^c^ spatne, and a longer, more tapered spa- •'^ ^ , Ate a * a • • -

dix. Both ^npri^c Ko, -u 11 . / ^ them coalesced 1.5-4 cm, arcuate and joining""Jin species have been collected near Ro- , - ^ t *• *u a
^^Ho south of Motozintla
apparently now occurring

the margin. loop-connecting the secondary

veins; posterior rib prominently curved, naked

for most of its length, turned up along its outer

margin; collective vein arising from the upper-

iZVJ^^^'f (F); above Las Calderas, Standley

b.w'/?^f^' ^^^^0^ <57S^5 (F). HUEHUETENANGO:

Standl^^^^^^'
^"^^^^"^^ANGo: no other location, most 1 or 2 primary lateral veins. INFLORES-

ev 6y:inj iTT^. .,____
.

^.. „ .. cENCEshorterthan leaves; peduncle 35-40 (100)

Jelow La Libenalrw/.^^; i72 (H qu'ez^^^^^^^
^^ 1«"^' ^"^ "^^ ^^^"^^ ^^^'^^^ coriaceous, white,

^ S of San Martin, Standley 83836,84991 (F); Vol- broadly ovate, 8-10(1 7.5) cm long, 5-6 (8.5) cm

^5577^^^' ^^^^'^y ^^^^^ (F); a^oVe Zunil, Stand- wide, acuminate-cuspidate at apex, rounded at

c4n (jg
p' ^^^^J (F). escuinttla: above Calderas, Vol- base, broadest at or slightly below middle, held

Pacaya hII?' '^^J7«
^«- (K)- retalhuleu: Volcdn

g^ect, inserted at ca. 45° angle on peduncle; spa-

?=» l^'o, .Kr.«'„",'SS'KSrvrct„%laf£ "-Sreen .ocr.an,y yellow or yenowish-U,n, 5^5-

7 14.5 cm long, 1-2.2 cm diam.; flowers rhombic
Sierra Madre Mountains* W of San Marcos, to weakly 4-lobed, 2-2.2 mm long, 2.2-2.5 mm

wide (dry); 10-12 flowers visible in either spiral;

(F N^ri ^^^ ^^O)' San Pedro, Steyermark 4721

Willin
^^^^ Madre Mountains, W of San Marco.

teynTlf^ w
^'^^^'* ^^= ^^^^ °f San Pedro Sac, Lu-

l^^^ S'an7eyl648^^ SY?^ir!^^^ f'i.mn
thelateraltepals 1.2-1.3 mm long, the inner mar-

JNV US); vS'^aScl^^kSf^rr/^^^^^^^ Sin broadly convex; p.stiUnd stamens not stud-

^^75]VF?T^''
^^^^^^ Santa Clara, Steyermark 46684,

MexI
'^^^^^enango, Tejada 308. 310 (US).

'CO. CHIAPAS: vicinity El Rosario, Croat 40751.

(MEXTT St
^^^"'^^^3' Monte Ovando, Matuda 2571

NY I fr.
"^' ^otuda 4212 (DS, MEXU, MICH,

^77WfF\
"^"^ -^279, 19663 (MEXU); Matuda

GranH„
7^^U); Matuda 18167 (MEXU, NY); La

ied. INFRUCTESCENCE not seen.

The species is apparently endemic to the

mountains in west central Costa Rica at eleva-

tions of 1,400 to 1,600 m, in the Provinces of

Alajuela and Puntarenas in lower montane moist

H S/'^'"''^
5doT(F: MEXU M5)rMt Pash- and premontane wet forest.

^^7«6, 4l7%s!^l!
(ME^U); Motozintla, Breedlo^e Anthurium monteverdense belongs in the sec-

'^^^^
l^^'^^^^^^^^ tion Calomystrium and .s closely related to A.

(Mo»
^^cana, Breedlove 31706 (DS); Croat 47161(MO).

Aoth

"esia 16 (Supl. 1); 62. 1979. Type: Costa

hoffmannii, but that species diitcrs m navmg an

ovate-lanceolate spaihe.

Costa Rica, alajuela: W of Monteverdc Reserve,

Dryer 1529 (F); Zapote, Austin Smith 2893 (F); Zar-

cero, Austin Smith 11564 (F). puntarenas & alajuela:
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Monteverde Reserve, Burger & Baker 9710 (MO); the leading stamens emerging only 1-2 spirals

Kennedy 582 (MO). ahead of the third and fourth stamens; anthers

pale yellow, 0.6 mm in both directions, held over

berries

long, tinged red-violet, acuminate at apex with

short subapical apiculum, drying medium brown
(B & K Yellow 4/2.5), weathering into reticulate to eastern Chiapas in the vicinity of Siltepec and

fibers. LEAVES erect to spreading; petioles 10.5- La Grandeza at elevations of 1 ,200 to 2,100 m.

40 cm long, 4-5 mm diam., usually terete, some- My collection was made in a cloud forest area

times subterete to weakly sulcate; geniculum 1.5 that appeared to be either tropical wet forest or

2 cm long; blades lanceolate to narrowly trian- premontane rain forest,
gular, acuminate at apex, truncate to weakly lobed ,

at base, 14.5-45 cm long, 4.5-12 cm wide, The species is a member of section 5^/o/^«-

broadest at middle or just above; the anterior
^^'""'^ ^"^ ^^ characterized by its usually subte-

lobe 15-42 cm long, the margins straight, some- ^^^^' sometimes weakly sulcate petiole, ^^^ mod-

times convex in apical one half of blade; poste- erately thick, oblong to oblong-elliptic leafblade,

rior lobes 2-5 cm long; sinus arcuate with petiole ^^^^^ ^^ usually truncate (rarely subcordate)a

decurrent to parabolic; both surfaces semiglossy; ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ usually broadest above the base.

midrib flat at base above, raised near middle, Blades are often weakly constricted somewhat

sunken at apex, raised below; basal veins 2-3 above the base.

pairs, free to base, flat and ± obscure above Anthurium nakamurae is most similar to ^
•

prominulous below; primary lateral veins 10-12 parvispathum, which has leaf blades oblong

per side, departing midrib at 30° angle, flat
oblong-elliptic with the base rounded to trunca^te,

and ± obscure above, flat to prominulous below; ^^^ ^^at species differs in having much thic

lesser veins obscure above and below; collective blades that are generally much paler and ma

vein usually arising from the first or second basal ^^ ^^^ lower surface. Moreover, typical A. P^

vein, sometimes from one of the primary lateral vispathum is usually found growing on rocks w

INFLORES

veins near the base, flat above, prominulous be- ^- nakamurae is reported principally epip
^

and, where I have seen it, grows high up m tree^

Two collections made by Breedlove (^^^"^^^^

40413) vary somewhat in the thickness oft

blade and in having relatively longer cataphy

CENCE spreading, equal to or longer than leaves;
peduncle 30-47 cm long, 3-5 mm diam.; spathe
thin, lanceolate to narrowly ovate, green heavily <=> ^ -

j^er
tinged red-violet, 4.5-6 cm long, 1.9-2.5 cm wide ^^^^ appear to persist intact rather than wea

long-acuminate at apex, weakly cordate at base' ^° reticulate fibers as in typical A. nakarnu

inserted at 90° angle on peduncle; spadix sessile t^/t
• •• cu^r,^^ nn road to Hui^-

4- • 4 4U .- .

^H«»^iA scsbiic Mexico, chiapas: vicinity Siltepec on roau i

or stipitate, the stipe sometimes to 1 cm (rarely .._, „._ .,....,
to 4 cm long), olive-green or purple, 3.5-8.2 cm and SiltTpec!^ Croat 4740?'^47419. 4746U^}2}n-
long, 6-7 mm diam. at base, 3-5 mm diam. at

tla, Breedlove 31955. 40413 (DS); vicinity Motozi^^^_

cada, Siltepec" Matuda 18668. 19660 (MEXU);

Grandeza, Matuda 5576 (F, MEXU).apex; the flowers 4-lobed, 3.2-3.5 mm long, 2.6
3.3 mm wide, the sides sigmoid; 5-6 flowers vis- a.,*i. •

i - r- * c« nnv Type: Mex-
;ki^ ,T, tv,*. „,-;r,o;^oi 1 o .V. fl

»^>a *i3 Anthurium nelsonu Croat, sp. nov. i^r
ible in the principal spiral, 8-10 flowers visible
in the alternate spiral; tepals matte, densely pa-
pillate, lateral tepals 1-1.6 mm wide, the inner
margin convex, turned up, the outer margins

xfNW ofcity

of Oaxaca) 2,500-3,466 m; E.

1758 (US-358640, holotype).

tinged red-violet; pistils emergent, red-violef Planta terrestris, ca. 1 m aha; caudex ca.

r.

stigma linear, ca. 0.2 mm long, scarcely open;
stamens developing rapidly from the base, the
laterals first, followed quickly by the alternates

ca. 1 m alta; cauucA v.a. 4 cm
^^^.

petiolus 29-48 cm longus, sulcatus late ^^^^^^\^ tl-
na ovata aut iriangularis-ovata, 30-57 cm ^^.^^^q^
56 cm lata, basi cordata profunda, in P^^"^ !

]a;
pe-

albida hebetataque; inflorescentia effusa-peno

Anthurium nakamurae Matuda, Revista Soc. pistil, retracting to edge of tepals but not contig-

Mex. Hist. Nat. 11: 93, Fig. 2. 1950. Type: uous; thecae ellipsoid, scarcely divaricate; pollen

Mexico. Chiapas: Cascada, Siltepec, elev. bright yellow, fading to white. INFRUCTES-
1,200 m, June 2, 1949. Matuda 18668 CENCE pendent; spathe persistent; spadix to 17

(MEXU-85863, holotype). cm long

Epiphyte; stems very short; roots thick, green, ^^ mm long, 7 mm wide; seeds 2, pale green,

descending; cataphylls subcoriaceous, 4-6 cm flattened, 5-6 mm long, ca. 3 mm wide. Figs,
j

114 and 115.

Anthurium nakamurae is apparently endemic
\
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dunculus 30-43 cm longus; spatha viridis, 10-13 cm ovate, scarcely divaricate; pollen not seen. IN-
longa, 1.5-3cmlata;spadixpurpureus,6.5-15cmlon- FRUCTESCENCE pendent, berries often de-
gus; baccae obovoideae. veloping only in the basal one half or one third;

Terrestrial, less than 1 m tall; stems ca. 4 cm spathe persistent; spadix ca. 20 cm long, 3 cm

diam.; roots 3 mm diam.; tan, smooth to woolly diam.; berries obovoid, truncate to broadly

pubescent (dry); cataphylls ca. 8 cm long, drying rounded and scurfy, 10-13 mm long, 9-10 mm
tan to reddish-brown, weathering to moderately diam.; pericarp moderately thick, leathery at apex,

-m lone small raphide cells, very dense in lower three29^8
lens-shaped,6-8 mm diam., sharply and broadly sulcate quarters of berry; seeds 1-2,

adaxially; the geniculum 1-1.5 cm long; blades brown, considerably flattened, raphide cells sparse

broadly ovate to ovate-triangular, 30-57 cm long, and minute, 9-1 3 mm long, 7-9 mm wide, 3-4

22-56 cm wide, broadest at base, acute to nar- mm thick, weakly depressed at apex, with a sticky,

rowly rounded and apiculate at apex, deeply lobed gelatinous appendage sometimes as large as seed.

at base, the margin sinuate and undulate; ante- Figs. 117 and 118.

nor lobe 25-45 cm long; posterior lobes 11.5- Anthurium nelsonii is endemic to Mexico, oc-
25 cm long from apex of sinus to the outermost curring in the State of Oaxaca in the arid region
point; the sinus arcuate or arcuate with petiole j^^^h northeast of the city of Oaxaca between
decurrent; upper surface semiglossy, lower sur- latitudes 17°10'Nand 1 8°N at elevations of 1 ,000
face matte, often whitish with glistening trans- to 2,500 m. The principal vegetation types ofthe
ucent circular cells scattered in the epidermis

^^^^^^ ^j-e "selva baja caducifolia" and "bosque
(visible at high magnification on dried leaves);

midrib convexly raised above; the basal veins 5-

9, all except the first and second (third) coalesced
5- 1 1 . 5 cm, raised on both surfaces, drying darker
than the surface; posterior ribs broadly arcuate, tions in 1 894. The collections have in part been

naked most their length; primary lateral veins 5-

pmo-encino
9^

The species is named in honor of the first col-

W

curved

confused with A, andicola, a species occurring in

wetter parts of northern Oaxaca.

upward, arcuate-ascendi;g near margin andjoin- Anthurium nelsonii is a member ofsection Be-

'ng margin, raised on both surfaces; collective
lolonchium and is distinguished by its broadly

vein arising from one of the lowermost primary
ovate-triangular blade with well developed pos-

tal veins (rarely as low as the first basal vein),
tenor lobes and a broad sinus and by its sharply

3-7 mm from margin, weakly raised on both and broadly sulcate petiole. The "^ost charac-

'--^- --- ^
teristic feature and the principal feature by which

(?); peduncle 3O-4T cm i;ng73'-7 mln^ diam., it is distinguished from A andicola is its matte,

terete, shorter to longer than perioles; spathe sub- o^en whitish lower blade surface. The latter

joriaceous, green, lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate, ^P^^^^^ '^ semiglossy on the lower surface.

-13 cm long, 1.5-3 cm wide, broadest just Mexico, oaxaca: no other location, Conzatti 1724
ove base, narrowly acuminate at apex, round-
to subcordate at base, inserted at ca. 45° angle

^ peduncle; the stipe 3-25 mm long in back, 1-
mm long in front, 3-4 mm diam.; the spadix

INFLORESCENCE

purple, 6.5-15 cm long, 6-9 mm diam. at

(US); Mirador, Ernest 2500 (US); Oaxaca City, Nelson

1758 (US); Santa Calarina Canon, Conzatti & Gon-

zalez 1180 (GH); vicinity Telixtlahuaca, Delgadillo 225

(MEXU); Tomellin Canon, Rose & Rose 11351 (NY,

US).

,^^*^^^ ^rn diam. at apex, sometimes curved; Anthurium nizandense Matuda, Bol. Soc. Bot.

mm
"^^^"^^ rhombic, 3.6-4.7 mm long, 2.6-3.9 Mexico 24: 35, Fig. 1. 1959. Type: Mexico.

^ ""'''' '

lly Oaxaca: Nizanda near the Isthmus of Te-
sigmoid

jagge

'
4-^ flowers visible in the alternate spiral;

pals matte, very minutely papillate, lateral te-

^-f ^ mm wide, the mner margm broadly
"nded; pistils not emergent; stigma oblong, 1

moH^^"^'
stamens emerging from the base in a

^
oderately slow progression; the anthers held in

^^ose cluster completely obscuring the pistil,

mm long, ca. 1 .4 mm wide; thecae narrowly

MacDougall

holotype).

kmseanum
Nac. Mexico 36: 107, Fig. 1. 1966. Type: Mexico.

Guerrero: La Junta (at junction of Rio Omitian

and Rio Papagayo) south of Ticrra Colorada, on

rocks in shade, Hubert Kruse 881 (MEXU, ho-

lotype).
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Figures 116-119. 116. Anlhuriuni nakamurae Matuda Croat 47407 -Wl-W^. Anthurium
Croat, Rose & Rose 11357 (Type).- 119. Anthurium nizandense Matuda, Croat 45756.

nelson"
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I

Usually terrestrial or epipetric; stems thick; Anthurium nizandense is endemic to Mexico

leafscars 0.7-1 .2 cm long; roots numerous, thick, in southern Guerrero and southern Oaxaca, where

tan; cataphylls subcoriaceous, 3-7 cm long, it occurs at less than 850 m in seasonally very

rounded and minutely apiculate at apex, drying dry habitats on steep, rocky cliffs. It is known
dark brown, persisting intact at apex, weathering only from the vicinity of Tierra Colorada in

to reticulate fibers at base. LEAVES erect- Guerrero and at Nizanda in Oaxaca.

spreading; petioles 6-1 5 cm long, 5-6 mm diam.,

subquadrangular to subterete, broadly and
sharply sulcate, sometimes tinged with red-vi-

olet; geniculum 1-1.5 cm long; blades narrowly

obovate to obovate-elliptic, subcoriaceous, 25-

36.5 cm long, 10.7-18 cm wide, broadest just

above middle, acute at apex and base (the tip

glandular); the upper surface matte to semiglos-

sy, the lower surface matte, both surfaces having
short, linear raphide cells, the epidermal cells

The species is a member of section Pachyneu-

rium and is recognized by its greenish-white ber-

ries and by its thick, narrowly to broadly elliptic

or oblanceolate-elliptic, relatively long-petiolate

leaves that are matte on the lower surface and

sometimes exhibit a dense array ofminute, linear

raphide cells on drying. It has at least the lower

primary lateral veins extending to the margin.

Matuda reported the petiole to be subquadran-

gular, but this was possibly due to a misinter-
mounded (i.e raised and convex); the midnb

^^^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ specimen since this char-
acute y raised above, convexly raised below; pn-

^^^^^ .^ ^^^ ^pp^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ,.^^ ^^^^^^, ^^^

riJlo?' ''"''' ^"^ P^' '^'^^' ^^P^rti"8 ^^^^^ epidermal cells on both surfaces of the blade are
ai DU -60 angle, prominent above and below;

convexly raised.

Mexico

tendalii ssp. jimenezii, which is more generally

abundant and occurs in similar habitats. An-

thurium nizandense is distinguished by its pro-

straight to weakly arcuate-ascending to collective

vem; lesser veins scarcely visible and flat on both ^^^^^„^^ ^^^I^ be confused only with A. schlech-
sunaces; collective vein arising from one of the

primary lateral veins near middle of blade, 3-9
nim from margin, loop-connected with the re-

maining primary lateral veins. INFLORES-
p^^ionately longer petioles and its more typi-

^t:iNLb erect, equalhng or longer than leaves;
^^jj^ ^^j-p^-^ ^^j^^^^ ^^^^y^ i^ distinctly matte on

the lower surface. In A, nizandense the blades

are 1.3-2.5 times longer than the petioles. In A.

schlechtendalii ssp. jimenezii, the leaf blades are

usually semiglossy beneath and usually 6-10

times longer (rarely as little as 3 times longer)

peduncle 31-55 cm long, 5-8 mm diam., terete;

subcoriaceo
, ^J*^^*., V^T««..W iV*-^WW« ,

^"^ lo^g, 2.5 cm wide, broadest near the base,
inserted at 45" angle on peduncle; spadix pale
green becoming reddish-brown, 12-14 cm long,

9^11 mm diam. at base, 4 mm diam. at apex;
the flowers rhombic, 1.8-2.5 mm long. 2.8-3

l^m wide, the sides sigmoid; 7-9 flowers visible Mexico, guerrero: between bridge over Rio Omi-

than the petiole.

5-6 tlan & confluence ofRio Papagayo, Croat 45756 (MO);

Tierra Colorada, Kruse 1595 (MEXU). oaxaca: Ni-

MacDougall

(MEXU).

f^^ernate spiral; lateral tepals 1.5 mm wide,
oroadly rounded to weakly concave; the pistils
"ot emergent; stigmas broadly ellipsoid; stamens

JuT'^li"^
^" ^ prompt, complete sequence, held Anthurium obtusilobum Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Z,

ct:l_^
tepals in a contiguous circle around g. ^gi. 1858. Type: Costa Rica, near San

Miguel, Wendland 777 (GOET, holotype;

W, isotype).

Epiphyte or terrestrial; stems ca. 1.5 cm thick,

to 30 cm long; roots numerous, moderately thin;

stigma
.1 ' ^*^ '^". w.*t iimi luiig, \J.\J mill vvi^^v.,

^"ecae ellipsoid, weakly divaricate. INFRUC-
CENCE pendent; the spathe withered; spa-

berries

cataphylls 10-15 cm long, drying tan, persisting

. ^ * i.cc „,^^tj petioles ± erect, subterete,

9-60 cm long, 6-9 mm diam.;

iisn-white, 8 mm long; mesocarp transpar-

^void, pale yellow (B & K Yellow 9/2.5), tinged
tn brown at base and on one side, 5.2-5.4 mm . -

, u, ^ c «,,.t. «,«^.r
"?' 4-5-4.7 mm wide, 3.4-4 mm thick, enve- geniculum ca. 2 cm long;

''l^^f^^.^f ' "^^^
"

^^^ by a gelatmous sack; appendage minute, ately thick, 15-46 cm long,

l^-^^J^^J^^
'^-^slucent, ± gnarled at ;pex on sfde, tinged gradually to abruptly acummate at apex, deeply

*'th brown. Figs. 1 19 and 120. lobed at base; anterior lobe 21-33 cm long, the
y
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margins convex; posterior lobes 9-16 cm long; (DUKE, MO); vicinity of Vara Blanca, Luteyn 3906

sinus spathulate, rounded at apex; both surfaces (DUKE); San Luis de Zarcero, Smith 1259 (NY); vi-

cinity Zarcero, Smith 4991 (MO), cartago: E ofCachi,

Croat 47081 (MO); Muneco Standley & Torres 51712
matte; midrib convexly raised at base above, nar-

rowing and acute at apex, raised below; primary (us); near Selva above Rio Taus, '^Taylor & Taylor

lateral veins 3-6 per side, departing midrib at 7 /-^Jd (NY); near Tapanti, L^-w? 27 (DAV, NY); SE of

45' angle, raised above and below; lesser veins Tapanti, Lent 840 (NY, US, WIS); road from Tapanti

sunken above, raised below; basal veins ca. 8 '^^'"'''j.Ht^
. . . ! ^^. . •, CA-o^/^Ji56, ^Ji55 (MO). heredia:N ofVara Blanca,

pairs, 3-4 coalesced 2.5-4 cm; postenor nbs na-
yj^jj^^^y ^^ La Paz Grande, Croat 36024 (MO), limon:

ked, turned up along the outer margin; collective Toro Amarillo, Tessene 1422 (WIS), puntarenas: Las

vein arising from one of the lowermost basal Cruces Botanical Garden, Croa/i2966 (MO), sanjose:

vems, extending to apex, 3-7 mm from margin. Laguna la Chonta, Standley 42358 (US); La Palma,

INFLORESCENCE spreading, shorter than ^"^^^'^ ^^^^ ^^^^^'

leaves; peduncle (7)15-43 cm long, shorter than

petioles; spathe oblong-elliptic, pale green to Anthurium ochranthum C. Koch, Ind. Sem. Hort.

Berol. App. 6. 1853. Type: Costa Rica,

Wendland s.n. (P, hololectotype; B, BP, LE,

W, isolectotypes; designated Croat & Baker,

1979).

white, 7-11.5 cm long, 2.3-2.7 cm wide, long-

acuminate at apex, obtuse at base; spadix cream
to pale yellow-green, turning dark lavender to

violet-purple, weakly tapered at apex, 4.5-7.6
cm long, 8-1 1 mm diam. at base, 5-7 mm diam.
at apex; the flowers 4-lobed, ca. 3 mm long, ca.

4 mm wide, the sides jaggedly sigmoid; 5-10
flowers visible in the principal spiral, 8-9 flowers

visible in the alternate spiral; tepals glossy, lateral

tepals ca. 1.8 mm wide, the inner margin up-
turned; pistils raised, white to pale green; stigma
brushlike, 0.4-1 mm long, glistening papillae

exserted 4-5 days before first stamens emerge,
turning brown; stamens emerging slowly from
base, exserted on short white filaments, held over
and obscuring pistil; anthers white, 0.3-0.5 mm
'ong, 0.3-0.9 mm wide; thecae ellipsoid, not di-

varicate; pollen white. INFRUCTESCENCE with
spadix to 15 cm long; berries red-violet, ovate, Terrestrial, rarely more than 1.5 m tall; stem

Anthurium lapathifolium Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Wo-
chenbl. 7: 309. 1857. Type: Panama, Fendler429

(K).

Anthurium triangulum Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25: 383.

1898. Type: Costa Rica. Limon: Talamanca, in

forest near Shirores, 1 00 m elev., Pittier & Tonduz

9225 (B).

Anthurium tsakianum Engl, Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25: 423.

1 898. Type: Costa Rica, Talamanca, in forest near

Tsaki, 200 m elev., Tonduz 9510 (B, holotype;

CR, isotype).

Anthurium baileyi Standi., Publ. Field Mus. Nat. Hist.,

Bot. Ser. 22: 66. 1940. Type: Panama. Canal Zone:

Barro Colorado Island, Bailey & Bailey 196 (F,

holotype).

acute at apex; seeds not seen. Fig. 121. to 45 cm long, 2-4 cm diam.; cataphylls 11.5

Anthurium obmihbum ranges from Costa Rica ' 3 ^"^
!f8.

''.^j"* ^Jr"' """"h
"* '"TT

•0 Colombia (Choco) a, devatlons of600 to 1,550 ""^"^ «>"=;' LEAVES erec.-spreadmg pet.o^es

m in nrf^m^,.* . , \ ^ terete or obscurely sulcata, 30-70(90) cm long,
» ^n premontane wet, tropical wet, premontane ''''^' '

4^ 4^-^^„ i.. _^^
rain .«j 1

^ . '^ s_s mm diam.. blades ovate-tnaneular, mod-rain, and lower montane wet forest.

The

horn

5-8 mm diam., blades ovate-triangular, mod-

erately thin, 39-75 cm long, 18-48 cm wide,

acuminate at apex, deeply lobed at base; the an-

terior lobe 23-52 cm long; posterior lobes 1

1

thick, persistent, reddish-brown, entire cata- 22 cm from sinus to outermost point; sinus nar-

Phylls and a similar inflorescence. It is readily rowly triangular; the upper surface matte to semi-

^Parated from other members of the section by
having the collective vein arising from one of the
o^ermost basal veins and continuing to the apex
^lose to the margin.

(GoSC ^'^^- ^^^^ ^^^ Miguel, Wendland 777

nr i^?'
'^L'^'Jela: NW of Cariblanco, Luteyn 3222

u^UKE); 3341 (DUKE, MO); W of Fortuna, NW of
oican Arenal, Taylor & Taylor 11585 (MO); between
"anjo & Aguas Zarcas, Croat 46953 (MO); between

^^aranjo & Quesada, N of Zapote, Croat 46920 (MO);
•""'ty San Ramon, Almeda ik Nakai 3849 (CAS);
'f^mack & Luteyn 374 (DUKE); Utley & Utley 4582

glossy, the lower surface matte; the midrib raised

above and below; primary lateral veins 4-6, raised

in valleys above, raised below; collective vein

arising from the uppermost basal vein. INFLO-

RESCENCE erect, usually shorter than or some-

times longer than leaves; peduncles 24-63 cm

long; spathe, green or pale green sometimes tinged

with red-violet, lanceolate, 10-15(32) cm long,

3-5 cm wide; spadix green turning bright yellow,

7-22 cm long, 5-8 mm diam. at base, 4-6 mm
diam. at apex; flowers 4-lobed, ca. 2.6 mm long
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(dry), ca. 2.3 mm wide (dry), the sides jaggedly cm wide, caudate-acuminate at apex, obtuse to

sigmoid; ca. 6 flowers visible in the principal truncate, sometimes rounded to subcordate at

spiral, ca. 9 flowers visible in the alternate spiral; base, abruptly decurrent on petiole; both surfaces

tepals glossy, lateral tepals 1.7-2 mm wide, the glossy

inner margin convex; pistil weakly emergent, and obscurely ribbed below; primary lateral veins /

green; stigma brushlike; stamens emerging scat- 1 1-20 per side, raised in valleys above, raised
J

tered throughout length of spadix, usually the below;lesser veins sunken above, obscure below;

lateral stamens first, the alternates quickly fol- collective vein arising from one ofthe lowermost

lowing; anthers held over pistil; thecae yellow- primary lateral veins, 2-8 mm from the margin,

orange; pollen orange. INFRUCTESCENCE with sunken above, raised below. INFLORES-

spadix 11-24 cm long; berries violet-purple at CENCE erect, longer than leaves; peduncle

apex, white at base, obovoid, 7-9 mm long. Figs. (30)70-1 30 cm long; spathe ovate-lanceolate, pale

»

green, 8-13 cm long, 2.5-4.8 cm wide, acumi-

nate at apex, rounded at base; spadix pale green,

!

122 and 123.

Anthiirium ochranthum is known from Costa
Rica to Panama from sea level to 1,350 m, most
commonly in tropical wet forest but also in wet-

ter parts of tropical moist forest and in premon-
tane wet and premontane rain forest. -. -. . /. ^ ^^ v.kipIti

dicular to spirals sigmoid; 8-9 flowers visible in

The species is placed in section Belolonchium the principal spiral, 12-18 flowers visible in the

and is recognized by its terrestrial habit, bright alternate spiral; tepals matte, minutely and

yellow, long-tapered spadix, violet-purple and densely papillate, lateral tepals 1.4-1.8 mm long,
^

white berries, and the leaf blades that have the the inner margin straight; pistils weakly emer-

anterior lobe sometimes concave along the mar- gent, green; stigma brushlike and weakly exsert-

5-12 cm long, ca. 9 mm diam. at base, ca. 6 mm

diam. at apex; flowers sub-rhombic to 4-lobed,
|

2,2-2.5 mm long, 2.2-2.7 mm wide, the sides

parallel to spirals usually straight, those perpen

)

*

gins. It is most closely related to A, pluricosta- ed, glistening for 3 or 4 days before stamens

turn. See the discussion following that species for emerge; stamens emerging in a scattered manner \

differences. on fleshy, greenish, translucent filaments, lateral

Costa R,ca. alajuela: NNE ofBijagua, Croat 36285.
''^'^^''' emerged throughout before alternates

36471 (MO); between Naranjo & Aguas Zarcas, Croat aPPear, held at sides of pistil; anthers creau j

46951 (MO); near Rio Segundo, Croat 36857\mO) white, 0.7-1 mm long, 1-1.2 mm wide; thecae

CARTAGo: SE of Platanillo, Croat 36809. 36733 (MO). eUipsoid, mounded with abundant, creamy
white

SnTr.^!!!- yil" ^cl'.y!5^^
G.«/r,9/00 pollen. INFRUCTESCENCE not seen. Fig. 128-

I

(MO), limon: between Siguerres & Rio Pacuare Burger
& Liesner 6880 (MO, NY).

Anthurium oerstedianum Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Z

Anthurium oerstedianum is endemic to Cos

Rica at elevations of 900 to 1,300 m, principally

from the Pacific slope in the southwest in pre

uiiuinuci!.icuiaiiuiiiacnou,uesterr. Bot. Z. r^ ^ ^„tc,nprain
8: 1 80. 1 858. Type: Costa Rica, near Naran-

"^"'^tane wet, tropical wet, and premontane

JO, (W forest.

Schott Aroid Drawing #228, NYBG Neg. Anthurium oerstedianum is distinguished by

#N.S. 3817).
j^s strictly terrestrial habit as an understory forest

Anthurium cuspidifolium Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8:
herb and by its geniculum which is located 1

'

180. 1858. Type: Costa Rica, Oersted s.n. (w' ^0 cm below the base of the blade. Other distin-

destroyed?; Photo of Type at W, Field Mus! guishing features are its 4-sided petiole and i

#29812 (MO); Photo of Schott Aroid Drawine
#3 1 4, NYBG Neg. #N.S. 38 1 6).

Terrestrial; stems short, to 2 cm diam.; roots
numerous, short, tan; cataphylls 7-12 cm long,
moderately thin, apiculate at apex, drying brown^
persisting intact, ultimately deciduous. LEAVES

greenish spadix. The species is a member of sec^

tion Pachyneurium despite its somewhat atyp'

elongate petioles, its remote geniculum, and a

of a densely rosulate habit.

Anthurium cuspidifolium, which is ^"^^^.^

mous with A. oerstedianum, was reported -

1

)

, , petioles ± quadrangular, (12)30- MacBride (1936) from Peru. However, the spe^

65 cm long, ca. 0.6 cm wide; the geniculum 1.5- imens cited by him [MacBride 5622 (F); Schun

2 cm long, remote from base of blade 10-20 cm- -^72 (F)] are referable to A. Jlavescens PoepP-

blades ovate to narrowly ovate or lanceolate-

elliptic, moderately thin, 20-66 cm long, 8.5-30
Costa Rica, san jose: between San Isidro del Gent^

ral and Dominical, Croat 35267 (MO); about one

J

I
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Figures 128-131. 128. Anihurium oerstedianum Schott, Croat 35293.

I u , \l \
^""'"''"'" P'^'iduriforme Schott, Las Cruces Bot.

parvispalhuin Hcmsl. (Cultivated at Birdsey's).

tuda, Croat 46164.
-129. Anthurium oyand'n'e

Gard.74-513.-ii^-^"''"'""

I
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beyond divide between San Isidro del General and tepals glossy with abundant sticky droplets; pis-

Dominical, Croat 35293 (MO).

Anthurium ovandense Matuda, Anales Inst. Biol

tils weakly raised; stigma linear, 0.5 mm long;

stamens emerging rapidly from base, held in tight

cluster over pistil; filaments white, translucent,

Univ. Nac. Mexico 30: 113-115, Fig. 7. retracting; anthers pale yellow; thecae ovoid,
1960. Type: Mexico. Chiapas: Municipio slightly divaricate; pollen pale yellow. INFRUC-
Escuintla, Cerro Ovando (north of town of tESCENCE pendent; berries red, subglobose,
Escuintla) 1,400 m elev., Matuda 32769 usually developing only in lower one quarter of
(MEXU, holotype). Note: Type description spadix. Fig. 129.
lists Matuda 32768 as the type but the only

specimen found at MEXU is numbered
32769.

Anthurium ocotepecense Matuda, Anales Inst. Biol.

Univ. Nac. Mexico 27: 345, Fig. 4. 1957. Type:

Anthurium ovandense is endemic to Mexico in

southern Oaxaca and Chiapas in moist forest at

elevations of 800 to 1,600 m.

The species is a member of section Belolon-

Matuda
Matuda

Matuda

Mexico. Oaxaca: Cerro de Larion, Santo Tomas, chium and is characterized by its usually epi-

Ocotepec, MacDougall 321 (MEXU, holotype (?) pgtric habit, its thin narrowly ovate leaf blades
^^^"^'

with conspicuous posterior lobes, naked, gradu-

Epipetric or terrestrial to 1 m tall; stems 1 0- ally curved posterior rib, and an anterior lobe

30 cm long, 2-3 cm diam.; leaf scars 2-2.7 cm that is concave and generally undulate along the

wide; roots numerous, 5-6 mm diam., scurfy, margins.

brown; cataphylls green, 8-11 cm long, narrowly The species is similar to A. umbrosum from

rounded at apex (acumen with subapical apicu- northern Oaxaca in generally much wetter areas

•um), drying tan, weathering at base into coarse and also to A. lezamae mostly from central Chia-

fibers, remaining intact at apex. LEAVES erect- pas but both of these species are characterized

spreading; petioles terete, 29-75 cm long, 5-8 by having their anterior lobe distinctly convex,

mm diam., weakly glaucous; geniculum 1.8-2
-- • —— - - ->- --"-— -.--....

cm long, sometimes narrowly sulcate; blades nar-

rowly-triangular, chartaceous, narrowly acumi-
nate at apex, lobed at base, 1 8-53 cm long, 1 2- probably best placed with A. ovandense. It differs

26 cm wide, broadest at base, the margins un- from typical A. ovandense in that the blade dries

dulate to subcrispate; anterior lobe 14-38 cm relatively more glossy on the upper surface and
•ong; posterior lobes 5.5-18 cm long; the sinus in having a distinct constriction at the base of

usually hippocrepiform, sometimes somewhat the anterior lobe.

broader than deep; both surfaces matte to semi- Although the type of A. ocotepecense was not

glossy with numerous linear raphide cells ob- seen, the illustration of the type appears to in-

scurely visible when fresh cleariy visible when dicate that it is a synonym of ^. ovandense. The

^^\ midrib weakly and convexly raised above type locality was not determined. Although I m-
and below, sunken at apex above- basal veins 4- vestigated part ofthe Municipio ofOcotepec and

5 pairs, the fourth and fifth coalesced 4-5.5 cm, found it extremely and, perhaps there may be

Raised above and below; primary lateral veins 5- other parts of the region that are more mesic. I

'0 per side, sunken above, raised below; inter- was unable to locate a "Cerro de Lanon" at Santo

Pnmary veins sunken above flat below; collec- Tomas where the type was collected. The region

J^e vein arising from the uppermost basal vein, where the type of A. ocotepecense was collected

«-27 mm from margin. INFLORESCENCE " "" v,„ „.^h .f .th.r ..iWt.nn.

^ect to pendent; peduncle 32-72 cm long, 4-5
diam., terete; spathe green, subcoriaceous,

"ceolate, 5-7.5 cm long, 1.5-2.4 cm wide, cus- ..,.«.,.. - „./, .^ ^ „,,c
P'date-acuminate at apex, truncate to weakly Croat 46164 (MO); Pluma Hidalgo, MacDougall 715

'^'asping at base; stipe to 2.5 cm long in front, to
(MEXU).

^^
cm long in back; spadix green, 5- 1 1 cm long,

Anthurium pallens Schott, Oesierr. Bot. Z. 8: 1 80.

is substantially to the north of other collections

Mexico, chiapas: Escuintla, Monte Ovando, Ma-

,^da 32729 (MEXU). oaxaca: Cerro Concordia, Mor-

Ton <&. Makrinius 2727 (F, US); vicinity La Galera,

1858. Type: Costa Rica, near Desengano,^~ mm diam.; flowers rhombic, 3-4 mm long,

sie~
-^ ^^ ^^'^^' ^^^ ^^^^^ straight to weakly

moid; 4-7 flowers visible in the principal spi-
, c n »

'^' 2-4 flowers visible in the alternate spiral; Epiphyte, scandcnt; internodes 5-9 mm lung;

Wendland
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calaphylls 4.5-5 cm long, drying reddish-brown, can Irazu and Volcan Barba, Davidse & Pohl 1702A

weathering into linear fibers and persisting. (MO).

LEAVES erect-spreading; petioles subterete, 7-

25 cm long, 2.5-6.5 cm diam., narrowly sulcate; Anthurium paludosum Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst.

blades lanceolate-linear to narrowly oblong-el-

liptic, 18-34.5 cm long, 2.5-6.5 cm wide, long-

acuminate at apex, acute to obtuse or rounded

at base; midrib raised above and below; primary

lateral veins 5-9 per side, sunken above, raised

25: 401. 1898. Type: Colombia. Valle: near

Buenaventura, Lehmann 3811 (B, holo-

type).

Epiphyte; stems to 30 cm long; roots numer-

below; lesser veins inconspicuous; collective vein ous, grayish-green, smooth, descending; cata-

arising from near the base. INFLORES- phylls coriaceous, 5-6 cm long, persisting ± in-

CENCE ± erect, shorter than leaves; peduncle tact, drying brown, ultimately deciduous.

10-16 cm long; spathe green, lanceolate, 2,5-3.2 LEAVES spreading-pendent; petioles 3-14 cm

cm long, 0.8-1 cm wide; spadix green turning long, 3-5 mm diam., D-shaped to subterete,

yellow (sometimes orange), 3-4.5 cm long, 3-6 broadly and obtusely sulcate; geniculum 1-1-5

mm diam. (dry) at base, weakly tapered at apex; cm long; blades narrowly elliptic to oblanceolate,

the flowers rhombic, ca. 3.1 mm long, 3 mm wide subcoriaceous, 1 0-38 cm long, 3-13.5 cm wide,

(dry); ca. 3 flowers visible in the principal spiral, short-acuminate at apex, acute to attenuate (rare-

ca. 5 flowers visible in the alternate spiral. IN- ly obtuse to subrounded) at base; both surfaces

FRUCTESCENCE with spadix to 6 cm long; semiglossy, sparsely punctate; midrib convexly

berries green to yellow-green (?), ± globose. Figs, raised above and below, sunken at apex above,

primary lateral veins 12-14 per side, departing

midrib at 40° angle, sometimes weakly sunken,

usually ± obscure on upper surface, prominulous

lower surface; collective vein arising from the

124 and 125.

Anthurium pallens is known from Costa Rica
and Panama at 1,000 to 2,000 m elevation in

premontane rain forest and lower montane rain

forest life zones.

Anthurium pallens is easily confused with A.
microspadix with which it shares similar habi-
tats. It differs from A. microspadix by having

base and extending ± straight to apex, 3-12 mm

from margin, flat and neariy obscure on upper

surface, prominulous on lower surface. INr

RESCENCE erect-spreading, shorter than leaves:

peduncle 7.5-15.5 cm long, 3-5 mm diam. ter-

blades acute to rounded at the base and clustered ^^^^^^'^ ^-^-'^'^^ ^"^ ^""^; -^

^^nderately thin.

at the ends ofrelatively short branches with short "'f'^^^
r.d-y^o\.X:

ff'.^^^^^^^^^
intemodes. It also has longer petioles and blades ^''T''.

^"
S"' 7

""""^
't

'TlT^xZ. 4-H
that dry characteristically gray-green and weakly

^""'^^'"'^ oblong-lanceolate, 5.5-7 cm lo g,

glossy on the lower surface. Anthurium micro- !^VJ, '

"'^i^o'^^'f
^'

'""^f' .t soadixgreen-
spadix has long intemodes with the leaves more T""^f

'' '"' 60^angle on
^^^^^f^^^^^

widely and regulariy spaced and blades that are ^'""^f ^^f '

^"^^'''^ ""^

hhI Tarcely ta-

rounded to subcordate at the base and generally
"^

^T^^
^"^ ^^ ^^^^'Vf^ 2 mm long.

matte on the lower surface unnn drvino wv,^i. P^^^^ at apex; flowers rhombic, 2.8-3./ m
2.5-2.7 mm wide, the sides straight or weaM.While

both species may be epiphytic, A. microspadix
generally is rooted in the soil and is an erect or
semierect, vine-like plant, reclining or using trees

sigmoid; 5-6 flowers visible in the principal sp

^

ral, 7-9 flowers visible per alternate spiral; tep^^^

matte to semiglossy, tinged violet-purple at ou
for support. Anthurium pallens is usually a short-

""^"^ ^"^ semiglossy, tingea vioiei-pu.i..^
^^^^^

stemmed epiphyte that is frennentiv T..nH..« margins, lateral tepals 1.9-2 mm long,
,stemmed epiphyte that is frequently pendent. weakly

Although mature berries have not been seen
™^'"^'' ^^""^^^^ rounded; pistils ^'^^^\ c^^^

they are no doubt yellowish-green and subglo-
^"^^''eent; stigma linear; stamens

^'"^J^. . ^^e

bose like those of .1. microspadix. The species is
^^^^' *^^ '^^^^^^ stamens emerging wim u

;^ ^^

a member of section Xiahphyllium.

Costa Rica, alajuela: La Pcna, Smith 2121 (UC)
heredia: vicinity of Cerro Chompipe, Wilbur & Lu-
teyn 18584 (DUKE); Rio Las Vueltas, Burger & Lies-
ner 6375 (MO); LcUinger & White 988 (MO)- Lent
2638 (NY); Wilbur & Luteyn 4414 (DUKE); Taylor
17687 (NY); San Rafael. Almeda et al. 2156 (DUKE
MO); Wilbur et al. 15982 (DUKE); pass between Vol-

apex of the anther visible, retracting
before^

^^

temate stamens emerge, leaving only trac

white pollen. INFRUCTESCENCE with spa^_^^

6-25 cm long; berries orange, ''ed-orang^'
°^^^

tinged with orange, ± globose to ovoid,
^^

diam.; seeds 3-4, ellipsoid-oblong;
2-2.

long, yellowish, except green on one en

126.
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Anthurium paludosum is known from Costa times directed conspicuously upward from point

Rica to Colombia at elevations from sea level to of petiole attachment; sinus usually spathulatc

400 m. It ranges along the Atlantic slope only or hippocrepiform sometimes parabolic, usually

west of the Isthmus of Panama. To the east of rounded at apex; both surfaces semiglossy to

the Isthmus of Panama it occurs on both slopes glossy; midrib obtusely raised above, sunken to-

until reaching South America, where it is re- ward apex, prominently raised below; primary

slricted to the Pacific slope. The species occurs lateral veins 15-30 per side, departing midrib at

in wetter parts of tropical moist forest and pre- 45°-50'' angle, sunken above, raised below; lesser

montane wet and tropical wet forest life zones. veins less conspicuous; basal veins 5-9 pairs, 3-

4 coalesced 1-4.5 cm; posterior rib naked, weak-
Anthurium paludosum is a member of section ly turned up along outer margin; collective vein

Porphyrochitonium and is recognized by its co- arising from one of the lowermost basal veins

riaceous, almost oblong leafblades that are more and extending to apex, 3-7 mm from the margin,
or less the same color on both sides with a pale INFLORESCENCE erect, shorter than leaves;

green midrib on the upper surface, and by its peduncle (5)1 1-20(32) cm long, 4-6 mm diam.,
thick, persistent, nondilacerating cataphylls and terete; spathe moderately thin, pale green, some-
reddish-orange berries. No other species in this times tinged reddish, oblong-lanceolate, 6.3-19
section is known to have cataphylls that remain cm long, 2.7-3.5 cm wide, abruptly acuminate

at apex, rounded at base, inserted at 60° angle
In the revision of the Costa Rican Anthurium on peduncle; spadix golden yellow (B & K Yel-

(Croat & Baker, 1979), .4. e^^^/ 5// Engl, was in- low-red 8/10), 7-18 cm long, 7-9 mm diam.
eluded as a synonym of this species, but exam- midway, tapered to 4-6 mm at apex; the flowers
mation ofthe type now precludes that possibility sub-4-lobed, 2.5-3 mm long, 2.9-3.3 mm wide,
because that species has prominently dilacerat- the sides ± straight to jaggedly sigmoid; 6-9

intact.

ing cataphylls. In other respects the two species flowers visible in the principal spiral, 6-10 flow-

appear to be markedly similar ers visible in the alternate spiral; tepals yellow,

glossy, lateral tepals 1-1.5 mm wide, the inner

UM6N^r^^^^^ ^''''^'^^YS margin convex; pistils weakly emergent, paleUMON. road between Bnbri & Bratsi, Burger el al. 10470 ^
,

' ^
. ,

.

^ ,
,

(MO); between Limon & Puerto Viejo, Baker & Burger green, translucent; stigma hnear, ca. 0.3 mm long,

^75 (MO).
'"

" """" "
brushlike and glistening as anthers emerge; sta-

mens emerging in scattered manner slowly from

Anthurium panduriforme Schott, Prod. Aroid. base to apex, exserted to ca. 1 .3 mm on white or

536. I860. Type: Costa Rica. San Miguel, translucent, flat filaments, the exserted portion

of the filaments ca. 0.3 mm long, ca. 0.5 mm^endland 776 (GOET)
5-0.6 mm lone, 0.7-0

•^n//iun'M/« /jartoTMra^Mm Schott, Oesterr. Bot.Z. 8: 182. mm wide; thecae divaricate; pollen golden yel-

low. INFRUCTESCENCE arching-pcndcnl; the

spadix to 23 cm long; berries pale green, ovoid,

5-7 mm long; seeds 2, greenish-white, 2.6-3 mm

'858, non Mart, ex Schott, 1855. Type: Costa
Rica. San Miguel, Wendland 776 (GOET, holo-
type).

127 and 130

Epiphyte or occasionally terrestrial; stems usu- long, 2.3-2.5 mm wide, 0.8-1 mm thick. Figs.

3' less than 30 cm long, occasionally to 1 m
"S, roots numerous, scattered along stem; cata-

Pnylls moderately thin, 1 5-25 cm long, narrowly The species is known from Costa Rica to Co-

^cuminate at apex, drying tan (B & K Yellow- lombia and probably Ecuador al 400 to 1,560 m

^ 9/ 1 0) usually deciduous, with a few thin fi-

rs sometimes persisting. LEAVES moderately
"' petioles 25-73 cm long, 3-7 mm diam.,

elevation in tropical wet, premontane rain, and

lower montane rain forest. In Costa Rica, the

species ranges from Bijagua in the north to Ta-

*«rete, sometimes weakly sulcate; geniculum 1 .5- panti in the south on the Atlantic slope. In Pan-

^

^"1 long; blades hastate-trilobate, erect or

j^^*"g from the erect petioles, 20-65 cm long,

> cm wide, gradually to abruptly acuminate
^^Pex, prominently lobed at base; anterior lobe

lobr^

^^ '^^^' ^^"stricted near base; posterior

slope

pandurifi

its almost orbicular posterior lobes (sometimes

-^.., v.».u...cu uca. ua.., >.v........ ^orc clongatc in Panama, particularly collec-

nearly orbicular (or rarely oblong), some- tions made at Cerro Tute, near Santa Fe, Vera-
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guas), its characteristically yellow-green, shiny Yellow-green 7/7.5) becoming pale yellow, 3.
5-

lower blade surface, and its golden yellow spadix 9 cm long, 7-10 mm diam. at base, 3-5 mm

with yellow pollen. The species is apparently not diam. at apex; flowers 4-lobed, ca. 2.3 mm in

related to any other Central American species, both directions, the sides jaggedly sigmoid; 5-7

It is probably best placed in section Polyneurium flowers visible in the principal spiral, 7-9 flowers

and is no doubt related to other South American visible in the alternate spiral; tepals matte, lateral

species such as A. argyrostachyum Sodiro of Ec- tepals ca. 1 mm wide, the inner margin convex;

uador that have numerous closely parallel pri- pistils green, weakly emergent; stigma slit-like;

mary lateral veins,

CosTA RicA. San Miguel, Wendland 776 (GOET)

stamens emerging from the base, laterals emerg-

ing first, followed quickly by alternates, the lead-

alajuela: NNE of Bijagua, Croat 36286 (MO); N of ^^g stamen precedmg fourth stamen by 1-J spi

(DUKE rals. INFRUCTESCENCE pendent, mature

tween Naranjo & Aguas Zarcas, Croat 46974 (MO); N berries not seen. Fig. 131.
of San Ramon, Luteyn 3372 (DUKE); N of La Balsa

de San Ramon, Utley & Utley 4583 (DUKE); valley of Anthurium parvispathum is endemic to Gua-

Rio Sarapiqui, between Vara Blanca & Cariblanco, temala and is known principally from Baja Vera-

Moore 6614 (BH). heredia: vicinity Bajo La Hondura,
Croat 44515 (MO); N of Vara Blanca, Croat 35587
(MO), limon: vicinity Guapiles, Standley 37255 (US).

paz at 1,500 to 1,800 m elevation, but it is also

known from single collections from the Sierra de

la Minas in Zacapa Department and at Mazate-

^ ,. . . ,^ ,, 1 T.. , ^ nango in the Dept. of Suchitepequez on the Pa-

Anthurium parvispathum Hemsl., Biol. Cent. .^ ^^
. ^u • ^.,.c «Hnrinallvinopen

A o*'>^->Tiooc^ ^ , cific Coast, The species occurs pnncipaiiy 111 "^p-

Amer., Bot. 3: 432. 1885. Type: Guatemala. , , • ^^_^ ^f Hrv forest.
jy •^.r c.n o7-D^, or exposed areas on rocks m areas 01 ary iwi-"

Baja Verapaz: Santa Rosa, Salvin & God-
man 408 (K, holotype). The species is a member of section Belolon'

chium and is characterized by having a sessile

Anthurium hypoleucum Standi., J. Wash. Acad. Sci. spadix and oblong-lanceolate leaves that are at

17: 246. 1927. Anthurium brevipetiolatum Engl.

ex K. Krause, Notizbl. Bot. Gart. Berlin-Dahlem
11: 610. 1932. Type: Guatemala. Baja Verapaz: -

i p,n
Santa Rosa, 1 ,600 m, Tuerckheim 11.2214 (US- eral veins equally as prominent as the basai

The species is also characterized by occurring on

least initially glaucous (often drying whitish) on

the lower surface and by having the primar> la
-

932125, holotype; B, isotype)

Epipetric; stem short; roots thick, tan, some-
times directed upward; cataphylls ca. 7 cm long,

drying brown, persistent, weathering to coarse
linear fibers. LEAVES spreading; petioles 16-50

rocks.

Anthurium parvispathum is similar to A ^

kamurae from southeast Chiapas but differs i^

having thicker leaves, which are generally muc
iiiicai uuci^. LcrvviLo^picaamg; petioles ib-^U «=' ^ '

, , t/pr surface-

cm long, 6-9 mm diam., broadly and sharply P^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^y glaucous on the lowei
^^^^^

sulcate, weaklv elaucous: ceniriilnm i ^_i ^ ^^ In addition, it is always found growmg o

uch

sulcate, weakly glaucous; geniculum 1.3-1.5 cm
long; blades oblong to lanceolate, subcoriaceous,

acute at apex, truncate at base, 27-64 cm long,

6.5-12 cm wide; both surfaces matte and glau-
cous, the lower surface only slightly paler; midrib
convexly raised above, diminished and sunken
at apex, more acutely raised below; basal veins
one pair, sunken above, raised below; primary
lateral veins 6-10 per side, departing midrib at
40° angle, sunken above, raised below; interpri-

mary veins weakly sunken above, flat below; •
- —

.
al vein>

lesser veins obscure; collective vein arising
but that species differs in having the bas

^^^_^^l

rather than as an epiphyte. The spadix oiA.
^ ^

vispathum is always sessile whereas tha

nakamurae is stipitate at least to some extc

^^^

Anthurium parvispathum has also been c^^^

fused with A. retiferum, which has a simi a

shape and venation, but that species has m^^

broader leaves that have conspicuously ele^

^ ^^

tertiary veins on drying and is not g^^^*^^^^^„.

pale on the lower surface. It has also t>^

fused with some leaf forms of A.
^^^^^''f,^-^^

— » — * ^^w*^.w^ «.-.. ^
i-v- late

much more conspicuous than the primar)

vems.

from the basal vein, 8-10 mm from margin,
sunken above, raised below. INFLORESCENCE
spreading, shorter to as long as leaves- oedunclp r- m nf Salami ^
-^1 c-i t u. . r ^ ^ .

'-'*' ^^^^^c*e Guatemala, baja verapaz: N oi ^/^^^p^nin-
31-52 cm long, subterete, 1-2 famt ribs; spathe Pamin, Williams et ai 42194 (F, NY); above Wn,

subcoriaceous, green (B & K Green 5/7.5), lan-

ceolate. 3.5-7 cm long, 1-2 cm wide, long-acu-
minate at apex, clasping at base, inserted at 1 80°

angle on peduncle; spadix sessile, green IY{ Rr \c

Panlin, Williams et ai 42194 (h, ini;, ^^'^^..^p^^

Williams et ai 43354 (F); Santa Rosa, Stanley

91242, 91258. 91271 (F); Tuerckheim 2/t
^^5,

suchitepequez: Mazatenango, Tejaaa ^,^^15!
zacapa: Rio Nuevo Siiio, between Santa Rosa

waterfalls, Steyermark 42212 (NY).
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Anthurium pedatoradiatum Schott, Bonplandia from base, the alternate stamens following soon

7:337. 1859.

a. Anthurium pedatoradiatum ssp. pedatoradia-

tum. Type: Mexico, cultivated in Vienna,

illustrated by Schott Aroid Drawing #781,

782, NYBG Neg. #3920, 3921; Photo MO.

Anthurium pedalifidum Regel & Linden, Garten flora

after emergence ofboth lateral stamens, exserted

above the tepals and held in a tight circle over

pistil; filaments whitish, translucent 0.5 mm long,

0.1 mm wide, flattened; anthers white to pale

yellow, 0.5-0.6 mm long, 0.5-0.6 mm wide; the-

cae narrowly ovate, slightly divaricate; pollen pale

yellow to cream, fading to white. INFRUCTES-
15: 66. 1866. Type: Plate 501 accompanying the CENCE unknown. Figs. 134 and 141
description (see discussion).

Anthurium rnirandaeMsitudsL, Anales Inst. Biol. Univ.
Nac. Mexico 22: 375. 1951. Type: Mexico. Chia-

Anthurium pedatoradiatum consists of two

subspecies, both endemic to Mexico. The species

mal^aTnfZEXU)''^''''''^'''^^'
^^^^' "^ ""' °^^"''' '" southern Veracruz, Chiapas, and Ta-

basco ranging in elevation from near sea level to

Terrestrial, usually more than 1 m tall; stem 800 m. Most collections have been made above

l7-3cmdiam.;leafscars2cm wide; roots mod- 500 m in a region of "selva alta perennifolia"
erately thick, directed downward; cataphylls sub- north of Ocozocoautla, a region with extensive

conaceous, 3.5-4 cm long, rounded at apex, outcrops of limestone.
drying medium brown (B & K Yellow 5/5), per- The species is in section Schizoplacium and is
sisting intact at apex, splitting at base. LEAVES

distinguished by the pedatisect leaf blades with
ect, petioles 35-87 cm long, 5-6 mm diam.,

^^^j^.^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ inflorescences that are shorter

Zt '

f^'T^'"'^
1-1 -2 cm long; blades broadly

^j^^^^ ^^^ j^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ lanceolate spathe.
ovate, 22-33 cm long, 38-60 cm wide, broadest Mexico

miadle or just below, to 13-pedatisect, the
^-^j^ ^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^f^ podophyllum, which may

hrnL^^u^""^
"^"^ """^ ^'°"^ ^^'^' ^^^ ^^'^

have the leaf segments entire. The latter occur
oaaiy lobed, the apices of the lobes narrowly

^^^^ -^ northern Oaxaca and can be distin-
^uminate the margin of the lobes entire, the

^^-^j^^^ ^y having much thicker leaf blades.

I8-2T 1

^
^~^^ ^"^ ^°"^' ^^^ ^"^^'"^'^^^ 1°*^^^ The subspecies pedatoradiatum is distin-

long, mequilateral and auriculate, fal-
g^js^ed by its terrestrial habit and differs from

per TT^
liiPPocrepiform, rounded at apex; up-

subspecies heUeborifolium by having leaf scg-

mid h f
^^"^iglossy, the lower surface matte; ^^^^^ j-^^j^ej. uniformly united at the base with

nnH u ,° ^^^ median lobe sharply raised above ^^ segments divided to the base of the leaflet. In
ana below; basal veins 3-5 pairs, the third to
Wth coalesced 1.5-1 .8 cm, the fourth to fifth co-
aesced to 5.5 cm, raised above and below; pri-
•"ary lateral veins of the median lobe 4-8 per

subspecies heUeborifolium, one or more of the

segments is free or nearly free to the base.

The plate accompanying the type description

pedatifidi
side den:,rt;r,«.i, -^ T .Ao , .

°^ ^- /^«^"""-/'""'" ^"""^ " ^^""" """ """ '""^

abor " ^^^^ "^ ^^^ " Wa'l^ divided in the manner characteristic of

veiT^'/h^^^
below, loop-connecting; collective subspecies pedatoradiatum and another seem-

sec !i
median lobe arising from the first or

j^^gjy divided to the base, but nothing is mcn-
cond pnmar> lateral vein. INFLORESCENCE ^-^^^^^ j^ the description about this range ofvari-

^ect, shorter than leaves; peduncle 5-23 cm long,
"im diam.; spathe green (B & K Yellow-green

ation and it can only be assumed that the second

leaf represents an error by the artist. The taxon

(MEXU)
(DUKE

111 -- ' -^-v.,^ ^^^11 yL> ^^ L^ M. .^n^yr, ^— jggj represenis an erroi uy uic dinai. mc idAijn

insen ri^"'^^°?^^'
''"^'^ ^^ '°"^' ''^ ^^ ^'^^'

^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ considered a synonym was supposed

Ion h^^
^^° ^"^^^ ^^ peduncle; stipe 18 mm ^^ jjfler from ^./?e^i2^oraJ/<3/«m by a supposedly

K in back; spadix greenish tinged with purple-
^jifferent geniculum and fewer number of blade

2/10^'
l"" f/^

purple-violet (B & K Red-purple segments.
h 4-7.5 cm long, 5-7 mm diam. at base, 3-

{^ diam. at apex; flowers rhombic to sub-4- Mexico, ch.apas: N of Ocozocoautia, Breedlove

si*d

•'*~'*"^ mm long, 4.1-AA mm wide, the

j' ." ^'Smoid; 6-7 flowers visible in the principal

tc'
1 '
^^ flowers visible in the alternate spiral;

2 J^'*

fnatte, minutely papillate, the lateral tepals

rn

'^ ^^ "^i^e, the inner margins broadly
^Jinded; pistil raised but not emergent; stigmas

"f'e; stamens emerging in a slow progression

(MEXU)' Ton 3800 (DS, LL). oaxaca: Rio de la Ven-

ta MacDougall s.n. (MEXU). tabasco: Munc. Hui-

manguillo, Gilly & Hernandez 103 (MICH).

b. Anthurium pedatoradiatum ssp. helleborifnli-

um (Schott) Croat, comb, nov. Anthurium
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Figures 136-139. 136. Anlhurium pittieri Engl., Kamemoto 260.
fogdcnii Croat, Crioa/ 47134,-

-137. Anthurium pittieri Engl., Croa/ i5957
139. Anthurium pittieri \zv,fogdenii Croat, Croi?/ 46771.

138. Anthurium pittieri var
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IMGURES 140-143 140. Anthunum pedatoradiatum ssp. helleborifolium (Schott) Croat, Croat 40081

141 /l«/Aurn/m p«/a/V.r^ym/um Schott, (Hart. Paris. Croat Neg. #500).- 142 Anthurium peritaphyf'T''
bombaafohum (Schott) Mad.son, Fohom 5.n.-143. Anthurium pluricostatum Croat & Baker, Croat 43200-
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helliborifolium Schott, Bonplandia 10: 148. green, densely papillate; stigma linear, 4-5 mm
1862. Type: Mexico. No specimen cited in long, dark slit with red-violet punctations; sta-

original description (F, hololectotype, FM mens emerging from the base, lateral stamens

29818; Photo of cultivated plant prepared preceding alternates by 1-2 spirals, exserted on
by Schott here designated).

Terrestrial; ca. 1 m or less tall; stems thick, 9-

25 cm long, 2-3 cm diam.; intemodes very short;

leaf scars 2 cm wide, usually obscured by cata-

phylls; roots medium thick, descending; cata-

phylls subcoriaceous, 2.5-5.3 cm long, some-
times tinged reddish, drying medium brown (B

long, translucent filaments, 0.5-0.8 mm long, 0.9-

1 mm wide, retracting to hold stamens at edge

of pistil; anthers yellow to tan, sometimes deep

purple; thecae ellipsoid, somewhat divariate;

pollen cream to yellow. INFRUCTESCENCE not

seen. Figs. 132, 133, and 140.

Anthurium pedatoradiatum ssp. heUeborifoli-

& K Yellow 5/5), splitting at base, remaining um is endemic to southern Mexico in Chiapas
t

miact at apex, persisting around stem. LEAVES and Tabasco where it is common in "selva alta

with petioles erect, (27)48-56(63) cm long, 8-9 perennifolia" in the vicinity of Teapa, Tabasco,
mm diam., terete; geniculum 1-1.7 cm long; All collections seen were made at elevations of
blades, 7-1 1 pedatisect, moderately thick, broadly less than 300 m. Plants are terrestrial, commonly
ovate in outline, deeply lobed at base, 27-33.5 well rooted in the soil but generally on well
cm long, 18-48 cm wide, broadest at middle or drained soil, usually over porous limestone,
just below; the lobes free or nearly so to base, commonly on rocky slopes.

Anthurium pedatoradiatum ssp. helleborifoli-

um differs from ssp. pedatoradiatum in having

1-3 of the medial blade segments free or nearly

the outermost lobes confluent to a greater degree,

sometimes falcate, acuminate at apex, the me-
dian lobe 21-27 cm long, 5.7-7.9 cm wide,
broadest just above middle, outermost lobes 12
18 rm i^

"--^^j;^--^-' uuicixiiu^i .uu.. x^-
^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ j^ addition, those collections ofJ« cm long, markedly mequilateral and usually _ u.n.u^.;r^iu,^ „_„.. .:^. u.. .:^. :. .u.

aunculate; sinus narrowly to broadly spathulate
ssp. helleborifoli

tohinnr
^\7^^^"^^^-^y '^ ^'^^^'y =>P^^-^-- greenhouses with ssp. p^^a/ora^/^/wm have con.

10 hippocrepiform, acute to rounded at apex; the f, ,,,^ ,_, _ __ ,, - , ,__ A>r.^:._
upper surface glossy, lower surface semiglossy;

sistently darker green, thicker leaves. Madison

the r^Tu .
^' ^ ^uimcc ^cimBi".^y, .^^^g^ ^^^^^^^ ^^p helleborifolium

midnb of the median lobe acutely raised ,_^„^ „ .,, . r^^^^f^m^inf..^ u..i
^ove, diminished and sunken at apex, raised
^low: primary lateral veins 3-4, departing mid-

ymous with A. pedatoradiatum but I feel they

are separable at least at the subspecific level. All

rib .t 7no Z7 ^"^^'^^ ^^'^' •'-^' aepariing mm-
^^^^^ material observed thus far has been easily

above .
!"?^' '''''^^'' ^"""^ ""^^''^

''^'''T separable on the key characters although some

first n H
'
^^'^' ^^'''' ^"^ ^^''*''

specimens with a poor state of preservation ap-

alesceHVfT"^
^""^^ ^"^ ^^'^' ^^^ remammg co-

^^^^^^ ^^ j^^^^ f^^^ segments because of torn

Dostl Z
^'^^ ""^'^^^ ^^""^^ ^""^ ^^^""^^ ^^^

segments. A collection of Bunting and Davies

thjf'''' "J^^
^^^l^ly ^^^^d, naked ca. one half

^j^^^ collected near Teapa was deemed inter-

oflnK i
^^"^^^^^e ^^i" arising near the base

^^^-^^^ ^y Bunting (1965) who reported that it
^ 'obe, or from one of the primary lateral veins
^ear middle, 1^5 mm from margin. INFLO-
.
^^^NCE erect, shorter than leaves; peduncle

^ )20^30 cm long, 3-5 mm diam., terete; spathe

differed in "having the outline of the former but

with the central lobe free to the very base." I

have found that the outline of the leaf blades of

the species are very generally the same and the

ation for the species.

Since no type specimen was cited I have se-

lected as a lectotype a collection prepared and

long o/ 1 ^^^''' lanceolate, 5.5-11 cm
^^^-^^-^^^ of the leaf blade of the Bunting and

anf^v
" ^^ ^^^^' gradually acuminate at

jy^^^^^ specimen is well within the range ofvan-
^^' rounded at base, inserted at ca. 45° angle

^Ji
peduncle; spadix green (B & K Yellow-green
-5), 4-8 cm long, 4-6 mm diam. at base, 2-

4-lob d^' ^^ ^^^'^' ^^^ flower's rhombic to sub-
^^notated by H. C. Schott from a cultivated plant

side
^'^~^ ^^ '°"^' ^-^-^-^ ^^ ^^'^^' ^^^

in Vienna. Although the specimen itself has been

the
^ ^."^°°^^'^ sigmoid; 3-5 flowers visible in

^jestj-oyed, the photographs of the specimen are
Pnncipal spiral, 4-6 flowers visible in the

^jjgiyfjistributed as Field Museum plate #298 18.
rnate spiral; tepals matte, densely papillate,

'^"al tepals I-I.5 mm wide the inner margin Mexico, chiapas: between Ixtapa and Teapa, Cmai
"^^'ght; pistils emergent, only slightly raised, 47899 (MO); vicinity Pichucalco. Croa, 40081 (MO).
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tabasco: N of Cerro de Azufre, Gilly & Hernandez The species is a member of section Dactylo-

apa, Croat 40130 (MO); Conrad& Gallegos 2869 (MO).

296 (MEXU, MICH); base ofCerro dcMadrugalCroa/ phylliiim and is most easily confused with A.

tl'yf^!^':^^};. 7/.?.^A^^?„^^^^^^^ kunthiU which has similar leaves, but A, kunthii

differs in having a longer peduncle, three-quar-

ters the length of the petiole, and in having a

long, slender, greenish spadix and lateral leaflets

which are more or less equilateral at the base.

Belize, belize: Gracy Rock, Sibun River, Gentle 1741,

1744 (MICH); Gentle 1491 (MICH, MO), cayo

district: near Camp 6, Gentle 2417 (MICH); Caves

Branch, Base ofMountain Cow, Whitefoord 1082 (MO);

Cuevas, Little John's Hunting Camp, Dwyer 11560

(MO); Macaw River, road to Millionario, Dwyer &

Liesner 12343 (MO); Mountain Cow Ridge, Gentle

3553. 3526 (MICH); Vaca, Gentle 2551 (MICH); Val-

Anthurium pentaphyllum (Aubl.) G. Don in

Sweet, Hortus Brit. ed. 3: 633. 1839.

Anthurium pentaphyllum var. bombacifolium

(Schott) Madison, Selbyana 2: 278. 1978.

Anthurium bombacifolium Schott, Oesterr.

Bot. Z. 8: 182.1858. Type: Costa Rica. Near
Atenas, Hoffmann 779 (B, destroyed; Photo
of Schott Aroid Drawing #829, NYBG Neg.

#N.S. 3934).

^«r/2Mr/uwaemM/MmSchott, Bonplandia?: 165. 1859. entin Camp, Lundell 6197 (MICH), stann creek

Type: Mexico. Colipa, Liebmann 15799 (C?, not district: Big Creek, Gentle 2651 (MICH); S of Lyman

seen).

Anthurium karwinskyi Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Z. 9: 101.

1859. Type: Mexico. Veracruz: Colipa, Karwin-
sky (LE).

Agricultural School, Spellman 1604 (MO); Middlesex,

Gentle 2950 (MICH); Stann Creek Railroad, Genlk

2109 (MICH); near Railway, Schipp S-279 (MICH,

MO, UC); N of Victoria Peak, Gentry 8025 (UOl

TOLEDO: W of Columbia Forest Station, Croat 24S00

Epiphyte; stems creeping up tree trunks; in- (MO); Dwyer 9859 (MO); Punta Gorda, Cosminsky

ternodes 2-9 cm long; cataphylls caducous or

persisting as coarse fibers. LEAVES erect-spread-

ing; petioles 19-44 cm long, ca. 5 mm diam.,

terete; blades digitately compound with 5-1 1 leaf-

lets, moderately thin, leaflets oblanceolate to nar-

rowly elliptic, 13-30 cm long, 2.5-9 cm wide,

224 (F); Rio Grande, Gentle 4679 (LL, MICH); near

San Antonio, Gentle 6648 (LL); Swasey Branch, Mon-

key River, Gentle 3955, 4010 (MICH).

Costa Rica, alajuela: vicinity Bijagua, Croat 362bX

36424 (MO); Fortuna, Taylor 11615 (NY); beyond ban

Ramon, Luteyn 3384A (DUKE); NW of Zarcero, CrM/

43585 (MO), heredia: Puerto Viejo, Croat 35684 {WJ^-

limon: between Limon & Shirores, Croat 43297 (MVhthe medial leaflet equilateral, the lateral leaflets h'^"^ T^^"" ^"^"^^ r'^^yZJr& Uesner
,-n.^..,-lcf^roi oT^.„„ti,,.„^...^:^„. :^_.. .

bctwecn Siguerres and Rio Pacuare, Burger &u
inequilateral, abruptly to cuspidate-acuminate at

apex, cuneate-attenuale at base; midrib raised
6948 (MEXU, MO), puntarenas: Corcovado Nation

al Park, Liesner 2831 (MO); above Palmar Norte uoa

above and below; primary lateral veins 6-8 per 35124 (MO); between Palmar Sur and Piedras Blan'j '

side in each leaflet, sunken above, raised below Croat 32910 (MO); S ofPuerto Armuelles, Liesner

lesser veins obscure above, raised below; collec- ^^S^' tt,„.« Areentina above
,- • c 1- ^ ^ . Guatemala, alta verapaz: Finca Argenuua
tive vem ansmg from base, 6-14 mm from mar- Papalhu, Croat 41565 (MO); road to Oxec, between

gins. straight to apex of leaflet. INFLORES- Tucuru and El Estor, Croat 41685 (MO). 'ZABal
.

CENCE erect; peduncle 1-6 cm long; spathe pale '^''lity of Puerto Barrios, Croat 41824A
(^^^-^^jjjgi'

green to purple, lanceolate to ovate moderately "° ''*^'" location, Lundell 2990 (MICH); Cerro _
thick 6-lOcmlnnp 19 8.,^

le moaerately
5,^^^,^^^^ ^^y^^ (LL); vicinity Archeological camP

imcK, o-iu cm long, 1-2.8 cm wide, early de- m 1 ^-t . ^r V- , /^a?? /^vtOV La Liber

A ^ A- 1 , • .

J '-oil.)' UC N shore of Lake Yaxja, Croa? 246// (Mu;,^" „
ciduous: snadix Dale nllmlp-v1/^lpt to in/ic\ . , , ... . ,. ' . -x-m_i o^riett //-'<"ciduous; spadix pale purple-violet, 2.2-10(15) cm
long, 8-20 mm diam. at base, tapering at apex.
INFRUCTESCENCE erect-spreading; berries red
to dark red-violet, ± globose, 5-8 mm diam.;

tad, Lundell 3054 (MICH); Tikal, ^artlett
J^-'

(MICH); Uaxactun, Bartlett 12466 (MICH); H"

12269 (MICH, UC). y^^^^er

Honduras, atlantida: vicinity La ^^
J ,^]r}{y

al. 8597 (MO); Lancetilla, Chickering 134 (Mi
^

«ppfl<: nvniH tn nhlr^no .>o ^ T . , et al. 8597 {MO);LanccX\\\2L, CmcKering i-'- y' i

seeds ovoid to °blong, ca 5.3 mm long and 4 Croat 42637 (MO); Yuncker 4932 (MICH •
copan^

mm wide. Figs. 135 and 142. «f m.,„,,o a '^; 'i7..^^„ ^ Fu^ntes 6421 (UMWof Nueva Arcadia, Harmon t£ Fuentes o^~'
\ n.^ed-

X/Tirv.,^-^. ^,.,.„.o. AA.,„.v.,r„v> of Rpiriozabal. ^''
,

slope

occurring

Antburtum pentaphyllum var. bombaafolium 10^^37I'^^^TN'^oTni^^^^^
IS known from Mexico to Panama at elevations (DUKE); NE of EscuintIa, Croat 43824 (MO);^W/»|^.

980 (MEXU, MO); Matuda 16566 (DS, MEAU;,

'

tuda 17793 (DS, MEXU, UCLA); ^'''"f.Luda
(DUKE, MEXU); Matuda 18720 (MEXU); ^'

,j

37678 (DS); Islamapa, Huehuetan, Matuda
^^^^

(MEXU); Nandolopez, Acapetagua, ^^'jj^^. ,4496

(MEXU); Municipio Ocosingo, Breedlove34UUX .

America but on both slopes in Costa Rica and
species

tropical moist, premontane wet, and tropical wet ., . n^, - - ^^v >,„...

forest life zones, making it one of the most eco ^^^)' ^ of Ocozocoautla, Croat 40637 i^'^': ^^^
cipioofPalenque, Brf>^^/m'^ 265-^5, i^997(U5;,

40235. 40268, 40339 (MO); vicinity of PiJ" ^^
logically variable species of Anthurium in Cen-
tral America,

Croat 40072,^40148 (MO); N of Tapachula,
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43793 (MO); NW of Turquiz, Croat 47476 (MO); E apex; flowers rhombic, 6-6.3 mm in both direc-

of Zapata, Davidse & Davidse 9432 (MO); oaxaca: tions, the sides straight to weakly sigmoid* 2-3
Chiltepec Sousa 1726 (MEXU); between Palomares

flowers visible in the principal spiral, 3-5 flowers
and Rio del Corte, MacDougall s.n, (MEXU); Temas- • -.t • . , . , /
cal, Sousa 1826 (MEXU); S of Valle Nacional, Croat ^^^^^^^ ^" ^^^ alternate spiral; tepals matte, mi-

39719 (MO); NE of Valle Nacional, Moore & Bunting nutely papillate, larger plants with tepals usually

8916 (BH). SAN LUIS poTosi: vicinity Tamazunchale, mounded giving spadix a knobby appearance,
Croat 39274 (MO); Rzedowski 10992 (CAS, MICH).
tabasco: along Rio Chinal above Mascupan, Gilly &
Hernandez 383 (MEXU, MICH), veracruz: Coat-

lateral tepals ca. 5 mm wide, the inner margin

straight; pistils usually exserted, green, matte;

zacoalcos, Williams 8721 (MICH); vicinity of Marti- Stigma ca. 0.6 mm long, brushlike.

Moore

nez de La Torre and Misantla, Gomez-Pompa & Riba exserted and glistening with a small droplet for

- 3 or 4 days ca. 2-3 weeks before anthers emerge,
Sarukhdn& M^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ stamens emerge; stamens
ja, Sarukhdn & Martinez sm. (MEXU). "^

, , , . -
^ '

,

Nicaragua, zelaya: Cano Costa Riquita, Stevens emerging slowly in scattered manner throughout

spadix, exserted on minute, green filaments that

retract holding anthers at sides of pistil; anthers

cream-colored ca, 0.5 mm long, ca. 1 mm wide;

thecae tan, ellipsoid, not divaricate; pollen pale

yellow fading to white, soon dispersing. IN-

FRUCTESCENCE pendent; spadix 5-15 cm
long; berries yellow to orange in Panama or re-

portedly white in Costa Rica, obovoid, acute at

:>o:>/ (MO); S of bridge at Colonia Agricola Yolaina,
Stevens 4820, 6353 (MO); W of Rio Wawa Ferry, Ste-
vens 8646 (MO); near Rio Yaoya, Neill 3801 (MO);
SW of Waspan, Atwood 3716 (MO).

Anthurium pittieri Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25;

372. 1898.

a. Anthurium pittieri. var. pittieri. Type: Costa
Rica. Heredia: Rancho Hores, Volcan Bar- apex, 1-1.5 cm long, 7 mm wide; seeds 2, green,
ba, 2,505 m, Pittier & Durand865 (BR, hol- flattened. Figs. 136 and 137.

The species is known from Costa Rica and
olectotype, designated Croat & Baker, 1979).

Epiphyte, sometimes somewhat scandent; Panama at 50 to 2,100 m elevation in tropical

wet and premontane rain forest life zones. A
specimen recently collected by Ernesto Ancuash

(1230) under the auspices of Brent Berlin's an-

stems less than 30 cm long; intemodes short, 1

•^ cm diam., leaf scars conspicuous; roots few,
descending; cataphylls subcoriaceous, (3)8

member

•5(14) cm long, apiculate at apex, drying dark thropological studies in Peru (Dept. of Amazo-
an, persisting intact, ultimately deciduous, nas, Rio Cenepa) is apparently also this species.
tAVES spreading; petioles 3-1 5 cm long, 4-7 it would be the first collection ofthe species from

"im diam., subterete, usually bluntly sulcate to South America,
weakly flattened; geniculum 2-3 cm long; blades
narrowly lanceolate to lanceolate-elliptic to ovate-
^lliptic or oblong, moderately thick, (8.5)10-43 carpium and is distinguished by its coriaceous,

"^"i long, 1 .5_9 cm wide, acuminate at apex, acute epunctate leaf blades, premature emergent ber-

^0 obtuse or rarely rounded at base; upper surface ries, and especially by the long-decurrcnt spathe.

"latle to semiglossy, lower surface semiglossy; The species is variable in leaf blade shape and
"iidnb broad and convexly raised above and be- in the degree of emergence of the pistils. Smaller

'0^ diminished and sunken at apex above; pri- plants tend to have the tepals flat with the pistils

not noticeably emergent while larger plants have

the pistils somewhat protrudent with the tepals

turned somewhat upward. Specimens with un-

"lary lateral veins 1 7-20 per side, ± obscure not noticeably emergent while larger plants have

^
'^e, prominulous to flat and ± obscure below,

eparting midrib at ca. 50° angle, straight to col-
'^^tive vein; collective vein arising near the base, usual leafshape include Antonio 2139 from Pan-

weakly

3-6

14

"im from margin. INFLORESCENCE
peduncle 1

ama with oblong leaves, 6.5 times longer than

wide and Croat 35295 from Dominical (Puntare-

nas, Costa Rica) with leaves almost as wide as

<^m long; spathe green, subcoriaceous, oblong- long,

nceolate. (3)7-15 cm long, 1.2-2.5 cm wide, It is most easily confused with A. intcnuptum

5^"date-acuminate at apex, decurrent onto pe- and A. carnosum. both of which differ in usually

^;^le 1-1.5 cm, acute to attenuate at base, in- having more elongate mternodes, m lackmg a

«med conspicuously decurrent spathe, and in having

*K Yellow-green 5/7.5), (2.2)11-14.5 cm long, eithergreen or reddish bernes./r«rA:.n^,«;;/mcn

^^^^~8 mm diam. at base, (2)4-5 mm diam. at is reportedly related to A. decurrent Poepp. from
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Amazonian Peru but differs from that species in acuminate at apex, round to obtuse at base, 4.5-

having a much shorter stipe.

Costa Rica. No other location, Bogner 917 (M).

ALAJUELA AND PUNTARENAS! Monteverdc, Utiey &
Utley 2396 (MO); Burger c£ Baker 9645 (MO); 8750

1 4 cm long, 2.3-4.7 cm wide, broadest at middle;

upper surface glossy, lower surface semiglossy;

midrib raised at base above, sunken in apical

one quarter of blade, convexly raised below; pri-

(F). ALAJUELA; Hacienda Santa Elena, Austin Smith mary lateral veins 5-10 per side, departing mid-

757/ (NY); Santa Rosa National Park, Liesner 5215 rib at 50° angle, straight to collective vein, etched

(MO); road from Sucre towards Lake Pozo Verde, Lu-
teyn et al 4500 (DUKE); region Zarcero, Austin Smith
114, 293 (MO). CARTAGo: no other location, Madison
6968 (MO); La Carpintera, Allen 512 (MO); Brade

above, obscure below; lesser veins scarcely vis-

ible; collective vein arising near the base or from

a primary lateral vein in the basal one half of

2514 {BR)\ Rodrigues 496 {UC)\ El Muntco, Standley blade, 2-4 mm from the margin. INFLORES-
& Torres 51671 (US); between Moravia & Quebrada
Platanillo, Croat 36646 (MO); vicinity Orosi, Standley
39903 (US); S of Tapanti, Burger & Liesner 6724A
(MO); Lent 904 (CAS); SE of Turrialba, Holm & litis

194 (NY), guanacaste: Hacienda Santa Maria, Dodge
et al. 6366 (MO); Monteverde, Primack et al 436
(DUKE). HEREDiA AND SAN JOSE: Slopcs of Ccrro Zur-
qui, Luteyn & Wilbur 4468 (DUKE, MO), heredia:
Las Lajas, vicinity San Isidro, Pittier 14057 (NY); N

CENCE erect-spreading, shorter than or as long

as leaves; peduncle 3 .5- 1 1 . 5 cm long; spathe green

(B & K Yellow-green 7/10), subcoriaceous, el-

liptic to obovate, 2-5.2 cm long, 6-1 5 mm wide,

decurrent on petiole 0.8-1 .5 cm, obtuse at base,

short acuminate at apex, the apex tightly m-

^„. ^„j^., , . , . ...... .^^^. y..,j^ ,. rolled, the apiculum hooked toward spadix; stipe

of San Isidro, Cerro de Las Lajas, Standley & Valerio ca. 1 cm long; spadix green, 1.5-4 cm long, 3-

51634, 51564 (US); Monte Cristo, Rojas s.n. (MO); mm diam at base 2-3 mm diam. at apex; flow-

Rancho Flores, Pittier & Diirand 865 (BR); Pittier 2157
(BR); Rio Las Vueltas, Gomez 2228 (MO); Vara Blan-
ca, Skutch 3650 (MICH); 3687 (MICH, MO, NY);
3694 (MICH, NY, US); 3704 (MICH); Utley & Utley
4978 (DUKE); slopes of Volcan Barba, Almeda 519

ers 4-lobed, ca. 2.5 mm long, 2.3 mm wide, the

jagge

visible in the principal spiral, ca. 4 flowers visible

in the alternate spiral; tepals matte, densely pap-

S^^^' f"'ff;
^ fin^^.^ffii^^^^/'^^^^''™^"- illate, lateral tepals ca. 0.8 mm wide, the inner

Monteverde, Utley 150 (DUKE); S of San Vito de
Java, Raven 21927 (CAS), san jose: slopes of Cerro
Zurqui, Utley 404 (DUKE); La Palma, Luteyn 3303
(DUKE); between San Isidro del General & Dominical,
Croat 35925 (MO); San Josecito, Primack & Luteyn
352 (DUKE); Tablazo, Pittier 7990 (BR); Utley & Utley
3876 (DUKE).

margin straight to convex; pistils weawy eiu^'

gent; stigma minute, elliptic; stamens emerging

from the base, lateral stamens emerging to mio-

way before alternate stamens emerge at ^^^^''^^',

thers white, ca. 0.4 mm in both directions, he

over pistil in tight cluster; thecae ^^^^^^^^^

scarcely divaricate; pollen white. INFRU^

CENCE not seen. Figs. 138 and 139.

fogde

Monteverde

serve

b. Anthurium pittieri var. fogdenii Croat, var.

nov. Type: Costa Rica. Guanacaste: along
the road between Santa Elena and Monte-
verde, ca. 2 mi from Santa Elena-Monte-
verde junction, elev. ca. 1,500 m, 10°20'N,
84°47'W, Croat 47134 (MO-2769759, ho-
lotype; CR, K, SEL, US, isotypes; Live at

MO).

Planta epiphytica, parva; caudex 3-6 cm longus, gra-
cilis; lamina ovata-elliptica aut ovala, 4.5-8 cm longa,
2.3-3.5 cm lata, subcoriacea, epunctata, nervis supra
leviter impressis subtus obscuris; inflorescentia effusa-
erecta, foliis breviora; pedunculus 3.5-4.5 cm longus;
spalha viridis, 2-3 cm longa, 6-9 mm lata; spadix viri-
dis, 1,5-2.2 cm longus; antherae albae; baccae ignotae.

Epiphyte; stems 3-6 cm long, 0.7-1 cm diam.;
roots green, moderately thin; cataphylls subcori-
aceous, 1.5-2 cm long, rounded at apex, drying e7che7vdn7on^heT^^^^^ and

biological
pre-

o^x V . operated by the Tropical Science ^ente

San Jose), where it occurs with the typical van y

of y4. pittieri. The variety fogdenii is known o^^.

from the type locality in tropical wet or P

^^

montane wet forest life zones and is "^"^^^^^

their
Mike

kind enough to permit me to collect on

Monteverde

fogde IS
distin-

hite

guished by its small size, green spadix witn
^^^^^

anthers, slender stems, and ovate to ovate-
^_^^

tic, subcoriaceous, epunctate leaf bla ^

'. . . .. f„.^ end with f"^

scure veins beneath.
LEAVES spreadmg; petioles 1.3-7.3 cm long, 2- The taxon differs from var. pittieri by

hav||;j

3 mm diam., terete, shallowly and sharply sulcate
at base of blade; geniculum not apparent; blades

sur-

the veins prominently etched on the uppc
^^^^

face. This character disappears on drying ^^^

ovate to ovate-elliptic, moderately thick, short- in the dried condition it is not possible to
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I

)

I

i

aratethe two taxa readily. Although ^./?/7//m is equalHng or much shorter than the leaves; pe-

fc duncle 17-43 cm long, 4-5 mm diam., terete to

m\xch.\ikQmQxahevs of section Porphyrochitoni- obscurely angular, sometimes heavily suffused

um, differing only in the absence of glandular with dark purple, 0.33-0.75 limes as long as pet-

ioles; spathe subcoriaceous, pale purple-violet orpunctalions on the leaves.

Costa Rica, guanacaste: between Santa Elena and
green slightly suffused throughout with purplish-

Monteverde, Croat 47134 (CR, K, MO, SEL, US);
^^°'^t' especially on the inner surface (B & K

vicinity Monte Verde Preserve,' Cto(2? 4677/ (MO); Red-purple 7/7.5), oblong-lanceolate, 13-18.5
PUNTARENAS AND alajuela: in and around Monte- cm long, 2-3.7 cm wide, broadest in lower quar-
verde Preserve, Burger & Baker 9722 (F). ter, gradually long-acuminate at apex, rounded

to obtuse at base, stiffly spreading, sometimes
Anthurium pluricostatum Croat & Baker, Bre- twisting, inserted at 50°-70° angle on peduncle;

nesia 16 (Supl. 1): 68. 1979. Type: Costa stipe ca. 9 mm long in front and 3 mm long in
Rica. Limon: ca. 1 mile NE of Bribri, ca. 40 back, ca. 6 mm diam.; spadix pale lavender or
miles SW of Limon (on coastal road); steep green tinged with pale lavender (B & K Red-
ravine above Rio Catarata, elev. 50-100 m, purple 8/10), yellowish-green near the tip or
Croat 43243 (MO 2584480-81, holotype; sometimes pale reddish-purple throughout (B &
CR, F, K, US, isotypes; Live at MO). K Red-purple 3/5), 8.5-14.5 cm long, 7-9 mm

Terrestrial; stem 2.5-3 cm diam., to 23 cm ^i^"^- ^^ base, 3-4 mm diam. at apex; flowers

long; leaf scars conspicuous, ca. 2.5'cm diam.; rhombic to weakly 4-lobed, 2.6-3.5 mm long,

roots greenish, ca. 4 mm diam., moderately nu- 2.4-3.6 mm wide, the sides straight to smoothly

merous and long, descending- cataphylls mod- sigmoid, rarelyjaggedly sigmoid; 7-9 flowers vis-

erately thin, 6-12 cm long, acute to acuminate i^le in the principal spiral, (8)10-15 flowers vis-

at apex, soon turning brown and weathering into i^le in alternate spiral; tepals semiglossy, papil-

a dense mass ofpersistent, coarse fibers. LEAVES ^^^e, with a few droplets when anthers arc opening,

with petioles erect, 26-68 cm long, 6-8 mm diam., ^he lateral tepals 1.3-1.8 mm wide, 3-5-sided,

subterete, narrowly flattened to weakly and ob- the inner margin straight or neariy so; pistils pale

scurely sulcate adaxially, almost smooth to char- g^een becoming salmon-lavender (as tepals) with

acteristically several-ribbed or -striate; genicu- P^^-pl's^ ^ots, slightly mounded and weakly

•um 1.2-1.7 cm long; blades narrowly ovate,
^^^erted above the tepals; stigma linear, 0.6-0.8

moderately thin, acuminate at apex, deeply lobed
^m long, a pale, darker-edged sht, exuding drop-

atbase, 40-68 cm long, 20-38 cm wide, broadest l^ts about 1 week before first stamens emerge.

the nectar persisting even after all stamens are

open; stamens emerging rapidly from the base,

near the point ofpetiole attachment, the margins
broadly convex; anterior lobe 32-52 cm long,

. ^ .. ^ ^
posterior lobes 10-19 cm long directed down- the lateral stamens emerging throughout before

^ard or inward; the sinus spathulate, obtuse to the alternate stamens begin to emerge at base,

••ounded at apex; upper and lower surfaces semi- held just above the tepals in a circular cluster ca.

6'ossy; midrib obtusely raised at base above, be- ' -^ "im diam. (or sometimes only halfemergent

coming acutely raised and then diminishing to-
^^ith the exposed part ephemeral), anthers white,

^^^d apex, prominently raised below; basal veins 0.5-0.6 mm long, 0.9-1 mm w.de, peeping out

3-6 pairs, 3 or 4 of them coalesced 3-4 cm, and opening while st.l! smal or the thecae stand-

Prominently raised above and below; the pos- i"g °" ^^d' ^P^""^^ vertically and disintegrating

tenor rib ttiir-u ^„i J I
• u. .u *^ when touched; thecae obovoid, slightly divari-"' no tnick, naked, almost straight, the outer vvucn i

, .t.^^^, Tr-rircr^cKr/-tr -.u
marein flat ^ 1 . ,. ^ 1 calf do en white. INFRUCTESCENCE with'Sin iiat or weakly rolled upward; pnmary '-'*^^' ^ ^ . ^ ^

._.. , ., .

lateral veinc ^ o -a a \^- -a u ot purplish berries, acute at apex. Figs. 143 and
3n« o

^^^ ^ ' ^^P^rting midrib at p^'v-

-45° angle, almost straight to collective vein, ^ ^^•

a^ed near midrib but sunken towards apex
Jl'^ove, raised below; interprimary veins usually The species is known from Costa Rica, and in

'«w, scarcely raised above flat below secondary Panama in Chiriqui Province on the Burica Pen-

^ems weakly sunken above darker than surface insula. It is certainly to be expected in Bocas del

*"d flat below; collective vein arising from the Toro Province as well, n occurs in a wide variety

uppermost basal
' 'Khily sunken above, slightly raised and darker
^elow. INFLORESCENCE erect-spreading,

vein, 3-5 mm from margin, of life zones in Costa Rica, ranging from pre-

montanc wet transition forest to prcmontanc wet

and tropical wet forest at elevations from near
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1:^1^1:!:^/^J^-^^^:^:'^T^}^!}^^^i'} An.osh-s).- ,46. A„.,.r,.„. prola,.„ C.«'turn

Baker, Croat 470S7. 1 47. ^////,^^nu/« pro/a/i.,.^ Croat & Baker, Croat 46979.
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C.„
^^y**^ 148-151. 148. Anthurium protensuin Schott, Croat 47113.-

fx i i^^^-
~ ' 50- Anihuriumpurpureuspathum Croat, Croat 38094 (Type)

•^^ Krause, Croat 33984.

149. .{nthurium protensuin Scholl,

— 151. .inifnirium ramoncnsc Engl.
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Fui\iRF.s XSI-ISS. \S2. .l»i</»io/N»M f>/uri<i<i.s7ufum Croat &. Baiter, Croat -^5205.-153. Anthuriuni purpuronspathntn Croat, Croat 3S094.
^tMr*it.rii...i niMioncriv*- \ nsV. ox K.. K.rati'.. C'tuutt 43^^40A..— 155. Anthitrium rcinchrtanufn Engl.. CVo^r -#S5 7^^.

154.
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sea level to 1,000 m on both the Pacific and
Atlantic slopes.

Anihurium pluricostatum is a member of sec-

tion Belolonchium and is characterized by its ter-

restrial habit, subterete petiole with 7-10 low
ridges, and spadix that is lavender to reddish-

purple or green tinged with lavender, usually with

a discolorous yellowish-green portion near the

apex. The species is also unusual in having flow-

ers with stigmatic droplets persisting while sta-

mens emerge.

Anthurium pluricostatum is related to A.

ochranthum. The latter species, although occur-
ring in the same altitudinal range and life zones,
has a very different inflorescence, including a

phyllum Cham. & Schlecht., Linnaea 6: 22,

1831. Type: Mexico. Veracruz: Hacienda de

la Laguna, Schiede & Deppe (B; not seen,

illustrated by Schott Aroid Drawing #791,

W),

Pathos laciniatus M. Martens & Galeotti, Bull. Acad.
Roy. Sci. Bruxelles 10(1): 122. 1843. Type: Mex-
ico. Veracruz: Zacualpan, Galeotti 6055 (BR).

Anthuriumpolytomum Schott, Bonplandia 7: 337. 1 859.

Type: Mexico. (Photo of Schott Aroid Drawing
#805, NYBG Neg. #N.S. 3924; Photo MO).

Anthurium pseudopodophyllum Schott, Bonplandia 7:

338. 1859. Type: Cultivated in Vienna (Photo of
Schott Aroid Drawing #811, NYBG Neg. #N.S.

3926; Photo MO).
Anthurium ghiesbreghtii Linden ex Schott, Prod. Aroid.

538. 1860. Type: none listed.

bright yellow spadix (at anthesis), and stamens Anthurium membranuliferum Schott & Ohlend. ex

with pollen being extruded in slender ribbons. E^S^- Monogr. Phan. 2: 196. 1879. (Known only

in cultivation.)Both A. pluricostatum and A. ochranthum have
a consistently terrestrial habit that is a diagnostic
feature for species occurring at medium to low

Usually terrestrial or epipetric, often more than

1 m tall; stems 2.5-3.5 cm diam.; roots descend-
elevations (the character being ofmuch less value j^^g. cataphylls, coriaceous, 7.5-11 cm long, grad-m cloud forest regions),

Staminal dehiscence is somewhat variable.
Usually the anthers are fully exserted although
the filaments are not exposed. Sometimes (even
in the same population) anthers are only about
half emergent and the exposed portion of the
thecae loses its form when the pollen matures.

ually acuminate at apex, drying medium brown,

persisting as linear fibers. LEAVES with petioles

erect-spreading, 39-69 cm long, ca. 9 mm diam.,

D-shaped; geniculum 5 cm long; blades subcoria-

ceous, broadly ovate, deeply to broadly lobed at

base, (3)5-10 pedatisect, the lobes usually 5-12

pinnatifid, fused 8-1 cm at base, 1 6-47 cm long;

DO f
•,^^^'^^^^ displays an unusual pollination

^^^ outermost lobes 7.5-27 cm long, auriculate;
Possibility smce the stigmas produce copious

sinus hippocrepiform to nearly arcuate, rouiTded
opiets slightly before the stamens emerge, the ^^ ^p^^. ^pp^r surface glossy, lower surface semi-

droplets

the

persisting until all anthers are open. Thus
gioggy- midrib of median lobe raised, rounded,

be fr*^^^^
^^QrAy weakly protogynous and might

^jij^inished and flat at apex above, raised below;
St be considered homogamous. The behavior ^^^^^^ lateral veins 2-3 per side, departing

V esents a clear possibility for self fertilization.
n^idrib at 40° angle, sunken above, raised below;

Costa R.ca. alajuela: Finca Los Ensayos, NW of basal veins 3-5 pairs, second and third coalesced

^\\^^^' ^^^^^ ^^^^^ (^O)' CARTAGo; PacuaVe, Tur-
nama, Ocampo 1432 (CR). limon: Hwy

to 2 cm, the third and fourth coalesced 3.2 cm;

the posterior ribs straight; collective vein arising

the margin, sunken above, raised below. IN-

FLORESCENCE spreading-pendent, longer than

2 • '
-— '^.//t^ itjz yy-t^). limon: nwy. oeiwccn oi- ^j^^ posienor noi ^uaigiu, cuuceuvc vein anting

alol^p^^'^'l^'"'^'''
^ of Siguirres, Croat 43334 (MO); ^ ^^ first primary lateral vein, 8-9 mm from

J^ong Rio SixaoIa,E of Bratsi between Limon & Shi-
^^^^^^"^ ^ . ^ .

Z i
^""^^ "^^^^^ <MO); near Rio Sixaola, SW of

Sw f
; ^^ ^f firatsi, Croat 43265 (MO); NE of Bribri,

PJ^^^^^^ion, above Rio Catarata, Crafl/ -/ii-Zi (CR, leaves; penduncle 38-100 cm long, to 6 mm
CarihK!?'^^^'^'^"^^^*^^^^^'"^^^*^^^^^^^^^'^"^"^ diam., terete, equal to or longer than petioles;

spathe subcoriaceous, yellow-green (B & K Yel-

low-green 7/7.5), lanceolate, 4.5-9 cm long, 1.6-

2.2 cm wide, broadest just above base, acuminate

at apex, inserted at 45^" angle on peduncle; stipe

9 mm long in front, 5 mm long in back, 4 mm

Rio r
coast, Croat 43205. 43206 (MO); near the

5j
i^^raia in the hills between Bribri on the Rio

64 ?A r^^
*^ Caribbean costal plain. Baker d Burger

d^ V'
^^^^ (CR, F, MO). PUNTARENAS: near Rincon

Crr^^-:^
^'^5wr 2209 (F, MO); Quebrada del Palo,

(Mo r
^^ ^^' ^'"^ ^^^^^ ^^'^^^ ^^^^^ ^''''^^ ^^^^^

l>evond dfjf u'^^^
^^^^ ^^- '^"^ '''^^'' ^^''''^

\ "^'^A diam • spadix green, sometimes tinged with pur-
n"

"" divide between San Isidro del General and aiam., >pau b
.fc^ a ^A i n^min rai ^ ,...",'?." ,.1^ i\^ ^ K YH ow-ereen 6/5), 4-14 cm one. 7-^f^ical, Croat 35269, 35324 (MO).

^'^thurium podophyllum (Cham. & Schlect.)

Kunth, Enum. PI. 3: 80. IS41. Pothos podo-

pie (B & K Yellow-green 6/5), 4-14 cm long, 7

1 1 mm diam. at base, 3-5 mm diam. at apex;

flowers rhombic, 3.2-4.6 mm long, 2.5-4.6 mm
wide, the sides straight to weakly sigmoid; 6-8
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flowers visible in the principal spiral, 7-9 flowers (BH); Jalapa, Sousa & Ramos 4744 (MEXU); Mirador,

visible in the alternate spiral; tepals matte, mi- ^iebmann s.n, (P); Municipio Totutla r^«mra 3660

- •„ . 1 . 1 * 1 1 -; -^ -. -J (ENCB); Zacualpan, Galeotti 6013 BR); Purpus6564
nutely papillate, lateral tepals 1.2-2.2 mm wide,

^^^^ ^y^ ^c, US); Purpus 11130 (F, MO),
the inner margins broadly rounded, turned up
against pistils; pistil emergent, green; stigma lin- Anthurium prolatum Croat & Baker, Brenesia 16

ear, 0.6 mm long, dry, brown, crusty before sta-

mens emerge; stamens emerging in a moderately

slow sequence from base, exserted above pistil,

then withdrawing, the leading stamens in any

phase only a few spirals ahead of succeeding sta-

(Supl. 1): 72. 1979. Type: Costa Rica. Here-

dia: Istaru Farm, Tirimbina, Sarapiqui; pri-

mary forest; 220 m elev., Sept. 1971, Roy

Lent 2140 (2 sheets) (F-1724125, holotype).

mens; filament green; anthers white, held over Epiphyte; stems 2-2.5 cm diam.; cataphylls

pistil in tight cluster, ca. 0.6 mm in both direc- thick, 30-36 cm long, subpersistent, acuminate

tions; thecae narrowly ovoid, dark brown, slight- at apex, drying tan, weathering into fibers at the

ly divaricate; pollen cream-colored. INFRUC- base. LEAVES pendent; petioles 30-35 cm long.

TESCENCE pendent, spathe persisting; spadix 6-8 mm diam., terete, sulcate; geniculum 1-12

to 4.5 cm diam.; berries dull orange (B & K Yel- cm long; blades strap-shaped, gradually long-

low-red 7/5), obovoid to obovoid-ellipsoid, acuminate at apex, narrowly acute at base, 108-

rounded at apex, 13-19 mm long, 7-15 mm 142 cm long, 8-10 cm wide, broadest near the

diam.; mesocarp thick, juicy, orange with small middle; midrib prominently raised above to ver)

raphide cells; seeds 1 or 2, pale green, flattened, near the apex, raised below; primary lateralveins

oblong to oblong-obovoid, 9-10 mm long, 5-6 numerous, departing midrib at ca. 55° angle,

mm wide, 3.3-4.3 mm thick (sometimes with scarcely or not at all distinguishable from t e

one large almost subterete seed) with appendages
slightl

at both ends, the lower appendage flattened, about more prominent on lower surface; interpnmar)

as broad as the seed. Figs. 144 and 145. veins usually numerous; collective vein ansing

Anthurium podophyllum is endemic to the At- ^'"^
l''\

'""'^'^^
'-'^^E peTdentT

lantic coast of Mexico in Veracruz and Oaxaca T^'^rt ^ 4!1 d^m slightly

atelevationsof750to2,000min"selvamediana
f^^^^^^

'^ '^ ^^ °"^'
""^^^ T^^tl^h^^^V^^'

subperennifolia." The Oaxaca populations oc-
^°"^^^ than petioles; ^Pf^he medium thc,P^^

cur at higher elevations (up to ca. 2,000 m), ^"T'/^'"""^^"^' 'r'^nrTrbkle acuminate

and have leaf lobes mostly entire to sinuate
'^- '' '"^ ^^'^^' ^/°"^^^^ ""^ .ryo' an^le on

rarely lobed as in pre-adult plants of A. podo- ^'
f^^^l

^^"^^^ ^,^^^'
'^''h 1«ben to 60 cm

phyllum from Veracruz. Veracruz populations f
"^""'^^' 'P^^!'' '''''^\ ^^^' *

4 .I'^ diam. at

usually occur below 1 ,000 m and have more fine-
'"'^S' ^^^^ ^'T\^\^^^^^J. . LTsmmlong-

ly dissected leaves with the lobes pinnatifid.
1.8-2.2 mm wide, the sides jaggedly

sig^oia,^^

Anthurium podophyllum is in section Schizo- 6 flowers visible in the principal spiral, 7-8 no^^

placium and is characterized by its subcoria- ers visible in the alternate spiral; tepals smoo^^'

ceous, pedatisect leaf blades with the lobes usu- the lateral tepals 2-2.5 mm wide, the inner m^

ally sinuate to pinnatifid, and by its long
inflorescence usuafly equalling or exceeding the v.o ..lin wiuc, ciucigxx.g w....^.

^5
length ofthe leaves. The Oaxaca populations have stigma ca. 0.7 mm long (dry), oblong; stam

leaves similar in shape to A. pedatoradiatum, but perhaps only partly exserted above the ^ePf'^

the latter is recognized by its much thinner leaf least partly retracted on drying). INFRU*- l

blades, lobes with uniform margins, and gener- CENCE pendent; berries probably orange.

ally shorter peduncles.

gin convex; the pistil green, ca. 1 nim long'

^^^

0.8 mm wide, emerging evenly throughout,

wild

collected in only a few relatively adjacent local-
ities since the type collection was made in Za-
cualpan.

Mexico. No other location, Karwinski s.n, (F); Mar-
tens 137 (BR), oaxaca: between Teoiitlan del Camino
& Santa Maria Chilcholla, Croat 48367 (MO), vera-

146 and 147.

Anthurium prolatum is known on
^^.^

northern Costa Rica in Alajuela and He^^

Provinces in tropical wet forest at 200 to

The species is a member of the section

elevation.

1 ne species is a member oi xnc ^t^t.
^^^j

^ ^«».« .„«..« ^.w.v.tv,w«, ^^uui fojo/ \mKj), VERA- A2ewA-/wm and can be distinguished by the u

CRUz: Barranca de Santa Maria, Afoore d Bunting 8852 very long and narrow leaves, cataphylls.
spaa
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and spathe. It is most easily confused with A. visible in the principal spiral, 6-12 flowers vis-

protensum, however, A, prolatum differs from ible in the alternate spiral; tepals matte; pistils

that species by having its spadix more than twice green, emergent; stigmas with droplets 2-4 days
as long as any observed for even the largest A. before stamens emerge; stamens emerging from
protensum, a spathe considerably more narrow base, laterals first, preceding alternates by 2-3
and lacking the purple markings characteristic of spirals, held over pistil in a tight cluster; thecae
i4./7ro/£?A25wm, and the flowers twice as long (0.5- brown, elliptic; pollen pale orange, INFRUC-
2.5 mm long in A. protensum, 3.4-4.5 mm long TESCENCE with spadix 14-32 cm long; berries
in A, prolatum). In addition, the common A, orange, ± ovoid, weakly beaked, 11-13 mm long,

/?r(?^r/?ra/?2 has not been collected below 1,000 m 6-8 mm wide; seeds 2, pale brown, subovoid.
and is most common at 1,800 m elevation. weakly flattened, ca. 6 mm long, 4.5 mm wide.

Cn^TAPr^* .. I TT t^ ^ 1.T 3 mm thick. Figs. 148 and 149.
L,osTA Rica, alajuela: along Hwy. 1 5, between Na-

ranjo and Aguas Zarcas, NE of Villa Quesada, Croat
46979 {MO), CARTAGO: E ofCachi, Croat 47087 (MO).
iiCREDiA: Istaru Farm, Tirimbina, Sarapiqui, Lent 2140

Anthurium protensum Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8:

181. 1858.

The species is found in Costa Rica and Panama
from 635 to 2,700 m, principally in premontane
rain and lower montane rain forest.

Anthurium protensum is a member of section

Pachyneurium and is distinguished by its elon-

gate, narrow leaf blades with many primary lat-

Anthurium protensum. ssp. protensum. Type: ^^^^ veins, by its more or less terete petiole, and

Costa Rica. Heredia: Volcan Barba, 2,500- ^y its long, ovate to lanceolate spathe, pale vi-

2,700 m, Oersted 1992 (type not found; olet-purple to lavender or greenish spadix and

Neg. #N.S. 3848)

NYBG orange berries.

The species is closely related to A, prolatum,

A. brenesii, and A, seibertii, all species with sim-

ilar, elongate leaves. See the commentary follow-
^yfe: costa Rica. Cartago: Las Vueltas, Tucur- - \u • r a- .- • w u *
rique, 635 m, Tonduz 12818 (B, holotyp^; P, US, ^"S ^^^^^ ^P^^^^^ ^""^ distinguishing charactens-

^^thurmnjoseanum Engl., Pflanzenr. IV 23B: 68. 1 905.

isotypes). tics.

occurs

^«//iwt/Awco^?anc^;^^^Engl.,Bot.Jahrb. Syst.25:398. Anthurium protensum consist of two subspe-

1 son
^^^^'' ^^^*^ ^^^^' ^bove Agua Caliente, ^ies. The subspecies protensum occurs only in

274ai'B' pf^^
Costa Rica, while ssp. arcuatum Croat (ined.)

Epiphyte, often pendent; stems short; cata- raguas at 1,300 to 1,750 m in premontane rain
P ylls 12-22 cm long, drying tan, weathering into forest. The latter differs in being an erect plant
coarse fibers at base and persisting. LEAVES with smaller leaves with fewer, more prominent
spreading-pendent; petioles 1 1-35 cm long, 5-7 sunken veins, an acute lower midrib, an arching
"ijn diam., ± terete, sometimes flat or weakly inflorescence with shorter, usually ovate spathe,
Plicate

adaxially;geniculum 1.5-2 cm long; blades and a smaller spadix,

^^''ap-shaped 32-80 cm long, long-acuminate at
*Pex, acute to rounded at base; upper surface Costa Rica, alajuela & puntarenas: Monteverdc

U^^le to semiglossy, lower surface semiglossy; Nature P^^^^^^;
f"/f'j^;

^^ 10792 {¥), alajuela:

^hemidrih^n.,f^i • J , 1 - ^ Zapote, Smith 1268 (NY); vicinity Zarcero, Croat

below ^ '^''^"^ ^^''^^' ^^"^^^'y '^'^^"^
43533 (MO); Austin Smith A692 (MO), cartago: Car-

» primary lateral vems numerous, sunken
pjntera, Brade 2513 (BR); vicinity La Congreja. Wil-

^
Jjve, raised below; secondary veins distinct; Uams et al 24182 (NY); NE of Pacayas, Luteyn 3250

^»Iective vein arising from near the base, 4-5
"" ""' '" " '

----w^.

j^"^ ""om margin. INFLORESCENCE spread-

cmi^'^^T'
^^^^^'" ^^^^ leaves; petioles 15-45 ^^ Monteverae, ^ruui f^a^ vi>iw;. racv.wi^ ^ ^^^

oj^g, 6^7 mm diam.; spathe oblong-lanceo- j^g^. CerrodeZurqui, Burger etai 10290 {MO), here-
^> yellow-green to purple, usually at least tinged

~

(DUKE),
acaste: La Palma, Greenman & Greenman 5465 (MO);

Monteverdc, Palmer 158 (NY); between Santa Elena
'* """ " SAN

^«n purple, 10-15 cm long, 2.5-4 cm wide, usu-

12
'^ - erect; spadix pale violet-purple, 8-

^.^cm long, 6-9 mm diam. at base, 2-4 mm
2
j"!' ^^ ^Pex; the flowers rhombic to 4-lobed,

• '•'•/ mm long, 2-2.2 mm wide; 4-9 flowers

dia: vicinity Bajo La Hondura, Croat 44501 (MO); N
of Concepcion, Primack et al 276 (DUKE); Monte

Cristo, Rojas 513 (MO); near Rio Pari Blanco, Unt

2874 (MO)- N of Vera Blanca, Croat 35566 (MO);

Maxon & Harvey 8304 (US); Skutch 3652 (MO, NY);

3706 (MICH, US), puntarenas: vicinity Jalaca Farm,

Golfo Dulce Area, Allen 521 1 (US); Monteverdc, Ken-
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alternate

4-1

nedy 605 (US); Luteyn 3406 (DUKE); SE of Santa visible in the principal spiral, ca. 7 flowers visible

Elena, Almeda et ai 2031 (DUKE), san jose: between

Aserri and Tarbaca, Standley 41402 (US); Bajo La
Hondura, Lent 1446 (WIS); Standley 36334 (US); La
Palma, Luteyn 3301 (DUKE); above Piedra, Luteyn
3291 (DUKE); vicinity Vito San Cristobal Sur, Utley

& Utley 3059 (MO).

Anthurium purpureospathum Croat, Selbyana 5

(3-4): 328. 1981. Type: Panama. Bocas del

Tore: Station Milla 7.5 on Changuinola-Al-

mirante Railroad, less than 100 m above sea

level, along slender ridge to WW II com-
munications facility, ca. 2 km NW of ruins

ofU.S. Army military barracks, Croat 38094
(MO-2388335, holotype; CAS, F, K, MO,
PMA, SEL, US; isotypes; Live at MO).

high

the inner margin flat against pistil; pistils slight!)

raised, purple becoming green and finally orange;

stigma linear, ca. 5 mm long, with droplets for

4-10 days, drying with exserted papillae 4-6 days

before first stamen emerges; stamens exserted ca.

1 mm, emerging in a slow progression from the

base, the lowermost flowers with their full com-

plement before the middle flowers have any sta-

mens exserted, held in a tight, contiguous circle;

filaments 0.2-1 mm long, flattened, transparent,

tapered to anther, retracting to hold anther at

edge of tepals; anthers ca. 0.7 mm in both di-

rections; thecae eUipsoid, usually held closely

parallel; pollen golden yellow (B & K Yellow

hidden by roots; roots dense, 3-4 mm diam., 8/2.5), drying white, INFRUCTESCENCE erect

descending; cataphylls coriaceous, 7-1 4 cm long, to spreading; the spathe drying, usually persist-

acuminate at apex, reddish, drying dark tan (B ing; spadix 9-19 cm long, to 4 cm diam.; berries

& K Yellow 5/2.5), subpersistent, remaining as narrowly ovoid, acute at apex with a round, mi-

reticulate fibers. LEAVES erect to spreading; pet- nute, mammilliform style, orange, red-orange to

ioles 12-31 cm long, 4-10 mm diam., ± quad- red (B & K Red 6/7.5), to 10 mm long; theme-

rangular, flat to broadly and sharply sulcate, usu- socarp
' ' -

'^ «« ^ mm

ally prominently 3-ribbed abaxially; geniculum long and 2 mm wide, pale greenish-yellow. Figs.

1-2.5 cm long; blades oblong-oblanceolate to ob-
long-elliptic, coriaceous, acuminate at apex, ob-
tuse to acute or attenuate at base, 27-74 cm long,

7,5-40 cm wide, broadest at or above the middle;
upper surface matte to semiglossy, lower surface

glossy to semiglossy; midrib acutely raised above
and below, diminishing at apex above; primary
lateral veins (6)1 1-14 per side, departing midrib
at 45° angle, raised in valleys above, raised be-
low, arcuate-ascending, loop-connected in upper

150 and 153.

The species is endemic to Panama and occurs

principally from near sea level to 200 m in o

^^

del Toro Province in wetter parts oftropical "^^^'^^

forest and premontane wet forest. It is to be e

pected in Limon Province in Costa Rica. A pop-

ulation on Cerro Colorado, in tropical we

above and below; collective vein arising from
one of the primary lateral veins near the middle,
4-8(13) mm from the margin, sunken above,
raised below. INFLORESCENCE erect; pedun-
cles 3-38 cm long, 0.8-2 cm diam., purplish or

habit is not unusual for populations
^^

elevations where a greater accumulation o

ide

bris exists and where the steeper slopes P^^^.^j

better drainage. The species should be expe

at medium elevations as well.

green, subterele, equal to or as long as petioles; Anthurium purpureospathum is distingu'^"^^

spathe medium thick, purple to purplish with by its rosulate habit, more or less oblanc
eolaif

ofte"green mottling especially near base at center or leaf blades, almost quadrangular petiol" °;
creen mottled With nurnlem ^ K T?^/^_^ i^-^/ ^ i,_. .u^rt neduncit

•

green mottled with purple (B & K Red-purple 2/ 3-ribbed abaxially, generally short pe

a:

bcr-

5) at anthesis ob ong to narrowly ovate, 4.5- usually violet-purple reflexed spathe, usual ^n

1 7.5 cm long, 1.5-4 cm wide, broadestjust above violet-purple spadix, early emergent pistils

the base, cuspidate at apex, obtuse to rounded long, sharply pointed, orange to red-orange

at base; spadix violet-purplc (B & K Purple 2/
7.5), (4)5-22 cm long, 1-2.5 cm diam. at base,
4-8 mm diam, at apex; flowers rhombic to weak-

nes.

The species is a member of section ^^'^^'^^\.

rium, although the leaves sometimes hav
1 .1 I u ^ -1 -^ -> 1 -^V "^^^vvcuN- rmw, although the leaves sonicu."— 11,5
ly 4.1obed, 2-2.3 mm long, 2.5-3 mm wide, the lective vein arising from below the middle

ggedly pecies

I

I

premontane rain forest at 1,200 to L^OO m^P"^
|

.uw, aicuaie-ascenaing, loop-connected m upper P^^''^ ^« ^'^^' ^^ ^^
'^''^/'''"',,^^'th^rke" leave'

half; interprimary veins flat or prominulous
at lower elevations except that it has thiCK^^,

above, prominulous below; secondary veins flat
^""^ consistently terrestrial habit, i ne

^.^^^^

I

I

9

1
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Anthurium ramonense Engl, ex K. Krause, No- axis), 4.5-5 mm wide (perpendicular to axis);

tizbl. Bot Gart. Berlin-Dahlem 11: 611. seeds 3-4, greenish-white, 1.6-3 mm long, 1.3-

1932. Type: Costa Rica. Alajuela: at San mesocarpjuicy

Ramon, 1,200 m elev., Tonduz 17703 (B, gelatinous, translucent. Figs. 151 and 154.

holotype; CR, isotype).

Anthurium isonervium Standi. & L. O. Wms., Ceiba

The species is known from Nicaragua to Pan-

ama from sea level to 1 ,400 m elevation in wetter

rro;T95rTv"H. NTararu. R^ S^^ Juan- SaS P""^ of tropical mo.s, fores, and in premomane

Juan del Norte (Greytown), sea level, Charles wet, tropical wet, premontane ram, and lower

Smith 61 (EAP, holotype; MO, US, isotypes).

Epiphyte; stems short; roots pale green, in dense

montane wet forest life zones. Tn Costa Rica, the

species is widespread on the Atlantic slope and

rare on the Pacific slope. In Panama, the species
mass, ascending; cataphylls 8-11 cm long, co- . * i. j * 4U a+i +• i u +

, .

^' ^ ^
, . . *l\ is most abundant on the Atlantic slope but occurs

naceous, drying brown, weathering into nbers

and persisting at base of leaves. LEAVES erect-

spreading; petioles subterete, narrowly and
bluntly sulcate, 4-17 cm long, 4-7 mm diam.;

also on the Pacific slope near the Continental

Divide.

Anthurium ramonense is most closely related

geniculum 1.5-2 cm long; blades elliptic to to A. paludosum. A, durandii, A. alatipeduncu-

broadly elliptic to obovate or oblanceolate, mod- latum and A. acutangulum, which all share sim-

erately thick, 22-54 cm long, 9.5-24 cm wide, ilar retracting stamens and densely punctate low-

abruptly acuminate at apex, acute to obtuse at er blade surfaces. Anthurium ramonense can be

base; semiglossy above and below, conspicuous- distinguished by a combination of its propor-

ly punctate below; the midrib raised and ± flat- tionally shorter, stouter petioles, generally larger

tened (sometimes shallowly sulcate near base) blades and long, tapered, generally stout inflo-

above, convexly to acutely raised below; primary rescence. Anthurium paludosum differs in having

lateral veins 15-18 per side, departing midrib at thick, nondilacerating, persisting cataphylls and
45° angle, sunken above, raised below, straight proportionally narrower, usually smaller, con-

to collective vein, loop-connecting with coUec- colorous leaves with a conspicuous whitish-green

tive vein; lesser veins obscure; collective vein midrib. Anthurium durandii differs in having

arising from base, 3-6 mm from the margin. IN- proportionally longer petioles and in being geo-

FLORESCENCE spreading-pendent, shorter or graphically isolated in southwestern Costa Rica,

'onger than leaves; peduncle 9-34 cm long, 3-9 Anthurium alatipedunculatum differs in having

^m diam., sometimes tinged reddish-violet, an alate peduncle and a 3-sided petiole, /l/^/Z/wr/-

conspicuously ribbed beneath opening of spathe; um ramonense is most easily confused with A,

spathe coriaceous, yellow-green sometimes suf- ^cw/^wgt^/w/>^ because both share similar features

fused with purpIe,'lanceolate or oblong, 6-1 2 cm including thin, dilaceraling, promptly deciduous

'ong, 1.5-2.8 cm wide, short-acuminate at apex, cataphylls and long inflorescences. Anthurium

obtuse to rounded at base, inserted at 40°-45° ^cw/^A/^/wm differs, however, in having smaller,

angle on peduncle; spadix green, tinged red-vi- typically elliptic blades and a proportionally

olei in later stages, 1 3-36 cm long, 5-1 1 cm diam. longer, more slender petiole. The petiole ranges

at base, 4-7 cm diam. at apex; flowers rhombic, from equally as long as the blade to one third as

^5 mm long, 3-3.5 mm wide, the sides straight long as the blade in A. acutangulum, whereas the

to weakly sigmoid; 4-8 flowers visible in the petiole of A. ramonense ranges from one sixth

Principal spiral, 6-10 flowers visible per alter- to one third as long as the blade. The spadix of

"ate spiral; tepals matte, minutely papillate, lat- A. ramonense is also proportionally longer and

^al tepals 2.5-3.5 mm wide, the inner margin

straight; pistil emergent but not raised, pale

stouter than that of /I. acutangulum. Anthurium

ramonense is a member of section Porphyrochi-

red-violet; stigma greenish, linear, not conspic- tonium.

"ously open; stamens emerging rapidly through- Engler (1905) mentioned the affmuy of .^;

«"t. anthers barely visible at edge of pistil, soon monense with A. filiforme Engler of Colomb

retracting leaving only sparse amount of white This is perhaps another species m the compl

pollen. INFRUCTESCENCE with spadix to 48 but it is inadequately known at present.

cm long, berries pale red, to faintly lavender or costaRica
grayish -white, flattened at apex (depressed around 365 16 (MO); road from Cariblanco to Lake Hule, L«-

^^>H 4-5 mm long, 5-7 mm wide (direction of teyn& ^»7/*«r^iOO(DUKE);UkeMana Agu.lar, Len,

ALAJUELA
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S

t

7550 (NY); from San Pedro to San Ramon, Brenes below, 3-9 mm from margin. INFLORES-
\

16171a (NY); Santa Maria National Park, Liesner 5156 CENCE erect-spreading, much shorter than
(MO); N ofZapote, Croat 46918 (MO); Zarcero, Smith , ^ i i -» cz: i u^ ...k^^.m"oL^ /xTv^ ^.„t^. '

T:^ AT,,A..^ T ..JL ?7^^ /t^t ^^^l=^, leaves; peduncle 1 3-56 cm long; spathe subcona
865 (NY). cARTAGo: El Muneco, Luteyn 3233 (DUKE);
between Moravia & Quebrada Platanillo, Croat 36604,

36620. 36689 (MO); SE of Platanillo, Croat 36814

ceous, lanceolate to narrowly ovate, green, tinged

with purple on inner surface, 4-35 cm long, 2-

(MO); Tapanti, Valerio 1612 (F); Tucurrique, Tonduz 6.5 cm wide; spadix sessile or with stipe 1.6-2.5

I

I

12818 (US); W of Turrialba, Croat 36831 (MO), here-
dia: Puerto Viejo de Sarapiqui, Croat 44302 (MO)
limon: E ofEl Carmen, Lent 2439 (MO); S of Siguirres,

cm long, dark violet-purple, 3.5-19 cm long, 0.9-

1.5 cm diam. at base, 6-9 mm diam. at apex;
f

Croat 43320 (MO), puntarenas: SW ofCanas Gordas, the flowers rhombic, 2-3.2 mm long, 2.6-3 mm

Croat 22278 (MO), san jose: between San Isidro del wide, the sides jaggedly sigmoid; 5-10 flowers

General and Dominical, Croat 35446 (MO). wi^M^ in the principal spiral, 7-20 flowers vis-

Nicaragua, rig san juan: NE of El Castillo, Neill •. , - . i * • i * ir. »^otfi^ latml
3331 (MO); San Juan del Norte (Greytown), C L.

^^le in the alternate spiral; tepals matte, ater 1

Smith 61 (GH). zelaya: Colonia Agricola Yolaina, tepals 1-1.8 mm long; pistils green; stigma linear,

Stevens 6309 (MO). ca. 0.5 mm long; lateral stamens emerging

throughout, followed by alternates, exserted on

Anthurium ranchoanum Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. Aat filaments ca. 0.5 mm long, ca. 1 mm wide;

25: 421. 1898. Type: Costa Rica. Rancho anthers white, ca. 0.6 mm long, 0.7 mm wide;

Flores in territorio Bacha, Volcan Barba, thecae ovoid-ellipsoid, slightly divaricate; pollen

2,100 m, Pittier 2295 (B, holotype; BR, G^ white. INFRUCTESCENCE arching-pendent;

I

I

)

isotypes). spadix to 50 cm long, to 3 cm diam.; bemes
^

orange, narrowly obovoid, acute at apex, to

yl/i?;3wnw/77va/m7 Standi., Publ. Field Mus. Nat. Hist., rr>m Inno Fia^ island 1^6
-Rr^i Q^r- IS. 117 I01-7 T^..^^. r^^„.„ Ti " _ tt. ' mmlong. Mgs. i!)!) ana oo.
Bot. Ser. 18: 137. 1937. Type: Costa Rica. Here-
dia: Vara Blanca, Valerio 1600 (F, holotype),

Anthurium vinicolor Standi. & L. O. Wms., Ceiba 3:

106. 1952. Type: Costa Rica. San Jose: Cordillera

Anthurium ranchoanum is found in Costa Rica

and Panama at elevations of 500-2,300 m (usu-

t^yjyj, i^-y^. x i re. \_.Kj^va ivicci. L^aii josc: v_.oraiuera ,, . . Voi wpt ore- •

de Talamanca near Copey, cloud forest, 1,800 m ^^^^ ^^ove 1,000 m), usually m tropical wci.h

23 April 1949, L. O. Williams 16538 (EAP, ho- montane rain, and lower montane rain forest

lolype; F, US, isolypes).

Epiphytic or terrestrial; roots thick, green,
fuzzy, 3-7 mm diam., descending; cataphylls co-

zones.

The species is an atypical member of sectKW

Pachyneurium and is recognized by its t ic -

naceous, 1 3-30 cm long, apiculate at apex, drying ovate to ovate-triangular blades, with heavy,

tan (B & K Yellow-red 9/2.5), persisting intact rather numerous veins, obtusely sulcate petioles.

at apex, splittmg at base of leaves. LEAVES with ovate to lanceolate, green, hooding spathe, tinged

petioles erect-spreading, subterete, shallowly and
bluntly sulcate, 1 1-79 cm long, 5-1 5 mm diam.;
geniculum 1 .5-3 cm long; blades narrowly ovate
or ovate-deltoid, moderately thick, acuminate at

apex, shallowly to deeply lobed at base, 17-64

with purple; dark violet-purple, relatively stu^^

by, scarcely tapered spadix with tight '^^".^^^'^^j^^,

white stamens; orange berries; and especia >

^

the fruiting spathe, which is stiffly erect. A^^

characteristic is the way the spadix is

)

I

J _ - ^ , WZltXA tl.WVV.-l XOlrXV XO VllV- TTM.J *H*«*^ —J- \\aCcm long, 9-34 cm wide, broadest between base downward at anthesis. The source of the coHec-

and midway; the anterior lobe 1 2-29 cm long; tive vein is variable, arising from first basal
vein

the posterior lobe 7-13 cm long from sinus to or, more frequently, in Costa Rica, from one »

outermost point; the sinus arcuate to parabolic; the primary lateral veins and, in Panama, Iroj

both surfaces semiglossy; midrib convexly raised the first basal veins or primary lateral veins

above, diminished and sunken at apex, convexly more frequently from the lower basal veins^

raised below; primary- lateral veins 4-9 per side. The species is most easily confused with
_

£

departing midrib at 40° angle, raised above and
below; secondary veins conspicuous, sunken

cotobrusii, which sometimes has similar
•fflyereci-

4

f

oc.ow, scconaary veins conspicuous, sunken The latter can be distinguished by its stimy
-'

above, prominulous below; basal veins 3-6 pairs, consoicuouslv taoered soadix and prominent'-

the first pair usually free to the base, the third to
sixth coalesced 1-2 cm, the fourth to sixth co-
alesced 3.5-6 cm; posterior rib naked, turned up;
collective vein usually arising from one of the

conspicuously tapered spadix

reflexed spathe.
. , j j(

The species is also related to A.
^^^^"'J'^ from

Krause and A. nervatum Croat (ined.), bo
^^^

Panama; and to A. spectabile, which
^"Ses^^

^^^5primary lateral veins, sometimes from the first Nicaragua to Costa Rica. The latter
species

basal vein, erect to weakly sunken above, raised similar leaves (especially when dried) and
a s.
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159. Anlhuriuni rciifcrum
. ^

F'OURES 156-159. 156. Anthurium ranchoanurn Engl., Croal ^S519A-\51 An,hunu,n rau-nii Croat &
^^r, Croat 32897. -15S. Anthunum ravcnii Croat & Baker, Croat 11529 (Typc).-

«ndl. Sl Sleyerm., Steyermark 51676.
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4

i
5

liar inflorescence but differs in having usually prominently lobed at base, 30-75 cm long, 16- }

more or less pendent leaves, and an elongate, 40 cm wide, broadest at or near point of petiole

more or less thin, spreading spathe, whereas A. attachment; the anterior lobe 25-44 cm long, the

ranchoanum has leaves more or less erect and a margin broadly rounded to weakly concave; the

spathe that is more nearly ovate, thick, and stiffly posterior lobes 10-19 cm long; the sinus spathu-

erect. Anthurium colonicum has similar leaves late, elliptic or obovate, acute, truncate or round-

but differs from A. ranchoanum in its reflexed ed at apex, usually broader than deep; the basal

I

theand prominently undulate-margined and often veins 5-9 pairs, the first and second free,

contorted spathe, sharply protrudent, early remainder coalesced 1-8 cm; the posterior rib

emergent pistils, and narrowly oblong-elliptic, curved, marginal to the sinus, 2.5-4.5 cm, the

^

sharply pointed berries, Anthurium nervatum dif- ^gl

fers in having a reflexed spathe and a spadix that above, often broadly undulate, the lower surface

is usually much longer and more gradually ta- semiglossy to matte; the midrib raised above and

pered. below; primary lateral veins 5-1 1 per side, de-

parting midrib at 40°-50^ angle, raised in valleys

^ ^^...^^^ above, raised below; lesser veins conspicuous,

near Copey, Williams & Allen 16^538 (US); SW of El flat above, weakly raised below; the collective

Empalme, Antonio 721 (MO), guanacaste: between vein arising from the first basal vein or one of

Santa Elena and Monteverde, Croat 47130 (MO). ^^e lowermost primary lateral veins, sunken

heredia: S slopes of Cerros Caricias & Zurqui, Luteyn
"'

3275 (DUKE); NNE of Heredia, Lellinger & White
981, 1012 (US); vicinity Cerro Chompipe, Luteyn &

I

Costa Rica, alajuela: on road from Sucre to Lake
Pozo Verde, Luteyn et al. 4502 (DUKE), cartago:

I

above, raised below, 2-4 mm from margin. IN-
-^

FLORESCENCE erect-spreading; peduncles 15-

40 cm long, 7-8 mm diam., terete, sometimes

weakly ribbed on adaxial side, running the full

length of the peduncle (continuous to the decur-

& Valeria 50243. 50798. 51455. 51620. 52345 (US); ^^^^ spathe); spathe greenish-white to paieg

N of San Rafael, Lems s.n. (K, NY); N of Vara Blanca, sometimes tinged purpUsh at base, oblong-emp

Croat 36052. 36053 (MO); between Cerro Chompipe tic or ovate-elliptic moderately thin, 8-18 cm

and Volcan Barba, Baker 239 (MO); E slope of Volcan io„„ 9 5-5 8 cm wide broadest just above
pomt

Barba, Burger & Liesner 6369 (US); Volcan Barba, 'f^' ^"f
^'^

'f' fV tlv.Vnminateatapex,
Lems s. n. (NY); Pittier 2295 (BRV Skutch ?rt 57 rMirw ofpetiole attachment, abruptly acuminate ai v^

Wilbur 4422 (DUKE); NE of Los Cartagos, Lent 1898
(MO); Monte Cristo, Rojas 511 (MO); on road to Sac-
ramento, Utley & Utley 4564 (DUKE); vicinity San
Isidro, Pittier 14058 (US); NE of San Isidro, Standley

i\

Las turned
44443 {MO). SAN jose: NE ofCascajal, Lent 2181 (MO); er half, rounded at base then decurrent to 1

5
mm,

" ^ Sof spadix cream, white, to pale green, usually sessieIN 01 5>an isidro del General, Utley 407 (DUKE); S of
Santa Maria de Dota, Luteyn 3324 (DUKE); Standley
& Valeria 44077 (US); Standley 41767 (US); Santa
Rosa del Copey, Tonduz 12266, 12267. 12269 (US).

(rarely with a stipe 2-10 mm long), 8.5-24 c

long, 12-1 5 mm diam. at base, lO-'^mm^'^^^^'

at apex; flowers weakly and irregularly 4- i

Anthurium ravenii Croat & Baker, Brenesia 16
^-^"^"^ "^"^ ^°^S' ^-^"^'^ """" "^^ L some-

(Supl. 1): 75. 1979. Type: Panama. Panama: 'conspicuously wider than long the sia
^^^^

north of Tocumen airport on road to Cerro
^^"^^^ straight, usually jaggedly .s^S"'

_ '

fl^^-

Jefe. 2.5 miles north of Lago Cerro Azul
^°^^'' ^^'^^^^ ^" ^^^ principal

^f^'^^'J' ^r,.

elev., ca. 700 m. Croat 1 7570^Mn.?7ns477 ers visible in the alternate spiral; tepais
elev.,ca. 700 m, Croat 77529 (MO-2205477,
holotype; F, K, PMA, US, isotypes; Live at
MO).

Epiphyte; stem 1.5-2.5 cm diam., often to 40
cm long; the leaf scars almost contiguous, ca. 2
cm wide; roots relatively few, green to greenish-
brown, 2-3 mm diam.; caiaphylls subcoriaceous,
to 1 7.5 cm long, drying brown, remaining intact'

matte or weakly glistening with "^"^^^^^^^^^j,.

nute droplets, the inner margins straight to

^^^
vex, the lateral tepals 1.1-1.5 mm wide, 3'^si^

^^^

or more commonly 4-sided, with one !a

pal acute on one end and obtuse on t e

(proximal and distal ends), the opposite la

^^^

tepal being a mirror image; pistil emerge
^_^^

not raised, cream or whitish and difficult
o
^^, . ^

'

I.

.

' «*"-t5 niia».i, not raisea, cream or wmusn anu v*w

—

.

soon deciduous LEAVES with petioles broadly cern from the adjacent tepals; stigma roun
_

and stiffly spreading, 19-70 cm long, 6-10 mm
diam., subterete, obscurely and narrowly sulcate
(the sulcus less than 1 mm wide); geniculum 2

vein iiuiii luc iiujaLciiL n^t^ciij, ---^
HeflSf

brushlike, somewhat elevated with short

papillae, sometimes forming minute ^
.^^

about 7 days before first anthers emerge; i

2.5 cm long; blades moderately thick, ovate-tri- stamens exposed in 2 or 3 days throughout
spa-

angular, narrowly to abruptly acuminate at apex, dix, all stamens emerged in about 10 days att
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first appears, usually exserted above the tepals, Raven 21531 (DH, F); Burger & Liesner 7200 (CR, F,

1.2-1.5 mm, held in a very tight cluster; fila- US); Burger & Gentry 8868 (F), 8981A (F, MO); Playa

rriontr flo**^^^^ ^^ u n ^ f\ o 'A^ r^K^u* Blanca near Rmcon de Osa, Liesner 2178 (MO, US);
mentsnattened, fleshy, 0.6-0.8 mm wide, slight- o- ^ . r^ c^/ r • * - tuj p n.^
, -

t \ . . Rincon de Osa, region SW of airstrip, Viley & XJtley
ly longer than the anther, sometimes retracting ;o55 (CR, F, MO, SEL), 1106. 1120 (F); Vicinity San
but usually remaining exserted, drying and twist- vito de Java, Croat 32897 (MO), san jose: road be-

ing; anthers white, 0.5-0.6 mm long, 0.6-1 mm tween San Isidro del General and Dominical, SW of

Rio Pacuare, Croat 35213, 35265. 35338 (MO).
Honduras, atlantida: vicinity La Ceiba, Yuncker

et ai 8741 (NY).

Nicaragua, rio san juan: valley of Rio Indio, Neill

wide; thecae not divaricate; pollen pale lemon-
yellow, fading dirty white. INFRUCTESCENCE
arching-pendent; the spathe usually deciduous;

spadix 14-44 cm long, ca. 2.5 cm diam. (with 7550 (MO); Rio San Juan, near Cano Chontaleno, NE
berries emerged); berries usually evenly emerged of £• Castillo, Neill 3418, 3621 (MO).

(even before maturity), narrowly ovoid, acute at

apex, bright red, usually white in lower half; me-
socarp gelatinous, transparent; seeds 2, white to

brown with white punctations, green at apex, flat-

tened, broadly elHptic, 3.7-4 mm long, 2.5-2.7

mm wide, ca. 2 mm thick. Figs. 157 and 158.

Anthurium ravenii ranges from Honduras to
the Pacific slope of Ecuador. It usually occurs in

tropical wet and premontane wet forest from near
sea level to 1,000 m elevation, but it has also

Anthurium retiferum Standi. & Steyerm., Publ.

Field Mus. Nat. Hist., Bot. Ser. 23: 211.

1947. Type: Guatemala. Huehuetenango:

Sierra de los Cuchumantes, Cerro Huitz, be-

tween Nimahuitz and Yolhuitz, elev. 1 ,500-

2,600 m, Steyermark 48621 (F, holotype).

Terrestrial or epiphytic. LEAVES with petioles

26-37 cm long, 6-8 mm diam., flattened adax-

ially with sharp margins, terete abaxially; ge-

been ?f^^.r.A \ 1 • ^ • T^ - niculum 1.5 cm long, dull purple; blades coria-
oeen tound m tropical moist forest in Darien

, ^ r ^, ^ui ii:«4-^ ^^
Province in Panama

ceous, narrowly to broadly oblong-elliptic, 33

47 cm long, 12-22 cm wide, broadest just below
The species is a member of section Ca/c>m:i^5- middle, short-acuminate at apex, truncate to

^^ium and is unusual in having an orbicular, round at base; both surfaces semiglossy; midrib
brushy, elevated stigma rather than a slitlike de- raised above and below, red-violet above; basal

pressed stigma (in dried material a darkened slit- veins 1-2 pairs; primary lateral veins 6-12 per
like area becomes visible). Distinguishing fea- side, departing midrib at 40*^-50^ angle, equally
tures include major veins that dry reddish-brown, as prominent as the basal veins, all veins drying
the weak and brittle spathe, the scarcely tapered, prominently raised above and below; collective

whitish spadix, the usually long-exserted sta- vein arising from one ofthe primary lateral veins,

nolens, and bright red berries. The species is not ca. 1.5 cm from margin. INFLORESCENCE with

peduncle 1 9 cm long, 4 mm diam., peduncle and
"material of this species was called A. concinna- spathe red-violet; spathe lanceolate, reflexed, ca.

although

6.5 cm long, 1.3-1.5 cm wide, cuspidate-acu-

minate at apex; spadix sessile, dull purple, 8.5-

9 cm long, 4-5 mm diam. at base, 3-4 mm diam.

at apex. INFRUCTESCENCE unknown. Fig.

159.

^^fn, a completely unrelated species of higher
Elevations.

CosTA Rica. No other location. Winters 9928 (US).

^J^uela: N of Bijagua, Vtley <& Utley 5310 (DUKE);

(Dn^^c
^^^ Lorenzo and Bajo Rodriguez, Utley 4612

^ ^*vE); near Quebrada Guillermina, N side ofVolcan

N of Bijagua, Croat 36425 (MO); S of Canalete near in the Sierra de los Cuchumantes m the Depart-
^e Rio Zapote and along the new road to Upala, Bur- ment of Huehuetenango at 1 ,500 to 2,600 m.

vL, ^^^^' ^975 (F, MO), guanacaste: slopes of ... ,- o / / i,-^oican Miravalles, above Rio Naranjo, Primack, Stone The species is in section Belolonchium and is

GLiut^.^^^. ^ _ _.
. ,..,

characterized by its sessile, purplish spadix and

its coriaceous, oblong-elliptic leaf blades with the

primary lateral veins equally as prominent as the

basal veins and with prominently raised tertiary

veins (on drying).

-«re>'^ 446 (DUKE); Rio Naranjo foreW umon: 2.5 km east of Guapiles,

^/4' n k:^
Hondo, plains ofSanta Clara,

of T ^* Hacienda Tapezco, Hacienda
'^"^"guero, Davidson 6871, 7020 (LA), puntar-

.j^s: between Puerto Cortez and Palmar Norte, Ji-

La

on pJ ^'^^)' ^^'^^ -5^-^^ (EAR, F, US); E of Las Cruces ^^^^ j^^^ ^jflft^rs in having much broader leaves

'""•" lie Osa. Burger & Swhe 5445. 5465 (CR, FT. raised on drying.
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Guatemala, huehuetenango: Cerro Huitz, be-

tween Nimahuitz and Yolhuitz, Steyermark 48621 (F);

Cerro Negro, E of Las Palmas, Steyermark 51676 (F,

US).

Anthurium riograndicolum Matuda, Anales Inst.

BioL Univ. Nac. Mexico 27: 347. 1957. Type:

Mexico. Oaxaca: between La Gloria and Rio

Anthurium riograndicolum is known only from
|

the type specimen collected perhaps in eastern

Oaxaca, although no typical aroid collecting area

is represented there. The notes by MacDougall

attribute the collection from between "La Gloria

and Rio Grande," There are a number of towns

with either name in Oaxaca.

Grande, MacDougall s.n. (MEXU, holo- The species is a member of section Belolon-

type).

Terrestrial; stems 2 cm diam, or larger; cata-

phylls triangular, drying reddish-brown, weath-

ering into moderately thin longutudinal fibers.

LEAVES with petioles to 50 cm long, 7-9 mm

chium and is distinguished by its coriaceous, ^

ovate, glandular-punctate blade with an acute 'j

apex and conspicuous posterior lobes with an

obovate sinus.

The species resembles A. rzedowskii, which also

has thick, ovate, lobed leaves but that species

diam., bluntly sulcate adaxially; geniculum 1.5
'''''' im^K, uvatc, xuu..x xvc.

^];,ndular
1 ^u* 1 *u *•

1 il* 1 J has a much broader spathe and lacks glanouiai

cm long, thicker than petiole, obtusely and nar-
iiiu..ii u f

^/,,^icnrob-
, , , ui ^ • , nunclsiUons. Anthurium riograndicolumis^proD

rowly sulcate; blades conaceous, narrowly ovate,
p""»-^^^a^'^=>' ^ ^ ^ , / ..c q^H mav

...t. .t O..V ..ru^. cv,.^ ..;.„i '^ A^^J.. 1.U

J

ably most closely related to A. lucens andm
acute at apex with short apiculum, deeply lobed

prove to be inseparable from it, but the species

at base, to 35 cm long, 22.5 cm wide, broadest ^^^^^ ^^ ";^^
m^cpa.a... xx.... .

^^^ Incomplete
in.t h.inw ..i.t .f ottLi.^.... tK. .„;™.. i.K. IS currently represented by only the incompiei
just below point of attachment; the anterior lobe

type specimen that differs from A. lucens pn

25.5 cm long; the posterior lobes 12.5 cm long ^^^^ ^^pccmicii ma u .i^xo ..^..^

frr^m .n.v .f ei.„c t. t^. .fi.K.. e;... .K...... Hiarily in haviug thicker blades that are acui

from apex of sinus to tip of lobe; sinus obovate,

rounded at apex; upper surface semiglossy, with
rather than acuminate at the apex.

sparse glandular punctations, lower surface semi- Mexico, oaxaca: between La Gloria k Rio Grande

glossy with dense glandular punctations (the MacDougall s.n. {MEXU).

punctae irregular, to 0.4 mm diam.); the midrib
prominently raised above, diminished and sunk-
en at apex, sharply raised below; basal veins 5-

6(7) pairs, the 4-5(6)th coalesced ca. 3.5 cm; pos-
terior ribs slightly curved, the outer margin curled

up and inward; the primary lateral veins 4-5 per
side, scarcely visible, departing midrib at 50° an-

lurium rionegrense Matuda, Anales ^^^^'^
,

Univ. Nac. Mexico 36: 109, Fig. 4.
l^^o^

Type: Mexico. Oaxaca: Rio Negro betw^

the states of Chiapas and Oaxaca, Ma

Dougall 459 (MEXU).

i

s

w

*
I

I

gle, curved to the collective vein, raised below. Epiphyte; stems short. LEAVES with pe i^^^
^

interprimary veins scarcely less prominent than 19-28 cm long, sulcate adaxially; the 8^"*^"
,2

"'

primary lateral veins; collective vein arising from 1 .5 cm long; blades subcoriaceous, ovate,
'-J

one of the basal veins, 2-1 mm from margin, cm long, 1 6-23 cm wide, gradually acumina
^^

INFLORESCENCE erect-spreading (?); pedun- apex, broadly lobed at base, broadest at po'

^^
cle to 69 cm long, 7 mm diam., terete, longer petiole attachment; the anterior lobe 1^'

than petioles; spathe subcoriaceous, green tinged
with purple, oblong-lanceolate, to 1 1.5 cm long,
to 1.2 cm wide, broadest just above the base,
meeting on peduncle at ca. 90'' angle; spadix ses-

sile, to 17.5 cm long, to 1 cm diam. at base, to

long; posterior lobes 7-9 cm long; sinus hiPP^^

crepiform, rounded at apex; midrib raisea

4-6

27-6

coalesced 1.5-2.1 cm; posterior ribs
"^''^^j^^i,

^ „, ^„3^, ,„ mary lateral veins 2-4 per side, departing

4 mm diam. at apex; flowers rhombic, 3.7-4 mm at 50° angle raised above and below; co^"^

long (dry), 2.7-3 mm wide (dry), the sides straight vein arising from first basal vein, 8-10 mni

to sigmoid; 8-10 flowers visible in the principal margin. INFLORESCENCE longer than le^^^^

spiral, 6-7 flowers visible in the alternate spiral;

lateral tepals ca. 2 mm wide (dry), the inner mar- ranceolater 2V5-8 . 5 cm long, 5-12 mm
gins concave; pistils weakly emergent; the stigma
ellipsoid, 1 mm long; stamens exserted just above
edge oftcpals; anthers held at edges of pistil, 0.5
mm long (dry), 0.7 mm wide; thecae broadly
elliptic, scarcely divaricate; pollen not seen IN-
FRUCTESCENCE not seen. Fig. 1 60.

clasp-

broadest below middle, acuminate at apex
^^

ing at base; spadix green, 2-5 cm long,
^^^^^

diam. at base, 2 mm diam. at apex; t e
^.^^

rhombic, 4 mm long, 2.8 mm wide, .

straight; 4 flowers visible in the pnncip
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FiGU
''megr^

RES 160-163. 160. Anthurium riograndicolum Matuda, MacDougall s.n. (Typt*)-

-162. Anthurium rzcdowskii Cro^U Croat 45520.

161

num
'^ "^'^ 'Matuda, MacDougall 459 (Tvpc).
nonegrense Maluda, MacDougall 459 (T>pe).

. Anthurium
163. Anthu'
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punctate, lateral tepals 1.5 mm wide, inner mar- green, acute at apex with slender subapical apicu-

gin convex, turned up; pistil emergent, green; lum to 3 mm long, drying dark brown, the apex

stigma slitUke, 7 mm long; stamens held over remaining intact, splitting at base and persisting.

pistil; anthers cream, ovoid, 3 mm long, 4 mm LEAVES with petioles erect to spreading, subte-

wide; thecae ellipsoid, scarcely divaricate. IN- rete or flattened adaxially, rarely with single

FRUCTESCENCE not seen. Figs. 161 and 163. abaxial rib; geniculum 2-2.5 cm long; blades

)

Anthurium rionegrense is known only from the

Rio Negro and Rio Mono Blanco in the vicinity

of the Oaxaca and Chiapas frontiers. Neither lo-

cation has been located so the elevation is un-

certain, but most elevations along the western

Chiapas border range from 200 to 1,000 m, and
only Cerro Baul on the Oaxaca border, southwest

of Cintalapa, is very high, extending up to about

1,800 m.

ovate to ovate-triangular, acuminate at apex,

shallowly to deeply lobed at base, 24-64 cm long,

15-46 cm wide, broadest below middle or near

point of petiole attachment; anterior lobe 16-49

cm long, the margins convex; posterior lobes 7-

20 cm long; sinus arcuate to paraboUc, frequently

with decurrent petiole; upper surface semiglossy,

lower surface matte to semiglossy; the midrib flat

to weakly, convexly raised above, narrowing and

sunken at apex, prominently raised below; basal

I

The species is a member of the section Belo- veins 3-7 pairs, the first free, the remainder co-

lonchium and is recognized by its thin, broadly alesced 1-3.5 cm, the fourth to sixth sometimes

ovate leaves with short, linear raphide cells vis- coalesced up to 6 cm, raised above, prominulous

ible on the upper surface on drying and by its below; primary lateral veins 7-17 per side, de-

slender tapered, greenish spadix with the tepals parting midrib at 3 5''-6 5° angle, weakly raised m

I

thin and clear along the inner margins and oth-
ghi

erwise

Anthurium rionegrense is perhaps most easily

confused with two other thin leaved, basically

curvmg
mary veins flat above, prominulous below; col

ovate-cordate species, A. ovandense and A. le- from the first basal vein, frequently with a sec-

zamae, Anthurium ovandense differs in having ondary collective vein 0.4-1 mm from the mar-

the anterior lobe usually concave along the mar- gin, arising from the second basal vein and ex

:i

gins whereas A, lezamae differs in being more
narrowly ovate and in having an alveolate epi-

dermal pattern on drying.

Mexico, oaxaca: Rio Negro, between Chiapas and
Oaxaca, MacDougall459 (MEXU); Rio Mono Blanco
MacDougall 7940 (MEXU).

7 mm

Anthurium rzedowskii Croat, sp. nov. Type:
Mexico. Guerrero: along road between Hwy.
95 near Milpillas and 3.5 mi west ofjunction
with road to Chichihualco, elev. 2,425 m,
Croat 45520 (MO-2690028-31, holotype;
Live at MO).

Planta epiphytica aut terrestris; caudex ad 30 cm
longus, 2-3 cm diam.; lamina ovata aut ovata-trian-
gularis, 24-64 cm longa, 15-46 cm lata, basi cordata
coreacea» nervo collectivo plerumque e nervo basi pri-
mo aut interdum e nervo laterali exorienti, saepe nervo
collectivo secondario; inflorescentia effusa-erecta, fo-
liis breviora; spatha viridis, 3.5-13 cm longa, 1.6-6
cm lata; spadix viridis, 3.8-13 cm longus; baccae im-
malurac purpurcae.

Epiphytic or terrestrial; stems green, less than linear, ca. 0.5 mm long, nearly obscure
^^^^

30 cm long, 2-3 cm diam.; leafscars 1 .5 cm wide; emerging from the base in a rapid sequenc^.^^

tending irregularly to apex or running to margi

in apical quarter of blade, sunken above, raise

below. INFLORESCENCE erect-spreading.

than leaves; peduncle 1 9-5 6 cm long,

^

diam., terete; spathe moderately tHic,

medium green (B & K Yellow-green '^'''^•^^'"^^

rowly to broadly ovate, 3.5-13 cm long,
1-^^^

cm wide, abruptly acuminate at apex, ""^^^
,^.

at base, inserted at 80°-90° angle on pedun

^^

stipe 9 mm long in front, 5 mm long in fa

^^

spadix green (B & K Yellow-green 7/7^5),
^^

13 cm long, 8-10 mm diam. at base, 6-

-

nbic to
sub-4-lobed.

ca. 2.3 mm long, ca. 2.9 mm wide, the
^^^^,^^

obscure, straight to weakly sigmoid; 6-

visible in the principal spiral, 8-9 flowers v

^^^

in the alternate spiral; tepals matte, dense
>^^ ^^

minutely papillate, small droplets on tep

^^^
stamens emerge, lateral tepals ca. 2.1

^iJy

the inner margin broadly rounded; pisti s

^^^^

emergent before stamens emerge, green,

^

than tepals and conspicuously P""'^^^^.^'
n,en5

'*
the

I

J

i

apex 1

t

I

roots 5-6 mm diam., pale green to tan, descend- lateral stamens emerging first, ^^^'^^T^ ^^\\\
ing;cataphyllssubcoriaceous, 6.10cm long, pale by alternates; the anthers creamy white
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not opening until the third or fourth stamens ing; cataphylls moderately thick, 5-8 cm long,

emerge, exserted briefly on translucent filament, apiculate at apex, pale green, drying light brown

held inward over pistil, ca. 1.1 mm long, ca. 1.2 (B & K Yellow 5/5), persisting intact or dilacer-

mm wide; thecae oblong-ovoid, slightly divari- ating. LEAVES erect-spreading; petioles ± quad-

cate; pollen creamy white, fading to white. IN- rangular, 1 1-22 cm long, 6-8 mm wide, broadly

FRUCTESCENCE pendent; spathe persisting; rounded to slightly 3-ribbed abaxially, broadly

immature berries purplish, round at apex, ma- andsharplysulcate, sometimes with a medial rib;

ture berries not seen. Figs, 162 and 164.

Anlhurium rzedowskii is known only from
Mexico in the states of Guerrero, Oaxaca, and
Chiapas at elevations of 1,400 to 2,900 m in

"bosque pino-encino.'* It is named in honor of
Dr. J. Rzedowski of the Instituto Polytechnica
in Mexico City, one of the first collectors of the

species.

geniculum 1-1,5 cm long; blades elliptic to ob-

lanceolate, medium thick, gradually acuminate

at apex, turned downward (the acumen ca. 1.5

cm long), obtuse to rounded and auriculate at

base, 25-50 cm long, 8-26 cm wide, broadest at

or above the middle; upper surface matte to

semiglossy, lower surface matte; midrib obtusely

raised above, diminishing and sunken at apex,

convexly raised below, ribbed near base; primary

The species is a member of section Belolon- lateral veins 8-14 per side, departing midrib at

c/j/wm and is characterized by its coriaceous, ovate ca. 45^ angle, raised at midrib, diminishing and

blades with the collective vein usually arising sunken near margin above, prominently raised

from the first basal vein or sometimes arising below, straight to near margin, loop-connected

from one of the primary lateral veins and fre- in upper half; lesser veins flat above, raised be-

quently with a secondary collective vein extend- low; collective vein arising from middle or above,

ing irregularly along the margin to the apex or ca. 5 mm from margin, sunken above, raised

almost to the apex, below. INFLORESCENCE erect-spreading; pe-

lt is probably most similar to yl. subcordatum duncle 13-45 cm long, 5-7 mm diam,, faintly

in having coriaceous leaf blades with the collec- striate, 1 -ribbed adaxially and sometimes abax-

tive vein arising from the first basal vein or one ially, longer than petioles; spathe ovate-lanceo-

<^f the primary lateral veins, and in frequently late, medium thick, pale green (B & K Yellow-

having a secondary collective vein arising from green 8/10), held erect, enshrining and wrapped
the second basal vein and extending along the around base of spadix, 4,5-6.5 cm long, 2.4-2.7

margin to the apex or almost to the apex. An- cm wide, broadest just above base, narrowly

^hurium subcordatum differs in having truncate acute, inserted at 1 0°-2 5" angle on peduncle; spa-

10 subcordate leaf blades, a violet-purple spadix;
Jt occurs in Guatemala, El Salvador, and Hon-
duras.

Mexico, chiapas: Municipio of Sihepec, Breedlove

?^o
'^ ^^567 (DS); Croat 47367 (MO); Matuda

W24 (DS, MEXU). Guerrero: between Milpillas and
^J^ioyac de Alvarez, Croat 45520 (MO); Municipio of

dix pale green (B & K Green 8/5), 2.5-6.5 cm
long, 8-12 mm diam. at base, 4-7 mm diam. at

apex, held at a slight angle from the pedun-

cle; flowers ± irregularly 4-lobed, 2-3.3 mm
long, 2.5-3.6 mm wide, the sides jaggedly sig-

moid; ca. 10 flowers visible in the principal spi-

ral, ca. 9 flowers visible in the alternate spiral;

J

'acotepec, Rzedowski 16528 (ENCB, MICH); Omil- tepals matte, densely papillate, lateral tepals 1 .4

thU^x/'i^*^^'^"
5«- (ENCB); Sierra Madre del Sur along | 7 j^^n wide, turned up against emerging pistil;

nc Milpiiias-Atoyac Road, Reveal et al. 4252, 4331

v:^;- oaxaca: between Oaxaca and Pochutla, Croat
^^056. 46188\mO).

^nthurium salvadorense Croat, Selbyana 5 (3-

4): 333. 1981. Type: El Salvador. Ahuacha-
Pan: I.5 miles SW ofTacuba on road to San

Francisco Menendez; riverbank, Rio Cho-
'^ama, 700 m elev. Croat 42169 (MO-
2583750, holotype; CAS, F, ITIC, K, SEL,
US, isotypes; Live at MO).

Terrestrial or rupicolous; stems 2-3 cm diam.

pistils weakly emergent, green; the stigma ellip-

tic, ca. 0.4 mm long, erect and brushlike, with a

small droplet apparent 2-4 days before first sta-

mens emerge; stamens emerging rapidly in a

complete progression from the base, lateral sta-

mens emerging at apex when the third and fourth

stamens are emerging at the base; anthers pale

green, 0.8-1.2 mm long, 0.7-1.3 mm wide, held

in a close, contiguous circle around and over the

stigma, held at about the same height as the style;

thecae weakly divaricate; pollen pale yellow, soon

fading white. INFRUCTESCENCE spreading;

^^^ally well rooted; roots to 1 cm thick, descend- spathe persisting and erect; the spadix to 9 cm
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-

^'i'''"'"""' rzedowskii Croat, Croa? 47i67. - 1 65. Anthurhm ^ah-adore'ise
^^^

Croat '/2;69 (Type).- 166. Anthurium salviniae Hemsl. (Cultivated at Selby Gardens).- 167. Anthuriun

viniac Hcmsl., Croat 36480.
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berries base. LEAVES erect; petioles flattened or sulcate

5.5-9 mm long, 4-9 mm wide, rounded to flat adaxially, rounded abaxially, 5-23 cm long, 1-

or weakly indented at apex, orange-red (B & K 2 cm diam.; geniculum 1.6-2 cm long; blades

moder- obovate to oblanceolate, moderately thick, acu-Yeilow-red ^/2.5 to Red 4/10); pericarp moder-
ately thick, with dense punctiform raphide cells, minate at apex, attenuate, sometimes cuneate

especially in apical half; mesocarp pulpy or mealy (rarely rounded or subcordate) at base, (32) 40-
with numerous raphide cells; seeds 1 or 2, ob- 180 cm long, (9)13-50 cm wide; both surfaces

ovoid to broadly obovoid, yellowish-white to tan, semiglossy; the midrib acutely raised above and
6-6.5 mm long and 5-5,8 mm wide, 3 mm thick, below; primary lateral veins 9-14 per side, raised

densely covered with punctiform raphide cells, above and below; lesser veins less conspicuous.
Figs. 165 and 168.

Anthurium salvadorense is known only from

INFLORESCENCE usually pendent, shorter than

leaves; peduncle 16-80 cm long; spathe lanceo-

Fi ^^-xUrr^A^ J /- 1 rr^r^ cr^r^ latc-Hnear, moderately thin, purple or green
tJ Salvador and Guatemala at 500 to 800 m *• 4- ^ \ a ^c>cAr i i

elevation. It was first collected by Sisto Alberto
Padilla in 1922 in the Department ofAhuacapan
in El Salvador. The species was later collected
by Paul C. Standley in the adjacent Department
of Jutiapa in Guatemala.

sometimes tinged purple, 4-45(50) cm long, 1

5 cm wide; gradually cuspidate-acuminate at

apex, rounded to truncate at base; spadix dull

green soon tinged throughout with lavender (B

6 K Purple 6/5), 6-34(47) cm long, 0.6-1.5 cm
diam. at base, 2-7 mm diam. at apex; flowers

The species is a typical member of section rhombic, 2.4-2.5 mm in both directions, the sides

Pachyneurium and the earlier collections were straight to sigmoid; 6-7 flowers visible in the

confused with A, schlechtendalii, to which it is principal spiral, 8-12 flowers visible in the al-

related. Anthurium salvadorense is distinguished temate spiral; tepals matte, lateral tepals 1 .2-1 .3

by being usually a well rooted plant with fewer, mm wide, the inner margins broadly rounded;
very large fleshy roots and a usually almost el- pistils green, emergent but not raised; stigma lin-

liptic blade, but especially by its inflorescence, ear, ca. 0.9 mm long; stamens emerging in a slow
^hich has a pale green, ovate-lanceolate spathe
^hat IS weakly convolute at the base and erect.

progression from the base; anthers pale yellow,

held at edge of tepals and laying over pistil; the-

enshrining the usually short, pale green spadix. cae ellipsoid; pollen pale yellow-orange, fading

Anthurium schlechtendalii differs in having usu- to white. INFRUCTESCENCE with spadix to
ally oblanceolate blades, a coriaceous, more Ian- 60 cm long; berries red, oblong-elliptic, rounded
ceolate, prominently reflexed, usually purplish atapex, 1-1.5 cm long; seeds 2, oblong, flattened,

spathe, and a more elongate, purplish spadix. 3.3 mm long. Figs. 166 and 167.

^^^^]-^^lvador.ahuachapan:^ The species occurs in western Mexico (Chia-

fl A
^^^^' ^1 Irnposible, vicinity San Francisco Me- pas) along the Pacific slope of Guatemala and

iCK^\^^^^hardt SM. (MO); Croat 42092 (MO), 42169
^^^S, F, ITIC, K, MO, SEL, US).

j^^^fJ^'^^LA. jutiapa: vicinity Jutiapa, Standley

flJMn!
'^^^' ^^ ^^^^^ Crist6bal, Dunn et ai 23222

\pmo\^^^^^^''
^^^^ ^^ ^^'^^^ ^^"^ ^"^' ^^"^^^ ^^'^''^

along both the Atlantic and Pacific slopes from

Nicaragua to Panama. There is also a single col-

lection from Honduras (Atlantic slope) that ap-

pears to be this species. The species also occurs

in Colombia and has been collected in Chigorodo

and Dabeiba in Antioquia. Anthurium salviniae

occurs from near sea level to 1,400 m, in wetterAnthurium salviniae Hemsl., Diagn. PI. Nov.
. t r * •

Mexic. 36. 1878. Type: Guatemala. Volcan parts oftropical moist forest, m premontane wet,

de Fuego, Salvin s.n. (K).
tropical wet, and also, rarely, in premontane rain

'^'^^riumgiganteumMatuda, Madrono 10: 169. 1950,
non Engl., 1898. Anthurium enormispadix Ma-
tuaa, Revista Soc. Mex. Hist. Nat. 1 1: 94. 1950.

forest.

been

.,.. ., tetragonum but that name is a synonym oi A.
Type: Mexico. Chiapas: Escuintla, Salto de Agua, schlechtendalii, a species ranging from Mexico
^atud>

to Honduras or Nicaragua on the Atlantic slope.

Robust rosulate epiphyte rarely on rocks; stems Although leaves of the two species are very sim-

f
O"! with mass of thick roots; cataphylls thick, ilar, A. salviniae is a member of section Pachy-

neurium and can be distinguished by its long-
apex, drying brown

remaining
intact, ultimately becoming fibrous at tapered, pale lavender spadix, long-tapcrcd
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spreading spathe, and fist-shaped, cucullate cata-

phylls. In addition the leaves of^. salviniae usu-

NYGB Neg. #N.S. 3804 and Schott Aroid Draw-
ing #282, NYBG Neg. #N.S. 3805.)

ally dry darker and thinner. Anthurium schlech-
^nthurium dolosum Schott, Oestem Bot^Z. 8: 179.

',
1 . „ , , , ,

1858. Type: Guatemala. Near San Pedro and San
tendaln usually has a shorter, blunter spadix and Lucia, Wendland 273 (GOET, hololectotype; K,

isolectotype; here designated).

Anthurium rigidulum Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8: 180.

1858. Type: Costa Rica. San Jose, Hoffmann 508
(Photo of Schott Aroid Drawing #270, NYBG

a short, thick spathe that is usually reflexed and
often twisted. The spadix is darker violet-purple

and is not at all glaucous at anthesis.

A collection in cultivation at Missouri Botan- Neg. #N.S. 3807).
ical Garden from the Rio Maje region ofPanama Anthurium virgosum Schott, Oesterr, Bot. Z. 9: 100
in Panama Province is unusual in having dark
violet-purple rather than red berries.

1859. Type: Brazil. Rio de Janeiro, Riedel (K).

Epiphytic creeper; stems usually less than 1 m
Costa Rica, alajuela: N of Bijagua, Croat 36480 long; roots numerous along stem, ca. 3 mm diam.,

Zarcero
CT, rT.1

' ^^-

—

'' -"' ""• gray-green; cataphylls 3-6 cm long, drying brown,

Lf/Oir/rm^''"'
^^^^^ ^^^^^ ""^ °f

I,^^"^^' weathering to reticulate fibers and persistingi^ni W34 (GH). guanacaste: vicinity of Tilaran, j rr^A^r^o j- - T t

Standley & Valerio 44445 (US), puntarenas: vicinity
around stem. LEAVES spreading; petioles sharp-

Cn^ \ru. J » „ jy sulcate, rounded abaxially, 2-8.5 cm long, 2-

3 mm diam.; geniculum 2-3 mm long, nearly

San Vito de Java, Croat 32898 (MO).
Guatemala, escuintla: between Escuintla and San-

ta Lucia Cotz, Standley 63469 (F). retalhule: region obscure; blades ovate-elliptic to lanceolate-ellip-
l^^m^, Standley 88227 (F);W ofRelsilhnle, Standley ,. J * i .u v in c^/: 1 1 i /i c^^
^99. 88391 (F). san marcos: La Trinidk Croat

^ic, moderately thick, (3.5)6-13 cm long, (1.5)2-

^0902, 40903 (MO), santa rosa: near Cuilapilla, 5 cm wide, short-acuminate at apex, acute to
Standley 78060 (F); Naranjo, Hyde & Lux 4278 (NY, rounded at base; upper surface semiglossy, lower

J^).
sacatepequez: near Las Lajas, Standley 58294 surface conspicuously brown punctate; the mid-

[Fj^s^"^HiTEPEQUEz: E of Mazatenango, Croat 32786
rib acutely raised above, diminished and sunken

Honduras, atlantida: Lancetilla Valley near Tela,
'^^ ^Pi^^l half of blade, convexly raised below;

^^^ndley 53228 {\J%), primary lateral veins 3-10 per side (sometimes

fMnx^'*^^'
*^^^^P^s: Escuintla, Croat 43845, 43877 more), departing midrib at 35^-40^ angle, weakly

v^xix:^^^^^^
^.«., 18630 (MEXU); Matuda 16377

/^'rt^
' MO); Matuda 16776 (F, MEXU); Matuda

If V^^^^' UCLA); Matuda 18381 (DS, MEXU);
^(ituda 18519 (DS, MEXU, UCLA); between Finca
^alitornia and summit ofMonte Ovando, Croat 47572,
/^/i (MO); Guatimoc, Miranda 1763 (MEXU).
Nicaragua, rio san juan: San Juan del Norte

El?^^^^"^'
^w/Y/z 87 (MO), zelaya: S slope of Cerro

sunken above, ± obscure above and below; col-

lective vein arising from the base, extending

straight to apex, 3-5 mm from the margin. IN-

FLORESCENCE erect to pendent, shorter than

leaves; peduncle 1.5-6.5 cm long, 1-1.3 mm
diam., equalling or longer than petioles; spathe

pale green, ovate to narrowly ovate, 8-16 mm
long, ca. 4 mm wide, reflexed at anthesis, abrupt-

ly acuminate at apex; spadix yellow-green, some-

times becoming lavender, 1.3-2 cm long, 2-3

mm diam. midway; flowers rhombic, 2-4 mm
nthurium scandens ssp. scandens. Dracon- {^ tjoth directions, the sides straight to sigmoid;
^^^^fn scandens AuhL, Hist. PL Guiana Franc. 2-3 flowers visible in either spiral; tepals semi-

f^
836. 1775. Type: French Guiana. (Draw- glossy, lateral tepals ca. 1.2 mm wide, the inner

^ng by Plumier in Amer. Nascentium Icon, margin weakly concave to ± straight; pistil

ti inocente, Stevens 6793 (MO).

Anthurium scandens (Aubl.) Engl., Mart
"1-2:78. 1878.

tab. 74. 1703. BM, P.)

Poth

greenish-white, scarcely emergent; stigma brush-

OS violacea Swartz. Prodr. 32. 1788. Type: Ja-
"ke, exserted, ca. 2 mm long; stamens emerg-

/)._'"^.'"' Swartz s.n. (not seen).
"^onttumrenen<:rt(^^r^r...^ en a„.;

ing in a prompt and complete sequence from the

repe«5 Descourt., Fl. Antill. 7: t. 499. 1829. base, held at edge of tepals and inclined over

Anth
^^'' ^^^^^^ '^^^ s^'^^s as the type.)

'murium violaceum (Swartz) Schott, Melet. 22. 1832

inih
^^'- '^'^'^''^ ^•"- ("ot seen).

pistil; anthers white; thecae ovate, somewhat di-

varicate; pollen white. INFRUCTESCENCE
"^ium nolac'eum forma S//« Kunth, Enum. Pi. spreading, the spathe persisting; spadix 2.5-3 5

/<«*,
'^''^- '^^'^^' ("ot seen).

^'"'" violaceum forma angustifolia Kunth, Enum

»num leucocarpum Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Wo-

cm long, to 7 mm diam.; berries usually pale

violet to almost white, sometimes purple, obo-

void, rounded at apex, 5-8 mm wide; seeds I or

chenbLTslTs'" Tv^'Me^r^cS. (Nm 2 Per locule, pale ^IIow, ovo.d. ca. 2 n,m lung.

^en.) (Photos of Schott Aroid Drawing #279, 1 mm wide. Fig. 169.
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Anthurium scandens is known from southern Skutch 3665 (MICH, MO); Volcan Barba, Brade2509 i|

Mexico and the West Indies to southern Brazil, ^^^^- ^^o^: Hacienda Tapezco-Hda. La Suerte Wof

^ 11-, -,/^/^ T-u- - L Tortuguero, Davidson 6935 (MO); vicinity USDA
ranging from sea level to 2,700 m. This is the R^^ber Experimental Station, Talamanca, Pitiier &

most widespread aroid in the New World and, Tonduz 9227, 9235 (BR); Tonduz 9511 (BR), punta-

doubtless, the most ecologically diverse as well, renas: Las Cruces Botanical Garden, Peterson J-224i

occurring in tropical moist, premontane wet, (BH); Osa Peninsula, Wofpark headquarters at Sirena,
|

Liesner2906 (MO); Rincon de Osa, Liesner 1701, 1804.

1 997 (MO); N of San Vito, Davidson 7153 (MO); Ste-
,

vens 232 (MO); san jose: without further locality, Brade

2501 (BR); Pittier 2445 (BR); at Cascajal, Utley 5237

(DUKE); Lent 2090 (MO); N ofHwy. 12, Croat 43386 -^

tropical wet, premontane rain, and lower mon-
tane rain forest life zones.

The species is a member of section Tetrasper-

mium and is distinguished by its more or less (mO); between Rio Paquita and Rio Viejo, Dodge &
j

scandent habit, elongate intemodes with usually Goerger 9826 (MO); N ofSan Isidro del General, War-

persistent cataphylls, usually oblong-elliptic, fnon & Fuentes 6229 (MO, UMO); between San Isidro

glandular-punctate blades, reflexed green, more ^^^ ?^"^^^'
,^"J ^""""^i?}.^'^.''fi^

^
^J}^?!^ 7rrv

or less ovate spathe, cylindroid, usually pale green

spadix, and pale lavender to almost white ber-

ries.

According to Sheffer et al. (1980), the great

variability in the species is due at least in part

to the fact that it represents a polyploid complex
containing diploids, tetraploids, and hepta-
ploids. The cytology of the group is insufficiently

known, so it is not certain whether the different

ploidy levels are correlated with morphological
variation.

The species is closely related to A. trinerve,

with which it has long been confused. The dif-

ferences separating the two species are outhned
in the key. Anthurium scandens is most easily

distinguished by its spathe, which is reflexed at

anthesis, whereas the spathe of ^4. trinerve is per-

sistently erect even after anthesis.

Belize, cayo district: no other location, Lundell
6255 (MICH); vicinity of Cuevas, S of Millionario,
Croat 23592 (MO); Roaring Creek, Dwyer 12690 (MO).
STANN CREEK DISTRICT: Stann Creek Railroad, Schipp
78 (MICH, MO, UC); N of Victoria Peak, Gentry 7912
(MO). TOLEDO district:W ofColumbia Forest Station
Croat 24309 (MO, DAV); Dwyer 9946 (MO).
Costa Rica. No other location, Brade 2518 (BR).

alajuela: Laguna de A. Ruiz, Rodrigues 264, 280 (UC);NW of Cariblanco, Luteyn 3216 (MO); W of Fortuna'
Taylor 11711 (MO); NW ofZarcero, Croat 43530 (MO)i
Smith 230 (MO), cartago: no other location, Brade
2506 (BR); E of Cachi, Croat 47082, 47083 (MO)-
Cartago, Brade 2500 (BR); SE of Cartago, Harmon &
Fuentes 6315 (MO, UMO); La Carpintera, Allen 514
(MO); Brade 2515 (BR); near Las Cancavas, Hunnew-
ell 16564 (WIS); between Moravia and Quebrada Pla-
tanillo, Croat 36632 (MO); Peralta, Stork 494 (UC)-
Tapanti, Tissene 1284 (WIS); Trinidad, Luteyn & Wil-
•^ - '^°^ (DUKE ^"^ '-" ^-. ..

ity San Jose, Pittier 1240 (BR); Tonduz 1255 (BR);

Santa Maria de Dota, Pittier 2488 (BR); lower eastern

slopes of Volcan Barba, Luteyn 3575 (MO); beyond

end of Calle Yerbabuena, Luteyn 3369 (MO), san jose

& cartago: SE of Casa Mata, Utley 4743 (DUKE).

El Salvador, santa ana: Finca La Cumbre, Mon-

talvo 3252 (MO); Weberling & Lagos 1086 (GOET).

Guatemala, alta verapaz: Coban, Tuerckhem

1355 (MO), 1923 (BR, MO); vicinity Cubilhuitz ifJ3'-

ermark 44357 (MO); road to El Estor, Croat 4I4X'/

(MO); near Tucurii, Standley 70725 (MO), baja ver-

apaz: along hwy. ca. 1 4 mi to Coban, about 1
mi J)

"

tumoff to Salama, Croat 41146 (MO), huehuete-

nango: between Maxbal and Xoxlac, Steyerma

48978 (MO), peten: El Rosario, Harmon ^^ ["^7!.

5780 (UMO); Santa Teresa, Lundell 2671 (^i^"'-

Tikal National Park, Lundell 16671 (DS); Ti^a
'

ton

treras 1128 (DAV); Harmon & Fuentes ^^-^^
^jjrJJ"

SACATEPEQUEz: SW ofAlotcnango, Croat '^^^^
J7542

SAN MARcos: Finca El Porvenir, Steyermark in

(MO). sucHiTEPEQUEz: near Mazatenango, Bemoi

388 (BR), zacapa: along Rillito from Volcan de mu

OS, Steyermark 42342 (MO).
vmcker

Honduras, atlantida: above Lancetilla, ^"
.^^

4557 (MICH), comayagua: Jardines, Barkley&^

40875 (MO); near El Achiote, Yuncker ^'^''^
5,

(MO), copan: W of Copan, Croat 425l9{UO}, f

"

Monte Grueso, Cuellar & Hernandez ^I^I^Lq^
cortes: N of Lake Yojoa, Croat 42727,

''^/^^J^. ^
Lake Yojoa, Yuncker 4836, 4880 (M^^H, M^a

^

PARAiso: trail, Danli to Finca La Emilia,
'-^'''flf.M

(MICH), morazan: Hoya Grande, ^'ll'^'"^/J''Uo-

10037 (MO); between Tegucigalpa and El Zam

Clewell 3664 (MO). ^^/„r

Mexico, chiapas: Munic. of Bemozabai, c^''^^^^

20286 (MICH, MO); Miranda 6723 (^EXU j,^ ^j.

<St Brossard6327 (BH); Cerro Baul, Croat 47boy^K

SW ofComitan, Carlson 1820 (MICH); ^^"""^^ p,-

tan, Miranda 2697 (MEXU); between I^^fP^ ^^
chucalco, Croat 47837 (MO); Lake Montebeiio,

^^^^^

-^6655 (MO); Monte Ovando, ^^^"'^'^J^n Ocoio-
(MEXU, MICH); Matuda 17911 (MEXIJ).

|t,-

coautla de Espinosa, Carlson 2103 (MICH;, a-
^^^^

-

m\

>

)

I

>

n

)

i

I

ff /^i?.r^W^?y^r?'^"?u''^'
^'''*"'- '^ 67^(MEXU):SofPalenque, Thome & Lathropj^^

'

^:'2\i^?^.^ ^P^y^^)l ^ °f Tm-nalba, Croat 36846 (RSA); Munic. Pichucalco, Gilly & Hermrrde^ '

Moore
^ ^. ,^^r^c,c

Aguas Calientes, Pittier 1160 (BR); La' Lagunilla"pz7-
tier 10473 (BR); NW edge of Uke Arenal, Croat )o33
(MO); La Palma, Greenman & Greenman 5446 (MO).
hlredia: S ofSan Miguel, Lent 36 (DAV); Vara Blancai

(RSA); Munic. Pichucalco, Gilly •* "— , K^n
(MICH); Munic. Pueblo Nuevo Solistahuacai^^^^

nedy et al. 1443 (MO); San Juan P»"^']l^pxU)- b«'

18175 (MEXU); Siltepec, Matuda 18301 (^Jl^j ^^o'^.

tween Tapachula and Union JuArez, Croat 4uu

ruins of Bonampak, Hoover 192, 208 (MO).

I
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Autlan, McVaiigh 10219 (MEXU, MICH); Wilbur &
Wilbur 1738 (MICH), oaxaca: between Teotitlan del

Camino and Santa Maria Chilchotla, Croat 48323,

Anthurium scandens ssp. pusillum occurs from
Honduras to Colombia and Venezuela at ele-

48385 (MO); between Tuxtepec and Oaxaca, Croat nations of 600 to 2,500 m in lower montane
47983 (MO), puebla: Hueytamalco, Conrad 88. 152 moist, premontane wet, lower montane rain, and
(MEXU); Teziutlan, Gold 253 (MEXU). tabasco: premontane rain forest life zones.
Shejfer225, 226 (UH); Teapa, Birdsey235 (UC); Con-
rad 2873 (MO); Gilly & Hernandez 213 (MEXU, The subspecies pusillum differs from the typ-
MICH). Veracruz: Schnee F(MEXU); Rancho la La- ical subspecies in usually having a much smaller

Tf^JlfZZlll ^l^^^'
"^^^^ ^^^'^ ^^ Rumbo, Lot spadix (usually with fewer than 1 3 flowers), usu-

etal 1815 {MEXU); CoaXtvecDorantesl800 {MlCn, ,, .,:„ \ „, „ /m-r^^u,- I
MO); Ventura 10382 (MEXU, UMO); Zola & Baker ^"y ^-10 mm long. Sheffer (1974) believes that

98 (XAL); Atoyac, Matuda 1411 (MEXU, MICH, MO); the subspecies may represent one of the diploids
Lake Catemaco, Gonzales 856 (MEXU, MICH); Sousa upon which the polyploid complex has been built.
19 (MEXU); E of Cordoba, Lundell & Lundell 12532 pig 1 70
(MICH); Matuda S-150 (MICH); Matuda 838 (MEXU,
MICH); between Cordoba & Fortin, Miranda 620. 4836 Costa Rica, cartago: E ofCachi, Croat 47062 (MO);
(MEXU); Cordoba, Rowell et at. 17M663 (MEXU); Carpintera, Stork 1143 (MICH); S of Muiieco, Luteyn
Rzedowski 18895 (MEXU, MICH); Coyame, Seaman 3880 (DUKE, MO); Tapanti, Croat 47048 (MO), san
5296 (MEXU); El Mirador, E ofHuatusco, Croat 44011
(MO); vicinity of Huatusco, Moore & Bunting 8854
(BH); vicinity ofMirador, Ventura 5421 (MICH); For-
tm, Kerber 293 (MICH); Kerber 294 (BR); Lot 537
(XAL); Hidalgotitlan, Dorantes 3002 (XAL); Dorantes
i088 (MEXU); Valdivia 113. 225. 439, 952. 1048,

liVnil^Z- \V^ (MEXU, MO); 382 (XAL); 1127, Anthurium scherzerianum Schott, Oesterr. Botim (MO); 1217 (MEXU); Valdivia & Matuda 517

jose: along CR 220, Luteyn 3593 (DUKE); San Jose-

cito, Primack & Luteyn 353 (DUKE).
NICARAGUA, jinotega: vicinity Aranjuez, Stevens

5606, 5936 (MO), zelaya: trail from Cerro El Inocente

to Cerro Saslaya, Stevens 6695 (MO).

Wochenbl. 7: 53. 1857. Type: Guatemala,

Scherzer s.n. (B, holotype (2 sheets); BP, iso-

type).

Axc'''
'^^^' ^^^^ (XAL); Jalapa, Barkley et al. 2600

MEXU, MICH); Boege 2058 (MEXU); Dorantes 124
(«R, MO, XAL); Sousa 4844 (MEXU); Jesus Carran-
za, Fflz^Mez 703 (XAL); Misantla, Ventura 7153 (DS, ^ . , .

MICH, MO); Ocotal Grande, Beaman 5451 (MEXU); Epiphytic or terrestrial; stems very short, roots
Onzaba, Moore 6211 (BH, UC); Pedregal, Yanez 538 numerous, thin; cataphylls thick, to 1.5 cm long,

Miru"
^^^"^^^ Tuxtla, Kennedy & Howitz 3677 caudate at apex, drying brown, persisting as fi-

So^^V'T ^^ (MEXU); 760 (XAL) vicinity
^ers. LEAVES spreading; petioles terete, 4-20

T,p!^go Tuxtla, fie-ama/jd^;; (F, XAL); Sow5a 2-^79
(MEXU); vicinity Barra de Sontecomapan, Beutel-
spacher s.n. 15/3/69 (MEXU); Hernandez y Trigos long; blades moderately thick, linear to elliptic
^n- (MEXU); vie. Tlapacoyan, Gom^z-Pom/jfl t£ A'fv/- or lanceolate, 5-26 cm long, 1.5-6.5 cm wide,

'cUJV'^^^^'''^^^^^^^^'
Valdivia 2112 (XAL); Ye- narrowly acuminate at apex, obtuse to cuneate

cm long, 1-3 mm diam.; geniculum 4-7 mm

cuatla, Gomiz-Pompa & Riba 161 (MEXU); Gomiz-

Z7f^
^^^^ (MEXU); vicinity Zacualpan, Galeotti

VaU ^ ^^"' ^^''P^s 5764 (UC, MO); Zongolica, Santos
J680 (MICH); Valdivia 2141 (XAL).
,
JjJ^'^'^'^GUA. GRANADA: Finca Cutirre, AtwoodAN64
IMU); Volcan Mombacho above Finca Las Delicias,

at base; upper surface semiglossy, the lower sur-

face matte, both surfaces densely punctate; the

midrib acutely raised above, sunken at apex;

prominulous below; primary lateral veins 8-1

1

AtyvoodASOiMcT^^Tvrl^, ^'lu^rT^Tn' P^^ ^ide, departing midrib at 45° angle, nearly

f^^
(MofS/^/;5lMOrc^^^^^^^^^ obscure above and below, loop-connecting to

jinotega: Cerro Zamaria, AtwoodANUS (MO); NW collective vein, lesser veins obscure; collective
"^e of Lake Abanas, Croat 42989 (MO); vicinity EI
/"cero, Stevens 3500 (MO); between La Danta and

M,. .^' -^'^^^'w 9630 (MO), matagalpa: vicinity

vein arising from near the base or one of the

lowermost primary lateral veins, 1-3 mm from

Mataea n. L^ ;; .
^^^^- '^'^tagalpa: vie n ly ^ margin. INFLORESCENCE erect, equalling

itvSeS^
' ,^'?'^'"^ & Molina 42548 (MICH); vicin- ^""^r^± .u„. ..„,...- ,k. „„^,.„..» \a\^ ^Z

Atw T^' ^^b^^^retal. 72506 (DAV); Tuma Village,
oodA69 (MO). NUEvo segovia: N of San Feman-

£Tm "^ -^^00 (MO), zelaya: Cano Zamora, Stevens

laya
L^^^i ^rail from Cerro El Inocente to Cerro Sas- ^vate, 3.7-1 2 cm long. 2.4-6 cm wide, abruptly

fMnx ^^'" ^^^^ (MO); vicinity Wani, Stevens 7341 '

„„;n^ff> nt anpx cordate al base rthp InhpQ

or longer than leaves; the peduncle 14-52 cm
long, ca. 2 mm diam.; spathe moderately thick,

bright red-orange (B & K Red 7/2.5), elliptic to

(MO)

b

short-acuminate at apex, cordate al base (the lobes

sometimes overlapping); spadix pale orange to

'Anthurium scandens ssp. pusillum Sheffer, red, 2-8 cm long, ca. 4 mm diam. midway, ta-

Aroideana 3(3): 86. 1 980. Type: Costa Rica, pered at apex and usually coiled; flowers square,

<^artago: Southeast of Tapanti, Rio Grande 2 mm in both directions, the sides straight to ±
de Orosi, 1.400 m, 16 April 1967, R. IV. sigmoid, 2-3 flowers visible in the principal spi-

^ent 830 (F, holotype) ral, 5-6 flowers visible in the alternate spiral;
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Type: Mexico, Veracruz: between Colipa & Mi-

santla (not seen).

Anthurium kunthianum Liebm., Ann. Sci. Nat. Bol.,

Ser. IV, 2: 372. 1854, Type: Mexico (no type cited).

Anthurium brachygonatum Schott, Prod. Aroid. 468.

1860. Type: Mexico. Veracruz: Cordoba, Kerher

s.n. (B) (see discussion).

Anthurium tetragonum Hook, ex Schott, Prod. Aroid.

475. 1860. Type: Locality unknown (not seen).

Anthurium fortinense Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25: 366.

1898. Type: Mexico. Veracruz: Fortin, Kerber9h

(B).

Anthurium tikalenseC, Lundell, Wrightia 3: 161, Fig.

55. 1966. Type: Guatemala. Pelen: Tikal National

Park, on temple in Group "H," March 1, 1961,

C,L. Lundell 18198 (LL).

tepals glossy, sparsely and minutely papillate,

lateral tepals ca. 1 .3 mm long; pistil weakly emer-

gent, somewhat translucent; stigma linear, 0,4-

0.6 mm long; stamens emerging from base, the

first lateral preceding second by 2-3 spirals, the

laterals emerged well above midway before al-

ternates emerge, exserted on flattened, short fil-

aments, ca. 3 mm long, 0.5 mm wide; anthers

white, held at edge of tepals, ca. 0.3 mm long,

0.5-0.7 mm wide; thecae ellipsoid, slightly di-

varicate; pollen white. INFRUCTESCENCE with

orange to red berries. Fig. 171.

The species is found in Costa Rica at eleva-

tions of 1,300 to 2,100 m in premontane rain,

lower montane rain, and montane rain forest life Usually epiphytic, sometimes epipetric; stem

zones on the Atlantic slope ofthe Cordillera Cen- usually short, 2.5-5.5 cm diam.; intemodesand

tral and the Cordillera de Talamanca. It has been leafscars hidden by dense mass ofthick, greenish

collected most commonly in the Tapanti and La roots 3-8 mm diam.; cataphylls moderately

Hondura areas,

Anthurium scherzerianum is a member of sec-

tion Porphyrochitonium and is easily recognized

by the large, showy, bright orange or red-orange

to red spathe, and coiled spadix. The species is

now commonly cultivated throughout the world
and about 40 different forms are recognized in

cultivation. The species has no close relatives.

The type of ^. scherzerianum was believed to

have been collected in Guatemala; however since

that time no other collections have been seen
from that country. So far the species has been
found only in Costa Rica, where it is plentiful,

and it is likely that the type was collected there.

\

t

I

thick, 7.5-1 6 cm long, caudate-apiculate at apex,

drying brown, persisting as reticulate fibers.

LEAVES erect; petioles 12-23 cm long, 0.5--

cm wide, trapezoidal, the abaxial margins some-

times sharply to obtusely ribbed, widest adaxi-

ally, shallowly sulcate; geniculum 1-2 cm long,

blades obovate-elliptic, thick, acute to short-acu^

minate at apex, acute to obtuse at base, 30- )

cm long, 10-58 cm wide; broadest near or above

middle; both surfaces matte to semiglossy; mi

-

rib flat to weakly rounded at base above,
'

coming more acute sometimes weakly nb e

^

diminished and sunken at apex, raised and squa^^

at base below, rounded at apex; primary la e

ALAJUELA

3221, 3351 (DUKE), cartago: no other location
Burger& Stohe 5621 (NY, WIS); S of Cartago, Maxon
503 (NY); Stork 1913. 4534 (UC); Navarro Valley,
Stork 1701 (MICH); between Quebrada Honda and
Rio Sombrero, Luteyn 3232 (DUKE, MO); SE of Oro-
si, Lellinger & White 1486 (MO); below Palo Verde
Luteyn 3339 (DUKE, MO); Rio Sombrero, Luteyn et

al. 4528 (DUKE); Tapanti, Croat 36077 (MO)- Lent
836 (NY); Taylor 4468 (MO, NY); Tessene 1296 (WIS);
Turrialba, Brade 2504 (BR), heredia: S of Cariblanco'
Croat 35800 (MO); N of Vara Blanca, Croat 35583
(MO). SAN jose: Santa Maria de Dota, Stork 1883
(MICH, UC); Tablazo, Pittier 7909 (BR).

Anthurium schlechtendalii Kunth, Enum PI 3-

75. 1841.

veins 15-16 per side, raised on both surfaces,

departing midrib at 50° angle, straight nearly

. i/>c<:pr veins

margin, then arching toward apex, les^c

scarcely visible; collective vein arising
^^^^^^^^

mary lateral vein in apical one quarter o ^
2-5 mm from margin, sunken above, raise

low. INFLORESCENCE spreading, shower
^ ^

leaves; peduncle 33-43 cm long, 6-1 1
nrtm di^

^^-^

terete to weakly flattened and ribbed; spat

riaceous, green heavily tinged with ^^°^^^'^"j^„g|

linear-lanceolate to lanceolate, 15-28
^^^^^^

1.5-5 cm wide, acuminate at apex,

strongly reflexed, inserted at 70 _ ^ 2 cin

duncle; spadix green, 8-29 cm long, 1-

^^^^^
diam. at base, 4-6 mm diam. at apex,

^,^^

square, 2.2-2.6 mm in both directions, ^"^
.

j

17 flowers
visiP"^

I

>

\

gl

a. Anthurium schlechtendalii ssp. schlechten- '^T'"'
'' "'1^"^

'TTo ^4'flower^
visible

in

dalii.TvPF- MPxirn u.n;nr.A^ ^.i„ T
^^ the principal spiral, 10-14 Howe^^ -

dalii. Type: Mexico. Hacienda de la Laguna,
Schiede & Deppe (not seen),

Anthurium mexicanum Licbm., Vidensk. Meddel.
Dansk Naturhisl. Foren. Kjobenhavn 1:21. 1849

the alternate spiral; tepals green, mane:, ^
^^^

pie punctations, the outer margins purp is »

era! tepals 1.1-1,3 mm wide, the inner m^^^^^^

convex, turned up against pistils; pistils e
i

I
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to 1 mm, dark purple; stigma linear, 0.8 mm characters to be variable. Petiole shape, although
long, with minute droplet ca. 4 days before sta- usually trapezoidal in cross-section with the an-
mens emerge, dry, black as stamens emerge; sta- gles moderately acute, may be broadly rounded
mens emerging rapidly from the base, lateral sta- abaxially, such as those illustrated by Schott for
mens emerging to midway before alternate A. brachygonatum [see Schott drawing No. 473
stamens emerge, exserted on translucent fila- (W)]. Although Bunting (1965) considered this

ments, ca. 0.5 mm long, 1 mm wide, which re- distinct from A. schlechtendalii, it is believed to
tract to hold anthers at side and inclined over be a form of an unusually variable species,

pistil; anthers pale orange, 0.9 mm in both di-

rections; thecae ± oblong, scarcely divaricate;

pollen pale orange fading to cream. INFRUC-
TESCENCE arching-pendent; spathe brown,
persistent; spadix up to 65 cm long, 5 cm diam.;
berries bright red, lanceolate-elliptic 1-1.5 cm
long; pericarp thick; mesocarp pulpy, white, with
numerous raphide cells; seeds 2, greenish-white,
5.5-6 mm long, ca. 1.5 mm wide. Figs. 172 and
173.

Anthurium schlechtendalii is in section Pachy-
neurium and consists oftwo subspecies. The sub-
species schlechtendalii ranges from Mexico (cen-
tral Veracruz) to Nicaragua on the Atlantic slope
at an elevational range from near sea level to

1,600 m (most commonly below 1,000 m).

This species is most closely related to A. schle-
chtendalii ssp. jimenezii from the Pacific slope
of Mexico, which differs by occurring in season-
ally drier habitats, by its generally smaller leaves,
and by its frequently narrowly ovate, usually erect
spathe.

Anthurium schlechtendalii merges into the
range of A. salviniae only in a few areas in the
mountains of southeastern Chiapas, such as on
onte Ovando, where both species were seen

lowing. Specimens collected in the municipios „^„ ^,„^ ,. „ ,. , ._„ __., „,,,..
01 Siltepec, Escuintla, and Acacoyagua tend to hardt T6 (MO); Contreras 1618 (LL); Croat 24753
have leafblades approaching the texture ofthose (^?),W.// 75-^70 (TEX); Uaxactun, Bartlett 12295.
r\C A , . .

'^^ ^
72296 (MICH). SAN MARCOS: Volc^nTajumulco, J/^>^-

ermark 37078 (F).

Honduras, copan: EofCop^n, Croat 42508, 42521

(MO). coRTEs: SW of Omoa, Croat 42564 (MO); vi-

cinity La Pimienta, Molina 5623 (F); S of Porterillos,

Croat 42706 (MO); W of Puerto Cortes, Nelson et ai

2904 (MO). SANTA BARBARA: NW Side of Lake Yojoa,

Croat 42757 (MO), yoro: vicinity Coyoles, Yuncker

et ai 8132 (MO. NY, US); 8174 (F, MO).

Mexico, chiapas: Acacoyagua, Matuda 19646 (DS);

Angel Albino Corzo, Ton 3880 (MAD, DS); vicinity

Bochil, Roe et al 1132 (WIS); Ton 2587 (DS); vicinity

Chiapa de Corzo, Breedlove 26872 (DS); Croat 46437

(MO); Miranda 2646 (MEXU); SW of El Jocote, Croat

40706 (MO); Escuintla, Croat 43879 (MO); Matuda

17973 19645 (MEXU); between Huixtla and Moto-

zintla ' Breedlove 28609 (DS); Croat 40766, 47225

(MO); Ixtapa, LaughUn 723 (DS, MICH, NY); 1599

(DS, MEXU, TEX); vicinity Jitotol, Thome & Lathrop

Belize. No other location, Schipp 5-402 (MICH,
MO, NY, UC) BELIZE: Northern River, Gentle 1291
(F); no other location, Bartlett 11325 (MICH); Gracy
Rock, Croat 23851, 23896 (MO); Liesner <6 Dwyer
1472 (MO). CAYO district: no other location, Chanek
53 (MICH, MO); W ofHummingbird Highway, Spell-

man & Newey 1984 (MO); vicinity La Flor, S ofGrano
de Oro, Croat 23811 (MO); Waterhole camp near Vaca,

Gentle 2567 (MICH), corozal district: no other lo-

cation, Gentle 597 (MICH), orange walk district:

Indian Church, Arnason & Lambert 17186 (MO).
TOLEDO district: S ofMayan Village ofSan Jose, Croat
24297, 24333, 24431 (MO); Vanderveen 658 (MO);
Moffredge Lagoon, Gentle 5372 (TEX); Rio Grande,
Gentle 4723 (TEX).

Guatemala, alta verapaz: La Tinta, Smith 1530a
(US); W of Teleman, Croat 41536. 41551 (MO); be-

tween Tucuru and El Estor, Croat 41525, 41529 (MO).
escuintla: SW of Palin, Harmon 2420 (UMO).
huehuetenango: between Ixcan & Finca San Rafael,

Steyermark 49411 (F); below La Libertad, Steyermark
51171 (MO), izabal: E ofEl Estor, Jones & Facey3456
(NY, TEX); vicinity Lago Izabal, Jones & Facey 3437
(NY, TEX); S ofModesto Mendez, Harmon <& Fuentes

2115 (MO, UMO); S of Puerto Barrios, Croat 41802,

41839 (MO); vicinity Quirigua Viejo, Standley 24053
(NY, US); between Virginia and Lake Izabal, Steyer-

mark 38769 {¥). peten: Dolores, Contreras 2254 (LL);

El Paso, Herman 14664, 14671 (MICH); Lundelll573
(MICH); La Libertad, Lundell 2873 (MICH); Ma-
canche Lake, Contreras 920 (LL); Santa Teresa, Lun-
dell 2708 (MICH); 2889 (MICH, NY); Tikal, Bern-

^ ^. salviniae but have the inflorescences and
<^aiaphylls of typical A. schlechtendalii. See dis-
cussion following A. salviniae for separation
cfiaracters for these two taxa.

In discussing Mexican aroids, Bunting (1965)
^eluded an illustration of a plant cultivated at
ornell University and reputedly collected by H.

^^oore in Mexico, This is almost certainly A.
^^^a/wm (L.) Kunth from the West Indies and
Perhaps represents a mixing of labels in the

nhouse. Two vouchers presumably prepared

lend
^^^^ ^^^"^ (Bunting 1579 and Nicolson 603)

' [^ confirm this. Anthurium crenatum so far
IS known is restricted to Puerto Rico and the

^'^gm Islands

^uaies of populations of ^. schlechtendalii in 41341 (DS); vicinity Las Margaritas, Breedlove 33199,
"^^^ico and elsewhere show most morphological 33446 (DS); vicinity Siltepec. Croat 47250 (MO); Ma-
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Figures 172-175.

Kunth, Croat 43879.- 1 iV\
^'^thurium schlechtendalii Kunth, Croat 40068.-113. Anthurium schlechten

I /4-175. Anthurium schottianum Croat & Baker, Croat 43247.

Ml
I

;
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tuda 18798 (MEXU); Ocosingo, ruins of Yaxchilan, nandez 608 (MEXU); Tapalapa, Gomez-Pompa 5105
Breedlove 33872 (DS); between Palenque and Oco- (MO); Zacualpan, Purpus 11130 (MY, UC). yucatan:
singo, Croat 40319 (MO); Ocozocoautla de Espinosa, Chichen Itza, Steere 1124 (MICH); Thompson 437.
Breedlove & Smith 21982 (DS, MO); Breedlove 29004, 438 (MO); S of Merida, Gaumer 741 (F, MO)- Schott
30358, 36555. 38332 (DS); Croat 40587, 40626, 40653 638 (F); N of Muna, Luteyn
(MO); MacDougall H261 (NY); vicinity Palenque, Bourgeau 1787 (MEXU, P).

Croat 40215 (MO); Hoover 282 (MO); Pichucalco,
Breedlove 35048 (DS); Croat 40074, 40086 (MO); Gil-

(DUKE)

Nicaragua

Libertad

(MO).

ly & Hernandez 182 (MICH); vicinity Pueblo Nuevo vens 4030 (MO), esteli: N ofentrance to Esteli, Stevens
Solistahuacan, Breedlove 26042 (DS); Roe et al. 1239 5786, 9095 (MO), zelaya: near El Recreo, Atwood &
(US); Raudales Mai Paso, Quintero 3441 (MEXU); NeillAN233 (MO); S of Siuna, Neill 4226. 4289. 4521
Tenejapa, Breedlove 6242 (DS, F, MICH); 11731 (F, (MO); Stevens 7377, 7383. 7386, 8736. 8753. 8755
MICH, TEX); Ton 350 (DS); Tuxtla Gutierrez, Guz-
mdn 13 (MEXU). Guerrero: Minas, Hinton 10125
(GH). nayarit: vicinity Tepic and Jalcocotan, Croat
45337 (MO); Dressier 339 (MO); Gentry et al. 10734
(MO), oaxaca: no other location, Calderdn 145 (GH);
Cerro Concordia, Morton & Makrinius 2731 (F, US);
Chinantla, Ramirez 144 (MEXU); Matatengo Gorge
(Cultivated at MO), Croat 32712. 32717 (MO); Santo
Domingo Tehuantepec, Williams 70. 83 (MICH); Te-
mascal, Soma 936. 1037, 1801 (MEXU); S of Teoti-
ijan del Camino, Croat 48296. 48374 (MO); vicinity
Tuxtepec, CalderOn 844 (MICH); Conrad & Conrad
325] (MO); Miranda 4274 (MEXU); Moore & Bunting
8907 (BH); Quintero 1820 (MEXU); Rzedowski 25480,
25483 (US); Sousa 1809, 1825 (MEXU); Webster &
Breckon 15400 (DAY); S of Valle Nacional, Croat

b. Anthurium schlechtendalii ssp. jimenezii (Ma-
tuda) Croat, comb. nov. Anthurium Jime-
nezii Matuda, Anales Inst. Biol. Univ. Nac.

Mexico 32: 147. 1961. Type: Mexico. Me-
xico: Barranca de Zacualpan on volcanic

rocks, 1,300 m elev., Matuda 37245
(MEXU, holotype).

Usually terrestrial or on rocks, usually 0.5-1

m tall; stems less than 30 cm long, ca. 3-4 cm
diam.; roots moderately thick, directed down-

3Q7n7 im^oor^.y' iNacionai, i^roat ward, sometimes curved upward: cataphylls co-J^707. 39708, 39738, 39756 (MO), tabasco: Balan- . ^ , ^^ ,^ „ '
-fu • .

c4n, Valdivia 2028. 2052 (XAL): NW riaceous, 6-7 cm long, acute at apex with minute

VERACRUZ: Laivaparu

5ar/ow 26/70 (WIS); E of Teapa, Croat 40109. 47894 subapical apiculum, drying reddish-brown, re-

1^^)' ^^
of Villahermosa, Conrad et al. 2866 (MO); maining ± intact in upper nodes, ultimately de-

ciduous. LEAVES erect-spreading; petioles 2-15

cm long, 8-9 mm diam., subquadrangular,

broadly and sharply sulcate; geniculum 1-1 .5 cm
long; blades oblanceolate to lanceolate, gradually

acuminate at apex (the acumen apiculate), obtuse

to narrowly rounded at base, broadest at middle.

(MICH); Actopan, Ortega-Ortiz 563 (F, XAL); Atoyac,

nif ^ ^^^ ^^' ^^^^'' ^^""^ Platanar, Dorantes et al.
'287 (MEXU); Catemaco, Sousa & Sousa 14 (MEXU);
on road to Jalapa, Dorantes 505 (CAS, F, MEXU);
^oatepec, Castillo & Dillon 483. 715 (MO); Cordillera,
^aleotti 6055 (BR); Cordoba, Miranda 4894 (MEXU);

Fortuno, Coatzacoalcos River, Williams 8940 (MICW, semiglossy, lower surface sometimes havmg a

V.^?' Hidalgotitlan, Dorantes 2862, 3099 (XAL); Val- bluish-green color; midrib slightly raised at base,

W5 ^^'i

^^^' ^^^' ^^^' ^^^' ^^^' ^^^^- ^^'^^' ^^^^' '"^'"^ acutely raised midway and sunken at apex

^09. '476 533 ]U^^^^''
^'^^' ^^^ ^^^^' ^^^' ^^^' ^bove, quadrangular and prominently raised be-

^285. 1674 iMO)^m^'sf
7^'907^

'9f/'/l96 (XAL 1°^' becoming convex at apex; primary lateral

(BM^M
^^^' ^^^' ^^^^ ^^^L. MEXU); Vazquez 582 veins 9-1 4 per side, departing midrib at 50° an-

h^Il^^*,''^.^)' vicinity Huatusco, Croat 44000 (MO)\ gle, raised above, usually raised below, arcuate-

ascending; interprimary veins weakly sunken

above, prominulous below; lesser veins obscure

Moore
MEXU); SE of Ja-

Lake
"laco, Boege 1257 (MEXU); Mina'titlan, G/V/y & Her- above, visible below; collective vein arising from

NaM^ ^^ (MICH); Naolinco, Ortega 556 (MO);
""a, Fay & Calzada 925 (XAL); Orizaba, Botteri

,
^i-umichrast 1602 fP): Croat 39548 ^MO): Muller

(NY)

mJ.l^ (MO, XAL); Rancho Viejo, Purpus 15711

slerl,
Andres Tuxtla, Calzada 455 (MEXU); Dres-

<^, ./^«« 8 (MICH, NY, UC); Hernandez & Vaz-

J!:^^^^
(MEXU); Moore & Cetto 6232 (BH, MEXU);

Crn^^I '^ (P' MO, XAL); above San Jose de Gracia,

(MExi n
'^ (MO); Santiago Tuxtla, Sousa 2158. 2373

& c u
^ ^'^P^^ °f Sierra de Los Tuxtla, Cochrane

Cochrane 8625 (MO); Barra de Soniecomapan, Her-

one of the primary lateral veins in the lower half

ofblade, 2-4 mm from margin, flat above, prom-

inulous below. INFLORESCENCE erect, shorter

than leaves; peduncle 10-54 cm long, 3-5 mm
diam., terete, longer than petioles; spathe sub-

coriaceous, green weakly tinged with purple (B

& K Yellow-green 6/5), 4-8.5 cm long, 1-2.5 cm
wide, lanceolate, oblique and narrowly acumi-

nate at apex, subcordate at base, broadest just

above base, inserted at 30° angle on peduncle;
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spadix usually sessile, greenish tinged with pur- greenish-yellow. Also similar is A. nizandense,

pie (B & K Yellow-green 6/5), 3.5-14 cm long, which is endemic to southern Guerrero and

5-10 mm diam. at base, 2-5 mm diam. at apex; southern Oaxaca. Anthurium nizandense differs

the flowers rhombic to sub-4-lobed, 2.7-2.8 mm in having proportionately much longer petioles

ght and elliptic to oblong-elliptic blades that are matte

gin broadly rounded, the outer margin 3-4 sided;

pistils weakly emergent, medium green; the stig-
Mexico. GUERRERO: El Ocotito, between Tierra Co-

lorada and Agua de Obispo, Crisman & Willis 199

pulco to Chilpancingo, Moore 5099 (BH); between

Acahuizotla and Agua de Obispo, Moore 5120 (BH,

UC); highway above Acahuizotla, Moore 6957 (BH),

TitnaColovada, Rodriguez 5 l{}JS)\Rzedowski 22m

ellipsoid, rounded at apex, 1 1 mm long, 9 mm (MICH, US), oaxaca: N of Putla de
9"^.""^^:^ u;!.

wide; mesocarp with raphide cells dense and nu-
merous throughout; seeds 2, oblong-ellipsoid, tan,

flattened, 6 mm long, 4 mm wide, 2 mm thick
with pale, punctiform raphide cells, encased in

45926 (MO); between Oaxaca and Pochutla, S ofMa-

huatlan, Croat 46093 (MO); N ofPluma Hidalgo, Cm
46142 (MO); vicinity Santa Rosa, Km 195 on roadio

Oaxaca-Puerto Escondido, Rzedowski 19592 (MfcAU).

a slender, sticky, gelatmous, apically elongated . ,. . , ,,. ^ „^, o R„ker Brenesia
envelope. Fig. 1 80 Anthurium schottianum Croat & Baker, ure

16 (Supl. 1): 83. 1979. Type: Costa Rica-

Anthurium schlechtendalii ssp. jimenezii is en-
'

" '

"

demic to Mexico and is restricted to Guerrero

Limon: ca. 1 mile N of Bribri, ca. 40 miles

and southern Oaxaca in seasonally very dry for- tarata, 50-100 m elev., Croat 43247 (MO-

2584489, holotype; CR, F, K, SEL, US, ISO-ests at 250 to 1,350 m elevation.

Subspecies jimenezii is recognized by its ex-

rupicolous

MO)

lanceolate spathe, and red berries.

This subspecies is geographically isolated from
the typical subspecies ofA. schlechtendalii, which
is found in northern Oaxaca and also on the east-

purpl

at apex, drying brown with tinges of red i

with petioles erect

em side of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec but not to spreading, 40-150 cm long, 5-8 mm diam.

m eastern Oaxaca. Subspecies jimenezii diff-ers shallowly sulcate to flat adaxially, rounded nvi

from the typical subspecies in being generally
' '

'''

occurring

purple

a lew laini nages aoaAiauy, ni'&*-
hladeS

from the base; geniculum 2-3 cm long.

in seasonally much drier habitats, and by having ovate, gradually acuminate at apex (the acurnei.

usually thicker leafblades. Matuda( 1961) stressed long apiculate, turned down), lobed at base, 4

that the taxon has peduncles relatively much 100 cm long, 33-50 cm wide, broadest nearpo

r

)

gedly sigmoid; 11-12 flowers visible in the prin- on the lower surface. In A. nizandense the blades
|

cipal spiral, 7-8 flowers visible in the alternate are 1.3-2.5 times longer than the petioles where-

spiral; the tepals matte, obscurely and sparsely as in A. schlechtendalii ssp. jimenezii the leaf

punctate with numerous, irregular droplets at an- blades are usually 6 to 10 times longer (rarely

thesis, lateral tepals 1.5 mm wide, the inner mar- only as little as 3 times longer).

ma 0.5 mm long, oblong-elliptic; stamens emerg- (MICH); Carreceras, Hinton et al. 10098 (US); Trinch-

ing in a prompt complete sequence from the base; eras, Hinton et al 10125 (K, US); Malinaltenango, S
\

the anthers creamy white, leaning over edge of of Zacualpan, Matuda 37245 (M^EXU);^bey^^^^

pistol, 0.8 mm long, 1 mm wide; thecae oblong-
elliptic, slightly divaricate; pollen white. IN-
FRUCTESCENCE pendent: berries red. oblone-

It

\

r ., X.. Lx.x^iv, Large terrestrial; stems usually less than 5
c

oblanceolate leaf blades with usually free-ending long, 3-5 cm diam.; leaf scars conspicuous,
^

primary lateral veins, its purplish spadix, green, cm wide; roots few, green, ca. 5 mm diam- de-

, 1 .u . ,,
scending, often short and blunt; cataphylls CO- ,

1 2 cm long, apicula e

t

\

s

I

While
. .- .

'" ——'"ewMut„. wnue of petiole attachment, the margin shaiio ;

It IS generally true that the inflorescences of ssp. dulate; the anterior lobe 32-80 cm long
^^jjm^«ez« are commonly as long as or longer than margins convex; posterior lobes 12-I9cmf"^

the eaves they may also be much shorter than the sinus usually narrowly triangular,
someti^

closed, acute at apex; the upper suriacc

c^«.:^i^..,. 1 A,^^ c^miainssv:thenii^

the leaves.

Subspei miglossy
t.' /^.iY- . .

^^ ^^. riu.1- jjcmigiossy, lower suriacc 5>ciiii&i^--j' j <,nc^
moorei. which differs in having an ovate to ovate- acutely raised above, diminishing toward a^
elliptic spathe and mature berries that are pale and sunken, prominently raised below; ^
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^,.
"""^^RK 176-179. 176. Anthurium seibertii Croat & Baker, Croat 26976 (Type).

''" Croat & Baker, Croat 48568.-119. Anthurium sclcri Engl., Croat 46505.

177-178. Anthurium
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F\cuiHf.n \HO— \&>. \BO. >lnl^uriw*M sch/^cfilcnda/u ssp. jinicnezii C^^atuda) Croat, Croat 45 926,— 181. Anthurium seleri Engl. (Cultivated at
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veins 5-8 pairs, not coalesced, raised above and of less than 100 m. It will no doubt be found

below; primary lateral veins 9-20 per side, de- elsewhere in Costa Rica and Panama on the At-

parting midrib at 35°-50° angle, slightly arcuate- lantic Slope.

ascending, faintly loop-connecting, sharply raised
Anthurium schottianum is a member ofsection

above and below; mterpnmary vems very few,
p^.^yneurium and is distinguished by its large,

slightly raised near apex of leaf above, raised
^^.^^ ^^^^^ leafblades with scarcely any posterior

below; secondary veins mostly flat above, in part ^^ ^.^^ ^j, ^^^^^ ^^-^^ ^^^ f^^^ ^^ ^^^ p^ti^l^^
raised, especially in postenor lobes, somewhat

^^^ ^^ j^^ ^^^^ peduncle, its purple spadix and
raised below; tertiary vems scarcely visible above,

.^^ ovate-lanceolate, often purplish, frequently
scarcely raised below; collective vein usually

^y^i^iQ^ spathe.
arising from the second basal vein, inconspic-

uous, slightly sunken above, slightly raised be-

low, 2-6 mm from the margin. INFLORES- Bnbri on the Rio Sixaola and the Caribbean costal

Costa Rica, limon: near the Rio Catarata between

CENCE erect, much shorter than the leaves;

peduncle sometimes absent or to 20 cm long, 4-

plain, Baker & Burger 69 (MO); Burger et al 10391

(F, MO); NE of Bribri, ca. 40 mi SW of Limon, Croat

43247 (CR, F, K, MO, SEL, US); N of Bribri on banks

5 mm diam,, dark purple, terete; spathe coria- of Rio Catarata, W/ey 5500 (DUKE).

ceous, dark purple with green splotches (B & K
Red-purple 2/7.5), ovate-lanceolate, 6.5-15 cm Anthurium seibertii Croat & Baker, Brenesia 16

(Supl. 1): 85. 1 979. Type: Panama. Chiriqui:

wooded slopes on Cerro Horqueta, 1 ,650 m,

Croat 26976 (MO-2251853, holotype; CR,

long, 1.6-3.5 cm wide, broadest at base, abruptly

acuminate at apex, rounded to subcordate at base,

stiffly curled back lengthwise, frequently twisted
at anthesis, inserted at ca. 45° angle on peduncle;
spadix purple (B & K Purple 2/7.5), 4-14 cm

NY

Epiphyte; stems thick, short, 3-6 cm diam.;
'ong, 7-9 mm diam. at base, 4-5 mm diam. at

^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^1^ ^iid^^n, ca. 2 cm wide; roots
apex; flowers square, 2.6-3 mm long, 1.5-3.5

^^^.e^ous, descending, ca. 6 mm diam., greenmm wide, the sides nearly straight; 4-6 flowers
^.^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ epidermis; cataphylls coriaceous,

visible in the principal spiral, 5-8 flowers visible . apexm the alternate spiral; tepals matte, densely
^pi^^lum ca. 5 mm long, drying tan (B & K Yel-

Punctate, minutely papillate, the lateral tepals to
i^^.^gd 8/5), splitting at base, the apex remain-

•y mm wide, the inner margin straight to con-
.^^ ^ .^^^^^^ LEAVES held stifily erect-spread-

vex, held flat against pistil; pistil violet-purple,
.^^g. ^^^^^^^^ io_55 cm long, 6-10 mm wide,

minute and barely exposed 1 or 2 spirals ahead
quadrangular, 5-ribbed with 3 ribs on the abaxial

0' emerging stamens, gradually larger as stamens
^j^^^ sometimes with 2 additional ribs on the

merge; stigma a dry, linear slit when stamens
j^^^^. ^.^^grs; gcniculum 1.5-3 cm long, ribbed

re emerging; stamens emerging slowly from the
^^ ^^^ petiole; blades strap-shaped, gradually

tnT'.r^^'^^^
°^ ^^°^ filaments which retract

^^uminate at apex, obtuse to slightly rounded at
10 Hold anthers in a tight cluster around the pistil;

filaments flattened, milky, the exposed part ca.

0-3 mm long. 0.6-0.7 mm wide; anthers yellow,
held above pistil, 0.5-0.6 mm long, 0.7-0.9 mm
^ide; thecae ellipsoid, scarcely divaricate; pollen

base, 45-85 cm long, 4-16 cm wide, broadest at

middle, the margin flat to slightly undulate; up-

per surface semiglossy, lower surface matte to

semiglossy; midrib convexly raised above, di-

aiDcx

Txi^
(S & K Yellow 9/5), drying pale yellow.

, ^mary lateral veins numerous on each
INFRUCTESCENCE pendent; spathe usually
persisting; spadix to 35 cm long, to 2.5 cm wide,
me apical one half to one third often not devel-

•-60

above, sharply raised below, arcuate-ascending,

interprimary
^Ping berries; berries obovoid, acute to rounded

j^ju^erous, slightly sunken above, prominulous
^^ apex, pinkish with a metallic sheen, darker in

^^e apical third, 9-10 mm long; seeds 2, tan, to

mm long, 5 mm wide, flattened, ca. 2 mm thick.

^'8S. 174 and 175.

species is known

below
T below

about a:

mary lateral veins, sunken above, prominently

raised below, 2-7 mm from margin. INFLO-

Prcmontane wet forest-basal belt transition in RESCENCE erect or spreading at anthesis, ca.

«^«reme southwestern Costa Rica at elevations two thirds as long as leaves; peduncle 30-60 cm
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L

long, 6-10 mm diam., terete with a single dorsal Anthurium andresloviense Matuda, Anales Inst. Biol. }

rib, sometimes tinged purplish; spathe medium
thick, green or green tinged with purple (B & K
Yellow-green 7/10), oblong-lanceolate, 10-17 cm
long, 2.5-4.3 cm wide, broadest at point of at-

tachment, gradually and narrowly long-acumi-

Univ. Nac. Mexico 36: 108. 1966. Type: Mexico.

Oaxaca: San Andres Lovene, Munic. Miahuatlan

(N ofPluma Hidalgo), 1 ,200 m elev., MacDougall

384 (MEXU, holotype; F, isotype).

;rrestrial: intemodes and leaf scars obscured

nate at apex, rarely short-acuminate, rounded at by cataphylls and roots; roots numerous, medi-

base, inserted at 50*^ angle on peduncle, often

becoming coiled; stipe ca, 13 mm long in front,

1 mm long in back, 8 mm wide, tinged purple;

spadix violet-purple (B & K Blue-purple 2/10),

10-20 cm long, 7-13 mm diam. at base, 5-6 mm

um thick, descending; cataphylls subcoriaceous,

6-1 1 cm long, sometimes faintly tinged reddish

at apex, sometimes with long hair-hke subapical

apiculum, drying reddish brown, splitting at base,

remaining intact at apex and persisting. LEAVES

sharply

diam. at apex; flowers 4-lobed, 2-2.5 mm in both with petioles

directions, the sides jaggedly sigmoid, 7-9 flow- 4-6 mm dij
, ^ ^

ersvisible in principal spiral, 7-10 flowers visible geniculum 1.4-1.6 cm long; blade moderately

in alternate spiral; tepals matte, the lateral tepals

ca. 1.5 mm wide, the inner margin straight; the

pistil emergent, orange-yellow; the stigma ca. 0.7

mm long, 0.2-0.3 mm wide, with conspicuous

stigma droplets for several days before stamens

thick, narrowly triangular to oblong-lanceolate

or oblong-lanceolate with hastate posterior lobes

emerge; stamens emergmg ± rapidly from the

base, the lower fourth with stamens emergent
while apical flowers still are producing droplets

gradually acuminate at apex, usually broadly

lobed, sometimes deeply lobed or ± rounded to

truncate at base, (9)24-50 cm long, (5)10-50 cm

wide, broadest at base; anterior lobe (8.5)25-4

cm long, margins convex to straight; postenor

lobes 6-18 cm long, from sinus to outermost

on the stigmas; anthers pale orange, held just point; the sinus usually parabolic, sometimes a

above tepals in a tight cluster, ca. 0.5 mm long, cuate with petiole decurrent, broader than deep,

1 mm wide; the thecae ellipsoid, scarcely divar- rounded at apex; the upper surface matte to semi^

icate; pollen white. INFRUCTESCENCE pen- glossy, the lower surface matte; "^^^"^^^^"

dent; spathe often missing; spadix usually 22-30 ^nd weakly raised above, convexly ^^^^^^^^
^

cm long, ca. 2 cm wide; berries orange, obovoid, basal veins 2-5 pairs, the second to nit c

flat to rounded at apex, 10-12 mm long; meso- alesced to 8 cm; posterior rib straight, na

^^
carp orange, mealy, sweet tasting but pungent; turned up on outer margin; primary latera v

9-1 1 per side, departing midrib at 45°'50
angi^^

usually straight, loop-connecting to coUeci
seeds 2, ± oblong with rounded comers, ca. 5

mm long, 4 mm wide, 2 mm thick. Figs, 176,
177, and 178.

high

300-2

vein, sunken and nearly obscure
^^^^^'l^.^^.

low; collective vein arising from one of the
^^

ermost basal veins, sunken above, flat t^^lo^ _-

6 mm from margin. INFLORESCENCE er^^

spreading, longer than leaves; peduncle 25-from one collection at 1 ,040 m in San Jose Prov-
ince of Costa Rica {Skutch 2626. MO, US).

^preaamg, longer inauic.vc.,^^^^^^^ ^^
^ cm long, terete, sometimes faintly nng^

The species is a member of the section Pachy- purple; spathe moderately thin, lanceolate, P

neurium and is very similar to A. protensum. green, tinged reddish at base, 5-9 cm ^orvi.^.^

They share similar strap-shaped leaves, pale vi- 1.5 cm wide, long-acuminate at apex, acute

olet-purple spadices and orange berries. Anthu- rounded at base, inserted on peduncle at 50
-

rium protensum differs in having a nearly terete angle; stipe 4-20 mm long in front, I'l^
^

petiole while A. seibertii has petioles that are long in back; spadix green, tinged red-violet ^'^^

prominently ribbed abaxially and rectangular.

Anthurium protensum also has leaves that are
usually pendent and are generally smaller than
those of ^. seibertii.

Costa Rica, san jose: El General, 1,040 m Skutch
2626 (F, MO).

inner margins of tepals, 6-13 cm long, "^

j,

diam, at base, 2-4 mm diam. at apex;
^ ^

rhombic to sub-4-lobed, 3,5-3.7 mm long

mm wide, the sides ± straight to gradually
sig

ral.

Anthurium seleri Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25: 459,
1898. Type: Guatemala. Huehuetenango:
near Chacula, Seler 2643 (B, holotype).

moid; 4-5 flowers visible in the P^^^^^P^
/^^j

4-10 flowers visible in the alternate ^P^""^''^^
|ets

matte, minutely punctate, abundant r^^^

when stamens begin to emerge, lateral tep
^^^

1.6 mm wide, the inner margin straight
^ ^^

vex, ± transparent; pistils emergent to
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purple the photograph, respectively, presented by Ma-
tions; stigma linear, ca. 0.5 mm long; stamens tuda. Another MacDougall collection of i5^ has

emerging slowly from the base in a ± complete been assigned the number 384A. It is actually A,

sequence, lateral stamens first followed by alter- ovandense.

As mentioned in the introductory paragraph.nates, the basal spirals complete as lateral sta-

mens emerge above middle, exserted on short MacDougall had often recollected what he be-

filaments, ca. 0.2 mm long, soon retracting and lieved to be the same plants again; when he did,

held in a circle at edge of pistil; anthers tan, 0.5- he had the unusual practice of assigning them
1 mm long, 0.7-1.2 mm wide, inclined over pis- the same number as he did the first time he col-

til; thecae ellipsoid, slightly divaricate; pollen lected the plant. In this case the plants he re-

white to pale yellow. INFRUCTESCENCE pen- collected were in fact ofsome other species, even

dent; berries red, obovoid, 6-7

wide. Figs. 179, 181, and 184.

though they both have similar leaves and were

both collected at San Andres Lovene.

Anthurium seleri is known primarily from a Mexico. Cultivated Miami, Florida, origin Mexico,

relatively small geographic area ranging from Croat 44760 (MO). Chiapas: Aguatenango, Breedlove

eastern Mexico (central Chiapas) to adjacent areas f^72
(DS, MICH); Airiaga Breedlove& Thorne 30579

r.f «,^.* . 1 A- . . / ^ r- (DS); between Bochil and Sayulo, MacDougall 686
01 west central Guatemala m the Department of (^EXU); Cintalapa, SE ofCerro Baul, Breedlove 24716
Huehuetenango at elevations from 700 to 1 ,900 (dS); Cintalapa, MacDougall 703 (NY); vicinity Com-
m. The species has also rarely been collected in itan, Webster et al. 12897 (DAV, MO, US); La Inde-

Madre pendencia, Breedlove 33460 (DS); Las Margaritas,

Breedlove 34732 (CAS, DS), Ocozocoautla de Espi-

nosa, Breedlove 28997 (DS); Breedlove 29187, 32876
and while these appear to be outlying popula-
uons, both regions probably consist ofvegetation (^AS, DS); Carlson 1523 (DS, UC); Croat 40541 (MO);

Mexican MacDougall H260 (NY); Pueblo Nuevo Solistahua-

can, Thorne & Lathrop s.n. (LL); 40392 (DS, RSA);

vicinity Teopisca, Croat 46505 {MO)\ Breedlove 26201

(CAS, DS, DUKE, LL, MICH, MO); Venustiano Car-

ranza, Laughlin 1947 (CAS, DS); Breedlove 10564

(CAS, DS, LL, MICH); Breedlove 11187 (CAS, DS,

LL); Raven & Breedlove 20104 (CAS, DS, LL). oaxaca:

Pochutia, Reko 6204 (GH); San Andres Lovene,

vegetation maps, which are generally quite arid.

Plants are usually found growing on rocks or on
steep cliffs in shaded canyons but have also been
found in open almost deforested areas.

The species is a member of section Belolon-
chium and is recognized by its coriaceous blades,

which are either oblong or narrowly triangular

with usually little or no development ofposterior
lobes or with the posterior lobes directed out-
ward almost at a 90° angle from the midrib. An
extreme development of the posterior lobes is

found in some collections from the northern and
western part ofthe range ofthe species and a few

MacDougall 384 (MEXU).

Anthurium silvigaudens Standi. & Steyerm.,

Publ. Field Mus. Nat. Hist., Bot. Ser. 22:

69. 1940. Type: Guatemala. Alta Vcrapaz:

near Tactic, elev. ca. 1 ,500 m, Standley 70505

(F, holotype).

collections such as Carlson 1523. Reko 6203, Epiphytic or usually terrestrial to 1 20 cm tall;

and MacDougall 686 have posterior lobes of the stems green, 2 cm diam.; intemodes 1-2 cm long;

Wade almost as long as the anterior lobe. leaf scars 1 .4 cm wide; roots medium thick, pale

An interesting feature exhibited by A. seleri is green, directed downward; cataphylls subcoria-

|hat while most collections dry matte and green- ceous, 6-1 3 cm long, the apex round with a mi-

ish, some collections, such as Croat 46505, dried nute apiculum, drying tan (B & K Yellow-red 9/

brown with the surfaces glossy. Since no other
differences were apparent it is assumed that these

differences were a matter ofdifferences in drying.

10), weathering to linear fibers and persisting.

LEAVES usually erect; petioles 23-54 cm long,

5-6 mm diam., terete; geniculum 1.5-2 cm long;

lobed

bel

lobe

Anthurium seleri collections with well devel- blades ovale, moderately thin, gradually acu-

j^P^d posterior lobes can be confused with col-

lections of^. berriozabalense. See the discussion
^llowing that species for ways of distinguishing
^he two species.

The designated type of A. andresloviense

y^^cDougall 384) represents a mixed collection.

Specimens from MEXU, numbers 59608 and
^38 correspond to the type description and to

lobes

the sinus hippocrcpiform to spalhulatc, round to

acute al apex; both surfaces matte (cells on lower

surface glistening and weakly papillate); the mid-

rib sharply raised above, diminishing al center.
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sunken at apex, bluntly raised below; basal veins de los Cuchumantes. It is certainly expected to

4-7 pairs, the first and second (sometimes third) be found in the Department of Quiche as well.

free to base, the third to seventh coalesced 1-3.5 In Honduras it was collected near Lepaera.

cm; posterior ribs naked, upturned; primary lat-

eral veins 4-6 per side, departing midrib at 45**-

5 5^ angle, sunken in valleys above, raised below,

straight or arching to collective vein; lesser veins

prominulous above and below; collective vein

arising from first or second basal vein, 4-10 mm
from margin. INFLORESCENCE erect, much
shorter than leaves; peduncle 3.5-10 cm long, 6-

7 mm diam., terete, shorter than petioles; spathe

subcoriaceous, medium green (B & K Yellow-

green 7/10), ovate, 5.5-8.5 cm long, 4.3-6 cm
wide, broadest just above point of attachment,

The species is characterized by its moderately

thin, ovate, prominently lobed leaf blades with

weakly impressed secondary and tertiary veins,

by its short peduncle, its ovate, cordate, green

spathe, stubby greenish spadix, and orange-red

berries. Its sectional placement is uncertain but

may best be placed in section Belolonchium,

Although Standley and Steyermark in the type

description compare the species with A. frater-

num Schott it bears little resemblance or rela-

tionship with that species except for having a

blade of similar shape. It is unlikely that the
abruptly acuminate at apex, cordate at base, in- ^^^^.^^ j^ ^^^^ j^ ^^^^j^^ Calomystrium. It is
serted at 40° angle on peduncle; the stipe 7-1

5

mm long in front, 4 mm long in back, tapered .^ ^^^^^^, America,
at base ofspadix, medium green; spadix medium
green (B & K Yellow-green 7/2.5), 2.5-5.2 cm

apparently not closely related to any other species

Guatemala, alta verapaz: road to El Ester, E of

'ong, 1.4-2 cm diam. a't base, 5-8 mm diam. at Highway 14 to Coban, Cwat 41440, 41475 (MO); vi-

an^v. fl^ u ^ ' ^ \ . ^ ^ ^ r A cmity Tactic, Standley 70505 (F). baja verapaz: No
apex, flowers rhombic to sub-4-lobed, 3.5-4 mm

^^^^J ,^^^^j^^^ ^^^-^^ ^ ^^^^-^^ 27728 (F); Tuerck-

heim 1825 (US); NE of Purulha, Croal 41306 (MO);

S of Purulha, Croat 41173, 41753 (MO), huehue-

tenango: E ofLas Palmas, Sierra de los Cuchumantes,

Steyermark 51703 (F).

Honduras, lempira: vicinity Lepaera, Molina 24135

long, 3.6-4 mm wide, the sides sigmoid to jag-

gedly sigmoid, sometimes broadly rounded par-

allel to the spirals; 5 flowers visible in the prin-

cipal spiral, 7 flowers visible in the alternate spiral;

tepals matte to semiglossy, lateral tepals 2.2-2.5
nim wide, the inner margin broadly rounded and
turned up against the pistil; the pistil emergent
10 ca. 0.7 mm, darker green than tepals; stigma Anthurium spathiphyllum N. E. Brown, Gard

(F).

0.3 mm long, round, brushlike, glistening; sta-

^ens emerging promptly throughout the spadix

(sometimes beginning at apex), the lateral sta-

^ens emerging throughout before the alternates

Chron. 652. 1877. Type: Origin unknown:

Hort. Kew, Nov. 8, 1876, TV. E. Brown s.n.

(K).

Epiphyte; stems ca. 1 cm long, ca. 2 cm diam.;
"^erge, the third and fourth stamens following

^^^^^^^ ^y numerous, moderately thick, fuzzy
n rapid sequence after I or 2 days; filaments

^^^^^. ^^t^phyHs chartaceous, 7-8 cm long, cus-
serted, 0.5 mm long, translucent; anthers pale

^.^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^j^,^ ^^^^^ subapical apiculum ca.
yellow, retracted to upper edge of tepals, 0.7-0.8

j^ ^^ j^^^ p^,^ ^^^ (B & K Yellow 9/7.5),m long,
1 mm wide; thecae oblong-ellipsoid, ^^gthering into coarse, longitudinal fibers and

ightly divaricate; pollen creamy white. IN-
pgj.5isting. LEAVES spreading; petioles usually

KUCTESCENCE erect; spathe persistent; spa-
triangular or sharply 3-5 ribbed; geniculum 7-

"W 4-6 cm long, 2.5-4 cm diam.; berries ob-
^^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^

ovoid, vermillion-coral (see Steyermark 51703),
^^i^j^s linear to linear-lanceolate, subcoriaceous,

undedatapex, ll-13mmlong,6-8mmdiam.; ^^^^^ ^^ l^^g^ 5.5-12,5 cm wide, broadest at

10 cm long, conspicuously bulging adaxially;

^^^ds 2, oblong-obovoid, weakly flattened, 5.5
middle, the margins broadly undulate; both sur-

^•-^ mm long, 3.5-4 mm wide, 2-2.5 mm thick.
^^^^^ semiglossy; the midrib scarcely raised and

8s. 182, 183, and 185. broad at base, narrowing and convexly raised at

^'^//iMrmm5//v/^^w^^^5 is found in Guatemala middle, acute nearly to apex, sunken at apex

^nd Honduras at 1 500 to 2 000 m elevation in above, sharply raised below; primary lateral veins

^^opical wet forest! In Guatemala it has been 20-30 per side, departing midrib at 40*^-45° an-

^<^»ccted in the Department of Alta Verapaz in gle, straight to collective vein, sunken above,

^^^ vicinity of Purulha and Tactic as well as in raised below; intcrprimary veins flat to scarcely

^*^^ Department of Huehuetenango in the Sierra sunken above, prommulous below; collective vcm
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arising from near the base, 3-6 mm from the Anthurium spectabile Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Z. 8:

margin, sunken above, raised below. INFLO- 181. 1858. Type: Costa Rica. Cartago: Vol-

RESCENCE spreading, shorter than leaves; pe- can Turrialba, Wendland 506 (GOET, 2

duncle flattened, 2-4 ribbed, 33-48 cm long, 1- sheets).

1 .5 cm wide, 2 times longer than petioles; spathe .^ ^,„

^/^r-i'ar^o/^i.c. «T.o«»^ io«^^^i^4^ *^ -u ^11 Anthurium longispathum Schott, Prod. Aroid. 52U.
coriaceous, green, lanceolate to broadly lanceo- ,o>:n t- ^ . t^- t^ ^^^ r\ ..^/dk.*
< rcoii-T-> • 1860. Type: Costa Rica. Tumalba, c>£'r5/£'a(Pno-

late 6,5-8 cm long, 1.7-3 cm wide, broadest be- to of Schott Aroid Drawing #707, NYBG Neg.

#N.S. 3952).

Epiphyte; cataphylls subcoriaceous, 17-38 cm

long, obtuse at apex with subapical apiculumca.

2 mm long, drying light tan (B & K Yellow-red

9/ 1 0), splitting at base, the apex remaining intact,

persisting. LEAVES spreading; petioles quadran

low middle, short acuminate at apex, rounded at

base, inserted at 50'' angle on peduncle; spadix
pale yellow to creamy white, (1.7)3-4 cm long,

0-9-1.1 cm diam. midway; flowers 4-lobed, ca.

1,4 mm long, 2.2 mm wide, the sides sigmoid;

ca. 12 flowers visible in principal spiral, 15 flow-

alternate

straight; pistUs emergent, pale yellow; stig^a^.U ^l^^\ l'!^^ Zl^Z^oZnute, drying before stamens emerge; lateral sta- ^ ^'
8f

"i'^"'"";/ -^ ^ -^ cm long, d

mens scattered throughout before alternates ap-
^^"^^0'^*^ ^o oblong or oblong-tnangular, mod

pear, exserted on fleshy filaments, held over and
obscuring pistil; thecae oblong, not divaricate;

pollen pale yellow fading to cream. INFRUC-
TESCENCE unknown. Fig. 187.

erately thick, long-acuminate at apex ounded

Anthurium spathiphyllum is known from Cos-
ta Rica to Panama from sea level to 380 m (with
the exception of Croat 35571, which was col-
lected at 1 ,350 m elevation) on the Atlantic slope
in wetter parts of tropical moist forest and in
premontane wet and tropical wet forest life zones.

The species can be recognized by its epiphytic
habit, chartaceous leaves, usually triangular,
sometimes 3-5 ribbed petiole, lanceolate to
broadly lanceolate cucullate spathe, and short,
scarcely tapered, pale yellow spadix.

Anthurium spathiphyllum is in section Pachy-
ncurium and is most closely related to A. cunea-
tissimum. The latter species differs in having few-
er, less sunken primary lateral veins (commonly
10-15 versus 20-30 for A. spathiphyllum) and
in having a spathe that is ovate and about as long
as the spadix (versus lanceolate to broadly lan-
ceolate and about two times longer than the spa-
dix in A. spathiphyllum).

from

tepals matte to semiglossy, 2-2.5 mm long-_

2.7 mm wide, the inner margins convex; P'^^

Costa Rica, alajuela: N of San Miguel Croat
emergent, green, violet-purple at apex; stignj^

35651 (MO), heredia: upstream on Rio Puerto Vieio ' "^"^ '""" -n;„ti^. ..o«.^n« Pmereing pr«' »'

to truncate at base, 37-135(160) cm long, 8-

35(45) cm wide; the upper surface semiglossy to

glossy, the lower surface glossy; the midrib acute-

ly raised above, broad at base, narrow and sunk-

en at apex, convexly raised below becoming more

acute at apex; primary lateral veins numerous,

departing midrib at 45° angle, raised above and

below; lesser veins conspicuous but not raise

above and below; collective vein ansmg

one of the primary lateral veins in the basal one

half of the blade, sunken above, raised belo*_

2-3 mm from margin. INFLORESCENU

spreading, shorter than leaves; the peduncle
-

25 cm long, terete; spathe subcoriaceous, na-

rowly ovate to oblong-lanceolate, green or vioJe
-

purple inside, green outside, 10.5-32 cm
^

3-7 cm wide, acuminate at apex, rounded
to su^-

cordate at base, inserted at 45° on peduncle, us
•

ally twisted or coiled and strongly ^^^^^
"

dix yellow-green, 1 6-38 cm long, ca. 9 mm dia^^^

at base, 7 mm diam. at apex; the flowers ^^^^

to 4-lobed, 2.5-4 mm in both directions,

sides sigmoid; 7-1 1 flowers visible in P""^.^.

spiral, ca. 9 flowers visible in the alternate spi^-

tils

ca-

-f---^-"--. ^^11 iviu ruci 10 vieio
Burger & Malta 425S (F); N of Vara Blanca Croat
3557 1 (MO), limon: Hacienda Tapezco-Hda La SuerteW of Toriuguero, Davidson & Donahue 8954 (MOV
Pandora, Ocainpo 1987 (MO); W of Dos Bocas beside
Rio Parismina, Lent 2444 (F).

Nicaragua, zelaya: N of Limbaika, Stevens 8255
(MO); between Rosita and Puerto Cabczas SW of Rio
Kukalaya, Stevens 8504 (MO).

1 mm long, elliptic; stamens emerging
^

throughout length of spadix in a comple^
^^^

quence; anthers held around exserted P'^^'^,,^,^

cae narrowly ovoid, slightly divaricate; F
-colored. INFRUCTESCENCE withJPJ^

dix to 50 cm long; berries oblong-hnear. P
^^

ably orange at maturity, 10-14 mm long, c
-^^

mm diam., tapered to a blunt apex; seeds ,

cream
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.Figures 188-191. 188 AnlhuriumsiandleyiCroaX&BakeT(CultWatedalKEW).-1S9.Anthuriumslanci-
g' ^-roat & Baker. Croat 43431.-190. Anthurium subcordalum ssp. chlorocardium (Standi. & L. O. Wms.)

oa». Allen ct al. 6075 (Type).- 191. Anthurium subcordalum Schott, Croat 42500.
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i

i

Figures 192-195.

Croat 36455.
47089.

^oi^ J
,/^^' -'^'"^"'"""'« subovatum Matuda, Croat 39815.-193. Anthurium subsignan^'^^^^t

1 94. Anthurium substgnatum Schott (Cultivated at KEW).- 1 95. Anthurium tenerum Engl-
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Figures 196-199. 196. Anthurium siibcordatum Schott, Croat 42500.
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ovaium Maluda, Croat 48066, ,^^ , , .

-197. Anthurium spectabile Schott, Croc? ^6965.
199. Anthurium testaccum Croat & Baker, Croat 26646,

198. Anthurium sub-

u>
00
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3.6 mm long, ca. 1.6 mm wide with minute, at base, 40-75 cm long, 25-56 cm wide, broadest

triangular appendage at base. Figs. 1 86 and 197. at point of petiole attachment or slightly above;

Anthurium spectabile occurs in Costa Rica at

500 to 900 m in premontane wet forest and trop-

ical wet forest.

anterior lobe 33-55 cm long, the margins broadly

convex; posterior lobes 8-21 cm long; sinus

spathulate to obovate, often overlapping, the in-

ner edees turned ud. acute at apex; upper surface

The species is recognized by its elongate, pen- semiglossy to glossy, lower surface semiglossy;

dent leaf blades with numerous, prominent, pri- midrib triangularly raised above, diminishing to-

mary lateral veins supported on an erect, 4-sided ward apex, convexly raised below; basal veins

petiole. Also distinctive is the inflorescence with 4-6 pairs, 4 or 5 ofthem coalesced 1-4 cm, raised

its short peduncle, large, narrowly ovate, often above and below; posterior rib slightly curved,

violet-purple spathe and yellow spadix. Anthu- naked, the outer margin sharp and often rolled

Hum spectabile has been placed in section Pachy- up; primary lateral veins 5-9 per side, departing

midrib at 45°-65° angle, straight then arcuate-

Anthurium spectabile is easily confused with ascending, usually only the uppermost loop-con-

A. ranchoanum, which has similar leaves (es- necting, convexly raised above and below; in-

pecially on dried herbarium material) and a sim- terprimary veins obscure or occasionally raise

ilar inflorescence. ^«//2wr/Mm ranchoanum, how- in valleys above, raised below; secondary vein

ever, has a subterete petiole and a leafblade held slightly sunken in posterior lobes above, flat and

neurium.

more or less erect or in line with the petiole.

Anthurium spectabile also has an elongate, more

slightly darker than surface below; collective vein

arising from one of the primary lateral veins in

or less spreading spathe, while the spathe of A. the upper halfofthe leaf, 4-1 1 mm from mar^n.

ranchoanum is shorter and usually stiffly erect. slightly sunken above, raised below. INFL

Anthurium spectabile isAso similar Xo A. pseu- RESCENCE erect to spreading, much shorter

dospectabile (Croat ined.) from Panama, but than the leaves; peduncle 29-76 cm long,
4-

the latter has longer blades with more undulate mm diam., terete; spathe moderately thick, gree"

margins, terete petioles, and occurs in premon-
tane rain forest.

Costa Rica, alajuela: Cariblanco, Lent 3543 (F);

NE of Villa Quesada, Croat 46968 (MO); Molina et

a!. 17287 (F). limon: Guapiles, Smith 4982 (US)- S of
Siguirres, Croat 43325 (MO).

Anthurium standleyi Croat & Baker, Brenesia 1

6

(Supl. 1): 88. 1979. Type: Costa Rica. San
Jose: ca. 5 miles SW ofCanaan along gravel
road from Rivas; steep slopes, ca. 900 m
elev. 14 August 1977, Croat 43439 (MO-
2582987, holotype; CR, F, K, NY, PMA,
SEL, US, VEN, isotypes; Live at MO).

Terrestrial, ca. 1 .75 m tall; stems to 90 cm long.

(B & K Yellow-green 6/7.5), oblong-lanceolate

10.5-18 cm long, 2-4 cm wide, broadest ca.

cm above point of attachment, narrowly acu-

minate at apex, obtuse to rounded at base, in-

serted at 60° angle on peduncle; stipe 1 1-70 m^

long in front, 6-60 mm long in back, ca. 5
m

wide, medium green; spadix green before an

^
sis, soon heavily tinged with vio'^^'P^'^'^'f^^'im

ing yellowish-brown, 10-30 cm long, "^'^^^^^

diam. at base, 4-6 mm diam. at apex; no

rhombic to weakly 4-Iobed, 3.5-3.6 min lo^^;

2.9-3.3 mm wide, the sides neariy s^^^'^!
^i^j

allel to spirals, smoothly sigmoid P^'T^"'^' •

|

to spirals; 5-7 flowers visible in the pnn
PJ

spiral, 5-1 flowers visible in the alternate sp^^^^

tepals semiglossy, smooth, with numerous
. _ ,. .

'— "-"^f. iv^iig, icpaissemigios!)y,sm«Juiii, ""•
tu^ inner

3-5 cm diam.; mtemodes ca. 1 cm long; leafscars droplets, lateral tepals 1 .9-2 mm wide, tne i

2-3 cm wide; roots dense, tan, fuzzy, descending, margin broadly rounded; pistil weakly ra

ghtly

phylls curled into a tubular cylinder, 1 5-30 cm
long, somewhat coriaceous, short-acuminate and
apiculate at apex, the apiculum ca. 1 .5 cm below darkened when^Trm'ens emerge; stamens

medium green; the stigma nneai, ^j-

few

long, a slight slit briefly filling with
"^'^^^^jj^jij

days before first stamens appear, dry ^^l^^.

apex

weathering into long, subpersistent fibers.
LEAVES with petioles erect to spreading, 43

uarKenea wnen siamcn> ciii<->6^' ---
.

^ j^g-

ning to emerge from or near the base,
^^ ^^^

mens in a spiral opening soon after the
- ^.j.

close circle around pistil, obscunng
n ,V

^FicauniB, hj- m a closc Circle arouna pl^>ll'. v.—- ^^
120 cm long, 7-16 mm diam., terete; geniculum anthers orange to greenish-yellow,

0.6-
^^

2-4.5 cm long; blades ovate, moderately thin, long, ca. 1 mm wide; thecae ellipsoid;
po''^

5.

obtuse to USUallvshort-animinatPot „,,^^ l„u_j ^ .. -t-:*^ ITslFRD'-^*apex, lobed ange, fading creamy white. INFR

I
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CENCE arching; spathe reflexed; spadix to 30 6-9 mm diam.; geniculum 1.5-2.2 cm long;

cm long, 2 cm wide; berries broadly ovoid, blades ovate to narrowly triangular, moderately

mesocarp pulpy, bitter thick, gradually acuminate at apex, rounded,
tasting; seeds 2, white, to 5 mm long. Figs. 188 truncate or shallowly lobed at base, 28-62 cm
and 189.

The species is in section Pachyneurium and is

known for certain only from Costa Rica in the

Cordillera de Talamanca. It was first collected

by Paul Standley at two sites. La Verbena and
San Sebastian south ofSan Jose, in what is prob-

long, 1 0. 5-25 cm wide, broadest well above base;

anterior lobe 28-40 cm long, the margins ±
straight; posterior lobes 4-8 cm long; sinus ar-

cuate, to parabolic, rarely hippocrepiform,

rounded at apex; both surfaces semiglossy, the

lower surface sometimes glaucous; the midrib

^Ki,. ^^ . t^ X , . „ , convexly raised above and below, sunken toward
ably premontane wet forest. It has been collected , u i

- -^ -^ - ^^ c
r^^^^ *i • , . . ^^ ^ apex above; basal vems 2-3 pairs, usually Ireemore recently m the region northeast of San Is- ^,

'

.,
t a .u \

:j . . ^ . _ ^ to base; posterior ribs naked, the outer margins

weakly rolled up; primary lateral veins 6-9 per

side, departing midrib at 40°-70° angle, sunken

above; intermediate and secondary veins sunken

idro del General. The species ranges from 900
to 1,900 m elevation and may be restricted to

premontane wet forest.

A cultivated collection from the University of above; tertiary veins conspicuous below, flat; col-

Hawaii was reportedly based on a Dressier col- lective arising from the first basal vein, 6-1 1 mm
lection from Achiote, a region of tropical moist from margin. INFLORESCENCE erect-spread-

forest in the Isthmus ofPanama. The species has ing, shorter than leaves; peduncle 10-38 cm long,

never been collected in Panama to our knowl- 2-4.5 mm diam., terete, sometimes tinged vi-

^dge, and the collection cultivated in Hawaii is olet-purple; spathe thin, green sometimes suf-

Probably mislabelled.

Costa Rica, san jose: Cerro Tapezco, Jimenez 627
, i^-i-r ^ u *t -**

(US); y. mile above turnoffto Canaan at Rivas, Croat '^"g' ^-^'^'^ ^"^ ^^d^' ^^^"P^'y acuminate at

^J-^i/ (MO); 43439 (CR, F, K, MO, NY, PMA, SEL, apex, truncate to rounded at base, mserted at 30"*

US, VEN);vidnity La Verbena, SW/^yJ22^J(^^^ "-"' ^..^^i^. ^*^«^ *^ i-7 .«.^;^ ^^.i

vicinity San Sebastian, Standley 49296 (US); along
oanksof Rio Buena Vista, S of Buena Vista, NE ofSan
*sidro del General, Luteyn 3287 (DUKE); Rio Her-
jadura, NW of Canaan, Burger & Liesner 7093 (MO,
^^)\ Talamanca, Tonduz 8721 (NY).

fused with violet-purple (B & K Yellow-green 7/

10), lanceolate to narrowly ovate, 2.5-7.6 cm

^nthurium subcordatum Schott, Oesterr. Bot. Z.

8: 181. 1858.

• Anthurium subcordatum ssp. subcordatum-

angle on peduncle; stipe to 17 mm; spadix dark

violet-purple or green heavily tinged violet-pur-

ple, 3.5-13.5 cm long, 5.5-9 mm diam. at base,

3-6 mm diam. at apex; flowers rhombic to sub-

4-lobed, 2.5-3.5 mm long, 3-3.5 mm wide, the

sides straight to sigmoid, difficult to discern; 5-

7 flowers visible in the principal spiral, 8-1

1

flowers visible in the alternate spiral; tepals matte

to semiglossy, minutely papillate, lateral tepals

1.3-1.8 mm wide, the inner margins ± straight;

Type: Guatemala. Quetzaltenango: Las P^^^"^ emergent, green; stigma oblong-elliptic to

Nubes on slopes of Volcan Zunil, 8,000',
''"^^^' ^.4-0.9 mm lone: stamens emcrgmR m a

^'endland 330 (GOET).

w'"'" ^^^i^^i^f^uatum Standi, ex Yuncker, Field length of spadix before third to fourth emerge at

TW.^i!^ ?^'^" ^''^- ^^'' ^^'^^^ ^"- ^- '^^^- base, held above and obscuring pistil then re-

linear, 0,4-0.9 mm long; stamens emerging in a

moderately rapid sequence from the base, the

laterals emerged from one fifth to two thirds the

Tvpe: Honduras. Comayagua: ridge above El

.^.,
^^*^'0le, Yuncker et ai 6268 (F, holotvpe).

"^^nurium coihionii Standi. & Steyerm., Publ. Field

tracting and opening; anthers tan or orange-

brown, 1 mm long, 0.8-12 mm wide; thccac ob-

J?*us. Nat. Hist., Bot. Ser. 23: 209. 1947. TYPE: long-ellipsoid, scarcely divaricate; pollen cream
^^uatemala. Zacapa: Sierra de Las Minas, Stey- ^^ yellow. INFRUCTESCENCE erect to spread-
ermark 422 J2 (F, hololype; US, isotype).

^Epiphytic or terrestrial; stem thick, 1.5-4 cm
»am.; leaf scars 2.5 cm wide; roots moderately

' 6J"cen, descending; cataphylls subcoria-
/>^s, 5-1 12 cm long, narrowly rounded, apic-
^te at apex, drying light brown, dilacerating at

Jr^'
persisting. LEAVES spreading; petioles

^^Ph and shallowly sulcate, 16-44 cm long,

ing; berries obovoid, red, ca. 1 cm long, 1.2 cm

wide; seeds 2, ca. 6 mm long, 5.5 mm wide. Figs.

191 and 196.

The species ranges from western Guatemala

in the Departments of Huehuctcnango, Quichd

and Alta Vcrapaz to northern El Salvador and

western Honduras at elevations from 1,100 to
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2,800 m. The species occurs in moist and wet MoniQcrislo, Molina et al. 16836, 7697^ (F, NY, US);

forest.

Anthurium subcordatum is in section Belolon-

chium and, like a number of Mexican and Cen-

Wilburet ai 1635S (DUKE, MO); Croat 42395, 423%,

42500 (MO); Molina d Molina 12680 (F); Cerro Mi-

ramundo, Carlson 940 (F).

Guatemala, alta verapaz: W of San Cristobal,

, . . . , , . ,., t. Standley 89750 {¥)\%2iX\]\x2inC\\?iVC\t\co, Wilson 40926

tral American species, is quite variable, charac-
^^^ chiquimula: near Village of El Brujo, Steyermark

terized by its thick, truncate to subcordate leaf 30935 (F). el progresso: Sierra de las Minas, N of

blades, sharply sulcata petioles, violet-purple Finca Piamonte, Steyermark 43608 (F, NY, US).

spadix (or sometimes green heavily tinged violet- huehuetenango: San Juan Txcoy, Steyermark 50011

•^1 ^ Au • u. I -^ u • ^u (F); 50041 (F, NY); San Mateo Ixtalan, Breedlove8786
purple), and bnght red, ovoid bemes. The species

J^^^^ ^ ^gj. ^-^^^^^^ j^^ Cuchumantes, Cerro Canana,

IS probably most closely related to A. subovatum steyermark 49109{F, US), jalapa: between Jalapa and

from the Sierra de Juarez in northern Oaxaca Lake Ayarza, 5'r^yerwfl/-^i257^(F). quezaltenango:

(Mexico) but differs in having the blade generally

broadest well above the base (even on cordate

blades as the posterior lobes are turned inward)

with most ofthe tertiary veins obscure, in having

the basal veins usually fewer in number (1-3) (F)

and usually widespread, sometimes having the

second basal vein running to the apex or to the

vicinity Quezaltenango, Standley 86557 {¥). quiche:

no other location, Aguilar 1276 (F); Hyde & Lux 3516

(GH, K, US); Nebaj, Skutch 1697 (F, GH). zacapa:

Rio Sitio Nuevo, near Santa Rosah'a, Steyermark 422U

Las

HONDURAS, comayagua: El Achiole,
^^^^^^^^f.^:

6268 (F, GH, MICH, MO); 6272 (F, GH MW
ocotepeque: vicinity Nueva Ocotepeque, Mom

berries

bright

margin well above the middle, Anthurium sub- 22322 (F)
ovatum has 3-4 basal veins, usually tinged with
red and these are generally directed toward the

apex at a more acute angle than those of /I sub- ">. Anthurium subcordatum ssp. chlorocar lu

(Standi. & L. O. Wms.) Croat, comb. nov.

A. chlowcardium Standi. & L. O. Wms.

Ceiba 3: 103. 1952. Type: Honduras. Santa

Barbara: upper rocky slopes and summit o

Cerro Santa Barbara, alt. 2,750 m, Apnl ^

6, 1951, Allen et ai 6075 (US, F).

Epiphyte; cataphylls 6-10 cm long, weathenng

to longitudinal fibers. LEAVES with petioles i'

44 cm long, 6-8 mm diam.; blades ovate, mo
'

erately thick, 26-37 cm long, 18-24 cm
v'J^^

broadest just below middle, acute at apex, lo

at base; the anterior lobe 24-29 cm 'o"S'/|j^

tenor lobes 6.5-8 cm long; the sinus P^^^r^^,^'

round at apex; the midrib drying ± flat ^
^^^^

raised below; basal veins 3-5 pairs; P"'"^'^^^,^

eral veins 6-8 per side, drying raised on
^^^

surfaces; lesser veins drying prominulous o

^^ ^^

surfaces; collective vein arising from the

second basal vein. INFLORESCENCE
witn

Jj^^

duncle 13.5-39.5 cm long, 4-5 mm diam-' ^P
.^^

ovatum are orange. In his discussion of A.

subcordatum in Flora ofGuatemala, Steyermark
(Standley & Steyermark, 1958) referred to A.

quinquinervium Kunth of South America as a
close relative and believed that the two species

might be synonymous. Although I have not seen
live material of the latter species, it is unlikely
that the two are synonymous.
Anthurium subcordatum consists of two sub-

species. Subspecies subcordatum extends
throughout the range of the species. Subspecies
chlorocardium is endemic to the slopes of Cerro
Santa Barbara (Dept. of Santa Barbara) in west-
em Honduras.

Populations of A. subcordatum from south-
western Honduras were described as A. basiat-
tenuatum by Standley based on the more acute
leaf base, but they are well within the expected
range of variation of ssp. subcordatum and are
.«M6^ ui vaiiaiivju ui ssp. suDcoruatum and are «,• i c i') i^„,t 1 5-6 5 cm
rnnnfTtpri tr. tti^ r,,...^ , i . • ^ green, thick, 5-12 cm long, l.3-o-^
connected lo the more typical populations from „_'.,,. ..1.. .. ...t. innP-acuminatea
El Salvador and Guatemala by another Hon-

(Molina

narrowly ovate to ovate, long-acuminate a

cordate at base, broadest just above
base; SP^^^^^^

padi

U is somewha, unusual ftat both extremes of t?"'^ ',°"«- I'i T^*!"!; Til
leaf shape 5-6 mm long; 4.5-6 mm wide, 6-7

^°^^[^,gin

ible in the principal spiral, 6-8 flowers vi

^ ^^ssp. chlorocardium is at the opposite extreme '^^' 'V""'f"^^^^ T^llltv^ ^-^''-^
"^^

from A. basiattenuatum. with well developed
'^^'^"^^'^ ^P^-"^'' ^.^'"'^

linear ca. 0.6 nit"

posterior lobes,

Salvador, chalatenango: E slope of Los

wide; pistils raised; stigmas linear, ca^
^^^

long, drying brown; stamens ^^^^"^^
^^^

ments ca. 0.5 mm long, ca. 0.9 mm
^*^J' |^

miles, Tucker 1048 (F. UC, US), santa ana: Cerro ellipsoid. INFRUCTESCENCE with subg
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berries

low. Fig. 190.

Anthurium subcordatum ssp. chlorocardium is

endemic to Honduras on Cerro Santa Barbara

(Department of Santa Barbara) at elevations of

2,200 to 2,750 m.

tinged on upper surface; collective vein usually

arising from the first or second basal vein, sunken

above, raised below, 4-7 mm from the margin.

INFLORESCENCE spreading to pendent, ca. as

long as leaves; peduncle 28-49 cm long, 4-6 mm
diam., sometimes weakly glaucous or tinged red-

violet; spathe moderately thick, lanceolate, green

Subspecies chlorocardium is a member of sec- sometimes suffused with red-violet, matte on both

tion Belolonchium and is distinguished by its surfaces, 6-9.5 cm long, 1.5-2.7 cm wide, grad-

narrowly ovate to ovate spathe and its geograph- ually acuminate at apex, rounded to obtuse at

ical isolation.

Honduras, santa Barbara: summit of Cerro Sanla
Barbara, Allen et al 6075 (F, US); E of Lake Yojoa,
Clewell & Hazlett 3916 (MO, US).

base, inserted at 40''-50° angle on peduncle; spa-

dix green turning dark violet-purple, 1 0.3-1 9 cm
long, 7-1 1 mm diam. at base, 3-4 mm diam. at

apex; flowers rhombic to 4-lobed, 3.7-4.2 mm
long, 3.2-3.9 mm wide, the sides weakly to jag-

elev. 1,900 m, January 12, 1

Dougall 406 (MEXU, holotype)

Anthurium subovatum Matuda, Bol. Soc. Bot. gedly sigmoid; 5-7 flowers visible in the principal

Mexico 24: 36. 1959, Type: Mexico. Oa- spiral, 6-12 flowers visible in the alternate spiral;

xaca: road between Cerro Pelon and Yetla, tepals matte, minutely punctate, with sparse

Mac- droplets as stamens emerge, lateral tepals 1.5-

2.6 mm wide, the inner margin broadly rounded,

usually turned up against pistil; pistil green, tinged

violet-purple, weakly emergent; stigma linear, ca.

0.8 mm long; lateral stamens emerging slowly

from the base, one at a time, the alternates fol-

lowing by 1-3 spirals; faint yeasty odor as sta-

mens emerge; anthers creamy white, held in tight

circle, retracting slightly as pollen disperses; the-

cae ovoid; pollen pale yellow to creamy white.

INFRUCTESCENCE spreading-pendent; spathe

F

Terrestrial or epiphytic; stem to 2.5 cm diam.;
leaf scars ca. 2.3 cm wide; roots tan, numerous,
3-8 mm diam.; cataphylls moderately thick, 5-

8.5 cm long, acute at apex, subapical apiculum
1.9-2.7 cm long, drying brown, persistent, split-

ting at base, remaining intact at apex. LEAVES
^ith petioles erect-spreading, 20-5 1 cm long, 5-

7 mm diam., shallowly and broadly sulcate, the

n^argms sharp, rounded abaxially; geniculum 1- green, persistent; berries bright orange, some-

times developing only in the basal one half,

broadly obovate, rounded to truncate at apex,

2 cm long, usually tinged red-violet; blade nar-
rowly ovate-triangular to ovate, moderately thick,

3cute and apiculate at apex (acumen 2-5 mm 5_9 nim long, 7-9 mm wide; mesocarp thick,

^ng), weakly to prominently lobed at base, 27- juicy with numerous raphide cells; seeds 1 or 2,

.
^^ long, 10-26 cm wide, broadest at base or p^ie green, obovoid-ellipsoid, weakly flattened,

just above point of petiole attachment; anterior 4.5-5.6 mm long, 3.5-5 mm wide, 2.8-3 mm
obe 26-41 cm long, the margins ± straight to thick, with sticky appendages at both ends. Figs,

^onvex; posterior lobe 4.5-13 cm long, usually 192 and 198.
directed upward from point of petiole attach-
"^ent; sinus arcuate with petiole decurrent to ar- Anthurium subovaium is restricted to Mexico
^uate to parabolic (when flattened), round to in the Sierra de Juarez of northern Oaxaca al

truncate at apex; upper surface semiglossy, lower 1 ,500 to 2, 1 00 m in cloud forests in what appears

surface matte, both surfaces sometimes glaucous; to be a premontane rain forest life zone.

|^>drib weakly, convexly raised above, broad al
, —Jj wv^A. Tv.yvijr iMij^^vj Mi^v/»*-, <^.v*»^

^se, narrowing and sunken at apex, convexly

apex below

species IS a member ol section Belolon-

chium and is characterized by its sharply sulcate

the first free, second to fifth coalesced 1-3 cm; petioles, thick subcordate to truncate leaf blades

P^^sterior rib naked; primary lateral veins 3-7 with sharply ascending reddish basal vcms. nu-

merous cleariy visible tertiary vcms, violel-pur-

ple spadix, and obovoid, more or less truncate.

bcrri

per Side, departing midrib at 30^-50^ angle, loop-
^nnecting to collective vein, sunken above,
'^tscd below; secondary and tertiary veins cleariy
^'sjble, weakly sunken above, raised below; mid-
''^> basal, and primary lateral veins usually tinged blades of /I. subovatum are generally broadest al

'^^J-violct on lower surface, sometimes faintly the base with the posterior lobes often directed

shape
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somewhat upward on well developed plants. An- FLORESCENCE erect, shorter than leaves; the

thurium suboxatum also generally has the spadix peduncle 7.5-28 cm long, 3-6 mm diam.; spathe

sessile or nearly so and has orange berries, where- moderately thin, yellow-green, oblong-lanceo-

as the spadix of A. subcordatum is often con- late, 5-25 cm long, 1.3-4 cm wide, long-acu-

spicuously stipitate and the berries are red. For minate at apex, truncate at base, inserted at 45°

additional characters see the discussion follow- angle on peduncle; spadix yellow to yellow-green,

ing A. subcordatum. 5.5-26 cm long, 6-9 mm diam. at base, 3-5 mm
Anthurium suboxatum is also similar to A. diam. at apex; flowers 4-lobed, ca. 2 mm long,

nakamurae, a species apparently endemic to 2.2 mm wide, the sides jaggedly sigmoid; 4-7

eastern Chiapas. That species differs in having flowers visible in the principal spiral, ca. 9 flow-

blades more typically oblong and usually broader ers visible in the alternate spiral; tepals glossy,

toward the apex. Considering the variability in lateral tepals ca. 1 mm wide, the inner margin

Anthurium it is possible that A. subcordatum. A, convex; pistil minutely emergent, white, glossy;

suboxatum and A. nakamurae may ultimately be stigma ca. 2 mm long, brushlike, with very small

proven to be no more than subspecifically dis- droplets for 5-6 days about 7-8 days before first

stamens emerge, dry, white to tan when stamens

MEXICO, oaxaca: highway between Cerro Pelon and ^"^^""f '

''^^'''' ^"^^''^"^ ^^°"\
I^^rjlTen

Yetla, MacDougall 406 (MEXU); N of Ixtlan de Juarez erately rapid sequence, the second lateral sidii

on the road to Tuxtepec, Rzedowski 30615 (MO); along emerging 1 or 2 days after first Stamen; anthers

McAlpin yellow-orange; pollen pale yellow-orange. IN-

tinct.

1047 (DUKE); between Tuxtepec and Oaxaca at Valle
Nacional, Croat 39815. 39847. 48066. 48082 (MO);
S of Valle Nacional, Rzedowski 33574 (ENCB).

Anthurium subsignatutn Schott, Bonplandia 9;

368. 1862. Type: Costa Rica. Limon: Ped-
regal. Wendland 919 (GOETV

FRUCTESCENCE
berries

zones.

This species is a member of section Semaeo-^^

phyllium and was mistakenly included as a s>
-

base, acute at apex, ca. 5 mm long; seeds 1--.

white, 1.5 mm long. Figs. 193 and 194.

Anthurium subsignatum is endemic to nort
-

em Costa Rica at sea level to 200 m elevation

Epiphytic creeper; stems green, 10 cm or more in tropical wet and premontane wet forest le

long; intemodes 1 .5-1 1 cm long; roots pale green, "

2-4 mm diam.; cataphylls subcoriaceous, 3.5-
10 cm long, rounded at apex, with thick sub-
apical apiculum ca. 4 mm long, drying reddish
brown, weathering into longitudinal fibers, per-
sisting at nodes. LEAVES with petioles spread-
ing, 14.5-56 cm long, 3-7 mm diam., terete,

sometimes sharply and narrowly sulcate; genicu-
lum 1.5-3 cm long, obscurely sulcate, blades
ovate-deltoid, short-acuminate at apex, broadly
lobed to arcuate at base, 16-48 cm long, 1 1-52
cm wide, broadest at base; the anterior lobe 13.5-
38 cm long, the margins ± straight to convex;
posterior lobes 4-2 1 cm long; sinus arcuate to
parabolic, obtuse to rounded at apex; upper sur-
face matte to semiglossy, lower surface semi-
glossy; the midrib convexly to

above, diminished and sunken at apex,'acutely
raised below; basal veins 3-5 pairs, the first usu-
ally free, the remaining coalesced 2-5 cm; pos-

I

acutely raised

tenor nb naked, weakly turned up; primary lat- Donahue 8366. 8654 (MO).
eral veins 4-9 per side, weakly sunken above.

onym of A. trilobum Andre in ^Anthurium ^-^

Costa Rica" (Croat & Baker, 1979). It is clo^seiy

related to A. garagaranum Standi, of
P^"J^^ ,

and Colombia, which has a similar ^nght
ye

.^

spadix at anthesis. The latter species diHer

^^

having more deeply lobed leaf blades. Mao

(1978) included A. garagaranum as ^ ^^"^^g^.

of^. trilobum with admitted misgivings, d"^^^^

ditional field work is needed in South Am

to make an analysis of this complex.

H NofB''
Costa Rica, alajuela: Caiias-Upala

J^f
"'

^piA:

jagua, Croat 36429, 36455. 36485 (^^^'j .5,311011.

Chilamaie, Leon 1784 (US); La SeWa
^^f'" yiejo

Grove 34 (MO); Croat 44234 (MO); ^fJt^Z l,m6n:

along road near Rio Sucio, Croat 35748 (^ J- ^^.

vicinity Guapiles, Standley 37458 (US); "acie
^

pezco-Hda. La Suerte, W of Tortuguero, ua .

below
25:

less conspicuous; collective vein usually arising
from the first basal vein, rarely from one of the
lowermost primary lateral veins, sunken above,
nrominulous below. 3-5 mm fmm ^o^„:_ .xt'

Anthurium tenerum Engl., Hot. Jahrb. ^^
;^^^.

Sll. 1 898. Type: Colombia. Antioqui
^ ^^

ro El Plateado in western Andes, den

mid forest, 1,800-2,200 m, Lehmann

(B, K).

I
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Scandent epiphyte; Stems elongate with inter- m long, 1-1.5 cm diam., drying irregularly

nodes 1.5-7.5 cm long; roots moderately thin, grooved on 1 or more sides; internodes 1.5-2.5

usually 2-4 at each node; cataphylls 4-6 cm long, cm long; leafscars moderately inconspicuous, ca.

thin, acute at apex, drying tan, persisting intact 1 cm wide; roots few, scattered at the nodes;

at nodes. LEAVES spreading; petioles 1-3 cm cataphylls moderately thin, 6-15 cm long, green,

long, 2-3 mm diam., terete, sheath extending rplish

1.5-2 cm onto petiole, minutely free at apex; drying greenish-yellow to brown, dilacerating and

geniculum absent; blades oblong or lanceolate, often persisting, ultimately deciduous. LEAVES

moderately thin, 9-15 cm long, 2.5-4 cm wide, spreading, scattered in upper part of stem; pet-

broadest at middle or just below, acuminate at ioles (8)14-48 cm long, 3-6 mm diam., terete;

apex, obtuse to rounded at base; the upper sur- geniculum 5-15 mm long; blades oblong-lanceo-

face semiglossy to glossy, lower surface semi- late to lanceolate or oblong-elliptic, moderately

glossy; midrib acutely raised above and below, thin, gradually acuminate to cuspidate-acumi-

sunken at apex above; primary lateral veins nu- nate at apex (the acumen 1-3 cm long), obtuse

merous, nearly obscure above and below; col- to rounded (rarely acute) at base, 1 8-50 cm long,

leclive vein arising from the base, obscure above 4-12.5 cm wide, broadest usually below the mid-

and below. INFLORESCENCE spreading, short- die, the margin straight; upper surface matte
^ ^ ^^ — — ^^ y

er than leaves; peduncle 2.5-4 cm long; spathe to semiglossy, lower surface matte; midrib weak-

green, ovate, 1.5-2 cm long, 2-9 mm wide; spa- ly raised in a valley above, prominently raised

dix green (B & K Yellow-green 6/2.5), ca. 3 cm below; primary lateral veins 10-16 per side, de-

long, scarcely tapered at apex; flowers 4-lobed, parting midrib at 60°-80° angle, weakly sunken

the sides sigmoid; 4-5 flowers visible in the prin- above, raised below, loop-connecting to collec-

cipal spiral, 3-4 flowers visible in the alternate tive vein; lesser veins obscure; collective vein

spiral; tepals semiglossy, punctate, the inner usually arising from the first to third primary

margin convex; pistils green, emergent, ± lateral vein, 1-8 mm from margin. INFLORES-

mounded; stigma elliptic brushlike. INFRUC- CENCE spreading, usually shorter than leaves;

TESCENCE pendent- spathe absent; spadix to peduncle 14-40 cm long, 3-5 mm diam., terete,

3.5 cm long; berries subglobose flat at apex, three quarters to equally as long as petioles;

greenish-white immature, mature berry color un- spathe + thin, green, lanceolate, 3-7 cm long.

known, probably 5 mm diam. at maturity. Fig. 7-14 mm wide, acuminate at apex, slightly clasp-

195. ing and rounded at base; spreadmg, mserted at

60° angle on peduncle; stipe 2-8 mm long in

Anthurium tenerum is known Trom Cosla Rica.
^^^^^^ ^_-j ^^i long in back, ca. 3 mm diam.;

and Colombia (probably in Panama as well) at
^p^^l^ green, sometimes tinged with violet-pur-

elevations of 800 to 2,000 m. In Costa Rica the
p,^ ^_^2 cm long, 4-6 mm diam. at base, 2-4

species is known from lower montane rain forest ^^ ^j^^ ^^ ^pe^; flowers rhombic, 1.8-4 mm
3) 1,300 m. It is apparently also rare in Colombia

j^^^ ^ ^_^ ^^ ^-^^^ Ij^e sides straight to slightly
since few collections have been made. jaggedly sigmoid; 2-4 flowers visible in either

The species is in section Xialophyllium and is spiral; tepals matte to semiglossy, densely and

most easily confused with A. scandens because minutely papillate, turned up against the emerg-

of its similar habit, size, and leaf shape. Anthu- ing pistils, lateral tepals 1 .8-5 mm wide, inner

rium tenerum can be distinguished by its lack of margin convex, thin, pale, the alternate pair with

'eafpunctations and by its long slender peduncle inner margins convex; pistils early emergent,

^hich is, at least initially, borne in the conspic- green; stigma ca. 0.5 mm ong, elliptic; stamens

held at or above the tepals on translucent fila-

ments 0.5 mm long, 0.3 mm wide, lateral sta-

mens developing throughout, followed quickly

"ous petiole sheath

Costa Rica, cartago
IMO); vicinity Rio Naranjo, Lent 1583 (NY), heredia
^ara Blanca, Skutch 3658 (MICH).

5-0

Anthurium testaceum Croat & Baker, Brencsia

16 (Supl. 1): 92. 1979. Type: Costa Rica.

Alajuela: Atlantic side of Alto de las Palo-

mas, 1,900 m. Lent 1820 (F, holoiype).

Epiphytic or terrestrial; stems elongate, ca. 1

ca. 1 mm wide; thecae ellipsoid, slightly divar-

icate; pollen orange fading to yellow. INFRUC-
Tccr-PMrF with inadix 7-14 cm lone; berries

apex

1 3 mm long, 5-7 mm diam., prominently cxscrt-

mcsocarp

2, oblong-ellipsoid to elliptic, rounded at both
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)

ends, tan, scarcely flattened, 3-7 mm long, 3-4

mm wide, 2.5-3.4 mm thick, an appendage en-

veloping the seed, extending beyond both ends

and at least one side. Fig. 199.

The species is found in Costa Rica and Panama
at 800 to 2,000 m elevation in premontane wet

and premontane rain forest life zones. In Costa

Rica the species ranges from Monteverde in

Puntarenas and Alajuela Provinces to San Vito

de Java near the Panamanian border. In Panama

Syntypes: Cosla Rica, near San Ramon, 1,300-

1,400 m, May 1913, Tonduz 17708 (not seen);

near San Ramon, 1,200 m, Tonduz 17704 (not

seen).

Epiphyte; stems to 1 m long; intemodes short;

cataphylls 7-1 7 cm long, round at apex with sub-

apical apiculum, drying reddish-brown (B & K

Yellow-red 7/10), persisting intact. LEAVES with

petioles spreading, (8)16-45 cm long, 4-6 mm

diam.; blades subcoriaceous, 3-lobed, 20-46 cm

long, 10-60 cm wide; the median lobe oblong,
the species is known only from western Panama . / i . i i u A.i^otA thp

«^o. r-^ f D- acummate at apex, the lateral lobes falcate, tne

near Costa Rica.
inner margin concave, the outer margin convex;

Anthurium testaceum can be distinguished by the lateral lobes 5.5-1 5 cm long; the median lobe

its elongate, narrow stem, long, thin, persistent 17-24 cm long, the margins straight, shallowly

cataphylls, bright red, prematurely exserted ber- lobed at base; sinus usually arcuate, usually

ries, few-flowered spadix spirals, and lanceolate rounded to truncate at apex; both surfaces semi-

leaf with the midrib and primary lateral veins glossy; midrib ofthe median lobe convexly raised

drying very pale tan. to just below middle, diminished and sunken at

The species is probably closest to A, cerropir- apex above, prominently and acutely raised be-

r<?A25^ Croat (ined.) from Darien Province in east- low; basal veins 1-3 pairs, 2 of them coalesced

ern Panama, but that species differs in having 5- to 4 cm; posterior ribs submarginal, prominently

7 flowers per spiral and tepals that are not at all raised; primary lateral veins 7-10 per side, de-

elevated. It also has shorter intemodes and pur- parting midrib at 40°-60° angle, flat above, -

pie berries. obscure below, straight or curving near
collective

Live material of this species has been confused vein; lesser veins obscure; collective vein arising

with specimens of ^. pallens. Anthurium pallens from' second basal vein and extending along out-

differs, however, by its smaller, yellow berries, er edge of posterior lobes to the apex of the me-

the midrib and primary lateral veins not signif- dian lobe, 3-4 mm from the margin. INFLORE
-

icantly different in color from the blade, and the CENCE ± erect, shorter than leaves; pedunc e

secondary veins more numerous and prominent (7)10-25(30)cmlong;spathesubcoriaceous,pa^

than in A. testaceum. The veins of ^. testaceum
probably appear more striking because of the

green, broadly lanceolate to oblong or oblong-

elliptic, 5.5-1 1 cm long, 1 .7-3 cm wide, abrup .

great contrast between the rich green lower leaf acuminate at apex, acute at base; spadix

surface and the light, almost bleached appear-

paie

green- - -r.-- 6='--- to white (B & K Yellow-green 8/10), •

ance of the veins. In ''Anthurium in Costa Rica" 14 cm long, ca. 8 mm diam. midway; flo^e

(Croat & Baker, 1979) it was suggested that it rhombic to sub-4-lobed, 2.4-2.8 mm long,
-»-

would best be placed in section Leptanthurium;
it is, however, best placed in section Xialophyl-
litim.

Costa Rica. Junction ofAlajuela, Guanacaste, Pun-
tarenas, Burger et al. 10840 (MO). PUNTARENAs:'along
Rio Coto Brus, near Cotan, N of La Union, Croat

3.3 mm wide, the sides straight to jaggedly

^^^

moid; 7-8 flowers visible in the principal sp^

and 5-7 flowers visible in the alternate sp|^^'

tepals smooth, glossy, the lateral tepals 1-^
^^^

266^6 (MO). SAN jose: above Rio Cascajal, Lent 4040 0.3 mm; stigma round, 0.2 mm diam., brus

(MO).

mm wide, the inner margin obtusely angu '

^
outer margin 5 -sided; pistils weakly ^^^^^^^^^^^^.

begin-

Anthurium tilaranense Standi., J. Wash. Acad.
Sci. 17: 245. 1927. Type: Costa Rica. Gua-
nacaste: Quebrada Serena, southeast of Ti-
larSn, 700 m, Jan. 1926, Standley & Valeria
46310 (US, holotype).

Anthurium latihastatum Engl, ex K. Krause, Notizbl.
Bot. Gart. Berlin-Dahlem 11: 612. 1932.

the
stamens emerging in a rapid progn

ning in the apical half of spadix,

exserted throughout before the alternates c.--^

scarcely exserted above tepals on nes
^^

ments; anthers white, ca. 0.3 mm long,
^^_^^^

wide, held close but not contiguous; ^^^^^.
[fj.

ellipsoid, slightly divaricate; pollen wn'
-^^^

FRUCTESCENCE with spadix to 22 c

^ ^^
berries red (at least aoically), obovoid, ca.

S

I
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Figures 200-203. 200. Anthurium tilaranaisc Standi., Croat J6J75. -20 1-202. Anihwium tonduzii Engl., Croa/ 37247. -201. Anthurium trinerve
\fin Tm/?; ?6?57
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long, 5 mm diam., obtuse at apex; mesoearp clear, cm long; blades moderately thick, ovate to

gelatinous; seeds 2, greenish, ca. 3.5 mm long, broadly ovate or nearly round, abruptly to grad-

2.5 mm wide, 1.5 mm thick. Fig. 200. ually acuminate at apex (the acumen apiculate

2-7 mm long), deeply lobed at base, 27-120 cm

The species is known from Costa Rica and long, 29-80 cm wide, broadest at middle or just

Panama at 400 to 1,500 m elevation in premon- below, the margins sometimes markedly undu- ,

tane wet, tropical wet, and lower montane forest, late, weakly revolute; anterior lobe 19-100 cm

It is a member of section Semaeophyllium and long, the margins broadly rounded; posterior

is not close to any other species in the section, lobes 10-40 cm long; sinus obovate to hippo-

It is distinguished by its deeply 3-lobed leafblade, crepiform, acute to rounded at apex; both sur-

with the lateral lobes falcate, persistent cata- faces semiglossy; midrib convexly raised above,

phylls, and pale green to white spadix that is more acutely raised below, narrowing and di-

slightly tapered at both ends. In Costa Rica it minishing, ± flat at apex above; basal veins 7-

can be confused only with A, subsignatum, which 1 pairs, the first and second free to base, those * I

has blades only weakly 3-lobed and a bright yel- remaining coalesced 2-4(7) cm, raised above and

low spadix. In Panama it has leaves similar to below; posterior ribs conspicuously upturned,

A. madisonianum Croat (ined.), which has a naked; primary lateral veins 3-5 per side, de-

longer, reddish-violet spadix and prominently parting midrib at 45*' angle, ± straight to collec-

dilacerated cataphylls. tive vein, loop-connecting to collective veia

r^c-TAP.^. ... r> - TT 1 r. . .T..r^ . wcaWy raised above and below; interpnmary
Costa Rica. ALAjUELA:Canas-Upala Road, NNE of . ^ . « * i. o*.h h^lnw lesser

*'

Bijagua, Croat 36257. 36318 (MO); between Naranjo ^^^"^ conspicuous, flat above and below, less

and Quesada, N of Zapote, Croat 46922 (MO); N of veins visible; collective vein ansmg irom

Rio Naranjo on road to Upala, Utley & Utley 4039 first basal vein in smaller blades or one

i?.V.^^'
^*^^' ^^"^^^^- ^i^i"ity Moravia, Croat 36685 of the primary lateral veins in the larger blades,

(MO); between Las Vueltas de Tucurrique and El Ori- ..
i u^ ^ .o^c^H hplnw 7-15 mm

enie, Bogner s. n. (MO), guanacaste: Los Ayotes near
"^^^^^^ '^"^^^ ^^^^^'

t^t^n^\r^ nread-
Tilaran, Standley & Valerio 45586 (USV. slones of Vol- from margm. TNFLORESCENCb ereci-bpi

ing, as long as or shorter than leaves; pe-

duncle 26-47 cm long, 7-15 mm diam., terete,

spathe subcoriaceous, green, faintly to heaviy

tinged red-violet, broadly lanceolate, (5)9-26 cm

long, 1.8-3.2 cm wide, broadest just above base,

long-acuminate at apex, inrolled 1-2*5 c

^

rounded at base, inserted at 25°-30° ang

Tilaran, Standley & Valerio 45586 (US); slopes of Vol-
can Miravalles, Luteyn 3409 (DUKE), heredia; vicin-
ity ofVara Blanca, Skutch 3735 (MICH), puntarenas:
Monteverde, Jimenez s.n. (MO).

Anthurium titanium Standi. 8l Steyerm., Publ.
Field Mus. Nat. Hist., Bot. Ser. 23: 211.
1947. Type: Guatemala, San Marcos: south
facmg slopes of Vo can Tajumulco, above p.^uncle, held at ca. 45" angle from peduncle,

f' . 1 ' rr'"''; '^,^"l^'°
^"^"^ ^^ ^''^- stipe 5.5-9 mm long in front, 4.5-7 mm " "long in

sides

in 2 mi ofCueva de las Palomas, alt. 1,300
1,500 m, March 16, 1940, Steyermark 37963
(F, holotype).

Anthurium xanthosomifolium Matuda, Revista Soc
Mex. Hist. Nat. 11: 92. 1950. Type: Mexico Chia-
pas: Municipio Siltepec, Cascada, on wet rock at
1 ,800 m, April 11,1 949, Matuda 18644 (MEXU
holotype; DS, isotype).

Epipetric or terrestrial; stems short, 2-4 cm
diam.; leaf scars 2.5-2.8 cm wide; roots thick, ...^.^..^ ..„_., ,

tan, 5-6 mm diam.; cataphylls subcoriaceous, pistil green, emergent, raised; stigma hnear,

4.5-1 2 cm long, round to weakly emarginate at mm long, ca. as long as pistil; stamens eme^^^

apex with a conspicuous subapical apiculum ca. at base, 3 or 4 stamens emerging in the first -

2 mm lone, drvinempdiiim hrr>«,T,/ii p. f x^-11 -, . . . „ „ _ :_ ^«>vt <:mral, '"

back; spadix olive-green (B & K ^ F̂ .
5/5), sometimes weakly to heavily ^'"S^J^

violet, (6)1 1-24 cm long, 1-3 cm diam. at o
_

5-10 mm diam. at apex; flowers rhombic to

4-lobed, 3.7-5 mm long, 3.8-4 mm wide

straight to weakly sigmoid; /-»"'
^.^

visible in the principal spiral, 6-13 nowe

ible in the alternate spiral; tepals matte, min
^^

papillate, lateral tepals 1.8-2.9 mm
^'J^^^^^^.

inner margin broadly rounded, thin, P^'^^J^ q 7

2 mm long, drying medium brown (B & K Yellow
4/7.5), weathering into coarse fibers. LEAVES
with petioles erect-spreading, 31-90(112) cm
long, 5-10(1 5) mm diam., D-shaped, sometimes
weakly sulcata and glaucous; geniculum 1.5-4

3 spirals before first emerges in next spi

^^^^
over pistil, retracting to edge of tepa s

^^^^^^

opening; filaments weakly exserted, trans^

^^^^
as wide as anthers; anthers pale

>'^''°^',jjpsoid.

mm long, 1.2-1.4 mm wide; thecae e iP

I

* 1

I

I
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.
Figures 204-207. 204-205. Anihurium titanium Standi. & Steyerm.. Croat 47253.-206. Anthurium

'nnerxe Miq., Croat 34371.-201. Anthurium trisectum Sodiro, Croat 25633.
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scarcely divaricate; pollen cream. INFRUCTES- side, scarcely more conspicuous than the inler-

CENCE probably with orange berries. Figs. 204 primar>^ veins, sunken above, raised below; col-

and 205.

Anthurium titanium is endemic to a small area

in southeastern Chiapas in Mexico and adjacent

western Guatemala in the Department of San

lective vein arising from the base, 4-5 mm from

the margin. INFLORESCENCE erect-spread-

ing, longer than leaves; the peduncle 3.5-14 cm

long; spathe lanceolate, green tinged reddish,

subcoriaceous, 1.5-3 cm long, 0.5-1 cm wide,

Marcos from 900 to 1,800 m, mostly from 1,300
-"—^^"— "-'_

x..
.

^
'

,u cnoHl.
, , onn

^ . J =

abruptly acummate at apex, acute at base; spadix

to 1,800 m. ^ ^ i^^-iiyi
green to red, scarcely tapered, 2.5-3 cm long, ^-

The species is a member of section Belolon- 5 mm diam. midway (dry); flowers rhombic to

chium and is characterized by its broadly ovate 4-lobed, ca. 2.2 mm long, 1.9 mm wide (dry),

to subrounded blade with prominent posterior the sides straight to weakly sigmoid; 4-5 flowers

lobes and a weakly glaucous petiole, D-shaped visible in the principal spiral, ca. 7 flowers visible

in cross-section. alternate

The species is probably most closely related to (dry), the inner margins straight to convex, pistils

A, montanum, with which it is sympatric and raised, weakly emergent; stigmas linear, 0.3-fl-4

shares a similar leaf texture and coloration, mm long; stamens emerging in a compleie

weathered cataphylls, and petioles that are usu- sequence from the base; anthers held in a tight

ally D-shaped in cross-section and somewhat cluster over pistil; thecae broadly ellipsoid. IN-

glaucous. The latter species differs in having a FRUCTESCENCE with spadix to 8 cm long:

narrowly ovate blade which is generally smaller berries white, turning purple at maturity, oblong.

,
mesocarp clear, gelatinous; seeds

, . A i„^« 1 mm Wide
purpl

than A. titanium.

The type specimen is unusually large (perhaps
twice as large as other collections in most aspects) and 1.5 mm thick. Figs. 201 and 202.

but otherwise compares well with the material
Anthurium tonduzii occurs in Costa Rica and

from Chiapas described by Matuda as A. xan-
^^^^^'«-'«^^^ iunuu.nu..^^^

.-"in nremon
fhn.nn.ifr.n..^ TK. c...;i :. K,, r„. .u. .'l .. Panama at 800 to 1,500 m elevation in prenio

thosomifolium. The species is by far the largest

Anthurium in Mexico.

Guatemala, san marcos: La Trinidad, 2 km from

tane rain and lower montane rain forest, t

^^

been collected on Cerro Pirre in Darien ^^^"^^.^

of Panama and is to be expected in Colombia

Finca Armenia, Croat 40904 (MO); Volcan Tajumul- the Department of Choco.
CO, above Fmca El Porvenir, Steyermark 37963 (F). j no
Mexico. Chiapas: Escuintla, Matuda 18456 (MEXU); The type collection was made in 1 893 anO

'Zxo.^x^t^ll^Ih /mo?.?'' "'F/^!;
^ °^ collections have subsequently been made in Co^

Motozintla,CraflZ-/725i(MO);Siltepec,Ma/M£/a 5077 , „. , . .u •. »,oc h^-pn collected
tive

(MEXU); 18639 {NY, UC); 18644 (m, MEXU MOV ^^ ^'""^ ^"^ ^^^ ^P^'^'^^ ^^'
n La

18799. 38603 (MEXU, MO); 19668 (MEXU MO times between 1975 and 1977 in Panamd.

NY, UC). '
'

. .- n Tetrasper-
Anthurium tonduzii is m section ^^'"^'^^y

Anthurium tonduzii Engl., Bot. Jahrb. Syst. 25-
""'""^ ^"^ ^°^' ''^^ ?P^^'

'""^^"[rlfAmerican

376. 1 898. Typf- Tnct^ R i^^o q.^ t^.a other species (certainly to no Central
1898. Type: Costa Rica. San Jose: near

Alto
species), but it looks superficially ^}^^/^\^^,

dens and A. trinerve because of similar
m, Tonduz 7683 (B, holotype).

Epiphytic or terrestrial, usually creeping; stems
elongate, rooting at nodes; the intemode's 2-2

1

cm long; cataphylls to 8 cm long, early deciduous. .__._

LEAVES erect-spreading; petioles subterete, nar- sist, densely covering the stem.
rowly and obscurely sulcate, 1.5-12 cm long, 2-
3 mm diam.; geniculum 1 .4-2.3 cm long; blades Anthurium trinerve Miq., Linnaea 1 7: 67

aens ana A. trinerve oecau^c ^^^
.-tr r^frot^

punctate leaves and scandent habit. It di
^^.^

both by its longer internodes and ^^^^^^
j^^

uous cataphylls. The cataphylls of A. sc^^
^_

and A. trinerve soon weather into fibers a

ovate to ovate-elliptic, moderately thick, grad-
ually to abruptly acuminate at apex, obtuse to
rounded or rarely subcordate at base, 6-13 cm
long, 3.5-8.5 cm wide; both surfaces glossy, the

Anthurium scandens var. trinerve

1
843-

(Mifl-^

Matuda, Anales Inst. Biol. umv.
^^^^

xico 15: 189. 1954. Type: Sunnam.

Awara, Forbe 120 (U)
lower surface conspicuously punctate; 1 (rarely

'

^ . p, Bouch^ i"
^

2) pair of basal veins, the innermost ^pi-A/ino oo Anthurium brachyspathum C. Kocn <x
-,

-j-ypf:
2) pair of basal veins, the innermost serving as

3-6

urium bracnyspatnum »-. ^ " ,, igs?
Koch, Allg. Gartenzeitung 25: 233.

Surinam?
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Anthuriumtrinerve\cir.obiusumEn^.,Boi.]ahrh.Syst. mm diam.; seeds 4-10, oblong. Figs. 203 and
25: 357-358. 1898. Type: Ecuador. Valle Palla- 206.
langa, Sodiro 2 (not seen).

Anthurium irinervevar. angustifolium K. Krause, Bot. The species is found in Guatemala and Belize

Jahrb. Syst. 54 (118): 123. 1916. Type: Bolivia. to the Guianas and central Brazil at elevations
Antahuacana at Espiritu Santo, 750 m, Buchtien ^^ q ^^ gQQ ^ ^^^ tropical moist, premontane

Anthu^lmr^^^^^ G. M. Barroso, Arch. Jard. Bot.
^^t, and tropical wet forest life zones. In Middle

Rio de Janeiro, 15: 97. 1957. Type: Brazil. Ama- America the species has been collected only on

the Atlantic slope but it occurs on both slopes in

Costa Rica and Panama.

Anthurium trinerve is easily confused with A,

zonas: Codajas, Logos de Badajos, R. L. Froes

26590 (not seen).

Epiphyte; stems elongate, creeping, usually less

than 50 cm long, 6-9 mm diam.; intemodes 1-

3.5 cm long; roots numerous, 2-3 mm diam., ^c^^^^/^^- It is generally found at lower elevations

grayish-brown; cataphylls moderately thin, to 6 (to 800 m) than A. scandens. Other differences

cm long, drying brown, weathering to longitu- ^'^ discussed under A. scandens. It is a member

dinal fibers and persisting around stem. LEAVES ^f section Tetraspennium.

spreading; petioles 1.3-6 cm long, 2.5-3.5 mm Belize, cayo district: Mountain Cow Ridge, G^rt/Z^"

diam., sharply 3522 (MICH). STANN creek district: Middlesex, Gentle

TOLEDO

Dwyer 12841 (MO).

CosTA Rica. No other location, Pittier 9511 (BR).

geniculum 3-5 mm long; blades moderately thick,

elliptic to ovate-elliptic to lanceolate, 8-17 cm
'ong, J-/.5 cm wide, acute at apex, obtuse to

^^ajuela: Llanuras de San Carlos, Brade 2546 (BR);
attenuate at base; the upper surface semiglossy, villa Quesada, San Carlos, Smith 2528 (MO), gua-
lower surface glossy and conspicuously punctate; nacaste: NW ofLake Arena!, Croat 260 (MO), limon:

the midrib acutely raised above, convexly raised between Bribn & Bratsi along Rio Sixaola 5ur^^r et

1 ,
-^ ' "^ ^I iriA^I {\ACW- T imAn Kunt-rp 1QS4 (NY) PIJNTA-

oelow; usually 2 pairs of basal veins, the inner-

most serving as a collective vein, 5-1 2 mm from
"margin in basal one quarter, closer to margin
near apex; primary lateral veins numerous
on each side, weakly sunken above, prominu-
I K 1 1 . ^T^i^o MICARAGUA. RIO SAN JUAIN. oaii juaii uci i^uiit
"uus Deiow; lesser veins obscure. INFLORES- (Oreytown), Smith 35 (MO), zelaya: Boca Rio La Tig-
t-ENCES erect, shorter than leaves; peduncle 2- ra, Rio Rama, Stevens 8925 (MO); small Caiio at Salto

6.5 cm long; spathe thick oblong-elliptic, green- La Oropendola, Rio Rama, Stevens 8964 (MO); vicin-

ish-white, 2 5-3 5 cm lonp 5-1 1 i\ 9^ cm wide i^V Quebrada El Toro, along Rio lyas, Vincelh 401

.u_. ,

'^-^ ^.:>cmlong,U.:)-Ll (l.y)cmwiae,
^^^yj^^^^y^ ^^coloma San Antonio, Stevens 9042

(MO); near El Recreo, Atwood & Neill AN228 (MO);

al. 10421 (MO); Limon, Kuntze 1954 (NY), punta-

renas: Golfo de Nicoya, Stork C523 (UC); Terraba,

Pittier 3865 (BR); Tinoco Station, Allen 5472 (DS).

Honduras, atlantida: Lancetilla, Chickering 72,

1 10 (MICH); Yuncker 4557 (MO), gracias a digs: Rio

Plaiano behind village ofRas, Gentry etai 7567 (MO).

Nicaragua, rio san juan: San Juan del Norte

abruptly acuminate at apex, obtuse at base, in-

cnea at 35° angle on peduncle, held erect at beyond Kururia on road to San Jeronimo, S'/ev^w^ 7575

(MO); road to Mina Nueva America, N ofEl Empalmc,

Stevens 8373 (MO); road between Rosita & Puerto

Cabezas, SW of Rio Kukalaya, Stevens 8507 (MO);

^nthesis; spadix dark lavender or green to white,
2-4 cm long, 5-7 mm diam. at base, 2-3 mm

iurium trisectum Sodiro, Anales Univ. Centr.

Ecuador 20: 100. 1905. Type: Ecuador. Es-

meraldas: en la orilla del Rio San Antonio,

Sodiro 8/904 (B, holotype).

diam at « « ^ ^ ^\ ' Cabezas, SW of Rio Kukalaya, iStevens 6:>U/ (MU);aiam. at apex; flowers square, 2.5-4.2 mm in
^^^^/rjJ^" directions, the sides straight to gradually
,^j^ 5^^;^^ E of Bonanza, Neill 4027 (MO).

Sigmoid; 3-6 flowers visible in the principal spi-

^^l 4^5 flowers visible in the alternate spiral;

^^pals matte to semiglossy, sometimes weakly
^"^ sparsely punctate; lateral tepals to 2 mm
^*de, the inner margin broadly concave; pistils

emergent, white to pale green; stigma linear, ca.
. .

t. .

4 mm long, exserted, brushlike with conspicuous Usually terrestrial, sometimes epiphytic,

siigmatic droplets 2-3 spirals ahead ofemerging creeping; stems elongate; intemodes 1-^ cm long;

^^^n^ens; stamens emerging slowly from the base cataphylls thin, 2-9 cm long, weathering into fine

'" a prompt and complete sequence, exserted on longitudinal fibers, uUimatey deciduous.

^anslucent filaments ca 1 mm wide, 0.5 mm LEAVES with petioles erect, 18-36(40) cm long,

^"g; anthers white, held against pistil at same weakly sulcate; blades 3-parled, moderately thin,

'^^el as emerged pistil; thecae ovate-ellipsoid, leaflets sessile or on petiolules to 2 cm long; me-

!?dely divaricate; pollen white. INFRUCTES- dian leaflet ± elliptic to oyatc, 12-25 cm long,

^^CE with spadix 4.5-6.5 cm long; berries ^-^ ' -- wide. lonR-acuminate at apex, obtuse

^nue or sometimes pale lavender, globose, 5-7 ca
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as long as median leaflet, short-acuminate at apex, Terrestrial to 1 m tall; stems 2.5-3 cm diam.;

inner margin attenuate at base, outer margin intemodes very short; leaf scars to 2 cm wide;

rounded; the midrib in the median leaflet sunken roots few, moderately thin, descending; cala-

above, raised below; primary lateral veins 3-5 phylls coriaceous, sometimes tinged with purple,

per side, sunken above, raised below; departing 5-9 cm long, emarginate and long-apiculate al

midrib at 35'*-45'* angle, the collective vein aris- apex, drying dark tan (B & K Yellow 6/7.5),

ing from the base, 3-5 mm from margin. IN- weathering into longitudinal fibers and persist-

FLORESCENCE erect, shorter than leaves; pe- ing. LEAVES with petioles arching, subterete,

duncle 9-22 cm long, terete; spathe lanceolate or sometimes narrowly and bluntly sulcate, or

ovate, green becoming white or yellow, 4-6 cm weakly flattened adaxially, 12-46 cm long; ge-

long, 1.2-2.5 cm wide, acuminate at apex, round- niculum 0.7-1.1 cm long; blades medium thick,

ed at base; spadix green to yellow, scarcely ta- narrowly ovate to ovate-triangular, gradually

pered, 3.7-5 cm long, 4-6 mm diam. at base; the long-acuminate at apex, deeply lobed at base,

flowers 4-lobed, ca. 1.7 mm in both directions, 20-43 cm long, 12-27 cm wide, broadest al base

the sides sigmoid; ca. 6 flowers visible in the or midway between base and point of petiole

principal spiral, ca. 5 flowers visible in the al- attachment, the margin broadly undulate; ante-

temate spiral; lateral tepals 0.9-1 mm wide, the riorlobe 15-32 cm long, margin broadly convex,

inner margin convex; pistils emergent; stigma posterior lobes 4-14.5 cm long; sinus hippocrep-

elliptic; stamens emerging irregulariy throughout iform to spathulate or parabolic, rounded to acute

spadix, held at edge of tepals; thecae ellipsoid. at apex; both surfaces semiglossy; the midnb

INFRUCTESCENCE with spadix to 6.5 cm long, convexly raised above, raised and conspicuously

berries violet-purple, globose to ovoid, with a more acute below; basal veins 4-6 pairs, prom

short beak. Figs. 207 and 208.

The species occurs from Costa Rica to Ecuador

inulous above, and below, third to sixth co-

alesced 2-3.5 cm, posterior rib straight to weakly

at elevations from sea level to 500 m in tropical
^"'^^'^' ^^"^«^^ completely naked the outer

^^^

wet forest life zones. In Costa Rica the species is
^"^ ^"^"^^ conspicuously upward; pnmary

^^

known onlv from thp OT^i T . ^.U:. ..co...i, ...„ eral veins 3-5 per side, departing miano

50° angle, straight to weakly arching to coi'ec"^

in, sunken above, flat to prominulous belo ,

flat above and below; col-

100 to 200 m elevation in Heredia. In Panama,
the species is known only from 300 to 700 m vein

elevation in Code and Veraguas Provinces, prin-
^^^^^' ^^^''^ ^'^'^^^' ^ ^^^

u'"' « 7 hT^al vein.

cioallv on the Atlantic ^lon^ lective vein arising from the hrst oas
cipally on the Atlantic slope.

Anthurium trisectum is in section Dactylo-

sunken above, raised below, 8-12 mm "O

margin. INFLORESCENCE usually longer tn

phyllmm and is distinguished by its usually ter- leaves, spreading to pendent; peduncle 25-84 c

restrial habit and thin, 3-parted leaf blades with
conspicuously impressed veins. No other Costa

long, 2.5-3.5 mm diam., terete, at least twice^a^

long as petioles; spathe coriaceous, green- so

Rican Anthurium has completely 3-parted blades times tinged with violet-purple,
oblong-latjceo-

and A. trisectum is not closely related to A. sub- late to narrowly ovate-triangular, 5.5-13 cm ong^

signatum, the only other species tending to have 1 .5-3.3 cm wide, gradually long-acuminate

3-lobed blades.
^p^^^ ^^^^^^^^ j^^^l,^^ t^ 2.5 cm 'ong^^round^^

Costa R.ca. hereo.a: La Selva (field Station of Or-
'° ^"^^cordate at base, i"f

^ed at 45'-^
^,^1^^,

on peduncle; spadix green turningBdui^duun lor iropicai studies) (previously Finca U yv;»^uin-ic, :.pauiA gi^^.. -
^^^mlong-

Selva), Folsom et al. 8825. 9171; Grayum 1833; Ham- Purple to brownish at anthesis, 4.8-l^-^

c ,f^fv ^V^^' U'^^^'
^^'Dougall 999: Damon

Smith 133; Sperry 834. 1083; Todzia 1171- Wilbur
28111. 30024. 30363. 33542 (DUKE)

5-12 mm diam. at base, 3-6 mm
"'"''''{'^in in

flowers rhombic to sub-4-Iobed, ^-^
,u, ,o

both directions, the sides straight to gradu

, ^ .
jaggedly sigmoid; 6-7 flowers visible in tn^^^

Anthurium umbrosum Liebm., Vidensk. Meddel. cipal spiral, 6-8 flowers visible in the an^
^^^

Dansk Naturhist. Foren. Kjobenhavn 1:21. spiral; tepals matte, weakly pun^^^^^'
""'is 2-

1849. Type: Mexico. Oaxaca: near Mir^^^^ r>nr.;iiat« ,.„ti, .r-dt^r^A Hrnnlets. lateral tep1849. Type: Mexico. Oaxaca: near Mirador
Liehmann 15790 (C, holotype; F, US, iso-
types).

AtithiiriumUcbmanniiSQ\\o\i,^Qn^\iiniix^l\ 165. 1859
Type: Mexico. Oaxaca: near Teolalcingo, 5,000'
Licbmatin (C). '

' '

papillate with scattered droplets, .—
^^^^^

2.5 mm wide, the inner margins bro^^'>_^^^5is:

e stir

stigma elliptic, conspicuously raiseo, ''''^^^^,

ma drop apparent shortly before ^t^niens
^^^^^

stamens emerging from base in a regular p

pistils green, weakly exsertedjust before
a

s
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Figures 208-211. 208. Anthuhum triscctum Sodiro, Croa/ 27i62. -209-2 10. Anthurium umbrosum Liebm., Croa/ J9757.-211. Anthurium
upalaensc Croal & Baker, Cn^c// i6i42 (Type).
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the laterals first, soon followed by alternates, Rzedowski 33S44 (ENCB, MEXU, MO), veracruz:

complete in basal one quarter before the laterals Plan de Cediiio, Munc. Acajeta, Ventura 4665 (MICH).

emerge just above midway; anthers cream, held

in noncontiguous circle around pistil, ca. 1 mm Anthurium upalaense Croat & Baker, Brenesia

long, 1-1.1 mm wide; thecae ovoid, slightly di-

varicate; pollen cream. INFRUCTESCENCE
spreading to pendent; the spathe persistent; spa-

dix 1 1-13 cm long, 1.7-2 cm diam., berries usu-

ally developing in basal one half to two thirds;

Type: Costa Rica. Ala

berries bright orange, ± globose, usually with 4

radial ridges, the apex broadly rounded to nearly

truncate; mesocarp juicy, somewhat pulpy, or-

ange with numerous raphide cells; seeds 2, obo-

1976, (MO
type; CR, F, isotypes; Live at MO).

L

Rosulate, epiphyte; stems less than 20 cm long,dllgC Willi 11U111CHJU3 ia]JUlUC \^C113, SCCUS Z,, UUfJ- lS.USUiaiC, CpipiiyiC, SIC1113 Itaa lllO" -^^ »'• "

void, 6-7.5 mm long, 4.5-6 mm wide, 3-4 mm 1.5-2 cm diam.; leaf scars hidden by persisting

thick, depressed at apex. Figs. 209 and 210. cataphylls and roots; roots moderately thick and

Anthurium umbrosum is endemic to Mexico
and known only from northern Oaxaca, princi-

pally in the Sierra de Juarez, south of Valle Na-
cional on the Atlantic slope at 1,200 to 1,800 m
elevation. It occurs in wet cloud forests on usu-

ally steep slopes.

The species is characterized by its terrestrial

caiapiiyiii auu luuis, luuia iinju>^i"iv,.j ^

long, 2-4 mm diam., brown, moderately dense

and numerous; cataphylls coriaceous, 1 1-22 cm

long, narrowly acuminate at apex, sometimes

tinged lightly with red, turning brown on drying,

remaining firm and intact, ultimately deciduous.

LEAVES erect-spreading; petioles (6)10-39 cm

long, 7-10 mm diam., subquadrangular, broadly

*..^ ^i.^^*^^ w v,.x„xc»^.w...^,^u L/j ita itiicau.ai and sharply sulcate, prominently 3-nbDe

habit, moderately thick, usually narrowly ovate, abaxially, the sides flat to somewhat concave,

long-acuminate leaf blades, green, coriaceous, geniculum 1-1.5 cm long, sometimes reddis

lanceolate spathe, which curls under along mar- abaxially; blades narrowly oblong-elliptic to ob-

gins, spadix green in eariy stages, becoming vi- long-oblanceolate, moderately thick, gradua y

olet-purple, and orange, 4-ridged berries. acuminate at apex (the acumen apiculate, down-

Anthurium umbrosum is in section Belolon- turned), broadly to narrowly acute at base, (30)

chium and is closely related to A. lancetillense. 106 cm long, (4.5)8-23 cm wide, broadest at t e

It is distinguished from that species in having middle or slightly above; both surfaces seffli-

shorter, more flexible peduncles, longer, more glossy; the midrib flat at base above, narrowe

pendent inflorescences, somewhat smafler, dis- and becoming triangular toward apex, pro"^'

tinctively 4-ridged berries, and a thicker spathe. nently raised below, 3-ribbed near base; pn^a^^

Anthurium umbrosum occurs at much higher el- lateral veins more than 20 per side, 'i^P^^'
_

evations, ^. /a«c^r///£'m£' having been collected
••- — ' __:„»^ ohnvp and

only in the Lancetilla Valley in Honduras at el-

evations of 10 to 600 m.
The species is also similar to A. ovandense

laierai veins more iiian ^^ v^^ "—

'

, v^

midrib at ca. 60° angle, raised above and

low, ± straight to collective vein, loop-conn
^^

ing in upper half; the interprimary veins n^^^^

^..... .. „..„ ...„x.«, IV. yi. uvunutfnse slightly raised above, flat and slightly darker

from southern Oaxaca and Chiapas, but that surface below; lesser veins less conspicuous,
^^

species has a much thinner blade that is minutely lective vein arising in the upper half, fl^^^r;^.

undulate along the margin and that usually has and below, 3-5 mm from margin. ^^^^^
„t;

anterior lobes concave along the margin. CENCE erect to spreading or arching-pen<J

Anthurium umbrosum is also similar to A. le- peduncle (18)40-48 cm long, 4-9 mm dia

zamae from northern Oaxaca, but that species openmg^„, „„^ iiiai apcLicb lereieor i-nooea DeiowopciiiiiB"- "-
, -.h at

differs in having a minutely alveolate epidermal ly many ribbed), sometimes tinged Pi^'J"'
,

pattern (at least on drying).
base, longer than petioles; spathe

^^^^^^^
Mexico, oaxaca: Mirador, Liebmann 15790 (C F *'^'^'^' Vellow-green (B & K

'^^^'^^'^'T^^iih vi-

P, US); Rio Mono Blanco, MacDoMga// 7940 (MExb)' "7/2.5, 7/5), sometimes heavily tingeo
^^^^^

Tcotalcingo, Liebmann 22349 (Neg. #3903, Schott olet-purple, oblong-lanceolate to lane
^^

Aroid Drawing MO); along Highway 175 between Tux- (4 5)8-20 cm lone 1-4 cm wide, broades

tepee & Oaxaca, S of villaee of La F.<:nPr:,n.c n.^„,
\^'^^^ ^^ ^^

.

^'
t^^t aoex.a^utea'

base, gradually short-acuminate at apc^,tepee & Oaxaca, S of village of La _
39787, 43905, 48026 (MO); S of VallTNacronal'on39787, 43905, 48026 (MO); S of Valle Nacional on

"'*'^' g'^^auaiiy snon-acui.una.. "—
,p. ^pa-

road to Ixtlan de Juarez, King 2130 (MICH); from ^^^^' inserted at 60''-7 5° angle on pcu
^ ^^o

bridge at Valle Nacional along highway to Oaxaca dix sessile, green to purplish (B & K Yc'io

\fnore£ Buntine8S96(MFY\n- <ir^f\/^ii^T<.,^^-..,' ^ ,.. . , ^ -,rw Inne. 6''^
aix sessile, green to purpiisn yooci^ --

1 5 nH^

6/5), sometimes red, 9-30 cm long. 6'

juela: along road between Caiias (Guana- »

caste) and Upala, near Rio Zapote, 1.8-2.7

km south of Rio Canalete, ca. 100 m elev.,

disturbed margin ofprimary forest, 25 June

\

»

!

»

\
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diam. at base, 4-6 mm diam. at apex; the flowers color, on the other hand, has the inflorescence

square to rhombic, 2.3-3.4 mm long, 1.7-2.8 stiffly erect, the spathe usually less than 10 cm

mm wide, the sides straight to weakly sigmoid; long, usually not recurled at apex, the spadix not

7-15 flowers visible in the principal spiral, 10- tapered, dark purple-violet, and usually less than

20 flowers visible in the alternate spiral; tepals 7 cm long at anthesis. Its flowers form minute

matte, inconspicuously pale punctate, with drop- globules of nectar on the tepals and the pollen is

lets usually after 2 or more stamens emerge, lat- pale violet-purple, its major lateral veins are

eral tepals 0.8-1.8 mm wide, the inner margin prominently raised and seldom form a collective

Straight to slightly convex; the pistil raised ca.

0.5 mm, green to purplish; stigma elliptic, 0.4

vein except near the apex, and the reticulate veins

are more or less obscure. Anthurium concolor is

1.1 mm long, green, brushlike, exserted ca. 0.1 known only from the Atlantic slope in central

mm, with droplets for 5-15 days beginning 12-

22 days before the first stamens emerge, dry and
black when stamens emerge; stamens emerging

Panama.

CosTA Rica. Cultivated at Kew, from Costa Rica,

A^. E. Brown s.n. (K); Bull 467/1873 (K). alajuela: W
rapidly from the base or near the base, emerging of Fortuna, NW ofNew Volcan Arenal, Taylor & Tay-

one at a time ca. 1 cm ahead of one another on lor 1170 (NY); San Juan de Lajas, Austin Smith 1498

QnQi^iv fu^ • 1 * II A.. +u^ (NY)* near Artezalea and Methodist Rural Center, NE
spadix, the apical stamens usually precedmg the ^n

^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^p ^^
vicinity Los Chiles, Rio Frio, Holm & litis 771 (NY);basal ones, exserted on short greenish filaments,

ca. 0.2 mm long, 0.5-1 mm wide, which retract gij ^y^ u); road between Canas and Upala, N of Rio

Zapote, Croat 36342 (CR, F, MO); 36380 (MO); road

between Canas and Upala, NNE of Bijagua, Croat

36319 (MO); S of Canalete near the Rio Zapote, and

along the new road to Upala, Burger & Baker 1001

to hold anthers in a tight circle around pistil or

separately at sides of pistil; anthers pale orange,

0.5-0.6 mm long, 0.7-1 mm wide; thecae ellip-

soia, scarcely divaricate, opening flat; pollen or- ^QYi^ p^ y^Q US). gg64 (f); nNE of Bijagua along the

ange, fading to pale orange or lavender, white or new road to Upala, Burger & Baker 9859 (CR, F); Lake

tan. INFRUCTESCENCE pendenf the spathe Arenal, Alto de la Carpintera, near Tilaran, Brenes

reflpvpH. fv.^ ^* . cc 1 z: A'^r^ . 18194, 18195 (CR). cartago: NE of Rio Grande de
^flexed, the spadix to 55 cm long, 6 cm diam ^^^^. '^^ ^^^^^^.^ ^^^,^^ ^^,^ ^^O^. ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^
oernes oblong, red, tapered to both ends, 9-15

^^^^ Turrialba, Pittier 12720 (US); Lake BoniUa, Pa-
i^m long, acute at apex, emerging ± uniformly checo 92 (F). guanacaste: El Arenal, Standley& Val-

erio 45328 (US), heredia: Finca La Selva, Puerto Viejo

de Sarapiqui, Croat 44297 (MO); near Puerto Viejo

along road to Rio Sucio, Croat 35708 (MO); SW of

Puerto Viejo along road to San Jose, Burger & Matta

4343 (F, CR). limon: between Hone Creek and NW
on a trail paralleling the Rio Carb6n, Utley & Vtley

660 (F); Taski, Talamanca Valley, Tonduz 9507 (BR,

CR); Pittier 9509 (BR); Forests ofShirores, Talamanca,

Tonduz 9228 (BR); Hamburg Finca on Rio Revenia-

zon below Cairo, Standley& Valerio 48869 (\3S)\ along

Hwy

fcough

niature; mesocarp mealy, sweet, white; seeds 2,

oblong, to 4 mm long, 3 mm wide, 2.5 mm thick,

creamy white, obliquely truncate at apex with a
short appendage, greenish at base. Figs. 2 1 1 and
212.

The species is known from the Atlantic slope
of Nicaragua and Costa Rica at elevations from ._ ^

near sea level to usually less than 600 m in re- (MO); vicinity of Bribri near R'O Catarata, Craa/^i22/

Rion«:nftr^ • 1 r . tf^. {MOy,gcncra\yKm\Xy Umon, Burger & Burger 8446
B»ons of tropical wet forest, premontane wet for- ^ >^^_

^ ^^^^^ ^^ Cahuila, Baker & Burger 17

A

(CR, F); 17B (CR, F, MO); along the new road between

Limon and Puerto Viejo, Baker & Burger 174 (F). san

Las

(US).

Nicaragua

^st, and wetter parts of tropical moist forest life

^ones. A collection from Cartago Province,
northeast of Rio Grande de Orosi at 1,300 m is

apparently also this species.

Anthurium upalaense is a member of section

^^chyneurium and is apparently most closely re-

jaied lo A. concolor K. Krause from Panama but
""ers in having the inflorescence pendent, the

spadix long-tapered and more or less green at Anthurium utieyi Croat & Baker, Brenesia 16
^"thesis, the spathe longer and recurled, the fresh

(Supl. I): 100. 1979. Type: Costa Rica. Ala-
anthers pale orange, the major lateral veins

juela: 2 km N of Angeles Norte de San Ra-
scarcely raised, often forming a collective vein ^^^'^ 4,000', Lutcyn 3695 (DUKE-233270,

holotype).

side above Salto Grande of Quebrada Negra and in

valley of Rio Bilampi, Neill 1782 (MO), rig san juan:

Neill 7552 (MO), zelaya: along stream N ofsettlement

"Las Mercedes," Vincelli 328A (MO).

"rom near the middle or above, the reticulate

^c>ns clearly visible when fresh, weakly raised

^^d prominulous when dried. Artthurium con- Epiphyte; stems short, densely covered by
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cataphyll fibers; roots few, moderately long, de- thalii, but differs from it in its shorter and broad-

scending, 2-3 mm diam.; cataphylls 3-6 cm er leaves and its beaked berries. The species is

long, apiculate at apex, drying tan, weathering named in honor of John and Kathy Utley, who
into dense, tangled, persisting fibers. LEAVES made many important collections of Araceae in

spreading; petioles 8.5-24 cm long, 2-5 mm Costa Rica.

diam., subterete, shallowly sulcate to weakly flat-

tened adaxially, rounded abaxially; geniculum
Costa Rica, alajuela: S of Balsa de San Ramon,

Lent 3519, 3520 (F); Utley & Utley 1851 (F); Los An-
0.8-2 cm long; blades moderately thick, oblong g^es de San Ramon, Brenes 14844a (NY); N of An-
to oblong-elliptic or oblong-oblanceolate, acu- geles Norte de San Ramon, Lz/Zeyw i695 (DUKE); Ca-

minate at apex, acute to obtuse or narrowly tarates de San Ramon, ^r^^/i^^ /'/222 (NY); along road

rounded at base, 1 5-35 cm long, 3.3-7.5 cm wide, ""ff,,l^?^f^^^'
^"^^""^ '^"^'^'' ^^"^^^ ^"/^f

'^

hma/^^ct«« .,.- .
t . , n a/. -/^Z^ (DUKE), guanacaste: near E edge of Mon-

urodaest near middle orjust above; both surfaces t^^vprHp Pr^^^rvp ninno m^H hptwppn s;^ntn Plena :^r^<^

punctate, conspicuously black punctate on lower
surface; midrib convexly raised near base above,
narrowed toward apex, prominulous below; pri-
mary lateral veins 1 4-20 per side, departing mid-
nb at ca. 45^ angle,

teverde Preserve along road between Santa Elena and

Monleverde, ca. 2.5 miles from Santa Elena, Croat

47135 (MO), heredia: S of Cariblanco, Croat 35795

(MO), alajuela & PUNTARENAS: Monieverde, Palmer

90 (NY); Dryer 1337 (F); Luteyn 3398 (DUKE); upper

drainage of Rio Perias Blancas below Monteverde
obscure above, scarcely cioud Forest, Lawion 1165 (F).

visible below; collective vein arising from the
base, scarcely visible above and below, 2-7 mm Anthurium validifolium K. Krause, Notizbl. Bot.

Gart. Beriin-Dahlem 11: 607. 1932. Type:

Panama. Chiriqui: forests along Rio Ladri-

llo, above El Boquete, 1,200-1,300 m, Pit-

from margin (often more remote from margin in
lower half of blade than in upper half). INFLO-
RESCENCE usually erect-spreading, equalling
or shorter than leaves; peduncle 10-27 cm long,
2-3 mm diam., as long as or longer than petioles;
spathe green to purple, narrowly lanceolate, 3.4

tier 3052 (US).

Epiphyte; stems to 16 cm long, 12 cm diam.;

^ cm long, I-1.5cm wide, broadest at base, acu- leaf scars 2.5 cm wide; roots numerous, green,

"Minate at apex, obtuse to rounded at base, in- descending, 1-1.5 cm diam.; cataphylls subco-
sened at 45° angle on peduncle; stipe 1-6 mm riaceous, ca. 20 cm long, acuminate at apex,
»n front, to 3 mm in back, ca. 2 mm diam.; spadix drying tan (B & K Yellow-red 9/ 1 0), persisting ±
green to brownish-red or purplish-green, 2-15 intact. LEAVES erect-spreading; petioles 20-
cm long, 7-9 cm diam. at base, 3-5 mm diam. 27 cm long, 7-10 mm wide, ± quadrangular,
^^apex; flowers rhombic to 4-lobed, 2. 1-2.5 mm broadly and shallowly sulcate; geniculum 3-3.5

cm long; blades lanceolate, coriaceous, 47-69 cm
long, 10-19 cm wide, acuminate at apex, round-

ed at base, broadest at middle, the margins

broadly undulate; both surfaces matte; midrib

broadly and convexly raised at base above, more
apex

ong, 2^2.5 mm wide, the sides sigmoid; 4-5
nowers visible in the principal spiral, 5-9 flowers
visible in the alternate spiral; lepals glossy,
densely, weakly and minutely papillate, lateral
cpals 1.2-2.5 mm wide, the inner margin con-
vex; pistils emergent 0.3-0.5 mm, white; stigmas
j"'Ptic, ca. 0.4 mm long with small droplets be- sunken at apex, raised and square at base below,
ore stamens emerge; stamens emerging rapidly apex
•roin the base, lateral stamens preceding alter- numerous, departing midrib at 60°-70° angle, ±
nates by only 1-2 spirals, exserted on filament straight, arching near margin, sunken in valleys

^^- 0.5 mm long, which quickly retract to hold above, raised below; interprimary veins scarcely

anihcrs at edge oftepals; anthers ca. 0.4mm long, visible; collective vein arising from one of the

•° '"rn wide; thecae white, dish-like, ellipsoid; primary lateral veins in the apical one quarter of
pollen white. INFRUCTESCENCE with orange,
ovoidberries. Fig. 216.

T"he species is known from Costa Rica in for-
^sts in vicinity of San Ram6n and near Monte-
^•"de at elevations of 760 to 1,690 m.

. 5-6

above, raised below. INFLORESCENCE
spreading, shorter than leaves; peduncle 33-39

cm long, 9-12 cm diam., subterete, twice as long

as petioles; spathe coriaceous, dark green (B &
K Yellow-green 5/10), turning yellow, ovatc-lan-

_^nthunum utleyi is in section Porphywchiio- ceolate, 1 6-1 7 cm long, ca. 4 cm wide, acuminate
f^ium and is most closely related to A.friedrichs- at apex, rounded at base, inserted at ca. 45' angle
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on peduncle, reflexed and held parallel to pe- rangular and somewhat intermediate between the

duncle; stipe 7-13 mm long in front, ca. 3 mm terete petiole of A. protensum and the sharply

long in back; spadix pale lavender to violet-pur- quadrangular petiole ofA. seibertii. Although this

pie (B & K Purple 6/5 to 5/2.5), green at apex in suggests A. validifoliiim may be a hybrid between

early stages, 15-23 cm long, 1.2-3.5 cm diam, A. protensum and A. seibertii, its thicker, pro-

at base, 5-10 mm diam. at apex; flowers rhom- portionally shorter blades are not found on either

bic, 3-3.5 mm long, 3.1-3.6 mm wide, the sides of these species,

straight to weakly sigmoid; 7-8 flowers visible

Costa Rica, puntarenas: Las Cruces Botanical

Gardens, Croat 44445 (MO).
in the principal spiral, 8-10 flowers visible in the

alternate spiral; tepals matte, lateral tepals 1.5-

1.8 mm wide, the inner margin broadly rounded;
pistils scarcely emergent, green; stigma elliptic, Anthurium verapazense Engl., Pflanzenr. IV 23B:

191. 1905. Type: Guatemala. Alta Verapaz:

Cubilhuitz (Finca Cubilhuitz 15M0'N,

90°25'W) elev. 350 m, H. von, Tuerckheim

7788 (US, holotype).

ca. 0.6 mm long, droplets apparent for ca. 1 week
before stamens emerge; stamens emerging
promptly from near base (but usually not the
lowermost spiral) or sometimes at middle, the
lateral stamens emerging in ca. three quarters the
length ofspadix before alternates emerge; anthers Usually epiphytic, sometimes terrestrial; stems

yellow-orange, held inward and partially cover- 4-8 cm long, 5-6 cm diam.; internodes and leaf

ing stigma at level of tepals, ca. 1 mm long, 1.2 scars hidden by persisting cataphylls and thick,

mm wide; thecae oblong-ellipsoid, scarcely di- descending, dark brown roots; cataphylls sub-

varicate; pollen yellow-orange (B & K Yellow- coriaceous, 6-9 cm long, acuminate at apex,

red 8/5). INFRUCTESCENCE pendent; spathe sometimes tinged red-violet, subapical apiculum

twisted; spadix 24-26 cm long, 2.3-2.5 mm ca. 2 mm long, drying dark brown (B& K Yellow

diam.; berries bright orange, obovoid, flattened 4/7.5), persisting as reticulate fibers. LEAVES
^t apex, 0.8-1 5 mm long, pericarp thin, ± trans- with petioles erect-spreading, 26-6 1 cm long, 6-

Parent, orange; mesocarp fleshy, orange with mi- 7 mm diam., subterete; geniculum 3-4 cm long,

nute raphide cells; seeds 1-2, ovoid, pale yellow, conspicuously sulcate; blades moderately thick.

tinged brown at apex and base with somewhat
flattened appendage at both ends, encased in a
somewhat dry, sac-hke structure. Figs. 213,214,
and 217.

Anthurium validifolium is a member of section

triangular, sometimes ovate-triangular, gradu-

apex

24-60 cm long, 14-27 cm wide, broadest at base

or sometimes at point ofpetiole attachment; an-

terior lobe 24-49 cm long, convex to almost

Pachyneu urn^u 7 r

---'-"
straight; posterior lobes 8-1 7 cm long; sinus hip-

ChirianrP
'' ^''^"' ^°' ''''^*'' """^^

. pocrepiform to spathulate to sometimes ovate.

Plan hTt n"""
^^P^*^^"^^' ^"t ^ cultivated

^^^^j,y ^^^^^^^ ^, ^^^. ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^._

Vito de I.
'

u
^^^^"^^^^ ^^'d^" "^^'' ^^"

glossy, the lower surface densely punctate; mid-

ta
R.^^-'^'^^^^^rthe Panamanian borderm Cos- ^.^ ^^„^^,^ ^^.^^^ ^^^^^ diminished and sunken
"Mca may be a native to the area according to

rib acutely raised above, diminished and sunken

Wilson
apex

ve been made in lower montane wet forest and
^^er montane rain forest from 1 ,600 to 2,000

monlan^^"^T"'^"
collection was made in pre-

^_^ ^^ ^,^^ aeparxmg miurio ai ^o-^o ai.B.c,

life 7nn^
'^^\ ^^^^' ^^'''^ corresponds to the

,oop-connecting to collective vein, sunken above,
J ^one at the Las Cruces Botanical Garden.
n«s further substantiates that A.

3'so native to Costa Rica.

raised below; basal veins 4-6 pairs, the first free

to base, those remaining coalesced 2.5-4 cm,

sunken above, raised below; primary lateral veins

7-9 per side, departing midrib at 45''-55° angle.

'alidifolium

^Jnihurium validifolium is characterized by its

lav
"moderately thick, lanceolate leaf blade,

prominulous below; lesser veins less conspicu-

ous; collective vein arising from the first basal

vein, sunken above, raised below, 4-6 mm from

the margin. INFLORESCENCE arching-pen-

^«ot- r.p./^iinHp <i1-Q0 cm lone. 4-6 mm diam.:

cider to purple spadix and bright orange, spathe moderately thin, oblong-lanceolate, green

^°ovo,d berries. It is perhaps most closely re- (B & K Yellow-green 7/10), sometimes tinged

^»ed to /1. 5c/6e>m7 and ^.;7ro/£'«5J/w, which share violet-purple at margins, 8.5-15 cm long, 1-2

S'milar inflorescence and orange berries. It dif- cm wide, broadest near base, narrowly acumi-

:'\ '^^om both of those species in having broader nate at apex, obtuse at base, inserted at 45° angle

"'' thicker leaf blades. Its petiole is subquad- on peduncle; spadix violet-purple (B & K Red-
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purple 2/5), 10-25 cm long, 6.5-8 mm diam. at able, ranging from deltoid to ovoid to deltoid-

ar)ex hastate. The lobes may be directed downward,
3.6-3.8 mm long, 2.3-2.8 mm wide, the sides sharply outward, or even somewhat inward. Even

plants within a single population may show great

variability. Neither A. verapazense or A. hicem

show correlation with regard to leaf shape al-

though collections from the same area show sira-

straight parallel to the spiral, gradually sigmoid
perpendicular to the spiral; 6-7 flowers visible

in the principal spiral, 8-10 flowers visible in the
alternate spiral; tepals matte to semiglossy, ob-
scurely and sparsely punctate, minutely papil- ilar trends in variation. Worthy of mention is a

late, the lateral tepals ca. 2 mm wide, the inner collection of A. verapazense made by Dr. R.

Tejada {307) purportedly collected in Maza-

tenango, a town on the Pacific slope. I believe it

margm ± concave and turned up against pistil;

rple

paler than tepals; stigma slit-like, oblong, ca. 0.6 is unlikely that the species ever occurred there

mm long; stamens emerging in a moderately rap- and perhaps there was (in 191 4) another village

id sequence from the base, the laterals first, fol- called Mazatenango located on the Atlantic slope

lowed shortly by alternates, the leading stamens or perhaps the collection was cultivated in Ma-

preceding third and fourth by several spirals, zatenango. Other species were also collected by

briefly exserted on purplish filaments, withdraw- Tejada at Mazatenango that are likewise not be-

ing to level of tepals; anthers yellow, ca. 0.2 mm
long, 0.6 mm wide, held in a close, tight circle

lieved to have ever occurred there.

It is possible that additional work will prove

around pistil; thecae ellipsoid, divaricate; pollen that the taxon as constituted here consists of two

kmon-ycllow fading to white. INFRUCTES- species. A live collection made by Hans Wiehler

CENCE pendent; spadix 15-34 cm long, 1-2.8 near Purulha in Alta Verapaz (Guatemala) and

cm diam.; spathe often withered or deciduous; cultivated at Selby Botanical Gardens produced

^--, subglobose, red-orange berries that had 6-9 small

developing m the basal one third to one half, ca. seeds. This has been vouchered as Madison 3739.

7 nim long, ca. 6.7 mm diam.; mesocarp juicy, A second Madison collection (6965) from a live

with numerous whitish raphide cells; seeds 1-2, plant purportedly also from Purulha had similar

berries

3.5-4.2 mm long, 3-3.6 mm wide, 2-2.5 mm berries with 2 large seeds. These were similar to

thick, broadly ellipsoid to subrounded, flattened, the berries of other collections studied, namely

emarginate at apex, pale purplish-violet with nu- Jones d Facey 3389 from the department of Iz-

merous, clear punctations, the surface sticky, the abal and Boutin 5122 from Belize. The latter is

hypocotyl smaU. Figs. 215, 218, and 219.

Anthurium verapazense ranges from Belize to
Guatemala along the Atlantic slope in principally
moist forest habitats at elevations of 100 to 800
m. It is easily confused with A. lucens, which is

live at the Missouri Botanical Garden. These

drastic differences are not easily explained an

have not been exhibited in other species oi An-

thurium. The problem warrants additional in-

vestigation.

occurring
Belize. Belize district: S of Gales Point, cultiva'^

of Chiapas and northern Guatemala as well as S ^^- ^^^'^^ i^istrict: S of Gales Po'nt' "
^^„,

in northern Honduras. Th« w* ^ '^=* ^^u as atKew,//w«/ 704i(K, MO);GracyRock,SibunK'

r!.."^ u " .
"'^'- ^^^ '^"^'" ^^ generally Gm/e 7667 (MICH. MO, NY); Manatee Lagoon,

/'Jfr>,,nrl oi K„t, 1 .• r-

- fc-ww.aii;. UfW/e 7 66/ (MICH, MU, IN Y K MHOaiCC 1^6"-
lound at higher elevations, from 350 to 2,000 m. 24 (OH); 22 miles south of Western Highway

. ,, . & Liesner 1512 (MO); Croat 23852 (^^2^m\"[^Antlnmum verapazense is in section Belolon- district: no other location, Lundell 6341 i^^^^Lj
chium and is distinguished by its usually Ions

^""^ hunting camp, S of Grano de Oro, Gem
narrow spathe, much less than halfas long as the

"'"^' '
'"
""" ^'^" ""'""" '

spadix at anthcsis. In addition the inflorescence
is usually 1.5 to 3 times longer than the longest
petioles. Anthurium lurpn^ tWfC^r^ ;^ i,„,,:

(MO); Mountain Pine Ridge, Barllett 130

US);'>/m«? '416\vS)] Lundell 6780 i^^^^V^ll
325A (MO); between San Luis and Cuevas at Kio^.^^

cal, Croat 23533 (MO); Waterhole Camp near
^^^

Gentle 2445 (MICH), stann creek o'STR'*^ ^^
relatively short spadix with the spathe usually

^'^"^^ Railroad, Schipp S177 (F). toledo dis^^^^^

over halfas lone as the snadi^ ^t ^,,t»,„.:„ u.. ..
^^ya Mountains, Union Camp, Boutin &over halfas long as the spadix at anthcsis, by the

relatively shorter inflorescence which is shorter
than the leaves or rarely more than 1.5 times
longer than the petioles, and by the red, obovoid
berries

ense

5/22 (MO). ^s96
Guatemala, alta verapaz: Cham^,

•'^^'^^j^urt*

(UCLA); along road to Finca Trece Aguas, l^J' .^^njtv

in Senahu, Luieyn & Almeda 3523 (DUKt), ,j

ofLaguna Sapalau, SW of Sibicte, SteyermarK ^
(MO); 4-9 miles up road to Oxec, along ^''^7

^,^0
which turns N off Highway 7E beiween Tucuru

i

*
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Esior ca. 6 km NE of Panzos, Croat 41605, 41683 ma droplet apparent 2-3 days before stamens
Madison

IZABAL
Lake Izabal, Jones & Facey 3389 (LL, NY), peten:
Poptun, Molina 15613 (NY).

emerge, dry and gray as stamens open; stamens

emerging rapidly from base, or sometimes scat-

tered throughout, exserted on short translucent

Mexico, chiapas: Finca Prusia, Mapastepec, NW of filaments, 0.3-0.4 mm long, 0.6 mm wide, which
Huixila, MacDougall 337 (CAS, DS, MEXU); Lagos retract holding stamens in a tight cluster over
de Moniebello, 3 mi W of Dos Lagunas, Croat 46656
(MO); Ocozocoautia de Espinosa, Breedlove27489 (DS);
N of Ocozocoautia de Espinosa on gravel road to Ap-

VERACRUZ
Soteapan, Beaman 6142 (XAL).

pistil; anthers creamy white, 0.9 mm long, 0.9-

1 mm wide; thecae ellipsoid, divaricate; pollen

white. INFRUCTESCENCE with spadix to 22

cm long; berries yellow to orange, ovoid to obo-

void, beaked, 1-1.5 cm long. Figs. 224 and 225.

The species is known from Costa Rica to Co-
Anthunum watermaliense Hort. ex L. H. Bailey,

^ ^,^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^„ ,,^„^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^_
^tand. Cycl. Hort. 1: 303. 1922. Type: Co- j^^^ia, usually from 750 to 2,400 m elevation
lombia. Not seen (mtroduced into horticul- -^ premontane rain and lower montane rain for-
ture via Watermall, Belgium).

^^^ ^^^^ populations also occur near sea level

Terrestrial; stems to 25 cm long; cataphylls in tropical moist forest and premontane wet for-

thin, 4.5-9 cm long, rounded at apex,'weathering ^st. The species is extremely variable, especially

into coarse fibers. LEAVES with petioles erect- i^^ '^^f size and shape, and spathe and spadix

spreading, 12-88 cm long, ± terete, weakly flat- color. It is strange that the species has not been

tened or sulcate; geniculum 1-1.5 cm long; blades found in tropical wet forest or at elevations be-

tween 100 and 700 m. Perhaps further study willovate-triangular, moderately thick, gradually
acuminate at apex, deeply lobed at base, 30-60 show that the lower elevation populations are a

cm long, 19-36 cm wide; the anterior lobe 20- distinct species.

Anthunum watermaliense is an atypical mem-
ber ofsection Pachyneurium and is not generally

confused with any other species in Central Amer-

ica. It can be recogni/cd by the ovate-triangular

to sub-3-lobed leaf blades, the broad, frequently

dark purple spathe, green to purple, stipitate spa-

dix with long-exserted stamens, and yellow to

orange berries.

The species has long been known in horticul-

tural circles, being first introduced from Colom-

bia to Watermall, Belgium, by an unknown col-

lector; although the name was validated by a

short note by Bailey in the Standard Cyclopedia

of Horticulture (1: 303. 1922), no type was des-

ignated. I have as yet seen no Colombian ma-

terial ofthe species and therefore decline to name

a lectotype at this time.

45 cm long; posterior lobes 1 4-26 cm long; sinus
parabolic to hippocrepiform; both surfaces semi-
^ossy; midrib convexly raised above and below;
^asal veins 5-8, the second to eighth coalesced
^5-8 cm, prominulous above and below, yellow
^low, posterior rib mostly naked, weakly turned
"P; Pnmar>' lateral veins 4-8 per side, departing

^Jdnb at 40°-45° angle, prominulous in valleys
^^e, prominulous below; lesser veins less con-

spicuous; collective vein arising from the first or
^*^ond basal vein, raised above and below, 3-6

^^ ft-om margin. INFLORESCENCE spread-
^ng. shorter than leaves; peduncle 1 2-66 cm long,
^^^mm diam., spathe lanceolate-triangular,^ to dark violet-purple, subcoriaceous, 5-21

"g, 2.3-8.5 cm wide, long-acuminate at

^\ obtuse to rounded at base, inserted at 75^
g'e on peduncle; stipe 0.3-3 cm long; spadix
"'le to greenish, yellow or purple, 7-1 cm long, Costa Rica. No other location, Lankcster 349-49

^''0 mm diam at base ? S mm Hi«m at anex- (K). alajuela: Monleverde Biological Reserve, Ken-

'^^ flowers rhomh Tl Tk TT t T. T nedy & Guidon 3799 (MO), cartago: Camino Ra.z
•vers rnombic to 4-lobed, 1.5-3.4 cm long, * - '- "

^'gmoid
jagge

de Hule, SE of Platanillo, Croat 36713 (MO); vicinity

Palo Verde, Luleyn & Wilbur 4376 (MO), heredia &

,„ ,

--.. ^.^.^ ^ ^, ».„. SAN jose:S facing slopes ofCerroZurqui,,l//w^ai706
^^^^«l> 6-16 flowers visible in the alternate spiral; (MO); Rio Para Blanca, Cerro de Z^^J- ^"^f

''^^

f/;,9j^2(MO);CerroZurqui, N of San Luis Norte, .Sro/^p

154S (MO), limon: between Bribri and Bratsi, along

Rio Sixaola, Burger el al. 10444 (MO); vicinity Bribri,

Rio Catarata. Cruul 43224 (MO); N of Lim6n, Lent

347 (MO).

Anthurium wendlingeri G. M. Barroso, Bel. Soc.

Venez. Ci. Nat. 26: 151. 1965. Type: Costa

^^
ecb, punctate, with sparse droplets when sta-

^^^nsare fresh, lateral tepals 1.5-2.2 mm wide,

rtcn"T
^^^^^ convex to ± straight; pistil dark

^ * ^ ^^^^' raised, weakly exserted just before

mm T^
*^'^^''8^i stigma narrowly elliptic, ca. 0.5

°"8. With papillae not exserted, a small stig-
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Figures 220-223.

K. Krausc, Croul ]^h<i ^^?' f;^Jf*^""^
^^endUngeriG. M. Barroso, Croat 34295 22\ .

Anlhuriu^
wilh^ i'
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Rica. Cartago: Turones (Pavones), Turrial- nama, and Colon Provinces on the Atlantic slope

ba, 700 m, Wendlinger s.n. (RB, holotype). and along the Continental Divide in tropical wet

forest and premontane rain forest at elevations

Pendent epiphyte; stems ca. 20 cm long; the of 350 to 900 m.
internodes 1 .5-2 cm long, except near apex; roots

moderately thick; cataphylls moderately thick,

5.5-1 5 cm long, acuminate at apex, drying brown,

weathering into coarse persistent, longitudinal

fibers. LEAVES spreading-pendent; petioles te-

rete, (5)8-30 cm long, 2-4 mm diam.; geniculum

1-1.5 cm long; blades oblong, moderately thick,

32-80 cm long, 3-11 cm wide, acuminate at a

apex, round to truncate at base; upper surface

weakly velvety, obscurely and sparsely glandu-

lar-punctate, lower surface semiglossy, sparsely

glandular-punctate; midrib convexly raised at

base above, more acute toward apex, diminish-

ing and flat at apex, raised at base below, flat

from ca. midway to apex; primary lateral veins

1 1-24 per side, departing midrib at 30'*-40*' an-

gle, raised and nearly obscure above, flat below;

lesser veins obscure; collective vein arising from
the lowermost primary lateral vein, weakly sunk-

en above, flat to weakly raised below, 5-9 mm
from margin, INFLORESCENCE spreading to

pendent, usually shorter than leaves; peduncle
13-42 cm long, 3-7 mm diam.; spathe moder-
ately thin, pale green tinged purplish, ± oblong,
7-1 1 cm long, 8-13 mm wide, gradually

acuminate at apex, inserted at ca. 45*" angle on
peduncle, withering and curling horizontally or
deciduous; spadix pale green to white or grayish-

white, straight when young, becoming spiralled

in age, 12-80 cm long, 3-5 mm diam. at base,

narrowly-tapered to apex; flowers ± 4-lobed, 3-
3.1 mm long, 2.4-2.6 mm wide, the sides
smoothly sigmoid; 4-5 flowers visible in the
principal spiral, ca. 10 flowers visible in the al-

ternate spiral; tepals matte, weakly punctate, mi-

Anthurium wendlingeri was described from live

material collected in Cartago Province of Costa

Rica. The type description reports the inflores-

cences as being "atropurpureus" and no other

flowering material has been seen for Costa Rica.

Panamanian collections closely matching this

species in vegetative condition, habit and all oth-

er aspects consistently have spadices that are

white to grayish-white at anthesis. More matenal

must be seen from Costa Rica to determine if

those populations really do have purple spadices

and to determine if the Panamanian plants are

the same or ifthey should be considered distinct.

One collection from Code {Croat 37329) was

reported to have a reddish spadix but it has con-

sistently flowered with a white spadix in cuhi-

vation.

The species is in section Porphyrochitoniwn

and is distinguished by its coriaceous, oblong.

glandular-punctate leaf blades, very

whitish, corkscrew-like spadix and reddish ber-

ries. The blades are weakly velvety and obscure y

punctate above and below. It is most easily con-

fused with another Panamanian species, /i-

1^

dens Croat (ined.), which occurs in similar ha
-

itats in Colon and Panama P''<^^^"'^^^'
, , ^j,.

species differs, however, in having narrowly o^^

lanceolate blades that are acute at the base a

that dry conspicuously blackened, and espec'^

^

by its stouter, relatively short, greenish-purp
e

brownish spadix, which never coils.

elongate 1

That

Costa Rica, heredia: S of Cariblanco,
Croai

358iO

(MO).

nutely papillate, the lateral tepals 1.6-1.7 mm Anthurium williamsii K. Krause, Notizbl Bo^)

wide, the inner margin broadly rounded; pistils

weakly emergent, pale green, glossy; stigmas lin-

ear, 0.3 mm long; lateral stamens emerging scat-
tered throughout length of spadix, alternate sta-

mens soon following with no apparent pattern-

anthers cream, held at edge oftepals against sides
of pistil, ca. 0.7 mm long, ca. 0.6 mm wide;
thecae ellipsoid, not divaricate; pollen creamy-
white. INFRUCTESCENCE pendent; berries
reddish, ± oblong or globose, ca. 5 mm long,
flattened at apex with a central depression Figs'

220, 226, and 227.

Panamanian plants considered A wendlingeri
range from Veraguas in the west to Code, Pa-

Gart. Berlin-Dahlem 11: 610. 1932. > .
^

Panama. Darien: near Cana,

(not seen).

WiUiains

Terrestrial; stems short; cataphylls su

^^^
ceous, 3-1 2 cm long, acute at apex, drying

(B & K Yellow-red 2/5), weathering into

^^
tudinal fibers. LEAVES with petioles

^^^

spreading, 23-61 cm long, 5-8 mm ^'^^^^^.

terete, sometimes faintly 2-3- or more
^^^^^

geniculum 2-3.5 cm long; blades na^TO^vly
^^

to broadly ovate, thin, ± membranous, long

^^
minate to cuspidate at apex, lobed at ^^*

'^j^j.

48 cm long, 19.5-36 cm wide,
^^^^^^^^

l^^^v^s

die; anterior lobe 21-35 cm long, the m
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broadly rounded; posterior lobes 9-16 cm long (Croat 36721) is somewhat intermediate be-

from apex of sinus to outermost point; sinus tri- tween A, williamsii and A. cuspidatum and may

angular, sometimes closed, acute at apex; matte be a hybrid.

to semiglossy on both surfaces; midrib weakly
^^^^^ ^^^^ cartago: vicinity of Moravia, Croat

and convexly raised above, prommently raised ^6628, 36721. 36790 (MO).
below; basal veins 6-7 pairs, usually all free to

base; posterior ribs absent; primary lateral veins

8-10 per side, departing midrib at SS^'-SO" angle,

sunken in valleys above, prominently raised be-

low, basal and primary lateral veins drying con-

spicuously yellow; lesser veins scarcely visible;

collective vein arising from one ofthe uppermost

Anthurium yetlense Matuda, Anales Inst. Biol.

Univ. Nac. Mexico 32: 151, Fig. 7. 1961.

Type: Mexico. Oaxaca: near Yetla (San Ma-

teo Yetla?), January 14, 1959, MacDougall

410 (MEXU, holotype).

basal veins, 2-3 mm from the margin. INFLO- Terrestrial; stems ca. 30 cm long, 3.5 cm diam.,

RESCENCE erect; peduncle (16)40-53 cm long, green; intemodes short; roots thick, tan, pubes-
4-5 mm diam., shorter or equalling petiole; spathe ^^j^^^ directed downward; cataphylls subcoria-

membranous, pale green (B & K Green 7/5), ceous, 7-9 cm long, tinged red-violet, rounded
sometimes withering early, lanceolate, 7-12.5 cm ^^ apex, acumen apiculate, subapical apiculum
long, 1.5-2.8 cm wide, caudate-acuminate at 2-5 mm long, drying brown, persistent, splitting

apex, subcordate at base, inserted on peduncle ^^ h?i^Q, the apex intact. LEAVES erect-spread-

at 25° angle; stipe 3-5 mm long in front, 1-3 mm jj^g. petioles 28-45 cm long, 4-7 mm diam., te-

long in back; spadix violet-purple or green tinged j.^^^, heavily tinged red-violet in early stages; ge-

violet-purple, (7)11-20 cm long, (6)7-10 mm niculum 2.3-2.5 cm long, weakly sulcate; blades

diam. at base, 4-5 mm diam. at apex; flowers broadly ovate to rounded, moderately thick,

square, 2.5-3 mm long, 2. 1-3 mm wide, the sides gradually long-acuminate at apex, deeply lobed

^eakly sigmoid; 4-5 flowers visible in the prin- ^^ ^ase, 20-44 cm long, 1 5.5-29 cm wide, broad-
cipal spiral, 7-9 flowers visible in the alternate est at point ofpetiole attachment or slightly above;

spiral; tepals glossy, lateral tepals 1 .7-2 mm wide, anterior lobe 1 5-29 cm long, the margins round-
Ihe mner margin convex; pistils dark purple, ^d; posterior lobes 7-15 cm long from apex of
scarcely emergent before anthers emerge; stigmas sj^us to outermost point; sinus obovate to cam-
minute, scarcely visible; stamens emerging rap- paniform, sometimes closed, acute at apex; both
^dly from the base, the leading stamens emerging surfaces matte to semiglossy, lower surface much
at apex as third and fourth are emerged two- paler; midrib convexly raised above, flat at apex,

thirds the length of spadix, exserted on white, acutely raised below; basal veins 4-5 pairs, first

translucent, flattened filaments, ca. 0.4 mm long, and second free, third to fifth coalesced 2.5-3

retracting to hold anthers over pistil; anthers pur- ^m, raised in valleys above, raised below; pos-

terior ribs ± straight, inner margins sharply rolled

thecae ellipsoid; pollen orange (B & K Yellow- ^p- primary lateral veins 4-6 per side, departing

^ed 7/5). INFRUCTESCENCE pendent; berries midribat40°-50°angle, curving toward apex and
deep red-violet, obovoid; mesocarp gelatinous joining collective vein, sunken above, raised be-

^'»th numerous raphide cells; seeds 2, pale yel- i^vv; interprimary veins flat above, prominulous
•ow, tinged reddish brown at apex, green at base, below; lesser veins scarcely visible; collective vein

^void, flattened, 4.6 mm long, 3.3-3.7 mm wide, arising from the first basal vein, sunken above,

2^mm thick, encased in a sticky substance. Fig. ^-^ised below, 7-12 mm from margin. INFLO-

RESCENCE erect-spreading, shorter than

. leaves* peduncles 1 8-20 cm long, 4-5 mm diam.,
^nthurium yvilliamsii ranges from Costa Rica

^^^^^^ '^^^^^ heavily tinged with red-violet, one
tcuador from near sea level to 1,800 m ele-

^^^.^^ '^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ 3, petioles; spathe co-
t»on. In Costa Rica it has been collected m

^^^^^^^ gp^en tinged with red-violet, broadly
Premoniane rain forest. In Panama it has been

,^^^^^,3^^ 7 5-9 cm long, 2.5-3 cm wide, broad-

fo Itf
"^ ? Premontane wet forest, tropical wet

^^^ ^^ base 'acuminate a
^^i. and premontane rain forest. j „* ^co ^„ -.^Hh

4-0

221.

apex

stipe

The species is placed in section Polyneurium in front, I.5-I.8 cm long in ba k 5 rn k,

J"d is closest to A. cuspidatum (see that species green tinged ^'^^
-^I^'f^'f^j'^^^'^f,*^

f«r
d^fTcrcnces). One collection from Costa Rica K Yellow-grccn, 6/7.5), 8-8.2 cm long, 1.2-1.5
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with which it has been confused in Central Amer-cm diam. at base, 7-9 mm diam. at apex; flowers

rhombic to 4-lobed, 3-3.2 mm long, 4-4.5 mm ica belongs to A. huixtlense.

wide, the sides sigmoid; ca. 5 flowers visible in

the principal spiral, ca. 7 flowers visible in the Literature Cited

alternate spiral; tepals matte, weakly punctate, Berlin, B. & P. Kay. 1969. Basic Color Terms, Their

1
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Acorns 2 1

1

Anadendrum 2 1

1

Anthurium 240
-sect. Belolonchium Schott 220, 223, 246, 256, 260,

267, 268, 270, 272, 279, 282, 284, 309, 317,

323, 327, 331, 336, 342, 355, 363, 364, 366,

367, 385, 392, 393, 400, 404, 410, 416
-sect. Calomystrium Schott 215, 216, 222, 250,

251, 276, 277, 292, 297, 305, 306, 329, 335,

363, 385

-sect. Cardiolonchium Schott 216, 222, 284
-sect. Chamaerepium Schott 219
-sect. Dactylophyllium Schott 220, 277, 308, 402
-sect. Digitinervium Sodiro 216, 220, 311
-sect. Episeiostenium Schott 281
-sect. Gymnopodium Engl. 219
-sect. Leptanthurium Schott 219, 222, 242, 300,

323,396,416
-sect. Oxycarpium Schott 223, 349, 351
-sect. Pachyneurium Schott 215, 216, 219, 221,

244, 259, 281, 285, 287, 292, 301, 302, 323,

324, 336, 356-358, 360, 369, 375, 381, 382,

386,390,391,405,409,411
-sect. Polyneurium Schott 223, 288, 342, 415
-sect. Polyphyllium Engl. 215, 221, 279, 294, 416
-sect. Porphyrochitonium Schott 216, 219, 220, 242,

245, 251, 252, 292, 299, 300, 310, 320, 341,

351,359,374,407,414
-sect. Schizoplacium Schott 220, 343, 356
-sect. Semaeophyllium Schott 219, 394, 398
-sect. Tetraspermium Schott 216, 219, 220, 372,

400, 401, 416
-sect. Urospadix Engl. 219, 222
-sect. Xialophyllium Schott 222, 223, 261, 265,

289, 307, 326, 340, 395, 396
acutangulum Engl. 213, 220, 234, 235, 242, 243!,

245,251,359
acutifolium Engl. 221, 240, 243!, 244
aemulum Schott 348
alatipedunculatum Croat & Baker 220, 234, 243!,

244, 245, 359
allenii Standi. 309
amethystinum Croat & Baker 323, 324
amoenum Kunth 325
andicola Liebm. 213, 214, 220, 229, 245, 246, 247!,

248!, 249, 270, 282, 327, 331
var. cucullatum (C. Koch) Engl. 245

andresloviense Matuda 339, 382, 383
angustispadix Croat & Baker 223, 238, 247!, 248
angusturense Engl. 320
armenienseCroat211,213,222,231,247!,249,251,

253, 306
aureum Engl. 310
austinsmithii Croat & Baker 220, 234, 248!, 251
^tleyi Standi. 335
bakeri Hook. f. 213, 214, 220, 233, 248!, 252, 253!,

300
barbanum K. Krause 325
^lattenuatum Standi, ex Yuncker 391, 392
oeltianum Standi. & L. O. Wms. 213, 222, 231, 254,

255!

berriozabalense Matuda 213, 214, 220, 224, 231,

253!, 256, 258!, 259, 312, 383

bochilense Matuda 305

bogotense Schott var. concinnatum (Schott) Engl. 279

bombacifolium Schott 348

brachygonatum Schott 374, 375

brachypodum Sodiro 326

brachyspathum C. Koch & Bouche 400

brenesii Croat & Baker 221, 238, 255!, 258!, 259,

357
brevipetiolatum Engl. 342

brownii Mast. 223, 224, 227, 257!, 260

burchellianum (Engl.) Macbr. 277

burgeri Croat & Baker 223, 238, 258!, 260, 261

campii A. D. Hawkes 245, 246

caperatum Croat & Baker 223, 227, 257!, 261, 262

camosum Croat & Baker 223, 235, 258!, 263, 264!,

265, 307, 349

caucanum Engl. 222, 289

cerrobaulense Matuda 221, 228, 229, 233, 264!, 265,

266!, 267, 270

cerropelonense Matuda 213, 223, 230, 231, 266!,

267
cerropirrense Croat (ined.) 396

chamulense
ssp. chamulense Matuda 2 1 3 , 221, 228, 229, 231,

233, 246, 267, 268, 269!, 270, 271, 282, 329

ssp. oaxacanum Croat 211, 213, 221, 229, 264!,

269, 270, 271

chiapasense

ssp. chiapasense Standi. 213, 220, 225, 269!, 271,

321

ssp. tlaxiacense (Matuda) Croat 211, 220, 225,

272, 273!, 274!

chlorocardium Standi. & L. O. Wms. 392

chochotlensis Matuda 245

circinatum Croat 320

clarinervium Matuda 214, 222, 231, 273!, 275, 312

clavatum Croat & Baker 222, 225, 274!, 276

clavigerum Poepp. & Endl. 213, 220, 223, 274!, 276,

277, 278!

clidemioides Standi. 221, 225, 277, 278!, 279

codajasii G. M. Barroso 401

coibionii Standi. & Steyerm. 391

colombianum Engl. 325

colonicum K. Krause 360, 362

concinnatum Schott 223, 226, 244, 263, 278!, 279,

280!, 306, 363

concolor K. Krause 405

consobrinum Schott 221, 235-237, 280!, 281, 292,

293
var. cuneatissimum Engl. 285

cordatotriangulum Matuda 213,214,221,230,278!,

282, 283!, 329

comigatum Sodiro 262

costaricense "En^. 357

colobrusii Croat & Baker 22 K 226, 280!, 282, 283!.

284,360
crassinervium (Jacq.) Schott 416

crenatum(L.) Kunth 375

cruxiphyllum Matuda 271

417
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cubense Engl. 213, 214, 221, 235, 283!, 284, 285,
286!

cucullatum C. Koch 245
cuneatissimum (Engl.) Croat 211,221, 239, 285, 286!,

287, 386
curvilaminum Croat (ined.) 301
cuspidatum Mast. 22 1 , 226, 238, 286!, 287, 288, 4 1

5

cuspidatum Maluda 271
cuspidifolium Schott 336
davidsoniae Standi. 222, 225, 288, 289, 291!
decurrens Poepp. 349
densinervium Engl. 309
denudatum Andre 312
denudalum Engl. 260
dolosum Schott 371

donnellsmithii Engl. 287
durandii Engl. 219, 220, 234, 235, 251, 289, 290'

292, 359
eggersii Engl. 314, 416
enormispadix Matuda 369
erylhrostachyum Croat (ined.) 306
eximium Engl. 221, 222, 237, 240, 290!, 292
fatoense K. Krause 221, 236, 239, 281, 291' 293
filiforme Engl. 359
firmum Engl. 309
flavescens Poepp. 263, 336
flexile

ssp. flexile Schott 214, 221, 225, 290» 29 T 293
296!

ssp. muelleri Croat & Baker 221, 225, 294, 295»
formosum Schott 218, 222, 227, 296!, 297, 298!
fortinense Hook, ex Schott 374
fratemum Schott 276, 306, 385, 416
friedrichsthalii Schott 213, 219,220 234 297 ?QSi

299,300,407,416 '
' ' '

garagaranum StandL 294
ghiesbreghtii Linden ex Schott 355
giganteum Matuda 369
glaucotitanioides Matuda 246
gracile(Rudge)LindL213-2l5,219,222 236 292

2961,299,300,416 .
^-^o, ^y^

\SiT. friedrichsthalii (Schott) Engl. 297
gracilens Standi. 325
gracilescens Sodiro 325
gymnopus Griseb. 219
hacumense Engl. 213, 220, 233, 296!, 298!, 300 301
halmoorei Croat 211, 214, 221, 236, 239 301 ^302

303!, 304!, 378
^, ^vi, :iUA

helleborifolium Schott 347
hoffmannii Schott 222, 227, 276, 302 303' 304'

305, 306, 329, 335 '
'

holtonianum Schott 276
hookeri Kunth 285
huixtlense Matuda 213, 218, 222 230 2^1 -^^i

303!, 304!, 305, 306, 327, 416 '
'

hypoleucum Standi, 342
interruptum Sodiro 213, 214, 223, 235 263 30^

307. 315!, 349 ' ' ^"

isonervium Standi. & L. O. Wms. 359
jimenezii Matuda 377
johnii Engl. 287
joseanum Engl. 357
kalbreyeriN. E. Brown 277
karwinskyi Schott 348
kruseanum Matuda 331
kunthianum Liebm. 374

kunthii Poepp. & Endl. 220, 224, 304!, 307, 308,

314!

lactijlorum Engl. 297
lancetillense Croat 211,213, 223, 230, 232, 308, 309,

314!, 315!, 404
lancifolium Schott 220, 234, 309. 310, 314!

var. albifructum Croat (ined.) 310

lapathifolium Schott 335
latihastatum Engl, ex K. Krause 396

lentii Croat & Baker 220, 224, 310, 311, 314!, 315!

lepturum Sodiro 325
leucocarpum Schott 371

leuconeurum Lem. 214, 222, 231, 311, 312, 313,

315!

lezamae Matuda 214, 222, 231, 312, 313, 316!, 366,

404
liebmannii Schott 402
linearifolium Engl. 297
littomle Engl. 289
longicaudatum Engl. 288
longipeltatum Matuda 2 1 3, 220, 224, 3 1 6!, 317, 319!

longipes Matuda 299
longispathum Schott 386
louisii Croat & Baker 220, 233, 318, 320!

lucens Standi, ex Yuncker 220, 225, 271, 319!, 320,

321,322!, 323,364,410
macdougallii Matuda 245, 246, 282

machetioides Matuda 221, 237, 322!, 323

macrolobum Hort. 3 1

2

madisonianum Croat (ined.) 398

mapastapecense Matuda 320, 321

membranuliferum Schott & Ohlend. ex Engl. 355

mexicanum Engl. 294
mexicanum Liebm, 374
mexicanum Macbr. 294 -

.

michelii Guillaumin 221, 238, 240, 319!, 323, 3iJ

microspadix Schott 213, 214, 222, 225, 235, 2»y,

319!, 322!, 325, 326, 340
mirandae Matuda 343
monserratense Matuda 268, 270

monsteroides Steyerm. 277 ^^

montanum HemsL 213, 221, 230, 231-233, ^»A

322!, 326, 327, 328!, 329, 400

monteverdense Croat & Baker 222, 227, 305, 3-i

monticolum Engl. 288
motozintlense Matuda 268

i- i 293
myosuroides (HBK) Endl. var. angustifolia Ej^ 'i^g,

nakamurae Matuda 213, 214, 221, 228, 237. i- •

330, 332!, 394
nanegalense Sodiro 325
nelsonii Croat 211, 213, 221, 229, 330, 332

nervatum Croat (ined.) 360, 362 -j

nizandense Matuda 213, 214, 221, 236, 239, :>
'

332!, 333, 334!, 378

nymphiifolium C. Koch & Bouche 276

oaxacamonticolum Matuda 245, 246

oaxacarupicolum Matuda 282

obovatum Gleason 277 .^j

obtusilobum Schott 213, 222, 226, 333, 334.,

ochranthum C. Koch 213, 223. 228, 334!, 335,

355

ocotepecense MzXudz, 339
,

oerstedianum Schott 221, 225. 235, 336, 338.

oreophilum Sodiro 288
orteganum Engl. 287

r
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ovandense Matuda 213, 223, 232, 338!, 339, 366,

383, 404
ovatifolium Engl. 3 1

1

pallens Schott 222, 235, 237, 325, 337!, 339, 340,

341, 396
paludosum Engl. 220, 234, 292, 337!, 340, 359, 416
panamense Croat (ined.) 262
panduratum Mart, ex Schott 276
panduratum Schott 34

1

var. burchellianum Engl. 277
panduriforme Schott 223, 224, 226, 337!, 338!, 341
parvispathum Hemsl. IX^llX, 237, 330, 338!, 342,

363

pedatifidum Kegel & Linden 343
pedatoradiatum

ssp. helleborifolium (Schott) Croat 211, 220, 224,

343, 344!, 346!, 347
ssp. pedatoradiatum Schott 213, 214, 220, 224,

275, 312, 343, 344!, 346!, 347
pendens Croat (ined.) 4 1

4

pentaphyllum var. bombacifoHum (Schott) Madison
213, 214, 220, 224, 344!, 346!, 348

pittieri

var. fogdenii Croat 223, 237, 345!, 350
var. pittieri Engl. 223, 235, 237, 263, 307, 345!,

349, 350
pluricostatum Croat & Baker 223, 227, 336, 346!,

351, 354!, 355
podophyllum (Cham. & Schlecht.) Kunth 213, 214,

220, 224, 343, 352!, 355, 356
polytomum Schott 355
porrectum Schott 325
Porschianum K. Krause 242
prolatum Croat & Baker 221, 238, 352!, 356, 357
protensumSchott219, 221,238, 353!, 357, 382, 409

ssp. arcuatum Croat (ined.) 357
Pseudopodophyllum Schott 355
Pseudospectabile Croat (ined.) 390
Purpureospathum Croat 221, 239, 353!, 354!, 358
quinqmnervium Kunth 392
radicans C. Koch & A. Haage 2 1

9

i-adicosum Standi. & Steyerm. 307
amonense Engl, ex K. Krause 213, 220, 234, 242,

353!, 354!, 359
ranchoanum Engl. 221, 226, 284, 354!, 360, 361!,

362, 390
[avenii Croat & Baker 213, 222, 227, 361!, 362, 363
recussatum Schott 285
repandum Schott 276
retiferum Standi. & Steyerm. 213, 221, 237, 342,

361!, 363
''{gidulum Schott 371
nograndicolum Matuda 220, 225, 364, 365!
"onegrense Matuda 221, 229, 232, 364, 365!, 366
^edowskii Croat 21 1, 221, 228, 230, 232, 364, 365!,

366,367,368!
salvadorense Croat 221, 236, 239, 367, 368!, 369,

^viniae Hemsl. 214, 221, 236, 368!, 369, 371, 375,
416

scandens

WP- Pusillum Sheffer 220, 233, 370!, 373
WP- scandens (Aubl.) Engl. 213, 214, 220, 233,

370!, 371, 372, 395, 400, 401,416
var. irinerve (Miq.) Matuda 400

»»-nerzenanum Schott 220, 233, 370!, 373, 374

schlechtendalii

ssp. jimenezii (Matuda) Croat 21 1, 213, 214, 221,

236, 239, 302, 333, 375, 377, 378, 380!

ssp. schlechtendalii Kunth 213, 214, 216, 221, 236,

239, 323, 369, 371, 374, 375, 376!, 378, 416

schottianum Croat & Baker 221, 225, 376!, 378, 381

scolopendrinum (W. Ham.) Kunth 299

scopulicola Standi. & L. O. Wms. 244

seamayense Standi. 320

seibertii Croat & Baker 221, 240, 357, 379!, 381,

382, 409
seleri Engl. 213, 221, 224, 228, 232, 237, 256, 259,

379!, 380!, 382, 383, 384!

silvaticum Sodiro 325

silvigaudens Standi. & Steyerm. 223, 230, 380!, 383,

384!, 385

sinuatum Benth. ex Schott 277

spathiphyllum N. E. Brown 213,221,239, 287, 384!,

385, 386
spectabile Schott 221, 226, 240, 360, 384!, 386, 390

standleyi Croat & Baker 221, 226, 227, 387!, 390

subcordatum

ssp. chlorocardium (Standi. & L. O. Wms.) Croat

21 1, 221, 228, 229, 230, 387!, 392, 393

ssp. subcordatum Schott 221, 228-230, 238, 267,

342, 387!, 389!, 391, 392-394

subovatum Matuda 213, 221, 228, 229, 238, 388!,

389! 392 393 394

subsignatum Schott 219, 224, 225, 388!, 394, 398,

402
talamancae Engl. 287

tapinostachyum Schott 325

tenerum Engl. 223, 235, 388!, 394, 395

tenuicaule Engl. 326

testaceum Croat & Baker 223, 235, 237, 389!, 395,

396
tetragonum Hook, ex Schott 369, 374

tikalense C. Lundell 374

tilaranense Standi. 219, 224, 396, 397!

titanium Standi. & Steyerm. 2 1 3, 22 1 , 229, 230, 3 1 7,

329, 398, 399!, 400

tlaxiacense Matuda 272

tonduzii Engl. 220, 233, 397!, 400

torresianum Engl. 302

triangulum Engl. 335

trilobum Andre 394

trinerve Miq. 213, 214, 220, 233, 372. 399!, 400,

401

var. angustifolium K. Krause 401

var. obtusum Engl. 401

trisectum Sodiro 220, 223, 399!, 401, 402, 403!

tsakianum Engl. 335

tuerckheimii Engl. 325

turrialbense Eng}. 252

umbrosum Liebm. 213, 223, 232, 259, 309, 327,

402,4031,404,416

upalaense Croat & Baker 213, 221, 239, 240, 403!,

404, 405, 406!

utleyi Croat & Baker 220, 234, 405, 407, 408!

valerii Standi. 360
407

409

verapazenseEngl.216,220,224,225,271,272,317,

323, 406!, 4081,409,410

vinicolor Standi. & L. O. Wms. 360
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violaceum (Swartz) Schott 371

forma angustifolia Kunth 371

forma latifolia Kunlh 371

virgosum Schott 371

watermaliense Hort. ex Bailey 221, 226, 411, 413!

wendlandii Schott 277

wendlingeri G. M. Barroso 220, 233, 411, 412!, 413!, Pothos 21

1

414
williamsii K. Krause 223, 226, 288, 412!, 414

xanthosomifolium Matuda 317, 400
yetlense Matuda 214, 223, 230, 412!, 415, 416

yunckeri Standi, ex Yuncker 320

Dracontium repens Descourt 371

scandens Aubl. 371

Gymnostachys 211

Heteropsis 2 1

1

Pedicellarum 2 1

1

Pothoidium 2 1

1
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gracilis Rudge 299

laciniatus M. Martens & Galeotti 355

violacea Swartz 371
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BIOGEOGRAPHICAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN TEMPERATE
EASTERN ASIA AND TEMPERATE EASTERN NORTH

AMERICA: THE TWENTY-NINTH ANNUAL
SYSTEMATICS SYMPOSIUM 1

)

4

The Twenty-ninth Annual Systematics Sym- ity between the two continents was first com-
Missouri mented upon by Linnaeus in 1750 and was later.

^eninSt. Louis on 23^25 September 1982 and beginning in 1850, much elaborated upon by Asa
onsisted of two days of contributed papers and Gray. The papers presented in this symposium
one day ofinvited papers. All previous meetings provide a broad review of the geological, pa-

symposium leontological, zoological, and botanical aspects- * -^ '^ -*-^^^-^^**^X** JVp-AXVO XIM^ V W t-fWVXX \^«XW- J|^^^XXt.V^XV/^XV^C*i3 ^ V^ V^J V^^i VW-*^ MAAV* ^^^VMm^AW'MA U..^^^^ t.O

3y symposia, each with a program of invited ofthe problem. Both classical and cladistic meth-
speakers. The primary reason for the change of ods were used to analyze these biogeographical
orniat this time was to take advantage of the relationships. A special effort was also made to
presence at the symposium of a large delegation present a broad overview of the vegetation of
ofAsian botanists, especially the large group ( 1 6) China.
rom the People's Republic of China. Because Invited speakers were the following: Daniel I,

»s was the largest delegation of Chinese bota- Axelrod, University of California, Davis; Mar-
^sts to attend a scientific conference in the United garet B. Davis (evening speaker), University of
plates since 1 949. it was an excellent opportunity Minnesota; Warren Hamilton, U.S.D.I., Geo-
or all participants to exchange ideas and infor- logical Survey; Hou Xue-yu, Institute ofBotany,
niation and to renew or establish contacts for Beijing; Jen Hsu, Institute of Botany, Beijing;

cooperative scientific research and interchange. Malcolm C. McKenna, American Museum of
The close relationship between temperate east- Natural History; and Wu Zheng-yih, Institute of

/n Asia and North America is a classical topic Botany, Kunming.
D'ogeography. The striking biological similar- Because of the length of this symposium, it is

Asian k!!"'"^^
arrangements for this symposium, and particularly for the participation of the delegation of

Berk 1
^^^^^' '*^''^ ^^^^ ^y an organizing committee comprised of B. Bartholomew, University ofCaUforaia,

luj-^'^>.^<^"rrently California Academy of Sciences); D. E. Boufford, Harvard University Herbaria; G. Davidse,

Herh
"" ^°^"ical Garden; P. H. Raven, Missouri Botanical Garden; and S. A. Spongberg, Harvard University
ana. D. I. Axelrod (University of California, Davis), D. E. Boufford, G. Davidse, and S. A. Spongbeiig

(Mis-u.
*"^ '^^^ preliminary editing of many of the manuscripts in these proceedings, and R. Uune Robbms

the SI
^o^nical Garden) assisted with additional preliminary editing. The contribution of these people to

Ma^^rnu
°^***^ symposium and to the pubUcation ofthe proceedings is gratefully acknowledged. The Vegetation

from H • ^^ • ^ '400,000) that accompanies these proceedings was prepared by and is reprinted with permission

NanrTo^
^"" Hou (Hou Xue-Yu), Institute ofBotany, Academia Sinica, Beijing, People's Republic ofChina.

-

^ H. Morin, editor.

• ^'ssouRi BoT. Card. 70: 421-422. 1983.
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being published in two parts. The second part will dition, Mark Twain Bancshares and anonymous

appear in the following issue of the Annals of donors helped defray travel expenses.

THE Missouri Botanical Garden.
This symposium was supported by National

Science Foundation Grant DEB 78-10180. Inad-

Gerrit Davidse, Missouri Botanical Garden, P.O.

Box 299, St. Louis, Missouri 63166,

proof: important
al., which discusses the complicated tectonic evolution of China, appeared. The complete reference is: Zhang,

Zh. M., J. G. Liou, and R. G. Coleman. 1984. An

University, Stanford, California 94305.
obtained
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EASTERN ASIAN-EASTERN NORTH AMERICAN
PHYTOGEOGRAPHICAL RELATIONSHIPS-A HISTORY

FROM THE TIME OF LINNAEUS TO THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY 1

D. E. BOUFFORD AND S. A. SPONGBERG^

Abstract

The awareness and study of eastern North American-eastern Asian plant disjunctions is traced from
the time ofLinnaeus to the beginning ofthe twentieth century. Thomas Nuttall's previously overlooked

contribution to this topic is discussed, and an annotated appendix of the taxa that he attributed to

eastern Asia and North America is presented. Charles Darwin's influence on the thoughts and writings

of Asa Gray is also discussed, based on published and unpublished letters and manuscripts in the

Archives of the Gray Herbarium of Harvard University; the role that this correspondence played in

the development of Gray's phytogeographical ideas and Darwin's theory of evolution is considered.

A brief summary of the writings of Adolf Engler, and other nineteenth century botanists, pertaining

to these disjunctions and their bearing on an understanding of vegetational patterns in the northern

hemisphere is also given. The significance of the late nineteenth century explorations in China in

making known the full extent of disjunctions between eastern Asia and North America has provided

the basis for further work beyond the exploratory and theoretical stages of this fascinating pattern of

plant disjunction.

The discontinuous distribution ofthe same or China, and the southern Appalachians in ap-

closely related taxa of plants between eastern pearance as well as in ecological associations are
^^""*'" *

* ''in many instances so great that a sense of dejaeastern
several patterns of disjunction that become ev- vu is experienced by botanists of one of the re-

ident when the flora of the temperate Northern gions visiting the other,
^"" ' Another important factor that has served toThome

Many
termed

in-eastem

best

of these emphasize the floristic relationships between

jict dis- eastern North America and eastern Asia is the

junctions. Of these, however, the "classic" east- fact that this particular disjunction pattern was
""""'"

m is un- the first to be recognized by botanists. Moreover,

^_en cited the discovery and significance of this pattern fig-

example of the disjunct occurrence of closely re- ured in the discussions surrounding Darwin's

^ated taxa on two continents separated by thou- theory of evolution, and it has been discussed

^nds of kilometers. Despite the fact that most not only by plant geographers but by botanical

of the shared taxa in the two regions have been and scientific historians as well. The purpose of

«hown to be distinct from one another (the re- this paper is to trace briefly the historical aspects

'ationships are primarily closely related species ofthe recognition ofthis distribution pattern and
of the same genus, or closely related genera of the accumulation of facts pertaining to it, and to

^he same family), other factors noted by bio- summarize the major contributions to the study

geographers that have strengthened the impres- of this pattern that have been made from the

^»on of a biological connection between the two time of Linnaeus to the begmnmg of the twen-

I^egions are climatic and ecological similarities, tieth century. Special mention of the contnbu-

The similarities ofthe forests of Japan, central tion and observations of Thomas Nuttall is in-

' We thank M. Byrnes for her help in the preparation ofthe manuscript, O. T. Solbrig Director of the Gray
'herbarium fr^r. -,ii^..„- .. .t. t^__../1 „V.^ ri-o., r«at^rial in the Archives ofthe Gray Herbanum, andDarwm

Sle
patience

^tevens for reading the manuscript and for their comments, and P. H. Raven, who suggested that we attempt

J

s contnbution. Lastly, we are grateful to B. Bartholomew and the library ofthe Cal.fom.a Academy of Sc.ences
^r^ providing a copy of MiqueS paper of 1868, and to P. H. Raven and the M.ssoun Botanical Garden for

J u '"8 copies of other literature that we were lacking,
"arvard University Herbaria, 22 Divinity Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.

^- Missouri Bot. Gard. 70: 423^39. 1983.
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eluded inasmuch as his penetrating insights into Europe, America, and the East Indies, but par-

the relationships between the eastern Asian and ticularly in the northern and adjacent, vast

eastern North American floras, as well as his Chinese region. Among the plants treated are

phytogeographical observations, have to our several that give direct evidence that Thunberg

knowledge hitherto passed unnoticed.

Early Recognition of the Floristic

Similarities between Eastern
North America and Eastern Asia

The Linnaean Era

recognition

considered some plants in Japan and North

America to be the same. Included in this group

are:^

Sanicula canadensis L,

Viburnum dentatum L.

Samhucus canadensis L.

Lilium canadensis L.

ristic similarities between eastern Asia and east- Lilium philadelphicum L
em Aesculus pavia L.

Graham (1966, 1972b) and Li (1952, 1955). Saururus cernuus U
While Asarum canadense L.

lationships has frequently been given to Asa Gray, Asarum virginicum L.

M. L. Femald Juglans nigra L.

the first published reference to these similarities Arum dracontium L.

appears in a Linnaean dissertation, Plantae Arum triphyllum L.

Camschatcenses Rariores. that was published in

1750 by Linnaeus's student, Jonas P. Halenius.
As discussed by Graham (1 966), the dissertation, Teucrium virginiana L.
including the listing ofnine species then thought
to occur in both Kamchatka and North America,
was probably written by Linnaeus himself and

Magnoh
Clematis virginiana L,

Bignonia catalpa L.

Juniperus virginiana L.

Pinus strobus L.
not his student, who was apparently only re- Amorpha fruticosa L.
quired to defend the dissertation in Latin.

In 1 7 5 1 , the year after the initial publication
of Halenius's dissertation, Pehr Kalm, another
Swedish botanist, who had traveled extensively
in North America during the years 1 747 to 1 749,
published a "Short Account . . ." (see Larsen,
1939) of the plants he had collected in North

Adiantum pedatum L.

No comments were made by Thunberg in

text mentioning that these species also occuit

in the American flora, but all had originally been

described from North America. In three in-

stances he provided keys to separate Japa"^
X ^ ^ ^y ui iiic pian IS ne nao couected m N orth - . *.

-ri, . . c >d ^^r dissectum
America, seeds of which he had ..en bac. for rnh'^raTngTh" d fJ^lC"^''V ^culture in Swedish gardens. In both this publi-
cation and in his Travels into North America
(pubUshed in Swedish in the years 1753 to 1761,
appearing in a first English edition in 1 770), Kalm
mentioned ginseng {Panax quinquefolium L.) and
noted that it also grew in China and Korea. Kalm
also noted the reputed medicinal value attached
to the plant by the Chinese and recounted that
the French collected the plant in Canada for ex-
port (via France) to China.
The dissertation defended by Halenius was re-

printed in 1751 and again in 1787 (Graham
1966); this last edition utilized Latin binomials
and appeared three years after Thunberg's Flora
Japonica (1784) had been published. Thunberg
also a student of Linnaeus but by 1784 an es-
tablished botanist and explorer in his own right
also made brief mention in the Preface to his
flora that many Japanese plants also occurred in

trifidum Thunb. is separated from A. pensyh

to comment on
s

icum L., and Spiraea callosa Thunb. is
contrast-

ed with S. tomentosa L. ^
There is no evidence that Thunberg was aw^_^^

ofthe Halenius dissertation, but the next bota

„ „„ the floristic affinities between^",

two regions was not only aware of Thun

Flora Japonica but compared it with ^

vius's (1739, 1743) Flora Virginica. Luigi

^^^
glioni used a comparison of these two

^ ^^
evidence of the similarity of the cli"^^^"^^

^„
two regions in his two volume ^^^'^'wi^j, in

negli Stati Uniti, that was published m Mi

follows
Tbu"'

^ The nomenclature and taxonomy '""T^ name*

berg. No attempt has been made to give ^^^^Vj^y^ btK

that apply to these plants in both regions lo*^ '

many are obvious.

«
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THOMAS NUTTALL
1790, three years after his return to Italy from

the United States, where he had spent three years
j^ twentieth century reviews ofearly botanical

(1785-1787)traveling.Intheaccountofhistrav-
jj^^^^^ure dealing with the disjunct distribution

els in the United States, he noted the affinities
^fpj^^^, between eastern Asia and eastern North

of many American plants, which he had ob-
^^^^ca, Asa Gray has generally been given the

served growing, with those of Japan. In the sec- ^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^^ ^l^^

ond volume (p. 156) he wrote, "It is moreover

to be observed that the plants are very similar

to those of the eastern coast of northern Asia,

the Magnolia, lUicium, Calycanthus, Ginseng and

first to point out this pattern (Femald, 1931; Hara,

1952, 1972; Li, 1952; Graham, 1972; Good,

1 974). Because ofthe detail ofGray's ( 1 840, 1 846,

1856, 1857, 1859) studies, the attention they re-
many others, for example, growing here as in ^^.^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^-^ contemporary im-
Japan and China, thus confirming the assertion Darwin
of Franklin that the eastern coasts of the old and

^^^j^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ credited with being
new continents bear much analogy in their cli-

^^^^^ ^j^^ founders of the field of biogeography
mates." The second volume concluded, more-

^^^^^ ^955. lj^ 1952). The few papers that pre-
over, with a lengthy section (pp. 169-402) en-

^^^^^ '^^^^^ (Halenius, 1750; Thunberg, 1784;
titled ''Osservazioni sui Vegetabili piu utili degli

c^stigiioni, 1790; Pursh, 1814) were in no way
Stan Unitr in which numerous North American

detailed' nor as critical in their analysis of this
species were described with notes on their dis-

tribution and uses.
pattern of disjunction as was his Diagnostic

Characters" paper of 1859. Each of these papers
Castiglioni's work appeared in a German

tgn^ed to point out that some of the plants from
translation in 1793, and the original Italian edi- ^^^^ America were the same as plants in dis-
tion was apparently reissued in 1 845 (Stafleu &

^^^^j^ separated parts of the world, particularly
towan, 1976). It remained, however, for C. E.

^^^^^ .^^ eastern Asia. None of them discussed
Faxon (1 89 1) to point out the significance ofCas-

^^^ implications ofpopulations ofa single species
tiglioni's observations in relation to the biogeo-

graphical relationships between Asia and North "^^'^
"J^ ^^^^ Northern Hemisphere still in' the

Amenca. Faxon's appreciation of Castiglioni's
^^pi^ratory stage

work also remained relatively unknown until Li
tgnically unknown, it is unlikely that they should

(1955) rediscovered it, after his 1952 survey of
^^^^^ ^j^^ explorations that continued through

the history ofthe recognition ofthe relationships

with

with

had been published.

FREDERICK PURSH

Frederick Pursh (1814) was apparently the next

eastern
can-eastern Asian floristic relationships. Pursh's

knowledge

eastern
^^ Asia, however, was relatively slight and pri-

n^arily limited to the single sentence describing
^he Pallas herbarium, which was quoted by Con-
stance (1972) and is repeated here: ''This exten-
^^^e collection, now in the possesion of A. B.

.
^rt, Esq., was highly useful to me, in com-

Pjnng the plants of North America with those
of the north of Asia, to some ofwhich they have
^ai affinity, and others are common to both
^<>niinents." The few other instances where Pursh

J^3de note of eastern Asian-eastern North
n^encan disjuncts in his Flora are indicated in

'Appendix L

the early part ofthe 1 800s in the American West,

in eastern Asia, in Canada, and in other parts of

the world led to the discovery of large numbers

of new species and made available numerous

specimens to help fill in gaps in plant distribu-

tions. The floristic works mentioned above that

were based on these explorations took into ac-

count specific geographical regions and were often

based on very limited numbers of specimens so

that it was difficult to make direct comparisons

with other parts of the worid except through the

specimens

growth

specimens

and eventually made possible the kinds ofcom-

parisons of the worid's flora made by Gray.

One exceptional work, however, that preceded

i- V «o«i>rc anH one that has aoDarentlv been

importance

American taxonomy, is Thomas NuttalPs (1818)

Genera ofNorth American Plants. NultalFs Gen-

era was the culmination ofnearly ten years' study

ofthe plants ofNorth America, particulariy those
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of the area that was then the United States and gland and in examining the holdings of Joseph

temtones Banks's and A. B. Lambert's herbaria; the latter
J

pared to write the Genera for he was equally herbarium contained specimens collected by Pal-

with las in Siberia and eastern Asia. Nuttall's famil-

the field and in the herbarium, and had become iarity with the plants ofthe northern United States

familiar with others that were growing in the and the chance to examine specimens in the

gardens of Philadelphia, particularly those in Lambert and other herbaria, where he no doubt

Bartram's Garden (Graustein, 1967). His studies saw many North American plants that were still

before writing the Genera included field work unknown to him, prepared him well for a trip to

across much of the northern United States from the southeastern United States when he returned

Mountains, to Philadelphia in 1815. He was able to retrace

to New Or- the routes ofmany ofthe first botanical collectors

to that part ofthe country as he traveled through

Mississippi

eastern

especially around Philadelphia, short excursions the mountains ofVirginia, Kentucky, Tennessee

into New York state and into Canada around and the Carolinas and across the Piedmont and

Niagara Falls, and a fairiy long trip through the Atlantic Coastal Plain provinces ofthe Carolinas

southeastern United States that retraced parts of and Georgia (Graustein, 1 967). Nuttall was also

the^ routes of several earlier botanical explorers able to examine specimens in the herbaria of

[Grau- several noted contemporaries who lived in that

stem, 1967; Pennell, 1936). From the time ofhis part of the country and saw additional plants

Michaux

amval
southeastern

ofWilliam

tall had ready access to the largest herbaria in lections. One particulariy useful collection was

the United States through his connection with
Benjamin Smith Barton and other Philadelphia
botanists and was later able to study specimens
in the large private herbaria in England before
preparing his Genera.

imens western

Navy
lowing

spent most of the years 1 8 1 6 and 1 8 1 7 wnting

Nuttall was also apparently aware ofthe works the Genera, which was published in 1 8 1 8
(Pen-

of earlier and contemporary botanists. In the in- nell, 1 936).

IL°^!!k^'!!! !? ^^^
,^1?f.''.

he stated that he relied The most important aspect ofthe Genera from

°"" ' "~ "'"""" "
a phytogeographical standpoint was Nuttall s in-fNorth

ica, for which he considered his Genera as "sup-
plementary"; Sprengel's (1802) Introduction to
the Study ofBotany, whose style he followed fr>r

elusion of comments on "A view of the geo^

graphic distribution of each genus • •• >

"°

ways sufficiently accurate for the existing

the description ofgenera; and on Jussieu's (1789) of the science, and the rapid progress of modern

Genera Plantarum, whose inclusion of notes on discovery" (Nuttall, 1 8 1 8, p. vii). These
"views

^

on geographic distribution were Nuttall s anaoiia tor each genus he followed. Although .,. ^..^.^^ .....
Nuttall argued strongly for a classification in tempt to explain the relationships and distnb"-

which genera were arranged according to their tion of North American plants on a worldwide

natural affimties, he followed the Linnaean sex-
ual system, which was in use in the United States
at the time, although he did comment on the
natural relationships of several genera. Nuttall
was apparently able to determine the woridwide
distribution of North American genera during a
stay in England after his long collecting expedi-
tion up the Missouri River with f>.« a.*^_^__- -

scale. ^
Nuttall mentioned the geographical ^ne^J^^

made other comments for each genus he '^^^

While he did not limit his observations to P
^^^

exhibiting an eastern Asian-eastern

American distribution, the comments o^
^"^^^^^

to us here are those that pertain to
^^^J^^^ ^q.

and show that Nuttall was aware of a ph> J1 Ri 1 i-r<. v.«^ ^1 J ,
^ "' <*"" snow max i>uiiaii was awaiw ^. - . ^.m

dand after ht triorthe^A ' ' •''"'' ""' ^° ^"- ^^^^^^^^—^^^ ^^^-^^^ ^^^ ^"°'^^^
Id 1 8 1 r C Imt To^TT"^""

^''' ^^ ^ ^ ^ some cases Nuttall merely stated that a part c^^

two teLs before h"' VJ'
'"' " "'' '^^^^ ^^^^ North American genus was also found m east

j;two years before he could return to the United Asia rhere t.V.n tn indude the Indian
subco

War
caught 'H iingiand when the tinent and the Himalayas), but in otnei .-

_

time bv contacting th. i

'
""^"^^^^^^ "^^ ofhis seems clear that he was well aware of the s^

time by contacting the leading botanists in En- icance ofdisjunction between the two widel) seP"

Asia (here taken to include the Indian

other cases

seems clear that he was well aware
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I

r

n

arated regions. Nuttairs comments (pp. 274, 275) The first evidence that Gray was aware of the

under Chimaphila, a genus in which he recog- relationship appeared in his reviews (1840, 1846;

nized two species, C. umbellata and C macu- see Graham, 1972a, b, and Stuckey, 1978, for

[ghtful

West

lous also reprintings) of Siebold and Zuccarini's Flora Ja-

Menzies. ponica and Florae Japonicae Familiae Natu-

Probably both species of the genus will be found rales, in both ofwhich he listed genera and species

also in East Asia and Europe." The prediction that were either similar, or common in both east-

that plants peculiar to one ofthese regions might em North America and Japan. Gray apparently

be expected in the other was later made by Gray put aside this topic for about ten years, since the

next mention he made ofthe relationship in print

was in 1856 in the preface to his list of deter-

minations of specimens collected in Japan by S.

W, Williams and J. Morrow. Both of these men

had been attached to Perry's expedition to Japan

Wood
but the fact that Nuttall had earlier suggested this

has apparently been overlooked.

Although Nuttall did not restrict his comments
to plants in those two geographical regions, we
have listed in Appendix 1 examples from the and the China seas. In his introductory remarks,

Genera where he indicated disjunction between Gray again mentioned the floristic relationships

and indicated that he hoped to comment on them

aeain once Charles Wright's collection of Jap-
eastern

instances where Pursh (1814) had previously

commented on the same genera are also indi- anese plants had been studied and named. Wright

cated. It must be remembered that taxonomic had been one of the botanists on the North Pa-

concepts of the early 1800s were different from cific Exploring Expedition under the command
our own. Nevertheless, Nuttall's ideas on phy- of Commodore Rogers and had returned home

togeography and the relationships of the North in 1856, during the time that Gray was involved

" ra were remarkably modem in many in the preparation of his "Statistics of the Flora

deserve to be accorded their rightful of the Northern United States." It was in this

paper (1 856, 1857) that Gray laid the framework

Ameri

knowledge

Wright
geography. Nuttall has yet to receive the credit of comparison that he was to utilize again in his

ne IS due for the phytogeographical significance now cla;

of his work, and none of his many biographers lections.

(Anonymous, 1860; Beidleman, 1960; Durand, It is of interest to note that Gray had previ-

1 860; Ewan, 1 97 1 ; Graustein, 1 967; Jones, 1 937; ously received and reviewed (Gray^ 1 854) L D.

Pennell, 1936; Smith & Thieret, 1959; Stuckey,
" .--.-_ xt_... -:,„2^a

We hope land flora (Hooker, 1853), which had been pub-

dicating these examples ofhisVwareness and in- lished in 1 8 5 3 as an "Introductory Essay" to his

terest in plant distributions that future biogeog- Flora Novae-Zelandiae. The format ofthat essay

raphers will acknowledge particularly his in comparing the distribution and affinities of
"" New Zealand plants was basically the same that

Gray followed in his "Statistics" and "Diagnos-

tic Characters" papers. It is also of interest to

note that in his introduction Gray mentions that

ofeastern
•can-eastern Asian plant disjunctions.

GRAY
As indicated above, Asa Gray was not the first he was "requested by an esteemed correspondent

botanist to point out the relationships ofthe east- ... to exhibit, in a compendious and convenient
"'- "^

form, the elements of the flora I was occupied
eastern

with
Darwin

but Gray's series ofpapers on this topic did focus
scientific attention on this disjunct distribution , . .

„ ^ ^ , .

pattern. Moreover, Gray fully examined and hadbegun to correspond in 1855, andwhomhe
^alyzed the problem utilizing the materials
available to him and in so doing laid the foun-
fation on which future work was possible. Gray's ^ Darwin's letters lo Gray are preserved in the Ar-

l^ypothesis of the causes of the eastern North chives of the Gray Herbanum of Harvard University,

A_ .

"i ine causes oi ine easiem i^uii
^^^ ^^j^ have been pubhshed. Likewise, many ofGray s

letters to Darwin, the originals of which are preserved

in the Cambridge University Librar>', have also been

n--eastern

brought
^"tiRc realm of biogeographic discussion and published. See Historical Records Survey (1939); J. L.

«»alysis on a multidisciplinary level.
" — '"* " "^'^" "'" ''°''Darwin
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mentions elsewhere in the "Statistics" paper, era, which are confined to America, and the pro-

portion ofgenera confined to America and East

*

From reading Darwin's letters to Gray during

the period 1855 to 1859, and from studying and em Asia with Japan; the remaining genera would

comparing Hooker's New Zealand essay with be common to America and Europe and the rest

Gray's subsequent papers, one is given the dis- of the world; I presume it would be impossible

to show any especial affinity in genera ... be-

tween America and Western Europe; America

might be related to Eastem Asia, (always ex-

Darwin
suggestions

Darwin's ai

Gray's thinking concerning the geographic affin- eluding Arctic forms) by a genus having the same

ities ofthe North American flora and the analysis species confined to these two regions; or it might

of these relationships.

May 1855) to Darwin
be related by the genus having different species,

the genus itself not being found elsewhere."

with

letter. Gray wrote that he ".
. . had already in- After receiving "sheets" of the first section of

tended, when the Flora of N. America should be Gray's "Statistics" paper, Darwin wrote (12 Oc-

finished to work up the geographical and climatic tober 1856) that nothing had surprised him more

relations ofthis flora, and to compare it critically than the greater generic and specific affinity be-

1 N, Asiatic floras." He tween the eastem North American flora and the

continued by stating that he welcomed Darwin's eastem Asian flora, an aflSnity greater than that

questions, "and, if you will kindly give me hints between the eastem and western American flo-

as to what is needed, and how to do it, I will ras, and he asked ifclimate explained this affinity

undertake the comparison of the plants of this or was it one of the "many utterly inexplicable

moderate area (bounded by the Atlantic Coast, problems" of botanical geography. In another,

New Bmnswick, St. Laurence, Great Lakes, Mis- undated letter written in 1 857, Darwin requested

sissippi, and Potomac or Chesapeke Bay) with Gray to contribute further to geographical prob-

the General N, Amer. flora and with that of the lems despite the fact that Gray complained of

northern part of the Old World, and print the his incomplete knowledge of plant distributioa

result either in the volume itself,^ or in some Darwin urged Gray to prepare reports as the work

So, you see, far from progressed, and wrote, "So do pray look at thisyou suggest

suggestion a side of the question, and let us have another

asking you to tell me very particularly how to do paper or two like the last admirable ones.

it, so that it may be of use." While Gray did mention the relationships be-

win

In his second letter to Gray (8 June 1855) Dar- tween eastem North America and eastern Asia

'
' - . o — o-^graph- in his "Statistics" paper, these relationships

we

ical distribution of North American plants and not developed fully, undoubtedly ^^^^"^^^^^^^^^

wrote, fact that those comparisons he did make w
Darwin

West

West
em

based on hterature reports and only a relativ

few specimens. Thus, in a section dealing
with

interesting point as tending to show whether the

widely dispersed species that "reappear
in JaP^^|

the Himalaya, or some part ofn°'^^^"^fJ'^^ng
, ,

---, are not European," Gray listed only the folo

he expressed pleasure that Gray was thinking of 1 3 species: Brasenia peltata Pursh, Slum m^
drawing up some notice on geographical dis- Michaux, Cryptotaenia canadensis (U

^^

Westward

tribution . . .
."

In his third letter to Gray (dated 2 May, prob-
Darwin wrote

Heracleum lanatum Michaux, ^_^^"-
^^

gistylus (Torrey) DC, Aralia quinque}olia\'^

Decaisne & Planchon, Viburnum lanta

lep-

China
Eastem Asia, Michaux, Monotropa uniflora L.,

^^^^^^^^i.
.... XT^.,.._.

tostachya L., Smilacina trifolia (L.) ^^^\^^^^would give me a better idea of the Rora of U.S. Hum erectum L. van, Camptosorus rhzf^
than the nronnrtirtn nfiU^ « .... '

. . t Rv 18-"'than the proportion of the genera to all the gen-

7ilLtTJ!'!7f?..^_°,*'y 9-y -as the new, sec-
Manual

United States on which he was then working'

(L.) Link, and Adiantum pedatum L- B>
^^^^

however, Gray had had the opportunity
^^^^

and name the rich collections of Charles
_^ ^

from Japan, and the list of shared spec
^^^

tween eastem North America and Japa
.

included 134 species! Gray now had tn
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mens that would allow for the floristic compar- pedition is that of two strictly Eastern North

ison with eastern Asia that Darwin had requested American species of this order, —each the sole

in his second letter. representative of their genus, —viz. Caulophyl-

Gray's (1859) published analysis of Wright's lum thalictroides, and Diphylleia cymosa, of Mi-

Japanese collection took the form of an essay in chaux. . • . Supposing these two plants to be

which he compared the Japanese flora with the satisfactorily identified as to species,^ are we to

North American and other north temperate flo- regard them as the descendants of a common
ras. In it Gray described only the new taxa from stock, though now separated by one hundred and

among Wright's collections (these proposed in forty degrees of longitude? Or are we to suppose

footnotes), indicating (p, 377) that a detailed ac- them independently originated in two such widely

count of the entire collection was ".
. . intended distant regions?" And in the discussion (p. 416)

to form a part of Mr. Wright's general report of his newly proposed genus Heloniopsis, Gray
upon the extensive and interesting botanical col- wrote, "It may be briefly described as a Helonias

lections made by him during the whole cruise of with few flowers, a single and slender style sur-

the Expedition, As this report, and that of the mounted by a depressed-capitate stigma, and the

important scientific results of this Expedition in seeds appendaged only at the hilum. Two things

various other departments, may not be published are noteworthy respecting this plant:— 1. Its con-

for some time, I am permitted and requested, by formity to the rule, if it may be so called, that

the Commander of the Expedition, —ever con- peculiar Eastern North American types have their

siderate of the interests of science, —briefly to counterparts in Japan. For the original and only

make known the principal novelties which have true Helonias--ont of the rarest plants in the

been discovered in this field. The discoveries . . - United States— is found only in a few localities

also relate to the detection of known species in in New Jersey, the adjacent parts ofPennsylvania

a region where they were not known before, and and Delaware, and in Virginia." Numerous other

to the identification and elucidation ofmany ob- examples could be quoted, some dealing with

scure species. It will be best, therefore, to take a identical species, others concerning closely allied

cursory general notice of the more interesting species, or, as in the last example above, closely

plants of this collection, adding any remarks allied genera.

which it may be worth while now to make upon In his "Tabular View," Gray listed about 580
their geographical distribution of their charac- Japanese species "which have particular relatives

ters, and appending the diagnoses ofnew genera in other and distant parts of the northern tem-
and species in the form of foot-notes."* perate zone" (p. 422), and listed in parallel col-

It is both in the text of the essay (where he umns the corresponding taxa represented in the

elucidated previously described species and floras of Europe; Central and Northern Asia;

communicated his observations on the similar- Western North America; and Eastern North
«ies ofJapanese and other north temperate plants) America. Identical species shared between the

and in the discussion of his "Tabular View of flora of Japan and another area(s) were set in

^he Distribution of Japanese Plants and Their italic type. In analyzing this data, the following

Nearest Allies in the Northern Temperate Zone*' summary was presented (p. 437):

(pp. 424^436) that the disjunct distributional ^^^ ^^^^^ number of Japanese entries is about
Pauem between eastern North America and east-

^g^ern Asia (Japan) became vividly apparent. Some ^^^ ^^^^^ number of Asiatic entries is about 44;
Cray's Comment<; anH nhcprvatinn*: rnncem- . .. «- _ ^-j as comments and observations concem-

*^& this pattern and the floristic similarities are
quoted here.

In the discussion of the Berberidaceae (pp. 380,
^<5l) Gray wrote, "But perhaps the most inter-

shngand most unexpected discovery of the ex-

in italics 274

The whole number of European

282; in italics 214

The whole number of W. Amt

about 216; in italics 162

The whole number of E. Americai

356; in italics 223

diii?^^'^
fears that the scientific results of the expe-

jon might not be published were justified; the com-
_. kt u a ^ • tk .uPete manuscript thai he alluded to remains unpub- 7 jhe Japanese and North American species of b^^^

J^f'ed, but is preserved in the Archives of the Gray Caulophyllum and Diphylleia were subsequently shown
"crbanum of Harvard University. to be distinct.
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Based on this analysis Gray was able to con- demands explanation." On page 444 he wrote,

elude (p. 437) that "It is intersting to notice that, "The discovery of numerous closely related

notwithstanding the comparative proximity of species thus divided between two widely sepa-

Japan to Western North America, fewer of its

species are represented there than in far distant

ight no

suggest

Europe. Also, —showing that this difference is gration, or interchange; but that of identical

not owing to the separation by an ocean, —that species peculiar to the two inevitably would."

far more Japanese plants are represented in East- ggested

em North America than in either. ... If we change between "the temperate floras of the

regard the identical species only, in the several western part of the Old World and the New had

floras, the preponderance is equally against taken place via Asia," an idea that he attributed

Western as compared with Eastern North Amer- to Bentham. Gray (1859) credited Bentham with

ica, but is more in favor of Europe. For the num- pointing out that interchange between all of the

ber of species in the Japanese column which like-

wise occur in Western North America, are ahont

World,

World
120; in Eastern North America, 134; in Europe, thought the statement may have been made in

157." But, considering the overall similarity at conversation or in correspondence between the

all levels. Gray concluded that of the 580 Jap- two for Gray did not believe these thoughts had

anese entries, 48 percent have corresponding Eu- been published. Gray cited as evidence to sup-

ropean representatives and 27 percent are iden- port this theory the fact that such large North

western American genera as Aster L., Solidago L., and

North America were calculated as 37 percent for Eupatorium L. (Compositae), Euphorbia L. (Eu-

corresponding taxa and 20 percent for identical phorbiaceae) and Solarium L. (Solanaceae) ". •

species, while for eastern North America, the eastern
percentage of corresponding taxa was an over- ber of species, which gradually diminish or al-

whelming 61, and that for identical species was together disappear as we proceed westward to-

23- ward the Atlantic limits of Europe, whilst the

In summarizing the floristic data that he had types peculiar to the extreme west of Europe (ex

presented concemmg the New Zealand flora and
its affinities with the floras of Australia and Tas-
mania and temperate South America, Hooker
(1853, p. xxxvi) wrote that "Enough is here given
to show that many of the pecuHarities of each of been an

eluding of course the Arctic flora) are wholly de-

ficient in America," Bentham (1858, P- 35),
i

his "Synopsis of the genus Clitoriar had mdee

published his view that there had at one ti

64 of territory

rate with a

more meridional than would be effecte

junction through the chains of the Aleutian

Kurile Islands." . jyjt

It should be recalled that Gray was
wnting

j^^

nrinr tn thp nnhHration of Darwin's (loJ^j

tne tnree great areas of land in the southern lat-

itudes are representative ones, effecting a botan-
ical relationship as strong as that which prevails
throughout the lands within the Arctic and
Northern Temperate zones, and which is not to
be accounted for by any theory of transport of
variation, but which is agreeable to the hypoth-
esis of all being members of a once more exten- w.. a..u wau^.c . v— / j ,,nce
sive flora which has been broken up by geolog- the Linnean Society and indicated his accep^n

ical and climatic causes." It was with a quotation of their views (p. 443, in footnote).
Moreo

^

of this passage that Gray concluded his review Darwin and Gray had carried on a constant a

of Hooker s essay in 1854, and in attempting to frequent correspondence during the pe^o^ P^

explain the disjunct occurrence ofidentical species

yfSpeci to

Wallace

gnosti

otherwise
acters

»^ Darwin
datatween the Japanese and eastern North American of his ideas on Gray, anxious for both

more
^^^

floras Gray built a similar argument to explain to test his hypotheses and Gray's reactions
ba^^

the observed facts.

Gray wrote (1859, p. 440), ".
. . it wiU be al-

most impossible to avoid the conclusion, that
there has been a peculiar intermingling of the
Eastern American and Eastern Asian flnrs,c „,i,;„u

knowledg
:eofboth Darwin and H

surprising that Gray cone

ofWright

an attempt to explain the revealed disju
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;

/

utilizing paleobotanical evidence and geological
(£ Manchurian

European Contemporaries of Gray

and glacial history (as they were then understood) rope and eastern and western North America. In

coupled with an "evolutionary" outlook that em- an effort to explain the similarities and dissim-

braced "common descent." Thus, the concept of ilarities he again emphasized that current distri-

a disrupted, once more widely distributed North butions were the direct result of past history.

Temperate flora was proposed as a working hy-

pothesis to explain the observed facts. Gray had
not only succeeded in fully pointing out the flo-

ristic similarities between eastern North Amer-
ica and eastern Asia, but he had (with due credit Soon after the publication of Gray's "Diag-

to Darwin, Hooker, and his geologist friend and nostic Characters," several European botanists

colleague, Professor J. D. Dana) also proposed turned their attention to the problem of the dis-

the working hypothesis of the causes-a hypoth- Junct distributional pattern described by Gray,

F. A. W. MIQUEL

esis that remains valid in many ways today. the affinities of the floras involved, and the hy-

Gray's hypothesis gave support to Darwin's pothesis offered by Gray to explain biogeograph-

Wtheory of evolution but refuted the theories of ical data. F. A.

the Harvard naturahst, Louis Agassiz (Gray, botanist, pubHshed two papers in 1867; one in

I860). Dupree (1959) has devoted several pages which he discussed the affinities of the Japanese

to the conflict between Gray and Agassiz and to flora with that ofNorih America (Miquel, 1 867a),

the debate that both Gray's "Diagnostic Char- the other on the origins and phytogeographical

acters" and Darwin's Or/^/n excited. That Gray's relationships of the Japanese flora (Miquel,

1 867bV While Miauel accepted the distribution-paper and Gray's influence surrounding the ac-

ceptance of Darwin's theories in North America al pattern described by Gray and did not question

were important undoubtedly brought Gray's
"Diagnostic Characters" paper to the attention
ofa wider scientific public than might otherwise
have been expected. It is understandable, there-

the geological evidence of a once more wide-

spread temperate flora in the Northern Hemi-

sphere, he was unwilling to accept the Darwinian

concept ofcommon descent to explain the pres-

fore, that Gray has generally been considered the ence of"analogous" species in Japan and eastern

first botanist to recognize the eastern Asian^ast- North America. In his paper on the relationships

em North American pattern of disjunction. ofthe Japanese flora with that ofNorth America,

The awarding of the major share of the credit Miquel tabulated 27 woody species common to

;o Asa Gray in connection with the floristic re- Japan and all of North Amenca, and 76 herba-

'ationships between eastern North America and ceous species, not including analogous or similar

eastern Asia was also undoubtedly the result of species pairs. A year later (1868) he considered

Gray's continued interest in this phytogeograph- 8 1 species to be shared
^^^^f

"^^f^tem Asia and

'cal distribution pattern and the published ad- . . r • i.

dresses concerning this topic that he delivered single (vs. the multiple) ong.n of a species, he
While

after the appearance of his "Diagnostic Char-
acters

maintained that the analogous species in each

area were "created" independently and were not

descendants from a common stock.

adolph engler

Darwin

paper in 1859. Thus, in 1873, in his ad-
ress to the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science (Gray, 1873a), Gray
extended his floristic comparisons to include a
roader region ofAsia (Northeastern Asia, Japan

I
^he Altai and the Himalayas) and to compare Hooker's, and Bentham's ideas and the work they

"le relationships of this area with western North had done in this area, Adoph Engler ( 1 879) used

^merica (Oregon and California). In this paper evidence from a number of fields in his attempt

^ray also appended a list of species common to to interpret the history of the world's vegetation

,

^"ited States and Europe, a list which was since the Tertiary and to explain present-day dis-

^a»er reprinted in England (Gray, 1 873b). And in tribution patterns. Engler was convinced that the

8/8, ,n a lecture presented to the Harvard Uni- distribution of extant plants was the result of

^ersity Natural History Society entitled "Forest disruptions in ranges, changes in climate, migra-

^eography and Archeology," Gray outlined the tion, and evolution, and he placed the greatest

^'•nilarities and dissimilarities of the forests of importance on past geological and climatic events

"»e temperate zone and compared those of the as the causes. He believed that numerous extant
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species had histories that extended back to the known as fossils in Europe, and believed that

Tertiary, and he was aware that during the Ter- these genera had been richer in numbers of

tiary the vegetation of the eastern part of North species, and were much more widespread in the

America extended westward at least as far as the past, as were many other genera now restricted

Rockies and had occurred there into the Neo- to the warmer parts of North America and east-

Engler

Lesquere

em Asia. Engler believed that the plants now

restricted to eastern Asia and eastern North

He noted that many eastern North American America had a much wider range, were even cir-

taxa that were not now extant in western North cumboreal, during the Tertiary because ofa more

America were represented there by fossils, but widespread, equitable climate that prevailed then.

L. , Cas- Another important aspect ofEngler's work was

is fossils that he pointed out that many of the eastern

western

sia L., and Ziziphus Miller, were known as fossils

in the East. Parallel forms in eastern and western Asian-eastern North American disjunctsconsid-

North America were considered to be remnants ered by Gray to be "identical" were already being

of a once more widespread floristic element. En- shovm to be distinct. He noted that Miquel (1868)

gler postulated that the Rockies had been lower had reduced Gray's (1859) list of 134 "identicar

in the past, the prairies less extensive, and that species to 81 taxa from Japan and North America

that Miquel considered to be the same. Grise-

bach (1872, pp. 520-522, 602, 603), as pointed

a mostly continuous, or at least similar, flora

East to the West Cc
LC disrupted through

West, but evidence i

out by Engler, further reduced Miquel's list to

only two examples, ''Elodea petiolata'^ and Car-

more widespread flora still remained in such taxa ex rostrata Stokes, of plants restricted to Japan

and the eastern United States (2 1 plants wereangustifolia

fornica Nuttall, Acer negundo L. (as Negundo automatically excluded from consideration by

californicum Torrey & Gray), Staphylea bolan- Grisebach (1872) because they also occurred in

deri A. Gray, Rhus diversiloba Torrey & Gray, Canada, and 41 were excluded on the basis of

Cercis occidentalis Torrey ex Gray, Amelanchier their occurrence in western North America). En-

Calycanthus occidentalis gler (1879, pp. 25, 26), however, provided a list

cwm of 1 40 plants he considered to be shared between

gler, eastern Asia and North America, indicating t

alnifolia

rax califc

liforn

West geographical region where each grew in the two

junct counterparts in eastern North America. regions. He also pointed out that the vast ma-

Based on the paleobotanical studies of Heer, jority were forest plants, and only very few weit

Engler cited fossil evidence of relatives of extant found in open habitats. There are some errors m

plants of Japan occurring on Sakhalin, and be- distribution data in the list, for example, C#«
heved that the cUmate of Japan in the Miocene occidentalis Ton-ey & Gray and MahoniaaQV^

had been similar to that of present day south- folium Nuttall are both credited to Atlantic NortD

eastern Asia and supported a similar vegetation. America while Melothria pendula L. is credi^^

He also felt that the knowledge of the Pliocene to Pacific North America. In general, howe [.

was insufficient and that a better knowledge of the list is more complete and refined than Gra)

l^!!™"!,
„'']"" was necessary before a com- (1859) and indicates that many plants tha Gray

had considered to be identical are actually

Asian-eastern
eastern

be obtained. Engler also lamented the fact that
known about the high

tinct.

In explaining the history of the worio >
^^

tation Engler (1879) made considerable
_^^^i,. . ,

'to-* *"'-.ulllmIl^ oi laiion tngier n»/y) maae L;uiia^"'-— uj

China in a phytogeographical sense, especially fossil evidence, especially of fossil floras m W

since he was aware of the Japan-Himalayan- arctic regions, ke believed that the land surfa^

North Amencan connection. He postulated that had been lower between Europe and centra^
As^

fn rhin. l^t^'"
'"''^'^'' 'P'"""'' ^oux^^v^^r^ during the Tertiary and that the sea was not

he ArX? "'°"'''''^' '^'^ ^'^^^^^^^ fr°"^ great, perhaps resulting in a more equitablej^

lo th^nLXr"
^^^""^ '""^ ^°^^ ^--' -- 1^- -counted for both a w^d^-^^^^^^^^

Platanus L., Ostrya Scopoli, Castanea Miller) across a bridge in northeast Asia-northwest
NoH"

i
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America. Engler postulated that the plants now (Thiselton-Dyer, 1905). The valuable collections

restricted to the two disjunct regions were once made by Augustine Henry in central China were

more widespread further north, "as the Arctic acquired by and distributed from the herbarium

flora now is," and that they had migrated south- at Kew as a direct result of this stimulation. The

ward as the cHmate cooled. These plants mostly continued discovery of botanical novelties in in-

became extinct in westem North America be- terior China, many ofconsiderable botanical and

cause ofthe markedly different cUmate there, but horticultural interest, also increased interest in

North Amer- the botanical exploration of the Chinese empire,

ica where the climates remained similar. Those It was essentially in response to a strong desire

plants that survived in the West underwent evo- to introduce these newly discovered ornamental

lutionary change in response to different edaphic species into cultivation in England that the Veitch

eastern

factors, thereby resulting in different species of

Negundo"" Boehmer, Rhus L., Cercis L., Os-

firm sent E. H. Wilson to C
ons. Wilson not only carried

morhiza Rafinesque, and Platanus L. in the east- begun by Henry (and the earlier French mis-

em and westem United States. The less drastic brought

climatic changes in Japan accounted for the rel- attention of late nineteenth and early twentieth

atively higher number of genera, particularly for century botanists.

the higher number of monotypic genera, surviv-

ing there, Engler was apparently the first to refer
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ Central China

to extant floras whose members were abundantly

represented by fossils from the Tertiary at high As mentioned above, the gaps in the flora of

latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere as the central China that had been noted by Engler

Arcto-tertiare Element." The extant regions re- (1879) began to be filled within a few years as&i

ferred to by Engler as supporting this "Arcto- the collections of French missionaries and other

tertiare Element" were eastern North America, European botanists began to reach Europe,

eastern Asia (Himalaya, Japan, northern China), Enough new material had been amassed and new

and south in the Andes. This reference to the information made available since Engler's (1879)

Andes suggests that Engler recognized an eastern paper to enable Diels ( 1 900- 1 90 1 ,
1 905) to write

North American temperate element in the flora a definitive work on "Die Flora von Central-

ofMexico and Central America. This is the first China" in which he discussed the history of bo-

indication ofan awareness of this additional pat- tanical exploration, the geography, ecology,

tern of disjunction, an awareness that has gen- vegetation, and the relationshps of the flora, m
erally been credited to Watson (1891; see Gra- addition to providing a list of the known taxa.

ham, 1973). The area treated by Diels took in neariy all of

The extension of the recognition of floristic the present-day province of Sichuan as well as

affinities to a wider area of the Asian continent the adjoining parts ofthe surroundmg provmces.

went hand in hand with the development of flo- Coincidentally, this happens to be a region con-

ristic knowledge of China and other areas of taining a large number oftaxa with North Amer-

mainland Asia Thus by 1 873 H F Hance, who ican relatives. Diels's companson of the flora of

had been occupied with Chinese plants for many central China with those of other parts of the

years, was able to list 2 1 species of the Chinese
flora that occurred or were represented by closely
alhed species in the Caucasus region of southern

umber

shared with Japan to the east than with the much

Hr>«pr Himalavan region to the west, although

Europe and westem Asia, a region now known the vegetation in central China and Japan was

]^
support a flora rich in examples of Arcto-

Teniary elements. The first instaUments ofForbes
and Hemsley's "Enumeration of All the Plants
'"om China . .

." appeared in 1886 and 1887,
and m the systematic treatments the Chinese and
«xtra-territorial distribution was given for each
^xon. While this series was not completed until

somewhat different (Diels, 1900-1901). Diels

showed that the Asian distribution of the ele-

ments in the flora exhibiting disjunction between

eastern Asia and North America could be cate-

gorized into four types: 1) genera with members

reaching to Malcsia; 2) genera reaching from the

Himalayas to Japan; 3) genera reaching only to

^905, the wide circulation of the parts as they Japan; 4) genera restncted to central China and

^ere published stimulated further collecting ac-
^ivity in remote areas of the Chinese interior

Examples
Magnoli
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Meisner in Wallich

Michaux, Illicium L., Polygonum L. sec- compare the ligneous flora ofNorth America with

and that of China, again pointing out the similarities

Echinocaulon Meisner in Wallich, Vitis L., Par- but also noting the differences between the floras

thenocissus Planchon, Gordonia Ellis, Nyssa L., and emphasizing the richness ofthe ligneous flora

Hos- of China. Further comparisons, particularly ofSaururaceae

Panax

Michaux
the ligneous flora, were subsequently made by

H. H. Hu (1935, 1936) and were the first con-

Michaux, tributions to the elucidation of this pattern of

plus others; 4) Cypripedium arietinum R, Brown, disjtmction to be made by a Chinese botanist.

tulipifi Numerous botanists have made significant

cumaria L., and Gymnocladus Lamarck. Diels contributions to the elucidation of the eastern

clearly based his classification of eastern Asian- Asian-eastern North American disjunct pattern

North American disjunctions on the distribution of plant distribution during the twentieth cen-

of the Asian members of this pattern without tury, both in the form ofcarefultaxonomic stud-

regard to the distribution ofthe North American ies of taxa exhibiting this distribution pattern

and in summaries or overviews ofcurrent knowl-

edge. Most ofthese contributions are well known

to botanists and phytogeographers and many are

included in our bibliography. However, much

pertinent information is hidden in monographs,

counterparts

Mention n

ofJapan, a v

observation

Joumey
ing in the tradition of Asa Gray, his mentor and revisions, and other works under titles that often

friend, Sargent accounted for the ligneous flora do not indicate a bearing on this topic.

of Japan and compared the genera with those The very useful summaries published by Kara

tnat occur m eastem North America, essentially (1952, 1956), Li (1952, reprinted 1971 with ad-

updating Gray's "Forest Geography and Ar- ditions). Wood (1971, 1972), Raven (1972), and

cheology/' Charles Sargent should also be given Thome (1972), as well as papers published m

credit as one of the first Americans who realized this symposium volume, should be consulted for

that the climatic and floristic similarities be- current views and numerous additional refer-

tween eastem Asia and eastem North America
would allow for the successful cultivation of nu-
merous Asian species in eastem North America.
As first director ofthe Arnold Arboretum ofHar-

been successful with

ences not included here. Moreover, the volume

edited by Graham (1972a) contains a coHectio^

of pertinent articles based on symposia hel '

conjunction with the XI International ^°^^^ ,

Congress in 1969 and a special Japan-Um
the cultivation of plants raised from seeds re- States Cooperative Science Program, which was

ceived from Emil Bretschneider, who was based
at the Russian consulate in Peking, and imme-
diately determined that the finrict.v ^^^\^^^^:

also convened in 1969. While knowledge^coj^

ceming the classic eastem Asian-eastern
^^^

America disjunct pattern of distribution
has^^^

Wilson r— ".v.,

plants in "western" China.

of China would not only result in furthering bo- creased tremendously since the Lin^^^f .
„,

tanical knowledge ofeastem Asia, but would also much careful taxonomic work remains to be don

result m new omamental plants for cultivation before the relationships can be more fully ^^^^

in Amenca. To this end, Sargent engaged E. H. stood and assessed. Darwin wrote to GW_ i^

s, seeds, and living 1857 that "Undoubtedly careful discnmina^^^

--,,., ^ ,
of species is the foundation of all good w^

^_The histon^ of the botanical exploration of and Wood (1972, p. 122) concluded his impo

Her^lVgR. . "V"" f'"''^^"'"'
^^^^^^^hnei- tant paper by stating that "Moiphology •

.

de , 1898) IS not within the scope of this paper, basic to the taxonomy ofextant and
extinct

pan«;

boiri"" H TT ""f
'°^ ^^^ "-^^'"^ ^- -nd, consequently, to the study of disjunct "'•^^^

L Enrnd d 1
"' '""' ^''''''' ''"^^^^ fi^"^ I^ - P-haps appropriate to conclude this bn_

n England dunng the penod 1899to 19lOgreat- historical survey by reiterating these sen^

irnTtH r'"f^:
"'^'^ ^'^"^^^ ««^^ -<i ments-onrknowLL and understanding

o]«JJ
extended the knowledge of the eastem Asian

t

flo*"

ealiern No^h A • V """'"' ^^'^"- =«'™ North American^astcm Asian '-

This Sar.em„ grr''" ,f'
"'""'°" P='««m. connection will in large measure refl"

f" ^
I'wn'^rV'l ""^'V."" '"troducion dcennined by our knowledge ofihe system^

Wilson's A Naturalist in Western of the taxa involved.
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Appendix 1

Taxa indicated by Nuttall ( 1 8 1 8) in his Genera
ofNorth American Plants as exhibiting disjunc-
tion between North America and Asia (occa-
sionally also occurring disjunctly in other parts
ofthe world). Comments by Pursh ( 1 8 1 4) on the

to Europe and Asia." [No]

152. Claytonia. "A North American genus, with the

exception of C sibirica; C. lanceolata of Pursh
extends into Siberia, and C perfoliata, which is

annual, exists also in the island of Cuba within
the tropic." ["I found a specimen collected by
Pallas in the eastern parts of Siberia, perfectly

agreeing with the present species." Pursh (p. 1 75)
commenting on C. lanceolata,']

1 73. Hydrolea. "A genus of six species, (Sec. Persoon)
indigenous to the tropical or warmer regions of
America, with the exception of H. Zeylanica of
India." [No]

174. Heuchera. "A North American genus, with the

exception of H, caulescens discovered also in

Kamschatka (sic) by the late professor Pallas."

["In the herbarium of A. B. Lambert, Esq. are

specimens of a Heuchera, collected by Pallas in

Kamlschatka, which appear to be the same with

the present species," Pursh (p. 188), speaking of
Heuchera caulescens Pursh.]

^me genera are in brackets- "No" indicates that ^^^' Panax. ",
.

. 2. quinquefolium. Gin-seng. Indige-

Pursh made no remarks. Our notes are in paren-
theses.

PAGE
VOLUME 1.

7- Leptandra virginica (L.) Nuttall. "Common alsow Japan, or more probably a distinct species of
tne same genus. A variety ofthis plant mentioned
oy Mr. Pursh, Vol. 1 p. 1 0, with purple flowers,
may perhaps prove distinct. There is another
species called Veronica Sibirica, inhabiting Dau-
na, in which the stamina and pistillum are double
we length of the corolla." [No] (Now placed in

lO-l ] T'^'^"^"^"^
Fabricius.)

-
• ^-'ytraria. "Species. 1 . E. caroliniensis. There

80-8 1
^^ ^^^^"^ ^P^^i^s ill India." [No]

viitv u""™* ^- "^ 8^""s of India and America

fOn
^""^P'^^' consisting of 2 species." [No]

Nuttou'T^^^^
IS credited to North America by

an genus, with the exception

species

nous also to Tartary (sic)." (NuttalFs concept of
Panax was much broader than it is today; he
included several arborescent taxa, from New Zea-

land and the West Indies, and another herbaceous
species, from New Holland, in the genus.) [No]

201-202. Planera. "Of this genus there is another

crM-! ^ ^e«'a//ato of India." [No] (Five .y,

92 r?Sl ,

^^ ^"""^^ America by Nuttall.)

sSr*! !i*'"'^
"Peculiar to North America; but

^ly differing from the Nauclea of India and

are T-
^^c^P^ing in the number of parts, which

^^- OidenTnd?« ""f'^if^"'^'"'
recognized by Nuttall.)

eauaii
""**• lt"s genus appears to be almost

reeio
<l'^ided between India and the tropical

Mr Fn
•"^^'^^*- '^^^ Senus Hedyotis to which

is ak
" ^^ inclined to refer the O. glomerata^iso equally divided betwixt India and South

'8- ComUS.
Ct

[No]

Species ... 8. alba. (The fruit of this
SpeClPc U • • • w. wfi/u. ^xiic iiuiL ui iiiia

by i^^
' ^^°^eh bitter and unpalatable, is eaten

seenist^^^^^^
of the Missouri, from whence it

extend across the continent, and appears

species on the border of the Caspian sea." [No]

(Now considered to be a monotypic genus of the
southeastern United States.)

203. Rhus. "5. F^rwx also indigenous to Japan." [No]

205. Aralia. Speaking of the extra-North American
taxa Nuttall said "The remaining species of this

genus are indigenous to the tropical parts of

America; there are also 3 species in Japan and 1

in China." [No]

212. Mahonia. "A third species of this genus is indi-

cated by Mr. Pursh as indigenous to the kingdom
of Nepaul (sic) in India; probably in a moun-
tainous country." [Oi Berberis aquifolium Pursh

and B, nervosa Pursh, Pursh (p. 219) says: "The
specific difference excluded, the description ofthe

preceding species is applicable in every other re-

spect, and together with another in the collection

of A. B. Lambert, Esq., collected in Nepaul (sic)

by Mr. Buchanon, forms a new division of the

genus, with pinnated leaves; which probably may
become a new genus, whenever the fruit is per-

fectly knovra, as the statement I have given of it

was taken from a single and imperfect berry."]

(The genus Mahonia was here described by Nut-

tall, M, aquifolium (Pursh) Nuttall, and M. ner-

vosa (Pursh) Nuttall being the two American

species recognized.)

223-224. Erythronium. "Of this genus there is but a

single species out of America indigenous to Si-

beria and the south of Europe." [No] (Nuttall

recognized three species in North America and

suspected that a fourth, confused with E, amer-

icana, remained undescribed.)
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Uvularia. "A North American genus with the ex-

ception of 2 species in Japan." [No] (Thunberg
is now treated as Aruncus dioicus (Walter) (Fer-

nald.)

(1784) included three Japanese species in U\u- 309. Dalibarda. "2. Fragarioides. Flowers yellow. This

laria\ one of these is now treated as a Tricyrtis,

another is a species of Disporum, the third is a

Fritillaria\ it is not known which two Japanese
taxa were considered by Nuttall to belong to Uvu-
laria. Uvularia is now considered to be endemic
to eastern (mostly southeastern) North America.)

224-225. Convallaria. "1. C. majalis. Common also

to Europe; flowers fragrant. There are but 2 other
species of this genus as it is now constituted, in-

digenous to Japan," [No]

226-227. Orontium. "Of this genus there is a second
species in Japan." [No] (Thunberg (1784) treated
one species of Orontium, O, japonicum Thun-
berg; this is now placed in the genus Rhodea (Lil-

309

with

rescence.) 311
227. Acorus. "Common to Europe and North Amer-

ica, there is also a second species in China." [No]
239-240. Trillium. "A North American genus with

the exception of T. obovatum, which grows also
in Kamtschatka according to Pallas," ["T. cam-
tschaticum. Pallas in herb. Lambert. In Canada

species is also found in Siberia." (equals the cur-

rently accepted Waldsteinia) [^^Dryas trifoliate.

Pallas in Herb. Lambert." Pursh, p. 350]

Geum. ".
. , 8. radiatum. 9. peckii. PH. Radical

leaves reniform. Is this plant indeed a Geunil 10.

Anemonoides. Also indigenous to Kamtschatka

as well as No. 8 A North American genus of

which there are also 6 species in Europe, 1 in

Japan, 1 in Barbary, 2 at the Straits of Magellan,

and 2 equally indigenous to Kamtschatka and

North America." (Pursh (p. 352) includes in the

synonymy of Geum radiatum "G. camtschati-

cum, Pallas in Herb. Lambert." Of G. anemo-

noides Pursh says "On the north-west coast and

the Kuril (sic) Islands.")

3 1 2. Calycanthus. "A North American genus with

the exception of C praecox of Japan." [No]

VOLUME 2.

10. Actaea. "Of this small genus there is 1
species

indigenous to Europe and another to Japan." [No]

near Montreal The specimens in the herbar- 17-18. Illicium. "An American genus with the ex

: CK oT.„i.„_r^_. _. .

ceptionof/.am5a/wmofJapanandChina."[No

242.

ium ofA. B. Lambert, Esq., agree in every respect
with those from Canada."] (Pursh (pp. 245-246)
placed T. camtschaticum in synonymy under T.
obomtum. Several species of Trillium are now
known from Asia; no Asian and American species
are conspecific.)

Aesculus. "A North American genus with the ex-
ception ofAE. Hippocastanum ofnorthern Asia

"

[No]

274-275. Chimaphila. (two species recognized, C.
umbellata and C. maculata) "Indigenous also to
the North West Coast of America. -Menzies.
Probably both species of the genus will be found
also in East Asia and Europe." [No]

284-285. Hydrangea. "An American genus, if we ex-
clude H. hortensis of India, separated principally
on the ground of its producing 3 styles, which is
perhaps occasionally common to every Hydran-
gea" [No]

285. Tiarella. "Species. 1. cordifolia. 2. Menziesii 3
trifoliata. 4. biternata. A North American genus
of which Nos. 1 and 3, are also indigenous to
Northern Asia." [No]

285-286. Mitella. "A North American genus with the

[No]

18. Magnolia, ^n. genua ui cl.v^«* .- „r-- ,

exactly divided between China and the Umtefl

States; there is also 1 species in tropical Araen-

ca." [No] , ,, ^.

18-19. Liriodendron. "Ofthis genus there are 2 otner

species in China and 1 in the mountains ol Am

boina." (Amboina = island, Indonesia)

23. Troliius. "Of this genus there are 2 om

species, 1 European and the other indigenous

Siberia.

22-

25

35

M. 99

292.

species

Penthorum. "According to Mr. Pursh there is a
second species of the genus in China, collected
by Sir G. Staunton." ["In the Herbarium of A
B. Lambert, Esq., is a second species brought by
Sir George Staunton from China, which I distin-
guish by the following characters: Penthorum
Chinense. caule simplici tereti, foliis elongato-
linean-lanceolatis subpetiolatis inaequaliter

uiui^iia. [No]
J, rp IS

Cyamus (=Nelumbo) "Of this genus tnerc
.^

another species indigenous to the waters oi i

and Persia." (Nuttall considered two oJ/"^J^

species he listed for North Amenca t'eni^

talus" and -Reniformisr as being "doubttui.

[No] (

"

Dracocephalum. "Principally a Siberian gen"
^_

[No] (Five species listed as being in Nortn a

ica by Nuttall.) . (,,her

Trichostema. "Of this genus there is
-^

species in Cochinchina." [No] (Three spc

treated for North America by NuttalU

Bignonia. (3) "This splendid genus f""%;„,.

species, is with a few exceptions in '"?^''*'
jca!

and Japan, exclusively indigenous to tne

regions of America." [No] „
soecif*^

98. Oxytropis. "A genus containing i^^f'!r^cep-
principally indigenous to Sibena, witn tn

^^j;-

tion of a few species in Europe and tne
^^

rxi^i rvT..«-,ii ..»^^„„;-,^H a <iinde species u'
' .

39

44

ser-

307.

ratis, spicis cymosis terminalibus, seminibus
ovatis comeis." Pursh, p. 323}

f-^v!!"'

"^ 8^""^ a'most equally divided betwixt
Sibena and North America." [No] (Nuttall rec-
ognized 1 1 species in North Amerira «„» ^r,..u:„u

98-

107-

^- . _^ (Nuttall recognized _ ^^„„..

America, and that from the north cenira.

States.)
f gar 1^0

1 00. Astragalus L. "This vast genus oi^^^
^^ ,

species exists principally in Siberia, „ ^^t^

few species also in Europe and the Y^^^^ b)

(Eleven species recognized for North An

Nuttall.) nrtruliar

»

108. Lespedeza Michaux. "A genus P*^
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118.

North America, there are, however, about 3

species indigenous to Siberia, of which L. tricho-

carpa ought to be compared with L. capitata; 3

other very doubtful species of India are added to

this genus by Persoon." [No] (Eight species rec-

ognized in North America by Nuttall.)

Robinia L. "Excluding Caragana, the rest of this

genus of 15 species is almost exclusively indig-

enous to tropical America, the only exceptions

are 1 species in India and another in China/' [No]

{Robinia is now known to be a strictly New World
genus; R. pseudo-acacia L., however, is widely
naturalized in Asia and elsewhere.)

1 33. Vernonia Schreber. "An American genus with the

exception of V, anthelmintica of India, the 10

other species comprising the genus are indigenous

Zealand will probably be excluded from this ge-

nus, if ever carefully examined."' [No] (Nuttall

listed 5 1 species for North America.)

1 87. Elephantopus L. "A genus of6 species indigenous

to tropical America, with the exception of 1 in

India." [No]

199. Cypripedium L. "Of this singular genus there are

3 other species in Siberia, 1 in Japan, and 1 in

Europe." [No] (Six species listed for North Amer-
ica by Nuttall.)

Liquidambar. "1. L, Styraciflua. From New En-

gland to Florida, also indigenous to Mexico and

extending to the shores of the Pacific Ocean. Of
this genus there is a second species in the Le-

vant." ["New England to Florida, and in all the

western countries." Pursh, p. 635]

219

\
to the tropical regions of America." [No] (Seven 238-239. Gleditschia (sic) L, "Of this genus there ap-

species recognized for North America by Nut-
tall.)

159-162. SolidagoL. "^o/zWago is exclusively a North
American genus, with the exception of 5 or 6

species in Europe, and 2 near Canton in China.
The arborescent species of St. Helena and New

244

pears to be another species indigenous to India

and China." [No]

Menispermum L. "A/, canadense is also found in

Siberia." [No] (Nuttall recognized three species

in the genus, all occurring in North America.)

[

\



CRETACEOUS AND CENOZOIC HISTORY OF
THE NORTHERN CONTINENTS

Warren Hamilton 1

dispersal and intrusive igneous

and animals are controlled to a large extent by high because its crust

the distribution of land, sea, and orographic fea- hence are low in density. A steady state develops

as the plates continue to move apart: the materialturn

formedcontrolled in substantial part by the motions of

the great plates that comprise the earth's outer cools and contracts as it migrates away, and the
w

shell, its lithosphere. Continents stand above sea sea floor sinks to greater depths. The oceanic

light crust crust

are parts of plates that also include the ocean ters retain petrologic characteristics that can be

floors. Seven very large plates, and numerous gnized after subsequent events have brought

mid- and small-sized ones (the concept of co- them to other tectonic settings,

herent plates breaks down at the small-scale end). Where plates converge, one plate commonly

each typically 80 km or so thick, all move relative tips down and slides beneath the other. Gener-

to all others. The plates tend to be internally ally, an oceanic plate slides (subducts) beneath a

rigid, and they interact mostly at their edges, continental plate (as along the west side of South

America), or beneath another oceanic plate (as

along the east side of the Mariana island arc). In

either case, a magmatic arc- volcanoes at the

..._._„
intrusive '— -^^ H.nth -tends to

although

rm
between

range upward to about 13 cm/year—an unim-
posing rate by human standards, but equivalent form in that part of the overriding

to enormous displacements when continued for is about 100 km above the top of the subducting

tens of millions of years. plate. Compositions of the magmatic rocks are

Spherical geometry requires that any motion quite different in continental and oceanic arcs^

between two parts of a spherical surface can be Sediments and other materials scraped oft tn

expressed as the rotation of one part relative to top of the downgoing plate accumulate, snow-

the other, defined by an angular displacement plow fashion, in an accretionary wedge at

around an Euler pole of relative rotation. All front of the overriding plate. Study of an acrr
-

trajectories of relative motions must be along tionary wedge can reveal much about the cha
-

small circles to that pole. (This pole is not to be acter and history of oceanic lithosphere thaU

thought of as having any mechanical signifi-

cance.) The development of plate-tectonic con-
cepts in the late 1960s was made possible by the
demonstration that the relative motions that

erridmg

Collisions result where light crustal inass

^^^

present on both of two converging plates.

L, .: „.^„» ^.t.d^1 is caught
in thf

could be quantified fit these geometric require- suture between the two. Collisions are_often

ments. The mechanisms causing plate motions
are much debated, but the reality of the motions
is proved.

Plates are now pulling apart primarily along
the great submarine ridges in the worid's oceans.
As mantle wells up into the gaps between di-
verging plates at these spreading centers, part of
it melts and is erupted on the surface as basaltic
lava or is injected beneath the surface to crys-

companied by severe internal deformation
^^^^

or both of such plates. Convergence com
^ ^^^

continues after a collision, but inasmuch a

^^^

duction of buoyant continental crust is

^^^^ ^
or impossible, subduction stops at the oi

^^
which oceanic lithosphere had V^^^^^'^^^^i

subducted, and a new subduction system
^

through on the outer side of the contm^
^^

enlarged by the aggregation of the col i

' United States Geological Survey, Denver, Colorado 80225.

Ann. Missouri Bot. Gard. 70: 440-458. 1983
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I

terial. Actual collisions are commonly oblique mined primarily by the sun, and they have not
rather than head-on, and they progress in one varied widely within the last 3,800 million years

direction or another with time. the age of the oldest rocks known— for liquid

Strike-slip faults bound plates that slide past water has always been present, and continental

one another. Any strike-slip fault transfers glaciation has occurred intermittently during the

spreading or convergence at one end to spreading last 2,000 million years at least.

or convergence at the other end. Many actual During Archean time, 2,500 to 3,800 million

strike-slip boundaries are complex in detail and years ago (Ma), continents were formed by
have obliquely convergent and divergent parts magmatismmoreintense than that of later time,
and also zones of distributed motion. in ways that are much disputed, but that many

Plate motions are often illustrated by two-di- of us regard as the result of rapid motions of
mensional cartoons, many of which incorporate small lithosphere plates. Even then, however, the
the false concept that the subducting plate is rolled earth must have lost heat primarily through
over a platen fixed in the mantle and is injected spreading oceans and by subduction-related
down a fixed slot. All or most hinges actually magmatism, because the crustal geothermal gra-
__ * 4

migrate mto the subducting plates as the over- dients recorded by petrologic indicators in deeply
nding plates advance. Boundaries between ad- eroded Archean rocks are much like those in

jacent plates tend to end at triple junctions, where young terranes. Before 3,800 Ma, whatever
three plates meet; such areas can display great crust the earth possessed was so thin, and de-
vanety and complex evolutions. structive (remelting?) processes were so effective,

I have summarized the evidence for, and evo- that no rocks then formed have been recognized,

lution of, these concepts elsewhere and have il- No beginning in time can be seen for plate

lustrated the development ofa number of actual motions. The earth's lithosphere has always con-

convergent-plate features (Hamihon, 1979). sisted of rifting, drifting, subducting, and coUid-

Plate tectonics has operated throughout at least ing plates. All continents are aggregates of frag-

the last 2,500 million years— all of Proterozoic ments, sutured together at times past. Continents
and Phanerozoic time. Continental rifting is re- have been deformed complexly by strike-slip

corded by truncations of basement terranes and faulting and by oblique and orthogonal rifting

truncated and compression, and the process continues. Re-

modem

with

continenta!-shelf-and-slope stratal wedges. Sub- constructions of prior positions of land masses
duction ofoceanic lithosphere is recorded by most become progressively more ambiguous as the age
of the same structural and magmatic indicators considered increases. Although valiant attempts

_^_.ems; by have been made at reconstructions for all of
aggregations through collisions of distinct con- Phanerozoic time (e.g.. Smith et al., 1981, and
tinental masses and island arcs; and by paleo- Ziegler et al., 1979) and even for the late Pre-

^agnetic, paleoclimatic, and paleontologic in- cambrian, such reconstructions ignore most pre-

^icators. The details of the processes, however, Jurassic sutures and continental deformation, are

eearth's constrained primarily by approximate latitudes

potassium had been cycled out of the mantle and inferred for some of the bits, and are schematic
into the continents before Paleozoic time; Pha- at best. Even for Cretaceous time, major uncer-

nerozoic granitic rocks are both voluminous and lainties exist regarding the geometry of eastern

PoUssic only where their magmas have risen Siberia and Alaska; of the entire Tethyan region

volumi- (Central America, Caribbean, Mediteranean, Al-

^^us sediments derived from such crust. Meta- pine Europe, North Africa, middle East, Hima-
»*orphic rocks of blueschist fades, products of layas. Southeast Asia, Indonesia, Melanesia); of

jlatively onshore and offshore East Asia; and ofthe Scotia-

pm<; are West Antarctica region. Many of the ambiguities

• tf »-— ** K-AB-^/^A AAA WfcJi^ * A fc* 'J »**

through Precambrian crust, or through

recrystallization at high
temperat

voluminous in Mesozoic and Cenozoic terranes, are more hkely to be resolved by paleobiogeo-

Progressively less common in older Paleozoic graphic studies than by geologic and geophysical

"es, rare in late Proterozoic terranes, and un- ones.

I^own in older tracts; the earth probably is cool- The biogeographic consequences of plate mo-
rn* be enormous
rate. Surface temperatures, however, are deter- example, a small landmass on a moving plate
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can carry a terrestrial biota derived partly from conveyor-belted many thousands of kilometers

a biota shared with some previously adjacent to their present North American sites. The ag-

landmass, and derived partly by fortuitous im- gregate width of the accreted materials generally

migration, both components evolving more or increases northwestward along the continental

less in isolation as the landmass moves with time margin, from 50 to 100 km (much of that off-

through different climatic zones. The configu- shore) in Baja California and southern Califor-

ration and surface altitude and, hence, the amount nia, through 500 km in Washington and Canada,

and distribution of land above sea level, can to 1,000 km in Alaska. Throughout Cretaceous

change radically with time. When two land- and Cenozoic time, the oceanic and continental-

masses collide, their biotas mingle and compete, margin materials have had northward compo-

Pre-collision fossil biotas of the two lands are nents ofmotion relative to interior North Amer-

different, whereas post-collision biotas are shared. ica, whether the specific motion has recorded

This paper briefly summarizes some tectonic oblique subduction, oblique extension, or strike-

factors that may be relevant to the biotic rela-

tionships of the northern continents durine Cre-

slip.

made of the biotic features themselves.

All the fragments of continental materials pre-

taceous and Cenozoic time. Little mention is sumably carried significant biotas if they stood

above the sea before collision, but none is known

to have been other than a briefly detached bit of

North America. Conversely, the fragments for

which distant origins are likely are largely of sub-

marine origin, although some may have included

small islands before collision. I know ofno biotic

interchanges that can be ascribed to the accretion

ofany ofthe fragments, aUhough juxtaposed fos-

sil assemblages are grossly disjunct in many

places.

Western Interior seaway. The Western In-

terior of the United States and Canada-a region

that is now at generally high surface altitude in

such provinces as the High Plains, Colorado Pla-

teau, and much of the U.S. Rocky Mountains-

was inundated by a shallow sea that connecte

the Gulf of Mexico and the Beaufort Sea dunng

middle Cretaceous time (McGookey et al,
1^

'

Rudkin, 1966; Williams & Burk, 1966).
^^^

transgressing south from the Arctic ^"'^ "°
^^

from the Gulf of Mexico joined in late Aim

(latest Early Cretaceous) time, and ^^^.^^^^^^

remained more or less continuous unti a

. . ^ ,.„
^- - "."^ early Campanian (middle Late Cretaceous) ti

^

Amencan Cordillera consists of material added There was then widespread regression of tne

to the continent by subduction processes during in Canada, but the Western Interior ofthe
Um

North American and Eurasian Plates

North America north of Mexico, and Eurasia

north of the Alpine-Himalayan mountain sys-

tem, behaved as internally coherent continental

plates during Cretaceous and Cenozoic time, al-

though they had complex histories of pre-Cre-
taceous sundering and aggregation, and although
they were much deformed internally during the
Cretaceous and Cenozoic. The two megaplates
began to separate in middle Cretaceous time, and
the Atlantic Ocean has been widening ever since.

Relationships between Siberia and North Amer-
ica throughout this time are poorly understood.
The following presentation is concerned with
some internal and marginal features of the two
megaplates, and not with relationships between
the megaplates.

ca. Much

NORTH AMERICAN PLATE

yf

r-"^w..v.o^„....6 in Canada, but the Western Intenor
Jurassic and Cretaceous time, and to a lesser ex- States remained broadly inundated through mo

i^"o
.,^"?.''^ 9.'!.°^''^'' ^^"'^- ^'^^k^ (e.g., Jones of the rest of Late Cretaceous time. The mi^J^^

Cretaceous seaway was continuous betwTerritory
of theand the southwestern two-thirds of British Co- Gulf of Mexico and the Canada Basin

umbia (e.g., Tipper et al., 1981), and most of Arctic Ocean and must have much
hindered ea

Washingt
lU iiiu&i iiav^ i*x«^" -

nZOlC

„ ., ,^__^ . "v-a., wcMiiii^iciLiuii ofterrestrial organisms,
en

Hamilton, 1 978) consist largely of continental marine flooding of the continental
margins

west migration

fragm

off oceanic hthosphere plates, and of magmatic
rocks formed in response to subduction and to
nfting. Paleontologic and paleomagnetic evi-
dence requires that some of these materials were

relatively minor. mribbean
Central America- Gulf of Mexico-tan

^^^

Sea. From the end of Triassic time un
^^

in Pliocene time, North and South ^^^^^^
^o\.

separated by water, although tectonic a
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canic lands may have connected them at times. Each of the arriving continental plates must
ahhough have carried with it immigrant plants and ani-

tained via Europe and Africa during much of mals and an assemblage offossils— both different

Mesozoic time. The shapes and positions of from those ofthe newly adjacent mainland. Thus,
within Mexico the middle Tertiary contact between Africa and

the Caribbean have changed greatly with time Eurasia allowed horses to walk onto Africa and
and are still only partly understood (Pindell & elephants onto Eurasia. Smaller islands must have

Although carried limited biotas, evolved in varying iso-

have joined the continents at times, submarine lation. Biotas were derived partly from the con-
gaps largely blocked migration of land organisms linent from which they rifted away; other biotas
during Cretaceous and Tertiary time. The great were derived partly from overwater immigrants,

intercontinental biotic interchange began only Thus, the middle Tertiary collision of Australia
about three million years ago, when the Isthmus with island arcs that migrated from the margin

Internal defc

igwm of Asia caused much of the limited exchange of

->/ North America, attenuated and variably evolved biotas between
Alaska, western Canada, and the western United those two continents (Hamilton, 1979).

States were much deformed by lateral motions Seaways between Europe and Asia. During
during Cretaceous and Cenozoic time. In addi- much ofLate Jurassic and Early Cretaceous time
tion to marginal tectonic accretion, an array of and part of the early Tertiary, central Eurasia

compressional, extensional, rotational, and strike- was covered by broad shallow seas that extended
slip deformation (e.g., Hamilton, 1978) caused from the Tethyan ocean on the south to what is

complex changes in orographic configurations, now the Arctic Ocean on the north (Grossheim
and hence much influenced climates, but did not & Khain, 1967; Vereshchagin & Ronov, 1968).

produce any major seaway that would have During Late Jurassic and most of Early Creta-
inipeded biotic interchanges. ceous time, a seaway west ofthe Urals connected

I>eformation in Eastern Canada, Greenland, what are now the Caspian and Barents Sea re-

and Alaska, is discussed in subsequent sections, gions. By late Eariy Cretaceous lime (Albian,

possibly also Aptian), the sea had receded from

the northern part of this region, and dry land has

connected the Russian Platform and the Urals

ever since. East ofthe Urals, another broad, shal-

low sea transgressed southward during early Late

EURASIAN PLATE

Tectonic accretion of southern and eastern
^urasia. Eurasia is a composite megacontinent
formed throughout Phanerozoic time by the ag- _ . , ,

gregation of large and small subcontinents and Cretaceous (Cenomanian) time and covered what
ofvaried are now the West Siberian Lowlands through
as intervening oceanic lithosphere was subducted most of remaining Cretaceous, Paleocene, and
(^•g., Burrett, 1974, and Hamilton, 1970). North- Eocene time. Shallow seas also covered much of
em sutures are in general older than southern the Caspian-Aral region to the south, but be-
ones. The land masses south of the Alps, Car- tween about 50** and 54° present latitude, north-

Pathians, Lesser Caucasus, and Himalayas have em and southern areas were separated by land,

collided with Eurasia during Late Cretaceous and except that a more or less continuous seaway
Cenozoic time (e.g., Burchfiel, 1980; Dewey et connected between northern and southern seas

^'•> 1973; Sinha Roy, 1978). The accretion is still during most ofEocene time. Both eastern Russia
Soing on in both the west, where Africa and Ara- and the West Siberian Lowlands were emergent
bia are in the process ofclosing with the northern in Oligocene and later time.

continent, and in the east, where Australia has During much oflhe Early Cretaceous and again

^en colliding with island arcs migrating away during most of the Eocene, marine water thus
from Asia (Hamilton, 1979). Continental masses separated northern Europe and Siberia within
"

what is now the USSR, although the sea may
have regressed enough intermittently to provide

land corridors between east and west. The Eocene

seaway connected flooded coniincnial shelves,

beyond which were deep oceans, to the north

and south, so migration of land biotas would

ha
mtervening oceanic

have

th one or both of them. Bits of continents
ifted, rotated, and re-aggregated. Island arcs

H^ve migrated, and changed their configurations,
between converging continents. Shapes ofcollid-
^^% masses changed as they were crushed togeth-
er. have been severely hindered. The Early Creta-
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ceous seaway similarly extended to deep ocean is poorly constrained; continuous old continental

in the south and probably did so in the north lithosphere did not connect North and South

also. America, but tectonic or volcanic lands may have

Internal deformation of Eurasia. South of joined them at times. Dry-land connections be-

about latitude 45° in Europe and 55° in Asia, tween the Americas, however, might have been

Eurasia has been deformed by Cretaceous and maintained, at least intermittently, during Ju-

Cenozoic extension, compression, and strike-slip rassic and Early Cretaceous time via Africa,

motions, in addition to the accretion of land Iberia, and western Europe.

masses to the south and east margins ofthe con- The motion pattern changed greatly at about

tinent (e.g., Alvarez et al,, 1974; Burchfiel, 1980; the beginning of Late Cretaceous time, and the

Cohen, 1980; Dewey et al., 1973; Dewey & Sen- Atlantic Ocean began to open; North and South

gor, 1979; Hamilton, 1979; Molnar & Tappon- America have been moving mostly westward

nier, 1975; Tapponnier & Molnar, 1979). Dis- since then, with little relative motion between

tribution and character of mountains, plateaus, them, away from Africa plus Europe. Sea-floor

basins, and deserts has changed complexly, but spreading was simple in the South Atlantic, and

the general continuity of land in the main part in the North Atlantic as far north as Newfound-

of the continent, independent of accretion and land and Britain: the ocean widened steadily at

rifting effects and the seaway just noted, has not. the center, although at varying rates (Sclater et

ah, 1977).

Opening of the Atlantic Ocean

At about the end of Triassic time, North and
South America, Africa, and western Europe were

Plate Boundaries Between the Arctic

AND Atlantic Oceans

North of the latitude of Ireland, the spreading
parts of a single large continent, the product of

^^^^ ^^ '"^^ ^^^^^^^^ °^ Ireland tiie spreauu

the suturing together of various lesser continents
^^^^^^^ ^^ '^^ ^^^^"^^^

^'T- T™£
during Paleozoic time. Eastern Europe and Asia P^"^"'' ^^""^ ^^^"^^^ ^^^ *'"'^'

.^'a die

were bounded on the south by the broad Tethyan
^^""^^^ ^^""^ '^^PP^^ spreading into the /vr

;

ocean. India and various lesser continental pieces
^"^^^^^ *^ ^^^"^ ofspreadingm the middle

taceous and about 60 Ma in the Paleocene
oi dipmc Europe ana me Miaaie hast were not T- J ^f r.r<>enland

yet in contact with the northern continent. The
^P^^^ding was concentrated west of Oree

^^
subsequent opening of the North Atlantic is rea-

'^^ ^^^ Labrador Basin; from about 6U to^

i_t 11 . . - - . _ cnT-oo/i;^n ^^r>.iT-,-*=.H K/^fTi P^QCt Jind west 01 Uictt
sonably well constrained by the fitting together

magnetic

spreading occurred both east and west of Green-

land, although that to the west was very slow

after about 50 Ma; since 38 Ma, spreading
products of sea-floor spreading dated by deep-

^^^^ ^^^'^^ ^^ ^^'
^^"""^^f.^ ,^:HT!ackson

ocean drilling) and of the margins of continental ^^' ^^^"^ P^^^^ •'"^^ ^^^* ""^^f^
, 07V Scla-

crustal etal., 1979;Kristoffersen&Talwani,
1977;Sc

ter et al., 1 977; Eldholm & Talwani, 1977; vog •

Perry et al., 1981). Spreading between Norw
panying tensional thinning ofthe continents along
what became the Atlantic, North America plus

^^"^ ^* ^^^ ^^^^^^ Spreading between j^-j
Europe began to move northwestward away from ^^^ Greenland has jumped from nit w .

^^
Africa plus South America, in Middle Jurassic

^^^ ^°^ ^^^ confined to a single medial n

time, about 165 m.y.a. Europe and North Amer- ^^^"o^^ in time.

ica remained attached to one another; Iberia, at
the southwest comer of the European plate, slid
past Africa when the Atlantic opened beweeii the

ARCTIC ATLANTIC
the

eastern

ter et al., 1977). Simultaneously, the Gulf of
Mexico, plus oceanic lithosphere since overrid-
den by the eastward-expanding Caribbean plate,
opened between the southern

Greenland and Norwegian Seas
The Arctic sector of the Atlantic Ocean

opened a>

Greenland moved away from
^^^f'^^^

spreading system ends at transform faults,

^^^^^

and southwest of the submerged
^'''^^'"gjjpif.

Wh A
•''" XK

'°'''^'"' ^^"^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ "^^^gin of Spitsbergen and the Barents --
South Amenca. These motions continued until These faults ster, the spreading into the Eu^^

f^
Eariy Cretaceous time, about 9 5 Ma

These faults step the spreading into the t
^^

Basin of the Arctic Ocean, within whi
-ru„ c *• e ^ ' -""uv ^j ivia. Diisin OI ine /\rcilC vjccan, vTiv"—

It.u^^rJT"'f ^'""''^^ ^'"^'^^^ ^"d the spreading axis trends to the Siberian
contmentaJ

Caribbean region during

Late
margin near the delta of the Lena River.

_

Until about 38 Ma, Spitsbergen and
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165 MA 125 MA

65 MA

36 MA PRESENT

Figure 1. Tectonic history of the North Atlantic Ocean, showing positions of continental masses from
"'Wdle Tiiracc.'^ «;_ lire » » \ . — - • • • •• '-'

—

- /!->< > r»c ik*™\ r^,«««„-«..- t-™-*:
Early

North

The 2,000 m bathymetric contour around each continent is shown with a light line; heavy
^es represent active spreading centers- dashed lines represent plate boundaries ofunspecified types. Reproduced,
*»h permission, from Sclater, Hellinger and Tapscott (1977, fig. 3), Journal ofGeology, v. 85, p. 5 1 7, copyright
l'> University of Chicago.

^t Greenland were sliding past one another on gene deformation of southwest Spitsbergen. At
^ transform fault trending north-northwestward, about 38 Ma, the slow spreading between

^ continental crust was continuous between Greenland and North America ceased, the mo-
inem (Taiwan! & Eldholm, 1977; Vogt, Bernero tion of Greenland became northwestward rcla-

^ ^'•. 1981, fig. 2). That this slip had a small live to Norway, and oblique extension began be-

^ompressive component is shown by the Paleo- tween Greenland and Spitsbergen; the result was



Figure 2 Present bathymetry of the Greenland-Norwegian Sea and the Eurasian Basin of the Arctic Ocean (nght), and paleobathymetry in laie

Eocene middle Oliaocenc and early and late Miocene times. Contour interval 500 m, labeled in 1 00s of meters. Derived by matching magnetic anomalies

of \hc mdicaicd numbers and ages, and integrating with known age/depth curves for subsidence of oceanic lithosphere. Reproduced, with permission,

rTotY^ Vo»\, Ucrnero, VLovacs and TayVor 098\. ftfe. S).
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a shallow seaway on thinned continental crust for the margins of the oceanic rift, and for ex-

between them, followed by a narrow but deep tensional thinning and faulting ofthe continental

and widening oceanic rift from about 30 Ma shelves prior to complete rifting. Upper Creta-

(Talwani & Eldholm, 1977; Vogt, Bemero et al., ceous marine strata are present on the Baffin Is-

1981).

Land connections. Dry land thus could have

connected Greenland and Spitsbergen through-

land continental shelf (MacLean & Falconer,

1979).

Ifthe Baffin Basin anomalies are identified cor-

out Cretaceous and early Paleocene time (before rectly as of Paleogene age, then the width of Pa-

most spreading occurred in the Arctic Atlantic) leogene ocean formed between Greenland and

and during much or all of the rest of Paleocene North America changes little within the Labra-

and Eocene time (while continent-against-con- dor and Baffin Basins; the Euler pole of relative

tinent transform faulting was underway). Fur- rotation is distant, and northeast-trending trans-

ther, great basalt plateaus were built during Ter- form faults step spreading from one basin to the

liary time on oceanic crust between Scotland and other through the Davis Strait region.

East Greenland, and these might have provided Reconstructions between Greenland and Can-

an intermittent land bridge before some time in ada are complicated by crustal extension and ba-

the Miocene (Eldholm & Thiede, 1980). saltic magmatism along the margins ofBaffin Bay

Spitsbergen is now separated from Norway by and the Labrador Sea. Continental margins are

the shallow sea of the continental Barents Shelf thinned by extension accompanying rifting, and

Seismic-reflection data indicate that the strata wedges ofstrata that prograde across them main-

beneath this shelfare mostly ofpre-Cenozoic age tain continental shelves. Something like half the

(Eldholm & Talwani, 1977), so the shelf may width ofthe shelfand continental slope shallower

have been emergent during much of Cenozoic than 2,000 m along a rifted continental margin

may typically represent extension of continental

crust. The uncertainties of such extension are

quantitatively most important for reconstruc-

tions of narrow ocean basins, such as those of

The eariy, western center of North Atlantic Baffin Bay and the Labrador Sea. These uncer-

time.

BAFHN BAY AND LABRADOR SEA

Labrador

Labrador

tainties are further complicated by new crust built

of very thick lower Tertiary basalts of mantle

origin, onshore and offshore of west-central

Greenland between 68** and 73°N, and on east-

new ocean floor was forming in the Labrador emmost Baffin Island and the shelfeast ofsouth-

Basin between Greenland and Labrador by a Ut- eastern Baffin Island (Keen et al., 1 974; see also

Magnet
surveys

t'e before 75 Ma Johnson et al., 1 982). Davis Strait, between the

Cretaceous motion having been accommodated Baffin and Labrador Basins, is only 500 to 1 ,000

by extensional thinning of the continental mar- m deep and has crustal characteristics ofa basalt

ems (Hinz et al., 1979; Johnson et al., 1982; Le plateau (Keen et al., 1974).

P»chon et al., 1979; Srivastava, 1978). Southern
^reenland moved relatively northeastward away
from Labrador until about 60 Ma; then, the
relative motion slowed and changed to about America somewhere near Alaska, and^from this

"orth-northeastward, and spreading accelerated
-

.
. .

-. r^
.

he Late

Labrado
between

38 Ma.

Norway and Greenland. Motion

Labrador

spreading should decrease northwestward through

Baffin Bay. This prediction is not fulfilled: south-

eastern Baffin Bay is too narrow, even if much
The history- of the northern part of the rift, of the width of its flanking continental shelves

«^tween Greenland and Baffin Island, is less well be assumed to represent spreadmg. Other plate

"magnetic anomalies trending north-northwest-
Ward

boundaries northwest ofthe Labrador

accommodate some ofthe Cretaceous spreading.

The problem is alleviated but not eliminated if

'eocene and E^cenTrgeT^^ the central Baffin Bay magnetic anomalies are

^f ihe basin (Jackson et al 1979- Keen et al., partly of Cretaceous age. Interpretations devel-

^574). ALateCretaceousagecanbeextrapolatcd oped here arc illustrated by Figures 3 and 4.
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80° «"

Schematic illustration of Cretaceous and Cenozoic plate motions inferred within
^Jj^

"°
^grallFigure 3. ^,,l,^^^lall^. musiiauun oi ^^reiaceous ana cenozoic piate mouons uucnw^ -

^^graii

Canada-Greenland region; Atlantic and Arctic Ocean features are not included. Double a"'°*vl: ..uo. Eulet

motions relative to mainland Canada; single arrows show motions across strike-slip (transform)

poles ofrelative rotation ofplates shown by circles: NA/G. Greenland and mainland Canada; NA/B,

FB. Frobisher Bay graben«nu ...aii.iai.u >^aimua. vjiucr aDDFevations: L:b, Cumberland Sound graben; to, rroDisuci ^»/
^ pKoundan"

Channel graben; HS, Hudson Strait graben; NWf, Northwest Passage fault. Reconstruction using ^^^^ fgidbeli

requires counterclockwise rotation of Nares Strait fault relative to Northwest Passage fault; the Tertw
j^^.^|^j

of the northern Arctic Islands is assumed to be the product of the resultant compression. Only tn

I

\

t

I

I

indaries ^

t

shown

ROTATION OF BAFFIN ISLAND . , ,^ its internal
an

the rigid North Amencan plate, ns
^.^^ ^

Rotation ofan internally fragmented Baffin Is- marginal geology indicate otherwise la
^^^^

land hthosphere plate, counterclockwise relative Shade, 1982, recognized). Mainland
Can ^^

to both Greenland and mainland North Amer- shallow Hudson Bay are separated "°^^\.
ica, provides the likely explanation for much of Island plus shallow Foxe Basin by the s ^^
the problematic geometry. Although Baffin Is- widening graben systems ofFoxe

Strait
^^ ^^„

land eenerallv has been flsisiimp.H tr^ k^ . _r ^. -. -^, i ^ ^-^ntnin Paleoz"
son Strait. These grabens contain

I

I
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in a region otherwise surfaced now mostly by

Precambrian basement rocks (Sanford, 1974).

Similar grabens containing Paleozoic strata form

Frobisher Bay and Cumberland Bay, in eastern

Baffin Island (MacLean & Falconer, 1979); young

normal faults cross southern Baffin Island at least

along the Frobisher Bay trend. Normal faulting

requires crustal extension. The amount of fault-

ing, and hence probably also of extension, de-

creases northwestward, so Baffin Island appar-

ently has rotated counterclockwise relative to

mainland Canada.

The Euler pole of that relative rotation might
lie along the boundary between the Baffin and
Canadian plates, in which case crustal compres-
sion should exist beween the plates along their

boundary to the north of that pole, or the Euler

75

60

45

Figure 4. Reconstruction ofGreenland and north-

east Canada in middle Cretaceous time. Present shore-

lines of mainland Canada, northeastern Baffin Island,
pole might lie beyond the north limit of the and Greenland are shown;' boundaries ofArctic-island
boundary (here taken to be the Northwest Pas-

sage fault), in which case the boundary should
groups are generalized. The paleolatitudes correspond

to a North American paleomagnetic pole position of

be entirely extensional. Published geologic data ^S^N 173oW, after the compilation by Van der Voo

;»nn*.ot.*« ... . - ^ 1.
• (1981). Longitude hnes are 15° apart and illustrate the

appear to permit either interpretation. Cambnan ^^^^,4,^^ projection. Plate boundaries marked by
to lower Tertiary strata are broken by numerous heavy hnes: LBsc, Labrador Basin-Baffin Basin spread-
fauhs and monoclines, mostly trending north- ing center; NWf, Northwest Passage transform fault;

westward, in northern Baffin Island and adjacent NSf, Nares Strait transform fault; Be and Bd, conver-

areas. Although the faults have been termed nor- gent and divergent parts, respectively, of boundary be-

^ , u ,, , tween Baffin Island and North American plates. Circles
mai Dy all geologists who have mapped them, ^j^^^ g^j^j. p^jg^ ^f subsequent relative rotations of
the strata of the dovmdropped sides rise toward plates: NA/G, North America and Greenland; NA/B,

North America and Baffin Island plate; NA/QE, North

America and Queen Elizabeth Islands plate. Arctic and

Atlantic Ocean features, and Eurasian, Alaskan, and

Cordilleran landmasses, are not depicted.

some of the faults in moderately-dipping mono-
clines. Thus, the Eclipse trough, which contains

3 km of exposed middle Cretaceous to lower
Eocene fill, and probably contains more beneath
Its submarine portion, has a marginal monocline,
^ith basinward dips of as much as 40°, along its

faulted northeast boundary (Jackson & David- Peninsula, would account for the normal faulting

^on> 1975; Miall et al., 1980). This geometry, of the southeastern Baffin region by orthogonal

and the presence of open folds away from faults, extension; for strike-slip faulting in west-central

Permit the inference that the Cenozoic defor- Baffin Island; and for crustal shortening in north-

nation is compressional, rather than extension- em Baffin Island and any young component of

^'' in this northern region (I have seen no state- shortening in the Boothia uplift-// these dis-

nients regarding actual observations of dips of parate elements are all of the same age and are

<^enozoic faults.) Further some of the compres- characterized correctly m this scenano. Adop-
tive deformation of the Boothia uplift, west of tion of such an Euler pole, plus the assumption

"orthem Baffin Island, is possibly of Cretaceous
^r early Cenozoic age. The straightness and con-

Jjnuity of some of the Phanerozoic faults (e.g.,

Blackadar et al., 1968) of west-central Baffin Is-

^'id, however, permit an inference of domi-
nantly strike-slip faulting there.

of 100 km of extension in the southeast, would

predict about 5° of rotation, and hence about

70 km of total crustal shortening between north-

east Baffin Island and the mainland west of the

Boothia uplift. If, however, the Boothia

compression is entirely older, and the north Baf-

^ Cretaceous and Paleogene extension on the or- fin structures are extensional rather than com-'

^^' of 100 km might reasonably have produced pressional, then the
^^^J^^

P^^^'^^^^^^^^

JJje
normal faulting in the southeast Baffin region. beyond

(Rice& Shade, 1982, suggested 80 km.) An Euler would require a smaller angular rotation of the

pole in the region of 6rN, 86»W, near Melville Baffin plate. Either mterpretation can be mte-
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motion between Baffin Island and Greenland.

SEAWAY

grated with the motions defined for the opening ther fault is itself in a transform (small-circle)

ofthe Labrador Basin to account for the observed relationship to any likely spreading direction be-

progressive northwestward decrease in the net tween Greenland and Canada; but by postulating

simultaneous motion on both faults, the sepa-

ration of Greenland from mainland Canada can

be reconciled with Arctic geology.

^^ ^. ^ .^. . . , . ^ Nares Strait fault. The linear trend of Nares

The history of nftxng, oceanic circulation, and
^^^^.^ north-northeast from the head of Baffin

/1^or^^u . a c • r '^ c n Bay, between EUesmere Island and Greenland,

vastava (1 980) by study ofmicrofossils from wells . . , „„ ., ^ „^^h ^Ho^ nf
u ui flii-Ti-j T^ J continues beyond EUesmere as the north edge oi

on the shelves flanking the Labrador Basin, and , , , *• + i ^o^«^« nf Nnrth
- ^ J * 11 ' .1. t. • A the submerged continental margin oi I^onn

from two deep-water wells in the basin. A seaway

west of Greenland probably connected the At-

lantic and Arctic Oceans most of the time from
the late Late Cretaceous ^Maestrichtian'^ on. The

paleoclimates was deduced by Gradstein and Sri-

Greenland (Figs. 3 and 5). The strait was

sumed by Wegener (1920), and by most subse-

quent investigators ofcontinental drift and, later,

^^ ^u ^T> u i^ .u • 1 ofplate tectonics, to mark a strike-slip fault hav-

Northwest Passage may have been the mam early ,
^

, ^^^, ^, ., ,. ^^i^*^^ tnthenoen-
.T.o..oi„,.,, K..,l.. L^^ I..,. ..^ *u. A-..:i mg about 250 km ofleft slip, related to the open

channelway between Baffin Bay and the Arctic

Maestrichtian
ing of Baffin Bay.

I believe that such a fauU does indeed exist

early and early middle Eocene, subtropical Gulf ^^ i . ^- a c..rr.nn<;ium on e^i-

stream waters reached about as far north as pres- ^^^ f«^«^/^
^^'^t flltTarconven^^^ in

ent latitude 50°N (paleolatitude about 35° or 38°); ^Z'' ^^^/f
"^^^^ *^'

^'bHsTedn a volume

water was cooler during the Paleocene and again ''J^'/f '^
''''''''

Tk."^ mi) In general

during the middle Tertiary, but there probably
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^"^ ^'"^

H whh date recon-

was a general northward flow of water toward I ^y^^P^^^^"^ ^^^^ors concerned with plate rc^^^^^^

Miocene
structions

Labrador
to a strike-slip fault has been recognized, whereas

with

TRIPLE JUNCTION AT THE NORTH END
OF BAFFIN BAY

northern

existence and glacial conditions presumably ex-
"*"'' "' "^ gcuiugi^ . xa.»x.^

^^^

isted in the Arctic. «" «n^ ^'^^ °^ '^^ ^^^^7^ '^^
n cofectivel)

little or no faulting. The latter group
<^°^^^'^^'J^

presented an impressive number of ^^^]^^^^^

against major faulting by projecting geologic zo

and lines across the strait with little or no on

^^^

as summarized by Dawes and Kerr in tne

^^
paper in the book. Having examined the pn

geologic literature on both sides of the s

^^^

reconnaissance 1:250,000 geologic map
^^^

reports and monographs for tiie

more limited materials for Greenland -^i^^ 6»^

none of the anti-fault arguments as P''°^
^

hence, regard their sum also as ""^^""j!
rep-

The critical components at issue are u

^^ ^^^^^

resenting changes in sedimentary f^'^^^J^^^jj ^j^es

of deformation in Paleozoic strata on &
^^^^^^

of the strait. Some such lines are draw

various

Baffin Bay represents plate motions that could
not have stopped at the north end of the bay,
and that must have been accommodated on oth-
er plate boundaries to the north of Baffin Island
and Greenland. The various proposals for these
boundaries in the literature include a ridge-trans-
form junction, a ridge-ridge-ridge triple junction,
a ridge-trench junction, a pivot between spread-
ing and compression, and rejection ofplate tec-
tonic concepts. None ofthese proposals fits both
the geometric requirements and the known geo- ot the strait. Some sucn iinc^ ax.—

-^^^

logic and geophysical parameters, and I do not offset across the strait by the anti-fault ge

^^^^^
discuss them here. Instead, I note evidence of a but are unconstrained on one side or tne

triple junction between the Baffin Bay spreading
center and two left-slip transform faults. One of
these faults follows narrow Nares Strait north-
northeastward from the north end of Baffin Bay,
separating Greenland and EUesmere Island The

""^l' £^"^V'^'''^'
westward from the north end me comrary, lac uun. . .^

of Baffin Bay, along the aligned straits of the zoic strata, the hinge line between plat o

Northwest Passage. Fault, fault, and spreading

but are unconstrainea on ^u^ '^— ^ ^qo

and hence are irrelevant. Others cou
^^^

strained by data on both sides but i^^^e ^
to be drawn schematically where they

^^_^^ ^
the strait, if indeed there ^^f^^^'^ntly. ^
where the data placed them inaepci

deformation
in
^ ^^

limi'

center meet at mutual angles ofabout 120°. Nei- ofshelf strata, and various other element*

I

t

I
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08i

<r

Figure 5. Bathymetry of the Arctic Ocean. Contour interval 1 km, with an additional contour at 0.5 km
Reproduced, with permission, from Taylor, Kovacs, Vogt and Johnson (1981, fig. la).

^ nie to accord with left slip of about 250 km and separate the northern and southern islands

^long the strait, just as Wegener inferred long of the Canadan Arctic Archipelago. The midline

of these sounds approximates a small circle to a

Nares Strait approximates a segment ofa great

^^le. It is not a small circle to any likely Euler
Pple of relative rotation between Greenland and
'^nada, and hence must have changed in shape,

•w

a strike-slip fault along which the northern is-

lands have slipped relative to the rest ofCanada.

Published data on distribution of facies in the

Position, or orientation relative to spreading cen- widespread Paleozoic platform strata are com-
bers between Greenland and Canada as spreading patible with a left slip ofas much as 200 km, but

Progressed.

^orthwest Passagefault. The aligned sounds,
" ^0 100 km wide, of the Northwest Passage
^^^e westward from the north end of Baffin Bay

not with any right slip (cf. Daae & Rutgers, 1975,

and Kerr, 1980; these authors, however, as-

sumed zero strike slip). Longitudinal faulting and

vQriahlv thick Cretaceous and Paleogcne sedi-
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mentation in the passage are shown by geophys- brought against Baffin Island in a reasonable fit

ical data (Daae & Rutgers, 1975), and exten- (Fig. 4). The total motion of the south tip of

sional faulting (which I assume to be oblique) is Greenland, relative to mainland Canada, that is

eastern reconstruction

Kerr (1974, 1 977) argued against young strike- in northeastward direction. The motion reversed

slip faulting along the Northwest Passage because corresponds to a counterclockwise rotation of

the compressional "Comwallis foldbelt" trends about 9"* ofGreenland relative to mainland Can-

directly across the passage and is of Devonian ada, about an Euler pole near 65°N, 140°Wina

age. Although structures north and south of the

passage are indeed approximately in line, I in-

terpret the geologic maps of Bathurst and Cora- land, and Canada is possible only if there is left

wallis Islands (Kerr, 1974; Thorsteinsson & Kerr, slip on both Nares Strait and Northwest Passage

1968), north of the passage, to indicate that the

Canadian reference frame.

This reconstruction of <

reconstruction

structures km of left slip through

hence do not constrain strike-slip faulting. For pared to the best geologic value of about 250

Cretaceous and km), and about 200 km of left slip along theexample, a tract of uppermost Cretaceous and
lower Tertiary strata on Comwallis Island (the Northwest Passage. The reconstruction also re-

"Intrepid Bay Graben" ofThorsteinsson& Kerr, quires that the Northwest Passage and Nares

1968, who regarded the Tertiary deformation as Strait fault boundaries of the northern Arctic Is-

extensional) consists of an asymmetric syncline lands (Queen Elizabeth Islands) have rotated to-

of the young rocks, against the steep, west limb ward one another about 5**, about the point of

of which is faulted a complex anticline of lower their intersection; the predicted northwest-in-

Paleozoic strata. Such geometry characterizes crustal

structures

South of the Northwest Passage, north-trend-

ing compressional fauhs of the Boothia uplift

break basement as well as cover rocks, and can
be dated directly only as postdating Lower De-

en up by the northwest-widening belt of Creta-

ceous

highest

Tectonics of the Alaskan

The west limit of continental crust, as defined

(e.g., Miall & I

growing within

clastic Upper Silurian and Lower Devonian sed-
iments shed from it both to east and west (Miall
& Gibling, 1978). No analogous upland is shown

the southeast giving way northwestward to con-
tinental-shelf ones. The lack of present conti-
nuity may be a result of post-Devonian faulting
along the Northwest Passage, and the anticipated
northern continuation of the upland and deriv-

^°""^

accompanied the tectonic accretion,

plexity of the collage increases ^^^^^^^^.^^^^

and comprehension of its evolution o
.

giy

ative elastics may now be hidden beneath youn-
farther

RECONSTRUCTION OF CANADA AND GREENLAND

J ones et al., 1982; Monger et ai., i^"
-

j^.

et al., 1981). A large part of the coUage
^^^^^

sembled (although with grossly dinerci
_^^^^ ^

uration than it has now) before the m ^
Cretaceous time. I will treat it here in

If Baffin Island be rotated back to its pre-Cre- ^°^ fashion.

taceous position as proposed previously, and
southern West Greenland be brought back against
Labrador in accord with the well-constrained
magnetic-anomaly patterns of the Labrador Ba-
sin, the northern part of West Greeni5,nH Jc

OPENING OF THE CANADA BASIN

oceanic Canada Basin, north of

^ . /T-- c^ «/Q<:fornieu

I

\

1 lie weal lllllXL Ul ^^iJiii.xiA^"»'**' ^ '
J ,

by the presence of continental-shelf strata
^

by other criteria, that was part ofNorth
Amen^

{

leozoic time is indicated, however, by coarse ^^ '^'^^
^f.

^^^^^^
^^^^H' Tcol^bi^'^

clastic IJnner Silurian pnH T o,,,^- t^^,—

:

^ westward in interior British <-oiuu

southern Yukon, thence northward th o 6

northern Yukon to the Arctic Ocean. M
^^

by correlative strata north of the passage, where ^°^ *° *^^ ^^^^ °^
'^'^^I'T^^n^S ^o the

dominantly carbonate rocks accumulated during
^^^^^^' probably was added tectom^

^^ ^^^
this stratigraphic interval, platform conditions to

continent during Devonian and you
g^^ ^^ .^

the southeast giving wav northwP«tw;,rH t^ Diverse rotations and stnke-slip_ mu

*

f

Ala*

and western Canada
Ithough the specific

,met»?
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and timing of that spreading are poorly con-

strained. Interpretations have varied widely in

detail but in general have advocated either that

northern Alaska rotated counterclockwise away

from Arctic Canada, as though about a pivot in

the Mackenzie Delta region (e.g., Grantz et aL,

1979), or that much of Alaska slid southwest-

ward past Arctic Canada, the ocean opening be-

hind it (e.g., Norris & Yorath, 1981). I strongly

favor the rotation option. Magnetic-anomaly

patterns ofthe Canada Basin are irregular (unlike

the tidy, symmetrical anomalies of the Eurasia

Basin; Fig. 6), and can at the present level of

knowledge be fitted to either rotation or sliding

models (Vogt et al., 1982), The onshore and off-

shore geology and geophysics ofnorthern Alaska
and northwestern Canada indicate that rifting

premonitory to opening ofthe Canada Basin had
begun by Early Jurassic time, and that an ocean
of undefined width was present at least as early

as late Early Cretaceous time (e.g., Grantz et al,

I979;Miall, 1979; Young etal,, 1976). The mag-
netic anomalies of the basin were inferred by
Vogt et al (1982) to date the ocean floor as hav-
ing formed largely within Late Jurassic and Early

Cretaceous time.

The Canada Basin apparently is largely or en-

Late

rm
the Eurasia Basin, Arctic Atlantic, Labrador Sea,
and Baffin Bay were opened.

ROTATION OF NORTHERN ALASKA

'aleozoic and earlv Mesozoic ee<

Figure 6. Magnetic anomalies of the Arctic Ocean

and the northern Greenland-Norwegian Sea, showing

medium-length anomalies greater than (black) and less

than (white) the global magnetic reference field. The
discontinuity near 1 60°W-60**E presents different data-

reduction methods for the Soviet data, on the Eurasian

side, and the generally more detailed U.S. Navy and
Canadian data. Reproduced, with permission, from

Slope
Alaska-the Brooks Range and North Vogt, Bemero, Kovacs and Taylor (1981, fig. 2).

Territory

(^g., Dillon et al., 1980; Grantz et al., 1979;
Norris & Yorath, 1981) is compatible with the Canadian Arctic is a tract about 150 km wide of

'morphologically reasonable rotation of that re- contorted and low-grade-metamorphosed upper

igh Silurian deep-water strata

(e.g., Trettin et aL, 1979). This terrane lies north

&on 65'' counterclockwise away from the Ca-
2idian

^he latter region, three major tectonic and lith- ofthecontinental-shelfassemblage ofcorrelative

Q'ogic or stratigi-aphic terranes trend generally shallow-water materials, deposited on North

^est-southwestward to westward in the Queen American crust. I interpret the deep-water ma-

terials to be sediments of the continental slope,

continental rise, and abyssal plain, crumpled to-

*>zabeth Islands to oblique truncations against

"^ margin of the Canada Basin. Analogous ter-

"^es in northern Alaska can be explained as
rotated sectors of the same terranes. One assem-

Jl^ge consists of Mississippian through lower
"lesozoir ctT-'i+r, f:^ *t-- ^ i:^*, Arctic **^''

beneath

was being subducted beneath an advancing

northern landmass in Devonian time. Analogous

-..«v« .«.. ^xxw..w .— materials in the northern part of the Alaska-

Sverdrup BasFn^filOlying unconfbrmaW old- northwest Yukon region arc exposed in the Ro-
^ complexes. The other two shared assemblages manzof and other uplifts and are known also in

^^e Pre-Mississippian The southern one in the the subsurface along the north coast. The north-
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t

em teirane in the Canadian Arctic is an assem- ued in the east during the Cretaceous and Ce-

Wage of continental and oceanic crystalline and nozoic (Churkin & Trexler, 1979; Dickinson,

sedimentary rocks, of late Precambrian to De- 1978; Fujita& Newberry, 1983; Hamilton, 1970;

vonian ages (e.g., Trettin, 1982), which record Takahashi, 1983; Tapponnier&Molnar, 1979^).

poorly understood Devonian and older plate It is likely that since about the middle of Cre-

convergence and tectonic accretion. Equivalents taceous time, continuous crust of continental

of this northern Canadian Arctic assemblage ap- thickness (and hence, at least intermittently dry

pear to be represented by the Devonian and older land) has joined mainland Eurasia and North

terrane ofthe southern Brooks Range and nearby America via the region of northeastern USSR

Yukon Territory. and Alaska, although much doubt clouds specific

palinspastic restorations.

CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN ALASKA

Alaska south of the Brooks Range consists of
diverse terranes, some crustally oceanic and some

PACIFIC MARGIN

Kamchatka Peninsula, the Koryak Highlands

with to the northeast of it, and the region northwest

regard to the Brooks Range, mainland North of the Koryaks, consist of a complex collage of

America, and each other. The terranes are var- accretionary and magmatic-arc terranes, 700 km

Mesozoic _. . wide, assembled primarily by Cretaceous and

but their present juxtapositions and configura- Cenozoic plate convergence. Subduction north-

tions are primarily products of Cretaceous and westward beneath the continent apparently be-

Cenozoic subduction, strike-slip faulting, and gan
Many per Cretaceous arc-magmatic rocks lie across the

with truncated

Mesozoic

terranes

levels of confidence, and fragmentary histories

deduced; but any attempt at statewide palin- Koryaks. Jurassic and Cretaceous fossils occur

spastic reconstructions for Cretaceous and early sparsely in the accretionary-wedge melanges tha

Paleogene configurations could be at present only are widespread across most of the width onj

quite speculative.

A large part of central and southern Alaska
was nevertheless structurally part of North
America by Late Cretaceous time. The suturing
of the large Yukon-Koyukuk terrane, apparently
an oceanic island arc, to the south edge of the
Brooks Range occurred late in Eariy Cretaceous
time. Before then, various terranes now farther
south in Alaska were attached to the continent,
but at positions farther southeast along the Cor-

include fossils so foreign paleochmaticauy
^

mainland northeast Asia as to require subdu

tion of many thousands of kilometers ot in

_^^

vening oceanic lithosphere. Seamount ana^^^

land-arc terranes are recognizable m
^^^

fragmentary Soviet descriptions,
^^^^^^\l^,^s

ogy with northwestern North America. Mei &

and Cretaceous and early Paleogene magnj
^^^

"^^..«.v..xfe„xv^..x- arc rocks tend to become younger
^^"^f

-^

diUera; they slid northwestward to their present Pacific, indicating a general sequence of teci

" '^

that direction. Middle and up^^form an increasingly wide
The Aleutian Trench marks the present south

Alaskan plate. Pacific oceanic

accretion in tnat airecuon. ivn""-
nclu^'

Paleozoic components of mega-melange,
i^^^

- r xcxvxixv u».cminj ing fragments ofseamounts and atolls, a

lithosphere is moving relatively northwestward spread in the Pacific half of the Koryak res'

and subducting beneath Alaska and the Bering and as it is unlikely that any seafloor of tw

widening
scraped off into the accretionary wedge at "its
leading edge.

ha^f

Tectonics of Northeastern Eurasia

The northern part of mainland Eurasia west
of present latitude 1 62°E was assembled by the
end of Jurassic time, although both major inter-
nal deformation and tectonic accretion contin-

come
Plate-tectonic interpretations of Soviet

seoo^-^ ^
primarily from outside the Soviet u

^^^
cause plate concepts are all but lacking i

^^^^ pyi).

The papers cited above give references to
g^j,

Ucations. The foUowing briefdiscussion
is au^^^

the references cited above and from my j,gasieH

of the Soviet literature regarding the lar

USSR.

I

I

t
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was still unsubducted in Late Cretaceous time, the modem seismic zone (cf. Chapman & Sol-

Bering Sea Region

crust

tectonic assembly elsewhere is likely. omon, 1976).

The Cretaceous magmatic arc of the Asian

mainland margin, analogous to that west of the

Koryak region, is present in Sikhote Alin, and

the matching accretionary terrane is in Sakhalin, The

far west of the middle and late Cenozoic Hok- of the Bering Sea, inside the Aleutian island arc,

kaido-Kuril-Kamchatka arc system. Dickinson is oceanic, but that of the northeastern half is of

(1978) inferred from regional geologic and geo- continental thickness. Although now covered by

physical relationships that a small continental shallow water, much of this latter half undoubt-

crustal mass, represented now by the shallow part edly stood above sea level during much of its

)f Okhotsk 2

Kamchatka

history.

Two broad geologic provinces can be recog-

nental-margin subduction system in about Eocene nized from geophysical and geologic data from

time, and that subduction then broke through on the Bering Sea continental shelf and its margins,

the Pacific side of that added mass. Migration of In the north, the terrane that includes the Brooks

the arc systems, and the opening of the Sea of Range of northern Alaska inflects southward to

form the Seward Peninsula of northwest Alaska,

and thence trends westward through St. Law-

rence Island to northeastern Chukotsk Peninsula

(e.g., Patton & Tailleur, 1977). In the south is

the broad terrane of accretionary geology and

ofOkh
otsk, has occurred since.

ARCTIC margin

The modem spreading center of the Nansen- magmatic arcs connecting southwest Alaska and

Gakkel the northeast Koryak-southwest Chukotka re-

north edge of Eurasia, north of the Lena River gion, probably consolidated mostly in Creta-

delta (Figs. 5 and 6). The amount of Late Cre- ceous and early Paleogene time (Csetjey et al.,

Marlow et al., 1976; Mooretaceous and Cenozoic spreading decreases to- ,

ward Eurasia but is still about 600 km at the et al., 1976; Pratt et al., 1972). The accretionary

Eurasian continental slope. One or several plate and arc-magmatic history of the present shelf

boundaries must connect this spreading center region ended in latest Cretaceous or very early

to past and present plate boundaries around the Tertiary time, when subduction northward be-

Pacific Ocean. A zone of diffuse seismicity con- neath the shelf region ceased

Lena The modem boundary between the Pacific and

"egion to the Sea of Okhotsk presumably rep- North American plates south of the Bering Sea

resents the modem boundary along which ex- Aleutian

tension decreases southeastward between Eur- west mainland Alaska to a trench-trench junc-

asian and North American plates (Chapman & tion off Kamchatka. The Aleutian island arc has
^"'' " been active only since early or middle Eocenewithin
the seismic zone cannot be great enough, how- time; oceanic lithosphere between the Aleutians

ever, to account for more than a small part of ' ' " * *"'
"' ^"^'

continental

|he total motion needed, for this mainland region trapped bit of Mesozoic ocean floor (Coope
IS topographically high and is not conspicuously
nftPHrifted.

ght

Cenozoic time behind arcs

One or more other plate boundaries, distinct (Langseth et al., 1980). Curvmg from the north

or diffuse and now inactive seismically, must lie side of the central Aleutian arc to the Koryak

^thin the onshore or offshore region of Arctic region are the Bowers and Shirshov submanne

S'beria. The most conspicuous geologic bound- ridges- segments of a fossil arc beneath which

^ onshore in the region is that trending east-

souihwestward relative to mainland Eurasia.

^Iternativelv n<>rV>ono *Ua Kr-r^^H IriwIanHl of

bet
be

a
Lena

2one ofdistributed crustal extension, offset from

ridges

subduction was southward (Cooper el ah, 1981).

Various explanations (e.g., Ben-Avraham &
Cooper, 1981) have been proposed for the evo-

lution of this complex submarine region. The

most promising is one communicated to me by

D^n M. Worrall, who integrated offshore geo-
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North Pacific rim. Jour. Physics Earth 26, Suppl.:

1-19.

physical data with onshore geological informa-

tion, Worrall inferred that a northward-migrat-

ing, north-facing Bowers-Shirshov island arc
DillonJ.T.,G.H. PEssELj.HXHEN&N.C.VEAca

collided with a south-facing Bering-Koryak
Highlands continent-margin trench system in

1980 Middle Paleozoic magmatism and orogen

esis in the Brooks Range, Alaska. Geology 8: 338-

343.

early Eocene time. He also inferred that both of Eldholm, O. & M. Talwani. 1977. Sediment dis-

tribution and structural framework of the Barentsthese systems were abandoned when the Aleu-
tian subduction system broke through the ocean-
ic plate to the south, trapping Mesozoic oceanic
crust to the north of it.
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HOLARCTIC LANDMASS REARRANGEMENT, COSMIC
EVENTS, AND CENOZOIC TERRESTRIAL ORGANISMS

Malcolm C. McKenna 1

Abstract

Rearrangement of landmass configurations has profoundly affected the evolution of mammals and
other organisms in the Northern Hemisphere. At the north end of the Atlantic Ocean, evidence is

very strong for a now sundered landmass of Euramerica. This landmass existed toward the end of the
Paleocene but began to separate into at least two landmasses in early Ypresian time at the beginning
of the Eocene. Throughout most of the Eocene, Western Europe south of the Baltic Sea remained
fragmented and separate from both Asia and the part of Europe and the attached Barents Shelf that
bes north of the Baltic. Northern Scandinavia may have been essentially a peninsula ofNorth America
until the end of Eocene lime. Thus at the end of the Paleocene and until some point very early in the
Eocene, two land bridges may have simultaneously connected North America with separate parts of
Europe across the north end ofthe Atlantic: one dominated by compression in the Greenland/Svalbard
area plus any excess lava pile generated by early activity of the Yermak hotspot northwest of Spits-

bergen, the other by the early activities of the Icelandic hotspot. Possibly a connection from western
Asia and Europe to the northeastern end of North America existed at about 37 million years ago
(Ma) through the combined activities of the Yermak hotspot, waning compression between Green-
land and Svalbard, and the drying of Eurasian seaways. Throughout nearly all of the Cenozoic a land
connection between Asia and Alaska existed at the Bering Strait, but the paleolatitude of the Bering
Bridge was initially high and climate must have exerted a strong filtering action on mammals and
other terrestrial organisms. It is possible, but only weakly supported on geological grounds, that a
second northern Pacific bridge between Asia and North America existed via the Aleutians at the time
the Kula Ridge was subducted. Other rearrangements that have strongly affected the composition of
northern mammalian faunas and presumably would have affected many other organisms as well have
been the reconnection of South America to North America in the Pliocene, the collision of India with
Asia in the early Cenozoic (possibly earlier), and various Tethyan microplate transfers. Although
paleobotanists and others have sometimes suggested that the warm polar climates ofthe early Cenozoic
were the result of a lower mean spin axis obliquity of the Earth than the present 23.5^ no one has
explained adequately how mean spin axis obliquity can be permanently changed significantly in the

Cenozoic, where the necessary force would come from to shift it, how such a force would be coupled
to the Earth, or how the resulting crustal heat would be dissipated. At present, therefore, known high
latitude eariy Cenozoic environments of mammals and other organisms are not well understood, but
a significant change of Earth's mean spin axis obliquity since the eariy Cenozoic is evidently out of
the question. A catastrophic theory of Apollo-class asteroid impact at supposedly 35 Ma has recently
been invoked to explain major Eocene/Oligocene fauna! turn-over. However, major turn -over in both
the marine and terrestrial realms occurred well before 35 Ma in both Europe and North America,
as did the "North American tectite strewn field." Several such fields exist, however. Under a stable

continent rationale, concepts ofcorridors, filters, and sweepstakes routes were developed by the 1950s
by G. G. Simpson. Under a mobile continent rationale additional paleogeographic concepts have been
added since then, such as Noah's arks and grounded Viking funeral ships for colliding or coalescing

terranes bearing respectively either living or fossil contents. In addition, vicariance biogeography, with
3ts emphasis on congruent cladograms of both the genealogies of the biota and of the geologic history
of various areas, has been bom and is undergoing growing pains. To these concepts may be added
the notions ofescalator counterflow and escalator hopscotch, whereby the existence ofarchaic elements
ofa biota can be reconciled with their presence on young mid-ocean-ridge islands like Iceland or mid-
plate volcanic edifices such as those of the Hawaiian-Emperor chain. The retreat from, and return to,

continental coasts by island arcs affected by subduction zone jumps provides a geological mechanism
for biological voyages to nowhere and return, as would happen if the landmass of the volcanic arc

separated from its parent continent, remained for a while in isolation, and then once more contacted
the continent Vicariant biotas produced by such means and nurtured in isolation would thus eventually

be passively returned to contiguity with the parent continent. A certain amount of caution is called

for before one should invoke far-traveled tectonic blocks, such as those plastered against the present

shores of the North Pacific, as carriers of vicariant biota, now endemic to a terrane embedded in a

foreign land. Before accepting such a block as a possible carrier of a terrestrial or even shallow water

n^arine biota, it is important to determine if the block possesses continental or oceanic tectonic

basement. Was the surface of the block always above sea level? Were its organisms transported only

* Department of Vertebrate Paleontology, American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West al 79ih
trect. New YnrW Mo«, v^-i, tnn^AYork, New York 10024.

^^. Missouri Bot. Card. 70: 459-489. 1983.
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f

as fossils? Are the proposed vicariant sister groups at reasonable taxonomic levels in view of the time

of tectonic transport of the block while in isolation? A parsimonious approach to all natural history,

not merely biology, is necessary. Ad hoc hypotheses should be held to a minimum. The expanding

Earth hypothesis is discounted as an explanation ofdiscernible late Phanerozoic biogeographic pattern.

Studies ofmammalian diversity based on the fossil record have often been biased by tacit assumptions

that biostratigraphic units have represented aliquot divisions of time. Calibration of mammalian
biostratigraphy is under way, but until the subject is more advanced, published diversity/time relations

should be taken with a grain of salt.

k

t

Authors ofinvited papers like this one are usu- those concerning plants or invertebrates, were

ally given the title oftheir paper, covering subject necessarily based on the living biota alone and

will were made on the assumption that the geography

be dealt with adequately. However, the task usu- of the Noilhem Hemisphere has always been

verwhelming more or less the same as it is now, give or take

guered author, nearly always at the last minute, a seaway here or there, a shift in a coastline, or

produces instead a manuscript entitled "Prob- a cyclic change in climate (Dana, 1847, 1863).

lems of such and such." The author is then off The Sclaters' (1899) and other nineteenth cen-

the hook and able to postpone the real work. The tury authors' realms, regions, and so forth were

"definitive effort" can always be written some- based on such a foundation (de Beaufort, 1951;

time next year. However, this paper is frankly Simpson, 1953, 1965; Uvardy, 1975; Nelson & |

though Platnick, 1981).

knowledge

modem

than I would like it to be. In it I try to get at Gradually, however, the richness ofthe Recent

some ofthe main points in a vast subject in which data has been supplemented by an increasing

I have taken some interest over the years, but it knowledge ofthe vertebrate fossil record of var-

ious parts of the Earth. The geologic history of

^. the world, in part dated by the fossil record and

necessarily very extensive and who might find a in part dated by other means, has become in-

documented review useful. To me it seems ob- creasingly well known, spectacularly so in the last

vious that some of the physical changes in the few years of intense effort associated with m
world that either have or might have affected the plate tectonic revolution in geology.

.^

But our paleontological knowledge of fos«

vertebrates has not grown uniformly or smoo

distribution ofmammals in both space and time
would also in some way affect much of the rest
ofthe planet's biota. Our world has had a single
history, which we try to decipher from a mixture

has

gnal

With
gnal

ly. Indeed, the way our knowledge has g^^^

caused a bias in the results, partly because ot

^
apparent randomness ofdiscovery and

part y

the efforts have largely emanated
first

cause
- r— - — .* Bwi,.iaucu Europe, then from America, and finally "0

by geological processes and the noise in part by and northern Africa. Thus, as time has pas^;

biological random dispersal and sampling errors, perspectives have shifted radically. At fifs -
1"

Although what follows is primarily a distillation rope was taken as an adequate sample ot «

from geology and mammalian vertebrate pa- larctica. The evolution of horses, for mf^l
leontology, the consequences are testable within was believed to be a continuity represent^

other fields, such as botany and non-mammalian the European record by Eocene Palaeothenur"^_

zoology. Indeed, the biological data can be used Miocene Anchitherium and Hipparion, and

to test geological notions about the position and nally Pleistocene and living Equus (Huxley,
^timing of continental interconnections, epicon- i^-^—i-—'- 1o-7^^ u„„,^,,^. tbp orincipal s^'

barriers

have much to learn from biologists, provided
formulatio

founded.

A Mobile Garden of Eden

Kowalevsky, 1873). However, the P^^^^^e Eo-

of equid evolution was elsewhere and ^t^^^^

ropean record is now seen to be disco
^

the result of repeated immigration to tu
^^^

closely related animals rather than the P
.^

of our sparse temporal sampling °
piay

digenous evolving lineage. Much the ^
the vertebrates ofthe Nonhcm Hemisphere, hke many other groups of mammals.

\

)

)

I

i

i
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Important as the European record was (and Eocene immigrants (Rose, 1 981) into known fos-

still is) for deciphering the Cenozoic vertebrate sil-producing areas of both North America and

record of Holarctica, it suffers from several pro- Europe from somewhere else became an increas-

found defects. For instance, there is no record of ingly vexatious problem. Furthermore, known
terrestrial Tertiary fossil tetrapods anywhere from North American late Cretaceous therian mam-
the whole Fennoscandian northwest end of Eu- mals did not appear to be ancestral to most Ce-

formerly

Norway nozoic forms.

For these reasons, northern Asia came to be

Arctic between them and Svalbard. Another dif- regarded as the likely true Garden ofEden, where,

ficulty with the European Cenozoic record is that, if the record of remote Central Asia could just

until very recently (Godfriaux & Thaler, 1972; be sampled, all would become clear. Professor

Thaler, 1977; Vianey-Liaud, 1979), there has Henry Fairfield Osbom ofColumbia University

been no record of medial or early Paleocene ter- and the American Museum of Natural History

restrial vertebrates in Europe.

an

held the firm belief, as did most ofhis associates,

Lplosive phase in that the northern Asian ("Central Asian") record

the geological and paleontological exploration of held the answers to the origin ofvarious northern

the North American West began. This work soon groups, including our own ancestry among the

produced an apparently much more continuous higher primates (Osbom, 1923a, 1923b). Os-

view of the evolution of various mammalian bom's view was responsible in large part for the

light mounting of the Central Asiatic Expeditions, a

than for obvious European endemics such as series ofexplorations in China and Mongolia that

doormice held the scientific spotlight in the field of natural

mylid insectivores, to name a few random mam- history in the 1 920s and whose spectacular labors

malian examples. In North America, further- filled in for the first time much of the Cretaceous,

more, terrestrial Paleocene sedimentary rocks Eocene, Oligocene, and late Miocene terrestrial

turned out to be more completely represented history ofMongolia and northern China. In Cen-
than in Europe. Until recent discoveries, the ter- tral Asia Osbom expected to find the ancestors

restrial early or medial Paleocene fauna was rep- ofvarious rootless lineages of vertebrates known
resented solely in North America, where the land- from Europe and North America. Given the as-

laid deposits of the Rocky Mountain area of the sumptions of a stable-continent framework that

United States and Canada supplied abundant and prevailed in North American paleogeography in

fairly well preserved fossil remains representing those days, what could be more natural than to

the earlier parts ofthePaleocene.lt was natural, find such links on the geographically interme-

then, that this North American terrestrial Paleo- diate landmass of Asia, halfway between North
cene sequence of faunal assemblages came to be America and Europe?

regarded tacitly as representative of the ancestry
of younger faunas on many continents, just as

Europe had once been regarded as such a source.
The Cenozoic Garden of Eden had shifted from
P^ris, France, to western North America, never But, the northern Asian record for the early

to return.

But as the North American terrestrial verte- ancestor seekers. Instead, as so often happens in

l^^ate record was filled in by the efforts of E. D. science, a whole new senes of problems arose
'^

and their (Szalay & McKenna, 1971; Fox, 1978). In place

Early Cenozoic Holarctic
Rearrangement

Cenozoic turned out to be a disappointment for

^^Pe, U. C Marsh, W. D. Matthew, and their

successors, several important discontinuities ap-
peared and some biogeographically disturbing al-

"ances began to loom. Although a much more

of ancestors, the Mongolian and Chinese early

Cenozoic in many, even most, instances pro-

duced a new endemic cast of characters wholly

«^oniinuous record'Jf certain '^oups, such as the unexpected in the terrestrial deposits ofwhat was
**"

supposed to have been a continuous corridor

(Simpson, 1943, 1953) connecting North Amer-

ica across Asia all the way to Europe, More recent

collecting in the Paleocene of China has lent an

even more peculiar aspect to early southeastern

fame

ak between

became ob

(Wilson, n
floods
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Asian terrestrial faunas (L

instance, early primates, common enough in the (M
spot beginning at about 40 million years ago

MeanwhileNorth American and European Paleocene, are

thus far completely absent from the Chinese Pa- from North America or vice versa, not because

with of the lack of a land connection, but because the

ception, Petrolemur. Primates apparently reached ancient land continuity between northeastern Si-

eastern

Eocene (Dashzeveg & McKenna, 1977). Multi-

tuberculates are also totally unrepresented in the

known Chinese Paleocene, although they were

previously abundant in the Mongolian Creta-

Mon

forms

beria and Alaska was then at very high paleo-

latitudes (Wolfson, 1949). Until the end of the

Eocene, marine barriers existed between central

Asia and western Europe south of the Bahic, pre-

venting terrestrial organisms ofFrance, England,

Belgium, Spain, and Portugal from reaching Asia

golian assemblages at the very beginning of the from the west and forcing any dry-land dispersal

Eocene. In place of these primates and multi-

tuberculates, Chinese Paleocene faunas supply us to take place via the Greenland-Scotland Ridge,

with a flood of new taxa that most Western pa-

leontologists have found bewildering in variety Pacific by way of Alaska and eastern Sibena.

and difficult to place in the scheme of things. In Russian authors have sometimes claimed that

facile retrospect, clearly something was wrong the Turgai Strait broke down in the early Eocene

and the flaw surely could have been spotted in

the 1920s or 1930s had not the stable-continent

rationale prevailed (Simpson, 1953, 1965).

eastern

permitted
(Novod

What
within

vorskaja & Janovskaja, 1977) at the narrowest

part of the Turgai Strait, but this connection, n

it existed, would not have been a route con-

westernCenozoic was arranged a bit differently from the ..^^....^ ..^^.^...

.

.

familiar geography of the present day and of the south of the Baltic. Rather, a Turgai Bndge a

the Kustanai elevation in the early Eocene
wou

(Wolfso
McKenna, 1983). In the early Cenozoic, westen^ have connected Asia directly to Fennoscandia*

Europe south of the Baltic Sea area and also the

Fennoscandian shield of northwestern

north of the Baltic were for a time separately a

able to reach the rest of the western Europe

through

connected to North America by parallel routes

around the north end ofthe Atlantic Ocean. Geo-
logical and paleontological evidence is more con-
sistent with this reconstruction than one favoring
an indirect connection by way ofcontinuous land

and proto-Iceland. Dispersal in the ^PP^^'^^^j

rection over the same route might have ^^^^^
.^

as well. In the mid-Tertiary, southwestern
^^

was apprently isolated from Europe (Jaco

Brunet

America rmerly

western different geography of the northern wor
^^^

Europe. A continuous and habitable land con-
nection from France and the British Isles to
America via the Greenland-Scotland Ridge was
a reality in the late Paleocene and earliest Eocene; that fossil mammals support the notion

most ofthe route, as far east as Iceland, may still

have been intact above sea level as late as the
Miocene (McKenna, 1975, 198 3) although at least
one break in land continuity must have been
present as early in the Eocene as some point in reconstructed
Ypresian time. North ofthe Greenland-Scotland
Ridge, a second connection between Greenland
and Fennoscandia may have been possible
throughout much of the Eocene because of
compression between Svalbard and Greenland
during the Eocene (Lowell, 1972) and possibly
because of the earlv activitv nf ti,o v„ 1. 1. _.

profound, although even now iney <x^-

^ ^^^

understood. No longer, however, can '
^.^

as, for instance, Darlington ( 1 9 5 7 :
606-0

^^^^

continental allegiances a"" P^""
j^jj

barriers. Rather, patterns of eno
^^,_^

:y early Cenozoic Holarctic mam"
•

.nt with the paleogeog^P^

students of plate
tecton

shown

(McKenna

The Early Cenozoic Pole Position

ther s^^^
I have elsewhere summarized the ra

^ ^^^
published data bearing on the

P^.^jJ^^ ^d tf

i

*

I

t
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Table 1 . Position ofearly Cenozoic rotational pole Table 2. Position ofearly Cenozoic rotational pole

with regard to North America (from McKenna, 1 980a). with regard to North America (from Harrison & Lindh,

1982a, 1982b)

Age

Lati- Longi-

tude N. tude E. Error Author Stu- Lati-

60 Ma 75.9° 147.7°

45 Ma 87 169 6

45 Ma 82 170' 5

Butler and

Taylor, 1978

Simpson and

Cox, 1977

Irving, 1979

Median Age dies tude N
Longi-

tude E. Error

76.3 Ma
67.9 Ma
58.5 Ma
48.3 Ma
38.9 Ma
30.4 Ma
19.9 Ma

11

18

23

26

26

29

25

70.6°

76.6°

80.0°

83.1°

83.4°

84.7°

85.9°

195.1°

188.4°

183.8"'

178.2°

165.4°

157.7°

151.1°

7.4°

5.6°

4.7°

3.5°

3.5°

3.6°

3.6°

North America (McKenna, 1 980a). Various pre-

vious calculations yielded the results shown in

Table 1

.

Recently, these results have been upgraded by oceanic currents and the atmosphere was evi-

Harrison and Lindh (1982a: 1912, table 8; dently great. EUesmere Island was at that time

1982b), utilizing a carefully conceived method almost certainly located on the path between

L. Their results for Canada and either oftwo bridges that separately

from about 80 to connected Greenland with lands to the east. The

paleolatitude of terrestrial Eocene fossil verte-

ghting dat

le interval

shown
Harrison and Lindh (1 982a) made a concerted brate-producing sites on EUesmere Island, whose

effort to avoid inclusion of paleopolar data from present coordinates are here taken for conve-

nience as 78.75°N, 277.25''E, can be recalculated

for 48.3 Ma using the following formula:

Paleolat. = sin '[sin lat.,sin lat.p + cos lat..

Western
(Beck, 1980; Cox, 1980). Their results differ sig-

Ma
Briden et al. (1981), but the latter included data
from the almost certainly rotated Twin Sisters

dunite of the state of Washington (Beck, 1975).

Harrison and Lindh removed the Twin Sisters

cos lat.„cos(long. long.,)].

In this formula, s ==

former rotational pole.

site and p = position of

dunite data and, using the method of Briden et Such a calculation yields a medial Eocene pa-

leolatitude for the terrestrial fossil-bearing sites:amson
75.9°, error 3.5 gnificantly& Lindh, 1982a: 1910).

Thus, in the middle ofthe Eocene the averaged different from my previous paleolatitude calcu-

magnetic pole position, or in other words the lation for the EUesmere sites: 77.5°, error 6°

position of the Earth's rotational axis, was rel- (McKenna, 1980a), nor from their present lati-

atively about 7° closer to the Bering Strait area
^an at present. Put another way, since the me-
dial Eocene the lithosphere in the Bering area
"as moved away about T relative to the mean
position of the Earth's spin axis.

tude. If the paleopole position for 48.3 Ma
determined by Harrison and Lindh is accepted,

then the Eocene EUesmere Island terrestrial biota

would have lived at an angular distance of 1 4.1°,

error 3.5°, from the spin axis, well within the

II is also important to know the paleolatitude Arctic Circle if the extent ofthe Arctic

^fEUesmere Island in the eariy Cenozoic. Eocene
ossil invertebrates, vertebrates, and deciduous
plants are now known from that critical area of

item Canadian high Arctic (Miall,

West

information

then the same as now. The path of polar relative

motion between the rotational axis position and

that of the Bering Strait area was approximately

at a right angle to a line from the pole to the

EUesmere sites. For this reason the paleolatitude

ofEUesmere Island has not changed significantly

Himne the Cenozoic, while that of the Bering"o^oic environment there. At the time or times during the Cenozoic, while that of the

"» »he early Cenozoic when these organisms were Strait area has decreased by about 7 since the

^Pable ofliving on EUesmere Island, the world's medial Eocene and by a total of about 13 since

the end of the Cretaceous. Thus, in the eariyOceans

"»• '977; Buchardt, 1978; Shackleton & Boers- Cenozoic, the Bering area was relatively much
"'»' mi) and poleward transport of heat by closer to the rotational pole than the Euramen-
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can connections at the north end of the Atlantic solar system would have shifted so much that a

Ocean. random scatter of their mean inclination values

would prevail. Such is not yet the case (Mc-

Mean Obliquity of Earth's Spin Axis

Several authors, notably AUard (1948), Wil-

Moreov
Ma

growth

liams (1972, 1974), Wolfe (1977, 1978, 1980), site was about 26.5° (Vanyo & Awramik, 1982),

and Xu (1980), have claimed on the basis of close to the present value and therefore evidence

botanical and other indirect climatic evidence for long-term stability since the late Precambri-

Truethat the mean spin axis of the Earth was more ai

nearly parallel to the axis of the Earth's orbit in vestigated in this way so far, but the matter can

the early Cenozoic than its current mean obliqui- easily be tested further.

ty of 23'^27'3". This would mean that the radius

of the Arctic Circle has increased since the early

One could also bring up the problem of how

enormous

first gl

permitted

.ghts throughout the

and would not have fatally disrupted photosyn-

would necessarily have been generated in a short

time if a large extraterrestrial force was indeed

applied rapidly, etc.

I am thus unconvinced by all indirect argu

thesis. But there is a problem with the physics ments claiming modification of mean obhquity

with respect to the Cenozoic ecliptic that do notMechanisms

for moving a large part ofthe Earth with respect deal quantitatively with the required physics o

the process (Ward, 1982). If empirical evidence

of such an event were found, then physics would

but a large extraterrestrial force operating over have to explain it, but thus far the arguments are

a long time would be required to affect the an- indirect chains ofreasoning based on
conclusions

gular momentum vector //x of the entire Earth about past chmates that are in some cases them-

to another oppositely moving part or parts (Gold,

1955; Goldreich & Toomre, 1969; Jurdy, 1981),

(Fisher, 1974: 4044), Except for orbital reso-

nances that are not expected to affect Earth for

another couple of billion years (Ward, 1982;

Harris & Ward, 1982), no such enormous force

capable of aflFecting Earth significantly in the Ce-
Moreover

selves suspect. . .

From the preceding arguments I conclude tn^

the Eocene climate of the areas where No

^

America was connected to other northern lan

generally warm but necessanly se

masses was

known
sonal, and that in general the North Atlantic

«,, nections would have been more hospitable

ofconservation ofmomentum stands in the way. was the case at the north end of the Pacihc

Collisions with large, high-velocity comets or
large, relatively low velocity asteroids would, of
course, produce instantaneous effects as well as
long-term ones, especially at very early times in
the Earth's history (Clube & Napier, 1982), but

rtE Grande

Coupure (Si

westernw.v. ^«..w ^ w.o,.v.xj VV.XU17V OL i^apici, ivisz;, Dui DreaKm western turopemiiauii".^--
-^j,,

by Cenozoic times such effects would have be- occurred between Ludian time (= ^^^
^^^,^.

come negligible. An effect large enough to shift latest Eocene) and Sannoisian time of the
^^.

the axis instantaneously as much as 5° (Nafziger Oligocene (= early Rupelian, Stampian, o

^^& Dachille, 1965) would have totally disrupted torfian of some authors. See Bosma, 1^/
'

the life of our planet as well as its geology. Av- net, 1975, 1977; Cavelier, 1976; C^^^^'f
j m

eraged over a long time, essentially random ar- 1981- Hartenberger, 1983; Berggren et -

rivals of large extraterrestrial bodies would affect

arrivals

press).

western
occurred. But if a long-term gradual shift of the fauna shows a major turn-over followi"^

mpan nhliniiitv r»f th(» PoT-thv o_: : -.i _ . . _--i:«« ^vtinCtlOi"mean obliquity of the Earth's spin axis with re-

tlic

and
XX..CX.X w^.x^uxx.j «x LLC £.cii ui 5, spm axis with re- Eocene, with many mammalian ca.--- ^j^
gard to the ecliptic had in fact occurred since the also many mammalian introductions

from
^^

in the much longer interval since the early Pre-
cambrian, the mean obliquity of the Earth's axis
as well as those of most other large bodies in the

also many mammalian mtroaucuw.^ j^.

where, mainly from Asia and so^thea^^^^
^^

rope after the drying-up of ^^^^^^^^^^ stra'*

ropean seaways and the former cq^c^^
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barrier

Europe nearly continuously since the Jurassic

(McKenna, 1975;Heissig, 1979). A sharp decline

in oceanic bottom water temperatures through-

out the world occurred at the same time (Kennett

& Shackleton, 1976; Corliss, 1979; Keigwin, "Insectivora

Primates

Adapidae
Adapis

Microchoeridae

Microchoerus

Pseudoloris

Norris

Miller

Curry (1982), have argued that this temperature
drop was caused by recombination of previously
isolated brackish Arctic Ocean water with that

of the world ocean, a sort of latter-day reincar-

nation of the Gartner and Keany (1978, 1979;
see also Clark & Kitchell, 1 979) Arctic spill-over

model in which cold low-salimty water from the ^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ originated elsewhere,

Amphidozotherium
Pseudorhynchocyon

Rodentia

Theridomyidae
Ohinomys
Thalerimys

Patriotheridomys

At the same time, twenty previously unher-

alded new occurrences in western Europe, most

World

Erinaceinae

"^Amphechinus

Plesiosoricidae

contrast, Kennett and Shackleton related the
event to the opening ofthe more distant Tasman
Seaway as Australia separated from Antarctica.

In western Europe the Grande Coupure is im-
portant because on paleontologically parsimo-
nious grounds it supports the existence ofa large

scale basal Oligocene terrestrial dispersal event,
nearly simultaneous in geological terms. It must
have affected far more organisms than just the

mammals and those other organisms whose fos-
sil record possesses high enough resolution to

document its occurrence. In the marine Cenozoic
rocks of the world, but especially in Tethyan Eu-
rope, faunal and floral changes are marked at the

Eocene-Oligocene boundary, although many taxa
cross it with little or no modification (Beckmann I^^^^i^y^'".^

^tal, 1981; Cavelier et ah, 1981; Hubbard &
Boulter, 1983).

Seventeen western European terrestrial mam- Butselia

mahan genera whose last species became extinct Soricidae

at the Grande Coupure, between the Ludian and

p
^ Sannoisian (= between the equivalent marine

Pnabonian and the Stampian, sensu lato), con-
stitute the following list (modified from Brunet,
1977):

Aaiodaclyla

Choeropotamidae

fhoeropotamus
^iphodontidae

^iphodon
^ichodon

^aplomeryx
Aniphimerycidae

^s^udamphimeryx
^oplotheriidae

^^oplotherium

^ ^^ryiherium
^reodonia

Hyaenodontidae
f'terodon

include species ofthe following mammalian gen-

era (modified on the basis of Brunet, 1977):

Perissodactyla

Rhinocerotoidea

Eggysodon {Ronzotherium and Cadurcotherium

followed almost immediately thereafter, prior

to the Ronzon Fauna)

Artiodactyla

Entelodontidae

Entelodon
Anthracotheriidae

Bothriodon

Gelocidae

Gelocus

Camivora
Amphicynodon
Eusmilus

IQuercysorex

Chiroptera

Vespertilionidae

Myotis (but the family was in Europe earlier)

Lagomorpha
Desmatolagus (possibly not the same genus as the

Asiatic form)

IShamolagus
Rodentia

Aplodontidac

Sciurodon

Theridomyidae
Sciuromys (probably not from elsewhere, how-

ever)

GHridae
Peridyromys (probably not from elsewhere, how-

ever)

Sciuridae

Palaeosciurus

Cricetidae

Eucricetodon

Heterocricetodon
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Eomyidae
Omegodus

Castoridae

Steneofiber

Passing through the western European Grande

Coupure with no more than species-level ad-

justments were the following twenty-five lines of

mammals (Brunet, 1977, with modification):

Perissodactyla

Palaeotherium
Plagiolophus

Artiodactyla

Dichobunidae
Dichobune

Cebochoeridae

Cebochoerus

Anoplotheriidae

Diplobune

Tapirulus

Cainotheriidae

Oxacron
Paroxacron

Creodonta
Hyaenodontidae
Hyaenodon

Camivora
Canidae

Cynodictis

"Insectivora

Nyctitheriidae

(undescribed taxon)

Talpidae

Geotrypns

Myxomygale
Panlolestidae

Dyspterna

Apatotheria

Apalemyidae
Heterohytis

Chiroptera

Rhinolophidae

Rhinolophus sensu lato

Paraphyllophora

Palaeophyllophora

Emballonuridae
Vespertiliavus

Molossidae
Tadarida

Rodentia
Theridomyidae

Theridomys
Blainvillimys

Pseudoltinomys

Elfomys
Gliridae

Gliravus

Well along in the early Oligocene, at the end
of the Sannoisian (= earliest Stampian, sensu

**

between

gocene faunal sequence. Seven mammalian lines

becoming extinct at this time were:

Perissodactyla

Pseudopalaeotherium
Plagiolophus minor (a formerly long-lived species

quite separate from Plagiolophus fraasi)

Artiodactyla

Anthracotheriidae

Bothriodon

Camivora
Canidae

Cynodictis (may have given rise to later Haplo-

cyori)

"Insectivora"

Darbonetus
Dyspterna

Cryptopithecus

Six mammalian immigrants appear to be the

following:

Artiodactyla

Suidae

Palaeochoerus (perhaps earlier)

Anthracotheriidae

Anthracotherium

Gelocidae

Lophiomeryx
Hypertragulidae

Bachitherium

Camivora
Mustelidae

Plesictis

Nimravidae
Nimravus (perhaps earlier)

Passing through the event with little more
thao

species adjustments were thirty-nme mam

lian lines:

Perissodactyla

Plagiolophus

Cadurcotherium
Eggysodon
Ronzotherium

Artiodactyla

Dichobunidae
Dichobune

Entelodontidae

Entelodon
Anoplotheriidae

Diplobune
Cainotheriidae

Plesiomeryx

Caenomeryx
Gelocidae

Gelocus

Creodonta
Hyaenodontidae
Hyaenodon

Camivora

*

I

»

I

I

I

Sannoisian Ronzon and the early Stampian Vil-
Amphicynodontidae

important
seems to characterize the western European Oh-

Amphicynodon
Nimravidae
Eusmilus I
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"Inseclivora"

Nyctitheriidae

(undescribed taxon)

Talpidae

Geotrypus

Myxomygale
Plesiosoricidae

Butselia

Soricidae

IQuercysorex

Erinaceinae

lAmphechinus
Chiroptera

Rhinolophidae

Rhinolophus, sensu lato

Paraphyllophora

Palaeophyllophora

Emballonuridae

Vespertiliavus

Molossidae

Tadarida

Vespertilionidae

Myotis

Lagomorpha

Desmatolagus
Rodeniia

Aplodontidae

Sciurodon

Theridomyidae

Sciuromys

Theridomys

Blainvillimys

Pseudoltinomys

Elfomys
Gliridae

Gliravus

Peridyromys

Sciuridae

P<^laeosciunis

Cricetidae

Eucricetodon

Heterocricetodon

^myidae
Omegodus

Castoridae

Steneofiber

If
*

^^ IS interesting as well to compare western
European mammalian faunal turn-over, or rath-

Table 3. Summary ofwestern European late Eocene

and early Oligocene mammals.

Time Planes

Ex-

tinc-

tions

New
Occur- Unaf-

rences fected

Earliest/Early

Stampian

Grande Coupure

(38 Ma)

Montmartre/St.

Capraise d'Eymet

7 6 39

17 20 25

5 2 41

study of the Paleogene mammalian faunas of

Quercy, France, Crochet et al. (1981) found no

dramatic breaks until the Grande Coupure. The

same progressive, rather than sudden, change ap-

pears to have characterized the evolution of

western European floras in the Eocene (CoUinson

et ah, 1981). By "progressive" I do not neces-

wish
t« What

I do wish to indicate is that nothing spectacular

occurred until the Grande Coupure.

These lists of western European late Eocene

and early Oligocene mammals are summarized

in Table 3.

Note that in all three levels of discernible

mammalian faunal change there were more west-

ern European mammalian lineages passing

through the event in situ with little or no change

than the number becoming extinct. Known pre-

Grande Coupure, unheralded, new mammalian

additions were limited in the late Eocene to Am-
phidozotherium and Cryptopithecus, whose affin-

ities are poorly understood but are not neces-

sarily Asian or American except through remote

ancestry. Of the new western European occur-

rences at the time of the Grande Coupure, how-

ever, nearly all had obvious Asian or American

cr the lack of it, al an Eocene event just before affinities or both. Exceptions or possible excep-

^he Grande Coupure. According to Brunei's tions are the artiodactyl Gelocus. the thcrido-
"""^

myid rodent Sciuromys, and the glirid rodent

Peridyromys. Most or all of the new occurrences

at the somewhat later earliest/early Stampian

event at the end of the Sannoisian in the Oli-

gocene also possessed Asian and/or

^ ^; '^aata, here slightly updated, there were few

J^tinctions or introductions in the time imme-
diately preceding the Grande Coupure. Thus, be-

^^^ the levels represented by Montmartre in

"^^ Paris Bacin anH Qf r^or^^oico H^pT/m^t in the

^quiiaine Basin of France, these intra-Eocene affinities. These new occurrences may therefore

Europe

perissodactyls

be labeled

In the case of both the Grande Coupure and

»^eral species of Pala^ntherium, Mammalian the later event at the end of the Sannoisian, the

"Introductions to western Europe were confined
^he "inseclivorcs" Amphidozotherium and

number of western European

about equal

am
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Coupure, therefore, can be regarded as a biolog-

ical event related to the advent of a dry-land

apparently existed in the Bering Strait area since

the Mesozoic (Hookins, 1 967: Scholl et al., 1968;

connection from western Europe eastward to Churkin, 1972), with minor epicontinental

southeastern occurring

The event is similar to what happened to South Cenozoic (Ostenso, 1968). For a time in the 1960s

America's biota when connection to North

America was established near the end of the Ce-

nozoic (Webb, 1976; Marshall & Hecht, 1978;

and 1970s late Miocene and even ea

zoic seaways through the area were

(Mitchell, 1966; Durham & MacNeil

Marshall etal, 1982). In historical terms, it might further work has discounted such early incar-

be compared to the Oklahoma Land
although

Rush of nations in the Cenozoic of the modem Bering

wertaxa Strait (McKenna, 1983, and references cited

al organ- therein).

isms would have been affected, including, of Evidently, the w////za//o a? of this bridge by ter-

All

course, plants, although one might suspect that

many plants and some animals were able to cross

the narrowing water barrier somewhat before it

dried up completely. Repenning (1967) and Ted-

restrial organisms has been controlled primarily

by cUmate, such as warm interglacials or warm

periods that extended poleward like that of the

medial Miocene (Addicott, 1969) before glacia-

ford (1970) have recommended that such bio- tion began (Bandy et al., 1969) or the wanner

logical invasions be made the basis ofthe begin- climate of the early Cenozoic and Mesozoic. As

ning points of Mammalian Ages. Such a can be seen from the paleomagnetic information

geographic change would also have had profound provided by Harrison and Lindh ( 1 982a, 1 982b).

effects on various more distant marine environ- the site of the Bering Strait at the end of the

ments and on climate. Indeed, the event is cor- Cretaceous was very close to the rotational pole

related by western European stratigraphers with and the area would have suffered whatever polar

the marine faunal turn-over between Priabonian climatic extremes existed then. From the late

and Stampian (sensu lato) faunas that is taken Cretaceous onward, the Bering Bridge area has

as the Eocene/Oligocene boundary. Cooling of steadily retreated southward relative to the ro-

oceanic bottom waters throughout the world oc-

curred at the same time (Kennett & Shackleton,
although

tational pole. During the eariy Cenozoic the Be -

ing area would have suffered longer winter dark-

ness and a more extreme yearly climate than any

dence indicates that cooling of terrestrial envi- of the then more southeriy placed bridges con-

ronments had begun in the Eocene and was not
particularly dramatic at the end of the Eocene
(Collinson et al., 1981; but see Hubbard & Boul-

necting Canada to Greenland and parts oi

rope. The Bering Bridge area has thus long ac

weak

ter, 1983). In the Arctic, however, the Oligocene whose action has always been controlled
pn

suggesting
(Norri daylight

,
mainy uy uayiigiit l^hb^^^ «"-

f the Era

.1 the Cenozoic, only toward the close oi xn

^^
became more pronounced at the beginning ofthe was a short Beringian water gap added

Oligocene. mix.
Asia and

Connectedness oi

Bridge Area and

A possible second bridge between n^-^^

Alaska, via the Aleutian Island chain- has

ted

Aleutian Bridge

Although

interrupts land continuity between

suggested by DeLong et al. (1978), ^^^ ^
^^ jt

out that uplift under the Aleutian arc (O
^^^

Gibson, 1956) would have occurred ^^^^^^^^

of subduction ofthe now-destroyed ^^^^
^^^^^,

which was subducted under the Aleutian

formerly

before
1976).

the Pleistocene. A dry land connection in pre-
historic times has been a factor in anthropologi-

I

*

' - - *"-v ^-^iwttu i-vMit wnicn was suoauciea unuci uiv i -

—

^
and Alaska^at t

^^^ j^^^^^ ^^^ have jumped ^^^^^wa^^^^^^^ (

present position relative to the rest

I

cal dispersal

before the Pleistocene

(Wilmsen

the end of the Cretaceous (Cooper et a .,,^

or it may have had a more southerly ^^^
(Marlow & Cooper, 1 983). According to ^J
et al. (1978), the present Kamchatka b -^

modem Aleutians
at the west end of the

nated in the late Cenozoic .
Unfortunately
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exact position or time of subduction of the Kula swallowed Farallon Plate (Stone et al, 1982; Jones

Ridge is not known, having been estimated as et al., 1982) and some oceanic plateaus (Ben-

occurring either in the late Paleocene to early Avraham & Cooper, 1981). As Pacific Ocean
Eocene (Hayes & Pitman, 1970; Byrne, 1979) or floor has moved thousands of kilometers gen-

in tlie mid-Cenozoic about 30 ± 1 million years erally northward, many allochthonous small

ago (Grow & Atwater, 1970; DeLong & Mc- blocks associated with or affected by these plates

Dowell, 1975). DeLong et al. (1978) opted for a have been added to the coasts of the bordering

lime of emergence beginning about 42 Ma and continents or subducted beneath them (Alvarez

ending at 15 Ma. Probably any possible conti- etal., 1980; Irving etal., 1980; McElhinny et al.,

nuity ended before 15 Ma because the Meiji 1981;Barronetal., 1981;McWilliams&Howell,
sediment tongue, directly south of Kamchatka 1982). The history of these collisions is largely a

Strait, began to form in the early Miocene (Scholl Mesozoic one, but chunks of Alaska and British

et al, 1977). Utilizing Harrison and Lindh's Columbia have continued to move a thousand
(1982a) paleopole positions, I calculate that at kilometers or more during the Cenozoic (Cowan,
38.9 Ma the paleolatitude of both the eastern Marlow 1983) and various
and western portals of the ancient Aleutian arc coastal blocks of North America have rotated

would have been at about 63*'N, with the south- clockwise (Beck & Plumley, 1980; Bates et al.,

ernmost, central part of the arc at about 58°N, 1981; Globerman et al., 1982) as the result of
provided that the arc was not farther south as the generally northward motion of the Pacific

suggested in one ofMarlow and Cooper's (1983) oceanic floor and plate consumption along the

models. West Coast (Packer & Stone, 1972; Stone &
If an Aleutian Bridge existed, it would have Packer, 1977; Cox, 1980; Drake, 1982). Rota-

nllered any exchange oforganisms between Alas- tions have also been observed along the Pacific

ka and Asia because its narrowness would have coast of Asia.
allowed few biotopes and because, to cross it, Southwestern Alaska has been the site of tec-

organisms would have required a distribution tonic unrest throughout the Cenozoic as various
that included the restricted position of one of its terranes have arrived from the south (Scholl et

portals. The climate of such an Aleutian Bridge, al., 1975). Essentially all of the terranes south of
however, would presumably have been some- the Denali Fault were formed at sites many de-

*hat milder than that of the more northerly- grees to the south of their present position and
positioned Bering Bridge. Moreover, the length have been mashed against the North American
ofdays and nights would have been slightly more Plate as the Kula Plate and part of the Pacific

^qual throughout the year. Between the two Plate moved north to destruction under Nonh
bridges, the Bering Sea might well have been a America and eastern Asia. In contrast, Paleocene

fresh-water body for a time in the mid-Cenozoic, volcanics just north ofthe Denali Fault are mag-

netized with steep inclinations, indicating that

they were formed in high latitudes (Plumley et
^
indeed an Aleutian Bridge was a reality and

Mocked water exchange with the Pacific Ocean
^0 the south. The Sea of Japan was briefly such al., 1982). Alaska north of the Denali Fault was
^ fresh water body near the end of the Miocene in essentially its present position much eariier

CBurckle & Akiba, 1978), Such a possibility in than terranes to the south (Sweeney, 1982). Thus,
Ihe Aleutian Basin could be tested by the drill.

or the moment, a mid-Cenozoic Aleutian Bridge
'ying to the south of the Bering Bridge is an in-
teresting but highly speculative possibility in need
Of further investigation.

environmental information derived from Paleo-

gene and Mesozoic floras south of the Denali

fault system tells us not about ancient Alaska but

about somewhere else.

Tectonic Flotsam

The

Through the Tank of Sheep-Dip

It is tempting to envision some of these far-

traveled small blocks as Noah's arks (McKenna,- »wviwim^ nibiory oi me norm enu ui mw ii«tv.*-«-.— ^ . - _,

Pacific Ocean and its continental borders is be- 1973), each bearing a biota whose affinities lie

known rapidly, largely through

IJagnetic studies and through
'^^ of the fates of the now-suDoucieu rvum v/vv«."*. — *.

^l3te and Kula Ridge as well as of the neariy were in the southern hemisphere as late as Ju-
subducted

with some distant homeland either along the

western shore of North America or across vast

oceanic stretches. Indeed, many of the blocks
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rassic times (Stone et al., 1982). However, their

arrival in the north from an ultimate source in

"Pacifica" (Melville, 1981; Nur & Ben-Avra-

ham, 1977, 1981, 1982), or from oceanic vol-

canic arcs or mid-plate volcanic edifices that had

tire journey in order to avoid drowning their

terrestrial inhabitants. Even photic zone inhab- I

itants, for instance corals, would soon perish if
^

in the course of their passive lateral transport

thev were carried to ereater than shallow depths, i

somehow become populated from elsewhere, was At present, blocks like the Ontong Java, Mam-

in most or all cases apparently too early to have hiki and many other oceanic plateaus are, after

had any discernible effect on the composition of all, either mostly or totally far below sea level.

Cenozoic vertebrate faunas ofthe north. Further,

the various blocks may not have all come from

the same place. Finally, most of the blocks seem

to rest on oceanic basement (Ben-Avraham et
^eTau'themcontinents! India's northward flight

al., 1981; Jones et al 1982) and thus those that
^^^^ ^j^^ ^^^^ ^^ Gondwanaland and its

Noah's Arks

Larg'

do were never initially part of any continent.

Possibly the biological effects of passive trans-
(Klootwi 1979;

Mitchell
por^ followed by merger of the tectonic substrate ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^^.^ ^,k transfer that

could be seen by analyzmg patterns ofendemism ^^^ consummated some time either in the late

of organisms whose ancestors were affected by
Cretaceous or early Cenozoic prior to the medial

transoceanic transfer on the fragments that have
(Maluski

ultimately come to rest in Alaska, Siberia, Japan,
^^^^^^^^ ^^ j^^. ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^,^1,,^ from its de-

or Bntish Columbia and the western coast ofthe
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ of Gondwanaland

wet.

United States. Such an analysis should proceed
^ swamped by dispersal on India's contact

according to the method set forth by Rosen (1 978) II
swampea oy aispci ^^

Patterns
and by Nelson and Platnick (1978, 1981). But, , ,. , •. ,„ , fnrmer Gondwana

Tu 1 u /x*x^ ,Aoi. . I India, however, point to a tormer «j"»"

as I have elsewhere (McKenna, 1981) pointed «, .' .j a- i,vt, ic n^w mished into and

^.,* e„.K Ki^.i,. :f .^u„^^.^ : _: ._. .. affinity of India, which is now crusneau
out, such blocks, if embedded in oceanic crust,

would tend to sink as the ocean floor moved away
from a generating ridge. The amount of such
sinking is generally proportional to the square
root of the time involved since the site was gen-
erated at the ridge crest (Sclater & Parsons, 198 1),

but for most "normal" ocean floor the depth with
respect to time since plate generation is perhaps
better represented by the formula:

d = 6,400 - 3,200e-'^"-8

(Kl

Bingham, 1980;Boulin, 1 9 8 1 ; Gupta & Delany,

1981). Australia's and southern New Guinea^

northward motion is well known (Wegener, 1
-

Lam, 1934; LePichon & Heirtzler, 1968; Rav

& Axelrod, 1974; Audley-Charles et al, l*^^^^

and a collision with Asia is beginning
(^anj* '

1979; Coleman, 1980; Audley-Charles, i^

J'

South America's Cretaceous departure from^^^^

rica and its reconnection to the rest oft e

^^_^

North America at the end of the Cenoz
whpr<> H i« thp Hpr»tTi in .^»f»r-c „ ^ * • .• Via North America at tne ena oi m^ --

wnere a is tne depth in meters and t is time m ^ , ,_, p Avpirod 1975; lar

millions of vMr^i ThU f«^,.io ^„„„i ^ ,... another example (Raven & Axeirou,
formula

Parsons and Sclater (1977), has the advantage of
McKenna, 1980b; Vinx,

'^"^^^^^^

yielding results that are asymptotic to a Umiting
'"^^"^'" f^l^'

'^^
T^^^

^

'''' illS of the Tethyan

«/atP.r H*.r»tf. r.f fi 4nn ^^* A r.-_ -,^ .,. tances of mini- and micro-piaies «ji v .

water depth of 6,400 meters. After 70 million
years of lateral motion, rocks once at the mid-
oceanic generating ridge subside to within about

area offer numerous possibilities for N ^^^

transfers (Scott, 1981; Thomas et al., 1
^^^^^^^3.

1,000 meters of such a depth. Small blocks of
°^ ^^^'"' '"^^/'. *

, , Xte and Rom^'
continental crust, aseismic ridges, guyots, or ^ """"'^

^^'''' A 2r from incipient
^°

anomalous crust such as that of the present-day
^^°^ ^^"°''' '^^^^' of transfer i^on

^^^,

Manihiki

)

1965; Nur & Ben-Avraham, 1982; Rogers, 1982)
would rise higher than "normal" oceanic floor
and thus would require the use of different con-
stants in the equation. However, if such small
'

" be"

Leinders & Meulenkamp

denberg

Effects of Time on Noah's Ari^

I

t

)

1

/

I

•led

DiocKs are 10 oe invoKea as Noah's arks, it must A problem with invoking small, i^' -

be shown how their surfaces could have re- tectonic blocks to explain transoceanic
si

^^^

mained continuously above sea level for the en- ities or apparently embedded endemics
I
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although

arrived

such travel in oceanic isolation takes a long time, of W, L. Green in the nineteenth century (Jor-

during which significant morphologic changes dan, 1966, 1971; Carozzi, 1970; Carey, 1976).

may have occurred in the passively transported Modem metaphysical underpinnings for a form

biota. If one accepts that a special taxonomic ofexpansion have been provided by Dirac(Wes-

similarity between transoceanic sister species, son, 1973: Da^

genera, or families indicates former continuity vestigators have

of two widely separated occurrences, and one pineal studies alone, without knowledge of

finds that fragments of a once continuous land- Dirac's work. Possibly several different expan-
mass upon which the ancestors ofthese taxa once sion mechanisms might work in concert, but ap-

existed are now allochthonously embedded in peals to unknown mechanisms should be enter-

distant continents (Nelson, 1981), then any such tained only when all else fails, as was the case in

taxon must independently be expected on gen- the early days of continental drift theory.

erally parsimonious grounds to have existed at Dirac (1937, 1938, 1974) concluded indue-

the time ofthe original fragmentation. In the case lively that there must be some connection be-

of "Pacifica" or in arguments about differential tween the gravitational "constant" and time. He,
Earth expansion, this time can amount to more and other students since then, concluded on the

than a hundred million years, depending on the basis of his "large numbers hypothesis" that the

rate of ocean floor spreading and the distances gravitational "constant" must be weakening,

travelled. Although it is generally recognized that proportional to time elapsed since the Universe
the fossil record is imperfect, it is not likely that began, which Dirac believed to have been about
the fossil record is perverse, as some cladists 2 billion years. Current estimates of the age of

^vould apparently have it. Thus the chances that. gnitude

say, 1 5 discerptible sequential character states of greater and vary, depending on differing deter-

horse evolution lasting a million years apiece minations of the Hubble constant, from at least

actually took place in the same sequence but 15 about 10 to as much as 18 billion years (de Vau-
million years earlier in each case, without leaving couleurs, 1982). This gives the postulated ex-

a record until appearing in exactly the same se- pansion process a longer time in which to operate

quence later, unchanged, I would think to be on than Dirac originally contemplated, drastically

the order ofc-^^\ effectively equal to zero. Nor reducing the Phanerozoic component of what-
is the amphi-Pacific distribution ofhuman pop- ever total expansion might have occurred. That
^lations likely to be explained by the fragmen- the Earth itselfshould have participated in Hub-
tation of "Pacifica" as is adumbrated by Nelson ble expansion seems reasonable enough. There-

fnd Platnick (1981: 542)! Parsimony is a factor
^^ all science, notjust in the preparation ofdado- a maximum ofabout three percent ofthe Earth's

gf'ams. With regard to vertebrates, I would think expansion would have taken place. This amount
that only rather high-rank taxa, such as a class is smaller than the figure given by Carey (1975,
or subclass, might be involved (if at all) in the 1976), partly because his value for the age ofthe

''Pacifica*' or differential expansion scenarios. But Universe was only about a third or a quarter of
I know of no convincing evidence that any ter- that now accepted and partly because Carey be-

restrial vertebrate lineage has been brought alive lieved that the expansion accelerated exponen-
to the shores of North America from the other tially with time. Owen (1976, 1981, 1983), on
^'de ofthe Pacific on a fragment of "Pacifica." supposed empirical grounds that do not take into

'This is not to say that far-traveled and once sub- account the effects of propagating rifts, believes

Ma

l^erged tectonic blocks, once they become that the Earth's diameter has expanded by 20

"^bedded in a new land, cannot be further trans- percent of its modem diameter since 1 80-200

Poned along the edges of continents by trans-
^lirrent faulting, etc., carrying ancient fossils and
newly acquired terrestrial biotas along with them about 11 percent since Jurassic time, an argu-

^0 new destinations.

believed

Earth

ment that precipitated a series of outcries and

explanations in the June, 1978 issue of Geology^

(e.g., Kaula, 1978).

Vink (1982) and Courtillot (1982) provided

Thai the Earth has expanded is an idea that models of continental rifling that effectively ex-

^^ be traced with certainty back to the works plain the spherical triangular apparent gores thai

Planetary Popcorn?
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are the raison d'etre of attempts to match coasts less than 1,200 km or was offset by other factors

or continental slopes on an Earth of smaller ra- is indicated by the calculations of McElhinny et

dius than the present one. As a rift begins to al. (1978), who concluded on the basis of paleo-

invade a continent, breaking it apart into two magnetic evidence from presumably non-ex-

continents, the resulting new coasts progressively panding continents that the Earth has had adi-

dilate and also bend down as the rift propagates, ameter within one percent ofits present diameter

Hence the apparent gores. since at least the Devonian. McElhinny and his

Actually, what is required is not an explana- co-workers also concluded that Mars, Mercuo,

tion of Earth expansion. Expansion may have Moon

true

curvature

What (Larson
1972Und

ifgeneral expansion has occurred and continents there is ample evidence that the process was on-

have separated, continental crust should not also going long before that. Such processes have bee

have participated in the expansion process af- recycling sediments derived from the contmen
^

fecting the whole Earth, thickening as well as into the mantle since Precambrian time (

increasing in area. Non-expansion of part of or Paolo, 1983).
all of the continental crust thus is an ad hoc
assumption in most scenarios. I have seen little

quantitative discussion of this in the expansion-

ofMcVittie

other

Recently, however. Nelson and some
^^^

students of vicariance biogeography have
^^^^^

impressed by non-quantitatively ^^^.^^^^

j ^^ g

erated expanding Earth models, evidently

came to no conclusion other than that different means of explaining amphipacific orgaw
^ ^^

ght distributions without recourse to dispersal

at all.

However, if one gives proponents of substan-
tial differential expansion the benefit ofthe doubt
and assumes that only the Earth's core and si-

matic crust expanded and, as a further ad hoc
assumption, that all expansion occurred between
the eastern and Western shores of the Pacific
then a maximum of about 1,200 km of separa- the 7amV are^ arnow,"covering

esse^
^^^

tion there due to differential expansion would whole surface of the Earth. This superficial

)

\

occurred, but, if the whole Earth expanded uni- since Precambrian time, Golombek and McGill

formly, then there would be no crustal separa- (1983) obtain similar results for the Moon.

tions to explain and paleomagnetic inclinations In any case, on Earth the amount of allowed

would not be expected to change. However, the separation due to differential expansion alone
|

Earth is not like a balloon in which the contained would be a small fraction of the present width

matter expands and the balloon itself does not. of the Pacific Ocean. Thus we may conclude on

quantitative grounds that differential expansion,

)

I

What a balloon does is to deform, thinning to

the point of breakage. If a balloon truly expand-

ed, its rubber would thicken instead of thinning field of paleobiogeography except to increase the

as its area increased. If paleomagnetic studies degree of some ancient separations by a small

were to be conducted on such a deformed, bal- amount. Far more important is the fact that the

loon-like crust, they would show modified field floor of the Pacific is decoupled from its sur-

inclination vectors for one oftwo reasons. Either rounding continents and the size of the Pacinc

general crustal thinning would do the job or de- Ocean itself has been shrinking, not expanding.

would provide a similar re- since the time ofthe Pangaea assembly. Sea floor

suit in case the continental fragments did not created is eventually subducted. An area oft e

expand, more or less analogous to the fate of ocean floor equivalent to that of the present Pa-

pieces of paper attached to the surface of the cific Basin has been subducted since early Cre-
j

I

possibly expand at differing rates at different vicariance dependent on currently accepteo P^^^ ^^

depths. Usually, the problem is not mentioned tectonic reconstructions (Nelson, 1981; rje
^

& Platnick, 1981). As did Hilgenberg {

Halm (1935), Brosske (1962; see
^^'f'"' ^^

Bamett (1962), and Meservey (1969). >^,

tain a direct route across the Pacific (fan
^^^^,

by simply removing the Pacific Basin, ju^^^^

ing its sides by postulating a much smalle
^^^_^^

Earth on which the continents somehow
r

^^^ ^^
i

ntially

t

have occurred since the mid-Paleozoic, when
marine faunal similarities between Australia and
North America began to drop sharply (Gill, 1958).
That differential expansion was, if it occurred

wftoie surtace ot tne tann. iu"'^"f'
j^dre*^

tractive solution does not adequateiy^^^
^^^

several questions: 1 ) where and how
^^ ^^^

ocean water ofthe worid was previous
y^^.^^^^

is to be done with abundant geological
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that an ocean has existed in the Pacific area, for ofVan Andel and Hospers, but, insofar as I know,
instance off North America's west coast, since McEIhinny's work has not yet been seriously

the early Paleozoic or Precambrian (Roberts, challenged, even by Owen (1981, 1983).

1972;Cook&Taylor, 1975;Badham, 1978, 1979;

Hoffman, 1979), 3) how 304-311 million year

old ophiolites in California (Saleeby, 1982) or

Ordovician ophiolites further north (Churkin &

Impacts of Apollo-Class Asteroids

AND Comets

Recently, the possible effects of impacts with
Eberlein, 1977) are to be explained, or 4) how the Earth of Apollo-class asteroids and comets

:ycles like that have been much discussed (e.g., Napier & Clube,Wilson
of the lapetus Ocean are to be discounted (Glik- 1979; Emiliani, 1980; Alvarez, 1982; Alvarez et

son, 1972)? Such an Earth would necessarily have al, 1 982; Clube & Napier, 1 982). Although such
expanded differentially at a much greater rate impacts are well correlated with extinctions of

sight calcareous marine microplankton, there is as yet

more or less like a piece of cosmic popcorn. If no convincing evidence that these events always
caused by Dirac's mechanism, however, the ex- correlate with major terrestrial turn-over. At the

pansion envisioned would clearly be evidence Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary the effect of an
that the Universe is much younger than the cur- Apollo-class bolide on large terrestrial organ-
rent consensus would have it. Thus, one might isms, such as the last surviving dinosaurs, was
conclude that, if proponents of accelerating ex- apparently nearly synchronous at the power of
pansion are correct, all physics should adjust it- resolution studied (Russell & Singh, 1978; Rus-
self in some major way to their requirements sell, 1979; Hickey, 1981; Clemens et al., 1981;
(Kaula, 1978; Steiner, 1978). Archibald & Clemens, 1982; Archibald et al.,

But, perhaps supporters of the supposed bio- 1982; and, especially, Alvarez, 1982, for statis-

geographical explanatory power of the differen- tical analysis).
tial expanding Earth hypothesis have erred in not Later, supposedly at 34.6 ± 4.2 Ma (Glass
going far enough. Generalized tracks (Croizat et & Crosbie, 1982), another major impact, the cause

^•> 1974) are drawn between landmasses in such of the North American tectite strewn field, has
way as to occupy the shortest distance between been widely discussed. But at 35 Ma there was

tnem. So the most direct route from Australia to no especially pronounced terrestrial vertebrate

a

the Americas is actually through the Earth, not faunal turn-over, Prothero (1982) has noted a
along its surface. Such a tunnel would do less minor vertebrate faunal turn-over at 32.4 Ma,
violence to the models of hopelessly complacent but this followed a period of stasis after a major
physicists and geologists than would an accel- faunal tum-over in the interval from 40 to 37
erated expanding Earth model in which, in terms Ma Keller et al (1983) give convincing evi-
of the model, continents are gratuitously as- dence that the North American tectite strewn
sumed to have remained offixed area and thick- field occurred at 37.5-38 Ma in the latest

'^^ss. If students of transoceanic Pacific vicari- Eocene, not later as suggested by fission track age
3nce are willing to stretch generalized tracks so determinations or those based on glauconite.
that they fall on the Earth's surface rather than Keller etal. (198 3) also found evidence ofat least

Within the Earth, why are they unwilling to stretch two other tectite strewn fields at about the Eocene/
the tracks so that they go around the Pacific rath- Oligocene boundary, but no mass extinction was

through associated with any of them.

.
Against a backdrop of general parsimony and Recent attempts to correlate the supposed event

at about 35 Ma with the Eocene-Oligocene

boundary (Glass & Crosbie, 1982) or presumed

equivalent boundaries between marine inverie-

^
the absence ofa quantitative expansion model,
cannot take the accelerated expanding Earth

Phanerozoic biogeographical pattern. For such brate or North American mammalian bioslrati-

PUrpo

1

t>een investigated and has been

graphic units have simply ignored abundant high

temperature K-Ar dates from volcanic rocks in-

^8- Those who disagree should seek a flaw in teriayered with fossil bearing sediments whose
the arguments presented by Van Andel and Hos- paleomagnetic stratigraphy can also be studied.

P^^s (1969), McElhinny (1973), McElhinny el al. These dates calibrate Uintan-Duchcsnean-
f • ^78), and Golombek and McGill ( 1 983). Carey Chadronian faunal and floral turn-over (Leopold

^'975) has done so with regard to the arguments & MacGinitie, 1972; Wilson, 1980) in North
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occurring close to 38 Ma (Berggri

I or 36.6 Ma (Berggren et aL, 198

first point is that compilations should be based

on specific lineages, not on higher taxa. Tech-

in press). Prothero et al. (1982) come to similar nically, it is not genera, families, orders, etc., that

conclusions. Nor could an impact at a later date originate, evolve, or become extinct. For ex-

explain the flood of Asian and/or American ar- ample, it is the perishing of the last species of a

rivals that characterized the Grande Coupure in higher taxon that causes the higher taxon to per-

Europe. In Europe the Grande Coupure has been ish. Discussions of the sudden extinctions of

1975; higher taxa may well mask a series ofmore grad-dated 38 Ma
Van Couvering et al., 1981), Iridium-rich layers ual extinctions ofvarious genetically isolated lin-

incorporating undifferentiated Solar System cages within any particular higher taxon. Studies

matter are indeed associated with some (but not of extinction, to be convincing, need to discuss

all) large Cenozoic impacts, but if one hypoth- the relative abundance and presence or absence

esizes that large-scale effects on terrestrial biotas of taxa at the species level and to relate this in-

have occurred through the agency of a particular formation to measured stratigraphic sections

bolide, one should provide clear evidence of si- studied in the field rather than to derive their

multaneity
. This has not yet been produced. Me- basic information from popular texts such as Ro-

known mer's (1966) Vertebrate Paleontology.

a component ofthe Earth's sediments (e.g., Skol- A related point has to do with rates of faunal

nick, 1959). Moreover, more biological evidence change. For these to be calculated, some form of

than the extinction offive species ofradiolarians temporal calibration is required, of which the

(Glass & Crosbie, 1982; Ganapathy, 1982) needs most effective one is a time scale measured in

Ma years. Such a calibrated time scale is not yet

available for much of the fossil record, at least

be associated with

gl

portant. Radiolaria were little affected by the im- not at the power of resolution necessary for de-

tailed study. What generally happens instead is

with
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary (Emiliani et al., that biostratigraphically-based time divisions

1981), so it is unclear whether a causal relation within a particular interval are treated as aliquots

exists. Microtectites and iridium anomalies: (Fig. 1). The abundance oftaxa within these units

is assumed to be meaningful, but instead the

versity of a longer interval could be caused

sought through

known
gned zed

dence of extraterrestrial impacts of sufficient

magnitude to have served as forcing factors in

mixing the diversity oftwo or more unrecogni

levels within the unit. This has been ^^^^"^^^^^

ed, for example, in the case of the long No

the biological world. Already, there appear to be American Wasatchian and Uintan Land Mam-

mal ages relative to the much shorter Bndgena^

Land Mammal Age (Berggren et al- 1978)-

known
ighe

the sources ofat least three different Late Eocene apparently high diversity of some units gi^e

and/or Ohgocene strewn fields of tectites (Bot- aliquot status in biostratigraphy may be causeo

tomjyetal., 1979; Keller etal., 1983). It is equal- simply by their long duration and therefore^^^,

their temporally composite sampling ^f^n^ P .

by

Hugh'^ \--'-/ *xi«^ mat iiiaiiy ineinemporauy compuMLc attii*!^*"-*? qj.a^

unrecognized impact structures remain to be ingkaleidoscope of life (Raup& Marshall, l^^^

foimd in non-subducted ocean .„„
more have been lost to subduction is unknovm

Effects of Radioisotopic Calibration
ON Temporal Distribution

(Fig. 2).

Extensions of Simpson's Biogeographic

Principles

Simpson (1940a, 1940b, 1943, 1952, 1.
., , r.u- ,

Simpson (iy4ua, ly^uo, i^-r-^, uj^.

Most of this essay has been concerned with 1965) developed the notions of biogeo^ Pj^

spatial distribution, but recent discussions ofrates
' "

/^/irKenn*

ibe

-
.

' ^—vui^oiuiiaui lilies comaors, niters, ana swecp^i**^-- ^
^of extinction and of founal turn-over (Hessa, 1975). Basically, these constitute a spectrur^

1975; Raup & Marshall, 1 980; and other articles permissiveness with regard to dispersal and P^

on the same general subject in the journal Pa- sess statistical signatures when sampled ">

he Iv^o
^ TT' ' ?^'' '^"^'"^'^^^ ^^°^^ geological record Provided the record is ^

the obvious but nevertheless seem necessary. A quate one should in principle be able to recog

[

\

I

i

I

I

I

»

I

k
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I

Figure 1 . As biostratigraphic units are recognized,
they tend to be given aliquot status. Although their
temporal sequence is known, the temporal duration of
units A, B, and C is not at first known but is later

calibrated.

Figure 2, subdivision

biological diversity of a sequence of rocks is merely
known to occur in the sequence (left). Upon biostrati-

graphic subdivision into aliquot parts, the diversity of
known fossils within the aliquots can be compared and
may be found to differ (center), leading to estimates of
rates and intensity ofvarious evolutionary phenomena.
When the duration ofthe biostratigraphic subdivisions, wnen tne auration oi me oiosiraugrapnic suoaivisions

ni2e when two areas v^ere connected to each other is provided by temporal calibration (right), the appar-
by a continuously habitable substrate, when the ent diversity of units of long duration may turn out to
c..Ko4^»« .. ., - . - . . ^yQ better interpreted as the result of mixture of se-

quential diversities that are themselves relatively con-

stant. Previous estimates of the evolutionary processes

involved may turn out to have been in error.

barrier
barrier was more complete as in the case of ran-
dom over-water transport of organisms to is-

lands. Assuming the imperfect geological record
of organisms to stop short of perversity, one can
assess the extinct biotas of various landmasses then feet, then miles wide. At certain points in

ofthe Earth and make reasonable estimates from this progression the statistical properties of
biological resemblances whether certain land Simpson's corridors, filters, and sweepstakes
areas were freely accessible to each other's biotas, would each have helped to shape the evolution-
Simpson based his arguments on the stable-con- ary history of the biotas involved,
tinent rationale and most of his examples are Because of the stabilist rationale implicit in

drawn Simpson's earlier work, Simpson believed one-
ciples are adaptable to a mobilistic world and way transfers of balanced biotas to be unlikely,
are still valuable in spite of criticism of past ex- To be fair, it should be noted that Simpson did

revolvjng-doorcesses by Du Toit (1944), and in spite of simple toy with
avoidance of discussion of them by most vicar- transfer by means of sequentially uplifted and
lance biogeographers. then subsided blocks, thus avoiding large-scale

There is no need to repeat all of Simpson's horizontal displacements such as those contem-
^^guments here, but suffice it to say that terres- plated in present geological thought. However,
*'^"' -- •

'

under a mobile rationale such transfers are pos-

sible passively, as the result of motions of parts

comdors

between
Proximately the same as would be found at oflandmasses to join others. As have many oth-

between (McKen
Sides of a continent, say Eurasia or North Amer- substrates on which such one-way transfers take
ICa. Tf O r^^ :j_ , , • - • . _1„«« '•'-KT^^K'r. ^vt-c- '* A t-rtfotd^ r^r^n^aw^f ^^^\i^^comdor

Tsal

place "Noah's arks." A related concept dealing

both directions and would with fossils is that of "grounded Viking funeral
not be long delayed. Ecologically balanced biotas
*ould be involved. At the other end of the spec-

(McKenna
carried

trum

arrivals

by moving crust and added to other landmasses

by the process of continental accretion, as has

logical imbalance, and delayed introductions. In been demonstrated for North America's west

'^tween would be various tvoes of filters that coast (Jones et al., 1978). The difference is thatcoast (Jones et al., 1978). The difference is that

be imbedded in a newPermuted some but not all organisms to pass.

^^n^pson discussed this spectrum as though its host landmass do not stray from their resting

^oniponents represented separate processes, but
"""^ ' "

'
' especially obvious, for

places to infect the rest of the landmass's biota.

Like transferred fender paint in an automobile
'nstance, that whole oceans were once inches, collision, they reflect only former allegiances.
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nsfers are to be expecte^

Wilson cycles that open

opposite direction, the child remains stationary

with regard to the escalator's foundations. What

and, on a smaller scale, along large transcurrent does this have to do with biogeography? Con

barriers

Voyages to Nowhere and Return

Another feature of mobilistic tectonics that

permits some additional embroidery ofthe theme
that plate tectonics suppHes mechanisms un-
dreamed of in stabilists' philosophy is the phe-
nomenon of back-arc spreading. This results in

the separation of an intracontinental volcanic

chain, such as the Andes or Cascades, to become
an offshore arc that may later be driven back
against the same continent from which it origi-

nally separated. Japan is undergoing this process
(Uyeda & Miyashiro, 1974), and a similar pro-
cess affected the southern Andes in the past (Dal-
ziel et al, 1974; Dalziel & Palmer, 1979). Such
separations occur because the cooling of sinking
slabs of oceanic crust sometimes results in sea-
wardjumps ofsubduction zones. This is because,
in effect, the whole slab sometimes pulls away

sider Iceland.

Iceland lies at the north end of the Atlantic

Ocean, astride the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. It is a

volcanic edifice built above a hotspot that has

produced abnormally large volumes of lavas ep-

isodically and variably throughout most of the

Cenozoic (Schilling et aL, 1 982). The oldest rocks

on Iceland are known from coastal areas in the

eastern and northwestern parts of the island,

where they are about 1 6 million years old (Moor-

bath et aL, 1968). Fossil plants and insects are

known from late Tertiary volcaniclastics m

northwestern Iceland, but as yet no fossil mam-

mals have come to light. Geologically, Iceland

is a steady-state phenomenon, in that its land

spreads from the center above the hotspot and

sinks below sea level after about 1 5 or 20 million

years of lateral transport. Thus the main

aerial part of the Icelandic lava pile has covered

more or less the same area of crust for a long

time (Vogt, 1972). Early in the Cenozoic. early

from the surface at a point closer to its generating ^^^^ ^^°g^' ''''^^- ^^ . ^TZni.^-
ridge than the point of its earher subduction. The J^^^^^

^^ "P ^^ ^'^^^^ *^
7 fl^^m

volcanic arc hehinrl ti.^ «,.t.H,...;^„ .„„. .u___ lantic for a time, creatmg a land Dnage
volcanic arc behind the subduction zone there-
fore moves offshore. Continued subduction un-

Greenland to Scotland Later, as in. ..u
^^^

der an advancing continent would result in the
^^"'^''^ widened, Iceland came to be pan y

arc's rejoining the continent unless another sea- *^^," ^^^^^
^'^!^^f

•

, ,
. .

:,, connection
ward jump of the subduction zone occurred in

Apparently, Iceland retained its conn

time (Uyeda, 1981). During the time that such ,^^^^
^'''^^"l^Vt '^^'T.H^rSrich, 1966;

an island arc was in isol^tmn wi, ,,.v„^„ longer than it did with Scotland (Fnedncnan island arc was in isolation, both vicariance
and dispersal followed by differentiation would
produce peripheral isolates in abundance. Then

Gronlie, 1979). In the Miocene, IcelandstiU sup-

ported species of Magnolia, Liriodendron,

glans, Betula, Acer, Abies. Ulmus, Sequoiaa
^these would be merged with the biota of the T""''

^.' '
, ^ pvlas well as a

mainland. Much diversitv muU k^ ^.»„..^ .-^ dron. Sassafras, Populus, and Ficea, ds
mainland. Much diversity could be created in
this manner, but there could be a substantial time
delay before re-introduction to the mainland. ^ Friedrich, 1971).

species of the hickory aphid Longistigma
{J^

" - ' ^ Their respective clos^

Voyages to nowhere and return are not the
^Pecies-level relatives at the time weie in^

^ ^.

suit of simnle intermittent K„^ .• , America rather than in Europe {tncw
intermittent barrier

destruction such as might be envisionedTn "the
case of coastal islands created by eustatic rises
of sea level, followed by a fall. They involve
passive separation and physical removal ofa bio-
ta to a significant distance on a moving substrate
followed by return and passive merger.

Escalator Counterflow

Everyone has seen children turn escalators into

monarson, 1981). It is not yet known "^"^^^^^^^^

organisms first arrived in Iceland. At pr

^^^

however, after the glacial events of the l^

flora by various means, Iceland's

, „-
r.frnOStoftl'^

cene and subsequent repopulation oi .

flora IS P'

marily European in character (Eina''^^°°'
^q^.

New subaerial crust has been more °^
^^^^^

stantly created at the generating plate o^

^^
that crosses central Iceland, separating ^

Eurasian and North American ^^^^x^ttrA-,Hrr.nic u II •
— ""^^ovami^jismio ing turasian ana rsiorin /\ui<-i'—- ' .^^t

flot ^f rnffi' r^''
'°""''' '" ^^^ ^''P^^t^d ^-' «e the Icelandic hotspot is associated

v^tM^

same speed that the escalator maintainc ir, .u^ ,.„, x-. ._,„„_: ^,..tc are brought to

I

I

i

\

sub- I

I

I

\

I

\

I

I

volumes of volcanic products are
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surface, Iceland is subaerial rather than just world. Obviously, taxa in passive isolation on

Atlantic Ridge. About evolving hotspots must be as old as the hotspot'sMid
20 miUion years after any particular batch ofnew isolation or must have arrived by dispersal at

crust is created at the plate boundary over the some later date,

hotspot, the crust will have been moved aside

crust
Hopscotch on the Escalator

boundary, eroding at the surface and cooling and

subsiding to sea level and below as it spreads at A potential mode ofdistribution that is in some

a rate of about one centimeter per year. After ways intermediate between vicariance and dis-

sinking beneath the waves, 20 million year old persal is apparently represented well by the

or older Icelandic volcanics on either side of Ice- Hawaiian Islands and perhaps by other mid-plate

land simply become parts of the submarine hotspot edifices (Axelrod, 1972).

Greenland-Scotland Ridge.

The land surface of Iceland at any particular

will be

barriers

a barrier arises after a distribution of organisms

time thus comprises two "down" escalators ar- has been established, breaking it apart into iso-

ranged back to back, whose oppositely directed lated sister taxa (Croizat et al., 1974: 277-278;

lateral components of motion start at the plate Nelson & Platnick, 1981). One way, but certainly

boundary in the middle and continue to the ocean not the only way, to cause vicariance is to pull

on opposite coasts. To have escaped drowning, apart the passive riders on two differentially

the terrestrial biota of Iceland merely needs to moving tectonic plates. Dispersal, on the other

have moved over the land surface toward Ice-

land's central volcanic zone at a rate ofabout one new, expanded distribution, but processes such

centimeter per year for as long as the hotspot has as the founder effect and difficulties of passing

maintained Iceland as an island above sea level through the same barrier in the opposite direc-

(Fig. 3). Subaerial Iceland began to form at about tion (if, say, oceanic currents are involved) allow

the time ofmarine magnetic anomaly 24, at about differentiation of sister taxa after dispersal oc-

54 Ma, and appears to have remained con- curs. Further, dispersal is an active process

nected to Greenland until some time in the Mio- whereas vicariance brought about by tectonic

cene. It might therefore be expected that Iceland plate motions does not require movement above

once possessed a biota (prior to its being almost the substrate on the part ofthe participants. Both

entirely snuffed out by glaciation) whose origin processes may be responsible for the origin of

from a continent could have been, except for later biotas, particulariy those of islands,

dispersals, earlier than the oldest rock now pres- The Hawaiian Islands are collectively a long

ttit above sea level in Iceland (McKenna, 1983). term steady state phenomenon, like Iceland, but,

Twenty million years from now, after Iceland's in contrast to the latter, the Hawaiian chain is

present rocks have moved beneath the Atlantic, not located on a mid-oceanic ridge nor has it

some of the members of the present Icelandic recently been connected to any continental mass

biota may still be there on Iceland's newest crust, (Jackson et al., 1972; Dalrymple el al., 1973;

slowly climbing up "down" escalators. Dalrymple ct al., 1 98 1). Both places are the result

Thus, it is permissible to generalize that steady- of subaerially produced hotspot lavas; but m the

state islands lying over volanic spreading centers case of the Hawaiian chain, the Pacific Plate,

can have biotic components that are significantly which currently underiies the chain, is moving

older than the oldest rocks now present either at with respect to the hotspot and th us earnes away

the island's surface or located directly under- the volcanic piles generated by the hotspot. The

neath. Such ancient terrestrial components can hotspot itself has moved relatively little, if at all.

have been continuously in residence on dry land with respect to Earth's spm axis since Cretaceous

fora length of time that need not necessarily be time (Hammond et al., 1979; Suarez & Molnar,

''niited by the age of the oldest known insular 1980; Gordon & Cape, 1 98 1 ). At present the sea

rocks but may instead date back to the beginning floor of the Pacific Plate in the Hawaiian area is

of hotspot activity. An important way to test moving ^est-northwestward over ^the Hawaiian

such a possibility would be to compare the hot-

^Pot age with the known geologic ranges of closely , _

^'ated sister taxa occurring elsewhere in the into cooler waters (Greene et al., 1978). How-

(Wilson, 1963) and car

formerly
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".:..:'

Figure 3. Escalator Counterflow. This cartoon attempts to show two stages in the geologic history ^f a ^\'

ocean ridge volcanic island such as Iceland. A: New crust rises from the underiying hotspot and SP'"^^^!^'

opposite directions from the plate boundary. Magnetic polarity reversals are recorded in the volcanics as tn

)

solidify, resulting in a recognizable pattern that is symmetrical with regard to the plate boundary. ^^P^f^j

continents are still nearby, but the island is now surrounded by deep water, whereas it once choked the incipi

ocean between them when sea-floor spreading had just begun. To avoid a salt water bath, the island s Di

must move toward the plate boundary at the same rate that new crust is created—perhaps a centimeter or a

centimeters per year. B: After some time (shown by the retreat of the recognizable magnetic polanty patt

J'
the island is still there, although composed of younger crust. The separating continents are now no ^^^^^j. ^^
but the biota could still be present, evolving in isolation and being winnowed by extinction as well as adc

arrivals

arrived

ever, the rising magma column is not constantly west-northwest, as J. D. Dana realized as ear

.

beneath a weak plate boundary as is the case with as 1 849 and as was finally demonstrated ty P^

Iceland. Rather, the column must bend as the tassium-argon dating more than a
^^^'^^^fj^^^

plate passes overhead, occasionally breaking and
reestablishing a more direct route to the surface.
Every so often magma breaks through the plate
from below to form new volcanoes above, but

form

lassium-argon uauiiB "»»J^*- "•"
-j|e5

later (McDougall, 1964). Several volcanic P.^^

in the chain may have been present on t*^^

j^

Plate before their sites passed o^erjh^ '^

j^.

however. Wentworth Seamount and '^^

^^^

land have yielded Cretaceous K-Ar ages ( ^
Hawaiian chain, first as submarine volcanoes 1975). Rotondo et al. (1981) have

(Emery, 1 9 5 5) and then massive subaerially pro- possible biological consequences of adding

edifices to the Hawaiian chain.

The sporadic nature of the hotspot vu

at present, southeast of the Island of Hawaii at

structures

forming Icanis""

(Klein, 1982: Mala

i uw a^^uicujn. iitii.w<- "» —
t these*'

results in gaps between the islands, du
^^^ ^

not vprv orf^t in most CaSCS. Islan
. -i--r "

,
-^vaiiv. (^xvicin, lys/; Mala- not very great m most cases. *^—

-1^^

hoff et al., 1982). Some of the individual vol- initially separate may join as the volcaw
J^^canoes m the Hawaiian chain reach a height of enlarge. The combined Hawaiian-Empero^

9,000 meters above the sea floor, projecting up contains 107 or more recognized
volcanoesi

crust
Mean

departs

sinks and the older volcanic piles lying on it erode
beneath

(Vogt & Ostenso, 1967). The oldest islands of
the Hawaiian chain are therefore located in the

I

»

t

I

i

»

»•

gar & Jackson, 1 974). ^^ like

The Hawaiian process has been goi^^s^^

^^
this for a very long time. About 43 nii

'^^^^

ago the presentWNW motion ofthe ^^
^^^^^ fff

began (Dalrymple et al., 1977; age coff^^^
^p.

currently accepted decay and abun
^J^oi

slants). During the early Cenozoic the

I
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Figure 4. Hopscotch on the Escalator. Based on the model provided by the Hawaiian Islands, it is possible

to envision a situation in which new islands arise at one end of an island chain while others sink at the other

end. Some new islands would coalesce, but others would be separated by short water gaps. This process could

go on for a very long time and islands (not necessarily the same islands) would have been continuously present

during that time. Rocks on any particular island now above sea level would be very young, but that would not

mean that the biota of the islands had necessarily arrived in the islands recently or that all members of the biota

would have had to cross whatever oceanic barriers now isolate the islands from other landmasses. Dispersals

among and to the ongoing sequence of islands could have occurred over a very long time and truly ancient

mhabitants might be present that had never had to cross more than minor water barriers in order to be present

on at least one island at any particular time. If the hotspot were old enough, it would probably once have been

beneath a continent. Thus some terrestrial endemics might have arrived across barriers less stringent than those

usually postulated in the biopeopranhical literature.

the western part of what is now the Pacific Plate Kurile trenches. Meiji Seamount at the north end

Woods ofthe presently available Emperor chain is about

more nearly northward because of the action of to be subducted there. The oldest fossils from

*e Emperor Spreading System, but prior to about sediments on Meiji Seamount (DSDP Site 1 92)

67 Ma. Pacific Plate motion was also west- are at least 70 million years old (Scholl et al.,

northwestward (Farrar & Dixon, 1 98 1 ; but see 1971) and are ofnear tropical organisms. By Oli-

Gordon, 1982). The trace of theHawaiian hot- gocene time Meiji had moved north far enough

turns

33«N)

niouni chain (Morgan

Lat

to encounter subarctic conditions (Scholl &
Creager, 1973). How long before the beginning

ofthe Cenozoic "Hawaiis" older than Meiji Sea-

mount were being created, transported, subsid-

Yuryaku Seamount ha^ an \^e of ;ibout 43 Ma ed, and eventually consumed is not known be-

ofsubductionV^iague et al., 1975; age corrected). One of the
^. , ,

n»ost southerly of the drowned volcanoes of the to obliterate direct evidence. Nevertheless, a large

Emperor chain, Koko Seamount, has an Eocene number of previous Hawaiian-Emperor Islands

^e of about 47 Ma on the basis of K-Ar meth- - ^"^ "^^ ^-kh^-^h K...nc. th. .

^s (Clague & Dalrymple, 1973; age corrected)
and Tv»o,, I----,, .- - - , *_•_

subducted because

become
and may be slightly older than that on the basis long enough to form the cusp between

Ofnannrxr^^^.i /-.,_. . . • ^ -vx.^ i-io^i/'jnnn hnt<inot and its fossil tra

Emp>e

Zone

(Moberly & Larson

Hawaiian

oceanic lava piles could even have already been

in existence before the beginning of its presence

^ siring of drowned volcanoes as far as the pres- under the Pacific Plate. It is conceivable that

!"i edge of the Pacific Plate, where Cretaceous truly ancient versions of Hawaii could have
torpm .._ . . formed in contact with or even on top of a con-being

between
ppcned

subd spot.
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For this reason, it is possible to envision a and still other endemic birds that occur in fossil

constant winnowing process that would result in deposits ofKauai, Oahu, Molokai, and Maui (01-

erratic distributions within the subaerial part of son & James, 1982).

the chain as terrestrial organisms were forced to Obviously, the longer the winnowing process

play the children's game of hopscotch in order went on, the greater would be the probability of

to survive. As new islands formed at one end of extinction of any original vicariant lineages and
,

the chain, others were sinking at the opposite the more erratic in taxonomic composition would

end. Thus, as with Iceland, the terrestrial fauna be the remaining sample of original terrestrial »

and flora of the present-day Hawaiian chain may immigrants or early dispersals to Hawaii or other
^

well be derived, not necessarily totally from long- hotspot islands. In the Pacific Ocean alone there

range over-water transport but rather at least in are many potential examples ofthe process, sucn

part from an early vicariant event followed by a as the Tuamotus and their symmetrically related
^

series of short dispersals (Axelrod, 1960, 1972). Nazca Ridge counterpart, the Austral-Cook chain,

The average distance between volcanoes along the Easter-Sala y Gomez chain, the Juan rer-
(

the Hawaiian chain is about 56 km; in the Em- nandez seamount chain and Juan Fernandez it-

peror chain the average is about 77 km. Such self, the Galapagos-Carnegie Ridge area and Co-

distances would not be difficult for many insects cos Ridge. However, the Line Islands may no

or flowering plants to cross, as for instance ap- have been generated by a hotspot of the Hawai-

^ - . ^ ^ __ • ino^A T V.QVP

pears to be the case m the Solomon Islands
«>«-^ 4--A t ^ .^^ ^^ .A. ^

(Haggerty

argued here, however, that on geological grounds

, ,-r it is by no means mandatory to conclude that all

Although the rocks ofany particular island still inhabitants of presently isolated hotspot islan

(Whitmore

Levins

day arrived

(Zimmerman— .,., ,-,-.^,„ _, ..48), theances- dispersal over water or necessarily had ancesto^

tors of some of the present inhabitants of the that did so. Rather, a series of short dispe^sa^ •

island may have been living in precarious mid-
oceanic isolation for more than a hundred mil-

lion years. Authors steeped in a stable continent
rationale, like Zimmerman (1948), Cariquist

(1974, 1982), or Carson (1982) were unable to

carried out over a long time, may expiau.

existence of some of the taxa present. Ongi

^^

terrestrial immigrants and arriving P^o^'J'^^^^^

over-water dispersal alike would be pote

players of hopscotch on their moving substr

appreciate this mobilist notion. This is because from the moment they began residence ove

the Hawaiian chain, like Iceland, is the result of hotspot.
the

steady-state phenomena. As new Hawaiis are Clearly, in the case of some island groups^

^^
created, old ones sink beneath the waves to the theory of island biogeography as ^^^^^^^ ^.
northwest of the string of lava piles created by MacArthur and Wilson (1967) is in need

oi

the Hawaiian hotspot on the Pacific Plate as the
latter moves northwestward over the hotspot.
Thus, arguments for rapid evolution ofHawaiian
Drosophila (e.g., Carson,

Ohta, 1982) may in some cases overestimate

Kaneshiro

ification. Olson and James (1982) have a

^^^^

noted this with regard to the avifauna
.^^

Hawaiian chain because of the recent reai^^

^^^^

that the extinct endemic avifauna vizsm^^^
^^

twice as diverse as the present one. The e
, ^j „.„j „» Lj,j,i,^ \.asc!> overesximate twice as aiverse as me pica».^i«'^ ^'"--

,

^f time
evolutionary rates of species origin by as much a winnowing action over a long penod

^^ ^^^
also needs to be taken into account in futur

^^of magnitude
arrival

i in, ayya.1 ciiuy very aiso neeas lo oe laKcnmw a^^^^- j^.

iian Islands of prim- because winnowing would produce the
^^.^

itive land snails that so puzzled Pilsbry (1900, suUs as are generally attributed to the sp

1916) or of those from the lower Miocene of agencies of long-distance dispersal.

be
Marshalls (Ladd

Closing Note of Caution
the areas. Even dispersals to the islands from far
away could have been taking place over a much ^.^
longer time span than that represented by the processes that might help to explain

oldest presently exposed rocks of the Hawaiian
Islands, thus helping to explain the differentia-

.

I

In this paper I have tried to list s^^e
g^o

^
^.^_

fogical distributions in space and t'^j^^^^g.^fl

tried also to review some extraterrestna
^^^^

tion ofbirds like the Hawaiian finches (Hawaiian cosmological causes that might influenj^e
^^ _

distributions either directly or indire
of

creepers), various flightl.' .' ' .
-^'''"v.oogctac, imis, ana aistnbutions eitner aircmj' v^—

,v,pories
an Ibis, three species of an extinct genus of owls, result, I have been led to discount theo

I

I

I

I

I

I
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mean spin axis stability change, the "Pacifica" Alvarez, L. W. 1982. Experimental evidence that

concept as an explanation of discernible Ceno-

zoic biogeographic pattern, and accelerated dif-

ferential Earth expansion as a similar explana-

tion. I have also taken the view that "what is

good for mammals must be good for everybody,"

but if the conclusions based here on geology and
on mammals are tested and found wanting on
the basis of studies of other organisms, then pro-

gress will have been made. Inasmuch as the paper

an asteroid impact led to the extinction of many
Lawrence

Lab. Rep. 14809: 1-

tional Acad. U.S.A.]

Michel
Alvarez. 1982. Iridium anomaly approximately

synchronous with terminal Eocene extinctions.

Science 216: 886-888.
— . D. V. Kent. L Premoli Silva, R. A. Schweick-

ERT & R. A. Larson. 1 980. Franciscan Complex

limestone deposited at 1T south paleolatitude. Bull.

Geol. Soc. Amer. 91: 476-484.

Geology across the Cretaceous-Tertiary Boundary

in Garfield County, Montana. Univ. Calif Publ.

Geol. Sci. 122: 1-286.

—, R. F. Butler, E. H. Lindsay, W. A. Clemens

&'l. Dingus. 1982. Upper Cretaceous-Paleo-

cene biostratigraphy and magnetoslratigraphy, Hell

Creek and Tullock formations, northeastern Mon-

tana. Geology 10: 153-159.

— & W. A. Clemens. 1982. Late Cretaceous

was prepared for a botanical symposium it will ^^^^^^^ ^ ,
982. " A study of Mammal.a and

DC mterestmg, at least for me, to see if the geo-

logical processes discussed here lead to any new
insights regarding the floras of various parts of
the Earth.

I must caution the reader, however, not to just

accept the dictates of plate tectonics in place of

analyzing geology and biology separately in order
to preserve mutual testability. It is curious how
willing some biologists are to believe the geol-

ogists, yet there is a far smaller flow of infor-

mation in the opposite direction. Few geologic

papers cite biological attempts to work out pa-

leogeography, although Wegener did not hesitate

to do so. Probably this is because the efforts of
the biologists have not seemed to be very rig-

orous or quantitative to geologists and geophys-
icists. Mammalogists, geologists, and, yes, the

botanists, need to analyze their data by means
of the cladistic methods developed recently by
icariance biogeographers and also by the more

classical and statistical methods ofSimpson, the
•atter stripped of their stabilist shortcomings and
amplified by the addition of some new effects

generated by mobilist geology. There are dangers
of circularity and non-testability if one incor-
porates data too early that should first be used
as tests, but, once that phase is completed, syn-
"^esis is in order.

extinctions. Amer. Sci, 70: 377-385.

Audley-Charles, M. G. 1981. Geological history of

the region of Wallace's Line. Pp. 24-35 in T. C.

Whitmore (editor), Wallace's Line and Plate Tec-

tonics. Oxford Monographs on Biogeography,

Clarendon Press, Oxford.

, A. M. Hurley & A. G. Smith. 1981. Con-

tinental movements in the Mesozoic and Ceno-

zoic. Pp. 9-23 in T. C Whitmore (editor), Wal-

lace's Line and Plate Tectonics. Oxford

Monographs on Biogeography, Clarendon Press,

Oxford.

Axelrod, D. I. 1960. The evolution of flowering
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Evolution after Darwin. Univ. Chicago Press, Chi-
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, 1972. Ocean-floor spreading in relation to
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of the Geology Department, University of Tazmania, no. 6, 1981, 213 pp.) was brought to my attention. The
ymposium contains 54 articles, many of them strongly in favor of earth expansion of one sort or another and

opposed to large-scale subduction. I do not find the arguments presented in these papers convincing, and therefore
see no reason to modify statements made above. In a quantitative contribution to the Symposium, A. D. Stewart
strongly bolsters the conclusions of McElhinny, Taylor, and Stevenson (1978) that the Earth has not changed
appreciably in radius since the Paleozoic.



LATE CRETACEOUS AND CENOZOIC VEGETATION IN
CHINA, EMPHASIZING THEIR CONNECTIONS

WITH NORTH AMERICA 1

Jen Hsu^

Abstract

unct occurrence of many plant taxa

Formerly--.^ ^«^vK.a^x X wxtxx rT.iiiciiua iiaa uccii given special auention Dy many botanists, formerly some people
thought that this close floristic link was a result of extensive migrations mainly through Beringia, but
recentlv nlate tprtnnif ctnHi/^c rlom^no^^^+^j .u_* *u- • _^^i-_ -KT ^1 A ^1 .• y-kopening
picieu as laie as tne midaie hocene and the land bridge (Beringia) between Asia and North America
was not available until the Miocene. Thus the extensive migrations via Beringia did not occur before
the Miocene. The present paper reviews the Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic vegetation in China,
enumerating plant megafossils of the Late Cretaceous and the Cenozoic Periods so far recorded there.

One-half to two-thirds of the Late Cretaceous plants and one-fourth to one-half of the Late Eocene
taxa seem similar (or nearly identical) to those of North America, and some plants are cosmopolitan
in Laurasia. This indicates that these plants must have migrated directly between eastern Asia and
eastern North America via Europe. So far as the megafossils are concerned, after the Eocene only a

tew Chinese species are common with those of North America. So most of the isolated and disjunct

genera of eastern Asia and eastern North America are remnants of ancient plants widely distributed
all over the Northern Hemisphere. Eastern Asia and eastern North America at present are two relic

temperature centers of the Northern Hemisphere.
-^

The recent flora of China, one of the richest us, and Amentotaxus were widely distributed m

Evirasia and North America during the Late Cre-

taceous (Florin, 1 963). Now some primitive fam-

ihes of angiosperms, such as, Magnoliaceae, Ca-

ofnorthern

(northern) s

characterized
era and has a close floristic relationship with that lycanthaceae, Schisandraceae, Nyssaceae,

Staphyleaceae, Platanaceae, Saururaceae, and I
-

Uciaceae are widely distributed both in Soutn,

eastern

ferns

and A rchangiopteris- in gymnosperms, Ginkgo. East, Central, and southwestern China on the one

Metasequoia. Cephalotaxus, Amentotaxus
Taxus

angiosperms, Magnol

hand and eastern North America on the other.

The genera Fagus. Lithocarpus, Castanea,
Q^er-

, ^
. cus. Trigonobalanus, Diphylleia, Lindera. A'

dron. Linodendron, Saumrus, Illicium. tilbe, Itea, Hamamelis, Cladrastis. Carya. Bud^'

ij'Tl''!:
A^e/«m6o, Euptelea. Eucommia, leya, Stylophorum, Penthorum. Decumano^

Menisper- Gymmocladus, Ascyrum, Halesia. Chionant

\

(

I

I

\

Cretaceous.

Most of them are relic genera of the Late

Fossils like Ginkgo and Angiopteris have been
recorded from southwestern China in the Late
Triassic (Hsu et al., 1974); Torreya and Taxus

described

Late
Metasequo

northeastern China. Metasequoi Glyptostro-

Campsis. and Catalpa are examples of the

tribution pattern between these two r^S'°"^J^^'

1971). Others like Wisteria. Apios, Pachysana
^

Glaucidium. Gordonia, Nyssa, Chionanthus
^^^^

Stewartia. Panax. Pieris. Lyonia, ^^'^.^j^'

Shortia. Gelsemium, Veronicastrum. ^^^

^

Mitchella. Triostreum. Zizania. ^1^"!
^^^

Croomia, Symplocarpus, Tipularia. ^^'^^^^^^

hu. rZZnl,. % '^^^^sequoia. Glyptostro- and Diospyros are also disjunct between c.-

bus. Cryptomena, Cunmnghamia, Cephalotax- Asia and eastern North America (Li, 1971,m

L Axelrod for cntical comments on the manuscriot
^ Institute of Botany, Academia Sinica, Beijfng

to Dr. Da""'
id

/

i

Ann. Missouri Bot. Gard. 70: 490-508
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These genera, formerly believed to number about a supercontinent, Laurasia. Even up to the start

80, are now increased to more than 120, among of the Tertiary, northern North America re-

which 1 12 are recorded from China (Wu, 1 984). mained firmly attached to Eurasia, with Green-
To these facts special attention has been paid land sandwiched between them. Van der Linden

by many phytogeographers since the time ofAsa (1975) proposed that the Labrador Sea in the
Gray (1846) and later on by Good (1947), Li North Atlantic opened in two stages, the first in

(1971, 1972), Wu (1984), and many others. The the late Jurassic-early Cretaceous (about 138 to

cause of this disjunction has been demonstrated 1 1 million years ago) and the second in the early

by various authors from paleobotanical, ecolog- Tertiary (about 60 to 47 million years ago). By
ical, and floristic points of view. Li (1971: 404- the Late Cretaceous, southern Europe was situ-

405) thought that "the present isolated and dis- ated at a lower latitude somewhere about 1 5 to
junct floras of eastern Asia and eastern North 30°N, the eastern United States at 19 to 20''N,

America appear to be the remnants of a great and the Bering area at a higher latitude at 75''N
mesophytic forest that extended over all the (Dietz & Holden, 1970).
northern hemisphere and reached the arctic re- Passing on to the start ofmiddle Eocene (about
gions in the Tertiary. Geological changes, in- 49 million years ago) North America and Green-
eluding mountain elevation, submergence, cli- land began to separate from Eurasia and the North
niatic variations, glaciations, etc., have destroyed Atlantic became a major ocean (Raven & Ax-
and changed the floras ofmany lands so that this elrod, 1974; Schuster, 1976). Europe had drifted

niesophytic forest ofthe Tertiary in the northern some degrees northward (Dietz & Holden, 1 970).
hemisphere survives in eastern Asia and eastern According to these authors, India was cut free

North America, with only relicts scattered in from east Africa and initiated its migration
southeastern Europe, westem Asia, and western northward at the beginning ofthe Jurassic (about
North America." But Li did not mention the 180 million years ago). McElhinny (1970) pre-
route of migration. However, Takhtajan (1969, sented data indicating that the initial rifting took
p. 175) wrote that during the Late Cretaceous place only in the Mid-Cretaceous, about 100 mil-

l^ere existed extensive migrations and close links lion years ago. So it is safe to say that the Indian
^tween Eurasia and North America, both by the block migration started only after the middle
Nonh Atlantic route (across the landbridge that Cretaceous. This plate, drifting northward some
included what is now Greenland and Iceland) 5,000 km at an average rate of 7.5 cm per year,
and by the North Pacific route (through Berin- with rates varying from 16 cm per year to less
pa). He further suggested that the link through than 6 cm per year, reached Eurasia and joined
Beringia was a particularly strong one and served up with northern Xizang (Tibet) by the middle
^s a bridge joining North America directly to Eocene, about 40 to 45 million years ago, to
pastern Asia. Anyway, judged from current pa- become a subcontinent ofAsia (Hsii, 1978). The
^niagnetic investigations, there was no land suture ofthe Indian plate and the Eurasian plate
"ridge in the Bering area available between Asia lies along the Yarlung-Zambo valleys. So the
^d North America before the Miocene.

*n the present paper I review the late Creta-
^us and Cenozoic history of the vegetation of

ina, trace the successional stages of the past
^ras in China, analyze the possible causes for

southern part ofXizang is actually a part ofGon-
dwanaland.

At the same time, the Himalayan orogenic im-

pulses affected by the collision ofthe Indian plate

and the Eurasian plate caused the uplift of the
survival ofsuch a large number ofrelics in China, Himalayas and withdrawal of the Telhys, the
jnd discuss the relationship of the Chinese past Obe Sea in Central Asia, and the Kachi Bay in
Oras with those of eastern North America, par- westem Sinjiang, during the time of Oligocene

j^"
arly emphasizing the migration routes be-

^n eastern Asia and North America.

Geology and Paleogeography

, "^f
^^d>ng to the paleogeomagnetic data given

^ Dietz and Holden (1970) during the late Pa-
^o-^oic and the eariy Mesozoic, North America,

(about 25 to 40 million years ago).

By the estimate ofDeffeyes (1973), the tectonic

movement of the Pacific plate was northwest un-

til 60 million years ago. Until 25 million years

ago, the plate moved directly northward. Up to

the present it moved 1 ,500 km at an average rale

of 25 cm per year. Today, for certain plates, mi-

^"eenland, and Eurasia were united together as gration rates of 16 cm per year are generally ac-
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Figure 1 . Late Cretace
represent mountain ranges.

(

I

I

\

cepted as accurate, at least for portions of the ling Mts. Some more mountains had been

intervals. This suggests

die Paleocene to present, the Pacific plate has
moved 9° northward. So it is reasonable to es-
timate that from the late Cretaceous to the pres-

folded

in Jilin (Kirin) and Liaoning before Tertiary

<J"^

to the effect of the collision ofthe Pacific and t

Indian plates against the Eurasian plate. The •

zang, Yunnan-Quizhou, North China, and Mo

ent. Ifthe map given by Dietz and Holden (1 970) Shansi Table-Lands began to form. Among tne

IS correct, Asia was relatively stable and would mountains ofnortheastern provinces a large IaK«-

have moved about 1 to 13° northward. Songhua Lake, appeared. Judged from the pre*'
- ""-v*. ^ungnua i^aKe, appeal cu. J uu6,«-w ""-

,

By the late Cretaceous the northern side of ence of gypsum and salt in the deposits and to

Mon- mation of red beds of southern China, a broad

I- /T— tx A • .

^-vv. iTAuii- mauon oi rea oeas oi souuicm ^ .
goha (Fig. 1). Ancient land ofXizang and Talimu dry zone persisted there from the Mid-Ju^^^^^

lay on the northern coast of the Tethys. On the up to the Oligocene, ranging from Central A ^^^

Pacific coast, the Sea of Japan, the Yellow Sea, Yunnan to last cLina, south of the
Q-nl'^^

the East China Sea, and the South China Sea Ranges.

^7erl^TJrlTT-^
^' "''''• '" "^^^^™ ^hi"^' I^'ring the early Tertiary, due to the mo^

a senes of mountain ranges, the Altai, the Tian-
'

Altyn
ment of the Indian plate against the t^^^^

plate, all the mountain ranges in
^^^^^"^^j^jug

steTfp^^T'TtrT'?
'" ''''' ^^^^"^y ^''- g^-d-^ly arose. At the same time, the XJ^

»'^i^.'?- '_^-. ^*^1 ^^''''^'^ of the Salween- and the Yunnan-Ouizhou plateaus were fon^j^_

Mekong

formed
Ying Shan (Inshan), the TaixinanUng (Great
Khmgan), and the Xianxianling (Small Khingan)
Mountains began to rise. In the south lay the
Qinling (Tsinling), the Dabie Shan ;,nH tK. xt„_

and the Yunnan-Quizhou plateaus were

Then, the Shaanxi-Shanxi and the J>^"^.
^j^p of

teaus came into existence due to the co i

^ ^
the Pacific plate against the Eurasian P

^^^
the same process many mountains we ^
in Zhejiang (Chekiang), Fujian (^"'"f'^ioa.

Guangdon (Kwangtung) of East and
Soutn

i
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Figure 2. Paleogene vegetation of China: 1. Dry climate flora of northwestern China; 2. Warm temperate
to subtropical deciduous and coniferous forests of northeastern and North China; 3. Dry climate subtropical
floras of Central China; 4. Subtropical deciduous and evergreen forests with coniferous forests of East China;
5. Subtropical deciduous and evergreen forests associated with coniferous forests and tropical mangrove vege-

Yunnan

LaterRising of the ocean water level led to an eastern gions
^a coast closer to that of the present. But the eastward up to the west part of Gansu (Kansu).

became^oast range geosyncline extended along the Pa-
<^>fic margin of South and East China from some parts of Qinghai and Gansu gradually

Guangdong to Fujian, so the South China Bay changed to semidesert (Fig. 3).

^"^ *""
" ' By the Quaternary, the topography of Chinaformed

^c meantime a series of large lakes appeared in was almost identical to that of the present but

Shangh

Mts
During the late Tertiary, the topography of

closer to that of the present. The

he Yellow Sea, the East Sea, and

<^ina became
SeaofTnT^o«

began to appear

with slight

peared in North China during the interglacial

periods (Fig. 4). Hainan Island was once con-

nected with the continent, but later a strait formed

between them due to local subsidence of land.

In northeastern China, the Taixinanling and the

^nd Hainan were uplifted to become islands. Up Xiaoxinanling Mountains were elevated, and in

West Mon
^n'na arose. The Himalayas and the Tanggula golian and the Loess Plateaus were raised. By
Ra

,000

Qinghai-Xizang Plateau became high

Has

that time the Himalayas and the Xizang Plateau

were rapidly uplifted. The Xizang Plateau was

only about 3,000 m in elevation in the early

Pleistocene, but it reached 4,000 m In the late

Province and the Quidam (Tsaidam) Basin of Pleistocene and in the Holocenc went up to 4,500

Q to 5,500 m (Xu, 1981). At the same time, the
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Figure 3. Neogene vegetation of China: 1. Temperate forests and grasslands to semidesert-desert floras o

northwestern China; 2. Temperate to subtropical deciduous forests and grasslands of northeastern andlNonn

Chma; 3. Subtropical deciduous and evergreen forests of Central and East China; 4. Subtropical evergreen tores

and tropical mangrove vegetation of South China; 5. Subtropical deciduous and evergreen forests of Yunn*u

and Xizang.

1

mountains ofNorth China were further upUfted. sheets reached their maximum extent and thick^

and a part of ness, the sea level would have been lowereMongolia, Shanxi, Shanxi
Gansu became table-lands. Loess 100 m below the present level. Variousestim

of this part of the country. Judging from the pa- made from the present depths of shore
deposi^

|

lynological data, I suggest that the Qinling may "
"

"*^'*^"

have reached its present altitude after the early
Pleistocene. The desert of northwestern China
further extended eastward. As a result of this
development, western portions of Inner Mon-
golia and Heilongjiang became desert or semi-
desert.

Quaternary
eral ice-ages. The poles of the earth were entirely
covered by ice caps and glaciers occurred wher-
ever the altitude was high enough. During the
Pleistocene the ice caps increased very much in
size and area, and the glaciers not only became
more numerous, but also extended to cover all
of Canada, the northeastern (not the southeast-
em) part of the United States, and most parts of iia

7^ZZZa"T\ fo^T-
^''^'''^^ '^ ^' At present, the westei^ Aleutians are bo^ ^estimate of Antevs (1928), by the time the ice on both the iorth and the south by deep occ^

coral reefs, etc. give a minimum ^^^^^°^uq^

60 m (Brooks, 1950). In this way many sha^

seas around the world would have disappe
^^^

So it is reasonable to assume that all the sti

^^^
seas along the Pacific coast of China

were^

^^

at least several times during P^^^^^^^^^"^'-
.gjids

dition, some of the southern Japanese i^^

^^^

were connected with each other and wi

^^^
main continent ofAsia. Taiwan and ^^^^^^^^^.

connected with the mainland of China.
^^

eastern Asia and the Malaysian P^"!"^^
.^nds,

connected with Borneo, the Philippine i ^
Celebes, Sumatra, and Java. Moreover,

the

between the Indones'^

Moluccas, New Guinea, and

Iia. d

I

i

I

I

1
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Figure 4. Changes in Quaternary vegetation of China: 1. Appearance of taiga; 2. Migration southward of

temperate deciduous forests- 3 Expansion of dry climate flora in northwestern China; 4. Changes in vegetation

due to oscillation oftemperature; 5. Vegetational changes in Xizang; 6. Certain evolutionary changes accelerated;

' Migration of plants via temporary land connections.

but the Bering Sea and the north side ofthe Aleu- was reduced to 1 6°C. In the Coniacian-Santonian

tians and the Alaska Peninsula are bordered only (about 80 to 90 million years ago), sea temper-

by a shallow sea 27 to 95 m deep So this portion ature rose to 22°C, but by the end of the late

of the Bering region would have become a very Cretaceous it declined again to 20°C. Saito and

^ide land mass favorable for plant migration van Donk (1974) determined the isotopic tem-

between eastern Siberia and Alaska. However, perature ofbottom-water at the same sites around
'

ac thP oUri^] sheets 14 to 1 5'C for Campanian (about 70 to 78 mil-
periods

'etreated and a large mass of the glaciers melted
Maastrichtian

interglacial periods

returned
higher

suggests

present. Plant migration would have been tern- perate clirnale in^polar regions with

I^rarily blocked by sea between them.
'

'

"
^" """^ *""" —f--" --

around 1 4 to 1 5°C. Sea surface temperature de-

clined over T'C from the Middle to the Late

Maastrichtian (about 66 to 68 million years ago),

and further declined by 1 .5°C from the late Maas-

^t is generally accepted that Cretaceous tern- trichtian to the early Paleocene (about 64 million

Climate

^'diure was higher than that of the present. Ac-
^rding to the estimate of Schwarbach (1963),

average annual temperature of the Late Ju-

J^sic in the worid ranged between 25''C and 28°C.
n the Early Cretaceous, the maximum temper-
'"re was 24°C, but in the Cenomanian (about

^° 103 million years ago), sea temperature

years ago).

iggested

oceanic circulation was an equatorial current sys-

tem flowing through the Tethys and across the

northwestern Pacific Ocean in a circumglobal

band of warm water with its own characteristic

fauna " Westcm winds probably existed at high
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Northern

and

Mesozoic

and cur- then dropped to 34°C. The mean annual tem-

Drewry, perature ofBeijing has been calculated to be about

he trade- 1 5 to 20°C. The mean annual temperature is now

and about 1 5°C. By this time the climate of China

Tertiary. south of the Qinling Mts. turned warm and wet

During the Late Cretaceous, China mainly lay and that north of the Qinling Mts. became slight-

in the tropical to subtropical region of about 5 ly drier and less warm,
to 40°N, but the northernmost part probably was During the late Tertiary, the average annual

in the warm temperate zone. Due to plate tec- temperature gradually dropped 7 to 10°C. Many

tonic movement of the Pacific plate and the In- mountains of southwestern China, such as the

dian plate against the Eurasian plate, China would Himalayas—which were at least about 2,500 to

have drifted some 1 to 13° northward, as men- 3,000 m in elevation, the Kunlun, the Altyn Tag,

tioned above, from the Late Cretaceous to the

Quaternary

bamers

.^ ^ _. ing the monsoonal winds from the Indian Ocean

geographical position and uplift and the appear- passing into Tibet. The climate of this pari of

ance of a series of great mountain ranges in the China, such as the Talimu Basin, the Quidam

western Mongolia
warmerually from warm to cooler; so the basic devel- Gansu, beca

opment of the climate in China may be divided rapid uplift of the Himalayas, the climate of Xi-

Late Qingha

easterngocene to Pliocene, and Quaternary. The annual contrast, ...^ ^^^ ^ .

average temperature from the Late Cretaceous to the moderating influences of the Indian an

the Pacific Oceans and became warm and wet.
to the present has decreased about 12°C.

Late barrier

eastern Mts
drifting poleward with the warm Indian Ocean „ ,

drifting in a northwesterly direction around the Siberia were blocked and the climate ofsouthern
running

northern warm
of

southern
and western parts. There still was a great expan-

beh

Late

tropical

warm

warm winds these currents produced the warm results of recent investigations on the 8^°^°^^

j^
climate in China and caused abundant rainfall China during the Pleistocene, there is no reha

evidence of glaciation on the mountains m
^^

eastern part of China, except the Taibei Sha

^^

, , „ the Qinling Ranges. But the temperatur

to East China. Summarizing, in China the cli- northeastern China became cooler and sugn^-

drier than before and was temperate in na
_^^

There was a marked drop of temperature t

^^^

Quaternary. In comparing it with that oft e

ocean currents were still present. Frakes and Cretaceous, the average annual temper

would have declined 14 to 24<'C. Jud^^ng
^^

_- the plant fossils found at Weinan( 109.5 t, •

Pacific Ocean current along the eastern coast was in Shansi Province and Panxian (104.7 E, ^^_

33°C and that ofthe warm Indian Ocean current in Guizhou Province, the difference in tem^^^

37°C. The mean annual temperature around ature between the Wisconsin Glacial Pen^
Beijmg was calculated to be slightly more than

-— -
-^

20''C. At the same time, the climatic conditions
m other areas were similar to those of the Late
Cretaceous. Some large lakes appeared south of

determined
that the mean annual temperature of the warm

eastern

oi8°C lower. . ^^
As the Quaternary is the most activ

^^^
^ ... ^ ^

- " ofthe upheaval ofthe Himalayas and tn ^^
Beijing and southern Liaoning, so the climate of Plateau, the climate ofXizang Plateau df"^^^^
these parts was probably wetter than earlier. interglacial periods of early ana u.---

In the Ohgocene, the mean annual tempera- tocene was relatively moderate. But up «

ture of the Pacific Ocean current along the coast
" ""

ofsouthern China declined to 1 8°C, although the
direction of the current was the same as before
The temperature of the Indian r\n^,.

be-

estc^

came dry and very cold. Other parts o
^^^ ^

China also became dry and cold. Ho^_^^
^j.^

temperature and amount of precipita i

I
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southernmost part of southwestern China and late cretaceous flora of northern china

the coastal region of South China, Guangdong,

and Guangxi, the Hainan Island, the southern Late

part of Taiwan and the islands of South China have been recorded from the Hunchun Group in

Sea were tropical. the Hunchun Basin ofJilin and the Sungari Series

ofWuyun of Heilongjiang (Fig. 1:1).

Both megafossils and microfossils were mainly

of ligneous plants, though sporopollen assem-

During the Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic, the blages included ferns, gymnosperms, and her-

Chinese floras were differentiated into two major baceous plants.

Late Cretaceous Vegetation in China

floristic zones, the northern and the southern. Rora of the lower part of the Hunchun Group

The demarcation was clearly controlled by a chain and Hunchun Basin (130°E, 42.8*'N) of Jilin, of

of mountain ranges, running from west to east, Turonian to Senonian age (95 to 67 milHon years

that is, the Kunlun, the Altyn Tag, the Qilian ago) represents a mesophyllous deciduous forest

Shan, the Qinling, and the Dabie Shan. The vege- characteristic of a warm-temperate, humid cli-

tation as a whole was subtropical.

According to Berry (1937) and Axelrod ( 1952),

by the middle Cretaceous the floras of the world

mate. In this flora the conifers Glyptostrobus

leus (Brongn.) Heer and Metasequoia cu-

(Newb.) Chaney are very abundant. An-

were already differentiated into Arcto-Creta- giosperms include Populites cf litigiosus (Heer)

ceous, Tropical Cretaceous, and Antarcto-Cre- Lcsq,, Juglandites poliophyllus G. etU, Trocho-

taceous provinces. The Late Cretaceous was fur- dendroides vasilenkoi Iljin et Rom., Protophyl-

ther differentiated into two distinct floras— Boreal

andTethyan (Takhtajan, 1969)— corresponding
to the Arcto- and Tropical Cretaceous Floras

m multinervis Lcsq., P. haydenii Lesq., P, spp.,

id Leguminosites (Guo & Li, 1929).

A similar flora of the Late Cretaceous from

warm
The Boreal-Cretaceous flora was temperate in Wuyun
nature, consisting chiefly ofmesophyllous decid- ished in

uous trees and shrubs together with ginkgoes, climate and is under investigation by Tao ofour

conifers, and fems. This flora was widely dis- laboratory. In this flora Osmunda greenlandica

^buted in the northern part of North America, (Heer) Brown and the conifers Metasequoia and

the Arctic, Greenland, North, Central and north- Sequoia were predominant, associated with a few

eastern Europe, Kazakhstan, Siberia, the Far East specimens of Thuja cretacea (Heer) Newberry,

ofthe U.S.S.R., Korea and Japan. The Tethyan- The angiosperms include Protophyllum cf mi-

Cretaceous flora was subtropical in nature, con- crophyllum G. et L., Pseudoprotophyllum cf.

sisting mainly ofevergreen trees and shrubs, with dentatum HoUick, Betula prisca Etl., Alnus. Pop-

some deciduous, comparatively narrow-leaved
forms. In this flora, Lauraceae, Aquifoliaceae,

(Newberry)

Krysht., Mahonia cf. ft

evergreen Fagaceae, and palms were character- MenispermitesborealisHecr.M^obtusilobaLesq.,

^^tic, as well as Myrtaceae and Sapotaceae. It was M. kuliensis Tanai, Ampelopsis acerifolia (New-

^dely distributed in the southern part of North berry) Brown, Debeya tikhonovichii (Krysh.)

^erica, southem England, southern Europe, the

°^'tic, the Caucasus, the southem part of the

Krassilo

ry, Tetracentron, Sorbaria, Tiliaephytlum cf.

Caspian Sea, Turkman Central Asia and the main tsagajanicum Kapacnorb., Viburnum cupa-

pan ofChina, and Outer Mongolia. In the south- (Newberry)

«™ part of this region a broad, seasonally dry berry) Rollick, V. asperum Newberry, Bauhinia.

2one extended from Spain and north Africa, Pterospermites aurkulaecordatus Holhck, Cissus

through West and Central Asia to eastern China
^nd northern Indo-China, judged from liiho-

'*^ca] data. South of the subtropical Tethyan-

(Lesq.) Brown

(Krysht.) Kor., and Cyclocarya.

These fossils lived on the shore of ancient

Cretaceous flora lay the Paleotropical Cretaceous Songhua Lake. They contnbuted to a meso-

Jo^- Fossils known from Nigeria, Egypt, Syria, phyllous deciduous forest, with a few evergreen

•raq. and Iran indicate the existence ofa tropical plants, including Mahoma m the forests. At prcs-

flo^ of the Malaysian type. Remains of man- enl, Bauhinia, Pterospcrmum, Rhus, and Cissus

«^ve vegetation flourished on the northern shores occur in tropical-subtropical regions

^d islands of the Tethys (Takhtajan, 1969). Judged from the fossils, the Late Cretaceous
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flora of northeastern China belonged to the Bo- These plants indicate that a dry-climate flora

real Cretaceous Flora. It contained a great many flourished in this subtropical region. Ofthe species

temperate taxa, such as Alnus, Betula, Corylus, noted above, similar fossils have been recorded

Populus, Salix, Tilia, and Zizyphus, and a few in North America, such as Cinnamomum te-

warm temperate to subtropical ones, notably perium, C. newberryU and Nectandra prolifica.

Mahonia, Glyptostrobus, Metasequoia, Sequoia, Clearly, the Late Cretaceous flora of southern

Platanus, Tetracentron, Cyclocarya, Myrica, China was part of the Tethyan-Cretaceous flora.

Nymphaea, and Trochodendroides. The warm
temperate to subtropical elements, such as Am-
pelopsis. Viburnum, Sorbaria, Rhus, Cercidi-

Paleogene Vegetation in China

phyllum, and Schisandra, are quite abundant. The Chinese Tertiary flora can also be basically

Moreover, tropical elements, such as Bauhinia, divided into two zones, demarcated by the same

Cissus, Pterospermites, Dombeya, Dombeyopsis,

and Grewiopsis, were associated with the ancient

Late

northern

taxa Protophyllum, Pseudophyllum, and Dry- ferentiated into two floras and those in the south

ophyllum, into three. These were controlled by geographical

Altogether about 40 species have so far been and climatic factors. At that time, China was still

recorded. Twelve of them, Osmunda greenlan- in a lower latitude, under a subtropical climate.

dica, Glyptostrobus europaeus. Thuja cretacea. The
Trochodendroides arctica, T. vasilenkoi, Meni- mainly of deciduous plants, such as Carping'

spermites borealis, Betula prisca, Populites cf. //- Alnus, associated with some evergreen species.

northern

tigiosus, Debeya tikhonovichii, Ziziphus phos-

phoria, Tiliaephyllum cf tsagajanicum, and Rhus
cf. turcomanisa seem similar to or nearly iden-

tical with European, Central Asia, and Siberian

; Quercus, Dr
Metasequoia

and Torreya,

southern
Cretaceous plants. Eighteen of them, Osmunda acterized by typical subtropical taxa, consist

o-v/^yjM/^M^/jv^ T'u^,;^ ^*.^*^^^« a^„* - -1 n . X ^^A ei^nihs- The ner-
greenlandica. Thuja cretacea, Metasequoia cu-

neata, Trochodendroides arctica, Cercidiphyl-

lum arcticum, Protophyllum multinervis, P. hay-
denii, Populites cf. litigiosus, Menispermites

baceous ground cover was chiefly of drougn
^^

sistant plants, such as Ephedra and ^^^'^^^"'^

most cases the leading role in the forests

obtusiloba, Ampelopsis acerifolia, Pterosper- played by numerous Lauraceae, such as Cin^^^

mites auriculaecordatus, Pseudoprotophyllum cf. momum. Laurus, and evergreen F^^aceae, su^

dentatum. Viburnum antiquum. V. cupanioides. as Quercus (including Cydobalanopsis), C

V. asperum, Cissus marginata. Populus cameo- nopsis. Lithocarpus, and palms.

sa, and Mahonia cf. furnaria seem similar to the
North American Cretaceous plants.

FLORA

i FLORA
Qingha

Turning

phyllum rhombiomaniforum Kuo, Cinnamo-
Knowlton, C. newberryi Berry

prolifica Berry and N. guangxiensis 2:1).

western Gansu at the beginning ofPaieog
-^ ^

later extended to western Inner Mong
^^

-^^

grassland vegetation occupied the P'^'" ^-^

beginning but gradually became semides

been

Guanxi (Guo, 1979) (Fig. 1:2).

Yongning

1 \ t*

According to palynological records, by
t

^^^

Palynological data show that the flora of the
Early Cretaceous to Cenomanian in t,o„„c..

high
Cedrus

foT'

Deciduous
Car

and Zheijiang was dominated by Classopollis composed o^ Betula. Tilia. Acer. G«^^j^
t,.

(pollen of Brac/ivoAv/Zwrn and P/,o.,v.„j„,//.,™n _•_ . _ ^^_. r..„/^„o 4lnus. Pterv<- -^(pollen of Brachyphyllum and Pagiophyllum)
Ephedra. Quercus. Schizaeaceae, and Ulmaceae'
During this period pinaceous pollen was less
common (Wang et al.. 1 979: Sone ^x ^\ i os i ^

pinus. Castanea, Juglans. ^'""^:. c^^eel^
Ma

ofElaeagnaceae ^

rhe undergrowth
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baginaceae, Primulaceae, Labiatae, Compositae, deciduous, except Dryophyllum, Cinnamomum,
and others. The drought-resistant plants, Ephed- and Sabalites. Most genera are subtropical to

ra and chenopods, were widely distributed on warm temperate, but Osmunda, Ginkgo, Meta-

the plain (Hsu, 1956). sequoia. Sequoia, Glyptostrobus, Torreya, Tax-

Some forests of Abies, Picea, Pinus, Cedrus, odium, Keteleeria, Dryophyllum, Meliosma, and

Betula, and Quercus lived on the hills around the Firmiana are almost subtropical, and Lygodium,

Quidam Basin. Trees of Magnoliaceae and Pro- Cinnamomum, Acacia, and Meliosma are chief-

leaceae grew scattered in the valleys. The un- ly tropical.

dergrowth included herbs of Compositae, Cru- In this flora, one-fourth of the species, such as

ciferae,Gramineae, and others (Hsiietal., 1958). Osmunda lignitum, Alnus corylina, Betula pa-

in western Gansu, pine forests were better de- puloides, Celtis preacuminata, Dryophyllum saf-

veloped in the hills around the Jiuquan Basin, fordii, Lindera antique, Hamamelites inaequalis.

Magnolia and Ginkgo grew on hilly tracts. Rosa hilliae, Acacia aquilonia, Mimosites var-

Drought-resistant Ephedra was widely distrib- iabilis, Ampelopsis acerifolia, Fraxinus rupina-

uted on the plain (Song, 1958)

WARM-TEMPERATE TO SUBTROPICAL DECIDUOUS
AND CONIFER FORESTS IN NORTHEASTERN

CHINA AND NORTH CHINA

rum. Viburnum speciosum, Sparganium anti-

quum. Ginkgo adiantoides, Glyptostrobus

europaeus, and Nelumbo protolutea, as judged

from the illustrations, seem similar to the Paleo-

cene-Eocene plants ofNorth America. Similarly,

more than one-fourth ofthe species appear to be

This flora was the successor of the Boreal Late similar to European, Central Asian, and Siberian

Cretaceous mesophytic flora of northeastern plants. These include Osmunda lignitum, Ly-

China, the eastern part of Inner Mongolia, and godium kaulfussii, Ginkgo adiantoides, Glyptos-

North China, Although no Paleocene megafossils trobus europaeus, Metasequoia disticha, Taxo-

have so far been recorded in this area, a sporo- dium tinajorum, Alnus schmahausenii, Betula

pollen assemblage in Fushun (IIS.Q^'E, 41.8°N) subpubescens, Dryophyllum dewalquei, Zelkova

indicates that some mesophyllous forests flour- ungeri, Cercidiphyllum arcticum, Lindera anti-

Jshed, in which Sphagnum, Lycopodium, Se- qua, Phellodendron grandifolium, Paliurus col-

<l^oia, Metasequoia, and Ginkgo were present ombii, Rhamnus duensis, Fraxinus juglandina.

Of the angiosperms, Ulmaceae, Juglandaceae, F. rupinarum, and Viburnum nordenskioldii.

Beiulaceae, and Myricaceae were predominant. Taxodium. Sequoia, Comptonia, Fothergilla,

This flora was also composed of Pinus, Picea, and Sabal are extinct in China, but still live in

"^bies, Cedrus, Quercus, Ulmus, Salix, Buxus, North America. By this time M^ra^^^wo/a,^/^?^-

Uquidambar, Cornus, and Magnolia. The gen- gium, Trochodendron, Pterocarya, Platycarya,

cral aspect of this flora was very similar to those Zelkova, Cercidiphyllum, Cinnamomum, Koel-

Qf ihe same age found in East Siberian and Sa- reuteria, and Paliurus existed in both northeast-

^alin Island (Song & Liu, 1976; Sun, Du & Sun, em China and North America. They now occur

1980).

By the late Eocene, Osmunda, Lygodium, Sal-

only in eastern Asia.

Middle Eocene microfossils in the coastal re-

^^^^ia, Ginkgo, Metasequoia, Sequoia, Glypto- gionofBohai also show that the climate ofNorth

^trobus, Torreya, Taxodium Keteleeria, Pinus, China was warm temperate, characterized by a

^opulus, Comptonia, Alnui, Betula, Cory^lus, predominance of Taxodiaceae, Betulaceae, Ju-

^^ifpinus, Fagus, Dryophyllum, Quercus, Zel-
*^va, Celtis, Nelumbo, Trochodendron, Cercidi-

glandaceae, Ulmaceae, Sapindaceae, and also

Alangium, Platycarya, Lygodium and Osmunda.

Phllum, Schisandra, Cinnamomum, Lindera, By late Eocene-early Oligocene, Ephedra and

hydrangea, Hamamelites, Fothergilla, Exocar- Schizaea were abundant there. Dunng the mid-

^- Rosa, Acacia^ Mimosites, Phellodendron, die Oligocene, Quercus, Ulmus, Alnus, Salix, and

Melia became dominant, and, in the late Oli-

gocene, Ulmaceae and Juglandaceae became pre-

^^^anthus, Rhus, Acer. Koelreuteria. Meliosma,
'^aliurus. Rhamnus. Zizyphus. Ampelopsis. Fir-

'^iona. Fraxinus, Viburnum. Sparganium. and dominant. ,^, ^ ^. .

labalites existed in Fushun (Fig. 2:2). Fagaceae, As a whole, the Paleogene flora ofNorth Chma
B«iu1aceae, Ulmaceae, Rosaceae, and Rham- was composed of Abies. Larix. ricea. Cedrus.

naceae were most abundant. Most of them are Keteleeria. Pinus. Tsuga. Carya. Engclhardia.
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Platycarya, Pterocarya, Ainus, Betula, Carpimis,

Fagus, Querelas, Ulmus, Celtis, Trochodendron,

Nelumbo, Magnolia, Liquidambar, Melia,

Elaeagnus, Tilia, Rhamnus, Nyssa, Cornus,

Aralia, Symplocos, Fraxinus, and Lonicera, as-

sociated with some elements of Liliaceae, Chen-
opodiaceae, and Compositae.

DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN FORESTS WITH

CONIFEROUS FORESTS IN THE SUBTROPICAL

ZONE OF COASTAL REGION

OF EAST CHINA

This flora covered the coastal region of Jiang-

su, Zhejiang, and Fujian provinces. As men-

tioned above, during this period mountains arose

parallel to the coast line. By Paleocene-Eocene

DRY CLIMATE FLORA WITH SCATTERED FORESTS time, somedcciduous and evergreen forestschicf-

IN THE SUBTROPICAL ZONE
OF CENTRAL CHINA

Judged from a Paleocene sporo-pollen assem-
blage found in Jiangxi (Sun & He, 1980), the flora

was composed chiefly of Schizaeaceae, Pterida-

ceae, Ulmaceae, Fagaceae, Lauraceae, Moraceae,
Sapindaceae, Santalaceae, Magnoliaceae, Nys-
saceae, Symplocaceae, Hamamelidaceae, and the

tropical families Rutaceae, Anacardiaceae, Pro-
teaceae, Araliaceae, Sapotaceae, Meliaceae, Big-

noniaceae, Olacaceae, and Palmae. The genera
Schizaea, Pteris, Ephedra, Ulmus, Hemiptelea.

ly of Ulmaceae {Ulmus, Zelkova. Aphananthe,

Celtus, Trema, and Ostrya), Betulaceae {Carpi-

nus, Alnus, Corylus), Juglandaceae {Carya,

Pterocarya, Juglans), and Fagaceae {Fagm,

Quercus) associated with Taxodiaceae and Pi-

naceae (Pinus, Keteleeria, Cedrus. Picea, Abies)

forest flourished in these mountains. Some trop-

ical elements of Abelia, Rhus, Proteaceae, Mag-

noliaceae, and Olacaceae were present, as judged

from palynological records (Wang et al., 1979;

Song et al., 1981; Petroleum Geological Explo-

ration Team of Xijiang, 1979) (Fig. 2:4).

Up to the Oligocene, forests of Ulmaceae,
Fa-

and Quercus were most abundant, followed by ^^ '° *=
"i'}^""'""' Vhund . " >!<»

rnr.;hj. .^nrhnrin r.c..^... r>... ^^ ^ gaccac, and Mcliaceac werc abundant in

Corylus, Sorbaria, Lespedeza, Rosa, Chenopo-
Leguminosae

and Lythraceae.

Up to the Eocene, Quercus, Xylosma (Ra-

Myrt,
Hamamelidaceae

aceae

ceae, Sapotaceae, and Olacaceae were very abun-
dant. The temperate elements Betula and Ju-
glans were less abundant.

flora there were some elements of Magnoliaceae

Juglandaceae, Myrtaceae, Rubiaceae, Moraceae,

Araliaceae, Betulaceae, Oleaceae, EuphorW-

, and Rosaceae associated with Tiha, Rn^^

and others. By this time, herbaceous P'^nts, sue

as Convohulvus. Gentiana, Hedyotis, and to

positae, were present. Among the gymnospe
_

Taxodiaceae became better developed than^^^

pinaceous plants. Ephedra and Schizaea
The sporo-pollen assemblages of Hunan and

P^^^^^o^^ P^^^^s^ Lpneara anaj» .^

Hubei of the same ages were similar to those of ^"""^
^^"^^'^f

.'
^^^"^ "°'

'^Xumid than that

Tianpx? as Hp.irr.-T,^H aK^.,^ dicates that this flora was more humia

of Central China (Wang et al., 1979).

DECIDUOUS AND EVERGREEN FORESTS MI

WITH CONIFEROUS FORESTS IN THE
^^^^

SUBTROPICAL ZONE AND MANGROVE VEGE
^^

ALONG THE SHORE OF THE SOUTH CHINA

Jiangx

By the late Eocene, megafossils of Cinnamo-
mum cf. lanceolatum Heer and Comptonia an-
dersonii Rorin were recorded in Hunan (Sze &
Lee, 1954). Some megafossils of the form genus
Palibinia have been found in Shanxi, Henan and
Hunan (Tao, 1965; Li, 1965; Liu & Kong, 1978)
(Fig. 2:3). The narrowness and coriaceous texture
ofthe leaves indicate drier sites. Associated with

Chin^

Guangxi and Guangong and

Crataegus
Fraxinus

Cercidiphyllum, Zelkova. Dalbergia, Zanthoxy-

mciuaing ouangxi anu vju-aiie-^^s —

-

^^^

the South China Sea. By the Paleocene, tn^
^^^

was composed of deciduous and evergr
^ ^^

ests mixed with some conifers. These ^°^^ ^
Lorantna'^'^'^

Leg
Myrica- mainly composed of Ulmaceae

(Liu & Kong, 1973). Palibinia has been found in
Bembridge, Isle of Wight, England, and Turk-
menia of the same age. Evidently this flora was
closely connected with the subtropical Tethyan

and Sapotaceae.
became

dant-

Other predominant plants were Ulmaceae

Fagaceae m^'j^^
Cos-

Closely connected with the subtropical Tethyan tanea), Juglandaceae (Carya, Juglaris, n^'-

Tertiary region of southwestern Asia and south ya), Liquidambar. Alnus, Salix, and so^^

Taxodiaceae (Sun, 1982). Megafossilsuror)e
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(Schenk, 1883), Osmunda, Lygodium, Palibinia, Of the 23 species, halfofthem, asjudged from

Cinnamomum, Nelumbo, Trapa, Nordenskioel- illustrations, seem similar to Paleogene plants of

dia, Goeppertia, Eucommia, Cyclocarya, Citrus, North America, such as Populus latiorAL Braun,

Ocotea, Dryophyllum, Nectandra, and Sabalites Salix meekiNcv^bcrry, Juglandites sinnatusLcs-

(Guo, 1965) were recorded (Fig. 2:5). quereux, Ficus daphnogenoides (Heer) Berry, F.

Ofthe 18 species, one-third ofthem have been myrtifolia Berry, F, stephensoni Berry, Cercidi-

recorded from the Paleogene of North America, phyllum ellipticum Brown, Rhamnites eminens

such as Lygodium kaulfussiiUeGT, Osmundalig- Bell, Viburnum asperum Newberry, Cassia fay-

nitum (Giebel) Stur, Nelumbo protospeciosa Sa- ettensis Berry, C. marshalensis Berry, and Ce-

porta, Nordenskioeldia borealis Heer, and Dry- lastrus minor Berry. Others, such as Salix vi-

ophyllum puryerensis Berry. Others have been minalis L. and Spiraea alpina Tureq., resemble

found in Europe, Kazakhstan, and Japan, such those of Europe and East Asia.

as Palibinia laxifoiia Korovin, Lygodium haul- A tropical-subtropical Oligocene flora occurs

fussii, Cinnamomum naitoanum H. & T., C lar- in Jinggu, southern Yunnan. It is mainly com-
titii Watelct, Nelumbo protospeciosa, and Nor- posed of evergreen plants, Lauraceae {Phoebe,

denskioeldia borealis. Machilus and Nothophoebe), and Fagaceae

Up to the Oligocene, judged from palynolog- {Lithocarpus, Quercus and Dryophyllum), Oth-
ical data, temperate elements, such as ^/rtW5.5e^ ers were of Annonaceae (Annona), Araliaceae

ula, Juglans, Cedrus, and Ephedra, became pre- (Oreopanax), Combretaceae (TerminaliaX Mo-
dominant and also included Juglans. Quercus, raceae (Ficus), Styracaceae (Rehderodendron),

and the subtropical Liguidambar. The tropical Leguminosae (Cercis, Erythrophloeum), and
Caesalpinia (Leguminosae) and the water fem gymnosperms (Cephalotaxus, Calocedrus).

Ceratopteris were well represented. Mangrove Shrubs of Rhus, Rosa, Jasminum, and Sorbus

vegetation appeared along the Pacific coast. This were part of the understory. Similar specimens,

flora was closely related to the Paleogene flora such as Zelkova ungeri, Myrica banksiaefolia,

of Borneo. Many types of pollen are identical in and Caryacordioides, have been found in Europe
each area, especially Florschuetzia (possibly and Central Asia, and Oreopanax oxfordensis

pollen of Sonneratia), and Quercus simulata have been recorded from

North America.

SUBTROPICAL HIGHLAND FLORAS OF XIZANG,

YUNNAN, AND GUIZHOU

Some fossils were recorded from the Xigaze

Neogene Vegetation in China

By Neogene time China was at a slightly higher

flora was more complex in composition, and her-

baceous plants were better developed.

Gmnr. rlT '^^^'^^^ ""^" ^^^^ ^^^^"
latitude. Neogene taxa were more modem, the^roup ofthe Yarlung Zangbo valley (Guo, 1 975) ^^^^ _^ ^^,, .^n.r.i.v in rnmnn.iti^n .nH h.r.

ana the Qiuwu and the Menshi Series ofthe west-
ernmost comer of Xizang (Geng & Tao, 1982)

M
^•^)' including Salicaceae {Salix. Populus),

Moraceae {Ficus\ Cercidiphyllaceae {Cercidi-
Pnyllum), Araliaceae (Aralia), Fagaceae (Quer-

^)» Juglandaceae {Juglandites), Celastraceae
iCeiastrus), Leguminosae {Cassia, Sophora),

temperate-warm temperate forests and
grasslands and desert-semidesert

FLORA OF NORTHWESTERN ChINA

ghai

began

Rhamnaceae (Rhamnus), Rosaceae (Spiraea), and Gansu, but later extended to eastern Inner

Marantaceae (Phrynium), Liliaceae (Dianella), Mongolia.

^yperaceae (Cyperacites), and Typhaceae (Ty- By the Miocene, due to decreased temperature,
P^<^1 The age of these fossils was formerly as- Lari:

JJgned by the authors to the Late Cretaceous and Altai Mts., and the alpine Sabina forests covered
*^^ Cretaceous to Eocene, respectively. After mountainsof northern Xinjiang. Deciduous for-

[^nt investigation by field geologists, both have est composed of Betula, Ulmus, Salix, Populus,

J>ccn shown to belong to the Eocene (Yin, per- Juglans, Alnus, Corylus, and Tilia occurred in

some foothills. Grasslands with Artemisia,

Ephedra, and chenopods covered the plains. Most

parts of the Talimu Basin were covered by grass-

Taxodiaceae, Palmac, Myr

^'communication). Most ofthese genera now

^ in tropical regions. Ficus is pan tropical.

Omnium is distributed in Indomalaysia and
I^Pical Africa. Dianella is distributed in tropical
^^^' Australia, New Zealand, and Polynesia. taceae, Lauraceae, Magnoliaceae, Anacardi-
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aceae, Ulmaceae, Quercus, and Juglans were is well represented by the Shanwang flora (Hu &

scattered in the foothills north of the Talimu Chaney, 1940; Inst. Bot. and Inst. Geol. and Pa-

Basin (Hsii & Li, 1980). Subalpine coniferous leont., 1978). It was mainly composed of decid-

forests composed mainly ofPinus, Cedrns, Abies, shrubs

Tsuga, and Juniperus were flourishing on the ergreen elements. The flora includes Fagaceae

northern slope of the Kunlun Mts. (Hsii & Li, {Castanea, Castanopsis, Quercus), Betulaceae

1980). Deciduous forests of Quercus, Castanea, {Alnns, Betula, Carpinus, Cory/w^), Juglandaceae

and Alnus occurred in the valleys. Grasslands of (Carya, Platycarya, Juglans), Ulmaceae ( C//mus,

chenopods, Polygonaceae, and Cyperaceae, as- Celtis, Zelkova), Salicaceae (Populus, Salix),

sociated with Ephedra, covered the plains of the Moraceae {Broussonetid), Hamamelidaceae

Quidam Basin and Gansu (Hsu et al., 1 958). Af- {Fothergilla, Hamamelis
ter the withdrawal of the Obe Sea from Central ceae {Crataegus, Eriobotrya, Mains, Prunus,

Asia, the Mediterranean elements Tamaricaceae Rosa, Spiraea), Aceraceae (Acer), Anacardiaceae

and Zygophyllaceae {Nitraria and others), mi- {Rhus, Pistacia), Sapindaceae {Aesculus, Koel

grated through Central Asia to the Quidam Basin reuteria), Saxifragaceae {Hydrangea), Legumi-

and Gansu (Li, 1 960). In certain places salt marsh iiosae {Albizzia, Cercis, Gleditsia, Gymnocladus,

vegetation appeared (Fig. 3:1). Pueraria, Sophora), Celastraceae {Celastrus, Eu-

Active orogeny of the Himalayas and other onymusX Rhamnaceae {Berchemia, HoveniQ,

mountains in Xizang caused the climate of Paliurus, Ziziphus), Tiliaceae {Tilia\ Cornaceae

northwestern China to become drier than before. {Cornus), Ebenaceae {Diospyros), Bignoniaceae

The alpine forests ofLarix and Picea, in addition

to Abies, were better developed in the Altai Mts.
Some pine forest mixed with Betula, Ulmus,
Quercus, Corylus, and Tilia appeared in the foot-

{CatalpaX Vitaceae {Ampelopsis), and Simaru-

baceae {AilanthusX plus some subtropical plants

Magnoliaceae

Lauraceae
hills. But Picea forests were better developed in mum), Rutaceae (Evodia), Euphorbiaceae (Ma

the Tianshan, western Kunlun, and Qilian Shan, lotus), Ulmaceae {Aphananthe), and tropica

with an understory of some Rosa and Spiraea plants of Stercuhaceae (Commersonia), Mora-

shrubs (Hsu & Li, 1 980). On the plains occurred ceae (Ficus), and Vitaceae (Tetrastigma).

a vegetation composed of drought-resistant Ta- This flora consists of 1 25 species, ofwhich
nvev

marix. Nitraria. Ephedra. Artemisia, Chenopo- Corylus macquarrii, Juglans acuminata. i>a^^

diaceae, Polygonaceae, and Gramineae. Decid- angusta, Astronium truncatum, and ^''^'^'"^

uous forests of Populus. Salix. Ulmus, Acer, Jajana. seem similar to those ofNorth Amenc^

Fraxinus, and Celtis were scattered in some val- Ten species, Amelanchier sibirica. Podogom

leys (Hsii & Li, 1980). ochningense. Acer subpictum. Vitis romaneu.

Viburnum nordenskioldii, Corylus ^^^^^
^^^

Juglans acuminata, Populus glandulifera,
^^^

argusta, and Astronium truncatum, seem
^

^.

to those of Europe, Central
^'ff.,

beria. It is interesting to note that torn

existed there, but is not now in China.
^^

According to palynological investigatio
^-^^^

mus was quite dominant in this flora,
^. ^^^^

sequoia. Sequoia, Glyptostrobus, and ^^'^^^^
lived there (Song et al. , 1 964), though

the

are not recorded as megafossils.
, ^a froi"

Up to the time of the Pliocene, judge

TEMPERATE

GRASSLANDS
NORTHEASTERN AND NORTH CHINA

Palynological investigation shows that at the
beginning ofthe Neogene forests oi Picea. Pinus,
Carya, Fagus, Quercus. Alnus, and Celtis were
distributed in the Sanjiang Plain (126 to 128°E,
46 to 48°N) ofnortheastern China. Later, forests
of Abies, Picea, Betula. and Pinus became dom-
inant due to decreased temperature (Li, 1982).

mon

.- _.^ ..-x.x^viaiuic vn, lyoz;. Up to the time oi me ruuci.-"-, j -^ - y
By this time, some mesophyllous forests ap- palynological investigations,

coniferous
jo

peared in Shanxi and Hebei, composed mainly of Abies, Picea, and Pinus existed in the ^^
of Pmaceae, Betulaceae, Fagaceae, Ulmaceae, part of North China. Mixed forests ofj/'^.

: Cryptomeria, Pinus, Betula. Salix. ^'^ ' ^
cus, Ulmus, Zelkova, Fraxinus, and C^^

^^ ^^^

flourishing, but many tropical trees wer
^^^^.

I ger present. Megafossils found in Taig -

Juglandaceae

thermophilous

Miocene
a

{
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were composed mainly of Quercus, Ulmus, Acer,

Amelanchier, Ribes, and Leguminosae, all of

which are native plants now. No taxa are known
to be identical with those of North America.

SUBTROPICAL EVERGREEN AND DECIDUOUS
FORESTS OF CENTRAL AND EAST CHINA

During the Miocene, the vegetation of Central

and East China turned into coniferous and ev-

ergreen and deciduous forests in sharp contrast

to those of the Paleogene. Forests of Pinus, Ke-

teleeria, Cedrus, Carya, Castanea, Quercus, Ul-

mus, Liquidambar, and Tilia were better devel-

oped. Judged from palynological records, the

coniferous forests of East China were mainly
composed of Pinus, Abies, Tsuga, Picea, Kete-

leeria, and Cedrus. Deciduous forests were main-

SUBTROPICAL EVERGREEN FORESTS AND
TROPICAL MANGROVE VEGETATION

IN SOUTH CHINA

During the Miocene, forests ofthis region were

composed mainly of Castanopsis, Quercus,

Lithocarpus, Juglans, Castanea, Carya, Ptero-

carya, Moraceae, Palmae, and Hamamelidaceae.

In the coastal region a vegetation rich in che-

nopods existed. A mangrove vegetation of Son-

neratia appeared along the coast (Sun et al., 1981)

(Fig. 3:4).

SUBTROPICAL EVERGREEN AND DECIDUOUS

FORESTS ON THE YUNNAN AND
XIZANG PLATEAU

By the Miocene, the vegetation of southern
ly composed of Ulmaceae {Ulmus, Celtis, Zel- Yunnan was composed of Cupressaceae (Calo-
kova), Juglandaceae (Carya, Juglans, Pterocaryd), cedrus), Aceraceae {Acer), Alangiaceae {Alan-

Betulaceae {Betula, Alnus, Corylus), Fagaceae gium\ Lauraceae (Laurus, Cinnamomum), Le-
{Quercus, Fagus, Castanea), Hamamelidaceae guminosae (Albizzia, Cassia, Dalbergia,

{Liquidambar, Fothergilla, Corylopsis), and Desmodium, Sophora, and Pithecelobium), Ju-

Myricaceae (Myrica), mixed with some ever- glandaceae (Pterocarya), Fagaceae (Castanea,

green trees like Magnolia, Quercus, Symplocos, Quercus), Hamamelidaceae (Distylium, Simi-
etc. Carya, Pterocarya, Sapindus, Ilex, Symplo- notonia), and Rhamnaceae (Rhamnella), This
cos, Corylopsis, Pittosporum, Melia, Liquidam- flora was closely related to a flora of similar age
bar and some elements of Rutaceae, Euphorbi- in Vietnam (Inst. Bot. and Inst. Geol. and Pa-
aceae, Myrtaceae, and Olacaceae existed there, laeont., 1978).

representing a flora of subtropical nature. Her- The Miocene flora of northern Yunnan in-

baceous plants were quite abundant, mainly eluded Pinus, Cupressus, Fagaceae (Dryophyl-

composed of Umbelliferae, Convolvulaceae, lum, Quercus), Lauraceae (Sassafras, Phoebe,

Cruciferae, Cyperaceae, and Gramineae (Guan Cinnamomum), Ulmaceae (Zelkova), Anacar-
et al., 1 979; Song et al., 1981; Zheng et al., 1981) diaceae (Rhus, Pistacia), and Rhamnacaee (Pal-

^% 3:3). iurus) (Fig. 3:5).

During the Pliocene, herbaceous plants be- By the Pliocene an evergreen forest mixed with
came dominant. Much pollen of Compositae conifers appeared. The chief elements were the

{Artemisia, Blumea, Dichrocephala, Bidens, sclerophyllous Quercus semecarpifoUa, spathu-

(^oreopsis, Ixeris, and others), Amaranthaceae, lata, pannosa, monimothicha, and gilliana. Oth-

<^aryophyllaceae, and Chenopodiaceae have been ers were Acer paxii, Celtis bungeana, Viburnum
recorded. Pollinia of Orchidaceae also appeared, ovalifolium, Betula, Populus, Ulmus, Michelia,

Judged from palynological records, the conifer- and Rhododendron, associated with some Ro-
ous forests were evidently reduced. Deciduous saceae and Leguminosae. Confers were domi-
ft^resis became dominant and were composed nant, including Pinus yunnanensis, Cedrus deo-
chiefly of Ulmus, Celtis, and Quercus. It is worth dara, Picea, Larix, and Tsuga. Pinus yunnanensis

"otingthatthetropicalCfl^5^/;?/m^,A^y55a, j5wjc- was very abundant there, but Cedrus deodara

had migrated to the southwestern part of the Hi-

malayas (Tao & Kong, 1973).

During this time, the forests of northwestern

Yunnan were composed mainly of Fagaceae,

,
.' ^^*^hids, and some Annonaceae and Euphor-
^aceae are occasionally recorded. Salt marsh
^getation existed in the coastal region (Zheng

^^al, 1981),

% this time, the flora of western Sichuan was Lauraceae, Leguminosae, Theaceae, and Loga-

coniposed mainly of Castanopsis, Quercus, and niaceae. About half of the plants are identical to

^ciinodaphne, associated with some Acer and the recent ones. Most of them belong to Casta-

^^''bus (Gmo, 1978). nopsis, Ulmus, Eurya, and Strychnos, In addi-
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tion, many species of Rhamnaceae, Fagaceae, 1959). Forests of Larix gmelini also migrated

Anacardiaceae, Leguminosae, Rosaceae, Alan-

Lauraceae, and Myricaceae

southern slope of the Hima
suggests

eae, Alan- southward several times as far as the Sanjiang

also occu- plain (Kong & Du, 1982). By the time of the

ayas. This Late-Glacial, Abies-Picea forests associated with

5re was an Betula were developed on the plain, leaving the

extensive migration of plants between Xizang taiga forests flourishing in the Taixinanling and

and Yunnan and the northern part of the South the Xianxianling Mts. (Fig. 4:1).

Asian subcontinent (Tao & Du, 1982) (Fig. 3:5).

By the Miocene, vegetation of central Xizang shifting of the southern boundary of the

was composed mainly of Juglans, Sophora, Pop- warm-temperate, deciduous-forest zone

Crataegu.

Q
southern boundary of the warm-temper-

ate zone shifted southward 3** to 5^ during the

Cedrus, Tsuga, Sabina and Podocarpus. Similar
q^^,^^^^ p^^od. Although the Qinli

western

high

eastern

/tt'.. ,^o1^^T^* II ^^ ' is an old mountain range running from west to

(Hsu, 1981) (Fig. 3:5). . ^ , . , u tn

Passing to the early Pliocene, forests of Abies,

Picea Tsuga Cedrus Lithocarpus Quercus, Fa-
^;^2Z^;Z'^Z'';2yZ\o^^^^^^ that

gus, Sahx, Carya, Melia, and Ilex were wide-
.^^tropical plants Ginkgo, Podocarpus, Ce-

spread m northern Xizang. It is interesting to ^
. . . ^ ? _.--;^ t>t^r

note that pollen of some tropical elements, such

Araliaceae

fern

drus, Tsuga, Pseudolarix, Cunninghamia^ Ptef

ocarya, Platycarya. Carya, and Magnolia still

resided in Shanxi (-Shenxi), north ofthe Qinhng

TT . .u t . or u, • ^ Mts. anst.Bot, and Inst. Geol., 1966). Only atter

Up to the late Pliocene some subalpine forests ^ \^^, „, . ,^^^^ ,hp Oinling Mts
•A J *i- -.1. f ^ * the middle Pleistocene, were tne ymiuig

were widespread on the northern slope of the
i"^^"^*^ ^ ^ '....,. c^^\r^o'c

Himalayas. Cedrus deodara and some sclero-

phyllous evergreen oaks, Quercus semecarpifo-

formmg

barrier

,. . , . passing over to North China. Since then, the cu-

ha, pannosa, and senescens, were predominant. ^ : ^." \,. ^u- r,oc \^rc.me drier and cool-

The general aspect ofthe flora and the floral com-
"^^'^ ^^^°^^ ^^^^^ ^^' ^^'°"^

- -- - ^

position were much like those of the Pliocene
Mts

northern barrier between tne suDiropicai axx« —
....^..ate zones of Eastern China. Accordingly,

the previously mentioned subtropical plants

longer lived in North China (Fig. 4:2).

differ very much from that of the late Pliocene. extension of the dry-climate zone of

Quaternary Vegetation in China

Quaternary

However, there were some evident changes, since

the evolution of plants was rapidly progressing.

The change of vegetation during this period was
mainly caused by the effects of decreasing and
oscillating temperature, lowering and rising of

northwestern china to north china

By the early Pleistocene the semiarid zoneJ_^

limited to northwestern China. Some has
^^

eastern Qinhai were still covered by grass^^
^^

Cedrus

Qingh
malayas, and other mountains.

sea level, and variance in topography, especially ^^^^
""Tl^'T ZZ.oTZglaris, Querc^

K*.,r»iift r^ftv.^ r\ir.^u^: v: ™_. . „. nus and deciduous forests oi jugiw,^
^ ^^

Populus, and Salix flourished in the hilis^^^

^^

the middle Pleistocene, the dry-dimatez
^^ ^^

tended westward to North China. '^^^^
. pj^us

niferous forests were mainly composed
^^

and Picea. Cedrus no longer existed m
^^.^^

appearance of a cold temperate for
ZONE IN the northernmost CHINA

From the late Pliocene up to the late Pleisto-* •" ""^^ " "wvt.ic up lo xne late I'leisto- tion of Qinhai. Alnus ana ropmi*-
uo to ^^

cene,^some^Sibenan. cold-temperate taxa pene- components in the deciduous forests^ up^^^
*„.„^ .^,.*u„.„^ ^o .. .„

.
.

^^^^ Pleistocene, due to the effect of ^^^^ u ^

:pmioesci i V

em Xinjiang and northern Heilungjiang. Forests
Larix became

several times trom the Altai Mts. This forest 4:3). -r,^ an<3

passed along the Beitashan Range, was widely In North China some forests of conUe
^^^^

distributed m the Dzongarian Basin, and intn.d. Kr«aH_i»o.,.H tr... «till flourished m ^^\,„,,distributed in the Dzongarian Basin, and intrud- broad-leaved trees still flourished in

ed the east end of the Tianshan Range (Chang,
pediD«^
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the middle Pleistocene. During the late Pleisto- marix and Nitraria had already migrated from

cene, deciduous forests and grasslands were much the Qinghai Plateau to northern Xizang (Fig. 4:

reduced, and their composition became simpler. 5),

The forests were composed mainly of Ulmus,

Moms
During the middle Pleistocene, the Xizang Pla-

_ teau was uplifted to 3,500 m in altitude. Subal-

herbaceous plants were rich in Gramineae, pine forests of Picea, Cedrus, Sabina and scle-

Chenopodiaceae, Cruciferae, and Compositae rophyllous evergreen Quercus semecarpifolia,

(Inst, of Botany and Inst, of Geology and Pa- pannosa, and senescens were widely distributed

laeontology, 1978).

CHANGE OF VEGETATION DUE TO

OSCILLATION OF TEMPERATURE

in the central Himalayas. But subalpine forests

of Pinus, Betula, Quercus, Carpinus, and Alnus

still occurred there. Due to decreased tempera-

ture and rainfall only few forests could survive

^ . , . , , in northern Xizang, so xerophytic plants Ephed-
Dunng the Pleistocene there may have been

Tamarix. Nitraria. Artemisia, and chenopods
a^s many as 17 glaciations (Heller & Liu, 1 982). ^^^^ ^^^^^^ developed there.

As the result of uplift, as the Xizang Plateau
Due to oscillation of temperature during that

time, Abies-Picea forests were better developed
in the eastern part of China, but during intergla-

cial periods the forests decreased in area. Faga-

survive

northern

Passing to the Post Glacial, the altitude of the
ceae was the most common group in the sub- ^.^^^^ pj^^^^^ ^^^ 4 5qO ^ -^ elevation, and
tropical and moist zone, while Ulmaceae was the

^^^ vegetation of most parts of Xizang became
dominant one in the warm-temperate and drier

regions.
alpine steppes.

ACCELERATION OF EVOLUTION DUE TO

TOPOGRAPHIC AND CLIMATIC CHANGES

During the last glacial (Wisconsian) period

Abies-Picea forests were better developed on the

northern slope of the Qinling Range. Picea wil-

sonii forest once extended down to the hilly lands The speed of evolution of the angiosperms of

of490 m in Weinan (109. 5°E, 34.5^ of Shanxi Xizang was accelerated by the uplift of the Xi-

(Fig. 4:4), but is widely distributed in the hills of zang Plateau. Plants in Xizang adjusted to the

Hebei, Shanxi, Shanxi and northern Sichuan at influences of topographic and climatic changes

an altitude of 1,600 to 2,500 m. Abies and Picea by evolving some new genera and species. More
forests once flourished in the foothills around than 32 new genera of Umbelliferae, Primula-

Beijing 430 to 450m (Kong, 1976), but now these ceae, Solanaceae, Compositae, and Gramineae

forests occur only above 1 ,600 to 2,000 m in this have recently been discovered in Xizang (Wu et

area. Fossils ofP/cea have been found in Panxian al., 1981). Most of the species of Gramineae are

(104.7T, 25.8°N) of western Guizhou at an al- polyploids (Liu, personal communication). At the

titude of 1 ,000 to 2,000 m, but this spruce now same time, a new regional alpine flora was formed

lives at an altitude of 2,200 to 2,400 m in north- (Wu et al., 198 1) (Fig. 4:6),

em Guizhou. By this time Abies-Picea forests

were also widely distributed in East China. Now
only a few trees ofAbies survive as relicts in the

MIGRATION OF PLANTS BETWEEN MAINLAND OF

CHINA AND THE ADJACENT ISLANDS

•^s of Zeijiang and northern Guangxi (Fig. 4: Lowering of sea levels caused by the with-

4).

VEGETATIONAL CHANGES DURING THE
QUATERNARY IN THE XIZANG PLATEAU

drawal of ocean water to form the Pleistocene

ice sheets caused the Pacific coast to extend east-

ward to the Taiwan-Ryukyu Area-Kyushu dur-

glacial periods

p. . fl-om Fujian to migrate directly to Taiwan and
uimng the early Pleistocene, the Xizang Pla-

Guangdong to Hainan, and vice versa (Fig.
«^u was about 3,000 m in elevation. Subalpine VT

Floras

WITH

forests of Cedrus, Pinus, Betula. Quercus, Car- ^'^^'

^'^us, and Alnus were widespread in the central j^
Himalayas, while subalpine forests of Larix.
^b^es, Picea. Pinus, and Sabina flourished in

Western and northern Xizang, and subalpine for-

^5 of Picea and Sabina occurred in northern
., 1 j. i. . •

^i^g. By that time, the xerophilous plants Ta^ leocene-Eocene plants were widely distributed m

Paleoboianical records previously mentioned

Late
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Laurasia. During the Late Cretaceous less than Asia (especially southern China) has more relict

one-third appear to be similar to European, Cen- genera than eastern North America.

tral Asian, and Siberian species and one-half to

two-thirds appear similar to North American

species. By the time of Paleocene-Eocene, one-

third to one-fourth of the species seem similar Antevs, E. 1928.
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VEGETATION OF CHINA WITH REFERENCE TO ITS

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION

Hou, HsiOH-Yu (Hou Xue-Yu)^

The Physical/Geographical Background
Of China's Vegetation

General references for this section include: Editorial

Board ofChina's Vegetation (1980); Hou (1956, 1982).

China is situated in the eastern part of Asia,

on the western coast of the Pacific Ocean. The
distance from east to west measures over 5,000
km, and from north to south, over 5,500 km.
The topography of China is a three-step west-

east staircase (Fig. 1). It begins with the Ching-
hai-Tibet Plateau, 4,000 m above sea level.

Crossing Kunlun and Chilien ranges on the pla-

teau's northem edge and the Hengtuan Moun-
tains on its eastern edge, the land slopes away to

highlands and basins mostly from 2,000 to 1 ,000
m above sea level; it then descends further east-

ward to hilly regions and plains below 1,000 m.
The summer monsoons greatly dominate the

climate of the country. The southeast monsoon

about latitude 53°N, and the southernmost one

at about latitude 4''N, the tremendous difference

in latitude gives China wide variation in tem-

perature. The eastern section can be divided into

four climatic zones from north to south, namely,

cold-temperate, temperate, subtropics, and trop-

ics (Fig. 3). Accordingly, there occur four vege-

tational regions, namely, needle-leaved decidu-

ous forests, broad-leaved deciduous forests,

broad-leaved evergreen forests, and tropical semi-

evergreen seasonal and rain forests.

Because both altitude and terrain also strongly

influence the climate, climatic regions are very

complicated in China (Fig. 4). The greater part

ofthe Chinghai-Tibet plateau ranging from 4,000

to 5,000m above sea level has a cold high-moun-

tain climate with regions of subalpine forests,

alpine meadows, alpine steppes, and alpine des-

erts.

There is a close relationship between the char-
ansing over the Pacific Ocean mainly influences acter of the soil and the nature of the underlying
the eastern halfofChina. The southwestern mon- rock. However, climate, topography, and vege-
soon arising above the Bay of Bengal and the tation are just as important as rock in determin-
Indian Ocean mainly influences China's south- ing the ultimate nature ofthe soil. Because ofthe
ern and southwestern regions. This is why coastal variation in soil formation factors mentioned
eastern China, especially the southeastern part, above, the soil varies greatly from place to place

in China (Fig. 5). In the same climatic zone, dif-

ferent vegetation types can occur on different soils.

In a country like China where numerous vari-

nas comparatively heavy precipitation that is

highly concentrated within a few summer months.
The annual rainfall ranges from 600 to 1 ,000mm
|n the northeast, and is mostly between 1,000 to ations occur in physical features, climatic, and
2,200 mm in the southeast. Atmospheric mois- soil conditions, it is not surprising that many

i"e decreases as one goes westward. Due to the types of vegetation are to be found.

Concepts and Classihcation of
Vegetation

General references for this section include: Braun-

^"g distance from the sea to the mountains and
plateaus that obstruct the wet winds blowing in

^^ the south and southeast, the northwestern
pans of China have a low rainfall, mostly re-

^i^ing an average of less than 100-500 mm an-
nually. The land lying between the two regions Blanquet (1932); Chien et al. (1956); Kuchler (1964);

"mentioned above is semi-arid having a mean Tansley (1953); UNESCO (1973); Walter (1973);

;"""al rainfall of 30^400 mm Zs, toe Warmi„g(.909,; Weav„.„dC,e™e«s(,938); Whi,-

^^etational regions, namely forests, steppes, and
deserts, correspond to the humid, semi-arid, and Different schools of geobotanists have devel-
*"d climates (Fig. 2).

aker(1962).

ped
^«cause the northernmost point ofChina is at munities (the vegetation). I maintain that a plant

^'Jj^^ratory of Plant Ecology and Geobotany, Institute of Botany, Academia Sinica, 141 Hsi Chih Men Wai
'-nie, Beijing, People's Republic of China.

^^- Missouri Bot. Card. 70: 509-548. 1983.
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Figure 1 . Map showing topography of China.
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community, occupymg a certain space, is an ag-
gregate ofplants occurring together in a common
habitat. The groups of associated plants are to a
certain extent similar in structure (including pop-
ulation, stratum, synusium), floristic composi-
tion, external appearance ofthe dominant species,
and intimate functional interrelationships among
each other, and in their relationship to environ-

in China are used in this paper. The ^]^^'^

can be called "vegetation type," which c

sponds approximately to "formation class
^^

gested by UNESCO (1973). This
"^iVl^nant

the plant community in which the do
^^^

plants in the dominant layer have a ^^^^^^^
or growth form, including

^^^^^^^^^^J^^-^^i^i%
shrubs

mental factors. From this viewpoint, a plant deserts and xerophytic shrubs, steppes a

, meadows, and swampy herMbe considered to be vannas

;ribe<i

includes not only the plants of which it is com- vegetation.
posed, but also the natural geographic environ- The veg(
ment of habitat that forms a recognizable self- thi<
containing entity. It also means that either the is to a great extent simuar lu m^ —- .^^o
chmax or senal stages, and either natural or man- group" (UNESCO, 1973). This category r

^^

paper can be called "formation
^''f^;^ ^^

* - term 'on""

made ones are all considered to be part of the
plant community (Hou, 1960, 1979, 1982).
Based on the plant community concept just

certaincommunities tnai nave a wc. w.-- -

^^^ ggj.

ristic composition, including ^^^
.^ forms

era, in addition to the same life or gro

/

I

ighly

.. ...^ i.xa.ii ^uinmuniiy concept just era, in addition to the same mc u. ^~ -^^

following four criteria should be thor- of their dominants. The geographical
^^ ^

growth forms

oi meir aommanis. luc b^^^-''
tially^^

tion of this category corresponds ^^^^'^
-^^i n

strata and synusia; (c) dominant floristic com-
position with the help of character (indicator or

certam
terms

landforms
species

igh

ciimaxe, son, anu muui^ji*"- — nfa^
names to help in the identification o

category.
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Figure 2. Map showing regions of atmospheric moisture of China: 1) Humid region with non-distinct dry
^ason; 2) Humid region with distinct dry season; 3) Semi-humid region; 4) Semi-arid region; 5) Arid region;

6) Extremely arid region.

Vegetation Types of China and Their

Geographical Distribution

needle-leaved forests

leaved deciduous ft

on mountains of the temperate zone.

References: Chen et al. (1964); Chow and Li

(1964); Integrated Survey Team of Sinkiang and

Institute ofBotany, Academia Sinica (1978); Teng

(1947). The shady coniferous forests dominated
of the cold-temperate zone or on the mountains by Picea obovata, Abies sibirica, and Pinus si-m zone. Reference: Chang (1955).

being light

birica are confined to the northwesternmost cor-

ner of the Altai Mountains, whereas those of

J
greater degree of dryness than spruce and fir Picea jezoensis, P. koraiensis, Abies nephrolepis.

They can be A. holophylla, and Pinus sylvestris van mongo-
^'opes or in moist valleys and lowlands. Larix lica are extensively distributed in the northeast-

Smelini

'^^ngan Mountains in extreme northern China,
^here the climate is continental boreal. These
orests have an undergrowth ofdwarfshrubs, the
ner with Vaccinium vitis-idaea and the wetter
^In Ledum DaluKtr^^ in th*> Altai in north-

ern

above-mentioned regions is much more humid

than that of places where only spruce forests oc-

cur. On the mountains ofTianshan, Chilienshan,

and Honan, which are situated in the central part

of the arid desert region, only spruce forests,

Westernmost China, the predominant tree is re- dominated by Picea shrenkiana and P, crassi-

placed by Larix sibirica, often growing with Pi- folia

appears evergreen

6).

shrub ndy soil ofth Reference:

Zhao (1958). The precipitation of the semi-arid

evergreen forests steppe
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Figure 3. Map showing regions of atmospheric warm
Warm-temperate; 4) Transitional subtropics; 5) Subtropics
mountain climate.

is much less than in humid areas. However, the
sandy soil can retain larger amounts of rainwater
than the loamy soil on which grasses grow. More
or less open and scattered woodlands dominated
by Pinus sylvestris var. mongolica grow on the
sandy soils. This type of woodland has an un-
dergrowth ofsteppe species and not forest species
(Fig. 9).

4. Needle-leaved evergreen forests of the tem-
perate zone. These forests are distributed on
the hills and mountains ofthe North China Plain

Kiang
8);Wu

warm-
1

loving needle-leaved trees belonging to P^"^^,^"

Taxodiaceae, and Cupressaceae, and are us

^^
accompanied by some evergreen broad-

^^.^^

I

trees and shrubs.

include Pinus massoniana, P. yunnanens

armandii. and Cunninghamia ^^^^^^^I'^V^^y

the tropics. The montane /'/"^j

forests and mixed CathayafS)

p.

the

subtropics
»

toi

niana in

wanensis
TO-

thf
that are under the mfluence ofthe summer mon- phylla forests are also found on acid soils i

soon. One type of forest, consisting of PmMs ra- ' * ' •
:^r.u,A\n2 Cuprt:

bulaeformis inland and P. densiflora along the
coast, occurs on acid brown soils. Another group
dominated by Platycladus orientalis. is seen on
neutral or calcareous Korichnevie soils. This type

with

t

_ Another _

funebris and C. dudouxiana

stone soils (Figs. 11, 12, 13). mov^

tains

evergreen forests on ^^
lains [suoaipine conifers) ofsubtropica ^^^^

, ,, ,^ ^^ ^ ical zones. References: Chiang (19G3j',j„^

broad-leaved trees and shrubs (Chen et al., 1954, rial Board ofSzechuan's Vegetation ( 1 980),
i I

1965; Chow, 1963) (Fig. 10). temperature aec-^^^
5. Neeaie-leaved evergreen forests ofsubtropi- increasing altitude, on mountain ranges -^^

cat and tropical zones. References: Chow 2,500 to 4,000 m above sea level in subtroP
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Figure 4. Map showing climatic regions of China: I) COLD-TEMPERATE ZONE-Humid region; II)

TEMPERATE ZONE—III. Humid region with distinct dry season, 112, Semi-humid region, 113. Semi-arid

Region, 114. Arid region with evenly-distributed rainfall, 115. Semi-arid and humid montane region; III) WARM-
TEMPERATE ZONE—nil. Humid region with distinct dry season, III2. Semi-humid region, III3. Semi-arid
'egion, III4. Arid region, III5. Extremely arid region, III6. Montane semi-arid region, III7. Montane extremely
^d region; IV) TRANSITIONAL SUBTROPICS-Humid region with non-distinct dry season; V) SUB-
TROPICS-VL Humid region with non-distinct dry season, V2. Humid region with distinct dry season; VI)

TRANSITIONAL TROPICS-VI 1 . Humid region with non-distinct dry season, VI2. Humid region with distinct

^ season; VII) TROPICS- VIII. Humid region with non-distinct dry season; VII2. Humid region with distinct
dry season; VIII) COLD HIGH-MOUNTAIN REGION IN SUB-TROPICAL ZONE- Villi. Semi-humid
region, VIII2. Semi-arid region, VIII3. Arid region, VIII4. Extremely arid region.

and tropical zones, climatic conditions are found fers have the following characteristics: (a) There
^^at, in some ways, resemble those of the cold- are many species of fir and spruce, namely, Abies

temperate zone. Because of this, evergreen co- faxoniana, A. georgei, A. forrestii, A. faberi, A.

"iferous forests consisting of fir, spruce, and pine fargesiU A. cheniensis, A. squamata, A. delavayi,

^n survive on the mountains at low latitudes. A. spectabilis, A. kawakamit Picea asperata^ P.

^though there are obvious similarities between purpurea, P. likiangensis, P. brachytyla, P. mor-
|he mountain climate ofthe subtropics and trop- risonicola, P. spinulosa; (b) The tree layer is as-

^^ and that ofthe cold-temperate zone, there are

^ many differences. On southern mountains

Q
species

tempe

light

utumn are nensis and T. dumosa, which are not found in

at midday the northern evergreen conifer forests; (c) In the

*^ much greater throughout the year. In addi- shrubby layer there are no arctic plants, such as

Ijon, the precipitation and humidity are much Vaccinium vitis-idaea and Ledum palustre. but

'&ner than those of the temperate zone. It is

«nall
rather higher evergreen shru

dendron and Quercus species
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1)

Figure 5. Map showing soil regions of China. FOREST SOIL REGIONS: 1) Brown conifer s^il r^goJ_
brown brown

Purple
bubaipine coniter soil region; 8) Lateritic soil region* 9) Laterite
GRASSLAND SOIL REGIONS;- i n rii^rr.^,^r« c^,i .^«;^«. i'>\ 7

19) Cold high-mountain desert soil region.

high-mountair

7) Grav-brown

shrubs su

(Fig. 14).

BROAD-LEAVED FORESTS AND WOODLANDS

Mixed

fc of

propinqua, Maackia «'"«^^"'l'' f,„^,,/,«-

mandschurica, Tilia amurensis. •'•.'"''
/^

rica. Acer mono, Juglans mandschurica, v

davidiana, P. koreana, Betula
^^^^>'^Y^^„^r^»

qus mongolica, Carpinus cordata, Phel o

^^^^
amurense. The evergreen conifers are

^j

dominated by Pinus koraiensis. ^^^^"^
y^^w

Abies holophylla. and rarely by Taxus c ^

(Fig- 15).
nfthete'^'

2. Broad-leaved deciduous forests ^'^^^.^^

perate and subtropical zones. ^^^^''^"074^ Th'

(1958); Chen et al. (1965); Numata (l^'J-
(known as suoi

zone. References: Chen et al. ( 1 964); Chow and
Li (1964); Liu (1955). The mixed forests belong
to the transitional type of vegetation between
evergreen conifer and deciduous broad-leaved
forests. They grow on acid dark-brown soils on
the northeastern mountains ofChina. The forests uxuau-icav^^ ^...^.v.-.
are charactenstically rich in floristic composition mer-green forests) in China are .w« ^and contam some relicts. The deciduous broad- of trees belonging to the Fagaceae, Ace

leaved trees mamly belong to the Ulmaceae, Ac TiUiaceae, Oleaceae, Ulmaceae.
Leguniin

.^

eraceae, Legummosae, TUiacae, Juglandaceae, Juglandaceae, and Betulaceae. Because oH^^^

Oleaceae, Salicaceae, Araliaceae, etc. The follow- fluence of a continental climate in No^^^
'j t^mg trees can be noted as representative: Ulmus these forests differ from those in Japan

I

I

f

\

1

%

\

I

I

»

\

?
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JGURE 6. Larixgmelini forest growing on acid podzolic soil in the Greater Kh
fetation of cold-temperate regions.

^gus spp.). These humid-loving trees are con-

^^ to the humid subtropics in China. This type

beeches horizontal distribution of the dominant oaks in

be

the temperate zone from north to south is as

follows: Quercus mongolica, Q. liaotungensis, Q,

^ ^_^ aliena, Q. dentata, Q. aliena van acuteserrata,

^!^^}\ ^^ciduous oak forests and mixed hard- Q. variabilis, Q. acutissima. Q, glandulifera. The

second group of forests has no dominant species,

but is composed ofmixed hardwoods. The mixed

Wood

open and light
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V

4
i

I

f

I

I

Figure 7. (Upper) At altitudes between 1,100 and 1,800 m on the Changpai Mountains, "^^''^
evergreen forest dommated by Abies nephrolepis and Piceajezoensis associated with its secondary

grovrtb,

platyphylla, is found on the lower slopes ^jt/a/tf

Figure 8. (Lower) At about 3,000 m altitude in northern Tienshan of the desert region, Picea shre

forest IS found on shady slopes and mountain steppe on sunny slopes.
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F'GURE 9. (Upper) In the semi-arid region sandy soil can retain larger amounts of ramwatcr than the loamy

*«!> on which grasses grow so that on the sandy soil grows scattered woodland which is dominated by Pinus

"y^iestris var. mongolica with an undergrowth and ground cover of steppe vegetation.

F'OURE 10. (Lower) In the warm-temperate region, dccduous oak forest without beech growmg on shghUy

^<^ soil is typical. However, Pinus tabulacformis forest with an undergrowth of Cotmus coggygria var. cmerea

*l»o occurs here.
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t

Figure 1 1.

laSSx t^^^ ""T*"^
""^ ^^^ broad-leaved evergreen forest in the subtropical region,

growth of the broad-leaved evergreen forest.
Rhododendron

Cunn'

second*^
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^

>

I

I

I

P'GURE 1 3. (Upper) Cupressusfunebris . a calcium-loving tree, is the secondary growth ofthe mixed deciduous

^t ^^^"^^n broad-leaved forest on limestone soil.
. ...

FKiURE 14. (Lower) Piceafabri forest mixed with Tsuga chinensis is seen on the western mountams m the

'cchuan Basin from 2,000 to 3,000 m elevation.
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growing cessive drainage through sinkholes, and because

slopes or valleys, consist of^c^r and 77//a species, rock surface temperature fluctuates greatly be

Fraxinus et- tween day and night in the subtropics, the local

on soil climate is comparatively dry. For this reason,

calcareous or limestone soils are composed of the mixed forests consist ofa mixture ofcalcium-

growing

Ulmns pumila, U. parvifolia loving, xerophilous, deciduous trees. Most be

bungeana, C. julianae, Zelkova Schneideriana, long to the Ulmaceae, Comaceae, Juglandaceae,

Pteroceltis tatarinowii, Pistacia chinensis. So- Moraceae, Leguminosae, Sapindaceae, Anacar-

papyrifi diaceae, Rhamnaceae, etc. The most common

mongolica, Dalbergia hupeana, and Ailanthus evergreen broad-leaved trees are Cyclobalanop-

(Fig. 16). sis (Fagaceae), Cinnamomum (Lauraceae), Os-

3, Montane microphyllous deciduousforests of manthus (Oleaceae), Eriobotrya, and Photm

temperate and subtropical zones. Dominant (Rosaceae) (Fig. 19).

trees of these forests include species of Betula 6. Mixed broad-leaved deciduous and ever-

ula ermanii often forms pure, virgin stands lo-

cated at the upper limit of montane evergreen

conifer forests in the temperate zone, and its low-
er limit can reach 1 ,000 to 1 ,800 m in the north-
eastern mountains of China. Populus davidiana
can accompany Betula platyphylla; however, it

can also be found in areas where the climate is

warmer (Fig. 17).

species of broad-leaved evergreen forests are rt

placed by the cold-resistant ones, mixed wi

deciduous broad-leaved trees. The trees of t e

mixed forests belong mainly to the Fagaceae, AC-

eraceae, Betulaceae, Hamamelidaceae, M)^^

ceae, Araliaceae, Magnoliaceae, ^a^^acea^;

Theaceae, Ericaceae, Symplocaceae, ^^^^

aceae, Rosaceae, Oleaceae, and Tiliaceae.

Microphyllous deciduous woodlands of the forests are charactized by the presence oi

temperate zone. References: Chen and Chow
(1957); Ching (1959). There are two groups of
this type of woodland. One type is distributed
along the rivers of the arid region and is domi-
nated by Populus euphratica {P. diversifolid). This
species is widespread on the flood plain of the
Darim River, which is fed by water from the
glaciers and high
mountains. It also is frequently encountered in

humid-loving trees, including Fagus ^"^^^"'^

F. longipetiolata, and F. lucida, ^P^""
j^^jjd

not seen in the temperate zone ofChina, s

be noted that these forests embrace ^^^l

acteristic species such as Cercidiphymm J

^^
Tetracentron sinense,

^^^^

schneidera sinensis, Davidia i"'"^'^^^.

Camptotheca acuminata, Nyssa
^^f^^''^\ki-

cuius chinensis. A. wilsonii, Liriodendr

icum var. smense.

a limited area on river banks in all desert regions. nense, and Emmenopterys henryi (Fig.
Jf*j'^

The soil in which P. euphratica grows is slightly 7. Broad-leaved evergreen forests
ojin

^^

saline with a water table of about 1 to 3 m.
Another species is Populus pruinosa, found on
soils with a lower salt content. Elaeagnus an-
gustifolia woodland also is found on saline soil
Ulmuspumila woodland, which occurs more fre-
quently on sandy soil in the semiarid steppe re-
gion, sometimes also is found in desert regions
that have a water supply (Fig. 18).

5. Mixed broad-leaved deciduous and ever-
green forests on limestone soih nfth^ o,.u. .„„/

tropical zone. References: Editorial Jo^n^^.,

zone.

Wang
Wen
s ex-

Szechuan's Vegetation (1980); Jian ^^
^.'-

j^^)^

Lin etal. (1965); Liu(l939); Shan and Liuj^^^j

Broad-leaved evergreen forests represe

^^^
vegetation found in areas with ^^^^}^^

^^i((i

sons on mountains below 1 , 1 00 mm ^^^^

-

humid subtropics and on
"^^""^'"^.-opics of

1,500 and 3,000 m in the western ^^^^
^^\i!r

the Yunnan Highland. These forests ca^ ^
sified as belonging mainly to two

^°^^^^^
group contains evergreen oak f'^''^^^^'

/^ tf^

mainly of Cyclobalanopsis,
Castanop

I

and Populus. They are usually secondary, re- green montaneforests on acidyellow-brown soik

placing cold-temperate or subalpine conifers af- of the subtropical zone. References: Editorial

ter felling or fires. Betula platyphylla forests are Board of Szechuan's Vegetation, 1980; Jian et

distributed in the cold temperate zone and on al., 1975; Kiang, 1958; Wang, 1964. This type .

mountains of the temperate zone, whereas the ofmixedmontaneforest is widely distributed on
\

forests dominated by Betula albo-sinensis and B. mountain slopes at 1 ,000 to 1 ,900 m level in the

platyphylla var. szechuanica frequently occur on humid subtropics. Because of lower tempera-

the mountains in the subtropics. However, Bet- tures on mountains, the warm-loving evergreen f

I

\

ft

I

i
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F'GURE 15. (Upper) Mixed broad-leaved deciduous and needle-leaved evergreen forest is found on the

2^ngpai Mountains, between 500 and 1,100 m elevation. Pinus koraiensis is the typical conifer, whereas the

•'fwid-leaved trees include Ulmus. Acer, Tilia, Fraxinus. Phellodendron. Carpinus and Juglans.

F'OURE 16. (Lower) At the foot of the Changpai Mountains at 200 to 500 m elevation Quercu, mongoUca
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\

\

>

i

>

f

limit of forest lying between 1,800 andFigure 17. (Upper) Betula ermanii occurs at the uooer 1,

elevation m the Changpai Mountains of the temperate region
- -

2,000 m
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Figure
1 9. (Upper) In the subtropical region on limestone hills, mixed broad-leaved deciduous and evergreen

'«n»t is frequently found. The calcium-loving deciduous trees belong mostly to the Ulmaceae, Anacardiaceae,

Sapindaceae, and Moraceae. The most common evergreen broad-leaved trees are Cyclobalanopsis (Fagaceae),

'-^'}namomum (Lauraceae), Osmanthus (Oleaceae), and Eriobotrya (Rosaceae).
^ . ^ ^ . . . . ,

,

J^'tRE 20. (Lower) Mixed broad-leaved deciduous and evergreen forest mixed with beech is found at about

•<»00 m elevation in the mountains of the western Szechuan Basin.
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Lithocarpus, which occur in the northern sub- the dry, sunny slopes on the mountains of the

tropics. The dominant members of this group in eastern Chinghai-Tibet Plateau at elevations

eastern region include Cyclobalanopsis glau- ranging from 1,000 to 4,200 m. The climate is

|

ca, Castanopsis eyrei, C. sclerophylla, and Litho- warm with a distinct dry season, and the annua!

er, and are often intermingled with precipitation is less than 1,000 mm. Under these '

a and F, longipetiolata. In the west- climatic conditions, the dominant evergreen oaks

ical region, the dominant species of have small, thickish, leathery, spiny leaves that

Fagus

em
evergreen oaks include Cyclobalanopsis glau- prevent excessive transpiration. Thus, they form

coides, C delavayU Castanopsis delavayi, C. or- hard-leaved woodlands similar to those around

Karpus dealbatus, but without the Mediterranean Sea. The oaks are Querm

Fagu semecarpifolia, Q. aquifolioides, Q. spinosa, Q-

mixed evergreen broad-leaved forests, dominat- longispica, and Q, senescens. They can form for-

irm-lovmg species of Castanopsis, ests, woodlands, or scrub in various habitats on

as those of Lauraceae and Theaceae. In the east- the mountains; however, dwarf woodlands are

em
faberi

C fissc

Adinandra bockiana, Polyspora axillaris {Gor- Szechuan's Vegetation (1980). These bamboo

donia axillaris), Ternstroemia gymnanthera,
Hartia sinensis, Eurya loquaiana, E. pseudo

forests are extensively distributed in subtropical

and tropical China. There are many species of

polyneura. Cinnamomum parthenoxylum, C bamboos. Some bamboo forests are natural, but

japonicum, C. chingii, and Phoebe bournel In
addition, there are some species of Hamameli-

Elaeocarpi

many are man-made. Different species adapt to

different habitats. Species of Sinarundinariaz^

usually found naturally at high elevations m the

Fagus. In the western mountains. Because bamboo stems have many

subtropical region, the forests consist mainly of

Machilus
yunnanensis van duclouxii, M,

, ^
daphne reticulata, Schima wallichii, S. argentea,
Manglietia insignis. Magnolia championii, and
Illicium yunnanense (Fig. 21).

forests of the

uses, many species are widely cultivated m t e

subtropics. Among them, Phyllostachys pubes-^

cens, the young shoots of which are edible,

^^

more commonly planted on acid soils, wherea

Sinocalmus affinis is grown on calcareous soi^

On marshy soils near river banks, Phyllostacn)

congesta is frequently encountered.
sitional tropical zone. References: Chang et al. 11. Tropical broad-leaved semi-evergreen

jor-

(1955); Ho and Chen (1963). These transitional ests (tropical semi-evergreen seasonal }o

forests occur at the boundaries between the sub- ests). References: Chang et al. (1955);
Houan

tropical and tropical zones. They are more or
less similar in general appearance and structure

Chu (1955); Kwangtung Institute of Botan)

(1976); Li (1956); Li et al. (1964). These foits

to those of the tropical rain forests in containing are very similar in structure and appearance^

mostly evergreen, broad-leaved trees with plank- tropical rain forests, but as the dry season

buttress roots, stranglers, and cauliflory. How- comes more distinct they merge into a

concerned
these forests are similar to the broad-leaved ev-
ergreen forests of the subtropics. The dominants
are warm-loving trees of the Fagaceae, Laura- differs from the tropic"^! rain forests in sev

ceae, Theaceae, Hamamelidaceae, and Elaeocar- characteristics. The trees of the upper layerj^^

nothtf

type. Because the dominant trees are
pa^Jy^

ergreen and partly deciduous, these fores

^^
known as "semi-evergreen forests. j^

with
, , . , ., ^ ,

—- ^ lower and very few of the larger trees are

belongmg to the Euphorbiaceae, Melastomata- tressed. Furthermore, lianas and epiphytesj

ceae Proteareae T ponmi^^o,,™ -km .. . ;_.,! rain lOi^"^

art

taceae, etc.

Leguminosae, Moraceae, My

9.

noticeably scarcer than in the tropical ^^^^
^^

These forests can be classified into two
gr

»^^^^ / J A nese lorests can oe cia5snic<a x"-- ^,

frrt'Tll/':^!:^^" "'-^^M/o^ one group growing on limestone «»^ * "^
zone, spread throughout southwestern KWd b ^?/

References: Editorial Board of Szechuan'.vL u
""""^"""^ .v."-.-^

is compos-
otir^„ M Qsm XK^ A- » -t-

^zecnuan s Vege- southern Yunnan provmces. It is cui f

tation (1980). The distribution of such evergreen
lanciifo^

..WnnhvllnnV "^TT "" °' '""^ "^^^g^^^" calcium-loving trees, such as Ulmus lan^^,
sclerophyllous woodlands is restricted mainly to Gironniera nUida, Celtis austro-sinensis

(V^

I

commonly seen (Fig. 22).

10. Bamboo evergreenforests ofsubtropicaland \

tropical zones. Reference: Editorial Board of

t

I

>

I

I

i
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Figure 21. (Upper) Broad-leaved evergreen forest found on the acid soil in the subtropical region is dom-
™»ted by evergreen oaks, consisting of Caslanopsis. Lithocarpus. Cyclobalanopsis. and otSchima superha (with

*n'ic-colored flowers).
,^URE 22. (Lower) On the lee side of wet wind in the mountains of western S/cchuan Basin, sclcrophyllous

^'odland dominated by Quercus aquifolioides is found.
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ceae), Colona sinica, Burretiodendron hsienmu northern and northwestern China is an adapta

(Tiliaceae), Pometia tomentosa. Pseudonephe- tion to a cold season. The broad-leaved decid

Muricococcum

ifertijlorum

Garcinia tinctoria, G, paucinervis (Guttiferae), gana, Salix, and Artemisia, and on arid saline

Caesalpinia sepiaria (Leguminosae), etc. The meadow soil mainly with species of Tamarix.

second group is found on acid soils, mainly on The second, consisting of secondary vegetation

formed after the felling of temperate forests, inwestern

as Kleinhovia hospita, Pterospermum hetero- eludes northern and southern scrubs. The north-

(Sterculiaceae), em temperate shrubs are dominated by Coryluspnyiium, Heritiera angustata

Chukrasia tabularis, Walsura
(Meliaceae), Spondia svinnata.

lata (Tiliaceae).

Microcos

hinchinensis heterophylla, Lespedeza bicolon and coppice-

inea grandis wood of Quercus mongolica, whereas the south-

(Moraceae), em temperate shrubs are dominated by Vilex

'cu- negundo, Zizyphmjujuba, Cotinns coggygriaW-

cinerea, Coriaria sinica, Dalbergia hupeana, and

12. Tropical broad-leaved evergreen rain for- Platycarya strobilacea (Fig. 24),

ests. Reference: Kwangtung Institute ofBotany 2. Mixed broad-leaved evergreen and decidu-

(1976). Tropical rain forests are found locally on ous scrub on acid soils ofsubtropical and tropical

the eastern sides of Hainan and Taiwan Islands zones. Reference: Hou (1951). Scrub growing

and in southern Yunnan Province where the lo- on acid soils is all secondary, replacing subtrop-

cal climate is saturated with moisture throughout ical and tropical forests after felling or fires, and

the year. The forests are characterized by nu- is characterized by sunny and acid-loving plants.

merous species of evergreen trees. Giant trees, In the subtropical zone, scrub vegetation is dom-

usually clothed with ferns, mosses, and epiphytes inated by shrubs belonging to the Ericaceae,

belonging to Orchidaceae and Araceae, reach a Theaceae,Hamamelidaceae,andFagaceae.i?/^^-
height of more than 30 m or more and often dodendron simsiL R. decorum, Vaccinium hrac-

exhibit plank-buttresses and cauliflory. Stran- teatum, V. fragile, Eurya nitida, Ternstroemia

glers are also characteristic. gymnanthera, Loropetalum chinense, and cop-

These tropical rain forests are remarkable in
their floristic richness. There are many trees be-

pices of Quercus fabri, Q variabilis. Q. acutis

Myrt;
Mo

sima, and Castanea sequinii are representa i

species. In the tropical zone, shrubs mostly '

long to the Myrtaceae, Euphorbiaceae,
Hypen-

caceae, Sterculiaceae, Rubiaceae, Theaceae,

saceae, etc. Representative species

Rhodomyrtus tomentosa, Beackea /""^^'^^.
.'

Melastoma candidum, M. normale, Aporosa c

nensis, A. yunnanensis, Schima villosa, i-

Sterculiaceae, Sapotaceae, Palmae, Rubiaceae,
Myrsinaceae, Leguminosae, Dipterocarpaceae,
Meliaceae, Sapindaceae, Aquifoliaceae, Thea-
ceae, Rutaceae, Fagaceae, Proteaceae, and Sa-
mydaceae (Flacourtiaceae).

Some represenative species found in tropical lichii. 'PhyUanthus embrica, and Psychotria m

rain forests in different localities are: Vatica as- bra.
trotricha, Amesiodendron chinense. and Tarrie- 3. Mixed broad-leaved evergreen and decm^

ous thorny scrub on limestone soils ^Z-^" ''^'^j^j,

and tropical zones. Reference: Hou 9^^^-

scrub forms successional communities m

parvifolia

yunnanensis, Crypteronia paniculata, Pometia
tomentosa, Terminalia myriocarpus, and Ery-
thrina lithosperma, in southern Yunnan; and stone regionsTrsuT^^^^ 'tSMvnstica camvanensis, PtPm.n.r^..^ .;..,.„.

Calcareous hmestone soil is excessively dr^J^^

due to sinkholes, and therefore has low
^^ ^^

holding capacity. The shrubs on these soj
_^^^

hibit greater defoliation and a marked ca c^^^^

ous and xerophilous character and are t

Sideroxylon duclitan, and Artocarpus lanceolata,
in southeastern Taiwan (Fig. 23).

SCRUB AND COPPICEWOODS

f
and/or more succulent in response

perate zone. Reference: Chen (1958). Leaf-
shedding by shrubs of the temperate zone in

to
and high lime content of the soil.

^^

In the subtropical zone, the plants
t>^^^Jgf,

the Rosaceae, Rutaceae, Caprifoliaceae,

uous scrub is actually composed of two groups.

One consists of primary vegetation that occurs

on semi-arid sand dunes, with species of Cara- 1

i

f

;

p

4

1
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Figure 23. During the dry season in Yunnan Province, because of the presence of clouds that compensate

y^
a shonage of rainfall in the winter tropical rain forest is found locally in the valley. The tree is Antiaris

^oxicaria (Moraceae).

'^ceae, Anacardiaceae, Rhamnaceae, Legumi- reticulatus, Prinsepia utilis. and Platycarya stro-

JuT^'
^^Phorbiaceae, Ulmaceae, Meliaceae,

Klandaceae, etc. Typical genera are Rosa, Ru-

bilacea. In addition to the above-mentioned

occumng
belonging to the Moraceae• -^anthoxylum, Berberis, Rhamnus. Vibur-

J'^.
and typical species include Nandina do- Urticaceae, Sapotaceae, Sterculiaceae, Apocy-

^^^ica, Loropetalum chinense, Phyllanthus naceae, Flacourtiaceae, Sapindaceae, etc. The
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representative species include coppices of F/CW5 namely Scaevola frutescens, S. hainanensis,

spp., Alchornea trewioides, Boehmeria nivea, Messerschmidia argentea, Guettarda speciosa,

Clausena excavata, Sapium rotundifolium, Ster- Morinda citrifolia, and Premna integrifoUa. A 5

culia lanceolata, Desmos cochinchinensis, Pleo- to 8 m tall woodland dominated by i'/5oma^ra«-

mele nepalensis, Pterospermum heterophyllum, dis is found in the center of the coral islands.

Terminalia hainanensis, and Wrightia haina-
nensis.

^)of

forests

6. Broad-leaved evergreen semi-sclerophyllous

thickets (shrublands) on the mountains of tem-

perate and subtropical zones. Reference: Zhuo

(1975). Areas dominated by semi-sclerophyllous

tropical zones. Reference: Kwangtung Institute i?/z(96?0£/e«Jron species are commonly distributed

of Botany (1976). Along tropical and subtropical beyond the limits of arborescent growth in the

coasts of southern China, mangrove forests or eastern Chinghai-Tibet plateau in alpine regions

scrub are distributed in muddy tidal marshes of from 3,200 to 5,000 m in elevation. Typically,

estuaries. The best-developed mangrove forests, these communities are dense and are composed

which can reach 1 to 15 m and have climbers, of dwarf, evergreen shrubs 2 to 1 5 dm tall. The

shrubs are usually creeping, and their leaves are

often leathery, thus reducing transpiration. Rho-

ber of species decreases until one species, Avi- dodendron species mixed with Sinarmdinaria

cennia marina, remains. It occurs as 1 to 2 m- are frequently seen in the subalpine belt where

high shrubs at 27°N in North Fukien Province. they are always secondary after the felling ofsub-

The evergreen leaves of mangroves possess a alpine conifers. In some places deciduous shnibs,

eastern

With

marked xerophilous structure and succulent such as species of Salix. Potentilla. and Cara

character adapted to soil salinity. The chiefman- gana, are also associated,
grove genera are Rhizophora. Bruguiera, and 7. Broad-leaved deciduous thickets (dme

Ceriops. They have viviparous seedlings and stilt shrublands) on the high mountains of temperate

roots or pneumatophores. and subtropical zones. Reference: Chang and

On the northern coast of the transitional trop- Wang (1966). Alpine broad-leaved deciduous

ics occur only five species, namely Avicennia ma-
ilicifolius

guiera

shrublands are distributed on the mountains o

aet, mu- the eastern Chinghai-Tibet Plateau and m tne

m, which northwestern high mountains. They usually a

form shrubs less than 3 m tall. On the southern found on shady slopes in the high mountains

coast ofHainan Island more species ofmangrove beyond the limits ofarborescent growth, whereas

are present, namely, Rhizophora apiculata, R. alpine meadows are seen on sunny slopes at tne

Myoporu
Bruguiera sexangul same elevation. The thickets are mamly com

posed ofSalix oritrepha, S. cupularis, Caraga

era racemosa, Excoecaria agallocha. Hibiscus ti- jubata, and Potentilla fruticosa.
^^haceus, Sonneratia caseolaris. Xylocarpus gra- 8. Tundras with evergreen dwarfshrubs a

natum. Scyphiphora hydrophyllacea, and
Heritiera littoralis. These mangrove species can
reach 10 to 15 m, but are usually 5 m tall, and
can include some climbers, namely Dischidia
chinensis, Derris trifoliata, Caesalpinia nuga. and
Stenochlaena ilicifolius (Fig. 25).

5. Broad-leaved evergreen succulent scrub on... .

mosses (mountain dwarf-shrub tundra) on
'^^

mountains in the temperate zones, ^^^^f^^^

Chen et al. (1964); Chow and Li
^'^^^'.^^x.

mountain dwarf-shrub tundra is poorly e^^^

oped on the summit ofthe temperate high m
^^^^

tains of the Changbaishan, Altai, and P^

Khingan ranges. The soil is acid, and the cU^^^

carat is anas oj tne tropical zone. Reference: is characterized by high humidity, strong-
_

Chang (1974). In the South Sea of China are a short erowine season, and local
permafro

_;
, . ,

a short growing season, and local per

numerous coral islands where evaporation is The vegetation consists of dense growths

throughout
because ofstrong winds

of ev

the

beaches

ergreen dwarf shrubs, mainly belonging
^^^

Ericaceae, about 1 to 20 cm high and wiin^
^

- - -"*w and tough leaves. Representative sped

^M'friT 7.
'"';"''"' '^""^^ "^^ ''^^^ Vaccinium vitis-idaea. Rhododendron aur^^

!n- .f%h .'"'''' '^"'^^^^f*'-^'^- ^- confertissimum, R. redowskianum. P^'^^

Sr"p, r' tHr'!''°°'^""°"^^'"°"^- ^oce cLruka, Arctous japonicus,
Empetru^'

position. Plants with thick succulent leaves are biricum, and deciduous dwarf shrubs such

I

I

I

*^

I

t
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Cot^^^^
24. (Upper) Broad-leaved deciduous scrub is the secondary growth of the warm-temperate forest

nus coggygria var. cinerea occurs on the shady slopes, whereas Ziiyphusjnjuha is found on sunny slopes,

of Ha^*^^
^^' (Lower) The best-developed mangrove, with 1 6 or 1 7 species, is encountered in the eastern pan

nan Island. The mangrove trees or shrubs have stih roots.
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Arctous ruber, Salix rotundifolia

26).

rotundifolia

soils. It occurs on the lower slopes of mountains

in the Dsungaria Basin where, although the an-

nual precipitation is not more than 200 mm, it

9. Alpine deciduous cushion sub-shrubs mixed is distributed evenly throughout the year. The

th herbs of temperate and subtropical zones, vegetation is predominantly composed of hairy

dwarf-shrubs, namely, Artemesia kaschgarica, A.

borotalensis, and A. terrae-albae, as well as some

ephemerals that develop in spring, when the soil

shrubs

Wang (1966)

northwestern

shrub

wind

Plateau from 4,800 to 5,200 m in elevation. The is moist, but fade quickly with the coming of

plants assume the form of creeping dwarf sub- summer. The perennial ephemerals commonly

shrubs 2 to 5 cm high with richly developed, seen are Poa bulbosa var. vivipara and Carex

branched, horizontal axes that spread over the physodes. Annuals are Trigonella arcuata, Me-

ground. The branches ofthese cushion plants are niocus linifolius, Tetracme quadricornis, and Le-

so compacted together that they touch each other pidium perfoliatum, as well as Ferula spp. ,
which

on all sides. The climatic conditions under which are occasionally encountered,
this vegetation type grows resembles those ofthe 3. Temperate succulent halophytic dwarfsuh-

tundra in coldness and shrub deserts. References: Integrated Survey

they differ from those in Team of Sinkiang and Institute of Botany, Aca-

that the humidity and precipitation are much demica Sinica (1978); Wang (1964). This type of

lower, and the soil is alkaline. Because of this, desert is extensively distributed in arid regions

acid-loving, ericaceous plants are absent, and the on soils with brackish underground water close

floristic composition of this vegetation type is to the surface, in the lower reaches of rivers, in

entirely different. The plants belong mostly to hollows, or around salt lakes. The soils often

the Caryophyllaceae {Arenaria musiformis. A. have salt crystallizing on the surface with 10 to

diapensoides), Primulaceae (Androsace tapete), 30% NaCl or Na2S04. Halophytes, such as Ka-

Leguminosae {Caragana saja. Oxytropis spp.), lidium foliatum, K. cuspidatum, K. gracile, K.

Compositae {Saussurea involucrata), Rosaceae caspicum, Halostachys belangeriana, Halocne-

(Potentilla spp.), as well as species of Cyperaceae mum strobilaceum, Suaeda physophora, S. mi-

and Gramineae.

DESERTS AND XEROPHYTIC SHRUBS

crophylla, Nitraria sibirica, and Lycium ru-^

thenicum are dominants. Annual succulen

hydrohalophytes, namely, Salicornia europaea

dwarf semi-shrubby and Suaeda salsa, occur on rather moist saline

Survey soil.
Smkiang and Institute of Botany, Academia Si- 4. Temperate shrub and sub-shrub des-

1'!^ ^^^Lu,"
^^?^ ^^^^"^^ ^""^ ^^""^y' ^'^^^' °'* ^^^•^- References: Hwang et al. (1962); Inte^J"

co«„„.vui t._
ed Survey Team ofSinkiang and Institute of

BO
_

any, Academia Sinica (1978). This type ofdest

pebbly with

growing

a vast area of hills and the gravelly piedmont is

certain

xero-halophytic plants occur infrequently in the is widespread on the sand dunes and piedmo"

cracks of rocks and in erosion gullys. However, plains in the arid region. In the eastern grav^^

Gobi plains with about 200 mm annual precil^

itation, the predominant shrubs are ^^'^'^^^

tibetica. Tetraena mongolica. Potaninia /"^^

golica, Ceratoides latens. and evergreen^
^^^

mopiptanthus mongolicus. On the sand

which can retain larger amounts of water.

misia sphaerocephala. A. ordosica. ^-
y ^

aciphylla, Caragana microphylla, and
• .

amount ofgypsum. Dominant plants are Salsola
passerina, Reaumuria soongarica, Sympegma
regelii, Iljinia regelii. Anabasis salsa, A. brevi-
folia. and Nanophyton erinaceum. All these
species

fur (Fig. 27).

l-4o/(

2. Temperate dwarf hairy sub-shrub deserts
References: Integrated

ofthf

forbs

urvey

any, Academia Sinica (1978); Li (1961). This

shinskii occur. In the extremely arid area

western region, Ephedra przewalskii,
^-^"J^

„j

lum xanthozylon. Z. kaschgaricum, ^'

sphaerocarpa. and Calligonium "^boro^^^^^^^^^

scarce on the piedmont plains along the c a

.,pc of descn is found on ,„e..n,e. saU-V.; ::r;erp:;";''iueTs' thr aTftS by *' »"'

<

#

f

I

f

1

f
r

1
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"^^^mm

^j^^RE 26. (Upper) Mountain dwarf-shrub-tundra, dominated by Vaccinium vitis-idaea, Rhododendron
^^'W, and other species of Ericaceae, is seen above 2,000 m on the upper mountinas of Changpaishan in

^eastern China, above the forests.

«»ua]l
•

(Lower) Rocky or hilly desert lacking all vegetation, in the Turfan Basin where annual precipitation

y IS less than 20 mm. However, in the oasis, grapes grow very well under irrigation.
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Makan
red, high mountains. The shrubs. Reference: Editorial Board of Sze-

desert is essentially devoid chuan's Vegetation (1980). This type of vegeta-

of vegetation, but Tamarix spp. are sparsely dis- tion, which always forms a complex with savan-

tributed in the dune valleys (Figs. 28, 29, 30), nas in subtropical and tropical China, is somewhat

5. Temperate semi-arboreal deserts (Saksaoul allied to the southern Asiatic deserts. Because

communities). References: Hu (1963); Inte- the potential evaporation is much greater than

Survey the precipitation in places where this type of

Botany, Academia Sinica (1 978). Haloxylon am- vegetation occurs, the vegetation consists of xe-

modendron and H, persicum are characteristic rophytes and succulents that require a certain

plants growing on the sandy deserts. Originally, minimum amount of water uptake even in pe-

H. ammodendron was widely distributed in the riods ofdrought. Therefore, under warm and drj'

arid region of China, but it is now scarce in the climatic conditions, plants with succulent stems

Darim Basin. This species is a halophyte and is such as Opuntiaficus-indica ^nd Euphorbia roy-

always associated with numerous saline plants, leana, and those with succulent leaves such as

It usually grows on the bottom of sand dunes Aloeverav^r. chinensis, Kalanchoe pinnata, tic.

with moist and slightly saline soil or on salty soil predominate. Additional plants are Zizyphus

with ground water at a depth of 5 to 8 m, which mauritiana, Z. montana. Acacia farnesiana,

can be reached by the roots of this plant. This Campylotropis yunnanensis, C. muehleana,

low tree can attain a height of 5 to 7 m and form Pandus tectorius, and Phoenix hanceana, which

small woods. Haloxylon persicum, a non-saline are shrubs that have small, hard leaves or are

plant, is confined to the slopes or ridges of sta- clothed with hairs or spinules that offer some

bilized or semi-stabilized sand dunes in the protection from excessive transpiration.

Dsungaria Basin, where annual precipitation is

throughout the year. Its growth
STEPPES AND SAVANNAS

is dependent upon rainfall, but not ground water. 1. Temperate forb-grass steppes (mesoxero-

It often grows together with Calligonum leuco- phytic steppes or meadow steppes).
References;

cladum, Artemisia santolina, and A, terrae-al- Li (1962); Zhu (1958), This type of steppe is

bae, as well as some spring ephemerals (Figs. 3 1

,

found in the temperate zone under a semi-humid

32). climate with an annual precipitation of 35

6. Cold high-mountain deserts with creeping 500 mm. It is composed mainly of mesoxero

dwarfsub phytic and sod-forming rhizomatous
grasses, and

northwestern

(cold high-plateau deserts). Reference: Inte- subordinate tussock grasses mixed with nume "

grated Survey team of Sinkiang and Institute of ous mesophytic herbs. It also is frequently
as-

Botany,AcademicaSinica(1978).Thecoldhigh- sociated with mesoxerophytic shrubs.
Domi-

_ ^ ^ ^,. nants belong mainly to the Graniinea^

part of the Chmghai-Tibet Plateau, ranging in Compositae, and Leguminosae, as well as "f

elevation from 4,600 to 5,500 m. They are char- Rosaceae, Ranunculaceae, Liliaceae,
Umbell'-

actenzed by the most extreme type of climate, ferae, Scrophulariaceae, Caryophyllaceae
The annual mean temperature ranges from - 8° panulaceae, etc. Representative dominant spe^^^^

y

Catn-

to 1 0°C; only July has a positive mean ( 1 0°C). are Aneurolepidium chinense. Stipa baicakr^.

temperature
are /ineuroiepiaium cninen:>t^f ^i^y^ -

^ H witl^

, , ^ .
^ Filifolium sibiricum, etc., usually ^^'^^^

..
can occur, but ^the ramfall seldom exceeds 100 shrubs including Prunus sibirica. Salix mM^^

throughout
MiruDS inciuaing rrunu^ huuk^^, —

^^

,
,. . - — j-«.. xiic licus. and Ulmus pumila in the north.

vegetation is extremely poor in floristic com- south are Bothriochloa ischaemum f ^^
fl'i'r^-K!^.

'' '' '^"^P,^^^''. °*' ^^^^Pi"g dwarf meda triandra var. japonica. which are freq'^?^

scrubs sai^^

pacta (Chenopodiaceae), associated with Pe-
ipifloru

(Leg
(Cruciferae), Oxytropis poncinsii flora (Fig. 34).

ly associated with shrubs such as ^^-^P
. ^^f^at

var. spinosus, Sophora xiciifoUa, HipP_^
^^.

rhamnoides, Rosa hugonis, and Prinsep

glandulift

are all mostly 4 to 15 cm tall (Fig. 33).

Referen'^
2. Temperate needlegrass steppes. ^'^ -^

Li (1962); Wang (1963). This type oj
^J/j^oer

distributed in the semi-arid region of the

7. Tropical and subtropical succulent thorny Mongolia Plateau and Loess Plateau w here
the

t

I

£,

I
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*e ch^*^
^^* (Upper) Zygophyllum, Calligonum. Nitraria, are sparsely distributed on the piedmont plains in

p
^""cls of temporary runoff in the southern desert region.

^^^^^ 29. (Lower) Ephedra przewalskii occurs on the piedmont plains in the desert region.
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I

I

I

I

b^S7vLTrt^""^ ?"^y ^^^« Takla-Makan is essentially devoid of vegetation, buj
JJJ

*.

m above the ground.
Figure 3 1 . (Lower) In the Soong

,o .he Slopes or ridges o!^i-.u,ii':,Ts::i^:^'s:,'it:s.

air photograph was

growth ofHaloxylo
ibnci I
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fiGURE 32. Haloxylon ammodendron was originally widespread in the entire desert region that had a ground
*^fer table at a depth of 5 to 8 m which can be reached by roots of the plant. It usually is found on moist and
^ine soil

•'^nual precipitation is 250 to 350 mm. The vege- terns and narrow leaves that regulate their tran-

^^on is principally composed of xerophytic tus- spiration by inrolling. On sandy soil, sub-shrubs,

^^ grasses, such as Stipa grandis, 5. krylovH. including Artemisiafrigida, Kochia prostrate, and
S.

orev'//7ora, and Cleistogenes squarrosa, that
sess very extensive, finely branched root sys-

Thymus serphyllum, and spiny shrubs, consist-

ing of Gara^^^Wfl niicrophylla, C stcnophylla, etc..
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i

I

/

;

I

I

f

Ajania tibetica.

Figure 34.

very
occurring at 5,000 m elevation in the northwestemmost

pa^
species of plants. The dominant plants are Ceratoides

astctfl

pa^ofme .nnc^rnSrS^'':^:Z^^J^^^ « "-'ribu.ed „„ ,he Nonh Ea« Plain -^^^,'^ I
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are frequently found. In mountains of the desert Li (1981). The major portion of western Ching-

region, steppes dominated by Stipa capillata, S. hai and east central Chang Tang from 4,200 and

krylovih and Festuca sulcata, also occupy a vast 5,300 m above sea level in the Chinghai-Tibet

area (Fig. 35). Plateau is characterized by a continental type of

3. Temperate dwarf-shrub or sub-shrub nee- climate with an annual precipitation of 200 to

dlegrass steppes (desert steppes or semi-des- 300 mm. The annual mean temperature is below

erts). Reference: Li (1962). This type of steppe 0**Q and the wind is strong throughout the year.

is a transitional one between desert and steppe. Low temperature is overcome during sunny
and occurs in the temperate zone in places where weather by the intense insolation; thus daily tem-
the annual precipitation varies from 150 to 250 perature fluctuation is great. Under this dry and
mm, and where the winters are dry and cold. The high-cold climate, the vegetation is composed
vegetation consists mainly of xerophytic sub- mainly of cold-xerophytic, dense tussock grasses

shrubs and dwarfgrasses about 10 to 20 cm high, less than 20 cm tall and dwarf sub-shrubs with

The extremely xerophytic grasses most frequent- small, thick, hairy leaves. The dominants are

ly encountered are Stipa gobica, S. glareosa, S, Stipa purpurea, S. subsessilijlora var. basiplu-

klemenzii, S. breviflora, and Cleistogenes muti- mosa, Festuca olgae, Carex moorcroftii, and Ar-
ea. The dwarf sub-shrubs include Artemisia fri- temisia wellbyi, mixed with alpine elements such

Sida, A. xerophytica, Ajania achilleoides. A, tri- as Kobresia spp., Thalictrum alpinum, Leonto-
colia, A, fruticulosa, Ceratoides latens, Salsola podium alpinum, and Thermopsis alpina (Fig.

MEADOW AND SWAMP VEGETATION

passerina, and Anabasis brevifolia. The xerophy- 38).

tic dwarf-shrubs are Caragana stenophylla, Pru-
nus mongolica, Cailigonum mongolicum, and
Reaumuria soongarica. In addition, Allium po- 1. Temperate meadows. References: Chen et

tyrrnizum and A. mongolicum are characteristic al. (19 Wang
Mostherbs of this type of steppe (Fig. 36). This type

of vegetation also is found on mountains of the genuinely virginal, but, except for some saline

arid region. meadows, are communities established under the

4. Subtropical and tropical savannas. Refer- disruptive influence of human activity and do-
ences: Editorial Board of Szechuan's Vegetation mestic animals. The plants of this vegetation type

(1980); Kwangtung Institute of Botany (1976). are mostly mesophytes, but the floristic com-
Savanna-like vegetation in China is confined to position varies with soils. On neutral or calcar-
a limited part of the subtropics and tropics. Sa- eous soils occur Phragmites australis, Calama-
vannas can be defined as homogeneous vegeta- grostic epigejos, Hemarthria compressa var.
^>on, consisting mainly of warm-loving and me-
soxerophytic tussock grasses with a more or less

Deyeuxia langsdorffi

angustifolia

species of forbs, such as Sangui

even scattering of tall and small, evergreen and belonging to different families. However, there

deciduous trees and thorny scrubs. The domi- are numer
^^t warm-loving grasses are Heteropogon con- sorba officinalis, Artemisia laciniata, Vicia spp.,

tortus, Cymbopogon distans, etc. Savannas are and Hemerocallis minor associated locally with
locally encountered in two regions ofChina. One Salix spp. that grow on acid soils on sunny
^^up is found in western Yunnan and western mountain slopes after the cutting of forests,

^^echuan in the subtropical zone in deep valleys The floristic composition of halophytic mead-
jftheHungtuan Mountains with locally dry and ows is entirely different from those mentioned
01 climate. There, the grasses are associated with7 —
^zyphus mauritiana. Acacia farnesiana, and
(iuhinia racemosa. Another group is distrib-

above. This type oi meadow is widespread m
humid, semi-arid, and arid regions of the tem-

perate
"^d on the sandy, tropical coasts ofHainan and inland salt marshes where many species of halo-
Taiwan islands where the grasses occur mixed phytic grasses and herbs are the same. They are

^^^/lacourtia indica, Pandanus tectorius. Al- Aeluropus littoralis. Aneurolepidium dasysta-

^^zia procera. and Phoenix hanceana (Fig. 37). chys. Puccinellia distans. Scorzonera mongolica

5- ffigh-mountain steppes of temperate and var. putjae. Xanthium sihiricum, Suaeda salsa,

^^btropical zones (cold high- mountain S. glauca. Atriplex littoralis. A. sibirica, Salicor-

^^Ppes). References: Chang (1963); Wang and nia europaea, Limonium aureum. Polygonum
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I
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I
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Figure 35. (Upper)
Figure 36. CLower^ Desert ^i^r^^u J

"^"^ Srandis occurs in Central Inner Mongolia. 5

Mrdwt^SJ^fid'r.l'f.!-- >b„„, ,0 ,0 20 cm ,.1,, including 5,;/«5^i^
I

about 200 mm. The
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P'GURE 37

^ Vunnan

.
'^'gure38.

•* dominated

(Upper) On the lower slopes on the lee side of the Hengtuan Mountains in western Szechuan

provinces, subtropical savannas are found. The dominant grasses are Heteropogon contortus,

distans mixed with trees such as Pinus yunnanemis. Zizyphus mauritiana and Acaciafarnesiana.

(Lower) Cold high-mountain steppe, occurring in the central part of the Chinghai-Tibet Plateau,

by Stipa purpurea and S. subsessilijlora var. plumosa.
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sibiricum, and Triglochin maritimum. Ach- ana, Heteropogon contortus, Pogonatherum

nantherum crinitum, Capillipedium parviflorum, and Ar-

hagi pseudalhagi are confined to the arid region, thraxon hispidus. Sometimes they are dominated

shrubs

shrubs differ in these three regions with

ing moisture conditions.

iftempe
and subtropical zones. References: Chen (1966); vifolia

by pure stands of Cyclosorus acuminatus, with

Pteris vittata in the cracks of hmestone rocks.

Nevertheless, Chrysopogon aciculatus, Hetero-

pogon contortus, Apluda mutica, Kyllinga bre-

Kiang resentative species on tropical limestone soils.

natural communities. They are distributed ex- On tropical, coastal, sandy saline soils, often

i- affected by sea spray, the meadow vegetationhigh mountains of the Chingh;

eyond the limit of tree growth
i 4,000 to 5,200 m and with

consists of graminoids, including Spinifex litto-

reus, Sporobolus virginicus, Perotis indica, Cy-

brevifoliannual precipitation of 350 to 500 mm. They are
mainly composed of numerous species of Ko- forbs such as Ipomaeapes-caprae, Wedeliapros-

bresia, such as K. pygmaea, K. tibetica, K. roy- trata, Limonium sinense, Suaeda australis, and

leana, and K. humilis and many alpine forbs such shrubby Vitex trifolia var. unifoliata (Fig. 40).

as Polygonum viviparum, Thalictrum alpinum, 4. Swamp vegetation. The term "swamp

Pedicularis spp., and some alpine species of vegetation" is applied to a type developing on

grasses. Successional subalpine meadows rich in ^
forbs and grasses, with a few species ofKobresia, is close to the ground surface (Meadow of U.S.

follow deforestation of subalpine meadows (Fig. terminology). In China the floristic composition

logged

39). with
3. Subtropical and tropical meadows. Refer- Swamps can also be classified according to their

ence: Kwangtung Institute ofBotany (1 976). The
meadow vegetation or mesophytic grassland of
humid subtropical and tropical zones is, in gen-

occurrence in temperate, subtropical, Xropcd.

and cold, high mountainous areas (Fig. 41). Un-

der similar climatic conditions, they are differ-

eral, not a climatic climax, but rather a serai stage entiated by edaphic factors.

formed
ests. However, it can gradually merge into forests
with the invasion ofarborescent forms

Vegetational Regions of China

The longitudinal zonation of vegetation in the

or herbaceous taxa are sensitive to the combined temperate zone, which is closely related to tn^^

mfluence of soil acidity and air temperature. The
' '

taxa ofmeadows found on subtropical acid soils
are typified by numerous graminoids, such as

dulus
Miscanthus fl

east-to-west vanation m annual precipitation.^

shown in Figure 42. In eastern and southeas e^^

China, the different forest regions ^orrespon

the latitudinal zonation from north to south (
*

parviflorum. Rhynchos- 43). In the mountainous areas ofthe country

pora rubra. Fimbristylis spp., and are frequently
mixed with or dominated by pure stands of ev-
ergreen Dicranopteris dichotoma mixed with Ly-
copodium cernuum and L. clavatum. The mead-

zonation of the vegetation is vertical.

Based on the principles of vegetational i

tion, the country can be divided into ^'^^
„^q

tational regions (Fig. 44). References: Hou (

i

belonging
shrubs 1961, 1964, 1981a, 1981b, 1982).

ever, on tropical, deep, moist, acid soils occur
Apluda mutica. Eremochloa ciliaris. Ischaenum
aristatum. and Perotis indica, as well as The-
meda gigantea. and Saccharum arundinaceum
Evergreen Blechnum orientale is frequently seen

or>en

61, 1964, 1981a, iy»lD, ivo^;. .^
1. Cold-temperate deciduous neeaie-'^^

forest region. This region occupies ^^^^^
^f

north of China, embracing a very small a^^^

the northern Greater Kingan Mountains ^"
^^

annual precipitation of 500 mm. The me

nual temperature is below 0°C, and the ex

minimum is - 50°C. The forest consists pr
...

^ir"t^^ri°r
f"'.°' ^•"^''^ '-'""^'ne .« .he i„a„.ly of Larix gmelini on acid podzol.c

soil*-

Melastomataceae
r\^ ^u^ ^oi^- ^ I-

-— Many cultivated crops and fruit trees do
On the calcium or hmestone soils the grami- en in this region; however, potatoes, spnng^

noids are represented by Sporobolus elongatus.
BcMocHloa i„,er„,e,ia. .eyrau,.a ;^r;*: '^='i='r™S ZIZls .roai-lea^'^

1^

I
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Chi'^h*^'^
39. (Upper) Cold high-mountain steppe meadow is found at about 5,000 m elevation in the eastern

jj.j"f"^*"Tibet Plateau. This type of vegetation consists of numerous species of Kobresia such as K, pygmaea
^ '<• tibetica.

nia^^ '^O. (Lower) Dicranopleris dichotoma is frequently encountered in the ground layer of Pinus masso-

acid ^P^'^"^- In places, the fern forms pure stands. It, along with various associated plants, indicates strongly
^>1 in the humid subtropics and tropics.
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Figure 41. Swampy meadow of cold high-mountain at about 4,000 m elevation is frequently seen on the eastern Plateau.
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Figure 44. Map showing vegetational regions of China: 1) Cold-temperate deciduous needle-leaved forest
region;

2) Temperate deciduous broad-leaved forest region; 3) Subtropical evergreen broad-leaved forest region;
'*) Tropical seasonal rain forest region; 5) Temperate steppe region; 6) Temperate desert region; 7) High-cold
raeadow and steppe region; 8) High-cold semi-desert and desert region.

^^gion. In this region the annual precipitation nus tabulaeformis or P. densiflora and grows on
'anges from 600 to 900 mm. The northern part, acid, brown forest soil. Mixed deciduous broad-

'Jth the mean annual temperature varying from leaved forest and the Platycladus orientalis forest

to S'C, supports a mixed deciduous broad- thrive on the neutral or calcareous Korichnevie
^aved and evergreen needle-leaved forest. From soil. Saline meadows are widely distributed along
*e lowlands at about 300 m up to the highest the sea coast. The land is almost entirely under
^^"^ of Changpaishan at 2,700 m, the following cultivation and usually is planted three times in

^<^taiion types appear in succession: Quercus two years with winter wheat, cotton, peanuts,

'^ongolica forest; mixed Pinus koraiensis-decid- sweet potatoes, maize, kaoliang, and millet. Rice
"ous broad-leaved forest; Abies nephrolepis and is locally planted once a year.

'*^pa jezoensis forest associated with a second- Region 2 is the main production area in China

y forest dominated by Betula platyphylla; Bet-
^^jr^a/i/z forest; and the dwarf-shrub tundra

e valleys and alluvial plains, soybeans, sprinj

fruits, namely, apples, pears, grapes

persimmons, chestnuts, walnuts, and Chinese

eat, maize, kaoliang, millet, and rice are plant-
^ once a year.
^Hie southern part ofRegion 2 principally cov-

nual
^^^^ ^^^^^ '''^^"' ^^^^^ ^^^ "^^^" ^^'

j^j^,'
^^^'"Perature varies from 8° to WC. The

^'^uous broad-leaved forest consists of Quer-

spring dates.

forest

region. Occupying a vast area of the south-

western and southeastern part ofthe country, this

region is characterized by different types of sub-

tropical forests. In the eastern subrcgion, the cli-

mate is moist and warm. The annual precipita-

^'"^tata, Q. liaotungensis, Q. aliena. etc. Ev- tion is 1,000 to 2,000 mm and the mean annual

^" needle-leaved forest is dominated by Pi- vanes
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green broad-leaved forest, dominated by Cy- on some ofthe trees. Tropical broad-leaved semi-

clobalanopsis glauca, Castanopsis eyrei, Litho- evergreen forest (tropical seasonal forest) occurs

carpus glaber, etc., the evergreen needle-leaved on limestone hills or on drier sites. Along the sea

forest, dominated by Pinus massoniana and coast, mangroves containing Kandelia candel,

Cunninghamia lanceolata, and the Phyllosta- Rhizophora mucronata, i?. apiculata, and Bru-

chyspubescens forest grow on acid, yellow or red, guiera sexangula are confined to saline

podzolic soils. On the limestone soils occur mixed swampy soils. Some species produce £

deciduous and evergreen broad-leaved forests arching prop roots from their base, which enables

characterized by trees belonging to the Ulmaceae them to stand up to strong wind and waves. 0th-

and some other calcium-loving families. There er species have air-roots with tiny holes that pro-

tangl

#
funebris, ject above the mud and supply the submerged

^ '1.- .L-__ ^_ __--^T- -•_ A U«- «f *Vti3m nrnHllCe VI-
roots with air. A number of them produce

of the vegetation can be represented by the east- germinate

em When
leaved forest, mixed evergreen and deciduous readily take root in the shifting mud.

Abies fabri

scrub

In this region rice frequently yields two crops

a year. Sweet potatoes, maize, and peanuts can

base to the 3,300 m top ofthe mountain. be raised in the winter. Also cultivated are ev-

In the western subregion where the climate is ^.^ .

warm and rather dry with an annual precipita- apples, lichees, longans, mangoes, and betelnuts,

tion less than 1,000 mm, sclerophyllous ever- as well as plantations of industrial crops suc^ as

green oak forest, dominated by Quercus aqui- rubber

fruits

folioides, is found on the sunny slopes, and
succulent thorn scrub dominated by Opuntiafi-
cus-indica and Euphorbia royleana occurs in the

deep, dry valleys. There the evergreen broad-
leaved forest consists of Cyclobalanopsis glau-

palm in the southernmost part. There are also

fields of sugar cane, manioc, and sisal hemp.

^^

5. Temperate steppe region. The P^^^"

China's northeast and the eastern portion ot in

Mongoli
coides, Castanopsis delavayU and Lithocarpus a semi-arid climate. The eastern part is co^ve

dealbatus, Pinus yunnanensis, P. armandii, and with

red

Cupressus duclouxiana are the dom
the evergreen needle-leaved forest.

In the eastern subreeion two rrn

Willi iX. lllCaUACHJ^llJ tn^ j».»^j^^- —
A fu

dominated by Aneurolepidium chinense an
^^-

lifolium sibiricum that grow on loamy chern^

em or dark chestnut soils. Sparse mesoxerop
k var.

ofsummer rice and winter wheat or rapeseed are tic woodland dominated by Pinus sylvestris

usually planted each year. Double-cropping of mongolica or Ulmus pumila is found on sa^^^

soils. Typical steppe occurs in the western P

ofthe Inner Mongolian and Loess platea"^

rice, followed by a planting ofa cool-loving crop,

also can occur. Cotton, ramie, peanuts, sweet
potatoes, maize, and sugar cane are the common

My

grandis.

ifoli

rica rubra, and other cultivated trees such as tea, 5. slareosa, and Cleistogenes squarrosa are

••• -
scrub, including

5.//xspP-^
mulberry

grown. In the western

mer rice or maize and winter wheat or rapeseed

on

Salifl^

mainly deciduous.
fmit

sandy soil or sand dunes of this region.

meadows and the annual succulent b^^|?"j^j^

seasonal This
region lies in southernmost China where the an-
nual mean temperature ranges from 2 P to 26°C
and the precipitation is 1,200 to 2,200 mm an-
nually. In well-sheltered valleys one can

vegetation frequently occur on

ground-water tables.

forage plants in this area >ghiy

Grasses and
leguminous

re;

making the region China's mam iive^t^v^
-^^^^

area. The main domestic animals here are

-^—' " - /--t.wv^iiitiiuiiucK, cattle, and horses. ^nfihi*
broad-leaved evergreen rain forest with a wide A number of places in the eastern P^^^^^

region have been turned into agricultu
^^^^

with state farms raising crops and ^^^^'y"^
atw^

Their main crops are soy beans, sorgn

sugar beets.

height

trunks

tresses taller than a man and entwined with thick
ferns
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6. Temperate desert region. This region in- mountain alpine steppe occurs in the central part
eludes the western parts ofInner Mongolia, Kan- and is dominated by Stipa purpurea and S. sub-
su, the Tsaidam Basin in Chinghai Province, and sessiliflora var, basiplumosa. Yaks, Tibetan goats,

the whole of Sinkiang. The characteristic feature and sheep are the main domestic animals there,

of the climate is its dryness; the annual mean In the valleys of the plateau grow such cold-
precipitation is less than 50 to 150 mm in most resistant crops as rapeseed, spring barley, tur-

places. The sandy deserts and areas of gravelly nips, etc. They are locally seen at elevations be-

Growth low 3,200 m in the north and 4,200 m in the
sparse, and there are stretches that are devoid of south.
vegetation.

8. High-cold semi-desert and desert re-
Among the few plants that grow in the sandy gion. The northwestern comer ofTibet, at 5,000

deserts ot this region are Haloxyl
dron, H, persicum, Artemisia sphaerocephala, A.

m above sea level, has even sparser vegetation

and fewer varieties of plants. Only short, small
ordosica, and Calligonum spp. On the gravelly sub-shrubs are found here. Some of these are
gobi patches, Ephedra przewalskii, Nitraria creepers, whereas others are cushion plants, forms

that are adapted to resisting wind and cold and

preserving moisture. Ceratoides compacta and

Ajania tibetica are frequently found on the sandy

sphaerocarpa, Anabasis spp., Salsola passerina,
and Reaumuria soongarica occur. The succulent
halophytic dwarf semi-shrubby desert dominat-

Halocnemum
Ha- gravelly desert. There is no agriculture in this

hilaceum is confined to solonchak soil. Sympegma
^^gehi grows very sparsely in the rocky desert.
Most of the above-mentioned plants make ex-
cellent camel fodder. The leaves ofsome ofthese
plants are vestigial, their function having been
^ken over by green branches to reduce transpi-
ration.

In the temperate desert region Populus eu-
Phratica woodland, sometimes with Elaeagnus
^mstifolia, is found on river banks. The leaves
^^ Populus make an excellent fodder for camels

L h^^^^*
^his tree is the main source oftimber

n the desert. Tamarix scrub occurs on saline
n^^dow soils with a high water table,
^he vast grasslands on the slopes of the high

mT'"^^
*^ the Chilien, Tienshan, Kunlung,

are t kI
^^"^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ grazing grounds. There

on \T
^^^^^^^ consisting mostly ofPicea spp.

.^ttie upper slopes. The melting ofthe perpetual
^^and snow on the peaks irrigates the oases in

^ aeserts below. The low-elevation basins in
^region are centers for growing fruit, such as
^^Pes, watermelons, and Hami melons. Because
^^strong sunlight and the great fluctuation of

able'^^*^'^^^
between day and night are favor-

traord^^
^^"^^"trating sugar, the fruits are ex-

^ ainanly sweet. In addition, China's best long-

yir^k^^
^s grown in the Turfan Basin.

^^ m-cold meadow and steppe region. The

hai T>5^*
^"^ southern portions of the Ching-

andh
^'^^^^" ^^^ 4,000 m above sea level

duce
^^ ^^ summer. The melting glaciers pro-

Kobr
^^^ "^a^shes, lakes, and meadows with
esia pygmaea, K. tibetica, etc. The high-

region.
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QUATERNARY HISTORY OF DECIDUOUS FORESTS OF
EASTERN NORTH AMERICA AND EUROPE 1

Margaret B. Davis^

Abstract

The temperate deciduous forest of North America is more diverse than the deciduous forest of

western Europe. This difference has traditionally been explained by greater survival in North America

of deciduous species during the Quaternary. More recent investigations have shown, however, that

late-Tertiary forests ofEurope had already become dominated by conifers, with deciduous angiosperms

a minor component. During the Quaternary, coniferous species and genera were lost from the European

flora, leaving a few species and genera of angiosperms as the dominant trees. Cold, dry, continental

climate during the glaciations caused the extinction of conifers; deciduous trees apparently survived

these climatic conditions in pockets offavorable habitat in the eastern Mediterranean region. In eastern

North America, in contrast, temperate deciduous forests are quite similar to the forests that were

present in the late Tertiary. During the Quaternary, relatively few extinctions occurred, although

deciduous angiosperms were displaced from the Appalachian mountains, surviving in small popula-

tions in the lower Mississippi valley or on the southern coastal plain. Coniferous forests dominated

by spruce grew in the Great Plains, and forests dominated by pine grew on the southern part of the

Atlantic coastal plain. At the opening of the Holocene, and presumably at the beginning of all the

previous interglacials, tree distributions changed dramatically as temperate species rapidly extended

their ranges northward. Range boundaries have continued to change throughout the Holocene, as

expansions and contractions ofrange have occurred as the result ofclimatic change. Quaternary climatic

history caused dramatic changes in the forests of both areas, indicating that modem species distn-

butions can no longer be considered relicts of Tertiary distributions. Throughout the Quaternary,

species ranges have changed in response to changes in regional climate; many forest communities are

of recent origin, having received their present complements of tree species within the last 5,000 years.

Forest communities in Eastern North America and in Western Europe as well have been invaded

repeatedly during the Holocene by forest species expanding from refuges far to the south.

Temperate deciduous forest grows over a wide
eastern

cli

nosperms such as Sequoia dominant m so

regions, and evergreen angiosperms present e

in numbers of species, especially the mixed me- where. He argued that a number of major

sophytic forest communities of the southern Ap- matic changes occurred during the Tertiary, e^

palachians. These forests were traditionally com- pecially during the Oligocene; these changes i

pared with forests of the Tertiary Period (Reid, to local changes in abundances of various com-

'
'^^^ Braun, 1947, 1950; Campbell, 1982), when ponents of the Tertiary flora. Thus changes

J
the so-called Arcto-Tertiary geoflora was sup- climate caused local adaptations rather than ni

posed to have been widespread throughout the grations of intact plant communities from o^

latitude to another as Chaney ^^yP^l^^^-g^

(Wolfe, 1979). Before the end of the le^^

Period, the forests ofwestern United States

northern hemisphere (Chaney, 1944). Reid (1935)
and Chaney (1944) believed that severe climate

Quaternary
Arcto-Tertiary geoflora entirely from many re- already dominated by conifers. A similar chajT

gions, such as western North America, while in had also occurred in Europe, where PHoce^e n

_

of cow

V ..' n u c^"^ ^''''^P^' ^'^tinctions elim- ras contained many genera and species oi -
mated al but a few species and genera. The mod- fers (Wolfe. 1979). Seauoia was the

domman

em deciduous forests were thus seen as remnants
of an originally widespread, uniform vegetation
The geoflora concept has been challenged re-

cently by Wolfe (1978. 1979) who argued that a
uniform broad-leaved forest never existed His
analysis of the paleobotanical data shows that
Tertiary floras were diverse, with everarPPn avt«_

fers (Wolfe, 1979). Sequoia was

tree in some regions (Traverse, 1982).
^^^^

Mixed coniferous-deciduous forest m
^^ ^^

during the Pliocene is a new in^^'T"'^^^ *

j to

forest history that stands in marked cont^
^^^

the traditional view. The traditional vie
^^^

that deciduous forest persisted in ^uroF
^^

the early Quaternary Period, when increasinS

Department
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giosperm

verityofclimatecausedextinctionsofmany an- prised about 90 percent of the time during the

)82). Quaternary period. During these long, cold in-

rous tervals, temperate species survived in small pop-

from ulations that were susceptible to extinction. The
The severity of the climate, both in terms of average

Wolfe

important

Quaternary
Taxodiaceae, for example, once so important in temperature, continentality, and drought; the ex-

the Black Sea region, were eliminated entirely tent ofgeographical displacement ofplant species;

(Traverse, 1982). The angiospermous genera that the sizes of populations; and the community

of composition of forests in refuge areas; all had anremain today represent differential survival of
one component of what had been mixed conif- effect on the probability of extinction for indi-

erous-deciduous forest (Wolfe, 1979). Wolfe vidual species.

pointed out that Europe today has the type of Interglacial intervals comprised a much small-
climatic regime that elsewhere in the world sup- er proportion (about 10 percent) of the Quater-
ports mixed coniferous forest; the dominance of nary period. They were characterized by climates
deciduous species in the region today is therefore similar to those of today, which in Europe and
anomalous. Eastern North America in rontrasit eastern North America seem to bear a general
has a climatic regime typical of deciduous forest resemblance to late-Tertiary climate. Each in-

regions. Today it supports forests dominated by terglacial was short, lasting only 1 0,000 to 1 5,000

years, and began and ended with a sudden, major

climatic change (Emiliani, 1 972; Broecker& Van

Donk, 1970). The interglacials, although favor-

angiosperms

ry (Wolfe, IS

The Quaternary pollen record adds a useful
perspective to these differing views of the origin able for survival and population expansion of
01 the European deciduous forest and the rela- temperate forest trees both in Europe and eastern

North America, were times of vegetational in-

stability. During interglacials the geographical

eastern

Quaternary
^rd shows that dramatic changes in the geograph- distributions of temperate species shifted many

J5
ranges of forest species occurred during the hundreds of kilometers, and the composition of

Quaternary. We
^rest "remaining" in a region throughout the

jcaicdly displaced during the Quaternary

P
Biographical region where they
nis reason, modern geographical ranges

now occur.

forests

identify the locations of

Quaternary

Tertiary fl^

Wolfe

forest comunities changed rapidly.

Geological Evidence of Events

During the Quaternary Period

The exploration of the deep sea by geologists

in the last twenty years has led to a new under-

standing of Quaternary events, revolutionizing

our thinking about the time scale of glaciation.

Many marine cores include sediment extending

through the entire Quaternary Period. Previ-

ously, four major glaciations were recognized
^/^Us in response to climatic events. Third, the within the Quaternary. We

^^ occurred during the Quaternary,
Pecially the differential extinctions of conifers

were 1 8 or 20 glaciations during the last 2 million

angiosperms ternary. Each of these glacial

gned

diffi

^fQuaternary climate affect- 1 00,000 years (Hays etal., 1969). Figure 1 shows

oxygen-isotope paleoclimatic records for the last

!^^"
T^^^ three factors contributed to the make- 800,000 years. The climatic events are well dat-

JP
ofthe modem tem]

'^^erica and Europe,

cha ^^^^^'^^^^^e how Quaternary climate

lwo"^l^
^'^^<^^ne floras into modem floras, the

j^^^'^^^^s of Quaternary climate, glacial cli-

yjj
^"^ interracial climates, are important.

ciitVff
^ P^^^s appear to have had quite differ-

^heet
^^^ Glacial phases, i.e., times when ice

^ere more extensive than at present, corn-

ed: the last interglacial (the earliest part of stage

5) started 1 25,000 years ago, lasted about 1 5,000

years, and ended with a sharp decline in tem-

r^/-riitiirp that initiated the last elaciation. Warm
returned

interval

years ago a long cold interval (stages 2-4) began,

which culminated in the glacial maximum 1 8,000

to 20.000 years ago (Broecker& Van Donk, 1 970).
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These can be compared with quantitative sam-

ples of modern forest to show how the percent-

ages of pollen relate to the percentages ofgroMh

stock volume in the modem forest (Delcourt et

al, 1983). In addition, pollen concentrations in

sediment can be corrected for the rate at which

the sediment matrix has accumulated, and thus

the actual numbers of pollen grains deposited

Figure 1 . Oxygen-isotope ratios in three deep-sea every year on the sediment surface can be de-

termined (Davis & Deevey, 1964). Comparisons

-2.0

- 1.0

aoo 400 600 800

AGE (10 ' YR)

cores, plotted against time. The low points on the curves
represent periods when glaciers were expanded, the
high points, periods when glaciers were contracted. In-

Arabic

ofmodem pollen deposition rates and forest rec-

ords show that pollen deposition is proportional

9, etc., but glaciers were as small as today (isotope to the density of source trees within a 15 km

curves above dashed lines) for only short periods dur- radius of the deposition site (Davis et al., 1973;

ing the Quaternary. The three cores record nine glacial-

interglacial cycles during the last 800,000 years (mod-
ified from Johnson, 1982).

A number of aspects of this record are im-
portant to vegetation history. The first is that

changes occurred much more rapidly than pre-

We
•glacial

with
terglacials equal to, or longer than, glacial pe-
riods. The newer data indicate that interglacial

periods were brief, 10,000 to 15,000 years in

length, while the glacial intervals were much
longer, lasting about 100,000 years. During gla-

cial intervals there were fluctuations of climate
culminating in a severe, but relatively brief gla-

cial maximum and then a rapid, large temper-
ature rise into the next interglacial (Broecker &
Van Donk, 1970). The present interglacial, the
Holocene, is typical in length for an interglacial,

Webb et al., 1981). Although imprecisions anse

because pollen grains are produced in different

amounts by different species and are transported

different distances, we nevertheless can use pol-

len to obtain not only a list of the flora, but also

roughly quantitative information about the

abundances of different kinds of trees. Macro-

fossil studies are used increasingly in combina-

tion with pollen studies to provide species iden-

tifications and definitive proof of the Jocai

presence of particular plant species (e.g

1979; Davis etal., 1980).

Eastern United States is shown in Figure ^

with black dots indicating sites where sedim^n^

urely dated by radiocarbon at 18,00U

Watts,

are sec

20,000 years before present, when the ice stood

at its maximum . Most of these sites have been

studied within the last 1 5 years.

The new paleobotanical data demonstrate tn^

the vegetation during the last glacial penod
^^

very different from modem vegetation (Wa^^j

Furthermoremeaning that events recorded in Holocene sed-
^^«^' ^^«^^- hurtnermore mu..

.^^

^ ^^^^

imenlscanbeusedasananalnafnrPvPntcH,,HT.a communities were dissimilar trom
imenls can be used as an analog for events during
previous interglacials.

wides

trary to previous thinking, the latitudinal z

^^
tion of modem forest communities was

^^^

merely displaced southward in response to

^^

placement of climatic zones (Martin, 19 ^

Full-glacial Vegetation of
North America

Cores of lake sediment have yielded detailed
information about vegetation changes during the aeveloped, without moaem ana.-e- -—

„^,,.
glacial-interglacial cycles. Sediments can be sam- glacial boundary in New York and in Pen"^^

pled at close intervals, a few hundred years or vania there was a belt of tundra, which rn^

have been 1 00 to 200 km wide, extending s

modem

and
the last 50,000 years can be dated by radiocar-
bon. Pollen percentage assemblaees can he^ mrr..

with

ward at high

(Watts, 1979; Maxwell

untaiD*

More
was at about 1 ,000 m elevation in western

(Watts

*r 'f
°° Zl'Z^F'^. '": --l*'^ f- Along the Atlantic coastal plain ,.here *»

comparison trom different parts

(Overpeck & Webb (Watts, 1 984; Whitehead
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was common in the north, but farther south, it

became quite rare and Pinns was dominant. The
pollen assemblages from South Carolina leave it

ambiguous whether there was dense forest or
semi-open vegetation (Whitehead, 1973; Watts,

1983), but it is clear that deciduous trees were
rare or absent. On the southern coastal plain and
piedmont as far south as northern Florida, Pinus
was the dominant tree (Watts, 1970, 1983; Watts
AStuiver, 1980). There were only trace quan-
titles of deciduous tree pollen at sites north of
northern Florida (Watts, 1970, 1980; Watts &
Stuiver, 1980; Whitehead, 1973, 1981).
On the western flank of the Appalachians, Pi-

nus pollen dominated the fossil assemblage (Del-
court, 1979). But in the Mississippi valley, Picea
pollen was abundant, and Pinus pollen was ab-
sent (Delcourt et al., 1980). Farther north and
west on the Great Plains, Picea and Larix were
the dominant trees. Pinus was present before
24,000 years ago, but it became extinct just be-
fore the last glacial maximum. Unlike the mod-
em boreal forest, which contains both Pinus and

*_*_*_#_*_#.
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Figure 2. Outline map ofNorth America, showing

the extent of ice and the locations of major kinds of
cfa, especially in the central part of Canada, vegetation 18,000 years ago. Black dots indicate lo-

^^cea dominated the full glacial forest in the cen- cations of fossil deposits dated with certainty at 1 8,000

||^
part of the continent, and Pinus was absent, ^o 18,500 years,

^^re is some controversy about the presence of
^^rcus. Quercus pollen is present (15%) at an
ll^ois site at stratigraphic levels that appear to proves this idea, showing instead that deciduous

^11-glacial (Grttger, 1972). Some authors have forest was completely displacedfrom the Appa-
P^culated that oak grew together with spruce lachian mountains.
^cr a climatic regime in which seasonality was Full-glacial pollen deposits are dominated by

^^ch reduced (Wright, 1982; Solomon, 1982), coniferous pollen; they do not show a predom-
"e others suggest that the pollen assemblage inance of deciduous tree pollen, such as occurs

J^resents a tundra in which oak pollen carried

^ ^nd from a distance stands out in a pollen

modem
pecially

percent

^sembiage from unproductive tundra (King & mixed mesophytic forest (Delcourt et al., 1983).
indsay, 1980; Maxwell & Davis, 1972). Oak Deposits dated at 18,500 years before present in

^
ws together with spruce today on sandy soils

^T^™ Manitoba, producing similar pollen
^.^mblages (West, 1961) and macrofossils in-

^^ *^^ oak occurred in Iowa 12,000 years

1980^
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ present (Baker et al..

ithem pine species. Fai

ords, although sand <

rphic evidence suggest

(Watts

^ deciduous forest today reaches its maxi- survived the last glacial

It is unclear where all the deciduous forest species

^ins
i^^^^^P"^^^* i^ the Appalachian moun-

a^H
' ^^^ ^^^ community diversity is highest

tTA, H.?^"^
species reach maximum size and

*^<>wth rate

seeds and fruits from temp

suggest that some species

Memphis in the Mississippi

The high diversity of this forest (Delcourt el al., 1980). In northern

percent
^ unity has led to speculation that the south- ciduous tree pollen (mainly Q

cidu
^^^'^^^^^^ region was a center for the de-

^ioned
^ ^^^^t community, and perhaps func- ^ ,

jl
. .^ a refuge area during the Quaternary pollen increases in abundance rapidly at many

(Watts

ons (Braun, 1950). The fossil record dis- glacial period
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gesting that at least small populations of tem-

perate trees such as Fagus grew nearby in very

it, and higher still where the species is abundant.

These relationships were different for the differ-

small, scattered refuges at the time of the glacial ent species that were studied, depending appar-

(Watts ently on the production rates and dispersal ten-

During the coldest part of the last glacial pe- dencies ofthe pollen. Generally, pollen deposition

riod, small populations ofdeciduous tree species rates are at least 5 -fold, and in some cases 10-

grown high

conditions compensated for the regionally cold, et al., 1973). On this basis I have deduced that

dry the earliest steep rise in the rate of pollen de-

scattered throughout the region, apparently com- position in fossil deposits, that is a ten-fold in-

crease to levels similar to those observed in mod-

em
prising only a small fraction of the total land-

scape area. In a regional sense pine was more
abundant than deciduous trees: it dominated the species, can be used as evidence of local arrival.

pollen assemblages. There was no large area In a few instances where data were available only

18,000 years ago that could have been mapped as relative counts, I used a steep rise in pollen

as a region of predominantly deciduous forest- percentages in radiocarbon-dated pollen per-

In their recent, detailed reconstructions of full- centage diagrams. In fitting isochrones, however

glacial vegetation, Delcourt and Delcourt (1981) more weight wa;

mapped the coastal plain as "Oak-hickory south- deposition rates.

1

em 9^
evergreen forest. The existence of this Recognizing

forest type is not well documented, however, as low as one percent near the geographical lini'

evidence has not been published from sites on for a species, I have avoided using a particular

the coastal plain except northern Florida, where pollen percentage value to indicate presence. Low

it is certain that sedimentation occurred contin-
"^

uously during the full-glacial (Watts, 1984). Al- ^

though Delcourt and Delcourt implied a higher sils have corroborated the interpretations in man)

determine

curately because of statistical errors. Macrofos-

angiospermous cases
suggested

v«... (Davis et al., 1980). There are also cas«

where macrofossils have been found at near

.

glacial vegetation ofthis region was different from sites where population expansion occurred e

j

liest were closest to refuge areas, and sites t

^^

show later arrivals are farther north. Maps sW

ing northward range extensions of se^^''^'

|"J^
forest trees have been prepared from puo ^

modem
palachians.

HoLOCENE Forests

Additional information about the history of
deciduous tree species comes from records of
vegetation after the ice began to retreat. In this

case we have many sites, not only those in Figure
2, but also many north of the glacial boundary,
where lakes and bogs are plentiful. These local-
ities are indicated by the small numbers in sub-

pollen the criteria described
above

(Figs. 3, 4, 5). jpjjr.

Arrival times (rounded to I'^^^'f^^,
^es

vals) were indicated on a map, and isocn

^^
were drawn connecting points o^^^'"^^^^

.^^^^ijest

sites where poulation expansion occurred ea^^^^

were closest to refuge areas, and sites t a

^^^^
'^ arrivals are farther north. Maps s

^
^^^

sequent figures; references are given in Davis northward range extensions ofseveral
majo

^
'
"^^ ^

^
est trees have been prepared from PU^lish^^/;^(1981).

Pollen records were used to determine the len evidence using the criteria descri

northward movement of trees recolonizing de- (Figs. 3, 4, 5).
temtory

(Davis, 1976, 1981). Of^'course pollen Tr^be
dispersed far from living populations of plants;
some quantitative criterion must be developed
to use pollen grains as evidence for the local ar-
rival of trees. Modem pollen deposition rates in
lakes show a relationship to geographical range
limits. Accumulation rates for all species studied
are higher within the range limit than outside of

Figure 3, for example, shows ^^^y^
^ov*^

The stippled area is the region where ^^^
.^.

today. The small numbers on the map ^"
^^t

rival times" in thousands ofyears
be^f^ P^

^^p.

at each site. Isochrones have been dra
^^^^

necting points of similar age, tracing ^f

edge of the expanding population. The ^^j.

points indicates the uncertainty of the
^^^

nations ofarrival dates. Pollen percentag
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Abies
da/samea

alsamFir

arriv i^^-^
Expansion ofboreal tree species northward following the retreat ofthe ice. Small numbers indicate

Line^
^^^^^ ^ thousands of years before present at individual sites, as indicated by fossil pollen (see text),

s connect points of Qimilar aa^- inHiVs,t;no thf- inration of the exoanding frontier for the species at hOOO-
year

day range for the genus or species

Piled from sites over a wide area have been plot- species, as well as by the amount of pollen pro-

Webb
^ ""^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^f ^^^^ b^ Bemabo

*e back

Webb (1981), an

*ollen percentages

duced by the population ofinterest. Nevertheless

a map ofpercentages shows the region where the

species was most abundant (given a more or less

ground of pollen produced by other constant pollen background) and it shows the
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80d

arc*
Quercus and Ulmus. Both coniferous species expanded from the eastern coastalplain, suggesting a retug<

somewhere in the vicmity Oak and elm expanded in a northeasterly direction from refuges that were
appare

located m the southern Mississinni vnli^^/ r»„;^« /r t^...- ,r.ci,s

retreating edge ofthe migrating population (Ber- per year, a rapid rate for trees with 1°"^ f" ^vnabo&Webb. 1977). Data showing later arrivals ation times. These estimates are suppo-f
at northern sites than at southern sites can be data from Europe, which suggest similar ^^^^

used to calculate rates of ranoppvta^o: .- .
'

. . .^^/^. Tj.,«tipv & d"used to calculate rates of range extension in me-
ters per year. Most tree species were able to ex-
tend their ranges northward 200 to 300 meters

expansion there (Firbas, 1 949; Huntley

In northeastern United States, tar u
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}

•

Castanea
denfafa

Chestnut

Figure 5. Range extension of four deciduous tree species or genera following the retreat of the ice. Chestnut

^ the slowest species to extend its range northward. Beech moved northward east of the Appalachians,

Panding westward across the lower Great Lakes region (from Davis, 1983).

^dually through

gained

glacial Pond in Tennessee (Delcourt, 1979), were closer

species to refuges and much less influenced by migration

histories (Solomon et aL, 1981).

"irpughout the Holocene. Certain forest species The replacement of Picea and other boreal

WlveH *r^ 1 . ^ . . ^ r^« u,, ^o^iHnnnc fnrp<;t or hv mixed decid-
^

/=u very IdiXQ^ Castanea arrived in Con-
^^ticut as recently as 2,000 years ago. Sites in

^ southern Appalachians, such as Anderson

species
occurring

16,000 years ago in the south and 10,000 years
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ago farther north. The maps (Fig. 3) show that chain (Delcourt, 1979). The expansion was rel-

northward expansions ofboreal species occurred atively slow, averaging about 100 meters per year.

at different rates. Picea and Abies, which have Castanea is dispersed by birds; however, it is

overlapping geographical ranges at the present completely self-sterile, which may mean that the

time, did not expand northward together. In some statistical chances for the establishment of pop-

regions, such as northern New Hampshire, Abies ulations are much lower than for self-fertile

arrived after Picea had declined in abundance, species. It was successful once it became estab-

These results refute the idea that two trees that throughout

co-occur today in a recognizable plant commu- palachians, and dominant in many areas (Braun,

nity necessarily expanded together in the past 1950). The direction ofexpansion ofall the above-

in response to climatic change. The rate at which named species suggests that they survived the

each species could expand into available habitat last glacial period somewhere west of the Ap-

depended not only on suitability of cUmate, but palachians, perhaps in the southern Mississippi

also on the dispersal of seeds and the ease with Valley (Delcourt & Delcourt, 1981).

which new individuals could become estab-

lished.

Many deciduous tree species moved into

northern United States from the west as inter-

glacial conditions developed. This group in-

cludes Ulmus, Acer, Quercus, Carya and Cas-

Fagus grandifolia (Fig. 5) moved norttiwara

along the Atlantic coast east ofthe Appalachians.

Beech then expanded westward through the Mo-

hawk Valley into the Great Lakes region, spread-

ing southward into Ohio. The movement ofbeech

Wisconsin and Michigan
tanea (Figs. 4, 5). Ulmus (Fig. 4) ranges far north my laboratory by means of closely spaced sites;

into Canada at the present time (stippled area on our results suggest
barriersFig. 4); its physiology appears adapted to the ^ ^ -

cooler climates that may have prevailed 10,000 100 km wide. Detailed studies of migration his-

to 1 1 ,000 years ago. Acer (mainly A. saccharum) tories indicate the mechanisms of dispersal for

arrived very early at some midwestem
12,000 to 11,000 years ago, expanding rapidly

into the northeast, where it arrived about 9,000
years ago. The rapid and early expansion of

surprising

Furthermore
heavy seeds that depended on animals for dis-

persal. Birds can be very effective dispersal agents,
however, because birds such as blue jays and , ,.-

crows not only feed on acorns but fly consider- appeared fimaT's^^^^^

plants, and give us some idea of the role of geo-

graphical barriers in preventing or slo^^^S
^^J'

graphical spread (Woods & Davis, 1982; Web ,

1982) (Fig. 5).
, ^

.

Two coniferous species, Pinus strobus anu

Tsuga canadensis, expanded from a refuge o^

the central coastal plain, or on the exposed co

tinental shelf, which has long been sugS^^te^*;^^

(Femald

with

areas (Van Although
animal dispersal is more effective than wind dis- ga canadensis grow today in mixed stands wiuj

persal. since the seeds are carried to suitable sites temperate deciduous forest species, they were
d

^^

rather than distnbuted at random. Ease of es- erowine toa^ther with

glacial period
diffef

modem

tablishment may also have affected the success
of Quercus. Its range extension was rapid, more rhe'communUierinTe refuge areas were dUter-

rapid than any of the deciduous trees that today " ' —•.:-. ^^moosea "

grow in mature forests. Also moving from the
west, but expanding more slowly, was Carya spp
which arrived early ( 1 0,000 B.P.) in the Midwest',
even at sites close to its present northern bound-
ary. But it was slow to cross the Appalachian

and arrived

before

Castanea

M

cm irom moaem coiiiiiiuiii"^-'> — -. rj|^

small subsets of the species ^^aractenstic

diverse "mesophytic forest." This is an irnP^_

tant point, because trees were exposed to

^^
petition from species co-occurring in reiug

^^^^

for about 50,000 years. The makeup ^^^"^
ujj,

munities is important when the evolutiona

tory ofspecies and coadaptations betwee ^^
are considered. In contrast, deciduous ^^^^^

been growing in the Appalachian
ago (Delcour. e, al 1980). I, ,hen expanded study them today for fewer than 12.000 J'^
northeastward up the Appalachian mountain and for less than half that time in the north'"
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-STEPPE^^IIPP STEPPE-TUNDRA

ARTEMISIA STEPPE

Appalachians. In the northeast, deciduous forest

communities have gained new species through-

out the Holocene, increasing in diversity as ad-

ditional species extended their ranges to this re-

gion.

Many communities that appear similar today

have had different histories even during the last

few thousand years. For example, Quercus-Cas-

lanea forests in the Appalachian mountains have

contained Castanea for different lengths oftime,

8,000 years in the southern Appalachians and
only 2,000 years in the north. Thus, present sim-

ilarities in community composition do not nec-

essarily mean that forests have had a long, sim-

ilar history.

Range limits change constantly in response to

climate. For example, Finns strobus moved north
of its present limit about 5,000 years ago (Teras-

mae & Anderson, 1970), when the climate was Figure 6. Outline map ofEurope, showing the dis-

warmer. As the climate cooled in the last few tribution of ice sheets and major vegetation types dur-

millennia, the tree has retreated southward; at ing the full-glacial, 18,000 to 20,000 years ago.

the same time the climate has been getting wetter
near the western limit of P. strobus, allowing it

to expand in Minnesota (Jacobson, 1979). Species that sea ice covered the ocean as far south as

ranges are dynamic, expanding and contracting Iceland and polar water flowed south to the Bay
in a sensitive way in response to minor changes of Biscay. Surface water temperature fell 1 O^C.

m climate. We have recently demonstrated that rm

em

f^guy has also extended its range westward about eastward across the Atlantic and along the west-

50 km within the last 1,000 years, presumably era coast of Europe, as it does today, flowed

in response to recent climatic changes correlative eastward across the mid-Atlantic and southward

^th the "Little Ice Age" (Woods& Davis, 1982). past the Iberian peninsula (Climap, 1 976).

Many range maps have been displayed and dis- Europe was without forest beween the north-

^ssed at this Symposium; it should be kept in
^ind that many of them may represent geo- al., 1971). The floor ofthe North Sea was exposed

graphical distributions that have been attained by lowered sea levels, providing a large land area

only recently, and that will change again as the
climate changes.

The Holocene is similar in length and com-
Wrable in climate to previous interglacials. We a tundra with abundant Artemisia (Peterson et

^ust conclude, therefore, that rapid northward al., 1979). Artemisia steppe ^also characterized

^Pansions of deciduous trees occurred many
^mes previously during the Quaternary.

in Northern Europe and a relatively continental

climate. The low countries and Denmark were

"nnlar desert." Farther south, the vegetation was

Mediterranean Similar vegetation

grew in Turkey, and east to the Iranian Plateau

(Van
" "'

Deciduous Forests of Europe

ailed knowledge ofPleistocene bi

and dry climate is indicated.

glacial

Europe

•glacial
am

been species

f«ible to observe the timing of changes in the from glacial refuges. At sites in central and north-

"oristic composition of temperate forest com- em Europe, interglacial pollen diagrams begin

"^^'lities. Recent work has indicated that ex- with a boreal flora oi Pinus and Betula, and end

^^^\y severe climatic conditions prevailed in with Pinus, Betula, and Picea; in the intervening

^ope during the glaciations. Reconstructed temperate zone the diversity ofthe flora gradu-

°^ surface temperatures 1 8,000 years ago show ally increases as more and more deciduous tree
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Palynological Sequence

of

Grande Pile Peat Bog

Holocene

percentages oftree pollen. Tree pollen was abun-

dant during the last interglacial, which extended

from 125,000 to 1 10,000 years ago. The inter-

glacial terminated with a change in climate

1 10,000 years ago that is also recorded in deep

sea sediments. Forest disappeared from the vi-

cxio^) Depth cinity of Grand Pile and was replaced by an ^r-

Est.Age

3

I 29,980
yrsB.P.

Glacial
I 36,5 I

yrsB.P.

10

18

Interval

Interglacial

-500

- 700

-900

-II 00

- 1300

- 1500

- 1700

'1900

(cm)

Percent Arboreal Pollen

Steppe

warmer

returned

locene is indicated by the pollen diagram, as all

the forest species, including Picea, returned. Pic-

arrival

interglacial interval, but it must have been grow-

ing nearby during the subsequent cold stadial,

because it was available for rapid recolonization

warmed
second cold period began about 90,000 years ago.

Again, the forest was replaced by Artemisia

steppe, and again, about 10,000 years later, the

forest returned, including all tree species. Then

the climate became cold again 70,000 years ago,

and a long cold period ensued, culminating m

the glacial maximum 18,000 years ago. Dunng

this long period, Artemisia steppe prevailed lo-

cally and the deciduous forest and Picea appar-

ently retracted to distant refuges.
^

In her classic paper, Reid (1935) emphasizeo

the importance of east-west trending mountain

in the extinction of deciduous forest species i

Europe. She believed that the glaciers were a
-

companied by cold climate, which ^^^^^V^^^

tinctions oftemperate trees everywhere nort

this mountain barrier. Only those species t^^

reached refuees in the Mediterranean ^^^^^,

Figure 7. Percentages of tree pollen in the Grand
^^^^'^ discussion emphasized tne oio^

^.^^

Pile pollen diagram (from Woillard, 1978). ciation as a time of extinction. The Crran

appear. The younger

arrival
both Carpinus and Picea; these genera appeared
earlier in the older interglacials.

The Grand Pile Peat Bog in northern France
is a recently investigated site that is remarkable
because

-^v.v*uv^i vege-
tation dunng interglacial and glacial intervals. A

aaia impiy, nowever, inai although —
^^

appeared locally in response to cold ^"^^
j^]^

the onset of glaciation, all species were »^^^^

to retum as soon as the climate became
^ ^^^

again. A more important extinction time
wa^

,^

very long and very severe cold penoo ^
eluded the glacial maximum (70,000 to i^

^^^^^

years ago), rather than the first onset o

^^^^^

100,000 years ago that accompanied ^^^^^^^

opment of continental ice sheets. It was
^^^commuous sed.me„ta,y sequence includes the long cold periods, lasting 50,000 years or mo«

"?rr»: '?.?!•';'>!• !:!™«™' '-^- *at .rees like Picea became locally ex.*.
!;^„

interglacial and the previous glacial maximum viving only in refuge areas far to the eas .

3 1 978.^. T '°'°'"' ^"" =«° <^°"- *» "«' interglacial, the Holocene, began, -
'

L''=l r.l*;fri'.'ll'""* '™P'ifi=d pollen was slow to return to westerr, Europe-.^^^i
percentage

pen

return to western

retum
cinity of Grand Pile.maximum 130,000 years aeo is mark^H w^V ^^ ^^^^"^ ^'*^-

Picnanded
^ycaib ago IS marked by low Distributions of deciduous trees expand
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I

America

Europe during the Holocene just as they did in that we see today in northwestern Europe. Two
^^here factors may have selected against conifers during

in the the Quaternary: 1) they might not have been able

ll-gla- to expand into forested landscape as successfully

(Van as the deciduous trees, thus losing out in corn-

slopes of the Alps and/or

derHammen et al., 1971); probably small pop- petition during the interglacials. The successful

ulations were scattered about in pockets of fa- invasion of beech forests by spruce during the

Maps last few centuries (Moe, 1 970) argues against this.

frequencies in Europe show that many deciduous There is some evidence, however, that the mi-
tree species expanded first in southeastern Eu- gration of Picea is influenced by soil changes,

rope and then moved westward (Huntley& Birks, especially progressive leaching ofcalcareous soils

1983). The gradient in ocean surface temperature (Andersen, 1964). If so, the expansion of Picea
across the Mediterranean (Clin

have been correlated with more
peratures on land as well.

The succession of interglacial

could have been delayed by unsuitable soils in

the early part ofthe interglacial. This theory does

not explain Picea*s history during the early Qua-

ternary, however, when it appeared during the
rope record the progressive extinctions of tree early phases of interglacial sequences in Britain,

during the Quaternary (West, 1970; Wolfe

interglacial

2) Alternatively, conditions in the refuge areas

might have selected against conifers. The ex-

velopment of different communities of decidu- tinction ofwestem European populations of Pic-
ons trees, depending on which species arrived in ea mid-way through the Quaternary (West, 1 980)
the British Isles. Floristic differences among the may be related to the very severe conditions that

British interglacials were also caused by evolu- existed during the glacials in the westem Medi-

West (1980) suggested terranean region. A very dry and probably con-
^a, for example, which appeared in Britain dur- tinental glacialclimate may have selected against
ing early interglacials, must have been migrating spruce, even though interglacial climates, like

to the British Isles from refuge areas in westem the Holocene, were favorable for conifers. It

Europe. In the later interglacials there was a grad- would be a mistake to study the present climate

and try to use it to explain all aspects of thesurvive
refuges in westem Europe. Picea appeared later distribution of the modem flora (Wolfe, 1979).
and later in successive interglacials, and during Instead, the longer intervals oftime during which

Jhe Holocene it failed entirely to expand into the climate was very different must be taken into
Great Britain. account, i.e., the glacial intervals, which com-
Additional evidence for evolutionary changes prise nine-tenths ofthe Quaternary Period. Dur-

is provided by Corylus pollen percentages in the ing these longer intervals, extinctions of conifers

(West
e early interglacials ofEast Anglia, Corylus pol- were able to survive.

occurred, although many temperate angiosperms

. J^'^centages are low. Later in the Quaternary

j

'became more abundant, and finally, in the Ho-
_ ^^> It arrived earlv and hnilt nn f\ lariTP nnn-

The Quaternary fossil record has further im-

plications for the geoflora concept. Geofloras are

forest communities that were believed to persist.

3tion before other deciduous trees arrived. West unchanged in composition, over many millions

suggested that Corylus may have adapted to in- of years. In contrast, Holocene forest commu-

Whereas nities are ephemeral, composed of newly im-
ess successful, and Tsuga became extinct alto- migrated species, and easily invaded by addi-

^^ber, Corylus, a deciduous angiosperm, be- tional species. The deciduous trees growing in

^^ more and more abundant. our forests that have persisted from Tertiary time

are aggressive species that have been able to move

rapidly onto deglaciated territory. Any species

that has not been able to disperse its seeds easily,

^xtinction rates in Europe during the Quater- to extend its range, and to penetrate forest com-

J^y
were higher for coniferous trees than for munities, has become very rare or extinct. Wolfe

"iPerate deciduous angiosperms (Wolfe, 1979). (1979) compares our tree flora to secondary

^^ preferential ehmination of conifers docu- species in the forests of eastern Asia. The nature

Discussion

•Rented 'n Quaternary deposits led to the devel- of modem communities calls mto question

°P"ient of the predominantly deciduous forest whether the concept of closely co-adapted com-
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munities such as "geofloras" is appropriate to

describe Tertiary forests.

The deciduous forest communities of eastern

North America and western Europe remain a

grab-bag of species with characteristics that en-

abled them to survive during the Quaternary in

the very unstable environment of interglacials,

when rapid dispersal and colonization abilities

were selected for. During the glacials, dry and

continental climate exerted a different kind of

selective pressure. Campbell (1982) has com-

pared the tree floras ofEurope and eastern North
America, invoking these factors to explain some
of the differences. The modem deciduous forests

are a product of Quaternary history over the last

two million years. Although on the generic level

the forests of eastern North America bear a sim-

ilarity to Tertiary forests of the same region, the

marked changes that have occurred in Europe
caution us against using the present forest as a

model for the forests of the Tertiary.

Andersen
light
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THE TIBETAN PLATEAU IN RELATION TO THE
VEGETATION OF CHINA

David H. S. Chang^

patterns

Vegetation zones of the eastern coast of China is a vast system of the atmospheric circulation

represent a series of forests from the tropical to in the upper atmosphere (5) (Figs. 2 and 3). Its

the cold-temperate zone. There is also a change center is located in Ali, the western part of the

from forest through steppe to desert from the Plateau. This region has very little precipita-

southeastem coast to the northwestern interior tion—only about 50 mm annually— and is there-

ire quite different from those fore a desert or semidesert climate. Figure 4 shows

vhcTC the vegetation pattern the extent of the resulting vegetational region.

rom south to north is: trop- The vegetation is suffrutescent desert and steppc-

ical, subtropical desert and savanna, Mediter- desert types that are composed mainly of Cer-

ranean sclerophyllous forest, deciduous forest, atoides latens. In the northwestern part of the

and coniferous forest. This series shows a pat- Plateau, the climate is very dry and cold by rea-

ith and moister in the north, son of high altitude and its more northem lati-

that basically reflects Hadley's classic diagram of tude. A sparse high-cold desert of low suffrutes-

atmospheric circulations (10, 25, 26, 28). There- cent and cushionlike Ceratoides compacta has

western

tern

eastern

western
developed there. On the vast flat of the central

Plateau, the annual precipitation increases to

distribution ofvegetation (Fig. 1). The geograph- about 200 mm, and a high-cold steppe vegetation

ic distribution ofvegetation in China-Eastern Asia of Stipa purpurea prevails. This is the major

nterpreted primarily in terms vegetation type ofthe Plateau. In the eastern part

terns of atmospheric circulation in Asia because of the Plateau there is a cold, low-pressure zone

it reflects the "projection" of atmospheric cir- where annual precipitation reaches 600
mm. Un

culation onto the land surface of the earth.

Recent research in atmospheric physics indi-

cates that the Tibetan Plateau in eastern Asia is

a huge "Hot Island" that hinders atmospheric
circulation (5). The powerful thermal and oro-
graphic effects of the Plateau cause great changes

northem

wiicic annual yici^Aj-Fit«.ix\-'AA *v^**^'
. , c

der this cold and wet climate, a special kina

^^

high-cold meadow has developed, cons'^!!"^

Kobresia and low scrub Rhododendron. 1 ne^^

fore, the Plateau vegetation changes from sou^^^

east to northwest, grading from ^^^''^
!^^^^

ow and scrub through high-cold steppe and d

to high-cold desert. This sere of high-cold vcg

hemisphere, especially in Asia, and have a direct tation was formed and developed in the Quatc

patterns

world.
nary.

The Tibetan High influences not only tn

Hereafter I will discuss the uplift ofthe Plateau teau itself, but is also the center of a great n^^

m relation to atmospheric circulation and the pressure belt above Asia, North Afnca,

distribution of vegetation in China. The most southern Europe. Around the periphei7 "'^^

Tibetan Plateau, there exist striking
differs

Tibetan High
format

Mongolian

side of

of

Eastern Asian Monsoon

Formation of the Tibetan High and the

in climate and vegetation: the southern
^^

the Plateau is the wet, rainy, and steep s o
^^

the Himalaya Mountains, falling to the

Bengala plain. In Assam, in the foothills o
-" "- — "— '•"^•rti>' iiiuH AND THE °— '^

'
. f 11 -vreeds 1^'"^

Pi ATEAU ZoNATioN OF VEGETATION IN TiBET ^^ Himalayas, the annual rainiaii ex^
.^^

^ ^^ „ r- .- mm, making this one of the rainiest area

The Tibetan High which arises from the pow- world. Luxurious tropical mountain foresU t-

erful thermal effect of the Plateau in the summer developed there. On the opposite, northern^

and the cooling effect of the Plateau in the winter, of the Plateau are the Kunlun Mountains.
THe*

.Cornell University. Ithaca. New York. Current address: Agricultural College, Xinjiang, People's ReP"'*'

of China.

Ann. Missouri Bot. Gard. 70: 564-570. 1983
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Figure 3. The winter circulation above East Asia (22).

FigL RE 4, The map of vegetational regions of East Asia.
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are the driest mountains in the world. Desert and lacking in precipitation in this area, and has
vegetation covers the mountain slopes from the caused a vast temperate desert zone to develop
foothills up to the snowline. At the base of the in the plain of Central Asia. It ranges from Iran

Kunlun Mountains there is a vast expanse of
sand desert, the Taklamakan— the arid core of

;, Gansu, Qinhai, Inner Mongol
Western Mongolia. Its northern ]

Asia, where annual precipitation is less than 10 reaches nearly to 50°N latitude; far beyond the
mm. East of the Plateau, across the Traverse limit of the "desert zone of Cancer."
Mountain Range and reaching to the shore ofthe According to computer simulations by Ma-
Pacific Ocean, is an extensive subtropical ever- naba, the great high pressure system was pro-
green broad-leaved and temperate deciduous duced over continental Siberia on the north side

broad-leaved forest. To the west of the Plateau, ofthe Plateau only after the Plateau was upHfted.
through the arid, hot, and desert vallev of Kash-

Middle

If the Plateau were eliminated, the desert areas

of Central Asia would have a moist climate that
coast ofNorth Africa, is the greatest area of sub- would support forest or grassland vegetation and
tropical desert in the world. Therefore, the Ti- the wet, hot, and fertile plain of India would be
betan Plateau is a "crossroads" for vegetation an arid zone (4, 21). Research in Chinese geology
and a climatic ''watershed divide" in the Old and paleobotany has also established the foUow-
world. The different vegetation zones on the Pla- ing: before the Tibetan Plateau had arisen and
teau itself reflect the close connection of the cli- the Tethys Sea had disappeared, there was an
mates, floras, and vegetation types ofthe Plateau arid and hot climate in central China, but it was

much warmer and moister in Dzungaria, which

had a forest-steppe climate and vegetation at that

time. After the uplift ofthe Plateau and the west-

ward movement of the Tethys Sea, the climate

in central China became moist, and in northern

China the climate changed from warm and moist

to cold and dry. The northwestern part of China

to the surrounding areas.

Movement
Westerlies, Est.

Mongolian-Siberian Cold High, and
Formation of the Desert

Vegetation in Central Asia

The Westerlies are located at about 30°N lat- became a temperate desert (7), The formation of
nude. They represent a system of high pressure deserts proceeded with uplift of the Plateau and
circulation that controls the formation of arid
zones. Within this zone, the climate is dry, pre-

moved gradually northward (4).

The Plateau prevents the effects of marine

the flora that are characteristic of the eastern

cipitation is rare, the continentality is strong; great monsoons reaching the Central Asian desert re-
sand deserts are found in this zone. The Wes- gion. Only a remnant of the Southwestern Mon-
^rlies form the "desert zone of Cancer" in the soon reaches the Alasan and Hexi Corridor in
^opical and subtropical latitudes. The Tibetan the summertime, and then causes a concentra-
lateau, which is situated between 30° and 40''N tion of precipitation. Therefore, there have de-

witude, is a hugh orographic dynamic and ther- veloped some annual summer ombrophiles in

J)al hindrance to the Westeriies. The Westeriies
"^ide into southern and northern branches at Central Asian desert. Dzungaria is located in the

western end of the Plateau. In the summer, westem part of Central Asia and receives some

.
"orthem branch shows an anticyclone curve ofthe Mediterranean subtropical air masses. This

*" northern Sinkiang, situated on the north side causes more spring rainfall and has led to de-

^
^e Plateau. A high pressure zone caused by velopmentofa vegetation containing spring-om-

r^ compensational descending effect of the Ti- brophiles, which are characteristic ofthe westem

^^^^ ?^6h occurs above Gansu and Sinkiang. A Central Asian desert. The Beishan Gobi, East

Sinkiang, and the eastern part of South Sinkiang

are located in the most arid core of the desert,

and are under the influence of the center of high

the

Sib!^?^"'
^"ticyclonic system-the Mongolian-

^^oenan Cold High^caused by the Plateau pre-
"^mg thermal exchange between Siberia and

j5
J^dian Ocean, and causing an accumulation pressure and powerful anticyclone. There is very

^cold air over the continent, is formed in win- ^**'- -^ '̂-t-ti-n ncn^Hv nnt mnrp than 1 mm
•This Mongolian Cold High is the controlling

^^^ of the eastern Asian weather during the appear vast bare areas of the "Gobi/' drift sand,

^^^ It makes the winter climate cold, dry, and *'Yardang.

little precipitation, usually not more than 10 mm.
The desert vegetation is sparse, and there often

»•
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Expansion of the Steppe Vegetation
AND Compression of the Deciduous
Broad-leaf Forest by the Effect of

THE Mongolian Cold High

gnificant

eastern

Mongol
anticyclone caused by the uplift of the Tibetan

Eastern

permitted

passes by the coast ofnortheastern Asia, creating

a moist and rainy climate (27). In terms of at-

mospheric circulation, eastern Asia is mainly un-

der the control ofthe Aleutian Low in the winter,

and transitional between the hot Tibetan Plateau

and the cold Okhotsk Sea in the summer. The

northem limit of the effect of the warm-humid

Eastern Monsoon, which produces abundant

precipitation, is in this region. Therefore, eastern

China is more moist than northem China, and

droughts
Kasahara

ed to arid and cold continental climate, to expand ^^^^^^

southeastward. This has restricted the area ofthe „, .. „nt

mesic deciduous broad-leaf fores., which re-
^^^"'^ (^']''' :''^™e,an Plateau were m,

quires a temperate, moist chmate. Several thou-

ofagricultural

Okhotsk High

might not form or might

*;;ri™;;:iv;^t-:.ro:;'ihr;;;:rr„: -«, *=„. «.. .he Pia.eaufecs^ dism-o.

northeasternof China (the Yellow River Basin), one of the °^ ^^^

original centers of ancient culture, and acceler- *°^^5-
, ^^^ , ^ ,t,„ ^^^ct the

ated the development of the steppe. Generally,
^ot more than 500 km from t^e coa^^^^^^

the area ofbroad-leaved deciduous forest in e«st-
"^^"^^^^ ^^^"^^te is replaced by a continen

em Mongoli

in Western Europe and North America. It dis-

appears abruptly in the central part of eastern
Asia. The spring drought and the cold winter that

are caused by the Mongolian High are the most
important limiting conditions for development
ofbroad-leaved deciduous forest in eastern Asia.
The temperate steppe zone, which crosses the

eastern

southern

eastern
steppe

Mongol

the mesic mixed forest disappears. Beyond the

taiga of the Great Xingan Mountains, the vege-

tation rapidly becomes steppe.

Prevalence of the Eastern Monsoons

AND Development of the

Broad-leaved Evergreen Forest

The subtropical climate ofsouthern and
sout

-

eastern Asia is controlled chiefly by the hot low-

pressure system of the Southeastern and South-

western Monsoons in the summer. In the wi

it is influenced strongly by the Mongolian L

High. In this region monsoons are more strong

rian High and the moist climate under the influ-
"^S^" '^ '""'^ '^^°^ monsoon. -- ""-

^ ^j^,,

ence of the eastern Asijin Monco«« t ^„, t^u^ developed than elsewhere and are moMj^

ofthe presence ofthe Tibetan Plateau, l ne

of the Plateau are: ^^
The importance ofthe Southwestern A/o'"

(21). There is a branch of the h^nrid ^o^_^^

Monsoon

Monsoon
steppe zone can be divided into three transitional
subzones: the desert-steppe, the typical steppe,
and the forest-steppe. Communities in these sub-
zones are dominated by various steppe grasses.
The subzones conspicuously reflect the transition1 ne suDzones conspicuously reflect the transition

iviwiisuu.i mat vw...^-
^^^^^^

from arid to semi-moist climate, and from desert
^''^^"' P^'^^^ °^^'' *^ mountains

^i

to forest vegetation Burma

Aleutian Low and Presence of the

Eastern

northwestern

with thf

and

Northeastern

nonnwesiem currenx ai jji^--^^^- —
^^^

produces abundant summer rainfall a
^_^

Plum rains'* in the Yangtze-Huai R^^^^^^^pp,,
ineedle-Broad-leaf Forest i-mm rams m me langi^^c-^^u*^-

- rsupp'^
.

,
This precipitation is an important water

A temperate, mixed, needle-broad-leaved for- for the southern and southeastern As«an su

t type IS distributed in the nortTif-^ct^t-r, ««^ ^r * • .i , . t ^ «^n fnrest" "— "v^^i^'ivaaiciii pan oi
eastern Asia (Northeast China, North Korea and
the Soviet Far East). Its dominant, Korean pine
{Pinus koriensis), requires a moist m=,nti,^« ^k

persistence

might be

warm cu

tropical broad-leaved evergreen forest. ^^

The stabilization and reinforcement J
^^^

Southeastern Monsoon. The restriction
^^^^^

Westerlies and the thermal effect of the

^ ^^^^^

increases and maintains the stability an
^

sity of the monsoons in Eastern Asia,
^j^^^iy

the Black Tidal Current, which mits the monsoons to reach to both no
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i

and southerly extremes (15, 16). The reinforced on the development of the tropical rainforest in

summer monsoons bring abundant rainfall, which the southwestern part of tropical China, India,

is a major factor for the development of the and the Peninsula of Middle South. The warm,

southern and southeastern Asian broad-leaved humid air of the Monsoon comes from low al-

evergreen forest. titudes over the Indian Ocean and blows into

The tropical cyclone. Typhoons also have an Bengala and the eastern Himalayas. It is trans-

important effect of increasing the water supply formed into a cyclone curve by the horseshoe-

for the eastern Asian broad-leaved evergreen for- shape of the mountain barrier, and produces

est. The Tibetan High is a strong influence in abundant rainfall in the mountains. The annual

turning typhoons northward. precipitation of 5,000 to 10,000 m maintains

The southwestern low vortex. This powerful luxuriant montane tropical rainforests and sea-

vortex forms on the plateau and moves eastward sonal semi-evergreen forest. Because of the oro-

in the summer. It is an important weather sys- graphic and humid-hot monsoon effects, the

tern, producing summer rainstorms in eastern

Asia.

northern-

most limit here at 29°N latitude. The tropical

Therefore, the Tibetan Plateau is an orograph- seasonal forests of Xishuangbanna in Yunnan
ic and thermal factor that maintains, reinforces. Southwestern

forms the eastern Asian Monsoons Monsoon
other weather systems. Its effects are indispen- eastern Himalayas turn westward and become

southern an east wind along the southern foothills of the

southeastern Asian subtropical broad-leaved ev- Himalayas into Punjab, the rainfall decreases sig-

nificantly westward and the dry season becomesthorn scrubs
subtropical desert do not develop in a monsoon more severe. Thus, there are no rainforests on
chmate. Only a few relicts ofthese types ofvege- southem
^tion are present in rain shadows of the dry and Mountains

Mountain
^here there is a hot low-pressure system formed rea robusta.

that are mainly composed of the deciduous Sho-

Westerlies

Establishment of the Tropical
Easterlies and Distribution of the
Tropical Rainforest and Monsoon

Forest in Southeastern Asia

Additionally, the Tibetan Plateau becomes a

hindrance in the western part of Eastern Asia in

the invasion of the Siberian cold current in the

winter. This is an important reason for the north-

ward deviation ofthe limit oftropical vegetation

there. Because of this obstruction, the Yunnan

im
The powerful Easterlies, which occur south of Plateau, the eastern Himalayas, and the Indian

latitude in southeastern Asia, India, and Peninsula are rarely invaded by cold currents,

j^onh Africa in the summer, are one ofthe high- The temperature in the winter there is higher

«vel circulation systems that control the climate than that further east. Because the eastern plain

I
^h^se tropical areas (19). They are supported ofhigh

Tibetan High Mongol

!!!^^P^cially prevalent at the south edge of the can reach to the far south, producing cold waves
^^betan Plateau. Some meteorologists empha- in the southeastern subtropical and tropical zones,

gh

suggesting

leading to cold injury of rubber trees, bananas,

and other tropical crops, and pushing the tropical

^ the basic cause of their establishment (22, limit southward to the Tropic of Cancer. There-

^4). The Easterlies bring abundant rainfall into fore, the northern limit of tropical vegetation in

. ^^ ^sia and are the major supplier ofwater higher

'^ iropical forests in this area. Where they

J
'" ^*nter, the dry season of such tropical

5» the tropical deciduous forest enters dor-

^^- In North Africa and the Middle East,

7^ >s a powerful descending air-flow on the

Jthemsideofth(
^^^opical desert.

uplft^
^"thwestem Monsoon, caused by the

'" of the Plateau, has had an important effect

in the east.

Conclusions

Neogene-Quatemary uplift of the Tibetan Pla-

fragmenlcd

Easterlies
otherwise

prevailed in much of eastern Asia. The major

expressions of these changes are: the formation

of the high-cold plateau vegetation zones; the
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northward extension of the subtropical desert

zone and formation of temperate desert in Cen-
(12)

tral Asia; the expansion of the temperate steppe

zone to the east and south; the restriction ofbroad-

leaved deciduous forests; the preservation of the (13)

mixed needle-broad-leaved forest in northeast-

em Asia; the reinforcement of the eastern Asian

Monsoon region causing an expanded develop-

ment of the south and southeast Asian subtrop-

ical broad-leaved evergreen forest, instead of

subtropical savanna and desert there; and the

modified northern limit ofthe tropical forest zone

in parts ofsouthern Asia. These features of vege-

tation zonation, all the result of the uplift of the

Tibetan Plateau, are unique to Eastern Asia.

(14)

(15)

tation of China. The Vegetation of China. Pp.

731-738. Science Press.

Zhao Fu-ji, Lu Long-hua & Jiang Feng-ytng.

The southern Asiatic high and the typhoon tract.

Meteorology 7: 9-11.

GaoYou-xi. 1962. The Problem of Monsoon.

Some Problems of the Eastern Asiatic Mon-

soon. Pp. 2-11. Science Press.
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE VEGETATION IN HUBEI
PROVINCE, CHINA, AND IN THE CAROLINAS

OF THE UNITED STATES

Zhong Cheng ^

concern

Timewise

The study of the floristic relationship between intermediate elevations, but usually the decid-

Eastem Asia and North America involves many uous and evergreen coniferous species intermin-

both time and gle. At lower elevations, some areas are occupied

devote his time by broadleaf evergreen forest. Limestone areas

looking for paleobotanical information as well are sometimes occupied by Cupressus funebris,

as studying current components ofthe vegetation especially where the rock is near the surface, as

ofthe areas concerned. Spacewise, the study can in the Changjiang (Yangtze) Gorges,

involve extensive research ofwidespread genera The predominant species ofdeciduous trees in

with disjunct distributions as well as intensive

occurring

My

Hubei belong fo the following genera: Fagus (F.

longipetiolata, F. lucida, F. engleriana), Casta-

nea (C. seguiniU C moUissima), Quercus (Q.

observations and herbarium and library inves- acutissima, Q. acutidentata, Q. aliena, Q. var-

tigations of two comparable areas: Hubei Prov- Q. fabri, Q. glandulifi

ince in Central China and the Carolinas in East- fera, Q. glandulifi

€m U.S.A. It covers the geographic background luminife all in west-

and general aspects of the floras of the two re- em Hubei mountains), Carpinus (C fargesiana

gions, and compares the similarities and differ-

ences of the vegetations they support.

Geographical Background and General
Aspects of the Floras

C fargesii), Juglans (/. regia, J. cathayensis),

Pterocarya (P. stenoptera, P. hupehensis), Platy-

carya (P. strobilacea), Acer {A. davidii, A. mono,

A. amplum, A. wilsonii

mountains), Populus {P. adenopoda, P. davidi-

ana, P. mlsoniU P- lasiocarpa'-most in the west-

western

Hubei, a medium-sized province in central cm pari of the province), Sorbus {S, alnifolia

folgn most mChina, has an area of 1 87,000 square kilometers
and is located in the middle portion ofthe Yangtze western Hubei mountains), and Tilia {T. tuan,

between T. oliveri— in western Hubei mountains). The
It is surrounded on three sides by mountains, major species ofthe broad-leaved evergreen trees

^th the higher ones in the northwest reaching

Eastern
^>lly and the central-southern portions ofthe

fargesiU Q. myrsinaefolia, Q
{Q. glauca, Q

most

western

Jiangh

Ch

The flora of Hubei is one of the richest in
- t

tibetana, C. sclerophylla), Lithocarpus {L. gla-

ber, L. henryi), Phoebe {P. neurantha. P. chinen-

sis% and Cinnamomum (C. camphora, C. wil-

tainous region where remnants of vh-gin forests sonii, C. bodinieri-most in western Hubei
are preserved. According to preliminary inves- mountains). The major evergreen conifers are

ligation, the province has about 3,816 species Pinus massoniana and Cunninghamia lanceo-
'"""""

lata, which usually occur in areas below 1,200
belonging

Abiesfarge.

'•165 genera and 207 families. This flora is com-
posed oftropical, subtropical, and temperate ele-
ments.

tvergreen coniferous forests occur in some of the high.

Jj^
higher elevations ofthe mountains in western of the province.

"^bei. Small deciduous forests occur at some We visited and collected specimens

Hubei

' ^uhan Institute of Botany, Academia Sinica, Wuhan, Hubei, People's Republic of China

^- Missouri 575. 1983.
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southern

Although

Amelanchier arborea and its two varieties (van

laevis and var. austromontand) are widely dis-

were short (three months), the field observations tributed in the mountainous region. In April and

and a study of the American botanical infor- May, their white to pinkish flowers are conspic-

mation obtained from literature have convinced uous along the mountainsides and in the valleys.

us that Hubei Province and the Carolinas, even In Hubei, there is a single species of^m^/^«i:/^/Vr,

separated by a great ocean and thousands A. sinica, which is a shrub and is distributed atthough separated by a great ocean and thousands
of miles of land, are very similar, not only in lower elevations.

their climates, but also in the vegetation.

North Carolina and South Carolina are bor-
dered by the Southern AoDalachians on the we<;t

The predominant conifers in the mountains of

Pinus

rigida, and P. virginiana, Picea rubens. and^fe

and by the Atlantic Ocean on the east. This area fi
has a total area of 217,000 square kilometers. Generally, the Piedmont region of the Caro-

and lies between 32° and 36*^40' north latitude, Unas is comparable to the hilly areas of eastern

a little further north than Hubei Province. The Hubei, despite the fact that the elevation of the

Carolinas are naturally divided into three phys- Piedmont is lower than its counterpart in China.

In the Piedmont, altitudes vary between 100 and

350 meters, whereas the Dabieshan Mountains

Mountains
Piedmont, and the Coastal Plain in the east.

In general, the mountains of the Carolinas are eastern
western

n height

Michell

vegetation of both regions is primarily mixed

deciduous forest. Important elements of the

highest mc
Mississipp

Q

Q. stellata, Q. michauxii), Fagus

high
difolia)

high

Igra)

name Peak, in the Shennongjia Forest District,
reaches 3,105 meters.

Hubei are: Quercus (Q. variabilis. Q- acutiden-

Q. aliena, Q
seguinii)

On some of the high summits of Carolinian Of particular interest is the genus Carya, wtiicn

has nine species in the Piedmont, and only one

species, Carya cathayensis, in Hubei, occuspruce
fi

areas below the fir and spruce forests are com-
posed ofmixed deciduous species of Quercus {Q.

eastern

Q. rubra, Q

rubrum
Fagus (F. grandijlora)

vanicum), and Tilia {T. americana).

The Coastal Plain region of the Carolmas
^

comparable to the Jianghan Plain region ot

^^
bei Province. Both constitute the largest area a^^^

lowest elevation of the respective regions un

discussion. The obvious difference is the ^

There are two species of Liriodendron, one system: the Carolinian lowland is situated a|in^

trom Chma, and the other from the United States.
In western Hubei, small areas of pure Liriod-

eastem
The

!?^'!"_ _'!!^^f
/^'^' ^'"^"y '^ '^ "^i'^ed with is located in the middle of the province and_^^

the floodplain of the Changjiang Ri^er an^^^^

largest tributary, the Han River. The '^^^

, plants of these two regi^^

aic viiriuus oaKs, Quercus chetiii ana t^

acutissima frequent in Jianghan Plain S-

ligneous

species

species, Liriodendron tulipifera, is common'ln
the Carolinas, where there are large areas ofpure
yellow poplar forests. Aesculus. distributed in
temperate zone, consists of about 25 species In
Hubei Province there is only one species Aes-

l"tt
"

h""^-'
'""^ '^^d^^^"b-^io^ is limiled in mo'n in~th7coa;ml ?lain region. Pines are

JaZ^u TT'7 ""'^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^P^^-^ Portant components in the lowlands ofboth^^^

!^"^Z "^f^!^"^^ °^^^ -^ «f -»^-h In the Jianghan Plain of Hubei the masson^P;

occumng in {Pinus massoniana) is dominant, where*. ^

Quercus

the mountains. Amelanchier (Rosaceae) is also
distnbuted in the north temperate zone. There
are about five species occurring in the Carolina.

Coastal Plain of the Carolinas large areas

covered by six species of pmes. i»» j
neC^'

long-leafpine {Pinus palustrisl loblolly P>
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Table 1. Hubei

Categories

Families

Genera

Species

Infraspeci-

fic taxa

Reridophytes Gymnosperms
^^^^^^

Caro-

Hubei Unas

35

67

182

16

30

89

Caro-

Hubei Unas

7

23

37

5

3

8

21

Spermatophytes

Angiosperms

Monocots

23

169

629

Caro-

Hubei Unas

31

226

940

42

Dicots Total

Hubei

142

906

2,968

237

Caro-

linas Hubei

130

687

2,310

207

1,165

3,816

132 242

Caro-

linas

180

951

3,360

174

I

nus taeda), pond pine {Pinus serotina), short-leaf in the Carolinas, and 29 families in the Carolinas

pine {Pinus echinatd), slash pine {Pinus elliottii),

and spruce pine {Pinus glabra).

occurring

A Comparison of the Floras

The floristic relationship between Hubei and

Families in the Hubei flora not in the Carolinas

are as follows: Ferns - Angiopteridaceae, Plagio-

gyriaceae, Gleicheniaceae, Dicksoniaceae, Mon-

achosoraceae, Lindsaeaceae, Sinopteridaceae,

rrvmnoerammaceae. Parkeriaceae, Loxogram-

the Carolinas are very close, with comparable maceae; Gymnosperms-Ginkgoaceae,Taxa-

number of species, genera, and families. The Podocarpaceae

number of vascular plants ofboth regions, taken Piperaceae, Chloranthaceae, Proteaceae, Olaca-

from the Rora Hupehensis (Wuhan Institute of ceae, Balanophoraceae, Tetracentraceae, Eupte-

Botany, 1976, 1979) and Radford et al. (1968) leaceae, Cercidiphyllaceae, Sargentodoxaceae,

are shown in Table 1

.

Illiciaceae, Pittosporaceae, Eucommiaceae,

Famines that contain more than 20 species of Daphniphyllaceae, Coriariaceae, Icacinaceae,

ferns, 10 species of gymnosperms, 25 species of

dicotyledons, and
are given in Table 2.

Elaeocarpaceae

courtiaceae, Stachyuraceae, Begoniaceae, Alan-

eiaceae, Myrtaceae, Trapaceae, Theligonaceae,

The floras of the two regions have numerous My
shared famihes and genera. Of 207 families of cots-Stemonaceae, Zingiberaceae.

Families in the Carolina flora not in Hubei

Ferns— Isoetaceae, Grammitidaceae; Di-
J^ascular plants in Hubei and 180 in the Caro-
linas, approximately 75% are represented in both
regions. Many ofthe genera are common to both cots-Annonaceae, Bataceae, Empetraceae, Cac-

regions. For example, in Urticaceae. there are 1 5 taceae, Diapensiaceae, Cyrillaceae, Sapotaceae,

icnera

^arolinas, i.e., Urtica, Laportea, Boehmeria.
^arietarja. and Pilea. In the Betulaceae, Betula.
'^''"«, Corylus, Carpinus. and Ostrya are genera

Martyniaceae

dostemaceae, Sarraceniaceae, Plumbaginaceae,

Dionaeaceae, Tumeraceae; Monocots—Brome-

liaceae. Arecaceae, Zannichelliaceae, Zostera-

common to both floras. In Saxifragaceae, there ceae, Ruppiaceae, Juncaginaceae, ^yrj^aceae,

J^^lSgenerainHubei, and 14 in the Carolinas, Mayacaceae
"""" """

'Oof which are shared.
Chin

doraceae, Burmanniaceae.

Secondly, in the flora of Hubei the woody ele-

?at in man7generrthe spedeTthTt'occur in ments are more diversified than those ofthe Car-

tastem Acio o„^ XT .u A : i^.„i„ ,-»_ rtUnac Rfl<;ed on an incomplete "" *
"~ ->—

shown

survey

species and varieties, belong^^^- ^OT insinnct, m Buckleya, Phryma, Cor- about 65C .
. j ,

'"«. J^iphylleia. and Podophyllum there are paired genera and 73 families, of woody plants native

species Hubei

.
There are, however, some obvious differences of woody plant in the Carohnas flora is 2 1 7.

^iween the two floras. First, at the family level, belonging to 82 genera and 46 ^^'^'l'^^-

^e^e are 44 families in Hubei not represented The gymnosperms are much better represent-
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Table 2. Major families in Hubei and the Carolinas.

Categories

Ferns

Gymnosperms
Dicots

Monocots

Families

Aspidiaceae

Athyriaceae

Pinaceae

Salicaceae

Fagaceae

Polygonaceae

Caryophyllaceae

Ranunculaceae

Berberidaceae

Lauraceae

Brassicaceae

Saxifragaceae

Rosaceae

Fabaceae

Euphorbiaceae

Aceraceae

Rhamnaceae
Apiaceae

Ericaceae

Primulaceae

Lamiaceae

Scrophulariaceae

Rubiaceae

Caprifoliaceae

Asteraceae

Poaceae

Cyperaceae

Liliaceae

Orchidaceae

Hubei

Genera

1

6

8

2

5

6

15

21

8

9

22

18

31

55

21

2

8

34

7

4

42

25

23

10

70

70

14

36

44

Species

& vars.

(1)

20

18

31

47

72

36

94

48

54

45

60

215

131

55

30

39

75

41

47

105

79

47

61

306

150

120

140

104

Carolinas

Genera

Species

Avars.

7 24

(placed in Aspidiaceae)

4

2

3

7

17

16

7

4

26

14

23

50

11

1

5

14

(13)

43

45

53

67

(8)

(5)

73

34

117

184

45

(10)

(5)

ed in Hubei than in the Carolinas. Metasequoia (Ericaceae), Sarracenia (Sarraceniaceae), ^
glyptostroboides is one of the most outstanding thorhiza (Ranunculaceae), Ceratiola (^"^P^^^-^

ceae), SpigeUa (Loganiaceae), and Conopgnificant

to the
relict species was found in western Hubei, where (Orobanchaceae).
there are about 5,000 very large metasequoia trees The monotypic genus Dionaea, endemic to^"^

Carolinas, is a rare and fascinating
per^"

m

growing in a small valley in Lichuan Xian.
Thirdly, each flora has its own endemic and known only from the Coastal Plain.

^unique genera and species. In Hubei they are: Fourthly, there are also some difference

Saruma (endemic genus) (Aristolochiaceae), vegetation types. In western Hubei, at P

Tetracentron (Tetracentraceae), Sinofranchetia above 2,000 m, large areas of arrow bam
^

(Hamamelidaceae), Bretschneidera (Bretschnei- {Sinamndinaria nitidd) forests are corn^o
_ ^

deraceae), Fortunearia (Hamamelidaceae), Ho- the lowland ofthe Jianghan Plain ofHubei,
^^

siea (Icacmaceae), Tapiscia (Staphyleaceae). are large numbers of aquatic plants, witn

Dipteronia (Aceraceae), Davidia (Davidiaceae), or more species and varieties. .^ ,^^
and Emmenopterys (Rubiaceae). In the Caro- The unique vegetation ofthe Carolinas is^

Imas: Dionaea (endemic genus) (Dionaeaceae), on stone outcrops and sandy areas. In some P

Hexastyhs (Anstolochiaceae), Houstonia (Ru- of the Piedmont, there are areas with rocK

biaceae), Kalmia. Lewphyllum. Menziesia (Eri- crops, such as 40-Acre Rock, in South Caro

caceae), Galax (Diapensiaceae), Gaylussacia which support many lithophytes, such as ^^
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/?W5/7/wm (Crassulaceae). In the Coastal Plain, ex- North Carolina Dept. of Agriculture. 1896.

)

i

9

tensive sandy areas such as that of Cheraw in

South Carolina, support pine forests with Pinus

palustris as the most common species, and usu-

ally not mixed with shrubs. Herbs in sandy areas

there are Amsonia ciliata (Apocynaceae), Selagi-

nella arenicola (Selaginellaceae), and Opuntia
compressa (Cactaceae). To a visitor from China,
the grasslands ofthe Carolinas are a distinct fea-

ture ofa landscape not found in Hubei Province.
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NATURAL VEGETATION
I, Needle-leaved Forests

(1)

(2)

Needle-leaved deciduous forests of the cold-temper-

ate zone or on the mountains of the temperate zone.

1. Larix forests, a. L. gnelii. b. L sibirica.

Needle-leaved evergreen forests on mountains of the

temperate zone.

2. picea-Abies-Pinusfotesls.a.Picea-Abies.b.Picea.

c. Pinus.

(3) Needle-leaved evergreen woodlands on semi-arid

sandy soil of the temperate zone.

3. Pinus sylvestris var. mongolica woodland.

Needle-leaved evergreen forests of the temperate
(4)

(5)

zone.

4. Pinus forest, a. P tabufaeformis. b. P. densiflora.

Needle-leaved evergreen forests of subtropical or

tropical zones.

5. Pinus armandi forest.

6. Pinus massoniana forest.

(6)

7. Pinus yunnanensis forest and P. kftasya Tofest.

8. Cunninghamia lanceolata forest.

Needle-leaved evergreen forests on mountains

sub-tropical and tropical zones.

9. Abies-Picea forest with Tsuga.

of

II Broad-leaved Forests

Mixed broad-leaved deciduous and needle-leaved
(7)

evergreen forests of the temperate zone.

10. Deciduous broad-leaf Pinus l<oraiensis forest.

I'

(8) Broad-leaved deciduous forests of the temperate and

sub-tropical zones.

11. Deciduous oak forest, a. Quercus mongolica, b.

Q. liaotungensis. c. Q. variabilis, Q. acutedentata,

Q, glandulifera.

12. Mixed forest containing >Acer, Tilia, Fraxinus,

Ulmus, and Betula.

13. Mixed forest containing Pistacia and trees

belonging to Ulmaceae on limestone soil.

(9) Montane microphyllous deciduous forests of

temperate and subtropical zones.

14. Betula and Populus forest.

(10) Microphyllous deciduous woodlands of the tem-

perate zone.

15. Ulmus pumila woodland on semi-arid sandy soil.

16. Popu/us diversifolia woodland on arid saline

meadow soil.

(11) Mixed broad-leaved deciduous and evergreen forests

on limestone soils of the subtropical zone.

17. Mixed forest containing Platycarya strobifacea,

Cyctobafanopsis, trees belonging to Ulmaceae,

etc.

(12) Mixed broad-leaved deciduous and evergreen

montane forests on acid yellow-brown soils of the

subtropical zone.

18. Mixed forest containing Cyclobalanopsis, Casta-

nopsis, Fagus, etc.

19. Mixed forest containing deciduous broad leaf

trees, evergreen oaks, and Tsuga, a. Cyclobalan-

opsis glauca, Fagus longipetioloata, Tsuga, etc.

b. Quercus aquifolioides, Acer, Betula, Tsuga.

(13) Broad-leaved evergreen forests of the subtropical
zone.

20. Mixed forest containing Cyclobalanopsis, Casta-
nopsis, Lithocarpus.

21. Mixed forest containing Castanopsis, Laura-
ceae, Theaceae.

Broad-leaved evergreen forests of the transitional

tropical zone.

22. Mixed forest containing Castanopsis, Laura-
ceae. and Theaceae with some trees belonging to

tropical families.

(15) Broad-leaved evergreen sclerophyllous woodlands or

(14)

(16)

scrubs of the subtropical zone.
23. Quercus aquifolioides forest or scrub.
Tropical broad-leaved forests

(17)

(18)

semi-evergreen
(tropical semi-evergreen seasonal forests).

24. Semi-evergreen forest on limestone soil.

25. Semi-evergreen forest on acid lateritic soil.

Tropical broad-leaved evergreen rain forests.

26. Tropical rain forest.

Tropical broad-leaved evergreen sclerophyllous
forests or scrubs along littoral.

27. Mangrove.

III. Scrub and Coppicelands

(19) Broad-leaved deciduous scrub of the temperate zone.

28. Corylus heterophylla, Lespedeza bicolor, Quercus
mongolica scrub.

29. Ostryopsis davidiana, Spiraea pubescens mon-

tane scrub.

30. W7ex negundo var. heterophylla, Zizyphus jujuba,

Cotinus coyggyria var. cinera scrub.

(20) Mixed broad-leaved evergreen and deciduous scrub

on acid soils of subtropical and tropical zones.

31. Rhododendron, Vaccinium scrub.

32. Melastoma, Aporosa scrub.

(21) Broad-leaved evergreen succulent scrub on coral

islands of the tropical zone.

33. Scaevala frutescens, S. hainenensis, Pistonia

grandis scrub.

(22) Broad-leaved evergreen semi-sclerophyllous thickets

(shrublands) on the mountains of temperate and sub-

tropical zones.

34. Rhododendron scrub.

(23) Broad-leaved deciduous thickets (alpine shrublands)

on the high mountains of temperate and subtropical

zones.

35. Salix spp., Dasiphora fruticosa, Caragana jubata

scrub.

(24) Tundras with evergreen dwarf-shrubs and mosses on

high mountains in the temperate zones.

36. Montane tundra containing Salix roundifolia,

Vaccinium vitisidaea, etc.

(25) Alpine deciduous cushion sub-shrubs mixed with

herbs, combined with alpine sparse vegetation of

temperate and subtropical zones.

37. Arenaria musiformis, Androsace tapete cush-

ion-like vegetation.

IV. Deserts and Xerophytic Shrubs

(26) Temperate deciduous dwarf sub-shrub deserts.

38. Sympegma regeiii rocky desert.

39. Anabasis gravelly desert.

40. Reaumuria soongarica gravelly desert.

(28)

/,

*i

41

.

Artemisia loamy desert with ephemeral f orbs.

(27) Temperate succulent halophytic dwarf sub-shrub

deserts.

42. Kalidium saline desert.

Temperate shrub and sub-shrub deserts.

43. Ephedra przewalskii, Zogophyllum xanthoxylum,

Nitraria sphaerocarpa, Calligonum spp. gravelly

desert.

44. Caragana tibetica, Ceratoides latens sandy grav-

elly desert.

A5. Potaninia mongolica, Ammopitanthus mongoli-

cus, Tetraena mongolica sandy gravelly desert.

46. Artemisia sphaerocephalla, A. ordosica sandy
desert.

47. Calligonum sandy desert.

48. Sandy desert with sparse Tamarix.

(29) Temperate semi-arboreal deserts (Saksaoul commun-
ities).

49. Haloxylon persicum, H. ammodendron sandy
desert.

50. Haloxylon ammodendron, Reaumuria soongarica
loamy desert

51. Ephedra przewa fskiirFfaJdxyTon ammodendron
Cold high-mountain deserts with creeping or matted
dwarf sub-shrubs of the temperate zone.
52 r^^'^r- ^oicf^'^ compacts Ajania tibetica sandy grav-

68. Kobresia pygmaea, K. tibetica meadow.
69. Grass, forb, Carex meadow.
70. Halophytic grass, forb, Kobresia meadow.

(38) Temperate graminoid swamp.
7^. Phragmites communis, Carex rhynchophysa

swamp.
High-mountain graminoid swamps of temperate and
subtropical zones.

72. Carex, Kobresia swamp.

(39)

CULTURAL VEGETATION
I. One crop annually, cold-resistant economic crops.

73. Spring wheat, soybean, corn, millet, sugar beet,

flux.

74. Spring wheat, millet, potatoes, sugar beet, flux.

75. Spring barley, spring wheat, pea, potatoes, rape-

seed.

II. Two crops annually or three crops in two years (with rice

locally).

76. Winter wheat, soybean, corn, peanut, sweet pota-

toes, tobacco, apple, pear, grape.

77. Winter wheat, kaoliang, corn, millet, three crops

(30)

-/

»

V. Steppes and Savannas
(31) Temperate forb-grass steppes mesoxerophytlc step-

pes or meadow steppes.

53. Aneurolepidium chinense steppe.

54. Filifolium sibiricum steppe.

55. Bothriochloa ischaemum, Themeda triandra var.

japonica steppe with richness of forbs.

(32) Temperate needlegrass steppes.

56. Stipa grandis, S. krylovii steppe.

57. Stipa bungeana, S. breviflora steppe.

58. Temperate montane needlegrass steppe.

(33) Temperate dwarf-shrub or sub-shrub needlegrass
steppes.

59. Stipa gobica steppe, a. with Artemisia frigida. b.

with Stipa glareosa, Artemisia xerophylla.

60. Stipa breviflora, Ajania fruticulosa steppe.

61. Montane dwarf-shrub or dwarf sub-shrub needle-

grass steppe.

(34) High-mountain steppes of temperate and subtropical

zones.

62. Forb, Poa, Festuca steppe.

Q3. Stipa purpurea steppe, a. with Stipa subsessili-

flora var. basiplumosa. b. with Festuca pseudoo-
vina.

64, Stipa subsessiliflora var. basiplumosa, Ceratoi-

des compacta steppe.

Subtropical and tropical savannas.

65. Heteropogon contortus, Cymbopogon distans sa-

vanna with thorny scrub.

IV.

(35)

VI. Meadow and Swamp Vegetation

(36) Temperate meadows.
66. Graminoid, forb meadow.
67. Halophytic grass and forb meadow.

(37) Alpine and subatpine meadows, locally combined
with scrub in temperate and subtropical zones.

p/e, pear, grape, persimmon, chestnut, walnut.

78. Winter (spring) wheat, corn, millet, three crops Fn

two years or two crops annually; cotton, grape,
Hami melon, pear, apricot.

Two crops containing upland and rice annually; subtropi-
cal evergreen and deciduous economic forest and or-

chard,

79. Summer rice, winter wheat (rapeseed) two crops
annually; cotton, peanut, tea, pomegranate,
peach, pear, loquat.

80. Summer (corn), winter wheat (rapeseed), two
crops annually; potatoes, tobacco, tea, lacquer,
red bayberry, walnut, apple, pear.

Double-cropping rice followed by a cool-loving crop
annually or three upland crops annually, and subtropical
evergreen economic forest and orchard.

81. Double-cropping rice followed by winter wheat
(rapeseed) or green manure; cotton, ramie, mul-
berry, orange.

82. Single or double-cropping rice followed by winter
wheat (rapeseed) annually; sweet potatoes,
peanut, grains, five crops in two years; sugar-
cane, ramie, orange, tung oil, mulberry, palm.

83. Single or double-cropping rice followed by winter
wheat, rapeseed, green manure annually, or
sweet potatoes, grains, soybean, three upland
crops annually, ramie, jute, tea, tea oil, red bay-
berry, orange, loquat.

Double-cropping rice followed by warm-loving crops, and
tropical evergreen economic forest, orchard.

84. Double-cropping rice followed by sweet potatoes,
double-cropping corn, sugarcane, manioc, litchi,

longan, banana, pineapple.

85. Double-cropping rice, winter peanut, sugarcane,
vanilla, sisal, rubber, coconut, coffee.

Made by Hsioh-Yu Hou (Hou Xue-Yu), Institute of Botany, Aca-
demiaSinica, Peking.

V.
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Systematics Symposia Published O^

-tf^

In 1953 the Missouri Botanical Garden began holding a series of annual systematics

symposia each fall. Since 1969, with the sixteenth symposium, the Garden has published

the proceedings of most in its quarterly series, ANNALS OF THE MISSOURI BOTAN-
ICAL GARDEN. Those published symposia which are available are listed below, and the

price of all except the twenty-fourth is $10.00. The twenty-fourth, which was reprinted

separately from .the ANNALS^ is available for $6.00. Many of these symposium issues of

the ANNALS contain other papers, but each issue listed below contains the complete

proceedings of the particular symposium. The proceedings of the 1981 symposium will be

published during the* second half of 1982, and if you wish to purchase a copy of that
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ON THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PACIFIC
INTERCONTINENTAL DISCONTINUITY

Wu Zhengyi^

The abundant disjunctions in the ranges of distribution. All of them are disjunct between

Eastern««^wij M4.1.U, ^vxivia 111 i^ii;>i^i 11 r^aici aiiv^

temperate North America is one of the most fa-
TVllli rk«>A J* ___

patterns

eastern Asia and eastern

though Nelumbonaceae extends through the

tropics to northern Austraha, and lUiciaceae,
-ri

and Nvssaceae extend to the West
~ ****^v^* VU.AXV ^atLWl 113 \JX U.l^W^llllllU^li-J

in all ofbiology. From the time Asa Gray (1859) ^ , .

drew special attention to these discontinuities in Indies and to southeast Asia. Styracaceae have
range over a century ago, they have been studied a range similar to that of Hydrangeaceae sensu
and discussed by many authors (e.g., Li, 1952; ' '

'
^^ '"^ *- -^-^—

-^
^-— ^'-^ '—

Crnr^rf 1 an A. ^-^ -i - -

Wood
ght

through genera such as Deutzia. A single species

nf.9/vr/7r extends from eastern Asia to the Med-
Hyd\

through

Mexico
with Good (1974), I believe

survivors

"jeriy, x\ was believed that there were only about
genera of plants with such ranges, but now it

IS known that there may actually be more than
1 20, of which 1 1 7 are recorded from China (see
Appendix

1). These genera comprise about 4%
oj the total number of genera of higher plants , — „

p980) in the entire Chinese flora. They belong ancient flora that failed to persist in Europe and
60 families, mostly temperate in distribution; western Asia. I do not agree with Good, however,

some of these families are primarily tropical and that these plants can appropriately be regarded

subtropical in distribution, however. Woody as "circumboreal" in distribution. Rather, I be-

^niilies that include trees or shrubs are listed in lieve that they might be relicts of a warm tem-
^"'e 1

.

perate to subtropical montane flora derived from

28^
f ^"' ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ genera distributed among a Tertiary Paleotropical flora that was present on

jj^

'amilies of which four (lUiciaceae, Calycan- "
' " * '^'"*° "^ ...k*.„^.-^o1

aceae, Nyssaceae- sensu stricto, and Styraca-
^ae) exhibit the same sorts of disjunctions in perhaps late Cretaceous time. The persistence of
^"ge as the genera they include. The same pat- such ancient patterns of distributions is suggest-

"^^ with familial and generic disjunctions ap- ed, among other lines of evidence, by the exten-

P^oximately parallel-is exhibited by families sion of some of these genera far southward into

^mposed of herbaceous plants (Nelumbona- the tropics or even to the lands of the Southern
^ae

Saururaceae, Phrymaceae, Croomiaceae). Hemisphere; even in these cases, however, the

'othp«^f„„:... „ . .

centers of distribution are definitely m North

warm
Worid

pattern America and temperate Eastern Asia.

' "^iinniing Institute of Botany, Academia Sinica, Kunming, Yunnan, People's Republic of China

'^^ ^'ssouRi BoT. Gard. 70: 577-590. 1983.
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Table 1. Families with trees or shrubs

Taxaceae (Torreya)

Pinaceae {Psetidotsuga, Tsuga)

Cupressaceae (Calocedrus,

Chamaecyparis, Thuja)

Magnoliaceae (Liriodendron,

Magnolia)

Illiciaceae (Illicium)

Lauraceae (Sassafras)

Berberidaceae (Mahonia)

Calycanthaceae {Calycanthus)

Theaceae (Gordonia, Stewartid)

Ileaceae {Ilea)

Hydrangeaceae {Decumaria,

Hydrangea)

Rosaceae {Photinia, Physo-

carpus, Sorbaria, and
2 herbaceous genera)

Caesalpiniaceae (Gleditsia,

Gymnocladus)

Papilionaceae {Lespedeza and
4 herbaceous genera)

Buxaceae (Pachysandra)

Hamamelidaceae {Hamamelis,
Liquidambar)

Santalaceae (Buckleya, Pyrularia)

Rhamnaceae (Berchemia)

Anacardiaceae {Toxicodendron)

Juglandaceae (Carya)

Comaceae (Bothrocaryum = Cornus
sect. Thelycrania)

Nyssaceae {Nyssa)

nax.
and herbaceous Panax)

Ericaceae {Leucothoe. Lyonia.
Picris, Therorhodion, and Hugeria)

Styracaceae (Halesia)

Oleaceae {Chionanthus s.s., Osmanthus)
Rubiaceae {Cephalanthus and
2 herbaceous genera)

Caprifoliaceae {Symphoricarpos
and 1 herbaceous genus)

Number
of

Genera

1

2

3

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

3(-5)

2

l(-5)

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

2(-3)

5

1

2

l(-3)

l(-2)

TOTAL 28 famihes 45 genera

Among the genera listed in Appendix 1, some
TTionolypic

belliferae

tern of disjunction between eastern Asia and

eastern North America. In contrast, Glehnia,

Symplocarpus, Diarrhena, and Schizachne {(or 2i

discussion of Schizachne and Diarrhena see

Koyama & Kawano, 1963) might actually have

a Beringian distribution and might therefore be

direct decendents of the flora that was common

to northeastern Asia and Pacific North America

when migration through Beringia was still quite

possible in the middle Tertiary, This latter group

of genera might be considered "circumboreal"

in distribution and, in some cases {Schizachne)

might have been distributed throughout Arctic

Europe by way of northeastern Siberia and Ja-

pan, temperate North America, and even the

mountainous regions ofthe western United States.

Genera of this group appear to be "younger" in

their distribution than Phryma, and their path-

way of distribution can be regarded as very ob-

vious.

Other oligotypic genera mentioned in Appen-

dix 1 can be analyzed as follows. First, three

families and six genera of conifers are common

in eastern Asia and North America. Among them.

Pseudotsuga, Tsuga, and Chamaecyparis, al-

though not oligotypic, might still dominate in

forests in these regions like the oligotypic genera

Torreya, Thuja, and Calocedrus. Calocedrus h^s

a range that extends through northern Burma and

northeastern Thailand, and southwestern China

to Hainan and Taiwan (two species) and then

reappears in the Pacific region in North Amenca

as a single species. Such a distribution, taken

together with the fact that its close relatives are

found in the Southern Hemisphere [i.e., I/^

cedrus with three species in New Caledonia and

two species in New Zealand; Papuacedrus froni

New Guinea to the Moluccas (Li, 1953)], sug-

gests that the range disjunction of ^^^^*^^

might have originated as a result of a GondN*

nan distribution that extended through t

Southern Hemisphere.

The remaining genera number no fewer

35 that have either two or three species. Paj

^^
species occur in many oligotypic genera and

been fully discussed by Li (1952). ^n^ong ^

better known of these are Liriodendron (MJ?^

noliaceae), Nelumbo (Nelumbonaceae),
^J" ^

and Caulophyllum (both Podophyllaceae), M^

nrmit ,1?'"' '"^''^""^ ^"^ Schizachne of ispermum (Menispermaceae), Saururus (Saun-

belong
dktrih.itir^« m ~

r
—&v/iica ui raccac), Stylophorum (Papaveraceae), ^^''^

.

Chionanthus (Oleaceae), and Campsis (**'»"^jjjj

aceae). Genera with three species are not as nc

one ofthe rehctual representatives ofthe Tertiary
flora previously mentioned. It has a typical pat-

I
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Figure I. The distribution of Torreya.

'G^RE 2. The distribution of Pachysandra.

Froiĵ^^ 3. The distribution of Carya.
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pattern

represented as those with two species. Among dophyllum and Dysosma, which have three to

them are many that have two species in eastern nine species in China but a single species referred

Asia and one in North America, like Calocedrus\ to Podophyllum sensu stricto in North America.

similar patterns occur in Diphylleia (Podophyl- Both are obviously derived from an ancient

laceae),5o^c/zAz/a/c/a(Orobanchaceae),andrM/o- Podophyllum-UkQ stock while Ranzania, a

tis (Orchidaceae), among others. The corre- monotypic endemic of Japan (Ohwi, 1965), ob-

> species in North viously is another relict genus ultimately derived

America and one in Asia occurs, for example, in from the same stock.

Z/zaAz/a (Gramineae). Of these oligotypic genera Another very interesting small family is the

ire obviously closely Saururaceae; it has a strictly eastern Asian-east-

related in every case and that in general they ern North American disjunct distribution. Both

represent either primitive families or relatively paired genera {Houttuynia and Anemopsis) and

primitive lines within phylogenetically advanced paired species {Saururus chinensis and S. cer-

families. It is clear that they constitute relicts in nua) are represented among the four genera and

species

Magnol six species of the family. This family certainly

•eastern

the more ancient families of dicotyledonous originated in the subtropical region during the

plants, has in general a distribution pattern that Late Cretaceous and early Tertiary. Among the

can be represented by that ofthe genus Magnolia, members ofthis family, Houttuynia occurs from

In general, the family is disjunct between eastern the Himalayas to Japan; Anemopsis in Mexico

Asia and North America but extends south in and the southwestern United States; Saururus

the mountains into tropical southeast Asia and from the Philippines and Indochina through the

to South America. Liriodendron, on the other Yangtze Valley; and G;^mrtof/z^ca with two close-

North ly allied species of scattered distribution in

American genus confined to temperate and sub- southeastern Yunnan, Guangxi, Guizhou, and

ndron Sichuan. Saururus is morphologically and

in China extends to southeastern and northeast- geographically quite similar to Zippelia {"'Or-

ern Yunnan, where many other relict genera such caeocarpus"') of the Piperaceae, a large pantrop-

as Rhoiptelea; Diplopanax, Annamocarya, and ical family that appears to be ultimately ofGond-

Davidia are also known. Liriodendron also ex- wanan distribution. The possible relationship

tends to the northern part of Viet Nam where between the Saururus and Zippelia should be

the most primitive species ofPlatanus (P. kerriU investigated further.

western

unlobed leaves Menispermum
as well as to adjacent mountains of southeastern ments that are irregulariy spirally arranged and

Yunnan. In view of these distribution patterns more than four whoris of stamens, is one of the

It can be hypothesized that both Magnoliaceae most primitive members of the mainly tropical

and Platanaceae originated in the subtropical

southeastern
Menispermaceae

Although

Nelumbonaceae as an ancestor of the monocots
have now largely been discarded, this family cer-
tainly represents a very ancient lineage that has

member of this family that has a disjunction m

eastern

America, which suggests that Menispermun

could be an ancient relict derived from subtrop

Laurasia. It might be
been in existence for a very long time both in the ancestral form of this now primarily tropical

Asia and m America; it might represent a sur- family.
vivor of the floras that existed in both areas in The genus Penthorum (Penthoraceae) can be

Uie early Tertiary and Late Cretaceous times, regarded as intermediate between the Crassula-

The same appears to be true ofmany ofthe other ceae and Saxifragaceae. Its disjunct distribution

genera discussed here. Among the families Ra- pattern coincides with its primitive morpholog)

nunculaceae. Paeoniaceae, Berberidaceae, and and critical phylogenetic position. Similar state-

Podophyllaceae, there are at least four bispecific ments could be made for Tiarella (SaxifragaceaO
or tnspccific genera that are disjunct between
eastern Asia and pn«:t*>i-n M^.-«i, A : *

Jcffc

and Decumaria (Hydrangeaceae).
,j^

Other primitive families such as Hamam^^

t«/r. o^^^r^-. .u 1. A ^
- daceae, Altingiaceae, Comaceae, Araliaceae.

Jnus P ; "; ^p *!,"r'^" P^"^^^ " ^^^ ^he more primitive tribes in some large fam.!-;^'

eZ two dn 77- /"^^^^>-'^-" - '-P-sent- such as Sophoreae ofthe Papilionaceae
^Cladros-^

ed bv two closely allied, segregate genera, Sinope- tis), also are represented in the disjunct
eastern

;

I

I

I

I
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/

^
-'."'''^

IGURE 4. The distributions of Camptotheca (horizontal lines) and Nyssa (vertical lines).

I

.
P'GURE 5.

line^V I
'^^^ distributions ofBuckleya (dashed outline), Decumaria (vertical lines), Stylophorum (horizontal

'' and Symphoricarpos (shaded).

^S,T h'

'^^^ distributions of Illiciaceae: lUicium (vertical lines); and Schisandraceae: Kadsura (dashed

>
and Schisandra (horizontal lines).
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^
<_ M*

Figure 7. The distributions of Calycanthaceae: Calycanthus (vertical lines) and Chimonanthus (shaded)

Figure 8. The distribution of Nelumbo.

Figure 9. The distributions of Magnoliaceae (shaded): Liriodendron (solid) and Magnolia (vertical
lines)'
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pattern Lgnoli

bution. It seems clear that they, toOj are derived aceae), Anaxagorea (Annonaceae), Litsea, No-

from the ancient flora that is being discussed thaphoebe, Persea, and Phoebe (Lauraceae),

Hedyosmum (Chloranthaceae), Eurya (Tem-here.

There are a number of phylogenetically more stroemiaceae), Saurauia (Saurauiaceae), Sloanea

advanced families that exhibit similar disjunc- icarpaceae), Microtropis

(Rh
Meliosma

tion in range. These include Rubiaceae, Cam- Pristimera (= Reissantia) (Hippocrateaceae),

panulaceae, Scrophulariaceae, Bignoniaceae,
Phrymaceae, and Labiatae of the Sympetalae,

as well as Cyperaceae, Gramineae, and Orchi-

daceae among the monocots. The fact that such

advanced famihes share a similar disjunction in

Allospondi

(Anacardiaceae)

Many

Northern

Late

eastern

range might be taken as evidence that some an- even dominant in the tropical and subtropical

giosperm families are older than currently be- evergreen forests that extend from southeastern

lieved. Tibet to Taiwan in China. They can also be re-

Following this review ofa few ofthe oligotypic garded as descendents of the sort of vegetation

genera that are represented both in Asia and in that seems to have predominated in the sub-

North America, we now pass on to consider some tropic

ofthe genera represented by more species in one in the

or both areas. Among them are Illicium (lUici- Juglandaceae presents an interesting example

aceae) and Schisandra (Schisandraceae), which ofthedifferentiationofthese warm temperate to

have been extensively studied by Smith (1947). tropical northern floras (Lu, 1980). Annamocar-

A variant of this sort of distribution is one ya, which extends from tropical Indochina into

southwestern China, is very likely to be near the

and Mexico-Central America. Abelia (Caprifoli- common ancestor of Carya. which is disjunct in

aceae), for example, has 10 to 14 species widely distri

distributed in the forested half of China. In the America. It is distributed in eastern Asia from

Western Hemisphere it is represented by two northern Viet Nam to the southern part of the

species that occur only in Mexico. C/^y^ra (Tern- Yangtze Valley. Ptewcarya and Platycarya. in

stromiaceae), in contrast, has a distribution that contrast, are mainly eastern Asian, with Platy-

^enters in Mexico, extends to Panama and the carya extending west of the Caucasus; Cyclocar^

West Indies, but is represented in Asia by a single ya is endemic to China, but known from the fossil

jPecies that ranges from south of the Yangtze record in the Paleogene of North Amcnca
galley to Japan. Deutzia (Hydrangeaceae) and (Manchester & Dilcher, 1982); Juglans. which

yylium (Hamamelidaceae) are similar in their also appears to be a relict from^ the Late Crcta-

distribution, but in these cases differentiation of ceous,
'- -^^-'- ^^ctrihnt^d ran^me m Asia south

eastern

Western
Western

nave proceeded so far that they must be regarded from Canada to Cuba and through Central

?.^
pairs of genera: Deutzia-Neodeutzia; Disty-

"^'^Molinadendron " ' "
- -

America to Andean South America. Juglans

ght

J^^ely represent disjunct ranges between Asia and of Juglandaceae. Engelhardtm. which 's a genus

^°th America are listed in Appendix 2. A sur- of southeastern Asia that extends northward to

Pj^'ngiy close relationship between the floras of the Nanling Mountams ofsouth Chma is a genus

Chino„_j,, .
^

- -

pajred with 0/-^oww««ea, represented by three
^

«..u mexico has been detected recently oy

J"
Beusekom (1971), who regards Meliosma

^ as common to these very widely separated
regions

species in Mexico and Central America.

* i,^, fomiiv that can be hypolhe!

have originated in the mountains of the sub-

•'inerealso is a pattern of d sjunction in the the Juglandaceae, is '"^.^

^e« between tropical Asia and tropical Amer- present distribution of
l^'""" .'^^^'^^^''^^^

u"^"'.^'
^----— » *"= --^

'rhTt^en"iu"d™.nbur„ U aJnedTn
*,^^"' '^'"'l^-'' 'h^y ^""W «?•«="' ^ ""^ '"' .."" "-!! "

h' t can best be regarded as

JainT^^^^^™
of disjunction in range. Among the

"'es represented primarily by trees and

appears that it can best be regarded

being'of Gondwanic origin (see also Raven &
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.i^^p^

Figure 10, The distributions of Saururaceae: Anemiopsis (shaded), Gymnotheca (solid), Houttuynia (vertical

lines), and Saururus (horizontal lines).

Figure 11. The distributions of Juglandaceae: Annamocarya (solid), Carya (horizontal
^'^'^^^\^^^f^^lam

(dashed outline), Juglans (shaded), Oreomunnea (diagonal lines), Platycarya (1

(vertical lines).

eavy

^
^w. ^^^

'O

Figure 12. The distributions of Castanopsis (vertical lines) and Lithocarpus (horizontal lines)

)

1

I
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Axelrod, 1974). The relatively close relationship completely isolated from their Asian relatives in

between Ascarina (with eight species from Ma- Mexico (Matuda, 1947) and Central America, In

laysia and Polynesia, including New Zealand) and southeastern and temperate eastern Asia, every

Ascarinopsis (a monotypic genus ofMadagascar) species of this genus is, without exception, a root

suggests that these genera differentiated when parasite of Castanopsis. Castanopsis is a domi-
migration between Australasia and Africa was nant genus that forms extensive forests in the

much easier than it is at present. Hedyosmum, subtropical to tropical mountains from which so

on the other hand, is very well developed with many of the genera discussed in this paper are

about 40 species in tropical America and the derived. If Ca5?awc)'/75/5' ever occurred in the New
West Indies, and one in the Old World, where it World, it is now extinct, but it has been replaced
occurs from Sumatra and Borneo northward to during the course of evolution by the related ge-

Hainan in southern China. The most primitive nus Chrysolepis, which consists oftwo species in

member ofChloranthaceae surviving at the pres- California and Oregon. Despite the absence of
ent time, however, is certainly ^arcantira, which Castanopsis and related genera in Mexico and
isoneofthe very few angiospermous genera that Central America, Mitrastemonaceae, which are
lacks vessels. Overall, Sarcandra is relatively parasites of this genus in Asia, have persisted in

closely related to Chloranthus and occurs with a more depleted vegetation than has survived in

that genus from tropical southeastern Asia north- Asia.
ward through eastern Asia. Chloranthus extends
further north to the mixed forest in northeastern
China and is clearly of Late Cretaceous origin.
Similar floristic connections between tropical

Asia and tropical America are found among more
advanced families such as Compositae. Thus,

I would now like to summarize with a few

general conclusions derived from the preceding

discussion:

(1) The discontinuity in plant range that spans

the Pacific Ocean is a very important one for the

GochnatiaTrZ. ^"^^V^.^""^^"^!^^^- '''^% study of floristic evolution.

this fam I 7u
™^^^^'''^) ^^ ^ ^^^dy g^^^^ ^f

(2) The eastern Asian-eastern temperate North

from the out^^^^ ?T
^-^.'^

c
^^

'^l^^' ^IT"^'"^ American, and the tropical Asian-tropical Amer-
....'"^^^^^"^ United States through Mexico ,_„ ^.

, ,-^ .^,^, ^^^^^, ,^ u^^^ Wn de-
and the West Indies to South America; but it is
»so represented by two species that have a dis-

ican disjunctions both appear to have been de-

rived from similar ancestral floras and are closely

related to the tropical southeastern (Indo-Ma-

^outheast^rn A T""
'"^ *^ Himalayas and

, ^^^ temperate eastern (including Sino-

occurs in M ,

^- ^^^ ^^ *^^^ A^i^^ ^P^^^^' Japanese and Sino-Himalayan) Asian elements

g
^^^ ^^ Nepal and the other ranges from Pegu- "^

^
^urma to southwestern Yunnan and the upper
^angtze Valley between Yunnan and Sichuan.
^^^^^atia, together with the monotypic and en-
^^'^ic genus Nouelia that occurs in the same part
^_^sia, IS a small tree belonging to the tribe

fam-r^^^'
P^^'^^P^ ^^^ '^ost primitive of the

>iy Compositae. In the tribe Mutisieae, there

(3) All of these disjunctions in range seem to

have been derived from the same upper Creta-

ceous and lower Tertiary paleotropical flora that

occurred on the mountains within the tropical

to subtropical zones (Axclrod, 1952, 1960).

(4) The pattern of these disjunctions is con-

sistent with an origin of some of the constituent

*"c manv wnn^x. ^ t. , • group:* ui an^yj^^^- "

itive in tL^^ ^ ^^'^ ^^^^ ^PP^^"" ^"^ ^^ P"^"^" even eariier (Axelrod, 1961).

and s
^characteristics and occur in Central

Ml
^^^^ ^^erica and in Africa, where they are

jjj
^,

^P'"^sented both in the tropical regions and

lisie

^^"^'^.^™' vcioxt temperate portions. Mu-

igij^

^^ certainly appear to be of Gondwanic or-

The t\i,^ __

Late
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Appendix I. Eastern Asia and eastern North America intercontinental discontinuities

Family

Cupressaceae

Cupressaceae

Cupressaceae

Pinaceae

Pinaceae

Taxaceae

Anacardiaceae

Apocynaceae

Apocynaceae

Araliaceae

Araliaceae

Araliaceae

Berberidaceae

Bignoniaceae

Bignoniaceae

Buxaceae

Caesalpiniaceae

*^3esalpiniaceae

^Calycanthaceae

Campanulaceae

f^Prifoliaceae

Caprifoliaceae

f^omposi

Com
Sitae

positae

^^"ipositae

Cornaceae

Penihoraceae

'^'apensiaceae

Ericaceae

Ericaceae

Ericaceae

Ericaceae

^^caceae

'^ceae

f^laceae

^^"^ariaceae

^""^ariaceae

^^"^amelidaceae

^^"^amelidaceae

Jydrangeaceae

P^ngeaceae
"''ciaceae

l^andaceae
**biatac

'^biatae

^niaceae

Genus

Number of

Species in

E. Asia/

N. Am.

Calocedrus {Heyderia) 2/1

Chamaecyparis

Thuja

Pseudotsuga

Tsuga

Torreya

Toxicodendron

Amsonia

Trachelospermum

Aralia

Oplopanax

Panax
Mahonia

Campsis

Catalpa

Pachysandra

Gleditsia

Gymnocladus

Calycanthus

Heterocodon

Symphoricarpos

Triosteum

Brachyactis

Cacalia

Crossostephium

Penthorum

Shortia

Leucothoe

Lyonia

Pieris

Therorhodion

Hugeria

Ilea

Castanopsis (incl

Chrysolepis)

Adlumia

Dicentra

Hamamelis
Liquidambar

Decumaria

Hydrangea
Illicium

Carya

Agastache

Meehania

Gelsemium

3/3

3/2

5/2

5-10/2

5/2

18+/8

1/17

10/1

30+/4+
1/1

111

40+/30-

1/1

7/4

3/1

10/2

3/1

1/1

1/1

1/15

3-6/4-5

4/1

±60/4

1+3/1

Bothrocaryum {Cornus 1/1

sect. Thelycrania)

l/I

4-8/1

4/3(-40)

9/21

6/2

1/2

2/1

12/1

60-100/2

1/1

2+1/10-11

1+/2

2+1/3

I/l

45/35 +

21+/

2/23

1/20

5/1

1/2

EHstribution in

E. Asia

S to N Burma, NE
Siam

S to Taiwan

S to Indo-Malaya

S to Sumatra

Tropical Africa

S to Assam, Burma

N Asia

S to Indochina

S to Himalayas

NE Asia

S to W. Malaysia

S to tropical Asia

NE Asia

N. Am.

Pacific N. Am.

W N. Am.

Florida and California

S to S. Am.
N.Am.
SE United Stales

S. Am.
S to W. Indies

S to W. Indies

E United Stales

S to S. Am.

SW and E United

States

W N. Am.

N. Am.
N. Am. + and S to S

Am.
Cahfomia

NE Am.

Atlantic N. Am.

SE United Stales

S to S. Am.
W. Indies

NW Am.

Atlantic N. Am.

W United States

E N. Am.

E N. Am.
Atlantic N. Am.SW Asia Minor

S to Indochina

S to Philippines, Java Atlantic N. Am.. Chile

Slo W. Malaysia

S to Indochina

sp. complex

S to N Borneo, Suma

Mexico, W. Indies

E N. Am.

S to Mexico

E United Stales

N Mexico
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Appendix 1. (Continued).

Number of
Species in

Distribution in

Genus
E. Asia/

N. Am.Family E. Asia N. Am.

Magnoliaceae Liriodendron 1/1 S to N Indochina

Magnoliaceae Magnolia 30+/5 + S to Java Venezuela

Menispermaceae Menispermum 1/2 Atlantic N. Am.,Sto

Mexico

Monolropaceae Hypopitys 1/1 S to Himalaya Colombia

Nelumbonaceae Nelumbo 1/1 NE Australia S to Colombia

Nyssaceae Nyssa 6/4 S to W Malaysia E N. Am.
Olcaceae Chionanthus s.s. 1/2 E N. Am.
Oleaceae Osmanthus 15/3 S to SB Asia

Orobanchaceae Boschniakia 2/1 NW N. Am.

Papaveraceae Stylophorum 2/1 Atlantic N. Am.

Papilionaceae Amphicarpaea 2-3 + 1/1 S. Africa ?S to tropical Am.

Papilionaceae Apios 6/4

Papilionaceae Cladrastis 4/1 E N. Am.
Papilionaceae Lespedeza 65+/ 15-30 S to Australia

Papilionaceae Thermopsis 7/23 E United States

Papilionaceae Wisteria 7/3 E N. Am.
Phrymaceae Phryma 1/1

Podophyllaceae Achlys 1/1 Pacific N. Am.

Podophyllaceae Cautophyllum 1/1

Podophyllaceae Diphilleia 2/1 Atlantic N. Am.

Podophyllaceae Jeffersonia 1/1

Podophyllaceae Podophyllum 1/1 E N. Am.
Polygonaceae Antenoron 2-3/1 S to Philippines

Ranunculaceae Enemion {Isopyrum) 1/1-3
Rhamnaceae Berchemia 13+/1-2 S to tropical Africa Atlantic N. Am.

Rosaceae Acomastylis 1/12
Rosaceae Photinia 40/20 S to Sumatra
Rosaceae Physocarpus 1/9-10 NE Asia
Rosaceae Sieversia 1/1 NE Asia Aleutian Isl.

Rosaceae Sorbaria 5+/1 ?W to central Asia
Rubiaceae Cephalanthus 1 + 1/5 Africa to warm Am.
Rubiaceac Kelloggia 1/1 Yunnan-Tibet SW United States

Rubiaceae Mitchella 1/1 NE Asia Atlantic N. Am.

Santalaceae Buckleya 2/1 S United States

Santalaceae Pyrularia 2/2 S to Himalaya SE United States

Saururaceae Saurums 1/1 S to Philippines E United States

baxiiragaceae Astilbe 15/2
Saxifragaccae Mitella 2/12

Pacific and AUamicN.Saxifragaceae Tiarella 1/6

Am.
Schisandraceae

Scrophulariaceae
Schisandra

Castilleja

17/1

1/30-200

S to tropical Asia

N. Am. to S. Am.

Scrophulariaceae Orthocarpus 1/25-30 WAm. ^ .^
Scrophulariaceae Veronicastrum s.s. 1/1 NE Asia temperate NE N. ^^
Solanaceae Leucophysalis (= Phy-

saliastrum)

4/1 1

Styracaceae llalesia 1/3 SE United States

Tncaccae

Thcaccac
Gordonia

Stewartia
8-32/

1

7-10/2
S to Indo-Malaya

incl. Hartia, S to Indo-

SE United States

E United States

UmbcUifcrac Glehnia 1/1

china

NE Asia

1

Pacific r-TAin^^^^^^
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Appendix 1. (Continued).

Family

Umbelliferae

Viiaceae

Vitaceae

Alliaceae

Araceae

Croomiaceae

Cyperaceae

Gramineae

Gramineae

Gramineae

Gramineae

Gramineae

Liliaceae

Liliaceae

Liliaceae

Liliaceae

Liliaceae

Grchidaceae

O^chidaceae

Orchidaceae

Trilliaceae

Zosieraceae

Genus

Osmorrhiza

Ampelopsis

Parthenocissus

Nothoscordum

Symplocarpus

Croomia

Trichophorum

Diarrhena

Hystrix

Muehlenbergia

Schizachne

Zizania

Aletris

Clintonia

Disporum

Smilacina

Zigadenus

Erythrodes

Pogonia

Tipularia

Trillium

Phyllospadix

Number of

Species in

E. Asia/

N. Am.

1+/10-14

15/2

9/2

1/2

2/1

2/1

1/3

1/1

2/3

6/94- 1 1

1/1

1/1-2

13/5

2/4

8/12

14/11

1/20

3+/97

2/1 -H

2/1

3+/ca. 40

Distribution in

E. Asia N.Am

W to Caucasus S to Andes

NE Asia, 4 African

NE Asia

N. Am., 28 S. Am
Atlantic N. Am.
E United Slates

S to New Zealand

S to Andes

S to Ml. SW United

Stales

S to Burma
S to Himalaya

S to Indochina

S to Himalaya Central Am.
S to Central Am,

S to Indo-Malaya, Po- Argentina

lynesia

(40 to tropical S.

Am.?), S to W. In-

dies, and tropical S

Am.

N to E Asia

Kamchatka

alaya

2/3 Pacific coast of N. Am.
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Appendix 2. Paired genera of Eastern and Western hemispheres

Family Name

Cupressaceae

Taxodiaceae

Berberidaceae

Podophyllaceae

Saururaceae

Papaveraceae

Hydrangeaceae

Rosaceae

Hamamelidaceae

Fagaceae

Comaceae

Caprifoliaceae

Campanulaceae

Genus in Eastern Hemisphere
(Species number, distribution)

Calocedms (2)

Glyptostrobiis (1)

Epimedium (21, W to Mediterra-

nean)

Plagiorhegma (1)

Houttuynia (1)

Macleaya (2)

Deutzia (50)

Rhodotypos (1)

Distylium (15, to Malaysia, Java)

Castanopsis (120, to tropics)

Dendrobenthamia (12)

Weigela ( 1 2)

Homocodon (1, Yunnan)

Genus in Western Hemisphere

(Species number, distribution)

Heyderia ( 1

)

Taxodium (3, to Mexico)

Vancouveria (3, Pacific N. Am.)

Jeffersonia sensu stricto (1)

Anemopsis (1)

Bocconia (1)

Neodeutzia (1-3, Mexico)

Neviusia (1, SE United States)

Molinadendwn (3, to Mexico,

Central Am.)

Chrysolepis (2, W United States)

Benthamidia (Cynoxylon) (3, to

Central Am.)

Dierville (3)

Heterocodon (1, W N. Am.)



TEMPERATE FLORAS: THE NORTH PACIFIC
CONNECTION

A. R. Kruckeberg'

Abstract

The affinities between the floras of eastern Asia and eastern North America are widely recognized,

but close affinities also exist between some elements of the floras of northeastern Asia (China, eastern

USSR, and Japan) and northwestern North America. This relationship is indicated in taxonomic

treatments either by no formal taxonomic recognition of the disjunct populations, or by varietal or

specific separation of the disjuncts. After listing 31 examples of this disjunction, I offer a protocol for

their comparative, evolutionary study. In addition to making careful morphological and cytological

comparisons, it should be possible to test the degree ofgenetic similarity and ecological comparability

growing
determ

that the vicariants may reveal. By comparing physical and biotic aspects of their ecologies, one could

assess their habitat/niche similarities. Data from such studies can test either of two hypotheses: (1)

The disjuncts are conservative and have not diverged in any significant way since their separation.

(2) The disjuncts have diverged to become passively genetically isolated i2«rfecophysiologically distmct,

despite their close taxonomic affinity. At present, only very few examples of paired genetic-ecologic

tests are known.

suggestOver the years— and at this present sympo- and.-^
smm^botanists and biogeographers have em- of much of that flora of the late Tertiary. Or,

Phasized the connections between the floras of perhaps, the Pacific Northwest m the late Ter-

eastern Asia and those ofeastern North America. developed
From Linnaeus, Frederick Pursh, and Asa Gray east to west-up the coast of western North

jo contemporary phytogeographers (Graham, America and down the east coast ofAsia. Could,

'572; Li, 1952, 1972), the causes and conse-
quences of the floristic connections between the
^^ continents' eastern areas have occupied the

for example, vicariants in Lysichitum and Rubus

arrived

wise
«eobotanical stage. Yet a few botanists have not- number of vicariants and disjunctions in the

^ the substantial affinities between temperate North Pacific floras might have diminished fur-

^stem Asia and the northwestern Pacific side of ther during the Pleistocene. So, we have a set of

North America. Papers by Hara (1952, 1956) biogeographic conundrums for many plant dis-

«"d Mizushima (1972) remind us that the North tributions along the North Pacific nm. Questions

f^cf rim from Japan and mainland China to that these bicontinental distributions pose to the

J'e American Pacific Northwest provides a large student of evolution are also genetic ones. How

""'"beroffloristic links between the oriental Old much genetic "distance" separates the vicar-

^7 d and the western New Worid. iants? Have the vicariants bfome reproduc-

\has been remarked (Mizushima, 1972) that tively isolated in the passive, allopatnc mode, or

^ North Pacific connection has been over- are some still inter-fertile? ,,,^„,,,
^J^ed probably because the contemporary flo- This paper

^^^^'l^'^]''''^'
^^'^''^^^

^^^^e in the main so different. Through the eariy ofthe North Pacific fl°"^^'"°""f„7" ^"^^^^^

l^^ Tertiary, a nearly continuous mixed me- proposes ways to test the degree of genetic di-

^e J!'"

^""'^'^ maintained the floristic similar- vergence between vicanant taxa.

ate N
^^^^^ eastern Asia and much of temper- ^^^^

d«. u
°"*^ America. Then, climatic changes, no

Asia-Western

<loubt

Pa fi

^^ ^"^^^ m by massive orogenies in the

^^'^ Northwest, largely obliterated the mixed
«ophytic forest type in the Pacific Northwest

'^^aham. 1972).

North America Floristic

Affinities

Vascular plants with amphi-Pacific affinities

can be categorized in three modes: taxonomic.

^at affinities' remain, though, are substantial geographic, and ecological. Furthermore, these

^panmeni of Botany, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195.

Av\
Missouri Bot. Gard. 70: 591-596. 1983.



Table I. Some taxa of eastern Asian-western North American affinities.

Eastern Asia

Woodwardia orientalis Sw

Cryptogramma crispa (L.) R. Br.

Pinus thunbergii Pari.-/', dens(flora

Sieb. & Zucc.

Calamagrostis purpurascens R. Br.

Deschampsia atropurpurea (Wahl.)

Scheele

Lysichitiim camtschatcense Schott

Fritillaria camschatcensis Ker

Maianthemum dilataium Nels. &
MacBr.

Platanthera chorisiana Rchb. f.

A Inils crispa Ait.

Coptis japonica Mak.

Western North America Range

W, fimbriata J. E. Smith Japan & Washington

C cm/7a Circumboreal

P. contorta Loud Circumboreal

C. purpurascens

D. atropurpurea

Eastern Asia + western

North America

Cosmopolitan

L. americanum Hulten & St. Japan to California

John

F. camschatcensis

M. dilataium

P. chorisiana

A. crispa var. sinuata Regel

C aspleniifolia Salisb,

A. triphylla var, triphyllaAchlys triphylla DC. var. japonica

(Max.) Fukuda

Saxifraga bronchialis L. ssp. funstonii S. bronchialis ssp.

Japan to Washington

Japan to western North

America

Japan to Washington

Eastern Asia-western

North America

Japan-Southern British

Columbia

Japan to California

(Small) Hult. austromontana Pip

Siberia-North America

(circumbor.)

Continuity

Discontin.

Discontin.?

Discontin.

Contin.?

Contin.

Discontin.

Contin.?

Contin,?

Contin.

Contin.

Disconlln.?

Discontin.

Discontin

Geum calthifolium Smith var. nipponi- G. calthifolium

cum Hara

Rubus pedatiis 3. E. Smith

R. vernus Focke

Japan to British Columbia Contin.?

R. pedatus

R. spectabilis Pursh

Japan to southern Oregon Discontin.?

Japan to NW California Discontin.?

Habitat

Taxonomic
Status

Mesic coastal to

montane

Vicar, spp.

Mesic-xeric, coast- Conspecific

al/montane

Mesic-xeric, coast- Vicar, spp.

al/montane

Mesic-xeric, coast- Conspecific

al/montane

Mcsic, montane ecific

Mesic Vicar, spp.

Mcsic, coastal

Mcsic

Conspecific

Conspecific

Mesic

Mesic» montane

Conspecific

Vicar, vars.

Mesic Vicar, spp.

Mesic Vicar, vars.

Montane Vicar, vars.

Mcsic» coastal Vicar, vars.

Mesic-montane

Mesic

Conspecific

Vicar, spp.

>
c;

o
H
Xm
Z

C
22

?
o

S
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Table L (Continued),

Eastern Asia Western North America

Spiraea betulifolia Pallas ssp. aemi-
liana Hara

S. betulifolia ssp. lucida

(Dougl.) Hitch.

Oplopanax horridum (Smith) Miq. var. O. horridum
japonicum Hara

Acerjaponicum Thunb.

Cassiope stelleriana (Pall.) DC.

A. circlnatum Pursh

C. stelleriana

Menziesia pentandra Maxim.

Rhododendron kamtschaticum Pall.

M. ferruginea Smith

R. kamtschaticum

Fauria crista-galli Makino ssp.japoni- F. crista-galli

cum Gillett

Boschniakia rossica Fedlsch.

B. rossica

B. rossica

B, hookeri Walpers

Galium kamtschaticum Stell. var. acu- G. kamtschaticum var. ore-
tifolium Hara

Valeriana sambucifolia Mikan var.

fauriei Hara

Campanula lasiocarpa Cham.

Artemisia arctica Less. ssp. arctica

ganum Piper (= G. ore-

ganum)

V, sitchensis Bong.

C lasiocarpa

A, arctica ssp. arctica

Achillea sibirica Ledeb. A. sibirica

Erigeron thunbergii A. Gray E. glaucus Ker

Range

Circumboreal?

Continuity

Conlin.?

Eastern Asia-western &
central North America

Discontin

Japan-Northern California Discontin

Eastern Asia to Washing- Conlin.?

ton

Japan-Oregon

Japan to Alaska

Japan to Washington

Eastern Asia-Alaska

Eastern Asia-Oregon

Eastern Asia-California

Japan-Wash i ngton

Japan-western

North America

Japan-British

Columbia

Japan-California

Discontin

Contin.?

Conlin.?

Conlin.?

Eastern Asia-Washington Contin.?

Conlin.?

Discontin.

Conlin.?

Contin.?

Contin.?

Discontin.

Habitat

Mesic-xeric

Mesic

Mesic, coastal

Mesic-montane

Mesic-coastal

Polar/borcal

Mesic-coasial

Mesic-coastal

Mesic-coastal

Mesic-coastal

Mesic-monlanc

Montane

Boreal/montane

Montane?

Coastal

Taxonomic
Status

Vicar, spp.

Vicar, vars

Vicar, spp.

Con specific

Vicar, spp.

Conspecific

Vicar, vars.

Conspecific

Vicar, spp.

Vicar, vars.

Vicar, spp.

Conspecific

Conspecific

Conspecific

Vicar, spp.

c
n
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m

I

§
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8
z
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categories are best viewed as elements of over- times did pervade the North Pacific land masses

lapping, multidimensional matrices. For exam- (Wolfe, 1969, 1972). And, by the Miocene, most

pie, some are strictly amphi-Pacific plants [Ach- of the major floristic elements of the North Pa-

lys triphylla (Smith) DC] that are conspecific cific rim were in place. Climatic change and geo-

throughout their North Pacific distributions; logic upheaval ntervened

others are circumboreal [Cryptogramma crispa uities in varying degrees—from extinctions lo

(L.) R. Br.] or circumpolar [Phippsia algida (Sol.) major disjunctions. The latest perturbations, the

R. Br.]. Some taxa are differentiated into vari- Pleistocene ice encroachments, were the most

eties/subspecies or species along theNorth Pacific recent to have affected this fluid, transitory biota.

instructiverim. Others are indistinguishable taxonomically. It is

Some north Pacific taxa reach the full extent of a difference in age among the various vicariants

the distributional arc, from Japan or adjacent between the New and Old worlds. He (Li, 1952:

mainland Asia, more or less continuously to the 373) pointed out that the western North Amer-

southem limit of the Pacific Northwest in north- ican-eastem Asian group of plants is a different

em California; others go only part of the way and more recent one than the eastern Asian-

for example, from Japan to the Aleutians or to eastem

permutations sertion on (1) the relatively continuous, rather

of the amphi-Pacific floristic theme. Table 1 than discontinuous distribution of the amphi-

samples some of the various types of amphi- Pacific plants; (2) their coastal, cool temperate

Pacific continuity. to arctic distribution; and (3) their predominant

From Table 1 we can glean some inferences herbaceous life-form. Li's arguments remind us

about amphi-Pacific distributions: most exam- that the intercontinental migrations and conflu-

pies are herbaceous perennials with coastal, me- ences of taxa (and of floras?) have taken place

sic ecologies; bog species are common; and, apart repeatedly throughout the past, have taken dif-

from circumboreal and circumpolar examples, ferent paths, and today are expressed in a range

the strictly circum-Pacific cases can range from of discontinuities,

eastem Asia to western North America more or
less continuously while others reach North
America discontinuously (only the Aleutians,
Alaska, British Columbia, or Washington).
No one can be sure what these variant distri-

bution patterns are trying to tell us. I suspect
they are the combined result of obvious phe-
nomena: (1) the capriciousness of dispersal/dis-
tribution, (2) specific physiological tolerance
ranges, and (3) the influence of past glacial and
orogenic events.

Some Geological History in the
North Pacific Area

The time from the Paleocene to the present
(ca. 75 million years) has spanned major geolog-

Genetic Aftinities of Vicariants

AND DiSJUNCTS

It is assumed that the plants that show eastem

Asia-western North America similarities are

closely monophyletic (conspecific to vicanan

taxa). It then follows that each example shou

show some degree of genetic affinity. Morp
°^

logical resemblance is, of course, the initial bas

for inferring genetic similarity. Further testing

the inferences of relationship from morphology

must rely on genetic methods. Attempts to cro^^

vicariants is a necessary next step. Degre

crossability and interfertility can be valua

ofaffinity. Other tests ofgenetic
atnn^.

could include isozyme comparisons via gel e
measures

ical and climatic changes. The major phenomena trophoresis and could eventually employ co^^

mclude change in coastlines (including the flux parisons of DNAs of paired taxa. For now.

of epmc seas); sea floor spreading; episodes of will consider the evidence from crossing test
_

orogeny, especially vulcanism; and Pleistocene Several alternative hypotheses regarding
^6^

netic affinity of amphi-Pacific taxa are testa^^

(1) vicariants or disjuncts are conservative^
^^

have not diverged in any significant way a
^.

interfertile; (2) disjuncts and vicariants hav

J. , ^.-ii-.-^^^mpatibleieii"^

Through
glacial

floras waxed and waned, but remnants of floras
had to persist to give their present amphi-Pacific
distribution.

T-.
_

. verged to become genetically incompauu.w V

1 he early Tertiary seemed to have provided low crossability or reduced interfertility)
and tn

the most continuous stretch of habitat for tem-
perate

low crossability or reduced inte

are reproductively isolated. It is to be ex

that each particular pair of taxa will vahdat

pectc<'

of'
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or the other ofthese hypotheses. Besides genetic/ flavonoid comparisons, coupled with the cross-
reproductive isolation, another component of ing data, indicate that the two taxa". . .have not
potential genetic difference is surely to be eco- diverged very far from a presumed common
typic differentiation of vicariants or disjuncts. ancestor
From other genecological studies (e.g., Clausen

9»

Other woody plants. Crosses within and be-
&Hiesey, 1958; Clausen et al., 1940, 1948), one tween series (= sections, more or less) in Rho-
would predict that even conspecific taxa in Asia dodendron are often successful, yielding progeny
and western North America will possess detect- of varying fertilities. The well-known azalea hy-

brids of the Knaphill and Koster origins are

crosses of R. occidentale (western North Amer-
ica) with eastern Asiatic species, especially R.

able ecophysiological differences that are bound
to be genetically fixed.

In what follows, I review some ofthe evidence

American, R, macwphyllum.

irom crossability studies as it bears on the issue japonicum. Crossability and fertility is mainly
01 genetic affinity between bicontinental dis- high in these crosses with subseries Luteum,
juncis. Not all the examples illustrate the western Asiatic members of series Ponticum have been
J^onh American-Eastern Asian theme ofthis pa- crossed successfully with our western North
per; rather, they illustrate the more general no-
lon of degrees of genetic relationship between Herbaceous monocots. Iris hybridizers have
congeneric taxa in different continents. Thus, included some eastern Asia-western North
cases involving pines and certain hardwoods (e.g., America crosses in their many attempts to im-

T'"''^^^^^''^^) relate to connections via the north prove Iris for horticulture. Four different types
Atlantic between the Old World and the New, ofcrosses all have yielded sterile F, progeny (fide

^ther than to the North Pacific connection. Jean Witt, Seattle): Iris section Sibiricae x /.

Few or no deliberate crosses have been per- setosa (North American), /. sibirica x /. section
ormed to test either reproductive isolation or Californicae (the so-called ''cal-sib" hybrids), /.

^
e ecotypic differentiation hypotheses as they douglasiana x /. lactea (central Asia to Korea),

^PPly to Asian-North American taxa. However, and /. longipetala (northern California) x /. 5/-

some bits of evidence come to light from hor- birica.
^|cuJtural, forestry, and agronomic literature, as

Conifi

Herbaceous dicots. Very few cases of inten-

tional crossings between eastern Asian and west-

em North American congeners were found. Giv-

/Vc.«snllef
^^^.?^'^'''^^^"^'^^^^^^'^'^

en the very rich but diffuse literature on plant

^^

^a species from North America and Asia range
om successful crossability (P. jezoensis x P.

em)
^° ""^"^c^ssful (P- cispemta x P. sitch-

breeding, more cases will surely come to light.

Taylor's (1967) study of intentional crosses in

Aquilegia includes the hybrid A. flaheUata (Ja-

Examnlpc f r,-
pan) x A. flavescens (western North America);

pies irom Pinus (Mirov, 1967) include ^, ^ h^H ftio/nctai'nable oollcn and normal mci-

hvb^Vi"°"^
^ase of P. lambertiana. It does not

^Widize naturally with any of its western North

with

"^^" ^^"eeners, yet it is successfully crossed

^
two eastern Asiatic pines, P. koraiensis and

^^ar/ria^^,-,- also of the soft pine (Haploxylon)

ylo

^
^ ^"^^ntional crosses among some Diplox-

Aitie

the F, had 6 1% stainable pollen and normal mci-

osis.

The scanty record of intentional hybridization

between eastern Asian and western North Amer-

ican taxa makes it fruitless to draw any

conclusions. Only when a program of deliberate

PJnes from eastern Asia and western North crossing is mounted, involving a whole range of

1952?^^
^^^e been reported as failures (Duffield,

^^''^^-leaved trees. The Palmatum group of

U^l^ ^^^^''^ is largely Asiatic. The one western

crors
^""'""^^ species, A

both
^*

-
^^^^^^ "^^ f^^f^atuni or A. japonicum.

amphi-Pacific plants, can we test the genetic bas-

es of the "North Pacific Connection." Many of

the plants of Table 1 would be ideal subjects for

such genetic testing. Indeed, the fuller lists of

'drcinaium, faih to Mizushima (1972) and Hara (1952, 1956) pro-

vide ample taxa for pioneenng a genetic analysis

""^^ of Japan (fide J. A. Witt, University of of amphi-Pacific biogeographic connections

"'Shingtr^n A ..I N

Park
gton Arboretum).

Pq ^ ^t ai. (1983), at this symposium, re-
ed that crosses between Liriodendron tuli-

{Hn^ ^^^^^^T"
^^^^ America) and L. chinensis

P^h, China) yield viable F, seed. Isozyme and
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THE FLORISTIC RELATIONSHIPS OF THE TEMPERATE
FOREST REGIONS OF CHINA AND THE UNITED STATES 1

TSUN-SHEN YlNG^

Abstract

A diagrammatic illustration is used to explain the meridional shift of the constituents of the Chinese
deciduous forests from one in Regions I and II with deciduous trees and few evergreen undershrubs
to one in Region III with deciduous species forming the canopy and some evergreen undergrowth,
and to one in Region IV with deciduous and evergreen trees mixed. Five samples from the temperate
forests of Region III, IV, and VIII are selected to explain the altitudinal variation of the Chinese
deciduous forests from eastern to western China, with their obvious limit in western Sichuan and the

immediately adjacent portion of Yunnan. A list of the paired or closely related species dominant in

the forests is provided to demonstrate the affinities of the deciduous forests of China and the United
States. The exact nature of the floristic relationship is explained by distributional maps showing ( 1

)

disjunction ofthe species of Clintonia Raf with centers ofdistribution in China, Japan, western United
States and the eastern United States, (2) bicentric pattern of distribution of Diphylleia Michaux in

eastern Asia and eastern United States, (3) bicentric distribution of Kelloggia Torrey ex Bentham &
Hooker restricted to China (Yunnan) and the western United States.

Special Features of the Temperate
Forests of China

thermal conditions gradually increase, evergreen

trees enter the temperate forests in the southern

areas as the second layer of the communities. As
Sniitv, r^v,- J . • ,- areas as inc 5>ccwnu ia>ti «ji iii^ «.«-.iiii"uw.ii,.j. y-ic

soo I

'^ ^ influence of a mon-
^^^ hydrothermal condition increases continu-

n climate and its characteristic vegetation is
^^^jy southward, evergreen and deciduous broad-

is A
"y^'^P^y^^^ ^°'"^^ts- Northwestern China

j^^^^^ ^p^^i^^ l^^^o^e ^ixed in the forests. In

Con, ,

occupied by steppes and deserts,
^^.j^ ^^^^ southerly regions evergreen broad-

sequently, the vegetation of China is recog-
j^^^^^ ^^^^^^ j.^p,ace the deciduous ones (Fig.

nized as being composed of eight major types,
Regions I-VIII (Fig. 1, Wu, 1980). Regions I to

and the northern portion of Region IV sup-
port temperate forests.

ased on the composition, structure, and
Physiognomy of the communities, these forests

2)-

Another outstanding characteristic ofthe tem-

perate Chinese forests is the variation from east

to west. For example, the deciduous forests of

Huangshan in Anhui occur at an elevation of

1,000 to 1,600 m. In Shennongjia in western

ests H
'^^^"^^^^ ^^ '^^"^^^^"^ ^'^"^'^'^^^^^^ ^°^'

Hubei, the deciduous forests occur at 1,700 to

the V
'^^"iferous forests. Generally speaking,

^ ^QQ \n. On the southern slopes of the Qinling

foroV^^^^
^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ supporting deciduous j^^untains the deciduous forests occur at 1,800

^
rests is hot and rainy in the summer, and cold
" dry in the winter. The mean annual tem-
f^rature and precipitation for Regions II-IV are
^hown in Table 1

.

Table 1. Mean annual temperature and precipi-

Tb, . '
^°'^ ^ lation in Vegetation Regions II-l

V

'"^re is an obvious meridional shift of the _^^^^—^^=
onsiituents of the increased number of ever-

I

" species replacing the deciduous ones in the

J;"iperate forests of China. The composition of

I

'
^"^^"^ forests is modified in accordance to the

J

^^'on ofeach community. From north to south,
ew low evergreen shrubs enter the deciduous
oad-leaved forests of Region II. As hydro-

Mean Annual
Temperature

Mean Annual
Precipitation

Region 'C mm

II

III

IVB

0.3-5.5

7.8-14.3

14.3-15.4

562.6-657.8

584.0-835.8

903.9-1,134.4

Fund

"tic possible

}
'On. For this support I am deeply grateful.

r ru ^
"ute of Botany, Academia Sinica, Beijing, People's Republic ol China.

^^- Missouri Bot. Gard. 70: 597-604. 1983.
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Figure I. The vegetation regions of China (simplified from Wu, 1 980). I = Cool temperate coniferous forest

region; II = Temperate coniferous deciduous broad-leaved mixed forest region; III = Warm temperate deciduous

broad-leaved forest region; IV = Subtropical evergreen broad-leaved forest region, IVA = North subtropical

evergreen deciduous broad-leaved mixed forest subregion, IVB = South subtropical monsoon evergreen broad-

leaved forest subregion; V = Tropical monsoon and rain forest region; VI = Temperate steppe region; Vll
"

Temperate desert region; VIII = Qinghai-Xizang plateau vegetation region.

to 2,600 m (Chiu & Chin, 1957; Chow, 1965; recognized in the temperate forests of China (Wu,

Ying et al., 1 979). The deciduous broad-leaved 1 965). Owing to geographic transformations and

forests disappear in western Sichuan and north- changing combinations ofenvironmental
factors

western Yunnan Provinces (Fig. 3). throughout geological time, these genera have

Complexity is another feature of the Chinese achieved different distributional patterns. They

deciduous forests. Approximately 930 genera are have been classified into the following types: (D

^ Evergreen specioG

Figure 2*

tp = Deciduous species

The gradual meridional change of constituents of the deciduous forests in China.

S

i



Figure 3. Altiludinal change of deciduous forests from cast to west in eastern Asia. 1

3 = Evergreen deciduous broad-leaved mixed forest; 4
coniferous forest; 7

= Temperate coniferous forest; 5

Alpine meadow and bush-wood; 8

Deciduous coniferous forest; 12 =

= Succulent thorny scrub; 2 = Evergreen broad-leaved forest;

Sclerophyllous evergreen broad-leaved forest; 6 =

Subniveal open vegetation; 9 = Pine forest; 10

Subalpine scrub.

= Evergreen
Deciduous broad-leaved forest; 1 1 =
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Table 2. Eastern Asian endemic families represented in the deciduous forests of China and adjacent floristic

regions.

Family

Ginkgoaceae

Cephalotaxaceae

Nandinaceae

Cercidiphyllaceae

Trapellaceae

Sargentodoxaceae

Eucommiaceae

Davidiaceae

Tetracentraceae

Toricelliaceae

Eupteleaceae

Helwingiaceae

Total Number of

Genera/Species

Genera/Species

in China

1/1

1/9

1/1

1/1

1/2

1/1

1/1

1/1

1/1

1/3

1/2

1/4

1/1

1/7

1/1

1/1

1/1

1/1

1/1

1/1

1/1

1/2

1/1

1/4

Range

China-Japan?

China-Japan

China-Japan?

China-Japan

China-Japan

China only

China only

China only

Sino-Himalayan

Sino-Himalayan

Sino-Himalayan-Japan

Sino-Himalayan-Japan

North Temperate Zone genera (ca. 300); (2) east- High endemism is another prominent feature

ern Asian genera (298); (3) temperate Old World of the Chinese deciduous forests. At the family

genera (157); (4) temperate Asian genera (63); (5) level there are many monotypic or oligotypic,

eastern Asian-North American genera (115). Of endemic families. Table 2 shows that there are

these, the North Temperate Zone genera, eastern 1 2 families with distributions limited to China

Asian genera, and eastern Asian-North Ameri- and adjacent floristic regions. Two of these fam-

can genera are more prominent in the compo- ilies are gymnosperms. The Ginkgoaceae, rep-

sition of the temperate forests of China. Genera resented by Ginkgo biloba L., a "living fossil,"

such as Acer, Carpinus, Populus, Salix, Fagus, existed during the Triassic Period. Another gym-

Castanea, Prunus. Sorbus, and Tilia are found nosperm family, the Cephalotaxaceae, is repre-

in the temperate forests throughout the northern sented by a single genus, Cephalotaxus, with nine

species, ofwhich seven occur in China, especia )

in some of these genera is in China, especially in in central China. Of the ten families of angio-

central China. For example, the genus Acer con- sperms, Eupteleaceae, Tetracentraceae, Torice
-

tains about 200 species worldwide. Almost three- liaceae, and Helwingiaceae (the latter two often

fourths of the species occur in China, distributed placed in the Comaceae) are of Sino-Himalayan

south of the Qinling Range and east of south- or Sino-Japan-Himalayan distribution.
Cerci-

eastem Tibet, and 42 species are concentrated in diphyllaceae is represented by two varieties o

species

central China (eastern Sichuan and western Hu-
bei). Dipteronia, the only other genus of the Ac-
eraceae, is almost totally restricted to this same
region. Another genus with similar species con-
centration is Carpinus, with 40 species world-
wide, of which 25 are restricted to central and
southwestern China.

Antiquity is another feature ofthe Chinese de-
ciduous forests. For example, Carpinus hupe-
hana, distributed in central China, is morpho-
logically close to the fossil species C

species

monotypic genus occurring disjunctly in cen

China and Japan. Davidiaceae (also sometiin

^

placed in the Comaceae) and Sargentodoxacea^

are endemic to China. Some of these fami"^

have fossil records in North America and Europe

in Neogene or older strata.

Floristic Relationship Manifested

Through the Deciduous Forests of

China and the United States

Broad-leaved deciduous forests prevail in thf

wellCarpim^s are also found in Tertiary deposits of north temperate zone and are particularly
w^"

North Amenrn nnri FllrrvT^« tu^ « _

*^
. . , IlnltfOEuropje

„,• ,, , . , .
. , developed in China, Japan, the eastern Un'

'

!'!"?l"^?''"''P""'r*^^^^"."^i"^^^^--e States, Europe, and the Caucasus Mounta>"
area is an indication of the antiquity of the com-

species
(Daubenmire, 1978; Numata, 1974; Wu, 1

The similarities of the geographical charac
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Table 3. Comparison ofthe composition (trees) of Table 4. Some common shrubs and herbs in

the temperate deciduous forests in eastern North Chinese and American temperate deciduous forests.

America and China. Not arranged according to dom- Arrangement does not necessarily indicate close rela-

inance or closeness of relationship. (Derived in part tionship. (Derived in part from Femald, 1950; Jepson,

from field work in China and the United States and 1925; and Seymour, 1969.)

fromFeraald, 1950; Jepson, 1925; and Seymour, 1969.) ,^^^—^=,^^=^^==,=^^^=^^^^^^^^=

China Eastern North America

Acer buergereianum

A. mono

Ainus japonica

A. nepalensis

Aesculus chinensis

Betula albo-sinensis

B. chinensis

A dahurica

S. platyphylla .-^....^

Carpinus turczaninowii Carpinus caroliniana

Acer rubrum

A. saccharum

Alnus maritima

A, serrulata

Aesculus octandra

Betula alleghaniensis

B. lenta

B. nigra

B. populifolia

Chosenia arbutifolia

Cornus chinensis

Cornus macrophylla

^<^m longipetiolata
P lucida

^^(^inus mandshurica
Halesia macregorii
J^ilans mandshurica
J- cathayensis

Ljriodendron chinense
^molia officinalis

Carya cordiformis

C. glabra

C. tomentosa

Cornus Jlorida

Fagus grandifolia

^^/«5 baccata

^' sieversii

Q^^rcus Qcutissima
Q- aliena

2- aliena

^ar. acutiserrata

Q deniata

2- i^mungensis
0- ^ongolica

^ ""Qriabilis

^'^a amurensis
' chinensis

^I'^us propinqua
^' Pumila

Fraxinus americana

Halesia monticola

Juglans cinerea

J. nigra

Liriodendron tulipifera

Magnolia acuminata

M. fraseri

M. macrophylla

M. tripetala

Malus angustifolia

Quercus alba

Q. coccinea

Q. falcata

Q. laevis

Q. laurifolia

Q, prinus

Q. rubra

Q. velutina

Tilia americana

T. heterophylla

Ulmus americana

U. rubra

China United States

Adiantum pedatum

Clintonia udensis

Convallaria keiskei

Hydrangea umbellata

Adiantum pedatum

Clintonia umbellulata

Convallaria montana
Hydrangea arborescens

Kalmia latifolia

Maianthemum bifolium Maianthemum canadense

Pyrola rotundifolia

Rhododendron

micranthum

Ribes meyeri

Tiarella polyphylla

Trientalis europaea

Vaccinium japonicum

V, uliginosum

Pyrola rotundifolia

var. americana

Rhododendron maximum

Ribes cynosbatii

Tiarella cordifolia

Trientalis borealis

Vaccinium erythrocarpum

V. constablaei

V. vacillans

uous forests of China and the eastern United

States are often paired or closely related taxa of

the same genera, as shown in Table 3.

The relationship is not limited to the dominant

tree species. The understory shrub layer and the

herbaceous species of the deciduous forests also

contain many genera common to the two regions,

as shown in Table 4.

In the temperate floras ofChina and the United

States there are about 115 genera with disjunct

distribution. Approximately 50 of these are oli-

gotypic genera. In order to explain the floristic

relationship between Asia and North America,

the following genera restricted to China and/or

Japan and eastern North America are selected:

Cornus section Thelycrania {\:\)\ Chionanthus

sensu stricto (1:1); Caulophyllum (1:1); Decu-

maria (1:1); Diphylleia (2:1); Halesia (1:3); //a-

mamelis (2:4); Jeffersonia (1:1); Liriodendron

(1:1)- Menispermum (1:1); Mitchella (1:1); Sassa-

fras
bers

species
^''"Jatic conditions, and vegetation composition em North America to the right.

\he deciduous forests ofChina and the eastern ^' -"""^ -'^''"*' ^.n.fr.t s<above species

between mon characteristics of the flora of eastern Asia

l^
Europe and the Caucasus. This phenomenon and eastern North America. These can ^k d, ^'d

^'^ attracted the interest of numerous phyto- ed into three diff^erent distnbuuonal Pat cms
)

fcotrr^r.!.. ..... A„: «orf^f^ Nr»rth Amcncan (Fic. 4),
species

Asian-eastern
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^

Diphylleia sinensis

Figure 4. Bicentric distribution of Diphylleia in eastern Asia and eastern North America

western North American (Fig. known in eastern North America; two species of

eastern Asian-eastern and western this section are in eastern Asia (Smith, 1947).

North American (Fig. 6). Likewise, in the genus Ilea, most species occur

In addition, the monotypic or oligotypic fam- in eastern Asia and thence southward to Java.

ilies such as Schisandraceae, Iteaceae, Saurura- Again, there is only one species in southeastern

ceae, and Illiciaceae are of special interest. In the North America. The family Saururaceae con-

deciduous genus Schisandra. the primitive sec- tains seven species in three genera scattered m

tion Pleiostema and the advanced section Sphae- eastern Asia and North America. The genera

rostema both have a disjunct pattern of distri- Houttuynia and Anemopsis and the counterpart

button from China southward to Sumatra and species Saururus chinensis and S. cermius occur

Java (Smith, 1947). Only one species, Schisan-
dra glabra, belonging to section Schisandra is

in the two widely separated regions. The genus

Houttuynia is distributed in eastern Asia an

FiuiiRE 5. Bicentric distribution of Kelloggia iin eastern Asia and western North America
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t

Clintonia
andrewsian

udensis

Figure 6. Tricentric distribution of Clintonia in eastern Asia and eastern and western America.

southward to Indonesia. The genus Saumrus oc- shared genera include the dominant trees, shrubs
curs in Vietnam. The genera restricted to North and herbaceous plants. Many of these shared
America and eastern Asia not only indicate a plants are not limited to large genera with wide-

spread distribution but often belong to small,

oligotypic genera such as Liriodendron and Sas-

•^'ose floristic relationship between the two
SJons, they also provide reliable clues to their
tropical origin.

grow.

'Almost all ofthe plants mentioned above _

j"
temperate deciduous forests in both regions,
jailed studies, including morphology, coupled

*' ecology, plant sociology, and cytology, will
provide many clues that will be of great impor-
"ce in understanding the patterns of disjunc-

"on 'n plant distribution.

Conclusions

com \
'^^^^^^^^^ forests of China represent a

^m^x old flora. The dominant species belong
genera having a Tertiary history. There is an
ent gradual meridional shift of the constit-

st>ecies

<^pied^^"^"^
ones in the north. The areas oc-

y
"^ deciduous forests in China were con-

Rem
^ ^^'^^^^d a thousand or more years ago.

lain

^^^^^ of the original forests in steep moun-
ous regions of Huanshan, Shennongjia, Qin-

al^lj'^y.^^^'^gshan, and Tashueshan indicate an

Pan"rf"'^^'
^^riation from east to west, accom-

^^
by changes in composition.

, ^y of the genera have a widespread distri-

r;^^ m the temperate —' --•-—^
a

^^ number of th.r^o
'^ousfo

of them are common to the decid-
rests of China and the United States. The

safras.

The nature ofthe floristic relationship between

the deciduous forests of China and the United

States is exhibited by a tricentric distributional

pattern in such genera as Clintonia with species

in China, Japan, western United States, and east-

em United States, a bicentric distributional pat-

tern as in Diphylleia with species in China, Ja-

pan, and the southeastern United States, and

another pattern of bicentric distribution in gen-

era such as Kelloggia with species in China and

western North America.
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NORTH AMERICAN TREES WITH RELATIONSHIPS
IN EASTERN ASIA

Elbert L. Little, Jr. '

Abstract

Much information on distribution and taxonomy of North American trees with relationships in
eastern Asia, including atlases and monographs, is now available. Eastern Asia is the world's largest

and richest source of temperate deciduous hardwoods. Because of splitting of genera and species,

relationships are becoming obscured and are primarily generic. Eastern Asia is the geographic region
or center with greatest display ofremnants ofthe widespread Arcto-Tertiary flora, while Eastern North
America is second, with roughly one-half as many tree species. Europe and Western North America
have smaller numbers, perhaps one-fourth. Many tree genera are widespread in all four regions. Most
of the possible patterns of distribution are represented. Eastern North America and Eastern Asia have
the most tree genera, about 16 in common. The relationships have been overemphasized. They are
readily explained by mountain-building and changes in climate, especially Pleistocene glaciation.

I

A review of temperate North American trees made by Gray in 1840 were in a book review
^^'Uh relatives in Eastern Asia is timely. Much written when he was only thirty years old. As
information on distribution and taxonomy, in- early as 1859, Gray cited the work of Darwin
eluding atlases and monographs, is now available Wallace
and because ofexpanded markets for hardwoods the effect of glaciation on present distribution,
there is increased interest in foreign trees for in- knew
Production in forestry as well as in horticulture, a detailed analysis and reviewed the extensive
Also, the relationships among tree genera in North literature. He prepared worldwide maps showing

"

outline ranges of many tree genera.

Atlases. Accurate distribution maps of most

north temperate tree species have been pub-

lished, replacing the general outlines by
(Explained by earth changes accepted within re- Schmucker (1942). No new maps are presented

-uicuta and eastern Asia are becoming ob-
jured, because ofsplitting ofgenera and species.
y^P main conclusions are that these relation-

P^ have been OVerpmnha«:i7f*r1 artr\ ar^^ rMi^ilv

^"t years.

igh

Worldwide

especially by Li (1952) and by Meusel
P'ants, are excellent examples for biogeograph- al. (1965-78). Atlas of United States Trees (Lit-

•<^a! studies. They are large, conspicuous, rela- tie, 1971-81) in six volumes maps approxi-

species^ey well known, of moderate numbers of
Pecies, and ofeconomic importance. Thus, their United States including Alaska. The Forest Ser-

^'assificaiion has been studied in detail, and their vice Checklist ofUnited States Trees (Little, 1 979)

J^ographic distribution has been mapped. Also,
ey are preserved as fossils and have a historical
^ord, though with many gaps.
mew of literature. Certain similarities in

Eastern

further compiles for each ofthe 2 1 6 native genera

the worldwide totals of species and their geo-

graphic extent, and cites authors of scientific

names, omitted here. Native Trees of Canada

(Uc^^\€^ 1 QTQ'i similarlv describes, illustrates, and

,•
^^stem Asia have long attracted the atten- maps the species of that country.

of hot
. „^3^ ^^^^, vaiiuns im vt u^^.i For Europc there are detailed maps ofvascular

ced back to Carolus Linnaeus in 1750, Carl plants of the northwestern part (Hulten, 1950),

nberg

1846 ic^^^'
^^""^ham, 1972). Asa Gray (1840,

iribuJ '

^^'^^' ^^''^^ ^^^^ important con-

Grah'°"^'
^^^^ reprinted by Sargent (1889),

am (1972), and Stuckey (1978). The notes

central region (Meusel

continent (Jalas & Suominen, 1972-80, incom-

plete).

Two volumes ofan atlas ofthe trees and shrubs

of the Soviet Union have appeared (Dot. Inst.

Ocpa
D.c^gj'ent of Botany. U.S. National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington.

• 'Missouri Bot. Card. 70: 605-6 1 5. 1 983.
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Komarova, 1977). Maps for southwest Asia, or perate North America are accepted as native also

Asia Minor, are being published with financial in Eurasia. Trees are conspicuously absent in long

assistance from the United States Public Law 480 lists of plants on both sides ofthe North Atlantic

program (Browicz, 1978). For Japan there are Ocean (Hulten, 1958), lists ofcircumpolar plants

similar atlases offorest trees (Japan Forest Tech- (Hulten, 1 971), and a list ofplants in both West-

nical Association, 1964-71) and the flora (Hara, em North America and Japan (Mizushima, 1972).

1958-59; Horikawa, 1972-76). (However, several tropical species, especially

Monographs, Additional information on dis- mangroves and other beach plants of southern

tribution with species maps is available in cur- Rorida, are common both to New and Old

rent worldwide taxonomic monographs of north Worlds.)

temperate tree genera. Examples are: Abies (Liu, Juniperus communis, common juniper, per-

1971; supported by Public Law 480); Aesculus haps the tree species with greatest range in the

(Hardin, 1957, 1960); ^/^W5 (Murai, 1964; Fur- world, is circumboreal or circumpolar, extending

low, 1979); Ca/^/pa (Pack, 1952); Cupressus {Si\- northward beyond the limit of trees. However,

ba, 1981; Wolf & Wag 1948); Illicium World
(Smith, 1947); Lyonia (Judd, 1981); Nyssa (Eyde, shrub, rarely a small tree.

1966); Osmanthus (Green, 1958); Pinus (MiroY, Two tree species of Alnus. alder, are widely

IS (Keng, 1953); and Stewartia distributed, though agreement on classification

(Spongberg, 1974). For Pinus, subdivisions as is lacking, ^/azw^ mca/i^ of Eurasia has two New

well as species have been charted (Critchfield & World varieties or closely related species: A. ru-

Sassaff

Little, 1966; Little & Critchfield, 1969). Other
generic monographs cover geographic regions,

such as North America.

Forestry, Deciduous hardwoods (dicotyle-

dons) are important in forestry as well as horti-

gosa in northeastern North America and A. le-

nuifolia in northwestern North America. Alnns

sinuata, often included in the shrubby species-^.

crispa, ranges from northwestern America into

northeastern ^^*^ aic^ +^»7r»tr^f»<:neciesofj'^''-^'

culture. The Society ofAmerican Foresters at its willow, S. alaxensis and S, bebbiana, extend from

annual meeting on Sept. 20-22, 1982 at Cincin- northwestem North America into northeastern

nati, Ohio, stressed the main subject or theme:
''America's Hardwood Forests— Opportunities

Asia.

In the past, several other temperate North

Unlimited.'* Seeds and other germplasm are de- American tree species or their varieties have
been

sired for tree breeding or genetics research pro- recorded also from eastern Asia. Examples are

grams. Eastern Asia is the world's largest and
richest source of temperate deciduous hard-
woods. Thus, many related species are available
for introduction, selection, and hybridization.
Also, Old World genera merit testing in new en-
vironments, hopefully pest-free, in the New
World. Foresters are actively exchanging seeds,

information, and expertise.

Relationships, Li (1952) observed that the
floristic relationships are primarily generic and
not specific. Recent work (such as that cited

Acerrubrum, Alnus maritima, Cephalanthus oc^

cidentalis, Fraxinus nigra, and Ilex montam- ^

few other paired species of Ilex are ver>' dosO

related. Styrax officinalis, a tree SP^^^^I,^*
^^

Mediterranean region, is represented in Ca i

^^

nia by two shrub varieties, var.
^^^'/^''^^f^^^j^^.

var. fulvescens and in western Mexico d>

Jaliscanus.

Paleobotanical Evidence

above) has resulted in the recognition ofdistinct Ofcourse, the study ofplant relationships
i"^^^^

species in the two geographical areas. be based primarily upon the evidence ^^
'^^^^.

Tree Species in Both Temperate North ^ ""^"^ paleobotany text begins with tjs^^^

America and Eurasia

Many
and apparently closely related tree species have
been

Eastern

these tree genera: Acer. Aralia. Cornus. Diospy-
ros. Ilex. Rhus. Styrax. and Symplocos.
At present only about five tree species of tcm-

tence: "The only method by which a his^o^^

^

the plant kingdom can be reconstructed
is^^

^^^

study of fossil plants found in the rocks

earth" (Taylor, 1981: 1).
.

jth l»<

Paleobotanists are doing a fine jot)
^^^^

mostly incomplete specimens and discon

ficatio"*

scraps now available, though misidcnti

have occurred. The work is slow,
^""J ^.

seem almost insurmountable. Meanw
%
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haps others may be permitted to consider and suspected a century ago and by the continuation
evaluate additional lines of evidence for rela- of a favorable climate in these regions. Pleisto-

tionships and even to speculate. Unfortunately, cene glaciation caused regional climatic changes
some wild speculations have resulted, and the that greatly influenced the distribution of these
term "hysterical" plant geography has been pro- tret species

posed! merged southward into evergreen tropical forests

Briefly, the fossil record reveals a widespread and apparently shifted downward with advances

'oody ofcontinental ice sheets and lower temperatures.nee of many modem genera of ^

designated as the Arcto-Tertiary eastern
more or less uniform across the temperate lands forest zones southward have been documented
of the Northern Hemisphere, from the close of by pollen analyses or palynology (Davis, 1969).
the Cretaceous period through the Cenozoic Era, However, the evergreen tropical forest is not con-

Many West
though ofMex

America. In southern Europe, the Alps and east-

Mediter

served as barriers

glacial

are obscure and the ancestries uncertain.
Western North America has a fossil plant rec-

ord known in much greater detail than has East-
em North America. For example, Wolfe (1969)
in a vegetational history ofthe Pacific Northwest
recorded from the early and middle Miocene flora ^
ese 1 7 tree genera now absent but persisting in mountain-building were drier and unfavorable
stem North America: Carya, Castanea, Ca- for survival ofdeciduous hardwoods except a few
^M Cladrastis, Clethra, Diospyros, Fagus, relicts (Acer, Alnus) in moist sites, such as val-

species In

Western

Halesia leys.

^I^oar, Liriodendron, Magnolia, Nyssa, Sassa-M and Tilia. Also, these genera now extinct in

Ze^^^
^^^^'^- Ailanthus, Cercidiphyllum, and

About the middle of the Miocene epoch, some
million years ago, the climate became cooler

Patterns of Distribution

Four northern temperate forest regions can be

designated by letter, from west to east (a fifth,

the Colchic, from southeastern Europe to Iran,

IS not considered here): A, Western North Amer-
jnd the components of the uniform Arcto-Ter- ica; B, Eastern North America; C, Europe; and
fry forest began to migrate, with subsequent
|sassociations and extinctions occurring. At

Present, boreal temperate forests extend through

northern

D, Eastern Asia. There are 15 mathematically

possible combinations: widespread in all four

(ABCD), in three regions (ABC, ABD, ACD,
BCD), in two regions (AB, AC, AD, BC, BD,r ^'^^ xxv/i, tiiv^i 11 i^ui 111 y^iiiwi i^<i ck,ix\x j-^k-^ju-^/s **^ - tt w < ^^-^— ^- — ^ - — ^ - — ^ ^ ,

"rasia. Their composition can be described in CD), and endemic to one region (A, B, C, D).

fore'^
^™P'^fi^^ way as follows: southward the Three combinations, CD, C, and D, are exclu-

"egions

separate into four main isolated forest World

dim
^^ ^^"ters. Three regions now have the

Ion

^^^ °^ deciduous hardwood forests with a

thro '*'T^
"^°^^* growing season and moist soil

Ame
^^^ ^^^^' ^^^ fourth, Western North

sum
"^^' ^^^ ^^^^^ climatic patterns, such as dry

the

^^^^' ^"^.^P^^d ^o conifers. Eastern Asia is

World

play
widespread Arcto

West

banc
America have smaller numbers, per-

"^W one-fourth as many.

tjj
^P'^^sence and persistence ofthe Arcto-Ter-
ora and differences in present numbers of

by
^^^'^^ '° ^^^se regions are readily explained
ovements of continental land masses un-

treated separately.

Many tree genera, some with numerous species

common and dominant in temperate forests are

widespread in all four regions or also beyond and

have persisted in different climates (ABCD). Fa-

miliar examples, not considered further here, with

reference by number to published generic maps

by Meusel et al. (1965-78), are: Abies (map 20a),-

Acer (map 276b), Alnus. Betula. Cornus, Cra-

taegus. Fraxinus (map 340b), Juniperus (map

22d), Larix (map 21a), Picea (map 20c), Pinus

(map 21c), Populus (map 112b), Prunus (map

226c), Quercus (map 121c), Salix (map 112b),

and Sorbus. A few others, such as Aesculus, Cer-

„;„ A»c/.-.,^ ^tnnhvlpa ^msD 275d). End Taxus
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Table 1
.

Tree genera (7) confined to Eastern North in southeastern Asia to Indonesia. Pattern BCD
America (United States or also southeastern C

and Eastern Asia, with approximate numbers of

(BD). Maps by Li (1952) are cited by number.

Genus

Eastern

World North Eastern

Total America Asia

has eight genera (Table 3), ABD has five (Table

4), and AD has four (Table 5). Patterns ACD and

AC apparently have a single tree genus each, while

ABC and BC have none.

Cupressus, cypress, apparently is the only tree

genus absent from Eastern North America (ACD)

but present in the other three regions. There are

eight species in Western North America, includ-

ing one from Mexico to Honduras, one in the

Mediterranean region, and six in eastern Asia,

mainly China.

Arbutus, madrone, is limited to two warm tem-

perate regions, Western North America and Eu-

rope (AC; map 329c). There are eight or fewer

species in Western North America south to Mex-

ico (one to Nicaragua) and about ten others m

the Mediterranean region of Southern Europe

and Western Asia.

Table 1 summarizes tree genera confined to

(map 1 9d), have mostly restricted occurrence in Eastern North America (United States or also

Chionanthu^ (map 42)

Cladrastis (map 26)

Gymnocladus (map 25)

Halesia (map 4 1

)

Liriodendron (map 1 2)

Sassafras (map 1 6)

Stewartia (map 3 1

)

Totals

3

4

4

4

2

3

10

2

1

1

3

1

1

2

1

3

3

1

1

2

8

30 11 19

» The related genus Linociera, if united, would add
80-100 species, mostly tropical and subtropical, and
cause removal from the list.

the four regions with partly relict species.

The eight

southeastern Canada) and eastern Asia (BD). All

seven genera ofmostly deciduous hardwoods are

or both North American regions with one or both small with relatively few species. Cain (1943)

observed that these ancient groups were well dis-World
patterns, with approximate numbers of species, played as relicts in coves, or rich moist vallej'S

are presented in Tables 1-5. The well-known pat- of the Southern Appalachians. Li (1952) noted

tern of Eastern North America and Eastern Asia also two paired genera: Taxodium with three (or

(BD) is represented by the most tree genera, about two) species in Eastern North America (one south

1 5 (Tables 1 and 2). This group can be divided to Guatemala) and Glyptostrobus with one in

into two, one extending beyond southward into China; and Elliottia with one species very rare

and local in Georgia and Tripetaleia with twoWest
mountains of Mexico and Central America and shrub species in Japan (map 36).

Table 2. Tree genera (9) confined to Eastern
merica, or West Indies and to Eastern Asia.

Central

umber

Genus

Carya (map 2)

Catalpa (map 46)

Gordonia (map 32)

Hamamelis (map 23)
Illicium (map 14)

Lyonia (map 32)

Magnolia (map 1 3)

Nyssa (map 3 5)

Osmanthus

Totals

World Total

16

11

31

6

42

35

76

5

32

254

• To Ecuador in northern South America

Eastern

North
America

11

2

1

2

2

5

8

3

1

35

Mexico,
Central

America
(additional)

1

1

1

1

10»

1

15

West Indies Eastern Asia

5

2

24

8

4

30

3

37

5

50

2

30

39
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Table 3. Tree genera (8) of Eastern North America and in both Europe and Eastern Asia but now absent
from western North America, with approximate numbers of species (BCD). Maps by Meusel et aL (1965-78)
are cited by number.

Genus

Carpinus {map 117d)

Castanea (map 121b)

Coiinus (map 273d)
Fagus (maps 1 20c, 1 7

liquidambar

Pistacia (map 274a)
Tilia (map 280c)

Ulmus

Totals

World Total

Eastern

North America

28

12

4

10

3

10

29

46

142

1

4

1

1

1

2'

4

25

Europe

2

1

1

2

3

5

5

20

* Southwestern Asia.
One in southern Texas and northeastern Mexico and one in Mexico and Guatemala

' Includes five species in Mexico, one also to Panama.

Eastern Asia

25

7

2

7

1

5

20

30

97

'able 2 has nine genera of mostly deciduous northern Africa or southwest Asia. Largest num-
hardwoods of slightly broader distribution in the bers of species are in Asia. Btvcus (Meusel <

1965-78, map 273b) might be added, with

World species in the West Indies, Mexico
America, though

same regions (BD+). These genera are mainly
small and in the Old World, though Carya is
oetter represented in the New World. From East-
m North America one or more species range Table 4 has five small genera absent from Eu-
uthward in tropical mountains to Mexico or rope (ABD). The four genera of conifers were
antral America and/or West Indies. Magnolia named from Eastern North America and after-
acnes Ecuador. Distribution in Eastern Asia is wards found in the other regions and were pres-

Westem Eurooe in the Miocenegreater, projecting southward into tropical
"fountains to Indonesia.

able 3 has eight genera mostly widespread Table 5 has only four genera, which are con-

cene.

"« me deciduous forests of the Northern
hemisphere (BCD). They are now absent from

fined to the arc around the North Pacific Ocean

and which may not have been widely distributed
estem North America, which currently lacks in the past (AD). Three genera are mostly broad-

.
^^'^"ous forest climate but were present there leaved evergreens of subtropical and tropical

1°
,

Miocene. Some species extend slightly

Mexico

Table 5. Tree genera (4) confined to Western North

tm |y
'^ *' ^^^^ genera (5) ofboth Western and East-

Euro
°^^.'^'"^'^<^^ and Eastern Asia but absent from

ope, with approximate numbers of species (ABD).

Eastern

of species (AD). Maps by Meusel et al. (1965-78) are

cited by number.

Western Eastern
World North North Eastern

Total America America Asia

Genus

Western
World North Eastern

Total America Asia

thuja
ris

eya

l^'^'codendrorf
Ti^"W

6

6

6

16

14

48

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

5

2

7 10

3

4

4

10

10

31

Castanopsi^ (map 121b)

Lithocarpus (map 1 2 1 b)

Photinia^

Pseudotsuga

Totals

102

101

61

6

270

2

1

1

2

6

100

100

60

4

264

from il"
shrubs and woody vines and one tree species

"' Mexico to Brazil.

• Includes one tree and one shrub species in North

America also placed in the segregate gen us Chrysolcpis.

"The one species in North America also placed in

the segregate genus Heteromeles.
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istem Asia with a single tree sp€

Western North America. Minor
been referred here. Madura would not be en-

demic, if the related genus Chlorophora of trop-

ferences have been noted. Thus, the segregate ical America and Africa or an Asian genus were

genus Chrysolepis Hjelmqvist (1948) has been united.

species of Cas- Three tree genera have broad natural ranges

tanopsis. The segregate genus Heteromeles M. J. in temperate North America, both eastem and

Roem. (1847) is now generally adopted for the western (AB) and south into Mexico. Garrya,

World

World species often placed in a separate family Garryaceae, has

with one New World
World

Endemic Tree Genera

tinia, Calocedrus, ifaccepted as a segregate from 14 species of shrubs and trees, mostly in western

Libocedrus (about ten species), would be added United States and Mexico, including one south

id two to Panama, also one in the Greater Antilles

bsent. (Dahling, 1978). This genus with a fossil record

back to Miocene apparently originated in the

Southwest. Ptelea has three species, one in Mex-

ico only (Bailey, 1962), and is recorded back to

About 23 additional tree genera (discussed be- Eocene in western and eastem states and to Oli-

low) are now endemic to temperate North Amer- gocene in Europe. Robinia has about ten species

ica (Little, 1979: 16-19). Some are old and relicts including shrubs, mostly eastem, one in Mexico

of wider fossil occurrence also in Eurasia, while only. Fossils have been referred to this genus in

others may be young. Several others ofsouthem North America and Europe back to Paleocene

and southwestern United States not mentioned and in Japan to Miocene.
here are subtropical or tropical in origin.

eight

Young genera. Two endemic tree genera, one

western and one eastern, apparently are young

tree species have natural ranges confined to west- and lack a fossil record. Oemleria (Osmaronia)

em North America (A), most with only one or with one species may have originated from Pru

fomia
, ^._. nus, a genus with about 33 species of trees and

coastal and subtropical. They are: Adenostoma, shrubs native across North America and 200-

400 worldwide. Oemleria cerasiformis is a shnibMexico
cocarpus, six species, about four additional in or rarely small tree occurring in mountain can-

Mexico; Fremontodendron, two species, also in yons from California north to British Columbia.

Baja California; Heteromeles, one species, often Oemleria differs from Prunus in having usually

united under Photinia, also in Baja California; five pistils instead of one, flowers unisexual as

Lyonothamnus, one species, confined to four well as bisexual, and leaf margins entire rather

California islands; Oemleria {Osmaronia), one
species, north to British Columbia; Sequoia, one
species; and Sequoiadendron, one species, seg-
regated from Sequoia in 1939.
About 1 1 genera that include at least one tree

species have natural ranep<i limitpH tr> ii^t^^^y-^*r.

than serrate. .

Nemopanthus may have evolved from /'^^

The latter has about 1 5 species in Eastern Nort

^

America, is extinct in the western part, an i^

widespread with 300-350 species mostly
tropu^a

(Meusel et al., 1 965-78, map 274). Netnopanm^
-a^tciii iNonn /\menca (B; Little, 1980). Most mucronatus is a shrub or rarely small tree

are restricted to the United States and have only northeastern United States and southeaster

ght
of

species

Clift

Canada, along and mostly north of the range

Ilex in the glaciated region. The relatively n_

„ . , . - „ glaciated land and the habitat ofwet soil ol

Tripetaleia with two species in Japan); Frank- and swamps would aid a new, pioneer s^i"^

//ma (extinct except in cultivation); Leitneria; Nemopanthus differs from Ilex in slight Ao^

Madura; Nemopanthus; Oxydendrum; Pinck- ' .-~a ^f ,mited a»

neya; Planera; and Taxodium (which was wide-
spread in the Arcto-Tertiary province from the
m ^^ r^ A ^k ^ . •

characters: petals distinct instead of um
^^

base, stamens free and distinct rather

serted on corolla, and calyx-lobes none or

^Tl'T, °" '"'° '^' P^^^^^"^^' t-° ^Pecie^' nute. A second species transferred from //^^

one south to Guatemala
Leitneria with one relict species is in the dis-

linct family Leitneriaceae. Tertiary fossils from
Mississippi, Oregon, and wpupm <:iK^^„ u_.

_

nuie. /\ secona species ixiuiaici i v-" -
(v,c5ils

controversial, as are three Old World

placed here more than a century ago
ofthf

Will it be possible to observe the ongin
^ ^^^

next new genus of North American trees.
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Moun
California

L. Mason in a paper at a scientific meeting in

1 957, predicted that this species would be named cifraga

one of the most primitive in the genus and is

characterized by a closed cone.

Of similar distribution is a genus of birds, Nu-

a new genus. This distinct species at the border
of the generic range is so different from all the
other 38 species of Abies worldwide that it has
been placed alone in a second subgenus, Pseu-
dotorreya. Interestingly, it has been classed also
as the most primitive species (Liu, 1971).

break open the cones and store and eat the large

igless

World
Clark's nutcracker or Clark's crow ("camp-rob-

World

with

Iwm

Subdivisions of Genera
both pine and bird groups were present together

in the ancestral Arcto-Tertiary forests and may
ymbiosis

Studies of relationships between tree genera of , . .^...^. ..«.^
these four separate regions commonly do not ex- a somewhat varied diet including other seeds,
tend to the subdivisions, perhaps partly because berries, insects, and eggs
ofdifficulties in classification offossils. However, foods of humans.
living or recent species show various patterns of
distnbution. A good example is the genus P/>2W5, ,

pine, which has about 95 species of wide range ward in tropical America, and about 50 in East-
in north temperate regions and southward in em Asia south to Java (Little, 1971). Seven of
ropical mountains. It has a fossil record back to the 1 1 sections of the genus are entirely Asian,

The disjunct genus Magnolia has eight species

in eastern United States, about 1 8 others south-

Also
(M two are wholly American, and two occur in both

regions. Nine sections are confined to a single

region.\^1T
^^^^ ^^^^ mapped (Critchfield & Little,

^^^06; Little & Critchfield, 1969). The two main

pines, are widespread, and their four sec- acuminata and a species of eastern China are in

ght species ofMagnoli

Magnoli

Worlds, . ^..«^. ^*^ .. sect. Tulipastrum, sometimes treated as a genus.

5
ne 15 subsections are more restricted, only Two of the southern Appalachians, three of the

World and eight ofMexico

Magnol
W U ^'^"i v^iu Yvuiiu aiiu cigiii iNCw

J . * ^ *^ subsections may be grouped as UHCC Ui ^vaia m ati^i. A\yn.nu^ffi^t mi^rrt, jvju^nuiiu
signated above by letters as: ABCD, 1 subsec- virginiana is sufficiently distinct to be alone in

J°»;ACD.,;BCD,l;AB.I;A,6;B,l;CD,l; Magnolia. Magnolia grandijli

southeastern

De
p^^"^ Pinus apparently originated in tern- post of sect. Theorhodon, composed of about 1

6

cent
^ .^^^ ^^^^' The large number of species evergreen tropical species south to Puerto Rico,

tio

^^^^^'^ ^^^^^^ indicates a center of specia- the ancient flat-topped peaks of southeastern

(Arnl^-^^^
Tertiary. Pinus subsect. Cembrae Venezuela, and Ecuador. All species of the last

titud
^^ ^^P^'^sented by five species of high al-

E;,.t.!ll".^
northern latitudes but is absent from

high

section may have evolved from the same New
World ancestor.

Alnus, alder, is another illustration with wide-
tains rr

•
^^^^^va, wmun laCKS mgn moun- j^inu^, aiuci, la an^^n^i iiiuonanv^ii wim wiut-

^Ibi r
^ ^ Critchfield, 1969, map 4). Pinus spread subgenera. Alnus maritima has an odd

<^mis, whitebark pine, is a timberline tree of range in two areas more than 1,800 km distant:

Mountains Mary
"member ofthe group. Pinus cembra, Swiss land and one in southern Delaware and stream

high

Mountains of southern

banks on granite bedrock in two counties of

southern Oklahoma. This pioneer species in wet
7j^

-•—xuu iviouniams oi southern turope. soutnem UKianoma. iiu^* piuncci :>pccic:> in wci

Siberi
^^^^^ species are Asian: P. sibirica, soil bordering water is regarded as a relict of

IralSh^
^^^^^ ^^^^' mostly in western and cen- former wider range with the Oklahoma area the

north
^^' ^- ^"^'"^^' Japanese stone pine, from ^'^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ (Furlow, 1979: 17). It is the

Korer^^-
^™ ^^'^ ^^ Japan; and P, koraiensis. World

and j„
--v^'i iv^^icci lu souineasiem ii^ioena

pan. This subsection has been regarded as

Siberia Clethropis, which ranges also from Himalayas to

Western
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America. AInusjaponica ofJapan has been treat- America with published maps (Little, 1971-81,

ed as a variety. vol. 4) include: Cladrastis kentukea (map 35);

m
Trees of Western and Eastern

North America

Relatively fev^ tree species confined to North

America have broad east-v^est ranges and can be

classed as transcontinental. Examples are mostly

soecies of wide occurrence in the northern co-

floridan

Stewartia ovata (map 147), Four tree species are

endemic to islands of California, for example,

LyonothamnusJloribundus (vol. 3, map 98) rep-

resenting an endemic genus.

General observations made earlier on the ecol-

ogy of rare plants may apply also to many ex-

niferous forest, such ^s Picea glauca, Larix lad- ^
^^ ^. ^^^ ^^^^^ Griggs

ana. Populus tremuloides, and Betula papyri-
^^^^^^ concluded that a species is rare because

fi
it cannot compete successfully with common

found across the treeless interior comnionly grow
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^^ habitats in

m moist soil near water, for example, Salix nigra ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ ecological succession, and

'gundo
_ ^,^^ . .•^,^ . that many rare plants have disrupted ranges and

1V.^}1 ^''It!'.'!!^^^!? "! ?' ! L ^'T^ are slowly dying out. Examples of trees charac-

teristic ofdry rock outcrops in the upland succes-

sion are Cotinus obovatus and Torreya taxifoha

• , , ^. ^ ^u • M , ,
(Little, 1971-81, vol. 1, map 88-E).Treesofwet

viously studied. These similar plants are known ^^.^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ -^ ^^^ I^^l^nd succession

Western

reverse) has observed the striking resemblance

of various trees and other plants to species pre-

floridana

Alnus

Minor

as paired species, parallel species, species pairs,

east-west vicarious taxa, and east-west vicariads.

More than two species may be involved. Long
lists of these species pairs have been compiled

^^^^^^'-^^

K^^'^T^^'^^^ ^'^-T^T^^^^ Most
(Viir^^A iQ7i\

"" ^ among isolated populations ofancient laxd.m
(Wood, 1971)

^^^^^^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^,^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^3led addi-

A lew examples of tree species pairs may be . , ,.„ ^ i. ;^nr.^^nif^rs for many
r.r.'^^A *u r A * n- • 1 J r^ tional differences. In observing coniiersioi" ;

noted, the western first: Pinus monticola and P.
^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^,,1 ,,riations and

strobus. Jumpers scopulorum and /. virginmna,
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^_ ^p-^.^^^ disagree whether

Q
Q

the differences should be designated as varieties

ri.y,tnUr .r.A A ^'^ . . A A or spccics or left unnamcd. An cxtrcmc cxamp
dentaiis. and Acer grandidentatum and A. sac- .

/^ „ ^^^^ «,hirh has been

rhnr„.^(.^.^ A ..L,^ „.^ . u^.u........ IS thc gcuus CMpr^55M5, cyprcss, whicn nas

charum (also A. nigrum and A. barbatum). World
western

eastern
have been accepted, mostly with separate ranges

western
(Wolf& Wagener

sh

p.-n^fHH.ri^t^^ I- -.u , ^ only eight species, subdivided further into ten

gin ot dner intenor plains with grassland vege- ^
. • , /t **i^ iq7S nlate9,niap»

tation in late Miocene and e.rU PUcr.r.. ^l. geographical vaneties (Little, 1975,piai
,

29-35). The species and vaneties m we^^^^

United States have ranges so local and disju

^
that the isolated stations for each species

than five million years ago. One or both species

not into a distinct genus.

interval though

Relict Species
greater occurrence

Discussion

observations

Some tree species of disjunct genera appear to
be old and relict and declining, often rare. How-
ever, Liriodendron tulipifera and Sassafras al- Several ooseivauuua mt w. . -^^

bidum of Eastern North America are widespread terest in this subject goes back to a fascm

and common. They are also the northernmost graduate course in floristics by an inspi""^^^^.

mbers of their families, Magnoliaceae and fessor, Henry Chandler Cowles, at the
Unive

of Chicago (1927).
, nt ?eor

Progress in geology. Histoncal P'^"^^,^^.

raphy has kept pace with progress m^f ^^
When I studied historical geology (^^"^^g^jn

was no precise time scale in millions ol >

Lauraceae

local in North America. Thirty-five, mostly west-
em, have been the subject ofa special publication
with maps (Little, 1975).

species in Eastern
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structural geology (1926), I was taught that con- to be common and widespread. In contrast, evo-

tinents and ocean basins were fixed and that con- lution of land vertebrates has been more rapid.

tinents moved up and down vertically (isostasy) Within the same time interval, Equus, the mod-

but never horizontally. Alfred Wegener's hy- ern horse, developed from the 4-toed ancestral

pothesis of continental drift proposed in 1915 dawn horse, Hyracotherium (Eohippus). Even af-

did not come to the attention of plant geogra- ter separation of the land masses and forest re-

phers until later. I recall an introduction to the

subject bv Wendell H. Camo at a field meetins

gions in the Miocene roughly 15 million years

ago, the tree genera in isolation maintained their

of botanists in 1939. Some botanists readily identity. Obviously, these old tree genera are sta-

grasped movement of continents as more plau- ble and have a slow rate of evolution.

sible than land bridges. Others hesitated mo- Trees and herbs compared. Herbaceous plant

mentarily, because physicists had no explanation species are considerably more numerous than

or because the hypothesis seemed unnecessary, trees in temperate regions though not as well

Now, continental movements provide an expla- preserved in the fossil record. Also, herbaceous

nation for some problems of plant distribution! species ofwide distribution in temperate regions

will Worlds

to additional explanations and may require re- numerous than trees, as noted above. However,

vision ofpaleogeographic maps. The shift in pole many of the herbs are circumpolar across far

position and earth's axis within the past 80 to northern regions above the tree line or climatic

100 million years is estimated at about 20 de- limit of trees. Thus, it appears that herbs have a

& Lindl, more rapid rate of evolution than trees and that

herbs migrate faster. Herbs have much shorter
Harrison

1982).

Time. One important concept in studies of life cycles and more numerous generations and
plant geography is time. A century ago James mostly small seeds adapted to long distance dis-

observed "that the time necessary While
for the distribution of our plants has been suf- a tree, an annual herb is followed by another

ficiently long." He concluded also that the species plant each year.

of plants common to Europe and America had Conclusions. The relationships of North

with Eastern Asia have beena common origin and migrated south. Time has
been sufficient for many tree species to migrate overemphasized and are readily explained by
to the most remote part of the earth wherever earth changes accepted within recent years,

conditions for establishment are suitable. It is

Oimcuh to conceive of continuous time longer
Inan the few thousand years of written history.

However, the time since the beginning of the
Tertiary period, about 65 million years, is ade-
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DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS AMONG ARTHROPODS OF THE
NORTH TEMPERATE DECIDUOUS FOREST BIOTA^

Robert T. Allen^-^

Abstract

The distribution patterns of seven different arthropod taxa representing eleven individual mono-
phyletic lineages with representatives in eastern North America, Europe, and northeastern Asia were
analyzed. Taxon cladograms representing relationships among taxa were converted to area cladograms
representing relationships among areas. Nine of the area cladograms were found to represent one
congruent repetitive distribution pattern. The two remaining cladograms represented two additional

independent distribution patterns. The distribution patterns were correlated with geological events

that have alternately divided and reunited the principal land areas during the past 180 million years.

Asia. known
•s. What

The largest and most diverse segments of the demic to eastern North America and Japan. Some

biota of the North Temperate Deciduous Forest one hundred years later Li ( 1 952) reanalyzed the

presently occur in three disjunct areas: (1) eastern floristic similarities between eastern North

(3) northeastern America and northeastern Asia in the light of

m almost one modem systematic botanical data. These new

is not known is data, presented by Li, showed that the species

the definitive relationships of these three related Gray had thought to be the same in the two areas

biotas to one another or the relationships ofthese were, in fact, different species. Li did, however,

biotas to other, perhaps more distantly related record 52 genera that were endemic to eastern

biotas. To establish definitive relationships North America and northeastern Asia. A num-

among biotas one must practice a science ofcom- ber of additional papers (Graham, 1972) since

parative systematic biology and employ an ob- the work ofLi have further documented the sim-

jective methodology. ilarities of the floras in these two areas.

The objective of this paper is two-fold. First, Similar studies comparing the biotas of East-

an objective comparative methodology will brief- em North America and Europe have also been

ly be outlined whereby biotas may be analyzed pubHshed. Lindroth (1957) presented a compre-

and definitive relationships established. Second, hensive list comparing the faunas of the arctic,

a number of monophyletic, arthropod taxa oc- boreal, and temperate regions of North Amenca

cumng in North America (NA) with comparable areas in Europe. The syniP
*

terns of these taxa.

and northeastern Asia (AS) will be analyzed to sium papers contained in Love and Love (1963)

determine the cladistic and biogeographic pat- also document the similarities of the biotas of

the North American and European continents.

Numerous additional papers, particularly those

of a taxonomic nature treating taxa common to

North America and Europe, give examples o^

taxa with disjunct distributions on the two co

An Objective Methodology for
Comparative Systematic Studies

Let
tinents.

might
We Studies comparing the biotas of Europe and

demic taxa common to two or more areas. A
number of such lists have been made. Asa Gray
(1846) made such a list and recorded a number

northern Asia or comparing the biotas ofEu^^PJ'

northem Asia, and North America are hmi
^

The work of Hara (1952, 1956) does compa^^

the plants of the three areas. But the majonty^^

of plant species and higher taxa that were en- the published literature compares only two of the

^ EmomollTSen/^^^^^ °'^'^^ ^''"'^'°'"' ^^'^^"^^s Agricultural Experimem Station.

' I S^o^IS^ the fnl '
^"'"^.^^".y of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701. .,,bk

suggesT ons Ronda mueriv
7'"' '"<i'viduals for critically reviewing the manuscript and offering

vauaW^

he^'dtftTLd finl !TJn^r::^r''' ^"' ''°™^" P'^^^-'^- ^P-ial thanks to Susan Munden for t>p.n«

6-628
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areas and we may be able to form only two sets

ofcomparative statements: (1) the biota ofNA(e)

(North America, east) is related to the biota of

AS (Asia) (Fig. 1) and (2) the biota of NA(e) is

related to the biota ofEU (Europe) (Fig. 2), These

statements may be considered two-entity com-
parisons and as such have "low" informational

content (Platnick & Nelson, 1978).

Since two-entity statements are prevalent

throughout systematic biological literature it is

important to clarify the statement just made, i.e.,

that two-entity statements have "low" infor-

mational content. In systematic biology two-en-
tity statements may be of two types: (1) two-
taxon statements— species A is related to species

B; (2) two-area statements— the biota of area a
is related to the biota of area b (Fig. 3). If one

NACe) NA(e) A a

B b

Fig. ) Fig. 2 Fig. 5

Fig. 4

A NA(e)

B EU

C AS

Fig. 5
Ftg. 6

NA(e)

D NA Ce)

E EU

F AS

G NA <e)

H EU

Fig. 7 F ig. 8

rjA (e)

1 AS

NACe)

AS

EU

Fig. 10

Figures 1-10. 1-2. Two area statements illustrat-

(NAO 3. A two taxon
accepts the idea that extant taxa come from ing the relationships between North ^America east

preexisting taxa through a series of intercon-
nected, related ancient ancestors, i.e., evolution,
then all taxa and biotas are related to one another
at some level. The question, then, is at what level

statement illustrating the relationships between hy-

pothetical species A, and B occurring in a and 6.-4.

A three taxon statement illustrating the relationships

between hypothetical species A, B, andC— 5. A dado-

species A, B, and C occurring in eastern North Amer-

ica, NA(e), Europe, EU, and Asia, AS. -6. An area

cladogram derived from Figure 5 illustrating the re-

Figures 6, 7, and 8.- 1 0. An area cladogram illustrating

a second type of distributional pattern that might exist

between eastern North America, NA(e), Asia, AS, and

the two taxa or biotas are related.' To answer this g'-^"? °f relationships existing amon_g ^hypothetical

question, a third entity must be considered so
that a comparative statement may be formed.
Consider the proposition that A and B are more lation'ships among three disjunct geographical areas,

closely related to one another than either is re- 7-8- Taxon/area cladograms of two hypothetical

latedtorrFm a\ tu- », •* ^ monophyleticlmeages.-9. An area cladogram depict-

n.r;.-
^ ^- ^- ^^'' '^ ^ three-entity com-

the congruent distributional patterns illustrated in
Parative statement with a higher informational ^

content than the two-entity statement. In an evo-
'uuonary context we may see thatA and B shared
a more recent common ancestor, hypothetical

Europe, EU.

ancestor 2, than either did with C, and C's hy-
pothetical ancestor 1 (Fig. 4). We may also de-
^'"ce that A and B share one or more attributes Here we need only note that there are four basic

in common that are not shared with C. tenets necessary for a cladistic analysis of any
If the discussion just given seems too simple taxon: (1) an analysis and comparison of char-

or the advanced student or practitioner of sys- acters and character states in the taxon being

ematic biology, consider the published litera- studied and in suspected related taxa; (2) the pos-

t"re. This body of information is replete with tulation of apomorphic (derived) and plesio-

Jjample after example of two-entity statements, morphic (ancestral) states for as many characters

i'
^e are to move toward an objective, analytical as possible from the analysis and comparison of

U^fTnat in systematic biology as suggested by Ian character states in the study group and related

<1975), we must begin constructing com- groups; (3) the establishment of relationshipsBall

ive statements composed of a minimum of
*^ee entities.

(monophyletic lineages) based on the possession

of shared apomorphic characters and the graphic

"^he construction ofa comparative three-entity illustration of these relationships in the form of

ctd'"-^''^
in systematic biology begins with a a taxon cladogram; (4) an analysis of the bio

-

toV"'^
^"^lysis of three or more taxa believed

^
ave a monophyletic relationship. The meth-

s and procedures for executing a cladistic anal-

geographic relationships ofthe taxa and the areas

in which they occur by converting the taxon

-i„j ..„.„o tr. ^rpa rlaHncrams. Let us consider

^s have been discussed at length by a number a hypothetical example in which we cladistically

!!^"thors including Hennig( 1966), Ross (1974), and biogeographically analyze a monophyletic

^^sci and Stuessev n Q8m .nH wHpv n 982V taxon with representatives in three disjunct areas.
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concerning

the form o

Let us suppose that we discover a genus with The hypothesis about the relationships of bio-

representatives in each ofthe three disjunct north tas in NA(e), EU, and AS may be tested in at

temperate deciduous forest areas: species A, leasttwo ways. It has already been suggested that

NA(e); species B, EU; species C, AS. Let us also the taxon cladogram may be tested by the further

suppose that by applying the methodology for study of the characters on which the cladogram

determining cladistic relationships we determine is based and the study of additional characters

that species A and B are more closely related to not previously used. In addition to this test on

one another than either is to species C. This in- character states, a search may be made for ad-

relationships may be ex- ditional monophyletic taxa with a distribution

' a taxon cladogram (Fig. range similar to the first taxon. If such taxa are

5). This taxon cladogram is a statement that ful- discovered, taxon cladograms may be deduced

fills the following three requirements for a sci- (Figs. 7, 8) and these taxon cladograms maybe

entific hypothesis (Ball, 1975): (1) the cladogram converted into area cladograms (Fig. 9). If the

fits the known data about relationships; (2) the area relationships of the new, additional taxa are

cladogram may be tested by a reanalysis of the the same as the first taxa, the hypothesis is cor-

2 discovery of new char- roborated and may suggest a generalized distn-

acter state data; (3) the cladogram predicts that bution pattern (Fig. 9). Ifthe new, additional taxa

the relative relationships ofthe three known taxa suggest a different set of area relationships (Fig-

will remain the same no matter how many ad- 10), then the original hypothesis may be incor-

ditional species may be discovered, i.e., species rect or a second distribution pattern may exist.

A and B will always share a more recent common In either case, corroboration of the first hypoih-

ancestor with one another than either will ever esis may be objectively pursued.

known

share with species C. Once corroborated and generalized dislribu

Once the cladistic relationships of a mono- tion patterns emerge, we may consider the phe-

phyletic lineage have been established, other types nomena that have contributed to the evolution

of data, for example distributional data, may be of these patterns. We might ask, "Are the pat-

plotted against the cladogram. Rosen (1975, 1978) terns due to the dispersal of organisms across

and Nelson and Platnick (198 1) have discussed pre-existing barriers and to the subsequent iso

the methodology as well as the scientific basis
for converting taxon cladograms into area clado-
grams by plotting distributional data on the tax-
on cladogram. When this distributional data is

plotted on the cladogram (Figs. 5, 6), we may see
that we have a hypothesis relevant to the rela-

lation and evolution of the organisms .'
or

_

the patterns due to historical factors that dnideo

ancient cosmopolitan populations and set

stage for allopatric speciation to occur,

attempting to answer these questions, let us c

sider the literature that is available and_sea

tionships of the three disjunct areas in which for taxa that are informative about biotic rela^

species A, B, and C occur: eastern North America tionships between NA, EU, and AS, and descn

Europe- ... , ..^ i^^, .H-— "J how we can fit the available information in

have shared a more recent common biota with objective methodology that has been outim

one another than either area has shared with
northern Asia [AS, species

methodology, it is necessary for a worker to make
only two assumptions: (1) that extant organisms
have evolved from preexisting organisms and (2)
that extant species have evolved due to an al-

speciation

tory, long-distance dispersal.

suggest

Using Published Data in a

Cladistic-Biogeographic Analysis

To objectively analyze distribution patte'J'^

two prerequisites are necessary: (1) a mo
^^

letic taxon with distinct taxa, endemic to^

^^
or more areas and (2) a taxon cladogram o^^^

from which a taxon cladogram may be

^^^
lated. These two prerequisites may be sa^^^

liiiwugii uii^iiai i\^av^aivi» vj
I fully realize that perhaps one-third of the plant by utilizing previously publ

formation

species (as well as some animal taxa) have originated

Neverthil^^T'
°'^'' '^^" allopatric speciation.

Nevertheless allopatric speciation does appear to be aviable process that plays an important role in the on^n

oy utilizing previously puuio"<-« -
. p^^

The analysis ofnorth temperate distnbuti

These

.... ^
usiyP^'^ 1

lished data are not always in a form tha
^^^^ |

directly used in a cladistic biogeographic
a
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Fig. 11 Fig. 12

and some rearrangement of the data is necessary.

The following is a brief statement of how pre-

viously published data used in this paper are

adapted in order to perform a cladistic-biogeo-

graphic analysis. Three subject areas need to be

considered: (1) the conversion of phylogenetic

diagrams to cladograms; (2) the conversion of
taxon cladograms to area cladograms; and (3) the

accuracy of distribution records.

Diagrams representing the relationships of taxa
to one another have been a part of systematic
literature since the time ofHaeckel (1 866). These Figures 1 1-1 5. 1 1-12. Taxon cladograms of a hy-

diagrams have been referred to by a variety of
names, but the most common name appears to
be ''phylogenetic tree.'' More recentlv n960s to

MAfe)
NA(e)
NA(e}
EU
AS ,

y— NA(e)
/— EU
/ AS

Fig. 13 Fig. M

pothetical group of species in which the positions of

species A and B are reversed by rotating the cladogram

at node 1. Such a rotation does not change the infor-

mational content of the cladogram.— 13. An area
the present), the diagratns have been referred to cladogram in which the relationships of areas outside
as cladograms. of North America, Europe, and Asia have been indi-

It has only been within the past thirty years ^^^^^ ^^ ^ '^^'^^'^ line.- 14-15. Area cladograms il-

thatdpfin;ti,.oo^^ u- *• ^1- J t- -L.
lustrating how three species occurring m eastern North

inat definitive and objective methods have been America NA(e), have been reduced to one area in

construction Figure 15.

term

Central to this methodology is the estabUshment
ofrelationships based on the possession of shared
apomorphic (derived) characters. The validity of been reversed (Fig. 1 2). Such a reversal has ab-
Previously published phylogenies or cladograms solutely no effect on the interpretation ofthe data
stands or falls on whether or not the author pos- presented. The statement "A and B are more
tulated relationships based on shared apomorph- closely related to one another than either is to
•c characters. In those instances where the meth- C" is the same as the statement "B and A are
od ofdetermining relationships is clear, one may more closely related to one another than either
proceed with the use of the cladistic and distri- is to C." Put in another way, nodes in a clado-
"tional information. Frequently it is difficuh to gram may be rotated on their axes. As you will

"ermine what method an author used to de- see, this rotation procedure is often helpful in

- relationships. In those instances where detecting congruent distribution patterns.

..xfe xwcix^xx^ix^i^c, xo «.x- At this point it is worthwhile to remember that

J

ear or where relationships are based on some the plants and animals we study are not obliged
3ctor other than the possession of shared apo- to fit precisely and neatly into either our classi-

fiorphic characters, the published data is better
*" to rest in peace.

Ij-J^'^^^^'^ship diagrams have also been pub-

of th
^" ^ ^^"^^^ °^ formats. In this paper all

«e formats have been changed to a siiW of branching diagram. The use of a sii
^n^at IS extremely helpful in searching for

patterns. In

determining IS un-

case

fication systems or our distribution patterns. Any

student of nature, even after a limited amount

of experience, quickly recognizes the variation

that is rampant in nature. This does not mean

gle that biological patterns do not exist, for certainly

gle they do. It does mean that while striving to detect

.nd patterns that are common to large groups oftaxa,

no we must also accurately record the variability we
because

the
— ""6iimi uiiici Dcen cnangeu, i.e., uuscivt »ix xx«n..v-. -~

at ,h
^^ relationships of all taxa (those taxa vidual plant and animal species have not evolved

jjje ends of the diagram branches) have not independently ofone another. Individual species

y^ changed. For example, in a diagram rep- are constituent members of larger biotas. These

"'"^2 the relationship of four taxa A B, C, biotas have shared common elements m their

Fig. 1 1) where A and B are more closely histories and it is these common elements for
totd

related
wnere a and a are more closely

a to one another than either is to C or D, With

to'
""here A, B, and C are more closely related mind I have employed two methodological pro-

ofr ^"°^*'^'" than they are to D, the positions cedures that have assisted in discovering com-
"»e tax;, ho „„!.._ . . ... mon distribution patterns between the biotas in

Howeve
""• """'' °^^" scrupulously

at ter
^' ^" ^"^^ instances the location of taxa

'"inal nodes, in this case A and B, have

rope

The first methodological procedure that I have
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used was necessary because many taxa occur in only fused together a few million years ago. When

disjunct areas other than those under consider- summary cladogramsofother workers have been

ation. For example, Li (1952) noted a number usedin this paper, the distribution ofeach taxon

oftemperate deciduous forest taxa that occur not and lineage has been verified and determined as

only in eastern North America and northeastern accurately as possible. This has sometimes led

Asia but also in more southern tropical areas to conclusions that differ from those expressed

such as the Philippines. Other taxa such as some by the original authors.

caddisflies (Insecta: Trichoptera) occur in eastern Using a cladistic methodology, including the

North America, Europe, northeastern Asia, In- methodological procedures just discussed, the

dia, Africa, etc. In the cladograms used in this distribution patterns of a number of north tern-

paper, the relationships oftaxa and areas outside perate, disjunct, monophyletic arthropod taxa

ofNA,EU, and AS have been indicated by dashed have been analyzed. Let us consider these indi-

lines (Fig. 13). It is felt that this method conveys vidual taxa, their taxon cladograms, and their

all ofthe known data about the groups but allows area cladograms.

one to perceive what the relationships are among
the areas and taxa that occur in our three prin-

cipal areas, NA, EU, and AS.

The second methodological procedure used in

detecting distribution patterns was first em-
ployed by Rosen (1975, 1978). In this technique,

Taxon and Area Relationships Among

Disjunct North Temperate

Arthropod Groups

number

it might

identical areas that arejuxtaposed to one another ^^ informative about the relationships of tem-

Jp^L'Tf , ^°wf"^

fi^-' T '''
'°"l r perate biotas and areas in North America, Eu-

(Figs. 14, 15). When this combining method is ^
,

„ , ,, ^ A . u ^A , 1.
rope, and northeastern Asia. These groups UU.U.

used, the onginal data should always be pre- .

'

, . ^.. .u^ ^aHdkflies Tn-
c«„t«^ o^ *u 7 .u 1 -1, u m three orders of insects: the caaaisnics \

sented so that other workers will have access to , ^ n .u i ru .o /-u^mnntpral andthe
^1, .t,^ rv -^ ^ *t, * 1 • 1 choptera), the leafhoppers (Homopteraj, dii

all the facts and so that any conclusions may be , r, ,i,
, , ^ ^ ;„ on^ ornun of spiders

judged objectively.^
^^^^^^^ (Coleoptera), and in one group sp

The last topic to be considered here is the ac-
(^^^^^ae).

curacy of distribution records. What is meant by
accuracy is the tendency that some biogeogra-
phers had in the past to list taxa as occurring in

broad geographical areas, i.e., Asia, North Amer-
ica. We now know that many ofthe geographical Caddisflies are a moderately large

CADDISFLIES (iNSECTA: TRICHOPTERA;

GLOSSOSOMATIDAE, PHILOPOTAMIDAE

rhyacophilidae)

order of
XV.C*. "«. liv^vY IS.11VJW umi many ui inegeograpmcai <^aaaisnies are a muucian-v '— =>

[•

areas formally recognized as single units are ac- aquatic insects. The systematics and ecolog.

tually composed of two or more geographical
subunits. These subunits have often had inde-
pendent and therefore different histories. Even
the relatively small island ofCelebes is composed

aquatic insects, ine sysiciuanvc »
t' nof

these organisms have attracted the attentio

^^^

a number of highly competent entomologis
^^

many years. One of the leading ^uthom'^
^^

caddisfly systematics was H. H. Ross, ow*^ .v,ian v^ijf aiiiaii iMaiiu oi v„eieoes is composea caadislly systematics was n. ix- ^^v.-- .

of at least two independent island masses that especially interested in the basic taxonomy

biogeography of these insects.
^^^jj

Caddisfly taxa inhabit a wide range ot aq
^^

s ., ^ a Caddisfly taxa inhabit a wiae ia..6v ^-
- ^

sen's method of combining the same juxtaposed areas
mountain regions throughout ^"^

^j^^ of a

m a cladogram could have a negative result if the areas made a special study on the sysiei
^^^^^

proved to be actually disjunct. Platnick believes that number of mountain caddisfly taxa witn
^

unless the combined areas represent the same natural
'""'""

areas ofendemism (not disjunct), then one could argue
patterns

tbJt

that the "agreement" in different cladograms might
^^'^^ ^" ^^^^- T f^^^'tl caddisfly

t^^
result from chance alone. Perhaps Platnick's argument ^^^S presented for the mountain cdu

^^^^^
IS true. However at our present level of knowledge it (Fig. 1 6) have been changed to taxon/ai ^^^

grams (Fig. 17). These cladograms, m ^^
' cj-

r.- __\. „j ' ^ .;—1^ rladograms ir*'

IS true. However at our present level of knowledge it
appears that there are both large (continents) and small
(a mountam top) areas of endemism and that these
areas ofendemism have different levels ofrelationships
(Allen, ms.). As long as the original, detailed data are
presented accurately we will be able to return to theproblem Platnick suggests exists if necessary

18,19) illustrating the area relationships
^^^^^

North America (NA) (east and ^^.^*^'
.^isfl)

(EU), and Asia (AS). Four mountain
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F 16

PRODUCTA
UNINACULATA
VETINA
BELONA
LAEVIS
VEPULSA
NARVAE
TRANSQUILLA
KISOENSIS
YUKI I

SIBIRICA
MINORA
MANISTEE
BLARINA
MELITA
AMICIS
ATRATA
VALUMA
PELLISA
RICKER I

- DEPRESSA
ABCHASfCA
VISOR
OPHPYS
VELORA
OREIA

ASCn)
NACw)
NA(w]
NACw)
EU
NACw)
AStn)
ASCn)
AS(n)
ASCn)
ASCn)
NACe)
NACe)
NAtw)
NA(e)
NACw)
NACe)
NACw)
NACw)
NACw)
ASCn)
ASCn)
NA(w)
NAlw)
NACw)
NACw)

ASCn)
NACw)
EU
NACw)
AS(n)
NAfe)
NACw )

NAfe)
NACw)
ASfn)
NACw)

L ILL IPUNTA
MINUTA
ARGENTIPUNCTELLA
DAVAO
CASTANEA
SCISSA
group

PEPINGENSIS
MARC I DA
PHILOPOTAHOIDES
PUBESCEN5
TEDDY I

CAROL INA
FENESTRA
LEORA
K I AM I CHI
SONOMA
HYAL INATA
VOCALA
CLAVALIS
GLAREOSA
MYCTA
NIGRITA
CARPENTER I

PARANTRA
BANKS I

V I BOX
INVAR I A

KERNADA
COLORADENS IS

Bl F I LA
RAYNERI

ASCn)
ASCn)
ASCb)
ASCs)
IN

IN

ASCn)
ASCn)
EU
EU
NACe)
NACe)
NACe)
NACe)
NACe)
NACw)
NACw)
NACw)
EUtme)
EU
NACe)
NACe)
NACe)
NACe)
NACe)
NACe)
NACe)
NACw)
NACw)
NACw)
NACw)

Fig. 21

Fig, 20

Fig. 18

Fig. 19

ASCn)
NACw)
EU

NA(w)
/ ASCn)

NACe)
NACw)

-ASCn)
NA(w)

Figures 20-22. The caddisfly genus Rhyacophila

branch 6.— 20. Taxon/area cladogram.— 21-22. Re-

duced area cladogram s.

no way changes the original data but it does ac-

centuate congruent areas and it notes those areas

Figures 16-19. The caddisfly genus Rhyacophila in which members of a monophyletic Hneage do

l'™
group.- 16. Original phylogenetic chart pub- not occur. Perhaps we are seemg m each of the

ished by Ross (1956).- 17. Taxon/area cladogram individual area cladograms a segment ofa larger,
Msed on Ross. - "18-19. Reduced area cladograms. more inclusive pattern (Fig. 44). Let us consider

additional taxa.

taxa

LEAFHOPPERS (iNSECTA: HOMOPTERA;

cicadellidae)
sentatives in the north temperate areas are being
considered here. The four taxa and their asso-
^ated taxon/area cladograms are as follows: (1) Because of his general interest in the evolution

Rhyacophila sibirica group (Figs. 1 6- 1 9), branch and biogeography of insects, H. H. Ross worked

J

pigs. 20-22); Glossosoma (Figs. 23-25); (3) on a number of diverse groups. In addition to

Horm.w;„/T-. ._
ni (Figs. 28- the caddisflies, leafhoppers, especially the genus

Empoasca (Cicadellidae), were ofinterest to Ross.

^hen each of the reduced area cladograms He published a number of papers dealing with

30).

Agapet

'^present

ges is considered (Figs. 31-36), two distribu-
wOnnattAT^^

pattern

J ^^y^cophila sibirica group (Figs. 31,37) and

Are the other patterns

We might

•- wiiici paitCliid 111 llit:3t; injiwi
Perate caddisfly taxa radically different from

^^ another? When
^nsidered (Figs. 31-36) the area sequences do

oth"^ 1?
^ different on the one hand, yet on the

r hand there also appears to be some degree
""COnon.^ ^ ... - ..„^^gruen

37-4^T^^
^ arranged in linear sequences (Figs.

que
^^^ consider how these linear se-

con-

^^^ ^^^ ^ arranged so that the same areas

^ espond with one another (Fig. 43). This latter

^"gement (Fig. 43) of the linear sequences in

PYRENACIUM
PRIVATUM
BEAUMONT I

TIMURENSE
ANALE
CAPITACUM
MALAYANUM
CAUDATUM
ATRICHUH
ASPERIGlOSSA
MUROGtOSSA
lipoglossa
lipoglossa
lipoglossa
protoglossa
sinoglossa
0IPL0GL0S5A
SYNAFOPHORA
DULKEJTI
LIVIDUH
USSURICUM
VERDONA
altaicum
RtPAEGLOSSA

F'l. 25

Figures 23-25. The caddisfly

ma,-23. Taxon/area cladogram.

-

area cladograms.

Glosww-gcnus

24-25. Reduced
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5UBTERRANEA
SUBNIGR/\
TPIANGUL IFERA
OCCIPITAL IS

VARIEGATA
MEDIANA
^ULLA
CORVINA
COPIOSA
AEOUAL IS

CONGENER
MEDIA
PAUL I ANA
KYANA
v-^RESSITTI
SARAWAKANA
MOHRI
KISOENSI 5

MONTANA
ULMERI
SPINOSA
AMYDA
ALTICOLA
RECTA
CHINENSIS
REL ICTA
MOESTA
GABRIELLA
HAMATA
THYRIA
SHAWNEE
OCCIDEA
DORSATA
CRUZENSIS
ANILLA
DAMPF

t

ARI20NENSIS
PLANAE
ESPERONIS
OSTfNA
INS IGNIS

EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
AF
AF
AS(n)
ASU>
NACe)
ASCn)
AS(s)
A5(n)
AS(n)
AS{n)
AS(s)
IN
ASCn)
IN

NA(e)
NA(w)
NA(e)
NACw)
NACe)
NAtM]
NA C w .mx

)

NA(w)
NAtw)
NA ( w ,inx )

NA(w)
NA ( w ,mx

)

NA( w ,mx }

5A
SA

Fig.

Figures 26-27. The caddisfly genus Wormal-
dia.— 26, Taxon/area cladogram.— 27. Reduced area

cladogram.

this genus. One of these papers is a taxonomic
and biogeographic treatment of the empoascan
subgenus Kybos (Ross, 1963).

Discussing the distribution of the subgenus
Kybos, Ross said, "Of the 62 species of Kybos
available for study, 49 are knovm only from North
America, 1 3 from Europe. It would seem certain

that species of this subgenus occur in Asia also,

but currently none are available from that area,

through

When
these distributions are plotted on the family tree

for the subgenus, chart 1 [Fig. 46], it is remark-
able that all ofthe known European species occur

CELATUS
COMATUS
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Figures 3 1-44 . 3 1 -36 . Reduced area cladograms

of the caddisfly taxa indicated. -37-42. Linear «-

quential arrangements ofthe areas occumng in reduceo

area cladograms. -43. Comparison of the linear se-

quential arrangement patterns in six monopny ei

caddisfly taxa. -44. A generalized distribution pat era

suggested by comparison of the six monophyletic

disfly taxa in Figure 43.

in the large branch containing the butleri and

copula groups." ,

Unknowingly, Ross alluded to the fact m

Kybos is a north temperate taxon and that rep-

ight well occur in northeastern
resentatives mi

Asia. Ross had certainly seen many e^amP'^

this type of Northern Hemisphere distnbuu
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Figures 45-47.

an unresolved trichotomy existing ^^"^^^^5. -46-

major groups in the leafhopper subgenus a.
^^^ .^ ^
taxa

29-30. Reduced area butleri (Fig. 46), gribisa, and trifasciata

in the subgenus Kybos.
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Figures 60-62. 60. Taxon/area cladogram of the

spider genus Callilepis.~-6\. Reduced area cladogram
of the genus Callilepis.— 62. Sequential linear arrange-

ment of the reduced area cladogram of the genus Cal-

lilepis.

NA(e)/EU/AS

Fig. 59

North America, Europe, and northeastern Asia.
IGURES48-59.

48, 5 1,54. Taxon/area cladograms A number of monophyletic taxa in this north

IZTa^^^ ''' *^ subgenus Kybos.^4% 52, 55.

kZtli
^'^^ cladograms of three Kybos lineages il-

uSi-"
^^^^'"^ 48, 51, and 54.-50, 53, 56. Se-

KvZr
''^' ^"•angement ofarea cladograms ofthreeA>&05 hneages illustrated in Figures 49, 52, and 55.-

beetl c
""^^'.^^ cladogram of the genera in the ground

ohhel^ul"^^
Myadi.-58. Reduced area cladogram

ment S^L''^'
Myadi.-59. Sequential linear arrange-

Myadi
""^^^^^^ 3^^a cladogram of the subtribe

temperate fauna have disjunct representatives in

NA(e), EU, and AS. To date, only one taxon, the

subtribe Myadi, has been objectively analyzed

(Allen, 1980).

There are six genera in the subtribe Myadi:

Neomyas, North America; Myas, Europe; Xe-

nion, southern Europe; Aristochroa, Tibet-China;

Trigonognatha, China, Japan, Korea, Formosa;

and Steropanus, China. Specimens ofSteropanus

have not been available for study and therefore
j. nave UUl uccu avaiiauit hji aiuu^ aiiu nn..icnjit

.^ his work with caddisflies. It will be inter- the genus is not discussed. A cladogram depicting

^
*^g to see where any north Asian species fit in the relationships of these taxa with their distri-

^Jcadogram should they be discovered in the butions has been constructed (Fig. 57). Unfor-
,^^' tunately, there remains an unresolved trichoto-

term^
^ ^^J^^ species lineages in Kybos are de- my at the base of the cladogram, but this does

agai

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ distribution ranges are plotted not detract from the information content above

IQ b!^V^^^^
lineages (Figs. 45-47), there appear this node (Fig. 58). We may see that in the Myadi,

mfo
^ 'i'leages (Figs. 48, 51, 54) that are North America and Europe appear to have been

more recently associated with one another than
«on<ih'

—-^wi UUl III leinperaie area rem- more icccuu> aa^u^iatt^x ythh w^w «*.wij

^0 tlf

^' ^^^^^ lineage 1 containing butleri and either area was with Asia (Figs. 57-59).

conu
^^^^'^^ ^^^^^' ^^S-SO); Kybos lineage 2

min«*u
. -.

SPIDERS (ARANEAE: GNAPHOSIDAE)
KybosY

^^^^^^ lineage (Figs. 51-53); and

plus th

^

F^^^^
^ containing the trifasciata lineage,

huti^^^
^^^^P^an species that occur in the major

^rto^K-^^
(Figs. 54-56). Before considering

^possibihty that these three leafhopper pat-

CadH.cfl*^'
^^' ^^' ^6) are congruent

Platnick (1975a, 1975b, 1976) has analyzed

the cladistic and biogeographic relationships

among species in the spidergenus Callilepis, Cal-

lilepis is presently found in North America (east

^ddisfly Da.:;'
,£.'. ^^^,ff

^ congruent with the ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ j„ Europe reaching east into north-

•" t*o addit .

^' ^ ^* ""' examine patterns ^^^^^^ ^^.^ This distribution pattern, at first
"Qaitional arthropod groups.

ground beetles
unsecta: coleoptera; carabidae)

*ide ^
^'^."°** beetle family Carabidae is world-
" ^'Stribution with a significant fauna in

eastern Asia. This distribution pattern, at first

glance, may not appear to be disjunct between

Europe and Asia, but when the ranges of the

individual species o^Callilepis are plotted against

the cladogram of species relationships and the

CalUlepis's cladogram is reduced (Figs. 61, 62),

a AW.uncx nattem becomes evident (Fig. 60). It
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occur in a straight linear sequence; the Callilepis

lineage was first isolated into two major seg-

ments, Asia plus western North America and

Europe plus eastern North America. Species in

each of these two major segments were subse-

Figure 63. A comparison of the linear sequential quently isolated into Asian species related to

Glossosoma I

Rhyacoph i I a br

,

My ad i

Glossosoma 2

Rhyacoph 1 I a sib
Morma I d i a

Agapet i n i

Kybos 2

Kybos 3

EU/A5/NA(w)/ ^--/AS
EU/AS/ /MA(e)

NA(e)/EU/AS
AS/NA(w)/ /EU/AS
AS/NAfw)/ /EU/AS

EU/AS/NACw)/NACe)
NA(w)/NA(e)/EU/AS
NA(w)/NA(e)/EU
NA(w)/NA{e)/tU

distributional patterns in nine monophyletic arthropod

taxa.
western North America

species related to eastern

Thus, the phyletic events depicted in cladograms

is true that there are broad areas of sympatry in tell us a great deal about area relationships and

some taxa, for example C schuszteri occurs in must be considered when analyzing area rela-

both Europe and Asia, This apparent sympatry tionships.

may be due to dispersal at some point after the In all of the taxa we have examined, the phy

C schuszteri lineage had been isolated and had letic events depicted in the cladograms imply

evolved into a distinct species. that ancient populations or parts of ancient pop-

Now that we have studied a number of north

temperate distribution patterns among several

arthropod taxa, let us consider all of these pat-

terns together.

ulations have become separated and have sub-

sequently evolved into distinct taxa, the allo-

We might

became
ggested

Summary of Distribution Patterns
individuals and/or populations: (1) dispersal

bamers

We etc.) and subsequent isolation and (2) the ongin

occumng barriers

Northern

ty-pes

r ^ . divided ancient cosmopolitan populations, i_c..

of eleven individual monophyletic lineages that vicariance. In recent years, there have been

have distinct, disjunct representatives in three or geographers that have advocated
^°J^ ^^^^^,^

more north temperate areas (NA(e), NA(w); EU; ^— • • m-
AS) have been detected. Using the results of a of explanations have been proposed in this sy^^

cladistic analysis of these lineages we may ar- posium to explain the distribution ^'^P "
,
^j.

range the individual patterns of these lineages in animals (notably, litis as a proponent o

linear sequences and match the corresponding persalism and McKenna and Allen as p
^^

areas (Fig. 63). nents of vicariance). It is not the purpose oi

^
The arrangement of the areas in linear se- paper to give an account of this deba e.

quences (Fig. 63) tells us that perhaps each in- only state that in my estimation the phenome^^

dividual lineage and sequence is a segment of a of dispersal obviously does occur, but
^^

larger, more generalized pattern. The sequential lution ofwhether a distribution pattern is

^^^

dispersal or vicariance can be ascertaine
^^

after a cladistic analysis ofthe taxa involve
^

the correlation of this cladistic analysis wi

^^^

geographic history of the areas in w^^'^^
^ji

occur (Platnick & Nelson, 1978). Hypot^^^'^
,3.

attribute either a dispersal or vicanance^^^^

arrangement ofareas also brings to our attention

areas not represented in a particular monophy-
letic lineage. But the sequencing of areas must
be used in conjunction with the actual clado-

grams because phyletic events do not always oc-
cur in a precise sequential pattern.

Consider the cladograms for the spider genus
Callilepis (Fig. 60) and the caddisfly tribe Aga-
petini (Fig. 28). The same areas (NA(e), NA(w);
EU; AS) are represented in each cladogram but

nation to an individual pattern can be c
^^^

rated or refuted based on the analysis
^^ ^^

tional taxa. In this paper it has been ^^ ^^^x
tvj, rt^j are representee in each cladogram but the taxon/area cladograms of nine ^^^^^^ ^
the relationships ofthe areas are different in each monophyletic Uneages seem to corrobo

apetim of Europe,:, »„ „.^ rA6at#vuiu, luc arca reiaiion- nypotnesis tnat ine launas ui i-"-"*--
ntCO""*

ships occur in a straight linear sequence: Asian North America have shared a more ^^^^^.^^

Europe biota with one another than

forms with Asia (Fig. 63). co^

western
ui i-iaia vx 15. y^^h indent t^

^ ^ -^a—X.... If we assume that at least some an

In the genus Callilepis, area relationships do not mopohtan populations or parts of ancien
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ulations were divided and isolated during the the early Cretaceous and continued along the

earth's history, we might ask what the events eastern border of the present-day Rockies,

were that led to division and isolation. In the through the Paleocene, and died out by the

taxa we have studied we are particularly inter- Eocene. These early mountains were eroded, fill-

ested in possible division events affecting the ing the intervening basins so that by the Oligo-

landmasses that are now found in the Northern cene this western area became a flat surface 2,000

Hemisphere. The first event relevant to under- to 3,000 feet high. This peneplained, elevated

standing the history ofnorth temperate taxa was area was not high enough to create an eastern

the division of the supercontinent of Pangaea rain-shadow effect. Thus, during the Oligocene

into a northern landmass, Laurasia, and a south- the eastern and western biotas ofNorth America
ern landmass, Gondwanaland, sometime in the were reunited as the Midcontinental Seaway sub-

Cretaceous. Raven and Axelrod (1974) suggest sided. The European seaway, the Turgai Straits,

ihat the last possible date for the direct inter- also subsided and the biotas of Europe and Asia
change of taxa between North America, Europe, were also reunited.

and Africa was about 1 80 million years ago (Ma). During the Miocene the mountain areas of
From the Cretaceous to the present, many pop- western North America again became active.-

ulations have displayed considerable east-west, Uplifting occurred along the entire Cordilleran

Waage

north-south movements throughout the history range from Alaska into Middle
of the north temperate areas (the work of Mar-
garet B. Davis, this symposium, gives examples building, climatic changes took place throughout
ofrecent movements ofsome plant species). The the worid. These events eventually led to the
older fossil record is indicative ofmovement and separation, once again, of North America into

strongly indicates that elements ofthe north tem- eastern and western biotas and the separation of
Perate biota once existed in more northern lat- Asian and European biotas. In the intervening

'tudes than at present. It has been suggested areas separating these continental biotas, exten-

(Chaney, 1947; Kendeigh, 1961) that the ances- sive grassland biomes began to develop,
tors of the present-day temperate deciduous bio- The geological history of the Bering Straits af-

^ existed at high latitudes in a more or less ter the Oligocene is one of repeated land con-

continuous band around the circumference ofthe
Nonhem Hemisphere. If this is true, then these

nections and disjunctions between Siberia and

North America (Colbert, 1973). The connections
oiotas have been subject to a number of distinct have provided opportunities for plants and an-

jeological events occurring in the Northern imals to disperse and establish cosmopolitan

Hemisphere. populations. The disjunctions would have iso-

The fossil and geological record indicates that lated segments of these cosmopolitan popula-

Porlions of the Northern Hemisphere have been tions and provided opportunities for allopalric

Penodically inundated by epicontinental seas, speciation to occur.

° such epicontinental seas were the Midcon- The geological events that have just been dis-

'nental Seaway that divided North America into cussed have been correlated with phyletic events

^tem and western sections and the Turgai Straits in nine of the area cladograms (Fig. 64) we have

l^ai divided Europe and Asia. These
Were

seaways studied. (Callilepis and one ofthe Kybos lineages

"'"= active in the Upper Cretaceous (100 Ma), will be discussed separately.) We may see that

^0* (1974) suggested that these seas divided an there is an orderiy, sequential occurrence ofboth

^C'ent dinosaur fauna into distinct groups, an phyletic and geological events through time. The

^^'america Group and an Euramerica Group, connections and disjunctions of continents and

continental parts at the different time intervals
^ ^ ^ _ L T .^" tf^ A. * « «

(Rav
be depicted schematically

(45*^ w""^^"*^"^^ ^^^a was divided in the Eocene

^ Ma) by the opening of the North Atlantic
•
en & Axelrod, 1974; Cox, 1974). The Asia- c— , - r u

"^"ca area was first severed in the Oligocene In the diagram showing the correlation ofphy-

associated

(40 M scvcicu 111 UH
J^a) (Cox, 1974; Colbert, 1973). letic and geological events (Fig. 64), the Miocene

^^oncurrent with 'the Midcontinental Seaway mountain orogeny in western North America and

OTrS^^-
^""^^ceous) was the beginning of the

occumng

°f^^n.es that gave rise to parts of the western time are shown at two points ,n the cladograms.

^.ol
''"" "^^""t^in system (Dunbar & Waage, The occurrence of these Miocene events ,s con-

'^^^)- This western mountain building began in sistent with the cladograms and the geological
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Figure 65. A schematic diagram depicting the di-

visions and reassociations of North Temperate land

masses during specific geological periods. These divi-

sions and reassociations are based on information de-

rived from cladograms illustrated in Figure 64.

I
—. 2 Kybos 3

S ' (25)

I
OLIGOCENE

S
t

(40)
MIOCENE
(25)

: JURASSIC
(180)

I CRETACEOUS
(100)
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the same geological events we have discussed

_ ^ - -i:/*Vi+I\? Hit-ghtly

pattern

Fig. 64
hibited by the other arthropod taxa we have stud-

. , ^. .t .„i,^«^^r.r^^nfcvmDatn'

Figure 64. The reduced area cladograms of nine
appears

monophyletic arthropod taxa superimposed on a geo- ^^^^^8 ^P^^^^^ i^ Callilepis it ^^^^
be worthw ^ij

logical lime scale. It is implied that events occurring to consider Platmck's (1976) discussiui

during the indicated geological periods would have di- cladistic and biogeographic patterns of this ge

vided and isolated ancient cosmopolitan populations
jj^ greater detail.

at the points indicated on the cladograms

Ma)

There are ten species in CalUlepis. Their known

distributions are indicated on the ^^^^^^p.

history. In the two Kybos lineages and in the showing relationships among the ten species I

Agapetini lineage, North American populations 60). There are two species groups, the ^^^
jj^^^^

were separated from Europe in the Eocene (45 group and the 5<:/zw52rm group. Both groups

^'-^ -- ' - • -

representatives in North America, with the w^^^

turna group having one species in ^^^^^
^

Asia (C schuszteri). At first, we ^^^\^^^^^^

that a distinct pattern of population ^^"^^^^^^ ^^
uccii luuuu 111 oiner areas, in me yvormaiaia vicariance pattern) is not evident smce

lineage, there was apparently a cosmopolitan broad areas ofsympatry. Platnick consider

sympatry to be dispersaP'noise" and if the n^^

western

Ma)
{Kybos 1, 2, Agapetini), additional taxa have not
been found in other areas. In the Wormaldia

occumng
and Europe. The North America and Asia-Eu-
rope

(40 Ma). The now independent North American

sympatry to oe aispersai iiui^*- ^—
^^

is eliminated a vicariance pattern emerge^-^
^

said, "If we assume that the presence

dispersal from Asia,

eastern be

tern lineages until the Miocene. The Asiar

European cosmopolitan population of Wor
global

occurring

Miocene
up occurring m ^^^-^^-

^^oroUP

eastern Asia and the nocturna^

occurring
eastern*

Rhyacophila branch 6 lineages. North America."V—i^r*w« uiaii^n u uuciigcs. iNortn America. Eur-

The Callilepis area cladogram is a double di- Platnick next associated the two bid
•

chotomy (Fig. 61) that does not lend itself to
inclusion with the linear cladograms of the other

speci

taxa

be correlated with

^siamenca, wuu >>/v.— ^^
Callilepis cladogram (Fig-^^^[

^^
Tcspond with the La«

f"^, f,.

I

\
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nally, Platnick correlated the separation of Eu- lead us to a more complete and accurate under-

rope and America (45 Ma) with a separation of standing of the evolutionary process.

the nocturna group into European and eastern
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BIOGEOGRAPHY OF OAKS IN THE
ARCTO-TERTIARY PROVINCE'

Daniel I. Axelrod^

Abstract

Numerous allied trees, shrubs, and herbs inhabit the discontinuous mixed deciduous hardwood and

conifer-hardwood forests of Holarctica. Their close ancestors occupied middle and high latitudes into

the Middle Miocene (15-16 m.y.a.). As the forests retreated southward and were disrupted by spreading

colder and drier climates following Antarctic glaciation (13 m.y.a.), numerous paired or allied species

(or sections, series) originated and have survived in the disjunct segregate forests across Holarctica.

In addition, all major climatic-topographic provinces served as centers of evolution from which taxa

have not ranged widely. It is this latter pattern to which oaks conform most closely. Only species of

allied subsects. Prinoideae and Diversipiloseae had an Holarctic occurrence, occupying lands above

latitude 60°N during the late Cretaceous and Tertiary. Although climate was favorable for numerous

deciduous hardwoods and conifers at high latitudes, taxa of most Quercus sections and subsections

have been confined to one continent or to parts of them where they ranged somewhat more widely

during the Tertiary. The rarity of Tertiary oaks Unking Eurasia-North America may owe to the light

factor (long day) at the north; fully four-fifths of all oak species occur below latitude 30-35°N and

only six or seven reach latitude SO'N. Proliferation into 280 to 300 species was chiefly in response

to spreading drier and colder climate that commenced in the middle Eocene, to increasing topographic

diversity in the later Cenozoic, and to fluctuating Quaternary climate. At times of major climatic

shifts or increased relief, oaks responded opportunistically, probably by quantum steps (punctuated

equilibria) that account for the numerous series.

Oaks have left a rich fossil record in North most climates from perhumid montane tropical

America and Eurasia. This is expectable for the and temperate regions to the borders of deserts

numerous species have hard, durable leaves that and in areas of very diverse seasonal distnbution

favor preservation, each large, spreading tree of precipitation. Some oaks are confined to spe-

sheds thousands of leaves yearly, of which a few cific edaphic conditions, as serpentine {Q. dura-

(or many) may contribute to an accumulating ta\ sand barrens (0- incana. laevis), limestone

record, and they occur in many environments rocks (Q
ganging from low to middle-high latitudes. Some
80 to 300 species are present today,^ with their Older Records of Fagaceae

Pnncipal areas of concentration in Mexico-Cen-
.

trai America and southeastern Asia, and with Megafossils that can reasonably be assigned to

smaller areas of differentiation in the Mediter- the three subfamilies were m existence m the

ranean Basin and southcentral United States, later Cretaceous. Fagoideae were then repre-

fusifc

aks range from the montane tropics, where ev- Fagus and Nothofagus

ejgreen taxa are prominent, to near latitude SQ-'N, by Castanea and probably Castanopsis ^nd

nere oaks are deciduous; Quercus petraea and
'WMr have the most northerly distributions.

Q
Quercoideae were in existence in the Cretaceous

^^ching latitude eCN in the Baltic region. The is implied also by the occurrence of Trigonohala-

nus in the montane rain forest (elev. 1,500 m)

of Colombia (A. Gentry, letter of April 1982),

disjunct from Yunnan, Thailand, and Borneo;

y*€s and shrubs, both evergreen to deciduous,
^ve adapted to climates ranging from the equa-
e montane tropics, with a twelve-month grow-

ing season, to near the borders of subalpine and connections probably were via Africa across a

^^eal forests, with a growing season of three narrower Atlantic on islands and old Pre-Cam-

onths. In terms of precipitation, they occur in highs that have since been

This paper was written during tenure of a grant from National Science Foundation (DEB 80-25525); ih.s

support

Aftho'iSf"'
"'^'""'' ^""'"''- °^^'''"''^?''-^Sl'fr^^ H Mueller fDcrs. comm. March, 1983)—^^u|fcii 5ume auinoniies state inai mere aic ^j\j

^^cs thai 250 is more nearly an acceptable figure.

'^^ Missouri Box. Gard 70: 629-657. 1983.
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erosion (Raven & Axelrod, 1974). The megafos- of Alnus, Acer, Carpinus, Carya, Diospyros, Fa-

sil and distributional data agree generally with gus, Hamamelis, Ilex, Juglans, Liriodendron,

(Muller Magnolia, Nyssa, Ostrya, Persea, Prunus, Quer-

subfamilies Castaneoideae {Castanea, Casta- cus (cf bicolor, borealis, coccinea, falcata, im-

nopsis, Lithocarpus) and Fagoideae (Fagus, bricaria, muhlenbergii, prinus, velutina), Sassa-

Nothofagus)

(Ma)] . The first

Quercoideae

fras, Taxodium, and Ulmus occur at many

localities. They were associated with forest trees

and shrubs similar to those now in the West,

ably because the grains are not especially dis- distributed in Abies, Alnus, Chamaecyparis,

tinctive; certainly, undoubted oak leaves are in Cornus, Fraxinus, Gaultheria, Picea, Populus,

much older rocks.

Most Que

modem

Quercus {chrysolepis, kelloggii, gambelii, lobata\

rtiary rocks Sequoia, Tsuga, Vaccinium, and others,

species, al- Associates of the Neogene species in the west-

though they foreshadow them in foliar type, era United States (Fig. 1) also included taxa whose

Members of sects. Leucobalanus and Erythro- nearest counterparts are now in eastern Asia (Fig.

balanus were present in the Eocene and Paleo- 2), notably species of Alnus, Betula, Cercidi-

cene, and members of subsect. Prinoideae were phyllum, Exbucklandia, Ginkgo, Hydrangea,

also present. Oaks were already diverse in the Ilex, Lindera, Paulownia, Phoebe, and Zelkova.

late Eocene, as shown by nine species in the Flo-
rissant flora (MacGinitie, 1969) that reflect ad-

Fossil oaks in the Neogene of the West pre-

viously reported to have Asian affinities (e.g., Q-

aptation to subhumid climate. Fossil leaves myrsinaefolia, Q. stenophylla) need reexamina

gnable

modem »

Neogene Distribution Patterns

tion; most of the records certainly are not of

chrysolepis) are in the Florissant flora but are not Asian alliance. Furthermore, the absence ofoaks

now known from older horizons. Diversity of in the Paleogene of Alaska, apart from species

oaks increased in the Oligocene and by the Mio- of subsects. Prinoideae-Diversipiloseae, raises a

problem as to the identity ofPaleogene oaks (e.g.

ent. Records of their past distribution provide Q. nevadensis Lesq.) previously suggested to have

reliable clues to the Tertiary history ofthe genus. southeast Asian affinity. Actually, the nervation

of Q. nevadensis shows it is more nearly allied

to Lithocarpus densijlorus than to Q. glauca, wtn

which it has been compared; this implies a pro -

able late Cretaceous connection with east Asia,

^ ^ ..w X. x.v.x.x- probably via Europe and across a narrower
^

sphere, it is appropriate to review the distribu- lantic. The Paleogene La Porte, Weaverville, an

tion of taxa associated with them and that still Goshen floras of western California and Orego
^

live with their descendants. Neogene floras of have oaks that have been compared with Mex-

Q. durangensis, conzattn. mag-

records of

IN HOLARCTICA

evaluate

Northern

highe lean species, as
derived chiefly from mixed deciduous hardwood noliaefolia, and xalapensis.
forests that gave way to conifer-hardwood and
then to pure subalpine conifer forests in cooler
regions. Many of the fossil floras occur nnw in

In western Europe, there are fossil
^^

species similar to those now in the eastern n

States (Fig. 3), distributed in Acer, ^f^^^^.^;

areas that support sclerophyll woodland, steppe, Betula, Carya, Diospyros, Fagus, JuglanS'

grassland, desert, taiga, and tundra vegetation
that displaced the rich temperate forests as con-

^v.i.i^tv»j v^c*^^M., ^^»,y^^^j" ^'^f ^
jt/QfUS^

uidambar, Liriodendron, ^^^"^''^'
^j^),

Nyssa, Ostrya, Persea. Picea, Quercus ipr' .

'

ditions became drier and colder following the Sabal, Sassafras, Taxodium, and Vlmu^-

Miocene ^ ^^,^. ^^^^..^^^^

Neogene floras reviewed here is in terms of the
geographic occurrences ofmodem taxa allied to
fossil species, with special note taken ofthe pres-
ence of oaks in floras that are scattered across
Holarciica. It is these occurrences that clarify
their history.

Numerous fossil species recorded in Neogene
floras of the far West arc similar to taxa now in
the eastern United States (Fig. 1). These species

western

Their

associates included taxa allied to those

Europe, distributed in Acer,
^^^f^'

nus. Larix, Pinus, Populus. Quercus ^^^^^,

pubescens. robur), or in the extended Me
^^^^

ranean (Tethyan) region, notably ^^'^^'^^/jjj,

Callitris. Carpinus, Castanea. Cedrus,

^ vis. Cornus. Fraxinus. Jugli*'^-^' -
^fyHa.

. Platanus. Ostrya, Quercus C^^-^^^" :- ,.

ParrotiC'
^'

nus, riatanus. Ustrya, {/uercuj v---- .. ^
cerris. cocci/era, ilex, libani. mirbeckii, sessij

suber), and Zelkova.
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Figure 1. Many taxa now in eastern United States are represented by closely similar species in Neogene

floras of the Far West.
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Figure 2. Numerous taxa now in eastern Asia have close counterparts in western Miocene floras.
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P'^^RH 3. Many species now in eastern United States have similar species in the Neogcnc of western Eurasia.
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Some fossil oaks in western Europe have been in Camus, 1936-38, pL 65-66) as judged from

compared with species now in the eastern United the nature of the leaf lobes. A reported possible

States (e.g., phellos, virginiana) or Mexico {xala- red oak (subsect. Rubreae) from Primorye (AI-

pensis). These need restudy before they can be baev & Gorovoi, 1974) appears to be a terminal

accepted as authentic records; judging from the leaflet of ^c^r (cf. negundo).

illustrations, they can be matched by Eurasian

taxa.

western

To complete the picture, it is recalled that a

number of species in the western Miocene floras

from the latitude of central California-Nevada

southward have their nearest allies in the sub-

4), including species o^ Acer, Betula, Carpinus, humid woodlands that dominated the Madrean

Cathaya, Cephalotaxus, Cinnamomum, Eu- province of the southwestern United States and

eastern

Fagu,

Q
Mexico (Axelrod, 1958). Among these are species

of Arbutus, Bumelia, Celtis, Diospyros, Cerco-

serrata, variabilis), Sapindus, Tilia, Torreya, carpus, Malosma, Peraphyllum, Populus, Rhus.

Wisteria, and Zelkova, They were associated wdth and Sapindus. Many oaks are recorded, includ-

westem
eastern

ing those allied to Q. arizonica, brandegeei, du-

mosa, emoryi, mohriana, and oblongifolia. The

There also are Neogene fossils in Japan that Paleogene floras in the interior include taxa sim-

are allied to taxa now in the eastern United States ilar to those in warmer, subhumid climates of

(Fig, 5). These include species of Acer, Betula, Mexico and the Southwest. Xeric oaks in the

Fagu Florissant flora (35 Ma) suggest alliance with

glans, Liriodendron, Nyssa, Platanus, Populus, Q, brandegeei, chrysolepis, dumosa, incarnaia,

Robinia, Sassafras, and Taxodium. Some of the lobata, and undulata. They formed woodlands

disjunct taxa are quite similar, as in Acer sect, bordering temperate mixed deciduous forest that

Rubra (Fig. 6), having been derived from a com- covered moister valleys and slopes that included

northern

Al

eastern

species allied to those now in eastern and western

North America and eastern Asia (MacGinitie,

1953). The Middle Eocene Green River flora,

lated to those now confined to that general area, allied largely to species contributing to vegeta-

Among the species of Qwercw5 recorded in China- tion now in west-central Mexico (Jahsco), has

Korea-Japan are taxa allied to Q. aliena, acutis- oaks comparable to benthamii and polymorp a

sima, dentata, gilva, glauca, mongolica, myrsi- and two others of uncertain modem affinit)

(MacGin
Miocene As indicated in Figures 1-5, some ^^^^^^^

that occurred widely across Holarctica are ain^^

^w.**w Avjt/^^iio wi *^inciwiac vviiuuy Lcmperaxe to species now in relict or restricted area ,

American taxa in Japan probably are not valid, as Ginkgo (Fig. 7), Pseudotsuga (Fig. 8),
^^^^^'

Acer sect. Saccharina, recorded as fossil from (Fig. 9), Liriodendron (Fig. 10), Jugl(^^^ ^'"^'^

^

ras ofthe region but rare to absent in older floras

otherwise

(Fig^ 11), Cercidiphyllum (Fig. 12),
Pterocar)^

»-"" v-v.., ^. y^ou^ur^^n^i^. Lixiini <x SUZUKI, (Fig. 13), Z^/tovfl (Fig. 14), Eucommia(Fi$-
'

1960), but they are quite similar to those figured and Ailanthus (Fig. 16) (for others, see Tra
'

nc J nr/,.,^^o,V //„. U^ 1 „ , ,^^^ »# ^1 ^t al. I""-"'

Washingt

in Japan (i.e., A. yoshiokensis, Tanai & Suzuki,

as A. pseudogianella; the leaves may represent a Walter/Straka, 1970; Meusel
species ot Acer sect. Campestre. Acer sect. Mac- 1968). ^.
rophylla, represented only by A. macrophyllum Such distributions contrast with present

^^
of the Pacific States, has numerous fossil records currences of widely distributed allied ^^],.of the Pacific States, has numerous fossil records

Washingt"•"""fe"^""' iuaiiu, wicgon, ana iNevaaa. aiverse genera, as i^(?/7W/M5 ^rigs. •'.- -'' ^
Some leaf fossils in the Neogene of Japan (i.e., (Fig. 19), Acer (Fig. 20), Pinus (Fig. 21)-

A. protodistylum Endo) have been compared with many others. Some modem alliances (seen

macrophyllum but appear to represent a maple or subsections) now have more restricted
dis

more nearlv allJ^H ^ ^;.,..; »,• ... . . ..„4.„«*.n the CO"
Miocene between

oaks recorded from Japan (Tanai & Yokoyama, Macrantha
. ^-..

.»"»,„,. V ^ aiiai «. I oKoyama, tments tor Acer sect, macramnu v» •*>• -
. ,^

1975) were compared with Q. alba and lyrata. ulus sect. Aeigeros (Fig. 23), Acer sect. Pal"'

However similar leaves from Primorye (Ablaev (Fig. 24), or Acer sect. Rubra (Fig. 6). By conU^
^

k'k,
' ^^"^ * Gorovoi. 1974) more others are discontinuous on a continent, as

_

probably represent seel. Cerris (cf. Q. cerris L.. sect. Saccharina (Fig. 25). Some sections or s«
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Figure 4. Many taxa now in the Far East occur in fossil floras of Europe and border areas.
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Figure 5. A number of species now in eastern United States have close counterparts in Neogene floras of
Japan.

Figure 6
' '*laUon c

Disjunct maples of ^r^r sect. Rubra ser. Rubra imply a wider d.stnbulion for the ancestral taxon.

firmed bv the wide distribution of red maple in Eocene and later floras.
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Figure 7. Ginkgo, now confined to eastcentral China (-h), had a wide Holarctic distribution from Ihe

Paleocene into the Neogene as indicated by some of its fossil localities (•).

i

Figure 8. Pseudotsuga is widespread today in western North America but has only relictual stan s

wider

!

Figure 9. Sequoia, confined now to coast«. v,«...
dislribuiLon as indicated by some of its fossil sites (•).

had an Holarctic
jet^
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Figure 10. Liriodendron is disjunct between the eastern United States and China. Some of its fossil localities

shown here attest to its former Holarctic occurrence.

I

I sit^'iiJr
^ ^- "^^^ distinctive fruits of butternut, Juglans cinerea. have been recovered at a number of Neogene

^•J far removed from its present area in the eastern United States.

I

1^

*ilc«a^^
'^' Cerc/J/pAy//wm, confined now to

^across Holarrt;^^ . r...t.:„u ;«^.V^

China
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Figure 13. Ptewcarya species are confined now to eastern Black Sea region (+), the south shore o t e

Caspian Sea (+), and to central China and Japan. The fossil species (•) had a wide distnbution.

Figure 14. Species of Zelkova had a wide distribution into the later Neogene (•) but are restncte

the eastern Mediterranean-Caspian Sea region (+) and to China, Japan-Korea.

Figure 15. Neogene fossil localities (•) for Eucommia, a relictual genus confined now to central O^^
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"^
Figure 16. Ailanthus, now native to China, has been recovered at a number of Neogene sites (•).

b

Figure
1 7. Distribution ofmodem species of Populus sect. Leuce, most of which are represented by similar

^a m Miocene floras of Asia and North America. The fossil record suggests that these diverged from an

<^«stral taxon in the Eocene, or possibly eariier.

i,

I

*nted

1

known
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Figure 19. Modem species of Betiila sect,

definitely known from western United States,

general area.

Costatae are disjunct in Holarctica. Asian species are not now

The numerous species in eastern Asia imply evolution in that

Figure 20. Taxa of Acer sect. Negundo are now widely disjunct but formerly lived at numerous sites a

the region. Species of the alliance are recorded from the Eocene.

If^rlxlLJ^'' r K,"
^'^^^^"/'^" of species of Pinus subsect. Sylvestres implies an ancient dispe

iccstral group, probably m the Late CretacemiQ

rsal
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} Figure 22. Macrantha ser. Macrantha
species in eastern North America. East Asian maples of this alliance are not presently known from western

Nonh America.

«

FiGU

been
the Atlantic. Taxa of both alliances have

• ^exicana. Trans-Atlantic connections are implied.

I

\

FiGU

I

i

*Vifi

RE 24.

species
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Figure 25. Acer sect. Saccharina is represented by disjunct taxa now in the Cordilleran region ^'^^^^^^'^

North America. Fossil species aUied to saccharum and grandidentatum had a wider distribution in the far Wes

into the Miocene.

sections are localized, as Pinus subsect. Australes contributed to the temperate Arcto-Tertiary tor-

(Fig. 26), Acer sect. Campestris (Fig. 27), Pinus ests into the

subsect. Ponderosae (Fig. 28), as well as others (Axelrod, 19:

Miocene

own
eastern

eastern

such as Pinus subsect. Cembroides and Acer sect.

Glabra ofwestern North America. The fossil rec-

ord shows that these (and other) alliances are ^_,

represented by similar taxa in the same general corded far from their present areas: this JS^^^^

region as their present areas: they have not ranged

widely and seem to be in regions that represent

their centers of origin.

true

Madrean

floristic regions, characterized by numerous su
-

humid and semiarid autochthonous taxa that i

^

terfingered with temperate forests to the no

^^

and subtropical ones to the south. In eac^^^

The allied taxa in these disjunct areas of Ho- these regions where ancestral taxa range m^^^

larctica represent the derived, broken links that widely, grasslands and deserts have arisen m

Discussion

„ r *

Figure 26. Members of Pinus subsect. Australes are confined to eastern United States and the Can

lands. Siome fossil nines in w(>cti^f-n i:....^..^ i-i- *i_:

bb6»«

\
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/

Figure 27. Members of Acer sect. Campestris are confined chiefly to the Mediterranean basin apart from
A. campestre, which ranges more widely. Fossil species of this alliance are common in the area of their present
occurrence.

\

former these disjunct areas have allied taxa in numerous
Middle latitudes, and colder taiga and tundra cli- genera (see Meusel et al., 1 965, 1 968), including

l^aies have disrupted their occurrence at higher sensitive mesic forest herbs that still link the
atitudes. Their past continuity is demonstrated widely separated relict forests that were isolated
not only by fossil records scattered across Ho- by spreading drought and cold over middle and
arciica, it has been inferred also from the nature higher latitudes following 1 3 Ma (Axelrod & Ra-

surviving

eastern
Elbruz Mountains

ven, 1972: 227; Axelrod, 1979).

The associated herbaceous understory of the

mixed forest is largely unknown in the fossil rec-

5 ^*^rests ofeast-central China, Japan, and those ord, apart from a few seed floras in western Eu-
ofthe

western rope, Siberia, and Japan. The former do contain

FkjurE28.
prcsim. K,

^P^ciesofP/w«5subsect. Ponderosaehavc

Siatcs7^ ^"eJr "center of origin." Fossil pines allied t-

*^mmencing in the Oligocene.
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taxa now in eastern Asia and eastern North bearing on arcto-tertiary concept

America (reviewed in Leopold, 1967, 1969). The
related herbaceous forest species now on separate The preceding data, as well as those presented

continents are in Actaea, Anemone, Asarum, in Figures 1-28, certainly demonstrate the for-

Carex, Circaea, Dentaria, Erythronium, Gali- mer continuity of a rich temperate forest flora

um. Geranium, Impatiens, Luzula, Panicum, across northern

Thalictrum rm
Sanicula, Veratrum, Viola, Waldsteinia, and formahzed

Komas, 1972; Meusel

might be expected, th(

Wolfe

be expected, there are cene to Eocene of Spitzbergen, Greenland, Si-

more bi-continental species between Europe and beria, EUsemereland, and northern Canada, by

Asia than North America (Meusel, 1968, 1969; the middle and late Eocene temperate forest

Meusel & Schubert, 1971). The European woody taxa ancestral to modem species had al-

species are especially rich in the Colchic forests, ready occupied mountains in the central Cox-

and in Asia they are in relict deciduous forests dilleran region (Challis and Salmon floras, Idaho;

Elbruz Montana
the scattered higher mountains of arid central Basin, Elko floras, Nevada). As climate progres-

Asia that link the European and east Asiatic cen- sively cooled following the late Eocene, evolving

ters. The present arid central Asian region sup- taxa in the temperate forest flora shifted into

ported broadleaved mixed deciduous forests into lowland basins, first in the interior and then the

Miocene Miocene
Stebbins noted that there are similar herbaceous were scarcely separable from living species,

groups confined to eastern Asia and eastern Reports of the demise of the Arcto-TertiaO'

America, not only in families regarded as gen- Geoflora "have been greatly exaggerated." The

erally "primitive" (Berberidaceae, Liliaceae, Ra- basis for that belief stems partly from the de-

nunculaceae) but in advanced families (Orchi-
"

daceae, Poaceae, Polygonaceae). The disjunct
species, as in Antenoron (= Tovara), Brachyely-

Middle

tropical flora from coastal Alaska (Wolfe, 1 97A

1977), which was then at a latitude near 70 rs

trum, Cypripedium, and Polygonum, are scarcely (Smith et al., 198 1). It has been evident to m

different and at most are only varietally or sub- for a decade (unpubl. manuscript) that the flora,

specifically distinct; these herbs are not only an- which occurs in the marine Kushtaka
Formation,

cient, they have changed but little over the past is allochthonous. This agrees with the fact t a

15 million years. Clearly, "the evolution of her- later Eocene floras from mi(

baceous elements (in the mixed deciduous for- tudes in Eurasia and North America

ests) has been as slow as that ofthe woody species"
(Stebbins, 1947: 152).

Comparison of species in the derived (segre-
gated), temperate mixed-deciduous forests of
North America, Europe, and Eastern Asia shows
that many ofthe allied taxa (paired species, alhed ^v....,.^. .^,.„„^. ,..^.,

sections, series) have similar ecologic occur- allochthonous (Grantz et al., l^^^'
^^""^^ous

rences, occupying comparable habitats in anal- al., 1982; Hamilton, 1983). An allochthon

ogous (segregate) plant communities. Their sim- origin also disposes of the geophysical pro

^ ^
ilar phyto-sociological relationships imply that that an Eocene tropical flora and climate

high

regularly

Furthermore, geo-

logic evidence (Cowan, 1982) indicates that P

of coastal southeast Alaska (Baranof Island)

displaced northward fully 1,000 km from sou

^

em Vancouver Island since the late Eocene;
o

^^^

coastal terranes (i.e., Kodiak Islands) are^^

their ecologic tolerances have not changed great-
ly since the middle Miocene (15 Ma),
when continuous mixed deciduous and conifer- had a much less-possibly

tably one m

havestable, coastal Alaska presents, no
^

which "the axis ofrotation ofthe earth may
.

no.^inc]inatio"

*«

hardwood forests still linked Asia-North Amer-
Beringia) and Europe

(Wolfe, 1977: 37). . q^
c>~y— --v.iwt^-i,uiui/A.iiiciica^via /vs lor me source oi uic v-».i'-^" '-

-gjj

Iceland-Greenland). Clearly, the North Ameri- flora, it is recalled that much of the tempe

can and Eiira<;ij>n ns,;,-^^ * j ^ . ^ ... ., , . *o ;« trooicai "'can and Eurasian paired-taxa are descendants of
common ancestral forms that contributed to the
Arclo-Tertiary forests (Medwecka-Komas 1961"
Komas, 1972).

woody forest flora has its roots in iroP»
^^

subtropical alliances (Axelrod, ^^^ '

^^ earb

this symposium). It is probable that
,j

Arcto-Tertiarv and late Cretaceous temp^
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I

forest flora ofconifers and deciduous hardwoods kane, Grand Coulee, 49 Camp, Succor Creek)

originated over middle (temperate) latitudes, es- that bordered local ponds and lakes formed by

pecially in montane areas, and thence spread damming by the Columbia River plateau basalts

northward to high latitudes in response to cooler in a region ofgenerally low reliefand high water-

climate. Documentation of such a history will table.

depend on a closer dating of presently known suggestion that the Madrean

floras as well as finds of new ones. Certainly the Miocene of northwest Oregon had only a lem-

temperate aspect of the early Paleocene Fort porary, serai relation on drier volcanic slopes in

Union flora (Brown, 1962) from Montana-Wy- that area is paralleled by distributions that re-

oming-Dakota and northward, with its temper- suited from the late Quaternary climatic fluctua-

ate conifers {Glyptostrobus, Metasequoia, Tax- tions. Some Califomian taxa that range far north

odium) and abundant dicots with serrate leaves inhabit the warmest, driest available sites that

as in grape, walnut, tupelo, cherry, oak, hickory, were invaded only since the last glacial. Arbutus

hackberry, chestnut, elm, zelkova, hazelnut, ma- menziesii occurs on dark (heat-retaining) meta-

ple, and many others, is consistent with this in- volcanic rocks on Vancouver Island, rocks that

terpretation, as is the later occurrence of more were covered by ice only 12,000 years ago. Quer-

modem temperate dicots at higher latitudes. It cus garryana is confined to drier slopes in west-

is supported also by the more archaic character Washingt
of taxa in the high arctic late Cretaceous-Paleo- area it invaded in post-glacial time (Hansen, 1942,

cene floras, paralleling the persistence of a flora 1947). The oak groves in the Puget Sound area

of"Late Jurassic-Aptian" aspect at high latitudes are being actively invaded by Pseudotsuga forest

when early angiosperms were already in the low- and have only a serai relation (Franklin & Dry-

lands at lower latitudes and spreading polewards ness, 1973: 89). The same relationship is im-

(Axelrod, 1959). pHed by Vaccinium ovatum, a common member

Washington

The preceding distributional and phyto-socio- of the closed-cone pine forest of California that

'ogical evidence show that in spite of slight to
nioderate morphological diflferences, the ecologic
tolerances of scores of temperate taxa have not

Mason
ifertum

changed greatly. This statement conflicts with the in the closed-cone pine forests {Pinus sect,

notion (Mason, 1947; Wolfe, 1969: 197, 1972: (9ocar/?^a^) of Mexico where there are many re-

230, 1977: 47)thatnumerous Tertiary foresttaxa lated species that also make up the Califomian

have changed their physiology and have shifted coastal pine forests (Axelrod, 1977: 171, 1980).

to new vegetation zones. The examples purport- Ecologic studies (Franklin & Dryness, 1973:

^ to support this notion can be interpreted in 85-86) show that K ovatum borders the coastal

^ther ways. For instance, species ofArctostaphy- forests to the north and has only a serai relation,

'^^. Arbutus, Ceanothus. Cercocarpus, Colubri- occupying open, drier sites that presumably are

relict from the warmer Xerothermic and more

logging
^ Garrya, Heteromeles, Holodiscus, Karwin-

-

/^' ^yonothamnus, Peraphyllum, and .

^^bellularia are reported from the Miocene of these and many other typically Califomian taxa

^onhwesiem Oregon. Wolfe (1969, 1972, 1977) far to the north has been discussed by DetHng

^
tes that they were part of a mixed mesophytic

^^^st, not members of the subhumid Madrean

(1953, 1958, 1961) for Oregon and by Schofield

(1969) who reviewed the floristic makeup of the

I
^lerophyli vegetation of the southern interior to "Mediterranean

f
'^hich he believes they adapted later in the Mio- Vancouver Island and southwestern British Co^

lumbia. As they emphasize, the "Califomian"

species are not an integral part of the climax

conifer forests but occur in open, sunnier, drier

areas for the most part, and entered this region

only since the last glacial, most probably during

^' Actually, nearly all of these examples have
n recorded in older floras of drier aspect in

^
^ southern interior. Their occurrence at the

oflJ-
^^^^^^'y ^^s favored by the construction

^^

Miocene volcanos along the Cascade axis, with

J
.

^^ffs and breccias providing well-drained,

^,^u
^^^^^ ^"^ slopes adjacent to the rich mesic -^^

. , .

\f^y
forests. Significantly, these taxa are essen- greatly changed their physiologic requirements,

^"y absent from large Miocene floras of the shifting to wholly new associations. Furihc-r-

"^^by region (Mascall, Blue Mountains, Spo- more, since rapid, severe environmental shifts

Xerothermic
forest
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Figure 29. Oaks of the allied subsects. Prinoideae and Diversipiloseae are confined now to separate conti

:nts. Fossil species of these alliances were widespread across middle and high latitudes into the Miocene.

like those of the Quaternary are not documented strable today because the record is still too m-

for the Tertiary, there probably was little inter- completely known to determine whether a fossi

change between North America and Eurasia of species in western North America moved to east-

taxa that represent sections of genera that orig- em Asia or vice versa. An ancestral species may

inated in restricted parts of one continent or the have moved southward and changed more in one

area ("derived") than the other, thus giving nse
other.

fomiThis is not to deny that taxa may have shifted .^ ^ .

to new associations, but these were between the
'

grated to give rise to the "derived" taxon. Clear-

same general forest types, as in the shift ofa taxon ly, the notion that taxa have commonly move^

from the American to the Asian sector of the into associations widely different from those

mixed deciduous or conifer-hardwood forest. the ancestral community is not demonstra
^

Examples of such shifts are not readily demon- Some taxa have been restricted upward, out o

Figure 30 Distribution of species oiErythwbalanus subse^Rubrae. Taxa similar to coccirtea a"<J^^Sr.
«:cur ,n the Miocene of Oregon. Oaks of this group have also been divided into subsects. Laeves, m'-'

Palmtres, Cocctneae, Pagodaefoliae, and CaliforniraP
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Figure 31. Lobed white oaks have been divided into subsects. Lobateae, Gambelieae, Albeae.Jhos^ of the

former two occur as fossils in the far West during the Miocene. Members oi Albeae have not yet been certainly

recorded there.

associations now too xeric for them, and others Tertiary province. Figures 29 to 37 illustrate the

have moved to lower elevations where climates present concentrations of some representative

are warmer, but in such cases they are still com- species of several Quercus sections (from Tre-

nAna„. c ..... ' 1 r>'>/i. /^^.^.ic 1 Q1^_*s4'l ann Tflhlps 1 to 1
ponents ot associations in which they were pres-

form

lease, 1924; Camus, 1936-54) and Tables 1 to 3

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ indicate the present distribution of oaks in the

reachedVoloweriVvdraTd^sdercph^irta^^^^ temperate regions chiefly. It is apparent that

higher ones under a climate of ample summer whereas species of many sections or subsections

---- -

of dicots have ranged widely across Holarctica

(see above. Figs. 1-16), only members of the

allied subsects. Prinoideae and Diversipiloseae

occurred throughout temperate Holarctica dur-

The preceding data provide a basis for inter- ing the Tertiary and earlier, having been recorded

Preting the Tertiary history of oaks in the Arcto- in Spitzbergen, Iceland, Alaska, Siberia, and also

rain and milder winters (Axelrod, 1976, fig. 4).

Past and Present Distribution of Oaks

I

I

?i COCCIFEREAE

• rigida
aucheri
coccifera
callipryfios

ulgur luensis

I

phillyraeoide

aroni
inosa

crodonta
gilllana

^ t

BRACK IDES

^ "nescena
aquifololdes
monimotricha
semicarpifolia

guyavaefoltfl

hande liana

F"Ot-RE 32. Oaks of sect. Cerris represent two subsections that '"^P'v
formcMrans^Eurasian di

^''^^'Is of each subsection have been recorded in their respective areas during the Ncogcnc.

ibuiion

\
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Figure 33. Taxa of subsect. Phellos, confined now to the southeastern United States, were represented by

species allied to phellos and imbricaria in the Miocene of Oregon.

Figure 34. Taxa of Quercus subsect. Galliferae are recorded in the Neogene of the Mediterranean basin

EufOp*-
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)

I

I

Bergen
Leningrad

S, tip
Tygda Sakhalin

British
Columbia

Lake

Winnipeg Caspe

60 60

mongolica
macrocarpa

garryana

50

pontica
hartwissiana

I

crispula

I dentata

I

macraAthera
cascanae folia arax

40

ellipsoldalls

prlnus

Ina

Iba

rubra
muhlenb.

ve lut

.

palustr is
bicolor

Figure 36. Northern limit ofEurasian oaks today
Figure 37. Northern limit of American oaks to-

day.

at middle latitudes in Eurasia and western North
America. The presence of these allied subsec-
tions (or series) on separate land masses today
and the records ofsimilar fossil species in the far

north in the early Tertiary implies a southward
in response to cooling climate and the re-

suhant divergence of two closely allied groups.
The alliance was already at middle latitudes by

shift

of eastern North America and are remote from

those of Mexico-Central America. The relations

imply that these oaks originated in relatively lo-

cal provinces.

Fossil evidence for restriction ofspecies ofmost

subsections (series) to comparatively local re-

tVrplT"""'
wa. aucuuy ai iniauie lauiuuc. uy ^ .

j^
j. j ^^ ^^ continental inter-

tk oTp"
* ;°™' '"?•

1, '2 '"'/ 'Tn h-8' ""ring the middle and later Tertiary is
specie orPnnoideae is m the Bull Run flora (40

^^^^f-^^^^ ^.^^ systematic evidence (Tables 1-
»u,y.a.j 01 northern Nevada, where it contributed
to conifer-deciduous hardwood forest at an ele-

vation close to pure subalpine conifer forest.

Species of most sections and subsections of
Quercus

3). Furthermore, the restriction of most sections

to their present continental areas, or to parts of

them, is clearly shown by illustrations of the nu-

merous fossil oaks from across the USSR which

cifir
^^'^

^^.^t^^ted to one continent or to spe-
^^^ of Eurasian affinity (Takhtajan, 1982). As

oth H
'^' paralleling those discussed for

y^-eiease noted (1924), "the existing oaks oftem-
ner aicots (see above). Their close fossil allies

^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ developed since the breaking
burred more widely in the Neogene but most

^^ ^^^ drcumpolar land connection of Tertiary
lu not range far from their present areas, as Europe

ludpf^H r L xime: mill uic genua iiidj ii«*vi^i.-.w 11 «..wv*^M*w^^

Jaof r?""
'"^''°'"'* '" Europe, Asia Minor, ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ q^^^^ in Cerris and Ilex types;

^

P "' '-hma, and western United States (Figs. ^^^ ^^^^ -^ ^^y j^^^e reached America originally
;• txamples of wider distribution in the far ^^^^ one or more now vanished land connections

est are provided by the records ofred oaks (afF.

^occinea. falcata, velutina) and chestnut oaks (afF.

^color, prinus, muhlenbergii) in Washington,
regon, and Idaho. Species of sect. Cerris occur

• • • •

Cretaceous links are implied by the occurrence

of Lithocarpus and Castanopsis (= Chrysolepis)

^
gon, and Idaho. Species of sect. Cerris occur .^ California, which are allied to Asian taxa in

«y across southern Eurasia and the species „,„_ t««,«^r^fp riimates. Furthermore. Litho-
ast and west represent different subsections (Fig.

), implying an ancestral alliance adapted to
afferent climates differentiated in them as con-
^lons changed. Most subsections in the genus
now recognized) display only local occur-

warm
Q. nevadensis Lesq

acora cup) was already present in California in

the late Eariy Eocene Chalk Bluffs flora. Together

with

(Yfences oc u ,
- -x--"^ —

^

lYunnan-iiiuiiaiiu-xjwiiivv .^ — ^ /,

culata).
"^ subsects. i?o/?wr (- Pedun- ^^^^^^^^ ^re implied across the Atlantic (1) when

it was narrower than at present and prior to the

clockwise

2^tae) (Fig. 35)^ p/j^Z/^^ (Fig. 33) and many

PrZnJ^"'"
"^""^ ^^^^ ""^^ '^"^'^ ^^' ^'^'^ '*""'' coumer-c.u..w... .w^»

SDrp A-
^^^^' "^^^^^ ^^^e ^^^ restricted by

^2) when more numerous, now-sunken islands

^ eading dry climate that compelled forest and - .^,^

oodland species to retreat into locally favor-

< often montane, habitats (Axelrod, 1979).

1^^
"oted by Trelease (1 924), the Califomian and

J^ky Mountain white oaks are unlike those of
"»e Atla

linked

Raven & Axelrod, 1974).

CaUf,

ntic region, and the black oaks of the

NORTHERN LIMIT OF QVF.RCUS

Available evidence indicates that most oak

ornia province are distantly related to those species



Table 1. Distribution of sections and subsections of Quercus in Holarctica (from Camus, 1936-54).

Subgenus Cyclobalanopsis

Subgenus Euquercus

Sect. Cerris

Subsecls.

Brachylepides (15 sp.)

Echinolepides (3 sp.)

Cypriotes (1 sp.)

Cocciferae (4 sp.)

Suber(l)

Macrolepides (9)

Campylolepides (2)

Eucerris (1)

Sect. Mesobalanus

Subsects.

Malacolepides ( I

)

Macrantherae (3)

(excl. Ponticae)

Sect. Lepidobalanus

Sen 1. Gerontogeae

Subsects.

Floribundae (6)

Pachyphyllae (5)

Englerianae (1)

Ilex (1)

Diversipilosae (9)

Galliferae (5)

Hartwissianae (1)

Sessiliflorae (6)

1-anu^nosae (2)

Pedunculatae (7)

Europe

X
X

Asia Himalayas

Mediter.

Basin

Minor (to Afghan- S. China
& Persia istan) (Yunnan) C. China

NE Asia-

Japan

(Cyprus)

X
X

(To Malaysia-Borneo)

(To upper Burma)

X

X

(To Annam)
(To Assam, Siam)

X
X

as

00

>

>

o

H
X
m

O
C
72

Z

r

>

m
Z
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Table 2. Distribution of sections and subsections of Quercus in North America (from Camus, 1936-54).

Sect. Lepidobalanus

Ser. 2. Americanae^

Subsects.

Virentes (6)

Dumosae (2)

Griseae ( 1

)

Oblongifoliae (2)

Undulatae (3)

Arizonicae (3)

Douglasiae (I)

Confusae (4)

Lobatae (2)

Gambelieae (3)

Prinoidae (7)

Stellatae (3)

Lyratae ( 1

)

Albae ( 1

)

Macrocarpae ( 1

)

a

Calif.

Baja

Calif.

Ariz.-

Texas-

Colo.

Central Southern E US-
US US (Canada)

(W. Tx)

(relict)

(To E. Mexico)

origin.

ling Mexico-Central Macrobalanus, first ten subsects. are Madrean in

terms gnificant

wider

Paleocene and later, reaching above latitude 60°N

Miocene

EVOLUTION

Oaks comprise one of the more active groups

terms

*e Tertiary; most species and subsections (or species that now reach latitude 45-50° (Figs. 36,

series) have had relatively restricted distribu- 37), five are members of the Prinoideae-Diver-

ons. Fossil oak remains are not common in
eniary floras from higher latitudes, as Green-

T^:
Spitsbergen, Ellesmereland, Alaska, or

,

^^"^''"- Those that have been illustrated readi-

ly

tall into subsects. Prinoideae and Diversipi-

T"^' t^e leaves resembling those of Q. prinus.
J^na, muhlenbergii, mongolica. and their allies,
nis raises the problem as to why other fossil Tertiary. There are now about 280 to 300 species

°aks are rare (or absent) in floras from latitudes and scores of hybrids are recognized. The great

generally above latitude 50°N. Oaks now reach plasticity of the group is apparent in the con-
jeir northern limit near latitude 50°N (Figs. 36, vergence in similar leaf form and acorn type

') and only Q, robur and petraea extend to lat- among species belonging to different sections of
^de 60°N in the Baltic region, an area they no the genus. Oaks proliferated in generally restrict-

0"bt invaded during the Altithermal. Temper- ed regions, chiefly in response to mcreasmg to-

„ '^ IS not the chieffactor that accounts for their pographic, climatic and edaphic diversity dunng

the middle and later Tertiary. In addition, there

were certain times when climatic extremes in-

creased sharply, as at 35, 13, and 5 Ma (refs.

in Axelrod, 1981; Kennett, 1 98 1), as well as dur-

ing Quaternary fluctuations. These major cli-

matic shifts may have corresponded with times

r)eciation

high ^^ .^, ^„^ xw..c».j.

^^ly
^"PPorted rich deciduous forests (Figs. 1 -

J
"^to the Middle Neogene (15-16 Ma), yet the

md
^^^^ .^^countered there are those of Pri-

\^^^^^^'^^^^rsipiloseae. Most oaks occupy

Cent ar^
^^11 below 40°N and the highest con-

Cent
Mexico

-"al America (with some 150 species), and taxa) as older alliances disappeared and more

light
became

£^ ""' P^^^^P^l factor that limits, and has An example of such a radiation is suggested

"""ed, the northern distribution of most oaks, by the history of Quercus wishzemi and its close



Table 3. Distribution of sections and subsections of Quercus in North America (from Camus, 1936-54)

ON

N. Baja Southern Central Eastern NEUS
California Arizona Calif N. Mexico US US US & Canada

Sect. Protobalanus (6) X X X

ANNAUSect. Erythrobalanus*

Subsects.

Durifoliae (1) X X O
Agrifoliae (2)

Tl

H
Vimineae (1) X X

rn

Hypoleucae (1) X X 2
Saltillenses (3) X 0^

Myrtifoliae (1) X o
Phellos (5) X X X 2
Marylandicae (3) X X X X
Laeves ( 1

)

X X X
O

Pagodaefoliae (2) X ^
liicifoliae (1) X X Q
Palustres (2) X X X

>
r

Velutinae (1) X X X X
GARlCoccineae (4) X X X X X

Califomicae (1) X

(to S. Oregon &
Baja Calif.)

Z

" Excluded are all subsects. in subtropical Mexico-Central America
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\

40'' North Latitude

North America

Eureka

Indianapolis

Philadelphia

Europe

Lisbon

Tip of Italy

Asia

Ankara

Baku

Peking

Akita

Figure 38. Most oaks are adapted to short days at lower latitudes. Percentage figures indicate the approximate
^presentation of oaks in the indicated latitudinal belts. (Figure from Strahler & Strahler, 1977, with permission
OU. Wiley & Sons.)

/> Q
7" In California and Nevada there are large zenii have typified semiarid oak-grassland wood-
^tes of fossil leaves oftwo members ofthe com-

th^^'

^' ^^^^^^^^oides and Q, shrevoides ined.,

Q^ ^^e similar to those produced by the living

^Jl^'^-^^ii and Q, shreveL The fossils com-

.. ^^ ^*^^^ the dominants to subdominants of

Miocene

from Nevada into California as conditions be-

came drier and cooler to the east as the Sierran

Kir^^v wn« plpvated- Fossil records of the shrubs

known

^ noras in which they occur. Figure 39 shows suggest that parvula is older than frutescens.

J^^^

Ihe alliance appears first as shrevoides in As for their origin, oaks of the wislizenii alli-

^e^-central Nevada and shifts westward to Sier- ance are related to the series Peninjulares Tre-

evada (Remington Hill flora) and is now (as lease

Califom

noides

(Q
Durifoliae

^3- As climate became drier, wislize- durifolia)

western
(VeH*

^ ^^ ^nrevoiaes in western i^evaua

lafj
"^^ckee floras) and then in the lower Sier-

in 1^T^^
^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ Coast Ranges. The shifts

Mexico

{Q

adapt
type

i Madre
ifoliae,

Miocene 12
Ma) and "^^' '" *^^ ^PP^^

l^^l
^ m the latest Miocene (5-6 Ma). There

early been a coastward restriction from the

Q it'^^
^^vada desert ofthe presumed ancestral

torn
'^^^^^^^^-^^^evei line which has contributed
esic broadleaved sclerophyll forest for fully

Vimineae represent taxa adapted to subhumid

Q
shrevoides and wisHzenoides, which lived eariier

dapted

dominant winter-rain climate of California. Pe-

ninsulares were restricted to their present area
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Figure 39. Inferred relations of oaks of the Quercus wislizenii complex (see text).

as the lowlands became drier; they live in a young far West^ .^ r, .«*»uo L/w»..aiiiv \jnci, Liicy live 111 a young sonai rainiaii uisuiuuuun iai ^^^— .

j^

mountainous region, one elevated only in the last aridity had developed over southwestern
^^^^

two to three million years (Gastil et al., 1975). and North America by the middle ^^^^^\...^

Durifoliae

Ma) and Mint
Q

Ma) floras, southern California

may nave oeen me umc ui v^i«£."- --
qj^

major subsections (or series) of the genu^^
^^^

chmates commenced to spread ^^P^^^
.^^.ed

ceding data imply that these series probably are

Miocene
Antarctica

survived

as drier climates spread more widely in the late

modem
oaks ofsubhumid requirements in the Florissant

Ma)

and as ice spread on Aniarcui.*» y-^
ountai^'

taxa now retreated into rapidly rising m
^^^

and differentiated east and west into n
^^^^^

sections (series) and many species.
^'^^J

^jing

of new upland terrains and their acco V^^^

local climatic differences may well have P_^^^

a basis for the origin ofnumerous ^^^^^^
^^^^\ co-

as founder populations exploited these
^^^ ^

y.v i.ic:>ciu uisjunct subsections ofsect. Cerris vironments. With rapid shifts in chma
^^^^

^ndSuber across Eurasia and of the Albeae (incl. stability in populations, the effect wou
^.^,

LobateaeUnd Rubreae (incl. Coccineae) across been the rapid origin of distinct taxa- ^"
.j,^

the United States also reflect restriction following ulating the phenomena ofpunctuated
eq

.^^
the spread of drier climate and of a shift in sea- In the central Cordilleran region of the

lied series may have diverged from an ancestral
alliance in Oligocene time.

The present disjunct subsections ofsect. Cerris

\
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States, sequences offloras from the middle Eocene and enters the lower part of the adjacent mixed
to the early Miocene (Green River, Florissant, conifer forest in rocky canyon walls and exposed
Beaverhead, Ruby, Creede) show that numerous areas. Quercus vaccinifolia, clearly derived from
laxa (i.e., Cercocarpus, Colubrina, Mahonia, Q, chrysolepis, ranges from the upper mixed co-

Peraphyllum, Philadelphus, Rhus, Sapindus, nifer forest into fir-subalpine forest and locally

many small legumes) that imply drier climates reaches close to tree-line. These taxa occur in
were spreading over the area. A small-leaved, areas with precipitation as low as 300 mm (12
lobed Eocene white oak {Q. lyratiformis Cock- in.) and as high as 2,500 mm (100 in.) and the
erell) in the Florissant flora (35 Ma) is the only montane sites have heavy snow. The growing
record of the group in older floras (Fig. 40). It season may last fully seven months (Ensenada)
niay be suggested that it spread east and west or be as brief as two to two and a half months
into moister terrains, developing into larger- (above Twin Lakes, California),

leaved species in eastern {alba, macrocarpa, ly- In sect. Cerris subsect. Brachylepides, which
^uta) and western (lobata, gambelii, garryana) is largely in the area from central China to Yun-
areas.

'micarpifolia, aquifoloides,

The problem ofthe origin and relationships of gilliana range up to 3,000 to 4,000 m in Yunnan.
the lobed red (black) oaks, subsects. Coccineae- Since the age ofthe mountains is established, the
Rubreae (incl. Q. kelloggii)^ is not readily solved rate of adaptation of these taxa to high montane
today. The oldest black oak is the early Eocene conditions, and their derivation from ancestral
Chalk Bluffs Q. eoxalapensis MdicGxmXit {19A\\ species, can be estimated. Clearly, field studies
f'ut It appears quite unhke an ancestral type for of radiation of natural cohorts in Quercus can be
^occineae-Rubreae, A possible ancestral form quite rewarding.

Jjay
be Q. peritula Cockerell from the late Eocene

nonssant flora (MacGinitie, 1953) (Fig. 40). If
1^ spread east and west into more humid climates

nse ttTctl7r^ T""''^T ""r- '^r although Q, mongolica was present there (as ^
teseastr^^^^^ ^i?

'^''
^^TA protodentata) as a regular member of the Mio-

^^^les east and west ofthe Cordillera would have ^
. , ._.,. r„-..* «^n.^ .*„^:^. -.^a:

DOMINANCE

northeastern Asia suggests

differed i

fossil

cene rich deciduous forest, pollen studies indi-

s^ecierr '^"^"J-
'1' 7?™ ^;°''"'

cate that the present oak forests dominated by

^WP to O LT' ^"^.^^""^^^' ^^°^
'^^^'l^l- Q. mongolica are late Quaternary (in Ablaev &

^^^tem UnUeXr'^T? ^""n iT''-V^ Gorovoi, 1974). A similar relationship is indi-

um..
" '^""ed States and to Q. kelloggll of the _, . ^ ^, ^^^;n5,nt Inwlnnd oak commnni-

"t- The moderate differences east and west may

jj

^^^^^ '^o "lore than foliar plasticity in the group.

Siink^^^°
^^ident that in some floras (Mascall,

ng Water) there appears to have been hy-
brid'zation among the lobed oaks.

RADIATION

cated for the dominant lowland oak communi-

ties in Cahfomia and Arizona as judged from

late Pleistocene fossil floras and from evidence

provided by wood-rat middens. Fossil species

allied to Q. agrifolia. douglasii, engelmannii, and

wislizenii are recorded in Miocene and Pliocene

floras as members of rich sclerophyllous wood-

Sq land. The living species that form pure stands at

natural subsections have radiated into , pVvations adjacent to grassland have adapt-

ofZ
'^^'^^^ environments. For instance, species

riA
^ ^^''y^olepideae occur in several vegeta-

Uuercus

low elevations adjacent to grassland have adapt-

ed to these drier areas more recently and rep-

resent new monoclimax communities. A similar

tree end
• ^"^'i^"'^

tomentella is a woodland
relationship is indicated for Q. emoryi and Q

»nH .

^^^^ ^° islands oflT southern California ^u]n„<,ifnlia which dominate as pure commU'

desert which supported rich woodlands into the

*"dior„ A ,

"^ "" a^uiiiciu ^aix.w..w^
oblongijolia, wmcn aommdic a» yu.t ^.,..i...u-

cone
^ ^^'"P^ Island; it occurs with closed- ^j^j^^ ^^ jj^g e^jge of grassland and above the

Island""^
^•^'est on Santa Cruz and Guadalupe -

- -

%"
h

^"^'"'^"'^ cedrosensis is a shrub in coastal

W ^^^'^^'' ^"d closed-cone pine vegetation

Calif
°" ^^^ coastward slopes of northern Baja

latest Pleistocene.

Summary
Quercus

'">Ari
Q

southern California The

tion of oaks and areas of iheir fossil occurrence

evergreen tree that dominates the mixed leads to the following tentative conchas ons

*^een forest (sclerophyll forest) of California
originated
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the montane tropics, had migrated across the of the later Cenozoic, one afforded by selection
tropics via the Atlantic and had diverged into for greater drought and higher temperature at

the principal living genera by the later Creta- lower levels (California-Arizona, Spain-Turkey)

and by cold in the interior (Manchuria-Primorye,

central U.S.).

7. Species of subsections (series) of Quercus

ceous.

underwent

warm
perate climate as cooler and drier conditions radiated from subtropical and warm temperate
spread and especially in areas where terrain di- into subalpine environments as mountains were

elevated in the late Tertiary; ecologic studies of

these cohorts should prove illuminating.

8, Further progress in understanding oak evo-

Mexico
southwestern

southeastern

3. Oaks were rare at higher latitudes during lution will depend not only on obtaining addi-

though tional fossil plants and re-evaluating those in old-
and well suited for numerous deciduous hard- er collections, but also on taxonomists providing
woods and conifers. Northward distribution of a more realistic grouping of taxa into natural
most oaks evidently was controlled primarily by alliances,
'^ght Oong day) north of latitude 50^

4. Many sections and subsections (or series)
are confined to local sectors ofthe continents and
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GENETIC DIVERGENCE WITHIN THE GENUS
LIRIODENDRON (MAGNOLIACEAE)' ^

Clifford R. Parks,^ Norton G. Miller,'* Jonathan F. Wendel^
AND Karen M. McDougal^

Abstract

The genus Liriodendron L. consists of a southeast Asian-eastern North American disjunct species

pair, but the genus had a much wider distribution in the Northern Hemisphere during the late

Cretaceous and the Tertiary. Although generally similar in morphology, the two extant species are

measurably different. In 1973 and 1977 they were hybridized, and interspecific heterosis was observed

in the progeny. After seven years, the interspecific hybrids synthesized in 1973 had a significantly

greater biomass than intraspecific hybrids of L, tulipifera. The growth rate of interspecific and intra-

specific F2 seedlings was approximately equal. A preliminary survey offlavonoid extracts in L. tulipifera

populations showed a high level of quantitative variation that was not obviously correlated with either

geographic or environmental parameters. While there was little flavonoid variation in one small L
chinense population, a tree from a second locality in China was markedly divergent in its chromat-

ographic pattern. An isozyme survey of individual trees from a few populations showed L. tulipifera

to be moderately heterozygous. Six trees of L. chinense from one locaUty were identically homozygous,

while a seventh tree from a different locality was equally homozygous but for different alleles at a

number of loci. The available evidence indicates that the two Liriodendron species have not diverged

very far from a presumed common ancestor. However, L. tulipifera is an abundant, almost weedy,

species in some parts of its range, whereas L, chinense has suffered from population restriction and

loss of heterozygosity to the degree that it shows inbreeding depression.

The genus Liriodendron includes two extant em North American Paleogene (Wolfe, 1972) and

species, L. chinense (HemsL) Sarg. and L. tuli- Neogene sediments (Smiley & Rember, 1981).

pi/era L., and a number of extinct species that Considering this paleobotanical evidence, it is

are based on fossils of leaves or seeds from var- probable that Liriodendron was widespread m

ious Cretaceous and Tertiary strata. The Chinese Northern Hemisphere in what has been

tulip tree occurs in widely scattered populations termed the Arcto
northern and that its present distribution reflects rang

. ^^.. ,. .^. restrictions due to local extinction at vanous tim

^

1). From conversations with botanists from the in the late Cenozoic. There is no evidence t

ofAnhwei

People's Republic of China, it appears that L.
chinense exists as a small number ofpopulations

lipifera

each containing only a few individuals. Unlike may survive as relicts of antecedents whose

tulipifi
*

tribution was originally sympatnc.
often weedy over much of its range, which in- Despite the long isolation, the two ex

eludes nearly all of the United States east of the
Mississippi River (Fig. 1).

Fossils in deposits of Tertiary age from Asia,
Europe, and North America indicate that Lir-
iodendron was once much more widely distrib-

highlyspecies are ni^uy lutciicim*- v**- --
Porks

pers. comm.; Santamour, 1972; Miller & I'a^^.

1980). In 1973 two of us (Miller & Parks) sei^^n

a long-range hybridization study to ^'^P'"^^^^—"— -.^^xj vxisiiiu- genetic behavior of the F, hybrid and ad%

uted m the Northern Hemisphere. It survived in generations derived from it. This work >s

Europe at least until the Pliocene and early Pleis- augmented by analyses ofinter- and
'^"^^^^^^^

tocene (Szafer, 1 954), and is represented in west- variability aj
'

" -^v,.ine>.
determined
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'^'^^ HE I, Distribution maps of L. tuhpifera (Little, 1971) and L, chinense (Wu & Wang, 1957).
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chemistry, and paleobotany. Our goal is to de- container grown under uniform conditions until

termine the amount of genetic divergence that 1980 when they were planted in the nursery at

has taken place in the genus Liriodendron and to a site adjacent to the earlier group.

gain insight into the evolution of divergence in Biomass measurements. Relative biomass

a pair of long isolated species. In this report we was estimated by parabolic volume of boles

will concern ourselves primarily with the results (pv = O.Svrr^h, where r = radius and h = height)

of the hybridization study.

Materials and Methods

Plant materials. Seven accessions of Lirio-

dendron chinense were available for this study.

Six of these originated in 1948 from the Lushan
Botanic Garden, Kuikiang, Kiangsi Province,

China, by way of the Cabot Foundation and the

Arnold Arboretum of Harvard Universitv. Of

calculated from measurements made ofthe 1973

progeny in July 1982, and measurements made

of the 1977 progeny in November 1979.

High pressure liquid chromatography

(HPLC), Flavonoids were separated using

HPLC. Dried leaves collected in late summer

and early autumn were extracted in absolute

methanol (0.5 g/5 ml), filtered to 0.45 ^m and

used for analysis without further treatment. A

Waters Associates HPLC (6000A solvent deliv

these, five are maintained at the Blandy Exper-
""^"^=^—--c. ^r.^

^^""T.con "riable
imental Farm. University of Virginia, Boyce, ''^ system U6K injector, ^"d

"f
° ^^

Virginia, and one is located in the Coker Arbo-
^-elength mjector) was used. An 8-15 A^m
pie was injected onto a 1.4 mm x 3U cm ui

return on the University ofNorth Carohna cam-
pus, Chapel Hill. The seventh L. chinense acces-

sion originated from a botanical garden in Hupei
Province, China (A. R. Kruckeberg, pers. comm.)

MsK
Washingt ^. tulipifi

growing

trasphere-ODS column (5 ^m particle size, re-

verse phase). Separation was obtained using a

mobile phase of tetrahydrofuran : 2% acetic acid

(22:78) at a flow rate of 1.0 ml/min (2,800 psi),

an isocratic modification of gradient techniques

used by Asen (1977) and Smith (1980). Detection

was accomplished at 340 nm and 0.1 AUF •

Retention times and compound quantities were

recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Sigma 10. Compo-

nents were identified by co-chromatography
wi

standards or spectral examination

Electrophoresis and enzyme detection.
Starch

or near the campus of the University of North
Carolina.

Crossing experiments and progeny mainte-
nance. Interspecific crosses between Lirioden-
dron tulipifera and L. chinense were made in

1973 and 1977. The single tree of L. chinensein
f^ectropnoresis ana

^"^>'7''"';:^^;;-,,tracts

the Coker Arboretum was used as a male parent f electrophoresis was P^^[^^^^^
°^^ ^e ex-

because it produced only a few, mostly inacces-
f^«"^.

^^^^^f ^^^^^f T t, ^^ composition^-
sible, flowers. Hand pollinations were made by ''^f'''''^

^^^^^"^ ^^^'^^^^^^
ffollowed or wert

applying pollen to the stigmas of buds emascu-
and e ectrophoresis P^o^^dures fdlowe

lated one or two days prior to opening of the f^^''^
modified from Wendel and Pa^k i

^^^
perianth. After pollen application, the buds were

Subsequent to electrophoresis,
f^^^ ^^^^ 5),

covered with paper bags for about two weeks to
^"^ ^'^'""^^ ^^^

^^ f^^Z- h^dl^ Baum and

prevent pollen contamination. Self-pollinations
according to methods published in

^^^

were made by opening buds at the same stage,
Scandelios (1979), Cardy et al. 980),

JJ ^^

pollinating with pollen from the same tree and
^'^'^^ ^^970), Sicihano and Shaw (l*^

covering with bags as with the cross-pollinations. ^^''^^^ ^""^ ^^'^' ^^^^^^^

In the autumn fruits were harvested and stratified

for at least 1 weeks at 4°C. They were sown in
flats in the greenhouse, and seedlings were trans-
planted to 4-inch pots when they had reached

Results

Crossing experiments imerspeciflcjl**

^ .„ . „.^,. ^^^^ vTiitii uicy uitu icacneu of L/nWe«<iTO/? showed vegetative he t ^^
the appropriate size. The saplings from the 1 973 eariy seedling stages. The heterotic respoD

^
pollinations were planted in an alluvial field in in both the rate of growth and in the s

the spring and summer of 1975. Individuals were vegetative parts. The interspecific hybnds

Weeds
were partially controlled, but irrigation was not

the typical bronze coloration of new fo >

characterizes the paternal parent l^-

tHat

chinen^'

cbfO-
available. Seedlings from the 1977 group were but is never seen in L. tulipifera. Tv^O'^^ .^
treated initially as the earlier group, but were matographic separations offlavonoid

extract
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Table 1. Seed set and survival from hybridizations
4

between Liriodendron chinense and L. tulipifera.

1973 Pollinations 1977 Pollinations

(field grown) (container grown)

Self- Self- Open-

Polli- L. tulip. L. tulip. Polli- Polli- L. tulip. L. tulip.

nations X X nations nations X X

L. tulip. L. tulip. L. chin. L. tulip. L. tulip. L. tulip. L. chin.

Samaraceta

harvested 5 7 15 11 38 14 12

Seeds

germinated 1

1

127 273 19 138 231 230

Numt>er

germinated

per

samaracetum 2.2 18.1 18.2 1.7 3.6 16.5 19.2

\ Nfumber

surviving

Percent

survival

Feb. 77

5

Feb. 77

64

Feb. 77

172

Nov. 79

8

Nov. 79

100

Nov. 79

132

Nov. 79

166

45 50 63 42 72 57 72

developed from a sample ofhybrid trees showed To add an additional comparison, open-pol-

esseniially a full complementation of flavonoid linated fruits were collected from each of the

extractives characteristic of the two parent parent trees used in the 1977 pollinations. Ger-

species, as has also been reported by Santamour mination was very low (3.6 seedHngs per aggre-

Ui'72). The heterotic response was so conspic-
uous by 1977 that we repeated the crosses with
different parent trees of L. tulipifera to make

gate) but the seedlings obtained showed good

vigor and survivorship. Since some open-polli-

aggregates

certain that the growth response was not an ar- whereas others produced few or none, we suspect

tifact ofunusually high specific combining ability that in the spring of
1 97 7 inadequate cross-pol-

0' trees used in the original crosses
tulipifc

Data on the germination and early survival of In 1973 and 1977 open-pollinated fruits were

seedling progenies from the two hybridization collected from L. chinense, but a total of only

J^"es are summarized in Table 1 In Lirioden- three seedlings was obtained. [Open-pollmated

^o« samaras with fertile seeds cannot be readily seeds of L. chinense from Kulmg, China had vi-

^siinguished from sterile samaras. Because all ability approximately equal to that of opcn-pol-

aras ofboth types were planted, germination
Pf fruit aggregate (samaracetum) rather than ^ --

.j ^ •

P^nt germination was recorded. In both years L. chinense seedlings have flavonoid and iso-

lipifi

open

erspecific combinations resulted m as many
^^•nore seeds per aggregate germinated (18.2 and

_
2 versus 18.1 and 16.5 for the two years, re-

ctively) than intraspecific combinations, and

cifi

^"^^^"^ survival was greater for the interspe-

jJ^fl^ss of seedlings (63 and 72 versus 50 and

^].
^e number ofviable seeds produced by the

^ -pollinations was very small. Most that ger-
^'nated died in the seedling stages; however, two

survive from the first group ofcrosses. These
wealthy trees only a little smaller than the

zyme profiles typical ofthe synthetic interspecific

hybrids, L. chinense produced no seedlings

through self-pollination.

As a measure of vegetative heterosis, biomass

(bole volume) was calculated for both progenies

(Tables 2 and 3). In all cases for the 1973 prog-

gnificantly 0.05)

for interspecific trees than for trees resulting from

pecific
observed

be

!!^'^8e for trees of the same age derived from tulipift

°ss€s between different L. tulipifera parents. was made to equalize the number of crosses in
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Table 2. 1982 biomass oi Liriodendron progenies Table 3. 1979 biomass ofLiriodendron progenies

synthesized in 1973. ivnthesized

Cross

Number
of

Progeny in m
Biomass^

3 Progeny

Number
of Indi-

viduals

Biomass

in cm'

L. tulipifera (Saunders tree^)

X L. chinense

L. tulipifera (Murphy tree^)

X L. chinense

L. tulipifera (Saunders tree)

X L. tulipifera (Murphy tree)

46 0.108

93 0.095^

53 0.074

» Biomass: PV = 0.57rr==h.

** Large individual parent trees of L. tulipifera on the

University of North Carolina campus.
*= Difference between interspecific and intraspecific

hybrids significant at the 0.05 level.

Liriodendron tulipifera

X L. chinense (3 different

L. tulipifera parents)

L. tulipifera self-

pollinations

L. tulipifera open-

pollinations

L. tulipifera

X L. tulipifera

(4 trees involved in

5 different combinations)

164 19.23

10 5.38

103 13.10

134 9.25

^ Significantly

the 0.001 level.
all combinations. Nearly all pollinated flowers

produced fruits, but many were destroyed by
squirrels. Table 3 is a summary ofmeasurements
made of the products of this second series of Flavonoid and enzyme analysis. Leaf ex-

crosses. The interspecific hybrids had signifi- tracts from thirty populations (average of five

cantly greater biomass {P < 0.001) than the in-

traspecific hybrids or the open-pollinated group.

The progeny of certain L. tulipifera parent trees

lipifi

the

high pressure liquid chromatography

consistently showed a greater heterotic response (HPLQ. Fourteen probable, and four known

with ^ vonoids (absorbent at 340 nm) from the L tu^

Iraspecific crosses, but this specific combining lipifera extracts were quantitatively assayed*

ability response did not obscure the rather great

vegetative heterosis observed in the interspecific

hybrids.

In the spring of 1 98 1 several flowers were pro-
duced on a few of the interspecific and the in-

traspecific hybrid trees generated by the 1973
crosses. The flowers of the Liriodendron tulipi-

fera X L. chinense hvbrid were, like the leaves.

lipifi

in flavonoid makeup, but large quantitative o
-

itotive (jn-
quantitati

ferences are large enough to appear as quaiiu

^^
differences on thin-layer or paper '^^^"'"^

j

graphic separations of crude extracts. Small,
^^

measurable quantitative differences were c

acteristic of wild trees from the same loca J
somewhat larger than those of either parent (population), while major quantitative

species. Furthermore, orange pigment was pres-

ent on most of the outer petal surface in flowers
of the interspecific hybrid rather than being re-

stricted to a narrow band toward the insertion

of the petals as is typical of L. tulipifera. All

available open-pollinated samaras from both the
intra- and interspecific hybrid groups (a majority
from the intrasnf*Hfir hvVlr-^/^c^ «/*»ro niont^^ ;«

ences occurred between
quantitative data ff*

populations provided

lation with altitude or geographical lo^^

Furthermore, orincipal component
an

clus-

tering of populations nor were there any
^^^^.—-/ — H—— ... icant correlations obtained between P^P" ^

order to compare growth characteristics of the positions along the first two principal co

Fi progenies. Four F^ seedlings were obtained
tulipifera x L. chinense hybrids,from

whereas about

nents and altitude, latitude or longitude.^^ ^
The flavonoid extractives from the n^

o L. tulipifera parents.

ofboth groups are about
dlings from both erouns

perimental Farm were ver

whereas the tree from the
borctum

appear
lerea only siigntiy irom mem. In gene ^^
trees are at least as similar to each other



f/^tt I 4. r>i>ii iltulmn t>l\t-4i) iittt ^ifts. » tx-iK cAl ve« in JO pupuJations of /.. iulipi/t>^.

Pftpu-

J.'ition

i

5

8

10

12

16

17

19

25

28

31

32

33

41

44

46

47

57

58

63

69

71

73

79

83
84

89

82A
82n

Location

Macon Co., NC
Rabun Co., GA
Transylvania Co., NC
Transylvania Co., NC
Macon Co., NC
Transylvania Co., NC
Henderson Co., NC
McDowell Co., NC
Swain Co., NC
Graham Co., NC
Graham Co., NC
Swain Co., NC
Macon Co., NC
Transylvania Co., NC
Macon Co., NC
Buncombe Co., NC
Buncombe Co., NC
Davidson Co., NC
Orange Co., NC
Stokes Co., NC
Jackson Co., NC
Avery Co., NC
Alleghany Co., NC
Floyd Co., VA
Greene Co., VA
Perry Co.. PA
Snyder Co., PA
Lycoming Co., PA
Waiauga Co., NC
Ntontgomcry Co., VA

Flavonoid and Flavonoid-like Extractives*

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13" 14 15 16

2.3 27.4

- 49.2

4.9 5.6

36.4

18.0

40.4

3.8 22.7

1.8

0.9 21.6

- 25.2

2.1 29.9

5.8 34.0

3.3 39.8

- 38.3

- 36.2

- 36.6

4.3 28.9

36.1

- 38.2

3.5 36.2

3.8 18.1

- 28.8

0.1

9.0

2.1

32.3 11.0

4.7

0.2

2.7

0.5

6.8

31.4 10.1

2.1

3.4

4.7

9.6

5.9 29.9 12.3

4.7 26.7 4.5

49.9 -
1.7 27.5 10.7

7.0

1.7

9.4

5.4

7.0

4.2

9.3

35.3 10.5

18.5

19.3

1.2

2.7

2.6 3.8

0.7 5.9

0.7

3.1

0.1

* Values indicate % of total extract.

* Qucrcetin-3-rulinosidc.

* Kacmpfcrol-3-rutinosidc.
* Qucrcclin-3-glucoside.

* Kiacmpferol-3-glucoside.

0.9 12.6 14.0 5.3 3.8

1.6 2.4 26.9

4.5 4.7 3.2 2.9

0.7 0.4 0.6 2.0 9.7

10.0 -
6.8 0.5

0.6

1.5

1.9 3.8 0.7 0.9 28.0 12.2 2.0

1.1

1.4 4.5 0.9 1.5

3.2 0.6

3.9 5.3 0.9 0.3

1.0 3.1 0.9

0.2 2.8

2.5 3.8 2.5 2.4

- 3.4

1.5 2.5

3.4 13.3 2.0 2.7

1.6 2.2

2.2 3.2

1.9 2.8 -
4.5 4.9 1.7

0.6 2.2 0.3

4.0 2.2 1.0

0.3 5.1

2.5

1.6

1.2

2.3 3.1

3.0 3.0 0.9 0.9

2.01.2 8.2

1.2 4.4

3.3 3.5 3.7 2.0

4.3 3.8

0.4 0.7

1.9

1.6 2.6

- 1.5

16.0 8.8 2.7

1.1 26.9 15.0 0.3

1.0 15.9 4.1

1.4 40.0 14.9

2.4 2.3 0.4 0.2 27.8

- 1.6 2.2 2.3 42.7

3.7 2.5 2.8 25.8

1.9 3.5 25.0

12.2 2.8

5.0 -
10.0 0.3

6.9 4.1

4.0 21.4 -
4.0 16.9 6.0

0.3 2.1 1.1

1.1

1.0 44.7 5.0 0.8

4.0 16.8 3.1

11.8 14.9

3.0 15.0 15.0 9.0

1.0 8.0

12.0 10.0

1.6

0.6 3.4 16.9 25.7 5.8 2.5

1.6

1.7

3.0

1.8

1.7

1.3

1.5

1.3

1.0

1.4

16.0 16.0 2.4 0.8

5.0 25.7 5.9 3.0

7.1 2.4 3.1

1.4

3.0

30.0 10.0 2.0 0.9

1.2

3.0 15.0 4.3 0.8

1.9

0.5

17.2 21.8 6.4 4.8

1.7 35.0 15.0 4.7 2.1

6.5

1.8

4.4

7.7 2.2 0.5 16.0

3.7

9.0

2.8

3.7

4.5

3.2

3.5

4.4

2.1

1.0

3.8

3.9

4.0

2.4

7.1

5.6

2.8

4.9

3.1

5.1

4.6

8.7

0.7 13.8

1.5

7.8

6.3

2.0

2.2

1.1

2.0 0.1

2.1

3.9

1.9

0.1

1.9 0.1

2.6 0.1

2.6 0.1

1.2

2.8 0.8

2.7 -
3.0 -
5.4 -
3.9 -
2.9 0.1

9.7 0.8

1.7

0.2

5.2 -
2.2 -
3.1 0.2 1.1

2.0 0.3 0.9

3.5 0.1 0.7

2.2 - -
1.1

1.1

2.1

2.1

6.8 0.3 2.1

1.4

2.0 0.3 0.3 0.3

1.3

1.8

1.8 0.2 0.5 0.4

1.2 0.2

2.4 -
1.2

l.l

0.7 0.9

2.7 0.5 0.8 0.7

1.0 0.5

0.4 0.4

0.2 0.3

- 0.8

1.6 1.8

2.5

1.11.7 0.5 0.8

1.6 0.5 0.5 0.5

1.6

3.0 0.4 0.4 0.2

0.8 2.8

1.3

17

2.5 2.6

1.9 0.9

2.2

0.4

4.0

0.7

1.7

2.9

2.3

1.5

1.5

1.1

0.7

1.7

0.5

2.4

3.9

1.2

3.1

2.6

0.4

2.9

0.8

3.8

3.6

1.2

2.9 2.9 13.1

4.4

2.0

1.4

18

0.6

1.3

0.9

0.3

1.1

0.4

1.9

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.6

1.8

1.1

0.7

2.6

1.3

1.1

1.3

1.1

0.7

1.6

1.9

0.8

0.7

1.7

0.2

0.3

m

>
r
I

0^
as
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Table 5. Enzymes resolved from Liriodendron

leaves.

Discussion

Alcohol dehydrogenase

Aldolase

Aspartate aminotransferase

Catalase

Diaphorase

Fluorescent esterase

Glutamate dehydrogenase

Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

Isocitrate dehydrogenase

Malate dehydrogenase

Peroxidase

Phosphoglucose isomerase

Phosphoglucomutase

Superoxide dismutase

Shikimic acid dehydrogenase

Triose phosphate isomerase

Despite a strong tendency for parthenocarpy

(Stairs & Wilcox, 1966; pers. obs.), Liriodendron

trees of either species set few viable samaras

without cross-DolIination; however, there is a low,

lipifi

thought

ofself-pollination under natural conditions is the

major cause ofpoor samara viability in Lirioden-

droniGuard, 1943;Santamour, 1972; Taft, 1966).

In a number ofstudies (Guard, 1 943; Santamour,

Wilcox

tulipifera, controlled cross-pollination has very

substantially increased the number of viable sa-

maras per samaracetum. Similar mechanisms

may be operating in L. chinense. Santamour

(1972) recorded good seed set for L. chinense^\

the Blandy Experimental Farm, where tulip trees

of both species are planted relatively close to-

gether. Our specimen of L. chinense at the Coker

Arboretum, however, was isolated from all other

individuals of Liriodendron. and we have ob-

flavonoid pattern in comparison to the other six tained only three viable seeds from numerous

trees of L. chinense. The differences in flavonoid samaraceta collected in two seasons,

composition between the two accessions of L. Vegetative heterosis of the juvenile interspe-

tulipifi

MsK

chinense from divergent parts of China are at
lipifera

least as great as the maximum difference in fla- L. chinense has also been observed in the Unite

vonoids observed between different wild popu- States by Santamour (1 972) and in China by He

tulipifi growth

Sixteen enzyme systems were resolved in a sur- diminished in trees that have reached reproduc-

tive age in any of the plantings. Intraspecific veg-

etative heterosis has been observed m L. tu
While

uncertain

systems, reasonable estimates can be obtained pi/era (Stairs, 1968; Stairs «& Wilcox

observed 1966), but the increment of increase is not as

the sampled material and upon a knowledge of great as that of the interspecific hybrid. ^

The production of vigorous F, progenies tro

-= —r - v....^..^ vv. vxww^.xxux.1 LXi^ e^- crosses between different species of the sa^y^^

netic control of the resolved systems have been nus of woody plants is not in itself """^"^. i

quaternary structure

designed

initiated, and the results of these experiments highly significant

(Wendel ofinterspecific
woody

pub.). A prehminary assessment of allozyme plant genera the ''Ceanothus pattern." Tms l»

variability revealed a sharp contrast in the degree tern is typified by Ma
observed

While
barriers to crosses between species of the

heterozygous in a sample of three populations of
L. tuUpifera, not a single heterozygote has been
observed in any of the seven L. chinense speci-

tew barriers to crosses oeiwccu ^y~
.^^

same subgenus, despite their great
^^°^J .

,o
, . . t-..» o r.r>mnlete DIO'-*'

the successful hybridization of species belongj"?

gberg,
1976;

j,i,,vebcenmens examined. Six of these specimens (the Co- Treseder, 1978). Because these hybnds ^^"^^
^^^

ker and the Blandy trees) were allozymically made and used for horticultural
purposes,^^

^^^
Identical, whereas the seventh (the MsK tree) was is little information about the fertility of

the hy'

very different. This last tree was apparently brids.
equally homozygous, but for alleles different than
those of the other six trees at a number of loci.

bc^fl

In woody plants successful crosses
* merican-

made, or reported, between vanous A
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throughout much of the southeasternEuropean, or Asian species oiAbies (Rohmeder, dant plant ^
1961), Aesculus {A. x carnea Hayne; Upcott, United States, whereas L. c/2/>76'«5^ is limited to
1936), Betula (Johnson, 1939; Smith & Nichols, a small number of individuals in several widely
1941), Campsis (C x tagliabuana (Vis.) Reh- separated populations (Shan-an He, Jiangsu In-
der; Sax, 1933), Castanea (Johnson, 1939), Ca- stitute of Botany, Nanjing, China, pers. comm.;
talpa{a X hybrida Hort. ex F. L. Spath; Smith, Fig. 1). Individuals of L. chinense have a lovJ

1941), Juglans (Johnson, 1939), Larix (L. eu- degree of vigor (pers. comm.) which approxi-
rolepis ntnry\ Sax, 1932; Smith, 1941), Liquid- mates that ^.^,,„ ^^._ ^_
ambar (He & Santamour, pers. comm.), Pinus eration). Our very hmited isozyme and flavonoid

(Ait.) data on L. chinense indicate that these small pop-

tulipife

ifolia

lis become
1946), Quercus

(Johnson, 1939).

1939), and Taxus We suggest

small number ofextant trees of L. chinense suffer
Hybrid fertility and F2 vigor and variability to some degree from inbreeding depression, a

are better indicators of species relationships in premise supported by the complete absence of
most woody plant genera than the mere fact of isozyme heterozygosity. If this hypothesis is in-
species compatibility. In five of these genera deed true, hybrids between individuals from dif-
(tampsis, Castanea, Catalpa, Platanus, and ferent populations should be markedly heterotic.
Populus) the authors reported Fj fertility and the It is our intention to expand the study of vari-
Production of an F^ generation. Sax (1932) re-
ported that the Larix hybrid had essentially nor-
mal cytological behavior in the F^; however, an
^2 generation was not grown. The Aesculus hy-
^nd, A. X carnea, was shown by Upcott (1936)
^0 be a spo
F| fenility.

ability between and within L. tulipifera and L.

chinense in collaboration with Chinese botanists.

with

,

In the other studies of hybridization of Lir-

^l^^^^^^^
^^^Wera and L. chinense (Santamour,

Ih N
^ -^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^' ^* P^itzung at

^ ^njing Botanical Garden in 1963and 1965, cardy,b.j.,c. w.bTUBER&M.M.uooDMAN. ivau.
correspondence with Prof T. T. Yii, Aca- Techniques for starch gel electrophoresis of en-

^"^la Sinica, Beijing, China) F^ data have not zymes from maize (Z^a^ma/z^^L.).^ Institute o^f

yet been generated. Our results from the small
"

'
" ""

---------
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Carolina
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observed

suggestionQfi , .
-j^^^ua i^uupicu wim xne suggesuon

yond fertility indicates that the Chinese and

^ergeT^^
^P^*^ies of Liriodendron have not di-

tion
•

^^^ ^^^ genetically despite long separa-

r^^/,^/^"^^
and space. This conclusion is cur-

1982^
^^^ further evaluated: In the spring of

^ced^
^^^^ ^^^^^^ number of flowers was pro-

crosse
^^ ^^^ ^' ^^^"^^' ^^^ reciprocal sibling F^

'^ade ^r*^
backcrosses to L. tulipifera were

I y. ^'-^"fortunately, no reproductive plants of

from ^h"^^^
^^^^ available at that time.) Fruits

»^rt
^^^^^^s have been harvested, and a

on their germination and growth will ap-

In te
' '"'"' '*^'^-

H)ecie
^^^ ^^ ^^eir geographical ranges, the two
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BIOGEOGRAPHIC, TAXONOMIC, AND CLADISTIC
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN EAST ASIATIC
AND NORTH AMERICAN CRATAEGUS'

J. B. Phipps^

Abstract

Crataegu.
are treated. Two of the largest series: Oxyacanthae (mainly European, of about 25 species) and
Azawli (Mediterranean to Central Asiatic, of about 1 2 species) do not at first sight impinge on the

topic of this paper, but their cladistic significance indicates otherwise. In temperate Asia east ofabout

75°E long, (through Tibet) there are some 15 species of Crataegus in various sections, none of which
occur in North America, unless C. scabrifolia of Yunnan be aligned in a North American section. In

North America some 1 00 species might be recognized in about 20 series or sections, some of which,
e.g. Cordatae, are very distinct, one of which, Apiifoliae, is very similar to European Oxyacanthae.

and another of which (sect. Mexicanae) is extremely like Chinese C. scabrifolia. Most other North

American species represent a heterogeneous collection of more or less closely allied series with some
apparent affinities to the Sanguineae of northern Asia or the Chinese and Japanese species. Cladistic

analysis, using extensive outgroup comparison with other maloid genera, indicates C. scabrifolia

(Yunnan) and C. mexicana to be not only among the most primitive, but also mutually similar. Their

affinity with Pyracantha and that of other Crataegus with Mespilus indicates basal possibilities for

the genus. One is thus led to postulate a primitive scabrifohoid-mexicanoid stock of warm-temperate

ongin that was able to cross Beringia in the early Tertiary or Miocene and migrate southward. Thence,

evolution toward the extant species is most parsimoniously derived from a south China relictual base

with spread into western Eurasia (one major line); eastern Asia through Beringia to a North Amencan
diversification (a minor line); and a minor North American diversification from mexicanoid stock. It

should be noted that (except for modem introductions) no Crataegus species of North Amenca and

Eastern Asia are conspecific. Also, except for the postulated ancient relicts, no two species from the

old

continents are even oarticularly close taxonomically. The evidence suggests that Crataegus

Tertiary age, that spread once or twice into the Amencas

and Dfobable much late Tertiary extinction. Present-day

(Crataegus are mainly derived from Chinese stock. Thus, while the Tertiary period permitted

parallel evolution ofAsian and North American Crataegus,
Closely related.

^^
hen I was deciding what materials on the

^jrmously fascinating and complex genus Cra-^m might be presented for the St. Louis Sys-

^
^^'« Symposium in 1982 I had to come to^s With how to handle incomplete work. My

Cr*^"^
^^^ strongly influenced by the view that

for almost the whole of the range of the genus,

numerous studies on reproductive biology, e.g.

• ;„^ o;*.,oti«r.c r(» o Rvatt 1975. 1976aiSituations

Love & Feigen, 1979), chromosome counts

showing three levels of ploidy (2x, 3x, 4x) (Glad-

kova, 1968; Muniyamma & Phipps, 1979a;«o ouuiigiy innuenced by me view mai Kovd, i^v..,, ...—y - -
-

^'^egus has received no comprehensive treat- Dickinson, unpubL; Smith, unpubU ^^e^^y^^o-

"t that was both modem and effective. There- logical proofofapo
'^ '""'""

^ this cnntriK.,*: __.!_• 1 • ^ ._j 107QM anH the exi

«ni fi H
^^"^"''"tion, which incorporates mod-

taings of other workers in addition to my

knowledge

Kjj
'
^PJ'esents more than a progress report

^
.^out an entire scenario. I feel, therefore, that
"0 exaggeration to claim that the progress

^^
>n the systematics of Crataegus in recent

1^
, ''^'^"'^ts one to present a credible biogeo-

nJij

'^ analysis of the genus for the first time.
P'"ogress has included modem, floristic works

number of taxa (Muniyamma

it Dickinson
knowledgunpuDi.;, Kjiuwi..v*e,- " '-—

ofapomictic complexes
(Sinnott& Phipps 1983;

Dickinson
;f>ecific

paper
perm

,!^^t for .hi. work was supplied by operating gran. A- 1 726 from .he National Science, and Engincerin,

'^'Ci°t^„?S sciences. The University ofWestern Onu,rio. U>ndon, Onurio, Canada N6A 5B7.

V Missot^Ri Box. Gard. 70: 667-700. 1983.
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Table 1

.

Loudon's Classification oiCrataegus
knowledgi

in Arboretum et Fruiticetum Brittanicum (1838). and (e). The understanding of the dispersal bi-

Crataegus. although

L

II

III

IV.

V.

VI.

VII

VIII.

Sect. Coccineae Loud. (p. 816) 2 species,

incl. C. coccinea L. both with varieties

Sect. Punctatae Loud. (p. 818) 2 species,

incl. C punctata Ait. (sic)

Sect. Macracanthae Loud. (p. 8 1 9) 1 species:

C macracantha Lodd.

Sect. Cms-gain Loud. (p. 820) 3 species,

incl. C. crus-galli L.

Sect. Nigrae Loud. (p. 822) 2 species: C
nigra Waldst. & Kit. and C purpurea Bosc.

Sect. Douglasii Loud. (p. 823) 1 species: C
douglasii Lindl.

Sect. Flavae Loud. (p. 823) 3 species, inch

C flava Ait.

reliable for the arguments to be made, although

paleontological data, excepting pertinent paleo-

geography, is sparse

Crataegus

known

Loud
Egglest

IX.

X.

apiifolia Michx. (

Sect. Microcarpaelxtud.. (p. 825) 2 species:

C. spathulata Ell. (sic) and C. cordata L.f.

Sect. Azaroli Loud. (p. 826) 5 species, incl.

C. azarolus L.

mictic complexes, some active introgressive sit-

uations, and some relatively rare segregates from

apparently older hybrid situations may compli-

cate the picture locally. The genus is most com-

mon between 30° and 50° N latitude although

some extensions north and south of these limits

may be found. In spite ofthe abundance ofspecies

and the ecological significance of Crataegus, there

is no really worthwhile and comprehensive treat-

ment of this genus that has been presented hith-

erto. Regional floras, e.g. Franco (1968), fortu-

MaireIV^^V, J.TXt*i*»^ ^x^v^v/ -"-
XI. Sect. //eieropM^a Loud. (p. 829) 1 species:

(1972) for Turkey Riedl (1969) for the flora

C. heteronhvlla Flu..e
^^^^.^^ ^^^.^^^ Pojkrkova (1939) for the USSR,

and Yii and Ku (1974) for China cover Eurasia

C heterophylla Flugge

Loud

XIII

C oxyacantha L. [= C. laevigata (Poir.)

DC]
Sect. Parvifoliae Loud. (p. 841) 3 species,

incl. C parvifolia Ait. (= C uniflora

Muenchh.)
XIV. Sect. Mexicana Loud, (p. 843) 1 species: C

mexicana Moc. & Sesse

XV. Two other sections are not now included

in Crataegus

normal

treatments. The remaining smaller areas in a
^r Ton5»ni are

Crataegus (Levant

also adequately covered. The Aonstic etton

^^

North America has been just as great with m J

contributions by Palmer (e.g. 1953) and
Kruscn

„ (1 965) for the Northeast and Tidestrom (l

^jj
for the Southeast. State and regional Hora

the United States west of the ^ississipP'^.^^
^^

species groupings on a world-wide basis than ada, and Alaska, combine to cover a
f^ i^

hitherto presented, the biogeographic analysis it-

interpretations

the western nan oi me uimw ^^—

-

^^^

but there is no comprehensive
^^^^^J^j^^

^pjie

tics, dispersal biology, and to a lesser extent, con- Mexico since Standley ( 1 922). Howev ,

^^^
siderations of paleoclimate, paleogeography and of apparently complete regional^

^^^^i^,t oftrea''

some Crataegus
.

- .. ->

i

ered view that such a synthesis of mutually sup-

ol apparently compieie '^B*-""-
:"

rjreat

remains uncertainty about the reliability ^^
pecially

erea view tnat such a synthesis oi mutually sup- ments ol certain species ^uuy=, --.'
^^^^^^

portive data from these different viewpoints and of those concentrated in Texas an
^fleets

United States. The situation ""'^°"''|f vLnstrat-

Crataegu.

vital to disentangling

which has been a somewhat
alarmingly "a veritable witches' brew."
The conditions for generating an adequate bio-

geographical analysis are: (a) an adequate species-

list; (b) adequate range maps; (c) understanding

real taxonomic problems, as is now demon ^
ed, for instance, by the work on cyt

-^j^..

species

reproductive behaviour, on «i^""": '

^us. «»

ploidy, on phenetic dissection m ^^^^^^^^ci (^

mentioned earlier, and is thus not an
^^^^,^^5

bad taxonomy. Thus, the taxonomic P^^^^^^

are real and almost certainly have
„„*•

to the avoidance of a holistic study
oJJ^^ ^

a.vici luai (a) ami \,o) exist to adequate standards These taxonomic difficulties can, o
p|,ic«l

from literature compilation, a revision of our to some lack of precision for the
^'°^^^j,iiit)- <^

of dispersal
knowledge of these topics in times past. 1 con-
sider that (a) and (b) exist to adequate standards

own (Phipps & Muniyamma, 1980) and herbar-
ium studies on many species,

materials for (c) in this paper

because pcc^

ncerta
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i

Table 2. C. K. Schneider's classification of Cra- Table 3. Series ofthe genus Crataegus as proposed

taegus in Illustriertes Handbuch des Laubholzkunde by Rusanov (1965) in Dendrologii Uzbekistanii (from

(1906). Note— authorities as attributed by Schneider Cinovskis, 1971).

are not necessarily correct. Phipps ( 1 983) provides cor- ^^1^=^^^==:======^=^====^=^^
rect citations for serial and sectional names.

Pinnatifidae Zabel

pinnatifidi

Zabel

sanguinea Pallas

species

C douglasii Lindl.

4. Sect, Tomentosae Sarg. (p. 776) 3 species, incl. C. Ser. 9. Calpodendra

Ser. 1. Pinnatifidae

Ser. 2. Henrianae (sic)

Ser. 3. Microcarpae

Ser. 4. Oxyacanthae

Ser. 5. Nigrae

Ser. 6. Pentagynae

Ser. 7. Douglasianae

Ser. 8. Sanguineae

tomentosa L. Ser. 10. F/>/£/^5

5. Sect. Pentagynae C, K. Schneid, (p. 777) 2 species: Ser. 11. Cuneatae

&Kit.
Kit Ser. 12. Mexicanae

Ser. 13. Crus-galli

Ser. 14. Macracanthae

Ser. 15. Punctatae

Ser. 16. Rotundifoliae

Ser. 17. Intricatae

Ser. 18. Brainerdianae

Ser. 19. Cordatae

Ser. 20. Silvicolae

Ser. 21. Pruinosae

Ser. 22. A/o/te

Ser. 23. Dilatatae

Ser. 24. Coccineae

Ser. 25. Tenuifoliae

C. oxyacantha L.

Zabel

orientalis Pallas

Zabel (p. 786) 7 species, incl. C through, for instance, the work of C. K. Schnei-

der (1906), whose classification is presented in

8- Sect. Microcapae }^oc\i (p. 790) 3 species, incl. C Table 2, Sargent (1902, 1903), Palmer (1953),

^Piifolia Uichx, Kruschke (1965), Rehder (1940), Rusanov
9- Sect. Brevispinae Beadle (p. 791) 2 species, incl. (1965— see Table 3), Cinovskis (1971), and oth-
C brachyacantha Engelm. & Sarg.
Sect. Flavae Sarg. (p. 792) 2 specie
Ait.

ers. These treatments vary in the geographical

Kruschke and Palmer being North

American, Pojarkova Russian, and the others
•
^ci. unijlorae Beadle (p. 793) 1 species: C uni-

^^^id-wide. They also vary in the predominant
flora Muenchh.

2 Wf n T. rank used (Section, Series, 'natural group' or
'- Sec

. CuneataeK,l^± (p. 793) 1 species: C. .«A..a/a ™^_^^ _r.l^.. -Ar^nne^ .nd the nnmher ni
Sieb. & Zucc.
Sect. Mexicanae, sect, provis. (p. 794) 1 species:
C*. stipulosa Stead

'group'—German 'Gruppe') and the number of

species known to and accepted by the author.

But what these classifications have in common
^ Sect. Aestivales Sarg. (p. 794) 1 species: C aesti- is "flatness." Neither Loudon's 14 sections nor

^afc Terr. & Gr. Rusanov's 25 series claim any further hierar-

• Sect. Punctatae Sarg. (p. 794) 2 species, incl. C. chical groupings or interrelationships. Thus, the
Punctata Jacq.
Sect. C
gain L,

Crataegu.

species: C. cms- many small species groups, represented the most

*
Sect. rr//7ora^ Beadle (p. 797) 1 species: C triflora
Uiapm.

• ^- Molles Sarg. (p. 797) 2 species, incl. C mollis
^heele

^^- Virides^^Tg, (p. 798) 2 species, incl. C v/nrfw

' ^ct. Pruinosae Sarg. (p. 798) 1 species: C. ;?rM/-

' ^ct. Coccineae Sarg. (p. 799) 4 species, incl. C
<^occ//z£.a L.

Sect. Intricatae Sarg. (p. 801) 3 species, incl. C

that taxonomists would venture for some 140

years.

However, Cinovskis (1971: 19), in Crataegi

Baltici, presented a remarkably complex reticu-

late set of interrelationships (Fig. 1) that, al-

boIan

Crataegus

cally very realistic. At the other extreme, El-Ga-

Knot

by erecting two sub-genera (Fig. 2), on the basis

shape
Lange umber. Whereas

Crataegus

Th
^, ^laie 01 current taxonomy may be

"^^ed here. Loudon (1838) grouped
^

species^ . . - ^ ^viiuns \ 1 aoic 1 j oi simuar ^pcvica-

^
^"ng so, he presented the standard format

^^Qtaegus classification that has persisted

his criteria, two related sections {Oxyacanthae

and AzaroW) it is not, as he claims, restricted to

Eurasia (note C. marshallii in the United States).

His other group, -Americanae." rports

of Crataegus

remainder of Crataegus is much more variable
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CINOVSKIS' (1971)

RELATIONSHIPS Crataegus.

(^AZAROLI ) EVOLUTIONARY DIRECTION TO RIGHT

Figure 1. Cinovskis' (1971) scheme of evolutionary relationships in Crataegus

rphology

leaf morphology
acterising most east Asian species whereas, in

quoting Longley's (1924) paper based on hand-
sectioned material, El-Gazaar and Badawi (1977)

resurrected the totally discredited notion of x =
16 for North American species. El-Gazaar, re-

grettably, did little more than reinforce a notion
already well understood by Sargent, Schneider,

same set of species is also used for the cladisuc

studv

However, because of the title of the St. Lou'^

Symposium, the suite oftaxa used in ^^^ °^^
j,^

biogeographic analysis for this paper exc'u^
^^

20-25 Oxyacanthae and the ten or so ^^^'^

^^^

Western Asia, Europe, and North Africa mi

^^^

few small sections unique to this '"^^".^yjog

westward demarcation line for the study i

aucduy wcu unaersiooQ oy aargeni, icnneiaer, wesiwara aemarcaiiou imt iw "— -
i^j^

and others that a distinct "Oxyacanthoid" (small longitude. The 62 taxa used in the
^^'f^^^^g^su

leaf, deeply lobed) leaf shape existed, and from study include essentially all eastern Asia ^
there went on to totally misleading suppositions.

Thus, prior to the work to be presented here, though

CrataesP

no credible set of interrelationships within Cra-
taegus has been oroDosed.

Materials

Some 145 species ofCra/ae^5 are held to exist

(Appendix A) and it is neither necessary nor con-
venient to use all for this study. For the numer-
ical taxonomic work all the species groups (e.g.

sections, scries) were sampled in order to be cer-
tain to include all pertinent phenetic variation.
This generated a list of 75 species (identified in x nc cnui^c u. , . ^—^- • - „ ^.er,
Appendix A), some quite narrowly defined. This em Asia is somewhat arbitrary.

How

usmg a relatively '^"*"*''" ;~m taxo-

biogeographical study, somewhat ^^^^'
ti,e

nomic criteria from those used in den
^^^ ^^

cladistic set have had to be used in seie

^ ^^
operational taxonomic units (OTUs)

^.^.^^

in some cases. Specifically, ^^ere ran^g^^^^

are still uncertain among taxonomical
y^^ ^^ ^

species, an entire series was sometim ^^
an OTU. The lack of consistency a'^^J^omi"

nomic rank of OTUs might concern
^^^^^jj.

nalistically inclined, but in actual fact i

able. .. ..:. fnrcasl'
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EL-GAZAAR 1977, 1980

subgenus Crataegus

base chr. no.

leaves

veins to sinuses

distribution

X 17

deeply incised^

present

Eurasia

subgenus Americanae

X 16 I

shallowly lobed

absent^

North America

Longley correct is

X (Moffet '31, Gladkova '68, M
Some Eurasian species have subgenus Crataegus

Some N, American soecies have subgenus Amen

Figure 2. El-Gazaar's (1977, 1980) subdivision of Crataegus into two subgenera.

*^siem study limit passing through the currently are made in coordinating data from different

'nipenetrable central Asian massif of Xinjiang- sources and attention is paid to synonymy when
Q»nghai-Xijang both simultaneously and fortu- grouping taxa, as discussed earlier,

"ously proves to coincide with a natural taxo-
*^omic and biogeographic partition in Crataegus, PLAN OF WORK

DATA
A phenetic study using 49 morphometric char-

acters was conducted to test what species groups

existed in Crataegus worldv^dde. For this, 75

species were used, sampling all sections of the

genus. The characters used are largely those con-

Crataegu,

he morphological data used consist of 49
^naracters from habit, branch, thorn, leaf, inflo-
^^jcence, flower, and fruit (Table 4). These are

>ous Crataegus characters that any taxono-
^>st would use except for the emphasis on thorn, and associated attributes, as emphasised already

^"^'^h is underiined by this writer. All 49 char- by Schneider (1906) and taken up again by El-

*^ers were used for the phenetic studies. For the Gazaar; and thorn type, as emphasised by this

"^^stic studies, those 18 characters that could, author (e.g. Phipps & Muniyamma, 1980) have

r^ adequate confidence, be polarised, were se- more prominence than usually accorded by most
^^d (Table 5). These were appropriately re- -nrkprs Due to the exceptionally large number

-— «.^ of herbarium specimens available, median or

Jhe biogeogra^hrcTrdam base consists of 62 modal values were scored. The OTUs were sub-

2"«^ maps. Range maps made from locality co- jected to comparison by euclidean distance and
^'""*"

'
•

clustered by minimum variance clustering to de-

rive a phenogram, and to ordination by the dis-

^inat
^ — vvivii luapsj oi inaivicuai recoras arc

^
^r the most sensitive, because they possess

\^1^T\ ^^^"^""^ation content (e.g. see Phipps,

numerical biogeographic analysis

persion
scattergram. An r-type

ft ' 'V.I uumencai Diogeograpnic analysis. aimi^aia ^^ «— - --

^"f
maps with smooth-curve edges and no ponents analysis indicated character loadings.

^ ai detail were substituted, however, because

•OiTk^^^
^ot maps are available yet. There is

jj^
lem in creating quite accurate maps from

^ oras mentioned, supported by more local

depended

species

grid of 640 km^ laid on eastern

This

because
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Table 4. Morphometric data for Crataegus study.

Habit:

1. tree through small bush

Twigs:

2. color of 1-year old twigs (a)

3. color of 1-year old twigs (b)

Thorns:

4. thorns always distinct from leafy short

shoots

5. modal length

6. thickness at base

7. curvature

8. frequency

9. color on 1-year old twigs (a)

10. color on 1-year old twigs (b)

Leaves:

1 la. size: length of blade (in mm)
b.*size: breadth at maximum point (in mm)

12a. shape: (char 1 la/char lib as %)
b. shape: distance from base to widest inter-

sect on midvein
13. ofwidest

char 1 1 a as %)
14. shape: angle made by base ofleafto widest

pomt

lobe

(in mm)
b. lobing: deepest adjacent sinus (hne

|| base
of sinus to tip of lobe, in mm)

1 6. leafincision index, LIT (char 1 5b/char 1 5a
as%)

17. number of side veins

18. leaf base— angle to widest point of blade
19. extent of lobing: (no. of lobes where

20.

LII > 20%)

LII > 20%)
(numbe

21, lobing related to vein no.: (char 20/char

22.

23.

19as%)
above

oles

serration

24. subevergreen to deciduous

Inflorescence:

25. bracteoles at anlhesis

26. number of flowers

27. pedicel indumentum
28. pedicels punctate or not

Flowers:

29. hypanthium pubescence
30. calyx: shape
31. calyx: lobe-length

32.

33.

34.

pubescence

serration/lobing

lobes, serrae (if

35. flower diameter, cupped (mm)

Table 4. (Continued).

36. gynoecium: style no.

37. androecium: anther no.

38. androecium: anther length

39. androecium: anther color when fresh; (no

red, pink to purple)

Fruit:

40a. length, excluding calyx, fresh

b. diameter, fresh

41. diameter/length: (as %)
42. widest part: (in lower Vr, middle V3; upper

V3)

43. color when fresh and mature (yellow, red,

black)

44. highly

45. calyx tube

46. lobes

47. nutlet no.

48. nutlet: strongly dorsally grooved

49. nutlet: laterally excavated

*

'

b— subscripted' characters were measured, but lat

because

as is advocated, for instance, in Phipps's "Best-

block" (1975b), but the biogeographical data type

(distribution maps with smooth edges) does not

conveniently permit the use of such sensitive

methods. Nevertheless, if the scale ofgrid is nei-

ther too large nor too small, pattern is still ^ve

detected. From the presence-absence data,

species* arrays may be compared by P^s'^^^

tching coefficient and clustering to generama
patterns

of

grid

of areas of high species richness. .

A cautious approach to cladistics ^^^ "^^

^
view ofthe high likelihood of hybrid or allopi

situations fe.e.. Phiops, 1984). Phenetic screemj

the

to identify

Crataegus

Id be generated. This set ofgenera cun
^^^^.^

tribe Cratae£eae Koehne
^-"^^i'"

of Crataegean genera contributed to the
18

ancestral characterncauon 01 ancesirai cnaiiiciti ^^^'-
heoeti'^

characters (subset of 49 used for the P

analysis) were thereby selected as ^^^^^^^Led
larisable. A simple transform program ^^

the characters with polarity. Details ot\

transforms may be
Although

most

polarized

known cladistic programs that ope ^
(
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f

Table 5. Character selection and polarity for cladislic analysis

Character

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

u.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

OTU identifier

Coded descriptors

= prim.; +ve and -ve numbers indicate advancement in various directions

Habit

tree (prim.) ^ small shrub (adv.)

Branches

thomless with sharp-tipped short shoots (prim.) ^ short thorns - long thorns (adv.)

Leaves

subevergreen (prim.) -^ early deciduous (adv.)

multiveined (prim.) -* few veined (adv.)

angle of side-vein with midrib narrow (prim.) to wide (adv.)

leaves unlobed (prim.) ~* deeply lobed (adv.)

veins to leaf sinuses lacking (prim.) -^ present (adv.)

Inflorescence andflowers
pedicel indumentum dense (prim.) -* glabrous (adv.)

hypanthium indumentum dense (prim.) -* glabrous (adv.)

flowers medium in size (prim.)
very large (adv.)

small (adv.)

calyx lobes entire (prim.) -> serrate (adv.)

carpel number medium (prim.)
low (adv.)

high (adv.)

anthers white or cream (prim.) ^ purple (adv.)

anther number 20 (prim.) - 10 - 5 (adv.)

Fruit

fruit oblate (prim.) -^ spherical -^ long (adv.)

fruit large (prim.) - small (adv.)

_ ^ (prim.) -* reddish -* black (adv.)

nutlet dorsally smooth (prim.) - ridged (adv.)

yellowish

W'ey always generate furcations, not necessarily pro-cladogram patterns are held to be strongly

^"irable in a group such as Crataegus. Instead, evidentiary of true cladist.c relationships,

program PRIMO, which successively finds hy-
pothetical taxonomic units (HTUs) (nodes) unit-

extrinsic data

'"8 most similar pairs ofOTUs and HTUs, was Long-distance dispersal potential, and thus

^ until patristic distances became too long ac- ^^^ of propagule dispersal, paleogcography and
"ding to a test criterion and were held likely

paieoclimate are critical to a full evolutionary

generate ambiguous or wrong results. The pro-
understanding of a genus. These phenomena are

pm also incorporates the capability of indicat-
^.Q^sidered in the discussion section, to the extent

"6 putative hybrid situations where two or more
^^^ which they are understood to date.

'ernaiive fusions show similar patristic dis-

nces within specified upper bounds. The result phenetic results
own here is thus a pro-cladogram displayed in

morphometric characters or only
':'/gei diagram style, which postulates certain ^^'^^^"^^"^ ^ M^a^nuninMofrm-
•^^•y connections ank proves to recapitulate the 1 4 leafcharacters, veiy ""^ '

'^^Ton t^ese d a-
'•«h^er phenetic crounincs taegus emerge (Figs. 5-8). Coded on these d.a

^onformabL S^ene^c. biogeographical, and graS^are leafglyphs (Figs. 5-8) and thorn glyphs
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Figure 3. Equiform grid for eastern Asia.

(Figs. 5, 6), of which also fit well. The main
groupings found are as follows:

a) Leaves narrow, multiveined, essentially un-
lobed:

i) with thorny short shoots: C mexicana, C
scahrifolia

ii) with true thorns: ser. Crus-gallU Puncta-
toe

lobed

b)

veins to leaf sinuses:

thorny

acanthae

c)

tme thorns e.g. C marshaB ^^

fruit
smallish; ^ifidi

Trees of forest shade; iruii »»
j^^jstaK*

thorns present; distribution SE Um
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Figure 4. Equiform grid for North America.

Leaves trilobed: sect. Cordatae (C. phae

..
nopyrum only)

") Leaves otherwise (ser. Virdes. Parvifc

^
liae, Brevispinae, etc.)

' ^ves shallowlv lobed. broader, ovate, ot

ovate, broad-elliptic to ± deltoid; true thorns

present:

i) most N. American taxa. This group cor-

ponds
be
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1. C.MEXICANA

2, C. SCABRIFOLI*

982 UORLD CRATAEGUS STUDY. 75 OTUS. 14 CHARS LEAF DATA

Figure 5. Plot of q-PCA, first two axes, 75 individuals, leaf data. (OTU numbers cross-reference

Appendix A.)

The SinO'

section of this name. However, I feel that polar to the aforementioned groups.
^^^^^

this is premature while the boundaries re- Siberian taxa (sect. Sanguineae, et ^
|^^ ygj-.

the AzaroU'Oxyacanthae using all
^^^^^"^^^^is

ii) Some East Asian taxa (e.g. C. kansuensis, lap only "Americanae' on leaf data,
^his

^^^
C maximowiczii). These have shorter an essentially intermediate position for

main uncertain.

thorns than most ^Americanae.^

e) Some miscellaneous leaf shapes, e.g. C spa-

guineae. Likewise, the southeastern Unit
^^^^^^^.

diversification is fully overlapped by ^^^'.^,.

thulata (US), Cflava (US), C cuneata (China) canae' for leaves only, but has a central
^^^^^^^

In the components analyses (Figs. 5 and 6)

and barely overlaps when using all
^^^^^^^^^^a-

when leaves only are considered, the
j..

Azaroli and Oxyacanthae strongly overlap and nae' are not only variable but
^^^^,.

are opposed on the first two factors by the 'Ame- lap both the Sino-Siberian groups and tn

^^^^^^
ncanae' and Crus-galli types. Notably, C. mex- eastern United States groups. Thus, on a

^^^
/carta and C. scabrifolia are closer to Azaroli- the A mericanae and Oxyacanthae-Azaro ^^^^
Oxyacanthae when all characters are considered most contrasted pair, while all the

<^^^f -.anOi
than when leaves only are treated, when they are in some ways intermediate between Ante
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1982 WORLD CRATAEGUS STUDY. 75 OTUS, t9 CHARS ALL DATA

A.)f
'OURE 6. Plot Ofq-PCA, first two axes, 75 individuals, aU data. (OTU numbers cross-referenced to Appendix

^^yocanthae-Azaroli. This, of course, has a
inking

cladistic significance.
'he dendrograms (Figs. 7 and 8) lend detail

^
the two-dimensionality of the scattergrams.

_^

otable additional information involves the rel-
^'ve isolation of C. hupehensis and cuneata as

^ as American sect. Flavae. Also, the dendro-

jjl" for all data (Fig. 8) shows an interesting

^'^'^^ Elation between more glabrous and more
"descent groups, especially in the 'Americanae."

related characters though the loading (72%) of

character 1 (pubescence) on root 3 may even-

tually appear to be highly significant. When con-

sidering all characters (Table 7) the major ones

almost equally divide between inflorescence pu-

bescence and related characters on the one hand

and high ranking leaf characters on the other.

There is clearly some broad correlation between

leaf morphology and other variables indicated

u.,„ .„i,;^h arrnnnis for similarities m the q-PCAs
—"» 61 uups, especially mine ^A«eTa«A/ut. .iwi», u «„,o;,^n in the nr«*-^ biological signiLnce of this is not under- and which relate to the observation m the pre

"<^, but when it is it should aid cladistic anal-
ysis.

6)th*^^
components analyses indicate (Table

he very strong significance of leaf-lobing and

vious paragraph. .

Thus, although the presence of some mtcr-

mediate taxa, together with the existence of a

K.«.^ .mnlitudc for some species groups, do not
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Table 6. 1982 Crataegus study, r-type components analysis, leaf data.

Percent of Trace a/c

by Each Root

Root 1

Root 2

Root 3

Root 4

Roots 5-14

32%
22%
13%
10%
23%

100%

Characters Contributing more than 10% Each to First Three Roots

Root 1

no. 7, 41%
no. of deep lobes per leaf

no. 9, 32%
percent veins ending in

lobes

no. 8, 11%
veins to sinuses per leaf

Root 2 Root 3

no. 11, 36% no. 10, 72%
glandular serrations on leaf pubescence above

& petiole margin

no. 8, 31%
veins to sinuses of leaves

no. 5, 11%
leaf incision index

Character 5, leaf incision index contributes most, 10.3% on all roots combined.

are broadly valid.

sharp taxonomy, there can be group may be recognized. In the northern group,

taxonomic groups recognized the wide-ranging C. sanguinea (Fig. 1 1) achieves

BlOGEOGRAPHIC RESULTS

the most northerly distribution of extant Cra-

taegus (63°N lat.). Crataegus maximowiczii {¥ig.

10) and C pinnatifida (Fig. 12) of NE Asia and

C. chlorosarca (Fig. 1 0) of the Pacific Rim (N to

The phenogram (Fig. 9) derived from the grid- Kamchatka) are of interest in their approach to

ded distributional data shows that species ranges Beringia. Presumably a quite small climatic shift

strongly into readily identifiable groups, could permit C. chlorosarca to migrate to the

Bearing in mind that there is a slight overlap New World. More southerly species are repre-

fall

between the Sanguineae (e.g. C. sanguinea sentedby C. kansuensis {Fig. 1 1) ofnorth-central

ex Bieb.) and some species of the Oxyacanthae China and the taxonomically isolated C. cuneata

(Fig. 10) widespread in warm temperate and

Kirghiz and Tadzhik
Kazhak

strongly

southeast China. Several species ofrestricted
dis-

tribution in western China proper are known o

those under discussion here. The first division which the taxonomically isolated C. scabrifoha

of our phenogram necessarily differentiates
Asiatic from North American taxa because there
are no species common to the two areas.

Characteristic Asiatic distributions are repre-

0-1

species and a southern

(Fig. 1 2) of Yunnan is a particularly good ex^

ample. The wide-ranging C. aurantia, with

^
northerly distribution, is not illustrated. There i

a clear demarcation between northerly '^"^"^^

neoid' forms and southern and central ^^xa t

are largely unrelated to each other or anyt '

Table 7. Crataegus study, r-type components

Percent Trace a/c

by Each Root

Root 1

Root 2

Root 3

Roots 4-49

18%
15%
10%
58%
100%

Root 1

Major Characters Contributing to First Three Roots

no. 23. 30%
hypanthium

pubescence

no. 22, 24%
pedicel

indumentum

no. 18. 8%
pubescence upper
side of leaves

Root 2

no. 6, 20%
gland-tipping of calyx lobes

no. 25, 16%
lobing of calyces

no. 16, 10%
veins to obvious sinuses

Root 3

;;;iiiibir^eep
lobes

noJ7a4%
lobin&'vein

nyxmWf

twigs
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3
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85

140
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C. MAXmOWICZlI c.K. scHNEiD., C. CUNEATA siE?."^ zucc.

. ASIA
'm.

Figure 10. Distribution of Crataegus: C maxi- Figure 11. Distribution of Crataegus: C. sangu

mowiczii C. K. Schneid,, C. cuneata Sieb. & Zucc. nea Pall, ex Bieb., C kansuensis Wils.

folia and C. cuneata)

else (e.g. C. hupehensis—not shown, C scabri- demic there. Another important biogeograp

group are the GulfCoast and southeastern um
_^

States species. What is notable about the^^^

their lack of relationship to each other or,

the odd exception, to species outside this r^

. ... ..^ „.i .u^ .^ntnallv unrelatea

western, Mexican
southeastern, eastern, northeastern id wide

western

species

pecific

In this they parallel

southern

the mutually

table for its extreme northerly range extension the notion that they resulted from old ra

in the Anchorage region of Alaska, remarkably

be

in these regions. The pertinent United =>t^

ser. f/flvtf^ ^
,

.

species

are ser. Aestivales (Fig. H),

mapped), C marshallii (Fig

thorns

the sanguineoid group from Asia. Crataegu

Oxyacanthae, c.

^a<;t ^not mapped)

r brachr

uic siiiiguineuiu group irom /\sia. L^raiaegus acantna oi inc Kjun ^^a^^ \^^^^—'^^ .-fj^ae,

douglasii exhibits the migratory potential of the species of distinct series Virides, "w^
^^^^ ^j

genus with its disjunct population around the Cordatae, and Parvifoliae. It is nota
^^^^^^,genus with its disjunct population around the

Lakes. Crataegus

mapped) would hnk C. chrysocarpa (Fig. 17) to

the Pacific, if conspecific, which it is close to

being. The Mexican group is dominated by the

quite wide ranging C mexicana, which extends
through the highlands into Guatemala. It is found
under similar latitudinal and climatic conditions
to its closest relative, C scabrifolia, of Yunnan.
Texas manifests a rich variety of Crataegus, sev-
eral of which, of quite unrelated series (e.g. C
viburnifolia-Molles, C. tracyi-Crus-2alli\ are en-

these are well differentiated from the t^^^

em United States taxa^mainly ^'""^^^^^sniall

and that most are somewhat shade-to e

^^ ^

trees. Mid-continent taxa are represen
^^^

mo///5 (Fig. 13), The northeastern taxa ^^^
species

19),
rmo^'

serif*'

inated by 'Americanae

dance, e.g. C macrosperma (Fig

garetta (Fig. 16), other members oi

"J^^^^^.
and most of the Silvicolae, Dilatatae,

^^^^^^^^jng

Macracanthae. and Coccineae.
J^uth r^^

to note that taxa with a large north-s
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C. rtXICAHA ^BC. i SESSE, C. MOLLIS Ct. S g.) scheele. C. DOUGLASII lindl

** **

Figure 1 2. Distribution of Crataegus: C. scabri-
loiia Franch., C. pinnatifida Bunge.

Figure 13.

ca«a Moc. & Sesse, C. douglasii Lindl., C
& G.) Scheele.

Crataegus: C. mexi-

mollis (T

several similarities: Sanguineae, Ameri-

canae. C. scahrifolia, C. mexicana

With regard

'"the east, e.g. C. crus-galli sens. lat. (Fig. 15)
jjd ser. Punctatae (C. punctata + C. co///>Ja) (Fig.

)
are neither 'Americanoid,' nor of southeast- y^ixn regara lo areas ui :>^^-.^^ »

^ United States relationship. Finally, some ^^ i^onh. America as a whole stands out as far

^'"aller series concentrated in the middle lati- ^^-^^^ ^^^^ eastern Asia, western North America

^
^s in the eastern United States must be re-

^^ Mexico (Figs. 20, 21). This cannot be ac-

^rded. Bracteatae, Trijlorae, Intricatae should ^q^^xq^ for merely on the basis of differing taxo-

^
noted. One of these, C. harbisonii (Fig. 1 9) is

^^^^ j^. resolution of species' limits, especially be-

apped and there are indications that all ofthese ^^^ ^ conservative approach has frequently been

J^"Ps may represent descendants from fairly ^^^^ f^^ North America by substituting single

"^nt Ummm«/7^'_ /r/^vae introgression. Sev-
^^^.j^^ ^^j. ^^hole sets ofspecies. The extreme rich-

^^
— -"• iiicrtsicni taxa range southward ^ggjofAppalachia, however, is partly an artefact

tha*"^^^
spine of the Appalachians. Even more ^j. ^^^ ^j^e of grid square chosen since lowland

^ Asia, taxonomic groups match biogeo- '" *" " '""° "

ortheastem

^Phical patterns

species

". ^"nimary, if we consider the three major
'"linentalarpac-r: j — Ac.-o ^.'ict.

grid
species

Eurot>e

^Q
^'^' and North America pairwise

'"'c relationships are as follows:

western

lerfac
ght

mia-Appaiin^u'ai./ ^H^-

—

.

The biogeographic results are nch mterpre-

tively. One notes (Fig. 2 1
) ^he predommance of

soecies in the deciduous forest biome ofthe East-

ern Unitei States and Europe-Russia (la.ter not

mapped). Northward the genus may be

e January

J'rope, western Asia/North America

c) r"° similarity, except C. marshallii
astern Asia/North America

sotherm

>r, per

haps more adequately, by .he ^out^'-f«'»'

f
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C AESTIVALIS (halt.)

T, S C.

Figure 14. Distribution of Crataegus: C. opaca
Hook., C aestivalis (Walt.) T. & G. Note—encoded as

C. sect. Aestivales.

Figure 15. Distribution of Crataegus: C-
|^J^'

giana Eggiest., C viburnifolia Sarg., C brazoriaS;^r%..

C. cruS'galli L.

warm climates (? mild winters) and
appear limiting

species, C. cuneata

(Fig. 1 0), and that i

southeastern

Although one

southeastern

Crataegus

ergreen forest), in view of the success of other

of Crataegus, indicating little success in
^T""

ing these habitats. However, western Eurasia

developed a section {Azaroli) adapted to win^^

rainfall maxima, hot summer, scrub regio

whereas no such ecological or taxonomic co

^^

terpart exists in North America. Two cnj

species-C scabrifolia of Yunnan and C. m^^

icana of Mexico-Guatemala-are small
^^^^^;

thorns of indefinite growth*^ *w.y, «* ,^vT* v/i WAV. ^u^\^woa \Jl. V7I.11W4 Willi lll«^lil3 yjl. lllVH..llAiifc.v/ t5*
'^ '

These
maloids in such areas (e.g. Photinia) this may lobed leaves and large pink to yellow fruit

_

obscure

perhaps that ofa lack ofadequate winter chilling

requirements southward.

In the southeast and southern coastal plains of
the United States, two ecological-adaptive groups
stand out. One is the somewhat shade-tolerant
tree-like group of species (e.g. C. phaenopyrum,
C. marshallii, C. viridis. C. brachyacanthd) of
forest, often river and swamp-forest, margins,
whereas the other is the more sand-plain habitat
characterised by the sect. Flavae. It should be
noted that sect. Flavae are trees and shrubs that
appear relatively shade-intolerant hke their more
northern relatives. In cold, semi-arid areas (cen-
tral Asia, central United States Cordillera- see
Figs. 20, 21, 23a, 23b) there is a virtual hiatus

occur in similar latitudes (about 20° to 30
uccui 111 Miiiiiai latiLtiu^j Y'**'^' thern

broadly similar climatic regions at the sou
^^

edge of Crataegus distribution. We will reiu

these apparent vicariants later.
^^^

The regions occupied by the infragenen

shown (Fig. 27)

Character State Polarity

AND OUTGROUPS

The maloids (x = 1 7) are a na

fruit

tural
subfamily

oi Kosaceae wnose iruii l^ a y^^—
^j^^^j

fleshy hypanthial wall overlaps and cite

carpe
over the carpels during fruit deveiopu ^^^^

anatomy, agrees that Crataegeae are a
tal
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Figure 16. Distribution of Crataegus: C. saligna
^^^ene, C. margaretta Ashe.

Figure 17. Distribution of Crataegus: C. chryso-

carpa Ashe, C marshallii Egglest.

MainsS^oup. The crataegean genera, Crataegus, Pyra-
cantha, Cotoneaster, Hesperomeles, Osteomeles, chien Raphiolepis, etc, will underscore this.

^d Mespilus were used for outgroup analyses.^ It is not immediately clear, on a phenetic basis,

^^taegean characteristics (Table 8) are tendency which of the Crataegeae is the best genus to use

^Qthominess, small leaves, small flowers in cor- as a sister group and, indeed, caution is advised
^bs, generally small fruit with relatively thin
ypanthial wall, and bony exocarps generating

Jljenes. Mespilus is the most distinct genus and

^
ers strongly from other maloids in having

U

^^^ '^^g^r leaves and a single-flowered, large-
^ered inflorescence on elongating shoots of

^
current season. However, it produces well-

^^n intergeneric hybrids and a graft-chimaera

al n
^^^^^^^^^ which are discussed by Byatt et

^•^ ^77). Indeed, intergeneric hybrids are nu-
^^^ous in Maloideae (Fig. 24) although few of (Fig. 25)

Q
^cur in nature. Maloidean genera outside

I,

^^Seae dxffti in numerous characters ofhab-

^ ommess, evergreen-ness, gross leaf-mor-
Qgy, resting bud, inflorescence (many char-

ofih

^^^ striking characters ofthe development
^ fruit. Mere reference to Chaenomeles, Cy-

due to the potential for hybridization in the

subfamily and the possibility that this existed in

Crataegu,

Crataegu.

onstrated earlier argues for substantially long iso-

lation of major sections of the genus and the

difficulty ofEurasian-North American migration

unless evidence for widespread extinctions is

verified. Indeed this is true for the Maloideae as

a whole and very much so for the Crataegeae

The small Andean genus Hesperomeles, for

species

^f*;otomanthes may prove to be crataegean but ing a specialized

Panama, is related to the main core of the

Crataegeae. However, it is not very diverse and

represents the only native southern hemisphere

maloid. It has a specialized distribution (pygmy

cloud forest and rocky outcrops at ca. 3,000 m).

It is most parsimoniously derived from other

Crataegeae as a relictual genus tenaciously hold-

^irikingly different fruit. crossing fieri ngia with a rapid move south coin-
f
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C. PUNCTATA JACQ.

C. PUNCTATA JACQ., C.

Figure 18. Distribution of Crataegus: C. punctata
p,^^^^^ 20. Map showing richness of species (no

Jacq., C. collina Chapm
per 640 km^) in eastern Asia.

Figure 19. Distribution of Crataegus: C. macro
spernia Ashe, C harbisonii Beadle.

Figure 21. Map showing nc

per 640 km^) in North Amenca.

pccics
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i

i

{

I

I

}

Figure 22a. January isotherms. Mean monthly data
^°^ eastern Asia. Note 1 0°F.

Figure 23a. Mean annual precipitation for eastern

Asia. Note arid regions and summer maxima.

^
|GURE 22b. January isotherms. Mean monthly data
"^Onh America Note 10°F

Figure 23b. Mean annual precipitation for I

America. Note arid regions and winter maxima.
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Table 8. Technical characteristics of the genera of the tribe Crataegeae,

Habit Thorns Leaves Inflor. Flowers Petals

Stamen
No. Pome Seeds Others

Mcspilus small tree thorny short simple, large single, on

shoots leafy

shoots

Crataegus small shrub

to small

thorny

short

small, un-

lobed to

corymb

tree shoots deeply

or short lobed

shoots

& thorns

Pyracantha shrub thorny small, serrat

short evergreen

shoots

Hesperomeles shrub or shoots, small coria-

small tree sometimes ceous,

thorn- evergreen

tipped

Cotomaster small to large

shrub

thomless small, entire

Osteomeles tree or shrub slight tenden- evergreen,

cy to short pinnate

shoots

corymb

cyme

corymb

large, white round

small, white ± round

small, white round

narrow

small, white round

or pink

small, white + round

small, white irreg.

obovate

30-40 medium;

open;

brown

5 pyrenes

5, 10, 15, small to 1-5 pyrenes

20

20

20

20

20

medium; si

open;

yellow, red

or black

small; red;

closed

5 pyrenes

small; red or 5 pyrenes

dark berry

small; red

or black;

closed

fleshy

2-5 pyrenes

5 pyrenes

2 ovule/

carpel

1 ovule/

carpel

Distribution

No. of Species

Europe, W.

Asia 1

N. Temp.
=^140

Eurasia 9

C &S.
America 10

Eurasia 100

E. Asia to Po-

lynesia

(Hawaii) 3.

>

O

tn

2
C/J

O

s

o

9
r

>

ffl

f
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i

^

\

intergenerk: crosses rN maloideae
lllBfiOKEM LINES - SEXUAL HYBRIDS
BROKEN LINES > GRAFT CHIWRAS

CIRCLES APPROXIMATELY PROPORTIONATE

TO GENERIC SIZE

AnELANCHIER

RHAPHIOLEPIS STRANVAESIA

NALACOMELES

SOflfiUS

CRATAEGUS

CHAtNOflELES

CURE 24. Intergeneric crosses recorded in Maloideae (after Robertson, 1974).

of h
^^^^ ^ climatic deterioration. A variant graphic aspect ofadaptive radiation in Pyracan-

this suggested by D. Axelrod (pers. comm.) Crataegu
enve Hesperomeles from C mexicana or postulated from a southwest China base with
"iti relative, with similar southward spread, primitive Crataegus emergmg m that area

onhward migration to Panama-Costa Rica now being represented only by C scabrifolia
vOUlH Ka *,- _ . . - -

tho
^^"^ '^®^^"^- Py^^f^^ntha, the other truly

subT^
^''^^^^^^^' has about ten species. It is

vergreen and predominantly warm humid
V^^B I H H ^^H ^^k ^^K J A ^

Crataegu

Western

been

throughout

intermittently (Wolfe

Middle Miocene

ably only occurred once or twice on the basis of

present biogeography and the existence ofmajor

jj

— x^ ix^woi ii^t; K^fuiLit^^u^. Aiiu barriers in Central Asia, and in this one may
""thorny

Corc»A?^^5/eris a large and quite vari- consider the eariy Tertiary Turgai Straits. The

PerL^^A^^
^^despread in Eurasia, especially tem-

^ha h
*^' ^^ ^^ "^^ *^^ different from Pyracan-

•^fes 1 *l^^^^^"*^* chemically (Challice, 1981).

granh
*^ Taurian-Anatolian and is biogeo-

'^oved^f
'^' ^s well as morphologically, well re-

^ybrL ^^ ^^ ^^'^^ ^*^^^^ ^^^' ^^ *^ ^ candidate

habitat^^^^
genus. The pinnate leaf, specialized

^h
^"^ .^e"»i"l<^able distribution of Osieo-

stjoj. V^^!^ ^ts Hawaiian disjunction and sea-

^Iral
^^*^^' permits one to discount it as an-

ft

Ou ^f^^^^^ *h"s represents the nearest sister

certain

taegus are preponderantly different in North

America from Eurasia, which together with the

diversities in North America itself are clearly

indicative of several independent movements

Asia to North America via Beringia, followed by

southward range collapse in both continental

areas.
&0n lepresenis me nearest sisier aica».

"P (see also Fig. 26, Table 8) and the biogeo- In general, correlated suites of characters found
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DISTRIBUTION OF

TRIBE CRATAEGEAE

(no. of species
IN parenthesis)

tcAu ORm louAnn

M*ruto« fVo|*clien

JT

CRATAEGUS - ASIA (^0),,.^x
- N. AMER.n^^'

HESPEROMELES (10)

MESPILUS (1)

OSTEOMELES (3)

PYRACANTHA (B)
0* 20* 40" ecr i(r io(r I20» mr

Figure 25. Distribution map of crataegean genera.

wtr ifttr wcr MO* MT

in the majority of crataegean genera are consid- Sangu
rm

symplesiomorphic. Ape
cally derived. Figures 2

grammatically certain pi

trends in Crataegus, ar

total character set used.

Cladistic Results

Figure 28 is a computed pro-cladogram for the
75 OTUs used in the taxonomic work. The target

because

permit ad-

eastem

central core of the genus. However, the en i^^

centre, including C scabrifolia and C ^^^^^^_

is tied in. Azaroli and Oxyacanthae. howe
^.

seem relatively reliably connected to the co

the genus.
.^^

Therefore, with some exceptions, the c^^^

gram proposed unites only the tightly-knit gro ^
In doing so, it strongly reflects the phenen

suits and it also conforms with the ^lOgeo^H^^^

results. Nevertheless, to mindlessly P"^^^g^^

cladogram through to completion at ^^^^ .

^

vancement indices) and because of spatial re- with
quirements (numerous OTUs) on the diagram. itbe<
Computation was stopped, or the results not

beafundameniai-

characters polarized

polarize
been

|ved.

plotted, when patristic distance exceeded eight For instance, it is critical to discover ^"^' y

units and where several different fusions of sim- best Xrived fro«. .he
^---f"'""— " -".ycia. uiucicniiusionsor Sim- '^mencanae are Desi aenvcu .w- • n-gatcr

liar parsimony in longer stems (± 2 units) were neae, which would optimize (i.e.
generate ^

possible. Thus many of the major groups, viz. cladistic parsimony), in general, on the

Chmcse and Siberian alliances (including sect. opment of thorns, of leaf-shape,
chmatic
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I

tations, etc., or whether a parallel ''Americanae'-

Sanguineae evolution took place independently

on the two continents. In view of the weak re-

lationship of ^Americanae' to southeastern United

States taxa and to C mexicana, and in view of

Ihe fairly numerous Neogene Crataegus records

(of various leaf shape) from the west of the con-

tinent, extra Beringian migrations represent an
attractive viewpoint.

However, the pro-cladogram as currently set

up does not make the Sanguineae-''Americanae'
connection very attractive; but if the 'America-
nae' were radially raised on the pro-cladogram
(= additional synapomorphies) a link from species

like C kansuensis, C. maximowiczii or C au-
rantia becomes extremely attractive. In lieu of
attempting the difficult task of polarizing a sig-

nificant extra number of morphological charac-
ters, in the short term it is planned to substitute
the use of phenolic assays in the clarification of
group structure. These data have been found use-
ful in Maloideae by Challice (1981) and Sinnott
and Phipps (1983).

Note that as fusions are made between cur- Figure 26. Pyracantha crenulata (lower), Cratae-

rently unconnected groups on the cladogram this ^^^ mexicana (top left) and C scabrifolia (top right)

win compared. Note leaf-shape and spiny short-shoots.

Homoplasies have not been counted but are ev-
idently highly numerous, but this is conformable

Crataegus What is remarkable, however, is the paucity of

hard data on Crataegus dispersal (e.g. DeBoer,reproductive behaviour.
Another reason for caution in accepting long 1979). Information, such as it is, is related to

computed patristic distances lies in the polyploid ^^at eats Crataegus berries, and not how far

xK^ tnfi^ ic nf seeds may travel in the gut of the fructivore.
Maloideae

postulated alloploid origin (maloid x = 17 from There is no question that several species of pas-

X = 8 + X = 9), numerous intergeneric hybrids serines and game birds eat Crataegus fruit. They
5^e known (some in nature) and some involving may also do so in the autumn, while on migra-

egus (notably with Mespil tion. Birds during migration may lose course, due

and plausibly suspected hybridization in Cra- to navigation problems or by being storm driven.

^(legus ^
tristic unionl

override

Numerous records attest to such birds ending up

on the 'wrong' side of the Atlantic or Pacific

Oceans. However, were such LDD to be a sig-

f^ation events. This reinforces the rationale for "ificant cause of Cm^a^^. d.stnbut.on patterns

'^^ing the published situation at the develop- ^hen it is inferred that taxonomically like kmds

"cental stage of the pro-cladogram in 1982 until of Crataegus would be more commonly found

data are analyzed
'

^^^^ *^ actually the case on opposing sides of the

major northern oceans. Indeed, the explanation

of the distribution of only southeastern United

States C. marshallii (related to ser. Oxycanthae

.

Pomes of Crataegus, as well as those of other of Europe), and possessing the smallest size of

^'"ular berry-like fruit about 1 cm size, are com- Crataegus fruit (3x6 mm), is aided by LDD

Dispersal Ability

^^"'y considered to be bird-dispersed (Phipps

'^^uniyamma, 1980). If this is so, then the

concepts for a parsimonious explanation of its

location. The extreme differences between the

^teniial for long-distance dispersal (LDD) im- North American and European Crataegus floras

'Mediately becomes a prominent consideration, indicate the effective closure of Atlantic route to
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lotr VIC IBC* MT 160 l?D'

I

K

jiV

bXYACANTHAE (25)*
SAN6UINEAE

AZAROLI (10

I V

SCABR

T^rL^^'^'^ . \v^^<^N^ J^l

'

uyf' ^<s ^

Y^r..
m r

%V -

1

1

1

1

^

1

u
GRO

MAJOR GROUPS OF

CRATAEGUS SHOWING

POSTULATED MIGRATIONS

« %

§ 'americanae'
|(CA. _60)£

SE U.S.*

GROUPS
^-^ (CA. 20) -1^

MEXICANA\!c. MARSHALLII

IDOQ
JZ

imi m Thi [cuAnM

3 (T ?tr 4ir ctr BO* io(r 120*

M«fUlO( PiaiKlKm

L

.!<
^i

•*

I

\6U* lacr 160* HO" 120-

Figure
sequence.

Crataegus showing

Crataegus during most or all of Crataegus evo- from the standpoint ofthis paper, since the ear y

lution. In view of the Atlantic situation, the East Tertiary. Rotation of plates on an Alaskan u

with crumviuxii, terrane accretion, etc., are of great mterc^

. „ ^ ^^ to geologists but of less significance to this stu^.^-

lent, LDD across the Pacific must also be sto- The sea gap, however, is of more ^^"/^^^"^"^^^

chastically discounted. Both ungulates and ro-

being

through

dents eat Crataegus fruit i

hardly be agents of LDD.
tiary is apparently not easy to establish, '^^^^

, however, is that it was usually narr
sensus

dispersal and with or without intervening small islan

fects ofwhich are abundantly observed in nature, has probably been a negl

for instance in the rapid establishment of new
Crataegus

persal

throughout. Sea-level fluctuation thro^sJV^^j^

Pleistocene must certainly have vaned
the^^

^^^

barrier and could have been

northern continents. Short-distance dispersal factors that affected timing of any Pl^^s

through Crataegu.
candidate migration route and it is proposed as factor for the Beringian route is P^^^_^ y^^,\climaticoccumng whenever the Beringian climate per- It is, therefore, posited that dunng ci

mittcd Cratnpcnj<! tn mloroto *^ o^^ 41 :,,„ :_ .u- _^^! ^i • ;n„«^« K^rriertO AmcnCrataegu

Chukchi

Paleontological Considerations

The Alaskan-Asian contact in Beringia has re-

no significant bamer . ^^^.^

Crataegus approaching '^.^
using SDD. The Tertiary and Qu^temaO P^^^^

climate of Beringia are, therefore, ^^
^ff ,.,^,ac5— -•• been at high lam

mained essentially unchanged geographically, throughout the Tertiary. Indeed,



COMPUTED PROCLADOGRAM

FOR CRATAEGUS, 1962

LEGEND
SCALED S£MICIRCLES«

NO. OF ADVAMCEO CHARACTER STATES

• DOTS >

OTU'S i COMPUTED FUSIONS tNTU^)

T« COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AMBH5UOU5

-- HOBTH AMERICAN LIMES

EURASIAN LINES

nd

X

I

Figure 28. Pro-cladogram of 75 species of Crataegus based on 18 characters. (OTU numbers cross-referenced to Appendix A.)

ON
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POLARITY OF THORN CHARACTERS

WITH ENCODING

NUMBER SHORT SHOOTS

NUMEROUS (1) HOT THORN-

TIPPED (1)

DEFINITE

GROWTH (1)

A

DO NOT

OCCUR (0)

THORN-

TIPPED (0)

INDEFINITE

GROWTH CO)

THORNS NOT

SHORT-SHOOTS

> 6 CM (M)

4 - 6 CM (3)

2 - 4 CM (2)

1 - 2 CM (1)

DO NOT OCCUR (0)

Figure 29. Diagrammatic representation of polar-
ity in Crataegus characters: (a): thorn.

POLARITY OF LEAF CHARACTERS

L0BIN6

DEEP (3)

BREADTH

BROAD (3)

VEINS TO

SINUSES

PRESENT (2)

NONE (0) NARROW (0) NONE (0)

HUHBER OF

UTERAL VEINS

FEW (2)

NUMEROUS (0)

Figure 30. Diagrammatic representation of polar

f in Crataegus characters: (b): leaf.

Eocene, the North Pole was in the (present)

Chukchi Sea. Data on northern Hemisphere cli-

mate changes, however, indicate optima in the

Miocene,

g. Lamb,
Crataegus

northern

the south of Beringia, and these seem to be cold-

FossiL Benchmarks

Fossil benchmarking appears to require a cnt-

ical re-evaluation of all proposed ^— '--""'^Crataegus

fossils. It is noteworthy that some for-a-penod

Crataegus

to genera as taxonomically unrelated as Alnus

Wolfe
hardy, phyletically advanced species (e.g. C. san- ^^ ^"^ ^^^J^ palentologists (e.g. Chaney, 1927;

suinea. C aurantm. C martmnwtr.n C. chin-
^amotte, 1936; Oliver, 1936; MacGinitie, 1934;guinea

rosarca, C altaica (Asia), and C douglasii, C.

chrysocarpa (N. America)).

It is inferred, therefore, that Crataegus crossed

(and perhaps re-crossed) Beringia a limited num-
ber of times, during climatic optima. The Alas-

kan warm-climate interludes are well discussed

by Wolfe (1971, 1977). A possible scenario is:

a) Eocene event

Ancestral Crataegus to Beringia, followed by
range collapse southward on both continents with
the vicariants C mexicana becoming an ancient

relict now settled in Mexico and C scabrifolia

in Yunnan.

Miocene

Wolfe, 1977) etc. are bound

this author, to yield a numl

taegus records at least as faj

cene. Indeed, the unique leaf

Crataegus makes it certain
Crataegus

extant genera. Projection

r Lamotte, 1952) is far

secure and

Maloideae.

Dispersal of Other Maloids

Ancestral sect. Sanguineae types, e.g. C max- Of the maloidean genera only five (^^^^^^^[

Sorbus [only subg. Aucuparial ^^'^'Z^^-..types to Beringia, likewise followed by
range collapse southwards and extensive radia- chier, and Photinia) occur in

tion of ancestral and descendant taxa on both
sides of the Pacific,

Fossil benchmarks

crocontinents (Table 9). While the fruits oH^^
^

nomeles. Cydonia. and some others are i^-^^

general maloid pomes are small (about th

in question, as would a more detailed knowledge as Crataegus in variability). Their patte

Beringian paleoclimale

seem that substantial time intervals are required
to permit the degree of evolution observed. A
telescoping of the proposed time-scale is possible
as long as event (a) is not much later than Mio-
cene on general evolutionary considerations.

med diS'

very

tribution likewise must surely indicate eith

^^^^^

modem evolutionary diversification in ^^ jjj.

tribe or poor LDD. Obviously the latter nyp^^^^

esis conforms best to the Crataegus 9XV^
plana

Indeed for the entire Maloideae, ^I^^J^^^^^
tions are cogent for only three species
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POLARITY OF SOME FRUIT CHARACTERS

CHARACTER SHAPE COLOR INDEX CODING

a I NARROW BLACK ADVANCED 2

>

RED MIDDLE 1

95 BROAD YELLOW PRIMITIVE

Figure 31. Diagrammatic representation of polar-
ity in Crataegus characters: (c): fruit.

m
to Madeira), and Osteomeles anthyllidifolia (Ha-
waii) although this latter, disjunct from eastern
Asia, could have an anthropogenic explanation.

Taxonomy of United States Crataegus

^elated forms restricted to the southern United
States (e.g. Microcarpae. Aestivales, Virides. Fla-
W, Brevispinae) is indicative of a relictual flora

*at had diversified long in the past. The above

forms

yirid

rph
^s and C hupehensis. The weak relation-

between southern United States groups and
North American forms, e.g. 'Americanae,^

^ ^^^'galli, and C. mexicana has already been
'^^ted. It is fascinating to be able to postulate a
^^*"" of southeastern United States relicts.

C

Table 9. Listing of maloid genera geographically

(showing numbers of species per genus).

Euras Am,

Tribe Crataegeae

Mespilns ( 1

)

Crataegus {\50)

Pyracantha (8)

Hesperomeles (9)

Osteomeles (3)

Cotoneaster ( 1 00)

IDichotomanthus

Tribe Sorbeae

Docynia (5)

Chaenomeles

inch Pseudocydonia

Cydonia(l)

Maius (45)

X Malosorbus (I)

Eriolobus (l)

Pyrus (45)

Eriobotrya (30)

Photinia (50)

Heteromeles (1)

Stranvaesia (6)

Rhaphiolepis (8)

Sorbus (\25)

Aronia (3)

Chamaemeles (1)

Amelanchier (18)

Malacomeles (2)

Peraphyllum ( 1

)

1

55

8

95

9

3

100

1

5

5

1

40

1

1

45

30

45

5

5

1

6

8

120

3

1

6 12

2

1

east-west Beringian Crataegus migration. Cra-

taegus tangchungchangii is inadequately known.

Summary

Phenetic and biogeographical analysis shows
— _ _ •

Crataegus species

Taxonomy of Chinese Crataegus

ost Chinese species are fairly closely inter- - -^, . -
. ;. ^

;^^3»ed, in two subgroups, the northern Sangui- groups in regions. Among
}^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^
J^^j^^^"ce and the slightly more southern kan-
^^is alliance. It is these two sub-groups that

J^te most closely to North American Cratae-

Europe and Western

Siberian sect. Sangu
in common with Nort

f'n the group '^^encaA^^e.' Crataegus cunea- American ^Americanae msp.le of usually sep-

f^of^southeastem China, however, is very dis- arating slightly when subjected to ""niencal

taxonomic analysis. In the United States and''"ct from
ihis

other Chinese taxa, as is C. hupehensis.
plant having a remarkable leaf-shape and

species

species

a- .
•"'111^ a. icmarKaDie leai-snapc aim ^^^.^^^ _ .— " .,

-
. ^ ^^u^™

l^^nng to be thomless, whereas C. scabrifolia tinguish rather well from the more northern

dij,
"^'^^ <^ther Chinese species as already 'Americanae

pjj

"^^d- These last two probably represent old scabrifolia an<

y ads, hupehensis perhaps representing the only occur in Yum rcspccti
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RECENT

PLEISTOCENE

PLIOCENE

MIOCENE

OLIGOCENE

EOCENE

BERINGIAN TIHE-SCALE AND SmMm
CUDOGRArt FOR CRATAEGUS, 1

BERINGIAN TIME-SCALE AND SUWIARY

CLAD06RAM FOR CRATAEGUS, 2

RECENT

PLEISTOCENE

PLIOCENE

niOCENE

OLIGOCENE

EOCENE

A*4CESTfiAL

CRATAEGUS

Figure 32, Simplified vicariance cladogram illus-

trating preferred theory (see text for fuller explanation). nation).

Figure 33. Simplified vicariance cladogram illus-

trating alternative hypothesis (see text for fuller expia-

Cladistic analysis is based on generating ple-

siomorphies from the natural tribe Crataegeae
and indicates remarkable similarities between

late Eocene can stand as the midpoint of severa

possibilities.

One is thus left wdth two broad evolutionary

Pyracantha, C scabrifolia, and C mexicana. The options, specifically, 'Americanae" being denve^

cladistic algorithm was not pursued to comple- from 'Sanguineae" (Fig. 32), the most hkely so-

tion due to ambiguities about how major groups lution, in spite of certain difficulties with i >

parallel development in both n^^^^^'^^^^^^^Lf

from scabrifolioid and mexicanoid stock a
ght

knowledge

Maloideae and also, specifi- only one successful Beringian event (Fig.
•

Crataegu.

brought

The procladogram currently favors this, but

. --- o " ^^^ ^^.^v. on gradistic grounds. This may well be cMng^

the cladistic argument, the reasoning resting by further evidence (and is challenged by .^

strongly on the very low likelihood ofLDD. The Alaskan migration potential). Not ^"°"^^gy

few plausible LDD events are noted. This makes known about some peculiar species, whic

be intermediates between existmg taxa, " ^ ^j,

of older radiation. But not one of these
"^^^^^

the choice between the two models pre
Tertiary

ignificant

Crataegus through
But the frequency of this is considered relatively above. A collapsing ofthe time-scale, whic

low on paleoclimatic grounds and the small num-
ber of similar Crataegus phylads on both sides
ofthe Pacific. Fossil evidence, although requiring
modem updating, suggests plentififl Crataegus in
North America from the Mid-Tertiarv Th*- nr.

prove necessary, as evidence ^^^^^^^^^'^

not of itself affect the form of the da^oS"^^^

Thus, Crataegus has changed, due to m
^ ^^^

researches, from a genus in which
^^°^°^f^c\A^

cladistics had appeared overwhelmingly
i _

igin of the genus is hard to time at present but to, in some senses, the very opposite
par**
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digm of an SDD genus with long life history,

evolving mainly during the Tertiary, and evi-

dencing both evolutionary bursts, probable pe-

riods of phenetic gradualism, and, if our feelings

about the proposed relicts are correct, almost
total stasis in some cases. Overwhelming evi-

dence from phenetics, modem biogeography, re-

productive biology, dispersal biology, paleo-

geography, paleoclimate, fossils, and outgroup
analysis, generates a model of Crataegus evo-
lution that is the clearest to date, and, in fact,

totally novel.
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Checklist
World Cr.4taegus

Arranged by section and series. ? = assignment
this section or series uncertain. Subscripted numbers,

Ser. Oxyacanthae (Loud.) Rehd.

1*3. C. monogyna Jacq,

*4. C. curvisepala Lindm. (= C. calycina auct.

non Peterm.)

5. C macrocarpa Hegetschw.

*6. C kyrtostyla Fingerh.

7. C turkestanica Pojark.

8. C pseudoheterophylla Pojark.

*9. C laevigata (Poir.) DC.
10. C turcomanica Pojark.

11. C. ambigua C. A. Mey. ex Beck.

12. C. volgensis Vo}^.T\i.

13. C transcaspica Pojark,

14. C. persica Pojark.

15. C caucasica C. Koch
*16. C atrosanguinea Pojark,

*17. C. songarica C. Koch
18. C sphaenophylla Pojark.

*19. C. microphylla C. Koch
20. C stevenii Pojark.

21. C beckeriana Pojark. (= C. pallasii Gnseb.

in Fl, Eur.)

22. C ucrainica Pojark.

*23. C meyeri Pojark. 1 series Enanthae

24. C eriantha Pojark. [
Pojark.

25. C. taurica Pojark. J
? ^ Azaroli

(+ putative hybrids: C palmstruchii Lindm., C.

leiomonogyna Lkok., C heterodonta vo-

jark., C poloniensis Cin., C. subbo-

realis Cin., C. allemaniensis Cm., C.

orientobaltica Cin., C insularis Cm.)

Ser. Apiifoliae (Loud.) Rehd.

t*26. C marshallii Egglest.

Ser. Pentagynae (Schneid.) Rus.

*27. C pentagyna Waldst. & Kit.

28. C davisii Browicz (close to C pentagyna

Fl. Turkey)
/pastern

29. C. pseudomelanocarpa M. Pop- K^

counterpart to C pentagyna-?o)^vwy^^

Ser. Azaroli (Loud.) Rehd.

30. C. pycnoloba Boiss. & Heldr.

*31. C.orientalisVoW,

32. C. laciniata Ucria

*33. C tanacetifolia (Lam.) Pers.
)

*34. C azarolus L. (incL C aroma (L.) r^o^-f

*35. C pontica C. Koch
36. C. szovitsii Pojark.

37. C sinaica Boiss.

38. C dikmensis Pojark.

*39. C. heildreichii Boiss.

e.g. "62a. C. glabriuscula Sarg." = not certainly differ- Sect. Sanguineae Zabel ex Schneid.
eni from others with same number (e.g. 62, 62b, etc.).

Sources: regional floras cited in text except for Mexico
(Harvard University Herbaria), supplemented by a va-
riety of local floras.

t = sample used in biogeographic analysis.
= sample used in taxonomic studies.
. Mexicanae Loud.

t*i.

ticanae (Loud.) Rehd.
C. mexicana Moc. & Sesse

Scr. 'Henryanae (Sarg.)'

t*2. C. scabrifolia (Franch.) Rehd

Sect

Ser. Pinnatifidae (Zabel ex Schneid.) Rehd-

t*40. C. pinnatifida Bunge

Ser. Nigrae (Loud.) Rus.

*4 1 . C. nigra Waldst. & Kit.

42. Original is deleted from list.

*43. C. jozana C. K. Schneid.

Ser. Sanguineae (Zabel ex Schneid.) Rehd.

t*44. C sanguinea Pall, ex Bieb. .^

t*45. C. dahurica Koehne ex C. k- ^

t*46. C. altaica Lange ^ _ ^ j^-
47. C. wattiana Hemsl. ex Lace K-

kowii Henry)
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Sen (un-named)

t*48. C. maximowiczii C. K. Schneid.

t49. C chlorosarca Maxim.
t*50. C. kansuensis Wils.

t51. C. chungtiensis W. W. Smith
52. C aurantia Pojark.

53. C remotilobata H. Raik. ex Pop.

Sen (un-named)
*54. C clarkei Hook. f.

t*55. C wilsonii Sarg.

t56. C or^5Z?/a W. W. Smith

Sect, (un-named)

t*57. C hupehensis Sarg.

t58. C. shensiensis Pojark.

Sect. Cuneatae Rehd. ex Schneid.
t*59. C cuneata Sieb. & Zucc.
*60. C. tangchungchangii Metcalf (?)

Sect. Cordatae Beadle ex Egglest.

t*61. C. phaenopyrum{L,t)M^d\c,

Sect. Virides Sarg. ex Schneid.

Ser. Virides (Sarg. ex Schneid.) Rehd.
t*62. C viridis L.

62a. C glabriuscula Sarg.
62b. C sutherlandensis Sarg.
62c. C. anamesa Sarg.
62d. C stenosepala Sarg.
62e. C poliophylla Sarg.

t 63. C. «/7/rfa (Engelm.) Sarg.

Sen Pulcherrimae (Sarg. ex Palmer) Palmer
64. C pulcherrima Ashe

Sea Microcarpae Loud.
r65. C. spathulata Michx.

^ct. Flavae Loud,
t*66. C//ava Ait.

67.

68.

69.

70.

C apr/ca Beadle
C michauxii Pers.

C Jloridana Sarg.
C. lacrimata Small

^- Parvifoliae Loud
t*7l.

tSecUA^

*72.

C uniflora Muenchh.

C aestivalis (Walt.) T. & G.
^3- C. op(2c<3 Hook. & Am
74.

75.

Sect

C. rufula Sarg,

C maloides Sarg.
C. luculenta Sarg.)

1^76. C. brachyacantha Engelm. & Sarg.
Sect

t*77.

f78.
C. douglasii Lindl,
C. rivularis Nutt.

.
' '• C erythropodn ^ «^

t80. C. saligna Greene (? correctly placed)

^' Crus.galU Loud.

^- Crus-galli (Loud.) Rehd.
'^**L C crus-galli L., sens, lat. (incl. Cfontane-

siana Spach, C ftwjA// Sarg., C livoniarta

Sarg., C pyracanthifolia Beadle, etc., etc.)

*'a. C. reverchonii S^Tg,

4

81b. C cherokeensis Sarg.

81c. C. sublobulata Sarg.

8 Id. C. engelmannii Sarg.

fSle. C ^racy/Ashe

82, C. berberifolia T. & G.

t83. C Egglest

t84, C parryana Egglest. (?)

Ser. Punctatae (Loud.) Rehd.

*tt85. C punctata Jacq.

t85a. C collina Chapm.
186. C brazoria Sarg. (?)

87. C. disperma Ashe

Sect. Triflorae Beadle ex Schneid.

t*88.
89.

C. trijlora Chapm.
C. austromontana Beadle

90. C conjungens Sarg.

Sect. *Americanae (El-Gazaar)'

tSer. Bracteatae (Palmer) Rehd.

91. C. asheiBG?id\c

*92. C. harbisonii Beadle

93. C pearsonii Ashe (?)

Ser. (un-named)

t94. C. viburnifolia Sarg.

Ser. Molles (Sarg. ex Schneid.) Rehd

t*95. C mo/fo (T. & G.) Scheele

t95a. C. noelensis Sarg.

95b, C viburnifolia Sarg.

t95c. C. texana Buchel.

t95d. C. limaria Sarg.

96. C canadensis Sarg,

96a. C arnoldiana Sarg.

96b. C anomala Sarg.

97. C pensylvanica Ashe

t98. C. greggiana Egglest.

t*99. C. submollis Sarg.

t*Ser. Coccineae (Loud.) Rehd.

*100. C. holmesiana Ashe

*101.

*102.

103.

104.

*105.

C pedicellata Sarg.

C. pringlei Sarg.

C. acutiserrata Kruschke

C.fulleriana Sarg,

C. corusca Sarg.

Ser. Tenuifoliae (Sarg. ex Egglest.) Rehd.

t** 106. C macrosperma Ashe

107. C apiomorpha Sarg.

108. C. fluviatilis Sarg.

C schuettei Ashe

C lucorum Sarg.

C flabellata (Bosc.) K. Koch

t*109.
*110.

t*lll.

(Egglest. ex Egglest

tll2.

t*113.

t*114.
115.

tll6.
117.

C Columbiana Howell

C chrysocarpa Ashe

C rfo^^^/ Ashe
Cy/flv/^aSarg.

C margaretta Ashe

C. /rra5a Sarg.

118. C. aboriginum Sarg.

119. C. laurentiana Sarg.

fScr. Intricatae (Sarg. ex Schneid.) Rehd.

*I20. C intricata Lange

121- C. /o£'//i/a Ashe
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Sen Brainerdianae Palmer

t*122.
123.

t*124.
125.

C brainerdii Sarg.

C sylvestris Sarg.

C. scabrida Sarg.

C. coleae Sarg.

126. C jonesae Sarg. (?)

Ser. Macracanthae (Loud.) Rehd.
*127, C, succulenta Link

t*128. C macracantha Lodd.

t*i29. C calpodendron (Ehrh.) Medic

tSer. Silvicolae (Palmer) Kruschke
*130. C. iracunda Beadle
*131. C compacta Sarg.

*132. C suborbiculata Sarg.

133. C nitidula Sarg.

134. C compta Sarg.

135. C prona Sarg.

136. C opulens Sarg.

137. C jesupii Sarg.

138. C fera/aSarg.

139. C incerta Sarg.

(? others)

Ser. Pruinosae (Sarg. ex Egglest.) Rehd.

t***140. C pruinosa (Wendl.) K. Koch, sens. lat.

141. C formosa Sarg.

*142. C dissona Sarg.

fSer. Dilatalae (Sarg. ex Palmer) Rehd.

*143. C rf/7fl?a/a Sarg. (= C conspecta Sarg.)

144. C coccinioides Ashe
145. C. glareosa Ashe (?)
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF SCROPHULARIACEAE IN THE
HOLARCTIC WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE
FLORISTIC RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN EASTERN

ASIA AND EASTERN NORTH AMERICA 1

Hong De-Yuan^

Abstract

Based on a general survey of the distribution of Scrophulariaceae in the Holarctic, eastern Asia is

shown to be the richest in members of the family among five regions. Western North America has
53% of the genera (16/30) common to eastern Asia, whereas eastern North America has 48% of the
genera (17/35) common to eastern Asia. Among 1 4 genera (excluding the cosmopolitan and pantropical
genera) shared by North America and Eurasia, four distributional patterns are recognized: temperate
western North America/Mediterranean disjunction (one genus); temperate Eurasia/North America
disjunction (three genera); temperate eastern Asia/eastern North America disjunction (four genera),
and continuous distribution through the Bering Strait or Aleutian Islands (six genera). Three phases
of plant communication between North America and Eurasia are hypothesized. The origin and mi-
gration routes of some taxa are traced. Six genera are suggested to have migrated from eastern Asia
to North America and four genera are considered to have migrated in the opposite direction, i.e.,

from western North America to eastern Asia through Beringia or the Bering Strait.

eastern
General Aspect

fastem North America was first noticed by Lin- The Scrophulariaceae are a rather large family,
liaeus (in a dissertation defended by J. Halenius; containing 1 8 tribes, about 200 genera, and 3,000
5^ Graham, 1972) as early as 1750 and has been species. It is highly developed in the Holarctic
the focus ofmuch attention by plant geographers Kingdom with 14 tribes, 110 genera, and over
since Gray's (1840, 1846; reprinted in Graham, 2,200 species. The tribes Verbasceae, Paulow-
^972) brilliant works. The subject has been ex- nieae, Hemiphragmeae, Ellisiophylleae (if in-

tensively discussed over the past century (see Li, eluded in the family), and Collinsieae are endem-
^52; Graham, 1972, for literature). There have ic to the area, and the Antirrhineae, Veroniceae,
''^^n, however, few, if any, discussions on the Rhinantheae, and Digitaleae have most of their
^^bject pertaining to individual families, prob- members here. Of the 1 10 genera, 72 areendem-
% due in part to a lack of floristic work on
J||na, the major part ofeastern Asia, in the past.
"»s report is intended to be an initial effort in

^^^^ direction.

ic. The family, however, also flourishes in the

Southern Hemisphere, with the tribes Aplosi-

meae, Calceolarieae, Hemimerideae, Manuleae,

and Aragoeae (Hong & Nilsson, unpubl.) entirely

The area covered in this work is the Holarctic or mainly confined there.

(Takhtajan, 1969)or Melchior Table 1 shows that of the five regions men-
f^ngdom I. To facilitate an analysis of distri- tioned above, eastern Asia has the most tribes.

"'•on and discussion, the kingdom is divided
'0 nve rpoinnc ia gastem ^'^'^"^*' a-w,/^-^^-, /^^^t

the most genera, the most endemic genera, the

most species, and the most endemic species. It

J*

!?^ Rocky Mountains, corresponding basically is the only subregion with endemic tribes (3). The
°; > akhtajan's region 4), western North America least number of genera occur in western North

li^^tajan's regions 5 plus 9), eastern Asia America and the fewest species (including en-

f

^^.'^^^^^J^n's region 3 plus the eastern half of demic ones) in eastern North America. North
^on 2, or Good's (1974) regions 3 plus 2B), America, as a whole, is comparatively poor in

jstern and central Asia (Takhtajan's region 8 scrophulariaceous plants, having only nine tribes

^ Irano-Turanian Region), and Europe and the (one endemic), 48 genera (16 endemic), and ca.

' <^diierranean together (including the Azores). 630 species (ca. 600 endemic).

(

i

'I

j^
*ould like to express my sincere thanks to professors R.-C. Ching. T.-T Yu, and Z.-Y. Wu for reading

nanuscript and to Dr. A.-M. Lu for his suggestions,
"s^nuie of Botany, Academia Sinica, Beijing, People's Republic of China.

^- Missouri Bot. Card. 70: 701-712. 1983.
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Table 1. Taxa in the five regions in North America and Eurasia

Taxon

Tribe

Genus

Species

Number of Taxa in Eurasia

Europe &
E. Asia W. & C. Asia Medit. Total

11(3)

58 (22)

8(0)

35(5)

8(0)

39(7)

700 (550) 600 (350) 650 (450)

12(4)

82 (43)

1,750(1,650)

Number of Taxa in North America

E. North
America

8(0)

35(8)

W. North

America

8(0)

30(6)

Total

9(1)

48(16)

160(100) 500(450) 630(600)

Western North America/eastern Asia have 1

6

Gratioleae, is considered because it is best rep-

genera in common; and eastern North America/ resented in the kingdom, particularly in western

eastern Asia have 17 genera in common. These North America and shows a special relationship

paired regions share a greater number of taxa western

than any ofthe other paired regions. Thus, in the Different taxonomic ranks are involved in these

number ofgenera shared, the two regions in North disjunct distributions. At the tribal level, a num-

America are both closer to eastern Asia than to ber ofpaired genera are found disjunctly distrib-

uted, one member ofeach pair in North AmencaEurope and Mediterranean

em and central Asia. All the large genera in North counterpart

America have the great majority of their mem- roniceae, Veronica on one side ^ndSynthyns^n

Besseya together on the other are such a case.
western

Mimu
lus) or only a single species (Orthocarpus) ex-

Veronica is a large and polymorphic genus, wii

its center from the Pyrenees, along the Alps, north

^ „ Anatolia, the Caucasus, the Himalayas, and the

note that all four of these genera also occur in Pamirs to southwest China and Tienshan, w e

all eight sections and the majority of species ex

eastern

Furthermore

eastern _, ist. Only a few species (excluding cosmopolitan

whereas 48% of the genera in eastern North and weedy ones) mostly belonging to the sec i

America are common to eastern Asia. It is prob- Veronica, extend into tropical Africa, ^^^^^^^
[

ably reasonable to say that the relationships of and North America. Synthyris and Besseya

western counterpartni\^ Lj».iw4^iiui<iiicn^cac uciwccii wcbiciu i"Noiiu geiner may DC iii cuuiiicii^ai i '*•

—

. i

America and eastern Asia are closer than those (Fig. 1). The relationships between ^^''^"'^^^^^j,

between eastern North America and eastern Asia, the other two genera are so close that no

ences, except for habit and chromosome
num

•

are useful for distinguishing them. ^'P"^

gia. Lesquereuxia. and Schwalbea in Kn^^^^

theae provide another example. The firs

eastern

The Distributional Patterns of the
Taxa Shared by North America

AND Eurasia

North America and Eurasia share six tribes

(Anthirrhineae, Gerardieae, Gratioleae, Rhinan-
theae, Scrophularieae, and Veroniceae) and 19

genera {Antirrhinum, Bacopa, Buchnera, Castil- lobes; Lesquereuxia is different from
j^"'

leja, Euphrasia, Gratiola, Lagotis, Limosella, mainly in its opposite leaves. The three are

em Turkey, and the third in eastern North
^^^^

ica (Fig. 2). Siphonostegia differs from tn

^^^^^^

two in having pinnatifid leaves ^^^^^^^^^^.^ibea.

closely

j^tfiuna, L^inaeria, Meiampyrum, Mimulus, Or- related (iieage, iy/5j.
ntinen^*

thocarpus, Pedicularis, Pcnstemon, Rhinanthus, The 14 genera common to the two co
^^^^.^^

may be grouped into four categories ac
Scrophularia. Veronica, and Veronicastrum) dis-

junctly distributed across the Atlantic and/or the to their distributional patterns:

Pacific. Since the genera Bacopa. Gratiola, Li-

paft

mosella, Linderia (all members of the tribe Gra- of the area in Europe and the ^^^^.'^^J^^iy

,

tioleae) and Buchnera (Buchnereae) are either gion ana me omei m i-^— -
. g^ry. i.

cosmopolitan aquatics or pantropical, it is better genus, Anthirrhinum, falls into this ^^^^^ jo

consists of 30 species, 17 of them o^
^^^^,„.

mulus. a widely distributed member of the tribe western Mediterranean
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Figure 1, Distribution of the genera Veronica, Synthyris, and Besseya, Although Veronica is distributed
almost worldwide, the majority of species and all eight sections occur in the southern Holarctic Kingdom (the

cosmopolitans are not included in the map). Synthyris is totally in western North America and Besseya has only
one species in eastern North America. Synthyris and Besseya may be regarded as congeneric. Shaded area—
distribution center of Veronica^ black dcctOi— Synthyris-, dotted dstz— Besseya.

\

States (Fig, 3),

California Mediterranean. Scrophularia is a large genus with

ca. 150 species, of which over 100 grow in the

2) Genera disjunct across both the Pacific and region from the Pyrenees to the Pamirs, and with
^he Atlantic (that is with one part of the area in ca. 20 in a small area in southwest China (Fig.

temperate Eurasia and the other in temperate 4). In North America the genus has nine species

;n- (or only two species depending on species con-

all cept). The situation in Linaria appears similar

he (Fig. 5). It is centered in the Mediterranean re-

North

Melampyrum
southern

(

^^»«E 2. Distribution of three very closely related genera, Schwalbea (continuous line), Siphonostegfa
<brokc

lereivcia
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Figure 3. Disjunct distribution o{ Antirrhinum.

gion (where more than 80 of ca. 120 species oc- Kamchatka, the Kuriles, northern Japan, and

cur), particularly in Portugal and Spain. Only one Sakhalin (Fig. 7). Orthocarpus occurs almost en-

or two species grow in North America. Melam- tirely in western North America. Only one species

pyrum is a much smaller genus with ca. 30 species, extends eastward into the eastern part ofthe con-

two-thirds of which are concentrated in south- tinent; another isolated species grows in Andean

east Europe and the Caucasus. Only one poly- America. A new species, O. chinensis, was

morphic species, M. lineare, occurs in temperate

North America (Fig. 6).

3) Genera disjunct across the Pacific (with one
part in North America and the other in east Asia).

Four genera {Penstemon, Mimulus, Veronicas-

trum, and Orthocarpus) belong to this category.

cently discovered from central China (Hong

1979). Thus, C>r?/iocar/>u5 is actually disjunct be-

tween western North America and eastern Asia

(Fig. 8). Although the genus Mimulus is widely

distributed, abundance and center of diversity i

western

All but Veronicastrum have the majority of their thirds of the total number of species (ca. ;^

grow; the Asian part of the range is a strip tro
members in western North America. Penstemon
consists of some 220 species, with a great ma-
jority concentrated in temperate western North
America, but with one species, P. frutescens, in

Sakhalinxne souxn jvunics iiuu oajs^ia*^" "^- -— j

and is distantly disjunct from the Austra lan a

African parts of the range of the genus (Mg- >

Figure 4. Disjunct distribution of Scrophularia. The distribution center is shaded.
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Figure 5. Disjunct distribution of Linaria. The shaded area indicates the distribution center.

w

I

The discontinuous distribution of Veronicas- native to North America (excluding the cos-

irum was noted by Li (1952) in his discussion of mopolitan species). Seven are endemic, three ( V.

floristic relationships between eastern Asia and alpina, V. fruticans, and V. scutellata) are cir-

eastem North America. The genus has 1 9 species cumpolar, and V. stelleri occurs from the Chang-
in eastern Asia, from the eastern Himalayas to Bai Mountain in northeast China to southern

Sakhalin, and a single species in eastern North Alaska across the Aleutians (Fig. 1 1). Lagotis is

America south of 50°N (Fig. 10). mainly an eastern Asian genus centered in south-

4) Genera continuously distributed across the western China; only two species extend into

northern Pacific. In this category are six genera, northeastern Europe and one into the Caucasus.

Veronica. Lagotis. Pedicularis. Euphrasia. /,a<?o//5^/6!MCi2, however, reaches Alaska and the

^hinanthus, and Castilleja. As mentioned above, Yukon in the northwestern comer ofCanada (Fig.

Veronica is a large genus with the majority of its 1 2). Pedicularis, the largest genus in the Scroph-

species in temperate Eurasia, but with 13 species ulariaceae, with ca. 500 species, is typical of the

I

Figure 6. Disjunct distribution of Melampyrum. The distribution center is indicated by the shaded area
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Figure 7. Disjunct distribution of Penstemon. Shaded area indicates distribution center. Only one species

frutescens, occurs in eastern Asia.

Holarctic Kingdom. Over 300 species are con- seven species, four endemic to the eastern part,

centrated in a small area in the eastern Hima-
layas, western Sichuan, and northwestern Yun-

northem is also

eastern

nan. Among the 32 species native to North extent similar to Euphrasia section Euphrasia,

America, 1 2 are common to eastern Asia and but there are two gaps in the continental part o

eight are common to Europe (Fig. 13). Although Kamchatka

Euphrasia is widespread, section Euphrasia, only a single species, R. borealis, occurs in Nort

consisting of annuals, is totally within the Hoi- America (Fig. 15). Ca5f/7/^7^ is different from the

arctic Kingdom with the greatest number of
species in Europe. Native to North America are

genera mentioned above in that' it extends to

South America and is centered in western Nort

Figure 8. Disjunct distribution of Orthocarpus. The distribution center is indicated by
Black dot-one single Asian species, O. chinensis Hong.

the shaded ar*

f
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Figure 9.

M.
Mimuius,

centered in the Pacific Coast states.

rnenca, with only three species in northern Eur- where there are 14 genera (seven endemic); the
^sia(Fig. 16).

In summary, in the Holarctic Kingdom the
^ophulariaceae have six tribes disjunctly dis-

Scrophularieae is almost equally developed in

Eurasia and North America; the Veroniceae have

1 3 genera in Eurasia, particularly in the southern
"Routed in Eurasia/North America. Four ofthem, part, and four genera in North America. Between
^ Antirrhineae, Rhinantheae, Scrophularieae, North America and Eurasia there is also a genus-
^nd Veroniceae, are typically or mostly northern pair distributional pattern, Schwalbea/Siphono-
nbes. The Antirrhineae are mainly in the Med- stegia-Lesquereuxia, Among 14 northern genera
Jerranean region where there are eight genera common to North America and Eurasia (five ad

-

wcludmg three endemic or nearly endemic ones); ditional pantropical or worldwide genera are out
"^e Rhinantheae is best developed in eastern Asia of our consideration) one falls into a Mediter-

FiGlJ

1

i

1

J
^

^

RE 10. Disjunct distribution of Veronicastrum. Shaded area indicates the distribution center.
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Figure 1 L Distribution of Veronica stelleri.

Eurasia/North America pattern

eastern

eastern Asia/western

pattern; one is ofan eastern

America pattern). The remi

The Phases of Plant Communication

Between North America

AND Eurasia

A number of families in Scrophulariales, e.g.,

Myopo Pedaliaceae, Selaginaceae, Stil-

baceae, and Retziaceae, exhibit a clearly south-

em
southern

Aptosimeae, Calceolarieae, Hemimerideae,

Manuleae, and Aragoeae (Hong & Nilsson, un-

pubL). Some mainly northern tribes also have

well-developed southem elements; for example,

the Hebe complex and the genus Detzneria of

Veroniceae in Australasia, and Lamourouxia and

Euphrasia of Rhinantheae in Australasia and

South America. Many tropical and southem gen-

era in the family are disjunct, e.g., Bacopa, Lin-

deria, Gratiola, Stemodia, and Buchnera in Af-

rica, Asia, Australia, and America; Striga and

Limnophila in Africa, Asia, and Australasia; and

ranean/westem North America pattern; three into Hebe
America. On the basis of this distribution, it is

reasonable to suggest that the Scrophulariaceae

originated and dilferentiated rather eariy, prob-

ably when Pangaea was still extant or at least

before Gondwana had broken up. As to North

with American/eastern
small gaps in the Bering Strait or Aleutian re- shown by the genera Penstemon, Orthocarpus.

gions. One of these is primarily an American Mimulus

Asia as their distributional center).

eastern sible that they migrated from North America to

Asia or vice versa through Beringia before the

Figure 1 2. Distribuiion of Lagotis, The distribution center is indicated by the shaded area. Only one
specic«'

L. glauca, extends into North America.
\
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Figure 1 3. Distribution of Pedicularis. The majority of species (ca. 300 out of 500) grow in the area shaded.

Miocene Miocene)
^go, when the climate there was temperate or androuteofthesecondoneisrather certain, i.e..

(Wolfe, 1972). In pattern through
resented by genera with a more or less continuous perate or cool-temperate; the third is even more

through through
Aleutians, migration via these two routes during in the Quaternary

Quaternary

MiGRATIONAL DIRECTION

Despite the difficulty in answering the question

From the foregoing, floristic migration be-
tween Eurasia and North America may have tak-
^n place in three phases. The exact time of the _-.
earliest one is still vague, either when Laurasia of migrational direction, I would, nevertheless,

*as still extant, or later, but when the climate like to speculate about it and suggest hypotheses,

'round Beringia was warm-temperate or tern- There is not enough information available for

'^'ci^RE 1 4. Distribution of Euphrasia section Euphrasia. Shaded area indicates the distribution center.
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Figure 1 5. Distribution of Rhinanthus, The distribution center is indicated by the shaded area.

determining the center of origin and direction of are endemic, and the two other are concentrated

migration of the tribes Scrophularieae and An- there.

tirrhineae, but I can say something about the Recently, a new genus of Rhinantheae, Pseu-

Veroniceae and Rhinantheae. Of the 24 genera dobartsia, was described from Yunnan, south-

of Rhinantheae, eastern Asia has 14, of which west China (Hong, 1979). A certain number of

seven are endemic. There are also 14 genera in primitive characters are retained in this genus.

re- The upper lip of the corolla, for example, is al-Mediterranean

western ght

central Asia occur ten genera of the tribe, only herent, and has not developed into a definite

one of which is endemic. In North America as a galea. The seeds are ellipsoidal with a reticulate

ight eastern

Figure 16. Distribution of Castilleja^ with the center indicated by the shaded area. Only three species occur

in northern Asia and northeastern Europe.
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most genera, the most endemic genera, and also

probably the most primitive element of the

Rhinantheae. The two endemic genera, however,

and the two highly developed genera in North

America, Castilleja and Orthocarpus, where the

upper lip ofthe corolla is long and navicular, and
the lobe tips of lower lip in Orthocarpus are sac-

like, seem to be specialized elements in the tribe;

the monotypic genus Schwalbea has its closest

relative in eastern Asia. All these facts may in-

dicate that the tribe Rhinantheae originated in

eastern Asia and its members in North America
are derived. Among 1 5 northern genera of the

tribe Veroniceae, 1 3 occur in temperate Eurasia

and nine of them are endemic to the region. All

the primitive members of the tribe but Detzne- Figure 17. Distribution of the sections of Veron-

^ia, a New Guinea genus are here. The two en- icastrum, showing the plausible relationship between

rtpmiV r.^^^^^ • KT «*i- a' • o ^u ,«.v r.^A migration and corolla evolution. 1. Section Calorhab-demic genera m North America, Synthyris and
^^^^3,^,^.) Hong. 2. Section Plagiostachys (Franch.)

mseya are, however, closely allied to Veronica vamazaki. 3. Section Ptewcaulon Yamazaki. 4, Sec-

(
^d are apparently derived (Hong, 1984). Figure tion Veronicastrum.

17 shows the distribution of the genus Veroni-

castrum as an example of migration of scrophu-
lariaceous plants from eastern Asia to North
America.

western

through Beringia before the Late Miocene

The migration during glaciation from eastern the Bering Strait had not opened (Durham &
Asia to North America through the Bering Strait MacNeil, 1 967) and the climate there was tem-

^^ Pedicularis, Euphrasia. Lagotis, Veronica, and perate or cool-temperate. Orthocarpus, which is

^hinanthus is almost certain. All eight sections centered in the Pacific Coast states, may repre-

and most of the species of Veronica occur in sent another example ofthe migration from west-

temperate Eurasia, especially in the southwestern em North America to eastern Asia. The only

Partofeastem Asia. All 13 native species, apart Asian species of the ge

from the cosmopolitan species, of the genus in scribed recently from a _ .

North America are those adapted to cool or half a century ago from central China. No ad-

wountainous conditions and belong to three ditional collections have been made. The migra-

western North America to eastern Asia

Castilleja, which also has western North

single specimen

rather advanced sections, Veronicastrum, Ve-

ronica, and Beccabunga. Ofthese 1 3 species, four ^. -. -.

are common to the extreme northeastern part of America as its distributional center and has only

eastern Asia. Lagotis has only one species, L.

S^auca. in Alaska, Yukon, and the adjacent re-

species in northern

Yurtsev (1972). The case ofMimulus

&on of Canada, which also grows in Kamchatka is more difficult to explam. In spite of its wide

distribution in tropical Afnca, Australasia, east-

best developed

species

^d Sakhalin. The other genera have similar pat-

terns, em Asi;

Was plant migration between eastern Asia and western

North America unidirectional, i.e., only from the sections

fonner to the latter? Has the opposite migration All seven species ^^^^/^^em Ajm

^^er taken place and, if so, to what extent? Ac-
j^rding to what has been stated earlier, the fol-

owing fourgenera may be such cases. Penstemon

northern

with

source) belong

'" centered in southwest North America, with Paradanthus. which is also highly

^^y one species extending into central America, North Amenca. 1 he Asian species

^dasingle species, P.fmtescens. in Kamchatka, cept M. .jnctus
^'•^^"^Z^ccZZ^il

*^ Kuriles, northern Japan. Sakhalin, and .he other and also to ^o- of*ePacflc Coast s^^^^^^

Okhotsk region (Fig. 7), where it has no close

'^'atives. The disjunct occurrence may be the

M. sessilifolius in Japan to M.
M
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tenellxis to the western North American M, in-

conspicuiis (Grant, 1924). Another fact connect-

ed with the immigration of Asian species from

western North America is that the M tenellus

complex exhibits a challenging taxonomic prob-

lem in southwestern China and the eastern Hi-

malayas, where numerous local races and vari-

ants occur.

Grant, A. L. 1924 [1925]. A monograph of the genus

Mimulus. Aim. Missouri Bot. Gard. II: 99-388.

Gray, A. 1840. [Review of:] Dr. Siebold. Flora Ja-

ponica; sectio prima, Plantae omatui vel usui in-

servientes; digessit Dr. J. G. Zuccarini: fasc. 1-10,

fol. 100 pp., 50 tab. 1835-1839. Amer. Jour. Sci.

Arts 39: 175-176.

. 1846. Analogy between the flora of Japan and

that of the United States. Amer. Jour. Sci. Arts,

Set. 2, 2: 135-136.
It is usually suggested on the basis ofmammals ^^^^^ j^ c. 1978. 28. Lesquereuxia

and some other plant groups that migration from

Asia to North America was much more intensive

than in the opposite direction (Yurtsev, 1972).

The conclusion does not seem to hold true as far

as the scrophulariaceous plants are concerned.

Six genera, Euphrasia, Lagotis, Pedicularis,

Rhinanthus, Veronica, and Veronicastrum, are

suggested to have migrated from eastern Asia to

North America, but four genera, Castilleja, Mi-
mulus, Orthocarpus, and Penstemon, may have
migrated in the opposite direction. Although
Linaria, Melampyrum, and Scrophularia may
have migrated from Eurasia to North America,
it is doubtful ifthe event took place from eastern

Asia to North America through Beringia. Antir-

rhinum presents an even more difficult case in

this respect.
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A COMPARISON OF ORCHID FLORAS OF TEMPERATE
NORTH AMERICA AND EASTERN ASIA 1

Chen Sing-chi^

Abstract

*

*
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%

A phytogeographic analysis is made of the orchid floras of temperate North America and eastern
Asia. The relationships between them are shown characteristically by the disjunctive patterns of
distnbution in the eight species-pairs of Cypripedium, Listera, Pogonia, Liparis. and Platanthera as
well as m some other genera such as Tipularia. Arethusa (Eleorchis), Aplectrum (partly Cremastra),
and Tropidia, in the two continents. Data of these distribution patterns support an assumption that
the discontinuous distribution in orchids between temperate North America and eastern Asia is the
resuh ofmigration via the Beringian link, or by way ofthe northern Pacific, but this was not necessarily
the only migration route concerned.

im

The Orchidaceae is an advanced family with 1953), Among them, 16 genera are common to
minute seeds that can be dispersed effectively by both continents: Cypripedium, Cephalanthera,
wind over long distances. Because there are so Epipactis, Listera, Pogonia, Spiranthes, Good-
few nutrients in the seeds, their distribution is yera. Orchis, Coeloglossum, Platanthera Ha~
restncted by ecological conditions. There are a Maiaxis Tipu'
numberofclosely related orchids extensively or laria. and Calypso (excluding Aplectrum and
^isjunctively distributed between temperate Arethusa). Consequently, more than two-thirds
ortn America and eastern Asia; among them, of the total orchid genera of temperate North
Pecies pairs are most interesting. These pairs America show a phytogeographic link with east-

^I'e similar in morphology to the extent that most em Asia. No single genus is found exclusively in

i

P^^^^ously have been considered as conspecific. North America and Europe, whereas there are
though such morphological similarities do not several strictly Eurasian genera such as Neottia,

'Necessarily indicate genetic relationships, they _. . _
^^n do. No attempt is made here to further denia, and Peristylis,

examine the question of their evolutionary re- Few epiphytic orchids are found in North
^tionship, which would require investigations America except in southern Florida and coastal
Sing other approaches, especially cytogenetic re-

Herminium

^^rch. The purpose of this paper is to discuss
Qw present distribution patterns have been de-
veloped.

Floristic Comparison

here is a striking similarity between temper- fc

and southern Mexico, whereas in China several

genera of epiphytic orchids occur south of the
Qin Ling Mountains: Coelogyne, Pholidota,

Pleione, Ischnogyne, Liparis, Dendrobium, Eria,

Oberonia, Holcoglossum, Cleisostoma, Vanda,
and Taeniophyllum. Some grow as far north as

about 34° to 36*'N latitude. Examples are Liparis

^ North American and eastern Asian orchid
^s. In the latter area, however, there occurs
rge number oftaxa, including many endemics

"^Primitive forms.
total of 106 species with many varieties in

^
genera are reported to occur in temperate

^^h America (Correll, 1950; Luer, 1975),

N), and Cleisostoma scolopendri-

foliiim (Makino) Garay (36°N) (Chen & Tang,

1982).

High endemism in eastern Asia is notable.

Seven genera, Tangtsinia, Diplandrorchis,

Chan^nienia, Stigmatodactylus, Ephippianthus.

Neofi

^

^ereas in eastern Asia there are about 350 E/^^rc/i/^ and AT/r/^orc/r/^), are confined to east-

* ^^.^^^ grouped into 80 genera, ofwhich 62 gen- era Asia, whereas three, namely Hexalectris,

including 15 species occur in Japan (Ohwi, Calopogon. and Isotria, occur only in temperate

V uca
***esiions

many valuable

^- Missouri

Beij
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North America. In addition, eastern Asia has ic. In this region, a few orchids are continuously

more subendemic genera such as Bletilla, Hem- distributed from Japan oi northern

ipilia, Porolabium, Amitostigma, Archineottia, Aleutian Islands to North America. For example,
4

Androcorys, Ischnogyne, Sind Holcoglossum. The Orchis aristata Fisch. occurs in Korea, northern

richness of the above-mentioned eastern Asian Sakhalin. Kamchatka
orchid flora results in part from the wide range lands, and the Alaskan Peninsula (Fig. 1); Pla-

of available areas from subtropical to temperate tanthera hyperborea (L.) Ldl

zones, and a number of tropical taxa that have em Japan, Kamchatka, the Aleutian Islands,

ranges extending northward into this region. North America, Greenland, and Iceland; and

However, in North America and northern Africa Cypripedium guttatum Sw. var. yatabeanum

there is no such range of areas because of the (Makino) Pfitz. occurs in northern Japan, Kam-

interruption by either ocean or desert, and few chatka, the Aleutian Islands, and the Alaskan

tropical orchids there spread northwards as far Peninsula (Fig. 2). However, attention is called

as in eastern Asia. Similarly, in eastern Asia tem- to Platanthera chorisiana (Cham.) Rchb. f ,
which

perate genera such as Cephalanthera, Epipactis, is distributed disjunctively in northern Japan,

Hemipil southern Sakhalin

southern
gration oftemperate orchids in southern

Mexico

ward to Thailand and Vietnam. In North Amer- ner ofAlaska and British Columbia, but is absent

mi- from the Alaskan Peninsula (Fig. 3).

ida Disjunctive distribution between eastern North

America and eastern Asia, Within this category

Lsia fall species pairs and individual genera. There

(Chen, 1982). For example, a primitive genus are at least eight species pairs found in these two

Tangtsinia, possessing a regular perianth, a ter- regions. They are similar in morphology and, in

re- most cases, were formerly considered to be con-

More

•!•

stigma, and five sta

from southeastern

'gyrophylla Chvin

specific.

_. . , Cy;7r/pe(i/Mm is a temperate genus of about 30

in 1958. Another primitive genus, Archineottia, species. It is fiaund largely in North America and

is characterized by an incomplete column, ex- eastern Asia, with two species extending to Eu-

rope. Two species pairs are distributed disjunc-hibitmg a terminal stigma and an erect stamen
with a free filament attached to the back of the
column. The columnar structure found in this

genus and the allied Neottia is transitional from
one form with a stamen not fully adnated to the

eastern

Cypripedium arietinum R. Br. ranges from Illi-

nois throughNew York, and Connecticut to Nova

Scotia, southern Quebec, southern Ontario, and

style to another in which fusion is complete. The southern Manitoba; its Asian counterpan,

genus consists of four species, two in China and plectrochilon Franch., occurs in Sichuan,
western

Sikkim northwestern

slightly

Walt

Diplandrorchis, possesses two stamens that are species often grow in somewhat boggy and sha
J

opposite the dorsal sepal and the median petal

Oip) respectively. These orchids belong to the
sublribes Neottinae and Limodorinae, both hav-
ing suspensorless embryo and relatively large

chromosomes, characters also found in the Cyp-
ripedium group and some other primitive taxa.
Additionally, many other primitive genera such

1 as North Carolina and Tennessee

Jlavum Hunt & Summerh. is sea

'

southeastern Tibet through Yunnan,

id Hubei to southern Gansu (Fig-^

Jj

patterns
as Apostasia, Cephalanthera, Sinorchis, Aphyl- conditionsof these two species pairs are simi_

Asia.
eastern members

are not

genus. Apparently, the similarities between

fortuitous but rather indicate that

have shared a similar historical successions
_^

The genus Listera consists ofsome 30 spec

The distribution patterns of the orchids indig- all found in North America and Asia except

Distribution Patterns

enous to North America and eastern Asia can be
following

L. ovata (L.) R. Br. and L. cordata (L.)
^-^^^^

Pacif- two disjunctive species
rtc-
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^

i

(

Figure 1. Distribution of Orchis aristata.

1

ognized:L. ^W5/ra//5Ldl. andL.7<3/?o«/CiaBL and Pennsylvania, with its equivalent L. nipponica
occurring in Japan and the far eastern part ofthe
Soviet Union, Listera nanchuanica S. C. Chen,

Wiegand and L, nipponica Makino
northern

fQuebec, whereas its counterpart

I southern a western Chinese species, closely resembles L.

is confined nipponica. In addition, there are also some sim-
Japan (Fig. 6). The other American species is ilarities between the American L. borealis Mo-

arrowly distributed from North Carolina to rong and the Japanese L. ^'^^/aie/ Makino, as well

Figure 2 Distribution of Cypripedium guttatum var. yatabeanum
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Figure 3. Distribution of Platanthera chorisiana

Speciesas between the American L. convallarioides (Sw.) America, an(

Nutt. and the Japanese L, makinoana Ohwi. al, are found in eastern Asia. Among them, i^-

Liparis is a large genus of approximately 250 lilifolia (L.) L. C. Richard ex Ldh and L. maki-

species. Its epiphytic members constitute the ma- noana Schltr. are similar and constitute a sp^c^^^

jority, and center in tropical Asia and Oceania. pair. Liparis

Two terrestrial species occur in temperate North

lilifolia is found m e

I Maine and Vermont

?^
1

I

1

Nmh'A^tricS"^^"^*'''
°^^^^ species-pair Cypripedium plectrochilon (eastern Asia) and C. arietinum

(caste"!

(

1
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I

I

(

Figure 5. Distribution of the species-pair CypripediumJlavum (eastern Asia) and C. reginae (eastern North
America).

'antic states southward to South Carolina, Geor- species are also similar to L. pauliana Hand.-

\ through Mzt., a species widespread to the south of the

ites to Wisconsin, Minna- Yangtze River of China. Another interesting

and Arkansas, whereas its species is L. loeselii (L.) L. C. Richard, which is

counterpart is confined to Japan (Fig. 8). Both the only species in the family confined to North
Missouri

\:^

\

\

P<GURE 6
^^erica).

Distribution of the species-pair Listera japonica (eastern Asia) and L. australis (eastern North
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^

Figure 7. Distribution of the species-pair Listera nipponica (eastern Asia) and L. smallii (eastern North

America).

America and western Europe. However, it shows ica from Newfoundland to Rorida (Fig. 9). The

some similarity to a Japanese species, L. ku- other six species are in Asia, with their southern

mokiri F. Maekawa, limits extending to Malaysia. Pogonia ophio-

glossoides is most similar to P. japonica Rchbeastern Asia-eastern

American distribution. Pogonia ophioglossoides f , which is widely dispersed from the far eastern

(L.) Ker-Gawl. is found in eastern North Amer- part ofthe Soviet Union and northeastern China

Figure 8.

America).
Distribution of the species-pair Liparis makinoana (eastern Asia) and L. lilifoUa (eastern

North f

h

\
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Figure 9. Distribution of the species-pair Pogonia japonica (eastern Asia) and P, ophioglossoides (eastern
North America).

through Japan included in Pogonia, from which they were sep-

occumng

)

Taiwan, and west to Sichuan and Kweichow in arated mainly on the basis of more advanced
Uuna (Fig. 9). Pogonia is a primitive genus pos-
^ssmg single pollen grains. In the New World, Asia, however, no closely allied genus to /*(9^<9Wi2

^he genus has three allied genera, Cleistes, Iso- is found.

formerly ofworldwide

erica).
Distribution of the species-pair Platanlherajlorentii (eastern Asia) and P hookcri (eastern North
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Figure 11. Distribution of the species-pair Platanthera hologlottis (eastern Asia) and P, dilatata (eastern

North America).

eastern is rather different from the Asian species with

Asia, and 36 in North America. The Japanese P, respect to the fugacity of its solitary leaf prior to

Jlorentii Franch. & Sav. closely resembles the the appearance ofthe inflorescence. ^r^?/zw5a and

Aplectrum each contain two species that are dis-

junctively distributed in eastern North America

United States (Fig. 10). Of special interest is and Japan. However, among specialists there are

different opinions as to whether the Asian and

American representatives are congeneric. Ohwi

lerican P. hookeri (Torrey) LdL, which occurs

southeastern Canada and the northeastern

ungui

another species pair, P. dilatata (Pursh) Ldl. ex

Beck and P. hologlottis Maxim. The former oc-

curs in both eastern and western North America,
including the Aleutian Islands, whereas the latter

extends from the far eastern part of the Soviet

Union southwestward to the Yunnan in China Eleorchis, based on Arethusa japonica A. Gray.

(Fig. 1 1). These species show a transition from

Maekawa
Maekawa

between

species species of each pair are generally recognized.

Disjunctive distribution between western Nort

«. America and Eurasia, Two closely related gen-

In addition to Pogonia, there are three more era, Cephalanthera and Epipactis, demonstra

eastern

eastern

eastern

and eastern

pattern

Cremastra)

ing 14 and 20 species respectively, these genera

with

laria is composed of five species: T, discolor

(Pursh) Nutt. in southeastern North America,
and r. odorata Fukuyama and T. szechuanica
Schltr. in China (one in Taiwan, the other in

Tibet)

austinae

'a Dougl

in western
member

^ ^ ^ --.- - «^ ^j ^. nus, which is so unusual in ^PP^arance tna
•

(1952) includes Tipularia camtschatica Spreng., Gray regarded it as a separate genus, ^^^^^^•^_

which is not a Tipularia but instead a Platan^ Epipactisgigantea, scattered rromsonihern^

species Mexico usual

species pearance

i

{

1
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4 Figure 1 2. Distribution of Tipularia

I found in eastern and E, latifolia Bl. ofTaiwan and Malaysia. Nei-

j
Pachs helleborine (L.) Crantz, which is a com- ther of these genera is found in Africa.

P
™ species in Eurasia that was introduced into

panada some 1 00 years ago. The absence ofthese

eastern
ftat they followed similar historical
sharin

could mean
successions

,

disjunctive distribution in the tropical Pacif-

^
In southeastern North America and eastern

sia there are two orchid genera, Tropidia and
mhrodes, that are disjunctively distributed,
^opidia consists of about 20 species, including
^^ngie New World species, T. polystachya (Sw.)

2J^es, extending from southern Florida, Mexico,

^
d Central America to the northern end ofSouth
^erica. The remaining members are all trop-
*^ Asian pnH r\^^«*,: .. **t- -.i.-.- .i i:—

Discussion and Interpretation

It is evident from the foregoing data that the

distribution of Orchidaceae between the two
continents follows the general rule, although it is

an advanced family.

All taxa mentioned above are terrestrial, be-

longing to different groups, most of which are

less advanced members of the family. No epi-

phytic orchid shows such a pattern of distribu-

tion. Although the genus Bulbophyllum has a sin-

gle species occurring in southern Florida (Luer,

1972), and several in eastern Asia, little similar-

itv can be found between them. As a pantrooical

Ma- genus, Bulbophyllum consists of more than one

species^;) and Sichuan of western China ( T.

\%dt^^^^^^
K. Y. Lang). Tropidia polystachya — - . -

different from the rest of the genus except for continents often show some similarity and cor-

species

slight

^ XT^
^^ ^- ^Ipponica. Erythrodes is essentially

throdi

World genus of some 100 species

^
i querceticola (Ldl.) Ames is the onl>

P^ies that occurs in North America, extending
^om Florida to South America. In tropical Asia

^^
y a few species of this genus are found, two

.

^hich extend northward to China: E, chinen-
^^ (Rolfe) Schltr. of Yunnan and Kwangdong

relation among them. For example, the Ameri-

can species Pogonia ophioglossoides is wide-

spread and Listera smallii is of local occurrence.

Similarly, their Asian counterparts Pogonia ja-

ponica and Listera nipponica are widely and nar-

rowly distributed, respectively. Probably this is

due to similar ecological preference and genetic

species

wider
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high

higher elevations. Two species

types, but migration does not seem to be as early

as the Paleogene. In Tipularia, however, the

of Cypripedium are good examples. The ranges American species shows remarkable dissimilar-

ofC reginae and C. arietinum extend as far north ity from its Asian allies. The morphological dif-

as 50°N in North America, where they are found ferentiation, however, does not necessarily show

at an elevation below 1,000 meters; their Asian a direct correlation to the time because the rate

Q ofevolution is different in different groups under

Ling Mountains (33**-34°N) at an altitude be- different environmental conditions. More data

tween 1,850 and 3,700 meters.

gnificant

and further investigations are necessary.

Furthermore, distribution of some ver

aforementioned taxa are found except for Cypri- itive orchids indicate that there was an ancient

Jl^ connection between these two continents. For

throdes. In some cases, species have continuous instance, Apostasia and Selenipedium are both

ranges that extend from Japan or China through are

coastal areas and continental islands to North ofa three-celled ovary, seeds with highly sclerotic

and opaque testa, and habits. Apostasia is found

in tropical Asia, with one species A. nipponica

America

guttatum

highly

pattern

tanthera chorisiana, although the last species is Masam., extending to southern Japan, whereas

absent in the Alaskan Peninsula, showing a de- 5e/en/p^(i/wm is confined to Central America and

inter- northem South America. Both the mode of their

)ythe differentiation and whether or not they are

species pair Platanthera dilatata and P. hologlot- monophyletic is still unknown. However, it seems

tis, which seem to have been differentiated more possible that some subtropical orchids, such as

recently. Should further climatic changes take Tropidia and others, had migrated through Be-

place causing their extinction in northwestern ringia. During the Eocene, as pointed out by J-

North America and northeastern Asia, their dis- Wolfe
tribution would approach that of Cypripedium Alaska. At the same time, the subtropical zone

reginae and C. Jlavum. had reached as far north as 42°N in China (Hsu

Thus there is a series of transitions in distri- &Li, 1980), and subtropical forests seem to have

butional types; Orchis aristata type (continuous covered nearly the whole ofJapan (Tanai, 1972)
^1 ^^L H_^^k J

northern Such a climate lasted for a long time until the

the species level); Platanthera chorisiana type second half of the Pliocene,

(distribution somewhat disjunctive in the north- The dissimilarity between orchid floras o

em part of the Pacific at the species level); Pla- western and eastern North America is notable.

In western North America there are oniy icn e—

era, of which only Cephalanthera and Epipactis

are absent from the East Coast. The flora ofCa^

ifomia, as pointed out by Raven and ^^^^'^

high

tanthera dilatata-P. hologlottis type (species pairs

between North America and eastern Asia); Lis-

tera australis-L. japonica type (species pairs be-

tween eastern North America and western China);
Tipularia type (disjunctive distribution between ^^ - - ^j, " -"--"-» j ^ -

P j.

eastern North America and eastern Asia at the mism. No exception is found in Orchidaceae^
o^

generic level); and Tropidia type (disjunctive dis- example, Cephalanthera austinae, Cypripediu

californicum A. Gray, and Platanthera ^^-
_^

peris all are very distinct taxa, to which no ci

allies are found in eastern North Amenca a

tribution in the tropical Pacific at the generic
level). It might be assumed from these types that

the migration of orchids between these two con-
tinents must have taken place repeatedly in dif- Eurasia.

geological

The
northem

chorisiana type must represent more recent mi-

There is little indication of more recent m
_

s between western Europe anc

although it is generally jecOB

Late
Slightly

pairs

nized that, during tne Laie i^rcw'.<-v.
^^

Tertiary, European floras were similar io «>

North Amrica, but not to that oi a

loglottis, the Listera australis-L. japonica, and (Hallam, 1981). Only one species,
^'^^'"'^^h

the Cypripedium arietinum-C. plectrochilon selii, is exclusively indigenous to eastern in

eastern
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PHYTOGEOGRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS OF PTERIDOPHYTES
BETWEEN TEMPERATE NORTH AMERICA AND JAPAN 1

Masahiro Kato^ and Kunio Iwatsuki^

fern

The pteridophyte flora ofNorth America com- tion and gene-flow caused by the geographic iso-

prises 325 species (Tryon, 1969) and the non- lation and reunion might have taken place in

endemic species among them are referred to four

geographic groups: circumpolar, amphioceanic,

tropical, and Mexican. Japanese pteridophytes species. Some of the identical species might be

include about twice as many species as the North younger and widespread in the Northern Hemi-

American, although the Japanese Archipelago is

eastern

might

eastern

much smaller. The Japanese species are also more older and become restricted to either North

complex taxonomically and phytogeographically

(Tagawa, 1959; Ohwi, 1965). The distribution

pattern of the Japanese ferns is considered to be

Phytogeographic relationships offera floras re-

sult from species migration that is initiated pn-

related to climatic zones by some authors in- marily by spore dispersal. Spore viability vanes

eluding Nishida (Graham, 1972). They can be from about a week to more than several years;

arranged roughly in the following

graph

green spores are especially short-lived compared

spores

cific (related to North America), Sino-Himala- spores resist, to a considerable extent, physical

yan, and tropical Southeast Asian, The and chemical environmental stress from low

phytogeographic relationships between North temperature, desiccation, UV- and X-rays, and

America and Japan are found primarily in the other factors that operate during the transport

temperate to boreal species.

Since Asa Gray's time, phytogeographic rela-

Tryo
offern

eastern floras and estimated that "distances up to 300

eastern slight barrier

fern

[gnificant barrier

wide

thors for pteridophytes as well as for flowering of a

and non-vascular plants (Hulten, 1958, 1962; Li, ism
1952; Graham, 1972; Tryon, 1969; Tryon & fern

Tryon, 1973). In spite of the accumulation of alir

data, there still is no complete phytogeographic that the dispersal or migration of most ferns is

analysis of the biological relationship between regulated by some unknown factors. Page (19 7 )

eastern North America and the Far East. The pointed out that many biotic and non-bioticeco-

complex geohistory often is taken into account logical relations are involved in migration. In

study on genetic features of disjunct fern popu^

lations, Klekowski (1972) considered that tn

long-distance establishment and future evo!u-

and

theoretically. Changes in land and climate in the
Northern Hemisphere that have occurred since

the Tertiary have given rise to replacement of tionary processes of fern populations are oepe

boreal, temperate, or warm floras in the areas dent on the mating system (intragametophyti

concerned, and have enabled plants to migrate vs. intergametophytic fertilization) and gene

between the North American and Asian conti- variability as well as geographic reproducti>
^

nents via the Bering Strait (chiefly dry land in isolation. Our knowledge of the mechanism o^

the Tertiary) and Aleutian chain. This migration spore dispersal and species establishment a

^^
probably occurred several times and in either new locality is still insufficient to fully un c

eastward or westward directions. Similar events stand the phytogeographic relationships of

would have occurred in a south to north direction fera flora in Question, for which further expe
-

between mental and field studies are desired.

Botanical Gardens, Faculty of Science, University of Tokyo; 3-7.1 Hakusan, Tokyo
Nikko

724-733

\
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In this paper the phytogeographic relation-

i ships between temperate North America and
eastem Asia are examined, based on the pre-

sumed taxonomic affinities of the pteridophyte

species concerned. In analyzing the similarity be-

tween the two areas, it is intended to elucidate

j
1) the similarity or difference between the two
areas, especially in the composition of their flo-

ras, and 2) the taxonomic relationship between

,
the apparently identical or vicarious species

known in the two areas,

EUROPE

NE.N. AMERICA
116

Figure 1. The number o
Hokkaido, northeastern Nor
For explanation see the text.

Floristic Similarity

(Morton

occurring in eastem

are also native to Japan, and the figure ap-

proaches that for the bryophytes that have the

the seed plants that have different means of re-

production and dispersal, and that whereas the

floristic relationship of the seed plants between
temperate eastem North America and eastem
Asia is primarily generic, few fern genera, if any,

(limiiof ^' 1 / •
1 ^r indicate such a relationship. By contrast, Tryon^ similar dispersal means of airborne spores. Of . ^ rtc^n^^ a .1 c -

the 52 common species 45 species (39 percent)
^"""^ ^^'^'^ ^'^^^^ compared the fern species in

uiiimon species, 4D species (jy percent;
^^^j^ ^^^^^ ^^^ pointed out that the phytogeo-

graphic relationship ofpteridophytes in both areas

is strong and that about 20 percent of the species

in eastem North America show disjunct aflinities

with identical or related species in eastem Asia.

The above floristic comparison shows that most
ofthe apparently identical species (some ofwhich

vary infraspecifically) known in temperate North
America and Japan are circumboreal and occupy

one-third to two-fifths of the pteridophyte flora

in every area of eastem North America, Hok-
kaido, and Europe. The other several species are

restricted to both areas in question. The rela-

tionships clearly imply a former, more wide-

spread, similar temperate fern flora that was

broken by climatic change in the late Tertiary

are either widespread in the temperate to boreal

H Northern Hemisphere or are cosmopolitan, and
seven species (cited below) are restricted to east-

em Asia, including Japan. The species common
^ to these two areas have their center of distribu-

tion in Japan in central and northern Honshu
and Hokkaido, whereas southwestern Japan is

inhabited by many Sino-Himalayan and Male-
sian elements. For convenience, Hokkaido will

^ used for comparisons (Fig. 1). Hokkaido, the

northernmost island in Japan of not more than
80>000 km^, has a temperate to sub-boreal flora.

This flora includes 122 pteridophyte species, a

I

^^i^ber that is almost equivalent to the 116

I

eastem

(post-Miocene).

Identical and Vicarious Species

Forty species (33 percent) of the Hokkaido pter-

idophyte flora have a circumboreal or cosmo-
politan distribution (of a possible 45), seven
^Pecies are of temperate North America-eastern
Asian distribution, and 75 species are of other The phytogeographic relationship between

distribution patterns. Including the 40 wide- temperate North America and eastern Asia is

fPread species, 43 (35 percent) ofHokkaido pter- strongly suggested by the apparently identical or

^dophyte species are common to those ofEurope vicarious species that are confined to the two
^fiere 141 species occur (Tutin et al., 1964). Fif-

a"^^^
species (46 percent) of eastem North

'^erican species are distributed also in Europe.

Northwestern North America has a pterido-
Pnyte flora consisting of 8 1 species (Hitchcock
* Ci'onquist, 1955), ofwhich 37 (46 percent) also

^"r in Japan, Of these, 34 species are circum-
Ijoreal and three are among the seven species of

.^ eastern North America-eastern Asian distri-

bution pattern.

areas. The seven apparently identical species are:

Lycopodium obscurum, L. sitchense, Osmunda

cinnamomea (eastem; extending into tropical

America as var, imbricatd), O. claytonianaieasU

ern), Adiantum pedatum, Onoclea sensibilis

(eastem), and Polypodium virginianum (eastem).

A few eastem Asiatic pteridophytes extend to the

northwestern part ofNorth America, Alaska, and

Pacific Canada: Lycopodium chinense, Selagi-

pi^Ifn dhirira. and Mecodium wrightiL

Li (1952) stated that the distribution patterns Tryon and Tryon (1973) cited examples ofsev-

^^*e pteridophytes are different from those of eral vicarious species between North America
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Figure 2. Distribution of Equisetum hyemale. iffine. (After Hauke

and eastern Asia: Dennstaedtia punctilobula of variegatum, and E. scirpoides of the subgen

eastern Hippoch

eastern

censis of eastern North America and T, neva-

^andfl^w^, ofwh

America-eastern

western #
eastern

eastern North America vs. T. glanduligera and
eastern

eastern

tributed in North America and eastern Asia,

whereas var. hyemale occurs in Eurasia, exten

ing eastward to Asiatic Russia and westernrnos

China (Fig. 2). The former variety is considere

to have expanded its distribution range in a we

^ ^— ^ ward direction (Hauke, 1963).

as comprising a separate genus Cawpra5orw5 be- Hauke (1963) speculated on the P^^^^^
^^

cause they are typologically different, especially graphic evolution ofsubgenus Hippochaete,
^^

in their reticulate venation, from the other species on a phylogeny inferred from morphology^^

of Asplenium. The following is a discussion of originated in South America and radiated no

known example
vicanous

species

species

eriy; several species were differentiated m^^^

process. The most primitive member ^'f ^^^jjj

genus is E. giganteum, distributed ^"
j^^jy

graphic interest.

Equisetum hyemale. O
several hybrids of Equisetum that occur in tern- America. An E. giganteum-like ancestor

perale North America, eight are also native to gave rise to E. ramosissimum with two ^^^"^

Japan (Hauke, 1963, 1978): E. syhaticum, E. cies, the Eurasian ssp. ramosissimum,
^^^^^^

and E. palustre from Europe, Mediterranean Africa, an

of the subgenus Equisetum and E. hyemale. E. and East Africa to Japan, and ssp. debile rangi
JimiatHe.
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Figure 3. Distribution of Thelypteris palustris. Solid line, van pubescens; clashed line, var. haleana; dotted
"ne, var. squamigera\ dash and dot, var. palustris, (After Tryon, 1971.)

through and New Zealand. The classification of this di-

^he £. ramosissimum complex originated two verse species varies according to the author.

Ameri Tryon (1971) followed Femald (1929) in corn-

ed South America, and E. laevigatum of paring the spore characters of four varieties of

Western North America. "Equisetum hyemale T. palustris. She suggested that continental

southwestern southeastern Asia is the center of radiation of

sumably from a common ancestor with the ra- this species. It might in turn be suggested that

^o^/55/mMm-complex, and spread throughout the distribution range ofvar./7w/^^^c^/2j has been

North America. It crossed the North Atlantic established by eastward migration from Asia to

'and bridge . . . and migrated throughout Europe
a^d across Siberia, there occurring as var. hye-
'"^/^" (Hauke, 1963), whereas var. fl#«^ crossed

North America,

Thelypteris noveboracensis and T. nippo-

nica.

eastern

thelypteris palustris. This species is world-
^de in distribution except in South America

J

ig- 3) and is diversified in several characters.

These two species are often referred to as

representing a typical example of vicariants with

disjunct distribution (Tryon & Tryon, 1973).

Thelypteris noveboracensis occurs in eastern

North America and T nipponica is distributed

« consists of the following four varieties: var. in Saghalien, the Kunles, Hokkaido, northern

northeastern and central Honshu, Korea, and central and

jastem Asia; vlrr W^a^a ^oFthV souTheastern western China. They belong to Parathelypteris

'

Holttum and are similar to each other m
phenetic features with the exception of the scale

features and soral position. The chromosome

J
.

^3ia, var. naieana oi inc buumcasiwiit

p'^'ted States and Bermuda; var. palustris of

'^rasia; and var. squamigera of Africa, India,

'^^a, Thailand, Sumatra. Borneo. New Guinea,

sensu
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Figure 4. Distribution of Asplenium rhizophyllum (A) and A, ruprechtii (B),

easternnumber of T. noveboracensis is reported as az
=

27 (Tryon & Tryon, 1973) and that of T. nip- species are isolated from the other species of ^5-

ponicum as n = 62 (Hirabayashi, 1970). The /j/ew/wm, especially in their special habit ofgem-

latter is often considered to be related to the miferous tips of the simple fronds (often calle

Asian T, beddomeU the chromosome number of walking) and anastomosing sagenioid venation.

iggested
form

western the leaf base. Both often grow on limestone, ai-

which is n = 3 1 , and T, beddon.

vicariant of T. nevadensis of
America. In spite of their phenetic resemblance, though they can grow also on non-calcareous

it is necessary to revise them, and so we refrain rocks. It is certain that these two are closely re-

here from discussing the geographic relationship Ithough fossil evidence doc-

between T. noveboracensis

eastern

umenting the migration and speciation of these

with

though

sf>ecies

r. glanduligera, al- Deparia acrostichoides. The only
'

^
5 on the American representative of the genus />^;?^''^^

the two distributed in the temperate eastern region (
»g*

.X X. . _,_ , ,..-j . ^^ A^iJatic vicar-
between

eastern

Asplenium rhizophyllum andA. ruprechtii. As- species

known in restricted

Min

and Michigan, and A. rupn
em Asia in eastern Siberia

Kansas

lanis, u. pycnosora ana amcu ^i^vx^.- -

Lunathyrium, differing principally from the^^^

ter in possession of creeping rhizomes
wit

widely spaced leaves. Section Lunathyriunt^^^

its center of distribution in eastern Asia

, .. r^.^ U nrobablj
Species
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i

1

»

4

I

Figure 5. Distribution of Deparia section Lunathyrium. See text for discussion

»

originated there. It seems likely that a part ofthe nae (Fig. 7), and thereby has been separated as

^' pycnosora group migrated in an eastward di- Dictyodroma by some taxonomists. Kato (1977)

ection and gave rise to D. acrostichoides. supposed that the D. javanicum group and the

Diplazium pycnocarpon. This species is the D. heterophlebium group are related to tropical

°nly member ofDiplazium from temperate east- American D. marginatum (most often known as

sm North America (Fig. 6), although it is still Hemidictyum marginatum) with a more elabo-

commonly placed in Athyrium. It possesses sev- rate reticulate venation (Fig. 7). These species

^ral specialized aspects, including a temperate
^'stribution (in contrast to a tropical and sub-

are distinct not only morphologically but also

cytologically. It is reported that the basic chro-

^ropical distribution of the majority of Dipla- mosome number of the D. javanicum group and

*«^J, and frond morphology (particularly in the
^ins, which reach the concave pinna margin).

the D. heterophlebium group is a: = 41, a com-

mon number of the genus Diplazium, whereas

D. pycnocarpon has x = 40 and D, marginatum

°y Tryon and Tryon (1973), a vicarious species a: = 31 (Love et al., 1977).

javanicum„„. ^„„^ „„.,, ^„3, „„„ .„^».w«^v It is possible that D. pycnocarpon is derived

^sia (Fig. 6), which has usually been segregated from a D. marginatum-likc ancestor, but more

"* a distinct genus, Diplaziopsis. by the impari- likely it was established as a specialized temper-

Pinnate fronds, anastomosing veins, and vaulted ate species with a closer affinity to the Asiatic

^^sage-shaped son (Fig. 7). This Asiatic group species.

'^ «n turn closely related to a D. heterophlebium Gymnocarpium dryopteris,
J^^^^f

""^/'>'^"

^•^^P, which has similar anastomosing venation Species

terminal sified into two subgenera, Gymnocarpium of five
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Figure 6. Distribution ofDiplazium pycnocarpon and presumably related species. Solid line, D, pycnocarpon,

dashed line, D.javanicum group {Diplaziopsis)\ vertical lines, D. heterophlebium group {Dictyodroma); dash and

dot, D. marginatum (Hemidictyum).

with. r , . .... X wxx^ ywwcrwm has a more restricted range in Saghalien,

species, G. oyamense. Three of the species are southern Kamtchatka, and northwestern No

restricted to Asia: G. remote-pinnatum in Tai- America (Fig. 8), It is suggested that the wide

distribution of the species is the result ofa recen

expansion of a polyploid taxon.

Onoclea sensibilis. The onocleoid ferns ar^

composed of two genera, Onoclea and MaUeu^^

cia, and five species that include a
^P^^^JJ^.

putative hybrid origin (Kato & ^ahashi.
198^J

Onoclea consists oftwo species, O. sensibm

wan, G. fedtschenkoanum in Tadzhikistan, and
G, oyamense in Nepal, continental China, Tai-
wan, Japan, Luzon, and New Guinea, whereas
the other three are widely distributed in Asia,

(Sarvela

taxonomic

suggested

nated and diversified into two subgenera in Asia O. orientalis. The former is separated into

^^^
and spread to Europe and North America. Cy- varieties, var, sensibilis of eastern North Ame^

lological studies show that G. dryopteris ssp. ica and England (probably introduced), and
\^^-

^r^,^n.^..•. K.. ^ . - i rn „ ^ ^^p disjunctum In = interrupta ofeastern Asia, which differs from
v^^-

ise2n = 80, G. rob- sensibilis in possessing more widely-space

dryopteris h^s 2n and
jessoense

ertianum In

suggesting

and G. oyamense 2/? = 80 tile pinnules (Fig. 9). Paleobotanical evia
^^^

shows that in the Cretaceous and TertiaO
___•.~L> o ••"-"» ••^•Jiiivaiiwii wi lilt ailUVVS lll«ll 111 lllC v^ltlO'-wvyw.^ .

/I HlS"
genus arose mostly at the diploid level. The tet- Onoclea sensibilis group was diversified ana

^^^
raploid G. dryopteris ssp. dryopteris has a cir- tributed more widely than the present,

^J^^
cumboreal distribution and the diploid ssp. dis- known from Alaska, Canada, the United ^a
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4
4

G K

Figure 7, Venation of Diplazium pycnocarpon and presumably related species.

-

^^terophlebium:-A-E. Juvenile plant. -G-J. D. {Diplaziopsis) cavalerianum: -H-J,
(Hemidictyum) marginatum. -L. D. pycnocarpon. A-J, L x l, K x >/2.

-A-F, D. {Dictyodroma)

Juvenile plants.—K. D.

I

^ ±
>n Ai '

F'GURE 8. Distribution of Gymnocarpium dryopteris. Solid line, ssp. dryopteris; dashed line, ssp. disjunctum.
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Figure 9. Distribution of onocleoid ferns. Solid line, Onoclea subsibilis; vertical lines, O. orientalis\ dotted

Matteuccia hinionii: dashed line. M

central and southern Europe, and Japan. Most
of the fossils are fragments of leaves with retic-

ulate venation, however.

Kato

Discussion

idophytes known

eastern

ferns

and Sahashi (1980) considered that each species evident that the pteridophyte floras are simi a

between these two areas, as is the case ofthe see

a are relatively primitive, plants. It is, however, rather difficult to ais

A/. struthioDteria are de- phytogeographic relationships between any

areas based solely on the present distribution pa
"

Matteuccia

Mat
teuccia hintonii originated from a common terns

suggested

sagenioid venation of sterile leaves, the com- with

distribution of the plants is in good ^^^^^^^^^.

poundly pinnate fertile leaves, and spore oma- pteridophytes are not exceptional in this ^^^|^ .^

pattern

onocleoid ferns

ggestedthat bution ofpteridophytes is also influenced y
^

Central or North America. Onoclea orientalis

might have developed in Asia from an O. sen-
iike ancestor whereas M. struthiopteris

ght

M
Northern

vironmental factors, especially by such cli

^_^^

conditions as temperature and moisture, w-

^_^^

in turn influence pteridophytes during ^^^^^

life cycle from spore germination throug
^_^^

rophyte maturation. Moreover, the distn u

of the pteridophytes is strongly dependent up^

the vegetation of the areas in which they &
I
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The climatic factors influence the vegetation and Hulten, E. 1958. The amphiatlantic plants. Kongl
thus indirectly delimit the distribution. Because Svenska

(

I

the climate in the Far East is more similar to

that in eastern North America than to that in

western and central North America, at least a
part of the geographic similarity of Far East-
eastern North American pteridophytes is regu-

lated by such climatic and ecological conditions.

We examined the taxonomic relationships of
some apparently identical or vicarious species

occurring in temperate North America and Ja-

pan, and from these deduced the phytogeograph-
ic relationships of each species, although the as-

sumptions are derived from incomplete evidence.

—
. 1962. The circumpolar plants. I. Kongl.

Svenska Vetenskapsakad. Handl. Ser. 4, 8(5).

Kato
genera of Japan. Bot. Mag. (Tokyo) 90: 23-40.— & N. Sahashi. 1980. Affinities in the ono-
cleoid fems. Acta Phytotax. Geobot. 31: 127-1 38.

Klekowski, E. J. 1 972. Genetical features offems as
contrasted to seed plants. Ann. Missouri Bot. Gard
59: 138-151.

Li, H.-L. 1952. Floristic relationships between east-

em Asia and eastern North America. Trans. Amer.
Philos. See. 42: 371-429. [Reprinted as: Morris
Arboretum Monograph Edition. 1971. With a
foreword and additional literature citation i-ii.

The indication is that the apparently identical Love, A., D. Love
Original pagination retained.]

1977. Cyto-
and vicarious species under consideration have
their own phylogenetic background, that the sim-
ilarity oftheir present distribution patterns is due
to dispersal with allied forests, and that during
that time there has been some evolutionary

Vaduz.
Pteridophyta

Morton, C. V. 1968. Pteridophyta. In H. A. Glea-
son. The New Britton and Brown Illustrated Flora
of the Northeastern United States and Adjacent
Canada. Hafner, New York.

change. Further elucidation of the taxonomic re- Nishida, M, 1972. An outline of the distribution of

lationshiDs of those snecies with reference to the
Japanese fems. Pp. 101-105 in A. Graham (edi-iMups oi mose species witn reierence to tne
^^^^^ Floristics and Paleofloristics ofAsia and east-

em North America. Elsevier, Amsterdam.
morphology, cytology, genetics and ecology sure- ^__ . „
ly will contribute to the understanding of the Ohwi, J. 1965. Flora of Japan. English edition.

Smithsonian Institution. Washington, D.C
Page, C. N. 1979. Experimental aspects of fern ecol-

ogy. In A. F. Dyer (editor). The Experimental Bi-

dynamic aspects of the geographic relationships

01 the fern floras

and eastern Asia.
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EASTERN ASIAN-EASTERN NORTH AMERICAN FLORISTIC
RELATIONS: THE PLANT COMMUNITY LEVEL

Peter S. White'

Abstract

Most comparisons ofthe temperate floras ofeastern North America and eastern Asia have addressed

the systematic or floristic level. Data on vegetation pattern and structure, when present, have been

broadly descriptive, with little detail on gradient relations or intercommunity pattern. Great Smoky
Mountains National Park, the largest eastern temperate preserve of floristic diversity in the United

States, lies near the center of development of the North American deciduous forest. The flora of this

park was used to model the gradient distributions and ecological characteristics of species with east

Asian near-relatives. The disjunct taxa (162 species or 13 percent of the flora) were a highly non-

random assortment of the native flora (total = 1,21 1 species) as a whole: they were more likely to be

primitive in phylogenetic standing, perennial, and woody. They were also non-randomly distributed

among habitats, being more likely to be found on exclusively terrestrial, forested, and mesic sites.

Taxa belonging to genera absent from eastern Asia (232 species or 19 percent of the flora) were an

equally interesting non-random sample of the native flora: they were more likely to be herbaceous

and advanced in phylogenetic standing. Absent taxa, however, essentially represented a random sample

of the flora as a whole in terms of degree of habitat openness and substrate type. When gradient

distributions were corrected for overall species richness distributions, absent taxa showed their peak

importance on xeric sites. Taxa in wide-ranging north temperate genera (817 species or 67 percent of

the flora) generally constituted a random sample ofthe flora as a whole; they showed peak importance

at higher elevations. These data are used to make inferences about the distribution of species richness

in the Smokies landscape. Evidence that the eastern Asian temperate deciduous forests were the most

diverse temperate forests on earth is also reviewed. Alternative hypotheses concerning the nature of

this heightened diversity are discussed.

Investigations of the floristic relationship be- neric level, although a few plants are conspecific

and others are disjunct only at subfamily oreastern Asia and eastern

America generally have treated such relation- subgeneric levels (Good, 1927; Li, 1952, 1972;

ships at the geographical, systematic, or evolu- Sharp, 1953; Graham, 1972; Wood, 1970, 1972;

tionary level. There are, however, important eco- see also other papers, this volume). About 13

logical correlates to this relationship that have percent of the genera in the southeastern United

gone, for the most part, untested. This investi- (Wood
eastern

examine ecological correlates of the floristic re- (Wood

are strictly disjunct; another 58 genera are neariy

Mountains, to so, being strongly discontinuous in their range

lationship. Although others have qualitatively 37 disjunctions at subgeneric and subfamily levels

described many of these patterns (cf Hu, 1936; (Li, 1952, 1972; Wood, 1972). These disjunc-

Cain, 1943; Li, 1952; Wang, 1961), quantitative tions probably developed under the combined

studies have been lacking. An objective of this influence of continental drift, increasing aridity }

research, then, was to develop explicit tests for and climatic cooling during the last 50-75 mi -

the distribution of ecological properties in the lion years. These events caused fragmentation o

flora as a function of phytogeography. The land- the Arcto-Tertiary geoflora, the most diverse

scape distribution of the Great Smoky Moun- remnants of which now dominate the eastern

tains flora was used to develop and discuss com- sides of the north temperate continents. Late e-

(\sian- nozoic extinctions were a final factor in tne p

tern now observed; these were less important^^

eastern Asia than in eastern North America a

less important in the latter area than m ot

eastern

North American floristic relationship.

North Temperate Disjunction
AND Diversity

The disjunctions between eastern Asia and
eastern North American are generally at the ge-

Europe

western

between

37738.
Lab. Great Smr»Vv Mniintairic kt^*;,..,,,! D„,r.i, t,.,;« r-.-^^.t-c riatlinburg, Tenn

Ann. Missouri Bot. Gard. 70: 734-747 IQSI
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I

Table 1
.

Diversity ratios for the genera and fam- presently are not native in eastern North Amer-
ilies ofeastern Asian-eastern North American disjunct ica are known from the fossil record there (no-
vascular plants (data calculated from Li, 1952)

Diversity Ratio

Eastern

Eastern North

tably Ginkgo, Metasequoia, Cercidiphyllum,

Dipteronia, Pterocarya, and Zelkova; Axelrod,

1984). These same statements apply to the con-

n

Genera/family

Species/genus:

Temperate genera

Temperate-tropical

genera

All genera

Species/family

23 3.6 2.4

37 2.7 1.9

19

56

23

Asia America t^ast between eastern North America and Eu-
~ rope: North America is richer in deciduous forest

taxa than is Europe and some of the presently

disjunct American-Asian taxa are known as fos-

sils in Europe (Wood 1970; Axelrod, 1984). The
differences in floristic richness among eastern

Asia, North America, and Europe probably re-

sults from differing Pleistocene extinction rates

— in the three areas. Prior to the advent of man,
eastern Asia harbored the world's most diverse

13.8

6.5

23.4

3.2

2.3

5.5

and eastern North America have been studied temperate forests.

to a lesser extent, but are also intriguing: 1) woody, We should be cautious in accepting this ap-

broad-leaved, deciduous plants are prominent in parently higher species richness in eastern Asia,
the disjunct groups and dominate the forested however. Although disjunct groups are more di-

landscapes of both areas (Li, 1952; Wang, 1961; verse in eastern Asia, other non-disjunct groups
Wood, 1972); 2) disjunct herbaceous taxa tend can be richer in North America (for example,
to be rhizomatous or tuberous, spring-blooming, this seems to be true in Asteraceae). Commu-

j

early-leafing ephemerals or shade-adapted geo- nities from the two continents must be carefully

phytes(Li, 1952); 3) broad-scale generic turnover compared. For example, Wang (1961) used the
' along environmental gradients is similar in the term "mixed mesophytic" forest in China for the

two areas (for example, both areas have Quercus- rich mixed evergreen-deciduous forests ofsouth-

"^cer-Betula-Picea south-to-north latitudinal erly latitudes. The "mixed-mesophytic" forest of
gradients (Wang, 1961; Braun, 1950); and 4) eastern North America is almost entirely decid-

overall chmatic regimes also are similar (e.g., uous (Braun, 1950). Further, eastern Asia has a

precipitation is available year round). The sim- much more complete and complex temperate to

ilarities in life history and physiognomy are pre- tropical gradient on mesic sites (this is a gradient

sumably the result of descent from common of increasing species richness); the gradient in

I

ancestors that has taken place in similar envi- eastern North America is interrupted by the

ronments (Li, 1972) rather than the result ofcon- coastal plain and Gulf of Mexico. Finally, there

mergence because of similar environments, might also be differences in taxonomic treatment

Nonetheless, these functional parallels have ap- in the two areas. Despite these caveats, some of

parently survived some 50 million years of iso- the increased richness in eastern Asia is hardly

j
'ation, taxonomic divergence at the specific level, debatable (e.g., the striped-bark maples, Acer sect.

i

and episodes of woridwide chmatic change. Li Macrantha or the distinctive endemic Asian gen-

('952) also noted phylogenetic correlates to the era already noted).

disjunctions: Ranalian families are prominent in If the heightened species richness is real, its

the list of disjunct groups. resolution is fundamental to community level

By far the most important observation at the comparisons between eastern Asia and eastern

I community level is the comparative species rich- North America. How is the added species rich-

ness of the various remnants of the Arcto-Ter- ness partitioned in the landscape? There are three

I

^'ary flora. Most ofthe disjunct genera have more possibilities (Whittaker, 1972): 1) higher alpha

species in eastern Asia than in eastern North diversity (within-community species packing or

^merica (Li, 1952; Table 1). In addition, the

I
amilies with disjunct genera in both areas often
ha

point diversity); 2) higher beta diversity (closer

species packing along gradients); and 3) higher

ve more total'genera in eastern Asia than in gamma diversity (closer species packing across

eastern North America. The result is that there whole landscapes). Three kinds of gamma di-

are over four times as many species in the dis- versity are: a) that caused by different habitat

junct groups in eastern Asia (Table 1). In addi- diversities within one landscape; b) that caused

^lon, temperate Asian families and genera that by the interplay of natural disturbance and

i
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succession (White, 1979); and c) that caused by above this elevation. Pine forest dominates the

geographic isolation and allopatricspeciation (i.e., driest sites at low and mid elevations and hem-

the development of sibhng species across geo- lock dominates cool stream valleys (Whittaker,

graphic barriers). 1956). The mountains are not high enough for a

At present, a complete resolution of these climatic tree line, but two kinds of tree-less com-

questions is impossible: quantitative data on munities (grassy balds and heath balds) occur;

Chinese forests are scarce. There is some ques- these are probably a result of disturbance and/

tion whether a resolution will ever be possible: or exposure,

that country has been under intense pressures of

population growth for centuries (Smil, 198 1) and

has only recently formulated conservation poli-

cies (Wang, 1980). e

Methods

The 1 ,2 1 1 native vascular plants of Great

, ^ , . Smoky Mountains National Park (White, 1982)
This paper, then, addresses these questions ^^^ ^.^.^^^ .^^^ ^^^^^ phytogeographical cate-

through an analysis ofone relatively well-known
^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ g^^^^c level-

eastern North Amencan landscape, the Great

Smoky Mountains, in North Carolina and Ten-
Wood

nessee, which lies near the center of diversity of
Caulophyllum) or strongly discontinuous (e.g.,

eastern
the eastern deciduous forest (Braun, 1950; Whit- . . , • n •„ ^^^ ^r- t^x/n other

1 .r^^^ ^j. , ir.^-,^T • j, Amcnca, and occasionally in one or two omer
taker, 1956; Monk, 1967). I examined the com-

Arcto

Europe); 2) genera wi

munity level using two aspects of the flora of this ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ mountainous southeastern
region: autecology (how the plants behave— their

life history, growth form, gradient distribution),
t;^^^^^^^ '^one (e g Quercus) « . - -

and synecology (here, the diversity patterns of
^^^^^^^ ^^^J^^ ^^^^ ^^^,^^ Asia (e.g.,

the plant communities) Ecological properties of
p^^^^j-^y ^here is continuous gradation from

the flora were modelled as a function of phyto-
^^ ^^ discontinuous to wide-ranging gen-

geographical category. Primary questions were:
^^^ ^.^.^^^^ ^^^^ ^j^^ A^^.^i, judgments of

Are the disjunct taxa a random assortment ofthe

life histories and growth forms of the flora as a

whole? Are the disjunct taxa randomly distrib-

uted in the Smokies landscape? How is species

richness distributed in the landscape? Although

Wood
lowed.

Alli
growth form

height
many ofthe questions had been qualitatively ad-

(R^^^^iaer, 1934), and phenology. Community
dressed previously (see Li, 1952; Cain, 1943),

they previously had not been tested explicitly

against appropriate random models.

through
Lgh

computerization of herbarium labels were used

to code presence of the plant species along three

dominant environmental gradients: 1 )
elevation,

2) site moisture class (hydric, mesic, submesic-

Great Smoky Mountains National Park (here- subxeric, xeric), and 3) relationship to distur-

after, GRSM: 208,000 ha) is the largest United bance and succession (habitat coded as: full sun.

States National Park in a deciduous forest land- partial shade, and full shade). These three gra

The Study Area: The Great
Smoky Mountains

scape. It is located at 35°30'N latitude in the dients are

southern Appalachian Mountains (Fig. 1), near butionim
the richest part of the deciduous forest (Braun, 1956; Golden, 1974).

strongly correlated with piani

he southern Appalachians (Wh

Monk Species richness within communites (alpha di-

to 2,02 1 m. The climate is continental: July tem- versity) and along gradients (beta '^^'^^^^^^^'^

perature averages 22°C at 445 m and 13.5°C at derived from the distributional data d^scn

1 ,920 m; January temperature averages 4.5°C at above. These data were also used for gaupng
^

effect of disturbance patches on species ^^^^f'^

Landscape (gamma) diversity was approac
445 m and -0.8°C at 1,920 m (Shanks, 1954).
Precipitation averages 147 cm at 445 m and 23

1

cm at 1 ,920 m. Deciduous forest is dominant on.,— .... _^^.«„v.v*o iv/ivot 13 uuuuimiii on uMiig an analysis of plant abundance an

mesic to subxeric sites below 1 ,900 m. Spruce- bution; all species were coded for abundance

fir evergreen needle-leaved forest is dominant evenness

species WCIC CUUt-Vi AVi *.*-— .

of distribution throughout the P
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Figure 1. Location of Great Smoky Mountains National Park, North Carolina and Tennessee.
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(both taken from White, 1982). Only species (average = 1.5) in species than the total native

richness was analyzed; dominance relations of genera (average = 2.8) (Table 2). The absent gen-

species within communities were not addressed, era (average = 1.9) also are relatively species-

Finally, a phylogenetic code was developed to poor, whereas the widely distributed north tem-

test the distribution oftaxa by presumed distance perate genera are relatively species-rich (aver-

from the Ranales. Higher groups were assigned age = 3.5). The disjunct taxa have a lower species/

to three categories (Stebbins, 1974): 1) Primi- genus ratio than that extracted from Li (1952)

tive Magnoliidae eastern 1.9

Intermediate— Superorders Rosidae, Ha- species/genus, Table 1).

Dilleniidae Phytogeny, The distribution of taxa in the

Orders Liliales, Commelinales, and Juncales; and phylogenetic categories is highly non-random
3)Advanced—SuperorderAsteridae,and Orders (Table 3). Disjunct taxa are three times more
Orchidales, Cyperales, and Poales. likelv to be "Ranalian''Ranalian" than the total native flora;

Plants in the three phytogeographical cate- disjunct taxa contribute 47 percent of all native

gories were contrasted with the total native flora taxa in this category, although they account for

for each ofthe phylogenetic, natural history, and only 13 percent of the flora as a whole. By con-

habitat variables. The null hypothesis in each
case was that the plants in the separate geograph-

percent

alian,
»»

highest

ical categories represented a random sample of the groups) are in the third, most advanced, phy-

the flora as a whole; the probability level of 0.05 logenetic category. Disjunct taxa are strongly un-

was used as the criterion ofsignificance. The data der-represented in the latter category ( 1 4 percent

were analyzed in two ways; 1) percent distribu- ofphytogeographic disjuncts are category 3; four

tion of ecological attributes within phytogeo- percent of all phylogenetic disjunct plants are in

category 3). As might be expected, then, Poaceae

(Koyama & Kawano

ormalizing

v^thin eact

and 2) percent distribution of phytogeographical relatively poor in disjunct taxa, but relatively

categories within each ecological characteristic rich in taxa in the absent category (Table 3). Taxa

(i.e., percent contribution of each floristic cate- in widely distributed north temperate genera are

gory to a particular ecological category. In the generally a random selection of the flora as a

former case, the spectrum of ecological charac- whole; the only significant departure from a ran-

teristics within a phytogeographical category was dom model is an under-representation in the

compared to that spectrum in the flora as a whole;
in the latter case, the percent contribution of the
floristic category to a particular ecological cate-

gory was compared to its percent contribution
to the flora as a whole. Statistical analysis and
graphic presentation were done at the University
of Tennessee Computing Center.

"Ranalian" phylogenetic category.

AUTECOLOGY

Lifi The disjunct taxa are more

strongly perennial (98 percent of all disjuncts)

and woody (51 percent of all disjuncts), than the

flora as a whole (Table 4). Ninety-nine percent

ofthe annual and 9 1 percent ofthe biennial plants

- are contributed by the non-disjunct phytogeo-

plants belong to genera that are disjunct or dis- graphic categories. The absent taxa are strongly

Results

of GRSM

(hereafter percent)
1 9 percent belong to genera that are absent from however, these taxa are essentially random sam-

eastem Asia (hereafter "absent" plants); and 68 pies ofthe flora as a whole. North temperate taxa

percent belong to genera with wide north tem- are over-represented in the herbaceous category

perate distributions (hereafter "no. temperate" and under-represented in the woody categoO".

plants) (Table 2). Because the latter group ofplants but otherwise also are randomly distributed

also occurs in eastern Asia, 8 1 percent of the compared to the flora as a whole. Interestingly.

GRSM flora belong to genera that occur in east- the disjunct taxa have a significantly higher per-

GRSM
arc in the disjunct category; these genera account
for about 60 percent of the disjunct genera of
Wood a972V The HJc;„r,,^t „^„^

ght percent)

observation

with deciduous forest landscape.

owth form and mature height.
Disjunc
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Table 2. Phytogeographical categories in the native flora of Great Smoky Mountains National Park (the

distribution of the genera does not sum to 100 percent because of taxa that are disjunct at other than the generic

level).

Absent

Disjunct

North temperate

Native flora

Taxa
(n)

232

162

817

1,211

%

19

13

68

100

Genera
(n)

125

108

231

437

%

29

25

53

100

Species/

Genus

1.9

1.5

3.5

2.8

1

taxa are dominantly phanerophytes (42 percent) Jl Seventy-two
andgeophytes (33 percent); these percentages are percent of the disjunct taxa bloom in spring and
higher in the disjunct category than in any other less than one percent in autumn (Table 6). The
phytogeographic category (Table 5). By contrast, peak flowering time for absent taxa is summer
taxa belonging to genera absent from eastern Asia (58 percent). Percent contribution to the phen-
are dominantly hemicryptophytes (54 percent) ologic periods also reflects this: disjunct taxa make
and have a relatively low percentage of phaner- their strongest contribution to the spring flora

ophytes (seven percent). The absent taxa are over- percent), whereas absent taxa make their peak

represented in therophytes (25 percent) and geo- contribution to the aestival flora (29 percent).

Phytes (25 percent), whereas the disjunct taxa Flower color is also skewed: the most important

are over-represented in the phanerophyte (33 colorfor disjunct taxa is white (44 percent of all

percent), chamaephyte (40 percent), and geo-

Phyte categories (23 percent).

Disjunct taxa have a higher percentage distri-

disjunct taxa). White is also the most important

flower color for absent taxa (28 percent), but that

group has the highest percentage yellow (23 per-

bution in the taller height classes (34 percent of cent) and blue-purple (19 percent) flowers ofany

all disjunct taxa reach at least 4 m in height; 55 floristic category and makes a relatively strong

I percent of all plants surpassing 4 m in height are total contribution to those categories (30 percent

disjunct taxa) than any other floristic category of all yellow and 34 percent of all blue-purple

(Table 5). Most taxa absent from eastern Asia flowered taxa are absent from eastern Asia-the

are in the smaller height classes (95 percent reach yellow-flowered taxa occur mostly in the Aster-

'ess than 2 m tall), and this phytogeographical aceae, a family poor in disjunct taxa, as noted

category makes its strongest contribution to the above).

flora in the smaller sizes (Table 5). Disjunct taxa also have a significantly {P

Table 3. Distribution of taxa in phylogenetic and phytogeographical categories (see text for an explanation

Qf the groups). The random model in Part A below is percentage of native taxa in the phylogenetic category; in

Part B it is the percentage of the phytogeographic category in the flora as a whole. * - /^ < 0.01; * - -P
O.OO 1

;

++ P < 0.0001; ns = not significant at the 0.05 level.

^hytogeographi
Category

ic

%
Total Native

Taxa (n) Flora

Phylogenetic Categones

1

n 62

'^- Distribution within phytogeographic categories:

•Absent

Disjunct

North temperate
Native flora

232

162

817

1,211

1

19++

5 ns

6

• Distribution within phylogenetic categories:

Absent

Diisjunct

'^orth temperate

19

13

68

3

47

50

2

n 534

**34
67*^

47 ns

46

**15

20'

65 ns

3

n = 545

65**

14**

48 ns

48

28**

4**

68 ns

Poaceae Asteraceae

n = 92

9 ns

2**

8 ns

8

22 ns
3**

75 ns

n= 138

20**

2**

11 ns

11

34

2

64 ns

t+

+ +
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Table 4. Distribution of taxa in life history and phytogeographic categories (see text for an explanation of the latter). The random model in Part A below

is the percentage of native taxa in the hfe history categories; in Part B it is the percentage of the phytogeographic category in the flora as a whole. * - P < 0.05;

** -^ P < 0,01: ^ = P < 0.001; ^^
-- P < 0.0001; ns = not significabt at the 0.05 level.

^

Phytogeographic Category

Total

Taxa
(n)

%
Native

Flora

Life History Woodiness Deciduousness

Perenn.

n- 1,045

Annual
n= 131

Bienn.

n = 35

Woody
n = 246

Herbac.

n = 965
Decid.

n= 1,137

Evergreen

n- 74

A. Distribution within phytogeographic categories

Absent

Disjunct

North temperate

Native flora

232

162

817

1,211

83 ns

98^^

85 ns

86

14 ns

12 ns

11

3 ns
1^^

3 ns

3

++8

28 ns

20

49++

82 ns

80

96 ns

92 ns

94 ns

94

4 ns

8*

6 ns

6

B. Distribution by life history

Absent

Disjunct

North temperate

19

13

68

18 ns

15*

67 ns

25

1
++

74 ns

20 ns

9 ns

71 ns

7

33

60

++

++

22

8

70*

+ +

++

20 ns

13 ns

67 ns

12 ns

20 ns

68 ns

Table 5. Distribution by growth form and phytogeographic category (see text for an explanation of the latter). The random model in Part A below is the

percentage of native taxa in the life history categories; in Part B it is the percentage of the phytogeographic category in the flora as a whole. *

** -
P < 0.05;

P<0.01; + P < 0.001; -^^ = P < 0.0001; ns = not significant at the 0.05 level.

Raunkiaer Class

Total %
Phytogeographic

Category

Taxa Native Phaner. Chamae.
(n) Flora n = 235 n= 10 n

Hemi-
crypt.

= 605

Height when Mature (m)

Geo. Thero.

n = 229 n=132
<1

n = 799

1-2

n 212

2-4

n = 76

4-8

n 21 n

8

103

A. Distribution within phytogeographic categories;

Absent

Disjunct

North temperate

Native flora

232

162

817

1,211

++

7

47

17 ns

19

0.4 ns

3 ns

0.6 ns

0.8

54 ns

16++

56**

50

24*

33+

15**

19

14 ns

11++

12 ns

11

72++

44++

69 ns

66

23
9++

18 ns

17

3*

12**

6 ns

6

0.4**

9++

0.6**

2

r+
25++

7*

9

O
H

C/5

5
r

>

§

B. Distribution by growth form

Absent
Disjunct

North temperate

19

13

68

33-^-^

60*

10 ns

40*

50 ns

21 ns

4

75

++

25*

23++

52++

25
2++

73 ns

20 ns 25* 9** 5* 3++

9+ 7+ 26** 71++ 39++

71* 68 ns 65 ns 27++ 58*

-^



TA.liL,l£ 6 Distribution by phenology, ilowcr color, and phytogcographic category (percentages by phenology do not sum to lOO because some plants bloom
throughout the year). The random model in Part A below is the percentage ofnative taxa by floral categories; in Part B it is the percentage ofthe phytogeographic
category in (he flora as a whole. * = < 0.05; ** = P < O.Ol; ^ == P < 0,001; ^^ = p < O.OOOl; ns = not significant at the 0.05 level.

Lh>

Phytogeographic

Category

Total

Taxa
(n)

%
Na-
tive

Flora

Phenology Flower Color

Vernal

n = 79

Late

Vernal

Blue-

Aest. Autumn Brown Green
n 562 n = 467 n 77

purple

n = 21 n = 343 n= 130

Pink-

Red
n = 91

Orange Yellow White
n= 13 n- 178 n = 365

A. Distribution within phytogeographic categories

Absent

Disjunct

North temperate

Native flora

232

162

817

1,211

4

14

**

++ **

6 ns

7

33

58

48 ns

46

58

27

35

39

**

**

4 ns

0.6

8**

6

2 ns

6**

2

15**

27 ns

36**

30

19**

11 ns

11

11 ns

9 ns

7 ns

8

2 ns

0.7 ns

1 ns

1

23**

15 ns

16

28 ns

44*

31*

32

B. Distribution by floral characteristics

Absent

Disjunct

North temperate

19

13

68

13

28**

59*

13**

16*

71 ns

29**

62**

13 ns

1*

86*

24 ns

52**

24**

10**

13 ns

77

34

5

4- +

**

+ + 61*

28**

14 ns

58*

31 ns

8 ns

61 ns

30

8

62 ns

**
18 ns

19**

63*

Table 7. Distribution by habitat and phytogeographic categories (see text for an explanation of the latter). The random model in Part A below is the
percentage of native taxa in the life history categories; in Part B it is the percentage of the phytogeographic category in the flora as a whole. * =

P<0.01; + -f P < 0.000 1; ns = not significant at the 0.05 level.

P < 0.05;

Habitat (Substrate) Categories

Phytogcograph ic

Categories

Total

Taxa
(n)

%
Native

Flora

Terrestrial

n = 932
Wetlands
n = 230

Rock
Outcrops
n = 36

Habitat Openness

Epiphytic
= 13n

Forest

n = 488
Intermed

= 396n
Open

n = 327

A, Distribution by phytogeography:

Absent

Disjunct

North temperate

Native flora

B. Distribution by habitat

Absent

Disjunct

North temperate

232

162

817

1,211

82*

73**

77

14*

22*

19

3 ns

1*

4 ns

3

0.4 ns

ns
1*

0.5

41 ns

66^^

35 ns

40

34 ns

28 ns

33 ns

33

25 ns
6^^

32

27

19

13

68

20 ns 14* 19 ns 7 ns
15* 5++ 4* 0*
65* 81+* 77++ 93 ns

19 ns
22-^*

59+*

20 ns

12 ns

68 ns

17 ns

3

80

++

++

I

s:
z

2
2

r

4^
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Figure 2. Percent distribution of GRSM species along a two-dimensional environmental field, ^^^^^r^^
are generalized by ten percent classes; representative data are cited for low, mid, and high ^^^^^^^^^l^, xa)
hydric (wetland), mesic, submesic-subxeric, and xeric sites. A. Absent taxa (232 taxa). B. Disjuncts (162 ta

C Total native flora (1,2 11 taxa).

0.001) earlier peak leaf period (13 percent of all

disjuncts and 31 percent of all disjunct herbs
have peak leaf periods in spring) than either the
absent (eight percent of all taxa, 25 percent of
herbaceous taxa have peak leafperiods in spring)
or north temperate groups (seven percent of all

percent

leaf periods in spring). However, for all pM^
eeoeraDhical cateeories the peak leaf P^^^_^

ignificant
percent

are found).

i
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Figure 3. Percent contribution ofGRSM species to the total expected flora as a function of sue Contours

fre generalized by ten percent classes; representative data are for low, mid, and high elevations, and for hydnc

(^^etiand), mesic,'subm?sic-subxeric, and xeric sites. These diagrams co^ect for the general ^ecre^^^^^^^ oUpccx.s

"chness as seen in Figure 2A. A. Absent taxa (232 taxa). B. Disjuncts (162 taxa). C. North temperate taxa (817

*axa). D. All Fact A<:ian PPnerp ^979 taxa). Only forested sites are shown (see text).

Synecology: Habitats and Gradient

Distributions

Habitat. The disjunct taxa are predominant-

'y plants of terrestrial (91 percent of all disjuncts)

and forested (66 percent ofall disjuncts) habitats

a random distribution (Table 7). Absent taxa are

also over-represented in terrestrial habitats, but

otherwise
open

belong

temperate genera. Despite the fact that the GRSM
'" both crs^sthiris a :;gnrfica„; departure from landscape is heavily forested (99 percen,,, 27 per
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cent of the park's native plants are found only

in open, non-forested habitats (Table 7). Dis-

junct taxa are strongly under-represented in these

open habitats.

Distribution on environmental gradi-

ents. Both absent taxa and disjunct taxa have

distribution peaks at low elevations (Fig. 2A-B).

The disjunct taxa, however, are displaced toward

mesic site classes^ whereas the absent taxa peak

on submesic to subxeric sites. Absent taxa are

more strongly represented at the hydric and xeric

extremes (16 and 34 percent, respectively of all

absent taxa), whereas numbers of disjunct taxa

decline more strongly away from the mesic site

class. For both phytogeographical categories,

however, the total percent decline with elevation

is similar—from about 60 percent of the total in

the floristic group to about two percent from low

to high elevations (Fig. 2A-B). These trends par-

allel the diversity patterns of the native flora as

a whole (Fig. 2C), but here the diversity decline

is somewhat less steep (it declines from 50 to two

percent with elevation). The distribution of the

total native flora is similar to that of the absent

taxa, in that there is a submesic-subxeric peak

at low elevations and a gradual decline toward

moisture extremes.

Two simplifications are possible to better con-

trast the three floristic groups in terms of land-

scape distribution. First, because disjunct taxa

are unimportant on open sites {Liriodendron is

an interesting exception), the data base was re-

duced to plants of forested sites only. Second,

because the overall species richness gradient par-

allels that ofthe separate phytogeographic groups

(Fig, 2A-C), the data were expressed as a percent

contribution to the total flora expected on a given

site (Fig. 3A-D). In this manner, most of the

information on disjuncts available in the 3-di-

mensional array (elevation, site moisture, habi-

tat openness) is portrayed in two dimensions.

When the data are expressed in this way, the

absent taxa show a peak importance in xeric sites,

a secondary peak in hydric sites, and a trough in

mesic sites (Fig. 3A). Disjuncts show a very dif-

ferent distribution-their peak importance is on
mesic sites (Fig. 3B). Taxa ofwide-ranging north

temperate genera show yet a third pattern, with
peak importance at high elevations (the only
group to show such an increase with elevation;

Fig. 3C). The north temperate taxa are least im-
portant on xeric low- to mid-elevation sites; these

taxa have a secondar>^ peak on hydric sites.
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Table 9. Narrowly distributed and widely distributed species and an index of beta diversity for two broad-

scale gradients.

Phytogeographical Category

Narrowly Restricted Widely Distributed

A. Elevation gradient:

Absent

Disjunct

North temperate

Native flora

B. Site moisture classes:

Absent

Disjunct

North temperate

Native flora

Species

115

60

429

604

133

86

505

724

Species

127

102

388

607

95

76

312

487

Species Turnover
Ratio

0.9

0.6

LI

1.0

L4
1.1

1.6

1.5

r

p

«

Disjunct taxa and taxa of wide-ranging genera groups). The absent taxa are generally a random
both occur in eastern Asia. The importance of sample ofthe flora as a whole, but intermediately

these two groups is summed in Figure 3D, which common taxa are over-represented and common
shows the percent of forest flora belonging to taxa are under-represented.

genera common to eastern Asia as a function of Another

elevation and site moisture class. Eastern Asian analyzed: the phytogeographical categories were

genera have their peak distribution on high el- contrasted in the percentage of taxa restricted to

evation mesic sites and decline in importance single habitat classes along the three dominant

with decreasing elevation and toward extreme environmental gradients. Two of these gradients

site moisture classes. Xeric sites have the lowest were already coded as broad habitat classes: site

importance in distribution of eastern Asian gen- moisture class (hydric, mesic, submesic-subxe-

* era. Overall, 85 to 95 percent ofthe taxa on mesic ric, xeric) and habitat openness (forested, inter-

sites belong to genera that also occur in eastern mediate, open). Elevation data were summarized

Asia. in three belts: low (260-760 m; 850-2,500 ft),

IfHfe history and environmental distribution mid (760-1,370 m; 2,500-4,500 ft), and high

are combined, these patterns are reinforced. For- 370-2

ty-two percent of all woody taxa on mesic low- that disjunct taxa are narrowly distributed along

to mid-elevation forested sites belong to disjunct only one of the gradients: habitat openness (Ta-

genera; 95 percent of all woody plants on mesic ble 8), as noted earlier. In other ways (elevation,

low- to mid-elevation forested sites belong to site moisture class), the disjunct taxa arc less

restricted to habitat classes than would be ex-

pected based upon chance alone. The other phy-

togeographical categories are essentially random

samples ofthe flora as a whole in terms ofhabitat

genera that also occur in eastern Asia

Rarity and Park Distribution

The phytogeographic categories were contrast-

ed in rarity and park distribution in order to

gauge the effect of sporadic distributions on the

restrictions (Table 8).

The data on gradient restrictions were also used

richness gradients as a whole (Table 8). Disjunct for an index of gradient (beta) diversity. The

terms_ number of species replacements between the

of the rarest elements of the~park flora and the habitat classes (the number of new restricted

sum ofvery rare, rare, and scarce plants. Disjunct species encountered in each habitat class) was

taxa are over-represented among frequent and compared to the number of widely distributed

common plants Disjunct plants are also well- taxa (Table 9). The north temperate taxa have

distributed throughout the Smokies (75 percent the highest species turnover ratio, whereas the

of all disjuncts are found throughout the park, disjunct taxa have the lowest. All phytogeo-

i

ghest
high
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the site moisture class gradient compared to the the disjunct taxa parallel the gradient distribu-

elevation gradient.

Discussion

tion of life history traits in the Southern Appa-

lachians as a whole (Thomas Givnish, pers.

comm.). The importance of large phanerophytes

is also related to habitat: mesic, low- to mid-

Taxa belonging to disjunct genera in GRSM elevation forests have the largest biomass of any

are clearly a non-random sample of the native GRSM communities. The importance of pha-

flora: they are much more likely to be perennial, nerophytes in favorable environments is one of

woody, primitive or intermediate in phyloge- the broad-scale generalizations of the geography

netic terms, and earlier in blooming and leafing, of life forms.

Disjunct herbaceous taxa are more likely to be Several inferences concerning the contribution

geophytes than are non-disjunct taxa. The taxa of disjunct taxa to the pattern of species richness

belonging to disjunct genera are also non-ran- in the GRSM landscape can be made from these

domly distributed among habitats—they are more data. Disjunct taxa do not contribute to the sev-

likely to be found on terrestrial, forested, and eral kinds ofgamma (whole landscape) diversity,

mesic sites than are non-disjunct taxa. Disjunct Disjunct taxa are unimportant in open, distur-

taxa are generally more common and more widely bance-produced habitats. They are relatively fre-

distributed in the park than their non-disjunct quent plants with uniform distributions through-

counterparts, out the park. They do not increaseGRSM richness

Unexpectedly, taxa belonging to genera absent through occurrence in rare habitats; neither are

from eastern Asia proved just as interesting as they rare in common habitats. As a component
the disjunct taxa. For many attributes they also of the flora, they make no disproportionate con-

are a non-random assortment of the flora as a tribution to landscape richness per se: they are

whole: absent taxa are more advanced in phy- not patchily distributed.

logenetic standing, more herbaceous, less apt to Disjunct taxa are also relatively unimportant

be phanerophytes, shorter in mature height, later in their contribution to species turnover along

blooming (with a stronger representation of yel- gradients (beta diversity). Disjunct taxa decrease

low flowers), and later leafing. Absent taxa are, more sharply in richness along gradients than the

however, essentially a random sample ofthe flora flora as a whole. They do not disproportionately

as a whole with regard to substrate and habitat increase richness on extreme moisture class sites

openness. Absent taxa also parallel the whole or at high elevations (where total diversity is rel-

native flora in gradient distribution: they show atively low). Individual taxa are not more nar-

a peak occurrence in low elevation submesic- rowly distributed on gradients than non-disjunct

the gradient patterns are taxa, except for habitat openness. The strong in-

corrected for the overall distribution of species ference is that disjunct taxa do not have a higher

richness, absent taxa have their peak importance turnover of taxa along gradients than the flora

on xeric sites where they make up 20-35 percent as a whole, and do not contribute dispropor-

When

of the flora. McVaugh tionately to beta diversity.

site species (on southeastern United States gran- The disjunct plants are, however, concentrated

ite outcrops) had strong phytogeographical ties in mesic low- to mid-elevation forests. These are

relatively species-rich habitats for the GRSM

landscape as a whole. The contribution of

to western North America, Although the xeric

sites analyzed in GRSM are dominated hv nine

forests, rather than open outcrop communities, disjunct plants to species richness, then, is non-

the pattern is similar. The taxa of genera absent random in the landscape: from the data pre-

from eastern Asia are often ones with south- sented here, the inference is that this contribu-

westem United States relatives. tion is to alpha (within community) richness. It

was, in fact, the concentration of Arcto-Tertiaryobservations
prominent features of the disjunct taxa: their plants in mesic low- to mid-elevation forests that

led Cain (1943) to infer 60 million years of stasis

in Southern Appalachian vegetation (smce re-

woodmess (Li, 1952; Wood
ness (Li, 1952; Sharp, 1953), and habitat distri-

bution (Cain, 1943). Further, there is a clear re- futed, Delcourt & Delcourt, 1979, 1981). One

lationship between life history traits and habitat, can summarize the Smokies pattern: disjunct taxa

Early leafing, geophytic, herbaceous plants are mcrease the richness of communities that are

adapted to mesic deciduous forests; in this way relatively rich in non-disjunct taxa. This contn-
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^

bution is habitat concentrated, rather than dif-

fused across the landscape or along gradients.

These conclusions only can be extended be-

yond the study area with caution, however. Only
60 percent of Wood's (1972) disjunct or discon-

tinuous genera occur in GRSM. For all disjunct

genera, Li (1 952) reported a higher species/genus

ratio than that reported here. This is true for

North American species of these genera (1.9

species/genus vs. 1.5 for the Smokies) as well as

for eastern Asian species, as discussed earlier.

Thus, there are, on the continental scale, addi-

tional genera and species in eastern North Amer-
ica not accounted for by the GRSM model of

species richness. Finally, ifthe eastern Asian flora

was less affected by Pleistocene changes than that

of eastern North America (Delcourt & Delcourt,

KoYAMA, T. & S. Kawano. 1964. Critical taxa of
grasses with North American and eastern Asiatic
distribution. Canad. J. Bot. 42: 859-884.

Li, Hui-Lin. 1952. Floristic relation between eastern
Asia and eastern North America. Trans. Amer.
Philos. Soc. n.s., 42: 371-429.

. 1972. Eastern Asia-eastern North America
species pair in wider ranging genera. Pp. 65-78 in

A. Graham (editor), Floristics and Paleofloristics

ofAsia and Eastern North America. Elsevier, New
York.

McVaugh, R. 1943. The vegetation of the granitic

flat-rocks of the southeastern United States. Ecol.

Monogr. 13: 119-166.

Monk, C. C. 1 967. Tree species diversity in the east-

em deciduous forest with particular reference to

north central Florida. Amer. Naturahst 101: 173-
187.

Raunkiaer, C. 1934. The Life Forms of Plants and
Statistical Plant Geography. Clarendon Press, Ox-
ford.

1979, 1981), there are implications for distri- Shanks, R. E. 1954. Climates of the Great Smoky
bution of species richness. Less environmental Mountains. Ecology 35: 354-361.

Sharp, A. J. 1953. Notes on the flora of Mexico:change might leave ecological barriers to migra-

tion intact and might pose less ofa threat to rare,

patchily distributed species. These questions will

be resolved only as quantitative data become
available from the temperate deciduous forests

ofeastern China, the richest such forests on earth.
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ISOENZYME VERIFICATION OF AMERICAN-CHINESE
HYBRIDS OF LIQUIDAMBAR AND LIRIODENDRON^

Shan-An He^ and Frank S. Santamour, Jr.^

Abstract

Control-pollinated interspecific hybrids between Liquidambar styraciflua and L. formosana and

between Liriodendron tulipifera and L. Chinese were verified by comparison of isoperoxidase banding

patterns developed by starch gel electrophoresis of cambial extracts.

The relationships between some of the trees by analyses of isoenzyme banding patterns from

eastern United States (Li, dormant bud extracts. They found that by ac-

1952) are especially evident in Liriodendron, in rylamide gel electrophoresis of peroxidase iso-

which the only two species, the American Lir- enzymes they could distinguish the hybrids that

tulipifi contained the isoenzyme bands of both parents

Helmsley, occur in these regions. There are only as well as two new bands. Inasmuch as our joint

four species in Liquidambar: Liquidambar sty- research efforts at the U.S. National Arboretum

racijlua L. occurs in eastern Unite

disjunct populations in Mexico

involved considerable work in isoenzyme elec-

trophoresis, we decided to investigate the poten

America, and Liquidambar acalycina and Liq- tial of using this technique to verify the Liquid-

uidambarformosana Hance are nati^

A fourth species is found in Turkey.

ambar and Liriodendron hybrids produced at the

U.S. National Arboretum and the Liriodendron

Materials and Methods

These two genera were among the first to be hybrids produced in China,

investigated after the initiation of a project on
cytogenetics, breeding, and improvement of

landscape trees at the U.S. National Arboretum
in 1967. Santamour (1972a) reported successful All of the parent trees and the progenies de-

crossing among three Liquidambar species, using rived from controlled crosses at the National Ar-

leafmorphology to verify interspecific hybridity. boretum were available for study. The first ma-

Because verification of young hybrids would be terial received from China included dormant

more difficult in Liriodendron, in which leafshape twigs from one tree each of the parent species

of the two species is very similar, Santamour and one putative hybrid. A second shipment con-

used the biochemical evaluation of leaf flavo- tained dormant twigs from three putative hy-

noids (Santamour, 1972b) to establish the true brids.

hybridity of seedlings from crosses of L. c/z/>2^5^ Although most isoenzyme studies in plants

made in 1970. This was thought to be the first have utilized leaftissue, Santamour and Demuth

controlled hybridization between these species. (1980) found that cambial tissue was equally as

However, similar research in China was un- effective for isoperoxidases. Furthermore, stud-

ies of cambial isoenzymes can be made at any

time ofthe vear and dormant twigs can be shipped
West

Technological College of Forest Products (1980),

they and the Jiangsu Institute ofBotany had sue- halfway around the world with no adverse effects.

cessfully crossed the two tuliptrees first in 1963, The methods used for starch gel electropho-

and then several times between 1963 and 1980. resis and staining of cambial peroxidase isoen-

They also reported that the hybrids were superior zymes were the same as those reported by San-

in growth to L. Chinese at 12 years of age. tamour( 1982) and have been successful in a wide

In addition, Huang and Chen (1979) verified range of woody genera (Santamour & Demuth,

both natural and artificial interspecific hybrids 1980, 1981).

' The authors gralefiiUy acknowledge the technical assistance of Alice Jacot McArdle. ^
^ Nanjing Botanical Garden Mem. Sun Yat-Sen, Nanjing, People's Republic of China. Visiting Scholar at tn

U.S. National Arboretum, 1981-1982.
^ U.S. National Arboretum, USDA Agricultural Research Service, Washington, D.C

Ann. Missouri Bot. Gard. 70; 748-749. 1983.
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A B C D F

We
Chinese material, and although we could distin-

guish hybnds, the isoenzyme bands were not very

clear.

The use of cambial peroxidase isoenzyme

banding patterns is an acceptable method for ver-

ifying interspecific hybrids in the cases studied

here, especially when material ofboth parents is

also available for study. Our work in Acer (San-

tamour, 1982) and Quercus (Santamour & De-

muth, 1981) has shown that species belonging to

the same infrageneric botanical category, which

are potentially sexually compatible, frequently

have similar patterns of isoenzyme variation.

Thus, an individual of one species may or may
not possess a different banding pattern than an

Figure 1
.

Cambial peroxidase banding patterns in individual of another species. Two individualsW Linodendron Chinese. {B)LmodendrontuU^^ x .

^ u ^^
Lmodendron Chinese, (C) Liriodendron tulipifera, (D)

^^ ^^^ ^^^^ species nowever, may nave sum

Liquidambar formosana, (E) Liquidambar styraci^ ciently different banding patterns that would al-

flua X Liquidambarformosana, and (F) Liquidambar low the detection of intraspecific hybrids be-
styracijlua. tween them.

Results and Discussion

Isoperoxidase banding patterns ofcambial tis-

sue of parent trees and hybrids in Liquidambar
and Liriodendron are shown in Figure 1. The
m

interspecific hybrids showed many, but not all,

of the bands found in the parent trees, but the

hybrids were easily distinguished. The lack of ^i,

might be
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